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6/5/2013 COMMUNICATIONS, ETC. 53809 

Attendance At Meeting. 

Present -- The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, and Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, 
Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, 
Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, 
Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, 
Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, 
Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, Silverstein. 

Absent -- None. 

Call To Order. 

On Wednesday, June 5, 20y3 at 10:00 A.M., the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, called 
the City Council to order. The 8onorable Susana A. Mendoza, City Clerk, called the roll of 
members and it was found tnatthere were present at that time: Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, 
Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, Beale, Pope, Balcer, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, 
Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, 
Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, 
Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, 
Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, Silverstein -- 49. 

Quorum present. 

Pledge Of Allegiance. 

Alderman Holmes led the City Council and assembled guests in the Pledge of Allegiance to 
the Flag of the United States of America. 

Invocation. 

Sister Sheila Lyne, RSM of Mercy Hospital and Medical Center opened the meeting with a 
prayer. 
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REPORTS AND COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITY OFFICERS. 

Rules Suspended -- GRATITUDE EXTENDED TO POLICE OFFICER ANGELINA 
PALERMO FOR APPREHENSION OF ARMED OFFENDER. 

[R2013-543] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, presented the following communication: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- I transmit herewith a congratulatory resolution concerning 
the Police Department. 

Your favorable consideration of this resolution will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily to permit immediate consideration 
of and action upon the said proposed resolution. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, At approximately 2:30 A.M., on December 26,2012, Chicago Police Officer 
Angelina Palermo (Star Number 13482) and her partner were dispatched to the 6700 block 
of South Wolcott Avenue in response to a 911 emergency call reporting a man with a gun; 
and 
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WHEREAS, When Officer Palermo and her partner reached the scene in full uniform and 
in their marked squad car, they saw that other police officers had also just arrived and were 
walking into the front of the residence in search of the offender. Taking initiative, Officer 
Palermo and her partner moved towards the rear of the home in case the offender exited 
there; and 

WHEREAS, As she walked to the back of the residence, Officer Palermo heard shouting 
from inside the home. Officer Palermo then saw a man run through the back door and down 
several stairs, seeking to escape through a gaping hole in the backyard fence; and 

WHEREAS, Before stepping through the fence, the man pointed a pistol at Officer Palermo 
and her partner. Fearing for her safety and that of her partner, Officer Palermo fired at the 
offender. Undeterred, the man fled into the back yard of the neighboring property; and 

WHEREAS, Anticipating that the man would double back towards Wolcott Avenue and pose 
a threat to her fellow officers, Officer Palermo dashed to the front of the residence, where she 
saw the offender standing in the gangway. Raising his arm, the man again pointed his 
handgun at the police officers. Fearing the worst, Officer Palermo fired two more shots at the 
offender, who threw his gun up onto the roof, before falling wounded to the ground; and 

WHEREAS, Assisted by other officers, Officer Palermo took the offender into custody. The 
gunman's loaded Taurus.40 calibersemi-automatic pistol was then recovered from the gutter 
of the rooftop where he had thrown it; and 

WHEREAS, The subsequent investigation revealed that, prior to the officers' arrival, the 
gunman, a convicted felon, had threatened others in the home with his pistol during a 
domestic disturbance; and 

WHEREAS, The offender was charged as an armed habitual criminal, and with unlawful 
use of a weapon by a felon and two counts of aggravated assault with a firearm; and 

WHEREAS, This outstanding result was made possible by Officer Palermo's astute 
observations, quick evaluation of the scene, demonstrated bravery, concern for her fellow 
officers, and measured response in the face of grave danger; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby honor Chicago Police Officer Angelina 
Palermo for her professionalism, valor and exceptional efforts on behalf of the citizenry of 
Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Chicago 
Police Officer Angelina Palermo, and placed on permanent record in her personnel file, as 
a token of our appreciation and esteem. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, seconded by Aldermen Balcer, Foulkes, Thompson and 
Cullerton, the foregoing proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

At this point in the proceedings, the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, rose and on behalf 
of the people of Chicago, expressed appreciation to Police Officer Angelina Palermo for her 
heroic actions in apprehending a violent offender. Lauding the courageous and selfless 
response during a life-threatening incident, Mayor Emanuel declared Officer Palermo 
representative of the men and women of our city's uniformed services who have dedicated 
themselves to the protection of all Chicagoans. Mayor Emanuel also expressed appreciation 
to the families of our uniformed service members who live each day with the knowledge that 
their loved one may not return home from any given workday. Citing the successful 
combination of policing, parenting, prevention and penalties in curtailing criminal activity, Mayor 
Emanuel renewed his call for Chicagoans to actively support policing initiatives. Mayor 
Emanuel then invited Police Officer Angelina Palermo to the Mayor's rostrum where he 
presented her with a parchment copy of the congratulatory resolution. 

Rules Suspended -- CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO SISTER SHEILA LYNE, 
RSM ON RETIREMENT AS PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF 
MERCY HOSPITAL. 

[R20 13-544] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, presented the following communication: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- I transmit herewith together with Alderman Burke, a 
congratulatory resolution concerning Sister Sheila Lyne, RSM. 
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Your favorable consideration of this resolution will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

53813 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily to permit immediate consideration 
of and action upon the said proposed resolution. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, After more than 33 years of service to Mercy Hospital & Medical Center and 
Trinity Health ("Mercy Hospital"), Sister Sheila Lyne, RSM, officially retired as Mercy 
Hospital's president and chief executive officer on May 31, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, Robert F. Kennedy reminded us that: "Moral courage is a rarer commodity 
than bravery in battle or great intelligence. Yet it is the one essential, vital quality of those 
who seek to change a world which yields most painfully to change"; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout her more than six decades of service as a Sister of Mercy and 
three decades of service to Mercy Hospital, Sister Sheila Lyne repeatedly demonstrated her 
bravery, resilience and skilled leadership in the fight to ensure that Chicago's neediest 
residents receive quality healthcare; and 

WHEREAS, A wisp of a woman whose gentle demeanor conceals an iron will, boundless 
compassion and an unfailing moral compass, Sister Sheila Lyne joined Mercy Hospital in 
1970 as director of the diagnostic and treatment center. Following the example set by the 
Venerable Mother Catherine McAuley, an Irish nun who founded the Sisters of Mercy in 1831, 
Sister Sheila Lyne dedicated her life to serving the poor, the vulnerable and the sick; and 

WHEREAS, In 1976, after earning her master's degree in psychiatric nursing from 
St. Xavier University in Chicago, Sister Sheila Lyne was named president and chief executive 
officer of Mercy Hospital. In 1980, she received her master's degree in business 
administration from The University of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, In 1991, Sister Sheila Lyne was appointed commissioner of Public Health for 
the City of Chicago, a position which she held for nine years. The first female and 
non-physician to serve in that capacity, she embraced her new position with passion, 
determination and common sense; and 
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WHEREAS, As commissioner, Sister Sheila Lyne significantly reduced Chicago's infant 
mortality rate by enlisting women to go door-to-door in their communities to educate and 
assist pregnant women in prenatal care; she created programs which boosted childhood 
immunizations to 73 percent from 27 percent throughout the City's poorest neighborhoods, 
and she increased funding tenfold -- from $4 Million to $40 Million -- for HIV awareness, 
prevention and treatment programs, including efforts to promote the free distribution of 
condoms; and . 

WHEREAS, Sister Sheila Lyne's spine of steel was never more evident than when she was 
arrested for defying a court order to test every child in the Chicago Public School system for 
lead poisoning because she believed that the court order was overly broad and misguided. 
Needless to say, she was out of jail two hours later; and 

WHEREAS, In 2000, Sister Sheila Lyne returned to Mercy Hospital as president and chief 
executive officer. Known for walking the halls of the hospital, she worked tirelessly 
throughout her career to provide excellent medical care to all. Largely as a result of Sister 
Sheila Lyne's leadership, vision and influence, today Mercy Hospital boasts a nationally 
recognized heart and vascular center, a certified stroke center, 11 medical satellite centers 
and a state-of-the-art digital breast care center. In April of 2012, Sister Sheila Lyne's 
unrelenting efforts to secure Mercy Hospital's future were rewarded when Mercy Hospital 
merged with Trinity Health, one of the nation's largest Catholic hospital networks; and 

WHEREAS, Sister Sheila Lyne has served on many distinguished boards and won 
numerous honors, among them the Excellence in Public Service Award from Crain's Chicago 
Business, North Business Industrial Council, and Motorola, and the Shield of St. Xavier Award 
from St. Xavier University; and 

WHEREAS, In retirement, Sister Sheila Lyne plans to continue her life-long ministry of 
promoting community health by going door-to-door to educate the public and by serving as 
a senior advisor to Mercy Foundation, Inc., Mercy Hospital's philanthropic arm. She also 
looks forward to spending time with her niece, Sheila, and nephews, Tim and Terry; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of Sister Sheila Lyne's retirement 
by Alderman Edward M. Burke; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sincere gratitude to Sister 
Sheila Lyne for her many years of dedicated service to the residents of Chicago, and extend 
to her our warmest and best wishes for continued good health, happiness and success; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Sister Sheila 
Lyne as a token of our appreciation and esteem. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, seconded by Aldermen Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, 
O'Shea, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Suarez, Mell, Austin, Tunney and Cappleman, the 
foregoing proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

At this point in the proceedings, the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, rose and on behalf 
of the people of Chicago, expressed appreciation to Sister Sheila Lyne, RSM, for her 
contributions to the City of Chicago. Lauding Sister Sheila Lyne for her dedication and 
leadership as president and chief executive officer of Mercy Hospital & Medical Center and as 
the Commissioner of Public Health for the City of Chicago, Mayor Emanuel spoke of her 
ongoing advocacy and efforts to provide healthcare for all Chicagoans. The compassion, 
sacrifice and public service by Sister Sheila Lyne on behalf of others personifies the teachings 
found in the Jewish and Christian Book of Micah, the Mayor observed, that asks each of us to 
act justly, love tenderly, and walk humbly with our God. Mayor Emanuel then invited Sister 
Sheila Lyne to the Mayor's rostrum where he presented her with a parchment copy of the 
congratulatory resolution. 

Rules Suspended -- CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO CHICAGO PUBLIC HIGH 
SCHOOL CADETS ON SELECTION AS 2012 -- 2013 JUNIOR ROTC STAFF AND 
RECEIPT OF SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS. 

[R2013-545] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, presented the following communication: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

June 5, 2013. 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- I transmit herewith a congratulatory resolution concerning 
outstanding JROTC cadets. 
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Your favorable consideration of this resolution will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

6/5/2013 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily to permit immediate consideration 
of and action upon the said proposed resolution. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, The Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps (Junior ROTC) is a program 
sponsored by the United States Armed Services in high schools across the country to train 
high school students in leadership, character education and military science; and 

WHEREAS, The focus of Junior ROTC is reflected in the program's mission statement, 
which is ''To motivate young people to be better citizens"; and 

WHEREAS, Chicago Public School students who participate in Junior ROTC learn the value 
of citizenship, service to the community and personal responsibility through a challenging 
educational curriculum, which is designed to prepare them for leadership in their community, 
to instill in them self-discipline, self-esteem and a sense of accomplishment, and to foster in 
them an awareness of their rights, responsibilities and privileges as American citizens; and 

WHEREAS, One of the greatest distinctions that a Junior ROTC cadet can achieve is to 
serve as commander of their school's Junior ROTC Unit. The 44 Junior ROTC Unit 
Commanders, who serve under the guidance of the City corp commander, are responsible 
for leading their school's respective Junior ROTC program. They are chosen for this 
prestigious leadership role based on their exemplary personal conduct, the example they set 
for younger students, their academic achievements and their commitment to the community; 
and 

WHEREAS, This year, several extraordinarily qualified Junior ROTC cadets from Chicago 
Public High Schools have earned prestigious four-year ROTC scholarships or appointments 
to our Nation's elite service academies; and 

WHEREAS, All of these outstanding individuals embody and have worked hard to promote 
the principles and standards of Junior ROTC. Each of them is the pride of Chicago; now, 
therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby extend our congratulations to those Chicago 
Public High School cadets who served as commanders of their Junior ROTC Units during the 
2012 -- 2013 school year; to those cadets who received coveted appointments to national 
military service academies; and to those cadets who earned four-year ROTC scholarships 
to pursue their college education and commission as officers in the service of the United 
States; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That suitable copies of this resolution be presented to each of these 
exemplary Chicago Public High School students as a token of our respect and of our best 
wishes for a bright and prosperous future. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, seconded by Aldermen Dowell, Balcer, Thompson, Thomas, 
Cochran, Maldonado, Austin, Mitts, Cullerton, M. O'Connor, Smith and Osterman, the foregoing 
proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

At this point in the proceedings, the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, rose and on behalf 
of the people of Chicago, extended congratulations to various Chicago public high school 
students on their selection as members of the 2012 -- 2013 Junior Reserve Officer's Training 
Corps City Corp Staff and receipt of the ROTC college scholarship awards. Commending the 
honorees for their academic achievements and personal accomplishments, Mayor Emanuel 
also thanked the parents, commanders and all those involved in Junior ROTC for their 
dedication to this valuable and successful program. Citing the importance of involved parents 
and dedicated teachers in helping children achieve their full potential, Mayor Emanuel hailed 
the Junior ROTC program for its challenging curriculum designed to promote character and 
self-discipline and longstanding tradition of preparing and motivating our youth to become 
better citizens. Noting with pride Chicago's distinction as having the largest Junior ROTC 
program of its kind in the nation, Mayor Emanuel also recognized Chicago's similar distinction 
as having the largest group of students named as 2013 Gates Millennium Program scholars. 
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Mayor Emanuel then invited Junior ROTC cadets James Henja and Kedoni Tylerfrom the Air 
Force Academy High School, representing the members of the 2012--2013 Junior ROTC City 
Corps Staff, to the Mayor's rostrum where he presented them with parchment copies of the 
congratulatory resolution. 

Rules Suspended -- TRIBUTE TO LATE HONORABLE DAWN CLARK NETSCH. 
[R2013-546] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, presented the following communication: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5,2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN --I transmit herewith a resolution honoring the life and memory 
of Dawn Clark Netsch. 

Your favorable consideration of this resolution will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily to permit immediate consideration 
of and action upon the said proposed resolution. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, The members of this chamber were deeply saddened to learn of the death on 
March 5, 2013, at age 86, of Dawn Clark Netsch, a longtime Illinois state senator and former 
Illinois comptroller, and the first woman to run for governor of Illinois as the candidate of a 
major political party; and 
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WHEREAS, Born Patricia Dawn Clark on September 16, 1926, Ms. Netsch was raised in 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Her father was in the construction business. Her mother was a social 
worker. As a young adult, Ms. Netsch moved to Evanston, Illinois, where she graduated Phi 
Beta Kappa from Northwestern University in 1948 with a degree in political science; and 

WHEREAS, After graduating from college, Ms. Netsch attended Northwestern University 
School of Law, where she led the fight on campus to integrate the University's dormitories. 
In 1952, Ms. Netsch graduated first in her law school class; and 

WHEREAS, Recognizing early on that the law provided a means to address social 
inequalities, and that politics was the route to change, Ms. Netsch began her professional life 
as a researcher and speechwriter for Illinois governor Adlai Stevenson during his 1952 
presidential campaign, before joining the Washington, D.C. law firm of Covington & Burling, 
where she worked for two years. In 1954, Ms. Netsch returned to Chicago, where she served 
as a law clerk to U.S. District Court Judge Julius Hoffman and campaigned for 
Adlai Stevenson during his 1956 presidential bid. An active member of the Committee on 
Illinois Government, a group of independent Democrats, Ms. Netsch worked as an attorney 
in private practice until 1961 ,when she was appointed legal counsel to Illinois Governor Otto 
Kerner. Ms. Netsch was the first woman in Illinois history to hold that illustrious position; and 

WHEREAS, In 1965, Ms. Netsch joined Northwestern University School of Law as its first 
female faculty member and as one of the first group of women law professors in 
United States. At the time of her death, Ms. Netsch was a professor emeritus at 
Northwestern, where she taught courses and co-authored a widely used textbook on state 
and local government; and 

WHEREAS, Ms. Netsch was elected in 1969 as a delegate to the 1970 Illinois Constitutional 
Convention. In 1972, she was elected to the Illinois General Assembly. During her 18-year 
tenure as a state senator, Ms. Netsch became an expert in state finances. A trailblazer in the 
political arena, Ms. Netsch sponsored the Equal Rights Amendment, argued against the 
death penalty, and worked tirelessly in favor of abortion rights, equality for the LGBT 
community, time off work for medical care of family members, government ethics reform, 
campaign reform, tax reform, the merit selection of judges, adequate funding for public 
education and banning handguns; and 

WHEREAS, In 1990, when Ms. Netsch was elected as state comptroller, she became the 
highest-ranked woman in Illinois state government and the first woman elected to state 
constitutional executive office in Illinois. In 1994, Ms. Netsch again made history as the first 
woman elected on a major ticket to run for governor of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, An extraordinarily gifted, determined and patient person, who was widely 
admired for her intellect, tenacity, blunt honesty and independent spirit, Ms. Netsch was a 
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woman of many "firsts", who left an indelible mark on the body politic during her more than 
six decades of service to the people of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout her long and distinguished career in law and politics, Ms. Netsch's 
name remained synonymous with ethics and honest government. Most recently, Ms. Netsch 
served on the Illinois Task Force on Campaign Reform and Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel's 
Ethics Reform Task Force. In January of 2013, Ms. Netsch was honored by Planned 
Parenthood with a lifetime achievement award; and 

WHEREAS, A playful and fun-loving person, with a twinkle in her eye and a 
self-deprecating sense of humor, Ms. Netsch loved opera, the Chicago White Sox, beer and 
champagne, Illinois sweet corn and a good game of pool; and 

WHEREAS, A woman who set the standard for integrity in public service, Dawn Clark 
Netsch will always be remembered as a political pathfinder for generations of Illinois women; 
as a passionate and persistent fighter for progressive causes; and for her unwavering belief 
in good government, human rights and civil liberty; and 

WHEREAS, Dawn Clark Netsch was preceded in death by her beloved husband of 
45 years, Walter Netsch, who died in 2008; and is survived by her nephew, Andrew Kerr; one 
cousin; and a host of loving friends and admirers; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby honor the life and memory of Dawn Clark 
Netsch; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Dawn Clark Netsch as a sign of our sympathy and good wishes. 

On Motion of Alderman Burke, the foregoing proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and 
nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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At this point in the proceedings, the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, rose and on behalf 
of the people of Chicago, expressed the condolences of the people of Chicago to the family of 
Dawn Clark Netsch. Reflecting on the life and achievements of the late Dawn Clark Netsch, 
Mayor Emanuel spoke of her distinguished career in public service. As an Illinois Senator, 
Ms. Netsch was a voice for democracy, the Mayor observed, who fought tirelessly on behalf 
of her constituents and who garnered the respect of her colleagues. Greatly admired for her 
integrity and compassion, Ms. Netsch was an outspoken advocate for tax fairness and political 
accountability, the Mayor continued, and a voice for those who didn't have a voice in 
government. Ms. Netsch acted upon an elemental conviction to public service, the Mayor 
concluded, and her legacy has left a positive and lasting impact on City of Chicago and the 
State of Illinois. Mayor Emanuel then left the Mayor's rostrum and strode to the commissioners' 
gallery where he presented parchment copies of the memorial resolution to the family of the 
late Dawn Clark Netsch. 

Rules Suspended -- TRIBUTE TO LATE NORMA IDA REYES. 
[R2013-522] 

Alderman Suarez moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily for the purpose of going out of 
the regular order of business for immediate consideration of a proposed resolution presented 
by Alderman Suarez and Alderman Burke. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, In His infinite wisdom, Almighty God has granted Norma Ida Reyes, an 
outstanding public servant and member of her community, eternal rest on May 6, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, On July 5, 1956, Norma Reyes started life as one of seven children born to 
Clara Luz Reyes and grew up in the Humboldt Park community. When she was a teenager, 
she was taken in by foster parents, Paddy and Barry McNamara, who were both attorneys 
and she followed in their footsteps, earning both her bachelor's and juris doctorate degrees 
from the University of Notre Dame; and 

WHEREAS, Norma Reyes spent nine years in the Cook County State's Attorney's Office, 
rising through the ranks to eventually become supervisor of the Juvenile Division. In 1990, 
she became chief assistant corporation counsel and eventually a deputy corporation counsel 
in the Law Department under incoming Mayor Richard M. Daley; and 
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WHEREAS, In 2001, Norma Reyes served as deputy chief of staff for the Mayor. In 2003, 
she was appointed Commissioner of the Department of Buildings and, in 2004, Commissioner 
of the Department of Consumer Services (that became the Department of Business Affairs 
and Consumer Protection in 2008) where she remained until her retirement in 2011; and 

WHEREAS, Norma Reyes never forgot her Puerto Rican roots and was a generous 
contributor to scholarship funds for young Latinos. Her other civic contributions included 
serving as past president of the Puerto Rican Bar Association as well as being on the boards 
of the Institute of Puerto Rican Arts and Culture, Chicago Abused Women Coalition, and 
Access Living. Her professional affiliations included membership in the Chicago Bar 
Association, the International Association of Transportation Regulators, the Chicago Council 
of Lawyers and the City Club of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, Norma Ida Reyes leaves behind to celebrate her memory and mourn her loss 
her loving sister Lillian, her brothers, attorney Edwin Reyes, Barry (and his wife Stephanie), 
Juan Antonio and Samuel, nephews Kevin, Jacob, Damien, Anthony, Dominic, Zachary, 
Marcos and Noble Jr. and her nieces Kamryn, Natalie, Michelle, Clara Luz and Dorothy; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Ray Suarez, Vice-Mayor of the City of Chicago and Alderman 
of the 31 st Ward, has informed this august body of the untimely passing of Norma Ida Reyes; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
gathered together this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby express our sincerest sorrow 
upon learning of the passing of Norma Ida Reyes and extend our deepest sympathies to her 
family, friends and all others whose lives she touched; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Norma Ida Reyes. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, seconded by Aldermen Fioretti, Pope, Cardenas, Burke, 
Thomas, Solis, Burnett, Graham, Reboyras, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Cullerton and Tunney, the 
foregoing proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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Rules Suspended -- GRATITUDE EXTENDED TO UNITED STATES 65TH INFANTRY 
REGIMENT (THE BORINQUENEERS) FOR SELFLESS SERVICE AND CALL UPON 
UNITED STATES CONGRESS AND PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA TO AWARD THE 
BORINQUENEERS U.S. CONGRESSIONAL GOLD MEDAL. 

[R2013-589] 

Alderman Reboyras moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily for the purpose of going out 
of the regular order of business for immediate consideration of a proposed resolution. The 
motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, The United States 65th Infantry Regiment (Borinqueneers) traces its lineage 
from the first U.S. Infantry Battalion of native Puerto Rico Volunteer Troops authorized by 
Congress in 1899; and 

WHEREAS, During World War I, the Selective Service Draft law was extended to include 
Puerto Rico and the U.S. 65th Infantry went to war and defended the Panama Canal; and 

WHEREAS, During World War II, the U.S. 65th Infantry Regiment gallantly served in North 
Africa and Europe combat and won the following Battle Campaign Awards: Naples-Foggian, 
Rome-Arne, Central Europe, and Rhineland Campaigns. After the war, the U.S. 65th Infantry 
Regiment was assigned dangerous security, anti-sabotage and other occupation missions 
around Kaiserslautern and Mannheim, Germany. The 65th Infantry were among the last units 
to come home; and 

WHEREAS, During the Korean War, the U.S. 65th Infantry Regiment distinguished 
themselves over a three year period by receiving nine Korean Battle Campaign Awards, the 
Presidential and Meritorious Unit Commendations, two Korean Presidential Unit Citations, the 
Greek Gold Medal, Navy Unit Commendation, and many other awards for bravery; and 

WHEREAS, The U.S. 65th Infantry Regiment was awarded nine Battle Campaign Awards 
for bravery: UN Defense -- 1950, UN Offense -- 1950, CCF Intervention -- 1950, First UN 
Counter attack Offensive -- 1951, UN and CCF Spring Offensive -- 1951, UN Summer-Fall 
Offensive -- 1951, 2nd Korean Winter 1951 -- 1952, Korean Summer-Fall -- 1952 and 
3rd Korean Winter -- 1952 -- 1953; and 

WHEREAS, Over the span of World War I, World War II, and the Korean War, the U.S. 65th 

Infantry Regiment earned 10 Distinguished Service Crosses, 258 Silver Stars, 628 Bronze 
Stars, over 2,700 Purple Hearts, and many other individual awards; and 

WHEREAS, The U.S. 65th Infantry Regiment (Borinqueneers) Colors were passed to the 
United States Territory of Puerto Rico National Guard in 1959 (which today is fighting in the 
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World War on Terrorism). This is the only time in U.S. Army history that Active Unit Colors 
were not retired, but, turned over to a National Guard Unit; and 

WHEREAS, The Borinqueneers selflessly served and sacrificed; shed blood for our 
democracy; ensured our prosperity as they faced segregation, discrimination, and unequal 
American citizenship, but, the "Borinqueneers" always loyally protected our nation; made 
invaluable contributions to our beloved USA as military and civilian leaders and workers; 
nobly fought for the good of all; and 

WHEREAS, Major achievements are attributed to many of those who returned to civilian 
life and earned leadership positions and respect as businessmen, corporate executives, 
religious leaders, lawyers, doctors, educators, bankers, and political leaders; and 

WHEREAS, These brave Borinqueneers deserve a place with all American heroes -- should 
be honored, commended, and never forgotten for their great epic feats; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby recognize the U.S. 65th Infantry 
Regiment (The Borinqueneers) fortheir painful sacrifices; selfless service; gallantry in battle; 
great contributions; and steadfast loyalty for the good of our beloved City of Chicago, State 
of Illinois and United States of America, and recommend the U.S. Congress and the 
President of the USA award the Borinqueneers of the U.S. 65th Infantry Regiment the 
U.S. Congressional Gold Medal (CGM); and 

Be It Further Resolved, that suitable copies of this resolution shall be prepared and 
transmitted to the President of the United States, members of the Illinois Congressional 
delegation, Puerto Rico Resident Commissioner, President U.S. 65th Veterans' Association, 
the Chairman of the Borinqueneers CGM Alliance, and the Puerto Rican Agenda Committee. 

On motion of Alderman Reboyras, seconded by Aldermen Moreno, Balcer and Suarez, the 
foregoing proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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REGULAR ORDER OF BUSINESS RESUMED. 

Referred -- APPOINTMENT OF PAUL D. FITZPATRICK AS MEMBER OF STATE 
STREET COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO.1). 

[A2013-62] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN --I have appointed Paul D. Fitzpatrick as a member of Special 
Service Area Number 1, the State Street Commission, for a term effective immediately and 
expiring October 1, 2015, to succeed Emily L. Barr, whose term has expired. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- APPOINTMENT OF JASON B. BOYWID AS MEMBER OF NORTH 
HALSTED COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 18). 

[A2013-60] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Finance: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

6/5/2013 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN --I have appointed Jason B. Boywid as a member of Special 
Service Area Number 18, the North Halsted Commission, for a term effective immediately and 
expiring February 10, 2015, to succeed Susan E. Tessler, whose term has expired. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- APPOINTMENT OF CINDY L. RUDMAN AS MEMBER OF NORTH 
HALSTED COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 18). 

[A2013-65] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN --I have appointed Cindy L. Rudman as a member of Special 
Service Area Number 18, the North Halsted Commission, for a term effective immediately and 
expiring February 10, 2015, to succeed Michael Mitsoglou, whose term has expired. 
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Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 
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Referred -- APPOINTMENT OF RANDY L. SHINGLEDECKER AS MEMBER OF 
NORTH HALSTED COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 18). 

[A2013-66] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN --I have appointed Randy L. Shingledecker as a member of 
Special Service Area Number 18, the North Halsted Commission, for a term effective 
immediately and expiring February 10, 2014, to complete the unexpired term of Robert V. 
Ordinario, who has resigned. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 
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Referred -- APPOINTMENT OF CALLY E. RADUENDZEL AS MEMBER OF HOWARD 
STREET COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 19). 

[A2013-64] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- I have appointed Cally E. Raduendzel as a member of 
Special Service Area Number 19, the Howard Street Commission, for a term effective 
immediately and expiring June 13, 2016, to succeed Cory A. Born, whose term has expired. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- APPOINTMENT OF FARAH ESSA AS MEMBER OF ANDERSONVILLE 
COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 22). 

[A2013-61] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Finance: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

53829 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- I have appointed Farah Essa as a member of Special 
Service Area Number 22, the Andersonville Commission, for a term effective immediately and 
expiring April 10, 2015, to succeed James D. Thybony, whose term has expired. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred-- REAPPOINTMENT OF ALiSA M. HERRERAANDALAN J. GOLDBERG AS 
MEMBERS OF CLARK STREET COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 24). 

[A2013-63] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN --I have reappointed Alisa M. Herrera and Alan J. Goldberg 
as members of Special Area Number 24, the Clark Street Commission, for terms effective 
immediately and expiring April 1, 2015. 
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Your favorable consideration of these appointments will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

6/5/2013 

Referred -- APPOINTMENT OF JODI L. BLOCK AS MEMBER OF CHICAGO PUBLIC 
LIBRARY BOARD. 

[A2013-59] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on the Budget and Government Operations: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- I have appointed Jodi L. Block as a member of the Chicago 
Public Library Board for a term effective July 1, 2013 and expiring June 30,2016, to succeed 
Susan S. Hassan, whose term has expired. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 
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Referred --INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH CH ICAGO PARK DISTRICT 
REGARDING TAX INCREMENT FINANCING ASSISTANCE FOR EUGENE PARK 
EXPANSION PROJECT. 

[02013-4845] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of an 
intergovernmental agreement with the Chicago Park District regarding TIF assistance. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH METROPOLITAN PIER AND 
EXPOSITION AUTHORITY REGARDING TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 
ASSISTANCE FOR CERMAK RD. STREETSCAPE PROJECT. 

[02013-4848] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

6/5/2013 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of an 
intergovernmental agreement with the Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority regarding 
TIF assistance. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- THIRTY-NINTH AMENDING AGREEMENT TO ADMINISTRATIVE 
SERVICES AGREEMENT WITH SOMERCOR 504, INC. FOR EXTENSION OF 
ADDITIONAL SMALL BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT FUNDS FOR VARIOUS AREAS 
AND CREATION OF NEW SMALL BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT FUND PROGRAM 
FOR 35TH AND WALLACE REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA. 

[02013-4880] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
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Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing additional Small 
Business Improvement Funds for six areas and the creation of a new Small Business 
Improvement Fund. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- LOAN RESTRUCTURING AND SUBORDINATION FOR COMMUNITY 
HOUSING PARTNERS III, L.P. FOR REHABILITATION OF SCATTERED SITE 
HOUSING AND RELATED PARKING LOTS. 

[02013-4868] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing a loan modification and 
subordination for Community Housing Partners III, L.P. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 
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Referred -- LOAN RESTRUCTURING AND SUBORDINATION FOR EVERGREEN 
TOWERS II, L.P. FOR ACQUISITION AND REHABILITATION OF APARTMENT 
BUILDING FOR LOW-INCOME SENIORS AND DISABLED PERSONS. 

[02013-4858] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing a loan modification and 
subordination for Evergreen Towers II, L.P. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- SUPPORT OF COOK COUNTY CLASS C TAX INCENTIVE FOR 
PROPERTY AT 1415 N. KINGSBURY ST. 

[02013-4399] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

53835 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing a Class C tax status for 
property located at 1415 North Kingsbury Street. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- SUPPORT OF COOK COUNTY CLASS L TAX INCENTIVE FOR 
PROPERTY AT 1275 -- 1295 N. MILWAUKEE AVE. 

[02013-4479J 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing a Class L tax status for 
property located at 1275 -- 1295 North Milwaukee Avenue. 
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Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

6/5/2013 

Referred -- FACILITIES LEASE AND USE AGREEMENT WITH CHICAGO 
PERISHABLE CENTER LLC AT CHICAGO O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. 

[02013-4175] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Aviation: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Aviation, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of a lease agreement with Chicago 
Perishable Cargo LLC regarding a facility located at O'Hare International Airport. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 
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Referred -- SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION AND AMENDMENT OF YEAR 2013 
ANNUAL APPROPRIATION ORDINANCE WITHIN FUND NO. 925. 

[02013-4176] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on the 
Budget and Government Operations: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Budget Director, I transmit herewith a 
Fund 925 Amendment. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- SALE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTIES. 
[02013-4210,02013-4214] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinances transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith ordinances authorizing the sale of city-owned 
property. 
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Your favorable consideration of these ordinances will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

6/5/2013 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF TERMS OF PRIOR LAND SALE AT 2800 S. ASHLAND 
AVE. 

[02013-4265] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance amending the terms of a previously 
authorized land sale regarding property located at 2800 South Ashland Avenue. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 
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Referred -- EXPENDITURE OF OPEN SPACE IMPACT FEE FUNDS FOR 
ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY AT 4228 --4236 W. OGDEN AVE. FOR COMMUNITY 
GARDEN. 

[02013-4882] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing a property acquisition 
and associated expenditure of Open Space Impact Fee Funds. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- LEASE AGREEMENTS FOR CITY-OWNED PROPERTIES. 
[02013-4204, 02013-4206] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinances transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

6/5/2013 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Fleet and Facility 
Management, I transmit herewith ordinances authorizing the execution of lease agreement. 

Your favorable consideration of these ordinances will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

Referred -- AGREEMENT WITH OPEN DOORS ORGANIZATION FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF CENTRALIZED 
DISPATCH SYSTEM FOR WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE TAXICABS. 

[02013-4177] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
License and Consumer Protection: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Commissioner of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of a contract 
for centralized Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle Dispatch Services. 
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Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 

53841 

Referred-- COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WITH ILLINOIS COUNCIL OF 
POLICE. 

[02013-4843] 

The Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Workforce Development and Audit: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

June 5, 2013. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN -- At the request of the Corporation Counsel, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of a collective bargaining agreement with the 
Illinois Council of Police. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RAHM EMANUEL, 
Mayor. 
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City Council Informed As To Miscellaneous 
Documents Filed In City Clerk's Office. 

6/5/2013 

The Honorable Susana A Mendoza, City Clerk, informed the City Council that documents 
have been filed in her office relating to the respective subjects designated as follows: 

Placed On File -- CITY COMPTROLLER'S QUARTERLY REPORT FOR PERIOD 
ENDED DECEMBER 31,2012. 

[F2013-32] 

The following documents received in the Office of the City Clerk from Amer Ahmad, City 
Comptroller, were Placed on File: 

City of Chicago Corporate Fund: Condensed Statement of Cash Receipts and 
Disbursements for three months ended December 31, 2012; 

Statement of Funded Debt as of December 31,2012; and 

City of Chicago Corporate Fund Statement of Floating Debt as of December 31, 2012. 

Placed On File -- NOTIFICATION OF APPROVAL BY FEDERAL AVIATION 
ADMINISTRATION OF APPLICATION FOR IMPOSITION OF PASSENGER FACILITY 
CHARGE AT CHICAGO 0' HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. 

[F2013-33] 

A communication from Michael Cosentino, Department of Aviation, under the date of 
May 3, 2013, transmitting a notification of approval by the Federal Aviation Administration of an 
application by the City of Chicago to impose a Passenger Facility Charge at Chicago 
0' Hare International Airport, which was Placed on File. 

Placed On File -- NOTIFICATION OF DISAPPROVAL BY COMMISSION ON CHICAGO 
LANDMARKS OF DEMOLITION PERMIT APPLICATION FOR 10353 S. SEELEY AVE. 

[F2013-35] 

A communication from Eleanor Esser Gorski, AlA, Assistant Commissioner, Department of 
Housing and Economic Development, Historic Preservation Division, Bureau of Planning and 
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Zoning, under the date of May 20, 2013, transmitting the decision of the Commission on 
Chicago Landmarks disapproving the application for a demolition permit (application 
number 100471786) for 10353 South Seeley Avenue, which was Placed on File. 

City Council Informed As To Certain Actions Taken. 

PUBLICATION OF JOURNAL. 

The City Clerk informed the City Council that all those ordinances, et cetera, which were 
passed by the City Council on May 8, 2013 and which were required by statute to be published 
in book or pamphlet form or in one or more newspapers, were published in pamphlet form on 
June 5, 2013 by being printed in full text in printed pamphlet copies of the Journal of 
the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of the regular meeting held on 
May 8, 2013, published by authority of the City Council, in accordance with the provisions of 
Title 2, Chapter 12, Section 050 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as passed on June 27,1990. 

Miscellaneous Communications, Reports, Et Cetera, 
Requiring Council Action (Transmitted To 

City Council By City Clerk). 

The City Clerk transmitted communications, reports, et cetera, relating to the respective 
subjects listed below, which were acted upon by the City Council in each case in the manner 
noted, as follows: 

Referred -- ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS OF PARTICULAR AREAS. 

Applications (in triplicate) together with the proposed ordinances for amendment of 
Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago (the Chicago Zoning Ordinance), as amended, for the 
purpose of reclassifying particular areas, which were Referred to the Committee on Zoning, 
Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 
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Apostolic Faith Church, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation (Application Number 17746) -
to classify as an RM5 Residential Multi-Unit District instead of an RM5 Residential 
Multi-Unit District and a B3-3 Community Shopping District the area shown on 
Map Number 8-E bounded by: 

South Prairie Avenue; a line 50.00 feet south of and parallel to East 38th Street 
(as measured from the south line of East 38th Street); the north/south alley just west of 
and parallel to South Prairie Avenue; a line 25.00 feet south of and parallel to East 38th 

Street (as measured from the south line of East 38th Street); South Prairie Avenue; East 
38th Street; the north/south alley just east of and parallel to South Indiana Avenue; a line 
150.00 feet north of and parallel to East 38th Street (as measured from the north line of 
East 38th Street); South Indiana Avenue; a line 497.00 feet north of and parallel to East 
Pershing Road (as measured from the north line of East Pershing Road); the north/south 
alley just west of and parallel to South Indiana Avenue; a line 100.00 feet north of and 
parallel to East Pershing Road (as measured from the north line of East Pershing Road); 
South Indiana Avenue; a line 90.00 feet south of and parallel to East Pershing Road (as 
measured from the south line of East Pershing Road); a line 98.00 feet east of and 
parallel to South Indiana Avenue (as measured from the east line of South Indiana 
Avenue); and East Pershing Road. 

and further, to classify as an Institutional Planned Development instead of an 
RM5 Residential Multi-Unit District the area shown on Map Number 8-E bounded by: 

South Prairie Avenue; a line 50.00 feet south of and parallel to East 38th Street (as 
measured from the south line of East 38th Street); the north/south alley just west of and 
parallel to South Prairie Avenue; a line 25.00 feet south of and parallel to East 38th Street 
(as measured from the south line of East 38th Street); South Prairie Avenue; East 38th 

Street; the north/south alley just east of and parallel to South Indiana Avenue; a line 
150.00 feet north of and parallel to East 38th Street (as measured from the north line of 
East 38th Street); South Indiana Avenue; a line 506.00 feet north of and parallel to East 
Pershing Road (as measured from the north line of East Pershing Road); the north/south 
alley just west of and parallel to South Indiana Avenue; a line 109.00 feet north of and 
parallel to East Pershing Road (as measured from the north line of East Pershing Road); 
South Indiana Avenue; a line 90.00 feet south of and parallel to East Pershing Road (as 
measured from the south line of East Pershing Road); a line 98.00 feet east of and 
parallel to South Indiana Avenue (as measured from the east line of South Indiana 
Avenue); and East Pershing Road (common address: 3745 -- 3759 South Indiana 
Avenue, 3801 -- 3857 South Indiana Avenue, 3808 -- 3848 South Indiana Avenue, 201 --
209 East Pershing Road, 3800 South Prairie Avenue and 3804 -- 3858 South Prairie 
Avenue). 

[02013-4161) 

Mary Jean Chan, Erica K. Chan and James W. Chan (Application Number 17747 T1) -- to 
classify as an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District instead of an 
M1-2 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District the area shown on Map Number 8-F 
bounded by: 
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a line 704 feet south of and parallel to the south line of West 33rd Street; the alley next 
east of and parallel to South Parnell Avenue; a line 729 feet south of and parallel to the 
south line of West 33rd Street; and South Parnell Avenue (common address: 
3405 South Parnell Avenue). 

[02013-4162] 

Tomasz Gniedziejko (Application Number 17754) -- to classify as an RS3 Residential 
Single-Unit (Detached House) District instead of an RS2 Residential Single-Unit (Detached 
House) District the area shown on Map Number 13-N bounded by: 

a line 201 feet south of and parallel to West Foster Avenue; North Newcastle Avenue; a 
line 261 feet south of and parallel to West Foster Avenue; and the alley next west of and 
parallel to North Newcastle Avenue (common address: 5134 North Newcastle Avenue). 

[02013-4169] 

Mohammad Iqbal (Application Number 17751) --to classify as a 83-1 Community Shopping 
District instead of an RS2 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District and a 
83-1 Community Shopping District the area shown on Map Number 5-H bounded by: 

beginning at the alley next north of and parallel to West Addison Street; North Avondale 
Avenue; North Lawndale Avenue (extended); West Addison Street; and a line 174.5 feet 
west of the intersection of North Avondale Avenue and North Lawndale Avenue 
(extended) as measured along the north right-of-way line of West Addison Street and 
perpendicular thereto (T08) (common address: 3700, 3712 and 3714 West Addison 
Street). 

[02013-4166] 

JSRC, Inc., doing business as North Ridge Cleaners (Application Number 17755) -- to 
classify as a C 1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District instead of a 83-1 Community Shopping 
District the area shown on Map Number 5-M bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to West North Avenue; North Melvina Avenue; West 
North Avenue; and a line 131.92 feet west of and parallel to North Melvina Avenue 
(common address: 6202 -- 6210 West North Avenue). 

[02013-4170] 

KMS Development (Application Number 17748 T1) -- to classify as an 
RM4.5 Residential Use District instead of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District the area shown on Map Number 3-G bounded by: 
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West Fry Street; a line 204.56 feet east of and parallel to North Ashland Avenue; the alley 
next south of and parallel to West Fry Street; and a line 179.50 feet east of and parallel 
to North Ashland Avenue (common address: 1537 West Fry Street). 

[02013-4163] 

Ramon Pedro, in care of Law Offices of Samuel V.P. Banks, 221 North LaSalle Street, Suite 
3800 (Application Number 17749) -- to classify as a C 1-2 Neighborhood Commercial District 
instead of a B3-2 Community Shopping District the area shown on Map 
Number 4-1 bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to West Cermak Road; a line 96.02 feet east of and 
parallel to North Troy Street; West Cermak Road; and North Troy Street (common 
address: 3116 -- 3124 West Cermak Road). 

[02013-4164] 

The Suzumoto Family Trust dated April 27, 2010 (Application Number 17750) -- to classify 
as a C1-2 Neighborhood Commercial District instead of an RT4 Two-Flat, Townhouse and 
Multi-Unit District the area shown on Map Number 4-G bounded by: 

West 19th Street; a line 175.08 feet east of and parallel to South Loomis Street; the alley 
immediately south of and parallel to West 19th Street; and the alley immediately east of 
and parallel to South Loomis Street (common address: 1343 -- 1345 West 19th Street). 

[02013-4165] 

Joseph Wright (Application Number 17753) -- to classify as a B3-1 Community Shopping 
District instead of a B1-2 Neighborhood Shopping District the area shown on Map 
Number 22-H bounded by: 

a line 141 feet north of and parallel to West 91 5t Street; a line 119 feet east of and parallel 
to South Western Avenue; West 91 5t Street; and South Western Avenue (common 
address: 9059 South Western Avenue). 

[02013-4168] 

6701 West Belmont LLC (Application Number 17752 T1) -- to classify as a 
B3-1 Community Shopping District instead of an M1-1 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park 
District the area shown on Map Number 7-N bounded by: 

West Belmont Avenue; North Normandy Avenue; the public alley next south of and 
parallel to West Belmont Avenue; and North Rutherford Court (common address: 
6701 West Belmont Avenue). 

[02013-4167] 
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Referred -- CLAIMS AGAINST CITY OF CHICAGO. 

Claims against the City of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Finance, 
filed by the following: 

Aammons, Sherman S. 

Aaron, Michael 

Afni Insurance and Karney, Christopher H. 

Alexander, Alonzo 

Alsup, Kevin 

Andrews, Kelly A. 

Annoreno, Leticia 

Artisan and Truckers Casualty Company and Stephens Tucking Service 

Barros, Camilo 

Berger, Ken 

Betka, Marek 

Bias, Valerie 

Bizouerne, Helene 

Boldus, Neil A. 

Brock, John 

Byrd, Laura E. 

Camisa, Nicholas A. 

Carter, Heath W. 

Cazares, Maricela 

CEI Loss Recovery 

Cervenka, Robert 

[CL20 13-1393] 

[CL2013-1437] 

[CL2013-1482] 

[C L20 13-1450] 

[CL2013-1455] 

[CL2013-1419] 

[CL2013-1454] 

[CL2013-1446] 

[CL2013-1507] 

[CL2013-1524] 

[CL2013-1516] 

[CL2013-1448] 

[CL2013-1459] 

[CL2013-1410] 

[CL2013-1508] 

[CL2013-1430] 

[CL2013-1518] 

[CL2013-1412] 

[CL2013-1438] 

[CL2013-1460] 

[CL2013-1458] 
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Chan, Shirley I. [CL2013-1384} 

Christopher, James L. [CL2013-1414] 

Collains, Shawn R. [CL2013-1526] 

Collins, Kimberley A. [CL2013-1456] 

Cometa, Sharon [CL2013-1494] 

Coomes, Robert J. [CL2013-1447] 

Corcoran, Katherine [CL2013-1475] 

Crook, Marilyn W. [CL2013-1484] 

Crutchfield, Paul R. [CL2013-1386] 

Cyrus, Lana [CL2013-1485] 

Dantley, Lee T. [CL2013-1490] 

Davidson, Monico [CL2013-1420] 

Davis, Allison [CL2013-1444] 

De Long, Valery D. [CL2013-1472] 

Diggs, Janice D. [C L20 13-1497] 

DiPerte, Vito M. [CL2013-1476] 

Domash, Helene N. [CL2013-1403] 

Donalson, Morris M. [CL2013-1477] 

Donovan, Carter [CL2013-1461] 

Downey, Brandon [CL2013-1391] 

Doyle, Sarah E. [CL2013-1489] 

Ejupovic, Admir [CL2013-1486] 

Feld, Jonathan D. [CL2013-1396] 

Finkel, Daniel [CL2013-1433] 

Flores, Marco [CL2013-1457] 
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Flowers, Sylvia D. [CL2013-1530] 

Ford, Rhonda L. [CL20 13-1395] 

Franco, Mary E. [CL2013-1479] 

Gandolfo, Carlos O. [CL2013-1488] 

Gantchev, Kiril M. [CL2013-1502] 

Garcia, Raul [CL2013-1480] 

Garner, Lisa [CL2013-1465] 

Garvey, Craig J. [CL2013-1493] 

Gilson, Michael J. [CL2013-1417] 

Gloria Dei Lutheran School [CL2013-1531] 

Gogolek, Karolina [CL2013-1463] 

Gondal, Riaz [CL2013-1385] 

Gougis, Renee [CL2013-1496] 

Gruber, James E. [CL2013-1491] 

Harris, Linda [CL2013-1532] 

Hawkins, Lynn [CL2013-1500] 

Hernandez, Claudia M. [CL2013-1405] 

Hernandez, Jose [CL2013-1402] 

Hoobler, Athena I. [CL2013-1431] 

Jablonska, Ewa [CL20 13-1389] 

Jackson, Lille G. [CL2013-1401] 

Kawakami, Nancy A. [CL2013-1471] 

Keller, Lindsey [CL2013-1492] 
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Khan,lrfan [CL2013-1434] 

Kimber, Alessandri L. [CL2013-1416] 

Korajczyk, Robert A. [CL2013-1397] 

Lee, Paul [CL2013-1443] 

Lietz, Lana M. [CL2013-1521 ] 

Llano, David [CL2013-1442] 

Lo, Charles H. [CL2013-1404] 

Long, Tonya [CL2013-1464] 

Lumas, Abel J. [CL20 13-1432] 

Malcolm, Robert A. [CL2013-1462] 

Matthews, Ernestine C. [CL2013-1409] 

McCullough, Russell D. [CL2013-1469] 

McNeal, Deshawn J. [CL2013-1470] 

McNeil, Sean S. [CL2013-1423] 

Mejia, Alexander [CL2013-1478] 

Mitchell, Patrick [CL2013-1510] 

Mondragon, Juan C. [CL2013-1436] 

Moore, Leon [CL20 13-1503] 

Morin, Gregory J. [CL2013-1394] 

Munoz, Carolina [CL2013-1415] 

Neal, Debra [CL2013-1511] 

Nelson, Johnell C. [CL2013-1452] 

Neuberg, Eva [CL2013-1509] 

Nevarez-Barrera, Rosa E. [CL2013-1525] 
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O'Connor, Maria A. and Wood, Chris 

Park, Kevin 

Parrish, Luke T. 

Patawaran, Dominick 

Podgurski, Shawn M. 

Prestwood, Cathleen 

Raheem, Syed 

Ramos, Priscilla 

Reardon, David J. 

Riley, Kendall 

Robert, Sarah 

Roche, Lawrence S. 

Rodriguez, Dax P. 

Rodriguez, Joan I. 

Rodriguez, Mario 

Rogers, David 

Rowe, William S. 
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[CL20 13-1439] 

[CL2013-1495] 

[CL2013-1499] 

[CL2013-1406] 

[CL2013-1515] 

[CL2013-1421] 

[CL2013-1483] 

[CL20 13-1468] 

[CL2013-1514] 

[CL2013-1411] 

[CL2013-1426] 

[CL2013-1428] 

[CL2013-1440] 

[CL2013-1424] 

[CL2013-1506] 

[C L20 13-1398] 

[CL20 13-1392] 

Sandstedt, Natalie on behalf of Old Town Square Homeowners Association 
[CL20 13-1435] 

Sarangan, Sirihari [CL2013-1501] 

Schiff, Jack [CL20 13-1425] 

Schwartz, Linda [CL2013-1441 ] 

Shah, Girish H. [CL2013-1390] 

Shapiro, Scott [CL2013-1418] 

Sherod, Wayne [CL20 13-1529] 
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Shine, Vincent [CL20 13-1408] 

Shipman, Benjamin I. [CL2013-1498] 

Shirley, Kevin [CL20 13-1504] 

Simon, Steven C. [CL2013-1467] 

Smith, Saundra [CL20 13-1400] 

Spreck, Lynda M. [CL2013-1413] 

Spyratos, Jerry S. [CL2013-1427] 

Stadeker, Sprinng M. [CL2013-1449] 

Stephanos, Peter [CL2013-1429] 

Stern, David [CL2013-1528] 

Stotts, Deborah [CL2013-1517] 

Sun, Bradley S. [CL20 13-1388] 

Talpos, Allin [CL2013-1481] 

Thomas, Latanya [CL2013-1422] 

Turcotte, Dominique [CL2013-1453] 

Turkin, Eric P. [CL2013-1512] 

Turner, Andrea V. [CL2013-1407] 

Urschel, Beverley G. [CL2013-1527] 

Walaszek, Iwona M. [CL2013-1466] 

Watkins, Louis M. [CL2013-1519] 

Watkins, Phyllis I. [CL2013-1474] 

Wiborg, Leanne [CL2013-1473] 

Wilcox, Curtis [CL2013-1399] 

Williams, John and Heather [CL2013-1505] 

Wilson, Natasha [CL2013-1513] 
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Winchell, James A. [CL2013-1387] 

Winczo, Alina M. [CL2013-1445] 

Wine-Banks, Jill [CL2013-1520] 

Zake, Joshua S. [CL2013-1522] 

Zanders, Jacqueline [CL2013-1487] 

Ziebell, Thomas M. [CL2013-1451] 

Zorych, Ostap L. [CL20 13-1523] 

Referred-- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR DIGITAL GREEN SIGNS. 

A communication from David Williams, under the date of May 30, 2013, transmitting three 
proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to Digital Green Signs to maintain and 
use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation 
and Public Way, as follows: 

1062 West Chicago Avenue, 

5025 North Clark Street, and 

4351 North Elston Avenue. 

[02013-4172] 

[02013-4171 ] 

[02013-4173] 

Referred-- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO WELLS STREET COMPANIES FOR CANOPY. 
[02013-4174] 

A communication from Arthur Holmer, under the date of May 29, 2013, transmitting a 
proposed ordinance for grant of privilege for Wells Street Companies to maintain and use a 
canopy at 743 -- 747 North Wells Street, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES. 

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE. 

AMENDMENT OF PRIOR ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED WAIVER AND 
REFUND OF FEES FOR ILLINOIS SPORTS FACILITIES AUTHORITY AT 333 W. 35TH 

ST. 
[02013-2519] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing fee 
waivers and the refund of fees paid by the Illinois Sports Facilities Authority, having had the 
same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, . 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance authorizing a fee waiver for the Illinois Sports Facilities 
Authority, a governmental entity located at 333 West 35th Street, which was recommended 
for approval by the Finance Committee on April 8, 2013 and enacted by the Chicago City 
Council on April 10, 2013, is hereby made retroactive in its entirety to March 2, 2013. 

SECTION 2. Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in the ordinance described in 
Section 1 of this ordinance, the Illinois Sports Facilities Authority shall be entitled to the 
cancellation of warrants for all permit fees, plan review fees and on-site inspection fees paid 
by such entity between March 2, 2013 and May 8, 2013 in connection with the demolition, 
new construction, erection, maintenance, remodeling and renovation of building(s) and 
facilities, commonly known as U.S. Cellular Field, located at 333 West 35th Street. 

SECTION 3. The Illinois Sports Facilities Authority shall be entitled to a refund of city fees 
which it has paid and from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall take full force and effect upon its passage and approval, 
and shall be in force until May 1, 2014. 

AMENDMENT NO. 4 TO NEAR WEST TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 
REDEVELOPMENT PLAN AND PROJECT LAND USE MAP. 

[02013-3458] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance approving 
Amendment Number 4 to the Near West Tax Increment Financing Redevelopment Plan and 
Project, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Under ordinances adopted on March 23,1989, and published in the Journal of 
the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "Journal') for such date at 
pages 25874 to 25933, and under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4.1, et seq., as amended (the "Act"), the City Council 
(the "Corporate Authorities") of the City of Chicago (the "City"): (i) approved a redevelopment 
plan and project (the "Original Plan") for a portion of the City known as the "Madison/Racine 
Redevelopment Project Area" (the "Original Area"); (ii) designated the Original Area as a 
"redevelopment project area" within the requirements of the Act; and (iii) adopted tax 
increment financing for the Original Area (the foregoing items three ordinances are 
collectively referred to herein as the "TIF Ordinances"); and 

WHEREAS, The Corporate Authorities subsequently determined it was necessary to 
expand the Original Area to include additional contiguous areas (such areas, together with 
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the Original Area, the "Expanded Area") and to name the Expanded Area the "Near West 
Redevelopment Project Area"; and 

WHEREAS, In connection with the Expanded Area, under ordinances adopted on June 10, 
1996, and published in the "Journal" for such date at pages 23188 to 23367, and under the 
provisions of the Act, the Corporate Authorities amended and supplemented the 
TIF Ordinances by: (i) approving the "Near West Redevelopment Plan and Project" (the 
"Expanded Area Plan", and together with the Original Plan, the "Plan") for the Expanded 
Area; (ii) designating the Expanded Project Area as a "redevelopment project area" pursuant 
to the Act, which reconfirmed the designation of the Original Area and designated the 
Expanded Area as a "redevelopment project area"; and (iii) adopting tax increment allocation 
financing for the Expanded Area (the foregoing three ordinances are collectively referred to 
herein as the "Expanded Area TIF Ordinances"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted on June 6, 2001, and published in the 
"Journal" for such date at pages 59235 to 59240, the Corporate Authorities determined that 
an amendment to the Plan ("Amendment Number 2", so-called as the Expanded Area Plan 
was itself the first amendment to the Original Plan) (the Plan, as amended by Amendment 
Number 2, is hereinafter referred to as the "Amended Plan") was necessary, among other 
things, in order to change the dates of completion of the redevelopment project described in 
the Plan; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted on July 28, 2011, and published in the 
"Journal" for such date at pages 3859 to 4018, the Corporate Authorities determined that an 
amendment to the Amended Plan ("Amendment Number 3") (the Amended Plan, as amended 
by Amendment Number 3, is hereinafter referred to as the "Third Amended Plan") was 
necessary, among other things, in order to increase the total estimated redevelopment project 
costs; and 

WHEREAS, Public Act 92-263, which became effective on August 7,2001, amended the 
Act to provide that, under Section 11-74.4-5(c) of the Act, amendments to a redevelopment 
plan which do not (1) add additional parcels of property to the proposed redevelopment 
project area, (2) substantially affect the general land uses proposed in the redevelopment 
plan, (3) substantially change the nature of the redevelopment project, (4) increase the total 
estimated redevelopment project cost set out in the redevelopment plan by more than 
5 percent after adjustment for inflation from the date the plan was adopted, (5) add additional 
redevelopment project costs to the itemized list of redevelopment project costs set out in the 
redevelopment plan, or (6) increase the number of inhabited residential units to be displaced 
from the redevelopment project area, as measured from the time of creation of the 
redevelopment project area, to a total of more than 10, may be made without further hearing, 
provided that notice is given as set forth in the Act as amended; and 
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WHEREAS, The Corporate Authorities now desire to amend the Third Amended Plan to 
amend the map of the Land Use Plan to change the proposed land use for one parcel, which 
such amendment shall not (1) add additional parcels of property to the proposed 
redevelopment project area, (2) substantially affect the general land uses proposed in the 
redevelopment plan, (3) substantially change the nature of the redevelopment project, (4) 
increase the total estimated redevelopment project cost set out in the redevelopment plan by 
more than 5 percent after adjustment for inflation from the date the plan was adopted, (5) add 
additional redevelopment project costs to the itemized list of redevelopment project costs set 
out in the redevelopment plan, or (6) increase the number of inhabited residential units to be 
displaced from the redevelopment project area, as measured from the time of creation of the 
redevelopment project area, to a total of more than 10; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Recitals. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 2. Approval Of Amendment Number 4 To The Plan. The amendment of the 
Third Amended Plan to change the proposed land use for a parcel located at 727 West Lake 
Street from Commercial/Retail to Commercial/Retail and Residential Office is hereby 
approved. "Map 3 Proposed Land Use Map" of the Third Amended Plan is hereby replaced 
in its entirety with "Map 3 Revised Proposed Land Use Map (November 26,2012)", a copy 
of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. Except as amended hereby, the Third Amended Plan 
shall remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 3. Invalidity Of Any Section. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to 
be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision 
shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. Superseder. All ordinances (including, without limitation, the Expanded Area 
TIF Ordinances), resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance are hereby 
repealed to the extent of such conflicts. 

SECTION 5. Effective Date. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately 
upon its passage. 

[Exhibit 1 referred to in this ordinance 
printed on page 53859 of 

this Journal.} 
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Exhibit 1. 

Amendment No.4. 

Map 3 -- Revised Proposed Land-Use Map. 
(November 26, 2012) 
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ESTABLISHMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SERIES 2013 QUALIFIED SINGLE
FAMILY MORTGAGE CREDIT CERTIFICATE PROGRAM. 

[02013-3411 ] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
establishment of the City of Chicago Single-Family Mortgage Credit Certificate Program, 
Series 2013, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, There exists within the borders of the City of Chicago (the "City") a recognized 
need for decent, safe, sanitary and well structured and maintained housing which persons 
of moderate-income can afford; and 
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WHEREAS, The United States government has authorized the several states and their 
political subdivisions to issue mortgage credit certificates (the "Certificates") pursuant to 
Section 25 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code"), which entitle 
qualifying individuals to a credit against their individual federal income tax, in lieu of qualified 
mortgage bonds as defined in Section 143(a) of the Code ("Qualified Mortgage Bonds"); and 

WHEREAS, The City is a home rule unit under the provisions of Section 6 of Article VII of 
the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois, and constitutes a constitutional home rule city 
within the meaning of Section 146( d)(3)(C) of the Code; and in furtherance of its home rule 
powers, the City hereby finds and determines that it is necessary and desirable and will 
provide for and promote the public health, safety and welfare of the citizens of the City to 
establish and implement a 2013 qualified mortgage credit certificate program and to issue 
Certificates in connection therewith (the "2013 Certificates"); and 

WHEREAS, To provide for the issuance of the 2013 Certificates it is necessary for the City 
to authorize the issuance of one or more mortgage credit certificate elections of the City as 
more particularly described in Section 6 hereof (each, a "2013 Election") and to authorize the 
publication of a public notice relative to the issuance of the 2013 Certificates; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Recitals. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof 
by reference. 

SECTION 2. Declaration Of Public Purpose. It is hereby determined that the purpose of 
this ordinance is to take steps designed to reduce the cost of financing for the acquisition, 
rehabilitation or improvement of principal residence housing located in the City, and to provide 
decent, safe and sanitary housing for qualifying persons of moderate-income. It is further 
hereby determined that such principal residence ownership, rehabilitation and improvement 
will provide for and promote the public health, safety, morals and welfare; maintain and foster 
the increase of industrial and commercial activity and economic development; and preserve 
and increase the ad valorem tax base of the City and its environs. The foregoing are hereby 
declared and determined to be public purposes and functions pertaining to the government 
and affairs of the City. 

SECTION 3. Establishment Of 2013 Qualified Mortgage Certificate Program. 

(a) There is hereby established and implemented a qualified mortgage credit certificate 
program under Section 25 of the Code to be known as the City of Chicago Single-Family 
Mortgage Credit Certificate Program, Series 2013 (the "2013 Program") for the purpose of 
issuing 2013 Certificates. The 2013 Certificates shall be issued to taxpayers qualified to 
receive Certificates (,,2013 Borrowers") pursuant to Section 25 of the Code and the 
Treasury Regulations promulgated thereunder (the "Program Regulations") in connection 
with the acquisition, rehabilitation or improvement of each 2013 Borrower's principal 
residence housing within the incorporated area of the City (the "Program Area"). 
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(b) The 2013 Certificates shall carry (1) a Certificate Credit Rate (as defined in the 
Program Regulations) which Certificate Credit Rate shall be not less than 10 percent nor 
more than 50 percent and (2) a Certified Indebtedness Amount (as defined in Section 25(b) 
of the Code) specified in each 2013 Certificate. The Commissioner of Housing and 
Economic Development (the "Commissioner") shall establish the actual Certificate Credit 
Rate from time to time, provided that the Certificate Credit Rate shall not be less than 10 
percent nor greater than 50 percent. 

(c) With respect to the 2013 Program, the City hereby elects not to issue Qualified 
Mortgage Bonds in an aggregate principal amount not to exceed $79,722,022.80 that are 
otherwise authorized to be issued by the City during calendar year 2013, pursuant to 
Sections 103, 143(a) and 146 of the Code and the Treasury Regulations promulgated 
thereunder (the "Unissued Bonds"). The amount of Unissued Bonds shall be specified in 
one or more 2013 Elections. 

(d) There is hereby allocated to the Unissued Bonds an amount of the City's unused 
volume cap (as described in Section 146 of the Code) for the calendar year 2013 not 
exceeding $79,722,022.80 and as shall be specified in the 2013 Election(s) (the "Unused 
Cap"). 

(e) The Commissioner is directed to file timely, or to cause the timely filing of, all reports 
as are or may be required by Section 25 of the Code and the Program Regulations in 
connection with the 2013 Program. 

(f) The 2013 Certificates authorized herein shall be provided in the manner, amounts and 
time frames as are required by the Program Regulations in connection with owner-financed 
residences within the Program Area. 

SECTION 4. Aggregate Limit Of Certificates. The Total Proceeds (as defined in the 
Program Regulations) of the 2013 Certificates shall not exceed 25 percent of the principal 
amount of Unissued Bonds specified in the 2013 Elections. Total Proceeds shall be 
determined as provided in the Program Regulations. 

SECTION 5. Certificates. For the purpose of lowering borrowing costs for 2013 Borrowers, 
there is hereby authorized to be issued, executed and delivered pursuant to this ordinance, 
2013 Certificates, the Total Proceeds of which shall be limited as provided in Section 4 
hereof. The 2013 Certificates shall be designated "City of Chicago, Single-Family Mortgage 
Credit Certificates, Series 2013". The 2013 Certificates shall be executed by the manual or 
facsimile signature of the Mayor and the City Clerk of the City, and the seal of the City or a 
facsimile thereof shall be affixed thereto or printed thereon. The 2013 Certificates shall be 
countersigned by the manual signature of the Commissioner or his designee in writing. 

The form of the 2013 Certificates shall be that prescribed by the Internal Revenue Service. 
If no form is prescribed or if such form is not readily available, the 2013 Certificates shall be 
issued in the form prepared by the City. The 2013 Certificates shall contain the information 
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required by the Program Regulations and such other information as the Commissioner may 
deem necessary. 

SECTION 6. Mortgage Credit Certificate Election. The 2013 Elections, each in substantially 
the form used in prior mortgage credit certificate programs administered by the City, are 
hereby approved in all respects. One or more 2013 Elections may be issued as shall be 
determined by the Commissioner in accordance with the best interests of the City and with 
the requirements of Section 25 of the Code and the Program Regulations. The cumulative 
principal amount of Unissued Bonds shall be $79,722,022.80 or such lesser amount as will 
be set forth in the initial and subsequent 2013 Elections as executed by the Mayor, his 
execution thereof to constitute conclusive evidence of this City Council's approval of such 
(cumulative) lesser amount. The Mayor is hereby authorized to execute, deliver and file the 
2013 Elections on behalf of the City in substantially the form used in prior mortgage credit 
certificate programs administered by the City, with such changes therein as shall be approved 
by the Mayor, his execution thereof to constitute conclusive evidence of the approval of such 
changes. 

SECTION 7. Public Notice. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to publish a public 
notice with respect to the 2013 Program in a newspaper of general circulation in the City in 
conformity with the provisions of Section 25 of the Code and the Program Regulations. The 
public notice shall be in a form approved by the Commissioner and the Corporation Counsel 
and may be published prior to filing the Election. 

SECTION 8. Program Restrictions. Except as permitted by the Program Regulations: (i) 
no 2013 Certificates shall be issued with regard to any residence financed in whole or in part 
through the proceeds of Qualified Mortgage Bonds or Qualified Veterans' Mortgage Bonds 
(as defined in Section 143(b) of the Code), (ii) the 2013 Program shall not be limited to 
indebtedness incurred from particular lenders, (iii) 2013 Certificates shall not be transferable, 
and (iv) no block of 2013 Certificates may be allocated for use in connection with a particular 
development unless the developer shall certify that the price of each residence is no higher 
than it would be without the use of the 2013 Certificate. 

SECTION 9. Administration Of Program. The City, acting through the Commissioner, shall 
administer the 2013 Program. Subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel, the 
Commissioner is authorized to execute Lender Participation Agreements ("Lender 
Participation Agreements") in substantially the form used in prior mortgage credit certificate 
programs administered by the City, and other agreements, certificates and documents as 
may be required for the 2013 Program and the 2013 Certificates to comply with Section 25 
of the Code and the Program Regulations. The Commissioner may permit each Lender 
identified in the respective Lender Participation Agreement to charge and collect from an 
applicant a fee (the "Program Fee") of not less than $225 and not more than $375 in 
connection with each 2013 Certificate. Of the Program Fee, up to $150 may be retained by 
the Lender (or, at the option of such Lender, such amount may be waived) and $225 shall be 
remitted to the City by the Lender upon the issuance of the 2013 Certificate. The Program 
Fee shall be in addition to reasonable and customary fees which may be charged by a Lender 
in connection with a mortgage loan. All Program Fees received by the City are hereby 
appropriated to pay the costs of implementing and administering the 2013 Program including, 
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but not limited to, the costs of training participating lenders, purchasing equipment, printing 
materials, marketing and other customer service activities. The Commissioner is authorized 
to charge each 2013 Borrower up to $100 to replace or reissue a 2013 Certificate for any 
cause including, without limitation, due to being lost or misplaced, being damaged, a 
refinance of the existing mortgage or any other reason allowed by the Code or the Program 
Regulations. 

SECTION 10. Approval Of Further Actions. From and after the execution and delivery of 
the documents hereby approved, the proper officials, agents and employees of the City 
(including, without limitation, the Mayor, the City Clerk, the Commissioner, the Chief Financial 
Officer of the City and the City Comptroller) are hereby authorized and empowered to do all 
such acts and things and to execute and file all such documents as may be necessary to 
carry out and comply with the provisions of said documents as executed, and to further the 
purposes and intent of this ordinance, including the preambles hereto. All acts and doings of 
the officials which are in conformity with the purposes and intent of this ordinance and in 
furtherance of the issuance of the 2013 Certificates and the establishment of the 2013 
Program are hereby in all respects approved and confirmed. 

SECTION 11. Ordinances And Resolutions. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, 
rule, order or provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Municipal Code"), or part 
thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, the provisions of this ordinance 
shall control. No provision of the Municipal Code or violation of any provision of the Municipal 
Code shall be deemed to impair the validity of this ordinance or the instruments, documents 
or agreements authorized hereby; provided further that the foregoing shall not be deemed 
to affect the availability of any other remedy or penalty for any violation of any provision of the 
Municipal Code. The documents, instruments and agreement authorized hereunder shall not 
be deemed to be "city contracts" for purposes of Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code. 
If any section, paragraph, clause or provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the 
invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect any of the other 
provisions of this ordinance. The applicable restrictions with respect to maximum income of 
2013 Borrowers and maximum acquisition cost of principal residence housing of 2013 
Borrowers imposed by the Code and the Program Regulations shall control, notwithstanding 
any other restrictions with respect to such maximum income and maximum acquisition cost 
imposed by other local law. 

SECTION 12. Effective Date. This ordinance shall be effective upon its passage and 
approval. 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 
REGARDING PROVISION OF TAX INCREMENT FINANCING ASSISTANCE FOR 
IMPROVEMENTS TO PARK NO. 484 AT 4701 W. 67TH ST. 

[02013-3710] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
Commissioner of the Department of Housing and Economic Development to enter into and 
execute an intergovernmental agreement with the Chicago Park District for the 
redevelopment of Park Number 484, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to 
report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City"), is a home rule unit of government under 
Article VII, Section 6(a) of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and, as such, may 
exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago Park District (the "Park District"), is an Illinois municipal 
corporation and a unit of local government under Article VII, Section 1 of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois and, as such, is authorized to exercise control over and 
supervise the operation of all parks within the corporate limits of the City; and 
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WHEREAS, The Park District has proposed to undertake certain improvements to Park 
Number 484 (the "Project") generally located at 4701 West 67th Street, Chicago, Illinois and 
legally described in Exhibit A (the "Property"); and 

WHEREAS, The Property lies within the boundaries ofthe 67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area 
(as hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, The City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 651LCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), 
to finance projects that eradicate blight conditions and conservation factors that could lead 
to blight through the use of tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 

WHEREAS, In accordance with the provisions of the Act, and pursuant to ordinances 
adopted on October 2, 2002, and published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, for said date at pages 94203 -- 94270, the City Council: (i) 
approved and adopted a Tax Increment Redevelopment Project and Plan (the "Plan") for a 
portion of the City known as the "67th/Cicero Redevelopment Project Area" (the "67th/Cicero 
Redevelopment Area"); (ii) designated the 67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area as a 
"redevelopment project area" and a Tax Increment Financing District; and (iii) adopted tax 
increment allocation financing for the 6th/Cicero Redevelopment Area; and 

WHEREAS, Under 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-3(q)(7), such incremental ad valorem taxes which 
pursuant to the Act have been collected and are allocated to pay redevelopment project costs 
and obligations incurred in the payment thereof ("Increment") may be used to pay all or a 
portion of a taxing district's capital costs resulting from a redevelopment project necessarily 
incurred or to be incurred in furtherance of the objectives of the redevelopment plan and 
project, to the extent the municipality by written agreement accepts and approves such costs 
(Increment collected from the 67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area shall be known as the "City 
Increment"); and 

WHEREAS, The City wishes to make available to the Park District a portion of the City 
Increment in an amount not to exceed $110,000 for the purpose of funding, in part, the 
Project costs (the "TIF-Funded Improvements") to the extent and in the manner provided in 
the Agreement (as hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, The Plan contemplates that tax increment financing assistance would be 
provided for public improvements, such as the Project, within the boundaries of the 
67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area; and 

WHEREAS, The Park District is a taxing district under the Act; and 

WHEREAS, In accordance with the Act, the TIF-Funded Improvements shall include such 
of the Park District's capital costs necessarily incurred or to be incurred in furtherance of the 
objectives of the Plan, and the City has found that the TIF-Funded Improvements consist of 
the cost of the Park District's capital improvements that are necessary and directly result from 
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the redevelopment project constituting the Project and, therefore, constitute "taxing districts' 
capital costs" as defined in Section 5/11-74.4-3(u) of the Act; and 

WHEREAS, The City, as authorized by the Act, plans to port Increment from the Greater 
Southwest Industrial Corridor West Redevelopment Project Area up to the amount of the TIF
Funded Improvements into the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the 67th/Cicero Redevelopment 
Area, and such funding shall be included in the amount of the City Increment available for the 
Project. 

WHEREAS, The City and the Park District wish to enter into an intergovernmental 
agreement in substantially the form attached as Exhibit 8 (the "Agreement") whereby the City 
shall pay for or reimburse the Park District for a portion of the TIF-Funded Improvements; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. The City hereby finds that the TIF-Funded Improvements, among other 
eligible redevelopment project costs under the Act approved by the City, consist of the cost 
of the Park District's capital improvements that are necessary and directly result from the 
redevelopment project constituting the Project and, therefore, constitute "taxing districts' 
capital costs" as defined in Section 5/11-74.4-3(u) of the Act. 

SECTION 3. Subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel of the City of Chicago as 
to form and legality, and to the approval of the City Comptroller, the Commissioner of the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development is authorized to execute and deliver the 
Agreement, and such other documents as are necessary, between the City of Chicago and 
the Park District, which Agreement may contain such other terms as are deemed necessary 
or appropriate by the parties executing the same on the part of the City. 

SECTION 4. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after the date of its 
passage and approval. 

Exhibits "A" and "8" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Legal Description (subject to survey and title commitment): 

6/5/2013 

That part of the northwest quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 22 described as 
follows: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said southwest quarter; thence south 89 degrees, 
42 minutes, 40 seconds east, along the north line of the southwest quarter 120.0 feet; 
thence south 00 degrees, 17 minutes, 20 seconds west, 58.0 feet; thence north 
63 degrees, 43 minutes, 20 seconds east; 33.54 feet to a point 43.0 feet south of the 
north line of said southwest quarter that is also 150.0 feet east of said northwest quarter 
of southwest quarter; thence south 89 degrees, 42 minutes, 40 seconds east; 315.0 feet 
to point of beginning; thence continuing along said last described course south 
89 degrees, 42 minutes, 40 seconds east 167.0 feet; thence north 81 degrees, 
39 minutes, 40 seconds east 66.75 feet to a point that is 33.0 feet south of the 
aforementioned north line 698.0 feet east of the northwest corner of the southwest 
quarter; thence south 89 degrees, 42 minutes, 40 seconds east, 560.77 feet; thence 
southwesterly on a curved line convex to the east radius 2,750.0 feet, arc distance 300.91 
feet, chord length 300.76 feet bearing south 10 degrees, 50 minutes, 23 seconds west; 
thence south 13 degrees, 58 minutes, 28 seconds west in line tangent to aforesaid curve 
58.34 feet to a point .of tangency with curved line; thence southwesterly in aforesaid 
curved line convex to the southeast radius, 625.00 feet chord length, 640.85 feet, bearing 
south 44 degree 49 minutes, 01 second west, arc distance 672.88 feet; thence south 
78 degrees, 32 minutes, 42 seconds west, 170.50 feet; thence south 84 degrees, 
25 minutes west, 141.56 feet; thence north 01 degree, 54 minutes, 37 seconds east, 
846.76 feet to the point of beginning in the west half of the southwest quarter, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Address: 

4701 West 67th Street. 

Permanent Index Number: 

19-22-300-013-000. 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Ordinance) 

Intergovernmental Agreement With 
Chicago Park District. 

53869 

This Agreement is made this day of ,2013 (the "Closing Date"), under 
authority granted by Article VII, Section 10 of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois, by and 
between the City of Chicago (the "City"), an Illinois municipal corporation, by and through its 
Department of Housing and Economic Development ("HED"); and the Chicago Park District (the 
"Park District"), an Illinois municipal corporation. The Park District and the City are sometimes 
referred to herein as the "Parties." 

RECITALS. 

A. The City is a home rule unit of government under Article VII, Section 6(a) of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois, and as such may exercise any power and perform any function 
pertaining to its government and affairs. 

B. The Park District is a unit of local government under Article VII, Section 1 of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois, and as such, has the authority to exercise control over and 
supervise the operation of all parks within the corporate limits of the City. 

C. The Park District controls and operates Park # 484 (the "Park"), located at 4701 West 67th 
Street, Chicago, Illinois and legally described in Exhibit A (the "Property"), and has proposed to 
undertake certain improvements to the Park, such improvements being hereinafter referred to as 
the "Project." 

D. The Park lies within the boundaries of the 67th/Circero Redevelopment Area (as hereinafter 
defined). 

E. The City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment 
Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), to finance projects that 
eradicate blight conditions and conservation factors that could lead to blight through the use of tax 
increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects. 

F. In accordance with the provisions of the Act, and pursuant to ordinances adopted on 
October 2, 2002, and published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council for said date 
at pages 94203 - 94270, the City Council: (i) approved and adopted a Tax Increment 
Redevelopment Project and Plan (the "Plan") for a portion of the City known as the "67th/Cicero 
Redevelopment Project Area" (the "67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area"); (ii) designated the 
67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area as a "redevelopment project area" and a Tax Increment 
Financing District; and (iii) adopted tax increment allocation financing for the 67th/Cicero 
Redevelopment Area. 
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G. Under 65 ILCS 5111-"(4.4-3(q){7), such incremental ad valorem taxes which pursuant to 
the Act have been collected and are allocated to pay redevelopment project costs and obligations 
incurred in the payment thereof ("Increment") may be used to pay all or a portion of a taxing 
district's capital costs resulting from a redevelopment project necessarily incurred or to be incurred 
in furtherance of the objectives of the redevelopment plan and project, to the extent the municipality 
by written agreement accepts and approves such costs (Increment collected from the 67th/Cicero 
Redevelopment Area shall be known as the "67th/Cicero Increment"). 

H. The Park District is a taxing district under the Act. 

I. The Plan contemplates that tax increment financing assistance would be provided for 
public improvements, such as the Project, within, or adjacent to, the boundaries of the 67th/Cicero 
Redevelopment Area. 

J. The Park District, pursuant to an Agreement with the City, previously commenced and 
completed improvements to the Park, which included, among other things, the reconfiguration, 
re-grading, and resurfacing of five existing baseball fields. 

K. HED now wishes to make available to the Park District a portion of the 67th/Cicero 
Increment in an amount not to exceed $110,000 (the "Project Assistance") for the purpose of 
funding, in whole or part, the development costs associated with the installation of lighting for the 
main baseball field in the Park (the "Project") to the extent and in the manner provided in this 
Agreement ("TIF-Funded Improvements"). 

L. The City, as authorized by the Act, plans to port Increment from the Greater Southwest 
Industrial Corridor West Redevelopment Project Area up to the amount of the Project Assistance 
into the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the 67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area, and such funding 
shall be included in the amount of the 67th/Cicero Increment available for the Project. 

M. In accordance with the Act, the TIF-Funded Improvements shall include such of the Park 
District's capital costs necessarily incurred or to be incurred in furtherance of the objectives of the 
Plan, and the City has found that the TIF-Funded Improvements consist of the cost of the Park 
District's capital improvements that are necessary and directly result from the redevelopment 
project constituting the Project and, therefore, constitute "taxing districts' capital costs" as defined 
in Section 5/11-74.4-3(u) of the Act. 

N. The City and the Park District wish to enter into this Agreement whereby the City shall pay 
for or reimburse the Park District for a portion of the TIF-Funded Improvements. 

O. On , 2013, the City Council adopted an ordinance published in the Journal of 
Proceedings for said date at pages (the "Authorizing Ordinance"), among other things, 
authorizing the execution of this Agreement. 

P. On January 16, 2013, the Park District's Board of Commissioners adopted an order 
expressing its desire to cooperate with the City in the construction of the Project and authorizing 
the execution of this Agreement (the "Park District Ordinance"); 
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, 
the above recitals which are made a contractual part of this Agreement, and other good and 
valuable consideration the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties 
agree as follows: 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

SECTION 1. THE PROJECT. 

1.1. No later than 18 months from the Closing Date, or later as the Commissioner of HED (the 
"Commissioner") may agree in writing, the Park District shall let one or more contracts for the 
construction and/or development of the Project in compliance with all applicable federal, state and 
local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders, all as may be in 
effect from time to time, pertaining to or affecting the Project or the Park District as related thereto. 

1.2. The Project shall at a minimum meet the requirements set forth in the Project Description 
in Exhibit B hereof and comply with plans and specifications to be provided to and approved by 
HED prior to the commencement of the Project ("Plans and Specifications") in order for the Park 
District to qualify for the disbursement of 67th/Cicero Increment funds. No material deviation from 
the Plans and Specifications may be made without the prior written approval of the City. The Park 
District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, 
regulations, codes and executive orders, all as may be in effect from time to time, pertaining to or 
affecting the Project or the Park District as related thereto. 

1.3. At such time as the Park District lets a contract or contracts, the form(s) of which shall be 
determined solely by the Park District, for the Project, the Park District shall also provide the City 
with copies, if any shall apply, of all governmental licenses and permits required to con~truct the 
Project and to use, occupy and operate the Property as a public park from all appropriate 
governmental authorities, including evidence that the Property is appropriately zoned to be used, 
occupied and operated as a public park. 

1.4. The Park District shall include a certification of compliance with the requirements of 
Sections 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 hereof with each request for 67th/Cicero I ncrement funds hereunder and 
at the time the Project is completed. The City shall be entitled to rely on this certification without 
further inquiry. Upon the City's request, the Park District shall provide evidence satisfactory to the 
City of such compliance. 

SECTION 2. FUNDING 

2.1. The City shall, subject to the Park District's satisfaction of the conditions precedent for 
disbursement described in this Section 2 and such other conditions contained in this Agreement, 
disburse the Project Assistance to the Park District. The Park District shall keep the Project 
Assistance in a segregated account to be used only for the Project. 
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2.2. Within 90 days after the Closing Date or such longer period of time as may be agreed to 
by the Commissioner, but in no event later than 180 days after the execution of this Agreement (the 
"Satisfaction Period"), the Park District must satisfy to the reasonable satisfaction of the 
Commissioner, the following conditions precedent for the City's disbursement of the Project 
Assistance to the Park District: 

(a) the Park District has satisfactory title to the Property (which may be evidenced by an 
acceptable title insurance policy), subject only to those title exceptions acceptable to the 
City and the Park District; and 

(b) the Park District has provided or has caused to be provided to the City: 

(i) copies of all easements and encumbrances of record; 

(ii) two copies of a Class A plat survey in the most recently revised form of 
ALTAlACSM land title survey, acceptable in form and content to the City prepared 
by a surveyor registered in the State of Illinois, certified to the Park District, and 
certifying as to whether the Property is in an area identified by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency as having special flood hazards; 

(iii) a copy of the most recent real estate tax bill with respect to the Property, to 
the extent available; and 

(iv) a copy of the most recent water bill with respect to the Property, to the extent 
available. 

(c) if the Park District is unable to satisfy the conditions stated in this Section 2.2 within 
the Satisfaction Period, either Party may terminate this Agreement by providing written 
notice to the other Party. 

2.3. The Park District may request that a certificate(s) of expenditure in the form of Exhibit C 
hereto ("Certificates of Expenditure") be processed and executed periodically. The City shall not 
execute Certificates of Expenditure in the aggregate in excess of the actual costs of the Project that 
are TIF-Funded Improvements. Prior to each execution of a Certificate of Expenditure by the City, 
the Park District shall submit documentation regarding the applicable expenditures to HED. 
Delivery by the Park District to HED of any request for execution by the City of a Certificate of 
Expenditure hereunder shall, in addition to the items therein expressly set forth, constitute a 
certification to the City, as of the date of such request for execution of a Certificate of Expenditure, 
that: 

(a) the total amount of the request for the Certificate of Expenditure represents the 
actual amount payable to (or paid to) the general contractor, subcontractors, and other 
parties who have performed work on or otherwise provided goods or services in connection 
with the Project, and/or their payees; 
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(b) all amounts shown as previous payments on the current request for a Certificate of 
Expenditure have been paid to the parties entitled to such payment; 

(c) the Park District has approved all work and materials for the current request for a 
Certificate of Expenditure, and such work and materials conform to the Plans and 
Specifications previously approved by HED; and 

(d) the Park District is in compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws, 
statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders, all as may be in effect 
from time to time, pertaining to or affecting the Project or the Park District as related 
thereto. 

2.4. The City shall have the right, in its discretion, to require the Park District to submit further 
documentation as the City may require in order to verify that the matters certified to in Section 2.3 
are true and correct, and any execution of a Certificate of Expenditure by the City shall be subject 
to the City's review and approval of such documentation and its satisfaction that such certifications 
are true and correct; provided, however, that nothing in this sentence shall be deemed to prevent 
the City from relying on such certifications by the Park District. 

2.5. The current estimate of the cost ofthe Project is $110,000. The Park District has delivered 
to the Commissioner a project budget for the Project attached as Exhibit D. The Park District 
certifies that it has identified sources of funds (including the Project Assistance) sufficient to 
complete the Project. The Park District agrees that the City will only contribute the Project 
Assistance to the Project and that all costs of completing the Project over the Project Assistance 
shall be the sole responsibility of the Park District. If the Park District at any point does not have 
sufficient funds to complete the Project, the Park District shall so notify the City in writing, and the 
Park District may narrow the scope of the Project (the "Revised Project") as agreed with the City 
in order to complete the Revised Project with the available funds. 

2.6. Exhibit D contains a preliminary list of capital improvements and other costs, if any, 
recognized by the City as being eligible redevelopment project costs under the Act with respect to 
the Project, to be paid for out of the Project Assistance. To the extent the TIF-Funded 
Improvements are included as taxing district capital costs under the Act, the Park District 
acknowledges that the TIF-Funded Improvements are costs for capital improvements and the City 
acknowledges it has determined that these TIF-Funded Improvements are necessary and directly 
result from the Plan. Prior to the expenditure of Project Assistance on the Project, the 
Commissioner, based upon the project budget, may make such modifications to Exhibit D as he 
or she wishes in his or her discretion to account for all of the Project Assistance to be expended 
under this Agreement; provided, however, that all TIF-Funded Improvements shall (i) qualify as 
redevelopment project costs under the Act, (ii) qualify as eligible costs under the Plan; and (iii) be 
improvements that the Commissioner has agreed to pay for out of Project Assistance, subject to 
the terms of this Agreement. 

2.7. The Park District hereby acknowledges and agrees that the City's obligations hereunder 
with respect to the Project Assistance are subject on every respect to the availability of funds as 
described in and limited by this Section 2.7 and Section 2.2. If no funds or insufficient funds are 
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appropriated and budgeted in any fiscal period of the City for disbursements of the Project 
Assistance, then the City will notify the Park District in writing of that occurrence, and the City may 
terminate this Agreement on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal period for which sufficient 
appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for disbursement under this 
Agreement are exhausted. 

2.8. If the aggregate cost of the Project is less than the amount of the Project Assistance 
contemplated by this Agreement, the Park District shall have no claim to the difference between 
the amount of the Project Assistance contemplated by this Agreement and the amount of the 
Project Assistance actually paid by the City to the Park District and expended by the Park District 
on the Project. 

SECTION 3. TERM. 

The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Closing Date and shall expire on the date 
on which the 67th/Cicero Redevelopment Area is no longer in effect, or on the date of termination 
of this Agreement according to its terms, whichever occurs first. 

SECTION 4. ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS 

4.1. The Chicago Park District shall, in its sole discretion, determine if any environmental 
remediation is necessary, and any such work that the Park District determines is necessary shall 
be performed using the Project Assistance funding provided herein. The City's financial obligation 
shall be limited to an amount not to exceed $110,000 with respect to the matters contained in this 
Agreement, including this Section 4. The City makes no covenant, representation or warranty as 
to the environmental condition of the Park or the suitability of the Park as a park or for any use 
whatsoever. 

4.2. The Park District agrees to carefully inspect the Park prior to commencement of any 
remediation or development on the Park to ensure that such activity shall not damage surrounding 
~-operty, structures, utility lines or any subsurface lines or cables. The Park District shall be solely 
responsible for the safety and protection of the public. The City reserves the right to inspect the 
work being done on the Park. The Park District agrees to keep the Park free from all liens and 
encumbrances arising out of any work performed, materials supplied or obligations incurred by or 
for the Park District. 

4.3. The Park District or its contractor must obtain all necessary permits, and applicable 
insurance as described in Section 5 hereof. 

SECTION 5. INSURANCE. 

5.1. The Park District shall provide and maintain at the Park District's own expense, or cause to 
be provided during the term of this Agreement, the insurance coverages and requirements 
specified below, insuring all operations related to this Agreement. 
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(a) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability. Workers Compensation as 
prescribed by applicable law covering all employees who are to provide a service under this 
Agreement and Employers Liability coverage with limits of not less than $100,000 each 
accident or illness. 

(b) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella). Commercial General Liability 
Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily 
injury, personal injury, and property damage liability. Coverages shall include the following: 
All premises and operations, products/completed operations, explosion, collapse, 
underground, separation of insureds, defense, and contractual liability (with no limitation 
endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, 
non-contributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

(c) Automobile Liability (Primary and Umbrella). When any motor vehicles (owned, 
non-owned and hired) are used in connection with work to be performed, The Park District 
shall provide or cause to be provided, Automobile Liability Insurance with limits of not less 
than $1,000.000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. 

(d) Professional Liability. When any architects, engineers or professional consultants 
perform work in connection with this Agreement, The Park District shall cause to be 
provided, Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions shall be 
maintained with limits of not less than $1.000,000. 

(e) Self Insurance. To the extent permitted by law, the Park District may self insure for the 
insurance requirements specified above, it being expressly understood and agreed that, if 
the Park District does self insure for the above insurance requirements, the Park District 
shall bear all risk of loss for any loss which would otherwise be covered by insurance 
policies, and the self insurance program shall comply with at least the insurance 
requirements as stipulated above. 

5.2. The Park District will furnish the City at the address stated in Section 8.12, original 
Certificates of Insurance evidencing the required coverage to be in force on the Closing Date, and 
Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration 
or renewal date occurring during the term of this Agreement. The Park District shall submit 
evidence of insurance on the City's Insurance Certificate Form or equivalent prior to the Closing 
Date. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the insurance 
requirements in this Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on the 
certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure of the City to obtain 
certificates or other insurance evidence shall not be deemed to be a waiver by the City. 

5.3. The Park District shall advise all insurers of the provisions of this Agreement regarding 
insurance. Non-conforming insurance shall not relieve the Park District of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified herein. Non-fulfillment of the insurance conditions may constitute a violation 
of this Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is 
provided, or this Agreement may be terminated. 
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5.4. The required insurance shall provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to 
the City in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

5.5. Any and all deductibles or self insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages shall 
be borne by the Park District and its contractors. 

5.6. The Park District agrees that insurers shall waive their rights of subrogation against the City, 
its employees, elected officials, agents, or representatives. 

5.7. The Park District expressly understands and agrees that any coverage and limits furnished 
by the Park District shall in no way limit the Park District's liabilities and responsibilities specified 
by this Agreement or by law. 

5.8. The Park District expressly understands and agrees that any insurance or self insurance 
programs maintained by the City shall not contribute with insurance provided by the Park District 
under this Agreement. 

5.9. The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a matter 
of law. 

5.10. The Park District shall require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein 
and any other insurance customarily required by the Park District or the Park District may provide 
the required coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors shall be subject to the same 
insurance requirements of the Park District unless otherwise specified herein. In all contracts 
relating to the Project, the Park District agrees to require the contractor to name the City as an 
additional insured on insurance coverages and to require the contractor to indemnify the City from 
all claims, damages, demands, losses, suits, actions, judgments and expenses including but not 
limited to attorney's fees arising out of or resulting from work on the Project by the contractor or 
contractor's suppliers, employees, or agents. 

5.11. The City's Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or 
change these requirements. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNITY I NO PERSONAL LIABILITY. 

6.1. To the extent of liability of a municipal corporation, as such is precluded by the Local and 
Governmental Tort Immunity Act or the common law of the state of Illinois, the Park District agrees 
to indemnify and hold the City, its officers and employees, harmless from and against any losses, 
costs, damages, liabilities, claims, suits, actions, causes of action and expenses, including, without 
limitation, reasonable attorney's fees and court costs suffered or incurred by the City arising from 
or in connection with (i) the Park District's failure to comply with any of the terms, covenants and 
conditions contained in this Agreement; or (ii) the Park District's or any contractor's failure to pay 
general contractors, subcontractors or materialmen in connection with the Project. The defense and 
indemnification obligations in this Section 6.1 shall survive any termination or expiration of this 
Agreement. 
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6.2. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or agent of the City or the Park 
District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this Agreement. 

SECTION 7. DEFAULT. 

7.1. If the Park District, without the City's written consent fails to complete the Project within 
thirty-six (36) months after the date of execution of this Agreement, then the City may terminate 
this Agreement by providing written notice to the Park District. If the City so terminates this 
Agreement, the Park District shall reimburse the City for the full amount of the Project Assistance. 

7.2. In the event the Park District fails to perform, keep or observe any of its covenants, 
conditions, promises, agreements or obligations under this Agreement not identified in Section 7.1 
and such default is not cured as described in Section 7.3 hereof, the City may terminate this 
Agreement. 

7.3. Prior to termination, the City shall give its 3~-day prior notice of intent to terminate at the 
address specified in Section 8.12 hereof, and shall state the nature of the default. In the event Park 
District does not cure such default within the 3~-day notice period, such termination shall become 
effective at the end of such period; provided, however, with respect to those defaults which are not 
capable of being cured within such 3~-day period, the Park District shall not be deemed to have 
committed such default and no termination shall occur if the Park District has commenced to cure 
the alleged default within such 3~-day period and thereafter diligently and continuously prosecutes 
the cure of such default until the same has been cured. 

7.4. The City may, in any court of competent jurisdiction, by any proceeding at law or in equity, 
secure the specific performance ofthe agreements contained herein, or may be awarded damages 
for failure of performance, or both. 

SECTION 8. GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

8.1. Authority. Execution of this Agreement by the City is authorized by the Authorizing 
Ordinance. Execution of this Agreement by the Park District is authorized by the Park District 
Ordinance. The Parties represent and warrant to each other that they have the authority to enter 
into this Agreement and perform their obligations hereunder. 

8.2. Assignment. This Agreement, or any portion thereof, shall not be assigned by either Party 
without the prior written consent of the other. 

8.3. Compliance with Laws. The Parties agree to comply with all federal, state and local laws, 
status, ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders relating to this Agreement. 

8.4. Consents. Whenever the consent or approval of one or both Parties to this Agreement is 
required hereunder, such consent or approval will not be unreasonably withheld. 
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8.5. Construction of Words. As used in this Agreement, the singular of any word shall include 
the plural, and vice versa. Masculine, feminine and neuter pronouns shall be fully interchangeable, 
where the context so requires. 

8.6. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts and by a different 
Party in separate counterparts, with the same effect as if all Parties had signed the same 
document. All such counterparts shall be deemed an original, shall be construed together and shall 
constitute one and the same instrument. 

8.7. Further Assurance. The Parties shall perform such acts, execute and deliver such 
instruments and documents, and do all such other things as may be reasonably necessary to 
accomplish the transactions contemplated in this Agreement. 

8.8. Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement will be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the internal laws of the State of Illinois, without regard to the principles of conflicts 
of law thereof. If there is a lawsuit under this Agreement, each Party hereto agrees to submit to the 
jurisdiction of the courts of Cook County, the State of Illinois. 

8.9. Integration. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties, merges 
all discussions between them and supersedes and replaces any and every other prior or 
contemporaneous agreement, negotiation, understanding, commitments and writing with respect 
to such subject matter hereof. 

8.10. Parties' Interest/No Third Party Beneficiaries. This Agreement shall be binding upon the 
Parties, and their respective successors and permitted assigns (as provided herein) and shall inure 
to the benefit of the Parties, and their respective successors and permitted assigns (as provided 
herein). This Agreement shall not run to the benefit of, or be enforceable by, any person or entity 
other than a Party and its successors and permitted assigns. This Agreement should not be 
deemed to confer upon third parties any remedy, claim, right of reimbursement or other right. 
Nothing contained in this Agreement, nor any act of the Parties shall be deemed or construed by 
any of the Parties hereto or by third parties, to create any relationship of third party beneficiary, .. 
principal, agent, limited or general partnership, joint venture, or any association or relationship 
involving any of the Parties. 

8.11. Modification or Amendment. This Agreement may not be altered, modified or amended 
except by a written instrument Signed by both Parties. 

8.12. No Implied Waivers. No waiver by either Party of any breach of any provision of this 
Agreement will be a waiver of any continuing or succeeding breach of the breached provision, a 
waiver of the breached provision itself, or a waiver of any right, power or remedy under this 
Agreement. No notice to, or demand on, either Party in any case will, of itself, entitle that Party to 
any further notice or demand in similar or other circumstances. 

8.13. Notices. Unless otherwise specified, any notice, demand or request required hereunder 
shall be given in writing at the addresses set forth below, by any of the following means: (a) 
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personal service; (b) electronic communications, whether by telex, telegram, facsimile (fax); (c) 
overnight courier or (d) registered or certified first class mail, return receipt requested. 

To the City: 

With copies to: 

To the Park District: 

With a copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Housing and Economic Development 
Attention: Commissioner 
City Hall, Room 1000 
121 N. LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
(312) 744-9476 
(312) 744-0759 (Fax) 

City of Chicago 
Department of Law 
Attention: Finance and Economic Development 
Division 
City Hall, Room 600 
121 N. LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
(312) 744-0200 
(312) 744-8538 (Fax) 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Superintendent 
541 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
(312) 742-4200 
(312) 742-5276 (Fax) 

Chicago Park District 
General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court Room 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
(312) 742-4602 
(312) 742-5316 (Fax) 

Such addresses may be changed by notice to the other Party given in the same manner provided 
above. Any notice, demand or request sent pursuant to either clause (a) or (b) above shall be 
deemed received upon such personal service or dispatch. Any notice, demand or request sent 
pursuant to clause (c) above shall be deemed received on the day immediately following deposit 
with the overnight courier and any notices, demands or requests sent pursuant to clause (d) above 
shall be deemed received two business days following deposit in the mail. 
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8.14. Remedies Cumulative. The remedies of a Party hereunder are cumulative and the 
exercise of anyone or more of the remedies provided for herein shall not be construed as a waiver 
of any other remedies of such Party unless specifically so provided herein. 

8.15. Representatives. Immediately upon execution of this Agreement, the following 
individuals will represent the Parties as a primary contact in all matters under this Agreement: 

For the City: 

For the Park District: 

Kathleen Dickhut 
City of Chicago 
Department of Housing and Economic Development 
City Hall, Room 1003 
121 N. LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
(312) 744-1074 
(312) 744-6550 (Fax) 

Gia Biagi 
Chicago Park District Director of Planning 
541 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
(312) 742-4682 
(312) 742-5347 (Fax) 

Each Party agrees to promptly notify the other Party of any change in its designated 
representative, which notice shall include the name, address, telephone number and fax number 
of the representative for such Party for the purpose hereof. 

8.16. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement, or the application thereof, to any person, 
place or circumstance, shall be held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, 
unenforceable or void, the remainder of this Agreement and such provisions as applied to other 
persons, places and circumstances shall remain in full force and effect only if, after excluding the 
portion deemed to be unenforceable, the remaining terms shall provide for the consummation of 
the transactions contemplated hereby in substantially the same manner as originally set forth 
herein. 

8.17. Survival of Agreements. Except as otherwise contemplated by this Agreement, all 
covenants and agreements of the Parties contained in this Agreement will survive the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby. 

8.18. Titles and Headings. Titles and headings to paragraphs contained in this Agreement are 
for convenience only and are not intended to limit, vary, define or expand the content of this 
Agreement. 
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8.19. Time. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Parties has caused this Agreement to be executed and 
delivered as of the date first above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, a municipal corporation, 
by and through its Department of Housing 
and Economic Development 

By: _____ ---:---::-:-____ _ 
Andrew J. Mooney 

Commissioner 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body politic and 
corporate 

By: ______ --:---:-:--___ _ 
Michael P. Kelly 

General Superintendent and CEO 

[(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Intergovernmental Agreement 
with Chicago Park District constitutes Exhibit "A" to ordinance 

and printed on page 53868 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "B", "C" and "0" referred to in this Intergovernmental Agreement with 
Chicago Park District read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "8". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement With Chicago Park District) 

Project Description. 

The park currently features five baseball fields, which were recently reconfigured, re
graded, and resurfaced. This project consists of the installation of lighting to the main 
baseball field in the Park. 

(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement With Chicago Park District) 

Form Of Certificate Of Expenditure. 

State of Illinois ) 
) SS. 

County of Cook ) 

The affiant, Chicago Park District (the "Park District"), an Illinois municipal corporation, 
hereby certifies that with respect to that certain Intergovernmental Agreement between the 
Park District and the City of Chicago dated , __ (the "Agreement"): 

A. Expenditures for the Project, in the total amount of $ _______ , have been 
made. 

B. This paragraph B sets forth and is a true and complete statement of all costs of 
TIF-Funded Improvements for the Project reimbursed by the City to date: 

$_-------

C. The Park District requests reimbursement for the following cost of TIF-Funded 
Improvements: 

$_------

D. None of the costs referenced in paragraph C above have been previously reimbursed 
by the City. 

E. The Park District hereby certifies to the City that, as of the date hereof: 

1. Except as described in the attached certificate, the representations and warranties 
contained in the Agreement are true and correct and the Park District is in compliance 
with all applicable covenants contained herein. 
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2. No event of Default or condition or event which, with the giving of notice or passage 
of time or both, would constitute a Default, exists or has occurred .. 

3. The Park District has approved all work and materials for the current request for a 
Certificate of Expenditure, and such work and materials conform to the Plans and 
Specifications. 

4. The Park District is in compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws, 
statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders, all as may be in 
effect from time to time, pertaining to or affecting the Project or the Park District as 
related thereto. 

All capitalized terms which are not defined herein have the meanings given such terms in 
the Agreement. 

Chicago Park District: 

8y: ____________________________ ___ 

Name 

Title: --------------------------------

Subscribed and sworn before me this ______ day 
of _________ , __ . 

My commission expires: ________________ __ 

Agreed and Accepted: 

Name 

Title: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Housing and Economic Department 
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(Sub)Exhibit "0". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement With 

Chicago Park District) 

Project BudgetITlF-Funded Improvements. 

Park Development Uses Budget: 

Six 60-foot lights with floods, including installation 

Environmental consultant costs 

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT BUDGET: 

$115,000 

20,000 

$135,000* 

6/5/2013 

AMENDMENT OF YEAR 2013 AN NUAL APPROPRIATION , TAX LEVY AND SERVICE 
PROVIDER AGREEMENT ORDINANCE FOR SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO.4. 

[02013-3389] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance amending the 
2013 Appropriation, Levy and Agreement Ordinance and the 2013 Service Provider 
Agreement for Special Service Area Number 4, having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed 
ordinance transmitted herewith. 

* In no event, however, shall funding from the 67th/Cicero TIF Fund exceed $110,000. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq. (the "Special Service Area Act") 
and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from time to 
time; and 

WHEREAS, On October 31, 1983, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance, as amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council 
on May 30, 1984, as further amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council 
on July 27, 1988, and as further amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council on 
November 15,1995 (collectively, the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 4 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax not to exceed an annual rate of two percent (2%) of the 
equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein (the "Services Tax") to provide 
certain special services in and for the Area in addition to the services provided by and to the 
City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 
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WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory 
approximately bounded by the area fronting in whole or in part on 95th Street, between 
Ashland Avenue on the east and Western Avenue on the west; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance included 
recruitment of new businesses to the Area, rehabilitation activities, maintenance, private 
security services, coordinated promotional and advertising activities for the Area, and other 
technical assistance activities to promote economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the 95th Street 
Special Service Area Commission for the purpose of recommending to the Mayor and to the 
City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the Special Services and 
further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount of the Services Tax 
to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, On October 3, 2012, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the "2013 
Appropriation, Levy, and Agreement Ordinance"), among other things, appropriating the sums 
necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area for 2013, levying the Services 
Tax for the tax year 2012, and authorizing an agreement with The 95th Street Beverly Hills 
Business Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, as the service provider (the "2013 
Service Provider"), for the provision of the Special Services in 2013; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the 2013 Appropriation, Levy and Agreement Ordinance, the City 
and the 2013 Service Provider entered into a service provider agreement (the "2013 Service 
Provider Agreement"); and 

WHEREAS, Certain funds in Fund 332 (" Fund 332") in the amount of $11 ,910 are available 
for use in connection with the Area; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to increase the budget for Special Services in the Area in 
2013 by$11,910; and 

WHEREAS, The City therefore desires to amend both the 2013 Appropriation, Levy, and 
Agreement Ordinance, as set forth below, and the 2013 Service Provider Agreement, 
pursuant to an amendment in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Amendment Of 2013 Appropriation, Levy And Agreement Ordinance. 
Section 2 of the 2013 Appropriation, Levy and Agreement Ordinance is hereby amended by 
deleting the language indicated by strikeout and adding the underlined language, as follows: 
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"Section 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the 
Area, the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be 
raised by the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

95th Street Special Service Area Commission 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2013 and ending December 31, 2013. 

Service Provider Agreement for 
the provision of Special Services 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate 
not to exceed two percent (2%) 
of the equalized assessed value 
of taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 4 

Carryover funds currently available 
from prior tax years 

Late collections received by the City 
of Chicago attributable to the levy 
of the Services Tax in prior tax years, 
along with interest income thereon, if 
any, in an amount not to exceed five 
percent (5%) of the Services Tax for 
tax year 2011 

Fund 332 

Expenditures 

$91,631 

$91,631 

$84,191 

$ 3,840 

$ 3,600 

$11,910" 

$103,541 

$103,541 

SECTION 3. Amendment To 2013 Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner of the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development (the "Commissioner"), or a designee of 
the Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation 
Counsel as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an amendment to the 
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2013 Service Provider Agreement in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
hereby made a part hereof (the "2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment"), and such 
other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the 
provisions of the 2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the 2013 Service 
Provider Agreement Amendment. 

SECTION 4. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 5. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 6. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage and 
publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment. 

Special Service Area NO.4. 

This Amendment ("Amendment") is made and entered into effective as of the day 
of , 2013, by and between the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation 
and home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, 
acting through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois, and the 95th 

Street/Beverly Hills Business Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("Contractor"). 

Background. 

The Contractor and the City have entered into an Agreement dated , _, 2013 
("Agreement"), in which the Contractor is to perform certain services for Special Service Area 
Number 4. The Contractor and the City desire to make certain changes to the Agreement. 
The Agreement requires that modifications to it must be made in writing and signed by both 
parties. 
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Now, Therefore, In consideration of the provIsions and conditions set forth in the 
Agreement, the parties do mutually agree to amend the Agreement as set forth below. 

It is further agreed by and between the parties that the sole modifications of, changes in, 
and amendments to the Agreement are as follows: 

1. (Sub)Exhibit 1 (A), Amended Scope of Services and Budget for 2013, is attached to this 
Amendment as Attachment 1 and incorporated by reference. 

2. Article 2, Definitions, is amended by adding the following definition for Surplus 
TIF Funds: 

"Surplus TIF Funds" means a portion of those Tax Increment Funds originally 
established by the City (Fund 332) in connection with the 95th and Western 
Redevelopment Area, which remain unspent. 

3. Sections 5.01 and 5.02, Basis of Payment and Budget for Services, respectively, are 
hereby deleted and replaced with the following: 

"5.01 Basis Of Payment. 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement 
between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013 is the sum of (a) $84,191 or the 
total amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected, plus interest earned on those 
funds, for tax year 2012, whichever is less; (b) the total amount of Surplus Funds in 
the amount of $3,840 which are being carried over from previous program years and 
which contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; (c) Late Collections in 
an amount not to exceed $3,600; and (d) TIF Surplus Funds in an amount not to 
exceed $11,910; the maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under 
this Agreement between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013, therefore, shall 
not exceed $103,541. 

5.02 Budget For Services. 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through 
December 31, 2013, attached hereto as (Sub)Exhibit 1 (A) and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth here, covering all services described in the Scope of 
Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount that may be spent in 
calendar year 2013 may not exceed $103,541, the SSAC reserves the right to transfer 
funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part 
of the Contractor's Services is terminated." 

4. (Sub)Exhibit 2(A), Amended Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit, is attached 
to this Amendment as Attachment 2 and incorporated by reference. 
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All terms of the Agreement remain in full force and effect except as modified in this 
Amendment. 

Signed: 

City of Chicago 

By: ________ ~--~~---------
Commissioner, 

Department of Housing and 
Economic Development 

Contractor: _______________ _ 

By: ________________________ __ 
(Signature) 

Its: 
(Print Name and Title) 

Attest: ______________________ _ 

Its: 
(Print Name and Title) 

County of ____________ _ 

State of ____________ __ 

Acknowledged on __________ ,,-,-:--:--_[ date] before me by ____ -:-__________ _ 
as ___________ [title] of __________ [firm]. 

Notary Public 

Commission expires: ____________ _ 

Attachments 1 and 2 referred to in this 2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment for 
Special Service Area Number 4 read as follows: 
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Attachment 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement Amendment 

For Special Service Area No.4) 

Amended Scope Of SeNices And Budget. 
Schedule A: 2013 Special SeNice Area Budget And SeNices Summary. 
City Of Chicago, Department Of Housing And Economic Development. 

SSA #4 951h Sireet 

95th Streel Beverly Hills Business Association 

Budgel Period: January 1. 2013 to ~mber31. 2013 

------------------------- -~-1ft __ 1nc:I:InIIt S$U SINN' 0111' 

53891 

2013 BUDGET SUMMARY 
CATEGORY 

• + _ + sur_III'_SR. 2G13B\1I111~ 

1.00 Advertising & PlOIlIOIicn 

2.00 PUblic Way Maintenance 

3.00 Public Wwt AesthetiCs 

4.00 Tenan! RetonllCnlAllraction 

10.00 Personnel 

11.00 Admm Non·Personnel 

1200 Loss COllecllon: 1.2% 

13.00 Late CollectIons and Interest Income Thereon 

1 
ESlimated 2011 EAV 

2 
Authorized Ta. Rale Cap; 

3 
ESlirnaled 2012 Levy: 

4 
Eslimaled Tax Rale to Generale 2012 Levy (~V x 

Est. 2012 ~ .• Est. Tax Ralel' 

2013 SSA SERVICES SUMMARY 
1.00 AdVertising & Promouon 

2.00 PublJc Way Mallllonance 

3.00 Public Way ANlhelics 

4.00 Tenant RelenUonlAllraCtion 

$ 5.700 • 
$ 26, 150 • 
S 26.000 .. 
S 1,000 + 

$ 13,887 + 

S 10,454 + 

1.000 + 

+ 

S 84.1t1 + 

510,586,542 

2.000% 

$84,191 

0,795% 

s $ S S 5,700 

s 3.840 + S + S S 29,990 

s + S + S 11.910 co S 37,910 

+ S + S S 1,000 

s + S + .$ $ 13,8117 

+ S + S S 10,454 

+ $ +. S 1,000 

+ S 3,600 + $ 3,600 

s 3.840 + S 3,600 + S 11.910 . S 103,541 

2013 Budget S 103,5411 
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Attachment 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement Amendment 

For Special Service Area No.4) 

City Of Chicago 
Amended Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION 1-- GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of the Disclosing Party submitting the EDS: 

The 95th Street Beverly Hills Business Association 

Enter d/b/a if applicable: 

The Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 

the Applicant 

B. Business address of the Disclosing Party: 

2100 West 95th Street 
Chicago, IL 60643 
United States 

c. Telephone: 

773-238-4094 

Fax: 

773-238-7192 

Email: 

erin@95thstreetba.org 

D. Name of contact person: 

Mrs. Erin Ross 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): 

a 

6/5/2013 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as 
the "Matter") to which this EDS pertains: 

To amend the 2013 Service Provider Agreement between the City 
of Chicago and the 95th Street Business Association to allow 

.for the budget to be increased $11,910 for providing special 
services within SSA #4. 
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Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND CONSUMER PROTECTION 

Specification Number 

90866 

Contract (PO) Number 

27114 

Revision Number 

Release Number 

User Department Project Number 

SECTION II -- DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF THE DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 

Not-for-profit corporation 

Is the Disclosing Party also a 501 (c}(3) organization? 

No 

Is the Disclosing Party incorporated or organized in the State of Illinois? 

Yes 

B. DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1.a.1 Does the Disclosing Party have any directors? 
I 

Yes 
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1.a.3 list below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors, 
if any, of the entity. Do not include any directors who have no power to select the 
entity's officers. 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Peter Coccaro 

President 

Both 

Dennis Heywood 

Vice President 

Both 

Oliver Banks 

Vice President 

Both 

Gail Page 

secretary 

Both 

Emil Mahler 

Treasurer 

Both 

Robbie Craig 

Director 

Director 

Mike Geary 

Director 

Director 

Eleanor Hollander 

Director 

Director 

Otto Kaiserauer 

Director 

Director 
..................... - ................... -_ ....... _ .......... ,. ....................... - ... -...... -................ - .... _ ..... - .. - .... - .. - ..................................................................... -....... .. 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Monica Hayes 

Director 

Director 

Jill Neish 

Director 

Director 
................................................... -............................ - ............. -.......... - ................ _ ........ -- .... ---- ........................... - .- ..... _ ....... - .... -............. -_ ....... .. "_._- - - .~" -
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Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role! 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Victoria Nolan 

Director 

Director 

Beverly Packnett 

Director 

Director 

Marcia Walsh 

Director 

Director 

Erin Healy Ross 

Executive Director 

Both 

1 ,a.5 Are there any members of the non-far-profit Disclosing Party which are legal 
entities? . 

No 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED 
OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 
of the Municipal Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date 
this EDS is signed? 

No 

SECTION IV -- DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER . 
RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each 
subcontractor, attorney, lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or 
entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained or expects to retain in connection 
with the Matter, as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total amount of the 
fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or 
administrative action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-far-profit 
entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or 
entity any part of whose duties as an employee of another includes undertaking to 
. influence any legislative or administrative action. 

53895 
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If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this 
Section, the Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required 
or make the disclosure. 

1. Has the Disclosing Party retained any legal entities in connection with the Matter? 

Yes 

2. List below the names of all legal entities which are retained parties. 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 

($$ or %): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Beverly Environmental, LLC 

Retained 

16504 Dixie Highway 
Markham,IL 60428 United States 

Subcontractor - MWDBE 

$24,450 

Estimated 

Bannerville USA, Inc. 

Retained 

P.O. Box 184 
Western Springs, IL 60643 United States 

Other 

$31,410 

Estimated 

3. Has the Disclosing Party retained any persons in connection with the Matter? 

No 

SECTION V -- CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT~ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that 
contract with the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations 
throughout the contract's term. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disc/osing Party 
been declared in arrearage of any child support obligations by any Illinois court of 
competent jurisdiction? 

Not applicable because no person directly or indirectly owns 
10% or more of the Disclosing Party 
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8. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. Pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 1-23, Article I ("Article I")(which the Applicant 
should consult for defined terms (e.g., "doing business") and legal requirements), if 
the Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is the Applicant and is doing business with 
the City, then the Disclosing Party certifies as follows: 

i. neither the Applicant nor any controlling person is currently indicted or charged 
with, or has admitted guilt of, or has ever been convicted of, or placed under 
supervision for, any criminal offense involving actual, attempted, or conspiracy 
to commit bribery, theft, fraud, forgery, perjury, dishonesty or deceit against an 
officer or employee of the City or any sister agency; and 

ii. the Applicant understands and acknowledges that compliance with Article I is a 
continuing requirement for doing business with the City. 

NOTE: If Article I applies to the Applicant. the permanent compliance timeframe in 
Article I supersedes some five-year compliance timeframes in certifications 2 and 3 
below. 

I certify the above to be true 

2. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disctosing Party is a legal entity, all of those 
persons or entities identified in Section II.B.1. of this EOS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared 
ineligible or voluntarily excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or 
local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been 
convicted of a criminal offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment 
rendered against them in connection with: obtaining, attempting to obtain. 
or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or contract under 
a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; 
making false statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for, or criminally or civilly charged by, a governmental 
entity (federal, state or local) with committing any of the offenses set forth in 
clause B.2.b. of this Section V; 

. d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or 
more public transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; 
and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been 
convicted, adjudged guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal 
or civil action, including actions concerning environmental violations, instituted 
by the City or by the federal government, any state, or any other unit of local 
government. 

I certify the above to be true 

53897 
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3. Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Contractor, nor any Affiliated Entity of either 
the Disclosing Party or any Contractor nor any Agents have, during the five years 
before the date this EDS is signed, or, with respect to a Contractor, an Affiliated 
Entity, or an l\ffiliated Entity of a Contractor during the five years before the date of 
such Contractor's or Affiliated Entity's contract or engagement in connection with the 
MaUer: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or 
attempting to bribe, a public officer or employee of the City. the State of Illinois. 
or any agency of the federal govemment or of any state or local govemment in 
the United States of America. in that officer's or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party 
to any such agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement 
or collusion among bidders or prospective bidders. in restraint of freedom of 
competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter 
of record, but have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living WajJ& 
Ordinance). 

I certify the above to be true 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party, 8ffiliat~d Entity or Contractor, or any of their 
employees, officials, !=Igents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of 
state or local government as a result of engaging in or being convicted of 

• bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33f:-3; 
• bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or 
• any similar offense of any state or of the United States of America that contains 

the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

I certify the above to be true 

5. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the 
following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury or the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce or their successors: the S.Q..~cial!.Y. DeSignated Nationals 
.!-ist, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified list, the Entity List and the Debarred 
List. 

I certify the above to be true 

6. The Disclosing"Party understands and shall comply with the applicable 
requirements of Chapters 2-55 (l&gislative IOQQectQ£J2.eneral), Chapter 2-56 
fl.o.m"lector General) and .Chapter 2-156 (GovernmenillL{;thig§) of the Municipal 
Code. 

I certify the above to be true 
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7. To !he .best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry, the 
fo"owln~ IS a c?mplete list of all current employees of the Disclosing Party who were, 
at any trme dUring the 12-month period preceding the execution date of this EDS, an 
employee, or elected or appointed official, of the City of Chicago. 

None 
. 

8. To ~he ~est of the Dis~losing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry, the 
followl~g IS a compl~te list ~f a/l gifts that the Disc/osing Party has given or caused 
to b~ given, at any time dunng the 12-month period preceding the execution date 
of this EDS, to an ~mployee, or elected or appointed official, of the City of Chicago. 
For .purposes .of thIs statement, a "gift" does not include: (i) anything made generally 
~vallable to City employees or to the general public, or (ii) food or drink provided 
In t~~ course of official City business and having a retail value of less than $20 per 
recIpient. . 

None 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that, as defined in Section 2-32-455{b) of the Municipal 
Code, the Disclosing Party 

is not a "financial institution" 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have 
the same meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or 
employee of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name 
of any other person or entity in the MaUer? 

No 

E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

If the Disclosing Party cannot make th"is verification, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose all required information in the space provided below or in an aUachment in 
the "Additional Info" tab. Failure to comply with these disclosure requirements may 
make" any contract entered into with the City In connection with the Matter voidable 
by the City. 

The Disclosing Party verifies that the Disclosing Party has se~rched any and all 
records of the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities regarding 
records of investments or profits from slavery or slaveholder insurance policies 
during the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to slaveholders that 
provided coverage for damage to or injury or death oftheir slaves). and the 
Disclosing Party has found no such records. " 

I can make the above verification 
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SECTION VI-- CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED 
MATTERS 

Is the Matter federally funded? For the purposes of this Section VI, tax credits 
allocated by the City and proceeds of debt obligations of the City are not federal 
funding. 

No 

SECTION VII -- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT 
INCORPORATION, COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that:" 

A. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS 
will become part of any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and 
the City in connection with the Matter, whether procurement, City assistance; or 
other City action, and are material inducements to the City's execution of any 
contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on 
which this EDS is based. 

B. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, 
Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 of the Municipal Code, impose certain duties 
and obligations on persons or entities seeking 9ity contracts, work, 
business, or.transactions. A training program is available on line at 
www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/ethics.html. and may also be obtained from 
the City's Board of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, 
(312) 744-9660. The Disclosing Party must comply fully with the applicable 
ordinances. . 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

C. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, 
incomplete or inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with 
which it is submitted may be rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may 
pursue any remedies under the contract or agreement (if not rescinded or VOid), 
at law, or in equity, including terminating the Disclosing Party's partiCipation in 
the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to participate in other 
transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

D. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet 
site and/or upon request. Some or al/ of the infonnation provided on this EDS 
and any attachments to this EDS may be made available to the public on the 
Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, or otherwise. By 
completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against .the City in connection with 
the public release of information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the 
City to verify the accuracy of any information submitted in this EDS. 
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E. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of 
changes, the Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the 
City takes action on the Matter. If the Matter is a contract being handled by the 
City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing Party must update 
this EDS as the contract requires. NOTE: With respect to Matters subject 
to Article I of Chapter 1-23 of the Municipal Code (imposing PERMANENT 
INELIGIBILITY for certain specified offenses), the information provided herein 

regarding eligibility must be kept current for a longer period, as required by 
Chapter 1-23 and Section 2-154-020 of the Municipal Code. 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

F .1. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any tax administered 
by the Illinois Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its Affiliated 
Entities delinquent in paying any fine, fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This 
includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, sewer charges, license fees, parking 
tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

I certify the above to be true. 

F.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its Affiliated 
Entities will not use, nor permit their subcontractors to use, any facility listed by the 
U.S. E.P.A. on the federal Excluded Parties List System ("EPLs.:) maintained by the 
U.S. General Services Administration. 

I certify the above to be true 

F.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain 
from any contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with 
the Matter certifications equal in form and substance to those in F .1. and F .2. 
above and will not, without the prior written consent of the City, use any such 
contractorlsubcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful 
certifications. 

I certify the above to be true 

FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH ELECTED CITY OFFICIALS AND 
DEPARTMENT HEADS 

This question is to be completed only by (a) the Applicant, and (b) any legal entity 
which has a direct ownership interest in the Applicant exceeding 7.5 percent. It is not 
to be completed by any legal entity which has 'only an indirect ownership interest in 
the Applicant. 

53901 
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Under Municipal Code Section 2-154-015, the Disclosing Party must d~close 
whether such Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic 
Partner thereof currently has a "familial relationship" with any elected city official or 
department head_ A "familial relationship" exists if, as of the date this EDS is signed, 
the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic Partner 
thereof is related to the maVOL anv alderman. the city clerk, the city treasurer or 
any city department head as spouse or domestic partner or as any of the following, 
whether by blood or adoption: parent, child, brother or sister, aunt or uncle, niece 
or nephew, grandparent, grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, stepfather or stepmother, stepson or stepdaughter, stepbrother or 
stepsister or half-brother or half-sister. 

"Applicable Party" means (1) all corporate officers of the Disclosing Party, if 
the Disclosing Party is a corporation; all partners of the Disclosing Party, if the 
Disclosing Party is a general partnership; all general partners and limited partners 
of the Disclosing Party, if the Disclosing Party is a limited partnership; all managers, 
managing members and members of the Disclosing Party, if the Disclosing Party is a 
limited liability company; (2) all principal officers of the Disclosing Party; and (3) any 
person having more than a 7.5 percent ownership interest in the Disclosing Party. 
"Principal officers" means the president. chief operating officer. executive director. 
chief financial officer, treasurer or secretary of a legal entity or any person exercising 
similar authority_ 

Does the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic 
Partner thereof currently have a "familial relationship" with an elected city official or 
department head? 

No 

ADDITIONAL INFO 

Please add any additional explanatory information here_ If explanation is longer than 
1000 characters, you may add an attachment below. Please note that your EDS, 
including all attachments. becomes available for public viewing upon contract award. 
Your attachments will be viewable "as is" without manual redaction by the City_ You 
are responsible for redacting any non-public information from your documents before 
uploading. 
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List of vendor attachments uploaded by City staff 

None. 

List of attachments uploaded by vendor 

None. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is 
authorized to execute this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants 
that all certifications and statements contained in this EDS are true. accurate and 
complete as of the date furnished to the City. 

15/04/04/2013 
Mrs. Erin Ross 
Executive Director 
The 95th Street Beverly Hills Business Association 

This is a printed copy of the Economic Disclosure Statement. the original of which 
is filed electronically with the City of Chicago. Any alterations must be made 
electronically. alterations on this printed copy are void and of no effect. 
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Certificate of Filing attached to this Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit reads as 

follows: 
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Certificate of Filing. 
(To Amended Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit) 

EDS Number: 42185 
Certificate Printed on: 04/04/2013 

Date of This Filing:04/04/2013 08:56 AM 
Original Filing Date:04/02/2013 02:53 PM 

Disclosing Party: The 95th Street Beverly Hills Title:Executive Director 
Business Association 
Filed by: Mrs. Erin Ross 

Matter: To amend the 2013 Service Provider 
Agreement between the City of Chicago and 
the 95th Street Business Association to allow 
for the budget to be increased $11,910 for 
providing special services within SSA #4. 

" Applicant: The 95th Street Beverly Hills 
Business Association 
Specification #: 90866 
Contract #: 27114 

The Economic Disclosure Statement ref~renced above has been electronicalJy filed with 
the City. Please provide a copy of this Certificate of Filing to your city contact with other 
required documents pertaining to the Matter. for additional guidance as to when to provide this 
Certificate and other required documents, please follow instructions provided to you about the 
Matter or consult with your City contact. 

A copy of the EDS may be viewed and-printed by visiting 
https:llwebapps.cityofchicago.orglEDSWebandentering the "EDS number into the EDS Search. 
Prior to contract award, the filing is accessible online only to the disclosing party and the City, 
but is still subject to the Illinois Freedom of Infonnatioll Act. The filing is visible online to the 
public after contract award. . 
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AMENDMENTOFYEAR2013ANNUALAPPROPRIATION, TAX LEVY AND SERVICE 
PROVIDER AGREEMENT ORDINANCE FOR SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 20. 

[02013-3393] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance amending the 
2013 Appropriation, Levy and Agreement Ordinance and the 2013 Service Provider 
Agreement for Special Service Area Number 20, having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On October 28, 1997, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance, as amended by an ordinance by the City Council on 
November 15, 2000, which established an area known and designated as City of Chicago 
Special Service Area Number 20 (the "Initial Area") and authorized the levy of an annual tax, 
for the period beginning in 1997 through and including 2003 (the "Initial Levy Period"), not to 
exceed an annual rate of one and zero hundredths percent (1.00%) of the equalized 
assessed value of the taxable property in the Initial Area to provide certain special services 
in and for the Initial Area in addition to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago 
(the "City") generally; and 

WHEREAS, The Initial Levy Period has expired; and 

WHEREAS, On December 8, 2004, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which again established a special service area known and 
designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 20 (the "Area") to provide certain 
special services in and for the Area in addition to services provided generally by the City 
generally (the "Special Services") and authorizing a levy of an annual tax, for the period 
beginning in 2004 through and including 2013, not to exceed an annual rate of one and zero 
hundredths percent (1.00%) of the equalized assessed value of all property within the area 
(the "Services Tax") to provide such services for an additional period of 10 years; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory on the east 
side of South Western Avenue, from West 99th Street to West 111th Place and the west side 
of South Western Avenue, from West 99th Street to West 119th Street; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include 
maintenance and beautification activities, security services, coordinated marketing and 
promotional activities, and other technical assistance activities to promote commercial and 
economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the South 
Western Special Service Area Commission for the purpose of recommending to the Mayor 
and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the Special Services 
and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount of the Services 
Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, On October 31, 2012, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the "2013 
Appropriation, Levy, and Agreement Ordinance"), among other things, appropriating the sums 
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necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area for 2013, levying the Services 
Tax for the tax year 2012, and authorizing an agreement with the Morgan Park Beverly Hills 
Business Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, as the service provider (the 
"2013 Service Provider"), for the provision of the Special Services in 2013; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the 2013 Appropriation, Levy, and Agreement Ordinance the City 
and the 2013 Service Provider entered into a service provider agreement (the "2013 Service 
Provider Agreement"); and 

WHEREAS, Certain funds in Fund 158 ("Fund 158") in the amount of $29,369 are available 
for use in connection with the Area; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to increase the budget for Special Services in the Area in 
2013 by $29,369; and 

WHEREAS, The City therefore desires to amend both the 2013 Appropriation, Levy, and 
Agreement Ordinance, as set forth below, and the 2013 Service Provider Agreement, 
pursuant to an amendment in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION-1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Amendment Of 2013 Appropriation, Levy, And Agreement Ordinance. 
Section 2 of the 2013 Appropriation, Levy, and Agreement Ordinance is hereby amended by 
deleting the language indicated by strikeout and adding the underlined language, as follows: 

Section 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the 
Area, the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be 
raised by the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

South Western Special Service Area Commission 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2013 and ending December 31, 2013. 
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Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement for 
the provision of Special Services $187,512 $216,881 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $187,512 $216,881 

Source of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to exceed 
one and zero hundredths percent (1.00%) 
of the equalized assessed value 
of the taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 20 $172,905 

Carryover funds currently available 
from prior tax years $ 6,000 

Late collections received by the City 
of Chicago attributable to the levy 
of the Services Tax in prior tax years, 
along with interest income thereon, if 
any, in an amount not to exceed five 
percent (5%) of the Services Tax for 
tax year 2011 $ 8,607 

Fund 158 l2 29,369" 

SECTION 3. Amendment To 2013 Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner of the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development (the "Commissioner"), or a designee of 
the Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation 
Counsel as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an amendment to the 2013 
Service Provider Agreement in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby 
made a part hereof (the "2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment"), and such other 
supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the 
provisions of the 2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the 2013 Service 
Provider Agreement Amendment. 

SECTION 4. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
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section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 5. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provIsion of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 6. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage and 
publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A ". 
(To Ordinance) 

2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment. 

Special Service Area No. 20. 

This Amendment ("Amendment") is made and entered into effective as of the __ day of 
_____ , 2013, by and between the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and 
home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, 
acting through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois, and the Morgan 
Park Beverly Hills Business Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("Contractor"). 

Background. 

The Contractor and the City have entered into an Agreement dated , 
2013 ("Agreement"), in which the Contractor is to perform certain services for Special Service 
Area Number 20. The Contractor and the City desire to make certain changes to the 
Agreement. The Agreement requires that modifications to it must be made in writing and 
signed by both parties. 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the provisions and conditions set forth in the 
Agreement, the parties do mutually agree to amend the Agreement as set forth below. 

It is further agreed by and between the parties that the sole modifications of, changes in, 
and amendments to the Agreement are as follows: 
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1. (Sub)Exhibit 1 (A), Amended Scope of Services and Budget for 2013, is attached to this 
Amendment as Attachment 1 and incorporated by reference. 

2. Article 2, Definitions, is amended by adding the following definition for Surplus 
TIF Funds: 

"Surplus TIF Funds" means a portion of those Tax Increment Funds originally 
established by the City (Fund 158) in connection with the Western/Rock Island 
Redevelopment Area, which remain unspent. 

3. Sections 5.01 and 5.02, Basis of Payment and Budget for Services, respectively, are 
hereby deleted and replaced with the following: 

"5.01 Basis Of Payment. 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement 
between January 1, 2013 and December 31,2013 is the sum of (a) $172,905 or the 
total amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected, plus interest earned on those 
funds, for tax year 2012, whichever is less; (b) the total amount of Surplus Funds in 
the amount of $6,000 which are being carried over from previous program years and 
which contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; (c) Late Collections in 
an amount not to exceed $8,607; and (d) TIF Surplus Funds in an amount not to 
exceed $29,369; the maximum compensation thatthe Contractor may be paid under 
this Agreement between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013, therefore, shall 
not exceed $216,881. 

5.02 Budget For Services. 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through 
December 31, 2013, attached hereto as (Sub )Exhibit 1 (A) and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth here, covering all services described in the Scope of 
Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount that may be spent in 
calendar year 2013 may not exceed $216,881, the SSAC reserves the right to transfer 
funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part 
of the Contractor's Services is terminated." 

4. (Sub)Exhibit 2(A), Amended Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit, is attached 
to this Amendment as Attachment 2 and incorporated by reference. 
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All terms of the Agreement remain in full force and effect except as modified in this 
Amendment. 

Signed: 

City of Chicago 

By: 
Commissioner, 

Department of Housing and 
Economic Development 

Contractor: _________ _ 

By: ____ ~---------
(Signature) 

Its: 
(Print Name and Title) 

Attest: -'--____ -'--_____ _ 

Its: 
(Print Name and Title) 

County of ______ _ 

State of ______ _ 

Acknowledged on ____ --:--:-:--:---:--__ [date] before me by __ =---:-____ _ 
as __________ [title] of __________ [firm]. 

Notary Public 

Commission expires: ______ _ 

Attachments 1 and 2 referred to in this 2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment for 
Special Service Area Number 20 read as follows: 
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Attachment 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement Amendment For 

Special Service Area No. 20) 

Amended Scope Of Services And Budget For 2013. 
Schedule A: 2013 Special Service Area Budget And Services Summary. 
City Of Chicago, Department Of Housing And Economic Development. 

SSA 20 Western Avenue 

Service Provider Agency: Morgan Park Beverly Hills Business Association 

Budget Period: January 1. 201310 December 31. 2013 

late Collections SS~O Share of 
and Interesl TIF Surplus in 

2013 BUDGET SUMMARY 
CATEGORY 
1 .00 Advertising & Promolion 

2.00 Public Way Mainlenance 

3.00 Public Way Aesthetics 

4.00 Tenant Retenlion/Attraclion 

5.00 Fa""d. Improvements 

6.00 Parl<inglTransiUAccessibilily 

7.00 Safely Programs 

8.00 Oistrict Planning 

9.00 Other Technical Assisl,!nce 

;10.00 Personnel . 

,11.00 Admin Non·Personnel 

:12.00 loss Collection: 2.3% 

;,3,00 Late Colleclions and Inloresl fncome Thereon 

, Estimated 2011 EAV: 

2 
Aulhorized Tax Rate Cap: 

3 
Eslimated 2012 levy: 

Eslimaled Tax Rate 10 Generale 2012 levy (EAV 
4 x Est. 2012 levy = Est. Tax Rale): 

, 2013 SSA SERVICES SUMMARY 

1.00 Advertising & Promolion 

2.00 Public Way Maintenance 

3.00 PubliC Way Aesthetics 

4.00 Tenant Relenlion/A1lraclion 

8.00 Oislrict Planning 

9.00 Other Technical Assistance 

$ 

S 

$ 

$ 

S 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

CanyOver • Income Thereon + Fund 158 

12,900 • $ • + 

61,100 • .. S .. 
51,000 .. $ 6.000 .. $ 

2.500 .. .. $ + 

.. $ $ .. 
$ • $ .. 

- .. S S .. 
500 .. $ .. $ 

.. $ .. $ .. $ 29.369 

25.855 .. $ .. $ .. 
15.050 .. $ .. $ • + 

4.000 .. $ $ .. 
$ 

172.905 • 6.000 .. 8,607 + $ 29,369 

2013 Budget 

$43.052,050 

1.000% 

$172,905 

0.402% 

2013 Budget 

S 12.900 

$ 61,100 

57,000 

$ 2.500 

$ 

$ 

$ 500 

$ 

$ 25.855 

$ 15,050 

4.000 

$ 

216,881 

S 216.8811 
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Attachment 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement Amendment For 

Special Service Area No. 20) 

City Of Chicago 
Amended Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I -- GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of the Disclosing Party submitting the EDS: 

Morgan Park Beverly Hills Business Association 

Enter d/b/a if applicable: 

The Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 

the Applicant 

B. Business address of the Disclosing Party: 

~0827 S Western 
Chicago, IL 60643 
United States 

C. Telephone: 

773-779-2530 

Fax: 

773-779-0436 

Email: 

mpbhba@aol.com 

D. Name of contact person: 

Megan Kennedy 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): 

S & 

53913 

. F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as 
the "Matter") to which this EDS pertains: 

To ammend the 2013 Service Provider Agreement between the City 
of Chicago and Morgan Park Beverly Hills Business Association, 
they are providing special services, to allow for the budget 
to be increased by $29,369 for services within SSA20. 
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Which City agency.or department is requesting this EDS? 

DEPT OF HOUSING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Specification Number 

Contract (PO) Number 

Revision Number 

Release Number 

User Department Project Number 

SECTION II -- DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF THE DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 

Not-for-profit corporation 

Is the Disclosing Party also a 501 (c)(3) organization? 

No 

Is the Disclosing Party incorporated or organized in the State of Illinois? 

Yes 

B. DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1.a.1 Does the Disclosing Party have any directors? 

Yes 

1.8.3 Ust below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors, 
iiany, of th~ entity. Do not include any directors who have no power to select the 
entity's officers. 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Rol.e: 

Mr.' Thomas Gibbons 

President 

Both 
\ .................. - -- .... -- .... --- ..... _ .. _ .. -- .... ----- .. -- .... - ............. - ........... _--- .............. -- ............. _ .... -----_ ........... - ............ _ .. -- ..... -... - .. __ .... .. 

. Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Ms. Marcia Walsh 

Board Member 

Director 

6/5/2013 
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Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Directorl 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Thomas Baffes 

Board Member 

Director 

Mrs. Megan Kennedy 

Executive Director 

Both 

Mr. George Herzog 

Treasurer 

Both 

Ms. Julie Harrigan Mayer 

VP 

Both 

Mrs. Megan Parrilli 

Secretary 

Both 

Mr. Steve English 

Board Member 

Officer 

Mr. Joe Esselman 

Board Member 

Officer 

Mrs. Kathy Broderick 

Board Member 

Officer 

1.a.5 Are there any members of the non-for-profit Disclosing Party which are legal 
entities? . 

No 

SECTION 111-- BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED 
OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapt~L2-156 
of the Munjcipal Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date 
this EDS is signed? . 

No 

SECTION IV -- DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER 
RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each 
subcontractor, attorney, lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or 
entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained or expects to retain in connection 
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with the Matter. as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total amount of the 
fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are~paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislalive or 
administrative action on behalf of any person or entity other than; (1) a not-far-profit 
entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or 
entity any part of whose duties as an employee of another includes undertaking to 
influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this 
Section, the Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required 
or make the disclosure. 

1. Has the Disclosing Party retained any legal entities in connection with the Matter? 

Yes 

2. List below the names of all legal entities which are retained parties. 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Pees 
($$or%): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %):. 

Estimated/Paid: 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Beverly Envionmental 

Retained 

16504 Dixie Highway 
Markham, IL 60428 United States 

Supplier 

$56,000 

Estimated 

.Desmond & Ahern 

Anticipated 

10827 S. West.ern 
Chicago, IL 60643 United States 

Accountant 

$5,000 

Estimated 

Computer Bay 

Retained 

10407 s. Western 
Chicago, IL 60643 United States 

Accountant 

$2,000 

Estimated 
......................... - .. ~----- ....... -...... _ ............... -... -_ ............. '" ..... -~ ... _.- ................. '"-- .... -...... -.................................... - ... - ---_ .. - .... .. 
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Name: 

Anticipated! 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Pees 
{$$or%): 

Estimated/Paid: 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Beverly Snow and Ice 

Anticipated 

16504 Dixie Highway 
Markham, IL 60428 United States 

other 

$3,000 

Estimated 

3. Has the Disclosing Party retained any persons in connection with the Matter? 

No 

SECTION V -. CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that 
contract with the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations 
throughout the contract's term. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party 
been declared in arrearage of any child support obligations by any Illinois court of 
competent jurisdiction? 

Not applicabJe because no person directly or indirect.ly owns 
10% or more of the Disclosing Party 

B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. Pursuant to Municipal Code Chqpter 1-23, Article I ("Article I")(which the Applicant 
should consult for defined terms (e.g., "doing business") and legal requirements), if 
the Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is the Applicant and is doing business with 
the City, then the Disclosing Party certifies as follows: 

i. neither the Applicant nor any controlling person is currently indicted or charged 
with, or has admitted guilt of, or has ever been convicted of, or placed under 
supervision for, any criminal offense involving actual, attempted, or conspiracy 
to commit bribery, theft, fraud, forgery, perjury, dishonesty or deceit against an 
officer or employee of the City or any sister agency; and 

ii. the Applicant understands and acknowledges that compliance with Article I is a 
continuing requirement for doing business with the City. 

NOTE: If Article I applies to the Applicant. the permanent compliance timeframe in 
Article I supersedes some five-year compliance timeframes in certifications 2 and 3 
below. 

I certify the above to be true 

2. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, al/ of those 
persons or entities identified in Section II.B.1. of this EDS: 
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a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared 
ineligible or voluntarily excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or 
local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been 
convicted of a criminal offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment 
rendered against them in connection with: obtaining, attempting to obtain, 
or performing a public (federal. state or local) transaction or contract under 
a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; 
making false statements; or receiving stolen property; 

6/5/2013 

c. are not presently indicted for, or criminally or civilly charged by, a governmental 
entity (federal. state or local) with committing any of the offenses set forth in 
clause B.2,b. of this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or 
more public transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; 
and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been 
convicted, adjudged guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal 
or civil action, including actions concerning environmental violations, instituted 
by the City or by the federal government, any state, or any other unit of local 
government. 

I certify the above to be true 

3. Neither the DisClosing Party, nor any .QQnkactor, nor any Affiliated Entity of either 
the Disclosing Party or any Contractor nor any Agents have, during the five years 
before the date this EDS is signed, or, with respect to a Contractor, an Affiliated 
Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of a Contractor during the five years before the date of 
such Contractor's or Affiliated Entity's contract or engagement in connection with the 
Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or 
attempting to bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, 
or any agency of the federal government or of any state or local government in 
the United States of America, in that officer's or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party 
to any such agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement 
or collusion among bidders or prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of 
competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter 
of record, but have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage 
Ordinance). 

I certify the above to be true 
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4. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Contractor, or any of their " 
employees, officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of 
state or local government as a result of engaging in or being convicted of 

• bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; 
• bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS5f33EA; or 
• any similar offense of any state or of the United States of America that contains 

the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

I certify the above to be true 

5. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the 
following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury or the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially Designated Nationals 
List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List. the Entity List and the Debarred 
List. 

I certify the above to be true 

6. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with the applicable 
requirements of Chapters 2-55 (L_egislative Inspector General), Chapter 2-56 
(Inspector Gene.m!) and Chapter 2-156 (Governmental Ethics) of the Municipal 
Code. 

I certify the above to be true 

7. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry, the 
following is a complete list of all current employees of the Disclosing Party who were, 
at any time during the 12-month period preceding the execution date of this EDS, an 
employee, or elected or appointed official, of the City of Chicago. 

None 

8. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge atter reasonable inquiry, the 
following is a complete list of all gifts that the Disclosing Party has given or caused 
to be given, at any time during the 12-month period preceding the execution date 
of this EDS, to an employee, or elected or appointed official, of the City of Chicago. 
For purposes of this statement, a "gift" does not include: (i) anything made generally 
available to City employees or to the general public, or (ii) food or drink provided 
in the course of official City business and having a retail value of less than $20 per 
recipient. 

None 
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C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that, as defined in Section 2-32-455Ib) of the Mupicip.aJ 
Code. the Disclosing Party 

is not a "financial institution" 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have 
the same meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or 
employee of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name 
of any other person or entity in the Matter? . 

No 

E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

If the Disclosing Party cannot make this verification, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose all required information in the space provided below or in an attachment in 
the "Additional Info" tab. Failure to comply with these disclosure requirements may 
make any contract entered into with the City in connection with the Matter voidable 
by the City. 

The Disclosing Party verifies that the Disclosing Party has searched any and all 
records of the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities regarding 
records of investments or profits from slavery or slaveholder insurance policies 
during the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to slaveholders that 
provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves). and the 
Disclosing Party has found no such records. 

I can make the above verification 

SECTION VI-- CERTIFICATIONS fOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED 
MATTERS 

Is the Matter federally funded? For the purposes of this Section VI. tax credits 
allocated by the City and proceeds of debt obligations of the City are not federal 
funding. 

No 

SECTION VII -- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT 
INCORPORATION, COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 
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A. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS 
will become part of any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and 
the City in connection with the Matter, whether procurement, City assistance, or 
other City action, and are material inducements to the City's execution of any 
contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on 
which this EDS is based. 

B. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, 
Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 of the Municipal Code, impose certain duties 
and obligations on persons or entities seeking City contracts, work, 
business, or transactions. A training program is available on line at 
www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/ethics.html. and may also be obtained from 
the City's Board of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St, Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, 
(312) 744-9660. The Disclosing Party must comply fully with the applicable 
ordinances. 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

C. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false. 
incomplete or inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with 
which it is submitted may be rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may 
pursue any remedies under the contract or agreement (if not rescinded or void), 
at law. or in equity, including terminating the Disclosing Party's participation in 
the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to participate in other 
transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

D. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet 
site and/or upon request. Some or all of the information provided on this EDS 
and any attachments to this EDS may be made available to the public on the 
Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request. or otherwise. By 
completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with 
the public release of information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the 
City to verify the accuracy of any information submitted in this EDS. 

E. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of 
changes, the Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the 
City takes action on the Matter. If the Matter is a contract being handled by the 
City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing Party must update 
this EDS as the contract requires. NOTE: With respect to Matters subject 
to Article I of Chapter 1-23 of the Municipal Code (imposing PERMANENT 
INELIGIBILITY for certain specified offenses), the information provided herein 
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regarding eligibility must be kept current for a longer period, as required by 
Chapter 1-23 and Section 2-154-020 of the Municipal Code. 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

6/5/2013 

F .1. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any tax administered 
by the Illinois Department of Revenue. nor are the Disclosing Party or its Affiliated 
Entities delinquent in paying any fine. fee. tax or other charge owed to the City. This 
includes, but is not limited to. all water charges, sewer charges, license fees, parking 
tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

I certify the above to be true 

F.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its Affiliated 
!;ntities will not use, nor permit their subcontractors to use, any facility listed by the 
U.S. E.PA on the federal Exclud~d Parties List System ("EPLS") maintained by the 
U.S. General Services Administration. 

I certify the above to be true 

F.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain 
from any contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with 
the Matter certifications equal in form and sUbstance to those in F .1. and F .2. 
above and will not, without the prior written consent of the City, use any such 
contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful 
certifications. 

I certify the above to be true 

FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH ELECTED CITY OFFICIALS AND 
DEPARTMENT HEADS 

This question is to be completed only by (a) the Applicant, and (b) any legal entity 
which has a direct ownership interest in the Applicant exceeding 7.5 percent. It is not 
to be completed by any legal entity which has only an indirect ownership interest in 
the Applicant. 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-154-015, the Disclosing Party must disclose 
whether such Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouseor Domestic 
Partner thereof currently has a "familial relationship" with any eJected city official or 
department head. A "familial relationship" exists if, as of the date this EDS is signed, 
the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic Partner 
thereof is related to the mayor, any alderman, the city clerk, the city treasurer or 
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any city department head as spouse or domestic partner or as any of the following. 
whether by blood or adoption: parent, child, brother or sister, aunt or uncle, niece 
or nephew. grandparent. grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in-law. son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law. stepfather or stepmother. stepson or stepdaughter, stepbrother or 
stepsister or half-brother or half-sister. 

n Applicable Party" means (1) all corporate officers of the Disclosing Party. if 
the Disclosing Party is a corporation; all partners of the Disclosing Party. if the 
Disclosing Party is a general partnership; all general partners and limited partners 
of the Disclosing Party. if the Disclosing Party is a limited partnership; all managers, 
managing members and members of the Disclosing Party. if the Disclosing Party is a 
limited liability company; (2) all principal officers of the Disclosing Party; and (3) any 
person having more than a 7.5 percent ownership interest in the Disclosing Party. 
"Principal officers" means the president. chief operating officer, executive director. 
chief financial officer, treasurer or secretary of a legal entity or any person exercising 
similar authority. 

Does the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic 
Partner thereof currently have a "familial relationship" with an elected city official or 
department head? 

No 

ADDITIONAL INFO 

Please add any additional explanatory information here. If explanation is longer than 
1000 characters, you may add an attachment below. Please note that your EDS. 
including all attachments, becomes available for public viewing upon contract award. 
Your attachments will be \(iewable "as is" without manual redaction by the City. You 
are responsible for redacting any non-public information from your documents before 
uploading. 

The SPA is between the City of Chicago and Morgan ~ark Beverly 
Hills Business Association, they are providing special 
services, to ammend the budget, the increase amount is 
$29,369. 

List of vendor attachments uploaded by City staff 

None. 

list of attachments uploaded by vendor 

None. 
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CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury. the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is 
authorized to execute this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party. and (2) warrants 
that all certifications and statements contained in this EDS are true. accurate and 
complete as of the date furnished to the City. 

lsI 04103/2013 
Megan Kennedy . 
Executive Director 
Morgan Park Beverly Hills Business Association 

This is a printed copy of the Economic Disclosure Statement. the original of which 
is filed electronically with the City of Chicago. Any alterations must be made 
electronically. alterations on this printed copy are void and of no effect. 

Certificate of Filing attached to this Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit reads as 

follows: 
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Certificate Of Filing 
(T ~ Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit) 

EDS Number: 35781 Date of This Filing:04/0312013 04:25 PM 
Certificate Printed on: 04/0412013 Original Filing Date:08124/20 12 II :36 AM 

Disclosing Party: Morgan Park Beverly Hills Title:Executive Director 
Business Association . 
Filed by: Megan Kennedy 

Matter: To am mend the 2013 Service Provider 
Agreement between the City of Chicago 
and Morgan Park Beverly Hills Business 
Association, they are providing special 
services, to allow for the budget to be increased 
by $29,369 for services within SSA20. 
Applicant: Morgan Park Beverly Hills Business 
Association 
Specification #: 
Contract #: 

The Economic Disclosure Statement referenced above has been electronically filed with 
the City. Please provide a copy of this Certificate of Filing to your city contact with other 
required documents pertaining to the Matter. For additional guidance as to when to provide this 
Certificate and other required documents, please follow instructions provided to you about the 
Matter or consult with your City contact. 

A copy of the EDS may be viewed and printed by visiting 
https:llwebapps.cityofchicago.orgIEDSWcb and entering the EDS number into the EDS Search. 
Prior to contract award, the filing is accessible online only to the disclosing party and the CitY, 
but is still subject to the Illinois Freedom of Infonnation Act. The filing is visible online to the 
public after contract award. 
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IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL OFYEAR2013 BUDGET AND EXECUTION 
OF SERVICE PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 31 AND 
AMENDMENT OF YEAR 2012 LEVY ORDINANCE. 

[02013-3396] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5,2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance amending the 
2012 Levy Ordinance and the approval of the 2013 Service Provider Agreement for Special 
Service Area Number 31, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 351LCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time and 
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pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 351LCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from time to time; 
and 

WHEREAS, On December 8, 2004, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 31 (the "Original Area") and authorized the levy of an 
annual tax for the period beginning in tax year 2004 through and including tax year 2013 (the 
"Original Services Tax") in an amount not to exceed an annual rate of thirty-five 
one-hundredths of one percent (0.35%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable 
property therein to provide certain special services in and for the Original Area in addition to 
the services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally; and 

WHEREAS, On November 12, 2008, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which reestablished an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 31 (the "Area") with reconstituted boundaries, 
terminated the authorization to levy the Original Services Tax, and authorized the levy of an 
annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2008 through and including tax year 2017, not 
to exceed an annual rate of thirty-two one-hundredths of one percent (0.32%) of the 
equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein (the "Services Tax") to provide 
certain special services in and for the Area in addition to the services provided by and to the 
City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area consisting of Lawrence 
Avenue, from Leavitt Street to Clark Street; Clark Street, from Ainslie Street to Montrose 
Avenue; Montrose Avenue, from Clark Street to Seeley Avenue; Ravenswood Avenue, from 
Lawrence Avenue toAddison Street; Irving Park Road, from Ravenswood Avenue to Ashland 
Avenue; Damen Avenue, from Wilson Avenue to Argyle Street; and the Ravenswood Hospital 
site including Wilson Avenue to Hermitage Avenue; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include 
maintenance and beautification activities including, but not limited to, sidewalk cleaning, snow 
plowing, and landscaping; security programs; recruitment and promotion of new businesses 
to the Area and retention and promotion of existing businesses within the Area; coordinated 
marketing and promotional activities; strategic planning for the general development of the 
Area; financing of storefront facade improvements; parking and transit programs; and other 
technical assistance activities to promote commercial and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, On December 12, 2012, the City Council approved, among other things, the 
levy and collection of the Services Tax for tax year 2012 (the "2012 Levy Ordinance"); and 

WHEREAS, The 2012 Levy Ordinance anticipated that the City Council would be provided 
with a recommendation for a service provider and a service provider agreement for the 
expenditure of the Services Tax levied and collected in accordance with the 2012 Levy 
Ordinance for the provision of the Special Services during fiscal year 2013; and 

WHEREAS, Certain additional carryover amounts are available for the provision of the 
Special Services during fiscal year 2013 which were not identified and appropriated in the 
2012 Levy Ordinance; and 
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WHEREAS, Notwithstanding any provision of this or any other ordinance (including but not 
limited to the Establishment Ordinance) to the contrary, the Department of Housing and 
Economic Development ("HED") has prepared and transmitted to the City Council its 
recommendations for an agreement with the Ravenswood Community Council, an Illinois 
not-for-profit corporation, as the service provider, the terms and conditions of which provide 
for the expenditure of a portion of the Services Tax levied pursuant to the 2012 Levy 
Ordinance for the provision of the Special Services in fiscal year 2013, in substantially the 
form attached hereto as Exhibit A; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriation. The amount of $72,875 in carryover funds from priortax years 
is hereby appropriated for expenditure pursuant to the Service Provider Agreement (as 
hereinafter defined) for the provision of Special Services in the Area in fiscal year 2013. Such 
amount shall be added to the amount of $154,560 in carryover funds appropriated in the 2012 
Levy Ordinance for a total of carryover funds not to exceed $227,435 available for 
expenditure pursuant to the Service Provider Agreement for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area in fiscal year 2013. 

SECTION 3. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner of HED (the 
"Commissioner"), or a designee of the Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject 
to approval by the Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and 
deliver an agreement with the Ravenswood Community Council, an Illinois not-for-profit 
corporation, in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part 
hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and such other supporting documents, if any, as 
may be necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Service Provider 
Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons 
executing the Service Provider Agreement. Upon execution, the term ofthe Service Provider 
Agreement shall begin retroactively as of January 1, 2013 and cover the period through and 
including December 31, 2013. 

SECTION 4. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 5. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 6. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect as of the date of its passage 
and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area No. 31 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Ravenswood Community Council 

Effective January 1, 2013 Through December 31, 2013. 
AGREEMENT 
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This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 31 is entered into on 
, 2013 by and between Ravenswood Community Council, an Illinois not-for-profit 

corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and home rule 
unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, acting through the 
Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§6(1) and 7(6) of 
the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the Special Service Area 
Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a special 
service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 31" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). 
The City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the 
Area sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed 
.320% of the equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as 
provided in the Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on December 12, 2012, authorized the levy of the Service Tax and 
appropriation of the funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2013 for the provision of the Special 
Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning retroactively as 
of January 1, 2013, and continuing until December 31, 2013, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction of the City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, the 
City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached to it and 
incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in accordance 
with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of Housing and Economic 
Development or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of 
Housing and Economic Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 ILCS 
130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical building 
improvements, installations and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development work 
(design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Housing and Economic Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means the ordinance enacted by City Council on November 12, 2008, 
and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition of the Service Tax and setting 
forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Late Collections" means any tax revenue received by the City during the term of this Agreement 
attributable to the levy of the Service Tax in prior years in the SSA, along with any interest income 
on such revenue. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division of the Department of Finance 
which is under the direction of the Comptroller of the City and is charged with reviewing and 
analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the Private 
Detective, Private Alarm, Private Security, Fingerprint Vendor, and Locksmith Act of 2004, 225 
ILCS 447 et seq., and whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 3 and 
Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services & Budget) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and 
all work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance 
required in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
of the Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any part 
of the Services, including subcontractors of any tier, subconsultants of any tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest earned thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide include, but are not limited to, those described 
in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully 
set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require the Contractor to perform revised services 
that are within the general scope of services of this Agreement and of the Special Services 
identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same terms and conditions herein. Revised 
services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items in the Budget, do not affect the 
maximum compensation and require the prior written approval of the SSAC. The SSAC may, by 
written notice to the Department and the Contractor, delete or amend the figures contained and 
described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and incorporated by reference as if fully set 
forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with the standards of 
performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and diligence 
normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature of the Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall 
perform all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall furnish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 
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The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills or 
judgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all of the Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the 
professional and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights 
against Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, assign 
and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff of 
competent personnel, who are fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and aSSigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due 
all its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a 
month without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
13010.01 et seq. regarding the payment of the general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all 
laborers, workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all 
Subcontractors in connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages 
applicable at the time of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 5 to this Agreement, 
which is incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Illinois Workers, Veterans Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the 
Employment of Illinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 57010.01 et seq., the Veterans 
Preference Act, 330 ILCS 55/0.01 et seq., and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 30 ILCS 
30/565/1 et seq. 
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3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or refusing to 
hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any individual with respect 
to compensation or the terms, conditions or privileges of the individual's employment, because of 
the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, 
segregating or classifying Contractor's employees or applicants for employment in any way that 
would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely 
affect the individual's status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, 
age, handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services Contractor 
provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e 
et seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-166. Attention is called to: 
Exec. Order No. 11246,30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. § 2000e note, as 
amended by Exec. Order No. 11375,32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 
43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 6101-6106 (1981); Age 
Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 621-34; Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §§ 
793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §12101 et seq.; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 et 
seq. (1990); and all other applicable federal statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services Contractor 
provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775ILCS 5/1-101 
et seq.(1990), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in accordance with it, 
including the Equal Emp'loyment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. Code § 750 Appendix A. 
Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works Employment Discrimination Act, 775 
ILCS 10/0.01 et seq.(1990), as amended, and all other applicable state statues, regulations and 
other laws. 

(iii) City Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services Contractor 
provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, ch. 2-160, 
Section 2-160-010 et seq. of the Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), as amended, and all other 
applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered into 
with any suppliers of materials, furnisher of services, Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
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organizations that furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
furnish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to furnish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and 
regulations, including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any of the insurance requirements set forth 
herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice from the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this 
Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief. The defense, indemnification and hold harmless obligations 
of the Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
have been exhausted or have lapsed. 

B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, agents, 
employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, 
reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death of 
any person, damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) arising out 
of the enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification provision; 
(iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance of this 
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Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them of any warranty 
made under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of 
performance under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination of any of the foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law, Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's liability that 
it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other related law or 
judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146111. 2d 155 (1991». The 
City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the Worker's 
Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the defense of 
any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity provision. The 
requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited by the amount 
of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds pursuant to other 
provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision, survive the 
expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion of the Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost of the Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the 
Services open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City 
employees or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any 
other interested governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. 
In addition, Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an 
independent audit, inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment 
made in connection with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business operations 
separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
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supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement of the costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") to the 
Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end of the calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
8 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of its 
Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 8 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or both, 
at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, in 
connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all of the cost of 
the audit, as follows: 

A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% of the total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the audited 
period, then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% of the cost of the audit and 50% of the 
cost of each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more of the 
total value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the audited 
period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost of the audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion of the City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 
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3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of its 
rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for herein 
or without the express written consent of the SSAC. The absence of such provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to 
the Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the 
Subcontractor or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State of Illinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State 
of Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall furnish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy of the subcontract for their approval. The City I expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner consistent 
with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, licenses, 
authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this Agreement 

B. Safety Considerations 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection of its and 
its Subcontractors' employees, City employees and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Construction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construction work where expenditures exceed $100,000, it shall, not 
later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
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provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 6 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be insufficient 
security for the penalty of the bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof in writing, 
require the Contractor to furnish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to the City, 
and, if so required, Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect retroactively as of January 1, 2013 ("Effective Date") and shall 
continue through December 31, 2013, or until the Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance 
with its terms. 

ARTICLE 5 COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement for services 
rendered between January 1, 2013 and December 31,2013 is the sum of (a) $135,720 or the total 
amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected, plus interest earned on those funds, for tax year 
2012, whichever is less; (b) the total amount of Surplus Funds in the amount of $227,435 which 
are being carried over from previous program years and which contractor hereby acknowledges 
are in its possession; and (c) Late Collections in an amount not to exceed $14,292; the maximum 
compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement for services rendered 
between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013, therefore, shall not exceed $377,447. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2013, attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be paid for services rendered in calendar year 2013 may not exceed $377,447, the SSAC 
reserves the right to transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect 
the maximum compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part 
of the Contractor's Services is terminated. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of Services 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to request 
reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, such 
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additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment of the 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized to 
do business in the State of Illinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR RECONCILING THE ACCOUNT MONTHLY AND 
ACCOUNTING FOR ALL SERVICE TAX FUNDS. THE CONTRACTOR MUST REQUIRE ITS 
AUDITOR TO REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES THAT ARE SUPPORTED BY THESE FUNDS IN 
A SEPARATE AUDIT TO ACCOUNT FOR CURRENT AND PRIOR YEARS' SERVICE TAX 
FUNDS. 

The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check from the bank 
which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The SSAC reserves 
the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds that were not spent 
pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of the bank 
is and the wire transfer 
and the Account numbers are, _______________________ _ 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest earned, belong to the City for the benefit of the Area and shall be returned 
to the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability of any rates, costs 
and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor, 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds In fund 
number and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City fiscal 
period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor of 
such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under 
this Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 
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ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and Subcontractors 
are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute and perform 
or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein. 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services of any ineligible Subcontractor for any purpose 
in the performance of the Services. 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time of the execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the 
date of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City. 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation of the 
provisions of § 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. of the 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 651LCS 5/11-42.1-1 of the Illinois Municipal Code. 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General or Board of Ethics in any investigation or 
hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapters 2-56 or 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; that it 
understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 and 2-156 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform Subcontractors of such provision and require 
understanding and compliance therewith. 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements or promises expressly contained 
in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or promise, oral 
or written, or of any kind y.Jhatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents or employees, has induced 
the Contractor to enter into this Agreement. 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on the 
Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List or 
the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department 
of the Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, rule, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
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by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor will abide by any policies promulgated by the Department or other City 
departments. 

J. Contractor understands and will abide by, and will cause Subcontractors to abide by, the 
terms of Chapter 2-55 of the Municipal Code of Chicago pertaining to cooperation with the Office 
of the Legislative Inspector General. Contractor understands and will abide by the terms of Section 
2-154-020 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. Failure by the Contractor or any controlling person 
(as defined in Section 1-23-010 of the Municipal Code of Chicago) thereof to maintain eligibility to 
do business with the City of Chicago as required by Section 1-23-030 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago shall be a default for which no cure is available and grounds for termination of this 
Agreement. 

6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS) and 
Affidavit, "Familial Relationships with Elected City Officials and Department Heads," which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly of any changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of incorporation, 
by-laws and resolutions, or partnership or joint venture agreement, as applicable, and evidence of 
its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, registrations of 
assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the Office of the 
Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member of the governing body of the City or other unit of government, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of government who exercises any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative of any SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial 
interest, directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that 
such benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. 
Furthermore, no SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member, City official, agent or employee 
shall be a Subcontractor or have any financial interest in any Subcontractor, employee or 
shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General Assembly 
and no alderman of the City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
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Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, directors 
and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have no 
financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by the 
Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if 
the Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any of the Contractor's services for 
others conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request of the City. 

6.04 Non-liability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent of the City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or by any 
assignee or Subcontractor of the Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be held 
personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because of the City's execution or 
attempted execution hereof, or because of any breach hereof. 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

(a) The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor 
to the City and not as a representative, employee, agent or partner of the City. 

(b) The City is subject to the May 31 , 2007 Order entitled "Agreed Settlement Order and 
Accord" (the "Shakman Accord") and the June 24, 2011 "City of Chicago Hiring Plan" (the 
"City Hiring Plan") entered in Shakman v. Democratic Organization of Cook County, Case 
No 69 C 2145 (United State District Court for the Northern District of Illinois). Among other 
things, the Shakman Accord and the City Hiring Plan prohibit the City from hiring persons 
as governmental employees in non-exempt positions on the basis of political reasons or 
factors. 

(c) Contractor is aware that City policy prohibits City employees from directing any 
individual to apply for a position with Contractor, either as an employee or as a 
subcontractor, and from directing Contractor to hire an individual as an employee or as a 
subcontractor. Accordingly, Contractor must follow its own hiring and contracting 
procedures, without being influenced by City employees. Any and all personnel provided 
by Contractor under this Agreement are employees or subcontractors of Contractor, not 
employees of the City of Chicago. This Agreement is not intended to and does not 
constitute, create, give rise to, or otherwise recognize an employer-employee relationship 
of any kind between the City and any personnel provided by Contractor. 
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(d) Contractor will not condition, base, or knowingly prejudice or affect any term or 
aspect of the employment of any personnel provided under this Agreement, or offer 
employment to any individual to provide services under this Agreement, based upon or 
because of any political reason or factor, including, without limitation, any individual's 
political affiliation, membership in a political organization or party, political support or 
activity, political financial contributions, promises of such political support, activity or 
financial contributions, or such individual's political sponsorship or recommendation. For 
purposes of this Agreement, a political organization or party is an identifiable group or entity 
that has as its primary purpose the support of or opposition to candidates for elected public 
office. Individual political activities are the activities of individual persons in support of or in 
opposition to political organizations or parties or candidates for elected public office. 

(e) In the event of any communication to Contractor by a City employee or City official 
in violation of paragraph (c) above, or advocating a violation of paragraph (d) above, 
Contractor will, as soon as is reasonably practicable, report such communication to the 
Hiring Oversight Section of the City's Office of the Inspector General ("1 GO Hiring 
Oversight"), and also to the head of the Department. Contractor will also cooperate with any 
inquiries by IGO Hiring Oversight or the Shakman Monitor's Office related to this 
Agreement. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, it is illegal for any 
elected official of the City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, either 
orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving any 
person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any discussion 
in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any matter 
involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation of Section 
2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for termination of this 
Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 2-156-080 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a " business relationship" as any contractual or other private business 
dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or his or her spouse 
has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or payment 
in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest shall 
not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than one 
percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless of the value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic benefit 
provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial institution; 
or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion concerning 
or input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 
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6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living wage for certain 
categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically non-City 
employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

(i) If Contractor has 25 or more full-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or any 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all other 
Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum hourly 
rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for all 
Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will begin 
at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a) (i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end of the term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1,2012, the Base Wage is $11.53, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four 
as published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute 
the following: the poverty guidelines for a family offour divided by 2000 hours orthe current 
base wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor 
and all other Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with 
the above). If the payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this 
Agreement, and the prevailing wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base 
Wage, then Contractor and all other Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its Subcontractors 
to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the City with 
documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all Covered 
Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently 
audit Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to 
comply with the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this 
Agreement, and further, failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City 
contract or subcontract for up to 3 years. 
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(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal tax-exempt 
status under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do ~ot apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders to be inserted in 
this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor warrants 
and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated and 
are not in violation of the following sections of the Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7 -28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7 -28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11 -4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory, Contractor's or any subcontractor's violation 
of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, constitutes 
a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to cure, if 
curable, will be granted only at the sole designation of the Commissioner. Such breach and default 
entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all applicable 
federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in effect now 
or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for. future contract 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 2, by its acceptance of 
this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
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debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in al\ lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representations, Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement 
by or on behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone 
associated with them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to promote 
fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in Northern 
Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northern Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if Contractor 
conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, the Contractor must make all reasonable 
and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in accordance with 
the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 111. 
Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives funds 
administered by the United States Department of Transportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department of Transportation not withhold funds from states and localities 
that choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the 
MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise withheld 
by the Department of Transportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, 
TERMINATION, RIGHT TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 
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B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion of the Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were rejected 
as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not limited to 
the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting an 
event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may enter into 
with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees that in the 
event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such other 
agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence of any event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar days 
after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot reasonably 
be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of the 
Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification of the default, and any intention of the City to terminate the 
Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon 
Contractor's receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue 
any services, unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the 
performance of this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At 
such time the City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited 
to, the following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and at the 
cost of the Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such event, 
the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 
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B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be performed, 
effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by 
the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to terminate 
this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit of the City and 
that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or more 
events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved of any of its responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accruing upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be construed as a waiver of any event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right 
may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under § 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effective date of such suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incurred 
by the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its Subcontractors 
shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly fees for 
costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its obligations 
under this Agreement. 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this Agreement 
or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the Commissioner 
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by a written notice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement in full, all 
Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt of the notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict its 
activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other activities 
previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. Payment 
for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the termination 
shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is described or 
provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall be prorated 
accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this Agreement 
for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute the 
entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not 
expressly addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by the 
parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

Nc changes, amendments, modifications or discharge of this Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, rules, 
regulations and executive orders of the federal, state and local government, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
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environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990,42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for construction and/or Construction, the Contractor warrants 
that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with all federal, 
state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with disabilities 
or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, P.L. 90-480 and 
the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 410 I LCS 25/1 
et seq., and the regulations promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. I, § 400.110. In 
the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply with the 
standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct 
or indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 

All of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit 
of the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and 
assigns. 

8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization of its operations in connection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests of the Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other 
provision herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of anyone or 
more phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not affect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof. 
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8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or limit 
the provisions thereof. Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words of the other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if enteredinto in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof. All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons 
or entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances of the performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification of the Agreement regardless of the number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 

8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions of the parties. (A copy of the "Regulations 
of the Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and 
the City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond 
Room, Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement Officer will issue a written decision and 
send it to the Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is 
final and binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision of the Chief 
Procurement Officer is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year May 
lsi of each year, a fully executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services 
provided for the prior year. The Contractor must also provide to the City, no later than June 1 st of 
each year, a Full-Year Assessment. The forms of this Affidavit and Full-Year Assessment are 
attached as Exhibit 7 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
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or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the 
other preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties")), shall not 
make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fundraising committee during (i) the bid, or other solicitation process for this Contract or other 
Contract, including while this Contract or Other Contract is executory, (ii) the term of this Contract 
or any Other Contract between City and Contractor, and/or (iii) any period in which an extension 
of this Contract or any Other Contract with the City is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement of the 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to 
his political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to makE;:l a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; (b) 
reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 11 -4 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 11-4. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with,' misrepresentation with respect to, or 
breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive Order No. 
11 -4 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract for 
which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 11 -4 prior to award of the 
Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor is a 
party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; (ii) 
entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for materials, supplies, 
equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city council. 
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"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, as amended. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fund raising committee" as defined in Chapter 
2-156 of the Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 of the Municipal Code of the City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the laws 
of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by United 
States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and addressed as 
follows: 

If to the City: 

With Copies to: 

If to Contractor: 

Special Service Area #31 Commission 
1802 W. Berteau, Suite 102 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

Department of Housing and Economic Development 
City Hall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Ravenswood Community Council 
1802 W. Berteau, Suite 102 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 
Attention: Mr. Charles Daas 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in accordance with 
the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed received 3 days after 
mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall be deemed effective 
upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this Agreement, the City 
will retain all of the rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

ARTICLE 11 MULTI-PROJECT LABOR AGREEMENT 

The City has entered into the Multi-Project Labor Agreement ("PLA") with various trades 
regarding projects as described in the PLA, a copy of which, without appendices, is attached hereto 
as Exhibit 9. A copy of the PLA, with appendices, may also be found on the City's website at 
http://www.citvofchicago.org/PLA. Contractor acknowledges familiarity with the requirements of the 
PLA and its applicability to any Services under this Agreement, and shall comply in all respects with 
any applicable provisions of the PLA. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this Agreement on the date 
first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: ____________ _ 

Commissioner, Department of 
Housinq and Economic Development 
as of ,20 __ 
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CONTRACTOR 

Bv: ---------------------
Its: ---------------------
Attested By: ______________ _ 

Its: ----------------------

State of 

County of 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by (name/s of person/s) 
as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of (name of party on behalf of whom 
instrument was executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 31 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Scope Of Services And Budget. 
Schedule A: 2013 Special Service Area Budget And Services Summary. 
City Of Chicago, Department Of Housing And Economic Development. 

Ravenswood Community Council 

Budget Period: January 2013 to December 31,2013 

10.00 Personnel 

11.00 Admin Non-Personnel 

12.00 Loss Collection: 14.0% 

13.00 Lato Collections end Interesllncome Thereon 

Estimated 201' EAV: 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap: 

2013 SSA SERVICES SUMMARY 
'.00 Advertising & Promotion 

2.00 Public Way Maintenance 

3.00 Public Way Aesthetics 

5.00 F arvade Improvements 

6.00 Par1<ingfTransiVAccessibility 

8.00 Distriel Planning 

2013 Budget 

6/5/2013 

317.4471 
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(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

City Of Chicago 
Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I --:- GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of the Disclosing Party submitting the EDS: 

Ravenswood Community Council 

Enter d/b/a if applicable: 

The Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 

the Applicant 

B. Business address of the Disclosing Party: 

1802 West Berteau, Suite 102 
Chicago, IL 60613 
United States 

C. Telephone: 

773-975-2088 

Fax: 

Email: 

charles@ravenswoodcommunity.org 

D. Name of contact person: 

Mr. Charles Daas 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): 

53957 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as 

the "Matter") to which this EDS pertains: 

To enter into an agreement between the City of Chicago and 
Ravenswood community council to allow Ravenswood Community 
council to provide special services within SSA31 
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Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? 

DEPT OF HOUSING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Specification Number 

Contract (PO) Number 

Revision Number 

Release Number 

User Department Project Number 

SECTION II _. DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF THE DISCLOSING PARTY 

1 . Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 

Not-for-profit corporation 

Is the Disclosing Party also a 501(c)(3) organization? 

Yes 

Is the Disclosing Party incorporated or organized in the State of Illinois? 

Yes 

B. DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1 .a.1 Does the Disclosing Party have any directors? 

Yes 

1.a.3 List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors. 
if any, of the enttty. Do not include any directors who have no power to select the 
entity's officers. 

Officer/Director: Mr. Clayton Jirak 

Title: 

Role: Director 

6/5/2013 

..... -- .. _ ................. -- - ........ --- .... -- .. ----- - .................... -_ .... -_ ........ -- .. -_ .......... -_ .... --_ ............. --- .. '" -- ... _-, .... _- ---- .. -........... -_ .. - .... _ .. 
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Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: . 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Mr. Andrew Kucharski 

Director 

Mr. Anna Pavichevich 

Director 

Mr. William Helm 

Director 

Mr. Sheri Kamikow 

Director 

Ms. Rosemary Schulter 

Director 

Ms. Danielle Inendino 

Secretary 

Both 

Mr. Antonio Guillen 

Treasurer 

Both 

Mr. Ross Outten 

Vice-President 

Both 

Mr. Jeremy Custer 

President 

Both 

Ms. Susan DiManno 

Director 

Mr. Charles Daas 

Director 

Officer 
.. -- ... -- .... __ .... _ ......... - ...... -_ ................ -.... _ .. ----- .......... - .... - .......... -_ ...... - .... - -- ............. -- ... - ... ~-- .. -_ ........ -_ ........ -- ..... --- ... - ............. .. 
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1.a.5 Are there any members of the non-for-profit Disclosing Party which are legal 
entities? 

No 

SECTION 111-- BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED 
OFFICIALS 

6/5/2013 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 
of the Municipal Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date 
this EDS is signed? 

No 

SECTION IV -- DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER 
RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each 
subcontractor, attorney, lobbyist, accouritant, consultant and any other person or 
entity whom the Disclosing P.arty has retained or expects to retain In connection 
with the Matter, as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total amount of the 
fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's ~egular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or 
administrative action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-far-profit 
entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or 
entity any part of whose duties as an employee of another includes undertaking to 
influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this 
Section, the Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required 
or make the disclosure. 

1. Has the Disclosing Party retained any legal entities in connection with the Matter? 

Yes 

2. List below the names of allleg81 entities which are retained parties. 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($.$ or %): 

EatiInated/Paid: 

Cleanstreet 

Anticipated 

3501 West Fillmore St 
Chicago, IL 60624 United States 

Subcontractor - MWDBE 

$48,000 

Estimated 
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Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %) : 

Estimated/Paid: 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Schanmier Landscape 

Anticipated 

4926 N. Troy 
Chicago, IL 60625 United States 

Subcontractor - non MWDBE 

$67.000 

Estimated 

Tovar Snow Removal 

Retained 

25817 Network Place 
Chicago, IL 60673 United States 

Subcontractor - non MWDBE 

$65,000 

Estimated 

Patch Landscaping 

Anticipated 

6107 N. Ravenswood 
Chicago. IL 60660 United States 

Subcontractor - non MWDBE 

$30,000 

Estimated 

Eilts and Associates 

Anticipated 

3711 N. Ravenswood. #105 
Chicago, IL 60613 United States 

Accountant 

$3.000 

Estimated 

3. Has the DisclOSing Party retained any persons in connection with the Matter? 

No 

53961 
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SECTION V -- CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that 
contract with the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations 
throughout the contract's term. . 

H as any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party 
been declared in arrearage of any child support obligations by any Illinois court of 
competent jurisdiction? 

No 

B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1 . Pursuant to Municip-al Code Chapter 1-23, Article I ("Article I")(which the Applicant 
should consult for defined terms (e.g., "doing business") and legal requirements), if 
the Disclosing Party submitting this EDSis the Applicant and is doing business with 
the City, then the Disclosing Party certifies as follows: 

i. neither the Applicant nor any controlling person is currently indicted or charged 
with, or has admitted guilt of, or has ever been convicted of, or placed under 
supervision for, any criminal offense involving actual, attempted, or conspiracy 
to commit bribery, theft, fraud, forgery, perjury, dishonesty or deceit against an 
officer or employee of the City or any sister agency; and 

ii. the Applicant understands and acknowledges that compliance with Article I is a 
continuing requirement for doing business with the City. 

NOTE: If Article I applies to the Applicant, the permanent compliance timeframe in 
Article I supersedes some five-year compliance timeframes in certifications 2 and 3 
below. 

I certify the above to be true 

2. The Disclosing Party anp, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those 
persons or entities identified in Section 11.8.1. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared 
ineligible or voluntarily excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or 
local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been 
convicted of a criminal offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment 
rendered against them in connection with: obtaining, attempting to obtain, 
or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or contract under 
a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; 
making false statements; or receiving stolen property; 
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c. are not presently indicted fOf, or criminally or civilly charged by, a governmental 
entity (federal;-state or local) with committing any of the offenses set forth ,in 
clause B.2.b. of this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-y~ar period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or 
more public transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; , 
and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been 
convicted, adjudged guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal 
or civil action, including actions concerning environmental violations, instituted 
by the City or by the federal government, any state, or any other unit of local 
government. 

I certify the above to be true 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Contractor, nor any Affiliated Entity of either 
the Disclosing Party or any Contractor nor any Agents have, during the five years 
before the date this EOS is signed, or, with respect to a Contractor, an Affiliated 
Entity, or an Affiliated Entitv of a Contractor during the five years before the date of 

such Contractor's or Affiliated Entity's contract or engagement in connection with the 
Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe. or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or 
attempting to bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois. 
or any agency of the federal government or of any state or local government in 
the United States of America, in that officer's or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party 
to any such agreement. or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement 
or collusion among bidders or prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of 
competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b.above that is a matter 
of record, but have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (living Wage 
Ordinance). 

I certify the above to be true 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party. Affiliated Entity or Contractor, or any of their 
employees, officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of 
state or local government as a result of engaging in or being convicted of 

• bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; 
• bid-rotating;n violation of 720 ILCS S/33E-4; or 
• any similar offense of any state or of the United States of America that contains 

the same elements as the offense of bid-Jigging or bid-rotating. 

I certify the above to be true 

53963 
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5. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the •. 
following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury or the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially Designated Nationals 
List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List,the Entity List and the Debarred 
List. 

I certify the above to be true 

6. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with the applicable 
requirements of Chapters 2-55 (Legislative Inspector General), Chapter 2-56 
(Inspector General) and Chapter 2-156 (Governmental Ethics) of the Municipal 
Code. 

I certify the above to be true 

6/5/2013 

7. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry, the 
following is a complete list of all current employees of the Disclosing Party who were, 
at any time during the 12-month period preceding the execution date of this EDS, an 
employee, or elected or appointed official, of the City of Chicago. 

None 

8. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry, the 
following is a complete list of all gifts that the Disclosing Party has given or caused 
to be given, at any time during the 12-month period preceding the execution date 
of this EDS, to an employee, or elected or appointed official, of the City of Chicago. 
For purposes of this statement, a "gift" does not include: (i) anything made generally 
available to City employees or to the general public, or (ii) food or drink provided 
in the course of official City business and having a retail value of less than $20 per 
recipient. 

None 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that, as defined in Section 2-32-4S5{b) ofJ®..M.unicipaJ 
Code, the Disclosing Party 

is not a "financial institution" 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have 
the same meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. in accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or 
employee of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name 
of any other person or entity in the Matter? 

No 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

If the Disclosing Party cannot make this verification, the Di,sclosing Party must 
disclose all required infonnation in the space provided below or in an attachment in 
the "Additional Info" tab. Failure to comply with these disclosure requirements may 
make any contract entered into with the City in connection with the Matter voidable 
by the City. 

The Disclosing Party verifies that the Disclosing Party has searched any and all 
records of the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities regarding 
records of investments or orofits from slaverv or slaveholder insurance policies 
during the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to slaveholders that 
provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves), and the 
Disclosing Party has found no such records. 

I can make the above verification 

SECTION VI -- CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED 
MATTERS 

Is the Matter federally funded? For the purposes of this Section VI, tax credits 
allocated by the City and proceeds of debt obligations of the City are not federal 
funding. 

No 

SECTION VII -- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT 
INCORPORATION, COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS 
will become part of any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and 
the City in connection with the Matter, whether procurement, City aSSistance, or 
other City action, and are material inducements to the City's execution of any 
contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on 
which this EDS is based. 

B. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, 
Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 of the Municipal Code, impose certain duties 
and obligations on persons or entities seeking City contracts, work, 
business, or transactions. A training program is available on line at 
www.cityofc_hicago.org/city/eA/deptsfethics.html. and may also be obtained from 
the City's Board of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, 
(312) 744-9660. The Disclosing Party must comply fully with the applicable 
ordinances. 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 
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The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

C. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, 
incomplete or inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with 
which it is submitted may be rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may 
pursue any remedies under the contract or a~reement (if not rescinded or void), 
at law, or in equity, including terminating the Disclosing Party's participation in 
the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to participate in other 
transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

D. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet 
site and/or upon request. Some or all of the information providec;l on this EDS 
and any attachments to this EDS may be made available to the public on the 
Intemet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, or otherwise. By 
completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with 
the public release of information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the 
City to verify the accuracy of any information submitted in this EDS. 

E. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of 
changes, the Disclosing Party must supplement this EOS up to the time the 
City takes action on the Matter. If the Matter is a contract being handled by the 
City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing Party must update 
this EDS as the contract requires. NOTE: With respect to Matters subject 
to Article I of Chapter 1-23 of the Municipal Code (imposing PERMANENT 
INELIGIBILIlY for certain specified offenses), the information provided herein 
regarding eligibility must be kept curren! for a longer period, as required by 
Chapter 1-23 and Section 2-154-020 of the Municipal Code. 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

F .1. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any tax administered 
by the Illinois Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its Affiliated 
Entities delinquent in paying any fine, fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This 
includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, sewer charges, license fees, parking 
tickets, property taxes or sales taxe.s. 

I certify the above to be true 

F.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant. the Disclosing Party and its Affiliated 
Entities will not use, nor permit their subcontractors to use, any facility listed by the 
U.S. E.PA on the federal Excluded Parties List System (nEPlS") maintained by the 
U.S. General Services Administration. 

I- certify the above to be true 

F.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain 
from any contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with 
the Matter certifications equal in form and substance to those in F.1. and F .2. 
above and will not, without the prior written consent of the City. use any such 
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contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful 
ce rtifications. 

I certify the above to be true 

FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH ELECTED CITY OFFICIALS AND 
DEPARTMENT HEADS 

This question is to be completed only by (a) the Applicant, and (b) any legal entity 
which has a direct ownership interest in the Applicant exceeding 7.5 percent. It is not 
to be completed by any legal entity which has only an indirect ownership interest in 
the Applicant. 

Under Muni.cipal Code Section 2-154-015, the Disclosing Party must disclose 
whether such Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic 
Partner thereof currently has a "familial relationship" with any elected city official or 
department head. A "familial relationship" exists if, as of the date this EDS is signed, 
the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic Partner 
thereof is related to the mayor, any alderman, the city clerk, the city treasurer or 
any city department head as spouse or domestic partner or as any of the following, 
whether by blood or adoption: parent. child, brother or sister, aunt or uncle, niece 
or nephew, grandparent, grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, stepfather or stepmother, stepson or stepdaughter, stepbrother or 
stepsister or half-brother or half-sister. 

"Applicable Party" means (1) all corporate officers of the Disclosing Party, if 
the Disclosing Party is a corporation; all partners of the Discfosing Party, if the 
Disclosing Party is a general partnership; all general partners and limited partners 
of the Disclosing Party, if the Disclosing Party isa limited partnership; all managers, 
managing members and members of the Disclosing Party, if the Disclosing Party is a 
limited liability company; (2) all principal officers of the Disclosing Party; and (3) any 
person having more than a 7.5 percent ownership interest in the Disclosing Party. 
"Principal officers" means the president, chief operating officer, executive director, 
chief financial officer, treasurer or secretary of a legal entity or any person exercising 
similar authority. 

Does the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic 
Partner thereof currently have a "familial relationship" with an elected city official Qr 
department head? 

No 
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ADDITIONAL INFO 

Please add any additional explanatory information here. If explanation is longer than 
1000 characters, you may add an attachment below. Please note that your EDS. 
including all attachments. becomes available for public viewing upon contract award. 
Your attachments will be viewable lias is" without manual redaction by the City. You 
are responsible for redacting any non-public information from your documents before 
uploading. 

List of vendor attachments uploaded by City staff 

None. 

List of attachments uploaded by vendor 

None. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is 
authorized to execute this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party. and (2) warrants 
that all certifications and statements contained in this EDS are true. accurate and 
complete as of the date furnished to the City. 

/s/05/06/2013 
Mr. Charles Daas 
Executive Director 
Ravenswood Community Council 

This is a printed copy of the Economic Disclosure Statement, the original of which 
is filed electronically with the City of Chicago. Any alterations must be made 
electronically, alterations on this printed copy are void and of no effect. 

Certificate of Filing attached to this Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit reads as 
follows: 
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Certificate Of Filing. 
(To Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit) 

EDS Number: 40692 
Certificate Printed on: 05/0612013 

Disclosing Party: Ravenswood Community 
Council 
Filed by: Mr. Charles Daas 

Mattcr: To enter into an agreement between the 
City of Chicago and Ravenswood Community 
Council to allow Ravenswood Community 
Council to provide special services within 
SSA31 
Applicant: Ravenswood Community Council 
Specification #: 
Contract #: 

Date of This Filing:OS/0612013 os: 18 PM 
Original Filing Date:O 1/25/2013 01: 18 PM 

Title:Executive Director 

The Economic Disclosure Statement referenced above has been electronically filed with 
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the City. Please provide a copy of this Certificate of Filing to your city contact with other 
required documents pertaining to the Matter. For additional guidance as to when to provide this 
Certificate and other required documents, please follow instructions provided to you about the 
Matter or consult with your City contact. 

A copy of the EDS may be viewed and printed by visiting 
https://webapps.cityofchicago.orgIEDSWeb and entering the EDS number into the EDS Search. 
Prior to contract award, the filing is accessible online only to the disclosing party and the City, 
but is still subject to the Illinois Freedom of InfonnatioD Act. The filing is visible online to the 
public after contract award. 
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Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term of the 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any of the Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than $100,000 each accident, illness or 
disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and property damage 
liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and operations, 
products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and contractual 
liability (not to include Endorsement CG 21 39 or equivalent). The City of Chicago 
is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any 
liability arising directly or indirectly from the Work or Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than $500,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and 
property damage. The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on 
a primary, noncontributory basis. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., CPAs, attorney, architects, engineers) 
perform work in connection with this Agreement, Professional Liability Insurance 
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covering acts, errors, or omissions must be maintained with limits of not less than 
$500,000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must 
coincide with, or precede start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which 
is not renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two years. 

5) Crime. 

The Contractor is responsible for all persons handling funds under this Agreement, 
against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction or disappearance, 
computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provision 
setforth in (Sub)Exhibit 4 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Housing and Economic 
Development (UHED"), City Hall, Room 1006, 121 North LaSalle Street 60602, original 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this 
Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, ifthe coverages 
have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this Agreement. Contractor 
must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form (copy 
attached as (Sub )Exhibit _) or equivalent prior to execution of this Agreement. The receipt 
of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the insurance requirements 
in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate 
are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure of the City to obtain 
certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver by the City of any 
requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. Contractor 
must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming 
insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide insurance as specified in 
this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the 
Agreement, and the City retains the right to suspend this Agreement until proper evidence 
of insurance is provided, or the Agreement may be terminated. 

The Contractor must provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the City in the 
event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 
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Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 

Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or subcontractor desires additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

Notwithstanding any provision in the Contract to the contrary, the City of Chicago Risk 
Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change these 
requirements. 

[City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Special Service Area No. 31. 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to return 
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and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified below, 
insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than $500,000 each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage 
liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and operations, 
products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense, and contractual 
liability (not to include Endorsement CG 21 39 or equivalent but coverage must 
include Endorsement CG 22 74). The SSAC, City of Chicago and Contractor are 
to be named as an additional insureds on a primary, noncontributory basis for any 
liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than $1 ,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and 
property damage. The SSAC, City of Chicago and Contractor are to be named as 
an additional insureds on a primary, noncontributory basis. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than $1,000,000. When 
policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or 
precede, start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed 
or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor and City of Chicago, Department of Housing 
and Economic Development ("HED"), City Hall, Room 1 006, 121 North LaSalle Street 60602, 
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original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this 
Contract, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages 
have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this Contract. The receipt of 
any certificate does not constitute agreement by the Contractor that the insurance 
requirements in the Contract have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on 
the certificate are in compliance with all Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor 
to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the 
Contractor of any requirements for the Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. The Security Firm shall advise all insurers of the Contract provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to 
provide insurance as specified herein. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Contract, and the Contractor retains the right to stop work until 
proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Contract may be terminated. 

The Security Firm must provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the Contractor 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

The Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights 
of subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected 
officials, agents, or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractor desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

Notwithstanding any provision in the Contract to the contrary, the City of Chicago Risk 
Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change these 
requirements. 
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Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 
==================== ====== ====== ----- ----- ----- -----
ASBESTOS ABT-GEN 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC 
BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER 
COMM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MA:".BLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL TESTER I 
MATERIALS TESTER II 
MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 

36.200 36.700 1.5 
34.160 36.660 1.5 
43.450 47.360 2.0 
40.680 44.750 1.5 
4 1. 52 0 '4 3 . 52 0 1. 5 
42.350 44.350 2.0 
34.440 0.000 2.0 
37.500 40.150 1.5 
43.350 48.350 1.5 
33.810 48.350 1.5 
43.350 48.350 1.5 
42.000 44.800 1.5 
49.080 55.215 2.0 
33.740 35.740 1.5 
39.500 41.000 1.5 
45.550 48.050 1.5 
40.750 42.750 2.0 
36.200 36.950 1.5 
41.520 43.520 1.5 
43.550 46.050 1.5 
29.700 0.000 1.5 
39.880 43.870 1.5 
26.200 0.000 1.5 
31.200 0.000 1.5 

ALL 41.520 43.520 1.5 
BLD 1 45.100 49.100 2.0 
BLD 2 43.800 49.100 2.0 
BLD 3 41.250 49.100 2.0 
BLD 4 39.500 49.100 2.0 
BLD 5 48.850 49.100 2.0 
BLD 6 46.100 49.100 2.0 
BLD 7 48.100 49.100 2.0 
FLT 1 51.300 51.300 1.5 
FLT 2 49.800 51.300 1.5 
FLT 3 44.350 51.300 1.5 
FLT 4 36.850 51.300 1.5 
FLT 5 52.800 51.300 1.5 
HWY 1 43.300 47.300 1.5 

1.5 2.0 12.78 9.020 0.000 0.500 
1.5 2.0 10.82 10.66 0.000 0.720 
2.0 2.0 6.970 14.66 0.000 0.350 
1.5 2.0 9.550 12.00 0.000 0.970 
1.5 2.0 13.19 11.75 0.000 0.530 
1.5 2.0 11.21 11.40 0.000 0.320 
1.5 2.0 9.700 6.930 0.000 0.610 
1.5 2.0 8.420 9.980 1.100 0.700 
1.5 2.a 10.38 13.50 0.000 0.430 
1.5 2.0 8.090 10.53 0.000 0.330 
1.5 2.0 10.38 13.50 0.000 0.430 
1.5 2.0 12.83 13.07 0.000 0.750 
2.0 2.0 11.88 12.71 3.930 0.600 
1.5 2.0 12.61 10.18 0.000 0.250 
2.0 2.0 11.99 14:30 0.000 0.840 
1.5 2.0 10.82 11.86 0.000 0.720 
2.0 2.0 13.20 19.09 0.000 0.350 
1.5 2.0 12.78 9.020 0.000 0.500 
1.5 2.0 13.19 11.75 0.000 0.530 
1.5 2.0 6.130 8.950 1.850 0.000 
1.5 2.0 9.550 11.75 0.000 0.620 
1.5 2.0 9.550 11.75 0.000 0.730 
1.5 2.0 12.78 9.020 0.000 0.500 
1.5 2.0 12.78 9.020 0.000 0.500 
1.5 2.0 13.19 11.75 0.000 0.530 
2.0 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
2,0 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
2.0 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
2.0 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
2.0 2.0 15.70 10.55 1,900 1.250 
2.0 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
2.0 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 14.40 9.550 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 14.40 9.550 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 14.40 9.550 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 14.40 9.550 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 14.40 9.550 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
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OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 

SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE MASON 
TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER E 
TRUCK DRIVER E 
TRUCK DRIVER E 
TRUCK DRIVER E 
TRUCK DRIVER W 
TRUCK DRIVER W 
TRUCK DRIVER W 
TRUCK DRIVER W 
TUCKPOINTER 

Legend: 
RG (Region) 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For 
May 2013. 

HWY 2 42.750 47.300 1.5 
HWY 3 40.700 47.300 1.5 
HWY 4 39.300 47.300 1.5 
HWY 5 38.100 47.300 1.5 
HWY 6 46.300 47.300 1.5 
HWY 7 44.300 47.300 1.5 
ALL 41.800 44.300 2.0 
ALL 40.000 44.750 1.5 
BLD 33.920 38.090 1.5 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 

BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 

41.520 43.520 1.5 
45.050 48.050 1.5 
40.250 42.670 1.5 
45.000 47.000 1.5 
38.350 41.350 1.5 

40.810 44.070 1.5 
30.210 30.710 1.5 
49.200 51.200 1.5 
40.750 42.750 2.0 

BLD 40.680 44.750 1.5 
BLD 35.510 0.000 1.5 
BLD 39.370 42.370 1.5 
BLD 41.430 45.430 2.0 
HWY 28.250 29.850 1.5 
ALL 1 33.850 34.500 1.5 
ALL 2 34.100 34.500 1.5 
ALL 3 34.300 34.500 1.5 
ALL 4 34.500 34.500 1.5 
ALL 1 32.550 33.100 1.5 
ALL 2 32.700 33.100 1.5 
ALL 3 32.900 33.100 1.5 
ALL 4 33.100 33.100 1.5 
BLD 40.950 41.950 1.5 

1.5 2.~ 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
1.5 2.0 15.70 10.55 1.900 1.250 
2.0 2.0 12:86 15.81 0.000 0.550 
1.5 1.5 9.750 11.10 0.000 0.770 
1.5 1.5 2.600 2.710 0.000 0.000 
1.5 2.0 13.19 11.75 0.000 0.530 
1.5 2.0 8.460 14.85 0.000 1.780 
1.5 2.0 10.85 10.94 0.000 0.550 
1.5 2.0 12.53 10.06 0.000 0.880 
1.5 2.0 8.280 8.770 0.000 0.430 

1.5 2.0' 10.13 17.79 0.000 0.630 
1.5 2.0 4.850 3.030 0.000 0.000 
1.5 2.0 ~0.25 8.350 0.000 0.450 
2.0 2.0 13.20 19.09 0.000 0.350 
1.5 2.0 9.550 12.00 0.000 0.970 
1.5 2.0 9.700 9.320 0.000 0.400 
1.5 2.0 9.700 10.66 0.000 0.550 
1.5 2.0 9.700 8.640 0.000 0.710 
1.5 2.0 4.896 4.175 0.000 0.000 
1.5 2.0 8.150 8.500 0.000 0.150 
1.5 2.0 8.150 8.500 0.000 0.150 
1.5 2.0 8.150 8.500 0.000 0.150 
1.5 2.0 8.150 8.500 0.000 0.150 
1.5 2.0 6.500 4.350 0.000 0.000 
1.5 2.0 6.500 4.350 0.000 0.000 
1.5 2.0 6.500 4.350 0.000 0.000 
1.5 2.0 6.500 4.350 0.000 0.000 
1.5 2.0 8.180 10.82 0.000 0.940 

TYP (Trade Type· All,Highway,Building,Floating,Oil , Chip,Rivers) 
C (Class) 
Base (Base wage Rate) 
FRMAN (Foreman Rate) 
M-F>B (OT required for any hour greater than 8 worked each day, Mon through Fri. 
OSA (Overtime (OT) is required for every hour worked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/W (Health & Welfare Insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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COOK COUNTY 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 3 of 9) 

Explanations. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial Day, 
Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and 
Veterans Day in some classifications/cQunties. Generally, any of 
these holidays which fallon a Sunday is celebrated on the following 
Monday. This then makes work performed on that Monday payable at the 
appropriate overtime rate for holiday pay. Common practice in a given 
local may al·ter certain days of celebration. If in doubt, please 
check with IDOL. 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechani~al systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for "interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for'and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints arid 

53977 
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(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 4 of 9) 

Explanations. 

6/5/2013 

voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, . and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN 

Installation, operation, inspection, maintenance, repair and service 
of radio, television, recording, voice sound vision production and 
reproduction, telephone and telephone interconnect, facsimile, data 
apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and wireless equipment, a'ppliances and 
systems used for the transmission and reception of signals of any 
nature, business, domestic, commercial, education, entertainment,· and 
residential purposes,including but not limited to, communication and 
telephone, electronic and sound equipment, fibre optic and data 
communication systems, and the performance of any task directly 
related to such installation or service whether at new or existing 
sites, such tasks to include the placing of wire and cable and 
electrical power conduit or other raceway work within the equipment 
room and pulling wire and/or cable through conduit and the 
installation of any incidental conduit, such that the employees 
covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all material .that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patChing, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble, 
holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of "molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installation of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all 
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(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 5 of 9) 

Explanations. 

material in the· ere"ction or insta"llation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (mean"ing as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
exteriors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and exterior which are installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

OPERATING ENGINEER - BUILDING 

Class 1. Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; Backhoes with 
Caisson Attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto (requires Two Engineers) ; 
Boiler and Throttle valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; 
Combination Back Hoe" Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle 
Valve; Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete 
Conveyor (Truck Mounted); Concrete Paver Over 27E cu. ft; Concrete 
Paver 27E cu. ft. and Under: Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; 
Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, 
Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and similar Type); Creter Crane; Spider 
Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; Derricks, Traveling; 
Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, Elevating; Grouting 
Machines; Heavy Duty Self-Propelled Transporter or Prime Mover; 
Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, 
Elevators, outside type rack and pinion and similar machines; Hoists, 
One, Two and Three Drum; Hoists, Two Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic 
Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro Vac (and similar equipment); 
Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Lubrication Technician; Manipulators; 
Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes: Squeeze Cretes-Screw Type Pumps; Gypsum 
Bulker and Pump; Raised and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; 
Scoops - Tractor Drawn; Slip-Form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Operation 
of Tie Back Machine; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and Side Boom; 
Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, portable; Forklift Trucks; 
Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, Inside Elevators; Hoists, Sewer Dragging Machine; 
Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill (Self-Propelled); 
Rock DrilL (Truck MOlJ...!lt~dL; ~o!:L_ers, All; St~il!'l_ Generators; Tractors, 

All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch Trucks with "AM Frame. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 6 of 9) 

Explanations. 

class 3. Air Compressor; Combination Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators (remodeling 
or renovation work); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Low Boys; pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); 
Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill Winches. 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

Class 5. Assistant Craft Foreman. 

Class 6. Gradall. 

Class 7. Mechanics; Welders. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 

6/5/2013 

Class 1. Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer Combination; Asphalt 
Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; Autograder/GOMACO or other similar 
type machines: ABG Paver; Backhoes with Caisson Attachment; Ballast 
Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix. 
Plant; Combination Backhoe Front Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe 
Bucket or over or with attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck 
Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver over 27E cu. f~.; Concrete 
Placer; Concrete Tube Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Tower 
Cranes of all types: Creter Crane: Spider .Crane; Crusher. Stone, etc.; 
Derricks. All; Derrick Boats; Derricks. Traveling; Dredges; 
Elevators. Outside type Rack & Pinion and Similar Machines; Formless 
Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader. Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, 
Motor Patrol. Auto Patrol, Form Grader. Pull'Grader, Subgrader; Guard 
Rail Post Driver Truck Mounted; Hoists •. One, Two and Three Drum; Heavy 
Duty Self-Propelled Transporter or Prime Mover; Hydraulic Backhoes; 
Backhoes with shear attachments up to 40.' of boom reach; Lubrication 
Technician; Manipulators; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Rock/Track Tamper; Roto Mill 
Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; Snow Melters; Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck 
Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic Telescoping Form (Tunnel); 
Operation of Tieback Machine; Tractor Drawn Belt Loader·; Tractor 
Drawn Belt Loader (with attached pusher - two engineers); Tractor with 
Boom; Tractaire with Attachments; Traffic Barrier Transfer Machine; 
Trenching; Truck Mounted Concrete pump with Boom; Raised or Blind Hole 
Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring and/or Mining Machines 5 
ft. in diameter and over tunnel. etc; Underground Boring and/or Mining 
Machines under 5 ft. in diameter; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 
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(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 7 of 9) 

Explanations. 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (Less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor Muck 
Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -

Concrete; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist - Sewer Dragging 
Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks {All Attachments}; Hydro-Blaster; Hydro 
Excavating (excluding hose work); Laser Screed; All Locomotives, 
Dinky; Off-Road Hauling Units (including articulating) Non 
Self-Loading Ejection Dump; Pump Cretes: Squeeze Cretes - Screw Type 
Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; Rotary Snow Plows; 
Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Self-Propelled Compactor; 
Spreader - Chip - Stone, etc.; Scraper - Single/Twin Engine/Push and 
Pull; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); Tractors 
pulling attachments, Sheeps Foot, Disc, Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, etc.; 
Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, All 
Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep Diggers; Low Boys; pipe 
Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, Concrete Power Driven; 
Pug Mills; Rollers, other than Asphalt; Seed and Straw Blower; Steam 
Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with "A" Frame; Work. Boats; 
Tamper-Farm-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hydraulic 
Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Light Plants, All 
II through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 

ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Vacuum Trucks (excluding hose work); Welding 
Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill Winches. 

Class 5. SkidSteer Loader (all); Brick Forklifts; Oilers. 

Class 6. Field Mechanics and Field Welders 

Class 7. Dowell Machine with\Air Compressor; Gradall and machines of 
like nature. 

OPERATING ENGINEER - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft Foreman; Master Mechanic; Diver/wet Tender; Engineer; 
Engineer (Hydraulic Dredge) . 
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(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 8 of 9) 

Explanations. 

Class 2. Crane/Backhoe Operator; Boat Operator with towing 
endorsement; Mechanic/Welder; Assistant Engineer (Hydraulic Dredge); 
Leverman (Hydraulic Dredge); Diver Tender. 

Class 3. Deck Equipment Operator, Machineryman, Maintenance of Crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or Backhoe (115,000 lbs. or more); Tug/Launch 
Operator; Loader/Dozer and like equipment on Barge, Breakwater Wall, 
Slip/Dock, or Scow, Deck Machinery, etc. 

Class 4. Deck Equipment Operator, Machineryman/Fireman (4 Equipment 
Units or More); Off Road Trucks; Deck Hand, Tug Engineer, Crane 
Maintenance (50 Ton Capacity and Under) or Backhoe Weighing (115,000 
pounds or less); Assistant Tug Operator. 

Class 5. Friction or Lattice Boom Cranes. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

6/5/2013 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usase on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY A.."lD HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-aIls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil'Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; Teamsters; Unskilled 
Dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipm~nt under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 
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Prevailing Wages. 
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Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over: 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in'transit; 
Oil Distributors, I-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, I-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 

listed, please contact IDOL at 217-782-1710 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work perfo~ed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 
~nlJfu !-II ~rn bU t~tg;t JuStnis, ThaI we. 

Principal. hereinafter referred to as Contractor. and 

6/5/2013 

• Surety 

of the County of Cook and State of Illinois, are held and fumJy bound unto the CITY OF CHICAGO in the penal sum of 

lawful money of !he United States, for !he payment of which sum of money. well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves, our heirs. 

executors. administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally. fmnIy by these presents. 

~rlllr.b with our seals and dated this day of A.D .• 20 

That whereas the above bounden Contractor has entered into a certain contract with the CITY OF CHlCAGO, bearing 

Contrnct No. _________ ,and Specification No. _________ all in conformity with said contract, for. 

The said contract is incorporated herein by reference in its~ntircty, including without limitation, any and all indemnification provisions. 

Now. if the said Contr.ictor shall in all respects well and uuly keep and perfonn the said con~ct on its part. in accordance with 
the tenDS and provisions of all of !he Conncl Docu·ments comprising said contracl, and in the time and manner therein prescribed, and 
further shall save, indemnify, and keep hannless the City of Chicago against all loss, damages, claims, liabilities, judgetnents, costs and 
expenses which may in anywise accrue against said City of Chicago, in consequence of the granting of said contract, or which may in 
anywise result therefrom. or which may result from strict liabililY, or which may in anywise result from any injuries to. or death of, any 
person. or damage \0 any real or personal property, arising directly or indirectly from or in connection with, work performed or to be 
performed under said contract by said ContraCtor, its Agents, Employees or Worknico, assignees, subcontractors, or anyone else, in any 
respect whatever, or which may resulfon account of any infringement of any patent by reason of the materials, machinery. devices or 
OpparalUS used in the perfonnance of said contract. and moreover, shall pay to said City any sum or sums of money delermioed by the 
Purchasing Agent, and/or by a coon of competent jurisdiction, to be due said City by reason Qf any failure or neglect in !he performance 
of the requirements. of said contracl, wherefore the said Purchasing Agenl shall have elected to suspend or cancel the same, and shall pay 
all claims and demands whatsoever, which may accrue to each and every materialman and subcontractor, and to each and every person 
who shall be employed by the said Contractor or by its assignees and subcontraCtors, in or about the performance of said contract. and. 
with wages paid at prevailing wage rates if so required by said contract, and shall insure its liability to pay the compensation. and shall 
pay all claims and demands for compensation which may accrue to each and every person who shall be employed by them or any of !hem in or 
about the performance of said contrael, or which shall accrue to the beneficiaries or dependents of any such person, under the provisions 
of the Worltes:s' Compensation AeI, 820 ILCS lOS, as amended. and lbe Workers' Occupational Diseee AeI, 820 ILCS 310. as amended 
(hereinafter referred to as "Acts") then is this obligation to be null and void. otherwise to remain in full fon:e and effect. 
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And it is hereby expressly understood and agreed. and made a condition hereof. that any judgement rendered against said City in 
any suit based upon any loss. damages. claims. liabilities. judgements. costs or expenses which may in anywise accrue against said City 
as a consequence of the granting of ~id ~Qntract. or which may in anywise result therefrom. or which may in anywise result from any 
injuries to. or death of. any person. or damage to any real or personal properry. arising directly or indirectly from. or in connection with. 
work performed. or to be performed under said contract by said Contractor or its agents. employees or worltmen, assignees. iubcontrac
tors. or anyone else and also any decision of the Industrial Commission of !he State of Illinois. and any order of court based upon such deci
sion. or judgement thereon. rendered against said City of Chicago in any suit or claim arising under the aforementioned Acts when notice 
of the pendency or aroitralion proceedings Of suit shall have been given said Contractor. shall be conclusive against each and all panies 
to this obligation. as to amount. liability and all other things pertaining thereto. 

Every person furnishing material or performing labor in the performance of said contraCt. either as an individual. as a subcontractor. 
or otherwise. shall have the right to sue on this bond in the name of the City of Chicago for his use and benefit and in such suit said person 
as plaintiff. shall file a copy of this bond. certified by the party or parties in whose charge this bond shall be. which copy shall be. unless 
execution thereof be denied under oath. prima facie evidence of the execution and delivery of the original; provided. that nothing in this 
bond contained shall be taken 10 make the City of Chicago liable to any subcontraclor. malerialman. laborer or to any other person to any 
greater extent than it would have been liable prior to the enactment of the Public ConstrUction Bond Act. 30 n.cS 550. as amended: 
provided further. that any person having a claim for labor and materials furnished in the perfonnance of this contract shall have no right of 
action unless he shall have filed a verified notice of such claim with the Oerk of the City of Chicago within 180 days after the date of the 
last item of work or the furnishing of the last item of materials. and shall have fwnished a copy of such verified notice to the contractor 
within 10 days of the filing of the notice with the City of Chicago. Such claim shall be verified and shall contain the name and address of 
the claimant. the business address of the claimant within the State of Illinois. if any. or if the claimant be a foreign corpol1ltion having no 
place of business with the State the principal place of business of said corporation. and in all cases of partnership the names and ICSidences 
of each of the partners. the name of the contractor for the City of Chicago. the name of the person, flTlD or corporation by whom the 
claimant was employed or 10 whom such claimant furnished materials. the amount of the claim and a brief description of the public 
improvement Cor the construction or installation of which the contract is to be performed. Provided. further. that no .defect in the notice 
herein provided for shall deprive the claimant of his right of action under the tenos and provisions of this bond WtIess it shall aJfumatively 
appear that such defect bas prejudiced \he riglns of an interested parry assening the same; provided, further. Iha1 no action shall be 
brought until the expiration of one hundred twenty (120) days after the date of the last item of work or of the furnishing of the last item of 
material, except in cases where the final settlement between the City of Chicago and the ContraCtor shall have been made prior to the 
expiration of the 120 day period in which case action may be taken inunediately following such final settlement, and provided. further. thaI 
no action of any kind shaD be brought latcr than six (6) months after the acceptance by the City of Chicago of the completion of work. 
ABy suit upon this bond shall be brought only in a cUwit court of the Slate of lllinois in the judicial disuict in which the contract shall have 
been performed. ' 

The said Surety, Cor value received. hereby stipulates and agrees that no change. extension of time. alteration or addition to the terms 
of any of \he Contract Documents comprising said contract, or to the work to be performed thereunder, shall in anywise affect the 
obligations on this bond. and it does hereby waive notice of any such change. extension of time. alteration or addition 10 the tenus of said 
Contract Documents or to the work. 

(Seal) 

Approyo:d ___________ ~20 __ 

(Seal) 

(Seal) 

(Seal)· 

AJlPI'Oved as 10 fonn and Icgality: (Seal) 

AssistaDI Corpontloa COUDSd 
(Seid) 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS,} ss. 
COUNTY OF COOK, 

6/5/2013 

~ ___________________ , a Notary Public in and for til<;, C~unty and State 

aforesaid. DO HEREBY CERTIFY th" _______________________ Pre.,ident and 

________________ Secretary oflhe. ____________________ _ 

who are personally known 10 me to be the same persons whose names are subscnbed in the foregoing instrumenl as 

such President and Secretary. appeared 

before me {his day in person and acknowledged that (hey signCd, scaled and delivered the said instrument of writing as 

their free and volunlary act. and as the free and voluntary act of Ihe said ________________ _ 

for l11e uses :md purposes [herem set fonh, and caused the corporate seal of said Company 1,0 be thereto attached. 

GIVEN under my hand and Notarial Scallhis ______ daY'of ________ 20 __ 

STATE OF ILLINOIS,} 55. 
COUNTY OF COOK, 

Not""y Public 

1. ____________________ . a Notary Public in and for the County and Slate 

. aforesaid. DO HEREBY CERTIFY that ______________ . _____________ _ 

________________ of the __________ ~who----- personally known 

to be the same person ___ whose namc. _____ subscribed in the foregoing instrument as such ____ _ 

____________ , appeared before me Ihis day in person and acknowledged lhat _______ _ 

signed. sealed and delivered the said instrument of writing a5 ________ ,free and voluntary act. and as the free 

and voluntary act of the said _______________________________ _ 

for the uses and purposes therein se1 forth, Olnd caused the corporate seal of said Company to be the,reto ana<:hed_ 

GIVEN under my hand and Notarial Seal this ______ day of ________ 20 __ 

Notary Public 

STATE OF ILLINOIS,} 
COUNTY OF COOK, 5S. 

1. ____________________ • a Notary Public in and for the County and State 

aforesaid. DO HEREBY CERTIFY that __________________________ _ 

who ____ .Jper.;onally known to me to be the same persons whose name _____ subsLTibed in the foregoing 

instrumenL appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged thal ___ he __ signed. scaled alld delivered the 

said instrument of writing as, ____ free and voluntary acl. for (he uses and purposes therein set folth. 

GIVEN under my hand and NOlarial Seal this, ______ day of ________ 2,0 __ 

/'Iutary Public 

Rider attached to this Contractor's Performance and Payment Bond reads as follows: 
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Rider. 
(To Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond) 

This Rider supplements Contractor's Performance and Payment Bond ("Bond") on that 
certain contract with the City of Chicago ("City") bearing Contract Number __ and 
Specification Number __ ("Contract"). Surety acknowledges that the Contract requires 
Contractor to obtain from each of its subcontractors consent to a collateral assignment of 
their contracts with Contractor to the City. The Contract further grants the City the right, upon 
Contractor's default for failure to comply with Chapter 4-36 of the Municipal Code of the City, 
and at the City's sole option, to take over and complete the work to be performed by 
Contractor through the City's assumption of some or all of Contractor's subcontracts. If the 
City, in its sole discretion, exercises this right, then Surety waives any rights it may have to 
cure Contractor's default by performing the work itself or through others and remains bound 
by its other obligations under the Bond. 

(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: _________________________ _ 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): __ --__ -------------------
Agreement between the City of Chicago and dated 
_____________ , relating to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
.,--_,,--_--,--.,.--___ ' having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 
it performed that portion of the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in 
accordance with the terms of the Agreement, to the extent described in the attached Full
Year Assessment Form and that it spent that portion of funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1, to the extent 
described in the attached Full-Year Assessment Form. The Full-Year Assessment Form shall 
be in the form prescribed by the City and shall contain such level of detail as the City may 
require from time to time. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 
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Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

State of 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 

-------------------------
County of ______________________ _ 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by ________________________________ _ 
[name of signatory] as -:-::--.--: ____ ---:-__ ---::-___ [title] of --=-=--________ _ 
[name of contracting party] this __ day of ,20 . 

Signature of Notary 

[Full-Year Assessment Form referred to in this 
Contractor's Affidavit unavailable 

at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

Special Service Area -- Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 
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Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A CPA Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified CPA Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("RFP") that sets forth all of the terms and conditions 
of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. Audit firm 
evaluations can replace an annual RFP process; an RFP process every three years 
is preferred. 

2. Distribute and publicize the RFP sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the RFP that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the CPA Firm will conduct the audit. 

b. Qualifications ofthe CPA Firm, management and staff, including experience 
in auditing like entities. 

c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
that is relevant to the performance of this engagement during the previous 
two years. 

e. Whether the CPA Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three years. 

f. Whether the CPA Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the CPA Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action during 
the past three years. 

h. Confirmation the CPA Firm and key personnel assigned to this engagement 
maintains an active license in the State of Illinois and attached a copy of a 
current license with the RFP response or annually. 

i. Confirmation the CPA Firm is not on the City's debarred vendor list. 

j. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The CPA Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 
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b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the CPA Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the RFP including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 

c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the RFP. 

6. Once a CPA Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital PDF version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the CPA Firm by the Special 
Service Area Commission ("SSAC"). 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 
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g. Independence of the CPA Firm to the SSAC. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the Agreement. 

i. CPA Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and requirement 
for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the CPA Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The CPA Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the CPA Firm find exception to the requirements of the Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 

If the CPA Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include a 
"Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the CPA Firm shall make an affirmative 
statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, has 
determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carryover" as the amount of Service Tax 
Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and SSAC within 120 calendar days after the 
end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied throughout. 
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Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2013 Budget, 2013 Actual, Variance, 2012 
Budget, 2012 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings that also includes the management response to any 
audit findings and any subsequent CPA Firm and/or City's and/or management 
responses until the CPA Firm and/or the City consider the findings sufficiently 
remedied. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 

CPA Firm License. 

The CPA Firm shall attach as an exhibit to the audit the firm's active license and key 
personnel to this engagement in the State of Illinois. 

Audit Presentations. 

The CPA Firm shall attend at least one (1) SSAC meeting and be available for other 
meetings as requested by the City to present the draft and/or final audit and respond to 
questions. 

Debarment. 

Upon issuance of the final audit, the CPA Firm shall confirm it is not on the City's debarred 
vendor list. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area No. 31) 

City Of Chicago. 

Multi-Project Labor Agreement. 

This Model Multi-Project Labor Agreement (n Agreement") is entered into by and between City 
of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation, as Owner, on behalf of itself and each of its contractors, 
subcontractors of whatsoever tier performing construction work on any project to which this Agreement 
shall be applicable, and each of the undersigned labor organizations signatory hereto. 

Whereas, Owner is responsible for construction, demolition, rehabilitation, maintenance, and/or 
renovation of real property located in Chicago, Illinois; Pue to the size. scope, cost and d1,lration of the 
multitude of Projects traditionally performed by the City of Chicago, the parties to this Agreement have 
determined that it is in their interest to have these Projects completed in the most timely, productive, 
economical and orderly manner possible, and withouc labor disruptions of any kind that might interfere 
with, or delay, any of these Projects; 

Whereas, the parties have determined that it is desirable to eliminate the potential for friction and 
disruption of these Projects by using their best efforts and ensuring that all work is performed by the trade 
unions that are signatory hereto and which have traditionally performed and have trade and geographic 
~urisdiction over s~ch work. Experience has proven the value of such cooperation, and that such mutual 
undertakings should be maintained. and if possible. strengthened. and that the ultimate beneficiaries 
remain the Owner of the project; and, 

Whereas, the OWner acknowledges that it has a serious and ongoing concern regarding labor 
relations associated with the Projects and through its completion irrespective of the existence of a 
collective bargaining relationship with any of the signatory· labor OI'"ganizations. 

NOW THEREFORE, in order to further these goals and objectives and to maintain the spirit of 
harmony, labor-management cooperation and stability, the parties agree as follows: 

I. During the term of this Agreement, Owner its representatives and agents shall not 
contract or subcontract, nor permit any other person, firm, company, or entity to contract 
or subcontract, any construction, demolition, rehabilitation or renovation work for the 
Project work covered under this Agreeinent or within the trade :jurisdiction of the 
signatory labor organization, to be performed at the Site of construction or off-site solely 
for installation at the Site (inc1uditg all tenant improvements, if applicable), unless such 
work is performed only by a person, firm or company signatory, or willing to become 
signatory, to the applicable area-wide collective bargaining agreement(s) with the 
union(s) or the appropriate trade/craft union(s) or subordinate body or affiliate of the 
Chicago & Cook County Building & Construction Trades Council ("Council") or the 
Teamsters' Joint Council No. 25, Copies of all such current collective bargaining 
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agreements constitute Appendix "A" of this Agreement, attached hereto and made an 
integral part hereof, and as may be modified from time to time during the term of this 
Agreement. Said provisions of this Agreement shall be included in all Requests for Bids 
and/or Proposals and shall be explicitly included in all contracts or subcontracts of 
whatsoever tier by all contractors and subcontractors; provided that the total Project value 
exceeds $25,000.00. In no event shall contracts be "split" so as to avoid the applicability 
of this Agreement. In the event a dispute arises with respect to the applicability of this 
Multi-Project Labor Agreement to a particular project, the parties agree to submit said 
dispute to final and binding arbitration before a Penn anent Umpire who shall be 
mutually agreed to by the parties. 

2. With respect to a contractor or subcontractor who is the successful bidder, but is not 
signatory to the applicable collective bargaining agreement, the collective bargaining 
agreement(s) executed by said bidder shall be the relevant area-wide agreement(s) 
regulating-or-govemirig wages; hours andothertenus-and-conaitiO-ns-ofemploymen~ 

3. During the term of this Agreement, the Owner or any Project contractor and sub
contractor shall engage in no lockout. 

4. During the term of this Agreement, no labor organization signatory hereto, or any of its 
members, officers, stewards, agents, representatives, Or employees shall instigate, 
authorize, support, sanction, maintain, or participate in any strike, walkout, work 
stoppage, work slowdown, work curtailment, cessation or interruption of production, or 
in any picketing of any Site covered under this Agreement for any reason whatsoever, 
including but riot limited to the expiration of any of the collective bargaining agreements 
referred to on Appendix A. In the event of an economic strike or other~ob action upon 
the termination of an existing collective bargaining -agreement, in no event shall any 
adverse ~ob action be directed against any covered Project. All provisions of the 
subsequently negotiated collective bargaining agreement shall be retroactive for all 
employees working at a Project Site, provided such a provision for retroactivity is 
contained in the newly negoiiaied colleciive bargaining agreement. 

S. Each Union signatory hereto agrees that it will use its best efforts to prevent any of the 
acts forbidden in Paragraph 4, and that in the event any such act takes place or is engaged 
in by any employee or group of employees, each Union signatory hereto further agrees 
that it will use its best efforts (including its full disciplinary power under its Constitution 
and/or By-Laws) to cause an immediate cessation thereof. 

6. Any contractor of subcontractor signatory or otherwise bound stipulated or required to 
abide by and to any provisions of this Agreement shall have the right to discharge or 
discipline any employee who violates the provisions of this Agreement. Such discharge 
or discipline by a contractor or subcontractor shall be subject to the GrievancefArbitration 
procedure of the applicable collective bargaining agr:eement only as to the fact of such 
employee's violation of this Agreement. If such fact is established, the penalty imposed 
shaH not be disturbed. Work at any Site covered under this Agreement shall continue 
without disruption or hindrance of any kind dUrin&any Grievancef Arbitration procedure. 
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7. The parties expressly authorize a court of competent ~urisdiction to order appropriate 
injunctive relief to restrain any violation of this Agreement, any form of self-help remedy 
is expressly forbidden. Nothing in the foregoing shall restrict any party to otherwise 
judicially enforce any provision of its collective bargaining agreement between any labor 
organization and a contractor with whom it has a collective bargaining relationship. 

8. This Agreement shall become effective, and shall be included in all Requests for Pro
posals and/or Bids, all Purchase Orders, Contracts or other arrangements issued by the 
City of Chicago for work described in Paragraph 1 above immediately subsequent to the 
ratification of the Ordinance authorizing this Multi-Project Labor Agreement by the City 
CounciL 

9. This Agreement shall expire on December 31. 2016 and shall be automatically extended 
for an additional five (5) year tenn unless the parties issue a notice to terminate between 
sixty (60) and (30) days prior to the initial expiration date. 

10. In the event a dispute shall arise between any contractor or subcontractor of the Project 
and any signatory labor organization and/or fringe benefit fund established under any of 
the appropriate collective bargaining agreements as to the obligation and/or payment of 
fringe benefit contributions provided under the collective bargaining agreement, upon 
proper notice to the contractor(s) or subcontractor(s) by the applicable labor organization 
or fringe benefit fund and to the contractor or subcontractor, an amount sufficient to 
satisfy the amount claimed shall be withheld from the contractor's or subcontractor's 
regUlarly scheduled periodic payment from the contractor or subcontractor, or their 
agents until such time as said claim is res·olved. 

I J. In the event of a jurisdictional dispute by and between any labor organizations signatory 
hereto, such labor organizations shall take all steps.necessary to promptly resolve the dispute. 
In the event of a dispute relating to trade or work jurisdiction, ail parties. including- the 
employers, contractors or subcontractors. agree that a final and bindirtg resolution of the 
dispute shall be resolved as follows: 

a.) Jl,.,epresenta!ives of the affected trades shall meet en the job site within forty-eight (48) 
hours after receiving notice in an effort to resolve the dispute. (In the event there is a 
dispute between local unions affiliated with the same International Union, the decision of 
the General President, or hislher designee, as the internal jurisdictional authority of that 
International Union, shall consfitute a find and binding decision and determination as to' 
the jurisdiction of work_) 

b.) If no settlement is achieved subsequent to the preceding Paragraph, the matter shall be 
referred to the Chicago & Cook County Building & Construction Trades Council,. which shall 
meet with the affected trades within forty-eight (48) hours subsequent to receiving notice. An 
agreement reached at this Step shall be final and binding. 

c.) If no settlement agreements is reached during the proceedings contemplated by Paragraph "a" 
or "b" above~ the matter shall be immediately referi'ed to the Joint Conference Board. 
established by the Standard Agreement between the Construction Employers' Association and 
the Chicago & Cook County Building & Construction Trades Council. which may be 
amended from time to time, for final and binding resolution of said dispute. Said Standard 
Agreement is attached hereto as Appendix "B" and specifically incorporated into this 
Agreement 
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12. This Agreement shall be incorporated into and become part of the collective bargaining 
agreements between the Unions signatory hereto and co'ntractors and subcontracto~. In 
the event of any inconsistency between 'this Agreement and any collective bargaining 
agreement, the teons of this Agreement shall supe~ede and prevail except for all work 
performed under the NT Articles of Agreement, the National Stack/Chimney Agreement, 
the National Cooling Tower Agreement, all instrument calibration work and loop 
checking shall be performed under the terms of the UNIBEW Joint National Agreement 
for instrument and Control Systems Technicians, and the National Agreement of the 
International Union of Elevator Constructors with the exception of the content and 
subject matter of Articles V, VI and VII of the AFL-CIO's Building & Construction 
Trades Department model Project Labor Agreement. 

13. The parties agree that in the implementation and administration of this Agreement, it is 
vitally necessary to maintain effective and immediate communication so as to minimize 
the potential oflabor relations disputes arising out of this Agreement. To that end. each 
'party h~eto agrees to dc;~ignate .. jn writing. a representati.ve.tft whom problems can be 
directed which may arised,-,ring the term of this Agreement. Within forty-eight (48') 
QOurs after notice of the existence of any problem, repr:esentatives of each party shall 
meet to discuss and. where possible. resolve such problems. The representative of the 

--slgnalOryuni6hs 'snaU"be 1 homas-Villimova, orhis"distgnee, PresioenfoftheCFiici@>-& 
Cook County Building & Construction Trades Council. The representative of Owner 
shall be the Corporation Counselor hislher designee. 

14. If any provision, section, subsection or other portion of th!s Agreement shall be 
detennined by any cou.rt of competent ~urisdiction to be invalid, illegal. or unenforceable 
in whole or in part. and such determination shall become final. such provision or portion 
shall be deemed to be severed 'or limited, but only to the extent required to render the 
remaining provisions and portions of this Agreement enforceable. This Agreement, as 
thus amended, shall be enfor~ so as to give effect to the intention of the parties insofar 
as that is pOSSible. In .addition. the parties hereby expressly empower a court of competent 
~urisdiction to modify any term or provision of this Agreement to the extent necessary to 
comply with existing law and to enforce this Agreement as modified. 

I S. Owner and General Contractor. on behalf of themselves and their contractors and 
subcontractors agree that the applicable substance abuse policy (i.e., drug. alcohol, etc.) 
applicable to the·employees working on any covered Project shall be that as contained, or 
otherwise provided for. in the area-wide collective bargaining agreements attached at 
Appendix "A" to this Agreement. Nothing in the foregoing shall limit the Owners and/or 
General Contractor, its contractors or subcontractors from instituting its own substance 
abuse policy governing other employees performing 'work on a Project not otherwise 
covered under this Agreement. In the event there is no substance abuse policy in the 
applicable collective bargaining agreement, the policy adopted by the Owners and/or 
General Contractor may apply. 
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16. The parties recognize a desire to facilitate the entry into the building and construction 
trades of veterans who are interested in careers in the building and construction industry. 
The parties agree to utilize the services of the' Center for .Military Recruitment, 
Assessment and Veterans Employment (hereinafter referred to as'the "Center") and the 
Center's Helmets to Hardhats" program to service as a resource· for preliminary 
orientation, assessment of construction aptitude, referral to apprenticeship programs or 
hiring halls, counseling and mentoring, support network., employment opportunities.aqd 
other needs as identified by the parties. The parties also agree to coordinate with the 
Center to create and maintain an integrated database of veterans interested in working on 
this project and of apprenticeship and employment opportunities for these Projects. To 
the extent permitted by law, the parties will give appropriate credit to such veterans for 
bona fide, provable past experience, in the building and construction industry. 

The parties recognize the importance of facilitating the goals and objectives of the 
Apprenticeship & Training Initiative agreed to by the parties in separate collective 
bargaining agreements applicable to employees of the Owner. Additionally, parties agree 
to incorporate the duties and responsibilities associated with the Supplemental Addendum 
to the Multi-Project Labor Agreement between the signatory labor organizations and the 
Chicago Public Schools attached hereto in Appendix "C" and incorporated herein. 
Towards these ends, the undersigned labor organizations will assist and cooperate with 
the Owner, the Chicago Public Schools, City Colleges and contractors in monitoring and 
enforcing .the foregoing commitments, including providing relevant information 
requested by the Owner for the purpose of such monitoring and enforcement, including 
the information provided for in Paragraph J(E) of the'Supplemental Addendum with 
cps. Upon execution of this Agreement, representatives of the Owner and the Chicago 
Building Trades Council will immediately meet for the purpose of establishing the 
specific mechanism by Which lh~s information will be galhered, processed and repOrted. 

The parties hereto agree and acknowledge that the commitments set forth herein, 
including those in the attached Appendix "Cn are interdependent. In the eveni the goals 
and commitments set forth in Appendix "C" are not realized, the City shall bring this to 
the attention of the Chicago Building Trades Council ("Council''), and the parties shall 
immediately meet for the purpose of identifying the cause(s) of said failure and 
implement necessary measures to remedy the failure. Should the Council's affiliate 
members refuse 10 implement measures reasonably necessary to realize these goals and 
commitments, the Oty may tenninate this Agreement subsequent to January 13,2013. If, 
as of June 1.2012., the City .believes that the Council's affiliate members have failed to 
implement measures reasonably necessary to realize these goals and commitments, the 
City may at that time deliver to the Council formal written notice of intent to terminate 
this Agreement on January I. 2013. Upon deliverance of such notice, the parties shall 
immediately meet to craft and implement additional measures to remedy such failure. If 
the parties are unsuccessful in implementing satisfactory measures, the City may 
implement said notice of term ination on January 1,2013. 

The parties acknowledge the Residency requirement for employees of contractors and 
subcontractors in the standard City of Chicago construction contract The parties also 
agree to cooperatively W!lrk and monitor compliance with these requirements and to work 
cooperatively to facilitate and work in good faith to the achievement of said required 
Residency provision including union attendance at pre-bid conferences with prospective 
contractors and subcontractors as well as other reasonable undertakings to demonstrate 
progress in this regard .• 
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17. The parties agree that contractors and subcontractors working under the provisions of this 
Agreement shall be required to strive to utilize the maximum number of apprentices on 
said Project as pennitted under the applicable collective bargaining agreement as 
contained in Appendix "An. 

18. This document, with each. of .the Attachments, constitutes the entire agreement of the 
parties and may not be modified QT changed except by the subsequent written agreement 
of the parties. 

19. All parties represent that they have the full legal authority to enter into this Agreement. 

The undersigned, as the Owner and Labor Organizations on the Project, agree to all of the terms 
and conditions contained in this Agreement. 

Dated this the cjh day of February, 2011 in Chicago, Cook County, Illinois. 

On behalf of Owner: 

Corporation Counsel 

Duly Authorized Officer of the City of Chicago 

On behalfof ______________ _ 

(Insert Name of labor Organization) 

Its Duly Authorized Officer 
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AMENDMENTOFYEAR2013ANNUALAPPROPRIATION, TAX LEVY AND SERVICE 
PROVIDER AGREEMENT ORDINANCE FOR SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NO. 44. 

[02013-3399] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance amending the 
2013 Appropriation, Levy and Agreement Ordinance and the 2013 Service Provider 
Agreement for Special Service Area Number 44, having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 351LCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time (the "Code"); and 

WHEREAS, On November 7, 2007, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the 
"City Council") enacted an ordinance, as amended on December 12,2007 (collectively the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 44 (the "Area") and authorized the levy of an annual 
tax, for the period beginning in 2007 through and including 2016, not to exceed an annual 
rate of two and a half percent (2.5%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property 
therein (the "Services Tax") to provide certain special services in and for the Area in addition 
to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory consisting 
approximately of the area on the north side of 1 03rd Street, from Longwood Drive on the west 
to the Metra tracks (Hale Avenue) on the east, and the south side of 103rd Street, from 
Longwood Drive on the west to Wood Street on the east; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to, maintenance and beautification, new construction, coordinated marketing 
and promotional activities, parking and transit programs, area strategic planning, business 
retention and recruitment, building facade improvements, security services and other 
technical assistance activities to promote community and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the 1 03rd Street 
Beverly Special Service Area Commission for the purpose of recommending to the Mayor and 
to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the Special Services and 
further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount of the Services Tax 
to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, On October 3, 2012, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the "2013 
Appropriation, Levy, and Agreement Ordinance"), among other things, appropriating the sums 
necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area for 2013, levying the Services 
Tax for the tax year 2012, and authorizing an agreement with Beverly Area Planning 
Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, as the service provider (the "2013 Service 
Provider"), for the provision of the Special Services in 2013; and 
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WHEREAS, Pursuant to the 2013 Appropriation, Levy, and Agreement Ordinance the City 
and the 2013 Service Provider entered into a service provider agreement (the "2013 Service 
Provider Agreement"); and 

WHEREAS, Certain funds in Fund A52 ("Fund A52") in the amount of $2,036 are available 
for use in connection with the Area; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to increase the budget for Special Services in the Area in 
2013 by $2,036; and 

WHEREAS, The City therefore desires to amend both the 2013 Appropriation, Levy, and 
Agreement Ordinance, as set forth below, and the 2013 Service Provider Agreement, 
pursuant to an amendment in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Amendment Of 2013 Appropriation, Levy, And Agreement Ordinance. 
Section 2 of the 2013 Appropriation, Levy, and Agreement Ordinance is hereby amended by 
deleting the language indicated by strikeout and adding the underlined language, as follows: 

"Section 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the 
Area, the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be 
raised by the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

103rd St. Beverly Special Service Area Commission 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2013 and ending December 31, 2013. 

Service Provider Agreement for 
the provision of Special Services 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: 

Expenditures 

$14,473 

$14,473 

$16,509 

$16,509 
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Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to 
exceed two and a half percent (2.5%) 
of the equalized assessed value, of 
the taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 44 

Carryover funds currently available 
from prior tax years 

Late collections received by the City 
of Chicago attributable to the levy 
of the Services Tax in prior tax years, 
along with interest income thereon, if 
any, in an amount not to exceed five 
percent (5%) of the Services Tax for 
tax year 2011 

Fund A52 

Expenditures 

$10,050 

$ 3,900 

$523 

6/5/2013 

SECTION 3. Amendment To 2013 Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner of the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development (the, "Commissioner"), or a designee of 
the Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation 
Counsel as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an amendment to the 2013 
Service Provider Agreement in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby 
made a part hereof (the "2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment"), and such other 
supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the 
provisions of the 2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the 2013 Service 
Provider Agreement Amendment. 

SECTION 4. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 
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SECTION 5. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 6. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage and 
publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment. 

Special Service Area No. 44. 

This Amendment ("Amendment") is made and entered into effective as of the day 
of , 2013, by and between the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and 
home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, 
acting through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois, and the Beverly 
Area Planning Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("Contractor"). 

Background. 

The Contractor and the City have entered into an Agreement dated _,2013 
("Agreement"), in which the Contractor is to perform certain services for Special Service Area 
Number 44. The Contractor and the City desire to make certain changes to the Agreement. 
The Agreement requires that modifications to it must be made in writing and signed by both 
parties. 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the provIsIons and conditions set forth in the 
Agreement, the parties do mutually agree to amend the Agreement as set forth below. 

It is further agreed by and between the parties that the sole modifications of, changes in, 
and amendments to the Agreement are as follows: 
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1. (Sub )Exhibit 1 (A), Amended Scope of Services and Budget for 2013, is attached to this 
Amendment as Attachment 1 and incorporated by reference. 

2. Article 2, Definitions, is amended by adding the following definition for Surplus TIF 
Funds: 

"Surplus TIF Funds" means a portion of those Tax Increment Funds originally 
established by the City (Fund A52) in connection with the Western Avenue/Rock Island 
Redevelopment Area, which remain unspent. 

3. Sections 5.01 and 5.02, Basis of Payment and Budget for Services, respectively, are 
hereby deleted and replaced with the following: 

"5.01 Basis Of Payment. 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement 
between January 1, 2013 and December 31,2013 is the sum of (a) $10,050 or the 
total amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected, plus interest earned on those 
funds, for tax year 2012, whichever is less; (b) the total amount of Surplus Funds in 
the amount of $3,900 which are being carried over from previous program years and 
which contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; (c) Late Collections in 
an amount not to exceed $523; and (d) TI F Surplus Funds in an amount not to exceed 
$2,036; the maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this 
Agreement between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013, therefore, shall not 
exceed $16,509. 

5.02 Budget For Services. 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through 
December 31, 2013, attached hereto as, (Sub )Exhibit 1 (A) and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth here, covering all services described in the Scope of 
Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount that may be spent in 
calendar year 2013 may not exceed $16,509, the SSAC reserves the right to transfer 
funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part 
of the Contractor's Services is terminated". 

4. (Sub)Exhibit 2(A), Amended Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit, is attached 
to this Amendment as Attachment 2 and incorporated by reference. 
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All terms of the Agreement remain in full force and effect except as modified in this 
Amendment. 

Signed: 

City of Chicago 

By: ______ ~~~~-----------
Commissioner, 

Department of Housing and 
Economic Development 

Contractor: 

By: ________________________ __ 
(Signature) 

Its: 
(Print Name and Title) 

Attest: ____________ _ 

Its: 
(Print Name and Title) 

County of ______ _ 

State of ---------

Acknowledged on _______________ [date] before me by ________ as 
____________ [title] of _________________ [firm]. 

Notary Public 

Commission expires: ___ _ 

Attachments 1 and 2 referred to in this 2013 Service Provider Agreement Amendment for 
Special Service Area Number 44 read as follows: 
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Attachment 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement Amendment For 

Special Service Area No. 44) 

Amended Scope Of Services And Budget For 2013. 
Schedule A: 2013 Special Service Area Budget And Services Summary. 
City Of Chicago, Department Of Housing And Economic Development. 

SSA #-44 - 103rd Street Beverly 

Service Provider Agency: Beverly Area Planning Association 

Period: January 1. 201.310 December 3..:.:1.-=2:.:0_13~ __ --. 

10.00 Personnel 
11.00 Admin Non·Personnel 
1Z.00 Loss Collection: 15.9% 

13.00 Lale Collections antllnlerest Income Thereon 

1 
Estimated 20t1 EAVe 

2 
Authorized Til)( Rate Cap: 

3 
Estimated 2012 Levy 

-£.t.mated Tax Rate to Generate 2012 Levy (E:AV x Est 
" 2012 Levy ~ Est. Tax Rate) 

2013 SSA SERVICES SUMMARY 
1.00 AdvertISIng & Promotion 

2.00 Public Way Maintenance 

3.00 Public. Way Aesthetics 

52.378.027 

2.500% 

$10.050 

0423% 

2013 Budget 

6/5/2013 

s ·lS.5091 
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Attachment 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement Amendment For 

Special Service Area No. 44) 

City Of Chicago 
Amended Economic Disclosure Statement-And Affidavit. 

SECTION 1-- GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of the Disclosing Party submitting the EDS: 

Beverly Area Planning Association 

Enter d/b/a if applicable: 

The Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 

the Applicant 

B. Business address of the Disclosing Party: 

11107 S. Longwood Dr. 
Chicago, IL 60643 
United States 

c. Telephone: 

773-233-3100 

Fax: 

773-233-0869 

Email: 

mattwalsh@bapa.org 

D. Name of contact person: 

Mr. Matthew J. Walsh 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): 

54007 
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F. Brief description of-contract. transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as 
the "Matter") to which this EDS pertains: 

To amend the 2013 Service Provider Agreement between City of 
Chicago and Beverly Area Planning Association to allow for 
the budget to be increased by $2,036.00 for special services 
within SSA#44 - 103rd Street Beverly. 

Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? 

DEPT OF HOUSING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Specification Number 

Contract (PO) Number 

Revision Number 

Release Number 

User Department Project Number 

SECTION II -- DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF THE DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 

Not-for-profit corporation 

Is the Disclosing Party also a 501 (c)(3) organization? 

Yes 

Is the Disclosing Party incorporated or organized in the State of Illinois? 

Yes 

B. DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1.a.1 Does the DiSClosing ~arty have any directors? 

Yes 
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1.a.3 List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors, 
if any, of the entity. Do not include any directors who have no power to select the 
entity's officers. 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Mr. Thomas Chomicz 

Director 

Director 

Mr. Thomas Baffes 

2nd VP 

Both 

Ms. Melinda Lawrence 

. Director 

Director 

Ms. Audrey Peeples 

Director 

Director 

Ms. Gayle Scahill 

Secretary 

Both 

Mr. John Kallianis 

Director 

Director 

Ms. Margaret TUcker 

Director 

Director 

Mr. Abraham Lentner 

1st Vice President 

Both 

Mr. Dennis O'Malley 

Treasurer 

Both 

54009 

.................... ",:~~" ""*.---:-- .. ~=-~-~ ..... -.~-: ~ .... ----_ .. ":~ ... ~~"== ......... _-----,.;: -: ........... ----- -.:.--~-~ ... ~ ~- ... -_ ....... _ ........ --_ ....................... -~~ 
Officer/Director: Ms. Leslie corbett Chenoweth 

Title: Director 

Role: . Director 
............... - ... -- -_ ........ --- ........ --- ... -.... ~ ----_ ....... -.- .. _ ..... -- .......... -.- ..... -------_ .. -:; .. _ .......................... --- .... -..................... -.. _ ........ --_ .. 
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Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Mr. Matthew J. Walsh 

Executive Director 

Officer 

Ms. Catherine Raaflaub 

Director 

Director 

Mr. Matthew Cleveland 

President 

Both 

Mr. Anthony McKenna 

Director 

Director 

6/5/2013 

-- ..... ----................... _ ... -......... -...... -- .. -- -- -- ........ -_ .. -.. __ ....... -... -_ ..... -- -_ ...... --- -- -......... -- _ .... -- ......... ---- ..................... ----- .... -........... -.. -- ... .. 
Officer/Director: 

Title: 

Role: 

Mr. Warren Lawson 

Director 

Director 

1.a.5 Are there any members of the non-for-profit Disclosing Party which are legal 
entities? 

No 

SECTION III -- BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED 
OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship." as defined in Chapter 2-156 
of the Municipal Code. with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date 
this EDS is signed? 

No 

SECTION IV -- DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER 
RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each 
subcontractor, attorney, lobbyist. accountant, consultant and any other person or 
entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained or expects to retain in connection 
with the Matter, as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total amount of the 
fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 
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"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or 
administrative action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit 
entity. on an unpaid basis, or (2) himself. "Lobbyisf' also means any person or ~ 
entity any part of whose duties as an employee of another includes undertaking to 
influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this 
Section, the Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required 
or make the disclosure. 

1. Has the Disclosing Party retained any legal entities in connection with the Matter? 

Yes 

2. List below the names of allle9al entities which are retained parties. 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 
($$ or %): 

Estimated/Paid: 

Name: 

Anticipated/ 
Retained: 

Business Address: 

Relationship: 

Fees 

($$ or %): 

Bstimated/Paid: 

Munro Landscape 

Retained 

10057 S. Western Ave. 
Chicago,' IL 60643 United States 

Subcontractor - non MWDBE 

$7,850.00 

Estimated 

Desmond & Ahern, Ltd. 

Retained 

10801 S. Western Ave. 
Chicago, 60643 United States 

Accountant 

$600.00 

Estimated 
..... -- ........... -_ ....... - ... - ... _ .............. --- -- ............... ---- ........ - ................... - .. _ ......... -- -_ ..... - .......... -_. --_ ....... _- ..... -- --- -- ............ _--- -- .. _--- .. 

I 

3. Has the Disclosing Party retained any persons in connection with the Matter? 

No 

SECTION V -- CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under MuniCipal Code Section 2-92-415. substantial owners of busj~ess entities that 
contract with the City must rem~in in compliance with their child support obligations 
throughout the contract's term. ' 

54011 
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Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party 
been declared in arrearage of any child support obligations by any Illinois court of 
competent jurisdiction? 

Not applicable because no person directly or indirectly owns, 
10% or more of the Disclosing Party 

B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. Pursuant to Municipal Code Ch~pter 1-23, Article I ("Article I"}(which the Applicant 
should consult for defined terms (e.g., "doing business") and legal requirements), if 
the Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is the Applicant and is doing business with 
the City, then the Disclosing Party certifies as follows: 

i. neither the Applicant nor any controlling person is currently indicted or charged 
with, or has admitted guilt qf, or has ever been convicted of, or placed under 
supervision for, any criminal offense involving actual, attempted, or conspiracy 
to commit bribery, theft, fraud, forgery, perjury, dishonesty or deceit against an 
officer or employee of the eity or any sister agency; and 

ii. the Applicant understands and acknowledges that compliance with Article I is a 
continuing requirement for doing business with the City. 

NOTE: If Article I applies to the Applicant, the permanent compliance timeframe in 
Article I supersedes some five-year compliance timeframes in certifications 2 and 3 
below. 

I certify the above to be true 

2. The Disclosing Party and, " me Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those, -
persons or entities identified in Section 11.8.1. of this EDS: 

, 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared 
ineligible or voluntarily excluded from any transactions by any federal, stare or 
local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been 
convicted of a criminal offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment 
rendered against them in connection with: obtaining, attempting to obtain, 
or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or contract under 
a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; 
making false statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for, or criminally or civilly charged by, a governmental 
entity (federal, state or local) with committing any of the offense,S set forth in 
clause B.2.b. of this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or 
more public transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; 
and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS. been 
convicted, adjudged guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal 
or civil action, including actions concerning environmental violations, instituted 
by the City or by the federal government, any state, or any other unit of local 
government. 
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I certify the above to be true 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Contractor, nor any Affiliated Entity of either 
the Disclosing Party or any Contractor nor any Agents have, during the five years 
before the date this EDS is signed, or, with respect to a Contractor, an Affiliated 
Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of a Contractor during the five years before the date of 
such Contractor's or Affiliated Entity's contract or engagement in' connection with the 
Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or 
attempting to bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State Gf Illinois, 
or any agency of the federal government or of any state'or local government in 
the United States of America, in that officer's or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party 
to any such agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement 
or collusion among bidders or prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of 
competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter 
of record, but have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage 
Ordinance ). 

I certify the above to be true 

". 
4. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Contractor, or any of their , 
employees, officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of 
state or local government as a result of engaging in or being convicted of 

• bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5J33E-3; 
• bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or 
• any similar offense of any state or of the United States of America that contains 

the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

I certify the above to be true 

5. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the 
following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury or the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially Designated Nationals 
List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the Debarred 
List. 

I certify the above to be true 

6. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with the applicable 
requirements of Chapters 2-55 (Legislative Inspector Genera!), Chapter 2-56 
(Inspector General) and Chapter 2-156 (Governmental Ethics) of the Municipal 
Code. 

54013 
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I certify the above to be true 

7. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry. the :. 
following is a complete list of all current employees of the Disclosing Party who were, 
at any time during the 12-month period preceding the execution date of this EOS, an 
employee, or elected or appointed official, of the City of Chicago. 

None 

8. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry, the 
following is a complete list of all gifts that the Disclosing Party has given or caused 
to be given, at any time during the 12-month period preceding the execution date 
of this EOS, to an employee, or elected or appointed ~fficial, of the City of Chicago. 
For purposes of this statement, a "gift" does not include: (i) anything made generally 
available to City employees or to' the general public, or (ii) food or drink provided 
in the course of official City business and having a retail value of less than $20 per 
recipient. 

None 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that, as defined in Section 2-32-4S5(b) of the MUQicipal 
Code, the Disclosing Party 

is not a "financial institution" 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have 
the same meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance With Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or 
employee of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name 
of any other person or entity in the Matter? 

No 

E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

If the Disclosing Party cannot make this verification, the DisC/osing Party must 
disclose all required information in the space provided below or in an attachment in 
the "Additional Info" tab. Failure to comply with these disclosure requirements may 
make any contract entered into with the City in connection with the Matter voidable 
by the City. 

The Disclosing Party verifies that the Disclosing Party has searched any and all 
records of the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities regarding 
records of investments or profits from ~Iavery or slaveholder insurance poliCies 
during the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to slaveholders that 
provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves). and the 
Disclosing Party has found no such records. 

I can make the above verification 
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SECTION VI-- CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED 
MAnERS 

Is the Matter federally funded? For the purposes of this Section VI, tax credits 
allocated by the City and proceeds of debt obligations of the City are not federal 
funding. 

No 

SECTION VII -- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT 
INCORPORATION, COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EOS. 

54015 

will become part of any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and 
the City in connection with the Matter, whether procurement, City assistance, or 
other City action, and are material inducements to the City's execution of any 
contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on 
which this EDS is based. 

B. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, 
Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 of the Municipal Code, impose certain duties 
and obligations on persons or entities seeking City contracts,. work, 
business, or transactions. A training program is available on line at 
www.cityofchicago.org/city/enldepts/ethics.html. and may also be obtained from 
the City's Board of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, 
(312) 744-9660. The Disclosing Party must comply fully with the applicable 
ordinances. 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

C. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, 
incomplete or inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with 
which it is submitted may be rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may 
pursue any remedies under the contract or agreement (if not rescinded or void), 
at taw, or in equity, including terminating the Disclosing Party's participation in 
the Matter andlor declining to allow the Disclosing Party to participate in other 
transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

D. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet 
site and/or upon request. Some or all of the information provided on this EDS 
and any attachments to this EDS may be made available to the public on the 
Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, or otherwise. By 
completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with 
the public release of information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the 
City to verify the accuracy of any information submitted in this EDS. 
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E. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of 
changes, the DisclQsing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the 
City takes action on the Matter. If the Matter is a contract being handled by tfle 
City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing Party must update 
this EDS as the contract requires. NOTE: With respeot to Matters subject 
to Article I of Chapter 1-23 of the Municipal Code (imposing PERMANENT 
INELIGIBILITY for certain specified offenses), the information provided herein 

regarding eligibility must be kept current for a longer period, as required by. 
Chapter 1-23 and Section 2-154-020 of the Municipal Code. 

I acknowledge and consent to the above 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

F.1. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any tax administered 
by the Illinois Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its Affiliated 
Entities delinquent in paying any fine, fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This 
includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, sewer charges, license fees, parking 
tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

I certify the above to be true 

F.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its Affiliated 
Entitie~ will not use, nor permit their subcontractors to use, any facility listed by the 
U.S. E.P.A. on the federal Excluded Parties List System ("EPLS'lmaintained by the 
U.S. General Services Administration. 

I certify the above to be true 

F.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain 
from any contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with 
the Matter certifications equal in form and substance to those;n F.1. and F.2. 
above and will not, without the prior written consent of the City, use any such 
contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful 
certifications. 

I certify the above to be true 

FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH ELECTED CITY OFFICIALS AND 
'DEPARTMENT HEADS 

This question is to be completed only by (a) the Applicant, and (b) any legal entity 
which has a direct ownership interest In the Applicant exceeding 7.5 percent. It is not 
to be completed by any lega\ entity which has only an indirect ownership interest in 
the Applicant. 
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Under Municipal Code Section 2-154-015, the Disclosing Party must disclose. 
whether such Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic 
Partner thereof currently has a "familial relationship" with any elected city official or 
department head. A "familial relationship" exists if, as of the date this EDS is signed, 
the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic Partner 
thereof is related to the mayor, any alderman, the city clerk, the city treasurer or 
any city department head as spouse or domestic partner or as any of the following, 
whether by blood or adoption: parent, child, brother or sister, aunt or uncle, niece 
or nephew, grandparent, grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, stepfather or stepmother, stepson or stepdaughter, stepbrother or 
stepsister or half-brother or half-sister. 

"Applicable Party" means (1) all corporate officers of the Disclosing Party. if 
the Disclosing Party is a corporation; all partners of the Disclosing Party, if the 
Disclosing Party is a general partnership; all general partners and limited partners 
of the Disclosing Party, if the Disclosing Party is a limited partnership; all managers. 
managing members and members of the Disclosing Party. if the Disclosing Party is a 
limited liability company; (2) all principal officers of the Disclosing Party; and (3) any 
person having more than a 7.5 percent ownership interest in the Disclosing Party. 
"Principal officers" means the president, chief operating officer, executive director, 
chief financial officer, treasurer or secretary of a legal entity or any person exercising 
similar authority. 

Does the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic 
Partner thereof currently have a "familial relationship" with an elected city official or 
department head? 

No 

ADDITIONAL INFO 

Please add any additional explanatory information here. If explanation is longer than 
1000 characters. you may add an attachment below. Please note that your EDS, 
including all attachments, becomes available for public viewing upon contract award. 
Your attachments will be viewable "as is" without manual redaction by the City. You 
are responsible for redacting any non-pUblic information from your documents before 
uploading. 

None 

list of vendor attachments uploaded by City staff 

None. 
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list of attachments uploaded by vendor 

None. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is 
authorized to execute this EDS on behalf of the Disclosinq Party, and (2) warrants 
that a" certifications and statements contained in this EDS are true, accurate qnd 
complete as of the date furnished to the City. 

lsi 04/05/2013 
Mr. Matthew J. Walsh 
Executive Director 
Beverly Area Planning Association 

This is a printed copy of the Economic Disclosure Statement, the original of which 
is filed electronically with the City of Chicago. Any alterations must be made 
electronically. alterations on this printed copy are void and of no effect 

Certificate of Filing attached to this Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit reads as 
follows: 
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Certificate Of Filing. 
(To Amended Economic Disclosure Statement 

And Affidavit) 

EDS Number: 32700 
Certificate Printed on: 04/0512013 

Disclosing Party: Beverly Area Planning 
Association 
Filed by: Mr. Matthew 1. Walsh 

Matter: To amend the 20] 3 Service Provider 
Agreement between City of Chicago and 
Beverly Area Planning Association to allow 
for the budget to be increased by $2,036.00 for 
special services within SSA#44 - l03rd Street 
Beverly. 
Applicant: Beverly Area Planning Association 
Specification #: 
Contract #: 

Date of This Filing:04/05/2013 03:47 PM 
Original Filing Dale:06/2712012 03:31 PM 

Title:Executive Director 

The Economic Disclosure Statement referenced above has been electronically filed with 

54019 

the City. Please provide a copy of this Certificate of Filing to your city contact with other 
required documents pertaining to the Matter. For additional guidance as to when to provide this 
Certificate and other required documents, please follow instructions provided to you about the 
Matter or consult with your City contact. 

A copy of the EDS may be viewed and printed by visiting 
https:llwebapps.cityofchicago.orglEDSWeb and entering the EDS number into the EDS Search. 
Prior to contract award, the filing is accessible online only to the disclosing party and the City, 
but is still subject to the Illinois Freedom ofIilformation Act. The filing is visible online to the 
public after contract award. 
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SUPPORT OF COOK COUNTY CLASS L TAX INCENTIVE FOR HISTORIC 
BUILDING AT 12 S. MICHIGAN AVE.l71 E. MADISON ST. 

[02013-3802] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance approving a 
Class L tax incentive classification for 12 South Michigan Avenue for CAA Hotel Owner LLC, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois authorized to exercise 
any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 
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WHEREAS, The Cook County Board of Commissioners has enacted the Real Property 
Assessment Classification Ordinance, as amended (the "Classification Ordinance"), which 
establishes the Class L property tax classification to encourage the preservation and 
rehabilitation of certain historically and architecturally significant buildings, which will enhance 
the general character of real estate in the county and contribute to the economic well-being 
of the county by increasing the level of economic activity, increasing employment 
opportunities and contributing to the long-term growth of the real property tax base; and 

WHEREAS, CM Hotel Owner LLC, a limited liability company or its successor in interest 
(the "Owner"), is the owner of the historic building (the "Building") located at 12 South 
Michigan Avenue and 71 East Madison Street in Chicago, Illinois, as more precisely 
described in Exhibit 1 attached hereto and hereby made a part hereof (the land and 
improvements thereon being herein referred to as the "Project Real Estate"); and 

WHEREAS, City Council of the City (the "City Council") adopted an ordinance on 
March 27, 2002, designating the Historic Michigan Boulevard District as a Chicago landmark 
pursuant to the criteria then established in Section 2-120-620 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, and the Building is considered a contributing building to that district; such 
designation meets the definition of a "contributing" building within a landmark district pursuant 
to the Classification Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, The Owner proposes to rehabilitate the Building (referred to herein as the 
"Project") thereby preserving the historic building, increasing employment opportunities in the 
area and contributing to the long-term growth of the real property tax base; and 

WHEREAS, The Owner anticipates using the Building for hotel and commercial purposes 
(the "Use") after the Project is completed; and 

WHEREAS, The Owner has applied to the Office of the Assessor of Cook County, Illinois 
(the "Assessor"), for designation of the Project Real Estate as a Class L classification eligible 
for certain real estate tax incentives pursuant to the Classification Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the Classification Ordinance, the Class L classification is available 
to real estate which is to be used for commercial or industrial purposes and which (1) is a 
landmark (as defined in Section 1 of the Classification Ordinance); and (2) has undergone 
Substantial Rehabilitation (as defined in Section 1 of the Classification Ordinance), which 
constitutes an investment by the owner of at least 50 percent of the building's full market 
value as determined by the Assessor in the assessment year prior to the commencement of 
the Substantial Rehabilitation; and the Class L incentive shall apply to the building and the 
land upon which the building is situated since the entire building has been vacant and unused 
for at least 24 continuous months prior to the filing of the eligibility application with the 
Assessor; and 

WHEREAS, Section 2 of the Classification Ordinance requires that, in connection with the 
filing of a Class L eligibility application with the Assessor, an applicant must obtain from the 
unit of local government in which the real estate is located, an ordinance or resolution which 
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expressly states that the local government: 1) has determined that the incentive provided by 
Class L is necessary for the Substantial Rehabilitation of the property; 2) supports and 
consents to the granting of the incentive; and 3) has reviewed and accepted its Preservation 
Commission's (as defined in Section 1 of the Classification Ordinance) written 
recommendation of the project for the Class L incentive, specifying the project budget and 
proposed scope of the work, which meets or exceeds the Standards of the United States 
Department of the Interior for Rehabilitation, Preservation, Restoration, and Reconstruction 
of historic properties; and 

WHEREAS, The City is a Certified Local Government as defined in Section 1 of the 
Classification Ordinance and has established the City of Chicago Commission on Chicago 
Landmarks (the "Landmarks Commission"), and such Landmarks Commission is a 
Preservation Commission (as defined in Section 1 of the Classification Ordinance); and 

WHEREAS, On April 4, 2013, the Landmarks Commission issued a written 
recommendation of the Project to the City Council; recommending that the Project be 
approved by the Assessor for the Class L incentive, a copy of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 2 and hereby made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, The Project Real Estate has not been occupied and used for the 24-month 
period prior to the filing of the Class L eligibility application with the Assessor, making the 
Class L incentive applicable to the Building and land; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Housing and Economic Development of the City ("HED") 
has reviewed the proposed Project, and the Landmarks Commis·sion has determined that it 
meets the necessary eligibility requirements for Class L designation, and hereby recommends 
to City Council that the City expressly determine by ordinance that: 1) the incentive provided 
by Class L is necessary for the Substantial Rehabilitation of the Project Real Estate; 2) the 
City supports and consents to the granting of the incentive; and 3) the City has reviewed and 
accepted the Landmarks Commission's written recommendation of the Project for the 
Class L incentive, specifying the Project budget and proposed scope of the work, and 
specifying that the Project meets or exceeds the Standards of the United States Department 
of the Interior for Rehabilitation, Preservation, Restoration, and Reconstruction of historic 
properties; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are hereby expressly incorporated as if fully set forth 
herein. 

SECTION 2. The City hereby determines that the incentive provided by Class L is 
necessary for the Substantial Rehabilitation of the Project Real Estate. 

SECTION 3. The City hereby expressly supports and consents to the granting of the 
Class L incentive. 
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SECTION 4. The Project is anticipated to be completed by the end of 2014. The 
Commissioner of HED (the "Commissioner"), or a designee of the Commissioner (together 
with the Commissioner, an "Authorized Officer"), shall have discretion to extend any of the 
construction commencement and completion dates by issuing a written extension letter in 
response to a written request from the Owner. To the extent that the Project Real Estate is 
not rehabilitated, used or maintained during the term of the Class L incentive in a manner 
which is substantially consistent with the approved Project or Use, as determined by the 
Authorized Officer, the Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to take such steps as may be 
necessary and appropriate to withdraw the City's support and consent to the Class L 
incentive, which may cause the Class L certification to be terminated or revoked. 

SECTION 5. The City has reviewed and hereby accepts the Landmarks Commission's 
written recommendation of the Project for the Class L incentive, which specifies the Project 
budget and proposed scope of the work, and which specifies that the Project meets or 
exceeds the Standards of the United States Department of the Interior for Rehabilitation, 
Preservation, Restoration, and Reconstruction of historic properties, a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 6. The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to deliver a certified copy of this 
ordinance to the Assessor and to furnish such additional information as may be required in 
connection with the filing of the application by the Owner with the Assessor for Class L 
designation of the Project Real Estate. 

SECTION 7. The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to enter into and execute such 
instruments and agreements, and perform any and all acts as shall be necessary or advisable 
in connection with the Project, including such other terms and conditions as may be approved 
in connection with the Project by the Authorized Officer. The Authorized Officer is hereby 
authorized to approve minor changes in the scope of work and budget delineated on 
(Sub)Exhibits A and B to Exhibit 2 hereof, provided that changes in the Building conditions 
warrant such changes and will not change the suitability of the Project Real Estate for the Use 
(all as determined in the sole discretion of the Authorized Officer). 

SECTION 8. Upon request by the Owner for a final determination of the eligibility of the 
Project Real Estate for the Class L incentive by the Landmarks Commission pursuant to the 
Classification Ordinance upon completion of the Substantial Rehabilitation ofthe Project Real 
Estate, the commission shall verify that the work performed substantially conforms to the 
Project approved by the City and that the Project Real Estate is eligible for the Class L 
incentive (the "Final Determination"). The City hereby determines and directs that the 
Class L incentive for the Building shall be administered by City staff as follows (this is in 
addition to any further requirements by the Assessor): 

After the Substantial Rehabilitation has been completed, the applicant will notify HED staff 
in writing, requesting certification. Certification of the project includes the final 
determination that the project and budget have been met as noted in Exhibit 2, except as 
otherwise approved by the Authorized Officer pursuant to Section 7 above. Upon request 
for certification, the applicant will also submit additional information to HED staff, as 
requested, to document the project and ownership at the time of this request. 
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SECTION 9. No permit fee waiver(s) from the City related to the Project Real Estate shall 
be granted to the Owner or any successor in interest with respect to the Project Real Estate 
during the rehabilitation of the Project and prior to the expiration of the Class L incentive 
related to the Project Real Estate. 

SECTION 10. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall be controlling. If any section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision 
shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 11. This ordinance shall be effective from and after its passage and approval. 

Exhibits "1" and "2" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Exhibit "1". 
(To Ordinance) 

Project Real Estate. 

Legal DescriptiOn (subJeCt tofina! current title and survey): 

Parcel 1. 

Lots 1, 2 and 3 in Bowen's Subdivision of Lot 4 in Block 1 in fractional Section 15 Addition 
to Chicago, Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Parcel 2. 

Lots 4 and 5 in Franklin Scammon's Subdivision of Lot 1 in Block 1 in fractional Section 
15 Addition to Chicago, all in Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 3. 

The west half of the private alley east of and adjoining Parcel 2 aforesaid, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 
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Parcel 4. 

Easements for the benefit of the subject land as follows: 

(i) Easement for light court open areas for light and ventilation for the benefit of 
Parcel 1 as created by and set forth in that certain Supplemental Party Wall Agreement, 
dated April 4, 1928, recorded May 2, 1928 as Document 10009129 in Book 25750, 
page 224. 

(ii) Rights of the insured as owner of Parcel 1 in and to a party wall located along the 
north property line of Parcel 1 and the south property line of Lots 1, 2 and 3 in Franklin 
Scammon's Subdivision of Lot 1 in Block 1 in fractional Section 15 Addition to Chicago 
under that certain Supplemental Party Wall Agreement, dated March 11, 1891, recorded 
May 13, 1891 as Document 1467578, as modified by that certain Supplemental Party 
Wall Agreement, dated April 4, 1928, recorded May 2, 1928 as Document 10009129 in 
Book 25750, page 224. 

(iii) Rights of the insured as owner of Parcel 2 in and to a sub-basement party wall 
located along the east property line of Parcel 2 and the west property line of Lots 1, 2 and 
3 in Franklin Scammon's Subdivision of Lot 1 in Block 1 in fractional Section 15 Addition 
to Chicago under that certain indenture, dated July 27, 1905, recorded May 21, 1928 as 
Document 10040951 in Book 27009, page 436. 

(iv) Rights of the insured as owner of Parcel 1 in and to a party wall located along the 
south property line of Parcel. 1 under that certain indenture, dated April 15, 1891, 
recorded January 18, 1892 as Document 1598556 in Book 3760, page 396, as modified 
by that certain September 3,1891 Agreement, as modified by that certain Memorandum 
of Agreement, dated May 5, 1899, recorded June 12, 1899 as Document 2832351 in 
Book 6696, page 112. 

(v) Easement for the benefit of the insured as owner of parcel 1 and parcel 2 to use in 
common with the other proprietors of original Lot 1 in Block 1 in fractional Section 15 
Addition to Chicago the private alley laid out by Franklin Scammon's Subdivision of 
Lot 1 in Block 1 in fractional Section 15 Addition to Chicago pursuant to that certain 
Indenture, dated June 3,1929, recorded June 3,1929 as Document 10388859 in Book 
26896, page 465. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

12 South Michigan Avenue/71 East Madison Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60603. 

Permanent Index Number: 

17 -06-232-035-0000. 
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Exhibit "2". 
(To Ordinance) 

Recommendation To The City Council That A 
Class L Real Estate Tax Reduction Be Approved For 

12 s. Michigan Ave.171 E. Madison St. 
(Historic Michigan Boulevard District). 

To the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

6/5/2013 

Whereas, The Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") has reviewed an 
application for the proposed exterior and interior rehabilitation of the building at 12 South 
Michigan Avenue/71 East Madison Street (the "Building", and its rehabilitation, the "Project"), 
pursuant to the Cook County Real Property Assessment Classification Ordinance, as 
amended (the "County Ordinance"), and its requirements governing the Class L real estate 
tax incentive (the "Class L"); and 

Whereas, The Building is within the Historic Michigan Boulevard District, designated as a 
Chicago landmark by the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City Council") on April 4, 
2002; now, therefore, 

The Commission on Chicago Landmarks hereby: 

1. incorporates the above recitals; and 

2. finds, based on the Project's budget and proposed scope of work, incorporated 
herein and attached as (Sub)Exhibits A and B, respectively, that the Project meets 
or exceeds the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic 
Buildings; and 

3. finds that the Project meets the eligibility criteria for the Class L incentive specified 
in the County Ordinance; and 

4. finds that the Building is a contributing building to the historic character of the 
Historic Michigan Boulevard District; and 

5. recommends that the Project be approved for the Class L incentive. 

The above recommendation was passed unanimously (7-0). 

(Signed) Rafael M. Leon 
Chairman 

Dated: April 4, 2013 
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(Sub)Exhibits "A" and "8" referred to in this Recommendation 8y Commission on Chicago 
Landmarks read as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Recommendation 8y Commission 

On Chicago Landmarks) 

Project Budget. 

12 S. Michigan Ave.171 E. Madison St. 
(Historic Michigan Avenue District). 

Non-Class L 
Eligible 

Hard Costs 

General Conditions $2,070,195 

Dumpsters/Rubbish Containers 160,875 

Periodic Clean-up/Rubbish Removal 568,066 

Final Project Clean 63,250 

Temp Protections/Barricades 184,694 

Site and Logistics Planning/Access 13,500 

Skip HOist/Hoisting -- all trade use (includes 
operator) 701,581 

Interior Elevator Operator 382,928 

Traffic Control 55,075 

Trash Chute Rental and Maintenance 65,300 

Permit Expeditor 41,500 

BIM Coordinator/BIM Model 43,450 

Laser Scanning 25,000 

Surveying/As-Builts 15,300 

Structural Engineering -- Means and Methods 48,000 

Overtime/Quick Ships/Schedule Accelerations/ 
Extended GCs 88,595 

Class L 
Eligible Total 

$2,070,195 

160,875 

568,066 

63,250 

184,694 

13,500 

701,581 

382,928 

55,075 

65,300 

41,500 

43,450 

25,000 

15,300 

48,000 

88,595 
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Non-Class L Class L 
Eligible Eligible Total 

Relocate Incoming Gas Service $ 18,500 $ 18,500 

Soils/Concrete/Steel Testing Service 100,000 100,000 

Miscellaneous Permit Fees (not Building permit) 360,200 360,200 

Winter/Weather Conditions 153,900 153,900 

Investigations 25,000 25,000 

Salvage Existing Items 37,123 37,123 

Mock-ups (Not Guest Rooms) 30,000 30,000 

Dewatering 20,350 20,350 

FDN Wall Epoxy Injection -- Mich. Basement $ 20,000 20,000 

MEP CutiPatch/lnfili Existing Structure 135,500 135,500 

Party Wall Masonry Repairs 22,500 22,500 

Structural Deck Strengthening/Reinforcement 382,350 382,350 

Beam Pockets/Structure Open's-Create/Patch 
as necessary 158,875 158,875 

Exterior Repairs -- Due to Settling and Rework 
to Structu re 15,000 15,000 

Exist. Subbasement Stair Repairs/Mods. 7,150 7,150 

Temp Roofs 131,057 131,057 

Floor Prep/Latexing 187,863 187,863 

Concrete Topping Systems 138,000 138,000 

Access Panels/Hatches 21,600 21,600 

Existing Elev Shaft Repairs/Mods 123,900 123,900 

Construction Elevator Maintenance 50,400 50,400 

Fireplace Restoration -- FluesNenting 78,500 78,500 

MEP Temp-In/Relocations/Conflict Resolution/ 75,000 75,000 
Logistics 

Canopies/Scaffolding/Catch Decks -- multiple 
trade use 150,000 130,500 280,500 
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Non-Class L Class L 
Eligible Eligible Total 

Demolition $1,798,400 $ 449,600 $2,248,000 

Abatement 952,000 238,000 1,190,000 

Shoring/Bracing/Needling/Retention 123,100 123,100 

Excavation 61,732 61,732 

Asphalt 14,100 14,100 

Infill Vaulted Sidewalk/Alley and Construct Com Ed 295,983 295,983 
Vault 

Concrete 701,494 701,494 

Masonry 525,060 525,060 

Masonry Restoration -- Critical Inspection 
Priority 1 items (includes cleaning of 
Michigan Avenue and Madison Street 
facades) 3,131,200 3,131,200 

Structural Steel/Miscellaneous Steel 2,500,000 2,500,000 

Carpentry 300,079 300,079 

Waterproofing 29,950 29,950 

Spray Fireproofing 235,950 235,950 

Roofing 362,410 362,410 

Green Roofs 61,200 61,200 

Roof Pavers 34,850 34,850 

Metal Panel Cladding -- concrete shear wall shaft 32,007 32,007 

DaviURoof Anchor Systems 94,419 94,419 

Caulking/Sealants 23,750 23,750 

Building MovemenUExpansion jOints 24,550 24,550 

Hollow Metal/Hardware 102,000 102,000 

Skylights 142,350 142,350 

Specialty Doors/Auto Doors 86,200 86,200 

Aluminum/Glazing/Storefronts/Transaction 266,300 266,300 
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Non-Class L Class L 
Eligible Eligible Total 

Entrance Canopies -- Historic Replacas $ 741,000 $ 741,000 

Wd. Windows -- Restoration/Replicas 1,060,825 1,060,825 

New Replacement Windows 1,185,283 1,185,283 

Drywall 187,110 187,110 

Exterior Louvers/Intakes 23,400 23,400 

Fire Escape Restoration 67,899 67,899 

Elevators 1,860,000 1,860,000 

Mechanical-DucUPiping/T&BITC 3,325,382 3,325,382 

Plumbing 1,114,751 1,114,751 

Fire Protection 617,500 617,500 

Electrical/Fire Alarm/T ele-data/POS Raceways 2,249,813 2,249,813 

Guest Rooms and Assoc. Corridors -- Interiors 10,206,504 10,206,504 

Guest Rooms and Assoc. Corridors -- Interiors 
(Finishes Only) $2,239,850 2,239,850 

Mock-up Guest Rooms 200,000 200,000 

Madison Street 2nd Floor Windows 75,000 75,000 

Back of House Areas -- Interiors 1,677,636 1,677,636 

Back of House Areas -- Interiors (Finishes Only) 393,520 393,520 

Public Areas -- Interiors 5,114,945 5,114,945 

Public Areas -- Interiors (Finishes Only) 1,379,605 1,379,605 

Restoration Work -- Existing Historical Spaces 527,300 527,300 

Roof Terrace and Addition -- Interiors 631,415 631,415 

Roof Terrace and Addition -- Interiors (Finishes 
Only) 180,610 180,610 

Building Permit Allowance 328,480 328,480 

Fee 629,586 629,586 

Insurance -- G/L and Subguard 787,019 787,019 

Contingency 2,824,585 2,824,585 
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Non-Class L 
Eligible 

$15,000,000 

Class L 
Eligible 

54031 

Total 

$15,000,000 Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment 

Total Hard Costs $27,697,424 $46,618,855 $74,316,279 

Soft Costs 

Architectural/Engineering Design Fees $2,730,000 $ 2,730,000 

Project Management Consultants 496,000 496,000 

Miscellaneous Soft Costsllnterior Design $ 1,274,000 1,274,000 

Contingency 6,450,000 6,450,000 

Total Soft Costs $ 1,274,000 $9,676,000 $10,950,000 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS: $28,971,424 $56,294,855 $85,266,279 

General. 

(Sub)Exhibit "8". 
(To Recommendation By Commission 

On Chicago Landmarks) 

Scope Of Work. 

12 S. Michigan Ave.f11 E. Madison Sf. 
(Historic Michigan Avenue District). 

All work affecting the significant historical and architectural features shall be done in 
accordance with the following: 

The City of Chicago's building permit review procedures and the Landmarks 
Ordinance, 2-120-580, et seq. of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The review and approval of the Commission. 
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The U.S. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings 
(the "Standards") and the Guidelines for Alterations to Historic Buildings and New 
Construction, adopted by the Commission on March 7, 1992. 

Historic photographs, architectural drawings, and any other available archival 
documentation of the building, to be investigated and assembled by the property owner. 

Drawings prepared by Hartshorne Plunkard Architecture (dated March 19, 2013) and 
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. (dated March 22, 2013) and any Commission! 
PRC conditions of approval. 

Required Approvals. 

All work must be submitted to the Commission staff for prior review and approval. The 
Commission staff may require as part of its review, as appropriate, material samples, paint 
colors and finishes, shop drawings, specifications, mock-ups, test patches, and control 
samples. 

Required Work. 

Exterior: 

Work shall include: 

Restoration of leaded-glass windows 

-- Window replacement of non-historic windows to match historic configuration for east 
and north street-facing facades 

-- Installation of new windows at 2nd floor of north facade based on historic 
configuration 

-- New entrance doors and storefronts 

-- Installation of vegetative "green" roof over 50 percent of the net roof area of the 
building 

-- Architectural accent lighting 

Masonry (all work and quantities as identified on WJE drawings): 

-- Facade cleaning (floors 1 -- 19) for east and north street-facing facades only 
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Masonry repairs including tuckponting, dutchmen, sealing, and pinning 

Rebuilding of corner brickwork and parapets 

Replacement as required of window heads (approximately 25 percent) 

Replacement of strapping at limestone tracery to limit visibility on east facade 

Coating of mismatched mortar patches and exposed steel to match masonry color 
and finish for east facade 

Replacement of mis-matching sealant and mortar with new sealant and mortar to 
match historic colors for east and north street-facing facades only 

Removal of existing parge coating and replacement of deteriorated brick at 
lightcourt facades 

LOAN AND ASSOCIATED CONVEYANCE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY AT 
1200 -- 1210 E. 78TH ST. FOR MONTCLARE SENIOR RESIDENCES OF AVALON 
PARK PHASE " LLC FOR DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSING. 

[02013-3427] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
Commissioner of the Department of Housing and Economic Development to enter into and 
execute a loan agreement with Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park Phase II LLC, 
amount of loan not to exceed: $7,150,000, having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Alderman Burke abstains from voting pursuant to Rule 14. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, P. O'Connor, 
M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 49. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City"), a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois, has heretofore found 
and does hereby find that there exists within the City a serious shortage of decent, safe and 
sanitary rental housing available to persons of low- and moderate-income; and 

WHEREAS, The City has determined that the continuance of a shortage of affordable rental 
housing is harmful to the health, prosperity, economic stability and general welfare of the City; 
and 

WHEREAS, The City has certain funds available from a variety of funding sources 
("Multi-Family Program Funds") to make loans and grants for the development of multi-family 
residential housing to increase the number of families served with decent, safe, sanitary and 
affordable housing and to expand the long-term supply of affordable housing, and such 
Multi-Family Program Funds are administered by the City's Department of Housing and 
Economic Development ("HED"); and 
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WHEREAS, HED has preliminarily reviewed and approved the making of a loan to 
Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park Phase II LLC, an Illinois limited liability company 
(the "Borrower") whose manager is Avalon Park Phase II LLC, an Illinois limited liability 
company (the "Avalon Manager"), in an amount not to exceed $7,150,000 (the "Loan"), to be 
funded from Multi-Family Program Funds pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, To induce redevelopment pursuant to the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 I LCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq., as amended from time to time (the "Act") 
the City Council of the City of Chicago adopted ordinances on October 7,1998 approving a 
redevelopment plan (the "Plan") and designating the 71 st/Stony Island Redevelopment Project 
Area (the "Area") as a redevelopment project are pursuant to the Act; and 

WHEREAS, The City is the owner of one (1) parcel of vacant land (the "Property") located 
at 1200 -- 1210 East 78th Street, in Chicago, Illinois, as legally described on Exhibit B 
attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, Lifelink Charities, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation licensed to transact 
business in Illinois (the "Sponsor"), located at 1900 Spring Road, Number 300, Oak Brook, 
Illinois, has proposed to purchase the Project Property, as hereinafter defined, from the City 
for One and no/1 00 Dollars ($1.00), which is a One Million One Hundred Thirty-six Thousand 
Seven Hundred Ninety-nine Dollars ($1,136,799) land write down from the Project Property's 
fair market value of One Million One Hundred Thirty-six Thousand Eight Hundred 
Dollars ($1,136,800); and 

WHEREAS, On January 16, 2002, the City Council enacted an ordinance published in the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago for such date at 
pages 77362 through 77366, inclusive, as amended by an ordinance adopted by City Council 
on September 4, 2003 and published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for such date at pages 6475 through 6626, inclusive, which authorized 
the establishment of a program (as supplemented, amended and restated from time to time, 
the "Donation Tax Credit Program") to be implemented by HED in connection with the use 
of certain tax credits authorized by the Illinois General Assembly pursuant to Public 
Act 92-0491 (as supplemented, amended and restated from time to time) for donations made 
in connection with affordable housing projects; and 

WHEREAS, The City may convey the Property to the Sponsor, or another affiliate of the 
Borrower in connection with the Project, as defined hereinafter on Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, The City's conveyance of the Project Property to the Sponsor may qualify 
under the Donation Tax Credit Program as an eligible donation, and may generate certain 
additional proceeds for the Project; and 

WHEREAS, It is anticipated that the Sponsor will cause the Property to be conveyed to the 
Borrower immediately following the City's conveyance of the Property to the Sponsor and that 
the Borrower will immediately thereafter convey approximately 8,371 square feet of the 
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Property to Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park Phase I LLC, an Illinois limited 
liability company (the "Phase One Owner") in exchange for approximately 8,371 square feet 
of the Phase One Owner's property (the "Phase One Owner's Property") adjacent to the 
Property, as legally described on Exhibit C attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, The Property (less the portion conveyed to the Phase One Owner) and the 
Phase One Owner's Property (together, the "Project Property") shall be utilized for the 
development and construction of a new seven-story brick building providing 122 senior 
housing residential units, including affordable housing units (the "Senior Housing Affordable 
Project"), as more fully described herein; and 

WHEREAS, Lifelink Charities and Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park 
Phase II LLC, whose manager is Avalon Manager, shall enter into a real estate 
redevelopment agreement ("Redevelopment Agreement"), in the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit 0, with the City for the negotiated sale of the Property to Lifelink Charities from the 
City, which such Redevelopment Agreement shall include terms reflecting: (1) Lifelink 
Charity's subsequent transfer of the Property to the Borrower; (2) Borrower's conveyance of 
approximately 8,371 square feet of the Property to the Phase One Owner in exchange for 
approximately 8,371 square feet of the Phase One Owner's Property adjacent to the 
Property; and (3) the development of the Project by the Borrower in accordance with the Plan 
for the Area; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. Upon the approval and availability of the Additional Financing as shown in 
Exhibit A hereto, the Commissioner of HED (the "Commissioner") and a designee of the 
Commissioner (collectively, the "Authorized Officer") are each hereby authorized, subject to 
approval by the Corporation Counsel, to enter into and execute such agreements and 
instruments, and perform any and all acts as shall be necessary or advisable in connection 
with the implementation of the Loan. The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized, subject 
to the approval of the Corporation Counsel, to negotiate any and all terms and provisions in 
connection with the Loan which do not substantially modify the terms described in Exhibit A 
hereto. Upon the execution and receipt of proper documentation, the Authorized Officer is 
hereby authorized to disburse the proceeds of the Loan to the Borrower. 

SECTION 3. The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized, subject to the approval of the 
Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, to negotiate, execute and deliver a 
Redevelopment Agreement between Lifelink Charities, Montclare Senior Residences of 
Avalon Park Phase II LLC and the City substantially in the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit 0 and made a part hereof, and such other supporting documents as may be 
necessary or appropriate to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Redevelopment 
Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons 
executing the Redevelopment Agreement. 
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SECTION 4. The City is hereby authorized to sell and convey to Lifelink Charities the 
Property for the land write down sum of One and no/100 Dollars ($1.00) in accordance with 
and subject to the terms of the Redevelopment Agreement. 

SECTION 5. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk to attest, 
a quitclaim deed conveying to Lifelink Charities, or to a land trust of which Lifelink Charities 
is the sole beneficiary, or to a business entity of which Lifelink Charities is the sole controlling 
party, the Property for the consideration described therein and otherwise in accordance with 
and subject to the terms of such Redevelopment Agreement. 

SECTION 6. The City hereby approves the conveyance of the Property to the Sponsor. 
The City hereby approves the conveyance of the Project Property as a donation to the 
Sponsor from the City under the Donation Tax Credit Program in connection with the Project. 
The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to transfer the tax credits allocated to the City 
by the Illinois Housing Development Authority, if any, under the Donation Tax Credit Program 
in connection with the conveyance of the Project Property to an entity satisfactory to the 
Authorized Officer on such terms and conditions as are satisfactory to the Authorized Officer 
(the "Transfer"). The proceeds, if any, received by the City in connection with the Transfer 
are hereby appropriated, and the Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to use such 
proceeds, to make a grant to the Sponsor, in his or her sole discretion, for use in connection 
with the Project (the "Grant"). Upon the execution and receipt of proper documentation, the 
Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to disburse the proceeds of the Grant to the Sponsor. 

SECTION 7. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. Section 2-45-110 of 
the Municipal Code of Chicago shall not apply to the Project or the Property (as defined on 
Exhibit A hereto). 

SECTION 8. This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of its passage and approval. 

Exhibits "N, "B", "c" and "0" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Borrower: 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, an Illinois limited 
liability company whose manager is Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, an Illinois 
limited liability company, and others to be hereafter selected as additional 
members. 
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Project: 

Loan: 

Additional 
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Acquisition of land and construction of a building to be located at the Project 
Property and of approximately 109 dwelling units contained therein as one-, 
and two-bedroom units for low- and moderate-income senior citizens, 
approximately 13 market rate residential units for senior citizens, and certain 
common areas and parking spaces. 

Source: 

Amount: 

Term: 

Interest: 

Security: 

Multi-Family Program Funds. 

Not to exceed $7,150,000. 

Not to exceed 43 years. 

Zero percent per annum. 

Non-recourse loan; mortgage on the Property (the "City 
Mortgage"). 

Financing: 1. Amount: Approximately $2,650,000 (the "Permanent Senior Loan"). 

Term: 

Source: 

Interest: 

Security: 

2. Amount: 

Term: 

Source: 

Interest: 

Security: 

Not to exceed 40 years from closing of the Permanent 
Senior Loan. 

Developers Mortgage Corporation, or another source 
acceptable to the Authorized Officer. 

A fixed rate of interest not to exceed 4.5 percent per 
annum. 

Mortgage on the Property senior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 

Approximately $15,000,000 (the "Bridge Loan"). 

Not to exceed 24 months. 

Bank of America, N.A., or another source acceptable to the 
Authorized Officer. 

A fixed or floating rate of interest not to exceed 
UBOR + 4 percent per annum, or another interest rate 
acceptable to the Authorized Officer. 

Mortgage on the Property senior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 
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3. Low-Income 
Housing Tax 
Credit 
("LlHTC") 
Proceeds: 

Source: 

4. Amount: 

Term: 

Source: 

Interest: 

Security: 

5. Amount: 

Term: 

Source: 

Interest: 

Security: 

6. Amount: 

Term: 

Source: 

Approximately $14,850,000, all or a portion of which may 
be paid in on a delayed basis, and all or a portion of which 
may be used to repay the Bridge Loan. 

To be derived from the syndication of approximately 
$1,500,000 LlHTC allocation by the City. 

Approximately $750,000. 

Not to exceed 43 years. 

Illinois Housing Development Authority, or another source 
acceptable to the Authorized Officer. 

One percent per annum. 

Mortgage on the Property junior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 

Approximately $650,000. 

Not to exceed 43 years. 

Proceeds of a grant of L TOS funds to Montclare Avalon 
Park II Corp., an Illinois corporation, from the Chicago 
Low-Income Housing Trust Fund, or another source 
acceptable to the Authorized Officer. 

Zero percent per annum. 

Mortgage on the Property junior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 

Approximately $200,000. 

Not to exceed 43 years. 

Proceeds of a grant of funds to the Sponsor from the 
Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic 
Opportunity, or another source acceptable to the 
Authorized Officer. 
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Interest: Zero percent per annum. 

Security: Mortgage on the Property junior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 

7. Amount: Not to exceed $965,250. 

Term: Not to exceed 43 years. 

Source: Proceeds of the Grant to the Sponsor from the City derived 
from the transfer of Donation Tax Credits, or another 
source acceptable to the Authorized Officer. 

Interest: Zero percent per annum. 

Security: Mortgage on the Property junior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 

S. Amount: Approximately $1, 136,SOO. 

Term: Not to exceed 43 years. 

Source: Sponsor, as seller financing in connection with the sale of 
the Property to the Borrower. 

Interest: Not to Exceed the Applicable Federal Rate. 

Security: Mortgage on the Property junior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 

9. Amount: Approximately $400,000. 

Term: Not to exceed 43 years. 

Source: Federal Home Loan Bank, or another source acceptable to 
the Authorized Officer. 

Interest: Zero percent per annum. 

Security: Mortgage on the Property junior to the lien of the City 
Mortgage. 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Ordinance) 

Property Legal Description. 

(Subject To Final Title And Survey) 

54041 

A tract of land in Cornell, a subdivision in the southwest quarter of Section 26, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, described as follows 
(Note: the east and west lines of Woodlawn Avenue are considered as due north for the 
following courses): 

commencing at the intersection of the north line of 79th Street and the east line of the 
vacated west 14 feet of Woodlawn Avenue; thence north 89 degrees, 47 minutes west 
along said north line of 79th Street, a distance of 216.58 feet to a point that is 60 feet east 
(as measured along said north line of 79th Street) of the easterly line of the 200 foot wide 
Illinois Central Railroad right-of-way; thence north 08 degrees, 45 minutes east along the 
easterly line of the property described in warranty deed recorded May 1,1883 as 
Document A464433, a distance of 410.55 feet to the southerly corner of the property 
described in quitclaim deed recorded March 24, 1949 as Document 
Number 814519210; thence due north a distance of 78.01 feet to the northwesterly 
corner of the property described in Document Number C14519210; thence north 
08 degrees, 45 minutes east, a distance of 109.39 feet to a point in the south line of 
vacated 78th Street, said point being 28 feet east as measured on the said south line of 
said easterly line of the 200 foot right-of-way of the Illinois Central Railroad; thence north 
05 degrees, 19 minutes, 30 seconds east 66.26 feet to a point in the north line of said 
vacated 78th Street, said point being 12 feet west of the southeast corner of the property 
described in warranty deed recorded May 1,1883 as Document Number 464431; thence 
north 10 degrees, 26 minutes east, a distance of 38.68 feet to the northwesterly corner 
of the property described in deed recorded October 16, 1941 as Document 
Number 12776309; thence south 79 degrees, 19 minutes east, a distance of 5.96 feet to 
the southwesterly corner of the property described in quitclaim deed recorded 
October 13, 1936 as Document Number 11893309; thence north 10 degrees, 
41 minutes east along the westerly line of the property described in said Document 
Number 11893309, a distance of 138.89 feet to the point of beginning; thence continuing 
north 10 degrees, 41 minutes east along said last described line 75.64 feet to the most 
southerly line of the property described in deed recorded September 25, 1942 as 
Document Number 12963009; thence north 79 degrees, 19 minutes west along the most 
southerly line of the property described in said Document Number 12963009 and along 
the southerly line of the property described in warranty deed recorded October 16, 1947 
as Document Number 14169223, a distance of 5.25 feet to the southwest corner of the 
property described in said Document Number 14169223; thence north 00 degrees, 
21 minutes east, a distance of 53.0 feet to a point that is 10.50 feet perpendicularly 
distant easterly from the centerline of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's interchange 
track; thence north 22 degrees, 44 minutes, 30 seconds east, a distance of 110.06 feet 
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to a point that is 1.02 feet due west of the easterly line of the property described in 
warranty deed recorded May 1,1883 as Document Number 464431; thence due north 
41.73 feet to a point that is 18 feet perpendicularly distant easterly from said centerline 
of interchange track; thence east at right angles a distance of 13.53 feet to a point in the 
curved easterly line of the said Illinois Central Railroad; thence northeasterly along said 
curved railroad line, convex to the west and having a radius of 933.70 feet, a distance of 
93.48 feet to a point 20.21 feet west at right angle measurement of the original centerline 
of said Woodlawn Avenue; thence north 18 degrees, 21 minutes, 15 seconds east, a 
distance of 69.71 feet to a point in the south line of 7th Street, 1.74 feet east of the 
centerline of said vacated Woodlawn Avenue; thence south 89 degrees, 39 minutes east 
along said south line of 77th Street, a distance of 160.66 feet to the west line of an alley; 
thence south 00 degrees, 00 minutes, 20 seconds west along said west alley line, a 
distance of 260.60 feet to a point 338.00 feet north of the north line of said 78th Street; 
thence north 89 degrees, 48 minutes, 00 seconds west, 140.00 feet; thence south 
00 degrees, 11 minutes, 40 seconds west, 161.63 feet; thence south 45 degrees, 
21 minutes, 32 seconds west, 12.94 feet; thence north 89 degrees, 28 minutes, 
38 seconds west, 101.06 feet; thence north 78 degrees, 50 minutes, 38 seconds west, 
31.18 feet to the point of beginning, all in Cook County, Illinois. 

Containing 76,668.04 square feet or 1.76 acres. 

Commonly Known And Numbered As: 

1210 East 78th Street 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-26-417 -043-0000; and 

20-26-323-106-0000 .. 

Exhibit "G". 
(To Ordinance) 

Phase One Owner's Property 
Legal Description. 

(Subject To Final Title And Survey) 

A tract of land in Cornell, a subdivision in the southwest quarter of Section 26, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, described as follows: 
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(Note: the east and west lines of Woodlawn Avenue are considered as due north for the 
following courses): 

commencing at the intersection of the north line of 79th Street and the east line of the 
vacated west 14 feet of Woodlawn Avenue; thence north 89 degrees, 47 minutes west 
along said north line of 79th Street a distance of 216.58 feet to a point that is 60 feet east 
(as measured along said north line of 79th Street) of the easterly line of the 200 foot wide 
Illinois Central Railroad right-of-way; thence north 08 degrees, 45 minutes, east along the 
easterly line of the property described in warranty deed recorded May 1, 1883 as 
Document A464433 a distance of 410.55 feet to the southerly corner of the property 
described in quitclaim deed recorded March 24,1949 as Document Number B14519210; 
thence due north a distance of 78.01 feet to the northwesterly corner of the property 
described in Document Number C1451921 0; thence north 08 degrees, 45 minutes east 
a distance of 109.39 feet to a point in the south line of vacated 78th Street, said point 
being 28 feet east, as measured on the said south line, of said easterly line of the 
200 foot right-of-way of the Illinois Central Railroad; thence north 04 degrees, 23 minutes, 
46 seconds east 66.26 feet to a point in the north line of said vacated 78th Street, said 
point being 12 feet west of the southeast corner of the property described in warranty 
deed recorded May 1, 1883, as Document Number 464431; thence north 10 degrees, 
26 minutes east a distance of 38.68 feet to the northwesterly corner of the property 
described in deed recorded October 16, 1941 as Document Number 12776309; thence 
south 79 degrees, 19 minutes east a distance of 5.96 feet to the southwesterly corner of 
the property described in quitclaim deed recorded October 13, 1936 as Document 
Number 11893309; thence north 10 degrees, 41 minutes east along the westerly line of 
the property described in said Document Number 11893309 a distance of 138.89 feet; 
thence south 78 degrees, 50 minutes, 38 seconds east, 31.18 feet; thence south 
89 degrees, 28 minutes, 38 seconds east, 101.06 feet; thence north 45 degrees, 
21 minutes, 32 seconds east, 12.94 feet; thence north 00 degrees, 11 minutes, 
40 seconds east, 109.10 feet to the point of beginning; thence continuing north 
00 degrees, 11 minutes, 40 seconds east, 52.53 feet; thence south 89 degrees, 
48 minutes, 00 seconds east, 140.00 feet to a point on the west line of the 14.00 foot 
public alley in Block 78 of said Cornell Subdivision, being 338.00 feet north of the north 
line of said 78th Street; thence south 00 degrees, 00 minutes, 34 seconds west along said 
last described line a distance of 67.29 feet; thence south 90 degrees, 00 minutes, 
00 seconds west, 68.11 feet; thence north 00 degrees, 00 minutes, 00 seconds west, 
15.00 feet; thence north 89 degrees, 48 minutes, 00 seconds west, 72.06 feet to the point 
of beginning, all in Cook County, Illinois. 

Containing 8,371.89 square feet or 0.19 acres. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-26-417 -044-0000 (part). 
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Exhibit "0". 

Agreement For Sale And 
Redevelopment Of Land. 

6/5/2013 

This AGREEMENT FOR THE SALE AND REDEVELOPMENT OF LAND ("Agreement") is made 
on or as of the day of , 2013, by and between the CITY OF 
CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation ("City"), acting by and through its Department of 
Housing and Economic Development ("DHED"), having its principal offices at City Hall, 121 North 
LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602, LlFELINK CHARITIES, a Illinois 501 (c)(3) corporation 
("Lifelink Charities"), licensed to transact business in Illinois, with its principal place of business 
located at 1900 Spring Road, #300, Oak Brook, Illinois, and MONTCLARE SENIOR RESIDENCES 
OF AVALON PARK PHASE II, LLC, an Illinois limited liability company ("Montclare"), with its local 
offices located 701 Lee Street, Suite 802, Des Plaines, Illinois. Lifelink Charities and Montclare 
together shall be referred to herein as the "Developers". 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, Lifelink Charities desires to purchase from the City certain real property having the 
common addresses of 1210 East 78th Street, Chicago, Illinois, as legally described on Exhibit A 
attached hereto (the "City Parcel"); and 

WHEREAS, the City Parcel is comprised of approximately 76,608 square feet or 1.76 acres of 
land situated within the boundaries of the 71 sl/Stony Island Tax Increment Financing 
Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment Area"), as created by ordinances ("Ordinances") 
of the Chicago City Council dated October 7, 1998 and published at pages 78137 through 78242 
of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, the appraised market value of the City Parcel, taking into consideration the 
environmental condition of the City Parcel, is One Million One Hundred Thirty-Six Thousand Eight 
Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($1,136,800); and 

WHEREAS, Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park Phase I, LLC an Illinois limited liability 
company (the "Phase One Owner") owns a parcel of land measuring approximately 8,371 square 
feet and located adjacent to the City Parcel, as legally described on Exhibit B attached hereto (the 
"Phase One Owner Parcel"); 

WHEREAS, Lifelink Charities has submitted a proposal to DHED to purchase the City Parcel and 
the City is willing to sell the City Parcel to Lifelink Charities for One and no/100 Dollars ($1.00), 
which is a One Million One Hundred Thirty-Six Thousand Seven Hundred Ninety Nine and no/100 
Dollars ($1,136,799) land write down in consideration of the fulfillment of obligations under this 
Agreement including the obligations for the development on the City Parcel (less the Phase II Swap 
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Parcel, as defined below) and the Phase One Owner Parcel of a seven (7) story brick masonry 
building that will consist of one hundred twenty-two (122) senior housing rental dwelling units of 
which 109 units, or 90 percent will be affordable for senior households aged 62 years and older 
earning up to 15, 30, 50, and 60 percent of the area median income ("Rental Project"). The Rental 
Project shall also include a parking lot containing seventy-three (73) parking spaces, two patio 
areas and landscaped grounds, all as more fully described on Exhibit C attached hereto. The total 
development costs for the acquisition of the City Parcel and construction of the Rental Project shall 
be approximately Twenty Nine Million Nineteen Thousand One Hundred Twenty-Six and No/100 
Dollars ($29,019,126), or such other amount approved by the City; and 

WHEREAS, the City will transfer the City Parcel to Lifelink Charities in an effort to generate 
affordable housing tax credits under Section 3805/7.28 of the Illinois Housing Development Act, 
20 ILCS 3095/1 ef seq., and under the implementing regulations set forth in title 47, Part 355 of the 
Illinois Administrative Code, 47 Ill. Adm. Code 355.101 et seq. (the "Donation Tax Credit 
Program"); and 

WHEREAS, Lifelink Charities shall simultaneously transfer to Montclare, of which Avalon Park 
Phase II, LLC, an Illinois limited liability company, is the Manager ("Manager"), the City Parcel to 
be used for the Rental Project (with the exception of the Phase II Swap Parcel); and 

WHEREAS, Montclare will immediately thereafter convey approximately 8,371 square feet of the 
City Parcel, as legally described on Exhibit D attached hereto and made a part hereof (the "Phase 
II Swap Parcel"), to the Phase One Owner in exchange for the Phase One Owner Parcel. 

WHEREAS, the Phase One Owner Parcel shall become part of the Rental Project and thereby 
subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the City Parcel together with the Phase One Owner Parcel shall be referred to herein 
as the "Property"; and 

WHEREAS, Montclaree is obtaining financing for the Rental Project, directly or indirectly, as 
follows: (1) Not to exceed $7,150,000 Multi-Family Program "HOME" Funds as a nonrecourse City 
loan secured by a City mortgage ("City Mortgage"); (2) approximately $2,650,000 from Developers 
Mortgage Corporation, or another source acceptable to the City ("Permanent Senior Lender"); (3) 
approximately $15,000,000 from Bank of America, N.A., or another source acceptable to the City, 
as a construction loan ("Bridge Lender"); (4) approximately $14,850,000 of Low-Income Housing 
Tax Credit ("UHTC") proceeds from the syndication of $1,500,000 of annual L1HTC allocated by 
the City; (5) $750,000 Illinois Housing Development Authority loan ("IHDA Loan") junior to the City 
Mortgage; (6) $650,000 grant of Chicago Low Income Housing Trust Funds to Montclare Avalon 
Park II Corp., which will be contributed or loaned to Montclare; (7) $200,000 received by Lifelink 
Charities from the State of Illinois, Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity ("DC EO"), 
which will be contributed or loaned to Montclare; (8) an amount not to exceed $965,250 as 
proceeds of the grant to Likelink Charities from the City derived from the transfer of Donation Tax 
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Credits, which will be contributed or loaned to Montclare; (9) $1,950,000 of Lifelink Charities' 
proceeds for the sale of the City Parcel to Montclare, which will be contributed or loaned to 
Montclare, all to finance the Rental Project; (10) approximately $400,000 from Federal Home Loan 
Bank, or another source acceptable to the City; and 

WHEREAS, the Developers and the City acknowledge that the implementation of the policies and 
provisions described in this Agreement will be of mutual benefit to the Developers and the City. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, 
and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 

SECTION 1. INCORPORATION OF RECITALS. 

The recitals set forth above constitute an integral part of this Agreement and are incorporated 
herein by this reference with the same force and effect as if set forth herein as agreements of the 
parties. 

SECTION 2. PURCHASE PRICE. 

Subject to the terms, covenants and conditions of this Agreement, the City agrees to sell the 
Property to Lifelink Charities, and Lifelink Charities agrees to purchase the City Parcel from the City 
for the land write down amount of One and No/100 Dollars ($1.00) ("Purchase Price"). 

SECTION 3. EARNEST MONEY AND PERFORMANCE DEPOSIT. 

No earnest money or performance deposit shall be required. 

SECTION 4. SIMULTANEOUS CLOSINGS. 

The closing of the transfer of the City Parcel from the City to Lifelink Charities, the simultaneous 
Lifelink Charities transfers to Montclare, the Montelcare transfer of a portion of the City Parcel to 
the Phase One Owner, and the transfer of the Phase One Owner Parcel to Montclare (together the 
"SimUltaneous Closings") shall take place at the downtown offices of such reputable title company 
as may be selected by the Developers and as approved by the City (the "Title Company"), after the 
Developers have applied for all necessary building permits and zoning approvals for the Rental 
Project, as required pursuant to Section 7 hereof, or on such date as the parties mutually agree 
upon in writing (the "SimUltaneous Closings Date"); provided, however, in no event shall the 
Simultaneous Closings occur (1) until and unless the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 5.A. 
and 9 are all satisfied, unless DHED, in its sole discretion waives such conditions, and (2) any later 
than September 1, 2013 (the "Outside Simultaneous Closings Date"), unless DHED, in its sole 
discretion, extends the Outside Simultaneous Closings Date. 

At the Simultaneous Closings there shall occur various simultaneous transfers ("Simultaneous 
Transfers") as follows: The City shall deliver to Lifelink Charities (i) the Deed and (ii) possession 
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of the City Parcel, subject to the Permitted Exceptions. Lifelink shall transfer the City Parcel to 
Montclare, subject to the Permitted Exceptions. Montclare shall transfer the Phase II Swap Parcel 
to the Phase One Owner in exchange for the Phase One Owner Parcel for use in the Rental 
Project. The Phase One Owner Parcel shall also be subject to the Permitted Encumbrances. 

SECTION 5. CONVEYANCE OF TITLE. 

A. Form of Deed. Subject to the City's review and sole discretionary approval of any Reciprocal 
Easement Agreement involving the Rental Project, the City shall convey the City Parcel to Lifelink 
Charities by quitclaim deed ("Deed"), subject to the terms of this Agreement and the following 
("Permitted Exceptions"): 

1. the Redevelopment Plan for the Redevelopment Area; 

2. standard exceptions in an ALTA title insurance policy; 

3. general real estate taxes and any special assessments or other taxes; 

4. all easements, encroachments, covenants and restrictions of record and not shown 
of record; 

5. such other title defects that may exist; and 

6. any and all exceptions caused by the acts of any of the Developers or their 
respective agents. 

The Phase One Owner shall convey the Phase One Owner Parcel to Montclare by warranty deed 
("Warranty Deed") subject to the terms of this Agreement and the Permitted Encumbrances. The 
Phase II Swap Parcel shall not be subject to the terms of this Agreement once conveyed to the 
Phase One Owner. Accordingly, upon the occurrence of the Simultaneous Closings, the land 
subject to the terms of this Agreement shall be the Property, as more fully described on Exhibit E 
attached hereto. 

B. Recording Costs. Developers shall pay to record the Deed, this Agreement, the Warranty 
Deed of the Phase One Owner Parcel-to Montclare, and any other documents incident to all of the 
conveyances of the City Parcel, Phase One Owner Parcel, the Phase II Swap Parcel, and the 
Property. 

C. Escrow. If Developers require conveyance through escrow, the Developers shall pay all 
escrow fees. 

SECTION 6. TITLE, SURVEY AND REAL ESTATE TAXES. 

6.1 Title commitment and Insurance. Not less than 30 days before the anticipated Simultaneous 
Closings Date, the Developers shall order a current title commitment issued by the Title Company 
for the Rental Project. The Developers shall pay the cost of, and shall be responsible for, obtaining 
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on the Simultaneous Closings Date, any title insurance, extended coverage, endorsements 
required by this Agreement, and any other endorsements it deems necessary. The City agrees to 
provide the Title Company with a completed ALTA owner's statement, and other transfer 
documents typically required by the Title Company and typically provided by the City (but expressly 
excluding, however, any "gap" undertakings, title indemnities and similar liabilities) at or prior to the 
Simultaneous Closings. At the Simultaneous Closings, the Developers shall deliver to the City a 
copy of the owner's policy of title insurance that they obtain with respect to the Property that they 
acquired pursuant to the Simultaneous Transfers. 

6.2. Survey. The Developers shall be responsible for obtaining, at the Developers' expense, all 
surveys for the Property and all other surveys necessary to complete the Rental Project. 

6.3. Real Estate Taxes. The City shall use reasonable efforts to obtain the waiver of any 
delinquent real estate tax liens on the City Parcel prior to the Simultaneous Closings Date. If the 
City is unable to obtain the waiver of any such tax liens, either party may terminate this Agreement. 
If the City is unable to obtain the waiver of such taxes and Developers elect to close, the 
Developers shall assume the responsibility for any such delinquent real estate taxes. Developers 
shall also be responsible for all taxes accruing after the Simultaneous Closings. Until a Certificate 
of Completion (as defined in Section 13) is issued by the City, the Developers shall notify the City 
that either the Property is certified as exempt from taxation or that the real estate taxes have been 
paid in full within ten (10) days of such payments. 

SECTION 7. BUILDING PERMITS AND OTHER GOVERNMENTAL APPROVALS. 

The Developers shall apply for all necessary building permits and other required permits and 
government approvals for the Rental Project after the City Council authorizes the sale of the City 
Parcel to Lifelink Charities, shall pursue such permits and approvals in good faith and with all due 
diligence, and shall provide evidence that all such permits have been issued prior to the 
Simultaneous Closings or provide evidence or other information satisfactory to the City that such 
permits are ready to be issued but for the Simultaneous Closings. 

SECTION 8. PROJECT BUDGETS AND PROOF OF FINANCING. 

The total of the Rental Project Budget ("Rental Project Budget") is currently estimated to be 
Twenty Nine Million Nineteen Thousand One Hundred Twenty-Six and No/100 Dollars 
($29,019,126) (the "Preliminary Rental Project Budget"). The Developers shall provide the City with 
a Rental Project MBEIWBE Budget ("Preliminary Rental Project MBEIWBE Budget"), attached 
hereto as Exhibit F. The Rental Project MBEIWBE Budget may designate hard and soft costs that 
shall be subject to the City's sole discretionary review and approval of such costs. 

Not less than fourteen (14) days prior to the Simultaneous Closings Date, the Developers shall 
submit to DHED for approval a final Rental Project Budget, and final Rental Project MBEIWBE 
Budget (together, the "Final Rental Project Budgets") materially consistent with the Preliminary 
Rental Project Budget and Preliminary Rental Project MBEIWBE Budget, and evidence of funds 
adequate to finance the purchase of the Property and construct the Rental Project ("Proof of 
Developers' Financing"). 
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SECTION 9. CONDITIONS TO THE CITY'S OBLIGATION TO CLOSE. 

This Agreement is not effective unless each of the following is satisfied at least seven (7) days 
prior to the Simultaneous Closings Date, or by such other date as may be specified, unless waived 
in writing by the Commissioner of DHED (the "Commissioner"): 

9.1 Final Governmental Approvals. The Developers shall have delivered to the City evidence of 
all building permits for the Rental Project, and otherfinal governmental approvals, including but not 
limited to all requisite zoning approvals, necessary to construct the Rental Project or provide 
evidence or other information satisfactory to the City that such permits and governmental approvals 
are ready to be issued but for the Closing. 

9.2 Budgets and Proof of Financing. City shall have approved the Final Rental Project Budgets, 
as set forth in Section 8 herein, and Proof of Developers' Financing. 

9.3 Simultaneous Transfers and Loan Closing. On the Simultaneous Closings Date, the 
Simultaneous Transfers shall occur and the Developers shall simultaneously close on the 
Developers' Financing and be in a position to commence construction of the Rental Project, as 
described in Section 12 herein. 

9.4 Insurance. The Developers shall provide evidence of insurance on the Rental Project as 
required by this Agreement and as reasonably acceptable to the City. Prior to the issuance of a 
Certificate, the City shall be named as an additional insured on any liability insurance policies and 
as a loss payee (subject to the prior rights of any first mortgagee) on any property insurance 
poliCies from the Simultaneous Closings Date through the date the City issues the Certificate of 
Completion (as defined in Section 13). With respect to property insurance, the City will accept an 
ACORD 28 form. With respect to liability insurance, the City will accept an ACORD 25 form, 
together with a copy of all endorsements that are added to the Developers' respective policies 
showing the City as an additional insured. 

9.5 Legal Opinions. The Developers shall have delivered to the City legal opinions for the 
Rental Project in a form reasonably acceptable to the City. 

9.6 Due Diligence. The Developers shall each have delivered to the City due diligence searches 
in their respective names (UCC, State and federal tax lien, pending litigation and judgments in 
Cook County and the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, and bankruptcy) 
showing no unacceptable liens, litigation, judgments or filings, as reasonably determined by the 
City's Corporation Counsel. 

9.7 Organization and Authority Documents. The Developers shall each have delivered to the 
City, as applicable, the certified articles of incorporation, articles of organization, by-laws, 
resolutions, including all amendments thereto, of each of the respective Developers, as furnished 
and certified by the Secretary of State of the State of Illinois; and any other documents required 
to complete the transaction contemplated by this Agreement and to perform its obligations under 
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this Agreement; a Certificate of Good Standing dated no more than thirty (30) days prior to the 
Simultaneous Closings Date, issued by the Office of the Secretary of State of the State of Illinois, 
as to the good standing of each of the Developers; and such other organizational documents as 
the City may reasonably request. 

9.8 Subordination Agreement. Prior to recording any mortgage approved pursuant to Section 
9.2, the Developers shall deliver to the City subordination agreements substantially in the City's 
standard form (the "Subordination Agreements"). 

9.9 MBEIWBE and Local Hiring Compliance Plan. At least fourteen (14) days prior to the 
Simultaneous Closings Date, the Developers and the Developers' general contractor, which shall 
be the general contractor for both the Rental Project, and all major subcontractors shall meet with 
DHED staffs monitoring section regarding compliance with the MBEIWBE and local hiring 
requirements set forth in this Agreement pursuant to Section 23, and at least seven (7) days prior 
to the Simultaneous Closings Date, the City shall have approved the Developers' compliance plan 
in accordance with Section 23. 

9.10 Representations and Warranties. On the Simultaneous Closings Date, each of the 
representations and warranties of each of the Developers in Section 24 and elsewhere in this 
Agreement shall be true and correct. 

9.11 Other Obligations. On the Simultaneous Closings Date, the Developers shall each have 
performed all of the other obligations required to be performed by each of the Developers under 
this Agreement as and when required under this Agreement. 

If any of the conditions in this Section 9 have not been satisfied to the City's reasonable 
satisfaction within the time period provided for herein, and are not waived by DHED, in the exercise 
of its sole discretion, the City may, at its option, terminate this Agreement by delivery of written 
notice to the Developers at any time after the expiration of the applicable time period, in which 
event this Agreement shall be null and void and, except as otherwise specifically provided, neither 
party shall have any further right, duty or obligation hereunder. Any forbearance by the City in 
exercising its right to terminate this Agreement upon a default hereunder shall not be construed 
as a waiver of such right. 

SECTION 10. SITE PLANS AND ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS. 

10.1. Site Plans. The Developers agree to construct the Rental Project on the Property in 
accordance with the site plans and architectural drawings prepared by Kachoris Associates 
Architects, Inc., dated April 25, 2013, as all are attached hereto as Exhibit G which have been 
approved by DHED as of the date hereof and which are incorporated herein by reference 
("Drawings"). No material deviation from the Drawings may be made without the prior written 
approval of DHED. 

10.2. Relocation of Utilities, Curb Cuts and Driveways. To the extent necessary to complete the 
Rental Project, the Developers shall be solely responsible for and shall pay all costs in regard to: 
(a) the relocation, installation or construction of public or private utilities, curb cuts and driveways; 
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(b) the repair or reconstruction of any curbs, vaults, sidewalks or parkways required in connection 
with the Developers' redevelopment; (c) the removal of existing pipes, utility equipment or building 
foundations; and (d) the termination of existing water or other services. Any streetscaping, including 
any paving of sidewalks, landscaping and lighting provided by the Developers, as part of the Rental 
Project must be approved by the City. 

10.3. Inspection by the City. For the period commencing on the Simultaneous Closings Date 
and continuing through the date the City issues a Certificate(s) of Completion of the Rental Project, 
any duly authorized representative of the City shall have access to the Property at all reasonable 
times for the purpose of determining whether the Developers are constructing the Rental Project 
in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and all applicable federal, state and local statutes, 
laws, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders and judgments, including, without limitation, 
Sections 7-28 and 11-4 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago relating to waste disposal (collectively, 
"Laws"). 

10.4. Barricades and Signs. The Developers agree to erect such signs as the City may 
reasonably require identifying the Property as a City redevelopment project. The Developers may 
erect signs of their own incorporating such approved identification information upon the execution 
of this Agreement, prior to Simultaneous Closings. Prior to the commencement of any construction 
activity requiring barricades, the Developers shall install a construction barricade of a type and 
appearance satisfactory to the City and constructed in compliance with all applicable federal, state 
or City laws, ordinances and regulations. The City shall have the right to approve all barricades, 
the maintenance, appearance, color scheme, painting, nature, type, content and design of all 
barricades, and all signage, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

SECTION 11. LIMITED APPLICABILITY. 

DHED's approval of the Drawings are for the purposes of this Agreement only and do not 
constitute the approval required by the City's Department of Buildings, or any other City 
department; nor does the approval by DHED pursuant to this Agreement constitute an approval of 
the quality, structural soundness or the safety of any improvements located or to be located on the 
Property. The approval given by DHED shall be only for the benefit of the Developers and any 
lienholder authorized by this Agreement. 

SECTION 12. COMMENCEMENT AND COMPLETION OF PROJECT. 

The conveyance of the Property to the Developers shall not occur unless and until the 
Developers are prepared to commence construction of the Rental Project no later than thirty (30) 
days after the Simultaneous Closings Date. In no instance shall (a) the Simultaneous Closings Date 
occur later than the dates set forth in Section 4 herein, (b) construction commence of the Rental 
Project later than September 1, 2013 and (c) the Rental Project construction be completed later 
than December 31, 2014. DHED may, in its sole discretion, extend the dates in 12(b) and 12(c) 
above by up to six months each (Le. 12 months, in aggregate) by issuing a written extension letter. 
The Rental Project shall be constructed substantially in accordance with the Drawings and in 
accordance with all applicable laws, regulations and codes. 
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SECTION 13. CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION. 

Upon the completion of the Rental Project in accordance with this Agreement, the Developers 
shall request from the City a Certificate of Completion ("Certificate of Completion") in recordable 
form. Recordation of such Certificate of Completion shall constitute a conclusive determination of 
satisfaction and termination of certain covenants in this Agreement, the Deed, and Subsequent 
Transfer Deeds solely with respect to the obligations of the Developers to construct the Rental 
Project. Within thirty (30) days after receipt of a written request by the Developers for a Certificate 
of Completion, the City shall provide the Developers with either a Certificate of Completion or a 
written statement indicating in adequate detail how the Developers failed to complete the Rental 
Project in conformity with this Agreement, or is otherwise in default, and what measures or acts will 
be necessary, in the sole opinion of the City, for the Developers to take or perform in order to 
obtain the requested Certificate of Completion. If the City requires additional measures or acts to 
assure compliance, the Developers requesting a Certificate of Completion shall resubmit a written 
request for the Certificate of Completion upon compliance with the City's response. Prior to 
issuance of a Certificate of Completion, the Developers shall not obtain any additional or 
replacement financing for the Rental Project, in whole or in part, without the City's prior written 
consent, which such consent shall be in the City's sole discretion. 

SECTION 14. RESTRICTIONS ON USE. 

The Developers agree that: 

14.1 They shall devote the Property or any part thereof solely for constructing the Rental Project, 
including dedicating ninety (90%) percent of the Rental Project (109 units) to senior affordable 
housing for seniors 62 years of age and older, and for a use that complies with the Redevelopment 
Plan until the date the Redevelopment Plan expires. 

14.2 Lifelink Charities shall provide a minimum of 400 hours of supportive services per year to 

the residents for a minimum of ten (10) years from the date of the issuance of the Certificate of 
Occupancy ("Certificate .of Occupancy") on the Rental Project. 

14.3 The Developers shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, gender identity, age, 
religion, disability, national origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, marital status, parental status, 
military discharge status, or source of income in the sale, lease, rental, use or occupancy of the 
Property or any part thereof. 

SECTION 15. PROHIBITION AGAINST TRANSFER OF PROPERTY. 

Prior to the issuance of the Certificates of Completion for the Rental Project, and except as 
provided herein, the Developers shall not, without the prior written consent of DHED, which consent 
shall be in DHED's sole discretion: (a) directly or indirectly sell or convey (i) the real estate that 
comprises its portion of the Rental Project or any part thereof or any interest therein, except for 
customary Rental Project unit leases for occupants of the Rental Project, or (ii) any of the 
Developers' controlling interests therein; or (b) directly or indirectly assign this Agreement. In the 
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event of a proposed sale, the City shall be provided copies of any and all sales contracts, legal 
descriptions, descriptions of intended use, certifications from the proposed buyer regarding this 
Agreement and such other information as the City may reasonably request. The proposed buyer 
must be qualified to do business with the City (including but not limited to an Economic Disclosure 
Statement and anti-scofflaw requirement). Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Developers shall be 
permitted to encumber the Property in accordance with the terms of Section 16 hereof. 

SECTION 16. LIMITATION UPON ENCUMBRANCE OF PROPERTY. 

After the Simultaneous Transfers of the Property to Developers, and prior to the issuance of the 
Certificate of Completion for the Rental Project, the Developers shall not, without DHED's prior 
written consent, which shall be in DHED's sole discretion, engage in any financing or other 
transaction which creates an encumbrance or lien on the Property, except for the purposes of 
obtaining (i) funds necessary to acquire the Property; (ii) funds necessary to construct the Rental 
Project in accordance with the financing approved by DHED pursuant to Section 8; and (iii) after 
construction, funds necessary to own, maintain and operate the Rental Project in accordance with 
the requirements of this Agreement. 

SECTION 17. MORTGAGEES NOT OBLIGATED TO CONSTRUCT. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Deed, or any Subsequent Transfer 
Deed, the holder of any mortgage authorized by this Agreement (or any affiliate of such holder) 
shall not itself be obligated to construct or complete the Rental Project, or to guarantee such 
construction or completion, but shall be bound by the other covenants running with the land 
specified in Section 18, and at the Simultaneous Closings, shall execute Subordination Agreements 
(as defined in Section 9.8). If any such mortgagee or its affiliate succeeds to any ofthe Developers' 
interest in the Property, or any portion thereof, prior to the issuance of the Certificate of 
Completion, whether by foreclosure, deed-in-lieu of foreclosure or otherwise, and thereafter 
transfers its interest in the Property, or any portion thereof, to another party, such transferee shall 
be obligated to complete the applicable portions of the Rental Project in which it holds an interest 
as transferee, and shall also be bound by the other covenants running with the land specified in 
Section 18. 

SECTION 18. COVENANTS RUNNING WITH THE LAND. 

The parties agree, and the Deed and the Subsequent Transfer Deeds shall all so expressly 
provide, that the covenants provided in Section 12 (Commencement and Completion of Project), 
Section 14 (Restrictions on Use), Section 15 (Prohibition Against Transfer of Property) and Section 
16 (Limitation Upon Encumbrance of Property) will be covenants running with the land, binding on 
the Developers and their respective successors and assigns (subject to the limitations set forth in 
Section 17 above as to any permitted mortgagee) to the fullest extent permitted by law and equity 
for the benefit and in favor of the City, and shall be enforceable by the City. The covenants 
provided in Sections 12, 15 and 16 shall terminate with respect to the Rental Project upon the 
issuance of a final Certificate of Completion for the completed Rental Project. The covenants 
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contained in Sections 14.1 shall terminate after the occurrence of both, the issuance of the 
Certificate of Completion for the Rental Project, and the date the Redevelopment Plan expires on 
October 7, 2021. The covenants contained in Section 14.2 shall terminate ten (10) years after the 
issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy on the Rental Project. The covenants contained in Section 
14.3 shall have no expiration date. 

SECTION 19. PERFORMANCE AND BREACH. 

A. Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence in the Developers' performance of their 
obligations under this Agreement. 

B. Permitted Delays. The Developers shall not be considered in breach of their obligations for 
the Rental Project under this Agreement in the event of a delay due to unforeseeable causes 
beyond the Developers' control and without Developers' fault or negligence, including but not 
limited to, acts of God, acts of public enemies, acts of the United States government, fires, floods, 
epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, embargoes and unusually severe weather or delays of 
subcontractors due to such causes. The time for the performance of the obligations shall be 
extended only for the period of the delay and only if the Developers request it in writing of the City 
~ithin twenty days after the beginning of any such delay. 

C. Breach. 

1. Generally. Subject to Section 19.B, if any of the Developers default in performing their 
obligations under this Agreement and the City shall deliver written notice of such default, 
the Developers shall have a 60 day cure period to remedy such default from the City's 
delivery of such notice. If the default is not capable of being cured within the sixty day 
period, then provided the Developers have commenced to cure the default and are 
diligently proceeding to cure the default within the sixty day period, and thereafter diligently 
prosecute such cure through to completion, then the sixty day period shall be extended for 
the length of time that is reasonably necessary to cure the default. If the default is not cured 
in the time period provided for herein, the City may institute such proceedings at law or in 
equity as may be necessary or desirable to cure and remedy the default, including but not 
limited to, proceedings to compel specific performance. 

No notice or cure period shall apply to a failure to close by the respective dates as set forth 
in Section 4 herein. Unless the failure to close is due to circumstances described in Section 
19. B. above or caused by a breach by the City under the terms of this Agreement, such 
failure shall constitute an immediate "Event of Default". Failure to close by such Outside 
Simultaneous Closings Date shall entitle the City to terminate this Agreement. 

In the event that an Event of Default occurs under this Agreement, and if, as a result thereof, the 
City intends to exercise any right or remedy available to it that could result in the termination of this 
Agreement and re-vesting the Property in the City, the City shall send notice of such intended 
exercise to the holder of a mortgage authorized by this Agreement (the "Mortgagee") and the 
Mortgagee shall have the right (but not the obligation) to cure such an Event of Default within thirty 
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(30) days after the expiration of the cure period, if any, granted to the Developer. If the Event of 
Default is not capable of being cured within the thirty (30) day period, then provided Mortgagee has 
commenced to cure the default and is diligently proceeding to cure the default within the thirty day 
period, and thereafter diligently prosecutes such cure through to completion, and funding for the 
Rental Project continues, then the thirty day period shall be extended for the length of time that is 
reasonably necessary to cure the default. If the Event of Default is not cured in the time period 
provided for herein, the City may institute such proceedings at law or in equity as may be 
necessary or desirable to cure and remedy the default, including but not limited to, proceedings to 
compel specific performance. 

2. Event of Default. The occurrence of anyone or more of the following shall constitute an 
"Event of Default" after written notice from the City (if required) and the applicable cure or 
grace period (if any): 

a. Any of the Developers fails to perform any obligation of any of the 
Developers' under this Agreement; which default is not cured pursuant to Section 
19.C.1; or 

b. Any of the Developers makes or furnishes a warranty, representation, 
statement or certification to the City (whether in this Agreement, an Economic 
Disclosure Form, or another document) which is not true and correct, which default 
is not cured pursuant to Section 19. C.1; or 

c. A petition is filed by or against any of the Developers under the Federal 
Bankruptcy Code or any similar state or federal law, whether now or hereinafter 
existing, which is not vacated, stayed or set aside within thirty days after filing; or 

d. Except as excused by Section 19. B. above, any of the Developers abandons 
or substantially suspends the construction work (no notice or cure period shall 
apply); 

e. Any of the Developers fails to timely pay real estate taxes or assessments 
affecting the Property or suffers or permits any levy or attachment, material 
suppliers' or mechanics' lien, or any other lien or encumbrance unauthorized by this 
Agreement to attach to the Property, which default is not cured pursuant to Section 
19.C.1; or 

f. Any ofthe Developers makes an assignment, pledge, unpermitted financing, 
encumbrance, transfer or other disposition in violation of this Agreement (no notice 
or cure period shall apply); or 

g. Any of the Developers' financial condition, and/or operations adversely 
changes to such an extent that would materially affect the completion the Rental 
Project which oefault is not cured pursuant to Section 19. C.1; or 
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h. Any of the Developers fails to comply with the terms of any other written 
agreement entered into with the City with respect to the Rental Project, which 
default is not cured pursuant to Section 19.C.1; and 

i. Failure to close any of the Simultaneous Transfers by the respective dates 
as set forth in Section 4 herein (no notice shall apply), except as excused by 
Section 19.B. above. 

3. Prior to Conveyance. Prior to Simultaneous Closings, if an Event of Default occurs 
and is continuing, the City may terminate this Agreement. 

4. After Conveyance. After Simultaneous Closings, if an Event of Default occurs and 
is continuing, beyond the applicable cure period under Section 19.C.1., if any, the City, may 
exercise any and all remedies available to the City at law or in equity, including but not 
limited to the immediate right to re-enter and take possession of the Property, terminate the 
estate conveyed to any of the Developers, revest title to the Property in the City, and shall 
require the respective Developers to execute a Deed of Reconveyance to the City; 
provided, however, that the revesting of title in the City shall be limited by, and shall not 
defeat, render invalid, or limit in any way, the lien of any mortgage authorized by this 
Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, after the issuance of a Certificate of Completion 
forthe completed Rental Project, the City's right of reverter for the completed Rental Project 
shall no longer be enforceable but the City shall be entitled to all other remedies, including, 
without limitation, specific enforcement of the covenants that run with the land that shall 
survive any termination and/or release of this Agreement. 

5. Resale of the Property. Upon the revesting in the City of title to the Property as 
provided in Section 19. C.4. the City shall employ its best efforts to convey the Property 
(subject to any first mortgage lien permitted under this Section) to a qualified and financially 
responsible party (as solely determined by the City) who shall assume the obligation of 
completing the construction of the Rental Project or such other improvements as shall be 
satisfactory to the City and complying with the covenants that run with the land, as specified 
in Section 18. 

6. Disposition of Resale Proceeds. If the City sells the Property, the net proceeds from 
the sale shall be utilized to reimburse the City for: 

a. unreimbursed costs and expenses incurred by the City in connection with the 
Property, including but not limited to, salaries of personnel in connection with the 
recapture, management and resale of the Property; and 

b. all unpaid taxes, assessments, and water and sewer charges assessed 
against the Property; and 

c. any payments made (including reasonable attorneys' fees) to discharge or 
prevent from attaching or being made any subsequent encumbrances or liens due 
to obligations, defaults or acts of the any of the Developers; and 
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d. any expenditures made or obligations incurred with respect to construction 
or maintenance of the Rental Project; and 

e. the fair market value ofthe land comprising the Property (without any Rental 
Project or partially constructed Rental Project thereon) as of such sale; and 

f. any other amounts owed to the City by any of the Developers. 

The Developers shall be entitled to receive any remaining proceeds up to the amount of any of 
the Developers' equity investment in the Property. 

D. Waiver and Estoppel. Any delay by the City in instituting or prosecuting any actions or 
proceedings or otherwise asserting its rights shall not operate as a waiver of such rights or operate 
to deprive the City of or limit such rights in any way. No waiver made by the City with respect to any 
specific default by any of the Developers shall be construed, considered or treated as a waiver of 
the rights of the City with respect to any other defaults of any of the Developers. 

SECTION 20. CONFLICT OF INTEREST; CITY'S AND DEVELOPER'S 
REPRESENTATIVES NOT INDIVIDUALLY LIABLE. 

Each of the Developers, as applicable to their portion of the Rental Project, warrants that no 
agent, official, or employee of the City shall have any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this 
Agreement or the Property, nor shall any such agent, official or employee participate in any 
decision relating to this Agreement which affects his or her personal interests or the interests of any 
entity or association in which he or she is directly or indirectly interested. No agent, official, or 
employee of the City shall be personally liable to any of the Developers or any of their respective 
successors in interest in the event of any default or breach by the City or for any amount which may 
become due to any of the Developers or their respective successors or on any obligation under the 
terms of this Agreement. It is expressly understood and agreed to by and between the parties 
hereto, anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, that no individual member of any of the 
Developers, their respective officers, members of their respective board of directors, officials, 
agents, representatives or employees shall be personally liable for any of the Developers' 
obligations or any undertaking or covenant of any of the Developers contained in this Agreement. 

SECTION 21. INDEMNIFICATION. 

Each of the Developers agrees to indemnify, defend and hold the City harmless from and against 
any losses, costs, damages, liabilities, claims, suits, actions, causes of action and expenses 
(including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs) suffered or incurred by 
the City arising from or in connection-with the following: (i) an Event of Default that has occurred 
(irrespective of whether any cure period or extended cure period may be applicable); (ii) the failure 
of the Developers or any contractor to pay contractors, subcontractors or material suppliers in 
connection with the construction of the Rental Project; (iii) the failure of the Developers to redress 
any misrepresentations or omissions in this Agreement or any other agreement relating hereto; and 
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(iv) any actions, including but not limited to, conducting environmental tests on the Property as set 
forth in Section 22 herein, resulting from any activity undertaken by the Developers on the Property 
prior to or after the conveyance of said Property to the Developers by the City. The Developers' 
indemnifications shall survive any termination and/or release of this Agreement. 

SECTION 22. ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS. 

The City makes no covenant, representation or warranty as to the environmental condition of the 
Property or the suitability of the Property for any purpose Whatsoever, and each of the Developers 
agrees to accept the Property "AS IS". 

Prior to the Simultaneous Closings, Developers shall have the right to request a single 30 day 
right of entry for the purpose of conducting environmental tests on the Property. If such a request 
is made, the City shall grant the Developers a right of entry for such purpose. The granting of the 
single right of entry, however, shall be contingent upon the Developers obtaining all necessary 
permits and the following types and amounts of insurance: a) commercial general liability insurance 
with a combined single limit of not less than $2,000,000.00 per occurrence for bodily injury, 
personal injury and property damage liability with the City named as an additional insured on a 
primary, noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the environmental 
testing on the Property; b) automobile liability insurance with limits of not less than $2,000,000.00 
per occurrence, combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage; and c) worker's 
compensation and occupational disease insurance in statutory amounts covering all employees and 
agents who are to do any work on the Property. All insurance policies shall be from insurance 
companies authorized to do business in the State of Illinois, and shall remain in effect until 
completion of all activity on the Property. The City shall be named as an additional insured on all 
policies. The Developers shall deliver duplicate policies or certificates of insurance to the City prior 
to commencing any activity on the Property. The Developers expressly understand and agree that 
any coverage and limits furnished by the Developers shall in no way limit the Developers' liabilities 
and responsibilities set forth in this Agreement. 

The Developers agree to carefully inspect the Property prior to the commencement of any activity 
on the Property to make sure that such activity shall not damage surrounding property, structures, 
utility lines or any subsurface lines or cables. The Developers shall be responsible for the safety 
and protection of the public. The City reserves the right to inspect any work being done on the 
Property. The Developers' activities on the Property shall be limited to those reasonably necessary 
to perform the environmental testing. Upon completion of the work, the Developers agree to restore 
the Property to its original condition. The Developers shall keep the Property free from any and all 
liens and encumbrances arising out of any work performed, materials supplied or obligations 
incurred by or for the Developers, and agrees to indemnify and hold the City harmless against any 
such liens. 

The Developers agree to deliver to the City a copy of each report prepared by or for the 
Developers regarding the environmental condition of the Property. If prior to the Simultaneous 
Closings, the Developers' environmental consultant determines that contamination exists on the 
Property to such an extent that the City and the Developers agree that the estimated cost of 
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remediation (such estimated cost being determined by the consultant) is too excessive for the 
Developers, the Developers may declare this Agreement null and void by giving written notice 
thereof to the City. The Developers agree that a request to terminate this Agreement shall not be 
made until the City has reviewed all reports concerning the condition of the Property. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Developers shall be responsible for enrolling the Property in 
the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency's ("IEPA") Site Remediation Program; acquire a final 
No Further Remediation Letter; remediation of the Property; and remove all underground storage 
tanks at the Developers' sole cost and expense. 

If after the Simultaneous Closings, the environmental condition of the Property is not in all 
respects entirely suitable for the use to which the Property is to be utilized, it shall be the sole 
responsibility and obligation of the Developers to take such action as is necessary to put the 
Property in a condition which is suitable for the intended use of the Property. The Developers each 
agree to waive, release and indemnify the City from any claims and liabilities relating to or arising 
from the environmental condition of the Property (including, without limitation, claims arising under 
CERCLA) and to undertake and discharge all liabilities of the City arising from any environmental 
condition which existed on the Property prior to the Simultaneous Closings. 

SECTION 23. DEVELOPERS' EMPLOYMENT OBLIGATIONS. 

A. Employment Opportunity. The Developers agree, and shall contractually obligate any of their 
various contractors, subcontractors and any affiliate of the any of the Developers operating on the 
Property (collectively, the "Employers" and individually, an "Employer") to agree that With respect 
to the provision of services in connection with the construction of the Rental Project on the Property 
or occupation of the Property during the construction period: 

(i) Neither the Developers nor any Employer shall discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, 
age, handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, 
parental status or source of income as defined in the City of Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, Sectibn 2-160-010 et seq. of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended from 
time to time (the "Human Rights Ordinance"). The Developers and each Employer shall 
take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are hired and employed without 
discrimination based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, 
handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, parental 
status or source of income and are treated in a non-discriminatory manner with regard to 
all job-related matters, including, without limitation: employment, upgrading, demotion, or 
transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of payor other 
forms of compensation; and selection fortraining, including apprenticeship. The Developers 
and each Employer agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and 
applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the City setting forth the provisions 
of this nondiscrimination clause. In addition, the Developers and each Employer, in all 
solicitations or advertisements for employees, shall state that all qualified applicants shall 
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receive consideration for employment without discrimination based upon race, religion, 
color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military 
discharge status, marital status, parental status or source of income. 

(ii) To the greatest extent feasible, the Developers and each Employer shall present 
opportunities for training and employment of low and moderate income residents of the 
City, and provide that contracts for work in connection with the construction of the Rental 
Project be awarded to business concerns which are located in, or owned in substantial part 
by persons residing in, the City. 

(iii) The Developers and each Employer shall comply with all federal, state and local 
equal employment and affirmative action statutes, rules and regulations, including, without 
limitation, the Human Rights Ordinance, and the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 
5/1-101 et seq. (1993), and any subsequent amendments and regulations promulgated 
thereto. 

(iv) The Developers and each Employer, in order to demonstrate compliance with the 
terms of this Section, shall cooperate with and promptly and accurately respond to inquiries 
by the City, which has the responsibility to observe and report compliance with equal 
employment opportunity regulations of federal, state and municipal agencies. 

(v) The Developers and each Employer shall include the foregoing provisions of 
subparagraphs (i) through (iv) in every contract entered into in connection with the 
construction of the Rental Project, and shall require inclusion of these provisions in every 
subcontract entered into by any subcontractors, and every agreement with any affiliate 
operating on the Property, so that each such provision shall be binding upon each 
contractor, subcontractor or affiliate, as the case may be. 

(vi) Failure to comply with the employment obligations described in this Section 23 shall 
be a basis for the City to pursue remedies under the provisions of Section 19. 

B. City Resident Employment Requirement. The Developers agree, and shall contractually 
obligate each Employer to agree, that during the construction of the Rental Project, and they shall 
comply with the minimum percentage of total worker hours performed by actual residents of the 
City of Chicago as specified in Section 3-92-330 of the Municipal Code of Chicago (at least fifty 
percent of the total worker hours worked by persons on the construction of the Rental Project shall 
be performed by actual residents of the City of Chicago); provided, however, that in addition to 
complying with this percentage, the Developers and each Employer shall be required to make good 
faith efforts to utilize qualified residents of the City of Chicago in both unskilled and skilled labor 
positions. 

The Developers and the Employers may request a reduction or waiver of this minimum 
percentage level of Chicagoans as provided for in Section 2-92-330 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago in accordance with standards and procedures developed by the Purchasing Agent of the 
City of Chicago. 
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"Actual residents of the City of Chicago" shall mean persons domiciled within the City of Chicago. 
The domicile is an individual's one and only true, fixed and permanent home and principal 
establishment. 

The Developers and the Employers shall provide for the maintenance of adequate employee 
residency records to ensure that actual Chicago residents are employed on the construction of the 
Rental Project. The Developers and the Employers shall maintain copies of personal documents 
supportive of every Chicago employee's actual record of residence. 

Weekly certified payroll reports (U.S. Department of Labor Form WH-347 or equivalent) shall be 
submitted to the DHED Commissioner in triplicate, which shall identify clearly the actual residence 
of every employee on each submitted certified payroll. The first time that an employee's name 
appears on a payroll, the date that the company hired the employee should be written in after the 
employee's name. 

The Developers and the Employers shall provide full access to their employment records to the 
Chief Procurement Officer, the DHED Commissioner, the Superintendent of the Chicago Police 
Department, and the Inspector General, or any duly authorized representative thereof. The 
Developers and the Employers shall maintain all relevant personnel data and records for a period 
of at least three (3) years from and after the issuance of the Certificate of Completion for the Rental 
Project. 

At the direction of DHED, the Developers and the Employers shall provide affidavits and other 
supporting documentation to verify or clarify an employee's actual address when doubt or lack of 
clarity has arisen. 

Good faith efforts on the part of the Developers and the Employers to provide work for actual 
Chicago residents (but not sufficient for the granting of a waiver request as provided for in the 
standards and procedures developed by the Chief Procurement Officer) shall not suffice to replace 
the actual, verified achievement of the requirements of this Section concerning the worker hours 
performed by actual Chicago residents. 

If t,e City determines that the Developers or an Employer failed to ensure the fulfillment of the 
requirements of this Section concerning the worker hours performed by actual Chicago residents 
or failed to report in the manner as indicated above, the City will thereby be damaged in the failure 
to provide the benefit of demonstrable employment to Chicagoans to the degree stipulated in this 
Section. If such non-compliance is not remedied in accordance with the breach and cure provisions 
of Section 19.C, the parties agree that 1120 of 1 percent (0.0005%) of the aggregate hard 
construction costs set forth in the final Rental Project Budget shall be surrendered by the 
Developers to the City in payment for each percentage of shortfall toward the stipulated residency 
requirement. Failure to report the residency of employees entirely and correctly shall result in the 
surrender of the entire liquidated damages as if no Chicago residents were employed in either of 
the categories. The willful falsification of statements and the certification of payroll data may subject 
any of the Developers and/or the other Employers or employees to prosecution. 
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Nothing herein provided shall be construed to be a limitation upon the "Notice of Requirements 
for Affirmative Action to Ensure Equal Employment Opportunity, Executive Order 11246" and 
"Standard Federal Equal Employment Opportunity, Executive Order 11246," or other affirmative 
action required for equal opportunity under the provisions of this Agreement. 

The Developers shall cause or require the provisions of this Section 23.B. to be included in all 
construction contracts and subcontracts related to the construction of the Rental Project. 

C. Developers' MBEIWBE Commitment. The Developers agree for themselves and their 
successors and assigns, and, if necessary to meet the requirements set forth herein, shall 
contractually obligate their general contractors to agree that during the construction of the Rental 
Project: 

(i) Consistent with the findings which support, as applicable, (a) the Minority-Owned 
and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Procurement Program, Section 2-92-420 et seq., 
Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Procurement Program"), and (b) the Minority- and 
Women-Owned Business Enterprise Construction Program, Section 2-92-650 et seq., 
Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Construction Program," and collectively with the 
Procurement Program, the "MBEIWBE Program"), and in reliance upon the provisions of 
the MBEIWBE Program to the extent contained in, and as qualified by, the provisions of this 
Section 23.C, during the course of the Rental Project, the following percentages of the 
Rental Project's MBEIWBE Budget shall be expended for contract participation by 
minority-owned businesses ("MBEs") and by women-owned businesses ("WBEs"): (1) At 
least 24% by MBEs; and (2) At least 4% by WBEs. 

(ii) For purposes of this Section 23.C. only: 

(a) The Developers (and any party to whom a contract is let by any of the 
Developers in connection with the Rental Project) shall be deemed a "contractor" 
and this Agreement (and any contract let by any of the Developers in connection 
with the Rental Project) shall be deemed a "contract" or a "construction contract" 
as such terms are defined in Sections 2-92-420 and 2-92-670, Municipal Code of 
Chicago, as applicable. 

(b) The term "minority-owned business" or "MBE" shall mean a business 
identified in the Directory of Certified Minority Business Enterprises published by the 
City's Department of Procurement Services, or otherwise certified by the City's 
Department of Procurement Services as a minority-owned business enterprise, 
related to the Procurement Program or the Construction Program, as applicable. 

(c) The term "women-owned business" or "WBE" shall mean a business 
identified in the Directory of Certified Women Business Enterprises published by the 
City's Department of Procurement Services, or otherwise certified by the City's 
Department of Procurement Services as a women-owned business enterprise, 
related to the Procurement Prowam or the Construction Program, as applicable. 
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(iii) Consistent with Sections 2-92-440 and 2-92-720, Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Developers' MBEIWBE commitment may be achieved in part by the Developers' status as 
an MBE or WBE (but only to the extent of any actual work performed on the Rental Project 
by any of the Developers) or by a joint venture with one or more MBEs or WBEs (but only 
to the extent of the lesser of (a) the MBE or WBE participation in such joint venture, or (b) 
the amount of any actual work performed on the Rental Project by the MBE or WBE); by 
any of the Developers utilizing a MBE or a WBE as the general contractors (but only to the 
extent of any actual work performed on the Rental Project by the general contractors); by 
subcontracting or causing the general contractors to subcontract a portion of the 
construction of the Rental Project to one or more MBEs or WBEs; by the purchase of 
materials or services used in the construction of the Rental Project from one or more MBEs 
or WBEs; or by any combination of the foregoing. Those entities which constitute both an 
MBE and a WBE shall not be credited more than once with regard to the Rental Project's 
MBEIWBE commitment as described in this Section 23.C. In accordance with Section 
2-92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, the Developers shall not substitute any MBE or WBE 
general contractors or subcontractors without the prior written approval of DHED. 

(iv) The Developers shall deliver quarterly reports to the City's monitoring staff during the 
Rental Project describing their efforts to achieve compliance with this MBEIWBE 
commitment. Such reports shall include, inter alia, the name and business address of each 
MBE and WBE solicited by the Developers or the general contractors to work on the Rental 
Project, and the responses received from such solicitation, the name and business address 
of each MBE or WBE actually involved in the Rental Project, a description of the work 
performed or products or services supplied, the date and amount of such work, product or 
service, and such other information as may assist the City's monitoring staff in determining 
the Developers' compliance with this MBEIWBE commitment. The Developers shall 
maintain records of all relevant data with respect to the Developers' utilization of MBEs and 
WBEs in connection with the Rental Project for at least five years after completion of the 
Rental Project, and the City's monitoring staff shall have access to all such records 
maintained by the, on five business days' notice, to allow the City to review the Developers' 
compliance with its commitment to MBEIWBE participation and the status of any MBE or 
WBE performing any portion of the Rental Project. 

(v) Upon the disqualification of any MBE or WBE general contractors or subcontractors, 
if such status was misrepresented by the disqualified party, the Developers shall be 
obligated to discharge or cause to be discharged the disqualified general contractors or 
subcontractors, and, if possible, identify and engage a qualified MBE or WBE as a 
replacement. For purposes ofthis subsection (v), the disqualification procedures are further 
described in Sections 2-92-540 and 2-92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, as applicable. 

(vi) Any reduction or waiver of any of the Rental Project's MBEIWBE commitment as 
described in this Section 23.C. shall be undertaken in accordance with Sections 2-92-450 
and 2-92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, as applicable. 
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(vii) Prior to the commencement of the Rental Project, the Developers shall meet with 
the. City's monitoring staff with regard to the Developers' compliance with their obligations 
under this Section 23.C. The general contractors and all major subcontractors shall be 
required to attend this pre-construction meeting. During said meeting, the Developers shall 
demonstrate to the City's monitoring staff their plan to achieve their obligations under this 
Section 23.C, the sufficiency of which shall be approved by the City's monitoring staff. 
During the Rental Project, the Developers shall submit the documentation required by this 
Section 23.C. to the City's monitoring staff, including the following: (a) MBEIWBE utilization 
plan and record; (b) subcontractor's activity report; (c) contractor's certification concerning 
labor standards and Davis-Bacon Act requirements for the entire Rental Project; (d) 
contractor letter of understanding; (e) monthly utilization report; (f) authorization for payroll 
agent; (g) certified payroll; (h) evidence that MBEIWBE contractor associations have been 
informed of the Rental Project via written notice and hearings; and (i) evidence of 
compliance with job creation requirements. Failure to submit such documentation on a 
timely basis, or a determination by the City's monitoring staff, upon analysis ofthe 
documentation, that any ofthe Developers is not complying with its obligations under this 
Section 23.C, shall, upon the delivery of written notice to the Developers, be deemed an 
Event of Default. Upon the occurrence of any such Event of Default, in addition to any other 
remedies provided in this Agreement, the City may: (1) issue a written demand to the 
Developers to halt the Rental Project, (2) withhold any further payment of any City funds 
to the Developers or the general contractors, or (3) seek any other remedies against any 
of the Developers available at law or in equity. 

SECTION 24. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. 

24.1 Representations and Warranties of the Developer. To induce the City to execute this 
Agreement and perform their respective obligations hereunder, each of the Developers, for and 
with respect to itself only, hereby represents and warrants to the City that as of the date of this 
Agreement and as of the Simultaneous Closings Date the following shall be true and correct in all 
respects: 

(a) The Developers are business entities duly organized, validly existing and in good 
standing under the laws of the State of Illinois with full power and authority to acquire, own 
and redevelop the Property, and the persons signing this Agreement on behalf of each of 
the respective Developers has the authority to do so. 

(b) All certifications and statements contained in the Economic Disclosure Statements 
last submitted to the City by each of the Developers (and any legal entity holding an interest 
in any of the Developers) are true, accurate and complete. 

(c) The Developers' respective execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement 
and all instruments and agreements contemplated hereby will not, upon the giving of notice 
or lapse of time, or both, result in a breach or violation of, or constitute a default under, any 
other agreement to which any of the Developers, or any party affiliated with any of the 
Developers, is a party or by which any of the Developers or the Property is bound. 
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(d) To the best of each of the Developers' knowledge, no action, litigation, investigation 
or proceeding of any kind is pending or threatened against any of the Developers, or any 
party affiliated with any of the Developers, and any of the Developers knows of no facts 
which could give rise to any such action, litigation, investigation or proceeding, which could: 
(i) affect the ability of any of the Developers to perform its obligations hereunder; or (ii) 
materially affect the operation or financial condition of any ofthe Developers. 

(e) To the best of the respective Developers' knowledge, the Rental Project will not 
violate: (i) any Laws, including, without limitation, any zoning and building codes and 
environmental regulations; or (ii) any building permit, restriction of record or other 
agreement affecting the Property. 

24.2 Representations and Warranties of the City. To induce the Developers to execute this 
Agreement and perform their respective obligations hereunder, the City hereby represents and 
warrants to the Developers that the City has authority under its home rule powers to execute and 
deliver this Agreement and perform the terms and obligations contained herein. 

24.3 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Each of the parties agrees that all of its 
representations and warranties set forth in this Section 24 or elsewhere in this Agreement are true 
as of the date of this Agreement and will be true in all material respects at all times thereafter, 
except with respect to matters which have been disclosed in writing and approved by the other 
party. 

SECTION 25. PROVISIONS NOT MERGED WITH DEED. 

The provisions of this Agreement shall not be merged with the Deed, and the delivery of the Deed 
shall not be deemed to affect or impair the provisions of this Agreement. 

SECTION 26. HEADINGS. 

The headings of the various sections of this Agreement have been inserted for convenient 
reference only and shall not in any manner be construed as modifying, amending, or affecting in 
any way the express terms and provisions thereof. 

SECTION 27. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes and 
replaces completely any prior agreements between the parties with respect to the subject matter 
hereof. This Agreement may not be modified or amended in any manner other than by 
supplemental written agreement executed by the parties. 

SECTION 28. SEVERABILITY. 

If any provision of this Agreement, or any paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase or word, or the 
application thereof is held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement shall be construed as if such 
invalid part were never included and this Agreement shall be and remain valid and enforceable to 
the fullest extent permitted by law. 
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SECTION 29. NOTICES. 

Any notice, demand or communication required or permitted to be given hereunder shall be given 
in writing at the addresses set forth below by any of the following means: (a) personal service; (b) 
electronic communications, whether by email or facsimile, provided that there is written 
confirmation of such communications; (c) overnight courier; or (d) registered or certified first class 
mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested: 

If to the City: 

With a copy to: 

If to Developers: 

And: 

With a copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Housing 
and Economic Development 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Room 1000 - City Hall 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

City of Chicago 
Department of Law 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Room 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attn: Deputy Corporation Counsel 

Real Estate and Land Use Division 

Lifelink Charities 
1900 Spring Road, #300 
Oak Brook, Illinois 60523 
Attention: Tim Rhodes 

Montclare Senior Residences of 
Avalon Park Phase II, LLC 
701 Lee Street, Suite 802 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016 
Attn: Philip I. Mappa 

Applegate & Thorne-Thomsen, P.C. 
626 West Jackson, Suite 400 
Chicago, Illinois 60661 
Attention: Debra A. Kleban 
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And a copy to: 

And a copy to: 

And a copy to: 
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David L. Goldstein & Associates, L.L.C. 
35 East Wacker Drive, Suite 650 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
Attention: David L. Goldstein 

[Investor Information] 

Sidely Austin LLP 
1 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Attention: David R. Hill 

Any notice, demand or communication given pursuant to either clause (a) or (b) hereof shall be 
deemed received upon such personal service or upon dispatch by electronic means, respectively, 
provided that such electronic dispatch is confirmed as having occurred prior to 5:00 p.m. on a 
business day. If such dispatch occurred after 5:00 p.m. on a business day or on a non-business 
day, it shall be deemed to have been given on the next business day. Any notice, demand or 
communication given pursuant to clause (c) shall be deemed received on the day immediately 
following deposit with the overnight courier. Any notice, demand or communication sent pursuant 
to clause (d) shall be deemed received three business days after mailing. The parties, by notice 
given nere-under, may designate any further or different addresses to which subsequent notices, 
demands or communications shall be given. 

SECTION 30. ORGANIZATION AND AUTHORITY. 

Each of the Developers represents and warrants that it is duly organized, validly existing under 
the laws of the State of Illinois, and as it pertains to each of Lifelink Charities and Montclare, 
licensed to transact business in Illinois, with full power and authority to acquire, own and redevelop 
the Property, and that the persons signing this Agreement on behalf of the respective Developers 
has the authority to do so. 

SECTION 31. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall 
apply to and bind the successors and assigns of the parties. 

SECTION 32. TERMINATION. 

In the event that the Simultaneous Closings have not occurred by the Simultaneous Closings 
Dates, or any extensions thereof in DHED's sole discretion, defined herein, then the City may 
terminate this Agreement upon written notice to the Developers. 
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SECTION 33. RECORDATION OF AGREEMENT. 

Any of the parties may record this Agreement at the Office of the Cook County Recorder of 
Deeds. The Developers shall pay the recording fees. 

SECTION 34. CONSENT AND APPROVAL. 

Except where otherwise specified, whenever the consent or approval of the City is required 
hereunder, such consent or approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

SECTION 35. OTHER ACTS 

The parties agree to perform such other acts and to execute, acknowledge and deliver such other 
instruments, documents and materials as may be reasonably necessary to consummate the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

SECTION 36. BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS. 

Each of the Developers acknowledges (A) receipt of a copy of Section 2-156-030 (b) of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, (B) that it has read such provision and understands that pursuant to 
such Section 2-156-030 (b) it is illegal for any elected official of the City, or any person acting at 
the direction of such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee 
with respect to any matter involving any person with whom the elected City official or employee has 
a "Business Relationship" (as defined in Section 2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago), or 
to participate in any discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council 
meeting or to vote on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a Business 
Relationship, and (c) notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, that a 
violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) by an elected official, or any person acting at the direction of 
such official, with respect to any transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be grounds for 
termination of this Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby. The Developers hereby 
represent and warrant that no violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) has occurred with respect to this 
Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby. 

SECTION 37. PATRIOT ACT CERTIFICATION. 

Each of the Developers represents and warrants that neither any of the Developers nor any 
Affiliate thereof (as defined in the next paragraph) is listed on any of the following lists maintained 
by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Bureau of 
Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors, or on any other 
list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business under any applicable law, rule, 
regulation, order or judgment: the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons list, 
the Unverified list, the Entity list and the Debarred list 

As used in the above paragraph, an "Affiliate" shall be deemed to be a person or entity related 
to any of the Developers that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, 
is controlled by or is under common control with any of the Developers, and a person or entity shall 
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be deemed to be controlled by another person or entity, if controlled in any manner whatsoever that 
results in control in fact by that other person or entity (or that other person or entity and any 
persons or entities with whom that other person or entity is acting jointly or in concert), whether 
directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

SECTION 38. PROHIBITION ON CERTAIN CONTRIBUTIONS-MAYORAL 
EXECUTIVE ORDER NO.2011-4. 

Each of the Developers agrees that the respective Developers, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in Developers of more than 7.5 percent 
("Owners"), spouses and domestic partners of such Owners, Developers' contractors (i.e., any 
person or entity in direct contractual privity with Developers regarding the subject matter of this 
Agreement) ("Contractors"), any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an ownership or 
beneficial interest in any Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Sub-owners") and spouses and 
domestic partners of such Sub-owners (the respective Developers and all the other preceding 
classes of persons and entities are together, the "Identified Parties"), shall not make a contribution 
of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago (the "Mayor") or to his political fundraising 
committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Developers, (ii) while this Agreement or any 
Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract between 
the respective Developers and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this 
Agreement or any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Each of the Developers represents and warrants that from the later to occur of (a) May 16, 2011, 
and (b) the date the City approached the respective Developers or the date the respective 
Developers approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of this Agreement, no 
Identified Parties have made a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to his political fundraising 
committee. 

Each of the Developers agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees 
to make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fund raising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) Bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 

Each of the Developers agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct 
whatsoever designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 2011-4 
or to entice, direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order 
No. 2011-4. 

Each of the Developers agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with 
respect to, or breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral 
Executive Order No. 2011-4 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any 
Other Contract for which no opportunity to cure will be granted, unless the City, in its sole 
discretion, elects to grant such an opportunity to cure. Such breach and default entitles the City to 
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all remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under any 
Other Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes 
any inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If any of the Developers intentionally violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 
2011-4 prior to the closing of this Agreement, the City may elect to decline to close the transaction 
contemplated by this Agreement. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source, which is then delivered by 
one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which any of the 
Developers is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's common 
welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 

(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the State of 
Illinois; and 

(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and the 
partners reside at the same residence; and 

(E) two of the following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 

2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 

3. The partners have at least two of the following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 

b. a joint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 

d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as tenants. 

4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in Chapter 
2-156 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

SECTION 39. FAILURE TO MAINTAIN ELIGIBILITY TO DO BUSINESS WITH THE CITY. 

Failure by Developers or any controlling person (as defined in Section 1-23-010 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago) thereof to maintain eligibility to do business with the City of Chicago as required 
by Section 1-23-030 of the Municipal Code of Chicago shall be grounds for termination of this 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby. Developers shall at all times comply with 
Section 2-154-020 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

SECTION 40. INSPECTOR GENERAL AND LEGISLATIVE INSPECTOR GENERAL. 

It is the duty of every officer, employee, department, agency, contractor, subcontractor, developer 
and licensee of the City, and every applicant for certification of eligibility for a City contract or 
program, to cooperate with the City's Legislative Inspector General and with the City's Inspector 
General in any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapters 2-55 and 2-56, 
respectively, of the Municipal Code of Chicago. The Developers understand and will abide by all 
provisions of Chapters 2-55 and 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

SECTION 41. WASTE ORDINANCE PROVISIONS 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Developers warrant 
and represent that they, and to the best of their knowledge, its contractors and subcontractors, 
have not violated and are not in violation of any provisions of Section 7-28 or Section 11-4 of the 
Municipal Code (the "Waste Sections"). During the period while this Amendment is executory, 
Developers', any general contractor's or any subcontractor's violation of the Waste Sections, 
whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, constitutes a breach of and an event 
of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to cure, if curable, will be granted only 
at the sole designation of the Chief Procurement Officer. Such breach and default entitles the City 
to all remedies under the Amendment, at law or in equity. This section does not limit Developer's, 
general contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all applicable federal, state, county 
and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in effect now or later, and whether 
or not they appear in this Agreement. Noncompliance with these terms and conditions may be used 
by the City as grounds for the termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Developers' 
eligibility for future contract awards. 
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SECTION 42. SHAKMAN ACCORD 

(i) The City is subject to the May 31 , 2007 Order entitled "Agreed Settlement Order and 
Accord" (the "Shakman Accord") and the August 16, 2007 "City of Chicago Hiring Plan" ( 
the "City Hiring Plan") entered in Shakman v. Democratic Organization of Cook County, 
Case No 69 C 2145 (United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois). Among 
other things, the Shakman Accord and the City Hiring Plan prohibit the City from hiring 
persons as governmental employees in non-exempt positions on the basis of political 
reasons or factors. 

(ii) Developers are aware that City policy prohibits City employees from directing any 
individual to apply for a position with Developers, either as an employee or as a 
subcontractor, and from directing Developers to hire an individual as an employee or as a 
subcontractor. Accordingly, Developers must follow its own hiring and contracting 
procedures, without being influenced by City employees. Any and all personnel provided 
by Developers under this Agreement are employees or subcontractors of Developers, not 
employees of the City of Chicago. This Agreement is not intended to and does not 
constitute, create, give rise to, or otherwise recognize an employer-employee relationship 
of any kind between the City and any personnel provided by Developers. 

(iii) Developers will not condition, base, or knowingly prejudice or affect any term or 
aspect to the employment of any personnel provided under this Agreement, or offer 
employment to any individual to provide services under this Agreement, based upon or 
because of any political reason or factor, including, without limitation, any individual's 
political affiliation, membership in a political organization or party, political support or 
activity, political financial contributions, promises of such political support, activity or 
financial contributions, or such individual's political sponsorship or recommendation. For 
purposes of this Agreement, a political organization or party is an identifiable group or entity 
that has as its primary purpose the support of or opposition to candidates for elected public 
office. Individual political activities are the activities of individual persons in support of or in 
opposition to political organizations or parties or candidates for elected public office. 

(iv) In the event of any communication to Developers by a City employee or City official 
in violation of Section 42(ii) above, or advocating a violation of Section 42(iii) above, 
Developer will, as soon as is reasonably practicable, report such communication to the 
Hiring Oversight Section of the City's Office of the Inspector General ("IGO Hiring 
Oversight"), and also to the head of the relevant City Department utilizing services provided 
under this Agreement. Developer will also cooperate with any inquiries by IGO Hiring 
Oversight or the Shakman Monitor's Office related to the contract. 

SECTION 43. COUNTERPARTS. 

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed 
an original and all of which, taken together, shall constitute a single, integrated instrument. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed on or as of 
the date first above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation 

By: ___________ _ 

Andrew J. Mooney, 
Commissioner 
Department of Housing 
and Economic Development 

LlFELINK CHARITIES, 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 

By: _________________ _ 

Name: ___________ _ 

Its: ------------------

MONTCLARE SENIOR RESIDENCES 
OF AVALON PARK PHASE II, LLC, 
an Illinois limited liability company 

By: Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, 
an Illinois limited liability company, 
Manager 

By: ___________ _ 

Name: ____________ _ 

Its: --------------------
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STATE OF ILLINOIS) 
) SS. 

COUNTY OF COOK) 

I, ,a Notary Public in and for said County, in the 
State aforesaid, do hereby certify that Andrew J. Mooney, personally known to me to be the Acting 
Commissioner of the Department of Housing and Economic Development of the City of Chicago, 
an Illinois municipal corporation, and personally known to me to be the same person whose name 
is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and being first 
duly sworn by me acknowledged that as the Acting Commissioner, she signed and delivered the 
instrument pursuant to authority given by the City of Chicago, as her free and voluntary act and as 
the free and voluntary act and deed of the corporation, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my notarial seal this ___ day of ___ , 2013. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

STATE OF ILLINOIS) 
) SS. 

COUNTY OF COOK) 

I, ,a Notary Public in and for said County, in the 
State aforesaid, do hereby certify that , personally known to me to 
be the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me 
this day in person and being first duly sworn by me acknowledged that as , he signed 
and delivered the instrument pursuant to authority given by the directors of Lifelink Charities as his 
free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act and deed of Lifelink Charities, for the uses 
and purposes therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my notarial seal this ___ day of ___ , 2013. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

',Sf 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS) 
) SS. 

COUNTY OF COOK) 

I, , a Notary Public in and for said County, in the 
State aforesaid, do hereby certify that , personally known to me to 
be the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me 
this day in person and being first duly sworn by me acknowledged that as of 
Montclare Avalon Park II Corp., the managing member of Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, the manager 
of Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, he signed and delivered the 
instrument pursuant to authority given by the directors of Montclare Avalon Park II Corp., the 
managing member of Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, the manager of Montclare Senior Residences 
of Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, as his free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act and 
deed of Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park Phase II, LLC, for the uses and purposes 
therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my notarial seal this ___ day of ___ ,2013. 

NOTARY PU8l1C 

[(Sub) Exhibits "A" and "8" referred to in this Agreement for Sale and Redevelopment 
of Land constitute Exhibits "8" and "C" to ordinance, respectively, and printed 

on pages 54041 through 54043 of this Journal.] 

[(Sub)Exhibits "F" and "G" referred to in this Agreement for Sale and 
Redevelopment of Land unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "C", "0" and "E" referred to in this Agreement for Sale and Redevelopment of 
Land read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 

(To Agreement For Sale And 
Redevelopment Of Land) 

Narrative Description Of Rental Project. 

6/5/2013 

The Developers shall construct a senior housing Rental Project, as defined herein, that 
shall consist of one hundred twenty-two (122) residential senior rental dwelling units of which 
1 09 units or 90 percent will be affordable housing units, all for households earning no more 
than 15, 30, 50 and 60 percent of the area median income. 

The Rental Project shall also include a parking lot with landscaping accommodating 
seventy-three (73) spaces, two landscaped patio areas, and environmental features that shall 
include a 50 percent green roof and a green vegetated roof to absorb storm water, Energy 
Star lighting with the units and common areas, Energy Star rated appliances, water 
conserving fixture in bathrooms and kitchens, high-efficiency equipment controls, low vac 
paints, primers, adhesives and sealants, and carpet products meeting the Carpet & Rug 
Institute's Green Label Certification. 

The Rental Project shall create approximately 350 temporary jobs during construction and 
approximately 2 to 3 permanent full-time jobs. 

(Sub)Exhibit "0". 
(To Agreement For Sale And 

Redevelopment Of Land) 

Portion Of City Parcel To Be Transferred 
To Phase I Property Owner. 

(Subject To Final Title And Survey) 

A tract of land in Cornell, a subdivision in the southwest quarter of Section 26, Township 
38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, described as follows (Note: the east 
and west lines of Woodlawn Avenue are considered as due north for the following courses): 

commencing at the intersection of the north line of 79th Street and the east line of the 
vacated west 14 feet of Woodlawn Avenue; thence north 89 degrees, 47 minutes west 
along said north line of 79th Street, a distance of 216.58 feet to a point that is 60 feet east 
(as measured along said north line of 79th Street) of the easterly line of the 200 foot wide 
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Illinois Central Railroad right-of-way; thence north 08 degrees, 45 minutes east along the 
easterly line of the property described in warranty deed recorded May 1, 1883 as 
Document A464433 a distance of 410.55 feet to the southerly corner of the property 
described in quitclaim deed recorded March 24, 1949 as Document Number 814519210; 
thence due north a distance of 78.01 feet to the northwesterly corner of the property 
described in Document Number C14519210; thence north 08 degrees, 45 minutes east 
a distance of 109.39 feet to a point in the south line of vacated 78th Street, said point 
being 28 feet east as measured on the said south line of said easterly line of the 200 foot 
right-of-way of the Illinois Central Railroad; thence north 04 degrees, 23 minutes, 
46 seconds east, 66.26 feet to a point in the north line of said vacated 78th Street; said 
point being 12 feet west of the southeast corner of the property described in warranty 
deed recorded May 1, 1883 as Document Number 464431; thence north 10 degrees, 
26 minutes east a distance of 38.68 feet to the northwesterly corner of the property 
described in deed recorded October 16, 1941 as Document Number 12776309; thence 
south 79 degrees, 19 minutes east a distance of 5.96 feet to the southwesterly corner of 
the property described in quitclaim deed recorded October 13, 1936 as Document 
Number 11893309; thence north 10 degrees, 41 minutes east along the westerly line of 
the property described in said Document Number 11893309 a distance of 138.89 feet; 
thence south 78 degrees, 50 minutes, 38 seconds east, 31.18 feet; thence south 
89 degrees, 28 minutes, 38 seconds east, 39.10 feet to the point of beginning; thence 
continuing south 89 degrees, 28 minutes, 38 seconds east, 61.96 feet; thence north 
45 degrees, 21 minutes, 32 seconds east, 12.94 feet; thence north 00 degrees, 
11 minutes, 40 seconds east, 109.10 feet; thence north 89 degrees, 28 minutes, 
38 seconds west, 71.1.4 feet; thence south 00 degrees, 11 minutes, 40 seconds west, 
118.28 feet to the point of beginning, all in Cook County, Illinois. 

Containing 8,371.89 square feet or 0.19 acre. 

(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Agreement For Sale And 

Redevelopment Of Land) 

Rental Project Property. 
(Subject To Final Title And Survey) 

A tract of land in Cornell, a subdivision in the southwest quarter of Section 26, Township 38 
North, Range 14, East ofthe Third Principal Meridian, described as follows (Note: the east and 
west lines of Woodlawn Avenue are considered as due north for the following courses): 
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commencing at the intersection of the north line of 79th Street and the east line of the 
vacated west 14 feet of Woodlawn Avenue; thence north 89 degrees, 47 minutes, 
00 seconds west along said north line of 79th Street, a distance of 216.58 feet to a point 
that is 60 feet east (as measured along said north line of 79th Street) of the easterly line 
of the 200 foot wide Illinois Central Railroad right-of-way; thence north 08 degrees, 
45 minutes east along the easterly line of the property described in warranty deed 
recorded May 1, 1883 as Document A464433 a distance of 410.55 feet to the southerly 
corner of the property described in quitclaim deed recorded March 24, 1949 as Document 
Number 81451921 0; thence due north a distance of78.01 feet to the northwesterly corner 
of the property described in Document Number C1451921 0; thence north 08 degrees, 
45 minutes, 00 seconds east, a distance of 109.39 feet to a point in the south line of 
vacated 78th Street, said point being 28 feet east, as measured on the said south line of 
said easterly line of the 200 foot right-of-way of the Illinois Central Railroad; thence north 
04 degrees, 23 minutes, 46 seconds east 66.26 feet to the north line of said vacated 
78th Street; thence north 10 degrees, 26 minutes, 00 seconds east, a distance of 
38.68 feet to the northwesterly corner of the property described in deed recorded 
October 16, 1941 as Document Number 12776309; thence south 79 degrees, 19 minutes, 
00 seconds east, a distance of 5.96 feet to the southwesterly corner of the property 
described in quitclaim deed recorded October 13, 1936 as Document Number 11893309; 
thence north 10 degrees, 41 minutes, 00 seconds east, along the westerly line of the 
property described in said Document Number 11893309 a distance of 138.89 feet to the 
point of beginning; thence continuing north 10 degrees, 41 minutes, 00 seconds east along 
said last described line, 75.64 feet to the most southerly line of property described in deed 
recorded September 25, 1942 as Document Number 12963009; thence north 79 degrees, 
19 minutes, 00 seconds west along the most southerly line of the property described in 
said Document Number 12963009 and along the southerly line of the property described 
in warranty deed recorded October 16, 1947 as Document Number 14169223, a distance 
of 5.25 feet to the southwest corner of the property described in said Document 
Number 14169223; thence north 00 degrees, 21 minutes, 00 seconds east, a distance of 
53.00 feet to a point that is 10.50 feet perpendicularly distant easterly from the centerline 
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's interchange track; thence north 22 degrees, 
44 minutes, 30 seconds east, a distance of 110.06 feet to a point that is 1.02 due west of 
the easterly line of the property described in warranty deed recorded May 1, 1883 as 
Document Number 464431; thence due north 41.73 feet to a point that is 18 feet 
perpendicularly distant easterly from said centerline of interchange track; thence east at 
right angles, a distance of 13.53 feet to a point in the curved easterly line of the said Illinois 
Central Railroad; thence northeasterly along said curved railroad line, convex to the west 
and having a radius of 933.70 feet, a distance of 93.48 feet to a point 20.21 feet west at 
right angle measurement ofthe original centerline of said Woodlawn Avenue; thence north 
18 degrees, 21 minutes, 15 seconds east, a distance of 69.71 feet to a point in the south 
line of 77th Street, 1.74 feet east of the centerline of said vacated Woodlawn Avenue; 
thence south 89 degrees, 39 minutes, 00 seconds east along said south line of 77th Street, 
a distance of 160.66 feet to the west line of an alley; thence south 00 degrees, 00 minutes, 
00 seconds west along said west alley line, a distance of 327.89 feet to a point 270.71 feet 
north of the north line of said 78th Street; thence south 90 degrees, 00 minutes, 
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00 seconds west, 68.11 feet; thence north 00 degrees, 00 minutes, 00 seconds west, 
15.00 feet; thence north 89 degrees, 48 minutes, 00 seconds west, 72.06 feet; 
thence north 89 degrees, 28 minutes, 38 seconds west, 71.14 feet; thence south 
00 degrees, 11 minutes, 40 seconds west, 118.28 feet; thence north 89 degrees, 
28 minutes, 38 seconds west, 39.10 feet; thence north 78 degrees, 50 minutes, 
38 seconds west, 31.18 feet to the point of beginning, all in Cook County, Illinois. 

Containing 76,665.04 square feet or 1.760 acres. 

LOAN RESTRUCTURING AGREEMENT WITH DIVERSEY NEIGHBORHOOD 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION FOR PROPERTY AT 712 W. DIVERSEY PKWY. 

[02013-4883] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
Commissioner of the Department of Housing and Economic Development to enter into and 
execute a loan modification agreement with Diversey Neighborhood Development Corporation, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and, as such, may 
legislate as to matters which pertain to its local government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City has determined that the continuance of a shortage of affordable 
housing to persons of low- and moderate-income is harmful to the health, prosperity, economic 
stability and general welfare of the City; and 

WHEREAS, The City received certain funds from the United States Department of Housing 
and Urban Development to make loans and grants to expand the long-term supply of 
affordable housing through, among other things, acquisition, new construction, reconstruction 
and moderate and substantial rehabilitation in low- and moderate-income areas; and 

WHEREAS, On December 23, 1996, the City made a loan of funds in the principal amount 
of $1,073,955, with an interest rate of three percent per annum (the "Loan"), to Diversey 
Neighborhood Development Corporation, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("Borrower"); and 

WHEREAS, The Loan was secured by, among other things, that certain Junior Mortgage 
Security Agreement and Financing Statement dated as of December 23, 1996, made by the 
Borrower in favor of the City (the "Mortgage"); and 

WHEREAS, Proceeds of the Loan were used to provide for the acquisition and rehabilitation 
of a multi-family housing residential project by the Borrower located generally at 712 West 
Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60614 (the "Property"); and 

WHEREAS, The Mortgage is currently subordinate to a senior loan in the original principal 
amount of $800,000 which is currently held by U.S. Bank National Association (the "Senior 
Loan"); and 
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WHEREAS, The Borrower desires to restructure the remaining principal amount of the 
Senior Loan (the "New Senior Loan") and has requested that the City approve a proposed 
restructuring of the Loan in a manner which shall remain subordinate to the New Senior Loan; 
and 

WHEREAS, The City's Department of Housing and Economic Development ("HED") desires 
to approve a restructuring (the "Restructuring") of the Loan in a manner which (1) will not alter 
the principal balance of the Loan, (2) may alter the interest rate on the Loan, (3) will extend 
the maturity date of the Loan, (4) will subordinate the lien of the Mortgage to a lien securing 
the New Senior Loan (collectively, the "Material Terms"); now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. The Restructuring is hereby approved as described above. The Commissioner 
of HED (the "Commissioner") or a designee of the Commissioner (each, an "Authorized 
Officer") are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel, to enter 
into and execute such agreements and instruments, and perform any and all acts as shall be 
necessary or advisable, in connection with the implementation of the Restructuring. Each 
Authorized Officer is hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel, to 
enter into and execute such agreements and instruments, and perform any and all acts as 
shall be necessary or advisable in connection with any future restructuring of the Loan which 
does not substantially modify the Material Terms. 

SECTION 3. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Municipal Code of 
Chicago (the "Municipal Code") or any other ordinance or mayoral executive order, no parties 
other than the owners of the Property as of the date following the date of the closing of the 
Restructuring (collectively, the "Owner"), any legal entities which are direct owners in excess 
of7.5% of the Owner which changed in connection with the Restructuring, and all legal entities 
who constitute the direct or indirect controlling parties of the Owner (as determined by the 
Corporation Counsel), shall be required to provide to the City the document commonly known 
as the "Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit" (or any successor to such document) 
in connection with the Restructuring. 

SECTION 4. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, the 
provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision of this 
ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision 
shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of its passage and approval. 
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND ASSOCIATED AMENDMENT TO CHICAGO 
METERED PARKING SYSTEM CONCESSION AGREEMENT. 

[S02013-4087] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5,2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending a proposed amended substitute ordinance concerning the Chicago Metered 
Parking System Concession Agreement, having had the same under advisement, begs leave 
to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed amended substitute 
ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a roll call vote ofthe members of the Committee, 
with a final vote total of 15-6. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed amended substitute ordinance transmitted 
with the foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Dowell, Burns, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, Beale, Pope, Balcer, 
Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, Brookins, 
Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, Suarez, Mell, 
Austin, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurina, P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Cappleman, 
Moore -- 39. 

Nays -- Aldermen Fioretti, Hairston, Waguespack, Colon, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, 
Pawar, Osterman, Silverstein -- 11. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, the City of Chicago {the "City"} is a body politic and corporate under the 
laws of the State of Illinois and a home rule unit of government under Article VII of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, as a home rule unit of government, the City may exercise any power and 
perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, on December 4,2008, the City Council of the City passed an ordinance 
authorizing the Mayor and the Chief Financial Officer of the City to enter into a concession 
agreement regarding parking fee collection devices in the Chicago metered parking system {the 
"Concession Agreement"} and authorizing the execution of associated documents, associated 
conveyances, and other ancillary acts; and 

WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the residents of the City and desirable for the 
welfare of its government and affairs to effectuate certain amendments to the Concession 
Agreement; now, therefore, 

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO: 

SECTION 1. The recitals set forth above are hereby incorporated herein by reference 
and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 2. The First Amendment to Chicago Metered Parking System Concession 
Agreement {the "First Amendment"}, attached as Exhibit A to the Settlement Agreement 
referenced in Section 3, is hereby approved. The Mayor, the Chief Financial Officer, the City 
Comptroller, the Director ofthe Office of Budget and Management, and the Corporation Counsel 
(the "Authorized Officers") are each authorized to execute the Amended and Restated Chicago 
Metered Parking System Concession Agreement (the "Restated Concession Agreement") in 
substantially the form attached to the First Amendment or with such changes as are not 
inconsistent with this ordinance and are approved by the executing officer, such officer's 
execution of the Restated Concession Agreement to constitute conclusive evidence of the City 
Council's approval of any and all such changes. 

SECTION 3. The Release and Settlement Agreement (the "Settlement Agreement"), 
attached hereto as Exhibit 1, in connection with In the Matter of the Arbitration Between 
Chicago Parking Meters, LLC and City of Chicago, American Arbitration Association Case No. 
51 181 Y 00338 12, is hereby approved. In connection with the Settlement Agreement, the 
Corporation Counsel is authorized to waive any outstanding electric bills due and owing to date 
by Chicago Parking Meters, LLC (the "Concessionaire") under the Concession Agreement. The 
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Authorized Officers, and any other City officer as shall be designated by the Authorized 
Officers, are each authorized, individually and jointly, to execute and deliver any and all 
agreements, documents, instruments and certificates as the executing officer shall deem 
necessary, advisable or appropriate in connection with the Settlement Agreement and the First 
Amendment and the execution of the Restated Concession Agreement. Any of the Authorized 
Officers, and any other City officer as shall be designated by any of the Authorized Officers, are 
each hereby authorized and directed to do all such other acts and things as may be necessary, 
advisable or appropriate to carry out the purposes of the Settlement Agreement, the First 
Amendment and the Restated Concession Agreement or otherwise to carry out the intent and 
purposes of this ordinance. All of the acts of each Authorized Officer which are in conformity 
with the intent and purposes of this ordinance, whether heretofore or hereafter taken or done, 
shall be and the same are in all respects ratified, confirmed, authorized, and approved hereby. 

SECTION 4. In accordance with the Restated Concession Agreement, the 
Concessionaire shall be granted login access to the City'S CANVAS meter maintenance 
database, or to any subsequent or successor City meter maintenance database. 

SECTION 5. The installation and operation of parking meters on the north side of the 
1200 block of West Greenleaf Avenue and on both sides of Recreation Drive from 3860 North 
through and including 4000 North are hereby ratified and approved. The City Comptroller is 
authorized to enter into and execute on behalf of the City, an intergovernmental agreement 
between the City and the Chicago Park District which authorizes the City to operate, maintain, 
and manage parking meters on both sides of Recreation Drive from 3860 North through and 
including 4000 North. The term of the intergovernmental agreement shall be from its execution 
through the date of termination of the Restated Concession Agreement. 

The City Comptroller is authorized, as part of the intergovernmental agreement, to agree 
to such terms and to execute and deliver any and all agreements, docwnents, instruments or 
certificates as the City Comptroller shall deem necessary or appropriate in connection with the 
intergovernmental agreement, which agreements may include indemnification by the City and 
right of entry. 

SECTION 6. Section 9-4-010 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the language underscored and deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

9-4-010 Definitions. 
Whenever the following words and phrases are used in Chapter 9-4 through 9-103, they 

shall have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in this section: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

"Merging traffic" means a maneuver executed by the drivers of vehicles on converging 
roadways to permit simultaneous or alternate entry into the junction thereof, wherein the driver 
of each vehicle involved is required to adjust his vehicular speed and lateral position so as to 
avoid a collision with any other vehicle. 
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"Mobile pay" means the payment for a product or service through an electronic device, 
such as a smartphone, where the electronic device is involved in both the initiation and 
confirmation of the payment. 

"Motorcycle" means every motor vehicle having a seat or saddle for the use ofthe rider 
and designed to travel on not more than three wheels in contact with the ground but excluding 
farm tractors. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

"Parking meter" means a traffic control device which, upon being activated by deposit of 
currency ofthe United States, or by electronic or other form of payment, in the amount indicated 
thereon or otherwise, either: (l) displays a signal showing that parking is allowed from the time 
of such activation until the expiration of the time fixed for parking in the parking meter zone in 
which it is located, and upon expiration of such time indicates by sign or signal that the lawful 
parking period has expired,; or (2) issues a ticket or other token, or activates a display device, on 
which is printed or otherwise indicated the lawful parking period in the parking meter zone in 
which the parking meter is located, such ticket, other token, or display device, to be displayed in 
a publicly visible location on the dashboard or inner windshield of a vehicle parked in the 
parking meter zone, or such ticket to be affixed on the froRt lamp of a motorcycle or motor 
scooter parked in the parking meter zone-:-; or (3) issues an electronic receipt through a virtual 
network which validates payment of the fee for a specific parking meter on a separate device. 

"Parking meter zone" means a certain designated and marked-off section of the public 
way within the marked boundaries where a vehicle may be temporarily parked and allowed to 
remain for such period of time as the parking meter attached thereto, or the ticket~ 6f other token>
display device or electronic receipt issued by the parking meter, may indicate. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

SECTION 7. Chapter 9-64 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
adding a new section 9-64-208, by inserting the language underscored and by deleting the 
language struck through, as follows: 

9-64-190 Parking meter zones - Regulations. 
(a) It shall be unlawful to park any vehicle in a designated parking meter zone or space: 

ill without depositing United States currency of the denomination indicated on 
the meter or by otherwise making payment by electronic, mobile pay, or other forms of payment 
and putting the meter in operation or otherwise legally activating the meter; aBEl; 

ill if the meter is of the type that issues a ticket or other token, or activates a 
display device, without displaying in a publicly visible location on the dashboard or inner 
windshield of the vehicle or affixing to the froftt lamp of a motorcycle or a motor scooter a 
ticket, token, or display device, issued or activated by the meter,; 6f 
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ill to park any vehicle in such zone or space for a period longer than is designated 
efl-ffi' by the meter or on the ticket, token, display device or electronic receipt for the value of the 
coin or coins currency deposited in the meter, or the value otherwise registered by the meter;,--or 

ill to park any vehicle in such zone or space displaying a stolen, altered, defaced 
or otherwise tampered with or counterfeited ticket, display device or electronic receipt;, or 

ill to park any vehicle in such zone or space displaying a ticket bearing a 
different plate number from the plate number of the vehicle parked in such zone or space. 

It is not a violation of this section to park a vehicle at a zone or space served by a meter 
that does not function properly, provided that the meter is inoperable or malfunctioning through 
no fault of the vehicle's operator; and the vehicle's operator reports the meter, in compliance with 
the posted directions on the meter as inoperable or malfunctioning within 24 hours of parking the 
vehicle in the parking meter zone or space served by the inoperable or malfunctioning meter. 

A ticket~ token~ er display device or an electronic receipt issued or activated by a 
multiple-space parking meter may be used to park the purchaser'S vehicle at a different 
multiple-space parking meter which has the same or a lesser hourly rate prior to the expiration of 
time on the ticket, token~ er-display device, or electronic receipt and such ticket, token~ er display 
device, or electronic receipt shall be considered as putting the multiple-space parking meter 
where such person parks into operation; provided that this provision shall not apply to parking 
meters located in city parking lots. For purposes of this section, a "multiple-space parking 
meter" means a parking meter for a parking meter zone in which there is space for more than one 
vehicle to park. 

Subject to Section 9-64-207, upon the expiration of the time thus designated upon or by 
the meter, or on the ticket, token, display device or electronic receipt, the operator of the motor 
vehicle shall then immediately remove such vehicle from the parking meter zone. No operator of 
any motor vehicle shall permit such vehicle to remain in the parking meter zone for an additional 
consecutive time period. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

9-64-205 Parking meter rates. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(d) Within any area where a parking meter operates 24 hours per day bet\veen the hOlus 
of9:00 P.M. and 8:00 A.M., the rate shall be fifty percent of the applicable rate set forth in 
subsections (a), (b) and (c) above and subsection (e) below during the following hours: 

(1) Within the boundaries of the area set forth in subsection (a), between 9:00 
P.M. and 8:00 A.M.; 
(2) For the 400 and 500 blocks of North Kingsbury Street, between midnight and 

8:00A.M.; 
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(3) For all other areas, between 10:00 P.M. and 8:00 A.M. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(e) Notwithstanding the above, the rates shall be: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(3) at the following location~, the rate shall be $.50 per hour: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

il the 1200 block of West Greenleaf A venue, north side of the street. 
3.9 North Recreation Drive, from 3869 through and including 4000. 

9-64-206 Parking meters - Hours of operation. 
Notwithstanding any prior ordinance establishing different hours of operation, the hours 

of operation for a parking meter shall be as follows: 

(a) on residential streets, parking meters shall operate from: 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., 
Monday through Saturday Sunday, except that meters shall operate 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., 
Monday through Sunday, within the areas set forth in Section 9-64-205(a) and (b). 

From 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., Monday through SWlday, at: 
li 9400 block of South Charles Street; 
H 4200 block of South Whipple Street; 
H 4200 block of South Saerarnento Avenue; 
+:4 4100 block of South Richmond Street; 
M 4100 block of South Francisco A'fenue; 
-he 3900 block of West School Street; 
H 2400 block of West Homer Street; 
-h8 2900 block through and including 3000 block of East 92nd 

Street; 
-h9 500 block of West Melrose Street; 
-!-:+G 400 block of West Roslyn Place; 
-hH- 500 block of 'Vest Drummond Place; 
li2 900 block of West Roscoe Street; 
H-3- 3000 block ofl>~orth Wilton Avenue; 
li4 4000 block of North Sawyer .'\¥enue; 
H-5- 4000 block ofl>~orth Spaulding Avenue; 
hl-6 4000 block of North Bernard Street; 
-h1-1 4000 block ofl>~orth Central Park }\venue; 
H-S 3500 block of North Lw.vndale ATfenue; 
1.19 1000 block through and including 100 block of West Glenlake 
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Avenue 
1.20 1200 block of West Hood Avenue; 
1.21 1200 block of West Norwood Avenue; 
1.22 1200 block of West Rosedale Avenue; 
1.23 1500 block of '.Vest Catalpa Avenue; 
1.24 4800 block of North Winchester Avenue; 
~ 4400 block of North Campbell Avenue; 
-l-:26 700 block of East 80th Street. 

~ From 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
-hi- 1400 block of West 19th Street; 
H 2800 block of North Kostner l\venue; 
H 4800 block of '.Vest Fletcher Street; 

6/5/2013 

-h4 1900 block through and including 2000 block of North La Crosse 
Avenue; 

M 2000 block of North Leclaire A:v'enue. 

~ From 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
-hi- 6900 block of North GlewNood Avenue. 

t41 From 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
-hi- 7500 block of North Paulina Street. 

(b) On all other streets that are not residential streets (non-residential streets), except 
those non residential streets in the area JNithin the boundaries set forth in Section 9 64 205(a), 
parking meters shall operate from 8:00 A.M. to 9700 10:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday 
Sunday, except meters shall operate: 

(1) Twenty-four hours per day, Monday through Sunday: 
U within the boundaries ofthe area set forth in Section 9-64-205(a); 

(2) From 8:00 A.M. to midnight, Monday through Sunday, within the area 
bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the north by the north side of Division Street, on the 
west by the west side of Halsted Street running south to the east bank of the North Branch Canal 
and then running south to the east bank of the Chicago River, and on the south by the north bank 
of the Chicago River. 

(3) From 8:00 A.M. to midnight, Monday through Saturday, within the area 
bounded on the north by the north side of Division Street, on the east by Halsted Street (but 
excluding Halsted Street), and on the west by the east bank of the North Branch Canal. 

tB From 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
H 600 block through and including 1100 block of South Desplaines 

Street; 
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~ 24 hours per day, Monday through Sunday, at: 
g The area bounded by the Eisenho'vVer Expressway on the north, 

15th Place on the south, Ashland Avenue on the east and Darnen 
Avenue on the "vest; except for the 1200 block of South Wolcott, 
and the 1900 block of West Washburne, which shall operate from 
12:01 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday; 

ti 5600 block through and including 5700 block of North Ashland 
Avenue; 

H 400 block of North Kingsbury Street; 
M 700 block of East Solidarity Drive. 

fB From 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight, Monday through Sunday, at: 
g 0 block through and including 100 block of North Pulaski Road; 
ti 0 block through and including 100 block of East Oak Street; 
H 1300 block through and including 1400 block of North Wells 

Street; 
M 1500 block of North Cleveland Avenue. 

~ From 6:00 A •. M. to 9:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
g 2600 block through and including 2900 block of West 26th Street; 
ti 2500 block of South Francisco l\venue; 
H 2500 block through and including 2800 block of South California 

l"."venue; 
M 2500 block through and including 3000 block of South California 

Boulevard; 
g 2700 block of 'Vest 28th Street; 
ffl 2600 block through and including 2700 block of South Washtenaw 

Avenue. 

fB From 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
g 1200 block through and including 1300 block of South Halsted 
~ 

E6f From 10:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
26-;-}. 1000, 1100, and 1200 blocks of North California Avenue; 

fP; From 10:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, and 4:00 P.M. 
to 9:00 P.M. on Sunday at: 
26-;-}. West Division Street, both sides, from North Western Avenue to 

North California Avenue; 
26d- 'Nest North A\Tenue, north side, from North Central Park Avenue 

to North Lawndale Avenue. 

fP; From 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
4&.+ North Clark Street, both sides of the street, from West La'v'flence 

Avenue to, West Ainslie Street. 
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E&f From 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday: 
4:+ 7500, 7600, 7700, and 7800 blocks of South Cottage Grove; 

t9} From 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday: 
~ 7100 block of South State Street. 

(c) On non residential streets in the area within the boundaries set forth in Section 
9 64 205(a) parking meters shall operate 24 hours per day, Monday through Sunday, except that 
meters shall operate: Notwithstanding subsections (a) and (b), parking meters located on the 
following streets shall operate according to the following day-and-time based categories: 

(+f From 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
ti 100 south to 100 north blocks of Clark Street; and 

~ From 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
ti 300 block of East Randolph Street (upper level only). 

ill From 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Friday, at: 
U 7500 block of North Paulina Street. 

(2) From 6:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
U 2600 block through and including 2900 block of West 26th 

Street. 
2.2 2500 block of South Francisco Avenue. 
2.3 2500 block through and including 2800 block of South 

California Avenue. 
2.4 2500 block through and including 3000 block of South 

California Boulevard. 
2.5 2700 block of West 28th Street. 
2.6 2600 block through and including 2700 block of South 

Washtenaw Avenue. 

ill From 7:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
li 1900 block through and including 2000 block of North La _ 

Crosse Avenue. 
3.2 2000 block of North Leclaire Avenue. 

ill From 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
tl 1400 block of West 19th Street. 
4.2 2800 block of North Kostner Avenue. 
4.3 4800 block of West Fletcher Street. 

ill From 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
2J. 1200 block through and including 1300 block of South 
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Halsted Street. 

(Q} From 7:00 A.M. to 2:00 A.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
hl 219 West Chicago Avenue. 

ill From 8:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M., Monday through Friday, at: 
1J. 4400 and 4500 blocks of West 59th Street. 

tID. From 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Monday through Friday, at: 
tl West Tilden Avenue (north side) from South Jefferson 

Street to South Clinton Street. 
8.2 South Jefferson Street (east side) from West Tilden 

Avenue to West Van Buren Avenue. 
8.3 500 and 600 blocks of North Ogden Avenue. 

ill From 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
9.1 6900 block of North Glenwood Avenue. 
9.2 1800 (west side), 1900 (both sides) and 2000 (west side) 

blocks of South Michigan Avenue. 
9.3 0 and 100 blocks of East 18th Street. 
9.4 1800 block of South State Street, west side of the street. 
9.5 209 West Chestnut Street. 
9.6 216 West Institute Place . 

.Q.Q} From 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
10.1 1700 block of West Cermak Road. 
10.2 2200 block of South Wood Street. 

Ll.D From 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
ill 9400 block of South Charles Street. 
11.2 4200 block of South Whipple Street. 
11.3 4200 block of South Sacramento Avenue. 
11.4 4100 block of South Richmond Street. 
11.5 4100 block of South Francisco Avenue. 
11.6 3900 block of West School Street. 
11.7 2400 block of West Homer Street. 
11.8 2900 block through and including 3000 block of East 92nd 

Street. 
11.9 3000 block of North Wilton Avenue. 
11.10 4000 block of North Sawyer Avenue. 
11.11 4000 block of North Spaulding Avenue. 
11.12 4000 block of North Bernard Street. 
11.13 4000 block of North Central Park Avenue. 
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11.14 3500 block of North Lawndale Avenue. 
11.15 1000 block through and including 1100 block of West 

Glenlake Avenue. 
1l.16 1200 block of West Hood Avenue. 
11.17 1200 block of West Norwood Avenue. 
11.18 1200 block of West Rosedale Avenue. 
11.19 1500 block of West Catalpa Avenue. 
11.20 4800 block of North Winchester Avenue. 
11.21 4400 block of North Campbell Avenue. 
11.22 700 block of East 80th Street. 
11.23 4500 block of South Ashland Avenue. 
11.24 0 block of East Cullerton Street. 
11.25 1900 block of South Archer Avenue. 
11.26 1800 (east side only) and 1900 blocks of South State Street. 
11.27 100,200, and 300 blocks of East 47th Street. 
11.28 1800, 1900 and 2800 blocks of South Wabash Avenue. 
11.29 600 block through and including 1100 block of South 

Desplaines Street. 
11.30 1200 block of West Greenleaf Avenue, north side of the 

street. 
11.31 500 block of West Melrose Street, south side of the street. 
11.32 900 block of West Roscoe Street, north side of the street. 
11.33 0 block of North Pulaski Road, west side of the street. 
11.34 2600 block of West Division Street. 

(ill From 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
12.1 415 West Ontario Street. 
12.2 757 North Kingsbury Street. 
12.3 723 North Kingsbury Street. 
12.4 680 North Kingsbury Street. 
12.5 712 North Kingsbury Street. 
12.6 756 North Hudson Avenue. 
12.7 460 West Superior Street. 
12.8 453 West Superior Street. 
12.9 724 North Hudson Avenue. 
12.10 450 West Huron Street. 
12.11 668 North Hudson Avenue. 
12.12 671 North Hudson Avenue. 
12.13 441 West Erie Street. 
12.14 442 West Erie Street. 
12.15 375 West Erie Street. 
12.16 461 West Huron Street. 
12.17 371 West Ontario Street. 

Q.1l From 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
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13.1 1300 block through and including 1400 block of North 
Wells Street. 

13.2 700 block of East Solidarity Drive. 

Q.1l. From 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M .. Monday through Saturday, at: 
14.1 1300 block of West Belmont Avenue, north side of the 

street, from North Lakewood A venue to North Southport 
Avenue. 

14.2 North Clark Street, from West Lawrence Avenue to West 
Ainslie Street. 

14.3 7500, 7600, 7700, and 7800 blocks of South Cottage Grove 
Avenue. 

14.4 7lO0 block of South State Street. 
14.5 500 block of West Melrose Street, north side of the street. 
14.6 500 block of West Drummond Place. 
14.7 900 block of West Roscoe Street, south side of the street. 

a..a From 9:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M .. Monday through Saturday, at: 
15.1 3500 and 3600 blocks of South State Street. 
15.2 0 block of West 35th Street. 

Q.§} From 9:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
16.1 0 block of North Pulaski Road, east side of the street. 

Oll From 9:00 AM. to 11 :59 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
17.1 100 block of North Pulaski Road . 

.clID From 9:00 AM. to 11:59 P.M., Monday through Sunday, at: 
18.1 1126 and 1129 North State Street. 
18.2 350 and 353 West Erie Street. 

Q..2} From 9:00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight, Monday through Sunday, at: 
19.1 0 block through and including 100 block of East Oak 
Street. 

(20) From 9:30 AM. to 4:00 P.M., Monday through Friday, and from 8:00 
A.M. to 3:00 P.M. Saturday and Sunday, at: 

20.1 9 West Ontario Street. 

@ From 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
21.1 1000, 1100, and 1200 blocks of North California Avenue. 
21.2 West North Avenue, north side, from North Central Park 

Avenue to North Lawndale Avenue. 
21.3 2400, 2500, and 2700 blocks of West Division Street. 
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(22) From 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
22.1 1900 block of West Augusta Boulevard. 

@ From 12:01 a.m. to 6:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, at: 
23.1 1200 block of South Wolcott Avenue, 
23.2 1900 block of West Washburne Avenue. 

(24) 24 hours per day, Monday through Saturday, at: 
24.1 except as provided in (c) (20.1) and (20.2), the area 

bounded by the Eisenhower Expressway on the north, 15th 
Place on the south, Ashland Avenue on the east and Damen 
Avenue on the west, 

24.2 5600 block through and including 5700 block of North 
Ashland Avenue. 

24.3 1200 and 1300 blocks of South Union Avenue, east side of 
the street. 

all 24 hours per day, Monday through Sunday, at: 
25.1 400 and 500 blocks of North Kingsbury Street. 
25.2 300 block of East Randolph Street (upper level only). 
25.3 100 south to 100 north blocks of Clark Street. 

GQl. From 7:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M., Monday through Friday, and 24 hours on 
Saturday and Sunday, at: 

26.1 West Lake Street between North Dearborn Street and North 
Clark Street. 

(27) During the period beginning on Memorial Day and ending on Labor Day, 
from 6:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. on Fridays, and from 8:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. on Saturdays and 
Sundays: 

27.1 North Recreation Drive, from 3860 through and 
including 4000. 

(d) In city-owned parking lots comprised of parking meters that are controlled by the 
Department of Finance or subject to any concession agreement approved by the city council for 
the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation and removal of and collection of fees 
from, certain designated parking meters, the parking meters shall operate 24 hours per day, 
Monday through Sunday Saturday, except that parking meters in city lots located Within the 
areas set forth in Section 9-64-205(a) and (b) shall operate 24 hours per day, Monday through 
Sunday. 

te1 Notwithstanding the days and hours of operation in subseotions (a), (b), (0), and-(d)
of this seotion, parking meters shall operate: 

fB From 8:00 l\:.M. to 9:00 P.M. Monday through Saturday, and from 3:00 
P.M. to 9:00 P.M. on Sunday at: 
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H the 4500 block of South Ashland Avenue; 
~ the 0 blook of East Cullerton Street; 
H the 1900 block of South Archer Avenue; 
M the 1800 and 1900 blocks of South State Street; 
H the 100,200, and 300 blocks of East 47th Street; and 
~ the 1800 and 1900 blocks of South '.'Vabash Avenue. 

8i From 8 A.M. to 6 P.M., Monday through Saturday at: 
1800,1900, and 2000 blocks of South Michigan Avenue, '.vest side of the 
street; and 
The 0 to 100 East 18th Street; and 
The 1800 block of South State Street, west side of the street. 

(t)The time limits set forth above shall not replace any other more restrictive parking or 
standing restrictions and do not relieve a person from the duty to observe other and more 
restrictive provisions prohibiting or limiting the standing or parking of vehicles in specified 
places or at specified times. 

fe1 N01'.vithstanding the days and hours of operation in subsections (a), (b), (0), and 
(d) of this section, parking meters shall operate: 

~ From 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M .. Monday through Sunday at: 
1300 block of West Belmont Avenue, north side of the street, from 
North LakevlOod Avenue to North Southport Avenue. 

tfj Parking meters shall operate: 
~ From 8:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. Monday through Friday: 

Viest Tilden Avenue (north side) from South Jefferson Street to 
South Clinton Street. 
South Jefferson Street (east side) from West Tilden Avenue to 
'Vest Van Buren A.venue. 

fit parking meter hours of operation from 8:00 A •. M. to 6:00 P.M. all days, at the 
foUovling locations: 415 West Ontario Street (paybox Number 202405); 757 North Kingsbury 
Street (paybmc Number 546401); 723 North Kingsbury Street (paybm( l'iumber 546402); 680 
North Kingsbury Street (paybm( Number 546403); 712 North Kingsbury Street (paybox Number 
546405); 756 North Hudson Avenue (paybm( l'iumber 547405); 460 \Vest Superior Street 
(paybox Number 547405)*; 453 West Superior Street (paybox Number 547407); 724 North 
Hudson Avenue (payboJ{ Number 547408); 450 West Huron Street (paybm( Number 548403); 
668 North Hudson Avenue (paybox Nmnber 548404); 671 North Hudson A'fenue (paybox 
Number 548405); 441 West Erie Street (paybm( Number 5484l3); 442 West Erie Street (paybox 
Number 548412); 375 West Erie Street (paybmc Number 548415); and 461 West Huron Street 
(paybmc Number 548416). 

9-64-207 Parking meter increments and maximum periods for parking. 
(a) Except as provided in subsection ee), the The comptroller shall determine the 
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minimum time increment that may be purchased at a parking meter; provided, however, that the 
minimum time increment shall not be more than twenty minutes. 

(b) Notwithstanding any prior ordinance establishing maximum periods that a vehicle 
may park or stand at a meter, the comptroller shall determine and post, or cause to be posted, on 
the meter the applicable maximum periods that may be purchased at a parking meter. 

(c) When payment is made by mobile pay, the minimum time increment that may be 
purchased at a parking meter shall be 15 minutes, except that in the boundaries of the areas set 
forth in Section 9-64-205 (a) and (b), the minimum time increment shall be 30 minutes. 

9-64-208 Monthly parking for city parking lots. 
(a) Notwithstanding section 9-64-205, metered parking spaces in the city parking lots 

designated below are authorized to be used for monthly parking at the following rates: 

Rate for monthly parking 
(1) $75.00 
(2) $75.00 
(3) $75.00 
(4) $75.00 
(5) $75.00 
(6) $65.00 
(7) $40.00 
(8) $40.00 
(9) $40.00 
(10) $40.00 
(11) $40.00 

Designated city lot 
1130 West Lawrence Avenue 
3120 North Greenview Avenue 
1530 West Barry Avenue 
1635 West Melrose Street 
1217 North Bosworth Avenue 
2630 North Emmett Street 
4030 North Laporte A venue 
1752 West 95th Street 
9448 South Pleasant Avenue 
1938 West Monterey Avenue 
1835 West 95th Street 

(b) The comptroller shall notify the general public of the availability of monthly parking 
permits for the designated city lots. The number of permits issued for any designated city lot 
shall not exceed the number of parking spaces located in that lot. The purchase of a monthly 
parking pennit does not reserve or guarantee any parking space in the lot. 

(c) The comptroller, or his designee, is authorized to issue such permits on a first-come 
non-discriminatory basis. The permit shall evidence the required payment and shall be 
considered as putting the parking meter where such person parks into operation, pursuant to 
section 9-64-190. The person shall display the pennit in a publicly visible location as directed by 
the comptroller. 

(d) This section shall not replace any other more restrictive parking restrictions and does 
not relieve a person from the duty to observe other and more restrictive provisions prohibiting or 
limiting the standing or parking of vehicles in specified places or at specified times. 

(e) Any revenue collected pursuant to this section that is from parking meters that are 
subject to a concession agreement approved by the city council for the operation, maintenance, 
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improvement, installation and removal of, and the collection of fees from, certain designated 
parking meters, shall be allocated to the extent provided by such agreement. Any revenue 
collected from parking meters not subject to any such agreement shall be deposited into the 
corporate fund. 

(f) The comptroller is authorized to promulgate rules and regulations for the 
administration of this section. 

SECTION 8. The implementation of a mobile pay system for the payment of parking 
meter fees is hereby authorized when the mobile pay system is established and implemented 
pursuant to, and in accordance with, a concession agreement approved by the City Council 
governing the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation and removal of and the 
collection of fees from, certain designated parking meters. The mobile pay system may include 
the ability to require the establishment of a customer's account, including a minimum credit and 
deposit balance amount, for use of the mobile pay system. In addition, a convenience fee of 
thirty-five cents shall be charged on any single mobile pay transaction when a person purchases 
less than 120 minutes at a parking meter. 

When the Chief Financial Officer determines it is in the best interest of the City, the 
Chief Financial Officer may increase the convenience fee, the minimum credit amount or the 
minimum deposit balance amount annually by an amount equal to the annual percentage change 
in the Consumer Price Index - U.S. City Averages for all Urban Consumers, All Items. Any 
increase shall be rounded down to the nearest cent when less than one-half a cent is due and 
rounded up to the nearest cent when one-half cent or more is due. Such increase shall remain in 
effect until any subsequent adjustment is made. 

SECTION 9. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order, or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall be controlling. If any section, paragraph, clause or 
provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause 
or provision shall not affect any of the other provisions ofthis ordinance. No provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago or violation of any provision of the Municipal Code of Chicago shall 
be deemed to impair the validity of this ordinance or the documents or instruments authorized by 
this ordinance or render any such documents or instruments voidable at the option of the City; 
provided further that the foregoing shall not be deemed to affect the availability of any other 
remedy or penalty for any violation of any provision of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

This ordinance is an exercise of the City's power as a home rule unit oflocal government 
under Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and is intended to override any 
conflicting provision of any Illinois statute that does not specifically preempt the exercise of 
home rule power by the City. 

SECTION 10. The amendments to Sections 9-64-205 and 9-64-206 of the Municipal 
Code~~tCflg@fe~R ~i§~"af~g~all take effect on the effective date of 
the First Amendment; the remainder of the ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and 
after the date of its passage and approval. 
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Exhibit 1. 
(To Ordinance) 

Release And Settlement Agreement. 

6/5/2013 

This Release and Settlement Agreement ("Settlement Agreement") is dated as of the 
2th of April, 2013 by and between the City of Chicago (the "City") and Chicago Parking 
Meters LLC ("CPM"). The signatories to this Settlement Agreement may be referred to 
singularly or collectively as, respectively, a "Party" or the "Parties". 

Whereas, The City is a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local government 
organized and existing under Article VII, Section 1 and 6(a), respectively, of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois; and 

Whereas, CPM is a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the 
State of Delaware; and 

Whereas, The City and CPM entered into the Chicago Metered Parking System Concession 
Agreement (the "Concession Agreement") on December 4, 2008; and 

Whereas, There exist a number of disputes relating to the meaning and effect of certain 
terms in the Concession Agreement; and 

Whereas, CPM filed a Demand for Arbitration on October 16,2012 in In the Matter of the 
Arbitration Between Chicago Parking Meters LLC and City of Chicago, American Arbitration 
Association Case Number 51 181 Y 01253 12 (the "True-Up Arbitration") relating to the 
calculation and payment of Quarterly Settlement Amounts (as defined in the Concession 
Agreement) resulting from the City's exercise of its police and regulatory powers; and 

Whereas, An arbitration panel in In the Matter of the Arbitration Between Chicago Parking 
Meters LLC and City of Chicago, American Arbitration Association Case Number 51 181 Y 
0033812 (the "EPAEL Arbitration"), resolved certain contract disputes regarding the method 
of calculating the Exempt Persons Annual Excess Loss ("EPAEL") determination under the 
Concession Agreement and Schedule 14 that the Parties accept as the controlling 
methodology for the calculation of such determinations in future years; and 

Whereas, The Parties desire to make certain amendments to the Concession Agreement 
that are reflected in a First Amendment to the Concession Agreement (the "First 
Amendment"), attached as (Sub)Exhibit A to this Settlement Agreement, which is being 
executed concurrently with this Settlement Agreement; and 

Whereas, The Parties also intend to reflect such amendments in an Amended and Restated 
Concession Agreement ("Restated Agreement"), attached as (Sub )Exhibit 8, to be signed on 
or promptly after the effective date of this Settlement Agreement and the First Amendment; 
and 
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Whereas, The City finds that it is in the best interests of the residents of the City and 
desirable for the welfare of City government and affairs to enter into this Settlement 
Agreement, the First Amendment and the Restated Agreement; and 

Whereas, The Parties desire to fully settle and resolve all claims that were or could have 
been brought in the True-Up Arbitration, as well as any other claims arising under or in 
connection with the Concession Agreement pursuant to the limitations in paragraphs 9 and 
10 below, based on the terms set forth below and in the First Amendment and the Restated 
Agreement; 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of and in reliance upon the respective representations, 
covenants, terms and conditions contained herein, as well as other good and valuable 
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree 
as follows: 

Terms Of Settlement Agreement. 

1. Recitals. 

Each of the foregoing recitals constitutes a substantive provIsion of this Settlement 
Agreement and should be considered when interpreting other provisions of this Settlement 
Agreement. 

2. Representations And Warranties. 

The Parties acknowledge and agree that the following representations and warranties are 
essential and material terms of this Settlement Agreement and without such representations 
and warranties, this Settlement Agreement would not have been made: 

(a) Each Party represents and warrants that it has not assigned, nor will it assign, to any 
other person or legal entity any claims released or rights waived pursuant to this Settlement 
Agreement. 

(b) Each Party represents and warrants that this Settlement Agreement is made and 
executed under such Party's own free will and in accordance with such Party's own 
judgment and upon advice of counsel of its own choosing. No Party has been influenced, 
coerced, or induced to make this compromise and settlement by improper actions of any 
other Party. 

(c) Each Party represents and warrants that in entering into this Settlement Agreement, 
it is not relying on any statements or inducements except as expressly set forth herein. 
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(d) CPM represents and warrants that it has secured the necessary approval from any 
parent, affiliate, or any other entity or party necessary for it to effectuate this Settlement 
Agreement or that such approval is not necessary. CPM further represents and warrants 
that it has the power and authority to enter into this Settlement Agreement, to do all acts 
and things and to execute and deliver all other documents as are required to be done, 
observed, performed, executed or delivered by it in accordance with the terms hereof; that 
the execution and delivery of this Settlement Agreement and the consummation of this 
transaction will not conflict with or result in any violation or default under any provision of 
its limited liability company agreement, bylaws, or other constituent document or agreement 
or of any decree, statute, law, ordinance, rule or regulation applicable to it; and that no 
further consent, approval, order, authorization or filing with any entity, or otherwise, is 
required in connection with the execution and delivery of this Settlement Agreement or the 
consummation of the transactions described in this Settlement Agreement. 

(e) The City represents and warrants that it has the power and authority to enter into this 
Settlement Agreement and to do all the acts and things and to execute and deliver all other 
documents as are required to be done, observed, performed, executed or delivered by it 
in accordance with the terms hereof, provided, however, that this Settlement Agreement, 
the First Amendment and the Restated Agreement require City Council approval, which the 
City agrees to promptly seek. 

3. Settlement Of True-Up Arbitration. 

The Parties agree that CPM's claims for Quarterly Settlement Amounts that have been or 
could have been submitted to the City through February 28, 2013, including all prior invoices 
and amounts claimed in the True-Up Arbitration, totaling $49,831,362, and any claim for a 
Quarterly Settlement Amount with respect to the Quarter ending February 28, 2013, shall be 
settled and released in exchange for the City's one-time lump sum payment of $8.9 Million 
to be paid to CPM not later than three (3) business days after the effective date of this 
Settlement Agreement. 

4. Free Sunday Parking And Increased Hours Of Operation. 

In connection with its election to enter into the First Amendment, the City has elected to 
make various changes in Hours of Operation that will permit free Sunday parking in City 
neighborhoods and will increase the Hours of Operation for certain spaces, as set forth in 
Section 29 of the First Amendment. These changes, which are reflected in Amended 
Schedule 10 to the First Amendment, include: (a) free parking on Sundays in City 
neighborhoods outside the area bounded by the south side of Roosevelt Road on the south, 
Lake Michigan on the east, the north side of North Avenue on the north and the west side of 
Halsted Street on the west; and (b) extending metered parking hours (i) from 9:00 P.M. to 
midnight in the area bounded by the north side of Division Street on the north, Lake Michigan 
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on the east and the north bank of the Chicago River on the south and the east bank of the 
Chicago River and the North Branch Canal on the west where metered parking hours 
currently terminate at 9:00 P.M. and (ii) from 9:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. in all other areas where 
metered parking hours currently terminate at 9:00 P.M. 

5. Pay-By-Cell Technology. 

CPM will implement a pay-by-cell phone payment system for metered parking as soon as 
reasonably practicable, but in no event later than May 1, 2014, on the terms set forth in 
Section 16 of the First Amendment. Pay-by-cell technology will provide another payment 
option to the customers of the Metered Parking System, pursuant to the terms of Section 16 
of the First Amendment. 

6. Designation Of Spaces. 

In connection with its election to enter into the First Amendment, the City has elected to 
designate certain Concession Metered Parking Spaces as Reserve Metered Parking Spaces 
and certain Reserve Metered Parking Spaces as Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

a. The City is designating the 17 parking lots containing a total of approximately 1,100 
parking spaces from Concession Metered Parking Spaces to Reserve Metered 
Parking Spaces, as set forth in Amended Schedule 10A to the First Amendment. 

b. The City is designating 828 Reserve Metered Parking Spaces as Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces, which are set forth on Amended Schedule 10B to the First 
Amendment. 

c. Effective as of December 1, 2012, the City is designating as Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces the 983 parking spaces in the Loop set forth on Amended 
Schedule 1 OC to the First Amendment, as to which the City changed the designation 
from Concession Metered Parking Spaces to Reserve Metered Parking Spaces on 
December 1, 2012. Not later than three (3) business days after the effective date of 
this Settlement Agreement, the City will pay to CPM in full the Metered Parking 
Revenues attributable to such spaces that have been received by the City from 
December 1, 2012 to the effective date of this Settlement Agreement, after deducting 
rental fees paid by the City to CPM for Metering Devices for such spaces. 

7. No Rights Pursuant To Settlement Agreement. 

Paragraphs 4 through 6 above are provided herein for informational purposes only and do 
not confer substantive rights on the Parties pursuant to this Settlement Agreement. 
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8. Payment Of Outstanding EPAEL Claims. 

On December 13, 2012, an arbitration panel in the EPAEL Arbitration made findings in favor 
of both Parties on various issues relating to CPM's 2010 EPAEL claim. The panel also 
awarded CPM an EPAEL determination for 201 0 of $12,000,000, plus interest in the amount 
of $70,711.28, an amount that the City has paid in accordance with the panel's determination. 
The panel's decision resolved certain contract disputes regarding the method of calculating 
the EPAEL determination under the Concession Agreement and Schedule 14 that the Parties 
accept as the controlling methodology for the calculation of such determinations in future 
years. Based on that methodology, CPM has submitted to the City an EPAEL claim for the 
2011 -- 2012 Reporting Year in the amount of$21 ,442,837. The City has reviewed that claim 
and has verified the amount of $21,404,114, an amount that CPM has accepted. CPM has 
also submitted an EPAEL claim for the 2012 -- 2013 Reporting Year in the amount of 
$21,476,831 which includes the amount attributable to the City's designation of Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces reflected in the third paragraph of Section 7.2(a) of the Restated 
Agreement. The City has reviewed and verified the amount of the EPAEL Claim for the 
2012 -- 2013 Reporting Year. The City will pay the 2011 -- 2012 and 2012 -- 2013 EPAEL 
claims in full not later than three (3) business days after the effective date of this Settlement 
Agreement. 

9. Waiver And Release By CPM. 

In consideration of the obligations of the City set forth in this Settlement 
Agreement, and conditioned upon the City's full payment of the amounts specified in 
paragraphs 3, 6(c), and 8, and upon the mutual and full execution of the Restated 
Agreement, as attached as (Sub)Exhibit B, CPM hereby fully and finally cancels, waives and 
releases the City from: (i) all invoices for Quarterly Settlement Amounts (including Required 
Closure Payments) submitted to the City by CPM rendered prior to the date the Parties sign 
and execute this Settlement Agreement; (ii) all claims that CPM has, may have, has asserted, 
or could assert in the future for any Quarterly Settlement Amounts covering any period 
preceding the period commencing on March 1, 2013; (iii) all claims that CPM has, may have, 
has asserted, or could assert in the future for any EPAEL determination covering those 
periods through the Reporting Year ending February 28, 2013; and (iv) all past, present or 
future claims, causes of action, demands, costs or losses, suspected to exist or not expected 
to exist, anticipated or not anticipated, known or unknown, which have arisen, from the 
beginning of time to the effective date of this Settlement Agreement pursuant to 
paragraph 13 below, for breach or non-performance of the Concession Agreement. 

10. Waiver And Release By The City. 

In consideration of the obligations of CPM set forth in this Settlement Agreement, and upon 
the mutual and full execution ofthe Restated Agreement, attached as (Sub)Exhibit B, the City 
hereby fully and finally cancels, waives and releases CPM from all past, present or future 
claims, causes of action, demands, costs or losses, suspected to exist or not expected to 
exist, anticipated or not anticipated, known or unknown, which have arisen, from the 
beginning of time to the effective date of this Settlement Agreement pursuant to 
paragraph 13 below, for breach or non-performance of the Concession Agreement. 
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11. Dismissal Of The Arbitration. 

Upon the effective date of this Settlement Agreement, and as a material condition hereof, 
the Parties will execute a Stipulation of Dismissal in the form annexed hereto as 
(Sub)Exhibit C (the "Dismissal Stipulation") that dismisses with prejudice all claims raised by 
either Party in the True-Up Arbitration. 

12. First Amendment And Restated Agreement. 

As a material term of this Settlement Agreement, the Parties agree to enter into the First 
Amendment and, within three (3) business days after the effective date of First Amendment, 
the Restated Agreement. In the event of a conflict between the terms of this Settlement 
Agreement and the terms of the First Amendment the terms of the First Amendment shall 
control. 

13. Effective Date Of Settlement Agreement. 

The "Effective Date" ofthis Settlement Agreement is the Effective Date of FirstAmendment, 
provided that if the City fails to make full payment of the amounts specified in paragraphs 3, 
6(c), and 8 within three (3) business days after the effective date of First Amendment, then 
this Settlement Agreement and the First Amendment shall immediately terminate and be null 
and void with no further obligations or rights of either Party thereunder. For the avoidance of 
doubt, the Parties agree that the execution and delivery of this Settlement Agreement, the 
First Amendment and the Restated Agreement shall have no effect on the Concession 
Agreement or the relationship between the Parties with respect to the subject matter thereof 
unless and until this Settlement Agreement, the First Amendment and the Restated 
Agreement become effective as provided above. If for any reason this Settlement Agreement, 
the First Amendment and the Restated Agreement do not become effective (including as a 
result of any termination pursuant to the first sentence of this paragraph 13), the Concession 
Agreement will continue in full force and effect in accordance with its terms (without giving 
effect to this Settlement Agreement, the First Amendment or the Restated Agreement). 

14. No Effect On City's Reserved Powers. 

The Concession Agreement expressly reserves to the City for the term of the Concession 
Agreement the Reserved Powers of the City. The Parties reconfirm that express reservation, 
and nothing in this Settlement Agreement, the First Amendment and the Restated Agreement 
shall in any way diminish or delegate any of those Reserved Powers. 

15. Enforcement Of Terms. 

Failure to insist upon strict compliance with any of the terms, covenants or conditions of this 
Settlement Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of any such term, covenant or condition, 
nor shall such failure at anyone or more times be deemed a waiver or relinquishment at any 
other time or times of any right under the terms, covenants or conditions of this Settlement 
Agreement. 
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16. Binding Effect; Termination. 

Upon the Effective Date of this Settlement Agreement (and, with respect to paragraph 2 
and paragraphs 13 through 26, as of the date both Parties sign and execute this Settlement 
Agreement pursuant to paragraph 21 below), its terms, covenants, conditions, provisions, 
obligations, undertakings, rights and benefits shall be binding upon and shall inure to the 
benefit of the undersigned Parties and their respective heirs, executors, liquidators, 
administrators, representatives, subrogees, successors and assigns. If the effective date of 
this Settlement Agreement does not occur on or prior to August 1, 2013, this Settlement 
Agreement shall terminate immediately and without further action by any Party. 

17. No Admission. 

Execution of this Settlement Agreement shall not in any way be construed as an admission 
of wrongdoing or liability with respect to any matter released hereby by either of the Parties, 
and any such alleged wrongdoing or liability is expressly denied. This Settlement Agreement 
is a compromise of disputed claims and is entered into knowingly and voluntarily by the 
Parties. Further, this Settlement Agreement does not constitute an adjudication of the merits 
of the True-Up Arbitration. Accordingly, this Settlement Agreement cannot be used in any 
way to imply or evidence that any Party prevailed in the True-Up Arbitration, or that any 
argument, claim or defense that was raised or could be raised in the True-Up Arbitration has 
been waived. 

18. Non-Use. 

This Settlement Agreement may not be used as evidence in any subsequent proceeding 
of any kind between the Parties (without the other Party's written consent), except in a 
proceeding that either Party institutes against the other Party alleging a breach or to enforce 
the provisions of this Settlement Agreement, or as otherwise required by law. Nothing herein 
shall prevent either Party from using this Settlement Agreement as evidence to defend 
against claims brought by third parties. 

19. Severability. 

The provisions of this Settlement Agreement are severable, and if any provision of this 
Settlement Agreement is found to be unenforceable, such provision may be severed or 
modified and the other provisions shall remain fully valid and enforceable. 

20. Drafting. 

The Parties and their counsel each have contributed to this Settlement Agreement. No 
provision of this Settlement Agreement shall be construed against any Party by reason of 
authorship. 
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21. Counterparts; Execution. 

This Settlement Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which 
shall be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same 
Settlement Agreement. This Settlement Agreement shall be finally executed when identical 
counterparts, which when taken together bear the signatures of all Parties, have been 
delivered to counselor representatives for all the Parties, either bye-mail, facsimile or 
overnight delivery service. Copies of all or part of this Settlement Agreement, including 
signatures thereto, which are transmitted by facsimile or bye-mail in .pdf format, shall be 
presumed valid. 

22. Further Assurances. 

The Parties shall execute, deliver and perform or cause to be executed, delivered and 
performed any and all such further acts, deeds and assurances as may be reasonably 
required in order to fully carry out the terms of this Settlement Agreement. 

23. Choice Of Law. 

This Settlement Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of Illinois, without giving 
effect to choice of law principles. 

24. Modification And Waiver. 

This Settlement Agreement may not be modified, amended or any provision waived in 
whole or in part, except by a written amendment signed by the Parties. 

25. Headings And Definitions. 

The headings in this Settlement Agreement are for reference only and shall be disregarded 
in construing this Settlement Agreement's meaning and intent. Capitalized terms used but 
not otherwise defined in this Settlement Agreement shall have the meanings assigned to such 
terms in the Concession Agreement and the First Amendment. 

26. Entire Agreement. 

This Settlement Agreement, together with the First Amendment, constitute the entire 
agreement between the Parties with respect to this Settlement Agreement and each Party 
warrants that in entering into this Settlement Agreement it has not relied upon any 
representations, warranties, commitments, promises or inducements except as expressly set 
forth herein and in any exhibit hereto. 
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In Witness Whereof, The City and the CPM have caused this Settlement Agreement to be 
duly executed as of the day and year first above written by their respective representatives 
thereunto duly authorized. 

City of Chicago 

8y: __________________ __ 

Stephen R. Patton, 
Corporation Counsel 

Chicago Parking Meters LLC 

(Signed) 8y: ____ -=D..:::.e'-"nn:..:..:i=s -'-P..:::.ed=r-=:e.:.:.:lli ____ _ 
Chief Executive Office 

In Witness Whereof, The City and the CPM have caused this Settlement Agreement to be 
duly executed as of the day and year first above written by their respective representatives 
thereunto duly authorized. 

City of Chicago 

(Signed) 8y: ____ ~S=te:.t::pC!..!h=enc.!..!...!R~. P--"a=tt=o.!.!.n __ _ 
Corporation Counsel 

Chicago Parking Meters LLC 

8y: ____________________ _ 

Dennis Pedrelli 
Chief Executive Officer 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "8" and "C" referred to in this Release and Settlement Agreement with 
Chicago Parking Meters LLC read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Release And Settlement Agreement 

With Chicago Parking Meters LLC) 

First Amendment To Chicago Metered 
Parking System Concession Agreement. 

54107 

This FIRST AMENDMENT TO CHICAGO METERED PARKING SYSTEM 
CONCESSION AGREEMENT (the "First Amendment") is dated as of the 2ih of April, 2013 by 
and between the CITY OF CHICAGO, a municipal corporation and home rule unit oflocal 
government organized and existing under Article VII, Sections 1 and 6(a), respectively, of the 
1970 Constitution of the State ofIllinois (the "City"), and CHICAGO PARKING METERS, 
LLC, a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware 
(the "Concessionaire"). 

WHEREAS, the City and the Concessionaire have entered into the CHICAGO 
METERED PARKING SYSTEM CONCESSION AGREEMENT dated as of December 4,2008, 
as amended by letters dated May 20, 2010 and November 10, 2010 (the "Agreement"), pursuant 
to which the Concessionaire obtained from the City the right to operate, maintain and improve 
the Metered Parking System, to retain the revenues to be derived from the operation of the 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces and to be compensated for the operation of Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces for the Term of the Agreement, subject to the reserved police powers 
and regulatory powers ofthe City with respect to the Metered Parking System; 

WHEREAS, the Concessionaire and the City desire to amend such Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Agreement expressly reserved the police and regulatory powers ofthe 
City for the·Term of the Agreement and the Parties hereby reconfIrm that express reservation, 
and nothing in this First Amendment shall in any way diminish or delegate any of those 
Reserved Powers. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing premises and the mutual 
covenants and agreements contained herein, the City and the Concessionaire, intending to be 
legally bound, hereby agree as follows. 

Section 1. Defined Terms. Except as otherwise stated herein or amended hereby, all defined 
terms used in this First Amendment shall have the meanings given to such terms in the 
Agreement. 

Section 2. Amended Definitions. The defmitions in Section 1.1 of the Agreement of "Actual 
System Operating Revenue," "Aggregate Revenue Value," "Annual Percentage Adjustment," 
"Compensation Event," "Concession Metered Parking Spaces," "Designated Senior Person," 
"Existing Revenue," "Expected Utilization Rate," "Full Utilization Amount," "Measured 
Utilization Rate," "Metered Parking Revenues," "Metered Parking Spaces," "Required Closure 
Allowance," "Required Closure Payment," "Revenue Value," "Revenue Value Adjustment," 
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"Settlement System Revenue Value," "System in Service Percentage" and "Utilization Rate" are 
hereby amended and restated to read in full as follows: 

"Actual System Operating Revenue" means, for each Reporting Year, the Metered 
Parking Revenue derived from the Concession Metered Parking Spaces for such Reporting Year 
as determined by the Concessionaire. For the avoidance of doubt, "Actual System Operating 
Revenue" shall not include Concession Compensation or Reserved Powers Adverse Action 
Compensation. 

"Aggregate Revenue Value" means, as of the first Day of any month, the sum of the 
Revenue Values ofaB Concession Metered Parking Spaces and the sum ofthe Revenue Value 
Adjustments of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

"Annual Percentage Adjustment" means (a) for the Reporting Year ending in 2014, zero 
percent (0%) and (b) for each Reporting Year ending in the year 2015 or any subsequent year, 
the annual percentage change in the Index for the annual period ending August 31 of the 
preceding Reporting Year. 

"Compensation Event" means the Concessionaire's compliance with or the 
implementation of any City Directive or any modified or changed Operating Standard subject to 
Section 6.3(b), the occurrence of an Adverse Action or the occurrence of any other event that 
under the terms of this Agreement explicitly requires the payment of Concession Compensation, 
including under Section 3.l2(c), Section 3.21, Section 4.7(f), Section 6.3(b), Section 7.1, and 
Section 7.7. 

"Concession Metered Parking Spaces" means those 'Metered Parking Spaces so 
designated by the City from time to time and included in the Metered Parking System operated 
and maintained by the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement and, as ofthe Effective Date 
Of First Amendment, the Metered Parking Spaces listed in Amended Schedule 10 and designated 
thereon-.a~ C~n~ession ~etered Parking Spaces. 

"Designated Senior Person" means an individual designated as such by a Party by written 
notice to the other Party, including the Deputy Mayor, the Chief Financial OffIcer and/or the 
Corporation Counsel in the case of the City, and the Chief Executive OffIcer and/or the General 
Counsel in the case ofthe Concessionaire. 

"Existing Revenue" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space, as of 
the first Day of any month, the Revenue Value for the preceding month, except in the following 
cases: (i) as of March 1,2013, "Existing Revenue" shall be the Revenue Value of such 
Concession Metered Parking Space as set forth on Amended Schedule 10; (ii) as of March 1, 
2014, "Existing Revenue" shall be determined pursuant to Section 7.15; and (iii) as of March 1, 
2015 and any March 1 thereafter, if(x) the Revenue Value for such space was unchanged during 
the preceding Reporting Year, and (y) a new Expected Utilization Rate did not become effective 
during the preceding Reporting Year (notwithstanding the reversal of any Reserved Power action 
in accordance with Section 7.9(h», "Existing Revenue" shall be the Actual Operating Revenue 
for the preceding Reporting Year for such Concession Metered Parking Space plus all Required 
Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year for such Concession Metered Parking Space. 
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"Expected Utilization Rate" means the Utilization Rate used for purposes of assigning 
Revenue Value pursuant to Article 7, and which is (i) estimated by the City in connection with a 
Reserved Power action (other than a Regular Rate Adjustment) based upon the then current 
Metered Parking Fee, Period of Operation and Period of Stay, and taking into account, where 
relevant, Metered Parking Spaces that are comparable based on, among other things, their 
geographic proximity and Metered Parking Fee; and (ii) with respect to an additional Concession 
Metered Parking Space pursuant to Section 7.8, based on the Utilization Rate of other spaces on 
the same Block or if there are no other existing spaces on the same Block, then comparable 
Metered Parking Spaces taking into account, among other things, their geographic proximity and 
Metered Parking Fee. None of the Utilization Rates set forth on Amended Schedule 10 shall be 
considered an Expected Utilization Rate. 

"Full Utilization Amount" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space 
as ofthe fIrst Day of any month, the product of the Period of Operation then in effect (calculated 
for an entire Reporting Year) and the Metered Parking Fee then in effect for such Period of 
Operation. For those Concession Metered Parking Spaces for which the Period of Operation or 
the Metered Parking Fee varies during the Reporting Year, "Full Utilization Amount" means the 
sum of the product of each Metered Parking Fee in effect for such space multiplied by the 
applicable Period of Operation for such Metered Parking Fee during the Reporting Year. Any 
calculation of Full Utilization Amount shall assume that the then current Metered Parking Fee 
and Period of Operation were implemented as of, and in effect continuously from, March 1 of 
such Reporting Year. For any Concession Metered Parking Space for which a Regular Rate 
Adjustment became effective during January (unless an Expected Utilization Rate also became 
effective for such space during January), the "Full Utilization Amount" as of the fIrst Day ofthe 
immediately following February shall exclude the effect of such Regular Rate Adjustment, and 
such Regular Rate Adjustment instead shall be included in the Full Utilization Amount for such 
space as of March 1. 

"Measured Utilization Rate" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space 
and as of the fIrst Day ofa Reporting Year commencing with the second Reporting Year, the 
percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of the Actual Operating Revenue allocated to such 
space for the preceding Reporting Year plus all Required Closure Payments allocated to such 
space for the preceding Reporting Year, by (ii) the Measured Full Utilization Amount for such 
space for the preceding Reporting Year. 

"Metered Parking Revenues" means, during the Term, the revenues derived from 
Metered Parking Fees collected by the Concessionaire from the operation of Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, and shall be determined from collection 
data maintained by the Concessionaire in accordance with the Operating Standards. 

"Metered Parking Spaces" means those spaces or places that the City designates from 
time to time as parking spaces or places where, during certain periods oftime, the City requires 
the payment of a Metered Parking Fee for parking a motor vehicle at that space or place for a 
limited period oftime and such designation is effective for all purposes of this Agreement 
notwithstanding that Exempt Persons (such as Persons with disabilities) using that parking space 
or place may be exempted from paying the Metered Parking Fee otherwise applicable to 
members of the general public. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the City, each Metered 
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Parking Space shall have a length of no less than 18 feet and no more than 22 feet; provided, 
however, that if such Metered Parking Space is adjacent to only one other Metered Parking 
Space, it shall be no less than 17 feet in length. 

"Required Closure Allowance" means (i) with respect to a Concession Metered Parking 
Space located within the Central Business District and a Reporting Year, eight percent (8%) of 
the number of Days during such Reporting Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space 
was a designated Concession Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations, 
and (ii) with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space not located within the Central 
Business District and a Reporting Year, four percent (4%) of the number of Days during such 
Reporting Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space was a designated Concession 
Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations, in each case rounded to the 
nearest number of Days, and in either case based upon the assumption that such Concession 
Metered Parking Space will continue to be a Concession Metered Parking Space for the 
remainder of such Reporting Year. 

"Required Closure Payment" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space 
and for the Quarter during which the Required Closure Allowance for the Reporting Year is first 
exceeded and for each subsequent Quarter during the Reporting Year, an amount of money 
calculated as provided in Schedule 6 and in accordance with the rules set forth in Section 7.9(c). 

"Revenue Value" means, with respect to each Concession Metered Parking Space, the 
value of such Concession Metered Parking Space computed and determined pursuant to 
Schedule 6, as such value may be determined or adjusted pursuant to Section 7.4, Section 7.8, 
Section 7.9, and Section 7.14. 

"Revenue Value Adjustment" means on the first Day of each Reporting Year beginning 
on March 1, 2015 and with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space, the value computed 
and determined pursuant to Schedule 6, Section 7.9 and Section 7.14. On every other Day, the 
Revenue Value Adjustment for any Concession Metered Parking Space is zero. 

"Settlement System Revenue Value" means (i) on any date from March 1,2013 to 
February 28,2014, both dates inclusive, Aggregate Revenue Value as of March 1,2013 as 
shown on Amended Schedule 10 divided by the Monthly System in Service Percentage as of 
March 1, 20 l3, and (ii) on or after March 1, 2014, Actual System Operating Revenue for the 
preceding Reporting Year, divided by the simple average of the Monthly System in Service 
Percentages for the preceding Reporting Year, plus the sum of all Required Closure Payments 
due for the preceding Reporting Year. 

"System in Service Percentage" means: (a) as of March 1,2013, the percentage set forth 
as the Monthly System in Service Percentage as of March 1,2013 in Schedule 6; (b) as 
calculated as of any March 1 thereafter, the System in Service Percentage for the immediately 
preceding month multiplied by (one minus the Reserved Powers System Impact) multiplied by 
[one divided by (one plus the Annual Percentage Adjustment)]; and (c) as calculated monthly on 
the first Day of any other month, the System in Service Percentage for the immediately 
preceding month multiplied by (one minus the Reserved Powers System Impact); provided, 
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however, that with respect to (b) and (c) such calculations shall be subject to the adjustments set 
forth in Section 7.9 and Section 7.14, where applicable. 

"Utilization Rate" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space: (i) as of 
March 1, 2013, the Utilization Rate assigned to the Concession Metered Parking Space on 
Amended Schedule 10; and (ii) as of any other date, the percentage obtained by dividing the 
Revenue Value (but without any deduction for the Rate to Fine Multiple Factor) by the Full 
Utilization Amount. 

Section 3. New Definitions. Section 1.1 of the Agreement is hereby amended and 
supplemented with the following definitions: 

"Affected Concession Metered Parking Space" means, as of the first Day ofa Reporting 
Year, a Concession Metered Parking Space with resp~ct to which the City exercised a Reserved 
Power and set an Expected Utilization Rate during the Reporting Year ending one year and one 
Day prior to such Reporting Year. 

"Amended Schedule 10" means Schedule 1 0 as amended by the First Amendment. 

"Amended Schedule lOA" means that portion of Amended Schedule 10 as described in 
Section 3.21 and Section 7.2(a). 

"Amended Schedule lOB" means that portion of Amended Schedule 1 0 as described in 
Section 7.2Ca). 

"Amended Schedule 10C" means that portion of Amended Schedule 10 as described in 
Section 7.2(a). 

"Block" means one side of a street between intersecting streets on which one or more 
Metered Parking Spaces are located, whether or not such spaces are serviced by one or more 
Metering Devices. 

"Effective Date Of First Amendment" means the later of (i) the effective date ofthe 
ordinance of the City Council that approves the First Amendment, and (ii) the date on which the 
final form of Amended Schedule 10, including Amended Schedule lOA, Amended Schedule lOB 
and Amended Schedule 10C is mutually agreed between the Parties. 

"EP AL Percentage" means (1) the sum ofthe Exempt Person Annual Loss and the Actual 
System Operating Revenue, divided by (2) the Actual System Operating Revenue, expressed as a 
percentage. 

"Expert Econometrician" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7 .14(b )(ii). 

"First Amendment" means the First Amendment to Chicago Metered Parking System 
Concession Agreement dated as of April 27, 2013 between the City and the Concessionaire. 

"Hours of Operation" means, with respect to each Metered Parking Space and with 
respect to a Metered Parking Fee, the current number of annual hours during which the City 
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permits the parking of a motor vehicle in that Metered Parking Space and requires the payment 
of a Metered Parking Fee for use of that Metered Parking Space. 

"Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
Section 7.15. 

"Implementation Date" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.15. 

"Measured Full Utilization Amount" means, with respect to a Concession Metered 
Parking Space for any measurement period, the product of the Period of Operation over such 
measurement period (which shall not include any period during such Period of Operation when 
the Metering Device for such space was not operating) multiplied by the Metered Parking Fee 
charged during that Period of Operation. For those Concession Metered Parking Spaces for 
which the Period of Operation or the Metered Parking Fee varies during such measurement 
period, "Measured Full Utilization Amount" means the sum of the product of each Metered 
Parking Fee in effect for such space during any part of such measurement period multiplied by 
the applicable Period of Operation for such Metered Parking Fee. 

"Monthly Full Utilization Amount" means, with respect to a Concession Metered 
Parking Space as of the first Day of a month, the sum ofthe product of each Metered Parking 
Fee in effect for such space during any part of such month mUltiplied by the applicable Period of 
Operation for such Metered Parking Fee during such month. 

"Non-Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
Section 7.15. 

"Parking Zones" means those geographic areas of the City as set forth in Schedule 15. 

"Pay-by-CeIl" means a system that allows a customer to pay a Metered Parking Fee by 
cellulae telephone or other device without using a pay and display station or other Metering 
Device piiysically located at or near such space, the implementation of which does not require 
modification of the existing Metered Parking System other than as provided in Section 4.7 or as 
may be directed by the City pursuant to Section 5.1. 

"Pay-by-Cell Operator" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 4.7(g). 

"Pay-by-Cell Proposed Change(s)" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 4.7(d)(iv). 

"Pay-by-Cell Review Date" means each date that is every eighteen (18) months after the 
implementation of Pay-by-Cell. 

"Pay-by-Cell Threshold" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 4.7(d)(ii). 

"Pay-by-CeIl Trigger Event" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 4.7(d)(iv). 

"Reserve Metered Parking Spaces Payment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 

D· 
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"Reserve Parking Lots" means the parking lots owned by the City where Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces are located, which are listed on Amended Schedule lOA. 
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"Revenue Distribution Percentage" means, with respect to any Concession Metered 
Parking Space as of the first Day of any month, an amount equal to the Monthly Full Utilization 
Amount for such space divided by the sum of the Monthly Full Utilization Amounts for all 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces served by the same Metering Device. 

"RPA Determination" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.l4(a). 

"RPA Determination Proceeding" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.14(a). 

"True-Up Adjustment" means a Quarterly Settlement Amount minus the portion of such 
Quarterly S"ettlement Amount that is a Required Closure Payment accrued in such Quarter. 

"Unaffected Concession Metered Parking Space" means, as of the first Day of a 
Reporting Year, a Concession Metered Parking Space with respect to which an Expected 
Utilization Rate did not become effective during the two immediately preceding Reporting Years. 

"Unaffected System Utilization Rate" means, with respect to Unaffected Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces and as of any March 1, the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the total 
amount of Actual Operating Revenue derived from the operation of such spaces during the 
preceding Reporting Year plus the Required Closure Payments for such spaces for the preceding 
Reporting Year, by (ii) the total of the Measured Full Utilization Amounts for such spaces during 
that Reporting Year. 

Section 4. Deleted Definitions. Section 1.1 of the Agreement is hereby amended as follows: 

The defmitions in Section 1.1 of the Agreement of "Affected Property," "Concession Parking 
Lots" aJid "Title Report" are hereby deleted. Each remaining reference to "Concession Parking 
Lot" and --"Concession Parking Lots" in the Agreement (including in Section 1.1) is amended to 
read "Reserve Parking Lot" and "Reserve Parking Lots," respectively. 

Section 5. Amendment of Section 1.17 of the Agreement. Section 1.17 of the Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 1.17. Incorporation of Schedules and Exhibit. The following attached 
Schedules and Exhibit are made a part of this Agreement: 

Schedule 1 
Schedule 2 
Schedule 3 
Schedule 4 
Schedule 5 
Schedule 6 
Schedule 7 
Schedule 8 
Schedule 9 

Metered Parking System Contracts 
Required Capital Improvements 
Operating Standards 
Metered Parking System Assets 
Metered Parking System 
Article 7 Methodology 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces 
INTENTIONALLY DELETED 
Initial Parking Fees 
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Schedule 10 
Schedule I I 
Schedule 12 
Schedule 13 
Schedule 14 
Schedule 15 
Exhibit A 
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Revenue Value 
Form of Legal Opinion of Counsel to the City 
Form of Legal Opinion of Counsel to the Concessionaire 
Financial Information 
Exempt Persons Statistical Sampling Methodology 
Parking Zones 
Metered Parking System Ordinance 
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In the event of any contlict between the terms of this Agreement and the terms ofthe 
Schedules, the terms of this Agreement shall control. 

Section 6. Amendment of Section 2.4(a) of the Agreement. Section 2.4(a)(vi) of the 
Agreement is hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(vi) [intentionally deleted]; 

Section 7. Amendment of Section 3.2(c) of the Agreement. Section 3.2(c) of the Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(c) Assumed Liabilities. The Concessionaire agrees to assume and discharge or 
perform when due, all debts, liabilities and obligations whatsoever relating to the Metered 
Parking System or the Metered Parking System Operations that occur, arise out of or relate to, or 
are based on facts or actions occurring, during the Term, but only to the extent such debts, 
liabilities or obligations do not arise from or relate to any breach by the City of any covenant, 
representation or warranty set forth in this Agreement (collectively, the "Assumed Liabilities"); 
provided, however, that the Assumed Liabilities shall not include, and the City shall perform or 
cause to be performed and discharge or cause to be discharged as and when due, any debts, 
liabilities and obligations (i) with respect to the City's obligations under this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out of Metered Parking System Operations (including with respect to any Metered 
ParkmgSystem Contracts) prior to the Time of Closing, (iii) under any Environmental Law 
arising out of or relating to the ownership, operation or condition of the Metered Parking System 
at any time prior to the Time of Closing or any Hazardous Substance or other contaminant that 
was present or released on or migrated or escaped or was released from the Metered Parking 
System or otherwise existed at any time prior to the Time of Closing and including any known or 
unknown environmental conditions and any pre-existing conditions prior to the Time of Closing 
the manifestation of which occurs following the Time of Closing, or (iv) under any 
Environmental Law arising out of or relating to the ownership, operation or condition ofthe 
Reserve Parking Lots or any Hazardous Substance or other contaminant that was present or 
released on or migrated or escaped or was released from the Reserve Parking Lots and including 
any known or unknown environmental conditions (collectively, the "Excluded Liabilities"). 

Section 8. Amendment of Section 3.7 ofthe Agreement. Clause (iv) of Section 3.7(a) of the 
Agreement is hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(iv) to use the Reserve Parking Lots or any part thereoffor any and all 
purposes; 
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Section 9. Amendment of Section 3.7(c) ofthe Agreement. Section 3.7(c) ofthe Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(c) Effect of Reservation. Any reservation of a right by the City and any of its 
Representatives, grantees, tenants, licensees and others claiming by, through or under the City to 
enter the Metered Parking System and to make or perform any repairs, alterations, Restoration or 
other work in, to, above, or about the Metered Parking System which is the Concessionaire's 
obligation pursuant to this Agreement, shall not be deemed to (i) impose any obligation on the 
City to do so, (ii) render the City liable to the Concessionaire or any other Person for the failure 
to do so or (iii) relieve the Concessionaire from any obligation to indemnify the City as 
otherwise provided in this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall impose any duty upon 
the part of the City to do any work required to be performed by the Concessionaire hereunder 
and performance of any such work by the City and any 0 f its Representatives, grantees, tenants, 
mortgagees, licensees and others claiming by, throqgh or under the City shall not constitute a 
waiver of the Concessionaire's default in failing to perform the same. 

Section 10. Amendment of Section 3.8 and 3.9 of the Agreement. Section 3.8 and Section 3.9 
ofthe Agreement are hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 3.8. Intentionally deleted. 

Section 3.9. Intentionally deleted. 

Section 11. Amendment of Section 3.10 of the Agreement. Section 3.10 of the Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 3.10. Payment of Taxes. Except as otherwise provided in this Section 3.10 and 
Section 7.1, the Concessionaire shall pay when due all Taxes payable during the Term in respect 
ofthe use or conduct of business with respect to the Metered Parking System and the Reserve 
Parking Lots,incIuding any Parking Taxes, which the Concessionaire is obligated to collect from 
customers of the Metered Parking System and remit to the City or other Governmental Authority, 
as required by the applicable Law, it being understood that the Concessionaire shall have 
discharged its obligation to pay Parking Taxes in respect of the Metered Parking Fees collected 
from the Reserve Parking Lots by making the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces Payment with 
respect to the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces in such lots in accordance with Section 7.1. The 
City reserves the right, without being obligated to do so, to pay the amount of any such Taxes not 
timely paid and which are not being contested by the Concessionaire, and the amount so paid by 
the City shall be deemed additional consideration hereunder, due and payable by the 
Concessionaire within 10 Business Days after written demand by the City. The Concessionaire 
shall have the right to contest in good faith the validity or amount of any Taxes which it is 
responsible to pay under this Section 3.10; provided, however, that (i) the Concessionaire has 
given prior notice to the City of each such contest, (ii) no contest by the Concessionaire may 
involve a reasonable possibility of forfeiture or sale ofthe Metered Parking System, and (iii) 
upon the final determination of any contest by the Concessionaire, if the Concessionaire has not 
already done so, the Concessionaire shall pay any amount found to be due, together with any 
costs, penalties and interest. The Concessionaire shall not be liable for, and the City shall 
indemnify and hold the Concessionaire (and with respect to any New Agreement, the Collateral 
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Assignee) harmless from and against, any (A) sales, use or similar Tax imposed by the State of 
Illinois, the City or any other unit ofloeal government in the State of Illinois on the 
Consideration; (B) transfer, stamp, deed recording or similar Tax imposed by the State of Illinois, 
the City or any other unit ofloeal government in the State ofIllinois by reason of the execution 
and delivery of this Agreement or any grant or transfer to the Concessionaire by the City at 
Closing or any New Agreement and (C) Property Taxes. 

Section 12. Amendment of Section 3.11 of the Agreement. Section 3.11 of the Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 3.11. Utilities. The Concessionaire shall pay when due all charges (including all 
applicable Taxes and fees) for gas, electricity, light, heat, power, telephone, water and other 
utilities and services used in the Metered Parking System Operations or supplied to the Metered 
Parking System during the Term; provided, however, that with respect to the Reserve Parking 
Lots, the Concessionaire shall pay all such charges only as applicable to the Metering Devices 
for such lots. Upon request ofthe City, the Concessionaire shall forward to the City, within 15 
Days following the respective due dates, official receipts, photocopies thereof, or other evidence 
satisfactory to the City, acting reasonably, of the payment required to be made by the 
Concessionaire in accordance with this Section 3.11. 

Section 13. Amendment of Section 3.12(b) of the Agreement. Section 3.12 of the Agreement 
is hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(b) As used in Section 3.l2(a), the term "Competing Public Parking Facility" does 
not include (i) any parking lot or parking garage located at, or providing parking for motor 
vehicles in connection with the regular operations of public buildings and facilities including, but 
not limited to, any airport, courthouse, correctional facility, police station, fire station, 
administrative building, public school, public library, public park or recreational facility, public 
hospital or similar government building; (ii) any parking facility located at, or within one-half 
mile ot-any-sports stadium or sports arena having a seating capacity in excess of 15,000; 
(iii) park and ride facilities that are used primarily by mass transit passengers; (iv) temporary 
parking facilities used for Special Events; (v) any parking facility that is used primarily to 
provide parking for an affordable housing development or a public housing project; and (vi) any 
Reserve Parking Lots. 

Section 14. Amendment of Section 3.16 of the Agreement. Section 3.16 of the Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 3.16. Metering Devices. The Concessionaire shall be required to maintain and 
operate the Metering Devices in accordance with the Operating Standards. The Concessionaire 
will inspect all Metering Devices in a manner designed to identifY and promptly repair or replace 
defective or inoperative Metering Devices. The Concessionaire shall establish a method 
pursuant to which members ofthe general public may report inoperative and defective Metering 
Devices and shall display, at or near each Metering Device, a telephone number and internet 
address for the reporting of inoperative and defective Metering Devices and other operational 
problems related to Metered Parking System Operations. To facilitate the Concessionaire's 
maintenance, operation and inspection of Metering Devices, the City shall grant designated 
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employees of the Concessionaire login access to the City's CANVAS meter maintenance 
database or to any subsequent meter maintenance database. 
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Section 15. Amendment to Article 3 of the Agreement. Article 3 ofthe Agreement is hereby 
amended by inserting therein the following new Section 3.21: 

Section 3.21. Reserve Parking Lot Fees. The City agrees that it will constitute a 
Compensation Event ifthe City charges a Metered Parking Fee for any hour, with respect to 
Reserve Metered Parking Spaces located within a Reserve Parking Lot listed on Amended 
Schedule lOA, that is lower than the Metered Parking Fee then in effect for such hour for 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces on Blocks that are contiguous to such Reserve Parking Lot 
(or, ifthere are no Concession Metered Parking Spaces on contiguous Blocks, then on the Block 
containing Concession Metered Parking Spaces nearest to such Reserve Parking Lot); provided, 
however, that monthly parking rates at or above those in effect as of the Effective Date Of First 
Amendment shall not constitute a Compensation Event. Such action shall not constitute a City 
Default, an Adverse Action or a Reserved Powers Adverse Action. 

Section 16. Amendments to Article 4 of the Agreement. Article 4 of the Agreement is hereby 
amended by amending Section 4.3, Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 to read in full as follows below 
and by inserting therein the following new Section 4.7 as follows: 

Section 4.3. Intentionally deleted. 

Section 4.5. Closure of Reserve Parking Lots. Pursuant to the exercise of its Reserved 
Powers and at the sole cost and expense of the City, the City may close one or more of the 
Reserve Parking Lots at any time or from time to time and may also remove Reserve Metered 
Parking Spaces from the Reserve Parking Lots. Any action taken by the City pursuant to this 
Section 4.5 is not an Adverse Action and is not a Compensation Event. 

Section 4.6. Maintenance of Reserve Parking Lots. The City shall be responsible for 
opp-rating and maintenance costs of the Reserve Parking Lots, including driveway permits, 
business licenses, resurfacing, de-icing, snow removal, insurance premiums and sub-surface 
capital improvements. The Concessionaire shall be responsible only for operating and 
maintenance costs of the Metering Devices and signage in connection with the Reserve Parking 
Lots. 

Section 4.7. New Technology. In addition to and without limiting the City's rights 
pursuant to Section 5.1, the Parties from time to time may implement new technology to assist in 
the operation of or collection of revenue from the Metered Parking System, but only if they first 
mutually agree in writing; provided, however, that the foregoing is not intended to waive or limit 
any right of the Concessionaire to change Metering Devices pursuant to Section 5.2 and 
consistent with the Operating Standards; provided further that the Concessionaire shall not have 
the right to change Metering Devices to accept license plate data without the City'S Approval. 

Pay-By-Cell Technology. The Concessionaire shall implement (and thereafter maintain) 
Pay-by-Cell for Metered Parking Spaces, which shall meet common parameters for technology 
and convenience consistent with comparable systems used in other cities as of the Effective Date 
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Of First Amendment; provided, however, that such obligation of the Concessionaire to 
implement (and thereafter maintain) Pay-by-Cell shall be conditioned upon the City equipping its 
meter readers with handheld devices and employing additional meter readers if and to the extent 
necessary to enforce its parking rules and regulations with respect to Pay-by-Cell, with such 
enforcement to include the ability to review both license plates for those using Pay-by-Cell and 
paper receipts for customers using the Metering Devices. The Concessionaire shall implement 
Pay-by-Cell as soon as reasonably practicable, but in no event later than May 1,2014 (as 
extended, for the avoidance of doubt, day by day as a result of any Delay Event), plus an 
additional period of up to ninety (90) Days, as may be necessary to implement Pay-by-Cell; 
provided, however, that, if the City does not approve the Concessionaire's agreement with the 
Pay-by-Cell Operator within sixty (60) Days after the Concessionaire delivers such agreement to 
the City under Section 4.7(g), the Concessionaire shall implement Pay-by-Cell by no later than 
the date that is the same number of Days after May 1,2014 as the number of Days in excess of 
sixty (60) that the City takes to approve such Pay-by-Cell Operator agreement. 

(a) Convenience Fee. A convenience fee of35 cents will be charged on any single 
Pay-by-Cell transaction with a time duration ofless than 120 minutes. Convenience fees shall 
not be included in calculating the Quarterly Settlement Amount. 

(b) Minimum Transaction Time. The minimum time duration for any Pay-by-Cell 
transaction shall be: (i) 30 minutes for Metered Parking Spaces located in the area bounded by 
the south side of Roosevelt Road on the south, Lake Michigan on the east, the north side of 
North Avenue on the north and the west side of Halsted Street on the west, and (ii) 15 minutes 
for all other Metered Parking Spaces. 

(c) Receipts. No paper receipts shall be used in Pay-by-Cell transactions; instead, 
receipts shall be provided to customers by text messages, emails or other electronic systems. 

(d) ---Investment Costs, Operating Revenue and Profit Limitation. 

(i) Pay-by-Cell shall require an investment in technology by the 
Concessionaire, including a database and software that interfaces with the City'S existing 
enforcement system; the ability to enforce parking restrictions through the use oflicense plate 
data, and the ability to assign each Pay-by-Cell transaction to the nearest Metering Device, and 
may result in decreased Metered Parking Revenues to the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire 
shall be responsible for such investment costs and bear the risk of such decreased Metered 
Parking Revenues, but shall be entitled (subject to the following terms) to earn and retain any 
amount attributable to convenience fee revenue as provided in Section 4.7(a) and interest from 
monies held in customer accounts as provided in Section 4.7(e). 

(ii) If in any Reporting Year, (A) the amount the Concessionaire receives in 
convenience fee revenue under Section 4.7(a) and interest from monies held in customer 
accounts under Section 4.7(e), less (B) any per transaction cost imposed or incurred by the Pay
by-Cell Operator (provided, however, that credit card processing and credit card transaction fees 
shall be limited to the proportion of any given transaction that Pay-by-Cell convenience fees bear 
to all fees and charges for such parking transaction (such that, for example, a $0.35 Pay-by-Cell 
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convenience fee for a transaction that includes $3.50 of total convenience and parking fees 
would permit 10% of the applicable credit card processing and credit card transaction fees for 
such transaction to be included in the Pay-by-Cell Threshold calculation», and the costs of 
signage and decals relating solely to Pay-by-Cell and any direct costs of data service, data 
hosting and IT support relating solely to Pay-by-Cell (provided, however, that such 
Concessionaire's direct costs of sign age and decals and data service, data hosting and IT support 
shall not exceed $100,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the date upon which the 
Concessionaire fIrst commences service for Pay-by-Cell) (such difference, the "Pay-by-Cell 
Threshold"), exceeds an amount equal to $2,000,000 as Adjusted for Inflation from the date 
upon which the Concessionaire fIrst commences service for Pay-by-Cell, then the Concessionaire 
shall pay to the City within thirty (30) Days following the completion of such Reporting Year, 
100% of the amount of such excess. 

(iii) The City and the Concessionaire agree that at least twice during each 
Reporting Year, in connection with the quarterly meetings described in Section 20.17, the 
Concessionaire shall use its reasonable best efforts to analyze and report to the City the impact of 
the minimum time duration described in Section 4.7(b) on Metered Parking Revenues. In 
addition, from time to time, but not less than once every six months, the Concessionaire shall test 
the impact ofa reduction in the minimum time duration on Metered Parking Revenues. lfsuch a 
reduction of the minimum time duration can be implemented without decreasing Metered 
Parking Revenues, then the Concessionaire shall implement such reduction in the minimum time 
duration, but only to the number of minutes that the Concessionaire has reasonably determined 
will not decrease Metered Parking Revenues. 

(iv) The Concessionaire may analyze and report to the City three months prior 
to each Pay-by-Cell Review Date whether (a) the impact of the implementation and maintenance 
of Pay-by-Cell is to decrease Metered Parking Revenues below what they would have been in 
the absence of Pay-by-Cell and such decrease exceeds the Pay-by-Cell Threshold plus $500,000, 
or (b),the Pay-by-Cell Threshold plus $500,000 is a negative amount (each a "Pay-by-Cell 
Trigger Event"), and if the Concessionaire reasonably determines that there has been a Pay-by
Cell Trigger Event, may propose changes to Pay-by-Cell, including (x) the convenience fee 
described in Section 4.7(a), including the minimum period for the convenience fee to apply, and 
(y) the minimum time duration described in Section 4.7(b), to eliminate such Pay-by-Cell 
Trigger Event from occurring on a going-forward basis (the "Pay-by-Cell Proposed Change(s)"). 
If the Concessionaire reasonably determines that a Pay-by-Cell Trigger Event has occurred,'and 
provides the City with such analysis and report, together with the bases for such determination 
and such supporting detail and information as was considered by the Concessionaire in reaching 
such determination, then the Parties shall attempt to agree on such Pay-by-Cell Proposed 
Changes or such other change(s) as will address the Pay-by-Cell Trigger Event. In the event the 
Parties are unable to agree, notwithstanding their reasonable best efforts, on such change(s) 
within three (3) months after the Concessionaire provides the City with such analysis and report 
and supporting detail and information, the Concessionaire shall have the option to terminate Pay
by-Cell on the relevant Pay-by-Cell Review Date. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
herein, ifthere is a change in Law or an exercise of Reserved Power that results in a Pay-by-Cell 
Trigger Event, the Concessionaire may initiate the process set forth in this Section 4.7(d)(iv) 
without waiting until the three month period prior to a Pay-by-Cell Review Date. 
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(e) Wallet. Pay-by-Cell may include a requirement that the customer's account at all 
times have a minimum credit of$20.00 and that additional deposits into the account shall be in a 
minimum amount of$20.00 and such additional deposits may be automatically debited from a 
customer's nominated source once the balance on the customer's account falls below $10.00. 
Interest on such deposits shall not be included in calculating the Quarterly Settlement Amount. 
The Concessionaire shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, such customer funds into a 
segregated deposit account or securities account maintained with a bank or other financial 
institution located in the United States of America which has been given a long-term unsecured 
debt rating of "A" (or equivalent) or higher by a Rating Agency. The credit balance of such 
deposit account or securities account shall be invested only in the Eligible Investments referred 
to in clause (i) and (iv) of the definition thereo( 

(f) Acijustment offees and other amounts. The amount ofthe convenience fee, the 
minimum requir~d credit amount and the minimum deposit amount may be Adjusted for 
Inflation on an annual basis, subject to approval by the City Council; provided. however, that the 
failure to make such adjustments shall constitute a Compensation Event; provided further that 
Concession Compensation shall be limited to the amount of such adjustments during the period 
such adjustments were not made. 

(g) City Approval. The Concessionaire may engage an operator to operate, manage 
and maintain Pay-by-Cell (the "Pay-by-Cell Operator") who may be (but is not required to be) 
the Concessionaire itself or its Affiliate. The Concessionaire's agreement with the Pay-by-Cell 
Operator shall include terms customary for such agreements in the industry, and the City shall 
have the right to Approve such terms. A successor agreement shall be presented to the City for 
approval not less than three (3) months prior to the expiration ofthe prior agreement, and shall 
likewise include terms customary for such agreements in the industry, and the City shall have the 
right to Approve such terms. If the City does not approve any successor agreement prior to the 
expiration of the preceding agreement, the Concessionaire shall have the option to terminate Pay
by-Cell; provided, however. that the Parties shall use their reasonable best efforts to agree upon a 
mutually satisfactory alternative to the termination of Pay-by-Cell (including finding another 
Pay-by-Cell Operator that will accept terms that are reasonably acceptable to both Parties). 

(h) Reserved Power Actions. The City expressly reserves its right to exercise 
Reserved Power actions with respect to Pay-by-Cell. Ifsuch exercise of Reserved Power 
terminates Pay-by-Cell, or results in a Pay-by-Cell Trigger Eventthat the Parties are not able to 
resolve pursuant to Section 4.7(d)(iv), such exercise shall constitute a Compensation Event; 
provided, however, that in calculating Concession Compensation, any lost profits shall be limited 
to no more than $2,000,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the date upon which the 
Concessionaire first commences service for Pay-by-Cell. 

Section 17. Amendment of Section 7.1 of the Agreement. Section 7.1 of this Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 7.1. Metered Parking Fees. The City has (and shall retain during the Term) 
the Reserved Power to establish and revise from time to time the Metered Parking Fees that shall 
be imposed and charged in respect of motor vehicles using Metered Parking Spaces, including 
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Concession Metered Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces. Pursuant to the 
Metered Parking System Ordinance the City has approved and adopted the Initial Schedule of 
Parking Fees. At or before the Time of Closing the City shall place in effect the Initial Schedule 
of Parking Fees, and the City agrees that it will constitute a Compensation Event if, prior to 
December 31,2013, the City (without the prior written approval of the Concessionaire) places 
into effect a revised schedule of Metered Parking Fees that (without regard to (i) any Expected 
Utilization Adjustments and (ii) any other changes to the Concession Metered Parking Spaces 
resulting from the exercise by the City of its Reserved Powers) results in a reduction in the 
Aggregate Revenue Value from the Aggregate Revenue Value as of the time immediately prior 
to the effective date of such revised schedule. 

The exercise by the City of its Reserved Power to establish Metered Parking Fees shall 
not be used to favor the use by the general public of any Other Metered Parking Space located 
within one mile of any Concession Metered Parking Space or any Reserve Metered Parking 
Space over the use by the general public 0 f any Concession Metered Parking Space. 

The Concessionaire shall, during the Term, have the right to collect and retain all of the 
Metered Parking Revenues derived from the Concession Metered Parking Spaces, and the right 
to pledge and assign such Metered Parking Revenues as security for any indebtedness incurred 
by the Concessionaire pursuant to a Collateral Assignment (and related financing documents). 

During the Term, the City shall have the right to retain (or to receive from the 
Concessionaire) all ofthe Metered Parking Revenues derived from the operation of Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces net of any amounts to be paid to the Concessionaire as consideration for 
its operation and management of the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces. The consideration to be 
paid to the Concessionaire for the operation and management of a Reserve Metered Parking 
Space shall be an amount equal to fifteen percent (15%) ofthe gross revenues from such Reserve 
Metered Parking Space; for this purpose, "gross revenues" shall not include any Parking Taxes 
collecl$d by the Concessionaire from customers ofthe Reserve Metered Parking Spaces and 
remitted to the-City or other Governmental Authority pursuant to Section 3.10. The net revenues 
derived from Reserve Metered Parking Spaces shall be calculated by the Concessionaire and 
shall be paid to the City by the second Business Day next following the Day of collection of such 
Metered Parking Revenues (the "Reserve Metered Parking Spaces Payment"). Ifin the 
reasonable opinion of the Concessionaire the operation and management costs together with a 
reasonable profit margin relating to a Reserve Metered Parking Space exceeds fifteen percent 
(15%) of the gross revenues related to a Reserve Metered Parking Space, then the 
Concessionaire shall have the right to elect that the City and the Concessionaire consult with a 
Consultant on what a reasonable increase in operation and management fees would be under the 
then current market conditions. The decision of the Consultant shall be binding on both the City 
and the Concessionaire for a period of two years. The Concessionaire shall pay the costs and 
expenses of the Consultant. 

The Concessionaire shall be obligated to charge and collect the full amount ofthe 
Metered Parking Fees imposed by the City with respect to each Concession Metered Parking 
Space and each Reserve Metered Parking Space and may not initiate any plan or program of 
discounts or surcharges from the schedule of Metered Parking Fees as in effect from time to time. 
In accordance with Section 3.10, the Concessionaire shall be obligated to charge and collect all 
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Parking Taxes that the Concessionaire is obligated to collect from customers of the Metered 
Parking System and shall be obligated to remit such Parking Tax collections to the appropriate 
Government Authority (including the City) in the manner required by law. The Concessionaire 
shall be deemed to have discharged its obligation under this Section 7.1 and Section 3.10 to remit 
Parking Taxes collected by it to the appropriate Government Authority (including the City) in 
respect of each Reserve Metered Parking Space in any Reserve Parking Lot by making the 
Reserve Metered Parking Spaces Payment. 

Section 18. Amendment of Section 7.2(a) of Agreement. Section 7.2(a) of the Agreement is 
hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(a) Designation. The designation of Metered Parking Spaces is a Reserved Power of 
the City and the City shall have the right to designate, and to remove from such status, from time 
to time, each Metered Parking Space, Concession Metered Parking Space and Reserve Metered 
Parking Space; provided, however, that (i) the City's right to increase the number of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces is limited by the provisions of Section 7.2(b), and (ii) if the City 
designates Reserve Metered Parking Spaces on the same Block as Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces, all Metered Parking Spaces on such Block shall be designated Reserve Metered Parking 
Spaces. The City shall also retain the Reserved Power to establish the Period of Operation and 
Period of Stay of Metered Parking Spaces. Any designation or direction ofthe City pursuant to 
this Section 7.2 shaH be provided in writing to the Concessionaire. 

The City hereby designates (i) the Concession Metered Parking Spaces located in the 
Reserve Parking Lots, identified on Amended Schedule lOA as Reserve Metered Parking Spaces; 
and (ii) the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, identified on Amended Schedule lOB as 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces. Each such designation shall be effective as of the Effective 
Date Of First Amendment. 

The City hereby designates the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, identified on Amended 
Schedule 10C as Concession Metered Parking Spaces. Such designation shall be effective as of 
December 1,2012, and the City shall pay to the Concessionaire the Metered Parking Revenues 
attributable to such spaces received by the City since December 1,2012, after deducting rental 
fees paid by the City for Metering Devices for such spaces for the period following December 1, 
2012. 

Section 19. Amendment of Section 7.3 of Agreement. Section 7.3 of the Agreement is hereby 
amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 7.3. Notice of Exercise of Reserved Powers. The City shall provide the 
Concessionaire with timely written notice of any changes in Metered Parking Fees pursuant to 
Section 7.1 and of any actions taken by the City pursuant to Section 7.2. The City shall use 
reasonable best efforts to provide the Concessionaire with timely written notice of any Required 
Closure other than a Required Closure that is disregarded pursuant to Section 7.9(c) and, no later 
than ten (10) Days following the end of any month, information in the Citis possession 
concerning the location, type, and effective date of any Required Closures that occurred during 
the preceding month. The City shall provide the Concessionaire with timely written notice of 
any proposed designation or removal of Metered Parking Spaces, any proposed changes in 
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Metered Parking Fees, Periods of Operation, Periods of Stay, Required Closures or fines for 
parking violations and any other Reserved Power actions (other than emergency actions) that 
could reasonably be expected to have the effect of resulting in a reduction in Revenue Value of 
at least five percent (5%). 

Section 20. Amendment of Section 7.4 of Agreement. Section 7.4 of the Agreement is hereby 
amended to read in full as follows: 

Section 7.4. Revenue Value. 

(a) General Rule. The Revenue Value of each Concession Metered Parking Space as 
of March 1,2013 shall be the Revenue Value set forth on Amended Schedule 10. These values 
have been determined by the City based upon and after taking into account the Metered Parking 
Fee, the Period of Operation, the Period of Stay, and the. Utilization Rate of such Concession 
Metered Parking Space measured over the course of the Reporting Year commencing March 1, 
2012 (and adjusted to reflect, for Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces, new Periods of 
Operation and seasonal factors), and the Rate to Fine Multiple Factor determined in accordance 
with Section 7.9(e). Thereafter, the Revenue Value for each Concession Metered Parking Space 
will be determined as of the frrst Day of each month in accordance with the methodology set 
forth in Schedule 6. 

For the avoidance of doubt, as of every March 1 beginning March 1,2015, the Utilization 
Rate of every Concession Metered Parking Space shall be adjusted to equal (A) the sum of the 
Actual Operating Revenue for the preceding Reporting Year allocated to such space plus the 
Required Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year allocated to such space, divided by 
(B) the Full Utilization Amount for such space as of February 1 of the preceding Reporting Year, 
except where (x) the Revenue Value for such space was changed during the preceding Reporting 
Year or (y) an Expected Utilization Rate became effective with respect to such space during the 
preceding Reporting Year (notwithstanding the reversal of any Reserved Power action in 
accordance with Section 7.9(h)). 

(b) Reserved Power Actions Affecting Revenue Values. The Revenue Value 
calculations in Section 7.4(a) are based on the dates on which a Regular Rate Adjustment or an 
Expected Utilization Rate becomes effective. The following rules shall apply in determining 
such effective dates for Section 7.4(a) and otherwise for the purposes of this Agreement: (i) any 
designation of a new Concession Metered Parking Space or change in Metered Parking Fees, 
Periods of Operation or Periods of Stay that requires the installation ofa new Metering Device 
shall be deemed effective as the earlier ofthe date the Metering Device is placed in service in 
accordance with the Operating Standards or the 120th Day following the Reserved Powers Action 
Date; (ii) any removal ofthe designation of a Metered Parking Space as a Concession Metered 
Parking Space shall be deemed effective as of the second Business Day immediately following 
the Reserved Powers Action Date; (iii) any change in Metered Parking Fees, Periods of 
Operation or Periods of Stay that does not require the installation of a new Metering Device shall 
be deemed effective as ofthe earlier of the Day the Metering Device as modified to reflect such 
change is placed in service in accordance with the Operating Standards or the 60th Day following 
the Reserved Powers Action Date; (iv) any designation ofa Concession Metered Parking Space 
that does not require the installation ofa new Metering Device or the modification of the then 
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installed Metering Device (including an informational sticker or display) shall be deemed 
effective as of the second Business Day after the Reserved Powers Action Date. The 
Concessionaire shall provide the City with prompt written notice of the placed in service date of 
each new Metering Device installed pursuant to clause (i) of this paragraph and of each Metering 
Device that is modified pursuant to clause (iii) of this paragraph. As used in this Section 7.4, 
"Reserved Powers Action Date" means (A) (i) the effective date of the Reserved Power action as 
determined in the ordinance or resolution of the City Council authorizing such Reserved Powers 
action or (ii) ifno such effective date is determined in such ordinance or resolution, then the date 
such ordinance or resolution takes effect or (B) if the exercise of such Reserved Power has been 
delegated by action of the City Council to the City Comptroller or other designated official, the 
date such delegated authority is exercised by the City Comptroller or such designated official by 
written notice to the Concessionaire. The provisions of this paragraph relate only to the effective 
dates for the determination or adjustment of Revenue Values and are not a limitation on any 
provision or requir~ment ofthe Operating Standards. 

(c) Change In Revenue Value Not a Compensation Event. Any change in Revenue 
Value (other than as set forth in Section 7.1 with respect to the Initial Schedule of Parking Fees) 
is not a Compensation Event and will not result in Concession Compensation. 

(d) Dates for Reporting Calculations and Making Objections Regarding Quarterly 
Settlement Amounts. The City will calculate and report in writing to the Concessionaire: the 
Monthly System in Service Percentages, the Quarterly System in Service Percentage, and the 
Quarterly Settlement Amount for each Quarter no later than the first Business Day of the third 
month after the end of the Quarter; and the Settlement System Revenue Value no later than the 
first Business Day of August of each Reporting Year. 

For a period often (10) Days following the submission by the City of any ofthe 
foregoing reports, the Concessionaire may provide the City with comments or objections to the 
report and the City agrees to meet with the Concessionaire and its Representatives to discuss any 
of the matters presented in the report. Within thirty (30) Days after the initial submission of any 
report, unless-the Concessionaire is disputing any element of the report, the City shall deliver to 
tb Concessionaire the report in final form. 

Section 21. Amendment to Article 7 of Agreement to Insert New Section 7.5. Article 7 of 
the Agreement is hereby amended and supplemented by inserting therein the following new 
Section 7.5. All existing references to Section 7.5, Section 7.6, Section 7.7, Section 7.8, Section 
7.9, Section 7.10, Section 7.11 and Section 7.12 of the Agreement should be read, respectively, 
as referencing Section 7.6, Section 7.7, Section 7.8, Section 7.9, Section 7.10, Section 7.11, 
Section 7.12 and Section 7.13. All references contained in this First Amendment refer to the 
correct Section of the Agreement, as amended by this First Amendment. 

Section 7.5. Allocation of Actual Operating Revenue and Required Closure 
Payments to Concession Metered Parking Spaces. Actual Operating Revenue and Required 
Closure Payments shall be allocated to individual Concession Metered Parking Spaces as follows: 

(a) Actual Operating Revenue. As of the last Day of each month, the Actual 
Operating Revenue collected by the Metering Device for such space during such month shall be 
allocated to each Metered Parking Space (whether subject to a Required Closure or not during 
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such month) which is served by such Metering Device by multiplying such Actual Operating 
Revenue by such space's Revenue Distribution Percentage as of the first Day of such month. 

(b) Required Closure Payments. As of the last Day of each month, the Required 
Closure Payments derived from Days of Required Closure occurring during such month for any 
Concession Metered Parking Space served by the same Metering Device shall be added together 
and such total shall then be allocated to each Concession Metered Parking Space (whether 
subject to a Required Closure or not during such month) which is served by the same Metering 
Device by mUltiplying such total by such space's Revenue Distribution Percentage as ofthe fIrst 
Day of such month. 

(c) Assignment o/Spaces to Metering Devices. Each Metered Parking Space as of the 
Effective Date Of First Amendment has been assigned to a Metering Device on Amended 
Schedule 10, with those spaces on a Block where there is one Metering Device assigned to such 
Metering Device and, where there is more than one Metering Device, to the Metering Device 
closest to such Metered Parking Space. Such assignments of existing Metered Parking Spaces 
shall not be changed without the agreement ofthe Parties. Each Metered Parking Space added 
by the City in accordance with Section 7.8 shall be assigned to the Metering Device servicing 
that Block where there is one such Metering Device and, to the extent such Metered Parking 
Space is on a Block serviced by more than one Metering Device, to the Metering Device on such 
Block closest to such Metered Parking Space. 

Section 22. Amendment of Section 7.5 of the Agreement. Subsection (a) of Section 7.5 of the 
Agreement is hereby amended as Section 7.6(a), to read in full as follows: 

(a) City Settlement Payment. If the Quarterly Settlement Amount for any Quarter is a 
positive number, then the City shall owe the Concessionaire the Quarterly Settlement Amount 
for that Quarter. Each such Quarterly Settlement Amount shall bear interest at the Bank Rate 
from the last Day of the Quarter in which such amount is calculated until such amount is 
discJihrged. __ .t\ny such Quarterly Settlement Amount shall be reduced by the application ofthe 
amount of any available Settlement Credit and any Quarterly Settlement Amount remaining after 
such reduction must be paid within 60 Days following the final determination of such Quarterly 
Settlement Amount in accordance with Section 7.4 or Section 7.15. 

Section 23. Amendment of Section 7.6 of the Agreement. Subsection (a) of Section 7.6 of the 
Agreement is hereby amended as Section 7.7(a), to read in full as follows: 

(a) General Provisions. The Parties acknowledge and agree that effective 
enforcement of parking rules and regulations by the City and the adjudication and punishment of 
Persons that violate such rules and regulations are material to the Parties and to the 
administration ofthis Agreement. The Concessionaire acknowledges and agrees that the City's 
system for the enforcement of parking rules and regulations as in effect on the date of execution 
ofthis Agreement satisfies the requirements ofthis Section 7.7 and that the City will incur no 
liability to the Concessionaire during such period as such system remains unchanged and in 
effect, except for the City's enforcement efforts with respect to Pay-by-Cell, which are addressed 
in Section 4.7. The City covenants that it will enforce parking rules and regulations, as in effect 
from time to time, in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7.7 and acknowledges that 
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its failure to do so may result in losses to the Concessionaire and thereby may constitute a 
Compensation Event. The Concessionaire acknowledges and agrees that the adjudication of 
parking violations and the punishment of violators is a judicial or quasi-judicial matter and that 
the outcome of such adjudications (and the methods employed by the City with respect thereto) 
and the punishments, if any, imposed, may not be compensated for under this Agreement and 
will not give rise to a Compensation Event or result in Concession Compensation in any event. 
During the Term and pursuant to its Reserved Powers, but subject to applicable provisions ofthe 
Illinois Vehicle Code, the City shall adopt and enforce rules and regulations with respect to the 
Metered Parking Spaces. Violations of parking rules and regulations shall be enforced by the 
City in accordance with Law. The City agrees to establish, maintain and undertake procedures 
for the enforcement of parking rules and regulations that are designed to deter parking violations, 
including through the use of license plate data and including procedures for the collection of 
unpaid parking tickets by such means as then permitted by Law, including notification to the 
Illinois Secretary of State of Persons subject to license suspension proceedings pursuant to 
Section 6-306.5 ofthe Illinois Vehicle Code. In addition, the City shall at all times during the 
Term maintain a vehicle immobilization program if then permitted by Law (the form and method 
of which may be determined from time to time by the City or another Governmental Authority). 
In no event shall this prevent the City from using alternative methods of deterrence and 
immobilization which are not currently being used as of the date of this Agreement. The amount 
of the fines imposed for violations with respect to Metered Parking Spaces shall be established 
by the City and revised from time to time as necessary to deter parking violations. The City shall 
establish and maintain a system for the adjudication and punishment of those Persons that 
commit parking violations. With respect to parking by Exempt Persons, the City will penalize 
abuse of such parking permits through significant fines and other appropriate measures and will 
take all reasonable measures to ensure that levels of counterfeit parking permits are minimized. 

Section 24. Amendment of Section 7.7 of the Agreement. Section 7.7 ofthe Agreement is 
hereby amended as Section 7.8 to read in full as follows: 

Section 7.8. Additional Concession Metered Parking Spaces. During the Term and 
subject to the provisions of Section 7.2(b), the City may designate additional Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces and each additional Concession Metered Parking Space shall 
immediately become part ofthe Metered Parking System;provided, however, that the .City will 
not designate a Block of Reserve Metered Parking Spaces as Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces unless each Metering Device which serves such Block of Reserve Metered Parking 
Spaces generates minimum annual total Metered Parking Revenues of at least $2,000, as 
Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective Date Of First Amendment, for the Reporting Year 
immediately preceding the date of designation. The City may add new Blocks of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces, provided, however, that in respect of each Metering Device which 
serves such a Block, if the Concession Metered Parking Spaces assigned to that Metering Device 
shall have an aggregate amount of Actual Operating Revenue plus Required Closure Payments 
below $2,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective Date Of First Amendment, during 
each ofthe first two Reporting Years following the addition of such Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces, the City shall designate the Concession Metered Parking Spaces on .such Block as 
Reserve Metered Parking Spaces. The $2,000 threshold set forth above does not apply to the 
existing Blocks of Concession Metered Parking Spaces set forth on Amended Schedule 10 or the 
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addition of Concession Metered Parking Spaces on existing Blocks of Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces. The Concessionaire shall promptly undertake to install (if needed) a Metering 
Device for such additional Concession Metered Parking Spaces and to commence Metered 
Parking Operations with respect to such Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

For each Concession Metered Parking Space designated by the City in accordance with 
this Section 7.8, the City shall assign a Revenue Value as of the frrst Day of the month following 
the date the designation is deemed effective in accordance with Section 7.4(b), taking into 
account the then current Metered Parking Fee, Period of Operation, Period of Stay, Rate to Fine 
Multiple Factor and Expected Utilization Rate, pursuant to the methodology set forth in Schedule 
Q. The City shall also calculate an Expected Utilization Adjustment and a Revenue Value 
Adjustment for each such additional Concession Metered Parking Space in accordance with 
Section 7.9(a) and Section 7.9(b). 

Section 25. Amendment of Section 7.8 of the Agreement. Subsections ( a), (b) and (c) of 
Section 7.8 of the Agreement are hereby amended as Subsections (a), (b) and (c) of Section 7.9, 
and subsection (h) is hereby added as a supplement to Section 7.9, each to read in full as follows: 

(a) Expected Utilization Rate. The City shall set, and notifY the Concessionaire of, an 
Expected Utilization Rate for a Concession Metered Parking Space whenever: (i) there is a 
change in the Metered Parking Fee (other than a Regular Rate Adjustment) or the Period of 
Operation or the Period of Stay; (ii) a new Concession Metered Parking Space is designated 
pursuant to Section 7.8; or (iii) the City adjusts the Utilization Rate for such space as provided in 
Section 7.9(0. Such Expected Utilization Rate shall remain in effect until the earlier of (x) a 
new Expected Utilization Rate becomes effective for such space or (y) the March 1 as of which a 
Revenue Value Adjustment is determined for such space. As of the date ofa Revenue Value 
Adjustment, a space shall no longer have an Expected Utilization Rate. No Expected Utilization 
Rate shall be set in connection with a Regular Rate Adjustment. Whenever the City designates 
one or more Metered Parking Spaces as Concession Metered Parking Spaces or removes or is 
deemed to have removed one or more Metered Parking Spaces from the status of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces, Expected Utilization Rates shall not be set for other Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces assigned to the same Metering Device. 

(b) Expected Utilization Acijustments and Revenue Value Acijustments. An Expected 
Utilization Adjustment and a Revenue Value Adjustment shall be calculated only for a 
Concession Metered Parking Space which has an Expected Utilization Rate. Such Expected 
Utilization Adjustment and Revenue Value Adjustment shall be calculated by the City as of the 
March 1 occurring not less than 12 months and not more than or equal to 24 months after the 
date such Expected Utilization Rate became effective for such Concession Metered Parking 
Space (but only if a new Expected Utilization Rate has not become effective during the 
Reporting Year immediately preceding such March 1). As of such March 1, the City shall adjust 
Aggregate Revenue Value by the Revenue Value Adjustment, if any, for such Concession 
Metered Parking Space pursuant to the methodology set forth in Schedule 6. For purposes of 
adjusting Aggregate Revenue Value by the Revenue Value Adjustment, the Expected Utilization 
Rate in effect as of the first Day ofthe month immediately preceding such date ofadjustment 
shall be used in calculating the Expected Utilization Adjustment. 
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(c) Required Closure. If as a result of a Required Closure, Metered Parking System 
Operations for a Concession Metered Parking Space are suspended for a number of Days in the 
Reporting Year in excess of the Required Closure Allowance, then for the current and any 
subsequent Quarter during such Reporting Year the City shall be obligated to make a Required 
Closure Payment. A Required Closure Payment arising in connection with any Quarter shall be 
due and payable as part of the Quarterly Settlement Amount for such Quarter. Any Required 
Closure of an aggregate duration of greater than six hours in any Day shall be treated as a 
Required Closure for the entire Day and any Required Closure of an aggregate duration of six 
hours or less shall be disregarded; provided, however, that any Required Closure of an aggregate 
duration of six hours or more that occurs over a period of three consecutive Days within the 
same Reporting Year (with each of the three consecutive Days counted for this purpose and with 
no single Day Required Closure of greater than six hours) shall be treated as a Required Closure 
for the fIrst Day of such three-Day period. For any such three-Day period, at least two of the 
Days shall have a Required Closure of some duration not exceeding six hours. In no event shall 
any of the three Days be used to calculate more than one Day of Required Closure. 

(h) City's option to reverse the effect of a Reserved Power action on System in 
Service Percentage. 

(i) The Parties acknowledge that there may be circumstances in which the 
City elects to take a Reserved Power action that it expects (A) to increase the System in Service 
Percentage but such Reserved Power action does not have that effect or increases the System in 
Service Percentage less than the City expected or (B) to decrease the System in Service 
Percentage but such Reserved Power action reduces the System in Service Percentage by more 
than the City expected when it took such action. In all such cases, the City has the power to 
reverse such Reserved Power action. Without prejudice to the rights of the Concessionaire and 
obligations of the City under Section 14.3, the Parties intend for this Section 7.9(h) to provide 
the City with the option to eliminate the past or future effect of such Reserved Power action on 
the S),stem in Service Percentage; provided, however, that the City reimburses the 
Concessionaire for any loss of Revenue Value during the period such Reserved Power action was 
in effect, as provided below. 

(ii) At any time prior to the first Day of the Reporting Year that occurs not 
less than 12 months and not more than 24 months after the month an Expected Utilization Rate 
for a Concession Metered Parking Space is set on account of a Reserved Power pursuant to 
Section 7.9(a), the City has the option to reverse the effect such Reserved Power action has on 
the System in Service Percentage by reverting the Period of Operation, Metered Parking Fee or 
Period of Stay changed by virtue of such Reserved Power action to the Period of Operation, 
Metered Parking Fee or Period of Stay immediately preceding the Reserved Power action (and 
then, if applicable, adjusting such Metered Parking Fee for any subsequent Regular Rate 
Adjustments), and adjusting the Utilization Rate for such space to be the Utilization Rate in 
effect for such space as ofthe first Day of the month the Reserved Power action became 
effective pursuant to Section 7.4; provided, however, that (A) if the City has exercised one or 
more subsequent Reserved Power actions (other than Regular Rate Adjustments) with respect to 
such space during the period prior to the first Day of the Reporting Year that occurs not less than 
12 months and not more than 24 months after the month an Expected Utilization Rate for the 
Concession Metered Parking Space is set on account of a Reserved Power pursuant to Section 
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7.9 and such subsequent Reserved Power actions have not been reversed under this Section 
7.9(h), the City shall only have the option to reverse the effect ofthe last Reserved Power action 
(other than a Regular Rate Adjustment) on the System in Service Percentage; and (B) if the 
Reserved Power action in question concerns more than one Concession Metered Parking Space, 
this Section 7.9(h) will not apply unless the City reverses such Reserved Power action as to all of 
the spaces as to which such Reserved Power action was taken. The Parties agree that at the time 
of such a reversal, the System in Service Percentage will be adjusted as necessary to remove any 
decrease or increase in the System in Service Percentage attributable to the reversed Reserved 
Power action; provided, however, that if a Regular Rate Adjustment shall have occurred 
subsequent to the exercise of the Reserved Power action and prior to the date of such reversal, 
the System in Service Percentage shall reflect the effect of the Regular Rate Adjustment. The 
Parties further agree that any payments or credits attributable to the reversed Reserved Power 
action will be returned or cancelled on the date of payment of the next Quarterly Settlement 
Amount following the Reserved Power reversal. 

(iii) If the City elects to exercise its option to reverse the effect of a Reserved 
Power action on the System in Service Percentage pursuant to this Section 7.9(h), the City will 
calculate, and if a positive figure, the City will pay as ofthe date of payment of the next 
Quarterly Settlement Amount following the Reserved Power reversal, the difference between (1) 
the product of 1112 of the Revenue Value of such Concession Metered Parking Space as of the 
fITst Day of the month immediately preceding the Reserved Power action and the number of 
months the Reserved Power action was in effect, and (2) the Actual Operating Revenue and 
Required Closure Payments for such space during the period in which the Reserved Power action 
was in effect. No payment shall be due to either Party if the figure is negative. The Expected 
Utilization Rate set in connection with a Reserved Power action that has been reversed shall not 
result in a Revenue Value Adjustment. 

(iv) This Section 7.9(h) shall not apply to the designation of new Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces. 

Section 26. Amendment of Section 7.10 of the Agreement. Section 7.10 of the Agreement is 
hereby amended as Section 7.1 I to read in full as follows: 

Section 7.11. Reduction in Concession' Metered Parking Spaces. A Reserved Powers 
Adverse Action shall have occurred if (i) for any Reporting Year the average daily number of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces is less than 30,000; provided, however, that spaces 
designated as Reserve Metered Parking Spaces serviced by a Metering Device that generates 
total Metered Parking Revenues of less than $2,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective 
Date Of First Amendment, for the Reporting Year immediately preceding such Reporting Year, 
shall be treated as Concession Metered Parking Spaces for purposes of determining the average 
daily number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces under this Section 7.11, or (ii) for any 
Reporting Year ending prior to March 1, 2073, the average of the Monthly System in Service 
Percentages for such Reporting Year is less than eighty percent (80%). 

Section 27. Amendment to Article 7 of the Agreement to Insert New Section 7.13. Article 7 
of the Agreement is hereby amended and supplemented by inserting therein the following new 
Section 7.13. 
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Section 7.13 Right to Challenge. If a Party objects to any determination made by the 
other Party pursuant to this Article 7, the objecting Party shall have the right to submit such 
determination (at any time including after the date of such determination) for resolution by 
technical arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7; provided, however, that any item disputed under 
Section 7.14 shall not be eligible for a technical arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7. 

Section 28. Amendment to Article 7 of the Agreement to Insert New Section 7.14. Article 7 
of the Agreement is hereby amended and supplemented by inserting therein the following new 
Section 7.14. 

Section 7.14 RPA Determination Concerning Revenue Value Adjustment. 

(a) Conditions for Seeking an RPA Determination Concerning Revenue Value 
Adjustment. The Parties acknowledge that there may be circumstances in which a Revenue 
Value Adjustment may reflect economic effects on the Metered Parking System other than those 
caused by the City's exercise of Reserved Powers. Accordingly, if any of the conditions outlined 
in Section 7. 14(a)(i)-(v) or Section 7.l4(a)(vii) is satisfied, either Party may initiate a proceeding 
(such proceeding, and the process with respect to such proceeding as described in this Section 
7.14, the "RP A Determination Proceeding"), and if the condition outlined in Section 7 .14(a)(vi) 
is satisfied, the Concessionaire may initiate an RPA Determination Proceeding, for an Expert 
Econometrician to determine (such determination, the "RPA Determination") the amount that the 
Revenue Value Adjustment in question would have been had the effects of the amounts caused 
by factors other than the exercise of Reserved Powers been excluded from such calculation; 
provided, however, that neither Party may initiate an RP A Determination Proceeding with 
respect to any Reserved Power the effect of which the City reversed pursuant to Section 7.9(h). 

(i) As to any Quarter commencing with the Reporting Year that commences 
March 1,2015, if there has been an event during the two-year period immediately preceding the 
Quarter which is beyond the reasonable control of the Parties and such event would have 
constitute.d a Force Majeure within the meaning of Section 1.1 if it had affected the 
Concessiomilre's performance or use of the Metered Parking System, and such event impacted 
Actual System Operating Revenue during some or all of such two-year period. Such events shall 
include an intervening act of God or public enemy, war, invasion, armed conflict, act of foreign 
enemy, blockade, revolution, act of terror, sabotage, civil commotion, interference by civil or 
military authorities, condemnation or confiscation of property or equipment by any 
Governmental Authority, nuclear or other explosion, radioactive or chemical contamination or 
ionizing radiation, fire, tornado, flooding, earthquake or other natural disaster, riot or other 
public disorder, epidemic or quarantine restriction; provided, however, that no event arising out 
of or in connection with or resulting from any of the following shall provide a basis for initiating 
an RP A Determination Proceeding (unless such event is specifically enumerated in this 
paragraph): (A) general economic conditions or changes therein; (B) financial, banking, currency 
or capital markets fluctuations or conditions (either in the United States or any international 
market and including changes in interest rates); and (C) conditions affecting the financial 
services or parking industries generally. 

(ii) As to the first Quarter of any Reporting Year commencing with the 
Reporting Year that commences March 1,2015, ifduring the Reporting Year ending one year 
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and one Day prior to such Quarter the City changed the Period of Stay or increased the Period of 
Operation of Concession Metered Parking Spaces that (A) are equal to or more than 10% of the 
total number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of the last Day of such Reporting Year or 
(B) the combined Revenue Value of such changed spaces is equal to or more than 10% of the 
combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of the last Day of such 
Reporting Year; provided, however, that the RPA Determination shall be limited to the amount 
of the Revenue Value Adjustment attributable to such spaces. 

(iii) As to the frrst Quarter of any Reporting Year commencing with the 
Reporting Year that commences March 1, 2015, if (A) the True-Up Adjustment increases or 
decreases by more than the greater of$250,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective Date 
Of First Amendment, or 15% from the True-Up Adjustment in the fourth Quarter ofthe 
preceding Reporting Year and (B) the Unaffected System Utilization Rate increases or decreases 
by more than 10% from the Unaffected System Utilization Rate for the preceding Reporting 
Year; provided, however, that this condition shall not be deemed satisfied for purposes ofthe 
City's right to initiate an RPA Determination Proceeding unless the Unaffected Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces included in the calculation of Unaffected System Utilization Rate shall 
have a combined Revenue Value that is equal to or greater than 50% of the combined Revenue 
Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of the last Day ofthe Reporting Year over 
which such Unaffected System Utilization Rate is measured. 

(iv) As to the first Quarter of the Reporting Year commencing March 1,2015, 
if (A) the number of Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or more than 5% 
of the total number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of February 28, 2014, or (B) the 
combined Revenue Value of the Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or 
more than 5% of the combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of 
February 28, 2014; provided, however, that for purposes of making the RP A Determination (x) 
the "exercise of Reserved Powers" shall exclude the changes in Hours of Operation to the 
Impacj:~d Concession Metered Parking Spaces that are effective as of the Implementation Date, 
and (y) ffieRPA Determination shall exclude the amount of the Revenue Value Adjustment, if 
ar.y, that was caused by the City's implementation of Public Act 097-0845, which limits the 
number of Exempt Persons effective January 1,2014. 

(v) As to the fIrst Quarter 0 f the Reporting Year commenc ing March 1, 2015, 
if (A) the number of Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or more than 10% 
of the total number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces in either Zone 4 or Zone 5 (as defined 
in Schedule 15) as of February 28,2014, (B) the combined Revenue Value of the Affected 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or more than 10% of the combined Revenue 
Value of Concession Metered Parking Spaces in either Zone 4 or Zone 5 (as defmed in Schedule 
.u) as of February 28, 2014;provided, however, that for purposes of making the RPA 
Determination (x) the "exercise of Reserved Powers" shall exclude the changes in Hours of 
Operation to the Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces that are effective as ofthe 
Implementation Date, (y) the RPA Determination shall exclude the amount of the Revenue Value 
Adjustment, if any, that was caused by the City's implementation of Public Act 097-0845, which 
limits the number of Exempt Persons effective January 1, 2014 and (z) the RPA Determination 
shall be limited to such Parking Zone(s). 
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(vi) As to the first Quarter of each ofthe Reporting Years commencing March 
1,2015, March 1,2016 and March 1,2017, if (A) the number of Affected Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces in a Parking Zone is equal to or more than 25% of the total number of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such Parking Zone as of the last Day of the Reporting 
Year ending one year and one Day prior to such first Quarter; or (B) the combined Revenue 
Value of the Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such a Parking Zone is equal to or 
more than 25% of the combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces in 
such Parking Zone as of the last Day of the Reporting Year ending one year and one Day prior to 
such first Quarter; provided, however, that the RPA Determination shall be limited to such 
Parking Zone(s). 

(vii) As to the first Quarter of any Reporting Year commencing with the 
Reporting Year that commences March 1,2018, if(A) (x) the number of Affected Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces in a Parking Zone is equal to or more than 25% of the total number of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such Parking Zone as of the last Day of the Reporting 
Year end ing one year and one Day prior to such first Quarter; or (y) the combined Revenue 
Value ofthe Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces in a Parking Zone is equal to or more 
than 25% ofthe combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such 
Parking Zone as of the last Day of the Reporting Year ending one year and one Day prior to such 
first Quarter, and (B) the Concessionaire has conducted a statistical sampling of the use of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces and calculated the Exempt Person Annual Loss in 
accordance with the requirements of this Agreement and Schedule 14 during each of the two 
immediately preceding Reporting Years, and the EPAL Percentage has changed by more than six 
(6) percentage points (e.g., a decrease from 125% to 119%) from the prior Reporting Year; 
provided, however, that if the EPAL Percentage for the first of the two Reporting Years is (i) 
112% or less, then this condition shall not be satisfied with respect to the Concessionaire, and (ii) 
less than 106%, then in determining whether this condition is satisfied with respect to the City, 
only the percentage point change above 106% shall be considered; provided further that the RP A 
Detennination shall be limited to those Parking Zone(s) that satisfy the requirement of Section 
7. 14(a)(vii)(A} above. 

(b) RPA Determination Proceeding. 

(i) A Party shall initiate the RPA Detennination Proceeding by providing 
written notice to the other Party, within 30 Days after the date on which the City delivers the 
report ofthe Quarterly Settlement Amount for such Quarter pursuant to Section 7.4. Such notice 
shall (A) demonstrate that one or more of the conditions set forth in Section 7. 14(a) has been 
satisfied and (B) notify the other Party of its intent to seek an RP A Determination. 

(ii) The RPA Determination Proceeding shall be conducted by a nationally 
recognized econometrician (the "Expert Econometrician") jointly selected by the City and the 
Concessionaire (and, if the Parties fail to agree upon an Expert Econometrician within 10 
Business Days after the notice of commencement, then the Expert Econometrician shall be 
appointed by the International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution (CPR), 575 
Lexington Avenue, 21st Floor, New York New York 10022). Each Party shall engage an expert, 
who shall serve as such Party's representative in the RP A Determination Proceeding. No later 
than 60 Days after the selection of the Expert Econometrician, each Party's expert shall submit to 
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the Expert Econometrician (with a copy to the other Party) a signed report, together with any 
calculations or other supporting information or exhibits, setting forth his or her position on the 
amount that the Revenue Value Adjustment would have been had the effects ofthe amounts 
caused by factors other than the exercise of Reserved Powers been excluded from the calculation. 
No later than 30 Days after the Parties' initial expert submissions (or the expiration of the 
deadline for such submissions, if earlier), each Party's expert may (but shall not be required to) 
submit a response to the report previously submitted by the expert of the other Party. The Expert 
Econometrician may ask either Party questions concerning their submissions and may request 
such additional information or analysis as it deems appropriate, and each Party agrees to 
cooperate with (and to cause their respective expert to cooperate with) such requests; provided, 
however, that a copy of such request or response shall be provided to the other Party promptly 
after such request or response is given. The Parties will direct the Expert Econometrician to hold 
a conference with the Parties and their experts as soon as practicable, but not later than 30 Days 
after the Parties' response submissions. Only the experts appointed by the Parties shall be 
permitted to actively present and discuss matters with the Expert Econometrician at the 
conference (with any other representatives of the Parties having only a right of observation). The 
Expert Econometrician shall determine the length and procedures of such conference, and shall 
have the opportunity to ask such questions of the Parties' experts as it deems appropriate. The 
Parties' experts shall be permitted to respond to the positions of the other Party's expert taken at 
the conference. The Parties shall direct the Expert Econometrician to finalize and deliver to the 
Parties the RPA Determination no later than 30 Days after the completion of such conference. 
The RP A Determination shall be in writing and state the reasons upon which it is based, with 
such supporting detail as the Expert Econometrician deems appropriate; provided, however, that 
the RP A Determination shall include a statement that specifically determines and states the 
amount that the Revenue Value Adjustment would have been had the effects of the amounts 
caused by factors other than the exercise of Reserved Powers been excluded from the calculation. 
Within three Business Days after its receipt of the decision, any Party may request the Expert 
Econometrician to interpret the decision or to correct any clerical, typographical or computation 
errorsthexein. The other Party shall have a right to respond to such request for interpretation 
and/or correCtion within three Business Days of its receipt of such request. Ifthe Expert 
Econometrician considers the request justified, it shall comply with such request within three 
Business Days after its receipt of such request. The correction and/or interpretation of the 
decision shall take the form of an addendum and shall constitute part of the RPA Determination. 

(iii) Upon an RP A Determination by the Expert Econometrician, the City shaH 
adjust retroactively the Revenue Value Adjustment, Aggregate Revenue Value, System in 
Service Percentages and Quarterly Settlement Amount(s) for the Quarter in question and 
subsequent Quarters (if any) to conform to the change in the Revenue Value Adjustment set forth 
in the RPA Determination. If the RPA Determination concludes that the Revenue Value 
Adjustment should be decreased, the Concessionaire shall return such portion of the Quarterly 
Settlement Amount paid to the City (if applicable) or, if there is no amount to be returned to the 
City, the City will receive a Settlement Credit in the amount of the reduced Quarterly Settlement 
Amount. lfthe RPA Determination concludes that the Revenue Value Adjustment should be 
increased, the City shall pay the increased Quarterly Settlement Amount to the Concessionaire or, 
if appropriate, any existing Settlement Credit shall be reduced by the amount of the increased 
Quarterly Settlement Amount. 
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(iv) The RPA Determination shall be final and binding on the Parties, and shall 
be non-appealable. In no case shall any Revenue Value Adjustment with respect to a particular 
Quarter be the subject of more than one RPA Determination Proceeding. The Parties shall each 
bear their own costs with respect to the RP A Determm,ation Proceeding and shall bear equally 
the cost of the Expert Econometrician. No Party shall engage in ex parte communication with 
the Expert Econometrician; provided, however, that the Expert Econometrician shall be 
permitted to ask questions of, and to discuss the Parties' respective submissions and positions 
with, the Parties' experts on an ex parte basis. 

Section 29. Amendment to Article 7 of the Agreement to Insert New Section 7.15. Article 7 
of the Agreement is hereby amended and supplemented by inserting therein the following new 
Section 7.15. 

Section 7.15. Special Rule for the Reporting Year Commencing March 1,2014. In 
connection with its election to enter into the First Amendment, the City has changed the Hours of 
Operation for certain Metered Parking Spaces to reflect no Hours of Operation on Sundays for 
certain spaces and increased Hours of Operation for certain other spaces, all as indicated on 
Amended Schedule 10 (collectively, the "Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces"; all 
other Concession Metered Parking Spaces, the "Non-Impacted Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces"). The Concessionaire will implement such changes by no later than (i) July 1,2013, if 
the City Council approves the First Amendment on or before June 8, 2013, or (ii) six weeks after 
City Council approval of the First Amendment, ifsuch approval occurs after June 8, 2013. The 
Concessionaire shall notifY the City in writing when all such changes are implemented. The date 
on which all such changes are implemented and the Impacted Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces operate at the Hours of Operation set forth on Amended Schedule 10 is referred to as the 
"Implementation Date." The Parties anticipate that these changes in Hours of Operation will 
have an effect on the Utilization Rates for the Concession Metered Parking Spaces and have 
agreed that (i) the provisions ofthis Section 7.15 and not the ordinary rules of Article 7 shall 
contrOIforpurposes ofdetermining Existing Revenue as of March 1,2014, and (ii) either Party 
may initiate an RPA Determination Proceeding as provided in Section 7.14(a)(iv). 

For the Reporting Year commencing March 1,2014, the City shall determine Revenue 
Values, System in Service Percentages and Quarterly Settlement Amounts and shall make such 
payments of Quarterly Settlement Amounts (or receive such Settlement Credits), all as provided 
in the other Sections of Article 7 and in accordance with the methodology for calculating 
Existing Revenue for this period set forth in Schedule 6. 

Section 30. Amendment of Section 8.1 ofthe Agreement. Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 
tl of the Agreement are hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(a) Incident Management and Notifications. The Concessionaire shall provide notice 
to the City within 24 hours of all emergencies, known to the Concessionaire or the Operator, and 
promptly provide notice to the City of all material accidents and incidents occurring with respect 
to the Metered Parking System, and of all claims in excess of$50,000 made by or against the 
Concessionaire, or potential claims in excess of$50,000 that the Concessionaire reasonably 
expects to make against, or to be made against it by, third parties. 
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(b) intentionally deleted. 

Section 31. Amendment of Section 8.2 of the Agreement. Article 8 ofthe Agreement is 
hereby amended by amending and restating Section 8.2(a) of the Agreement in full and by 
inserting a new Section 8.2(b). All existing references to Section 8.2(b) ofthe Agreement shall 
be treated as referencing Section 8.2(c) of the Agreement. 

(a) Furnish lriformation. At the request of the City, the Concessionaire shall, at the 
Concessionaire's cost and expense and at any and all reasonable times during the Term: (i) make 
available or cause to be made available (and, if requested by the City, furnish or cause to be 
furnished) to employees designated by the City all Information relating to the Metered Parking 
System Operations, this Agreement or the Metered Parking System as may be specified in such 
request and as shall be in the possession or control ofthe Concessionaire or its Representatives 
and (ii) permit the City, after giving ten (10) Business Days' prior notice to the Concessionaire 
(which notice shall identifY the Persons the City requests to be present for an interview and 
describe with reasonable specificity the subject matter to be raised in the interview), to discuss 
the obligations ofthe Concessionaire under this Agreement with any of the directors, officers, 
employees or managers of the Concessionaire, the Operator or their respective Representatives 
(it being agreed that the Concessionaire shall have the right to be present during any such 
discussions with the Operator or Representatives of the Concessionaire or the Operator), for the 
purpose of enabling the City to determine whether the Concessionaire is in compliance with this 
Agreement; provided, however, that, in the case of investigations of possible criminal conduct or 
City ordinance violations, no prior notice shall be required to the Concessionaire and the 
Concessionaire shall not have the right to be present during any discussions with the Operator or 
Representatives of the Concessionaire or the Operator. For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 
8.2(a) does not impose a requirement to retain Information not otherwise retained in the normal 
course of business or required to be retained by applicable Law. 

(b) Furnish Data Necessary for Revenue Value Reports. By no later than July 1, 
2013 the Concessionaire shall provide employees designated by the City: (i) on a daily basis, in 
respect of information and data collected for the Day three (3) Days prior to the Day of delivery, 
via an automated export to a mutually agreed-upon secure electronic file transport mechanism, (a) 
individual transaction information for Metered Parking Spaces showing the start and end time at 
which the transaction occurred, the allotment of time purchased in the transaction, the amount 
paid, and the location and Metering Device associated with the transaction, and (b) revenue data 
associated with Pay-by-Cell or any other technology implemented pursuant to Section 4.7; (ii) no 
later than ten (10) Days following the end of any month, (a) a monthly inventory of individual 
Metering Devices, (b) monthly parking permit revenue data, (c) collections data, (d) red alarm 
reports or other reports that specifY when individual Metering Devices were out of service, and 
(e) information in the Concessionaire's possession concerning the location, type and effective 
date of Reserved Power actions that occurred during the preceding month; and (iii) no later than 
sixty (60) Days following the end of any Quarter, information in the Concessionaire's possession 
concerning closures (including start date and time and end date and time, associated Metered 
Parking Space and location of that space, and supporting data) that occurred during the preceding 
Quarter. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Concessionaire shall not be required to provide the 
information and data contemplated by Section 8.2(b)(i) until the Concessionaire has received the 
internet protocol address and other information, if any, it reasonably requires from the City 
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(provided, however, that the Concessionaire shall provide any request for such information not 
later than May 31,2013) to enable it to provide the information and data and the City has the 
software and equipment to enable it to receive the information and data. The costs associated 
with providing the data and information outlined in this Section 8.2(b) shall be at the 
Concessionaire's own cost and expense; provided, however, that any costs the City incurs to 
enable it to receive such data and information, including any updates to or maintenance of, any 
software or equipment of the City, shall be at the City's own cost and expense. Ifthe 
Concessionaire is unable or inadvertently fails to provide such information within the foregoing 
time periods, the Concessionaire will not be in breach of this Section 8.2(b) if it provides such 
information as soon as possible thereafter and in any event within thirty (30) Days after the 
deadlines set forth above. 

Section 32. Amendment of Section 11.12 ofthe Agreement. Section 11.12 of the 
Agreement is hereby amended to r~ad in full as follows: 

Section 11.12. Intentionally deleted. 

Section 33. Amendment of Section 13.1(1) of the Agreement. Section 13.1(f) of the 
Agreement is hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(f) Property. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for all loss or damage to the 
Metered Parking System at full replacement cost unless such loss or damage was caused by, or 
resulted from any action by, the City or any of its Representatives. The Concessionaire shall be 
responsible for all loss or damage to City property caused by, or resulting from any action by, the 
Concessionaire or any of its Representatives at full replacement cost. The Concessionaire shall 
be responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including materials, equipment, tools 
and supplies) owned, rented or used by the Concessionaire unless such loss or damage was 
caused by, or resulted from any action by, the City or any of its Representatives. The 
Conc(!ssionaire shall n~t be required to have, obtain or maintain insurance coverage for property 
loss or damage to City property. 

Section 34. Amendment of Section 16.1(b) of the Agreement. Clause (vi) of Section 16.l(b) 
of the Agreement is hereby amended to read in full as follows below: 

(vi) with respect to those Concessionaire Defaults that entitle the City to terminate this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 16.1(b)(i), the City may terminate the Concessionaire's right to 
use, operate, maintain and rehabilitate the Metered Parking System and the Concessionaire's 
right to collect and retain Metered Parking Revenues, and in such event, the City or the City's 
agents and servants may immediately or at any time thereafter take possession and control of the 
Metered Parking System by any available action under law or proceeding at law or in equity, and 
with or without terminating this Agreement, and undertake any and all of the Metered Parking 
System Operations; provided, however, that no such action by the City shall be construed as an 
election on its part to terminate this Agreement unless a notice of such intention is given to the 
Concessionaire; provided further that any re-possession ofthe Metered Parking System or 
termination of this Agreement made in accordance with this Agreement as against the 
Concessionaire shall be valid and effective against the Concessionaire even though made subject 
to the rights ofa Collateral Assignee to cure any default of the Concessionaire and continue as in 
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the place ofthe Concessionaire under this Agreement or a new concession agreement as 
provided herein; and 
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Section 35. Amendment of Section 16.2(a) of the Agreement. Clause (i) of Section 16.2(a) of 
the Agreement is hereby amended to read in full as follows: 

(a) Events of Default. The occurrence of anyone or more of the following events 
during the Term shall constitute a "City Default" under this Agreement: 

(i) if the City fails to comply with or observe any material obligation, 
covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement (other than an Adverse Action or a 
Reserved Powers Adverse Action) and such failure continues unremedied for a period of90 
Days following notice thereof (giving particulars of the failure in reasonable detail) from the 
Concessionaire to the City or for such longer period as may be reasonably necessary to cure such 
failure;provided, however, in the latter case, that the City has demonstrated to the satisfaction of 
the Concessionaire, acting reasonably, that (A) it is proceeding with all due diligence to cure or 
cause to be cured such failure, and (B) its actions can be reasonably expected to cure or cause to 
be cured such failure within a reasonable period of time acceptable to the Concessionaire, acting 
reasonably and (C) such failure is in fact cured within such period of time; 

Section 36. Amendment to Article 19 of Agreement to Insert New Section 19.8. Article 19 
of the Agreement is hereby amended and supplemented by inserting therein the following new 
Section 19.8. 

Section 19.8. Undisputed Amounts. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Article 
12, in relation to a monetary claim brought by a Party, the other Party shall pay to that Party any 
undisputed portion of the claim during the pendency of any dispute regarding a disputed portion 
of that claim, and the arbitral panel appointed under Section 19.4 or a Consultant appointed 
unde_c Section 19.7 shall issue an interim award in favor ofthe relevant Party in relation to the 
undisputed amount. 

Section 37. Amendment of Article 20 of the Agreement. Article 20 of the Agreement is 
hereby amended and supplemented by inserting the following new Section 20.17. 

Section 20.17. Collaboration. Each Party agrees to use its reasonable best efforts to 
notifY the other in advance of taking an action or making a change that is likely to have a 
material effect on this Agreement or the Metered Parking System, and will make available one or 
more of its respective Designated Senior Persons to discuss such action or change. In addition, 
both the City and the Concessionaire will make available Designated Senior Persons to discuss 
on a quarterly basis the operations and economics ofthe Metered Parking System, including the 
impact of the implementation of Pay-by-Cell, or this Agreement (it being understood that this 
mechanism is being established to provide improved communications and not to replace or 
subordinate any rights ofthe Parties or any dispute resolution procedures set forth in Article 19). 
This Section in no way provides the Concessionaire with veto power over a municipal decision. 

Section 38. Amendment of Schedules 3, 6 and 10 of the Agreement and insertion of new 
Schedules 15 and 16 of the Agreement. Schedules 3, 6 and 10 to the Agreement are hereby 
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amended and new Schedules 15 and 16 are hereby inserted, as described in the attachments 
hereto. 

Section 39. Amendment of Schedule 8 of the Agreement. Schedule 8 to the Agreement is 
hereby amended as follows: 

SCHEDULE 8. INTENTIONALLY DELETED. 

Section 40. Amendment of Schedule 9 of the Agreement. Schedule 9 to the Agreement is 
hereby amended by amending paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

(d) Within any area where a parking meter operates 24 hours per day, (1) prior to the 
Effective Date Of First Amendment, between the hours of9 p.m. and 8 a.m., the rate shall be 
fifty percent of the applicable rate set forth in subsections (a), (b) and (c) above, and (2) 
following the Effective Date Of First Amendment, the rate shall be as set forth in Amended 
Schedule 10. 

Section 41. Amendment of Schedule 14 ofthe Agreeme .. t. Schedule 14 to the Agreement is 
hereby amended by amending the fifth bullet point and the description of the Zones to read as 
follows: 

• The Proportion of Exempt Persons to Paying Parkers will be the weighted average of the 
results of the two samples (5 days for the weekday sample and 2 days for the weekend 
sample). The weighted average will be calculated by mUltiplying by 5 the number of 
weekday sampled Exempt Persons plus mUltiplying by 2 the number of weekend day 
sampled Exempt Persons and dividing that sum by 5 times the number of weekday 
sampled Paying Parkers plus 2 times the number of weekend day sampled Paying Parkers. 

ZoneJ "CBD" means the area bounded by the north side of North Avenue on the north, Lake 
Michiganon·the east, the south side of Roosevelt Road on the south and the west side of Halsted 
Sceet on the west. 

Zone 2 "North Side" means the area bounded by City Limits on the north, Lake Michigan on the 
east, North Avenue on the south and City Limits on the west; provided that Zone 2 shall hot 
include any portion of North Avenue itself 

Zone 3 "West Side" means the area bounded by the north side of North Avenue on the north, 
Halsted Street on the east, the south side of Roosevelt Road on the south and City Limits on the 
west; provided that Zone 3 shall not include any portion of Halsted Street itself 

Zone 4 "South Side" means the area bounded by Roosevelt Road on the north, Lake Michigan 
on the east, City Limits on the south and City Limits on the west; provided that Zone 4 shall not 
include any portion of Roosevelt Road itself 

Section 42. Effect of Amendments Made Hereby. The Parties acknowledge and agree that 
none of the amendments to the Agreement (including any attachments hereto) made by this First 
Amendment shall (a) constitute a City Directive, Compensation Event, Delay Event, Adverse 
Action or Reserved Powers Adverse Action or (b) become effective or have any force or effect 
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(and such First Amendment shall be disregarded for all purposes) until the Effective Date Of 
First Amendment;provided, however, that, if the Effective Date Of First Amendment does not 
occur on or prior to August 1, 2013, this First Amendment shall terminate immediately and 
without further action by any Party; provided further that, if the City fails to make full payment 
ofthe amounts specified in paragraphs 3, 6(c), and 8 of the Release and Settlement Agreement 
within three (3) Business Days after the Effective Date Of First Amendment, then this First 
Amendment and the Release and Settlement Agreement shall immediately terminate and be null 
and void. Upon the termination of this First Amendment, no Party shall have any further right or 
obligation with respect to this First Amendment. 

Section 43. Remaining Provisions of Concession Agreement Unaffected. Except as set forth 
herein, the provisions of the Agreement continue to be, and shall remain, in full force and effect 
in accordance with their terms with no other modification or waiver intended by this First 
Amendment. 

Section 44. Efforts to Reach Effective Date Of First Amendment. The Parties agree that 
promptly upon signing the First Amendment they shall jointly conduct a physical inventory of all 
Metered Parking Spaces and shall otherwise use reasonable best efforts to (a) confrrm, and where 
necessary update, the accuracy of Amended Schedule 10, including Amended Schedules lOA, 
lOB and lOC and (b) agree upon the fmal form of Amended Schedule 10, including Amended 
Schedules lOA, lOB and lOC, as promptly as reasonably practicable. 

Section 45. Amended and Restated Concession Agreement. The Parties agree that within 
three (3) Business Days of the Effective Date Of First Amendment, the Parties shall enter into 
the Amended and Restated Concession Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Concessionaire have caused this First 
Amendment to Chicago Metered Parking System Concession Agreement to be duly executed as 
of the day and year first above written by their respective representatives thereunto duly 
authorized. 

CITY OF CmCAGO 

By:.J;;L~~ 
Stephen R. Patton 
Corporation Counsel 

CONCESSIONAIRE: 

CmCAGO PARKING METERS, LLC 

By: _____________ _ 
Dennis Pedrelli 
Chief Executive Officer 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Concessionaire have caused this First 
Amendment to Chicago Metered Parking System Concession Agreement to be duly executed as 
of the day and year first above written by their respective representatives thereunto duly 
authorized. 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
~--~--------------------------

Stephen R. Patton 
Corporation Counsel 

CONCESSIONAIRE: 

CHICAGO PARKING METERS, LLC 

By: 
~--~~~~------------------~ 

Dennis Pedrelli 
Chief Executive Officer 

SCHEDULE 3 

OPERATING STANDARDS 

To the extent that there is any inconsistency between the terms set forth in Articles 1 through 20, 
as amended, and these amendments to Schedule 3, the terms set forth in Articles 1 through 20, as 
amended, shall govern. 

CUSTOMER PAYMENTS. Section 4 is hereby amended by adding a new last sentence as 
follows: "Upon the implementation of Pay-by-Cell as described in Section 4.7 of the Agreement, 
Metering Device receipts shall no longer be required to have an adhesive backing; provided, 
however, that ifPay-by-Cell is removed at the election of the Concessionaire under Section 4.7, 
the Concessionaire shall, at the City's option, either (A) pay the City $425,000 per year, as 
Adjusted for Inflation for each year from the date of such termination and for as long as 
Metering Device receipts are utilized; or (B) reintroduce receipts with an adhesive backing at the 
Concessionaire's own expense." 
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METERING DEVICE INSTALLATION, REMOVAL AND REPAIR. Section 5 is hereby 
amended and restated to read in full as follows: 

5. Multi-Space Metering Devices shall not operate more than 15 parking spaces on 
street or 50 parking spaces off street, except within the area bounded by the west side of Ashland 
A venue on the east, the east side of Damen A venue on the west, the south side of Roosevelt 
Road on the north and the south side of 15th Place on the south, where Multi-Space Metering 
Devices shaH not operate more than 30 parking spaces on a street. Any Reserve Parking Lot with 
more than 50 Metered Spaces shall have at least 2 Multi-Space Metering Devices. 

Section 6 is hereby amended and restated to read in full as follows: 

6. -Meter technology developed by the Concessionaire must allow for visual 
enforcement. In the case of customers using Pay-by-Cell, the City agrees that enforcement 
through the use of license plate data complies with these Operating Standards, including this 
Section 6. In any other case, the Concessionaire may propose alternatives to visual enforcement, 
inCluding the use of license plate data, which shall be subject to City Approval. 

Section 22 is hereby amended and restated to read in full as fo llows: 

22. The installation, removal and repair of Metering Devices shall be further subject 
to the following requirements of the City: 

(a) The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety makes recommendations to City 
Council regarding the installation and removal of Metering Devices. The 
Committee meets regularly at City Hall, with the times ofthe meetings and 
agendas posted in advance online. It shall be the responsibility of the 
Concessionaire to send a representative to such meetings and to obtain 
information regarding pending City action that may affect the Concession 
Agreement. Information obtained from the Committee of Traffic Control and 

Safety may be used for preliminary planning projects only. Final approval must 
come from the full City Council. 

(b) Ifan ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes the installation of new Metering Devices, the Concessionaire shall 
install the Metering Devices within 120 Days of the effective date of such 
ordinance or direction,as such period may be extended by the City in writing. 

(c) Ifan ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes the installation of new street signs related to newly designated 
C~ncession Metered Parking, the Concessionaire shall install such signs within 
thu1:y (30) Days ofthe effective date of such ordinance or direction as such . , 
penod may be extended by the City in writing. 

(d) Ifan o~dinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or hislher designee) 
authorIZes changes to the placement of existing signs on a B lock to add 
a~di~i?nal Metered Parking Spaces, the Concessionaire shall move such signs 
wlt?m five (5) Days ofthe effective date of such ordinance ordirection, as such 
penod may be extended by the City in writing. 
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(e) Ifan ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes the reinstallation of one or more Metering Devices following a closure 
or other project requiring removal of such Metering Devices, the ConC5!ssionaire 
shall reinstall such Metering Device(s) within thirty (30) Days of the dfective 
date of such ordinance or direction, as such period may be extended by the City 
in writing. 

(f) If an ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes changes to existing Hours of Operation or Periods of Operation, the 

_ Concessionaire shall make all necessary modifications to the Metering Devices 
and post necessary and appropriate notification, including meter stickers, within 
thirty (30) Days of the effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such 
period may be extended by the City in writing. 

(g) If an ordinance (or the direction ofthe City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes changes to existing Metered Parking Fees, the Concessionaire shall 
make all necessary modifications to the Metering Devices and post necessary 
and appropriate notification, including meter stickers, within sixty (60) Days of 
the effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such period may be extended 
by the City in writing. 

(h) If an ordinance (or the direction of City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes changes to existing Periods of Stay, the Concessionaire shall make all 
necessary modifications to the Metering Devices and post necessary and 
appropriate notification, including meter stickers, within sixty (60) Days of the 
effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such period may be extended by 
the City in writing. 

CONCESSION PARKlNG LOT MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENTS. 
The heading is hereby amended to read: "RESERVE PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE, 
REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENTS". Section 2 is hereby amended to read in full as follows: 
"Concessionaire shall mailltain all Reserve Parking Lots revenue collection, control systems and 
components at all times." Sections 3 through 11 are deleted. 

ENFORCEMENT. The first paragraph of sub-section h is hereby amended to read in full as 
follows: 

h. Concessionaire must use handheld technology to support ticket issuance using file 
formats and transfer processes dictated by the City. Photographic evidence of a 
violation is required, which in respect of Pay-by-Cell will be a photograph ofthe 
relevant license plate. 

SCHEDULE 6 

ARTICLE 7 MEmODOLOGY 

Schedule 6 is here~y am~nded as follows. To the extent that there is any inconsistency between 
the terms set forth m Articles 1 through 20, as amended, and Schedule 6, as amended, the terms 
set forth in Articles 1 tlrrough 20, as amended, shall govern. 
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1. SETTLEMENT SYSTEM REVENUE VALUE 

This is the hypothetical amount of revenue that would have been produced in the preceding 
Reporting Year if the entire System were in place. It is re-calculated once each Reporting Year 
as of the fIrst Day of the Reporting Year, March I. 

Calculating Settlement System Revenue Value 
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• As of March 1,2013: Settlement System Revenue Value = Aggregate Revenue Value as 
set forth in Amended Schedu Ie 10 I Monthly System in Service Percentage for March 1, 
2013. 

• As of any other March 1 beginning March 1,2014: Settlement System Revenue Value 
= (Actual System Operating Revenue for the preceding Reporting Year I simple average 
ofthe Monthly System in Service Percentages during the preceding Reporting Year) plus 
Required Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year. 

2. QUARTERLY SEITLEMENT AMOUNT 

Step 1 - Calculating Required Closure Payment (if any) 

Required Closure Payments are calculated for each month for each Concession Metered Parking 
Space for which the Required Closure Allowance has been exceeded. The City owes a Required 
Closure Payment for each Day of Required Closure in excess of the Required Closure Allowance. 

Required Closure Payments for each Day are aggregated each month to arrive at a monthly 
amount and the monthly Required Closure Payments for the three months in each Quarter are 
then totaled and paid as part of the Quarterly Settlement Amount. . 

Calculating Monthly Required Closure Payment 

For a given Concession Metered Parking Space (s) in month (m), the Required Closure Payment 
(RCP) is calculated using the following formula: 

RCP(s,m) = CPAD(s,m) x (the greater of 0 or RCABEoMfs,m)) 

The formulas for calculating CPAD and RCABEoM are set forth below. 

RVes, m) * 25% 
CPAD(s, m) = Days{q) 

Where: 
CP AD is the Closure Payment Amount per Day for a Concession Metered Parking Space 

sin monthm 
s is a Concession Metered Parking Space 
m is the month 
q is the quarter to which m belongs 
RVis the Revenue Value of that space s on the given month m 
Days is the number of days within q 
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RCABEOA/s,m) = RCABsoAis,m)+QRC(s,m) 

Where: 
s is the Concession Metered Parking Space 
m is the month 
RCABEOM is the Required Closure Allowance Balance at the end ofthe month; provided, 
however, that if s is added as a Concession Metered Parking Space during m, RCABEOM is 
zero 
RCABsOM is the Required Closure Allowance Balance as ofthe start ofthe month 
(calculated using the formula below); provided, however, that if s was added as a 
Concession Metered Parking Space during m-l, RCABsOM is the Required Closure 

--Allowance Balance as of the first Day during m_l that s became a designated Concession 
Metereo Parking Space 
QRC is the number of Days of Required Closure in m for s; provided, however, that if s 
was added as a Concession Metered Parking Space during m-l, QRC is the number of 
Days of Required Closure during m_l and m 

-RCA (s,m) if m is the first month in a Reporting 
Year or if s was not a Concession 
Metered Parking Space for all of m-l 

RCABsoA/s,m) = or 

Where: 

min (0, RCABEOAis,m-v 

s is the Concession Metered Parking Space 
m is the month 
m-l is the month before m 

RCA is the Required Closure Allowance 

in all other cases 

RCABEOM is the Required Closure Allowance Balance at the end ofthe month 

RCA(s,m) = if the Concession Metered Parking Space is in the Central Business 
District, the number equal to 8% ofthe number of Days during the Reporting 
Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space was a designated Concession 
Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations (rounded to the 
nearest number of Days) and based upon the assumption that such Concession 
Metered Parking Space will continue to be a Concession Metered Parking Space 
for the remainder of the Reporting Year. 

RCA(s,m) = ifthe Concession Metered Parking Space is not in the Central 
Business District, the number equal to 4% of the number of Days during the 
Reporting Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space was a designated 
Concession Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations 
(rounded to the nearest number of Days) and based upon the assumption that such 
Concession Metered Parking Space will continue to be a Concession Metered 
Parking Space for the remainder ofthe Reporting Year. 
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Whenever RCABEOM is positive, the space has exceeded its Required Closure Allowance and the 
City is required to make Required Closure Payments with respect to the space. 

Whenever RCABEoM is zero or negative, there are no Required Closure Payments. 

Calculating Quarterly Required Closure Payment 

The RequjredClosure Payment for a Quarter is equal to the total of the monthly Required 
Closure Payments calculated in accordance with the above calculations for each of the three 
months in that Quarter. 

Step 2 - Calculating Quarterly Syste"! in Service ("Quarterly SIS',) 

• Quarterly SIS = Simple average of the Monthly System In Service Percentages for each 
month in that Quarter. 

Step 3 - Calculating Quarterly Settlemellt Amoullt 

• For each Quarter, beginning with the Quarter commencing March 1,2013: 
Quarterly Settlement Amount = Required Closure Payments + [25% * Settlement System 
Revenue Value * (l + Annual Percentage Adjustment) * (I - Quarterly SIS)]. 

3. MONTHLY SYSTEM IN SERVICE PERCENTAGE 

Step 1- Calculating Existing System Revenue 

• Existing System Revenue = Sum of the Existing Revenue of all Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces . 

. Step 2 - Calculatillg Aggregate Revenue Value 

• Aggregate Revenue Value = Sum of the Revenue Values of all Concession Mete'red 
Parking Spaces + Sum of the Revenue Value Adjustments of all Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces. 

Step 3 - Calculating Reserved Powers System Impact ("RPSI',) 

• RPSI = 1 - (Aggregate Revenue Value / Existing System Revenue). 

Step 4 - Calculating MOllthly System ill Service Percentage ("SISP") 

• As of March 1,2013: Monthly SISP = Aggregate Revenue Value as of March 1,2013 / 
(Aggregate Revenue Value as of March 1, 2013 + $4.5 million). 

• As of any March 1, beginning on March 1,2014: Monthly SISP = Preceding month 
SISP * [1-RPSI] * [1 / (1 + Annual Percentage Adjustment)]. 

• As of the first day of any other month: Monthly SISP = Preceding month SISP * [1-
RPSI]. 
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4. REVENUE VALUE 

Step I - Determining the Method for Calculatioll 

• If ~~rther a Regular Rate Adjustment nor an Expected Utilization Rate became effective 
with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space during the preceding month, the 
Revenue Value for that space equals its Existing Revenue. 

• Accordingly, only Concession Metered Parking Spaces for which a Regular Rate 
Adjustment or an Expected Utilization Rate became effective during the preceding month 
require a separate Revenue Value calculation. 

Step 2 - Calculatillg Existing Revenue 

• As of March 1,2013: Existing Revenue = Revenue Value as set forth on Amended 
Schedule 10. 

• As of March 1,2014, for all Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces if 
Revenue Value was unchanged during the preceding Reporting Year and an 
Expected Utilization Rate did not become effective during the preceding Reporting 
Year: Existing Revenue = [Actual Operating Revenue for the period starting the first 

Day of the month after the Implementation Date through January 31, 2014 + Required 
Closure Payments for the period starting the first Day of the month after the 
Implementation Date through January 31,2014] * [Adjustment for Seasonality set forth 
on Amended Schedule 10); 

• As of March 1, 2014, for all Non-Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces if 
Revenue Value was unchanged during tlie preceding Reporting Year and an 
Expected Utilization Rate did not become effective during the preceding Reporting 
Year: Existing Revenue = Actual Operating Revenue for the preceding Reporting Year + 
Required Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year. 

• As of any March 1 beginning March 1,2015, if Revenue ValueW;ls,unchanged 
during the preceding Reporting Year and an Expected Utilization Rate did not 
become effective during the preceding Reporting Year: Existing Revenue = preceding 
Reporting Year Actual Operating Revenue + preceding Reporting Year Required Closure 
Payments. 

• Otherwise, on the first day ofthe month: Existing Revenue = preceding month's 
Revenue Value. 

Step 3 - Calculatillg Revenue Value 

(a) As of March 1, 2013: Revenue Value = Revenue Value as set forth on Amended 
Schedule 10 .. 

(b) As of the first Day of any month if neither a Regular Rate Adjustment nor an 
Expected Utilization Rate became effective during the preceding month: Revenue 
Value = Existing Revenue. 
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(c) As of the first Day of the month immediately following a month d.u.rin~ which an 
Expected Utilization Rate became effective: Revenue Value = Full UtIlIzation Amount 
as of the first Day ofthe month for which Revenue Value is being determined. * Expe~ted 
Utilization Rate + any reduction as required in accordance with the Rate to Fme Multiple 
pursuant to Section 7.9(e). 

(d) As of the first Day of any month in which a Regular Rate Adjustment bec~me 
effective in the prior month (unless there was also another Reserved Power action, 
and an Expected Utilization Rate became effective, during that prior m~~th. in 
which case use the calculation in (c) above): Revenue Value = [(the Full UtilIzation 
Amount as of the first Day of the month for which Revenue Value is being detennined I 
the Full Utilization Amount as of the first Day of the preceding month) * the Existing 
Revenue as of the first Day of the month for which Revenue Value is being detennined] 
+ any reduction as required in accordance with the Rate to Fine Multiple pursuant to 
Section 7.9(e). 

(e) As of the first Day of any month immediately following a month during which a 
Reserved Power action was reversed by the City pursuant to Section 7.9(h) (unless (i) 
an Expected Utilization Rate was in effect as of the first Day of the month the 
Reserved Power subject to the reversal became effective, or (ii) following the 
reversal during the prior month, a Reserved Power action and an Expected 
Utilization Rate became effective, in each case use the calculation in (c) above): 
Revenue Value = the Full Utilization Amount as of the first Day of the month for which 
Revenue Value is being detennined * the Utilization Rate in effect as of the first Day of 
the month the Reserved Power subject to the reversal became effective + any reduction as 
required in accordance with the Rate to Fine MUltiple pursuant to Section 7.9(e). 

(f) As of February 1 and March 1 if a Regular Rate Adjustment became 
effective during the preceding January (unless there was also another Reserved 
Power action, and an Expected Utilization Rate became effective, during the 
preceding January): Revenue Value is detennined as though the Regular Rate 
Adjustment had become effective during February. 

5. REVENUE VALUE ADJUSTMENT 

Step 1- Calculating Expected Utilization Adjustment 

• On every March 1, beginning March 1, 2015: Expected Utilization Adjustment = 

(Measured Utilization Rate - Expected Utilization Rate) I Measured Utilization Rate. 

• On the first day of any other month: Expected Utilization Adjustment = o. 
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Step 2~Calculating Revenue Value Adjustment 

• On every March 1, beginning March 1, 2015: Revenue Value Adjustment = Revenue 
Value * Expected Utilization Adjustment. 

• On the first day of any other month: Revenue Value Adjustment = 0. 

The RevenueValue Adjustment is calculated solely for purposes of calculating the Quarterly 
Settlement Amount. The Revenue Value Adjustment does not increase or decrease the Revenue 
Value of a Concession Metered Parking Space. 

AMENDED SCHEDULE 10 

REVENUE VALUE 

To the extent that there is any inconsistency between the terms s~t fort.h in Articles 1 through 20, 
as amended, and this Amended Schedule 10, the terms set forth In ArtIcles 1 through 20, as 

amended, shall govern. 

SCHEDULE 15 

PARKING ZONES 

Zone 1: an area bounded on the north and west by the City limits, on the south by North Avenue 
(with no part of North Avenue being included) from the City limits on the west and running east 
to Interstate 90/94, then northwest along 1-90/94 to Cortland Street, then west along Cortland 
Street (with no part of Cortland Street being included) to Wood Street, then north along Wood 
Street (with no part of Wood Street being included) to 1-90/94, then northwest along 1-90/94 to 
Belmont Avenue, then east on Belmont Avenue (with both sides of Belmont Avenue being 
included) to Western Avenue, then north along Western Avenue (with both sides of Western 
Avenue being included) to Addison Street, then east on Addison Street (with no part of Addison 
Street being included) to Ashland Avenue, then north on Ashland Avenue (with no part of 
Ashland Avenue being included) to Irving Park Road, then east on Irving Park Road (with both 
sides ofIrving Park Road being included) to Clark Street, then south on Clark Street (with no 
part of Clark Street being included) to Grace Street, then east on Grace Street (with no part of 
Grace Street being included) to Sheffield Avenue, then south on Sheffield Avenue (with both 
sides of Sheffield Avenue being included) to Addison Street, then east on Addison Street (with 
no part of Addison Street being included) to Broadway, then south on Broadway (with both sides 
of Broadway being included) to Cornelia Avenue, then northeast on Cornelia Avenue (with no 
part of Cornelia Avenue being included) to Pine Grove Avenue, then north on Pine Grove 
Avenue (with both sides of Pine Grove Avenue being included) to Irving Park Road, then east on 
Irving Park Road (with both sides ofIrving Park Road being included) to Lake Michigan, then 
north along Lake Michigan to the City limits on the north. 
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Zone 2: an area bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the south by North Boulevard 
running west to North Avenue and then running west to 1-90/94 (with no part of North Boulevard 
or North Avenue included), and on the west and north by the boundary with Zone 1. 

Zone 3: an'area bounded on the west by the City limits, on the south by Roosevelt Road (with 
both sides of Roosevelt Road being included), on the east by Halsted Street (with no part of 
Halsted Street being included), and on the north by North Avenue (with both sides of North 
A venue being included). 

Zone 4: an area bounded on the south by Roosevelt Road (with both sides of Roosevelt Road 
being included), on the west by Halsted Street (with both sides of Halsted Street being included), 
on the north by North Avenue (with both sides of North Avenue being included) and on the east 
by Lake Michigan; provided, however, that Zone 4 shall not include any area which is part of 
Zone 5. 

Zone 5: an area bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the north and west by the Chicago 
River and on the south by Congress Parkway (with both sides of Congress Parkway being 
included) running east to Lake Michigan. 

Zone 6: an area bounded on the south and the west by the City limits, on the north by Roosevelt 
Road (with no part of Roosevelt Road being included) running east to Damen A venue, then 
south on Damen Avenue (with no part of Dam en Avenue being included) to West 19'" Street, 
then east on West 19th Street (with no part of West 191h Street being included) to Ashland 
A venue, then south on Ashland Avenue (with no part of Ashland A venue being included) to 
Archer Avenue, then northeast on Archer Avenue (with no part of Archer Avenue being included) 
to West 31 sl Street, then southeast on West 31 sl Street, continuing through Pitney Court, then east 
on West 31 st Street (with no part of West 31 st Street being included) to 1-90/94, then south on 1-
90/94 to West 43rd Street, then east on West 43rd Street (with no part of West 43td Street being 
included) running east to Lake Michigan, then south along Lake Michigan to the City limits on 
the east, then south along the City limits on the east to the City limits on the south. 

Zone 7: an area bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the north by Roosevelt Road (with 
no part of Roosevelt Road being included), and on the west and south by the boundary with Zone 
6. 

Schedules 1 through 15 and (Sub)Exhibit "An referred to in this First Amendment to Chicago 
Metered Parking System Concession Agreement read as follows: 
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Schedules. 
(To Release And Settlement Agreement 

With Chicago Parking Meters LLC) 

6/5/2013 

It is acknowledged and agreed by the City and the Concessionaire that the following 
Schedules are subject to the terms of the Concession Agreement to which they are attached, and 
that in the event of any conflict between the terms of any of such Schedules and the terms ofthe 
Concession Agreement, the terms and provisions of the Concession Agreement shall control. 

SCHEDULE 1 

METERED PARKING SYSTEM CONTRACTS 

1. Contract (PO) Number 10062 with Duncan Parking Technologies, Inc.: 
Metering Devices and Replacement Parts (Duncan Meters). 

2. Contract (PO) Number 10061 with MacKay Meters, Inc.: 
Metering Devices and Replacement Parts (MacKay Meters). 

3. Contract (PO) Number 10060 with Metro Parking Solutions, LLC: 
Metering Devices and Replacement Parts (POM Meters). 

4. Contract (PO) Number 1145 with Parkeon, Inc.: 
Pay-and-Display meter parts (for Ste1ios). 

5. Contract (PO) Number 3466 with Parkeon, Inc: 
Parkfolio Service (for Stelios). 

6. Contract (PO) Number 12010 with Chicago United Industries, Ltd.: 
Parking Meter Pedestal C-Bases and Related Parts. 

7. Contract (PO) Number 13090 with Dunbar Armored, Inc.: 
Coin Counting Services. 

8. Contract (PO) Number 12395 with Enforcement Technologies, Inc.: 
Maintenance Services for Existing AutoCITES. 

9. Contract (PO) Number T28236 with IBM Corporation: 
Parking and Administrative Hearings Management. 
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10. Contract (PO) Number 9929 with Johnson Pipe & Supply Co.: 
Pipe, Fittings, Valves, and Accessories. 

11. Contract (PO) Number 14852 with Serco, Inc.: 
Parking Enforcement Officer Services. 

12. Contract (PO) Number 12534 with Serco, Inc.: 
Parking Meter Collection Services. 

13. Contract (PO) Number 14784 with Fifth Third Bank: 
Credit Card Payment Transaction Processor. 

14. Contract (PO) Number 15047 with Oak Park CycJery*: 
Trek Bicycle Parts and Repair Services for Enforcement Personnel. 

15. Contract (PO) Number 13305 with Speedy Gonzalez Landscaping:'Snow Plowing and 
De-icing Services (includes Reserve Parking Lots). 

16. Contract (PO) Number 11852 with Christy Webber Landscapes: 
Comprehensive Landscape Services. 

17. Contract (PO) Number S028870 with Andrews Decal Co.: 
Parking Meter Decals. 

18. Purchase Order with ParkMagic: 
Pay Parking by Phone (in-car meter pilot program). 

19. Agreement with International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, Local 
No. 126: 
Labor Agreement. 

20. Agreement with International Union of Operating Engineers, Local No. 150: 
Labor Agreement. 

21. Contract (PO) Number 15028 with Silk Screen Express*: 
Various Work and Business "Uniforms. 

22. Contract (PO) Number 16630 with Equity Industrial Supply, Inc. *: 
High Visibility Protective Clothing. 

23. Contract (PO) Number 10074 with Root Brother Manufacturing and Supply Company*: 
Small Tools and Industrial Tools. 

24. Contract (PO) Number lO196 with Unisource/Jefco Group Inc.*: 
Small Tools and Industrial Tools. 

25. Lease No. 14180 for Ashland Facility*. 

*Contracts relating to the general operations of the City of Chicago Department of Revenue in addition to the 
Metered Parking System. 
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SCHEDULE 2 

REQUIRED eAPIT AL IMPROVEMENTS 

General. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for all capital imprwements with 
respect to the Metered Parking System required to be completed during the Term in accordance 
with the terms of the Concession Agreement, including as required by the Operating Standards 
set out in Schedule 3 and the provisions of this Schedule 2. To the extent that there is any 
inconsistency between the terms set out in Articles I through 20 and this Schedule 2 the terms 
set out in Articles I through 20 shall govern. 

Installation of Time Differential Metering Software and Hardware Systems. 

With respect to a Metering Device relating to more than two Metered Parking Spaces 
("Multi-Space Metering Device"), the Concessionaire shall install ~uch time differential 
metering software and hardware systems acceptable to the City (,Time Differential Metering 
Systems"), which allows the City to select a reasonable number of peak and non-peak demand 
periods, and provide for a Metered Parking Fee schedule specific to each period. The Time 
Differential Metering Systems must allow the City to set period lengths in increments as small as 
15 minutes or as long as 24 hours. Customers must be able to select the amount of time they 
want to park, as opposed to selecting the total Metered Parking Fee to be paid, and the equipment 
must display the appropriate amount being debited. 

The Time Differential Metering Systems shall provide only for City designated time
limits. The Time Differential Metering Systems shall not provide for artificial limits based on 
the amount of the Metered Parking Fee. Customers shall not be prohibited from purchasing 
mUltiple hours of parking across varying rate schedules unless the .City designates a time-limit. 
If the City selects a limit, the limit must be based on increments as small as 15 minutes or as long 
as 24 hours. The City must be able to select specific hours during the day when time limits will 
be enforc~d. 

The Time Differential Metering Systems shall allow the City to choose to either allow 
motorists arriving and paying mUltiple hours prior to the start time of each designated peak 
period to (1) pay a reduced or non-peak Metered Parking Fee as an incentive for arriving early, 
even if the motorist remains parked during peak hours or (2) pay the peak period Metered 
Parking Fee during the hours the motorist remains parked during peak hours. Customers must be 
able to select the amount of time they want to park, as opposed to selecting the total Metered 
Parking Fee to be paid, and the equipment must display the appropriate amount being debited. 

The Time Differential Metering Systems should allow for the implementation of variable 
rate structures to create or reduce vehicle turnover. The City must be able to either increase or 
decrease the Metered Parking Fee for every subsequent hour that a customer purchases to park. 
Customers must be able to select the amount of time they want to park, as opposed to selecting 
the total Metered Parking Fee to be paid, and the equipment must display the appropriate amount 
being debited. 

The Time Differential Metering Systems should allow for the setting of increments of 
time to be purchased as small as 15 minutes and as large as 24 hours, provided that increments as 

small as 5 minutes will be allowed if required in the aggregate to constitute a whole value of 
time. The City must be able to assign different incremental values based upon the time of day. 
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SCHEDULE 3 

OPERATING STANDARDS 

The Metered Parking System shall, at a minimum, be operated and maintained in 
compliance with the standards set forth within this Schedule 3. To the extent there is any 
inconsistency between the terms set forth in Articles 1 through 20 and this Schedule 3, the terms 
set forth in Articles 1 through 20 shall govern. 

COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS 

The Concessionaire shall operate or shall cause the Metered Parking System to be 
operated pursuant to the terms of the Concession Agreement, these Operating Standards, 
applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including but not limited to Chapters 2-
80, 3-54,4-232,9-8, 9-64, 9-68, 9-80, 9-100, 10-8, 10-20, 10-28, 10-29, 13-128, and 17-11 as 
amended from time to time, and all other applicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and 
executive orders of federal, state and local government. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

1. The Concessionaire shall establish and maintain a 2417 customer service system 
for customer complaints and inquiries, which system may be maintained with live persons, or 
other system approved in advance by the City, including a web-based system, an interactive 
voice response (IVR) system, or other automated system. 

2. The Concessionaire shall have and maintain each Metering Device in the Metered 
Parking System and shall provide the name ofthe Operator and a toll free phone number on each 
Metering Device. 

3. The Concessionaire will provide the City with access to information concerning 
the operability of specific Metering Devices for purposes of adjudicating violations of the 
Chicago Municipal Code. 

CUSTOMER PAYMENTS 

1. The Concessionaire shall implement and maintain cashless alternatives, In 

accordance with the Schedule 2 (Required Capital Improvements). 

2. The Concessionaire shall implement time differential metering systems upon the 
City request, including demand-based pricing models and progressive rates, in accordance with 
the Schedule 2 (Required Capital Improvements). 

3. The Concessionaire shall be obligated to charge and collect the full amount of the 
Metered Parking Fees imposed by the City, in accordance with Section 7.1 of the Concession 
Agreement. 

4. All Metering Device receipts issued to customers to display must have an 
adhesive backing (or other system acceptable to the City which allows them to stay attached to 
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motorcycles and scooters). Upon the implementation of Pay-by-Cell as described in Section 4.7 
of the Agreement, Metering Device receipts shall no longer be required to have an adhesive 
backing; provided, however, that if Pay-by-Cell is removed at the election of the Concessionaire 
under Section 4.7, the Concessionaire shall, at the City's option, either (A) pay the City $425,000 
per year, as Adjusted for Inflation for each year from the date of such termination and for as long 
as Metering Device receipts are utilized; or (B) reintroduce receipts with an adhesive backing at 
the Concessionaire's own expense. 

5. All Metering Device receipts and graphics must be approved in advance and 
writing by the City prior to installation or use. 

6. The Concessionaire shall be allowed to implement a "pay-by-space" payment and 
collection system. 

COLLECTION 

The Concessionaire shall establish meter collection routes and schedules that ensure the 
continuous operation of the Metered Parking System, subject to normal course of business 
interruptions to metered system operations, including, but not limited to, wear and tear, 
vandalism, accidents, maintenance activities and coin collection activities. 

METERED PARKING SYSTEM RECORDS 

1. The Concessionaire shall maintain books and records for the operation and 
maintenance of the Metered Parking System during the Term and for a period of 10 years 
following the Term, including, but not limited to the following: asset tag number, location, price, 
hours of operation, maintenance history and utilization. 

2. The Concessionaire shall maintain an online map database of the Metered Parking 
Systemt.including the location of Metering Devices and Metered Spaces and rates for customer 
access ("Concession Metered Parking Database") during the Term and for a period of one year 
following the Term. 

3. The Concessionaire shall provide designated City personnel with view-only 2417 
access to the Concession Metered Parking Database. 

4. The Concessionaire shall be required to provide weekly reports to the City 
showing frequency of meter usage during various hours of the day for all areas throughout the 
City. 

METERING DEVICE INSTALLATION, REMOVAL AND REPAIR 

1. All Metering Devices, support poles and bases installed following the Closing 
Date are to be black in color. "c" bases are to have a nine inch diameter. Support poles are to 
have a two inch diameter. All Metering Devices installed by the Concessionaire must satisfY 
ADA compliance requirements. 
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2. All sign poles and bases installed following the Closing Date are to be black in 
color. Signs are to be installed at a minimum height of seven feet to the bottom ofthe sign and a 
maximum of eight feet to the bottom of the sign. "c" bases for signs are to have a twelve inch 
diameter. Sign poles are to have a two inch diameter, and ten feet in length maximum. 

3. Metering Devices located on the street ("Street Metering Devices") shall be 
installed on the same side of the street as the customer parking. Metering Devices located within 
the Reserve Parking Lots shall be installed in the best possible area to maximize revenue, at the 
reasonable discretion of the Concessionaire in consultation with the City. 

4. Multi-Space Metering Devices shall be installed at or near the center of the 
parking area being covered by that particular Multi-Space Metering Device, except that the City 
reserves the right to allowing the installation of two Multi-Space Metering Devices within the 
same block, as long as customer convenience is not adversely affected. 

5. Multi-Space Metering Devices shall not operate more than 15 parking spaces on 
street or 50 parking spaces off street, except within the area bounded by the west side of Ashland 
Avenue on the east, the east side of Damen Avenue on the west, the south side of Roosevelt 
Road on the north and the south side of 15th Place on the south, where Multi-Space Metering 
Devices shall not operate more than 30 parking spaces on a street. Any Reserve Parking Lot with 
more than 50 Metered Spaces shall have at least 2 Multi-Space Metering Devices. 

6. Meter technology developed by the Concessionaire must allow for visual 
enforcement. In the case of customers using Pay-by-Cell, the City agrees that enforcement 
through the use of license plate data complies with these Operating Standards, including this 
Section 6. In any other case, the Concessionaire may propose alternatives to visual enforcement, 
including the use oflicense plate data, which shall be subject to City Approval. 

7. The Concessionaire must develop and implement a plan to reduce the number of 
Metedng,De_yices on, along and about the street and public way by greater than one-half by the 
second anniversary ofthe Closing Date. 

8. Improvements to the Metered Parking System cannot include ground loops or 
other street construction unless pre-approved by City. 

9. Should the Concessionaire implement pay by phone options, it must allow for 
peak period pricing, in accordance with the Schedule 2 (Required Capital Improvements). 

10. Unless consented to in writing by the City, each new stall of a single-bay 
Metering Device shall be no less than 18 feet, but no more than 22 feet in length. 

11. Unless consented to in writing by the City, each new stall of a single-bay 
Metering Device that is at the end ofthe parking area (as vehicles are not allowed to park in front 
of or behind the stall) shall be no less than 17 feet, but no more than 22 feet in length. 

12. Unless consented to in writing by the City, each new stall of a double-bay 
Metering Device shall be no less than 18 feet, but no more than 22 feet in length. 
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13. Unless consented to in wrItmg by the City, each new stall of a double-bay 
Metering Device that is at the end of a parking area (as vehicles are not allowed to park in front 
of or behind the stall) shall be no less than 17 feet, but no more than 22 feet in length. 

14. Subject to paragraph 15 below, new Street Metering Devices shall be installed 2' 
from curb and shaH be installed so that customers are facing traffic while paying. 

15. New Street Metering Devices shaH be installed 18 inches from curb on sidewalks 
that are less than 9 feet in width. 

16. All installations and removals of Metering Devices shall be upon the requests of 
the City and shall be subject to the standards and procedures set forth in Paragraphs 17-22 of this 
section. 

17. The Concessionaire shaH give written notice to the City three business days prior 
to the installation of new Metering Devices, as required by the City, except that, based upon the 
specific circumstances and within the City's reasonable discretion, the City may extend the 
period for such installation. New Metering Devices shall be posted with an initial enforcement 
date of the next business day. 

18. Upon the installation ofa new Metering Device, the Concessionaire shall install a 
placard with the City seal on the Metering Device which indicates that the Metering Device was 
recently installed and provides the day on which enforcement wiH commence, in accordance 
with Paragraph 17 above. 

19. The Concessionaire will be required to remove Metering Devices and signs within 
two business days of the City'S removal request, except that, based upon the specific 
circumstances (including the number of Metering Devices and/or signs to be removed), and 
within the City's reasonable discretion, the City may extend the period for such removal. 

20.-The Concessionaire shall repair or replace Metering Devices that are not fully 
functioning, including all payment options and display functions, within two business days 
following notification, except that, based upon the specific circumstances (including causes by 
Force Majeure, a Delay Event or excessive vandalism) and within the City's reasonable 
discretion, the City may extend the period for such repair or replacement. 

21. The Concessionaire shaH maintain maintenance records for all Metering Devices 
or Metering Device replacement equipment in the Metered Parking System. The Concessionaire 
shall make said records available to the City within five business days following a written 
request by the City. 

22. The installation, removal and repair of Metering Devices shall be further subject 
to the following requirements of the City: 

(a) The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety makes recpmmendations to City 
Council regarding the installation and removal of Metering Devices. The 
Committee meets regularly at City Hall, with the times of the meetings and 
agendas posted in advance online. It shaH be the responsibility of the 
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Concessionaire to send a representative to such meetings and to obtain 
information regarding pending City action that may affect the Concession 
Agreement. Information obtained from the Committee of Traffic Control and 
Safety may be used for preliminary planning projects only. Final approval must 
come from the full City Council. 

(b) If an ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes the installation of new Metering Devices, the Concessionaire shall 
install the Metering Devices within 120 Days of the effective date of such 
ordinance or direction, as such period may be extended by the City in writing. 

(c) If an ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes the installation of new street signs related to newly designated 
Concession Metered Parking, the Concessionaire shall install such signs within 
thirty (30) Days of the effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such 
period may be extended by the City in writing. 

(d) If an ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes changes to the placement of existing signs on a Block to add 
additional Metered Parking Spaces, the Concessionaire shall move such signs 
within five (5) Days of the effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such 
period may be extended by the City in writing. 

(e) If an ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes the reinstallation of one or more Metering Devices following a closure 
or other project requiring removal of such Metering Devices, the Concessionaire 
shall reinstall such Metering Device(s) within thirty (30) Days of the effective 
date of such ordinance or direction, as such period may be extended by the City 
in writing. 

(f) If an ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes changes to existing Hours of Operation or Periods of Operation, the 
Concessionaire shall make all necessary modifications to the Metering Devices 
and post necessary and appropriate notification, including meter stickers, within 
thirty (30) Days of the effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such 
period may be extended by the City in writing. 

(g) If an ordinance (or the direction of the City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes changes to existing Metered Parking Fees, the Concessionaire shall 
make all necessary modifications to the Metering Devices and post necessary 
and appropriate notification, including meter stickers, within sixty (60) Days of 
the effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such period may be extended 
by the City in writing. 

(h) If an ordinance (or the direction of City Comptroller or his/her designee) 
authorizes changes to existing Periods of Stay, the Concessionaire shall make all 
necessary modifications to the Metering Devices and post necessary and 
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appropriate notification, including meter stickers, within sixty (60) Days of the 
effective date of such ordinance or direction, as such period may be extended by 
the City in writing. 

MOTORCYCLE PARKING 

The Concessionaire shall comply with all current and future City standards and 
Applicable Laws regarding motorcycle parking. 

RECYCLING 

With respect to the Metered Parking System, the Concessionaire shall manage and 
maintain a battery recycling program to help to protect the environment and remain in 
compliance with all applicable laws, including environmental laws. The Concessionaire shall 
handle all the necessary logistics, shipping, receiving, recycling, and proper documentation 
relating to the recycling program. The Concessionaire shall recycle the following, including, but 
not limited to: 

• 1. Regular household batteries, used in meters or otherwise both rechargeable 
and non-rechargeable, such as D-cell, C-cell, AA, AAA, 9-volt, and button 
cells. 

• 2. Rechargeable battery packs used in meter equipment, cell phones, cameras, 
laptop computers, power tools, etc. 

• 3. Handheld electronics, including but not limited to cell phones, iPods, 
PDAs and pagers; and 

• 4. Any other dry-cell batteries. 

VEHICLE USE 

1. All service vehicles utilized by the Concessionaire are required to conspicuously 
display the following identification decals and contact information on both sides of each vehicle: 
Company name; vehicle (fleet) number; area' code/phone number; web address. A "How Am I 
Driving" (or equivalent) customer complaint/compliment decal and access number, along with a 
third vehicle (fleet) number decal which will be displayed only on the rear of each vehicle. 

2. All service vehicles utilized by the Concessionaire must be cleaned and 
maintained on a regular basis to ensure safe operation. 

3. The Concessionaire is required to equip all service vehicles, at its expense 
(including initial and period product enhancements), with any electronic location safety devices 
or equipment (GPS, etc.) as the City deems reasonably necessary. 

4. All service vehicle operators must possess a valid Illinois driver's license and 
retain in their persona) possession at all times of vehicle operation. 
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5. The Concessionaire is required to comply with all local, state and federal vehicle 
licensing regulations. All vehicles must display, at all times, the current license plate, and any 
plate and city stickers and must carry insurance certification required by Law. 

6. The Concessionaire is responsible for ensuring safe operation of all owned or 
leased service vehicles. 

7. The Concessionaire is responsible for ensuring timely payment to the City of all 
service vehicle parking and "moving" violations. 

8. All service vehicles will display any and all safety awareness stickers as 
reasonably deemed necessary and appropriate by the City. 

9. Vehicle operator and passenger smoking in or around all service vehicles are 
prohibited at all times. 

10. Unauthorized passengers are not permitted in any Concessionaire service vehicle, 
at any time including family, friends, "hitchhikers", etc. 

11. Vehicle use for illegal activity including the transportation or storage of weapons, 
hazardous chemicals or illegal substances is prohibited. 

12. Vehicle operators are required to adhere to all established vehicle "moving" and 
parking regulations at all times. Parking of vendor service vehicles within bus stops, tow zones, 
on private property, etc. is prohibited. 

13. Vehicle operators will be permitted to park service vehicles at authorized paid 
Metering Devices and areas without payment only while performing professional duties with 
respect to the operation of the Metered Parking System. 

14-: --In accordance with City ordinance, the Concessionaire's operators are required to 
use hands-free devices when using cellular phones or 2-way communication devices in any 
service vehicles. 

15. All· drivers and passengers must wear seat belts in all service vehicles at all times. 

16. The Concessionaire is required to immediately report all service vehicle accidents 
to the City within 48 hours following any accident that may impact the City's interest or liability. 

17. Concessionaire is responsible for all costs necessary to transport personnel and 
equipment. 

18. At outset, all vehicles used by Concessionaire shall be new or like-new. 

19. All vehicles will bear similar markings and shall be the same color. 

20. All vehicles used primarily for enforcement purposes must be equipped with fully 
operational Mars lights (or a DOR approved equivalent) with flashing yellow caution lights. 
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21. All vehicles that are not equipped with rear windows must utilize video when 
backing up. 

SIGNAGE 

I. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for all installation, removal and repair of 
signage relating to the Metered Parking System (such as signs regarding parking rates and 
parking spaces), in accordance with the provisions of this section. The Concessionaire shall not 
be responsible for the installation, removal and repair of signage not relating to the Metered 
Parking System (such as signs regarding: no standing/stopping, bus/taxi zones, traffic control, 
etc.). 

2. The Concessionaire shall be prohibited from erecting signs in the public way for 
single and double bay meter systems unless otherwise authorized by the City in writing. 

3. The Concessionaire shall only erect signage for Pay and Display, "pay-by-space" 
or similar multi-parking space systems. Unless otherwise approved in writing by the City, the 
maximum number of signs per block shall be: 

• Three sign poles where the metered parking zone is I 00 feet or less; or 

• Five sign poles where the metered parking zone is I 00 feet or more or divided 
by an alley or restricted parking area (loading zones, bus stops, etc.). 

4. Signs shall be 18" by 24" in size consisting of a reflective whjte background and 
green overlay (pantone #342C unless otherwise approved by the City in writing) for symbols and 
text. 

5. All signage design, installation, removal and repair must (i) be reviewed and 
approveq by Chicago Department of Transportation and any other agency of the City having 
jurisdiction -o-v-er the area relating to such sign design, installation, removal and/or repair, and (ii) 
meet the standards contained in the Manual on Uniform Traflic Control Devices (MUTCD). 

RESERVE PARKING LOT MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND IMPROVEMENTS 

1. Concessionaire shall engage in practices that ensure that the Reserve Parking Lots 
remain open and accessible to customers during posted operating hours, subject to exceptions 
provided in the Concession Agreement. 

2. Concessionaire shall maintain all Reserve Parking Lots revenue collection, 
control systems and components at all times. 

ENFORCEMENT 

In accordance with Section 3.2(e) of the Concession Agreement, the Concessionaire may 
issue parking tickets or citations for violations of the parking rules and regulations with respect 
to the Concession Metered Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, but must meet 
the following standards: 
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a. Concessionaire's enforcement efforts must have stated goal of reducing unpaid 
meters through deterrence within the City's city limits. 

b. City shall not payor reimburse the Concessionaire for any of Concessionaire's 
enforcement activities. 

c. The City's ability to manage the Concessionaire's enforcement personnel IS 

limited. 

d. Concessionaire must provide the Department of Revenue ("DOR") designee with 
weekly enforcement routes (as well as collection and maintenance routes if 
collection and maintenance personnel issue meter violations) no later than 
Wednesday of the prior week, except that under certain circumstances, such route 
information may be provided to DOR within a shorter period of time acceptable 
to DOR. 

I. The routes must include a schedule of when personnel will be located in 
different areas. This schedule will allow DOR to schedule its staff in a 
manner that is consistent with Concessionaire enforcement and ensure 
high productivity. 

II. City may limit the number of times the Concessionaire can ticket on a 
given block in a given hour (the limits shall be no higher than every 15 
minutes). 

iii. Concessionaire can issue only one ticket per period of stay to a vehicle 
that has parked in excess of the allowed limit. 

Example: If a vehicle is parked at a 2 hour meter, it can only be ticketed 
every 2 hours. 

IV. City may consider limiting the total number of tickets that a single vehicle 
can be ticketed in a day. 

e. Concessionaire must equip its personnel and vehicles with GPS, preferably Nextel 
or similar technology, at its expense. DOR must have access to GPS coordinates 
and view the location of Concessionaire personnel via the Internet in real-time or 
near real-time on a map through software, preferably Xora GPS Time Track or 
similar technology. 

i. This tool will allow DOR to assign its staff more effectively and address 
complaints in the field. 

II. The GPS functionality must enable DOR to select different tracking 
features, including the definition of geographic boundaries that would 
provide DOR with alerts when Concessionaire personnel have left those 
boundaries. 
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Ill. The GPS functionality must allow DOR to generate reports. The data to 
be reported upon must be searchable and archived by the Concessionaire 
for six-months at no cost to the City. 

IV. The GPS reports must be able to identifY individuals and plot progression 
over time. 

v. GPS reports must also include total distance traveled and times with no 
apparent movement. 

f. Concessionaire must furnish and provide communications devices to all field 
staff. 

I. Concessionaire must furnish spare batteries, battery-charging equipment, 
and GPS requisites for its communication equipment. . Repair and 
replacement of communication devices and related equipment are the 
responsibility of the Concessionaire. 

II. Concessionaire shall provide up to five communication devices to the 
DOR managers for monitoring purposes. 

g. Concessionaire personnel must have a unique uniform so that they are easily 
distinguishable from Police, DOR, and OEMC. 

I. Concessionaire personnel shall be required to wear unique and distinctive 
safety vests. 

II. Concessionaire personnel must have Concessionaire identification 
name, photo, and contact information for the Concessionaire. 
identification must be worn so that it is clearly visible at all times. 

with 
The 

iii. All Concessionaire personnel must maintain a professional appearance at 
all time while performing under this Agreement. 

h. Concessionaire must use handheld technology to support ticket issuance using file 
formats and transfer processes dictated by the City. Photographic evidence of a 
violation is required, which in respect of Pay-by-Cell will be a photograph of the 
relevant license plate. 

I. Handheld technology must be purchased or leased by the Concessionaire. 
All handheld devices and related hardware and software must be properly 
maintained. 

II. Handheld technology reduces the number of tickets that cannot be 
processed due to illegibility or missing or erroneous data. Data collected 
at the time ofticket issuance must include at a minimum: 
(l) The license plate number, or, if not available, vehicle identification 

number (YIN) 
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(2) Type of plate 
(3) State of issuance for the license plate 
(4) License plate expiration 
(5) Vehicle make 
(6) Code violated 
(7) The parking meter asset number 
(8) Violation date 
(9) Violation time 
(10) Violation location 
(11) Unit number (to be determined by DOR) 
(12) Concessionaire employee identification number 
(13) Signature of issuer (can include electronic signature) 

Ill. The handheld must generate an image of the citation that can be passed 
electronically to DOR· for processing. That image must include the 
issuer's signature. 

iv. Data transfers must occur on a daily basis. 

I. Concessionaire must be responsible for monthly performance management 
reporting. 

I. Concessionaire shall prepare using Microsoft Excel or another DOR 
approved format and provide monthly summary reports including: 
(1) The number oftickets issued per day; 
(2) The number of tickets passed to the DOR electronically daily; 
(3) The number of stolen license plates recorded, provided the City 

provides access to such data; 
(4) Daily reports by issuing agent; 
(5) The number of service requests identified by Concessionaire 

personnel. 

II. The DOR will monitor percentages of tickets spoiled, paid, unable to be 
processed because of vehicle make match errors, unable to be processed 
because no match exists with the applicable department of motor vehicles, 
etc. 

III. If Concessionaire issues tickets in error (as determined by the DOR and 
the Concessionaire, not the Department of Administrative Hearings), 
Concessionaire is liable for the fine amounts. 

(1) Example 1: Concessionaire issues tickets to 30 vehicles parked on 
Clark Street during hours when parking is not governed by meters. 

(2) Example 2: Concessionaire issues tickets to 25 vehicles parked in 
a lot when the pay and display is malfunctioning. 
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IV. Concessionaire must present documentation that individuals performing 
poorly (lowest 5%) have received training or discipline. 

v. Concessionaire personnel must treat all persons and property with due care 
and respect. 

VI. The DOR has the right to request the removal of personnel for poor 
performance in the issuance of tickets or citations or for inappropriate 
conduct. 

VII. Concessionaire must perform background checks on all personnel 
enforcing meter restrictions. 

j. The Concessionaire must address (by written report) complaints concerning meter 
enforcement within 24 hours. 

I. Meters must bear the Concessionaire's contact information (telephone and 
e-mail) and instructions about how enforcement can be requested. 

II. Complaints must be registered in a log and their resolution documented 
and shared with DOR weekly. 

k. The DOR will train up to 3 management personnel of Concessionaire. DOR will 
provide those personnel with information and instruction regarding meter 
enforcement. 

I. Concessionaire management personnel will be responsible for training all 
Concessionaire field staff. 

II. Concessionaire shall develop additional training material, as necessary, 
an~ submit updated training material to DOR for approval. 

III. Concessionaire will provide DOR with training dates. DOR reserves the 
right to attend Concessionaire's training sessions. 

I. The Concessionaire must receive training to identify other issues in the field, 
including homelessness, illegal activities, dangerous conditions, etc. 

I. In the course of performing enforcement activities, the Concessionaire's 
enforcement personnel must use handhelds to identify stolen vehicles (to 
the extent such information is available to Concessionaire) and report 
them to the Department of Police immediately. Such vehicles should not 
be ticketed. 

II. The Concessionaire may program the Nextels (or other communicatiqns 
devices) and handhelds of personnel to receive information about Amber 
Alerts and must report instances to the Department of Police immediately. 
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m. The Concessionaire must hold the City harmless from any- damage caused to both 
City property and private vehicles through its enforce~~nt. e~orts. 
Concessionaire and personnel must hold City harmless for any InJunes In the 

n. 

field. 

Concessionaire must conduct enforcement activities so as to cause a .minimum of 
noise and disruption to traffic flows. Whenever the ~O~ dete.rmI~es th~t the 
enforcement activities constitute nuisances, Concesslonau'e WIll ImmedIately 
proceed to conduct its operations in an approved manner. 

METER VIOLATION DATABASE AND ADJUDICATION PROCESS REQUIREMENTS 

The Concessionaire shall maintain a database system capable of providing information to the 
Department of Administrative Hearings for purposes of adjudicating cases involving meter 
violations (the "Adjudication Database"). The Adjudication Database should be web-based 
allowing the Department of Administrative Hearings real-time access to meter data (as described 
herein). The Adjudication Database shall contain the following functional capabilities: 

1.0 Meter Search - ability to search by: 
1.1 meter number 
1.2 street address 
1.3 area number 
1.4 provides navigation to Meter Detail 
1.5 provides navigation to Block Detail 
1.6 provides navigation to Area Detail 

2.0 Meter Detail- displays information which includes: 
2.1 meter number and area 
2.2 installation date 
2.3 street address 
2.4 meter zone (for Park Magic reference) 
2.5 days and hours of operation 
2.6 rate and time limit information (ie: $0.25 for 1 hour, 2 hour max) 
2.7 stall number (associated with the meter number) 
2.8 manufacturer information 

2.8.1 meter type (old style mechanical operation, alkaline or lithium battery 
powered digital) 

2.8.2 meter description (whether the meter is a single head, single stall; single 
head, double stall; double head; or a pay and display box) 

Lgeontains a field which identifies any stickers, decals or verbiage on the meter such 
as: 
2.9.1 Meter hours 9 AM - 6PM unless otherwise posted 
2.9.2 No parking permitted during rush hour 
2.9.3 Park Magic Zone sticker 

2.10 provides navigation to Meter Search 
2.11 provides navigation to Block Detail 
2.12 provides navigation to Area Detail 
2.13 provides navigation to Meter List of Problem calls 
2.14 provides navigation for Administrative Law Officers ("ALO") to Add Problem 

calls 
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3.0 Block Detail - displays information about a specific block and the meter locations 
associated with that block, and includes: 
3.1 a description ofthe block location, including intersecting streets 
3.2 days and hours of operation 
3.3 rate and time limit information (i.e.: $0.25 for I hour, 2 hour max) 
3.4 stall number (associated with the meter number) 

3.5 list of addresses within a particular block and the corresponding meter number 
and description (single head, single stall; single head, double stall; double head, 
double stall; pay and display box) 

3.6 provides navigation to Meter Search 
3.7 provides navigation to Meter Detail 

4.0 Area Detail- displays block by block information :with intersecting cross streets, and: 
4.1 days and hours of operation 
4.2 rate and time limit information (i.e.: $0.25 for 1 hour, 2 hour max) 
4.3 provides navigation by selection of a specific block to Meter Block Detail (which 

often lists bus stops, loading zones, etc.) 

5.0 Meter List of Problem Calls - provides a comprehensive list of all calls by: 
5.1 meter number and area 
5.2 meter location 
5.3 manufacturer information 

5.3.1 meter type (old style mechanical operation, alkaline or lithium battery 
powered digital) 

5.3.2 meter description (whether the meter is a single head, single stall; single 
head, double stall; double head; or a pay and display box) 

5.4 a list ordered by date and time of problem calls which displays 
5.4.1 the most recent problem call date and time first 
5.4.2 provides the repair date and time for each. problem 
5.4.3 a brief description ofthe problem 
5.4.4 and does not limit the number of entries which-can be displayed 

5.5 the source ofthe problem call 
5.5.1 Customer Service Representatives 
5.5.2 Citizens via 311 operator 
5.5.3 Parking Enforcement Officers via handheld Autocites 
_5.5.4 Citizens via the Voice Response Unit 
5.5.5 Administrative Law Officers' e-mail requests to check meter status 
5.5.6 Citizen e-mails reporting meter problems received via the City's web page 
5.5.7 found during routine maintenance 

5.6 provides navigation to Meter Search 
5.7 provides navigation to Meter Detail 
5.8 provides navigation to Meter Problem Call Detail 
5.9 provides navigation for ALOs to Add Problem Calls, which sends an e-mail to the 

meter operations vendor to dispatch maintenance personnel to check a specific 
meter number or street address 
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6.0 Meter Problem Call Detail- displays the details of a problem with a specific meter and 
includes: 
6.1 meter number and area 
6.2 meter location 
6.3 manufacturer information 

6.3.1 meter type (old style mechanical operation, alkaline or lithium battery 
powered digital) 

6.3.2 meter description (whether the meter is a single head, single stall; single 
head, double stall; double head; or a pay and display box) 

6.4 a user friendly, detailed description of 
6.4.1 the date, time and source of specific problem reported 
6.4.2 specific information about the type of problem reported 
6.4.3 the condition of the meter upon arrival of the reparr technician (and 

whether or not the meter was broken upon arrival) 
6.4.4 the steps taken to repair the meter ifit was broken 
6.4.5 date and time specific problem resolved and the meter was placed back in 

service as operable 
6.5 a user friendly, detailed description of 

6.5.1 the date and time of routine maintenance and repairs 
6.5.2 a note indicating whether or not the meter remained operable during that 

maintenance and repair 
6.5:3 the date and time specific maintenance and repairs were completed and the 

meter was placed back in service as operable 
6.6 provides navigation to Meter Search 
6.7 provides navigation to Meter Detail 
6.8 provides navigation to Meter List of Problem Calls 
6.9 provides navigation for ALOs to Add Problem Calls, which sends an e-mail to the 

meter operations vendor to dispatch maintenance personnel to check a specific 
meter number or street address 

7.0 Meter Add Problem Call - allows ALOs and authorized Department of Administrative 
Hearings staff to report a meter problem directly to the meter vendor for repair technician 
dispatch and includes: 
7.1 meter number and area 
7.2 meter location 

.1.3 manufacturer information 
-~ . 

1.3.1 meter type (old style mechanical operation, alkaline or lithium battery 
powered digital) 

7.3.2 meter description (whether the meter is a single head, single stall; single 
head, double stall; double head; or a pay and display box) 

7.4 a field which defaults to and populates the current date and time for purposes of 
problem reporting 

7.5 a field which automatically captures and populates the name and user ID of the 
person reporting the problem (Problem Source) 
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7.6 a user friendly problem description field with a drop down menu of common 
problems to choose from 
7.6.1 if "Other" is selected in the drop down problem description menu, a pop 

up message will appear that a note is required 
7.6.2 the user's cursor then defaults to the notes field for entry of a short 

description of any meter problem not contained in the drop down menu 
7.7 a separate comments field allows users to make inquiries and include specific 

notes to the meter repair technician 

Additional Requirements: 

1.) For security purposes, the Concessionaire must obtain and store in retrievable form the user 
ID, name or some other identifier of the vendor employee or other person creating the problem 
call. 

2.) The Concessionaire must provide user training and user training manuals and materials 
specifically designed for Administrative Law Officers which include a glossary of terms, repair 
codes, etc. 

SCHEDULE 4 

METERED PARKING SYSTEM ASSETS 

METERING DEVICES 

Reference is hereby made to SCHEDULE 5 and the column entitled "No. of Metering Devices." 

EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE, COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND SPARE PARTS 
INVENTORY 

To the extent located within the Metered Parking System, the equipment, software, hardware, 
communications systems and spare parts inventory relating to and used solely in connection with 
the operations of the Metered Parking System, except for that certain equipment, software, 

. hardware, communications systems and spare parts to be utilized by the City in connection with 
the fulfillment of its obligations and enforcement of its rights under the Concession Agreement. 
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SCHEDULES 

METERED PARKING SYSTEM 

No. 01 
Concession 

No. or Melered 
SI"," Melerlng ~:klng AREA Start End DIr Street Nam9 SIde Mere.- TVpe Devices .ces 

7 1130 1130 W LAWRENCE N honor box 1 98 

27 3120 3120 N GREENVIEW w Pav&Dls~ 1 D1 

28 1530 1530 W BARRY N electronic 51 51 

29 1635 1835 W MELROSE 5 Pay 1\ Dlsplav 1 47 

39 1217 1217 N BOSWORTH E electronic 17 77 

44 5230 5230 S lAKE PARK N Pay & DisoIav 3 148 

46 45'9 45'9 N UNCOLN E Pay & DlSJ)Iav 2 n 
49 4030 4030 N LAPORTE W electronic 108 108 

65 2630 2630 N EMMETT W 
Pay & Oi_ 

2 '15 

70 4715 4715 N WESTERN E electronic 45 46 

71 2301 2301 W LELAND S efeclrooJc 41 41 

75 417 417 E 15 S electronic 10 10 

60 9448 9448 S PlEASANT N electronfc 63 63 

flO 2315 2315 W LAWRENCE S electroniC 36 36 

87 3840 3840 N LINCOUI W double bay/elect. 12 24 

95 1938 1938 W MONTEREY N elec1ron\c '40 140 

99 1835 1835 W 95 S electronic 98 98 

101 640' 6401 N CLARK E mechanlcal 22 22 

101 6401 6401 N ClARK W mechanical '9 19 

200 619 629 W HUBBARD S electronic 6 6 

200 631 655 W HUBBARD S electrontc 20 20 

200 723 745 W HUBBARD S electronic 22 22 

200 726 70B W HUBBARD N electroniC 5 5 

200 650 640 W HUBBARD N eJedronic 1 7 

200 628 G28 W HUBBARD N eleclronlc 1 1 

200 463 475 N OESPLAINES E electronlc 7 1 

200 533 ssg W KINZIE S electronic 14 14 

200 603 629 w KINZIE S electronic 14 14 

200 532 532 W KINZIE N electronic 2 2 

201 540 514 S FINANCIAl. W electronic 9 9 

201 153 603 S LASALLE E electronic 24 24 

201 503 551 S FEDERAL E eledronlc 6 6 

201 611. 641 S FEDERAL E eledronle '4 14 

201 646 647 S FEDERAl. E electronic 2 2 

201 143 169 S FEDERAL E electronic 9 9 

201 638 606 S PLYMOUTH W electronic IS 16 

201 534 514 S PLYMOUTH W eleclrOnlC 10 10 

201 50S 525 S DEARBORN E electronic 6 6 
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202 346 444 W ONTARIO N eledronic 17 17 

202 625 617 N KlNGSBURV E electronic 5 5 

202 457 J65 W ONTARIO S electronic 25 25 

203 53 47 E ONTARIO S aladronie 3 3 

203 47 7 E ONTARIO S eledronic 10 10 

203 3 21 W ONTARIO S electronic 10 1O 

203 49 71 W ONTARIO S electronic B 8 

203 145 165 W ONTARIO S eleclfonlc :; 5 

204 454 410 E ONTARIO N electronic 16 16 

204 340 304 E ONTARIO N electronIC 9 9 

204 467 439 E ONTARIO S electronic 13 13 

204 351 313 E ONTARIO S eledronlc 17 17 

204 267 737 E ONTARIO S eledroolc 5 5 

204 231 227 E ONTARIO S eledronlC 3 3 

205 3005 3043 N PULASKI E electronic 19 19 

205 3105 3147 N PUlASKI E eleclronle 20 20 

205 3156 3112 N PULASKI W eleclronlc 11 17 

205 3052 3040 N PULASKI W electronic 5 :; 

205 3036 3004 N PUlASKI W electronic 10 10 

206 161J2 1830 W 103 N eteCironic 5 5 

206 1900 1930 W 103 N efectronJc 7 7 

206 1933 1905 W 103 S elec~onlc 11 11 

206 1835 1815 W 103 S electronic 10 10 

206 10250 10252 S WALDEN W etec~onIc 8 8 

206 10302 10306 S WAlDEN W eIecIroolc 8 8 

206 10303 10309 S HALE E etedronlc 4 4 

208 765 759 W ABERDEEN S eleclrDnlc • 4 

208 726 706 W ABERDEEN N eleclronlc 9 9 

208 1044 1038 W HURON N eleclJontc 3 3 

208 707 711 N CARPENTER E eleclrOrllc 3 3 

-. 208 712 704 N CARPENTER W elec~ 5 5 -
209 131 157 E SOUTHWATER S electronic 9 9 

209 160 130 E SOUTHWATER N elec_1C 15 15 

210 513 529 N MICHIGAN LWR LEVEL E eleclronic 8 8 

211 882 876 N MILWAUKEE W eleclronic 4 4 

211 8S4 846 N MILWAUKEE W elec.b"onic 5 5 

211 611 621 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 6 5 

211 637 651 N MILWAUKEE E eleclronic 5 5 

211 875 889 N MilWAUKEE E electronic 7 7 

212 516 502 N PESHTIGO W eleclronlc 8 8 

212 334 346 E GRAND N eleclrOl'lle 6 6 

212 410 44D E GRAND N electroric 9 9 

212 452 414 N NEW W eledroric 20 20 

212 411 449 N PARK e e_ 20 20 

212 343 349 E NORnlWATER S eleclrOl'lle 5 5 

212 415 425 N MCCLURG W eieclroBe 6 6 

212 456 452 N MCCLURG W eleclronic 3 3 

213 454 404 E OHIO N eleclronlc 13 13 

213 358 352 E OHIO N electronic 3 3 
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213 301 351 E OHIO S eJedronlc 18 18 

213 401 423 E OHIO S ek:dronlc 11 11 

214 315 353 E ERIE S eledrol1lc 16 16 

214 411 455 E ERIE S "'edroolc 8 8 

214 460 416 E ERIE N eledrotric 16 16 

21' 678 662 N MCCLURG W electronic 9 9 

21' 350 312 E ERIE N efectronic 8 6 

215 3S3 303 E HURON S eledronlc 14 14 

215 349 300 E HURON N electronic 20 20 

215 325 383 E SUPERIOR S electronic 21 21 

216 304 374 E SUPERIOR N electronic 27 27 

216 378 312 E CHICAGO N eledronic 2. 24 

216 305 379 E CHICAGO S electronic 2. 24 

217 181 229 E LAKE SHORE DRIVE S electronic B 6 

217 148 234 E LAKE SHORE DRIVE N el~nlc 4" 44 

217 213 259 E DELAWARE S electronic 7 7 

217 247 267 E OELAWARE S etedroolc 3 3 

217 269 245 E WALTON S electronic 5 5 

217 250 262 E DELAWARE N e:ledronlc 3 3 

217 352 362 E DELAWARE N eledronlc 6 6 

217 360 342 E WALTON N eIedronlc 7 7 

217 234 212 E WALTON N electronic 5 5 

216 209 235 E PEARSON S eleclrnnJc 12 12 

218 331 367 E PEARSON S electonlc 27 27 

218 360 364 E PEARSON N e~lc 6 6 

218 231 223 E CHESnlUT S elecIronlc 5 5 

216 212 238 E CHESTNUT N eleounlc 6 6 

218 , 248 272 E CHESTNUT N electonlc 6 6 

219 5 3 E OAK S eledJonlc 2 2 

219 945 945 N STATE E electronic 1 I 

219 4 24 E WALTON N elecRtnlc 7 7 

~ .. -
219 1027 1019 N STATE e eleclronlc 5 5 

219 36 '6 W OAK N efeckcnc 5 5 

219 5 31 W MAPlE s eledroric 10 10 

219 46 6 W MAPLE N eledronlc 9 9 

219 3. ao W ELM n elecIror/c 3 3 

219 1150 1164 N STATE W eteclJOnlc 5 5 

219 4 B E ELM N electronic 3 3 

219 11 T E ELM S eled10rdc 3 3 

219 13 9 E CEDAR S eleclronlc 3 3 

219 SOZ 940 N RUSH W eledronlc 8 Il 

219 1116 1132 N STATE W olectrmlc 10 10 

219 1133 1125 N STATE E electnnc 4 4 

220 934 958 N STATE W eledIonfc 6 6 

220 13 19 W OAK S electronic 4 4 

220 34 2 W DELAWARE N eledmnic II 11 

220 910 920 N STATE W dedJonic 4 4 

220 3 29 W WALTON S e\edJoolc 13 13 

220 35 23 W DElAWARE S electronIc 2 2 

220 19 29 E DElAWARE S eledt""" 3 3 
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220 12 8 E DB.AWARE N electtonlc 3 3 

220 !lOS 921 N STATE E eleclronic 5 5 

220 9 21 E WAlTON 5 electronic 6 6 

220 935 939 N STATE E eleclronlc 3 3 

221 27 123 E OAK S Pay & Display Z 25 

221 114 24 E OAK N Pay & DiS!llay 2 20 

221 114 38 E WAlTON N eleCb'Ofllc 19 19 

222 39 17 W CHICAGO S electtonlc 7 7 

222 7 19 E PEARSON S eIecttonlc 5 5 

222 28 6 E PEARSON N eledronlc 6 6 

222 7 25 E CHESlNUT S eleaonlc 9 9 

,222 832 826 N STATE W ele_ 3 3 

222 6 24 W CHICAGO N 'etedlOl1lc 9 9 

222 50 64 W CHICAGO S electronic 7 7 

222 lOB 120 W CHICAGO N electroniC 1 7 

222 145 131 W CHICAGO S electronic 1 1 

222 57 47 W CHICAGO S etecltonic 6 6 

222 809 819 N STATE E eleclronlc 3 3 

222 835 841 N STATE E electtor/c 4 4 

222 4 8 E CHESTNUT N electronic 3 3 

222 853 955 N STATE E eleoltoric 2 2 

222 876 864 N STATE W eledlor/c 6 6 

222 12 16 W CHESTNUT N electronic 3 3 

222 21 7 W CHESTNUT 5 elecltori<; 5 5 

222 22 22 W PEARSON N eleelmnlc 1 1 

222 17 9 W PEARSON S eleclmnlc '5 5 

222 BIB 814 N STATE W .lectronlc 2 2 

223 102 110 E PEARSON N eloclronlc 5 5 

223 876 862 N WABASH W elecltonlc 1 1 

223 84B 836 N WAIlASH W electronic 6 6 

" 223 813 903 N WABASH E .Ieclronlc 5 5 
.-." 

223' 41 49 E PEARSON S elecltoniC 4 4 

223 815 817 N RUSH E eleclronlc 2 2 

223 103 111 E PEARSON S elecltonlc 5 5 

223 99 67 E CHESTNUT S electtonlc 15 IS 

223 875 861 N WABASH E oleclronlc 8 8 

223 651 841 N WABASH E eledlonIc' 2 2 

223 40 48 E PEARSON N elecJtonlo 5 5 

223 844 838 N RUSH W eledlonlc 3 3 

223 849 837 N RUSH E e1edronlc 7 7 

223 56 52 E CHESTNUT N elecJtonlc 3 3 

223 86B 886 N RUSH W 
eI_ 

9 8 

224 20 28 E CHICAGO N eleclmnic 5 5 

224 48 62 E CHICAGO N 01_ 8 8 

224 736 744 N RU5H W eleclJDnIc 5 5 

224 49 35 E CHICAGO S eledIDnIc 7 7 

224 743 743 n WABASH E elecJmnlc 1 I 

22S 706 718 N WABASH W elecIronIc S 6 

225 44 62 E SUPERIOR N 
eI_ 

0 B 

225 64 48 E HURON N eleclmnlc 6 6 
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225 701 707 N WABASH E electroniC 4 4 

225 43 53 E SUPERIOR S electronic 6 6 

225 65 49 E HURON S eledroofc B 8 

226 671 663 n WABASH E electronic 5 5 

226 44 64 E ERIE N eleclroolc 2 2 

226 660 66B N RUSH W eleciroo;c 4 4 

226 155 16B E ERIE N eledrooc 4 4 

226 674 66 N WABASH W elecirooK: 8 8 

226 630 656 N WABASH W electronic 6 6 

226 631 639 N WABASH E electronIC 5 5 

226 71 79 E ERIE S electronlc 5 5 

226 135 169 E ERIE S electronic 7 7 

227 222 208 E SUPERIOR N eleclrooic 7 7 

227 204 zsz E OHIO N eledronic 17 17 

228 142 146 E OHIO N eledronlc 3 3 

228 245 213 E GRAN!} S electronic 13 13 

228 20B 248 E GRANO N eledtonlc 20 20 

228 237 205 E OHIO S electronic 11 11 

228 157 141 E OHIO S electronic 8 8 

229 440 430 N RUSH W electronic 6 6 

229 66 52 E HUBBARD N electronic B 8 

229 47 61 E HUBBARD S eledronic 5 5 

229 82 64 E HUBBARD N eledronlc 8 e 
230 166 158 W toNZIE N electroniC 5 5 

2JO 12B 102 W KINZIE N eJecltOIllc 6 6 

230 414 418 N ClARK W eleclrontc 3 J 

230 415 403 N ClARK E electronic 4 4 

230 66 40 W KINZIE N electronic 13 13 

230 4JO 436 N DEARBORN W electronic 4 4 

230 28 14 W KINZIE N 91octronk: 7 7 

2JO 2 20 E KINZIE N eledronic 7 7 

230 344 340 N UJlRK W etectronic 2 2 

230 337 349 N ClARK E electronic 4 4 

230 356 336 N DEARBORN W electronic 11 11 

230 13 7 W KINZIE S elecltOIlIc 4 4 

230 3 19 E KINZIE S elecltonlc 7 7 

231 27 11 E HUBBARD S electronic 5 5 

231 419 405 N STATE E electronic 6 6 

231 416 420 N STATE W electronic 3 3 

231 7 25 W HUBBARD S electronic 4 4 

23\ 49 7\ W HUBBARD S eleclronlc 4 4 

231 442 442 N ClARK W electronic 1 1 

231 66 60 W ILUNOIS N etectlOnlc 4 4 

231 32 8 W ILUNOIS N efeclrooic 12 12 

231 B 6 E HUBBARD tf eleclrOfllc 2 2 

231 12 40 W HUBBARD tf electronic 5 5 

231 46 66 W HUBBARD N electronic 11 11 

231 431 443 N CLARK E eledmnlc 6 6 

231 67 57 W ILLINOIS S e1eclronic 1 1 

231 502 512 N DEARBORN W eledmnlc 6 6 
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231 11 3 W IlUNOIS S eleclron!<; 5 5 

231 446 442 N STATE W electronIc 3 3 

231 435 451 N STATE E electronic 9 9 

232 603 611 N DEARBORN E _nle 5 5 

232 5 27 E GRANO S electronic 8 8 

232 6 32 W OHIO N electronic 6 6 

232 52 70 W OHIO N electronIc 8 8 

232 29 5 W OHIO 5 electronic 11 11 

232 556 550 N DEARBORN W elecltonlc 4 4 

232 50 70 W GRAND N eJeCIronic 8 8 

232 67 67 W GRAND 5 elec~onlC 1 1 

232 505 509 N DEARBORN E electronic 3 3 

232 41 \5 W GRAND S eleclrooic 10 10 

232 510 S04 N STATE W electronic 3 3 

233 642 650 N DEARBORN W eleaonic 3 3 

233 45 75 W ERIE S elec~onlc 10 10 

233 68 54 W ERIE N electronic 3 3 

233 613 607 N STATE E elecb'onic 4 4 

234 713 719 N DEARBORN E elec~onIc 4 4 

234 667 659 N DEARBORN E electonlc 4 4 

234 655 645 N DEARBORN E eledronlc 6 5 

234 662 678 N DEARBORN W demonic 8 B 

234 704 720 N DEARBORN W electronIc 8 B 

234 33 11 W ERIE S eteclronlc \0 10 

234 649 655 N STATE E electronic 4 4 

234 17 43 E ERIE S electronic 4 4 

234 42 12 E ERIE N electronic 5 5 

234 6 30 W HURON N elec1rOfllc 11 11 

234 24 2 W ERIE N ereclroric 10 10 

234 660 678 N STATE W eleclronc 4 4 

234 9 37 W HURON S eleclrorlc 10 10 

234 39 53 W HURON S electroric 4 4 

234 48 38 W HURON N electroniC 4 4 

235 145 733 N DEARBORN E eleclrorie 7 7 

235 25 3 W SUPERIOR S e/eclroric 11 11 

235 714 712 N STATE W electroric 2 2 

235 3 27 E HURON S eJedroric 3 3 

235 28 18 E HURON E eJectroric 5 5 

235 703 717 N STATE E electronic 7 7 

235 51 73 W SUPERIOR S elednJnlc 10 10 

235 66 46 W SUPERIOR N elednJric 10 10 

235 732 752 N DEARBORN W electroric 6 6 

235 14 2 W SUPERIOR N eledronlc 6 6 

235 736 750 N STATE W eledrcnic 7 7 

235 9 13 E SUPERIOR S electronic 2 2 

235 8 30 E SUPERIOR N e/eclronlc 9 9 

236 164 148 W SUPERIOR N electronic 8 8 

236 742 744 N lJ\SI\LLE W eleclmnlc 2 2 

236 745 733 N /J\SAlLE E electronic 3 3 

236 146 106 W SUPERIOR N elemonlc 11 11 
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236 728 744 N ClARK W eledronic 6 6 

2J6 7~7 745 N ClARK E eleckonlc 2 2 

236 721 711 N ClARK E EleckonlC 5 5 

236 t07 1~1 W HURON S elecllonic 8 B 

2J6 151 167 W HURON S eJec1IOI1lc 9 9 

2J6 165 141 W SUPERIOR S eledronlc 12 12 

236 712 70B N LASALLE W Electronic 2 2 

236 725 727 N IASALLE E electronic 2 2 

236 139 to!! W SUPERIOR S eledronlc 15 15 

2J6 722 718 N ClARK W eledlOnic 2 2 

2J6 102 120 W HURON N eledronlc 7 7 

2J6 150 168 W HURON N electronic 8 B 

237 170 156 W ERIE N electronic 4 4 

237 664 66B N LASALLE W elemonic 3 3 

237 677 665 N IASALlE E electronic 6 6 

237 1~ 120 W ERIE N electronic 3 3 

237 66B 674 N ClARK W electronic 3 3 

237 667 661 N ClARK E electronic 4 4 

237 647 641 N CLARK E electronic 4 ~ 

237 139 167 W OHIO S electronic 8 8 

237 164 142 w OHIO N electronic 8 8 

237 638 648 N CLARK W Eleclronic 2 2 

237 101 125 W ERIE S Elec1tonic 8 B 

238 159 145 W IlliNOIS S Electronic 7 7 

238 160 144 W illiNOIS N electronic S 9 

238 535 545 N CLARK E eIecItonIc 6 6 

238 544 538 N CLARK W electronic 4 -4 

. 238 104 118 W GRAND N electronic 5 5 

238 158 168 W GRAND N eIecIronIc 4 4 

238 446 432 N IASALlE W electronic 4 4 

238 112 126 W HUB6IIRD N electronic 7 7 
" . . 

~ . .238 144 168 W HUB6IIRD N eleclrOnlc 11 11 

238 613 601 N ClARK E electronic 7 7 

238 506 504 N ClARK W eleclmnlc 2 2 

238 151 173 W GRANO S eleekonlc 12 12 

238 109 109 W GRAND S elecltonlc 1 1 

238 124 100 W ILLINOIS N electronic 10 10 

238 105 119 W HUBBARO S electronic 8 8 

238 157 165 W HUBBARD S electronic 5 5 

239 202 230 W HUBBARD N electroric 10 10 

23~ 308 316 W HUBBAIlD N eJeclron:C 6 6 

239 327 303 W HUBBARD S electronic 8 8 

239 42B 406 N FRANKlIN W electronic 7 7 

239 401 413 N FRANKLIN E electronic 6 6 

239 235 211 W HUSSARO S electronic 9 9 

239 204 230 W KINZIE N eI_c 13 13 

239 302 324 W KINZIE N electronic 9 9 

238 403 417 N ORLEANS E electrmlc 6 6 

239 357 339 W KINZIE S eledIOnIc 10 10 

239 209 217 W KINZIE S electronic 5 5 
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240 206 220 W GRAND N eledmnIc 8 6 

240 3SD 420 W GRAND N electronic 13 13 

240 361 341 W GRAND S ell!CIrMo 10 10 

240 325 323 W GRAND S electronic 2 2 

240 516 506 N FRANKLIN W eledronlc 5 5 

240 310 32D W ILLINOIS N elecIroniC 6 6 

240 333 315 W ILLINOIS S electronic 7 7 

240 448 434 N FRANKLIN W eleclronic 6 6 

240 431 443 N FRANKlIN E e1eclronle 6 6 

240 223 203 W ILLINOIS S eledmnlc 10 10 

240 436 446 N WELLS W eledronic 5 5 

240 424 406 N WEllS W elecIroniC 7 7 

240 403 415 N WELLS E electronic 7 7 

240 435 447 N wellS E electronic 7 7 

240 503 513 N WelLS E electroniC 2 2 

240 500 510 N WEllS W electronic 2 2 

240 204 224 W ILlINOIS N elecll'onlc B 8 

240 501 515 N FRANKLIN E eiectronlc 7 7 

240 227 223 W GRAND S electronic 3 3 

240 322 326 W GRAND N e-Ieclronlc 3 3 

241 344 304 W OHIO N electronrc 11 11 

241 604 62B N FRANKliN W eleclronie 6 6 

241 634 64B N FRANI<1.IN W eaectrontc 2 2 

241 655 647 N FRANKlIN E eledronlc 3 3 

241 609 619 N FRANKLIN E etectronlc 3 3 

241 236 204 W 01-110 N electronic 10 10 

241 619 609 N WELLS E eleclronlc 3 3 

241 540 548 N WEllS W eledronlc 3 3 

241 223 251 W OHIO S eleclronle 8 8 

241 535 533 N FRANKliN E electronic 2 2 

241 534 550 N FRANKliN W aleclronle 4 4 

241 307 339 W· OHIO S aleclroniC 7 7 

242 310 306 W ERIE N e1eolronle 3 3 

242 662 676 N FRANKLIN W elecltOnic 6 6 

242 675 663 N FRANKLIN E eleclronlc 6 6 

242 244 206 W ERIE N eleelronic 5 5 

242 662 6BO N welLS W eIe.lronlc 6 5 

242 205 233 W HURON S electrorlc 11 11 

242 309 339 W HURON S eleclronlc 7 7 

242 666 552 N ORLEANS W eleclronlc 2 2 

242 319 307 W ERIE S elec1rMe 4 4 

242 245 209 W ERIE S el_c a a 
242 551 677 N welLS E eleclrorlc 7 7 

242 204 244 W HURON N electronic 9 9 

242 30S 342 W HURON N electronic B 6 

242 709 723 N ORlEANS E electronic 4 4 

243 325 309 W SUPERIOR S electronic 12 12 

243 718 702 " FRANI<1.IN W elecIJonIC B 8 

243 105 721 N FRANKlIN E electronic 6 a 
243 221 203 W SUPERIOR S electroolc 6 6 
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243 716 714 N WElLS W electronic 2 2 

243 703 719 N WELLS E electronic 4 4 

243 1'33 1~9 N WELLS E eleclron/c 8 8 

243 732 738 N WELLS W electronic 2 2 

243 200 240 W SUPERIOR N .Iectronlc 15 15 

243 127 747 N FRANKUN E etectronic 9 9 

243 750 726 N FRANKLIN W electronic 9 9 

243 300 332 W SUPERIOR N eIecIronic 15 15 

243 746 744 N ORlEANS W electronic 2 2 

244 373 353 W CHICAGO S electronic 7 7 

244 323 307 W CHICAGO S electronic B 8 

244 221 219 W CHICAGO S electronic 2 2 

244 167 153 W CHICAGO S electronic 5 5 

244 150 172 W CHICAGO N electronic 12 12 

244 B03 819 N WELLS E electronic 7 7 

244 814 802 N WELLS W electronic 5 5 

244 204 224 W CHICAGO N elec~onle 9 9 

244 803 819 N FRANKLIN E eleclTonM; 8 8 

244- 225 207 W INSTlllJTE S eiecltonk: 11 11 

244 204 226 W INSTITUTE N electronic 10 10 

244 921 935 N FRANKLIN E eleclronic 7 7 

244 930 924 N FRANKLIN W electronic 3 3 

244 818 804 N FRANKLIN W electronic 7 7 

244 308 332 W- CHICAGO N eleclTonk; 7 7 

244 358 3S4 W CHICAGO N electronic 7 7 

245 813 831 N DEARBORN E electronic 8 8 

245 40 64 W CHESTNlfT N electronic 11 11 

245 804 848 N DEARBORN W eI_onIc 13 13 

245 51 93 W CHESTNlfT S eleclronlc 6 6 

245 849 833 N CLARK E ol_onle 7 7 

245 814 822 N CLARK W eI_onlc 5 5 
.-. -- 246 915 925 N DEARBORN E ele_nic 6 6 

246 928 902 N DEARBORN W eleclmric 13 13 

246 60 74 W DELAWARE N eI_ooIc 13 13 

246 859 883 N CLARK E electroric 13 13 

246 85 61 W WAlTON S elecltoric 13 13 

246 946 960 N DEARBORN W electronic 7 7 

246 846 868 N DEARBORN W elecIroric 10 10 

246 877 861 N CLARK E elec.lrariC 9 9 

246 860 872 N ClARJ( W 01_0010 7 7 

240 946 9GO N CLARK W e1ettmtllc 8 8 

246 955 949 N CLARK E electronic 4 4 

247 1001 1017 N CLARK E eI_onlC 6 B 

247 1013 1039 N DEARBORN E elecironic 13 13 

247 1034 1002 N DEARBORN W elecllonlc 10 10 

247 50 66 W OAKLEY N eloctronic 8 8 

247 57 49 W MAPLE S el_onc 5 5 

247 46 56 W MAPLE N e1eclrmic 5 5 

247 129 105 W OAK S eleclronlc 13 13 

247 73 53 W OAK S electronic 11 11 
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247 102 106 W OAK N electronic 3 3 

248 1101 1125 N CLARK E electronic 7 7 

246 15 43 W ELM S elecb"onc 6 6 

248 1132 1116 N DEARBORN W electroniC 5 5 

248 1133 1131 N DEARBORN E eleclmtli<: 3 3 

246 1164 1146 N DEAR60RN W electronic 7 7 

248 46 78 W ELM N eleclronic 7 7 

248 121 121 W MAPLE S electronic 3 3 

248 128 128 W MAPLE N eJedronic 1 1 

248 111 127 W ElM S e!ec1ronic 6 6 

248 128 106 W ElM N electronic 9 9 

248 1157 1159 N ClARK E electrnnlc 2 2 

249 832 846 W GRAND N eleclroRC 7 7 

249 902 910 W GRAND N efectroric 5 5 

249 1006 1042 W GRAND N electroniC 17 17 

249 HI6 1118 W GRAND N electronic 2 2 

249 1135 1158 W GRAND N eJecboric 6 6 

2511 1203 1257 N DEARBORN E electmnic 9 9 

250 1244 1202 N DEARBORN W eleclfonic 17 17 

250 1201 1231 N CLARK E elechoolc 19 19 

250 1305 1347 N CLARK E electronic 22 22 

250 1403 1439 N CLARK E eJectroric 19 19 

250 1505 1519 N CLARK E electrooc S 8 

251 1735 1933 N CLARK E electronic 69 69 

251 1730 1764 N CLARK W eJeclrontc 7 7 

251 180B 1814 N CLARK W efectronic 2 2 

251 1618 1828 N CLARK W eleckonic 8 6 

251 1910 1964 N CLARK W electronic 18 18 

251 327 350 W ARMITAGE S efectronic 11 11 

252 174 110 W DIVISION N electronic 3 3 

-- 262 168 158 W OMSION N electronic 8 8 
" 

252- 103 105 W GERMANIA S electronic 2 2 .. 
252 1530 1546 N ClARK W efectronlc 6 (; 

252 1632 1636 N ClARK W electronic -4 -4 

252 1306 1360 N CLARK W eleclronlc 17 17 

252 1410 1464 N ClARK W eJectronic 15 16 

252 1510 1528 N CLARK W eJecltonlc 6 6 

252 1216 1260 N ClARK W electronic 13 13 

253 1303 1305 N WELLS E electronic 2 2 

253 1409 1449 N WEllS E electronic 10 10 

253 1205 1231 N WEllS E elecltonic 7 7 

253 1241 1259 N WEllS E elecltonlc 5 5 

253 1341 1359 N WEllS E electronic 8 8 

253 1503 1549 N WEllS E electronic 8 8 

253 1603 1653 N WEllS E eleclronic 14 14 

253 1716 1702 N WEllS W elecltonic 7 7 

253 1654 1606 N WEllS W eleckonlc 15 15 

253 1560 1406 N WEllS w elecltonic 25 25 

253 1360 1340 N WEllS W etedlonic 8 8 

253 1325 1302 N WEllS W electronic 13 13 
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253 1248 1242 N WEllS W electronic 3 3 

2S3 1234 1216 N WEllS W electrOllle 6 Ii 

254 110 114 W NORTH N olec1rof1i. 3 3 

254 158 166 W NORIll N electronic 5 5 

254 204 222 W NORTH N electronic 8 8 

254 234 242 W NORlli N electronic 5 5 

254 1558 1556 N ORLEANS W electronic 2 2 

254 1551 1557 N ORLEANS E eleaonic 4 4 

254 3S3 309 W NORlli S electronlc 9 9 

254 1558 1552 N NORlliPARK W ..reaome 4 4 

254 243 233 W NORlli S el .. lronie 4 4 

254 1557 1559 N WEILAND E electronic 2 2 

254 157 149 W NORlli S electronic 4 4 

254 113 107 W NORm S electronic 4 4 

255 1558 1552 N CLEVELAND W electronic 4 4 

255 413 421 W NORTH S electrOllle S 5 

255 1589 1573 N HUDSON E elee~""'e 8 8 

255 1568 1576 N HUDSON W electr""'e 3 3 

255 435 457 W NORTH S electr""'e 7 7 

255 1558 1556 N MOHAWK W electr""'e 2 2 

257 135 139 N CANAl E electrOllle 3 3 

257 153 161 N CANAL E electrone 6 5 

251 205 227 N CANAL E electronic 10 10 

257 510 512 W FULTON N electronic 2 2 

251 600 608 W FULTON N eleelronle 5 5 

257 311 323 N DESPLAINES E .I_me 5 5 

251 617 601 W FULTON S eleclrorde 4 4 

257 565 545 W FULTON S elee~c 6 6 

257 607 601 W FULTON S electronic 4 4 

257 226 216 N CANAL W eleeironle 6 6 

257 117 153 N HALSTED E electronic to 10 

.. ~ 257 n4 740 W RANDOlPH N el_e 15 15 ..• 

251 152 176 N HAlSTED W eleelronlc 9 9 

257 162 166 N GREEN W eteclron1c 3 3 

257 158 176 N GREEN W electroric 4 4 

25B 620 626 W MADISON N elec~c 5 5 

258 636 850 W MADISON N electronic 1 7 

25B 930 952 W MADISON N eI_C 8 8 

258 1004 1020 W MADISON \II electrorie 7 7 

258 1034 1040 W MADISON N elec1ml1c 4 4 

~58 1106 1122 W MADISON N eleclronlc 5 Ii 

258 1134 1146 W MADISON N electronic 1 7 

258 1159 1133 W MADISON S eleclrorlc 10 10 

25B 1125 1125 W MADISON S elecIrorIc 1 1 

258 1051 1039 W MADISON S oIedmrie 1 7 

258 1025 1009 W MADISON S eIecIroric 9 9 

258 919 001 W MADISON S eledm/'iC 6 6 

258 847 829 W MADISON S _e 10 10 

258 817 811 W MADISON S elecIronIc 4 4 

259 207 23S S DESPLAINES E eledrone 13 13 
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259 303 319 S OESPlAINES E eledronic 2 2 

259 601 629 W MADISON S eIecfIonic 13 13 

259 3 23 S DESPl.AINES E eIecIronic 11 11 

259 630 602 W ADAMS N electronic 11 11 

259 603 607 W AIJmS S electronrc 3 3 

259 719 705 W ADAMS S efecIroolc 8 8 

259 36 2 S DESPlAINES W eleCIJoniC 15 15 

259 316 302 S OESPlAINES W eleCIJonic 5 5 

259 240 234 S OESPlAINES W e1edronic 4 4 

259 64<4 652 W QUINCY N ele<3'onic 6 5 

259 218 20B S DESPlAINES W eledronfc 6 6 

260 221 203 N DESPLAINES E eledronlc: 9 9 

260 622 602 W RANDOLPH N eJecttonic 6 6 

260 611 629 W RANDOLPH S eIe.clronic 5 5 

260 129 107 N DESPlAINES E electronic 8 8 

260 214 228 N DESPLAlIIES W electronic 8 8 

260 160 172 II OESPlAINES W eteckonic 5 5 

260 648 678 W RANDOLPH N elecIronlC 14 14 

260 663 645 W RANDOLPH S electronic 10 10 

260 130 112 N DESPlAINES W eledronlc S 8 

260 42 10 N OESPlAINES W eiec1JonlC 15 15 

261 228 208 N CLMOtl W eI_le 9 9 

261 174 184 N CLINTON W electronic 6 6 

261 534 560 W RANDOLPH N eleclronlc 11 11 

261 567 553 W RANDOLPH S eledronic 7 7 

261 134 110 N CLINTON W eleClJonic 8 B 

261 145 176 N CLINTON E elecIroniC 12 12 

261 203 223 N CLINTON E elecGnlc 11 11 

262 553 565 W CONGRESS S elecIronlc 4 4 

262 551 541 W MADISON S efecIrooic 5 5 

262 511 543 W ADAMS S ele<:konlc 12 12 
.. 

262 570 550 W QUINCY N etedronlc 6 6 

262 1 15 S CANAl E eI_le B 8 

262 113 115 S CANAl E electronic 2 2 

262 451 433 W VANIlUREN S eleuonic 10 10 

262 558 532 W TIlDEN II eledroric 10 10 

262 s07 521 W CONGRESS S elecIroniC 9 9 

263 105 139 S CLINTON E eleaonIc B B 

263 603 637 W ADAMS S elecft>r/c 13 13 

263 209 241 S CLINTON E e1_c 14 14 

263 305 339 S CLINTON E eleclronlc 10 10 

2B3 407 423 S CLINTON E elecIronIc 5 5 

263 503 533 S CLINTON E eleaonIc 9 9 

263 106 128 S CLINTON W .1 .. lronIc 10 10 

263 244 250 S CLINTON W eIecIrorlc 4 4 

263 320 340 S CLINTON W eleclronlc 8 B 

263 406 428 S CLINTON W e/edronIc 11 11 

263 SOB 526 S CLINTON W electronic 5 5 

264 5704 5740 S ELLIS W electronic 19 19 

264 5806 5854 S ELLIS W Pal' & [)Isplay 23 23 
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264 970 902 E 5911i ST N electronic 24 24 

264 854 834 E 59lHST N elecllonic 11 11 

264 1427 1403 E 5911i ST S electronic 13 13 

264 5851 5803 S ElLIS E Pay & Display 2 21 

264 5751 5705 S ElUS E PBy&Oi~ 1 22 

265 9457 9449 5 CHARLES E electronic 5 5 

265 9446 9452 5 VANDERPOEl W electronic 4 4 

265 9423 9429 5 LONGWOOD E elec1ronle 4 4 

265 9448 9450 5 LONGWOOD W elec1ronlc 2 2 

265 9451 9447 W PLEASANT E electronic 3 3 

265 9500 9506 S VANDERPOel W ell!Ctronic 4 4 

265 9445 9419 S ASHLAND E dectlOnic 11 11 

265 1638 1636 W 9S N eleclrornc 2 2 

265 180G 1814 W 95 N electronic 5 5 

265 1622 1652 W 9S N elec~Oflic 8 6 

265 1949 1935 W 9S 5 elecIJonIc 7 7 

265 1917 1909 W 9S S electronic 5 5 

265 1831 1605 W 95 S electronic 6 6 

265 1765 1753 W 95 S electronic 7 7 

265 1725 1719 W 95 5 eIedmnIc 4 4 

265 9506 9510 S WOOD w eledionk: 3 :I 

265 9519 9505 S WOOD " E electronic 6 8 

266 9507 9503 S ClAREMONT E electronic 3 3 

266 9504 9510 S OAKLEY E electronic 4 <I 

266 9507 9503 S OAKlEY E eledmnlc 3 3 

266 9502 9508 S BElL W electronic 4 4 

266 9509 9503 5 BEll E electronic 4 4 

266 9502 9508 S SEElEY W electronic 4 4 

266 9507 9503 S SEELEY E electronic 3 3 

266 2351 2349 W 95 S electronic 2 2 

266 2317 2307 W 95 S eIecIronle 7 7 
"". . ". 266 2251 2231 W 95 S electronIc 10 10 --

266 2223 2209 W 95 5 electronIc 7 7 

266 2151 2135 W 95 S electronic 9 9 

266 2111 2101 W 95 S B\eCtronIC 8 8 

266 2037 2935 W 95 S electronIc 2 2 

266 2023 2019 W 95 S eIecIronlc 3 3 

266 2000 2040 W 95 N eledronlc 7 7 

266 2104 2124 W 95 N eleclronlc 9 9 

266 2136 2150 W 95 N eledronlc 7 7 

266 2.."00 2222 W 96 N oloc1ronl. 11 11 

266 2234 2250 W 95 N elattrOflic 7 7 

266 2306 2326 W 95 N _c 11 11 

267 6204 6218 s KEDZIE W eIeCIronlC 5 5 

267 6236 6242 S KEOZIE W eleclronlc 4 <I -
267 3204 3246 W 63ROST N electronic 19 19 

267 3302 3350 W 63RDST N electronic 20 20 

267 3404 3450 W 63RDST N e!eaonic 18 18 

267 6253 6247 S STLOUIS E elec~onIc 4 4 

267 3211 3205 w 62NDST • elecfronIc 4 4 
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267 3211 3205 W 62NDPlACE S eledronlc 4 4 

267 6257 6251 S SPAUlDING E eJectronic 4 4 

2fiI 6250 6256 S SPAULDING W efedronic 4 4 

267 6258 6250 S HOMAN E eIectronIt 5 5 

2fiI 6251 6255 S HOMAN W declmalc 2 2 

268 6309 6303 S STLOUIS E med>anlcal 4 4 

268 6309 6305 S HOMAN E medtanlcal 3 3 

268 6302 6306 S SPAUlDING W mechanical 4 4 

268 6311 6303 S SPAULDING E mechanical 5 5 

268 3455 3403 W 63RDST S mechanical 23 23 

26B 3355 3313 W 63RDST S mechanical 17 17 

268 3257 3217 W 63RDST S mechanical 16 16 

268' 6336 6346 S KEOZIE W medlanicat 6 6 

269 6259 6263 S AlBANY E eleclrorlc 4 4 

269 6259 6253 5 TROY E eledronlc 4 4 

269 6252 6256 S TROY W eledtonic 4 4 

269 2606 2622 W 63RDST N etedronlc 7 7 

269 2634 2852 W 63RDST N electroniC 6 6 

269 2906 2920 W 63RDST N eledronle 7 7 

269 2936 2952 W 63RDST N _nit 5 5 

269 3010 3022 W 63RDST N _nle 6 6 

269 3036 3052 W 63RDST N electronic 7 7 

269 3104 3124 W 63RDST N electronic 10 10 

269 3144 3154 W 63RDST N electronic 6 6 

269 6253 6209 S KED2IE E electronic 13 '3 

270 6304 6316 S TROY W eledronlc 6 6 

270 6311 6305 S TROY E eIec~onlc 3 3 

270 6302 6308 S AlBANY W electronic 4 4 

270 6309 6303 S ALBANY E eleclronic 4 4 

270 6304 6312 S SACFAMENTO W electronic 4 4 

, 270 6309 6303 S SACfWdENTO E electronic 4 4 

'tlo 6357 6335 S KEDZlE E elec~c 10 10 

270 31-43 3131 W 63OO5T S Oloolronlo 7 7 

270 3125 3109 W 63RDST S elec~onIc 7 7 

270 3055 3043 W 63RDST S e!eclronlt 5 5 

270 3021 3007 W 63RDST S elecironle 6 6 

270 2955 2935 W 63RDST S eleclronlc 10 10 

270 2923 2907 W 63RDST S electronic: 7 7 

270 2659 2635 W 63RDST S eledronlc 10 10 

270 2619 2803 W 63RDST S eledronic 8 8 

270 6308 6314 S CALIFORNIA W electronic 4 4 

271 6255 6249 S ARTESIAN E mechanical 4 4 

271 6250 6254 S ARTESIAN W mechanical 3 4 

271 6255 6249 S CAMPBELL E I1'echanIcaI 4 4 

271 6260 6256 S CAMPBELL W """","",cal 4 4 

271 6255 6249 S MAPLEWOOD E mechanical 4 4 

271 6252 6256 S WIPlEWOOD W mechanical 3 3 

271 6255 6253 S ROCKWELL E mechanical 2 2 

271 6252 6254 S ROCKWELL W med>anlcal 2 2 

271 2402 2420 W 63ROST N medlanicel 9 9 
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271 2434 2448 W 63RDST W mechanical 6 6 

211 2504 2516 W 63RDST N mechanical 6 6 

271 2534 2552 W 63RDST N mechanical 7 7 

211 2606 2620 W 63RDST N mecnanical 7 7 

211 2642 2652 W 63RDST N mechanIcal 5 5 

211 2T.l6 2756 W 63RDST N mechanical 6 8 

272 6302 6310 S ROCKWEll W mechanical 5 5 

272 6309 6303 5 ROCKWEll E mechanical 4 4 

272 6304 6310 S CAMPBell W mechanical 4 4 

212 6309 6303 5 CAMPBEll E mechanical 4 4 

272 6304 6310 5 ARTESIAN W mechanical 4 4 

272 6309 6303 S ARTESIAN 'E mechanical 4 4 

212 6311 6309 5 CALIFORNIA E medlanical 2 2 

212 2753 2735 W 63RDST S mechanical 6 6 

212 2119 2711 W 63RDST S mechanical 5 5 

272 2651 2631 W 63RDST S mechanIcal 10 10 

272 2623 2601 W 63RDST S mechanical 11 11 

212 2551 2535 W 63RDST S mechanical 1 7 

272 2523 2511 W 63RDST S mechanical 6 6 

272 2453 2433 W 63RDST S mechanIcal 9 9 

272 2423 2411 W 63RDST S medlanlcal 7 7 

273 6106 6154 5 WESTERN W eJedronic 16 16 

273 6204 6248 5 WESTERN W eledronic 19 19 

273 6316 6342 S WESTERN w eledronle 13 13 

273 6315 6351 5 WESTERN E eleclrontc 13 13 

273 2349 2335 W 63RD S etedronic 8 8 

273 2338 2352 W 63RD N e/eClronle 8 8 

273 6261 6209 S· WESIERN E electronic 21 21 

273 6151 6115 S WESTERN E electronic 15 15 

274 2625 26)5 W 551HST S electronic 11 11 

274 2763 2731 W 651H5T S eleeironic 1 7 

~-. '- 274 2746 2732 W 5STHST N elecWonlc 5 5 -
274 2828 26)8 W 551HST N eleclronic 8 8 

274 5507 5501 S MOZART E eleclronlc 4 4 

274 5502 5510 S FAIRFIELD W ereclronic 5 5 

274 6456 5452 S FAIRFIElD W e1eclronic 3 3 

274 5451 5458 S MOZART E eledmnlc 4 4 

275 4502 4552 S ASHLAND W mechanical 18 18 

275 4602 4646 5 ASlfl.AND W iTetI1arical 17 11 

275 4657 4619 S MCDOWELL E iTetI1anlcal 10 10 

275 4650 4662 5 MCDOWEll W machon/cal 7 7 

275 4655 4613 S ASHlAND E mechanical 17 17 

275 1555 1549 W 4En»ST S mechanical 3 3 

275 4557 4511 S ASHLAND E mechanical 17 17 

275 1602 1608 W 461HST N mechanical 4 4 

276 4713 4701 S PAUliNI'. E mechanlcJl 7 7 

276 4702 4708 S .RJSllNE W mechanical 4 4 

216 4702 4108 S LAfUN W mechanical 4 4 

276 4708 4703 S LAFUN E mechanical 4 4 

276 4653 4641 S LAFUN E me<hMlcal 7 7 
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276 4549 4641 S MARSHfiELD E mechanical 5 5 

276. 4644 4650 S MARSHfiELD W mechanical 4 • 
276 4649 4645 S PAULINA E mechanical 3 3 

276 1655 1639 W 41TH 51 S mechanical B 8 

276 1621 1611 W 41TH 51 S mechanical 6 6 

276 1541 1535 W 41THST 5 mechanical 5 5 

276 1521 1507 W 47TH ST S mechanical 8 6 

276 1457 1437 W 41TH 51 S mechanical 10 10 

276 1444 1450 W 41THST N mechanical 4 4 

276 1510 1518 W 41TH 51 N mechanical 3 3 

276 1518 1542 W 41TH 51 N mechanlcat 12 12 

276 1602 1620 W 47TH 51 N mechanical 6 6 

276 1636 1650 W 4TTHST N mechanical 8 6 

277 4654 4656 S PAULINA W mechanical 3 3 

277 4655 4655 S HERMITAGE E mechanical 1 1 

217 4652 4658 s HERMITAGE w mechanical 4 4 

277 4657 4653 S WOOD E mechanical 3 3 

217 4656 4656 S WOOD W mechanical 2 2 

277 4659 4651 S HONORE E mechanical 6 5 

277 4650 4656 S HONORE W mechanical 5 5 

277 4655 4647 S WOlCOn E mechanical 5 5 

277 4657 4649 5 WINCHEStER E mechanical 5 5 

211 4646 4656 S WINCHEStER W mechanical 6 6 

277 4704 4718 S WINCHEStER W mechanical 6 6 

277 4713 4703 S WINCHEStER E mechanical 6 6 

277 4705 4705 S WOLCOn E mechanical 1 1 

277 4704 4712 S HONORE W mechanical 4 4 

277 4701 4707 S HONORE E med1anicat 4 4 

277 4702 4706 5 WOOD W mechanical 3 3 

277 4707 4703 5 WOOD E mechanical 3 3 

277 4702 4714 5 HERMITAGE W mechanical 7 7 

·277 4713 4701 5 HERMITAGE E mechanical 7 7 

277 4702 4714 S PAULINA W mechanical 7 7 

277 1702 1722 W 47TH ST N mechantcal 11 11 

277 1736 1750 W 41TH ST N mechanlCdI 7 7 

277 1814 1824 W 41TH ST N mechanical 6 6 

277 1836 1650 W 47THST N mechanical 7 7 

277 1902 1922 W 41THST N mechanical 11 11 

277 1934 1942 W 41TH ST N mechanical 5 5 

277 1955 1939 W 41THST S mechanical 5 5 

277 1925 1907 W 41TH ST S mechanical 9 9 

277 1857 1635 W 41TH ST S mechanical 10 10 

277 1825 1609 W 47TH ST 5 mechanical 5 5 

277 1743 1733 VV 41TH ST S /reCIlanlcal 6 6 

277 1725 1711 VV 47THST S mechanlcal 6 6 

278 4702 4750 S ASHLAND W me_I 20 20 

278 4802 4848 S ASHlAND W mechanical 18 16 

278 4845 4009 S ASHLAND E mechanical 17 17 

278 4755 4711 S ASHLANO E mechanical 21 21 

276 1604 1610 W 48TH ST N Jrechanlcal 4 4 
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278 1609 1603 W 48THST S mechanltal 2 2 

278 1602 1608 W 49THST N mechanical 4 4 

278 1550 1554 W 49THST N mech3nica1 3 3 

278 1555 1551 W 48THST S mechanltal 3 3 

279 2180 2170 N CLYBOURN W eleclronic 6 6 

279 1970 1954 N CLYBOURN W eleClro~ 9 9 

279 1950 1914 N CLYBOURN W electronic 18 18. 

279 1880 1872 N CLYBOURN W eleclronlc 5 5 

279 1866 1810 N CLYBOURN W efectronic 28 28 

279 1758 1700 N CLYBOURN W eleclronlc 3D 30 

279 1816 1620 N CLYBOURN W electronic 17 17 

280 2804 2810 W 40TH PlACE N mechanical 4 4 

280 2817 2807 W 40TH PlACE S lreChanical 6 6 

280 4ffT1 4073 S FRANCISCO E lreChanicai 3 3 

280 4074 4076 S FRANCISCO W lreChanltal 2 2 

280 4058 4100 S ARCHER N mechanical 10 10 

280 4102 4108 S ARCHER N mechanical 4 4 

280 4138 4148 S ARCHER N mecll30ical 5 5 

280 4166 4186 S ARCHER N mechonicat 9 9 

280 4208 4248 S ARCHER N lreChanltal 18 18 

280 4266 4276 S ARCHER N lreChanical 6 6 

280 4300 4448 S ARCHER N lreChanical 21 21 

280 4380 4394 S ARCHER N rrechanlcal 4 4 

261 4252 4262 S WHIPPlE W mechanical 6 6 

281 4249 4261 S WHIPPlE E mechanical 7 7 

281 4214 4222 S SACRAMENTO W lreChanical 5 5 

261 4100 4104 S RICHMOND W mechanical 3 3 

281 4147 4145 S RICHMOND E mechanical 2 2 

281 4102 4106 S FRANCISCO W mechaoi .. 1 3 3 

281 4109 4103 S FRANCISCO E mechanical 4 4 

281 435S 4351 S ARCHER S mechanical 3 3 

281 4339 4309 S ARCHER S mechanical 10 10 

281 4279 4;153 S ARCHER S mechanical 7 7 

281 4245 4217 S ARCHER S mechanical 14 14 

281 4191 4179 S ARCHER S mechantcal 7 7 

281 4173 4163 S ARCHER S mechanical 5 5 

281 4121 4063 S ARCHER S mechanical 27 27 

282 3812 3838 S HALSTED W eleclronk: 11 11 

282 3839 3813 S HALSTED E eIednlnlc 9 9 

282 3555 3509 S HALSTED E eleclronlc 16 16 

282 767 739 W 35TH 5T 5 elec~onk: 9 9 

282 736 752 W 35TH5T N eieclronlc 6 6 

282 3403 3459 S HALSTED E eleclronlc 18 16 

282 3353 3333 S HALSTED E electronic 18 16 

282 3265 32fl7 S HALSTED e eIecfronIc 21 21 

282 757 753 W 34TH 5T S eieclronlc 3 3 

282 764 756 W 34THST N aIec~onIc 2 2 

282 757 753 W 33RDST S eleclronic 2 2 

282 750 756 W 33RDST N eleclronic ~ 4 

283 3204 3254 S HALSTED W ele~c 21 21 
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283 3304 3364 5 HALSTED W eleclrcnlc 19 19 

283 3410 3428 5 HALSTED W electrooic 9 9 

283 J.l36 3458 5 HALSTED W eledtmlc 10 10 

283 810 828 W 35THST N eleclrcnic 5 5 

283 946 946 W 35THST N e1ec1ronic 1 1 

283 3461 3459 5 MORGAN E eleelronlc 2 2 

283 953 945 W 35TH5T 5 electlOfllc 5 5 

283 623 611 W 35THST 5 electronic 5 5 

283 _3504 3532 S HALSTED W elecllonlc 14 14 

283 3540 3556 5 HALSTED W electronic 9 9 

283 813 B05 W 33ROST S elecln:nk: 5 5 

283 800 806 W 34TH PlACE N eleellonlc 5 5 

283 809 801 W 34TH PLACE S elec1ronlc 3 3 

283 10117 1045 W 35THST S electronic 16 16 

284 214 222 W 315T5T N electronic 5 5 

284 236 258 W 31STST N eleclronic 8 B 

284 536 556 W 315T5T N elecbonic 9 9 

284 602 62' W 315T 5T N eleclrontc 6 B 

264 636 654 W 315T5T N elect,onic 6 6 

284 n6 702 W 31ST5T N eleellonic 8 6 

28' 734 742 W 315TST N electronfc 5 5 

264 759 741 W 315T5T 5 electronic • 4 

264 725 103 W 315TST S electronic 6 6 

284 649 643 W 315rST 5 electronic 3 3 

264 625 611 Vi 31ST5T 5 eleelronic 5 5 

284 3102 3106 S WALLACE W eleclronle 3 3 

284 3109 3109 S WAllACE E electronic 1 1 

264 555 535 Vi 31STST S etectro.'lIC 9 9 

264 255 235 W 3tSTST S electronic 6 6 

284 219 219 W 31ST5T 5 elecllonlc 1 1 

285 642 562 W ROOSEVELT N elecIronlc 10 10 
~ --- --209- 602 62B Vi ROOSEVELT N eleclronle 12 12 

285 825 609 W ROOSEVElT S eleclronlc 7 7 

209 1136 1152 S CLINTON W eleclronlc 4 4 

209 1147 1131 5 JEFFERSON E elaclronlc 6 6 

285 1132 1148 5 JEFFERSON W eleelronlc 9 9 

265 1131 1111 S DESPIJIINES E eledronlc 6 8 

265 1112 1128 S DESPlAINES W eleclronlc 9 9 

265 565 545 Vi ROOSEVElT S eleclronle 11 11 

265 1135 1141 S CLINTON E electronic 4 4 

200 702 no 5 DESPlAINES W double beY/elecl 4 6 

200 861 821 S IJESPlAINES E double Ilavteled. 9 18 

200 819 806 S DESPlAtNES E double bayIeIed. 4 8 

200 651 603 S DESPlJllNES E doublellavlelect. 5 10 

'287 1210 12~6 S HAlSTED W eladroni<: 15 15 

2fJ1 1344 1382 S HAlSTED W eJedrOnic 14 I. 
2fJ1 13B9 1345 S HAlSTED E etecIronic 11 11 

2fJ1 1321 1249 S HAlSTED E electronic 12 12 

281 1241 1231 S HAlSTED E electronic 2 2 

267 1204 1234 5 NEWBERRY W electronic 14 14 
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287 B13 809 W ROOSEVELT S elecltonic 3 3 

28T T55 705 W ROOSEVELT S eleclra~ 11 11 

287 710 740 W ROOSEVELT N eleclronlc 8 8 

287 810 81B W ROOSEVELT N electronic 4 4 

287 830 856 W ROOSEVELT N aleclronlc 14 14 

28T 959 722 W ROOSEVELT S elec!ronlc 27 27 

287 1034 1070 W TAYlOR N electronic 12 12 

2BT 1075 1055 W TAYlOR S eledtonie. 8 8 

287 1047 1031 W TAYLOR S electronic 8 8 

287 1025 1005 W TAYlOR S elec!ronic 9 9 

2BB 1953 1907 W CONGRESS S elec~DnIc 23 23 

2B8 1849 1805 W CONGRESS S a'ec~.nIc 2J 23 

2B8 1800 1842 W CONGRESS N elec~onlc 22 22 

298 1900 1945 W CONGRESS N electronic 24 24 

289 1802 1844 W HARRISON N electronic 15 15 

289 1928 1950 W HARRISON N elec~onlc 10 10 

289 1955 1943 W HARRISON S elecltonlc 6 6 

289 1917 1803 W HARRISON S elecltontc 16 16 

290 302 302 S HALSTED W eleclronic 1 1 

290 230 22B S HAlSTED W electromc 2 2 

290 110 110 S HALSTED S electronic 1 1 

290 750 736 W QUINCY N electronic 6 6 

290 135 749 W QUINCY S eleclronlc 6 6 

291 1604 1615 W TAYLOR N aI_ank: 1 1 

291 1630 1640 W TAYlOR N electronic 6 8 

291 180B lB2B W TAYLOR N elecllonk: 8 8 

291 1922 1944 W TAYLOR N electronic 11 11 

291 1615 1645 W TAYlOR S eledronlc 10 10 

291 1907 1947 W TAYlOR S eleclronlc 17 17 

292 3810 3842 W MADISON N elecllonlc 14 14 

292 3910 3952 W MADISON N eleclranlc 19 19 

-.. 292 14 24 S PULASKI W elecIrorlc 4 4 
-. 

292 102 122 S PULASKI W elec1ronIc 6 6 

292 123 103 S PULASKI E electronic 6 6 

292 23 15 S PULASKI E electroric 6 6 

292 3959 3913 W MADISON S elecllOl1lc 23 23 

292 3B55 3813 W MADISON S eleclroric 19 19 

293 15 21 N PULASKI E eledronlc 3 3 

293 113 115 N PULASKI E elmORe 2 2 

293 116 110 N PULASKI W e/edronle 3 .3 

.. 293 . __ .?L 2 N PULASKI W eI.cIronic 9 9 r-- .. 
293 4004 4050 W MADISON N electrorlc 19 19 

293 4108 4158 W MADISON N eleclronlc 18 18 

293 4208 4250 W MADISON N e1ecJronlc 14 14 

293 4155 4109 W MADISON S eieclronlc 17 17 

293 4051 4013 W MADISON S eleclronic 19 19 

294 4342 4360 W ARCHER N eleclronic 10 10 

295 2016 205B W CHICAGO N eleclronk: 19 19 

295 2114 2156 W CHICAGO N eleclrcnlc 17 17 

29S 2202 2256 W CHICAGO N eleclranic 19 19 
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295 2308 2322 W CHiCAGO N eledronic 8 8 

295 2341 2301 W CHICAGO S eledronle 20 20 

295 ·2255 2213 W CHICAGO S eledronic 18 18 

295 2149 2119 W CHICAGO S electronic 15 15 

295 2057 2013 W CHICAGO S eledronlc 17 17 

296 805 811 N WULcun E elec~onk: 4 4 

296 812 806 N WOLCOTT W electronic 3 3 

296 803 811 N WINCHESTER E electroniC 5 5 

296 608 S02 N WINCHESTER W eleclroole 4 4 

295 754 760 N WOLCOTT W electronic 3 3 

296 751 759 N WOLCOTT E electronic 5 6 

296 1812 1852 W CHICAGO N electronic 13 13 

296 1902 1926 W CHICAGO N electronlt: 10 10 

296 1938 1944 W CHICAGO N eledronlc 3 3 

296 803 811 N DAMEN E electronic 5 5 

296 610 8D8 N DAMEN W eieclronlc 2 2 

296 749 751 N DAMEN E electronic 2 2 

296 1951 1907 W CHICAGO S electlon/c 11 11 

296 1857 1805 W CHiCAGO S eleclronlc 24 24 

297 603 8D9 N MARSHFIELD E eleclron/c 4 4 

297 612 8D8 N MARSHFIELD W elecb'ooic 2 2 

297 805 811 N PAULINA E elecfron/c 4 4 

297 612 804 N PAUlINA W eledroric 4 4 

297 805 811 N HERMITAGE E electlonlc 4 4 

297 612 604 N HERMITAGE W elecIroriC 4 4 

291 80S 611 N WOOD E elecnonlc 4 4 

291 812 804 N WOOD W olectteric 4 4 

297 758 754 N WOOD W efecltonlc 2 2 

297 751 757 N WOOD E electronic 4 4 

291 758 752 N PAULINA W electronic 4 4 

297 751 757 N PAULINA E elecbonlc 4 4 

- .. ·-297. 1620 1624 W CHICAGO N elecllonlc 3 3 

297 1536 1654 W CHICAGO N eledIOnIc 8 B 

297 1704 1726 W CHICAGO N electronic 8 8 

297 1738 1748 W CHICAGO N eleclronlc 5 5 

297 1151 1701 W CHICAGO S eledronic 18 18 

297 1657 1627 W CHICAGO S eleclroole 20 20 

298 758 752 N ARMOUR W electronic 4 4 

298 761 759 N ARMOUR E ele_ S 5 

298 735 743 N ASHLAND E eledronlc 5 5 

298 1543 1526 W CHICAGO S eledronlc 3 3 

298 1515 1443 W CHICAGO S eledmnlc 7 7 

298 1429 1409 W CHICAGO S eledronic 7 7 

298 1139 1133 W CHICAGO S elec1mnie 4 4 

298 1136 1146 W CHICAGO N eledronlc 5 5 

298 1406 1414 W CHICAGO N electronic 4 4 

298 1430 1450 W CHICAGO N aledronic 3 3 

298 1502 1546 W CHICAGO N eleCllonlc 18 18 

298 813 823 N ASHlJ\NO E eledI1Inle 4 4 

298 831 941 N ASHU\ND E electronic 5 5 
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298 903 925 N ASHLAND E electronic 10 10 

298 933 953 N ASHLAND E electronlc 10 10 

298 918 904 N ASHLAND W eledrOnlc 8 8 

296 856 848 N ASHLAND W electronic 6 8 

298 8JO 810 N ASHLAND W electronic 7 7 

298 752 736 N ASHlJIND W electronic 7 7 

299 1156 1128 N ASHlAND W electronic 8 8 

299 1118 1104 N ASHlAND W electronic 8 8 

299 1060 1048 N ASHlAND W electronic 6 6 

299 1040 1004 N ASHLAND W eleclronic 19 19 

299 1003 1021 N ASHlAND S electfonic 9 9 

299 1035 1049 N ASHlAND 5 electronic 8 8 

299 1103 1121 N ASHlAND E ele.clronfc 10 10 . 
299 1141 1141 N ASHlAND E electronic 5 5 

299 1757 1741 W DMSION 5 electronic 7 7 

299 1723 1711 W DMSION 5 electronic 7 7 

299 1657 1637 W DIVISION 5 electronic 9 9 

299 1636 1656 W ,DIVISION N electronic 10 10 

299 1710 1752 W DIVISION N electroniC 18 18 

299 2102 2142 W DIVISION N electronic 19 19 

299 2153 2107 W DIVISION 5 elecklmlc 16 16 

300 1204 1208 N GREENVIEW W el~onlc 3 3 

300 1335 1355 N PAUlINA E eleclrOnlc 11 11 

300 1340 1334 N PAUliNA W eieelrorlC 4 4 

300 1348 1346 N WOOD W eleclroniC 2 2 

300 1345 1351 N WOOO E eledronlc 3 3 

300 1338 1334 N HERMITAGE W elect'onlc:: 3 3 

300 1337 1339 N HERMITAGE E electronfc 2 2 

300 1264 1254 N PAULINA W electronic 5 5 

300 1257 1263 N PAULINA E eleclronlc 4 4 

300 1201 1205 N MILWAUKEE E eleclronlc 2 2 

300 1227 1249 N ASHLAND E eleelronlc 12 12 
'" 

300 1330 1230 N ASHLAND W eleelronlc 18 16 

300 1239 1265 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 13 13 

300 1271 1289 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 10 10 

300 1319 1395 N MILWAUKEE E eleclronlc 21 27 

300 1368 1398 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 15 15 

300 1352 1336 N MILWAUKEE W eleClronic 9 9 

300 1330 1324 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 4 4 

300 1284 1266 N MILWAUKEE W eletlronlc 9 9 

300 1256 1232 N MILWAUKEE W eleclronle 8 8 

301 1503 1511 N HONORE E electronic 4 4 

301 1516 1502 N HONORE W eIedrOrie 8 8 

301 1434 1418 N HONORE W eleclron1c 7 7 

301 1802 1818 W EVERGREEN W eleCltOnlc 9 9 

301 1815 lB03 W EVERGREEN E electronic 7 7 

301 1432 1428 ' N WOLCOTT W electronic 3 3 

301 1407 1473 N MILWAUKEE E eledfOnic 24 24 

301 1505 1579 N MILWAUKEE E eleclrooic 17 17 

301 1572 1520 N MILWAUKEE w "_Ie 20 20 
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301 1482 1442 " MILWAUKEE W e/eclrme 17 17 

301 1424 1402 N MILWAUKEE W efectroric 10 10 

302 1902 1924 W NORTH N e/eclronic 8 8 

302 1934 1942 W NORTH N e1ec1ronic 5 6 

302 1613 1649 N DAMEN E e1eckodc 8 6 

302 2005 2003 W CHURCHill N efectrode 2 2 

302 laOB 1002 N DAMEN W electrode 2 2 

302 1658 1640 N DAME" W efectronlc 5 5 

302 1624 1606 N DAMEN W eleclIOnic 8 8 

302 1605 16B7 N MILWAUKEE E efecllOnic 20 20 

302 1672 1658 N MILWAUKEE W e1ec11On1c 7 7 

302 1650 1618 N NtLWAUKEE W e/ecIrOnlc 17 17 

302 .1524 1524 N DAMEN W Elet1rCllic 1 1 

302 1531 1543 N DAMEN E electronic 6 6 

302 1953 1909 W NORTH S electronic 13 13 

302 1855 1839 W NORTH S elecIIOnlc 9 9 

302 1925 1615 W NORTH S eledronle 6 6 

303 3579 3555 W ARMITAGE S eleclrClllc 14 14 

303 3535 3511 W ARMITAGE S eledronlc 9 9 

303 3435 3407 W ARMITAGE S elecIIOnlc 12 12 

30J 3333 3309 W ARMITAGE S electronic 10 10 

303 3281 3255 W ARMITAGE S elecllOnic 10 10 

303 3233 3209 W ARMITAGE S eleclroolc 11 .1 

303 3202 3234 W ARMITAGE N eledronle 12 12 

303 3254 3270 W ARMITAGE N electronic 9 9 

303 3302 3328 W ARMITAGE N elecIronIc 12 12 

30J 3418 3428 W ARMITAGE N aleClronlc 7 7 

303 2003 2009 N STLOUIS E electronic 7 7 

303 2014 2006 S STlOUIS W electronic 5 5 

303 3504 3524 W ARMITAGE N eleclronic 11 11 

303 3546 3572 W ARMITAGE N elecftonlc 11 II 
" .. 

'. 
"-.;lQ.4 •. 3941 3929 W SCHOOL S electronic 1 1 

304 39211 3940 W SCHOOL N efeclronlc 1 7 

304 4002 4008 W SCHOOL N electronic 3 3 

304 4011 ,(003 W SCHOOL S .Iodtonlc 5 5 

304 4002 4010 W MElROSE N e_1e 5 5 

304 4003 4007 W MElROSE S eledronlc 3 3 

304 3317 3J3J N PULASKI E eleclronic 8 6 

304 3330 3328 N PULASKI W .Iodtonlc 3 3 

304 3315 3331 N MIlWAUKEE E eIecIronlt 7 7 

304 3332 3322 N MILWAUKEE W eleclronic 5 5 

304 3300 3300 N PUlASKI w eled'onic 1 1-

304 32SG 3236 N PULASKI w e'edronlc 11 11 

304 3220 3206 N PUlASKI w eleekonlc 7 7 

304 3205 3251 N PUlASKI E elecIronlc 11 11 

305 1558 1546 N AVERS w electroniC 7 7 

305 1543 1557 N AVERS E electronic 8 8 

305 1621 1645 N PUlASKI E eIedroric 7 7 

305 1654 1614 N PUlASKI W elet1rodc 16 15 

306 1536 1S08 N PUlASKI W eIecIronIc 11 11 
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305 1503 1541 N PUlASKI E dcdrolllc 14 14 

305 3808 3824 W NORTH N eledronic 8 8 

305 3840 3850 W NORTH N eloctmnk: 6 6 

305 39Q6 3924 W NORTH N electronic 8 8 

305 3940 3946 W NORTH N eledronic 4 4 

305 4010 4024 W NORTH N electronic 6 6 

305 4019 4011 W NORTH S electronic 4 4 

305 3949 3935 W NORTH S electronic 7 7 

305 3923 3909 W NORTH S electronlc 5 5 

305 3851 3835 W NORTH S electronic 6 6 

305 3815 3609 W NORTH S electronic 4 4 

300 1605 1621 N KEDVALE E mechanlcal 9 9 

300 1556 1550 N KlWARE W medlanlcal 4_r---. ..-L 
306 1556 1532 N TRIPP W rnedl.nlcal 12 12 

306 1549 1557 N TRIPP E medlanJcal 5 5 

306 4040 4050 W NORTH N medlanJcal 5 5 

300 4100 4124 W NORTH N mechank:31 8 6 

306 4142 4150 W NORTH N mechanical 4 4 

300 4204 421B W NORTH N med'lanicaf 8 8 

306 4236 4246 W NORTH N medumlcaf 6 6 

306 4313 4305 W NORTH S mechank:al 5 5 

306 4249 4235 W NORTH S mechantcal 5 6 

306 4217 4203 W NORTH S mechanical 8 8 

306 4145 4137 W NORTH S mechankal 5 5 

306 4125 4111 W NORTH S mechank:al 7 7 

306 4053 4035 W NORTH S mechanical 6 6 

307 3551 3509 W NORTH S mechanical 13 13 

307 3453 3409 W NORTH S mechanical 21 21 

307 3355 3317 W NORTH S t1'IeChanlcal 9 9 

307 3257 3237 W NORTH S mechanlcol 10 10 

307 3223 3211 W NORTH S mechank:al 6 6 

307 3202 3232 W NORTH N mechanical 12 12 

307 3246 3306 W NORTH N med1anlcal 12 12 

307 3326 3352 W NORTH N mechanical 12 12 

307 3410 3434 W NORTH N mechanical 11 11 

307 3444 3510 W NORTH N mechanical II II 

307 3528 3540 w NORTH N mechanical 7 7 

30B 2149 2735 W NORTH S electronic 7 7 

30B 2719 2709 W NORTH S electronic 5 5 

30B 2]02 2724 W NORTH N electronic 11 11 

:1M 2m ?74R w . _. .t:J9!HL_ N electronic Ji 6 

309 3015 3017 N MONTICELLO E electronic 2 2 

309 2992 2982 N LAWNDALE W electronic 5 5 

309 2987 2995 N LAWNDALE E dedron\c 5 5 

309 2950 2942 N RIDGEWAY W eled,onIc 5 5 

309 2943 2955 N RIDGEWAY E dectronk: 7 7 

309 2971 2997 N MILWAUKEE E electroolc 12 12 

309 3027 3043 N MILWAUKEE E electronic B 8 

309 3063 3067 N MILWAUKEE E eledrorJc 3 3 

309 3103 3129 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 12 12 
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JOg 3124 3108 N MILWAUKEE W electronic B 8 

JOg 3090 3084 \II MILWAUKEE W eIecIronic 4 4 

JOg 3062 3048 \II MILWAUKEE W eIedronk: 8 8 

JOg 3044 3022 N UILWAUKEE W eledmnlc 9 9 

309 2994 2970 \II MILWAUKEE W eledronic 9 9 

309 2926 2928 N CENTRAL PARK W eletlronlc 2 2 

309 2924 2904 N CENTRAL PARK W electrone 8 8 

310 2024 2018 N CAMPBELL W electronic 4 4 

310 2119 2131 N ROCKWELL E electronic 9 9 

310 2136 2120 N ROCKWEll W eledronlc 6 6 

310 1958 . 1952 N FAIRFIELD W electronic 7 1 

310 1955 1959 N FAIRFIELD E eledronlc 5 5 

310 2019 2019 N MILWAUKEE E eledronic 20 20 

310 2095 2127 \II MILWAUKEE E el&etmnic 10 10 

310 2128 2092 N MILWAUKEE W eleckonlc 15 15 

310 2082 2058 \II MILWAUKEE W .. edronle 11 11 

310 2056 2004 N MILWAUKEE N eledronlc 20 20 

310 2452 2455 W ARMITAGE N electronic 3 3 

310 2445 2451 W ARMITAGE S aleclronlc 4 4 

310 1962 1962 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 11 11 

310 1951 1971 \II MILWAUKEE E eledronlc 8 6 

310 2413 2409 W ARMITAGE S electronic: 3 3 

311 21104 2808 W PAlMER N electmnlc 3 3 

311 2815 2803 W PALMER S electronic 7 7 

311 2201 2211 N CALIFORNIA E electronic 6 6 

311 229D 2260 \II MILWAUKEE W eIecIronlc 13 13 

311 2235 2293 \II MILWAUKEE E eledronle 17 17 

311 2735 2733 W BelDEN E eI_onle 2 2 

311 2734 2736 W BELDEN W eleclronic 2 2 

311 2303 2327 N CALIFORNIA E eleckonlc 11 11 

-, -- . 311 2343 2355 N CAliFORNIA E eleckonlc 6 6 
. , 

-
311 2358 2348 N CALIFORNIA W elec~onlc 4 4 

311 2301 2377 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 31 31 

311 2415 2429 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 8 8 

311 2437 2455 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 6 6 

311 2448 2416 \II MIlWAUKEE W electroniC 9 9 

311 2378 23!i4 \II MILWAUKEE W electronic 7 7 

311 2340 2324 \II MILWAUKEE W electronic 9 9 

311 2308 2310 \II MILWAUKEE W eleclronlc 2 2 

311 2804 2810 W LYNDAlE N electronic 2 2 

311 2813 2805 W LYNDAlE S electronic 5 5 

311 2216 2208 \II CALIFORNIA W electronic 5 5 

311 2240 2208 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 13 13 

312 2705 2705 N SAWYER E electroniC 1 1 

312 2708 2704 \II SAWYER W electronic 3 3 

312 2459 2557 \II MILWAUKEE E electronic 24 24 

312 2627 2657 N KEDZIE E eleclronlc 9 9 

312 2641 2661 \II MILWAUKEE E eleclrorlc 11 11 

312 2717 2741 \II MILWAUKEE E elec:Irorlc 11 11 

312 2734 2722 \II MILWAUKEE W eletl10nlc 7 7 
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312 2662 2616 N MilWAUKEE W eleatof1iC 12 12 

312 2566 2450 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 34 34 

313 2735 2743 N SPAUlDING E mechanical 5 5 

313 2740 2732 N SPAUlDING W mechanical 5 5 

313 2801 2805 N CHRISTIANA E mechanical 3 3 

313 2820 2822 W WOODARD W mechanical 2 2 

313 2805 2811 W DAWSON E mechanical 4 4 

313 2812 2804 W DAWSON W mechanical 5 5 

313 2909 2913 W WISNER N mechanical 3 3 

313 2912 2904 W WISNER S mechanical 5 5 

313 3502 3509 W WOLFRAM N mechanical 4 4 

313 3511 3505 W WOLFRAM S mechanical 4 4 , 
313 2n4 2716 N SPAUlDING W mechanical 5 5 

313 2717 2n3 N SPAULDING E mechanical 4 4 

313 2758 2743 N FRANCISCO E mechanical 9 9 

313 2757 2781 N MILWAUKEE E mechanical 9 9 

313 3339 3327 W DlVERSEY 5 mechanical 7 7 

313 3018 3008 N KIMBALL W mechanical 6 6 

313 2864 2832 N KIMBAll W mechanical 15 IS 

313 2823 2641 N MilWAUKEE E mechanical 10 10 

313 2845 2855. N MILWAUKEE E mechanical 6 S 

313 2852 2810 N MILWAUKEE W mechanical 14 14 

313 3408 3434 W DlVERSEY N mechanical 13 13 

313 3425 . 3413 W DIVERSEY S mechanical 7 7 

313 2792 2740 N MilWAUKEE W mechanical 21 21 

313 2825 2817 W DIVERSEY S mechanical :; 5 

313 2814 2824 W DlVERSEY N mechan/cal 5 5 

314 2903 2913 If GRESHAM E elec~onIc 6 S 

314 2916 2906 If GRESHAM V'f electronic 6 6 

314 28n 2668 N DRAKE W electronic 3 3 

314 2869 2875 If DRAKE E eleclronlc 4 4 

' .. -. 314 2869 2891 N MILWAUl<EE E eleclronlc 10 10 

314 2915 2923 N MILWAUKEE E eleclronic 5 5 

314 2931 2953 If MILWAUKEE E eiedronlc 9 9 

314 2915 2925 If CENTRAl PARK E elecIronlc 6 6 

314 2948 2914 If MILWAUKEE W electronic 15 15 

314 2894 2964 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 11 11 

315 4_ 4807 W WARNER S electronic 3 3 

315 4768 4758 W BERENICE N electronic 6 6 

315 3812 3820 If CICERO W electronic 5 5 

315 3o:J11 3042 N CICCRO W .. I-..",c 6 5 

315 3908 3922 N CICERO W electronic 7 7 

315 3932 3954 N CICERO W eleclronlc 11 11 

315 4020 4000 N CICERO W _nic 12 12 

315 4116 4120 N CICERO W electronic 3 3 

315 4039 4031 N CICERO E ~onic 5 5 

315 4718 4702 W IRVING PARK N eledmnIc 7 1 

315 4741 4157 W /RV/NGPARK S e_c 6 6 

315 3969 3913 N MILWAUKEE E eledmnIc 2S 25 

315 3920 3988 N MILWAUKEE 'If e/ecIronIc 23 23 
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315 4B04 4810 W BEUEPlAINE III eledJDnlc 4 4 

316 4005 4013 N LAPORTE E eledronic 5 5 

318 4006 4004 III LAPORTE W of.dronl. 3 3 

31(; 3951 3957 III LAIAON E electronic 4 4 

316 4058 4014 III MILWAlJllEE W eJedronic 18 18 

316 4_ 4926 N MILWAUKEE W eledronlc 28 28 

316 4938 4954 W IRVING PARK N electronic 8 8 

316 4943 4911 W IRVING PARK S electronic 9 9 

316 4913 4901 W IRVING PARK 5 electronic 4 4 

316 4663 4811 W IRVING PARK S electrDnic 19 19 

316 4005 4055 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 23 23 

317 4063 4069 N MILWAUKEE E eleclrDnIc 4 4 

311 4105 4111 III MILWAUKEE E eleClromc 4 4 

317 4128 4114 III MILWAUKEE W electronic 1 1 

317 4076 4060 N MILWAUKEE W ale<:lronlc 7 7 

317 5038 5()36 W PENSACOLA N electronic 2 2 

317 4341 4361 N MILWAUKEE E ele<:~OflIc 9 9 

317 5041 5031 W MONTROSE 5 electronic 6 6 

317 4409 4437 III MILWAUKEE E electronic 14 14 

317 4424 4404 N MILWAUKEE W efectronic 10 10 

317 5106 5114 W MONTROSE N electronfc 5 5 

317 4384 4336 N MILWAUKEE W eledronlc 13 13 

317 4860 4836 W BELLE PlAINE 5 electronic 13 13 

317 4904 4910 W BELLE PLAINE N elec~OflIc 4 4 

317 4917 4907 W BELLE PLAINE S etectronlc 5 5 

317 5065 5061 W AGATITE S eleclrOfllc 3 3 

318 4003 4009 N MASON E eleclronlc 4 4 

318 4010 4004 N MASON W electroniC 4 4 

318 3951 3931 N NATCHEZ E etedronic 11 11 

318 3936 3956 N NATCHEZ W eleclronic 10 10 

318 5908 6924 W IRVING PARK N electronic 8 8 

" " al8" " 5930 5942 W IRVING PARK N elecrOfllc 4 4 

318 6004 6014 W IRVING PARK N ekM:lronic 4 4 

318 6034 605D W IRVING PARK N etectonlc 7 1 

318 W61 6011 W IRI/ING PARK S eI_OflIe 22 22 

318 3942 3952 N AUSTIN W electronic 5 5 

318 3945 3947 III AUSTIN E elecmnic 2 2 

318 S9SS 5907 W IRVlNGPARK S etec~onlc 12 12 

319 560B 56S4 W BELMONT N electonfc 16 16 

319 5102 5756 W BELMONT N electronic 22 22 

319 5751 5147 W BELMONT S el_onIc 3 3 

319 5129 5719 W BELMONT S electronic 6 6 

319 5651 5639 W BELMONT S eleclmnle 10 10 

319 5619 5603 W BELMONT S elec"",,c 8 B 

319 3203 3213 III MAJOR E electoolc 5 5 

319 3214 3212 N MAJOR W electronic 7 7 

319 3145 3159 N MANGO E electronc 7 7 

319 3158 3148 N PARKSIDE W elecIrorie 5 5 

320 3203 3215 III LINDER E mechanical 7 7 

320 3216 3210 N LINDER W mechanical 4 4 
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320 3158 3146 N LUNA W mechanical 7 7 

320 3147 3155 N LUNA E mechanical 5 5 

320 3158 3144 N LINDER W mechanical 7 7 

320 3143 3155 N LINDER E mechanical 7 7 

320 3147 3159 N LOTUS E mechanical 7 7 

320 5416 5426 w BELMONT N mechank:al 5 5 

320 543B 5450 W BelMONT N mechank:al 4 4 

320 5502 5522 W BELMONT N mechank:al 10 10 

320 5534 5548 W BELMONT N mechanical 6 S 

320 5555 5535 W BELMONT 5 mechanical 8 8 

320 5523 5511 W BelMONT 5 mechanical 7 7 

320 545S 5433 W BELMONT S mechanical 8 8 

320 5413 5411 W BELMONT 5 mechank:al 5 5 

321 5602 5610 W SCHOOL N electronic 5 5 

321 5611 5611 W SCHOOL S electronic I 1 

321 3105 3145 N CEmRAL E electronic 15 15 

321 3203 3231 N CENTRAL E etectronk. 3 3 

321 3231 3253 N. CENTRAL E eteclroruc 7 7 

321 3301 3325 N CENTRAL E etecb"onlc 7 7 

321 3326 3306 N CENTRAL W electronic 4 4 

321 3256 3230 N CENTRAL W eledronlc 10 10 

321 3220 320!> N CENTRAL W efectronic 6 6 

321 3154 3114 N CENTRAL W electronIc 15 15 

322 3154 3136 N GREENVIEW W electronic 9 9 

322 3132 3112 N GREENVIEW W elec:lJonlc 6 6 

322 3054 3048 N GREENVIEW W electronIc 4 4 

322 1342 1330 W WELLINGTON N eIec~onic 1 7 

322 1459 1447 W BARRY 5 electronic 7 7 

322 3107 3127 N GREENVIEW E electroniC 10 10 

322 3137 3151 N GREENVIEW E eI.wonlC 7 7 

322 3070 3020 N LINCOLN W electronic 21 21 
., -- 322 3003 3009 N SOUTHPORT E electronic 4 4 

322 3022 3006 N SOUTHPORT W electroniC 8 8 

322 3009 3071 N LINCOLN E electronIc 31 31 

323 1506 1514 w BARRY N elecJronlC 5 5 

323 1511 1505 w BARRY S electronic 4 4 

323 3128 3106 N ASHlAND W elec!fonlc 11 11 

323 3111 3137 N ASHLAND E elee_lc 10 10 

323 3156 3110 N LINCOlN w eleclronlc 16 16 

323 3103 3169 N LINCOLN E eJecfron(c 29 29 

323 1545 1531 w BELMONT --~--- - e.leclr!ll'llc ._- ____ J_ 7 

324 1646 1650 W SCHOOL N elec!ronlc 3 3 

324 1653 1645 W SCHOOL S eIe*onic 4 4 

324 1626 1634 w MELROSE N eleclronlc 4 4 

324 1623 1621 W MELROSE S efeclronJc 2 2 

324 1551 1541 W MELROSE S eleclronic 6 6 

324 1562 1554 W MELROSE N eleclronic 2 2 

324 1547 1547 W SCHOOL S electronic t 1 

324 3260 3238 N lINCOLN w eleclron/c 7 7 

324 3224 3210 N LINCOLN W elec_1c 6 8 
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324 1606 1650 W BElMONT N electronic 14 14 

324 1657 1611 W BELMONT S eledJonic 20 20 

324 3213 3225 N ASHlAND E ,erectronlc 7 7 

324 323S 3251 N ASHLAND E electronic 8 8 

324 3246 3210 N ASHlAND W eledJoo/c 7 T 

324 3241 =7 N LINCOlN E eledJOIllc 10 10 

325 1706 1710 W ROSCOE N e/edJonIc 3 3 

325 3J5O 3346 N PAUliNA W electronic 3 3 

325 3307 33S3 N MARSHFIELD E eIedJonIc 19 19 

325 1653 1647 W ROSCOE S el'ectronk. 4 4 

325 1548 1544 W HENDERSON N electrOrllc 3 3 

325 3424 3412 N LINCOLN W eledronic 5 5 

325 3332 3304 N LINCOLN W eledIonlc 12 12 

325 3309 3355 N LINCOLN E eIedJonIc 17 17 

325 3415 3429 N LINCOLN E eledronlc 7 7 

325 3307 3327 N ASHlAND E eledronlc 11 11 

325 3337 3343 N ASHLAND E electronic 3 3 

325 JJ58 3324 N ASHLAND W eledronJc 18 18 

326 2480 2480 N LINCOlN W e1edromc 1 I 

326 2478 2462 N LINCOLN W eledJonIc 8 8 

326 2454 2454 N LINCOLN W eledronlc 1 I 

326 2448 2404 N LINCOLN W eledmnlc 16 16 

326 2366 2310 N LINCOLN W eleclronlc 12 12 

326 2272 2206 N LINCOLN W eledlonfc 25 25 

326 2215 2263 N LINCOLN E eledronfc 19 19 

326 2311 2365 N LINCOlN E elecilonfc 16 16 

326 2409 2451 N LINCOLN E eledJonIc 15 15 

326 2453 2453 N LINCOLN E elocb'onlc 1 1 

326 2455 2475 N LINCOLN E eleciIonlc 1 1 

326 2417 2477 N LINCOLN E eleclronlc I 1 

327 825 815 W FUlLERTON S eleciIonlc 8 8 
" :21" 151 703 W FULLERTON S electronic 17 17 

\ 
327 700 122 W FUlLERTON N eledJonic 9 9 

".5Z7 2409 2459 N HALSTED E eledronlc 11 11 

321 2450 2408 N HALSTED W electronlc 19 19 

328 29 17 E 8 S eleciIonic 5 5 

328 32 :l8 E 8 N electronic , 4 

328 138 104 S WABASH W elec/lonlc T 7 

328 27 27 E BALBOA S electronic 1 1 

328 22 30 E BALBOA N eleclronlc 5 5 

328 640 612 S WABASH W eleelro"'c 9 9 

328 603 633 S WABASH E eleclronlc 12 12 

329 723 601 S DEARIlORN E elecIronIc 22 22 

329 738 602 S DEARBORN W electronic 18 18 

329 650 736 S CLARK W elecironlc 6 6 

329 83 61 W POlK S electronic 9 9 

329 640 706 S STATE W eIecironie 5 5 

329 4 18 W POLK N eleclronlc 6 6 

329 17 5 W POLK S eleclronle 5 5 

329 627 753 S CLARK E eleclronlc 10 10 
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329 !12 70 W POlK N electronic 5 5 

329 635 735 S STATE E eleclronlc 12 12 

330 1021 911 S WABASH E eIecIronIc 14 14 

330 831 IlW S WABASH E ele<:1ronlC 14 14 

330 810 834 S WABASH W electronic 10 10 

330 S04 1024 S WABASH W eleCtronic 13 13 

330 76 50 N 11 N eJeclronic 12 12 

330 51 79 E 9 S eleclronlc 7 7 

330 54 !12 E 9 N eleclronic 10 10 

330 42 32 E 11 N elec~OnlC 4 4 

330 43 39 E 11 S eleclrorlc 3 3 

330 1204 1244 S WABASH W eleclronic 18 16 

330 1257 1223 S WABASH E electronic 13 13 

331 1306 1350 S WABASH W eleclronic 20 20 

331 1412 1446 S WABASH W elecmnlc 17 17 

331 1449 1405 S WABASH E ef.edronfc 19 19 

331 1355 1317 S WABASH E electronic 16 16 

331 33 25 E 13THST S eleaonlc 5 5 

331 47 71 E 13TH ST S. eleaonJc 13 13 

331 84 52 E 13TH ST N eleclrorlc 14 14 

332 3148 3156 N BERNARD W eleclronlc 4 4 

332 3156 3146 N CHRISTIANA W el~c 6 e 
332 3149 3157 N CHRISTIANA E eI"","onie S 5 

332 3416 3436 W BELMONT N electronlc 10 10 

332 3405 3423 W BELMONT S elecWoric 10 10 

332 3441 3455 W BELMONT S eI_c 7 7 

332 3511 3525 W BELMONT S e_rlc 5 5 

332 3541 3509 W SCHOOL N elecWonie 13 13 

333 2147 2153 N SHEFFIEW E eleclronlC 4 4 

333 957 939 W WEBSTER S electronic 8 8 

333 938 954 W WEBSTER N eleclrarle 6 6 

333 2204 2252 N SHEFFIElD W eleclronlc 24 24 

333 2304 2328 N SHEFFIEW W eleclrarlc 13 13 

334 2125 2103 S INDIANA E electronc 5 5 

334 2041 2005 S .NDlANA E eledronc 12 12 

334 2104 2156 S INDIANA W elecIroric 16 15 

334 64 58 E CERMAK II ele<:IrorIc 4 4 

335 434 404 N WABASH W e._c 14 14 

335 401 415 N WABASH E eleclronic 7 7 

335 431 457 N WABASH E eI~e 12 12 

335 458 438 N WABASH W d,,"one 7 7 

336 113 139 E SOUTHWATER S eleaorle 10 10 

33B 2as 284 N STETSON w Pav&Dlsdev 1 11 

336 205 267 N STETSON E Pay.& Dls~ay , 12 

336 332 304 II STETSON W eleclranic D 9 

336 168 140 E SOUTHWATER II e ..... onIc 8 8 

336 316 310 II STETSON W e.adroric 2 2 

336 274 284 II STETSOII W electronic 6 5 

336 152 104 E LAKE N Pav&DSIlIav 1 1B 

336 156 152 II BEUBIEN W elecIroric 3 3 
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336 153 167 N BEUBIEN E eledronic B 8 

336 170 154 N STETSON W electronic 9 9 

336 153 169 N STETSON E elecIronic a 6 

336 283 285 N STETSON E eledmnic 2 2 

336 351 355 N STETSON E electronic 3 3 

331 2414 2418 N SHEFFIELD W eleclronle 3 3 

337 2427 2411 N SHEFFIELD E electronic 7 7 

331 2505 2505 N LINCOlN E electronic 1 1 

331 2507 2531 H LINCOLN E electronic 11 11 

337 2541 2575 N LINCOLN E electronic 9 9 

337 2571 25n N LlNCOLH E electronic I 1 

337 2615 2633 H LINCOLN E elecIronic 10 10 

337 2651 2675 H LINCOLN E electronic 9 9 

331 2709 2776 H LINCOLN E elecln>nlc 28 28 

331 2ns 2718 N LINCOLN VI electronic 30 30 

331 2662 2618 N lINCOLN VI electronic 12 12 

337 2578 2508 H LINCOLN VI elecJronlc 20 20 

337 2506 2506 N LINCOLN VI ~eclronlc 1 1 

336 5355 6309 W aaMONT S eIecJronlc 18 16 

338 5257 5207 W BELMONT S elecln>nlc 20 20 

336 3156 3148 N LARAMIE W etectronlc 6 6 

338 5210 5246 W BaMONT N eleclronlc 11 11 

336 5302 5356 W BELMONT N eleclronlc 18 18 

339 2809 2845 H LINCOLN E electronic. 16 16 

339 2907 2963 H LINCOLN E eIedronIc 24 24 

339 2970 2908 N lINCOLN W electronic 28 28 

339 2878 2808 N LINCOLN W eJectrO/1lc 14 14 

340 1603 1609 N MCVICKER E eledronic 4 4 

340 1610 1606 N MCVICKER W eleclronlc 3 3 

340 1603 1609 N MEADE E eleclronle 4 4 

, 340 1610 1604 N MEADE W eleelronlc 4 4 - . '340-- 1601 1609 N MOODY E eledrmlc 5 5 

340 1612 1604 N MOODY W elactlJnlc 6 6 

340 1603 1611 N MOBILE E electronic 5 5 

340 1610 1608 N MOBILE W electronic 2 2 

340 6014 6022 W NORTH N eledronlc 5 5 

340 6030 6048 W NORTH N e/edronlC 7 7 

340 6104 6122 W NORTH N oleclnJnle 10 10 

340 6140 6146 VI NORTH N electror/c 3 3 

340 6206 6226 W NORTH N electrarlc 10 10 

340 6240 6274 W NORTH N elec_ 15 15 

340 6302 6314 W NORTH N electrcric 7 7 

341 6938 6960 W NORTH N mechanical B 8 

342 6404 6424 W NORTH N elecltoriC 10 10 

342 6440 6472 W NORTH N elecllllric 10 10 

342 6506 6520 W NORTH N electronic 4 4 

342 6602 6616 W NORTH N electronic 7 7 

342 6626 6630 W NORTH N eleclmnlc 3 3 

342 6640 671G W NORTH N electronic 11 11 

342 6734 6736 W NORTH N electronfc 2 2 
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342 6818 6822 W NORTH N electronic 3 3 

342 6834 6848 W NORTH N elecIJOOC 5 5 

342 6906 6926 W NORTH N - 10 10 

342 6840 6960 W NORTH N eledltr/c 8 8 

343 833 801 S STATE E electJenie 16 16 

343 816 844 S STATE W eleclronic 13 13 

343 906 1018 S STATE W eledrcric 14 14 

343 1135 1103 S STATE E eleckonic 12 12 

343 1017 913 S STAlE E eleclronic 9 9 

343 28 8 E 9 N electronic: 8 S 

343 9 31 E 9 S elec1ronlc 8 S 

344 1630 1648 W CORTlJlND N eledronic 6 6 

344 1702 1718 W CORnAND N electronic 9 9 

344 1623 1635 W CORTLAND S electronic 7 7 

344 1767 1753 W ARMITAGE S electronic 8 e 

345 1359 1355 W CHICAGO S eledrontc 3 3 

345 1351 1331 W CHICAGO S electronic 8 B 

345 1319 1313 W CHICAGO 5 elecbonlc 4 4 

345 1247 1241 W CHICAGO S etectronic 4 4 

345 1246 . 1260 W CHICAGO N electronic 6 6 

345 1330 1358 w CHICAGO N electrtric 14 14 

346 1157 114 W CHICAGO 5 electronic 9 9 

346 957 935 W CHICAGO S electronic 12 12 

346 855 829 W CHICAGO S etectrooic 14 14 

346 828 834 W CHICAGO N electrroc 4 4 

346 904 912 W CHICAGO N electronic 5 5 

346 920 926 W CHICAGO N electronic 4 4 

346 962 974 W CHICAGO N eledrook: 7 7 

347 2001 Z009 N KEYSTONE E . electronic 8 8 

347 2001 2007 N KEOVALE E electrooic 5 5 

347 2010 Z004 N KEOVAlE W electronic 7 7 

3!lT 4002 4024 W ARMITAGE N electronic 11 II 

347 4034 4050 W ARMITAGE N eleCtronic 7 7 

347 4102 4124 W ARMITAGE N electronic: 9 9 

347 4134 4150 W ARMITAGE N eleclronlc 6 8 

347 4204 4224 W ARMITAGE N eleclronle 10 10 

347 4238 4244 W ARMITAGE N electronic 5 5 

347 4302 4322 W ARMITAGE N electronIc 6 6 

347 4334 4346 W ARMITAGE N eledronlc 8 8 

347 4402 4426 W ARMITAGE N electronic 9 9 

347 4423 4405 W ARMITAGE S GleCIrOnle 8 8 

347 4359 4335 W ARMITAGE S electronic 6 6 

347 4325 4315 W ARMITAGE S eledronic 3 3 

347 4255 4239 W ARMITAGE S electronic 9 9 

347 4223 4215 W ARMITAGE S electronic 5 5 

347 4149 4147 W ARMITAGE S elecIronIc 7 1 

347 4119 4111 W ARMITAGE S eledronlc 5 5 

347 4057 4039 W ARMITAGE S eledronlc 9 9 

347 4023 4011 W ARMITAGE S eler:IronIr: 7 1 

347 3957 3039 W ARMITAGE S eledronlc 9 9 
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348 2003 2011 N LAGROSSE E eleclronlc 9 9 

348 2010 2004 N LACROSSE W eJedronfc 1 7 

348 1956 1946 N LACROSSE W electronic 8 8 

348 1949 1955 N LACROSSE E eledronic 1 7 

348 2003 2011 N LEClAIRE e electronic 5 5 

348 2016 2004 N LECLAIRE W electronic 13 13 

348 4804 ~a18 w ARMITAGE N electronic 8 8 

348 4821 ~811 W ARMITAGE S electronic 6 6 

349 3164 . 3136 N HAMliN W electronic 14 14 

349 3235 3283 N MILWAUKEE E eJeclrontc 19 19 

349 3290 3224 N MILWAUKEE W eledronlc 21 27 

349 3184 3172 N MILWAUKEE W eledronlc 7 7 

350 3755 3131 W ARMITAGE S etectronJc 10 10 

350 .nl 3113 W ARMITAGE S electronic 4 4 

350 3853 3843 W ARMITAGE S eledronlc 4 4 

350 3625 3613 W ARMITAGE S electronic 5 5 

350 3632 3648 W ARMITAGE N efecttonlc 9 9 

350 3702 3720 W ARMITAGE N eteclronlc 9 9 

350 3740 3764 W ARMITAGE N eleclrOll'c 8 e 
351 261 315 E RANDOLPH LOWER LEVELl S eleclronlc 40 40 

352 47 71 E CERMAK S eleclronic 13 13 

352 22D2 2248 S WABASH W eJectronlc 20 20 

352 2255 2219 S WABASH E eJeclronic 16 16 

353 1605 1777 N CLYBOURN E electronic 47 47 

353 1605 1875 N ClYBOURN E electronic 30 30 

363 1003 1957 N ClYBOlJRN E electronle 26 26 

353 2103 2133 N CLYBOURN E electronic 15 15 

353 2145 2159 N CLYBOURN E electronic 7 7 

353 2169 2187 N CLYBOURN E eieclronlc 1 7 

354 5836 5640 W ROOSEVELT N e1eck"onic 3 3 

354 5902 5922 W ROOSEVELT N elecfronlc 11 11 

35<r' 59J6 5950 W ROOSEVELT N electronic 8 8 

355 3051 3009 S HALSTED E elecfronk: 11 11 

355 2999 3048 S HALSTED W e)edronic 25 25 

355 804 822 W 31STST N electronic 2 2 

355 807 803 W 31ST5T 5 eIecIronIc 3 3 

355 3102 3146 5 HALSTED W elecfronlc 13 13 

355 3145 3107 5 HAL5TED E elecfron/c 15 15 

355 804 812 W 32NDST N eIe1:~onIc :; :; 

355 801 80J W 32NDST S electronIc 4 4 

356 359 345 W HUBBARD S electronic 6 6 

356 344 360 W HUBBARD N eIeclJonic 7 7 

356 453 415 W IlUNOIS S elecronlc 15 15 

356 340 376 W IWNOIS N electronic 12 12 

356 510 604 N KINGSBURY W electronic 4 4 

351 2751 2751 N LAWNDALE E eI_onic 4 4 

357 3659 3637 W DlVERSEY S eledronlc 12 12 

357 3602 3652 w DlVERSEY n eledronle 17 17 

351 2805 2811 N lAWNDALE E electronic 4 4 

358 820 820 W MONROE N electronic 1 1 
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3S8 840 aGO w MONROE N electronic 11 11 

3S8 922 940 W MONROE N electronic 10 10 

3S8 19 5 5 SANGAMON E electronic a B 

3S8 6 42 S SANGAMON W eleclmnlc 11 11 

358 942 962 W MONROE N electronic a 8 

3S8 961 939 W MONROE 5 electronic 9 9 

358 102 134 S SANGAMON W electronic 17 17 

358 127 101 S SANGAMON E eleruonlc 14 14 

358 937 915 W MONROE S electronic 10 10 

358 857 839 W MONROE S electronic 10 10 

358 619 801 W IIIONROE S electronic B 8 

359 2204 2210 5 LEAIIITf W electronic 3 3 

359 2209 2203 5 LEAVITI E efectronlc 4 4 

359 2153 2147 S LEAVITI E electronic 4 4 

359 2150 2156 S LEAVllT W electmolc 4 4 

359 2223 2203 W CERMAK S electronic B B 

359 2167 2111 W CERMAK S electronic lB 18 

359 2057 2009 W CERMAK 5 electronic 13 13 

359 2004 2050 w CERMAK N electronic 22 22 

359 2102 2150 W CERMAK N electronic 17 17 

359 2216 2224 W CERMAK N electronic 4 4 

360 2205 2231 N RACINE E electronic 14 14 

360 2310 2330 N RACINE W electronic 9 9 

360 233B 235B N RACINE W eleclrnnic 11 11 

361 2656 2611 S WABASH EIW electronic 45 45 

362 1706 1718 S ASHLANO W el_ 6 G 

362 1604 1656 W 18TH5T N eledmnlc 20 20 

362 1713 1709 5 PAULINA E eledronlc 2 2 

362 1710 1716 5 PAULINA W eledronlc 4 4 

362 1702 1750 W 18TH5T N eleclmnlc 16 16 

362 1759 1717 W 18THST S electronic 20 20 

-. --. 362 1800 1804 5 PAULINA W electronic Z 2 --. 
362 1807 1801 S PAULINA E electrontc 4 4 

362 1657 1605 W 181H51 S electronic lB 18 

362 1802 1824 S ASHLANO W electronic 10 10 

362 1823 lB07 S ASHLAND E electronic B B -
3B2 1545 1503 W 18TH 51 S electronic 17 17 

363 1306 1312 W IBTH51 N electronic 4 4 

363 1316 1344 W IBTH51 N electronic 11 11 

363 1661 1633 S BLUE ISlAND E ek!clronic 9 9 

363 16;!6 1644 S BlUE ISlAND W electronic 4 4 . -.~. -~- .... - . 
363 1717 1703 S LOOMIS E eJeclronlc 6 8 

363 1712 1720 S LOOMIS W eledtonle 4 4 

363 1404 1458 W lBTHST N e_lc 19 19 

363 1502 1548 W lBTHST N electronic 19 19 

363 1707 1719 S ASHlAND E e_nle 7 7 

364 1436 1452 W 19TH5T N etectronic 4 4 

364 1455 1451 W 19THST E electronic 3 3 

364 1453 1411 W 18lH5T 5 _onIc IS 15 

364 1812 1864 S BLUElSlANO W electronic 29 29 
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364 1900 1928 S BLUE ISlAND W eleclronlc 8 8 

J64 1929 1913 5 BLUE ISlAND E electJonJc 7 7 

J64 1851 1625 S BLUE ISlAND E electronlc 25 25 

J64 1349 1315 W lBTHST S electronic 14 14 

364 1259 1239 W 18THST S eJectronlc 10 10 

364 1225 1213 W 16THST S cleclronlc 4 4 

364 1\77 \155 W lBTHST S etectronlc 5 5 

364 1144 1168 W 16TH 5T N electronic 4 4 

364 1202 1218 W lBTHST N electronic 8 8 

364 1232 1252 W lBTHST N electronic 2 2 

365 2202 2212 5 CALIFORNIA W eledrnnlc 5 5 

365 2206 2201 S CALIFORNIA E electronic 2 2 

365 2755 2735 W CERMAK 5 electronic 9 9 

365 2723 2707 W CERMAK S electronic B B 

365 2659 2659 W CERMAK S electronic 1 1 -

365 2620 2650 W CERMAK N eiec1roolc 9 9 

365 2708 2722 W CERMAK Ii electronIc B 8 

365 2736 2750 W CERMAK Ii efectronlc 6 8 

365 2153 2155 5 CALIFORNIA E efectronlc 2 2 

366 2810 2660 W CERMAK - N electronic 26 26 

36G 2904 2906 W CERMAK N elect"'nlc 2 2 

366 3008 3020 W CERMAK Ii electroniC 4 4 

366 3036 3048 W CERMAK Ii electronic 7 7 

366 3102 3126 W CERMAK N eJedrook: 12 12 

366 3134 3142 W CERMAK N electroolc 5 5 

366 3147 3137 W CERMAK S electronic 3 3 

366 3123 3105 W CERMAK S cledronic 6 6 

366 3057 3049 w CERMAK 5 electronic 3 3 

366 3019 3007 W CERMAK S electronic 7 7 

366 2901 2911 W CERMAK S electmnlc 5 5 

366 2875 2807 W CERMAK S eledronlc 2S 26 

"3ar" 2602 2606 S KEDVAlE W mechanical 3 3 

3fil 2611 2607 S KEDVAlE E mechanical 3 3 

3fil 2604 2610 S KOMENSKY W mechanical 4 4 

367 2611 2603 S KOMENSKY E medlanlcaf 5 5 

367 3105 3107 S KEDVAlE E medlanlcal 2 2 

367 3052 3046 S KEDVAlE W mechanical 6 6 

3fil 4157 4133 W 26TH5T S mechanical 12 12 

367 4111 4107 W 26THST S mechanical 3 3 

367 4055 4035 W 26THST 5 mechanical 11 11 

367 4021 4007 W 26THST S mechanical 8 8 

367 2604 2650 S PUlASKI W mechanical 18 16 

367 2857 2607 S PUlASKI E mechanical 24 24 

367 2555 2507 S F'UVlSKI E rned1anlcal 15 15 

367 2502 2522 S PUlASl<I W mechanical 6 6 

3fJ1 253B 2550 S PUlASKI W mechanical 6 6 

367 4012 4024 w 25THST N mechanical 1 7 

367 4046 4078 W 26THST N mechanical 11 11 

367 4134 4156 W 26THST N mechanical 12 12 

3GB 2552 2556 S RlDGEWAV W electroniC 3 3 
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368 2559 2547 S SPRINGFIE1.D E eledroole 7 7 

368 2552 2556 S SPRINGFIE1.D W eteclronlc 3 3 

368 2555 2547 S HARDING E olectronk: S 5 

36B 2548 2558 S HARDING W electronic 6 6 

36B 2604 2612 S HARDING W electronic 5 5 

36B 2611 2603 S HARDING E eleClronlc ~ 5 

3GB 2600 2614 S SPRINGFIELD W electronic 8 8 

3GB 2617 2605 S SPRINGFEtD E e1ectronJc 7 7 

368 2604 2610 S HAMUN W electronic 2 2 

368 2&17 2605 S HAMLIN E electronic 2 2 

36B 2604 2606 S RIDGEWAY W ekKironic 2 2 

3GB 3736 3750 W 26THST N BIectronlc 7 7 

368 3804 3824 W 26TH ST N electronic 8 8 

368 3836 3852 W 26TIlST N eJectmnlc 9 9 

368 3902 3924 w 26THST N etectroolc 11 11 

36B 3938 3960 W 26TIlST N electronic 11 11 

368 3957 3935 W 26THST S eIee~onlc 10 10 

36B 3921 3909 W 26TIlST S electtonlc 6 6 

36B 38~7 3635 W 26THST S electronic 10 10 

36B 3823 3B09 W 26TIlST S etecIronic 8 8 

368 3751 3737 W 26THST S electronic 10 10 

369 3721 3707 W 26TIlST S eleclronlc 7 7 

369 3655 3635 W 26THST S electronic 10 10 

369 3623 3607 W Z6THST 9 electronic 7 7 

369 3555 3535 W 26THST S electronic 11 11 

369 2604 2616 S DRAKE W alec1ronIc 7 7 

369 353B 3552 W 26THST N electronic 7 7 

369 3602 3624 W 26THST N aI_onlc 10 10 

369 3634 3656 W 26T1lST N electronic 10 10 

369 3710 3722 W 2STI-lST N eI_onlc 6 6 

370 2550 2558 S CHRISTIANA W _nlc S 5 

310 2555 2553 S HOMAN E eleclroniC 2 2 

370 2552 2558 S HOMAN W elec1ronIc 3 3 

370 2559 2557 S TRUMBUll E etectronlc 2 2 

310 2646 2558 S TRUMBUll W electronic 7 7 

370 2559 2649 S DRAKE E electronic 6 6 

370 2615 2601 S DRAKE E electronic 8 8 

370 2602 2616 S STLOUIS W electronic 8 8 

370 2605 2603 S STLOUIS E eleclronlc 2 2 

370 2602 2614 S HOMAN W eleclronlc 7 7 

370 2= 2&14 S CHRISTIANA W efectronic 7 7 

370 3334 3350 W 26THST N elecironlC 3 3 

370 3402 3426 W 28THST N eleclmnlc 10 10 

370 3436 3448 W 26THST III eledronlc 7 7 

370 3502 3522 W 26TI-1ST N elecIronlc 9 9 

370 3523 3507 W 26ffiST S electronIc 7 7 

370 3459 3437 W 26THST S electronic a 8 

370 3427 3405 W 26THST S electronic 5 5 

371 2555 2653 S SAWYER E eleclrofllc 2 2 

311 2555 2551 5 SPAUlDING E electronic 3 3 
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371 2654 25SS S SPAULDING W eleclronlc 3 3 

311 2511 2509 S CHRISTIANA e eIecIronic 2 2 

311 2m3 2607 S CHRlSnANA E e_c 3 3 

371 2m2 2610 S SPAULDING W electronic 5 5 

371 2613 2601 S SPAULDING E aledronlc 7 7 

311 2602 2616 S SAWYER W electronic B B 

311 26113 2615 S SAWYER E electrOniC 1 1 

371 3134 3156 W 26TH ST N elecllonlc B B 

311 2545 2505 S KEDZIE E elec1ronlc 12 12 

371 2510 2660 S KEOZIE W electronic 20 20 

371 3212 3222 W 26THST N eledronlc 4 4 

31\ 3238 3250 W 26THST N etectronlc 6 6 

371 3304 3322 W 26THST N electronic 10 10 

31\ 3319 3305 W 26THST S electronic 6 6 

37t 3257 3233 W 26THST S electronic 11 11 

371 3223 3215 W 26THST S etectronic 5 5 

:371 3149 3141 W 26THST S etectronlc 4 • -.--- .-
372 2940 2906 W 26THST N electronle 16 16 

312 2550 2556 S FRANCISCO W electronic 4 4 

312 2553 2557 S FRANCISCO E oIeclronlc 3 3 

372 2634 2804 W 26THST N electronic 9 9 

312 2542 2536 S CAUFORNIAAV W etectronic 4 4 

372 2535 2819 S CAUFORNIAAV E eleelronlc 11 11 

372 2554 2536 S CALIFORNIA BLVD W electronic 10 10 

372 2530 2512 S CALIFORNIA BLVD W electronic to 10 

372 2509 2525 S CAUFORNIABlVD E electronic 9 9 

372 2531 265t S CAliFORNIA BLVD E electronic 11 11 

373 762 760 N OGDEN W electronic 2 2 

313 140 734 N OGDEN W eleclronlc 4 4 

373 72J 733 N OGDEN E elecIronIc 6 5 

373 145 751 N OGDEN E eleclronlc 4 4 

"373 B03 823 N OGDEN E eleclronlc 11 11 

373 B35 803 N OGDEN E eIec~onIc 17 17 

373 808 838 N OGDEN W eleclronic 16 16 

373 626 810 N OGDEN W eleclronic 9 9 

314 11SS 1114 N WELLS W eleclronle 21 21 

374 101)2 1018 N WELLS W eleclronlc 9 9 

37. 228 242 W OAK N eleclronlc 9 9 

314 251 209 W OAK S ._nlc 20 20 

314 956 944 N WELLS W eleclronlc 7 7 

374 204 230 W WAlTON N elecIronic 14 l' 

314 231 205 W WALTON S electronic 9 9 

374 930 914 N WEllS W eleclrDnlc 9 9 

374 656 842 N WELLS W electronIc 9 9 

374 206 22B W CHESTNUT N eIecIronlc 10 10 

374 201 205 W CHESTNUT S _nle 9 9 

374 844 828 N WELlS W eieclronle 9 9 

375 2751 2711 W 26THST S electronic 23 23 

375 2608 20!iO W 201113T N eleclronlc 23 23 

375 2702 2734 W 26THST N eledronle 14 14 
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376 2604 2660 S CAliFORNIA BlVD W electronic: 29 29 

376 2812 3010 S CAliFORNIA BlVD W eledronlc 13 73 

377 2959 2849 S CAliFORNIA BlVD E eledronlc 36 36 

377 2847 2123 $ CAliFORNIA BlVD E electronic 42 42 

370 2755 2135 W 26TH S electronic 11 11 

310 2159 2625 $ WASHTENAW E electronic 47 47 

370 2621 2603 S WASHTENAW E electronic 10 10 

319 2602 2150 $ WASHTENAW W electrDllk: 50 50 

379 2108 2734 W 28TH N electronk: 14 14 

380 1014 1002 E 53RD$T N double bav/elecl. 4 7 

380 1003 1015 E S3ROST $ dOUble bav/eled. 4 7 

380 1428 1406 E 53ROST N dooble bayle1ed. 6 11 

380 1376 1368 E 53RO$T N dOUble bav/eled. 3 5 

380 1360 1304 E 53ROST N dooble bay/elect. 10 19 

380 1305 1377 E 53RDST S double bay/e!ecI. 16 32 

380 1405 1427 E 53RDST S double bay/eled. 6 11 

300 5234 5246 S BlACKSTONE W efectrorUc 7 7 

380 5255 6247 S DORCHESTER E electronIC 5 5 

360 5250 6256 S DORCHESTER W eleclronfc 4 4 

360 5304 5306 S DORCHESTER W eleclronic 4 4 

380 5309 5303 S DORCHESTER E electronic 4 4 

360 5304 5312 S BLACKSTONE W electronic 5 5 

381 5304 5344 S LAKE PARK SERVICE DRIVE W eleCtronic 12 12 

361 1443 1463 E 53ROST S double bay/elect. 5 10 

381 5304 5306 S HARPER W erettrontc 2 2 

361 1507 1516 E S3R0ST S double bay/eled. 3 5 

381 1511 1529 E S3ROST 5 double beylelecl. 3 5 

381 1603 1621 E S3R0ST S double bayteled. 4 8 

381 1635 1657 E 53ROST 5 double baY/elect. 6 11 

381 1654 1634 E 53RDST N double bayteled. 6 11 

361 1616 1604 N 63R0ST • N double baV/aled. 4 7 

381 1530 1504 E S3R0ST N double bavleled. 6 11 

361 5243 5237 S HARPER E eleclro<llc 4 4 

381 1502 1504 E 62NDPLACE N "e_ 2 2 

381 5224 5242 5 HARPER W electronlc 7 7 

361 1462 1438 E 53R0ST N double bavIeIecI. 6 12 

3B1 5305 5303 S BLACKSTONE E elecIroIllc 2 2 

3BI 5245 6231 S BlACKSTONE E eledronlc 8 8 

362 1750 1742 E 55THST N eJeclmnic 5 5 

362 1656 1634 E 55THST N ereckonlc 9 9 

3A? 1824 1602 E 66THST N elocbonlc 12 12 

382 1510 1506 E 55THST N erectronic 3 3 

362 1354 1342 E 55THST N electronic 7 7 

3112 1505 1527 E 55ll1ST S electJonic 5 5 

362 5502 5546 S LAKE PARK W elecbonlc 20 20 

382 5543 5503 S lAKE PARK E eleclronlc 19 19 

362 1603 1627 E 55THST S electronic 13 13 

362 1635 1849 E 55THST S d-..nlc 6 6 

382 1741 1751 E 55THST S eledronic 6 6 

362 1303 1335 E 57ll1ST S electronic 12 12 
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382 1334 1318 E 57Tl1ST N eled10nlc 9 9 

382 1435 1463 E 57Tl1ST S eledronic 9 9 

382 1446 1438 E 57THST N electronic 6 5 

383 1204 1234 W FUlLERTON N eledronlc 14 14 

383 1304 1332 W FULLERTON N eIedronlc 14 14 

383 1367 1349 W FULLERTON S I:!lectronic 10 10 

383 1341 1336 W FULLERTON S electronic 4 4 

383 1255 1223 W fULLERTON S electronic 11 17 

383 1159 1137 W FUlLERTON S eleclronlc 12 12 

383 1129 1025 W FULLERTON S electronic 24 24 . 
383 1029 1009 W FULLERTON S efecfronlc 11 11 

383 1002 1038 W FULLERTON N electronIc 17 17 

383 1106 1136 W FULLERTON N electronic 9 9 

384 3203 3219 N MONTICELLO E electronic 9 9 

385 102 134 N JEFFERSON W etedronic 7 7 

385 156 176 N JEFFERSON W electronic 9 9 

385 202 228 N JEFFERSON W eleclronic 10 10 

385 304 316 N JEFFERSON W electrO(lic 1 7 

385 322 326 N JEFFERSON W electronic 3 3 

385 3 33 N JEFFERSON E electroniC 14 14 

385 105 125 N JEFFERSON E electronic 9 9 

385 153 183 N JEFFERSON E electronic 18 16 

385 203 225 N JEFFERSON E elec1ronlc 10 10 

385 303 333 N JEFFERSON E electronic 11 11 

386 403 421 S DESPlAINES E elec~onlc 10 10 

386 424 402 S JEFFERSON W elec1ronie 12 12 

386 332 3116· S JEFFERSON W electronic 12 12 

386 226 202 S JEFFERSON W electronic 3 3 

386 148 108 S JEFFERSON W eleclronlc 10 10 

386 101 133 S JEFFERSON E eJedtDnlc 15 15 

386 211 219 S JEFFERSON E e/ec1ronlc 6 5 

3il6 221 231 S JEFFERSON E elec1ronlc 6 6 

386 305 :337 S JEFFERSON E electronic 11 11 

388 403 421 S JEFFERSON E elecln>nlc 8 6 

38B 418 412 S IlESPIAINES W electroole 4 4 

38B 626 602 W TILDEN N 

e_ 
10 10 

381 3435 3403 W GRACE E eIedronIc 17 17 

388 7502 7640 S COTTAGE GROVE W mechanical 17 17 

388 7602 7658 S COTTAGE GROVE W mechanical 21 21 

388 7704 7750 S COTTAGE GROVE W mechanical 15 15 

388 7747 7711 S COTTAGE GROVE E mechanical 16 16 

388 7655 7613 S COTTAGE GROVE E mechanical 9 9 

388 7551 7509 S COTTAGE GROVE E mechanical 14 14 

389 403 423 E 79 S eleaonlc II 11 

389 433 449 E 79 S _c 7 7 

3B9 503 527 E 79 S eIeaonic 12 12 

388 535 553 E 79 S electonic 9 9 

389 605 621 E 79 S eledronic 8 6 

389 6:l7 653 E 79 S eteclronlc 9 9 

389 664 634 E 79 N eledronlc 12 12 
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369 620 608 E 79 N electronic 7 7 

369 554 536 E 79 N electronIc 7 7 

389 524 510 E 79 N eleeltolllc 6 6 

369 456 436 E 79 N electronic 7 7 

3B9 420 406 E 79 N eleCtronic 4 " 
390 703 727 E 79 S mechanical 12 12 

390 73S 753 E 19 S mechanical 6 8 

390 809 8Z7 E 79 S mechanical 7 7 

390 63S 851 E 79 S mechanical 7 7 

390 903 927 E 79 S mechanical 10 10 

390 659 840 E 79 N mechanical 7 7 

390 822 808 E 79 N mechanical 5 5 

390 7855 7815 S COTTAGE GROVE E mechanical 13 13 

390 7610 76:30 S COTTAGE GROVE W· mechanical 2 2 

390 756 736 E 79 N mechanical 10 10 

390 724 708 E 79 N rrechanJcal 6 8 

391 751 757 E 80 S electronIC 3 3 

391 7918 7950 S COTTAGE GROVE W eIecIronlc 13 13 

391 eooz 6046 S COTTAGE GROVE W efecuonlc 16 18 

391 6106 8150 S COTTAGE GROVE W electronic 20 20 

391 6159 8111 S COITAGE GROVE E eleclronlc 13 13 

391 8043 8009 S COTTAGE GROVE E eledl'onlc 14 14 

391 7947 7907 S COTTAGE GROVE E eted"onlc 13 13 

392 756 750 E 82 N rrechank:al 4 4 

392 747 757 E 82 S mechanical 4 4 

392 6202 8250 S COTTAGE GROVE W mechanical 20 20 

392 756 734 E 83 N mechanical 4 4 

392 8247 8209 S COTTAGE GROVE E mechanical 17 17 

393 509 525 n MILWAUKEE E efecb"onIc 9 9 

393 548 540 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 5 5 

393 520 514 N MILWAUKEE W elecb"Onic 4 4 

'. 
~ 394 7902 7906 5 EUCLID W mechanical 4 4 

-.-- ~ 

394 7911 7905 S EUCLID S mechanical 4 4 

394 7859 7855 5 EUCLID E me_cal 3 3 

394 7850 7659 S EUCLID E mecha"'caI 1 1 

394 7854 7050 S RIDGEWAY W mechanical 3 3 

394 1711 1725 E 79 S mechalical 8 8 

394 1829 1053 S 79 S - 13 13 

394 1905 1925 E 79 S mechanical 11 11 

394 1941 1951 E 79 S mechanical 4 4 

394 1956 1936 E 79 N mecharical 9 9 

394 1922 1914 E 79 N mech .... caI 5 5 

394 1854 1832 E 79 N mechalical 11 11 

394 1810 1810 E 79 N mecharical 1 1 

394 1754 1736 E 79 N mech8nIcaI 8 8 

394 1726 1718 E 79 N mechanical 5 6 

395 1739 1757 E 71 S elecb"oIic 9 9 

395 1835 1851 E 71 S etecltolic 8 8 

395 1053 1009 E 11 S elecb"olic 7 1 

395 1923 1953 E 71 5 eleclJOnic 12 12 
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395 1730 1746 E 71 N eledtonlc 8 8 

395 1808 1812 E 71 N electronic 3 3 

395 1834 1838 E 71 N electronic 3 3 

395 1918 1928 E 71 N electronic 6 6 

395 1934 1946 E 71 N eledlonle 6 6 

396 2117 2121 E 71 S eledronlc 3 3 

396 2137 2153 E 71 S electmnlc 6 6 

396 2014 2022 E 71 N eledronic 4 4 

396 2036 2056 E 71 N eledrcnlc 8 8 

398 2110 2124 E 71 N eledronlc 7 7 

396 2142 2156 E 71 N electronic 8 8 

397 1170 1170 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 1 I 

397 1152 1114 N MILWAUKEE W e1edronfc 16 16 

397 1078 1060 N MILWAUKEE W electmnlc 9 9 

397 1034 1008 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 14 14 

399 7909 7903 S PHILLIPS E ele_nlc 4 4 

399 7902 7906 S ESSEX W electronic 4 4 

399 7905 7905 S ESSEX E ele_ 1 1 

399 7902 7008 S KINGSTON W eledronlc 4 4 

399 7909 7901 S KINGSTON E electronic 5 5 

399 7902 7908 5 COLFAX W electronic 4 4 

399 7850 7858 S COLFAX W eledronIc 4 4 

399 7855 7849 S KINGSTON E eledronlc 4 4 

399 7848 7854 S KINGSTON W elecIronlc 4 4 

399 7857 7849 S ESSEX E elecIronlc 5 5 

399 7856 784G S ESSEX W e1edronlc 5 5 

399 2409 2421 E 79 S e1edronlc 5 5 

399 2435 2451 E 79 S electronic 7 7 

399 2501 2523 E 79 S e1ectmnic 8 8 

399 2537 2551 E 79 5 eledronlc 7 7 

, 399 2656 2534 E 79 N elec1ronlc 10 10 
-

'399 - 2522 2508 E 79 N e1ec1son1c 7 7 

399 2456 2440 E 79 N electronic 8 8 

399 2422 2406 E 79 N eledIOnlc 3 3 

402 9051 9043 S HOUSTON E eledIOnlc 5 5 

402 9040 9048 S HOUSTON W ele_ 4 4 

402 8902 8952 S COMMERCIAL W electronic 24 24 

402 9002 9056 S COMMERCIAL W etectronlc 25 25 

402 2958 2938 E 91 N electronic 11 11 

402 2939 2961 E 91 S electronic 10 10 

402 3005 3031 E 91 S elec~onlc 10 10 

402 3010 3024 E 91 N electronic 3 3 

402 9053 9011 S COMMERCIAL E eleo_1c 20 20 

402 8955 8907 S COMMERCIAL E electronic 22 22 

403 2962 2946 E 92 N electronic 6 G 

403 3003 3011 E 92 S eledranlc 5 5 

403 3026 3012 E 92 N eledlonlc 5 5 

403 9200 9208 S HOUSTON W eIedronIc 5 5 

403 9209 9201 S HOUSTON E electronic 5 5 

403 9103 9111 S HOUSTON E electronic 5 5 
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403 9104 9112 S HOUSTON W electronJc 6 6 

403 9142 9150 S HOUSTON W elecI< onlc 5 5 

403 9104 9146 S COMMERCIAl W elecfrontc 12 12 

403 9151 9143 S EXCHANGE E elecflomc 5 5 

403 9101 9151 S COMMERCIAl E elecfronlc 19 19 

404 9202 9208 S SOUTH CHICAGO W electronlc 4 4 

404 9248 9240 S EXCHANGE W eJectronic 5 5 

404 9239 9231 S EXCHANGE E electronic 2 2 

404 9262 9268 S SOUTH CHICAGO W elec~onlc 4 4 

404 9302 9330 S SOUTH CHICAGO E electronic 13 13 

404 9345 9305 S SOUTH CHICAGO E eJec1ronic 12 12 

404 9215 9269 S SOUTH CHICAGO E elecflonlc 4 4 

404 9243 9219 S COMMERCIAL E e1ec1ronlc 9 9 

404 9204 9222 S COMMERCIAL W etectronic 10 10 

404 9255 9223 S SOUTH CHICAGO E electronlc 13 13 

405 1950 1= E 81 N el€c~onlc 7 7 

405 1924 1906 E 87 N 91ectronic 7 7 

405 1058 1834 E 87 N elecftonlc 10 to 
405 1820 1616 E 87 N electronic 2 2 

405 1750 1104 E 87 N electronic 17 17 

405 1654 1608 E 87 N electronic 16 16 

405 1540 1516 E 67 N electronic 4 4 

405 lS09 1519 E 81 S eJedronic 8 6 

405 1535 1541 E 87 S electronic 4 4 

405 1609 1651 E 87 S electronic 16 16 

405 1701 1743 E 87 S efer;trordc 16 16 

405 1607 1631 E 67 S eleclronlc 10 10 

405 1641 1855 E 87 S eledronlc 8 8 

405 1903 1919 E 87 S electronic 8 8 

405 1935 1947 E 87 5 electronic 1 1 

406 4630 4850 W FULLERTON N electronic 11 11 

-- 406 4912 4949 W FULLERTON N electronic 12 12 

406 5006 5052 W FULLERTON N electronic 14 14 

406 6102 6144 W FUllERTON N electronic 17 17 

406 5153 5113 W FULLERTON S electronic 18 18 

406 5053 5015 W FUllERTON S electroniC 17 17 

408 4913 4957 W FUllERTON S eledronlc 20 2Q 

406 4849 4845 W FULLERTON S electronic 3 3 

401 3812 3002 N CLARK W electronic 6 6 

407 1216 1209 W GRACE N e1eclrolllc 8 8 

~07 al38 37a:! II MeiNE s oloob-onlo 1 1 

407 3738 3708 N CLARK W electronic 16 16 

407 1102 1108 W WAVELAND N electronic 4 4 

407 1105 1103 W WAVELAND S electroniC 2 2 

407 3658 3652 N CLARK W erectronlc 4 4 

407 1102 1106 W PATTERSON N efedronlc 3 3 

401 1107 1105 W PATTERSON S eleCtronic 2 2 

407 3630 3614 N ClARK W electronic 7 7 

401 3717 3149 N CLARK E electronic 1 7 

407 3151 3753 N CLARK E electronic 2 2 
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407 3811 3611 N CLARK E eIecIronlc 1 1 

408 11104 11122 S MICHIGAN W eledmnlc 10 10 

408 11136 11148 S MICHIGAN W electron!<; 7 7 

408 11204 11222 S MICHIGAN W electronic 10 10 

408 11236 11246 S MICHIGAN W ofeclronie 7 7 

408 11255 11235 S MlClJIGAN E eleClrOnlc 8 8 

408 11223 11211 S MICHIGAN e electronic 7 7 

408 11155 11131 S MICHIGAN E eledronic 11 11 

408 11121 11107 S MICHIGAN e electronic 8 B 

408 36 30 E III N eIecJronJc 4 4 

408 20 14 E 111 N eJectronlc • 4 

408 11045 11037 S STATE E electronic 5 5 

406 11035 11031 S STATE E electronic 3 3 

408 3 11 E 111 S alecllonlc 3 3 

408 31 33 E III S elec~onlc 2 2 

409 11451 11431 S MICHIGAN E electronic 10 10 

409 11421 11405 S MICHIGAN E electronic 8 8 

409 11359 11333 S MICHIGAN E electronic 12 12 

409 11321 11309 S MICHIGAN E electronic 7 7 

409 11302 11324 S MICHIGAN W electronic 10 10 

409 11336 11352 S MICHIGAN W electronic 7 7 

409 11404 11420 S MICHIGAN W electronic 7 7 

410 3603 3649 N WESTERN E electronic 15 15 

410 363. 3614 N WESTERN W electronic 10 10 

411 2763 2771 N ELSTON E electronic 5 5 

411 2815 2825 N WESTERN E eleclronJc 5 5 

411 2807 2811 N ELSTON E electronic 3 3 

411 2B12 2BOB N ELSTON W electronic 3 :3 

411 2404 2412 W DI\IERSEY N electroolc 5 5 

411 2803 2813 N ROCKWelL E elecllordc 6 6 

411 2419 2411 W OI\lERSEY S eleclronlc 5 6 

-- --·m -- 2736 2734 N WESTERN W elecb'oric 2 2 

411 2733 2741 N WESTERN E elecllonlc 5 5 

411 2778 2722 N ELSTON W e1ecllonlc 10 10 

412 4820 4640 W OI\lERSEY N elecIlonIc 10 10 

412 4902 494. W OIVERSEY N eleclronlc 20 20 

412 4957 4811 W OIVERSEY S electronic 20 20 

412 4857 4821 W DIVERSEY S eleclronle 17 17 

413 5946 5950 W BelMONT N eleclronic 3 3 

413 6002 6046 W BELMONT N electtonlc 20 20 

413 6059 6013 W BELMONT S e1eclronJe 23 23 

413 5957 5935 W BelMONT S eleclronlc 9 9 

414 107 335 N COLUMBUS E Pav&Oisdav 1 16 

414 338 328 N COLUMBUS W eledronlc 5 5 

414 205 229 N COlUMBUS E electronic 9 9 

414 231 247 N COLUMBUS E eleclrOllie 9 9 

414 204 222 N COlUMBUS W elecllOnlc 7 7 

414 236 254 N COLUMBUS W eJectronic e B 

414 311 363 E RANIlOLPH S Pav& IJIstliav 1 21 

418 1529 1523 N VICTORIA W mechanical 4 4 
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418 5e07 5825 "- CLARK E medlarrical B a 
418 5905 5925 N CLARK E mechanleal 10 10 

416 5951 5959 N ClJ\RK E medlanleal 5 5 

418 6001 6017 N CLARK E mecMnical B 8 

418 6025 6029 N CLARK E mechaoleal 3 3 

418 60<14 6002 N CLARK W mechanical 13 13 

418 5974 5968 N CLARK W mechanical 1 1 

418 5934 5906 N CLARK W medlanlcal 13 13 

416 5844 5446 N CLARK W mechanical 17 17 

419 7981 7917 S HALSTED E mechanical 12 12 

419 751 739 W 79 S mechanical 7 7 

419 736 750 W 79 N mechanical 7 7 

419 7847 7809 S HALSTED E mechanical 17 17 

419 7650 7852 S HALSTED W mechanical 2 2 

419 7904 7942 S HALSTED W mechanical 15 15 

423 2761 2735 W PETERSON S electronic 6 6 

423 2725 2711 W PETERSON S elee~onlc B 6 

423 2655 2635 W 'PETERSON S eleclrornc 11 11 

423 2625 2611 W PETERSON S eleclronlc B a 
423 2555 2535 W PETERSON S eleCbnnlc 11 11 

423 2525 2513 W PETERSON S electronic 7 7 

423 2459 2437 W PETERSON S eleclronlc 9 9 

423 2419 2415 W PETERSOIII S eJecfronlc 3 3 

425 3554 3502 N SOUTHPORT W elecbnnlc 21 21 

425 1404 1408 N CORNELIA N electronic 3 3 

425 1409 1403 N CORNELIA S eleruonlc 3 3 

425 3454 3402 N SOUTHPORT W electronic 23 23 

425 1404 1412 w ROSCOE N eledJonic 5 5 

425 1413 1403 W ROSCOE S electronic 5 5 

425 3354 3354 N SOUTHPORT W eleeIIIlnIc 1 1 

425 3320 3322 N SOUTHPORT W electronic 2 2 

-------- 425 1404 1408 W SCHOOL N elec1ronIc 3 3 

425 1412 1408 W SCHOOL N electronic 3 3 

425 3238 3236 N SOUTHPORT W eJedronic 1 1 

425 3204 3210 N SOUTHPORT w elecbnnlC 4 4 

425 3205 3209 N SOUTHPORT E eleclronlc 3 3 

425 3321 3321 N SOUTHPORT E elecbnnlc 1 1 

425 1347 1357 W HENDERSON S eleclronlc 6 6 

425 1356 1352 W HENDERSON N eledronIc 4 4 

425 3335 3353 N SOUTHPORT E elecIJonIc 11 11 

425 1355 1347 W R09COE G electronic 4 4 

425 1352 1356 W ROSCOE N elecIrOnIc 3 3 

425 3405 3425 N SOUTHPORT E declmnlc 9 9 

425 1357 1355 N NEWPORT S eleclmniC 5 5 

425 3439 3455 N SOUTHPORT E eleclmnlc 6 S 

425 3511 3555 N SOUTHPORT E eledronIc 16 16 

425 1344 1352 W NEWPORT N electronic 3 3 

426 553 549 W MELROSE 5 eI~onIc 2 2 

426 557 557 W BRlARPLACE 5 elecIJonIc 1 1 

428 554 552 W BRIAR PLACE N elccIronic 2 2 
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426 006 612 W IIHIAI{ t-'lACE N eI""kUfIlt: 4 -4 

426 613 605 W BRIAR PLACE S e1_oole 4 4 

426 3119 3135 N BROADWAY E e~onic 9 9 

426 3141 3171 N BROIIOWAY E electronic 11 11 

426 3209 3231 N BROADWAY E eleclronlc 12 12 

426 3230 3202 N BROADWAY W· eJedronic 10 10 

426 602 650 W BELMONT N elecJronlc 16 16 

426 611 603 W BELMONT S eIec.onlc 5 5 

426 3168 6156 N BROADWAY W electroniC 1 7 

426 3142 3116 N BROADWAY W electronic 10 10 

427 941 849 W BELMONT S eleclromc 18 18 

427 017 805 W BELMONT S eIec~onlc 6 6 

427 BOO 828 W BELMONT N eleclronlc 8 8 

427 850 930 W BELMONT N eledronlc 16 16 

426 3203 3211 N LAKEWOOD E electronic 5 5 

428 3212 3208 N LAKEWOOD W electronic 5 5 

428 1212 1244 W BELMONT N electronic 11 11 

428 1306 135. W BELMONT N electronic 19 19 

428 1402 1460 W BELMONT N electronic 21 21 

429 2605 2609 N KOSTNER E electronic 3 3 

429 2804 2604 N KOSTNER W electronic 1 1 

429 4334 4346 W DIVERSEY N ele_ 1 7 

429 4402 4422 W DIVERSEY N el_onlc 11 11 

429 4432 4448 W DIVERSEY N eledronlc 8 8 

429 4459 4423 W DIVERSEY S eleclronlc 11 11 

430 6261 6259 S SPRINGFielD E mechanical 5 5 

430 6259 6251 S KOMENSKY E mechanical 5 6 

430 6250 5258 S KOMENSKY W mechanical 5 5 

430 6304 6310 S KOMENSKY W mechanical 4 4 

430 6305 6303 S KOMENSKY E mechanical 2 2 

430 3902 3948 W 63RDST N med1anical 17 \7 

430- 4008 4026 W 63RDST N mechanical 10 10 

430 4019 4007 W 63RDST S mechanicol 7 7 

430 3949 3911 W 63RDST S mechonicol 13 13 

431 5559 5553 W 63RDPLACE S eledronIc 4 4 

431 5550 5556 W 63RDPLACE N electronic 4 4 

431 6265 6255 S PARKSIOE E electronic 6 6 

431 6254 6272 S PARKSIOE W elecb'Onic 9 9 

431 6250 6258 S MASSASOIT W electronic 5 6 

431 6257 6251 S MENARD E elel:lmnlc 4 4 

431 6250 6256 S MENARD W electronic 4 4 

431 5751 5145 W 63ROST 5 electronic 4 4 

431 5715 5709 W 63ROST S eledronlc 4 4 

431 5649 5633 W 63ROST S elec.onrc 9 9 

431 5625 5619 W 63RDST S electronic 4 4 

431 5002 5526 W 63RDST N eleclfo.,lc 8 8 

431 5636 5648 W 63ROST N eleclrDnic 7 7 

431 5726 5152 W 63RDST N eletlmnlc 7 7 

432 2371 2381 N NORDICA E eleclronlc 3 3 

432 2416 2410 N NEVA W eleruonlc 4 4 
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432 7183 7161 W GRANO S eledronic 12 12 

432 1139 7103 W GRANO S electronic 15 IS 

432 1039 1011 W GRANO S electronic 14 14 

432 7010 7036 W GRANO N electronic 6 6 

432 7102 1142 W GRANo N electronic 15 IS 

432 7148 1182 W GRANO N eleaonJc 18 18 

433 2403 2411 N LOWELL E electronic 9 9 

433 2305 2327 N CICERO E eledIOnic 8 8 

433 2331 2343 N CICERO E electronic 4 4 

433 4735 4141 W FUlLERTON S eledronk: 4 4 

433 4738 4756 W FULLERTON N etedmnic 8 8 

433 2417 2425 N CICERO E electronic 5 5 

433 2410 2420 N CICERO W electronic 6 6 

433 4802 4808 W FlJLlERTON N electronic 4 4 

433 2342 2336 N CICERO W electronic 3 3 

433 2324 2312 N CICERO W electronic 7 1 

433 4210 4216 W FULLERTON N eleclronic 3 3 

433 4234 4246 W FULLERTON N electronic 7 7 

433 4302 4322 W FULLERTON N elecllOnic 9 9 

433 4351 4331 W FULLERTON S electronic 11 11 

433 4323 4307 W FULLERTON S electronic 9 9 

433 4257 4243 W FUlLERTON S eleclronlc 8 8 

433 4225 4211 W FULLERTON S electronic B 8 

434 2405 2411 N AVERS E electronic 4 4 

434 2410 2404 N AVERS W electronic 4 4 

434 2401 2409 N SPRINGFIELD E eledronlc 4 4 

434 2_ 2404 N SPRINGFIELD W eJec:tronlc 3 3 

434 2356 2350 N SPRINGFIELD W electronic 4 4 

434 2349 2355 N SPRINGFielD E eIecIronlc 4 4 

434 2356 2354 N AVERS W electronic 2 2 

434 2349 2353 N AVERS E eleclronlc 3 3 

434 3806 3824 W FULLERTON N eleCllOnlc 6 6 
", 

434 3635 3B48 W FULLERTON N etedronlc 7 7 -
434 3804 3922 W FULLERTON N electronic 6 6 

434 3940 3952 W FULLERTON N electronic 7 1 

434 4011 4007 W FULLERTON S eleclRlnlc 3 3 

434 3951 3939 W FULLERTON S elec~oric 7 7 

434 3921 3911 W FULLERTON S electronic 6 6 

434 3851 383S W FULLERTON S eleclrOnic 10 10 

434 3825 3811 W FULLERTON S electronic B 8 

4JS 2405 2411 N MONTICELLO E eledrorlc 4 _.i.. 
435 2410 2404 N MONTICELLO W eleclRlnlc 2 2 

435 2403 2409 N RIDGEWAY E electronic 4 4 

435 2406 2404 N RIDGEWAY W eledronlc 2 2 

435 2405 2411 N HAMLIN E eledrOI1lc 4 4 

435 2410 2404 N HAMLIN W electronc 3 3 

435 2358 235S N RIDGEWAY W eleclmric 2 2 

435 2353 2351 N RIDGEWAY E electroric 3 3 

435 2356 2352 N LAWNDALE W eleclronlc 3 3 

435 2351 2351 N LAWNDALE E eleclrorlc 4 4 
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435 2356 2J5O N MOI'fTICELLO W eleC1rOOic 4 4 

435 23-11 2359 N MOI'fTICELLO E eIec;tconIc 10 10 

435 3502 3614 W FULLERTON N eledronlc 7 1 

435 3636 3648 W FULLERTON N elecIrDnic 7 7 

435 3702 3716 W FULLERTON N eiectronic B 6 

435 3734 3748 W FULLERTON N elecIrDnic 7 1 

435 3751 3741 W FULLERTON S electronic 7 7 

435 3725 3709 W FUU.ERTON S ek!ctrnJ'lic 7 7 

435 3655 3635 W FULLERTON S electronic 7 7 

435 3621 3611 W FULLERTON S eledronic 6 6 

436 2350 2344 N CENTRAL PARK W electronic 4 4 

436 2347 2359 N CENTRAL PARK E eleclronlc 2 2 

436 2358 2336 N STLOUIS W electmnlc 10 10 

436 2335 2359 N STLOUIS E electronic 11 11 

436 2405 2409 N SAWYER E eleclfonlc 3 3 

436 2418 2410 N SAWYER W electronic 5 5 

436 2403 2409 N SPAULDING E electronic 4 4 

436 2408 2402 N SPAULDING W electronic B 8 

436 2405 2411 N BERNARD E elecJronlc 1 7 

436 2410 2402 N BERNAR[} W electronic 4 4 

436 2405 2411 N CENTRAL PARK E electronic 4 4 

436 3577 3557 W FULLERTON S electronic 9 9 

436 3533 3509 W FULLERTON S electronic B 8 

438 3433 3407 W FUlLERTON S electronIc 11 f1 

438 3327 3311 W FULLERTON S electronic 7 1 

436 3267 3249 W FULLERTON S elecJronlc 7 7 

436 3233 3207 W FULLERTON S eleclronlc 7 1 

436 3210 3238 W FUllERTON N electronic 13 13 

436 3254 3272 W FULLERTON N electmnl:c 6 6 

436 3304 3318 W FUlLERTON N eleclronic 8 8 

436 3404 3410 W FULLERTON N electronic 4 4 
-. -. 

-f36 3432 3450 W FUlLERTON N electroniC 6 6 

436 3504 3516 W FUllERTON N electronic 7 7 

436 3536 3546 W FULLERTON N electronic 4 4 

431 754 762 W AlOINE N elactronic 5 5 

437 3305 3325 N HALSTED E doubiebav/elecL 4 B 

437 759 753 W BUCKINGHAM S elecJronlc 4 4 

437 752 756 W BUCKINGHAM N eleclronlc 4 4 

437 3339 3349 N HALSTED E double ba.Yfelecl. 3 5 

437 769 755 W ROSCOE S electronic 3 3 

437 154 756 W ROSCOE N electronic 2 2 

437 3417 3447 N HALSTED E double b3V/alecl. 7 13 

437 757 755 W CORNElIA S electroniC 2 2 

431 3503 3523 N HALSTED E double bay/alecl. 6 11 

437 3531 354S N HALSTED E double baj'leIecL 4 7 

437 3546 3512 N HAlSTED W double bayIeIecI. 6 11 

437 809 B03 W CORNELIA S eleclronlc 4 4 

437 3452 3436 N HALSTED W double bay/elecL 5 9 

437 602 806 W NEWPORT N eleclfonlc 3 3 

437 811 803 W NEWPORT S electronic 5 5 
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437 3422 340B N HALSTED W double bavlelecl. 4 6 

437 B02 BOS W ROSCOE N electron" 3 3 

437 605 B03 W ROSCOE S elecIronlc 2 Z 

437 3360 3340 N HALSTED W double bayleled. 4 8 

431 602 B08 W BUCKINGHAM H electronic 4 4 

437 809 803 W BUCKINGHAM S elecrron" 4 4 

437 3322 3312 N HALSTED E double bayleled. 3 6 

437 802 806 W AlDINE H electronic 3 3 

437 811 B03 W ALDINE S ele_ 5 5 

438 2005 2009 N BISSell 5 elecImnIc 3 3 

438 2012 2004 N BISSell N eleclronIc 5 5 

436 2003 2011 N SHEFFIElD E elecIronic 3 3 

438 2008 2004 N SHEFFiElD w eleclrDnic 3 3 

436 B04 B06 W ARMITAGE N electronic 2 2 

438 608 828 W ARMITAGE N electronic 5 5 

438 836 850 W ARMITAGE N eleclmnle 7 7 

438 902 824 W ARMITAGE N eleclmnlc 8 8 

438 936 952 W ARMITAGE Ii eledroolc 8 8 

438 1004 1022 W ARMITAGE N eledronIc 9 9 

438 1116 1134 W ARMITAGE H electronfc 6 6 

438 1148 1110 W ARMITAGE H electronic 10 10 

438 1175 1113 W ARMITAGE 5 "e_ 20 20 

438 1019 1011 W ARMITAGE S electronic 6 6 

438 951 937 W ARMITAGE S eledrcnlc 8 6 

436 925 917 W ARMITAGE S eleClronlc 6 6 

438 659 835 W ARMITAGE S elcc1ronlc 9 9 

436 823 811 W ARMITAGE 5 electronic 4 4 

439 484 484 W ROSl VN PlACE N eleclmnlc 1 1 

439 465 465 W ARLINGTON S electronic 1 1 

439 454 454 W ARLINGTON H electronic 2 2 

439 5<15 545 W DEMING PLACE S eleclmnlc 1 1 

-. 439 610 614 W WRIGlilWOOO N eleClronlc 3 3 
"'--

439 603 605 W WRIGHTWOOD S electronic 2 2 

439 2305 2359 N CLARK E doubiBbaylElecL 11 21 

439 2407 2447 N CLARK E doubl~bay/eled. 2 4 

439 2411 2449 N ClARK E double baylElecL 8 16 

439 2471 2475 N CLARK E dOuble bavleleCI. 2 3 

439 2501 2S03 N CLARK E double baY/elect 1 2 

439 2533 2559 N ClARK E double bavleled. 6 11 

439 2668 2540 N ClARK W double bavleIecL 8 15 
.. 

439 2518 2488 N ClIIRK W doublo baylElect. 6 12 

439 2440 2418 N ClARK W double baY/e1eC1. 2 3 

439 2418 2420 N CLARK W double bavlEleCI. 6 12 

439 2360 2306 N ClARK W _bayteleCI. 11 22 

440 522 542 W DRUMMOND N 
eI_ 

9 9 

440 537 519 W DRUMMOND S electronic 10 10 

440 2733 2739 N LEHUANCT E eledmnlc 4 ~ 

~40 602 608 W SCHUBERT N demonic 4 4 

440 602 610 W DRUMMOND N electronic 5 5 

440 603 605 W DRUMMOND S eI_c 2 2 
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440 2619 2663 N CLARK E double bav/elecL 7 13 

440 2747 2735 N CLARK E double bay/elecl. 7 13 

440 2746 2726 N CLARK W dooble baylelect 6 11 

440 2710 2632 N CLARK W dooble bay/elecl. 10 20 

440 2636 2626 N CLI\RK W double baY/elecL 3 6 

441 3036 3014 N CLARK W e:edronlc 11 11 

441 706 710 W WELLINGTON N electronic 3 3 

441 2956 2942 N ClARK W efecuomc 7 7 

441 702 706 W OAI<IJALE N electronic 3 3 

441 2918 2660 N ClARK W eleclronJc 10 10 

441 2860 2848 N CLARK W eteclronic 1 7 

441 2609 2671 N ClARK E eleclrnnlc 21 21 

441 2003 2921 N CLARK E electronic 10 10 

441 663 659 W OAKDALE S eleclronlc 3 3 

441 662 666 W OAKDALE N electronic 3 3 

441 2921 2967 N ClARK E alec:lronlc 13 13 

441 3005 3043 N ClARK E eleclronic 15 15 

441 747 141 W BARRY S eleclrOnlc J 3 

442 3121 3121 N HALSTED E electronic 1 1 

442 3149 3163 N HALSTED E double bay/elect. 4 6 

442 755 749 W BELMONT S electronic 4 4 

442 3205 3231 N HALSTED E double bay/elecl 5 9 

442 752 760 W MELROSE N eledmnic 4 4 

442 3247 3245 N HALSTED E double bay/elect 1 2 

442 3256 3212 N HALSTED W dooble baVleJed 11 21 

442 3152 3126 N HALSTED W double bay/eled 7 14 

442 3137 3169 N ClARK E electronic 13 13 

442 3182 3152 N ClARK W eieclrnnlc 15 15 

442 822 830 W FLETCHER N electroniC 4 4 

442 837 825 W FLETCHER S eIeclrnnlc 7 7 

442 3128 3110 N ClARK W eleclronlc 9 9 

442 602 820 W BARRY N electroniC 10 10 

442 815 803 W BARRY S electronic 1 7 

443 950 952 W ROSCOE N eleclronlc 2 2 

443 865 861 W ALDINE S eledmnic 3 3 

443 870 872 W BUCl<JNGHAM N eleclron!c 2 2 

443 957 949 W NEWPORT S eledronlc 5 5 

443 948 954 W NEWPORT N elecImtdc 4 ~ 

443 1002 1010 W NEWPORT N electmnlc 5 5 

443 1011 1005 W NEWPORT S electronic 4 4 

443 3403 3409 N SHEFFIELD E eleclronlc 4 4 

443 3420 3404 N SHEFFIELD W electronic 9 9 

443 953 949 W ROSCOE S eleclronlc 3 3 

443 !lOB 914 W SCHOOl N electOnlc 4 4 

443 913 905 W SCHOOL S eIecn>nIc 5 5 

443 3205 3261 N ClARK E - 26 26 

443 3305 3323 N CLARK E eleclmnic 8 8 

443 3335 3349 N CLARK E elec1rnnfc 6 8 

443 3403 3419 N ClARK E eledonlc 7 7 

443 949 957 W ADDISON S etectonic 5 5 
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443 932 934 W ADDISON N elec~onle 2 2 

443 3412 3406 N ClARK W electronic 2 2 

443 3348 3328 N CLARK W e1ec1ronic 9 9 

443 3324 3310 N ClARK W e1eclronlc 7 7 

443 3266 3206 N CLARK W electronIc 25 25 

443 3437 3439 N SHEFFIELD E electronic 2 2 

443 3443 3436 N SHEFFIELD W eIec1ronlc 6 6 

444 3052 3038 N WILTON W electronic 9 9 

444 958 950 W WB.lINGTON N eIeclroniC 5 5 

444 957 951 W NELSON S electronic 4 4 

444 950 956 W NELSON N eleclronic 4 4 

444 3156 3120 N SHEFFIEW W ele~onIc t7 17 

444 3022 3002 N SHEFFIELD W elBaonl~ 11 11 

444 2954 2956 N SHEFFIELD W eleclronlc 2 2 

444 3003 3023 N SHEFFIELD E electrontc 10 10 

444 J051 3055 N SHEFFIELD E ele~onIc 3 3 

444 3131 3139 N SHEFFIELD E elec1rOniC 4 4 

445 3149 3151 N CLIFTON W eleclronlc 5 5 

445 3158 3150 N SEMINARY W eleclronlc 5 5 

445 3156 3159 N SEMINARY E electronic 3 3 

445 3156 3150, N KENMORE W electronic 4 4 

445 3149 3153 N KENMORE E eledronlc J 3 

445 3205 3211 N KENMORE E electronic 4 4 

445 3212 3206 N KENMORE W electronic 4 4 

445 3203 3209 N SEMINARY E .1_0010 4 4 

445 3210 3204 N SEMINARY W electronic 4 4 

445 3203 3211 N CLIFTON E eleclronlc 4 4 

'445 3205 3202 N CLIFTON W electronic 2 2 

445 1155 1135 'W BELMONT S ele~c 7 7 

445 1125 1107 W BB.MONT S aIecIronIc 7 7 

445 1055 1033 W BELMONT S _anle 10 10 

'-. 445. 1021 1013 W BELMONT S electonle 5 5 

445 1026 1010 W BELMONT N eIec1ronIc 8 8 

445 1044 1052 W DB.MONT N elecrnnlc 3 3 

445 1102 1116 W BB.MONT N eJecIronIc B B 

445 1134 1156 W BELMONT N tIe_ 9 9 

446 562 554 W MELROSE N tIe_ 2 2 

445 561 559 W ALDINE S eIecIronic 2 2 

446 552 554 W ALDINE N e1eclronic 2 2 

446 559 557 W ROSCOE S eJeclronic 2 2 

416 559 559 W ROSCOE N c1cclroniC 2 2 

446 633 629 W STRATFORD S eleclronlc 3 3 

446 641 639 W CORNELIA 5 eJecIronIc 2 2 

446 649 647 W CORNELIA N eleCIronlc 2 2 

446 616 618 W ROSCOE N eIecfronIc 2 2 

446 605 607 W ROSCOE S eIedronIc 2 2 

446 606 610 W BUCKINGHAM N eIecfronIc 3 3 

446 609 603 W BUCKINGHAM S _nle 4 4 

446 004 606 W ALDINE N etedronlc 2 2 

446 3243 3265 N BROADWAY E et_c 8 8 
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446 3313 3331 N BROADWAY E electronic 10 10 

446 3403 3425 N BROADWAY E electronic 11 11 

446 3437 3455 N 6ROAUWAY E electronic 7 7 

446 3465 3473 N BROAUWAY E eIecItonic 5 5 

446 3458 3436 N BROAUWAY W electronic 10 10 

446 3358 3340 N BROADWAY W electronic 9 9 

446 3328 330B N BROADWAY W eledronlc 8 8 

441 752 760 w WAVELAND III eledroolc 5 5 

447 757 743 W WAVELAND S electronic 5 5 

447 3768 3750 N HALSTED W double bay/elecl. 3 5 

447 3728 3702 N HALSTED W double bav/elect. 5 10 

447 365B 3626 N HAl.STED W double baY/eleel. 4 8 

447 3G01 3647 N HAl.STED E double bayleleel. 6 11 

447 3705 3729 N HAl.STEO E double baylelect. 5 9 

447 3735 3755 N HALSTED E double b!lY/elecI. 5 10 

447 3553 3555 N BROADWAY E electronic 2 2 

447 3605 3839 N BROADWAY E electronic 12 12 

447 3643 3647 N BROADWAY E electronic 4 4 

447 3705 3755 N BROADWAY E electronic 19 19 

447 3164 3710 1\1 BROADWAY W eleclrootc 16 16 

447 3658 3610 1\1 BROADWAY W electronic 21 21 

447 3564 3544 1\1 BROADWAY W elet1ronlc 10 10 

448 831 811 W SHERIDAN 1\1 electroniC 13 13 

448 814 814 W IRVINOPARK N eleclronlc 1 1 

448 BJ2 940 W IRVING PARK N electronic 19 19 

448 B05 837 W GRACE S eleclronic 15 16 

448 3603 3841 N BROADWAY E e~ectronlc 13 13 

448 3927 3953 N BROADWAY E eleclronlc 12 12 

448 4003 4029 N BROADWAY E eledronlc 13 13 

448 4026 4006 N BROADWAY W electronic 7 7 

448 931 901 W IRVING PARK S electronic 16 15 

448 849 845 W IRVING PARK S electronic 3 3 

448 3964 3942 N BROADWAY W eteclronlc 5 5 

448 3926 3914 N BROArNlAY W eleclronlc 7 7 

448 3832 3802 N BROArNlAY W electronic 15 15 

448 3912 3912 N BROAUWAY W elecIronIc 1 1 

449 2262 2216 N ClARK W elecImIIIc 12 24 

449 2233 2233 N ClARK E electmnlc 10 18 

450 4411 4449 N ClARK E elecI/OI1lc 19 19 

450 4507 4551 N CI.ARK E eledronlc 20 20 

450 4605 4655 N CLARK E eledronlc 24 24 

450 4650 4606 N CLARK w elecImIIIc 19 19 

450 4558 4506 N CLARK W elecIronlc 17 17 

450 4448 4408 N ctARK W elecI/OI1ie 21 21 

451 4405 4411 III WOLCOTT E electmnlc 4 4 

451 1804 1832 W MONTROSE N elecImIIIc 10 10 

451 1904 1924 W MONTROSE N elecIron\c I 7 

451 1940 1960 W MONTROSE N eledronlc 9 9 

451 2017 2015 W MONTROSE S elearonlc 2 2 

451 1989 1959 W MONTROSE S eledronlc 6 6 
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451 1929 1901 W MONTROSE S electronic " 11 

451 1833 1825 W MONTROSE S electronic 4 4 

451 1811 1805 W MONTROSE S electronic 4 4 

451 1608 1626 W MONTROSE N electronic 8 B 

451 1639 1611 W MONTROSE S eleclronlc 10 10 

451 4405 4409 N DAMEN E electronic 3 3 

451 4354 4350 N DAME'" W ~Ieclrooc 3 3 

451 4345 4349 N DAMEN E eledronlc 3 3 

452 3611 ·3823 N SOllTHPORT E electronic 7 7 

452 3937 3947 N SOUTHPORT E eleclronlc 6 6 

452 3952 3942 N SOUTHPORT W electronic 5 5 

452 3760 3702 N SOllTHPORT W electronic 22 22 

452 3656 3604 N SOUTHPORT W eleclroric 20 20 

452 3905 3951 N ASHLAND E eJeclmnic 18 16 

452 3948 3910 N ASHLAND W electronic 16 16 

452 3611 3603 N ASHLAND E electronic 5 5 

452 3515 3655 N SOUTHPORT E electroniC 14 14 

452 3703 3753 N SOlITHPORT E electronic 16 16 

462 3551 3527 n ASHLAND e electronic 10 10 

452 3525 3517 n ASHLAND e eleclrorit 5 5 

453 3805 3631 N LINCOLN E eleclronc 13 13 

453 3841 3861 N LINCOLN E efeclroric 10 10 

453 3903 3929 N LINCOLN E electronic 10 10 

453 3939 3953 N LINCOLN E electronic 8 8 

453 3950 3934 N DAMEN W efectronlc 10 10 

453 3003 3945 N DAMEN E electronic 8 8 

453 3958 3908 N LINCOLN W electronic 21 21 

453 3864 3840 N LINCOLN W electfOric 13 13 

453 3828 3812 N LINCOLN W eleclronlc 8 8 

453 1933 1935 W LARCHMENT S declronfc 2 2 

463 1935 1938 W LARCHMENT N efec.ltcn'c 2 2 

'. 454 4007 <4011 III WOlCOTI E electronic 3 3 -
454 4012 4004 III WOlCOTI W electronic 4 4 

454 3958 3952 III WOlCorr W electronic 4 4 

454 3951 3951 III WOLCorr E electronic 4 4 

454 1804 1842 W IRVING PARK N electronic 9 9 

454 1902 1952 W IRVING PARK III electronic 21 21 

454 2010 2046 W IRVING PARK N electronic 12 12 

454 2104 2152 W IRVING PARK N electrOnic 9 9 

454 2157 2141 W IRVING PARK S electronic 8 8 

454 ~1?~_ ~. 2105 W IRVING PARK S electroniC 
-~-,- - 8 -..!!... 

454 2057 2f137 W IRVING PARK S electronic 8 8 

454 2023 2000 W IRVING PARK S electronic 5 5 

454 1947 1911 W IRVING PARK S electronic 16 16 

464 1851 1003 W IRVING PARK S elec1mnlc 18 18 

455 2010 2024 W CUYlER III elecIronle S 5 

455 2019 2013 W CUYlER S eJecIroJJlc 4 4 

455 4126 4110 N LINCOLN W electronfc 9 9 

455 4062 4032 N LINCOLN W electronic 13 13 

455 <4OZ8 4008 N LINCOLN W electronc 9 9 
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455 4001 4025 N DAMEN E electronic 4 4 

455 4033 4035 N DAMEN E electronic 2 :z 

455 4050 4016 N DAMEN W electronic 13 13 

455 4009 4041 N LINCOLN E electmnic 15 15 

455 2029 2005 W BELLE PLAINE S elec!ronlc 13 13 

455 2006 2020 W BELLE PLAINE N electronic 8 6 

455 4103 4129 N LINCOLN E eleclrDnic 13 13 

456 4014 4004 N SAWYER W electronic 6 6 

456 4001 4019 N SPAULDING E elec~onic 9 9 

456 3946 3946 N TROY W electronic I 1 

456 3943 3949 N TROY E eJectronic 4 4 

456 3952 3938 N ALBANY W elecironle 6 6 

456 3941 3957 N ALBANY E etectronlc 9 9 

456 3363 3337 W IRVING PARK S elecIronlc 8 8 

456 3329 3307 W IRVING PARK S etectronic 8 8 

456 3263 3231 W IRVING PARK S eledronlc 10 10 

456 3231 3209 W IRVING PARK S eleclronlc 10 10 

456 3952 3948 N KEDZIE W eleclroolc 3 3 

456 3931 3955 N KEDZIE E eleclronle 9 9 

456 3145 3137 W IRVING PARK S electronic 4 4 

456 3127 3111 W IRVING PARK S eledronie 9 9 

456 3057 3035 w IRVING PARK S eledronle 10 10 

456 3052 3036 w IRVING PARK N electronic 8 8 

456 3108 3122 W IRVING PARK N eieclronle 8 8 

456 3138 3151 W IRVING PARK 5 eieclronle 7 7 

456 4003 4055 N KEDZIE " eleclronlc 24 24 

455 4054 4008 N KEDZIE w eleclronlc 10 10 

455 3204 3216 w IRVING PARK N electronic 7 7 

455 3240 3244 W IRVING PARK N eleclronlc 3 :I 

455 3302 3338 W IRVING PARK N elec~onle 17 17 

- 457 4003 4013 N BERNARD E eleclronle 6 6 
~ 

--(57- 4003 4005 N CENTRAL PARK E electronic 2 2 

457 4008 4002 N CENTRAL PARK W elecIronic 4 4 

457 4005 4015 N DRAKE E .,ecIronic 6 6 

457 4014 4006 W IRVING PARK W elecmntc 5 5 

457 3623 3609 N CENTRAL PARK E elecironic 5 6 

457 3939 3919 N CENTRAL PARK E elecIronic 9 9 

457 3926 3942 N CENTRAL PARK W eledronlc 8 8 

457 3950 3946 N DRAKE W eleclronlc 3 3 

457 3945 3951 N DRAKE E electronic 4 4 

457 3402 3424 W IRVING PARK N eIedronIc t1 11 

457 3432 3450 W IRVING PARK N electronic 7 7 

457 3504 3524 W IRVING PARK N electronic 9 9 

457 3522 3548 W IRVING PARK N electrontc 5 8 

457 3604 3616 W IRVING PARK N elecIronic 6 6 

457 3974 3950 N ELSTON w eleclronlc 10 10 

457 3951 3973 N ElSTON E elecironle 8 8 

457 3555 3533 W IRVING PARK S eleclronlc 12 12 

457 3517 3513 W IRVING PARK 5 electronic 3 3 

457 3511 -3425 W IRVING PARK 5 electronic 12 12 
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451 3423 3413 W IRVING PARK S electroolc B 6 

458 3555 3547 N LAWNDALE E electronic 5 5 

458 J950 3944 N LAWNDALE W electronic 4 4 

~58 3945 3949 N LAWNDALE E elec1ronl<: 2 2 

458 4121 4127 N HAMLIN E electronic 4 4 

45B 4126 4122 N HAMLIN W eleclrMlc 3 3 

458 4020 4016 N ELSTON W electronic 2 2 

45B 3654 :l66O W IRVING PARK N electroolc 4 4 

45B 3705 3718 W IRVING PARK N eleclronlc 6 6 

45B 3655 3645 W IRVING PARK S eleclronlc 5 5 

458 4005 4045 N ELSTON E eteclronJc 11 11 

458 4152 4116 N ELSTON W efectro-:-Ic 11 11 

458 4179 4153 N elSTON E electronic 9 9 

458 3950 3946 N MOI'fTIC9.LO W electronic 3 3 

456 3935 3941 N MONTIGaLO E electronic 5 5 

458 4007 4011 N MONTlCaLO E electronic 3 3 

458 4010 4004 N MOI'fTIGELLO W electronic 3 3 

459 4388 4342 N ELSTON W mechanical 20 20 

459 4310 4302 N PULASKI W mechanical 5 5 

459 4330 4312 N ELSTON E mechanical 8 6 

459 4307 4329 N ELSTON E mechanical 6 6 

459 4331 4345 N PULASKI E rnechanlcat 5 5 

459 4354 4334 N PULASKI W mechanical 11 11 

459 4349 4399 N ELSTON E mechanical 17 17 

460 4411 4413 N elSTON E electronic 24 24 

460 4036 4036 W MONTROSE N . electronic 1 1 

460 4024 4006 W MONTROSE N eWfonh:;: 1 1 

46Q 4013 4019 W MONTROSE S eJeclronk: 4 4 

400 4109 4133 W MONTROSE S electronic S 6 

460 4135 4157 W MONTROSE S etedronlc 6 6 

400 4158 4150 W MONTROSE N etedronfc 4 4 

46Q 4118 4106 W MONTROSE N efec1ronlc 7 7 

460 4406 4452 N ELSTON W electronic 24 24 

46Q 4409 4403 N KEYSTONE E electronic 4 4 

461 3960 3956 N KEELER W mechanical 3 3 

461 3976 3970 N AVONDAlE W mechanical 5 5 

461 3966 3952 N AVONDALE W mechanIcal 1 7 

461 3951 31J69 N AVONDAlE E mechanical 9 9 

461 3971 3979 N AVONDAlE E mechanical 5 5 

461 3902 3944 W IRVING PARK N mechanIcal 13 13 

461 4005 4007 N PUlASKI F. mechanical 2 2 

461 4020 4030 W IRVING PARK N mechanical 5 5 

461 4206 4230 W IRVING PARK N rrech&nlcet 5 5 

461 4240 4262 W IRVING PARK N rrechanlcal 9 9 

461 4269 4251 W IRVING PARK S mechanical 10 10 

461 4229 4209 W IRVlI'IGPARK S JreChanlcal 9 9 

461 4031 4019 W IRVING PARK S rrnchanlcal 7 7 

461 3935 3945 N PULASKI E mechanical 6 6 

461 3961 3909 w IRVING PARK S mechanical 17 17 

462 561 5S9 w OAKDAlE S cledronlc 2 2 
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452 560 560 W OAKDALE N electronic 1 1 

452 594 596 W WELLINGTON N eledronlc 2 2 

452 561 555 W BARRY S eleclronic 4 4 

452 558 562 W BARRY N eleclronJc 3 3 

452 608 602 W BARRY N eleclronJc 4 4 

462 605 609 W BARRY S electronic 3 3 

462 602 608 W OAKDAlE N eleclronic 4 4 

452 605 603 W OAKDALE S eleelronic 2 2 

462 609 603 W SURF S eleclrOOc 4 4 

462 2813 2847 N BROADWAY E double baylelecL 7 13 

452 2817 28.9 N BROADWAY E double bayleled. 1 2 

462 2855 2917 N BROADWAY E double baY/eled. 5 10 

462 2923 2849 N BROADWAY E double baY/eled. 5 10 

462 2941 2941 N BROADWAY E eleclrooic 1 1 

452 3007 3033 N BROADWAY E double boy/elect. 6 10 

462 3040 3010 N BROADWAY W double bay/eled. S 10 

462 2848 2928 N BROADWAY W double bay/eled. 5 10 

452 2914 2908 N BROADWAY W double bay/elea. 2 3 

462 2868 2812 N BROADWAY W double bayleleel. '0 19 

463 4804 4614 W FLETCHER N eleclronlc 6 6 

463 4804 4810 W WELLINGTON N electronic 4 4 

463 4B09 4805 W W!:LLINGTON 5 electronic 3 3 

463 4759 4751 W WELLINGTON S electronic 5 5 

463 4752 4758 W WelLINGTON N electronic 4 4 

463 4720 4726 W BELMONT N eledtonic 5 5 

463 4744 4768 W BELMONT N eleclronlc 7 7 

463 3203 3225 N CICERO E electronic 10 1() 

463 4810 4842 W BELMONT N eledtVOle 12 12 

463 4B35 4807 W BELMONT S electronic 15 15 

463 3152 3140 N CICERO W electroniC 7 7 

463 3122 3100 N CICERO W electroolc 10 10 

.4"63 3046 3032 N CICERO W electronic 8 8 

463 3024 3010 N CICERO W eledtonlc 8 8 

463 3015 3029 N CICERO E Gleelronk: 5 5 

463 3103 3125 N CICERO E elecironic 12 12 

463 3133 3147 N CICERO E eledtcnic 5 5 

463 4761 4747 W BELMONT S eleclrcnic 6 6 

464 1031 1021 W MONTROSE S eleclronlC 6 6 

484 4427 4457 N BROADWAY E eleclronic 11 11 

464 4560 4526 N KENMORE W eleclronlc 4 ·4 

464 4521 4553 N BROADWAY E eleclronlc 14 14 

464 4560 4504 N BROADWAY W electronic 12 12 

~64 4442 4414 N BROADWAY W electronic 8 e 
465 1221 1217 W WILSON S electronic 3 3 

465 1137 1125 W WILSON S electronic 7 7 

465 1057 1039 W WILSON S eleclraic 7 7 

465 1027 1007 W WILSON S electronic 7 7 

465 1020 1030 W WlLSON N eJeclronic 6 6 

465 1042 1062 W WILSON N electronic 11 11 

465 1118 1144 W WILSON N etedronlc 10 10 
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465 1142 1142 W WH.SON N eledtonic 1 1 

465 4603 4615 N RACINE E electronic 5 5 

465 4610 4602 N RACINE W eledronlc 5 5 

465 1222 1230 W WLSON N eledronic 5 5 

465 945 903 W WLSON S efedronic 5 5 

465 912 940 W WLSON N electronic 6 8 

466 4619 4641 N BROADWAY E eledronlc 12 12 

466 1115 1101 W LELAND S eledronlc 5 5 

465 1104 1116 W LELAND N eJedronic 6 6 

465 4723 4741 N BROADWAY E electronic 7 7 

465 4728 4714 N BROADWAY W eledronlc 11 11 

465 1130 1140 W LELAND N eleclronlc 6 (; 

465 4626 4616 N BROADWAY W oledrOl1le 5 5 

467 1202 1210 W GUNNISON N eledronic 5 5 

467 1207 1203 W GUNNISON S eleclronic 3 3 

467 1046 1064 W LAWRENCE N eledronlc B 8 

487 4809 4877 N BROADWAY E eJedronic 21 21 

467 4905 4943 III BROADWAY E eJecIronic 7 7 

467 5051 S057 N BROADWAY E electron'c 4 4 

467 5137 5145 N BROADWAY E electronic 4 4 

467 5112 5108 III BROADWAY W eledronle 3 3 

467 5060 S036 N BROADWAY W electronic 9 9 

467 S012 S002 N BROADWAY W electronic 6 6 

467 1204 1212 W ARGYLE N electronic 4 4 

467 1211 1203 W ARGYLE S electronIc 5 5 

467 4936 4926 N BROADWAY W electronic 2 2 

467 4932 4928 N BROADWAY W electronic 3 3 

467 1207 1215 W AINSLIE S electronic 5 5 

467 4869 4854 N BROADWAY W electronic B 8 

467 4842 4810 N BROADWAY W electronic 9 9 

467 1141 1133 W LAWRENCE S electroniC 3 3 
~ 

" '. - .<167 1109 1101 W LAWRENCE N electronic 5 5 

467 1049 1041 W LAWRENCE S electronic 4 4 

467 1023 1013 W LAWRENCE S eledtonlc 5 5 

468 5003 S015 N KENMORE E etedronlc 6 6 

468 S016 5002 N KENMORE W efeclrontc 7 7 

468 SOO3 S019 N WINTHROP E eledranlc 9 9 

468 6014 5002 W WINTHROP W eledronle 7 7 

468 4950 4940 N WINTHROP W electronic 6 6 

468 4941 4957 III WINTHROP E electroniC 9 9 

468 4gSO 4942 N KENMORE W e!«tron~t 5 fi .- ----
468 4945 4957 N KENMORE E eJedron/C 7 7 

466 946 954 W ARGYLE N eIedronlc 5 6 

468 1002 1030 W ARGYLE N eledranle 11 11 

468 1040 1066 W ARGYLE N electronic § § 

468 1104 1138 W ARGYl£ N eleclronie 11 11 

468 1143 1103 W ARGYLE S eledronre 13 13 

468 1063 1049 W ARGYLE S eIecIronic 7 7 

468 1025 1001 W ARGYLE S electronic 11 11 

466 953 947 W ARGYLE S electronic 4 4 
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469 1115 1103 W BERWYN S eledronfc 6 6 

469 1104 1130 N BERWYN N electroniC 11 11 

469 1157 1147 W IlAlMORAl S eledronlc 6 6 

469 1146 1154 W IlAlMORAl N eleclronlc 5 5 

469 1204 1212 W IlAlMORAL N electronic 5 5 

469 1209 1203 W IlAlMORAl S eledronfc 4 4 

469 1204 1210 W BERWYN N eledtonic 4 4 

469 1211 1203 W BERWYN S eledrOllie 5 5 

469 5213 5241 N BROADWAY E electronic 15 15 

469 5303 5335 N BROADWAY E eledronfc 16 16 

469 5403 5455 N BROADWAY E eledronlc 19 19 

469 5452 5418 N BROADWAY W elec1tonfc 12 12 

469 5354 5302 N BROADWAY W electronic 13 13 

469 5252 5212 /II BROADWAY W electronic 13 13 

470 5503 5555 N BROADWAY E double baY/elec •• 12 24 

470 5607 5649 /II BROADWAV E double baylelecl. 6 11 

470 5721 5745 N BROADWAY E doubte bay/eleel. 3 6 

470 5746 5708 N BROADWAY W double bay/elect. 6 12 

470 5650 5610 N BROACWIAY W double bay/elecL 6 11 

470 5611 5629 N RIDGE E eleclronlc 10 10 

470 120. 1220 W BRVNMAWR N eledronlc 3 5 

470 1213 1207 W BRV/IIMAWR S electronic 4 4 

470 5552 5508 N BROADWAV W double bay/elect. S 15 

471 5608 560. N KENMORE W electronk: 5 6 

471 1040 1066 W BRVNMAWR N double bay/elecL 5 10 

471 5607 5613 N WINTHROP E double bav/elecl. 2 4 

471 5614 5606 N WINTHROP W double bay/elecl. 5 9 

471 1122 1140 W BRVNMAWR N double bav/elect. 5 10 

471 1141 1103 W BRVNMAWR S double baY/elecl. 6 10 

471 5556 5544 N WINTHROP W double bav/elecl. 6 6 

, 471 6539 5557 N WINTHROP E double baY/elect. 3 G 

471 1063 1043 W BRVNMAWR S double bavlelecl. 5 10 

471 S556 5542 N KENMORE W efecb'onic 6 6 

471 5551 5557 N KENMORE E electronic 4 4 

472 1198 1084 N GlENLAKE N mecltanlcal 7 7 

472 1202 1208 W HOOD N mecltanical 4 4 

472 1216 1= W NORWOOD N medTanrcaf 4 4 

472 1225 1221 W NORWOOD S mechanical 3 3 

472 1204 1212 W ROSEDAlE N mechanical 5 5 

472 1209 1203 W ROSEDAl.E S mechanical 3 3 

472 1202 1206 W GlENLAKE N mechanical 4 4 

472 5845 5921 N BROACINAY E mechanical 21 21 

472 1147 1101 W THORNDAlE W mechanical 13 13 

472 1100 1142 W THORNDAlE N mechanical 14 14 

472 5937 5959 N BROADWAY E med1anlcal 7 7 

472 6011 5025 N BROADWAY E mechanical 8 8 

472 6121 6t41 N BROADWAY E mechanical 7 7 

472 6153 6153 N BROADWAY E mecltanlcal 3 3 

472 6170 6148 N BROADWAV W mechanical 6 6 

472 6142 6122 W BROADWAY W mechanical 6 5 
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412 6056 6034 N BROADWAY W mechanlcat 2 2 

412 6020 0010 N BROADWAY W me<:hanical 6 6 

472 5960 5952 N BROADWAY W mechanical 2 2 

412 120Z 1210 W THORNDAlE N mechanical 5 5 

472 1211 1203 W THORNDAlE S mechanical 5 5 

472 5928 5904 N BROADWAY W mechanical 6 6 

472 5860 5812 N BROADWAY W mechanical 18 18 

473 1202 1210 W ROSEMONT N mechanlcsl 5 5 

473 6208 6204 N WInTHROP W mechanical 3 3 

473 1149 1139 W ROSEMONT S _nleal 6 6 

473 1138 1152 W ROSEMONT N mechanical 6 6 

473 6348 6302 N BROADWAY W mechanical 12 12 

473 6252 6204 N BROADWAY W mechanical 12 12 

473 1202 1212 W GRANVILLE N rrecllanlcal 4 4 

473 1147 1103 W GRANVIllE S mechanical 14 14 

413 1055 1035 W GRANVIllE S mechanical 9 9 

473 1036 1064 W GRANVILLE N mechanical 6 6 

473 1102 1144 W GRANVILLE N mechanical 10 10 

473 6203 6241 N BROADWAY E mechanical 14 14 

473 6301 6341 N BROADWAY E mechanical 17 17 

414 6915 6925 N GLENWOOD E mechanical 6 6 

474 6955 6961 N GLENWOOO E mechanical 14 14 

474 1445 1411 W MORSE S mecttanical 13 13 

474 1316 1340 W MORSE N mechanical " " 
474 1410 1450 W MORSE N mechanical 14 14 

475 6703 6719 N CLARK E rrechanicst 8 8 

475 6735 6757 N ClARK E mechanical 10 10 

475 6809 6633 N CLARK E mechanical 7 7 

475 6903 6929 N ClARK E mechenlcal 10 10 

475 1124 1726 W MORSE N mechanlcal 2 2 

475 6949 6975 N ClARK E mechanical 14 14 

, -- 475 6916 6948 N CLARK W mechanical 10 10 
---

475 1159 1151 W MORSE S mechanical 5 5 

475 6928 6906 N ClARK W mechanical 9 9 

475 6812 6812 N ClARK W """"'anlcal 1 1 

475 1740 1748 W PRATI N mechanical 4 4 

475 1149 1745 W PRATI S mechanlcal 3 3 

475 8762 670B N ClARK W mechanical 13 13 

475 1551 1507 W MORSE S mechanical Ie 18 

475 1502 1552 W MORSE N rrechanical 11 17 

_41.6 .. 1733 1729 W LUNT S elec~onIc 3 3 

476 1743 1731 W GREENLEAF S electronIc 7 7 

476 1724 1738 W GREENLEAF N eTet:Ironlc 6 6 

476 1742 1744 W ESTES N electronic 2 2 

476 1756 1m w GREENLEAF N electroniC 8 8 

476 1773 1759 W GREENLEAF S electronic 7 7 

476 1155 1161 W lUNT S elec~onlc • 4 

476 7001 7027 N CLARK E electronic 12 12 

476 1043 7075 N CLARK E elecuonic 12 12 

476 7103 7129 N ClARK E electlOnl. 11 11 
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476 7136 7110 N ClARK W eleclronle 5 5 

476 7072 7046 N ClARK W eieclfonlc 9 9 

47& 7034 7006 N ClARK W elecltoNc 14 14 

476 73S7 7359 N ClARK E eledronlc 2 2 

476 7370 7356 N ClARK W electronic 7 7 

476 1720 1732 W LUNT N eledrOflic 4 4 

477 2745 2723 W WINONA S efeclronic 10 10 

477 2825 2649 W FOSTEfl 5 electronic 13 13 

477 2854 2604 W FOSTER N electronic 20 20 

477 5203 5211 N CALIFORNIA E eleclronlc 6 6 

476 7605 7611 N MARSHFIELD E eleclronlc 4 4 

476 7612 7606 N MARSHRELD W electronic 4 4 

476 1506 1524 W HOWARD N eledroolc B 8 

476 1536 1616 W HOWARD N eledrOf1ic 16 16 

476 1634 1652 W HOWARD N electronic 6 6 

476 7603 7657 N PAULINA E electronic 21 21 

476 7668 7604 N PAULINA W eleclroolc; 17 17 

476 1635 1603 W HOWARD S eteclronlc 11 11 

476 7542 7530 N ASHLAND W electronic 5 5 

478 1561 1507 W HOWARD S eleclronic 13 13 

476 7566 7556 N ROGERS W electronic 6 6 

476 1421 1417 W HOWARD N electronic 3 3 

478 1418 1420 W HOWARD N electronic 2 2 

478 7539 7547 n ASHLAND e eleclronlc 4 4 

479 7558 7532 N PAULINA W medlanleal 14 14 

479 7548 7536 N SEELEY W mocllanlcol 7 7 

479 7539 7549 N SEELEY E mechanical 6 6 

479 2133 2123 W HOWARD S mechanical 6 6 

479 2049 2029 W HOWARD S rnechonlcal 11 11 

479 2021 2011 W HOWARD S medlanlcal 5 5 

479 1957 1941 W HOWARD S medlanlcal 6 6 

479 1935 1901 W HOWARD S mechanical B 8 

419 7550 7516 N CLARK W mechanical 13 13 

479 7456 7448 N CLARK W mechanical 3 :I 

479 7451 7459 N CLARK E medlanlcal 4 4 

479 7507 7555 N CLARK E medlanl<al 15 15 

479 1767 1757 W HOWARD S mechanical 17 17 

479 7459 1459 N CLARK E medlanlcal 1 1 

479 7544 71542 N DAMEN W mechanical 2 2 

479 7541 7545' N DAMEN E medlanlcal 3 3 

460 2357 2351 W FARWELL S eledrook: 4 4 

460 2338 2344 W FARWELL N efeclrooic 4 4 

480 2409 2405 W LUNT S efedronlc 3 3 

480 6607 6827 N WESTERN E efectronlc 6 6 

460 6905 6919 N WESTERN E electronic 7 7 

460 6939 6947 N WESTERN E elec~onlc 5 5 

480 6957 6971 N WESTERN E eiedronlc 8 6 

460 7203 7225 N WESTERN E eleclmnlc 9 9 

480 7202 2756 W TOUHY N electronic 23 23 

460 7201 7207 N CALIFORNIA E electronlc 3 3 
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481) 7210 7204 N CAliFORNIA w elemonlc 3 3 

481) 2810 2854 W TOUHY N eledrOm: 14 14 

481) 2855 2815 w TOUHY S eledrOnic 21 21 

480 7152 111iO N CAliFORNIA W eIecIronlc 5 5 

480 2751 2707 W TOUHY S eI~c 17 17 

480 7022 1004 N WESTERN W electronic 8 8 

480 6956 6934 N WESTERN W eledronk: 11 11 

480 6922 6922 N WESTERN W eledrt>nlc 1 1 

480 6870 6844 N WESTERN W eledronlc 6 6 

480 6824 5810 N WESTERN W eledronlc 8 8 

481 6401 6405 N BELL E eledronlc 3 3 

481 6406 6402 N BELL W eledronlc 3 3 

461 6401 6405 N OAI<I.EY E eledronic 3 3 

461 6410 6402 N OAI<LEY W eledrOniC 4 4 

481 6403 6407 N ClAREMONT E eledronic 3 3 

481 6408 6402 N ClAREMONT W eledronic 3 3 

481 6354 6346 N ClAREMONT W eleruonic 5 5 

481 6349 6357 N ClARElIIONT E electronic 5 5 

481 6358 6350 N OAKLEY W eledrOnk: 9 9 

461 6355 6359 N OAKLEY E electronic 6 6 

481 6358 6354 N BEll W electronic 3 3 

461 6353 6353 N BELL E eledronlc 1 1 

481 2034 2050 W DEVON N electronic 6 6 

481 2102 2122 W DevON N electronic 11 11 

481 2134 2148 W DEVON N electronic 6 6 

481 2202 2218 W DEVON N electronic 7 1 

481 2302 2324 w DEVON N electronic 11 11 

481 2336 2348 W DEVON N eledtonlc 5 5 

481 2345 2333 W DEVON S electronic 3 3 

481 2311 2323 W DEVON S electronic 6 6 

481 2255 2235 W DEVON S electronic 10 10 

481 2211 2201 W DEVON S electronic 6 S 
-
481 2157 2125 W DEVON S eleclronic 11 11 

481 2051 2031 W DEVON S electronic 10 10 

481 2236 2250 W DEVON N dedronlc 2 2 

482 6405 6413 N ARTESIAN E electronIC 4 4 

482 8410 6402 N ARTESIAN W electronIC 5 5 

482 6358 6352 N ARTESIAN W electronIc 4 4 

482 6351 6357 N ARTESIAN E electronic 4 4 

482 6005 6045 N WESTERN E electronic 17 17 

r-- 411? SIDl 6138 N WESTERN E electronic 17 11 

482 6201 6247 N WESTERN E electronic 15 15 

482 6305 6345 N W~N E electronic 12 12 

482 6407 8451 N WESTERN E electronic 19 19 

482 S538 6558 N WESTERN W electronic 12 12 

482 6454 6412 N WESTERN W electronic 12 12 

482 6348 6308 N WESTERN W electronic 14 14 

482 6252 6206 N WESTERN W electronic 17 17 

482 6158 6114 N WESTERN W electronic 21 21 

482 6060 6028 N WESTERN W electronic 15 15 
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462 2410 2426 W DEVON N eledronic 9 9 

462 2423 2411 W DEVON 5 electronic 6 6 

463 6401 6407 N CAMPBEU E _nIc 4 4 

463 6410 6402 N CAMPBELL W electronic 4 4 

483 6405 6413 N MAPLEWOOD E electronic 5 5 

483 6410 640. N MAPLEWOOD W eleclronic 3 3 

483 6401 6409 N ROCKWELL E electronic 4 • 
483 6410 6404 N ROCKWELL W electronic 3 3 

483 6354 6346 N ROCKWELL W electronic 5 5 

483 6347 8355 N ROCKWELL E electronic 6 5 

483 6358 5348 N MAPLEWOOD W efedrontc 4 4 

483 6349 6355 N MAPLEWOOD E electronic 4 4 

483 6354 . 6346 N CAMPBELL W elecltonlc 5 5 

483 6349 6357 N CAII4PBEl!- E eedronk: 5 5 

483 2434 2448 W DEVON N electronic 7 7 

483 2502 2524 W DEVON N electronic 9 9 

483 2536 2646 W DE:VON N eleclJUflic G C 

483 2604 263U W UcVUN II t:k:t;.bUlUt.: 9 9 

483 2627 2607 W DEVON S electronic 6 6 

483 2557 2531 W DEVON 5 electronic 9 9 

483 2523 2505 W DEVON 5 electronic 5 5 

483 2453 24:):) W DEVON S eledronJc 11 11 ---
484 6405 6409 N TALMAN E mechanical 3 3 

484 6414 6406 N TALMAN W mechanical 4 4 

484 6407 6415 N WASHTENAW E mechanical 5 5 

484 6410 6406 N WASHTENAW W mechanical 3 3 

484 6407 8413 N FAIRFIELD E mechanfcal 3 3 

484 6410 6404 N FAIRFIELD W mechanical 4 4 

484 6356 6346 N FAIRFIELD W medlanlcal 6 6 

484 6349 6361 N FAIRFIELD E mechanical 6 6 

., 484 6354 6342 N WASHTENAW W mechanical 6 6 -. 
484- 6341 6349 N WASHTENAW E mechanical 5 5 

484 6350 6338 N TALMAN W mechanical 6 6 

484 6:):)9 6.'149 N TAtMAN E mechanical 6 S ,- .-

484 2634 2650 W DEVON N mechanical 7 7 

484 2709 2726 W DEVON N mechanical 9 9 

484 2738 2752 W DEVON N _nlcaI 8 8 

484 2727 2713 W DEVON S mechanical 5 5 

484 2655 2635 W DEVON S mechanical 11 11 

464 6401 6449 N CALIFORNIA E mechanical 16 16 

464 6458 6406 N CALIFORNIA W mechanical 11 11 

484 2759 2737 W DEVON S mechanical 9 9 

484 6354 6:):)4 N CALIFORNIA W meehanlcal 10 10 

484 6327 6351 N CALIFORNIA E mechanical 9 9 

485 6401 6409 N MOZART E mechanical 5 5 

485 6406 6402 N MOZART W mechanical 4 4 

485 6403 6411 N FRANCISCO E mechanical 5 5 

485 8408 640Z N FRANCISCO W mechanical 3 3 

485 6403 6409 N RICHMOND E mechanical 4 4 

465 6408 6402 N RICHMOND W mechan/cal 4 4 
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485 6403 6411 N SACRAMENTO E rned'lanicaf 5 5 

465 6410 6404 N SACRAMENTO w mechanJc3f 3 3 

485 6352 6350 N RICHMOND W mechanlcal 2 2 

465 6353 6345 N RICHMOND E mechanical 5 5 

485 6352 6346 N FRANCISCO W mechanical 4 4 

485 6343 6355 N FRANCISCO E mechanical 7 7 

465 6346 6346 N MOZART W mechanical 1 1 

485 6341 6357 N MOZART E mechanM::al 9 9 

485 2804 282. W DEVON N mechankal 11 11 

465 2834 2650 W DEVON N mechanical 6 6 

465 2904 292. W DEVON N medlanicat 11 11 

465 2936 2950 W DEVON N rOOchanical 7 7 

485 2953 2941 W DEVON S mechanIcal 7 7 

485 2925 2913 W DEVON S mechanical 7 7 

485 2855 2635 W DEVON S mechanical 11 11 

485 2823 2811 W DEVON S mechanical 7 7 

466 1555 1535 w DEVON S etectronlc 6 8 

466 1529 1505 W DEVON S electronic 9 9 

466 1455 1441 W DEVON S double bay/oled. 3 6 

466 1423 1407 W DEVON 5 double bily/elecL 6 6 

466 1319 1311 W DEVON 5 double baylelect. 3 5 

486 1257 1231 W DEVON S double bayJelecL 7 10 

486 1216 1220 W DEVON N double b]ly/elecl 3 3 

486 1232 1250 w DEVON N double bay/elect 5 7 

486 1310 1312 W DEVON N double bayJelec1. 1 1 

486 1336 1344 W DEVON N double bayJelect. 2 4 

486 1404 1424 W DEVON N double bay/elect 6 9 

486 1438 1448 W DEVON N doUble bay/elect. 3 6 

486 1516 1524 W DEVON N double bayJelect 2 4 

466 1540 1556 W DEVON N double bay/elect 6 9 

487 1553 1543 W GRANVILLE S electronic 5 5 

- 487 1633 1625 W WAlLEN S electronlc 5 5 

467 1602 1610 N HIGHLAND N eleclron~ 9 9 

487 1609 1607 W HIGHLAND S electronic 2 ;> 

487 6109 6129 N CLARK E electronlc 10 10 

487 6135 6143 N CLARK E electronic 5 5 

487 6205 6229 N ClARK E elecfrontc 13 13 

487 6253 6267 N CLARK E electroniC 3 3 

487 6301 6325 N ClARK E eJedronic 10 10 

487 6331 6341 N CLARK E electronic 6 6 

487 6501 6551 N CLARK E eledronic 16 18 

487 6609 6625 N CLARK E electronfc 9 9 

487 6637 6651 N ClARK E eledroolc 7 7 

487 6656 6632 N ClARK W electronfc 9 9 

487 6622 6606 N ClARK W electronIc 3 3 

487 6552 6516 N CLARK W electronic 11 11 

487 1606 1626 W DEVON N eledronlc 8 8 

481 1625 1613 W DEVON S electronic 4 4 

487 63S2 6314 N CLARK W e1ec11OOlc 13 13 

487 6250 6250 N ClARK W electronic 1 1 
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481 6244 6218 N CLARK W eledronic 14 14 

481 6154 6132 N ClARK W electronic 9 9 

481 1707 1723 W DEVON S eledronIc 7 7 

488 1529 1533 W OLIVE S double bavteled_ 2 3 

488 1524 1530 W OLIVE N double bay/elect_ 2 4 

488 1535 1529 W HOLLYWOOD S double bay/elect. 2 4 

488 1532 1536 W HOlLYWOOD N double baytelect. 2 3 

41!8 1529 1523 W IIICTORlA. S double bay/elecl. 2 4 

488 5609 5619 N ClARK E doubl. bay/elecl. 1 2 

488 5845 5663 N ClARK E double ba /elOO. 5 10 

488 5705 5725 N ClARK E double bay/elect_ 4 8 

488 6710 6702 N ClARK W double ba Ielecl. :I 5 

488 5650 5636 N ClARK W double baV/elect. 4 7 

488 5624 5614 N ClARK W double bay/elect. 3 5 

489 1502 1532 W CATALPA. N double bav/elecl. 9 15 

489 1541 1503 W CATALPA S double bay/elecI_ 10 20 

489 1483 1475 W BI\lMORAl S double bay/decl_ 3 5 

489 1472 1480 W IlALMORAl N double ba leled. 3 5 

469 1474 1480 W CATALPA N double baytelec\. 2 4 

489 1502 1510 W BI\lMORAl N double baytelecl. 3 5 

469 1513 1507 W BI\lMORAl S double baytelec\. 2 4 

469 1505 1505 W BAlMORAl S doubl. bavtelecl. 1 1 

469 5409 5425 N ClARK E doubl. bav/olec •• 5 9 

469 5437 5455 N ClARK E double bav/elecl. 5 a 
469 5503 5523 N CLARK E double bay/elecl. 5 9 

489 5535 5555 N ClARK E double b.y/e!ecI. 5 8 

489 5550 5522 N CLARK W double bay/eJecI. 6 11 

489- 5520 5506 N ClARK W doubl. bay/elect. 4 a 
489 5452 5436 N ClARK W double bavlelecl. 5 9 

489 5424 5402 N ClARK W double bay/elecl. S 11 

490 1487 1481 W F/IRRAGUT S double bavlelecl. 2 4 

>190- 1468 1484 W FARRAGUT N d ... ble bav/elect. 2 :) 

490 1485 1477 W BERWYN S doubl~ baVIeIect. 3 5 

490 1482 1476 W BERWYN N double bav/decl. 2 4 

490 1485 1479 W SUMMERDAlE S double bav/elecL 2 4 

490 1476 1484 W SUMMERDALE N double bav/elecL 3 5 

490 1502 1522 W SUMMERDALE N double bav/elec1. 3 6 

490 1515 1505 W SUMMERDALE S double bay/elect. 3 5 

490 1502 1502 W BERWYN N double bay/elect. 1 1 

490 1504 1514 W BERWYN N double bay/elect. 4 6 

490 lS15 1505 W BERWYN S double bayleleel. 3 5 

490 5203 5223 N CLARK E double bay/elecL 5 9 

490 5235 5249 N ClARK E double bay/elecL 4 B 

490 5303 5323 N ClARK E double bavlelecl. 6 11 

490 5335 5355 N ClARK E double baylelecl 5 9 

490 5J5O 5332 N ClARK W double bav/elec1. 5 9 

490 5320 5304 N ClARK W double bay/elecL 5 8 

490 5256 S232 N CLARK W dotJble bavfeleel. 6 11 

490 5226 5206 N CLARK W double bavielecL 5 10 

490 1504 1612 W FOSTER N double baylelecl 2 4 
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490 1521 1517 W FOSTER S double bay/eled. 2 3 

491 1504 1512 W WINONA N double bavleled. 3 5 

491 1509 1503 W WINONA S double ba1lieled. 2 4 

491 1504 1514 W CARMEN N double bay/eleel. 3 6 

491 1513 1505 W CARMEN S double bav/elect. 3 5 

491 1506 1510 W WINNEMAC N doubl. bayJeled. 2 3 

491 1503 1507 W WINNEMAC S double bavlelecl. 2 3 

491 1477 1487 W WINNEMAC S doubI. bal'Jelecl. 3 6 

491 1482 1480 W WINNEMAC N double bayJelect. 1 2 

491 1481 14n W CARMEN S double bav/elect. 2 3 

491 1476 1482 W CARMEN N double bavJeled. 2 4 

491 5154 5130 N ClARK W double bavlelecl. 4 8 

491 5120 6100 N CLARK W double bavleled. 6 II 

491 5055 5038 N ClARK W double bavleleel. 6 10 

491 5012 5018 N ClARK W double bayJeled. 2 3 

491 1502 1518 W AINSLIE N electronic 8 8 

49. 1527 1501 W AINSliE S double bay/elect. 14 14 

491 4907 4913 N CLARK E double bay/elect. 2 2 

491 5005 5019 N CLARK E double bayJelect. 4 8 

491 5035 5057 N CLARK E double bayJeleci. 5 10 

491 5105 5129 N CLARK E double bayteled. S 11 

491 5135 5151 N CLARK E double baylelect. 4 8 

491 H81 1473 W FOSTER S double bay/eled. 3 6 

491 1475 1473 W FOSTER S double bay/elect. 1 2 

491 1474 1474 W FOSTER S double bavJelBCI. I 1 

492 4603 4611 N WINCHESTER E mechanical 5 5 

492 4610 4804 N WOLCOTT W mechanical 4 4 

492 4754 4746 N WINCHESTER W mechanical 4 4 

491 1702 1726 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 10 10 

492 1750 1766 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 7 7 

492 1820 1632 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 5 5 

492 1848 IBn W LAWRENCE N mechanical 13 13 
.'-

492· 1942 1980 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 9 9 

492 1969 1941 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 19 10 

492 1813 1809 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 3 3 

492 1759 1751 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 3 3 

492 1729 "1713 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 6 6 

492 1813 1609 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 3 3 

493 4653 4655 N DAMEN E mechanical 2 2 

493 4701 4753 N DAMEN E mechanical 15 15 

493 4005 4855 N DAMEN E mechanical 22 22 

493 4852 4612 N DAMEN W mechanical 6 6 

493 2002 2022 W LAWRENCE N mechanIcal 9 9 

493 2018 2010 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 3 3 

493 2102 2116 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 8 8 

493 2136 2146 W LAWRENCE N mecI1anlC31 6 5 

493 2149 2121 W LAWRENCE S mechanIcal 14 14 

493 2049 2043 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 4 4 

493 2023 2003 W LAWRENCE 5 mechanical 11 11 

493 4742 4734 N OAMEN W mechanical 5 5 
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493 4722 ·4704 N DMlEN W medlanical 10 10 

493 4650 4646 N DAMEN W mechanical 3 3 

494 4803 4809 N ClAREMONT E eledmnTc 4 4 

494 4616 4806 N ClAREMONT W eleclrcnlc 5 5 

494 4856 4946 N WESTERN W eledronlc 6 6 

494 4645 4819 N LINCOLN E electronic 14 14 

494 4826 4808 N WESTERN W electronic 11 11 

494 4744 4708 N WESTERN W electronic 16 18 

494 4652 4634 N WESTERN W electronic 6 6 

494 4616 4606 N WESTERN W eleclronlc 6 8 

494 4550 4530 N WESTERN W eleclronlc B 8 

494 4531 4549 N WESTERN E electronic 10 10 

494 461)1 4623 N WESTERN E electronIc 10 10 

494 4763 4761 N WESTERI'l E electronic 18 18 

494 2325 2311 W LAWRENCE S electronic 6 6 

494 2255 2239 W LAWRENCE S electronic 6 6 

494 2322 2324 W LAWREI'lCE N eledronlc 2 2 

494 2334 2346 W LAWRENCE N electrontc 6 6 

494 4607 4855 N WESTERN E electronic 17 17 

494 2404 2410 W LElAND N electronic 4 4 

495 2278 2272 W LELAND N eIeclronfC 4 4 

495 2275 22n W LELAND S electronIc 2 2 

495 2268 2262 W EASTWOOD N electrOniC 4 4 

495 2271 2271 W EASTWOOD S electronic 1 1 

495 2305 2309 W EASTWOOD S electroniC 3 3 

495 2310 2304 W EASTWOOD N electronlc 4 4 

495 4797 4741 N LINCOlN E elec~onJc 29 29 

495 4737 4703 N LINCOLN E electronic 18 18 

495 4649 4633 N LINCOlN E eleclronlc 8 6 

495 4625 4605 N LINCOlN E electronic 11 11 

495 460B 4634 N LINCOlN W elec~onJc 7 7 

-495· 4644 4664 N LINCOlN W deck"onic 5 5 

496 2431 2433 W AINSlIE N mechaniCSI 2 2 

496 5140 5134 N LINCOLN W mechanical 4 4 

496 5118 5104 N LINCOlN W mechanical 4 4 

496 5076 5060 N LINCOlN W mechanical 9 9 

496 5034 5012 N LINCOLN W medlanleal 7 7 

496 4926 4916 N LINCOlN W mechanical 6 6 

496 5149 5131 N LINCOLN E mechor/cal 10 10 

496 5119 5105 N LINCOlN E medlar/cal 7 7 

496 5071 5049 N LINCOLN E mechanical 11 11 

496 5035 5003 N LINCOLN E medlallleal 5 5 

496 4937 4905 N LINCOLN E mechar/cal 2 2 

497 4758 4752 N WASHTENAW W el_c 4 4 

497 4751 1749 N WASHTENAW E ol_c 9 9 

497 2418 2446 W LAWRENCE N electmrlc 8 8 

497 2504 2546 W LAWRENCE N electrorlc 11 11 

497 2602 2620 W LAWRENCE N electrorlc 10 10 

497 2638 2650 W LAWRENCE N electronic 7 7 

497 2702 .2722 W LAWRENCE N elewonic 10 10 
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4'iff 2742 2748 W LAWRENCE N electrOtllc 4 4 

497 2755 2705 W LAWRENCE S electronic 10 10 

4!J7 2655 2639 W LAWRENCE S ele<:~onIc 4 4 

497 2625 2609 W LAWRENCE S electronIc 7 7 

497 2557 2539 W LAWRENCE S etectronlc 6 6 

497 2523 2509 W LAWRENCE S efectronic 5 5 

497 2443 2431 W LAWRENCE S electronic 7 7 

497 4660 4632 N ROCKWell W efocbooic 9 9 

497 4637 4661 N ROCKWEU E electronic 10 10 

497 4758 4748 N ROCKWEll W eleclIOf"tlC 5 5 

497 4749 4757 N ROCKWEU E electronic 5 5 

497 4753 4755 N CAMPBELL E electronic 2 Z 

498 48DJ 4811 N ALBANY E eledronic 5 5 

498 4804 4808 N ALBANY W ele<:koo;c 3 3 

498 3225 3215 W LAWRENCE S eleckOi"bc 4 4 -
498 3153 3135 W LAWRENCE S electronic 7 7 --
498 3127 3111 W LAWRENCE S electronic B B 

498 3057 3035 W LAWRENCE S electronic 5 6 

498 3019 3017 W LAWRENCE S electronic 2 2 

498 3002 304' W LAWRENCE N electronic 6 6 

498 3102 3118 W LAWRENCE N clectlOnJc B B 

498 3138 3148 W LAWRENCE N e1eroonlc 6 6 

400 3204 3222 W LAWRENCE N efe(;lronic 10 10 

499 4620 4600 N KEDZIE W electronIc 11 11 

499 4550 4500 N I<EDZIE W eloroonk; 18 18 

499 4458 4404 N KEDZIE W electronk; 15 15 

499 4403 4449 N KEDZIE E electronic 13 13 

499 4503 4555 N KEDZIE E elecJroolc 16 16 

499 4603 4623 N KEDZIE E electronic 11- 11 

499 4637 4645 N KEDZIE E electronic 3 3 

500 4801 4815 N SAWYER E electronic B B 

500 4814 4800 N SAWYER W eledtonlc B B 

500 4801 4811 N SPAUtDING E electronic 6 6 

500 4612 4602 N SPAUtDING W el_onic 6 6 

600 4601 4603 N CHRISTIANA E elec:uornc 2 2 

500 4812 4804 N CHRISTIANA W 01_00<: 5 5 

600 4758 4746 N SPAULDING W electronic 7 7 

500 4745 4759 N SPAULDING E electronic 8 8 

600 4758 4748 N SAWYER W elec1tOojC 6 6 

500 4747 4757 N SAWYER E electronic 6 6 

500 3234 324li W_ lAWRENCe_ N electrornc 5 5 

600 3304 3324 W LAWRENCE N eJectronic 11 11 

600 3334 3342 W LAWRENCE N eI_onl<; 5 5 

500 4605 4809 N K1MSAlL E electronic 3 3 

500 3321 3301 W LAWRENCE S electronic 7 7 

500 3255 3239 W LAWRENCE S electronic B B 

500 4746 4702 N KIMBAlL W electronic 12 12 

500 4701 4737 N KIMBAlL E electronic 19 19 

501 4802 4610 N DRAKE W medlanlcal 5 5 

501 4760 4742 N DRAKE W mechanical 10 10 
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SOl ~741 4755 N DRAKE E rrechanicol 8 8 

SOl 4760 4745 N STLOUIS W mechanical 8 8 

SOl 4741 4759 N STLOUIS E rrec:hanicaf 7 7 

501 4758 4752 N BERNARD W mechanical 4 4 

501 4751 4155 N BERNARO E mechanical 2 2 

501 3402 3418 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 9 9 

501 3432 3445 W LAWRENCE N mechanical II 8 

501 3S04 3528 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 10 10 

501 3536 3550 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 8 8 

501 3S04 3625 W LAWRENCE N mechanical t2 12 

SOl 3627 :J603 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 9 9 

501 3549 3533 W LAWRENCE S rrechanlcaI 9 9 

SOl 3525 3511 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 1 7 

501 3455 3435 W LAWRENCE S JreChanical 11 11 

501 3425 3403 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 9 9 

502 3634 3850 W LAWRENCE N electronic 9 9 

S02 3702 3726 W LAWRENCE N eledronlc 12 12 

502 3736 3750 W LAWRENCE N elecb"onic B B 

502 3804 3826 W LAWRENCE N electronic 12 12 

502 3823 3809 W LAWRENCE S electronic 3 3 

S02 3755 3733 W LAWRENCE S eJeclronic 9 9 

S02 3656 3635 W LAWRENCE S eledronl. 12 12 

503 3634 3846 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 6 6 

503 3902 3924 W LAWRENCE N mechanical 10 10 

503 3942 3948 W LAWRENCE N orechanlca/ 4 4 

503 4803 4849 N PULASKI E mechanical 15 15 

603 4866 4855 N PUlASKI W mechanical 1 1 

503 4749 4753 N PULASKI E mechanical 2 2 

503 3957 3933 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 12 12 

503 3921 3909 W LAWRENCE S mechaniCDI 7 7 

'- 503 .3853 3833 W LAWRENCE S mechanical 3 3 
--"-

'sor 4803 4809 N KENNETH E ele.lronJc 4 4 -
504 4806 4802 N KENNETH W elecll<lnlc 3 3 

504 4475 4471 W GUNNISON S eleclmnlc 3 3 

504 4750 4746 N KENNETH W eleclronJc 3 3 

504 4751 4753 N KENNETH E eledroI1lc 2 2 

504 4739 4747 N KOSTNER E elecJronlc 4 4 

504 4338 4352 W LAWRENCE N eleclronic 8 B 

604 4402 4414 W LAWRENCE N eledronlc 7 7 

504 4825 4845 N ELSTON E eleclronlc 11 11 

504 4853 4875 N ELSTON E eleclronJc II It 

504 4903 4925 N elSTON E eleclronic 9 9 

504 4937 4955 N ELSTON E electronic 5 5 

504 4954 4936 N elSTON W e1eCbonlc 5 5 

504 4922 4902 N elSTON W e1ecbon1c 10 10 

604 4880 4806 N ELSTON W elec\ronlc 17 17 

504 4479 4467 W LAWRENCE S eIeclroric 7 7 

504 4786 4774 N ELSTON W eledronic 7 7 

504 4767 4789 N ELSTON E dec\ronlc 10 10 

504 4425 4413 W LAWRENCE S e/ec1tonic 6 6 
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504 4355 4333 W LAWRENCE 5 eteclronlc 12 12 

505 4760 4752 N LONG W efedr.onic 5 5 

505 4758 4752 N LONDON W electronic 4 4 

505 4753 4759 N LONDON E electronic 4 ... 

505 5306 5312 W GIDDINGS N electronic 4 4 

505 5309 5305 W GIDDINGS 5 etectronic 2 2 

505 5247 5257 W GIDDINGS S electronic S I> 

505 5236 5258 W GIDDINGS N eIeclrMtc 6 6 

505 5212 5234 W LAWRENCE N efeclronic 11 11 

505 5304 5312 W LAWRENCE N etedronlc 5 5 

605 6354 6372 W LAWRENCE N electronic 8 8 

505 5375 5359 W LAWRENCE S electronic 9 9 

505 4758 47116 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 15 15 

505 4722 4736 N MILWAUKEE W eleclronlc 9 9 

505 4639 4729 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 19 19 

505 4747 4n5 N MILWAUKEE E electronic 10 10 

505 5303 5231 W LAWRENCE 5 electronic 18 16 

506 5362 5360 W GALE N electronic 5 5 

506 5226 5232 W AINSLIE N eledronlc 3 3 

506 4631 4803 N LONG E e!edronlc 12 12 

506 5404 5454 W LAWRENCE N electronic 16 16 

506 41166 4916 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 8 8 

506 4956 4958 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 2 2 

506 5222 5200 N MILWAUKEE W electronic 11 11 

506 5215 5203 N MILWAUKEE E electronic. 7 7 

506 4959 4945 N MILWAUKEE E elec1ronlc 7 7 

506 4927 4907 N MILWAUKEE E eleelrOnlC 1 1 

506 4636 4604 N LIPPS W electronic 15 15 

506 4811 4833 N LIPPS E elec1ronlc 11 11 

506 5318 5370 W VETERANS PARK N electroniC 25 25 

506 5469 5415 W HIGGINS S elec1ronlc 29 29 

506 5434 5434 W HIGGINS N eleclrDnic 1 1 

507 6657 6669 N NORTHWEST HY E double bay/elect. 4 7 

507 6611 6665 N NORTHWEST HY E double b.y/elec1. 4 8 

507 6705 6723 N NORTllWEST HY E double bay/elecL 5 10 

507 6728 6708 N NORllIWESTHY W double bay!eleeL 5 10 

507 6698 6676 N NORTHWEST HY W """ble bay/elecl. 5 10 

507 6668 6654 N NORTHWEST HY W double bay/elecl. 3 6 

507 6730 6704 N OLMSTEAD W etec""nlc 14 14 

507 6703 6716 N OLMSTEAD E alec""nlc 7 7 

507 6709 6715 N 9l~tJANT E ---------- eleclronlc 5 5 

507 6710 6704 N OlIPHANT W eledron/c 4 " 507 6745 8751 N OSHKOSH E electonlc 4 4 

507 6746 6738 N OSHKOSH W """,,"onlo 5 5 

507 6724 6702 N OSHKOSH W etecl'onic 10 10 

507 6703 6723 N OSHKOSH E el~nIc 6 6 

507 6618 6686 N OLIPHANT W eJecronic 8 8 

507 6689 oon N OlIPHANT E eleclronic 6 6 

508 6410 6418 W lEOTI N eleclronlc 4 4 

508 6427 6415 W LEOTI S efec1ronlc 7 7 
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508 5302 5338 W DEVON N eleclronlc 12 12 

508 5340 5366 W DEVON W eledmnlc 12 12 

508 6425 6451 N CENTRAl. E eleCIronic 10 1O 

508 6446 6426 N CENTRAl. W etedronic 12 12 

508 6414 6410 N CENTRAl. W electronic 3 3 

508 5402 $430 W DEVON N eledronlc 15 15 

508 6401 6437 N KINZUA E eleclronic 19 19 

508 6401 6449 N LEHIGH E electronic 19 19 

508 6444 6410 N LEHIGH W etec:lronic 13 13 

508 5502 5510 W DEVON N elec~on/c 5 5 

508 5427 5403 W DEVON 5 eteclronic 13 13 

508 6328 6316 N CENTRAl. W electronic 7 7 

508 6319 6325 N CENTRAl. ~ electronic 3 3 

508 5361 5339 W DEVON 5 electronic 12 12 

500 5329 5301 W DEVON 5 elecltoolc 14 14 

509 5603 5611 N SPAUlDING E mechanical 5 5 

509 5608 5600 N SPAUlDING W mechanIcal 5 5 

508 5603 5609 N CHRISTIANA E mechanical 4 4 

509 5608 5602 N CHRISTIANA W mechanical 4 4 

509 5558 5552 N BERNARD E mechanical 4 4 

509 5556 5548 N SPAULDING W mechankal 5 5 

509 5547 5553 N SPAULDING E mechanIcal 4 4 

509 555B 5550 N SAWYER W mechanical 5 5 

509 6549 6557 N SAWYER E mechanIcal 6 5 

509 3204 3258 W BRYN MAWR N mechanical 15 IS 

509 3302 3320 W BRYN MAWR N mechanIcal 10 10 

509 3335 3356 W BRYN MAWR N mechanical 11 11 

509 3408 3422 W BRYN MAWR N rrechanlcal 8 8 

509 3423 3405 W BRYN MAWR 5 mechankal 9 9 

509 3353 3331 W BRYN MAWR S mechanical 12 12 

509 3323 3303 W BRVNMAWR S mechanical 10 10 

'509- 3255 3235 W BRYN MAWR S mechanical 11 11 

509 3223 3201 W BRYN MAWR S mechanical 9 9 

509 SG03 5609 N KIMBALL E mech""lcsI 3 3 

509 5554 5548 N KIMBAll W mechanICal 4 .. 
510 205S 2033 W ROSCOE S electronIc 12 12 

510 2023 2005 W ROSCOE 5 eIec~onIc 8 8 

510 2002 2024 W ROSCOE N elecltonlc 10 10 

510 2034 2056 W ROSCOE N electronic 9 9 

511 340 302 W WASHINGTON N Pav & Displav 1 12 

511 226 202 W WASHINGTON N Pay & Dlsploy 1 10 

511 176 166 W WASHINGTON N Pav& Dlslllav 1 .. 
611 30 10 W WASHINGTON N Pav&Dls!>lav 1 10 

511 210 216 N CLARK W Pay & Display 1 4 

51t 309 273 N CLARK E Pay&DIs!>lay 1 10 

51t 25 75 S CLARK E Pay & DiSPlay 1 15 

511 121 145 S CLARK E Pay & Display 1 8 

511 2Ba 208 S CLARK W Pav& Dls!>lav 1 12 

511 198 144 S CLARK W Pay&Oispiay 1 12 

511 20 68 N CLARK W Pav&Dls!>lsv 1 9 
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512 194 146 N WELLS W Pay & IlIspl9Y I 14 

512 lOB 102 N WELLS W Pay & Dbpl.y I • 
512 42 10 N WELLS W Pay&llIspiay I 12 

512 38 44 S WEllS W _~ & Display_ I • 
512 106 148 S WELLS W Pay & Display I 11 

512 220 250 S WELLS W Pav&Disllfay I 5 

512 300 J20 S WELLS W Pay&OI~]lI~ I Iii 

512 413 403 S WELLS E Pay 800Ispiay I 5 

512 217 207 S WELLS E Pay800IsilIay I 6 

512 55 45 S WELLS E P"1'-&Dis~L I 6 

512 I 41 N WELLS E Pa)'& DispI.y .. I 8 

512 103 139 N WELLS E Pay & DIsplay I 9 

512 211 227 N WELLS E Pay & DIsplay I 8 

513 109 131 W MADISON S Pay & DIsplay I 6 

513 205 245 W MADISON S Pay & Display 1 7 

513 303 331 W MADISON S Pay & DIsplay 1 11 

513 165 155 W MONROE S Pav&DlSP/ay 1 6 

613 83 63 W MONROE S Pay & Oisplav 1 11 

513 120 150 S DEARBORN W Pay & DIsplay 1 10 

513 98 86 S DEARBORN W Pav& OIspiay 1 7 

513 82 90 N DEARBORN W ~&Display 1 5 

513 11 33 w MADISON S ~&~v 1 12 

513 45 87 E ADAMS S ~&D~ 1 10 

514 314 348 S DEARBORN W ~&Di~ 1 16 

514 74 56 E VANBUREN N ~&~L 1 5 

514 4 20 W VAN BUREN N ~&OI~ 1 9 

514 331 303 W VAN BUREN S ~&Ois~ 1 12 

514 229 205 W VANBUREN S ~&~ 1 7 

514 19 11 W VANBUREN S 1'l!L&!lI~ 1 8 

614 7 15 E VANBUREN S ~&IJI~ 1 5 

515 3353 3333 W FOSTER 5 mec:llanlcal 8 8 

~ 515 3325 3311 W FOSTER S mechanical 8 8 
-. 

515 3257 3213 W fOSTER S mechanical 22 22 

515 3202 3222 W FOSTER N mechanical 11 11 

515 3236 3248 W FOSTER N mechanIcal 7 7 

515 3304 3324 W fOSTER N mecI1MIcal 11 11 

515 3336 3346 W FOSTER N mechanical 6 6 

516 6332 6302 N LINCOLN W mechank:al 16 16 

516 6270 6248 N LINCOlN W mechanical 12 12 

516 6220 6202 N LINCOLN W mechanical 7 7 

516 6160 6140 N IINC:OIN W rmd<v>lr..ll 1~ 13 

616 5124 6110 N LINCOLN W mechanical B B 

516 3143 3135 W DEVON S mechank:al 5 5 

516 3119 3109 W DevON S mechanical 3 3 

516 3051 3035 W DEVON S mechanical 9 9 

516 3004 3024 W DEVON N mechanical 11 11 

516 3034 3038 W DEVON N mechanical 2 2 

516 3104 3126 W DEVON N mechanICal 9 9 

516 3144 3144 W DEVON N medlanleal 1 I 

517 327 301 W LAKE S Pay & Display I 6 
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517 204 224 N POST W pay & Displav 1 12 

517 231 211 W POST E Pav & Dlsplay_ 1 II 

517 179 155 W LAKE S PaY & Dis lav I 10 

518 2843 2819 W HOWARD S lred>anlcal 10 10 

519 41!62 4816 N KEOZlE W mechanical " I. 

519 4754 ~700 N KEDZlE W lred>anlcal 18 18 

519 4660 4668 N KEDZlE W mechanical S 5 

519 4653 4661 N KEDZIE E mech;mlcsl • 4 

519 470T 4755 N KEDZIE E mechanIcal 18 18 

519 4809 4855 N KEDZlE E mechanical 16 16 

519 3202 3210 W LELAND N lred>anlcal 5 5 

519 3209 3203 W LElAND S mechanical • 4 

519 3159 3145 W LElAND S orechonlcal B 8 

519 3146 3152 W LELAND N fft!Chanlcaf 4 4 

520 3004 3026 W MONTROSE N elecltonlc 10 10 

520 3038 3054 W MONTROSE N electronic 8 8 

520 3110 3124 W MONTROSE N electronic 8 8 

520 3134 3150 W MONTROSE N electronic 7 7 

520 3204 3218 W MONTROSE N eleclronlc 6 6 

620 3236 3252 W MONTROSE N electrode 9 S 

520 3302 3314 W MONTROSE N eleclronlc 6 6 

520 3332 3346 W MONTROSE N electronic 8 8 

520 3345 3335 W MONTROSE S efectronlc 4 4 

520 3325 3307 W MONTROSE S elecltonlc 5 5 

620 3265 3239 W MONTROSE S eleclronlc 9 9 

520 3221 3219 W MONTROSE S electronic 5 5 

520 3151 3135 W MONTROSE S eleclronlc 4 4 

520 3123 3115 W MONTROSE S electronic 5 5 

520 3055 3037 W MONTROSE S elecIronlc 8 B 

520 3017 3009 W MONTROSE S electronic 4 4 

- 520 4405 4411 N KIMBALL E electror1ic 4 4 -- --- -- '020--- 4412 4412 N KIMBALL W elecltonlc 1 1 

520 4348 4348 N KIMBALL W elecltonlc 1 I 

521 5546 5586 N LINCOLN W eleclron!c 7 7 

521 2633 2635 W IIRVNMAWR S _Otic 2 2 

521 5315 5347 N LINCOLN E electrOnic 15 15 

521 5413 5451 N LINCOLN E eIectroric 16 18 

521 6360 53J6 N LINCOLN W electronc 12 12 

521 5328 5314 N LINCOLN W eleOlronc 6 6 

522 4552 4546 N LINCOLN W eleclronlc 4 4 

522 4532 4509 N LINCOLN W electronic 13 13 

522 4503 4549 N LINCOLN E eIectroric 21 21 

522 4348 4304 N LINCOLN W eleclronlc 16 16 

522 4303 4325 N LINCOLN E electroric 11 11 

522 4341 4357 N LINCOLN E eIecItonIc 9 9 

S22 434B 4344 N LINCOLN W eIecIronIc 2 2 

523 2404 2422 W FUlLERTON N eledJoric 10 10 

523 2434 2446 W FUllERTON N eIectmn1c 7 7 

524 «l4O 4054 W LAWRENCE N _nlc e 6 

524 4102 4122 W LAWRENCE N eIecfmric 9 9 
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525 2604 2810 W IRVING PARK }I eleclIonIc 5 5 

525 2B22 2824 W IRVING PARK II electrOfVc 2 2 

525 2902 2918 W IRVING PARK }I elec.lrt:ric 8 6 

525 30tH 3022 W IRV1NGPARK N elec\fook; 8 6 

525 3025 3009 W IRVING PARK 5 electronic 9 9 

525 2959 2945 W IflIIINGPARK S electronic 6 6 

525 2923 2905 W IRVING PARK S elecfIOriC 9 9 

526 2855 2843 W IRVING PARK S electronic 7 7 

525 2819 2811 W IRVING PARK S electronic 4 4 

527 215 227 W RANDOlPH S Pay & Display 1 7 

527 155 183 N FRANKLIN E Pay & Display 1 4 

527 178 154 N FRANKLIN W Pay & [);splay 1 11 

527 327 305 W RANDOlPH S Pay & DispI"Y 1 9 

527 136 104 N FRANKliN W P~_&[)j~- 1 10 

527 20 12 N FRANKLIN W Pay 1\ Display 1 5 

527 123 109 S WACKER E Pay & Display 1 9 

527 21 73 N WACKER E Pay 1\ Display 1 9 

527 125 159 N WACKER E Pay 1\ Display 1 7 

527 130 166 S WACKER w Pay & DISPOay 1 17 

527 350 376 S WACKER W P,yl\ DisplaY 1 14 

527 ill 211 W QUINCY S Pay & [);splay 1 7 

527 230 244 W MONROE N Pay 1\ o;splay 1 7 

528 504 534 S WABASH W dedronic 14 14 

528 220 216 N WEllS W electronic 3 3 

528 341 339 S FRANKLIN E electronic 2 2 

S28 105 109 N FRANKliN E electron)c 3 3 

.628 126 122 S FRANKLIN W electronic 3 3 

528 55 53 S WACKER E electronk; 2 2 

528 22 16 W MONROE N electronic 2 2 

528 48 44 E VANBUREN N eledronlc 3 3 

528 56 58 W' VANBUREN N electronic 1 1 

- 528 37 37 W VANBUREN S eledron~c 1 1 

528 225 223 W lAKE S elecIronlc 2 2 

528 209 205 W lAKE S e!edronlc 3 3 

528 214 230 S WABASH W eledrOnlc 3 3 

S28 402 408 S WABASH W e!earonlc 4 4 

528 29 26 S WABASH E electronIC 2 2 

529 502 530 W TAYlOR N electronic 12 12 

529 527 503 W TAYLOR S electronic 13 13 

529 1102 1172 S CANAL W electronic 32 32 

5;>!1 610 512 W ROOSEVELT N electronic 2 2 

529 1177 1101 S CANAl E elecIronic 26 26 

530 3045 2921 S COTIAGE GROVE E electronic 19 19 

530 432 424 E 29TH PLACE N electronic 6 5 

530 2911 2901 S VERNON E elecJmnlc 6 6 

530 439 555 E 29THST S elecIronlc 22 22 

530 2904 2974 S LAKE PARK W electronic 26 26 

530 2677 2905 S lAKE PARK E electronic 29 29 

530 550 542 E 26THST N electronic 5 5 

530 2736 2834 S elLIS W electronIC 22 22 
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530 452 438 E 29THST N electronJc 4 4 

530 2920 2950 S COTTAGE GROVE W elecllooic 16 16 

530 3022 3044 S COTTAGE GROVE W electtonic 11 11 

532 966 600 S CANAL W electr,.,;c 23 23 

532 702 756 S CANAL W eledJonic 14 14 

532 905 941 S CANAL E electronic 10 10 

533 361 373 E WACKER (UPPER) S Pa~&DI~_ 1 7 

533 372 346 E WACKER (UPPER) N Pay & DIsplay 1 14 

533 250 218 E WACKER N eleclJornc 17 17 

533 220 250 E WACKER N eleclronlC 16 16 

533 253 221 E WACKER 3 electronic 17 17 

533 286 258 N STETSON W efectIon)c: 12 12 

533 271 285 N STETSON E electronic 8 8 -- .-~~ .. 

533 225 239 E WACKER 5 electroniC 6 6 

533 301 359 E WACKERILWRl 5 Pay & Display 1 25 

533 365 337 E WACKER S etcclronlc 15 15 

534 631 603 W POLK S electronic 1() 10 

S34 533 505 W POLK S dectronic 12 12 

S34 504 524 W POLK N electronic 11 11 

S34 646 570 W POLK N ejectronk: 9 9 

534 604 632 W POLK N eleclrorrlc 13 13 

S35 2425 2409 S WENTWORTH E electronic 9 9 

S35 2357 2335 S WEN1WORTH E electronic 12 12 

S35 2323 2311 S WEN1WORTH E eledronlc 7 7 

535 2363 2361 S WEN1WORTH E e!edronlc 2 2 

S35 2245 2227 S WENTWORTH E efectronlc 10 10 

535 216 248 W CERMAK N eiedronlc 16 16 

535 257 211 W CERMAK S efectron!" 22 22 

535 2214 2218 S WENTWORTH W electronic 3 3 

S35 2230 2244 S WEi'lIWORTH W electronic 7 7 

S35 2256 2260 S WEN1WORTH W electronic 2 2 

535 2304 2324 S WEN1WORTH W electronic 9 9 

535 2336 2352 S WEN1WORTH W eledJonlc 7 7 

S35 2404 2424 S WEmwDRTH W electroi'Hc 7 7 

S35 157 153 W 24 S eleclronlc 3 3 

535 154 160 W 24 N electroniC 4 4 

S35 208 212 W 22 N electronic 3 3 

535 211 207 W 22 S eleclronlc 3 3 

535 208 210 W AlEXANDER N eleclroofc 2 2 

535 211 211 W ALEXANDER S electroniC 1 1 

535 204 216 W 23 N electronic 7 7 

535 219 207 W 23 S eIeclronlc 5 5 

535 206 212 W 23 N eiedJonlc 3 3 

535 205 209 W 23 S eledJonlc 2 2 

535 207 205 W 24 S electronic 2 2 

637 11104 1928 S ARCHER E electronic 13 13 

538 1141 1001 S PAULINA E electronlc 28 26 

538 1002 1148 S PAULINA W electronic 26 26 

539 1199 1037 S HERMITAGE E electronic 32 32 

539 1044 1150 S HERMITAGE W electronic 31 31 
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541 1977 1949 w OGDEN S eleclronIC 11 11 

541 1923 1909 w OGDEN S elecIronic 6 6 

541 1875 1863 W OGDEN S eledronlc 5 5 

541 552 556 S WOlCOTT W electronic 3 3 

541 561 551 S WOLCOTT E eledronlc 6 6 

541 1904 1930 w DGDEN N eledronlc 11 11 

541 19:J8 1974 W OGDEN H eledronic 11 11 

544 7104 7124 w HIGGINS N mechanical 11 11 

544 7132 7140 W HIGGINS N mechanical 5 5 

544 7141 7135 W HIGGINS S rnec:hanlcal 3 3 

544 7123 7109 W HIGGINS S mechanical 7 7 

545 220 214 N WABASH W Pay&Dl>clIay 1 5 

545 186 174 N WABASH W Pay & Displav 1 6 

545 136 120 N WABASH W pay&OisoIav 1 8 

54S 28 6 III WABASH W pay & OIsolaV 1 8 

545 22 26 S WABASH W ""Y.& DI.oIav 1 4 

545 312 316 S WABASH W pay & OisolaV 1 4 

545 431 416 S WABASH E pay & DisolaV 1 9 

545 335 319 S WABASH E pay & OI.oIav 1 9 

545 225 207 S WABASH E Pav& DlsDlav 1 9 

545 137 105 S WABASH E P"y & Display 1 13 

54S 11 29 N WABASH E 1':!Y_&D~y 1 7 

545 113 143 N WABASH E Pay & Display 1 12 

546 795 741 N KINGSBURY E electronic 7 7 

546 731 717 N KINGSBURY E electronIc 8 8 

548 697 685 N KINGSBURY E eledronic 7 7 

546 660 666 N KINGSBURY W electronic 7 7 

546 704 720 N KINGSBURY W eledronic 9 9 

546 734 754 N KINGSBURY W eleclronlc 8 6 

546 635 619 W CHICAGO S electronic 8 8 

546 457 431 W CHICAGO .S eleCllOnfc 11 11 

..• 548 429 417 W CHICAGO S eleclronic 7 7 
-. 

·547 402 430 W SUPERIOR N electronic 11 11 .. 
547 741 759 N HUDSON E eleclronic 9 9 

547 760 140 N HUDSON W elecilOnlc 9 9 

541 730 114 N HUDSON W elecIronic 7 7 

547 713 129 N HUDSON E eIecIronic 3 3 

547 431 401 W SUPERIOR S elecIronic 10 10 

547 3SO 368 w SUPERIOR N electronic 5 5 

547 757 757 N SEDGWICK e eledronic 1 1 

547 756 -?~.!! .... N SEDGWICK • •• 0 __ .. W etectronlC 5 5 ... -

547 440 468 W SUPERIOR N electrnnlc 14 14 

547 461 439 W SUPERIOR S e1ec~onic 14 14 

547 730 716 N SEDGWICK W eledronlc 5 5 

547 113 129 N SEDGWICI( E eledronic 7 7 

547 369 341 W SUPERIOR S electronic 14 14 

548 672 664 N SEDGWICK W eIecIronlc .. .. 
548 661 667 N SEDGWICK E eleclmnlc 4 .. 
548 410 418 W ERIE N _onIc 9 9 

548 436 452 W ERIE N _Ollie 14 14 
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548 443 439 W ERIE S electronic 5 5 

548 435 423 W ERIE S electronic 10 10 

548 340 370 W HURON N electronic 13 13 

548 406 434 W HURON N eJeclrotUC 9 9 

546 438 466 W HURON N electronic " I. 

546 672 662 N HUDSON N electronic 5 5 

546 661 679 N HUDSON S electronic 6 6 

546 429 403 W HURON S eleclronfc 8 6 

546 367 347 W HURON S electronic 7 1 

548 342 360 W ERIE N electronfc 19 19 

548 355 347 W ERIE S elCi:tronlc 7 1 

546 469 437 W HURON S electronic 4 4 

549 2210 2210 W TAYLOR N Pay & Display 1 10 

549 2236 2236 W TAYLOR N Pay & Display 1 12 

54<t 2314 2314 W TAYLOR N Pay & Display 1 12 

549 2336 2350 W TAYLOR N double bay/elect 2 4 

549 2357 2337 W TAYLOR S double bay/elecl. 5 5 

549 2315 2315 W TAYlOR S Pay & Dl.pl.y 1 11 

549 2251 2221 W TAYlOR S Pay & DlsPlay 2 25 

555 2143 2121 S WENTWORTH E elecb"onlc 12 12 

555 2100 2122 S WENTWORTH W electronIc 9 9 

555 2100 21SO S ARCHER N electronic 29 29 

555 2161 2111 S ARCHER S electronic 18 16 

555 2057 2045 S ARCHER S etectronic 1 7 

555 2625 2513 S ARCHER S efectronlc 1 7 

555 2514 2528 S HAlSTED W electronic 3 3 

555 2525 2509 S HALSTED E electronic 9 9 

556 2118 2114 S ARCHER N elecironic 63 63 

556 2()50 2058 S WENTWORTH W elecJronlc 5 5 

556 2100 2120 S ARCHER N electronic 9 9 

556 2129 2169 S ARCHER S eleclTonlC 20 20 

557 2155 2139 S PRINCETON E efectronlc 7 7 

557 2115 2131 S PRINCETON E electronic 9 9 

551 2143 2133 S TAN S electronic 6 a 

551 2104 2128 S PRINCETON W eleclronlc 10 10 

557 2115 2101 S CHINA PLACE S electronic 36 36 

557 2009 2001 S WELLS E electronlc 5 5 

601 11 3 W 18THST S electronic 5 5 

601 1604 1626 S STATE W eletlronlc 12 14 

SOl 1814 1832 S STATE W eletlronlc 9 9 

SOl 2 22 W CUllERTON N eleclroric 9 9 

SOl 29 3 W CULlERTON S eleclroric 8 B 

SOl 2004 2136 S STATE YV efecl!lJrjc 28 28 

602 2157 2131 S STATE E eleclmric 14 14 

S02 3 9 E 21STST S electronic 4 4 

S02 2055 2031 S STATE E electroric 8 B 

S02 3 9 E CUlLERTON S electronic 4 4 

602 8 4 E CUUERTON N electror/c 3 3 

S02 1935 1919 S STATE E electronic 9 9 

602 1833 1803 S STATE E electronic 16 16 
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502 1751 1745 S STATE E eJectrooic 3 3 

602 3 7 E 15TH ST S e1eclronic 3 3 

602 8 4 E 16THST N eSectronic 3 3 

603 40 34 E 15TH ST N eledt'orWc 4 4 

503 43 43 E IGTH ST S electronic I 1 

6O:J 1602 1724 S WABASH W electronic 18 18 

603 1604 1938 S WABASH W electronic 26 26 

503 42 32 E CULLERTON N electronic 5 5 

6O:J 38 42 E CULLERTON N electroniC 3 3 

603 2008 2026 S WABASH W electronic 7 7 

503 42 24 E 21ST ST N elecb'ook: 4 4 

603 19 21 E 21STST S electroolc 2 2 

603 2116 2150 S WABASH W electronic 4 4 

604 2119 2103 S WABASH E elec.tronlc 9 9 

604 47 51 E 21ST 3T S efectronic 3 3 

604 46 52 E 21ST 5T N electroric 4 4 

604 2033 2005 S WABASH E electronic 10 10 

604 45 49 E CULlERTON S eleclrootc 3 3 

50. 56 46 E CULLERTON N eleclrQric 6 6 

60' 1937 1803 3 WABASH E electroric 27 27 

605 5535 5647 N ASHlAI>JD E electronic 6 6 

605 5742 5728 N ASHLAND W eleclronlc 8 6 

605 5124 5706 N ASHlAI>JD W eleclronlc 10 10 

606 1659 1611 N Dayton E electronic 21 21 

807 233 251 E 115 S elec1ronlc 9 9 

607 303 325 E 115 S· etectronic 8 B 

607 335 355 E 115 S efeclronlc 7 7 

507 358 336 E 115 N electronic 12 12 

607 324 310 E 115 N electronic 8 B 

607 252 240 E 115 N electronic 7 7 

608 850 834 W MONTROSE N electronic 7 7 

609 3203 3207 N WILTON E eJectromc 3 3 

609 3210 3202 N WLTON W efectronlc 5 5 

609 955 949 W SCHOOL S eledronlc 4 4 

609 950 952 W SCHOOL N eJectronic 2 2 

609 1002 1008 W ROSCOE N eledtonIc 4 4 

809 1009 1003 W ROSCOE S eleclronk: 4 4 

609 1002 1010 W SCHOOL N eiedronlc 6 5 

609 1011 1 DOS W SCHOOL S efedronfc 4 4 

609 942 944 W BELMONT N electronic 2 2 

609 3207 3257 N SHEFFIEl[) E electronic 15 15 

609 3351 3355 N SHEFFIELD E electrornc 3 3 

609 3354 3310 N SHEFAEl[) W eledronlc 1.1 11 

609 3230 3204 N SHEFFIELD W electrnnlc: 12 12 

610 1261 1287 N Oyboum E elcctrooic 13 13 

611 4GB 42B N KINGSBURY W Pay&Dlsp/av 2 20 

611 429 465 N KINGSBURY E Pav & Displav 2 19 

612 3806 3864 S ARCHER N electronic 21 21 

612 3902 3920 S ARCHER N electroofc 10 10 

612 3956 4032 S ARCHER N clectronlc 24 24 
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613 4047 4023 S ARCHER 5 e1ectrClliC 12 12 

613 4013 3989 S ARCHER S electrook: B 8 

613 3971 3953 S ARCHER 5 etectroolc 10 10 

613 3921 3903 S ARCHER 5 electronic 11 11 

613 3661 3815 S ARCHER S electronic 20 20 

613 37'if1 3785 S ARCHER S electrontc 7 7 

620 1204 1296 S JEFFERSON W electroolC 47 47 

620 1431 1395 S JEFFERSON E electroniC 19 19 

620 1329 1305 S JEFFERSON 
, 

E electrootc 16 16 

621 1204 1212 S CUNTON W electronIC 18 lB 

621 1330 1326 S CUNTON W electronic 13 13 

621 1431 1429 S CUNTON E electronic 27 27 

622 1461 1435 5 WOOD E electronic 11 11 

622 1427 1403 5 WOOD E elecItonIc 12 12 

622 1361 1337 5 WOOD E elecImnIe " 11 

622 1329 1301 S WOOD E electroNe 12 12 

622 1249 1227 S WOOD E electronic 10 10 

622 1217 1213 S WOOD E eI_c 3 3 

622 1204 1218 S WOOD W etedronle 6 6 

622 1220 1244 5 WOOD W efedtonic 12 12 

622 1302 1322 S WOOD w eledronJc 10 10 

622 1326 1346 5 WOOD W electronic 12 12 

622 1404 1456 S WOOD W electroolc 25 25 

623 1240 1252 S WOLCOTT W electronic 9 9 

623 1302 1326 S WOLCOTT w etecl1on1c 10 10 

623 1402 1424 S WOLCOTT W electronic 13 13 

623 1403 1425 5 WOLCOTT E electronic 10 10 

623 1303 1325 S WOLCOTT E electronic 10 10 

623 1231 1253 S WOLCOTT E electronic 12 12 

624 1303 1328 5 PAULINA W electronic 11 11 

624 1336 1338 S PAULINA W electronic 10 10 

._624 1402 1422 S PAUUNA W electronic 9 9 

624 1428 1450 S PAULINA w 
eI __ 

10 10 

624 1502 1510 5 PAUUNA W electronic 5 5 

624 1507 1503 S PAUUNA E electronic 3 3 

624 1451 1429 S PAUUNA E electronic 10 10 

624 1423 1403 S PAUUNA E electronic 11 11 

624 1359 1337 5 PAULINA E ele_ 10 10 

624 1329 1307 S PAULINA E elecJronlc 11 11 

625 1761 1701 W 14m PlACE S electronic 30 30 

62S 1661 1615 W 14lHPLACE 5 eIectrU1lc 24 24 

625 1609 1603 W 14TH PlACE S etetfR>nlc 4 4 

625 1604 1612 W 14m PLACE N eleclronlc 3 3 

625 1616 1660 W 14TH PLACE N electronic 21 21 

626 1702 1762 W 14m PLACE N electronic 31 31 

626 1704 1756 W HASTlNGS N electronic 24 24 

626 1860 1604 W HASTINGS N electronic 29 29 

626 1924 1960 W HASTlNGS N elec~OllIc 26 28 

626 1604 1668 W HASTINGS N eleclronlc 27 27 

626 1967 1903 W HASTINGS 5 elecbunIc 31 31 
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626 1003 1603 W HASTINGS S eleclronic 31 31 

626 1703 1749 W HASTINGS S eledrOfllc 32 32 

626 1657 1607 W HASTINGS S e1ecYooic 24 24 

627 1969 1903 W 14THST S eledrOfIIc 34 34 

627 1869 1803 W 14THST S eJedronJc 34 34 

627 1763 1703 W 14THST S eIec1lnnIc 31 31 

627 1659 1603 W I41HST S electronic 27 27 

627 1604 1650 W 14TH5T N eI",,~onIc 21 21 

627 1702 1754 W 14TH5T N oIec1ronIc 26 26 

627 1604 1862 W 14THST N electonic 29 29 

627 1004 1960 W 14THST N eleclrOrE 28 28 

628 1964 1910 W WASHBURNE 5 electonic 24 24 

626 1862 1602 W WASHBURNE 5 eleaonIc 32 32 

626 1604 1864 W WASHBURNE N ciceroNe 31 31 

628 1904 1962 W WASHBURNE N eleclron/c 27 27 

629 1851 1803 w 15TH 5T S eleclronlc 21 21 

629 1763 1703 W ISTHST S etectronic 31 31 

629 1704 1762 W 15TH5T N eIedmnIc 28 28 

629 1804 1850 W 15TH5T N electronic 24 24 

630 1604 1758 W 13TH ST N eledronc 38 38 

630 1604 11164 W 13TH5T N elechmlc 30 30 

630 1904 1960 W 13TH5T N oIec1ronIc 12 12 

630 1957 1901 W 131H5T 5 eleclronlc 27 27 

630 1665 1601 W 13TH5T 5 eleclroric 32 32 

630 1763 1701 W 13THST S eleclronlc 29 29 

630 1659 1605 W 13THST 5 oIBC1ron1c 26 26 

631 1147 1131 S JEFFERSON E eleaonIc 9 9 

631 563 547 W GRENSHAW S eleolronlc 7 7 

631 540 560 W GRENSHAW N elecIronlc 10 10 

631 1111 1007 S JEFFERSON E eIedmnIC 7 7 

631 931 805 S JEFFERSON E eJeclronic 21 21 

- 631 757 707 S JEFFERSON E eleclronlc 14 14 
-_._- -" 

631 633 621 S JEFFERSON E electronic 5 5 

631 612 724 S JEFFERSON W oIec1ronIc 32 32 

631 802 818 S JEFFERSON W eJeciroric 9 9 

631 824 920 S JEFFERSON W elecIronIc 21 21 

631 l00Z 1044 5 JEFFERSON W eIedronIc 17 17 

631 1132 1148 S JEFFERSON W eledrOfdc 9 9 

636 103 129 E 47TH5T S eleaonlc 13 13 

636 209 233 E 47TH ST S eleclronlc 11 11 

~~" 305 329 E 47THST "5 __ " __ " -~~ .. "- 6 6 

636 341 :lSI E 47TH5T· S elecIronIc 6 6 

636 364 340 E 47THST N elecIronIc 10 10 

636 320 30Z E 47TH5T N eledrCnle 8 B 

636 230 208 E 47THST N eIecIronic 12 12 

636 134 lID E 47THST "N eIedronIc 12 12 

637 1247 1231 W TAYLOR 5 eledIOnIc 9 9 

631 1227 1209 W TAYLOR 5 el_ 10 10 

1537 1212 1232 W TAYLOR N eledmnic 8 8 

637 1242 1248 W TAYLOR N eIedronic 4 4 
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638 210 232 N HALSTED W e/ectrorlc 10 10 

638 448 464 N HALSTED W e1ecVOlic 7 7 

638 512 526 N HALSTED W eleclronic 6 6 

638 536 644 N HALSTED W elecuonc 5 5 

638 660 680 N HALSTED W elec:lroric 9 9 

638 902 910 n HALSTED w elec~OOc 5 5 

636 940 960 n HALSTED VI .Iec~oric 10 10 

638 100Z 104 n HALSTED VI elec:b'onIc 12 12 

636 lZ08 1230 n HALSTED w electronic 7 7 

638 1302 1340 n HALSTED w electrooic 17 17 

636 1402 1426 n HALSTED w eJeClrcnlc 5 5 

638 1522 1536 n HAlSTED w electronic 7 7 

636 1515 1501 N HAlSTED E eJectroolc 15 15 

636 1475 1445 N HALSTED E electrooic 15 15 

638 1439 1401 N HALSTED E electrmic 14 14 

638 1335 1301 N HALSTED E eledrooic 16 16 

638 1035 951 N HALSTED E electronic 19 19 

636 945 931 N HALSTED E e1ectloolc B 8 

638 915 901 N HALSTED E elecltonlc 4 4 

638 763 735 N HALSTED E elecltoolc 15 15 

638 727 661 N HALSTED E elecllonk: 22 22 

638 531 529 N HALSTED E eiocltonlc 2 2 

636 525 517 N HALSTED E eledronlc 11 11 

638 451 443 N HALSTED E electronic 6 5 

638 309 301 N HALSTED E eioctronlc 6 5 

638 233 221 N HAlSTED E eledmnlc 7 7 

665 1326 1352 W TAYlOR N Pay /I DIsplay 1 13 

665 1406 1450 W TAYLOR N Pay /I Display 2 21 

665 1504 1642 W TAYlOR N Pay /I DIsplay 2 15 

665 1557 1509 W TAYlOR S Pay & DIsplay 2 16 

665 1457 1411 W TAYlOR S Pay /I Display 2 18 

665 1357 1305 W TAv\'OR S Pay & DIsplay 2 22 

900 445 305 S COLUMBUS E Pay & DIsplay 2 33 

90D 257 119 S COLUMBUS E Pay /I DJsoIay 2 29 

9D1 679 613 S COLUMBUS E double bav/alecl. 17 34 

9D1 602 530 5 COlUMBUS W double bavle/eel. 8 15 

9D2 110 228 5 COLUMBUS W Pav /I D1SD1av 2 16 

9D2 316 444 S COLUMBUS W Pav 8 DlSPlav 2 31 

904 1234 1246 S MICHIGAN W electroniC 7 7 

90S 1030 1012 W WASHINGTON N eleclrOnlc 7 7 

90S 958 948 W WASHINGTON N electronic 4 4 

90S 858 840 W WASHINGTON N e~onlc 5 5 

90S 830 812 W WASHINGTON N electronic 8 6 

90S 103 123 N HAlSTED E eJec1ronlc 8 B 

90S 128 100 N HALSTED W eleclronlc G 6 

905 740 718 W WASHINGTON N elecIr",,1e T 7 

905 656 630 W WASHINGTON N ele_ 9 9 

905 628 608 W WASHINGTON N eleclronlc 9 9 

905 1053 1035 W WASHINGTON S e1eaoole 7 7 

905 1029 1017 W WASHINGTON S eloctronlc 7 7 
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905 943 931 W WASHINGTON S _c 6 6 

905 917 905 W WASHINGTON S eIec~oolc 6 6 

905 057 831 W WASHINGTON S electronic 10 10 

905 817 801 W WASHINGTON S e_nlc 9 9 

905 713 715 W WASHINGTON S dedrorIic 2 2 

90S 651 643 W WASHINGTON S eIecr'oroIc 4 4 

907 956 936 W JACKSON N elech>nle 10 10 

907 916 908 W JACKSON N electonlc 4 4 

907 IJ4l) 834 W JACKSON N el"","onIc 4 4 

901 B22 818 W JACKSON N eI""""nlc 3 3 

901 754 748 W JACKSON N electronic 7 7 

907 740 632 W JACKSON N eledronle 12 12 

901 564 542 W JACKSON N electronc 12 12 

907 947 935 W JACKSON S electronic 1 1 

907 917 903 W JACKSON S electronic 6 6 

907 B51 837- W JACKSON S eleclroric 4 4 

907 821 811 W JACKSON S electronic 5 5 

907 113 713 W JACKSON S electrOnic 1 1 

907 715 633 W JACKSON S electronic 9 9 

907 628 604 W JACKSON N electronlc 10 10 

901 605 623 W JACKSON 5 electronic 9 9 

906 100 120 5 ASHlAND W eIec~onIc 10 10 

908 206 230 S ASHlAND W elecIronIc 10 10 

908 103 135 5 ASHlAND E eleclronlc 12 12 

908 203 231 S ASHLAND E elecironlC 14 14 

909 82 56 E HARRISON N elewonlc 12 12 

909 81 35 E HARRISON S eleClroniC 11 11 

909 41 5 E HARRISON S elec~onlc 9 9 

910 1406 1532 5 MICHIGAN W electronic 2B 26 

910 1555 1411 S MICHIGAN E eleClronic 15 15 

911 103 119 E lB S electronfc 8 B 

911 9B B8 E 16 N electronic 13 13 
-'---_. 
911 45 13 E 16 S electronic 12 12 

911 2033 2013 S MICHIGAN E electronic 11 11 

911 1725 1605 S MICHIGAN E eIedronIc 19 19 

911 1612 1736 S MICHIGAN W e/edRJnIc 24 24 

911 2012 203G 5 MICHIGAN W ell!CIrOI1ic 14 14 

911 1929 1807 S MICHIGAN E e1ecllonlc 25 25 

911 1812 1926 S MICHIGAN W eIeCIronIc lB 18 

912 21116 2132 S MICHIGAN W electronic 11 11 

912 2212 22S4 !t __ r..I)(:HIGAN W eI'1CIron!C 
..... -M 

14 14 _._----

912 2312 2352 S MICHIGAN W eledronlc 16 16 

912 2341 2301 S MICHIGAN E electronic 18 18 

912 2249 2207 5 MICHIGAN E eleclronlc 12 12 

912 2131 2101 S MICHIGAN E eleclronlc 14 14 

914 7010 7048 S JEFFERY W mechanical 15 15 

914 7114 7120 S JEFFERY W mechanical 4 .. 
914 7047 7003 S JEFFERY E mechanical 18 18 

915 1418 1404 E HYDE PARK BLVD N dotlblebaV/l!lecl 4 7 

915 1411 1425 E HVllE PARK BLVD S double bay/eleCl. 4 7 
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·915 1445 1465 E HYDE PARK BLVD S dOUble bay/eled. 5 9 

915 151J 1539 E HYDE PARK BLVD S double baylelect. 3 6 

915 5104 5136 S IJ\KEPARK W double IlaV/eJed. 5 9 

915 1526 1514 E 52NDST N double bavlelec:1. 2 4 

915 5208 5238 5 IJ\KEPARK W double bavlelec:l 5 10 

915 5304 5340 S LAKE PARK W double baylelect. 9 18 

915 5404 5465 S LAKE PARK W double bavlelecl. 14 27 

915 5202 5202 S HARPER W eteclronlc 1 1 

918 2562 2548 N UNDENPLACE N electronic 8 8 

918 2553 2559 N LINDEN PlACE S electronic 4 4 

918 2544 2512 N KEDZlE W elec~anlc 17 17 

918 2514 2454 N KEDZlE W eteclronic 9 9 

918 2501 2521 N KEDZIE E eleclronit 9 9 

918 2525 2539 N KEDZIE E .:lectronic 8 6 

918 3149 3129 W LOGAN BLVD S electronic 9 9 

918 3121 3105 W LOGAN BLVD S electronic 12 12 

919 6445 6463 N SHERIDAN E eleClronlc 8 8 

919 6549 6S59 N SHERIDAN E electronic 4 4 

919 6563 6585 N SHERIDAN E elec~onIc 9 9 

919 6566 6562 N SHERIDAN W electronic 4 4 

920 4813 4825 N SHERIDAN E electronic 7 7 

920 4641 4955 N SHERIDAN E elecJronlc 7 7 

920 4905 4951 N SHERIDAN E electronfc 19 19 

920 S015 5027 N SHERIDAN E eI_arlc 7 7 

920 S039 5061 N SHERIDAN E electronic 12 12 

920 5OS6 5002 N SHERIDAN W ol_orlc 18 16 

920 4944 4902 N SHERIDAN W elecfronc 15 15 

920 4866 4802 N SHERIDAN W el_anle 19 19 

921 4517 4519 N SHERIDAN E electronic 2 2 

921 4533 4547 N SHERIDAN E electronic B 8 

921 4605 4625 N SHERIDAN E electranlc 8 8 

921 4643 4653 N SHERIDAN E eleclronic 4 4 

921 4705 4'23 N SHERIDAN E electronic B 8 

921 4743 4761 N SHERIDAN E elecllonlc B 8 

921 4746 4708 N SHERIDAN W electronic 10 10 

921 4648 4606 N SHERIDAN W eleclronlc 11 11 

922 4028 4004 N SHERIDAN W electronic 12 12 

922 1002 1016 W IRVING PARK N electronic 8 8 

922 3932 3928 N SHERIDAN W electronic 3 3 

922 1007 1003 W DAKIN S electronic 3 3 

922 3918 3900 N SHERIDAN S electronic 10 10 

922 3909 3919 N SHERIDAN E elecltonlc 5 5 

922 3939 3955 N SHERIDAN E eleclronie 5 5 

922 4013 4023 N SHERlDAN E eledronlc 6 6 

923 422 446 W DlVERSEV N "eclranle 7 7 

923 2005 2815 N PINE GROVE E eleclronie 6 6 

923 281' 2806 N PINE GROVE W electroniC 5 5 

923 506 524 W OIllERSEY N eIecIJtlnlC 8 8 

923 2605 2815 N CAMBRIDGE E eledronlc 6 8 

923 2812 2806 N CAMBRIDGE W electrordc 4 4 
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923 540 546 W DIVERSEY N eleettonic 5 5 

923 550 602 W DIVERSEY N electronic 6 & 

923 662 674 W DIVERSEY N electronic 6 6 

923 2607 2811 N ORCHARD E ele<:lronic 

923 2610 2806 N ORCHARD W electronic 3 

923 663 647 W DIVERSEY S B 

923 623 569 W DlVERSEY S eleclronic 7 

923 559 539 W DlVERSEY S electronic 

923 519 503 W DIVERSEY S electronic 9 9 

923 445 423 W DlVERSEY S 7 

924 1155 1123 W DIVERSEY S electronic 16 16 

924 1029 1007 W DlVERSEY S eledronlc 9 9 

924 2752 2744 N SHEFFIElD W eled.ronlc 5 5 

924 2745 2749 N SHEI'FIELO E electronic 3 

924 821 609 W DIVERSEY s electroniC 5 

924 751 755 W OIVERSEY S electronic 2 2 

924 739 733 W DIVERSEY s elecltonlc 

924 721 701 W DIVERSEY s electronic 10 10 

924 710 720 W DIVERSEY N electronk: 3 3 

924 734 746 W DIVERSEY N elecironlc B 8 

924 B12 BIB W DIVERSEY N electronic 3 3 

924 B26 8za W DIVERSEY N eleclronlc 2 2 

924 916 924 W DIVERSEY N eleclronlc 3 3 

924 934 948 W DIVERSEY N electronic 2 2 

924 2801 2827 N SHEFFIELD E electronic 6 6 

924 957 947 W WOLFRAM s electrol1lc 3 3 

924 950 956 W WOLFRAM N 4 

924 2B35 2853 N SHEFFIELD E elecb'onlc 5 6 

924 967 947 W GEORGE S efectronlc 6 6 

924 946 954 W GEORGE N electronic 5 5 

924 2913 2923 N SHEFFIElD E eleclronlc 6 6 

924 2822 2002 N SHEFFIElD W electronic 6 6 

·924·· 1004 1006 W DlllERSEY N electroniC 3 

924 1010 1024 W DIVERSEY N electronic 9 9 

924 1136 1154 W DIVERSEY N eleciroric 8 B 

924 2807 2615 N BURLING E eleelronle 5 5 

924 2618 2006 N BURLING w electronic 5 5 

925 1104 1110 W EDDY N double b~ed. 2 4 

925 1111 1105 W EDDY s double b~~e,,1. 4 

925 3556 3538 N CLARK w doWIe bay/elect. 7 

925 3530 3524 N CLARK W double baY/elect. 2 4 .. 

925 1006 1010 W CORNElIA N dOltlle baVIeIect. 2 3 

925 1001 1021 W CORNELIA S double beyfdeel 5 9 

925 3474 3448 N ClARK W double bavfeled. 5 10 

925 3449 3545 N CLARK E doubIe~ect. 13 23 

926 4401 4415 N CAMPBELL E elecIronlc 6 8 

2406 2426 W I.IONTROSE N electronk: 7 7 

92B 2434 2444 W NONTROSE N eledronic 6 6 

92B 2475 2435 W NONTROSE S electronllc 11 11 

92B 4346 4332 N WESTERN W eledronle 6 6 
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926 4322 4312 N WESTERN W eledJooie 6 6 . 
926 4305 4331 N WESTERN E electroric 1:2 12 

926 2403 2407 W SUNNYSIDE S eledtanie 3 3 

926 4335 4357 N WESTERN E eIedIonie 12 12 

926 4410 4454 N WESTERN W eled1mc 19 19 

927 2012 2604 N HAlSTED W eleckooie J2 32 

ftD 2609 2643 N HALSTED E electronic 16 15 

927 2647 2647 N HALSTED E eletkorlc 1 1 

927 2651 2671 N HALSTED E eleetrooic 10 10 

927 2013 2675 N HALSTED E eieclmric 2 2 

921 2705 2127 N HALSTED E eledtonic 7 7 

928 2816 2641 N HALSTED E eledtorlc 12 12 

92B 2911 2919 N HALSTED E eleckorlc 5 5 

!l?8 ?941 ;>9!i.~ N HAlSlAl F ffler,jroolr. a 8 

928 3011 3031 N HASt. E e1eclronlc 6 8 

928 3048 3020 N HAlSTED W eleclronlc 11 11 

928 2960 2644 N HALSTED W elecltonlc !) 9 

!l?8 2920 2906 N HAlSTED W eleclronlc 8 8 

928 2646 2826 N HAlSTED W elec.lronlc 11 11 

928 2820 2808 N HALSTED W eledronlc 7 7 

929 1966 1946 N HALSTED W eeclronk: 9 9 

929 1961 1969 N HALSTED E eIec1ronlc 5 5 

929 759 751 W ARMITAGE S eleCllOI1lc 5 5 

929 741 133 W ARMITAGE S electronic B 6 

929 719 707 W ARMITAGE S eletkonlc 6 6 

929 657 651 W ARMITAGE S electronic 4 4 

929 702 142 W ARMITAGE N elCc1ronic 17 17 

929 2205 2219 N HALSTED E eleclronlc B e 
929 eo4 812 W WEBSTER N eleclrnnic 5 5 

929 2154 2108 N HALSTED W elecIIOnIc 22 22 

929 1901 1969 N HAlSTED E eleclroole 2 2 - ... -.. .-S29_. 2058 2014 N HALSTED W eledroolc 22 22 

NEW tOT 1752 1752 W 95THST N Pll.l'~~y 1 31 

SCHEDULE 6 

ARTICLE 7 METHODOLOGY 

To the extent that there is any inconsistency between the terms set forth in Articles 1 through 20 
and Schedule 6, the tenns set forth in Articles 1 through 20 shall govern. 

1. SETTLEMENT SYSTEM REVENUE VALUE 

This is the hypothetical amount of revenue that would have been produced in the preceding 
Reporting Year if the entire System were in place. It is re-calculated once each Reporting Year 
as of the first Day ofthe Reporting Year, March 1. 

Calculating Settlement System Revenue Value 

• As of March 1,2013: Settlement System Revenue Value = Aggregate Revenue Value as 
set forth in Amended Schedule 10 / Monthly System in Service Percentage for March I, 
2013. 
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• As of any other March 1 beginning March 1,2014: Settlement System Revehue Value 
= (Actual System Operating Revenue for the preceding Reporting Year / simple average 
of the Monthly Syslem in Service Percentages during the preceding Reporting Year) plus 
Required Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year. 

2. QUARTERLY SETILEMENT AMOUNT 

Step i-Cal£-ulating Required Closure Payment (if any) 

Required Closure Payments are calculated for each month for each Concession Metered Parking 
Space for which the Required Closure Allowance has been exceeded. The City owes a Required 
Closure Payment for each Day of Required Closure in excess of the Required Closure 
Allowance. 

Required Closure Payments for each Day are aggregated each month to arrive at a monthly 
amount and the monthly Required Closure Payments for the three months in each Quarter are 
then totaled and paid as part of the Quarterly Settlement Amount. 

Calculating Monthly Required Closure Payment 

For a given Concession Metered Parking Space (s) in month (m), the Required Closure Payment 
(RCP) is calculated using the following formula: 

RCP(-"m) = CPAD(s,m) x (the greater % or RCABEoM(s,m)) 

The formulas for calculating CPAD and RCABEoM are set forth below. 

RtT(s,1"n) >I< 25% 
CPAD(s,m) = ----:-:-

Days(q) 
Where: 

CPAD is the Closure Payment Amount per Day for a Concession Metered Parking Space 
s in month m 

s is a Concession Metered Parking Space 
m is the month 
q is the quarter to which m belongs 
RV is the Revenue Value of that space s on the given month m 
Days is the number of days within q 
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RCABEOM(S,m) = RCABso~s,m)+QRC(s,m) 

Where: 
s is the Concession Metered Parking Space 
m is the month 
RCABEoM is the Required Closure Allowance Balance at the end of the month; provided, 
however, that if s is added as a Concession Metered Parking Space during m, RCABEOM is 
zero 
RCA BSOM is the Required Closure Allowance Balance as of the start of the month 
(calculated using the formula below); provided, however, that ifs was added as a 
Concession Metered Parking Space during In.I, RCABsOM is the Required Closure 
Allowance Balance as of the first Day during In_I that s became a designated Concession 
Metered Parking Space 

-QRC is the number of Days of Required Closure in In for s; provided, however, that if s 
was added as a Concession Metered Parking Space during m.I, QRC is the number of 
Days of Required Closure during m-I and m 

-RCA (s,m) if m is the first month in a Reporting 
Year or ifs was not a Concession 
Metered Parking Space for all of In-I 

RCABsoM(s,m) = or 

Where: 

min(O, RCABEO~S, m-tJ 

s is the Concession Metered Parking Space 
m is the month 
m-l is the month before m 

RCA is the Required Closure Allowance 

in all other cases 

RCABEOM is the Required Closure Allowance Balance at the end of the month 

RCA(s,m) = if the Concession Metered Parking Space is in the Central Business 
District, the number equal to 8% of the number of Days during the Reporting 
Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space was a designated Concession 
Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations (rounded to the 
nearest number of Days) and based upon the assumption that such Concession 
Metered Parking Space will continue to be a Concession Metered Parking Space 
for the remainder of the Reporting Year. 

RCA (s, m) = if the Concession Metered Parking Space is not in the Central 
Business District, the number equal to 4% of the number of Days during the 
Reporting Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space was a designated 
Concession Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations 
(rounded to the nearest number of Days) and based upon the assumption that such 
Concession Metered Parking Space will continue to be a Concession Metered 
Parking Space for the remainder of the Reporting Year. 
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Whenever RCABEOM is positive, the space has exceeded its Required Closure Allowance and the 
City is required to make Required Closure Payments with respect to the space. 

Whenever RCABEOM is zero or negative, there are no Required Closure Payments. 

Calculating Quarterly Required Closure Payment 

The Required Closure Payment for a Quarter is equal to the total of the monthly Required 
Closure Payments calculated in accordance with the above calculations for each ofthe three 
months in that Quarter. 

Step 2 - Calculating Quarterly System ill Service ("Quarterly SIS',) 

• Quarterly SIS = Simple average of the Monthly System In Service Percentages for each 
month in that Quarter. 

Step 3 - Calculating Quarterly Settlement Amount 

• For each Quarter, beginning with the Quarter commencing March 1,2013: 
Quarterly Settlement Amount = Required Closure Payments + [25% * Settlement System 
Revenue Value * (1 + Annual Percentage Adjustment) * (1 - Quarterly SIS)]. 

3. MONTHLY SYSTEM IN SERVICE PERCENTAGE 

Step J - Calculating Existillg System Revenue 

• Exis~ing System Revenue = Sum of the Existing Revenue of all Concession Metered 
Parkmg Spaces. 

Step 2 - Calculating Aggregate Revenue Value 

• Agg~egate Revenue Value = Sum of the Revenue Values of all Concession Metered 
Park~ng Spaces + Sum of the Revenue Value Adjustments of all Concession Metered 
Parkmg Spaces. 

Step 3 - Calculating Reserved Powers System Impact ("RPSI',) 

• RPSI = 1 - (Aggregate Revenue Value / Existing System Revenue). 

Step 4 - Calculating Monthly System in Service Percentage ("SISP',) 

• As of March 1,2013: Monthly SISP = Aggregate Revenue Value as of March 1 2013 / 
(Aggregate Revenue Value as of March 1,2013 + $4.5 million). ' 

• As of any March 1, beginning on March 1,2014: Monthly SISP = Preceding month 
SISP * []-RPSI] * [1 / (1 + Annual Percentage Adjustment)]. 

• As of the first day of any other month: Monthly SISP = Preceding month SISP * [1-
RPSI]. 
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4. REVENUE VALUE 

Step 1 - Determining the Method for Calculation 

• ----If neither a Regular Rate Adjustment nor an Expected Utilization Rate became effective 
with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space during the preceding month, the 
Revenue Value for that space equals its Existing Revenue. 

• Accordingly, only Concession Metered Parking Spaces for which a Regular Rate 
Adjustment or an Expected Utilization Rate became effective during the preceding month 
require a separate Revenue Value calculation. 

Step 2 - Calculating Existing Revenue 

• As of March 1,2013: ExiSting Revenue = Revenue Value as set forth on Amended 
Schedule 10. 

• As of March 1,2014, for all Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces if 
Revenue Value was unchanged during the preceding Reporting Year and an 
Expected Utilization Rate did not become effective during the preceding Reporting 
Year: Existing Revenue = [Actual Operating Revenue for the period starting the first 
Day of the month after the Implementation Date through January 31,2014 + Required 

Closure Payments for the period starting the first Day of the month after the 
Implementation Date through January 31,2014] * [Adjustment for Seasonality set forth 
on Amended Schedule 10]. 

• As of March 1,2014, for all Non-Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces if 
Revenue Value was unchanged during the preceding Reporting Year and an 
Expected Utilization Rate did not become effective during the preceding Reporting 
Year: Existing Revenue = Actual Operating Revenue for the preceding Reporting Year + 
Required Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year. 

• As of any March 1 beginning March 1,2015, if Revenue Value was unchanged 
during the preceding Reporting Year and an Expected Utilization Rate did not 
become effective during the preceding Reporting Year: Existing Revenue = preceding 
Reporting Year Actual Operating Revenue + preceding Reporting Year Required Closure 
Payments. 

• Otherwise, on the first day ofthe month: Existing Revenue = preceding month's 
Revenue Value. 

Step 3 - Calculating Revenue Value 

(a) As of March 1, 2013: Revenue Value Revenue Value as set forth on Amended 
Schedule 10. 

(b) As of the first Day of any month if neither a Regular Rate Adjustment nor an 
Expected Utilization Rate became effective during the preceding month: Revenue 
Value = Existing Revenue. 
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(c}j\s of the first Day of the month immediately following a month during which an 
Expected Utilization Rate became effective: Revenue Value = Full Utilization Amount 
as of the first Day of the month for which Revenue Value is being determined * Expected 
Utilization Rate + any reduction as required in accordance with the Rate to FiI}e Multiple 
pu~suant to Section 7.9(e). 

(d) As of the first Day of any month in which a Regular Rate Adjustment became 
effective in the prior month (unless there was also another Reserved Power action, 
and an Expected Utilization Rate became effective, during that prior month in 
which case use the calculation in (c) above): Revenue Value = [(the Full Utilization 
Amount as of the first Day of the month for which Revenue Value is being determined / 
the Full Utilization Amount as of the first Day of the preceding month) * the Existing 
Revenue as of the first Day of the month for which Revenue Value is being determined] 
+ any reduction as required in accordance with the Rate to Fine Multiple pursuant to 
Section 7.9(e). ' 

(e) As of the first Day of any month immediately following a month during which a 
Reserved Power action was reversed by the City pursuant to Section 7.9(h) (unless 

(i) an Expected Utilization Rate was in effect as of the first Day of the month the 
Reserved Power subject to the reversal became effective, or (ii) following the 
reversal during the prior month, a Reserved Power action and an Expected 
Utilization Rate became effective, in each case use the calculation in (c) above): 
Revenue Value = the Full Utilization Amount as of the first Day of the month for which 
Revenue Value is being determined * the Utilization Rate in effect as of the first Day of 
the month the Reserved Power subject to the reversal became effective + any reduction as 
required in accordance with the Rate to Fine Multiple pursuant to Section 7.9(e). 

(f) As of February 1 and March 1 if a Regular Rate Adjustment became effective 
during the preceding January (unless there was also another Reserved Power 
action, and an Expected Utilization Rate became effective, during the preceding 
January): Revenue Value is determined as though the Regular Rate Adjustment had 
become effective during February. 

5. REVENUE VALUE ADJUSTMENT 

Step 1 - Calculating Expected Utilization Adjustment 

• On every March 1, beginning March 1, 2015: Expected Utilization Adjustment 
(Measured Utilization Rate - Expected Utilization Rate) / Measured Utilization Rate. 

• On the first day of any other month: Expected Utilization Adjustment = O. 

Step 2 -Calculating Revenue Value Adjustment 

.On ey~ry March 1, beginning March 1, 2015: Revenue Value Adjustment = Revenue 
Value * Expected Utilization Adjustment. 
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• On the first day of any other month: Revenue Value Adjustment = o. 

The Revenue Value Adjustment is calculated solely for purposes of calculating the Quarterly 
Settlement Amount. The Revenue Value Adjustment does not increase or decrease the Revenue 
Value ofa Concession Metered Parking Space. 

SCHEDULE 7 

CONCESSION METERED PARKING SPACES: 

Reference is hereby made to SCHEDULE 5 and the column entitled '~o. of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces." 

SCHEDULES 

INTENTIONALL Y DELETED 

SCHEDULE 9 

INITIAL PARKING FEES 

The Schedule of Initial Parking Fees below is subject to the terms and provisions of the Metered 
Parking System Ordinance. Reference is hereby made to the Metered Parking System Ordinance 
for a complete and comprehensive review of the Initial Parking Fees. 

(a) Except as provided in subsection (d), within the area bounded by the south side of 
Congress Parkway on the south, Lake Michigan on the east, the north side of Wacker Drive on 
the north, and the west side of Wacker Drive on the west, the fee shall be: 

(1) $3.50 per hour on and from January I, 2009, through and including 
December 3 I, 2009; 

(2) $4.25 per hour on and from January I, 2010, through and including 
December 31, 20 I 0; 
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(3) $5.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2011, through and including 
December 31, 2011; 

(4) $5.75 per hour on and from January 1, 2012, through and including 
December 31, 2012; 

(5) $6.50 per hour on and from January 1,2013, and thereafter. 

(b) Except as provided in subsection (d), within the area bounded by the south side of 
Roosevelt Road on the south, Lake Michigan on the east, the north side of North Avenue on t.he 
north, and the west side of Halsted Street on the west, excluding the area within the boundarIes 
designated in subsection (a) of this section, the fee shall be: 

(1) $2.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2009, through and including 
December 31, 2009; 

(2) $2.50 per hour on and from January I, 2010, through and including 
December 31, 2010; 

(3) $3.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2011, through and including 
December 31, 2011; 

(4) $3.50 per hour on and from January 1, 2012, through and including 
December 31, 2012; 

(5) $4.00 per hour on and from January 1,2013, and thereafter. 

(c) Except as provided in subsection (d), within all areas ofthe City, except for the areas 
within the boundaries designated in subsections (a) and (b) of this section, the fee shall be: 

(1) $.1.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2009, through and including 
December 31, 2009; 

(2) $1.25 per hour on and from January 1, 2010, through and including 
December 31, 2010; 

(3) $1.50 per hour on and from January I, 2011, through and including 
December 31, 20 II; 

(4) $1.75 per hour on and from January I, 2012, through and including 
December 31, 2012; 

(5) $2.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2013, and thereafter. 

(d) Within any area where a parking meter operates 24 hours per day, (I) prior to the 
Effective Date Of First Amendment, between the hours of 9 p.m. and 8 a.m., the rate shall be 
fifty percent of the applicable rate set forth in subsections (a), (b) and (c) above, and (2) 
following the Effective Date Of First Amendment, the rate shall be as set forth in Amended 
Schedule 10. 

(e) Notwithstanding the above, if, in the determination of the director of revenue, a 
reduction in the parking meter rates for certain locations of the city would result in more efficient 
traffic flow or reduction of traffic congestion in that location, the director may reduce the parking 
meter rates for that particular location; provided that the reduction shall not be greater than 
twenty-five percent of the applicable rate for that location. 
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SCHEDULE 10 

REVENUE VALUE 

To the extent that there is any inconsistency between the terms set forth in Articles I through 20 
and this Amended Schedule 10, the terms set forth in Articles 1 through 20 shall govern. 

SCHEDULE II 

FORM OF LEGAL OPINION OF THE CITY 

Chicago Parking Meters, LLC 
1585 Broadway, 39th Floor 
New York, New York 10036 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

[Letterhead of Counsel to the City] 

[Closing Date] 

We have acted as special counsel to the City of Chicago (the "City") in connection with the grant 
of the right to operate the Metered Parking System, from the City to Chicago Parking Meters, 
LLC (the "Concessionaire") pursuant to the Chicago Metered Parking System Concession 
Agreement, dated as of December 4, 2008 (the "Agreement"), by and between the City and 
Concessionaire. This opinion is being delivered to you pursuant to Section 2.4(a) of the 
Agreement. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the respective 
meanings set forth in the Agreement. 

We have examined originals or copies, certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of (i) 
the Agreement; (ii) the Metered Parking System Ordinance; (iii) the Lender Consent dated 

-----, 200_ (the "Lender Consent") given by the City to the Concessionaire and to 
___________ ; and (iv) such other records and writings as we have deemed 
necessary as the basis for the opinions set forth below_ In connection with such examination, we 
have assumed the genuineness of all signatures, the legal capacity of all natural persons, the 
authenticity of all documents submitted to us as originals, the conformity to authentic, original 
documenJs of all documents submitted to us via facsimile or otherwise as certified, conformed or 
photostatic copies, and the completeness of all records of corporate proceedings provided to us. 

We express no opinion as to the applicability or effect of the laws of any state or jurisdiction 
other than the laws of the State oflllinois. 

Based on and subject to the foregoing and the qualifications referred to below, we are of the 
opinion that, on the date hereof: 

1. The City is a municipality and home rule unit of local government, duly organized and 
existing under the Constitution and laws of the State ofIllinois. 
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2. The City Council of the City has (i) duly adopted the Metered Parking System Ordinance, 
which remains in full force and effect, (ii) duly authorized and approved the execution 
and delivery of the Agreement and other documents related to the transactions 
contemplated by the Agreement, including the Lender Consent and (iii) duly authorized 
and approved the performance by the City of its obligations contained in the Agreement. 
The City has the power and authority to adopt the Metered Parking System Ordinance, to 
enter into the Agreement and to do all acts and things and execute and deliver all other 
documents as are required under the Agreement to be done, observed or performed by the 
City in accordance with the terms thereof 

3. The Agreement and the Lender Consent have each been duly authorized, executed and 
delivered by the City and each constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the 
City, enforceable against the City in accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to 
applicable bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting the enforceability of the 
rights of creditors generally and the general principles of equity. 

This opinion is rendered solely for your information in connection with the transaction described 
above and may not be relied upon by you in any other capacity or for any other purpose and may 
not be used or relied upon by any other Person for any purpose without our express prior written 
consent, except that this opinion may be relied upon by [ ], as 
administrative agent for the lenders providing financing to the Concessionaire in connection with 
the Transaction. . 

Very truly yours, 

[Counsel to the City] 

SCHEDULE 12 

FORM OF LEGAL OPINION OF THE CONCESSIONAIRE 

City of Chicago 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

[Letterhead of Counsel to the Concessionaire] 

[Closing Date] 

We have acted as special counsel to Chicago Parking Meters, LLC, a limited liability company 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware (the "Concessionaire"), in 
connection with the grant of the right to operate the Metered Parking System, from the City to 
the Concessionaire pursuant to the Chicago Metered Parking System Concession Agreement, 
dated as of December 4, 2008 (the "Agreement"), by and between the City and Concessionaire. 
This opinion is being delivered to you pursuant to Section 2.4(b) of the Agreement. Capitalized 
terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the respective meanings set forth in the 
Agreement. 
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We have examined originals or copies, certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of (i) 
the Agreement; and (ii) such other records and writings as we have deemed necessary as the 
basis for the opinions set forth below. In connection with such examination, we have assumed 
the genuineness of all signatures, the legal capacity of all natural persons, the authen~icity of all 
documents submitted to us as originals, the conformity to authentic, original documents of all 
documents submitted to us via facsimile or otherwise as certified, conformed or photostatic 
copies; and the completeness of all records of corporate proceedings provided to us. 

We express no opinion as to the applicability or effect of the laws of any state or jurisdiction 
other than the laws of the State of[-]. 

Based on and subject to the foregoing and the qualifications referred to below, we are of the 
opinion that, on the date hereof: 

I. The Concessionaire is duly organized, validly cxisting and in good .standing as a limited 
liability company under the laws of the State of De law arc. 

2. The Concessionaire has the power and authority to enter into the Agreement and to do all 
acts and things and execute and deliver all other documents as are required under the 
Agreement to be done, observed or performed by the Concessionaire in accordance with 
the terms thereof 

3. The Concessionaire has duly authorized, executed and delivered the Agreement, and the 
Agreement constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the Concessionaire, 
enforceable against it in accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to applicable 

bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting the enf<~rceability of the rights of 
creditors generally and the general principles of equity. 

This opinion is rendered solely for your information in connection with the transaction described 
above and may not be relied upon by you in any other capacity or for any other purpose and may 
not be used or relied upon by any other Person for any purpose without our express prior written 
consent. 

Very truly yours, 

[Counsel to the Concessionaire] 

SCHEDULE 13 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

0.25 6.031.531.65 6.596.101.63 8.509.254.16 9.513.211.63 9.651.118.96 

0.50 3.811.28325 3.241.515.13 3.052.566.40 3.619.089.81 4.092.616.47 

0.15 100.341.86 247.'52.53 

1.00 6.156.206..96 5.586.813.65 5.315.860.39 5.6114.168.73 6.065.436.67 

3.00 1.509.55T.68 1.430,334.28 2.201.244.94 2,128.118.42 2.716.646.98 

Other' 132.176.67 67.810.63 49.733.75 30.861.901 56.946.42 

ReveoueAdju.tmenr' 1'00,022.181 225.860.00 (!!!!.747.381 23,019.89 405,334.16 

TOTAL 
~'I1NG 

19.037.912.26 21.958.672.46 23.301,312.19 13.809.858 
REVENUE 19.546.134.03 19.151.095.92 
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VENDORS 

Serco 

Vartous Unions 

Andrews De"" Corrl>any 

Duntlar Armored Inc 

EnforCEmenI Technclogy Inc 

J & 0 Unilome Inc 

Parkeon Inc 

Schiurrberger 
Johnson Pipe /I. Supply 
CO"1""'Y 

Progressive InduSlrie5 Inc 
Root Bros MIg & Supply 
Convany 

UnlsourcelJEfCO Gfoup Inc 

Duncan Induslrles 

Mad<ay Melets 

Metro Parldllg 5olUOons LLC 

SERVICE 

COIn CoIIec.:non 

Labor 

Meier Decals 

MeIer <;oln counllng 

AutoCite mainl 

Unifcnns 

Patkrolo 

P&Os 

Melcr~ 

Meier Parts 

Meter Parts 

Meter Parts 
TOTAL 

OPERATING 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

712.614 817.294 715.385 906.633 95V05 

2.748.819 2.573.173 2.485.202 2.639,801 2.395.949 

10.701 23.592 50.446 64.178 

171\.790 

151.550 73.015 77.51lO 116.370 

13.200 13.200 12.100 12.100 17,620 

37,409 89.984 

69.004 966.534 95.455 90.838 30.355 

44,479 H.96B 34.690 

51.009 13.471 

27.006 91,738 227,775 86.255 31.819 

13,053 4,726 

3.732.895 4.615.615 3.631.215 3.924.815 3,915.185 EXPENSES _---==="--_--"=""-"'--__ ===-__ ---"=-:='---__ ==:=........ 
TOTAL 

OPERATING 
15815.839 14.535.481 15.401\.637 '8033.997 19.386,127 ~OME _~~=~_~~~~_~~~~ __ ~~~ __ ~~~~ 

Operating Margin 00.9% 15.9% BQ9% 92.1% 83.2% 

Par1dng Meters 513,080 Sl6,I07 689.020 

Par1dng Mel .... 205.836 671,436 68,168 

ParI<Ing Meters 157,419 81.644 
TOTAL CAPITAL 
IMPROVMENTS 718.916 143,526 1,442,101 66,168 

TOTAL 
OPERATING 

INCOME 15,815.839 13816.565 14, 111 16.591.897 19319.959 
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358.660 

B47,464 

17.255 

113.395 

70.768 

61.370 

41.367 

49.151 

3.044 

91,714 

1,654.20B 

813.510 

40.271 

853,781 

1 "'OI~ revenue consists of In-car parking meier revenue. special coIec6ons. and fees. for meier closures 
2 Revet'IJe Adjustment reflects the difference between tho recorded reverue-s and Ihe adual reYMlles deposited Into the bank account. 

The above schedule 01 revenves and e>penses does not Include: ..... on lhe .><IsUng fad.lr. vehicles, ulllllJes.I.ndsc3ping .. nd snow removal, alin counting (pria-Io 2007). 
slgnage.ln-<:ar parIOng meIer COSIs, Nex\e!, and ""rious other expenses lhel rmy """" been Inl1llJed by \he Mel ..... Palldng &!slem In yeafS 2003-2008. 

SCHEDULE 14 

EXEMPT PERSONS STATISTICAL SAMPLING METHODOLOGY 

In determining Exempt Persons Annual Loss, the Concessionaire will utilize statistical sampling 
in accordance with the standards and the methodology set forth below. Certain defined terms 
used herein shall have the meanings ascribed to such terms in the Concession Agreement and in 
the last five paragraphs ofthis Schedule, 

• Exempt Person Annual Loss will be calculated separately for each Zone. Any Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces within a Zone that have different Metered Parking Fee Rate shall be 
calculated separately, 

o For example, at the start of the Term, Exempt Person Annual Loss Exempt 
Person Annual Loss Zone I + Exempt Person Annual Loss Zone 2 + Exempt 
Person Annual Loss Zone 3 + Exempt Person Annual Loss Zone 4 + Exempt 
Person Annual Loss Zone 5; 

o For any Zone not surveyed by the Concessionaire, Exempt Person Annual Loss 
shall be zero, 
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• Exempt Person Annual Loss will be calculated quarterly. 
o CPM may calculate EPAL for the 2010-2011 Reporting Year in accordance with 

the followillg schedule: 
• One (1) Calculation during each of the second, third and fourth quarter of 

the Reporting Year; and 
• One (1) additional Calculation during either of the second or third quarter 

of the Reporting Year, as elected by CPM, with such additional 
Calculation to occur at a reasonable interval from the other Calculations. 

• Proportion of Exempt Persons to Paying Parkers will be multiplied by actual revenue 
collected in that Zone to determine the Exempt Person Annual Loss for that Zone. 

. 0 . For example, at the start of the Term, Exempt Person Annual Loss Zone 1 = Zone 
I actual revenue * (Exempt Persons / Paying Parkers) 

The Proportion of Exempt Persons to Paving Parkers will be determined through a survey 
taken on: 

o One weekday during the quarter; 
o One weekend day during the quarter. 

The Proportion of Exempt Persons to Paying Parkers will be the weighted average of the 
results of the two samples (5 days for the weekday sample and 2 days for the weekend 
sample). The weighted average will be calculated by multiplying by 5 the number of 
weekday sampled Exempt Persons plus multiplying by 2 the number of weekend day 
sampled Exempt Persons and dividing the sum by 5 times the number of weekday sampled 
Paying Parkers plus 2 times the number of weekend day sampled Paying Parkers. 

• Survey procedures: 
o At least 10% of the Concession Metered Parking Spaces within each of the 

defined Zones are to be randomly selected and surveyed, except that with respect 

to Zone 1, those Concession Metered Parking Spaces not selected for survey shall 
have a value of zero in determining Exempt Person Annual Loss. 

o Each surveyed block within the selected area is to be observed four times during 
the survey day with at least 2 hours between the observation times 

o Surveyor shall record: 
• The total number of vehicles parked on block; 
• The total number of vehicles parked on block that have validly paid for 

parking (Paying Parkers); 
• The total number of vehicles parked on block that display an Exempt 

Person placard (such as a disabled parking placard). 

Zone 1 "CBD" means the area bounded by the north side of North Avenue on the north, Lake 
Michigan on the east, the south side of Roosevelt Road on the south and the west side of Halsted 
Street on the west. 

Zone 2 "North Side" means the area bounded by City Limits on the north, Lake Michigan on the 
east, North Avenue on the south and City Limits on the west; provided that Zone 2 shall not 
include any portion of North Avenue itself 
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Zone 3 "West Side" means the area bounded by the north side of North Avenue on~the north, 
Halsted Street on the east,'-the south side of Roosevelt Road on the south and City Limits on the 
west; provided that Zone 3 shall not include any portion of Halsted Street itself . 

Zone 4 "South Side" means the area bounded by Roosevelt Road on the north, Lake Michigan on 
the east, City Limits on the south and City Limits on the west; provided that Zone 4 shall nol 
include any portion of Roosevelt Road itself 

SCHEDULE 15 

PARKING ZONES 

Zone 1: an area bounded on the north and west by the City lim its, on the south by North A venue 
(with no part of North Avenue being included) from the City limits on the west and running east 
to Interstate 90/94, then northwest along 1-90/94 to Cortland Street, then west along Cortland 
Street (with no part of Cortland Street being included) to Wood Stree~, then north along Wood 
Street (with no part of Wood Street being included) to 1-90/94, then northwest along 1-90/94 to 
Belmont Avenue, then east on Belmont Avenue (with both sides of8elmont Avenue being 
included) to Western Avenue, then north along Western Avenue (with both sides of Western 
Avenue being included) to Addison Street, then east on Addison Street (with no part of Addison 
Street being included) to Ashland Avenue, then north on Ashland Avenue (with no part of 
Ashland A venue being included) to Irving Park Road, then east on Irving Park Road (with both 
sides of Irving Park Road being included) to Clark Street, then south on Clark Street (with no 
part of Clark Street bei~g included) to Grace Street, then east on Grace Street (with no part of 
Grace Street being included) to Sheffield Avenue, then south on Sheffield Avenue (with both 
sides of Sheffield Avenue being included) to Addison Street, then east on Addison Street (with 
no part of Addison Street being included) to Broadway, then south on Broadway (with both sides 
of Broadway being included) to Cornelia Avenue, then northeast on Cornelia Avenue (with no 
part of Cornelia Avenue being included) to Pine Grove Avenue, then north on Pine Grove 
Avenue (with both sides of Pine Grove Avenue being included) to Irving Park Road, then east on 
Irving Park Road (with both sides ofIrving Park Road being included) to Lake Michigan, then 
north along Lake Michigan to the City limits on the north. 

Zone 2: an area bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the south by North Boulevard 
running west to North Avenue and then running west to 1-90/94 (with no part of North Boulevard 
or North A venue included), and on the west and north by the boundary with Zone 1. 
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Zone-3:-an-.are_a bounded on the west by the City limits, on the south by Roosevelt Ro~d (with 
both sides of Roosevelt Road being included), on the east by Halsted Street (with no part of 
Halsted Street being included), and on the north by North A venue (with both sides of North 
A venue being included). 

Zone 4: an area bounded on the south by Roosevelt Road (with both sides of Roosevelt Road 
being included), on the west by Halsted Street (with both sides of Halsted Street being included), 
on the north by North Avenue (with both sides of North Avenue being included) and on the east 
by Lake Michigan; provided, however, that Zone 4 shall not include any are? which is part of 
Zone 5. 

Zone 5: an area bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the north and w~st by the Chicago 
River and on the south by Congress Parkway (with both sides of Congress Parkway being 
included) running east to Lake Michigan. 

Zone 6: an area bounded on the south and the west by the City limits, on the north by Roosevelt 
Road (with no part of Roosevelt Road being included) running east to Damen Avenue, then 
south on Damen Avenue (with no part of Dam en Avenue being included) to West 19th Street, 

then east on West 19th Street (with no part of West 19th Street being included) to Ashland 
Avenue, then south on Ashland Avenue (with no part of Ashland Avenue being included) to 
Archer Avenue, then northeast on Archer Avenue (with no part of Archer Avenue being 
included) to West 31 st Street, then southeast on West 31 st Street, conti!1uing through Pitney 
Court, then east on West 31 st Street (with no part of West 31 st Street being included) to 1-90/94, 
then south on 1-90/94 to West 43rd Street, then east on West 43rd Street (with no part of West 
43td Street being included) running east to Lake Michigan, then south along Lake Michigan to 
the City limits on the east, then south along the City limits on the east to the City limits on the 
sl)uth. 

Zone 7: an area bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the north by Roosevelt Road (with 
no part of Roosevelt Road being included), and on the west and south by the boundary with Zone 
6. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "An. 
(To Release And Settlement Agreement 

With Chicago Parking Meters LLC) 

Metered Parking System Ordinance. 

54265 

WHEREAS, the City of Chicago (the "City") is a body politic and corporate under the 
laws of the State of Illinois and a home rule unit of local government under Article VII of the 
1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the City owns and controls metered parking spaces, parking meters, pay 
and display stations, electronic metering devices, and other similar devices (collectively, 
"Parking Fee Collection Devices") and certain parking lots containing P(lrking Fee Collection 
Devices (together with the PBC Parking Lot hereinafter referred to, the "City Lots") including all 
improvements and supporting structures, computer systems and software used in connection with 
the administration thereof and the collection of metered parking fees therefrom (collectively, the 
"Chicago Metered Parking System"); and 

WHEREAS, the Public Building Commission of Chicago (the "PBC") owns the metered 
parking lot located at 1752 West 95th Street, Chicago, Illinois, as more particularly described in 
Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and made a part hereof{the "PBC Parking Lot"); and 

WHEREAS, the City desires to acquire the PBC Parking Lot and include the PBC 
Parking Lot in the Chicago Parking Metered System by accepting a conveyance by recordable 
deed and transfer of title from the PBC to the City of the PBC Parking-Lot; and 

WHEREAS, the PBC approved the conveyance of the PBC Parking Lot to the City on 
August 12, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, the City requested qualifications from entities or groups of entities 
interested in making offers to enter into a concession transaction (the "Concession Transaction") 
whereby the City will grant certain rights to operate, maintain, improve, install and remove, and 
collect fees from, Parking Fee Collection Devices in the Chicago Metered Parking System, to the 
success·ful r(!.~pondent pursuant to a concession agreement (the "Concession Agreement") which 
grants to such respondent, among other things, the right to collect and retain the metered parking 
fees from the metered parking spaces designated from time to time in the Concession Agreement 
as "Concession Metered Parking Spaces" and to be compensated for the respondent's services in 
connection with metered parking sp~ces designated from time to time in the Concession 
Agreement as "Reserve Metered Parking Spaces," as otherwise expressly set forth in the 
Concession Agreement; the City determined that certain of the respondents were qualified to 
enter into the Concession Transaction (the "Qualified Respondents"); and the City provided to 
the Qualified Respondents materials and information concerning the Chicago Metered Parking 
System and the Concession Transaction; and . 

WHEREAS, the City issued a form for submission by the Qualified Respondents of 
binding offers to enter into the Concession Transaction based upon the final form of the 
Concession Agreement and Chicago Parking Meters, LLC (the "Concessionaire") is the 
Qualified Respondent whose offer provides the highest consideration to the City in the amount of 
$1,156,500,000; and 
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WHEREAS, it is in the best interests of the residents of the City and desirable for the 
welfare of its government and affairs to authorize the Concession Transaction with the 
Concessionaire and to accept from the PBC the title to the PBC Parking Lot; and 

WHEREAS, the operation and maintenance of the Chicago Metered Parking System by 
the Concessionaire pursuant to the Concession Agreement will require amendments to the 
Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Municipal Code") to authorize the Concessionaire to operate 
and maintain the Chicago Metered Parking System; and 

WHEREAS, it is advisable and necessary to authorize the execution and delivery of such 
documents and agreements, and the performance of such acts, as shall be necessary in connection 
with the conveyance of the title to the PBC Parking Lot, and the consummation of the 
Concession Transaction: 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF CHICAGO: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation of Recitals. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in 
and made a part of this ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. Authorization of the Concession Transaction. The Mayor and the Chief 
Financial Officer are each authorized to enter into the Concession Agreement with the 
Concessionaire, providing for initial consideration to the City in the amount of $1,156,500,000 
(as adjusted in accordance with the terms of the Concession Agreement), in substantially the 
same form attached as Exhibit B to this ordinance, or with such changes as are not inconsistent 
with this ordinance and are approved by the executing officer, such officer's execution of the 
Concession Agreement to constitute conclusive evidence of the City Council's approval of any 
and all such changes. 

----SJj:CTION 3. Authorization of Real Estate Acquisition. The Mayor and the Chief 
Financial Officer are each authorized to accept a proper and recordable conveyance deed from 
the PBC and to execute and deliver any and all documents, instruments or certificates necessary 
to effect the proper conveyance ofthe PBC Parking Lot to the City. 

SECTION 4. Execution of Documentation: Additional Authorizations. 

(a) The Mayor, the Chief Financial Officer, the City Comptroller, the Director of the 
Office of Budget and Management, the Director of Revenue, and the Corporation Counsel (the 
"Authorized Officers"), and any other City officer as shall be designated by the Authorized 
Officers are each authorized, individually or jointly, to execute and deliver any and all 
agreements, documents, instruments or certificates as the executing officer shall deem necessary, 
advisable or appropriate in connection with the acquisition of the PBC Parking Lot, the 
execution of the Concession Agreement, and the implementation of the Concession Transaction 
(collectively, the "Metered Parking Transaction Documents"). 

(b) In addition to the authorizations and approvals set forth in the preceding 
paragraphs of this ordinance, any of the Authorized Officers and any other City officer as shall 
be designated by any of the Authorized Officers are each hereby authorized and directed to do all 
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such other acts and things (including, without limitation, effecting an amendment, modification 
or supplement to any of the Metered Parking Transaction Documents consistent with the terms of 
this ordinance; obtaining all permits, authorizations, orders, consents and approvals required to 
effect the transactions contemplated by the Metered Parking Transaction Documents; assigning 
the City's interests under those vendor agreements related to the Chicago Metered Parking 
System attached as Exhibit C to this ordinance; making all necessary filings and paying all 
proper fees and expenses, entering into such agreements with other governmental units and 
agencies relating to the PBC Parking Lot or otherwise; accepting conveyance documents to 
effect the transfer of the PBC Parking Lot; and taking necessary actions to permit the collateral 
assignment of the Concessionaire's interest in the Chicago Metered Parking System) as may be 
necessary, advisable or appropriate to carry out the purposes of the Metered Parking Transaction 
Documents over the term of the Concession Agreement or otherwise to carry out the intent and 
purposes of this ordinance. All of the acts of each officer which are in conformity with the intent 
and purposes ofthis ordinance, whether heretofore or hereafter taken or done (including, without 
limitation, all subsequent payments made by the City to the Concessionaire or tendered to the 
City by the Concessionaire as may be required by the Concession Agreement and the retention 
of, and entering into agreements with, financial advisors) shall be and the same are in all respects 
ratified, confirmed, authorized, and approved hereby in all respects. 

(c) The City shall appropriate amounts sufficient to pay when due any amounts 
payable by the City under the Concession Agreement and the City hereby covenants to take 
timely action as required by law to carry out the provisions of this subsection, but, if in any year 
during the Term (as defined in the Concession Agreement) of the Concession Agreement it fails 
to do so, this ordinance shall constitute a continuing appropriation ordinance of such amounts 
without any further action on the part of the City Council. 

SECTION 5. Use of Concession Transaction Proceeds. 

' __ (a) The Authorized Officers and the City Treasurer are each hereby authorized to use 
a portion-of-the gross proceeds from the Concession Transaction, and such funds are hereby 
appropriated, to pay (i) any and all fees and expenses related to the Concession Transaction 
(including, without limitation, legal and financial advisory fees and expenses); (ii) amounts 
payable by the City pursuant to Section 16 hereof; and (iii) amounts payable by the City pursuant 
to Section 17 hereof. 

(b) The Authorized Officers and the City Treasurer are each hereby authorized to use 
the proceeds from the Concession Transaction, in addition to the uses described in subsection (a) 
above, and such funds are hereby appropriated (except where it is indicated below that any such 
funds are appropriated in another ordinance), to: 

1. establish a revenue replacement fund to be held by the City (the "Revenue 
Replacement Fund") in the amount of $400,000,000, from which the 
investment earnings thereon (as determined by an Authorized Officer and 
reduced by such portion thereof as such Authorized Officer shall 
determine to be necessary to maintain the principal 'value of the Revenue 
Replacement Fund), shall be transferred each year, commencing in 2009, 
to the Corporate Fund, together with, upon the direction of an Authorized 
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Officer, an amount of proceeds from such Fund as shall be sufficient to 
cause the total amount of funds transferred for such year from the Revenue 
Replacement Fund to the Corporate Fund to equal $20,000,0000 (if for 
such year the investment earnings on the Revenue Replacement Fund shall 
be less than $20,000,000); and upon such transfer, all such funds shall be 
subject to appropriation by the City Council; 

11. establish a human infrastructure fund to be held by the City (the "Human 
Infrastructure Fund") in the amount of $100,000,000, which shall be 
transferred to the Corporate Fund, together with any investment earnings 
thereon; and upon such transfer, all such funds shall be subject to 
appropriation by the City Council; 

111. establish a mid-term reserve fund to be held by the City (the "Mid-Term 
Fund") in the amount of$325,000,000 (together with an estimated amount 
of investment earnings thereon in the amount of $25,000,000), of which: 
(1) $100,000,000 shall be transferred to the Corporate Fund for 2009 to 
cover liabilities carried forward from 2008 and/or to pay notes, 
commercial paper and other short-term obligations heretofore or hereafter 
issued or entered into by the City, (2) an additional $50,000,000 shall be 
transferred to the Corporate Fund for 2009, (3) $50,000,000 shall be 
transferred to the Corporate Fund for 2010, (4) $50,000,000 shall be 
transferred to the Corporate Fund for 2011, and (5) $100,000,000 shall be 
transferred to the Corporate Fund for 2012; and 

IV. establish a budget stabilization fund (the "Stabilization Fund") to be held 
by the City from the proceeds of the Concession Transaction remaining 
after the uses described in paragraphs (a) and (b)(i) - (iii) above, in the 
estimated amount of approximately $324,000,000, the proceeds of which 
and investment' earnings thereon to be used (1) to pay amounts payable by 
the City pursuant to the Concession Agreement, and (2) for such other 
purposes and in such other amounts as shall be approved by the City 
Council. 

(c) Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, no use by the City shall be made of any 
proceeds of the Concession Transaction for any purpose which would adversely affect existing 
tax-exempt bonds or other debt obligations ofthe City. 

(d) The provisions of Section 2-32-520 of the Municipal Code and of the written 
investment policy adopted by the City Treasurer pursuant to Section 2-32-515 of the Municipal 
Code shall not apply to the investment of any amounts of proceeds of the Concession 
Transaction. Any such amounts of proceeds ofthe Concession Transaction shall, subject to such 
investment guidelines, policies and objectives as are determined by the Authorized Officers, be 
invested by the City Treasurer in any investments that are permitted investments for public 
pension funds in Illinois under Section 1-113 of the Illinois Pension Code (40 ILCS 511-113); 
provided, however, notwithstanding the foregoing, no such amounts of proceeds of the 
Concession Transaction shall be invested in any of the following: common stocks (both public 
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and private), hedge funds, venture capital, real estate, futures, options, currencies, bonds which 
have a below-investment-grade rating from any of the three major nationally recognized rating 
agencies; and unrated bank debt. Notwithstanding any provision of the Municipal Code, any 
such investments acquired with any amount of proceeds of the Concession Transaction or 
investment income thereon may mature beyond ten years from the date of acquisition. 

(e) Pursuant to the direction of the Authorized Officers, the City Treasurer shall be 
authorized to engage advisors in connection with the investment of proceeds of the Concession 
Transaction, subject to the availability ofappropriated funds for such purposes. 

SECTION 6. Amendment of Section 2-80-040 of Municipal Code. Section 2-80-040 of 
the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscored and by deleting the 
language struck through, as follows: 

2-80-040 Powers and duties of the department. 

The department of revenue shall have the following powers and duties: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(I) Subject to subsection (p) to +e operate off-street parking facilities owned 
by the city, and to collect all fees and charges for the use of such facilities; 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(0) To serve ex officio as the traffic compliance administrator provided for in Section 
9-100-010 of the code, and in that capacity, to appoint ticketing agents, who may include a 
person, or the person's designee, acting pursuant to a concession agreement with the city 
governing the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation and removal of, and collection 
of fees.-from, certain designated parking, meters, for purposes of enforcing parking laws and 
regUlations; 

(p) To direct the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation and removal of, 
and collection of fees from, parking in meters consistent with the provisions of the code, and to 
determine average comparable meter revenue rates pursuant to Section 9-68-050; provided 
however that if the city council authorizes a concession agreement for the operation, 
improvement, installation, removal and maintenance of, and collection of fees from, certain 
designated parking meters, all powers provided for in subsections (I) and (p) ofthis section shall 
be performed consistent with the terms of such concession agreement; 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

SECTION 7. Amendment of Section 3-32-020 of Municipal Code. Section 3-32-020 of 
the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscored and by deleting the 
language struck through, as fo Bows: 
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3-32-020 Definitions. 

When any of the following words or terms are used in this chapter, whether or not 
capitalized and whether or not used in a conjunctive or connective form, they shall have the 
meaning or construction ascribed to them in this section: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(1) "Lease" or "rental" means any transfer of the possession or use of personal 
property, but not title or ownership, to a user for consideration, whether or not designated as a 
lease, rental, license or by some other term, and includes a "nonpossessory lease". 

The term "nonpossessory lease" means a lease or rental wherein use but not possession of 
the personal property is transferred and includes, but is not limited to, leased time on or use of 
any and all personal property not otherwise itself rented, such as leased time on .or for the use of 
addressing machines, billboards, calculators, computers, computer software, copying equipment 
or data processing equipment, whether the time is fully or partially utilized, and specifically 
includes a "nonpossessory computer lease". 

The term "nonpossessory computer lease" means a nonpossessory lease in which the 
customer obtains access to the provider's computer and uses the computer and its software to 
input, modify or retrieve data or information, in each case without the intervention (other than de 
minimis intervention) of personnel acting on behalf of the provider. The term "nonpossessory 
computer lease" includes, but is not limited to, time sharing or time or other use of a computer 
with other users. In the case of a nonpossessory computer lease, the location of the terminal or 
other device by which a user accesses the computer shall be deemed to be the place of lease or 
rental and the place of use of the computer for purposes of the tax imposed by this chapter. 

The words "lease" or "rental" shall not be construed to include an agreement which 
constitutes a bona fide conditional sale of personal property. The primary consideration in 
determining whether an agreement is a conditional sale rather than a lease or rental is whether 
the less~ under the agreement both is required to make payments the sum of which is at least 
equal to the-ressor's cost of the personal property and, under the terms of the agreement, has the 
option of taking title to or ownership of the persona! property for nominal or no consideration 
after all payments required under the agreement have been made. 

The words "lease" or "rental" shall not be construed to mclude an agreement which 
grants certain rights toa person, or the person's agent, to install. remove, operate, improve and 
maintain and collect fees from, certain designated parking meters pursuant to a concession 
agreement. 

The words "lease" or "rental" shall include a transfer of the use of software within the 
meaning of this chapter only it: for purposes ofthe Illinois Retailers' Occupation Tax and Illinois 
Use Tax, the software is not "custom" software and the transfer is an exempt Iicense·ofsoftware. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

SECTION 8. Amendment of Section 9-4-010 of Municipal Code~ Section 9-4-010 of 
the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscor-ed·and by deleting the 
language struck through, as follows: 
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9-4-010 Definitions. 

Whenever the following words and phrases are used in Chapter 9-4 through 9-103, they 
shall have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in this section: 

(Omitted text is unaffected this ordinance) 

"Parking meter" means a traffic control device which, upon being activated by deposit of 
currency of the United States, on by electronic or other form of payment, in the amount indicated 
thereon or otherwise, either: (1) displays a signal showing that parking is allowed from the time 
of such activation until the expiration of the time fixed for parking in the parking meter zone in 
which it is located, and upon expiration of such time indicates by sign or signal that the lawful 
parking period has expired, or (2) issues a ticket or other token, or activates a display device, on 
which is printed or otherwise indicated the lawful parking period in the parking meter zone in 
which the parking meter is located, such ticket, or other token, or display device, to be displayed 
in a publicly visible location on the dashboard or inner windshield of a vehicle parked in the 
parking meter zone, or such ticket to be affixed on the front lamp of a motorcycle or motor 
scooter parked in the parking meter zone. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

SECTION 9. Amendment of Section 9-8-010 of Municipal Code. Section 9-8-010 of 
the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscored and by deleting the 
language struck through, as follows: 

9-8-010 Authorized - Compliance required. 

(a) (1) Subject to subsection (a)(2) the +He commissioner of transportation and the 
executive director of emergency management and communications are hereby authorized to 
cause the placement, erection and maintenance of traffic-control devices as provided in the 
traffic code, as required to make effective the traffic ordinance of the city, and as necessary to 
p.uide and warn traffic. The commissioner of transportation and the executive director of 
emergency management and communications are also authorized to place and maintain 
temporary traffic-control devices as needed in connection with construction or special events or 
experimental devices for the purposes of an engineering study; provided, however, such devices 
shall not be maintained for longer than 180 days without city council approval. Upon the 
authorization of the commissioner of transportation or the executive director of emergency 
management and communications, the actual erection, placement and maintenance of any traffic
control device shall be performed by the appropriate city department or bureau. All traffic
control devices placed and maintained pursuant to the traffic code shall conform to the manual 
and specifications approved by the State of Illinois Department of Transportation and shall so far 
as practicable be uniform as to type and location throughout the city. All traffic-control devices 
so erected and not inconsistent with the provisions of state law or this code shall be official 
traffic-control devices. 

(2) Subject to section 9-64-200, the director of revenue shall have the sole authority 
to cause or direct the placement, erection and maintenance of parking meters. 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(d) No provision of any traffic ordinance for which traffic-control devices are 
required shall be enforced against an alleged violator if at the time and place of the alleged 
violation an official device is not in proper position and sufficiently legible to be seen by an 
ordinary observant person. Whenever a particular section does not state that signs or other 
devices are required, such section shall be effective even though no signs or other devices are 
erected or in place. 

Any act involving a traffic-control device that would be a violation of this code if the 
device had been authorized or caused to be erected by the commissioner of transportation shall 
also be a violation of this code if the act involved.JD a traffic-control device authorized or 
caused to be erected by the executive director of emergency management and communications~ 
or (2) a parking meter installed and maintained: (i) by the director ofrevenue, or (ii) by a person 
for such person's designee) acting pursuant to a concession agreement approved by the city 
council for the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation and removal of, and the 
collection of fees from, certain designated parking meters. 

Any person violating subsections (b) or (c) of this section shall be fined no less than 
$90.00 and no more than $300.00 and may be required to perform reasonable public service. 

SECTION 10. Amendment of Chapter 9-64 of Municipal Code. Chapter 9-64 of 
the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding new sections 9-64-206 and 9-64-207, by 
adding the language underscored and by deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

9-64-190 Parking Meter zones - Regulations. 

It shall be unlawful to park any vehicle in a designated parking meter zone or space 
without depositing United States currency of the denomination indicated on the meter or by 
otherwise making payment by electronic or other forms of payment and putting the meter in 
operati~nototherwise legally activating the meter and, if the meter is the type that issues a ticket 
or other token, or activates a display device, displaying in a publicly visible location on the 
dashboard or inner windshield of the vehicle or affixing to the front lamp of a motorcycle or a 
motor scooter a ticket, token, or display device, issued or activated by the meter, or to park any 
vehicle in such zone or space for a period longer than is designated on or by the meter for the 
value of the coin or coins deposited in the meter, or the value otherwise registered by the meter, 
or to park any vehicle in such zone or space displaying a stolen, altered, defaced or otherwise 
tampered with or counterfeited ticket, or to park any vehicle in such zone or space displaying a 
ticket bearing a different plate number from the plate number of the vehicle parked in such zone 
or space. It is not a violation of this section to park a vehicle at a zone or space served by a 
meter that does not function properly, provided that the meter is inoperable or malfunctioning 
through no fault of the vehicle's operator; and the vehicle's operator reports the meter, in 
compliance with the posted directions on the meter, as inoperable or malfunctioning within 24 
hours of parking the vehicle in the parking meter zone or space served by the inoperable or 
malfunctioning meter. 
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Upon the expiration of the time thus designated upon or by the meter; the operator of the 
motor vehicle shall then immediately remove such vehicle from the parking meter zone. No 
operator of any motor vehicle shall permit such vehicle to remain in the parking meter zone for 
an additional consecutive time period. 

These provisions shall not apply to service vehicles performing professional duties 
pursuant to a concession agreement approved by the city council for the operation, maintenance, 
improvement, installation and removal of, and the collection of fees from, certain designated 
parking meters. 

These provisions shall not apply during all such times as designated from time to time by 
order ofthe city councilor on days established as holidays in ~ection 94 010. 

9-64-200 Parking meters--Installation and pavement markings signs. 

(a) The commissioner of transportation director of revenue shall cause parking meters 
to be installed in parking meter zones in such numbers, during such hours of operation, and at 
such rates, and at such places as established by the city council~ and shall have markings painted 
or placed Hpon the pavement adjacent to each parking meter, where such markings are 
appropriate for the type of parking meter installed, for the purpose of designating the parking 
space for which the meter is to be used. The commissioner shall consHlt with the traffic 
compliance administrator in determining the number of meters necessary in any zone. 

The director of revenue shall inform the commissioner of transportation about the 
installation of parking meters, and the commissioner of transportation shall cause signs to be 
installed and maintained that indicate the area is a parking meter zone or space for those parking 
meter zones and spaces not subject to a concession agreement approved by the city council for 
the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation and removal of, and the collection of fees 
from: certain designated parking meters. 

(b) It shall be unlawful to park any vehicle in any designated parking meter space 
except entirely within the area for that space. 

9-64-205 Parking meter rates. Central business district. 

Notwithstanding any prior ordinance establishing a different rate, the rates for parking at 
a metered space within the area bounded by the south side of Congress Parkway on the south, 
Lake Michigan on the east, and the north side of Wacker Drive on the north, and the west side of 
Wacker Drive on the west, shall be $0.25 per five minute period, with a total parking limit time 
ofhyo hOHrs. 

Notwithstanding any prior ordinance establishing a different rate, the rates for parking in 
a parking meter zone or space or a city-owned parking lot comprised of parking meters that are 
controlled by the Department of Revenue or subject to any concession agreement approved by 
the city council for operation, maintenance, improvement, installation .and removal of, and 
collection of fees from, certain designated parking meters, shall be as follows: 
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(a) Except as provided in subsection (d). within the area bounded by the south side of 
Congress Parkway on the south, Lake Michigan on the east, the north side of Wacker Drive on 
the north, and the west side of Wacker Drive on the west, the fee shall be: 

(1) $3.50 per hour on and from January 1, 2009, through and including 
December 31, 2009; 
(2) $4.25 per hour on and from January 1, 2010, through and including 
December 31,2010; 
(3) $5.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2011, through and including 
December 31,2011; 
(4) $5.75 per hour on and from January 1, 2012, through and including 
December 3 I, 2012; 
(5) $6.50 per hour on and from January I, 2013, and thereafter. 

(b) Except as provided in subsection (d). within the area bounded by the south side of 
Roosevelt Road on the south, Lake Michigan on the east, the north side of North Avenue on the 
north, and the west side of Halsted Street on the west, excluding the area within the boundaries 
designated in subsection (a) of this section, the fee shall be: 

0) $2.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2009, through and including 
December 31, 2009; 
(2) $2.50 per hour on and from January 1, 2010, through and including 
December 31, 2010; 
(3) $3.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2011, through and including 
December 31, 2011; 
(4) $3-50 per hour on and from January 1, 2012, through and including 
December 31, 2012; 
(5) $4.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2013, and thereafter. 

----{c) Except as provided in subsection (d), within all areas of the City, except for the 
areas within-i-he boundaries designated in subsections (a) and (b) of this section, the fee shall be: 

(1) $1.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2009, through and including 
December 31, 2009; 
(2) $1.25 per hour on and from January 1, 2010, through and including 
December 31, 2010; 
(3) $1.50 per hour on and from January 1, 2011, through and including 
December 31, 2011; 
(4) $1.75 per hour on and from January 1, 2012, through and including 
December 31,2012; 
(5) $2.00 per hour on and from January 1, 2013, and thereafter. 

(d) Within any area where a parking meter operates 24 hours per day, between the 
hours of 9 p.m. and 8 a.m., the rate shall be fifty percent of the applicable rate set forth in 
subsections (a), (b) and (c) above. 
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(e) Notwithstanding the above, if, in the determination of the director of revenue, a 
reduction in the parking meter rates for certain locations of the city would result in more efficient 
traffic flow or reduction of traffic congestion in that location, the director may reduce the parking 
meter rates for that particular location; provided that the reduction shall not be greater than 
twenty-five percent of the applicable rate for that location. 

9-64-206 Parking meters-hours of operation. 

Notwithstanding any prior ordinance establishing different hours of operation, the hours 
of operation for a parking meter shall be as follows: 

(a) on residential streets, parking meters shall operate from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., 
Monday through Sunday, except that meters shall operate: 

(1) From 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday, at: 

1.1 9400 block of South Charles Street; 
1.2 4200 block of South Whipple Street; 
1.3 4200 block of South Sacramento Avenue; 
1.4 4100 block of South Richmond Street; 
1.5 4100 block of South Francisco Avenue; 
1.6 3900 block of West School Street; 
1.7 2400 block of West Homer Street; 
1.8 2900 block through and including 3000 block of East 92nd Street; 
1.9 500 block of West Melrose Street; 
1.10 400 block of West Roslyn Place; 
1.11 500 block of West Drummond Place; 
1.12 900 block of West Roscoe Street; 
1.13 3000 block of North Wilton Avenue; 
1.14 4000 block of North Sawyer Avenue; 
1.15 4000 block of North Spaulding Avenue; 
1.16 4000 block of North Bernard Street; 
1.17 4000 block of North Central Park Avenue; 
1.18 3500 block of North Lawndale Avenue; 
1.19 1000 block through and including 1100 block of West Glenlake 

Avenue; 
1.20 1200 block of West Hood Avenue; 
1.21 1200 block of West Norwood Street; 
1.22 1200 block of West Rosedale Avenue; 
1.23 1500 block of West Catalpa Avenue; 
1.24 4800 block of North Winchester Avenue; 
1.25 4400 block of North Campbell Avenue; 
1.26 700 block of East 80th Street. 

(2) From 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday, at: 

1.1 1400 block of West 19th Street; 
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1.2 2800 block of North Kostner Avenue; 
1.3 4800 block of West Fletcher Street; 
1.4 1900 block through and including 2000 block of North La Crosse 

Avenue; 
1.5 2000 block of North Leclaire Avenue. 

(3) From 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday, at: 
1.1 6900 block of North Glenwood Avenue. 

(4) From 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday, at: 
1.1 7500 block of North Paulina Avenue. 

(b) On all other streets that are not residential streets (non-residential streets), except 
those non-residential streets in the area within the boundaries set forth in section 9-64-205(a), 
parking meters shall operate from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday, except 
meters shall operate: 

(1) From 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, at: 
2.1 600 block through and including 1100 block of South Desplaines 

Street. 

(2) 24 hours per day, Monday through Sunday, at: 
2.1 The area bounded by the Eisenhower Expressway on the north, 

15th Place on the south, Ashland Avenue on the east and Damen 
A venue on the west; 

2.2 5600 block through and including 5700 block of North Ashland 
Avenue; 

2.3 400 block of North Kingsbury Street; 
2.4 700 block of East Solidarity Drive. 

(3) From 8:00 a.m. to Midnight, Monday through Sunday, at: 
2.1 0 block through and including 100 block of North Pulaski Road; 
2.2 0 block through and including 100 block of East Oak Street; 
2.3 1300 block through and including 1400 block of North Wells 

Street; 
2.4 1500 block of North Cleveland Avenue. 

(4) From 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday, at: 
2.1 2600 block through and including 2900 block of West 26th Street; 
2.2 2500 block of South Francisco Avenue; 
2.3 2500 block through and including 2800 block of South California 

Avenue; 
2.4 2500 block through and including 3000 block of South California 

Boulevard: 
2.5 2700 block of West 20th Street: 
2.6 2600 block through and including 2700 block of South Washtenaw 

Avenue. 
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(5) From 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Sunday, at: 
2.1 1200 block through and including 1300 block of South Halsted 

Street. 

(c) On non-residential streets in the area within the boundaries set forth in section 9-
64-205(a), parking meters shall operate 24 hours per day, Monday through Sunday, except that 
meters shall operate: 

0) From 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, at: 
3.1 100 South to 100 North blocks of Clark Street; and 

(2) From 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, at: 
3.1 300 block of East Randolph Street (upper level only) 

(d) In city-owned parking lots comprised of parking meters that are controlled by the 
Department of Revenue or subject to any concession agreement approved by the city council for 
the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation and removal ot: and collection of fees 
from, certain designated parking meters, the parking meters shall operate 24 hours per day, 
Monday through Sunday. 

(e) The time limits set forth above shall not replace any other more restrictive parking 
or standing restrictions and do not relieve a person from the duty to observe other and more 
restrictive provisions prohibiting or limiting the standing or parking of vehicles in specified 
Places or at specified times. 

9-64-207 Parking meter increments and maximum periods for parking. 

(a) The director of revenue shall determine the minimum time increment that may be 
purchased ata parking meter; provided. however, that the minimum time increment shall not be 
more than twenty minutes. 

(b) Notwithstanding any prior ordinance establishing maximum periods that a vehicle 
may park or stand at a meter, the director of revenue shall determine and post, or cause to be 
posted, on the meter the applicable maximum periods that may be purchased at a parking meter. 

SECTION 11. Amendment of Section 9-68-050 of Municipal Code. Section 9-
68-050 of the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscored and by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

9-68-050 Temporary disabling or removal of parking meters. 

(f!) In the event that one or more parking meters or metered spaces must be 
temporarily removed or are otherwise rendered unusable in order to accommodate properly 
permitted work in or affecting the public way, the permittee shall pay a monthly surcharge per 
meter or, in the case of meters serving mUltiple spaces, per metered space based upon the 
maximum utilization of a comparable meter in a comparable parking meter area multiplied by 
the applicable rate in effect for such removed or unusable meter or metered space during the 
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entire time that the meter or metered space is disabled or removed. the average revenue during 
the preceding year in that parking meter area. In the event that no meter revenue was recorded 
during the preceding year, the surcharge fee shall be based on upon the average revenue during 
the preceding year of a similarly situated area. For meters serving multiple spaces, every linear 
increment of20 feet shall be considered a metered space. 

(12) The surcharge imposed by this section shall not apply where the permittee is 
performing construction work pursuant to a contract with the city or other governmental entity or 
to any person (or such person's designee) acting pursuant to a concession agreement approved by 
the city council for the operation, maintenance, improvement installation and removal of, and 
collection of fees from, certain designated parking meters that are the subject of the concession 
agreement. 

(~) In addition, if removal of one or more meters is necessary for the pennitted work 
to proceed, the commissioner oftransportation director ofrevenue may order temporary removal 
of the affected parking meters. The permittee shall pay a fee of$ 100.00 150.00 in advance for 
the removal and reinstallation of each parking meter, provided, however, that a fee of $1 ,000.00 
shall be paid for a meter serving multiple spaces. 

(d) In the event that a city department temporarily removes or otherwise renders 
unusable one or more parking meters or metered spaces for a period of six hours or more, the 
city department shall notify the director of revenue, in a format prescribed by the director of 
revenue, of the location of the specific parking meter or metered space which was temporarily 
removed or otherwise rendered unusable. The notification shall be sent within 24 hours of 
temporarily removing or otherwise rendering unusable the parking meter or metered space. 

SECTION 12. Amendment of Section 10-8-450 of Municipal Code. Section 10-
8-450 of the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscored, as follows: 

10-8-450 Mixing concrete 

It shall be unlawful for any person to mix any dry or wet concrete, cement or plaster of 
any kind or description upon the surface of any public way. This provision shall not apply to the 
department of revenue, or its designated agent, for the operation, maintenance, improvement, 
installation, or removal of parking meters, or to any person for such person's designee) acting 
pursuant to any concession agreement with the city governing the operation, installation, 
improvement, removal and maintenance of, and the collection of fees from, certain designated 
parking meters. .. 

SECTION 13. Amendment of Chapter 10-20 of Municipal Code. Chapter 10-20 
of the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscored and by deleting 
the language struck through, as follows: 

10-20-100 License 

(a) No person shall make an opening in, or construct or repair any pavement in, any 
public way or other public place pursuant to this chapter unless that person holds a public way 
work license as required by this article. The public way work permit required by this article to 
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make an opening in, or construct or repair any pavement in, any public way or other public place 
shall only be issued to a person holding such a license. Before the department of transportation 
issues any such permit, the department of transportation shall first require proof that the permit 
applicant holds such a license. Such a license shall be effective for one calendar year, and the 
fee for such a license shall be $125.00. Such a license may be issued at any time during a 
calendar year, but shall be effective only for the calendar year in which it is issued. The 
commissioner of transportation is hereby authorized to issue such a license and is authorized to 
promulgate regulations relating to such a license, including but not limited to terms and 
conditions for the issuance, maintenance and renewal of the license, the scope of work that may 
be performed under the license, and terms and conditions applicable to the insurance and letter of 
credit required by this article. 

(b) The public way work license specified in this section shall not be required for the 
placement, planting, cultivation, maintenance or removal of any tree, shrub, flower, SQd or other 
plant material in the public way. 

(c) The public way work license specified in this section shall not be required of a 
government agency or of any person (or such person's designee) for the operation, maintenance, 
improvement, installation and removal of parking meters acting pursuant to a concession 
agreement with the city governing the operation, improvement, installation, removal and 
maintenance of, and the co lIect ion 0 f fees from, certain designated parking meters. 

10-20-150 Permit - Fees -- Issuance. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance) 

(g) The permit specified in this section shall not be required fOG 

ill the placement, planting, cultivation, maintenance or removal or any tree, 
shruo;'floYl~!:Lsod or other plant material in the public way; or 

(2) the operation, improvement, installation, removal and maintenance of 
parking meters by a person, or the person's designee, acting pursuant to a concession agreement 
with the city governing the operation, improvement, installation, removal and maintenance of, 
and collection of fees from, certain designated parking meters. 

10-20-300 Board oflocal improvements authorization. 

No person shall build, construct or lay a pavement by private contract on any public way 
in the city, unless he first shall have made application to the board of local improvements and 
otherwise complied with the licensing and permitting requirements of this chapter. 

Before such permit is issued, the said applicant shall deposit with the board of local 
improvements a sum sufficient to cover the estimated cost of engineering, inspection, 
supervision and other services. Against such deposit, charges shall be made by the board of local 
improvements for such services as may be required from time to time. at such rates as will 
correspond to those established by the city council for similar services. Nothing in this section 
shall be held to apply to pavements laid by special assessment or special taxation or to the 
construction, building or laying of pavement in connection with the operation, maintenance, 
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improvement, installation or removal of parking meters by a person, or the person's designee, acting 
pursuant to a concession agreement approved by the city council governing the operation, improvement, 
installation, removal and maintenance of, and collection of fees from, certain designated parking meters. 

SECTION 14. Amendment of Section 10-28-0 I 0 of Municipal Code. Section 10-28-
010 of the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the language underscored and by deleting the 
language struck through, as follows: 

10-28-010 Permission required. 

No person shall construct or maintain any bay window, bridge, wire, pipe, kiosk, or other 
structure or device over any public way or other public place; or any clock or post at the curb, or any 
clock attached outside the face of any building; or any loading platform, switch track or pushcart track 
upon any public way or other public place; or any tunnel or vault underneath the surface of any public 
way or other public place; or install or maintain any wire, pipe or conduit underneath the surface of any 
public way or other public place without first having obtained specific authority by ordinance passed by 
the city council authorizing such special privilege. Nothing in this section shall authorize any person to 
make an opening in, or construct or repair any pavement in the public way or other public place unless 
such person holds a public way work license if such a license is required by Chapter 10-20 of this Code. 
Provided, however, no ordinance authorizing such special privilege shall be required to construct or 
maintain parking meters and signs by a person, or the person's designee, acting pursuant to a concession 
agreement approved by the city council governing the operation, maintenance, improvement, installation 
and removal of, and the collection of fees from, certain designated parking meters. 

Any person violating any of the provisions of this section shall be fined not less than $25.00 nor 
more than $200.00 for each offense. A separate and distinct offense shall be held to have been committed 
each day any person continues to violate this section or fails or refuses to cause the removal of such 
unauthorized structure within such time as may be fixed by the commissioner of business affairs and 
consumer protection, not exceeding 30 days, after notice in writing for such removal has been served 
upon the owner or person maintaining any such privilege. 

For purposes of this section, "kiosk" means a freestanding, permanent structure erected as an 
accessory to a building, and used to provide information concerning the building and its occupants. 

SECTION 15. Approval of Transfer and Change of Control. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of the Concession Agreement, any Transfer (as defined in the Concession Agreement), 
including any Change of Control (as defined in the Concession Agreement), occurring during the Term 
of the Concession Agreement, that is subject to approval by the City must be approved by the City 
Council. 

SECTION 16. Cook County Parking Taxes. During a period commencing on the 
Closing Date (as defined in the Concession Agreement) and ending on the earlier of (1) the first 
anniversary of the Closing Date, or (2) the date the Concessionaire informs the Director of Revenue that 
compliance with the requirements of that certain Cook County Parking Lot and Garage Operations Tax 
Ordinance (the "County Ordinance") for each of the City Lots is practicable, each Authorized Officer is 
authorized to pay to the Concessionaire, from proceeds of the Concession Transaction or other legally 
available funds, the difference, if any, between amounts imposed by Cook County, Illinois, pursuant to 
the County Ordinance, with respect to any City Lot and the amount that the Concessionaire is able to 
collect from persons parking at such City Lot. 

SECTION 17. Termination of Certain Monthly Parking Rates and Permits. 
Notwithstanding any prior ordinance establishing a different rate or a monthly parking permit for City
owned parking lots, the rates for parking in a City-owned parking lot comprised of parking meters that 
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are controlled by the Department of Revenue or subject to any concession agreement approved by the 
City Council for the operation, maintenance, installation, removal and maintenance of, and in ceriain 
cases, collection of fees from such parking meters shall be subject to Section 9-64-205 of the Municipal 
Code and every monthly parking permit or pass issued for such City-owned parking lots shall terminate 
upon the effective date of this ordinance. The Director of Revenue shall refund to the permittee any 
overpayment of parking charges as a result of any early termination of a monthly parking permit 
pursuant to th is section. 

SECTION 18. Conflict; Severability. Exercise of Home Rule Power. To the extent 
that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order, or provision of the Municipal Code, or pari thereof, is in 
con fl ict with the provisions of this ordinance, the provisions of this ordinance shall be controll ing. If any 
section, paragraph, clause or provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such 
section, paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ord inance. No 
provision of the Municipal Code or violation of any provision of the Municipal Code shall be deemed to 
impair the validity of this ordinance or the documents or instruments authorized by this ordinance or 
render any such documents or instruments voidable at the option of the City; provided further, that the 
foregoing shall not be deemed to affect the availability of any other remedy or penalty for any violation 
of any provision of the Municipal Code. This ordinance is an exercise of the City'S power as a home rule 
unit of local government under Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and is 
intended to override any conflicting provision of any Illinois statute that does not specifically preempt 
the exercise of home rule power by the City. 

SECTION 19. Publication of Ordinance. This ordinance shall be published by the City 
Clerk by causing to be printed in special pamphlet form at least 25 copies hereof, which copies are to be 
made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members of the public who may 
wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 20. Effectiveness. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and 
after the date of its passage and approval, except that Section 9-64-206 of the Municipal Code shall be in 
full force and effect from and after January 1,2009. 

(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Metered Parking System ordinance reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhihil "A "'. 

(To Metered Parking System Ordinance) 

PBe Parking LOI. 

1752 W 95'" St., Chicago, JIIinois. 

Legal Description: 

Lot 22 except the east 105 feet and (except that part of Lot 22 lying south of a line 54 feet north of and 
parallel to south line of Section 6) in subdivision by E.S. Pike entitled Longwood in the southeast 
quarter of the said Section 6, Township 37 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian in 
Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

25-06-424-021. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Release And Settlement Agreement 

With Chicago Parking Meters LLC) 

Amended And Restated Chicago Metered Parking 
System Concession Agreement. 

6/5/2013 

THIS AMENDED AND RESTATED CHICAGO METERED PARKING SYSTEM 
CONCESSION AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made and entered into as of this _ day 
of , 2013 by and between the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule 
unit of local government organized and existing under Article VII, Sections I and 6(a), 
respectively, of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"), and Chicago Parking 
Meters, LLC, a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
Delaware (the "Concessionaire"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City has established a Metered Parking System (as defined herein); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to, and under the terms and conditions contained in, that certain 
ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City and signed by the Mayor in substantially the 
same form as set forth on Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Metered Parking System Ordinance"), 
the City is authorized to enter into the Transaction (as defined herein); and 

WHEREAS, the City and the Concessionaire have entered into the CHICAGO 
METERED PARKING SYSTEM CONCESSION AGREEMENT dated as of December 4,2008, 
as amended by letters dated May 20, 2010 and November 10, 20 I 0 (the "Original Agreement"), 
pursuant to which the Concessionaire obtained from the City the right to operate, maintain and 
improve the Metered Parking System, to retain the revenues to be derived from the operation of 
the Concession Metered Parking Spaces and to be compensated for the operation of Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces for the Term of the Agreement, subject to the reserved police powers 
and regulatory powers ofthe City with respect to the Metered Parking System; and 

WHEREAS, the Concessionaire and the City desire to amend the Original Agreement; 
and 

WHEREAS, the Concessionaire agrees to operate, maintain and improve the Metered 
Parking System in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement including the "Operating 
Standards" (as herein defined); and 

WHEREAS, the rights granted to the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement are 
subject to the reserved police powers and regulatory powers of the City with respect to the 
Metered Parking System, as further provided in this Agreement; 

NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the premises, the mutual covenants, 
representations, warranties and agreements contained herein and other valuable consideration, 
the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties (as defined herein) 
covenant and agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 
DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

Section l.1. Definitions. Unless otherwise specified or the context otherwise requires, 
for the purposes ofthis Agreement the following terms have the following meanings: 
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"AAA" means the American Arbitration Association. 

"AAA Rules" means the Commercial Arbitration Rules ofthe AAA. 

"AA-Compensation" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.1(b). 

"AA-Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.l(c). 

"AA-Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.l(c). 

"AA-Preliminary Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.J(c). 

"Acquisition Cost Limitation" means, for any Reporting Year, an amount of money equal 
to $5,000,000, Adjusted for Inflation from the Closing Date to the last Day of the Reporting 
Year. 

"Actual Operating Revenue" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space 
and for each Reporting Year or other period of time, the Metered Parking Revenue derived from 
such Concession Metered Parking Space for that Reporting Year or other period of time as 
determined by the Concessionaire. 

"Actual System Operating Revenue" means, for each Reporting Year, the Metered 
Parking Revenue derived from the Concession Metered Parking Spaces for such Reporting Year 
as determined by the Concessionaire. For the avoidance of doubt, "Actual System Operating 
Revenue" shall not include Concession Compensation or Reserved Powers Adverse Action 
Compensation. 

"Additional Coverages" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.2(1) . 

. "Adjusted for Inflation" means adjusted by the percentage increase, if any, or decrease, if 
any, in the Index during, the applicable adjustment period. 

"Adverse Action" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.1(a). 

"Affected Concession Metered Parking Space" means, as of the first Day of a Reporting 
Year, a Concession Metered Parking Space with respect to which the City exercised a Reserved 
Power and set an Expected Utilization Rate during the Reporting Year ending one year and one 
Day prior to such Reporting Year. 

"Affiliate", when used to indicate a relationship with a specified Person, means a Person 
that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries has a 10% or more voting or 
economic interest in such specified Person or controls, is controlled by or is under common 
control with (which shall include, with respect to a managed fund or trust, the right to direct or 
cause the direction of the management and policies of such managed fund or trust as manager, 
advisor, supervisor, sponsor or trustee pursuant to relevant contractual arrangements) such 
specified Person, and a Person shall be deemed to be controlled by another Person, if controlled 
in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact by that other Person (or that other Person 
and any Person or Persons with whom that other Person is acting jointly or in concert), whether 
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directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise (for 
purposes of this definition, a managed fund or trust shall be deemed to be an Affiliate of the 
Person managing, supervising, sponsoring or advising such fund or trust and a limited partner in 
a managed fund or trust shall be deemed to be an Affiliate of such fund or trust and of the Person 
managing, supervising, sponsoring or advising such fund or trust). 

"Aggregate Revenue Value" means, as of the first Day of any month, the sum of the 
Revenue Values of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces and the sum of the Revenue Value 
Adjustments of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

"Agreement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the preamble to this Agreement 
(including all Schedules referred to herein), as amended from time to time in accordance with the 
terms hereof. 

"Amended Schedule 10" means Schedule 1 0 as amended by the First Amendment. 

"Amended Schedule 1 OA" means that portion of Amended Schedule 1 0 as described in 
Section 3 .21 and Section 7 .2(a). 

"Amended Schedule lOB" means that portion of Amended Schedule 1 0 as described in 
Section 7.2(a). 

"Amended Schedule 10C" means that portion of Amended Schedule 1 0 as described in 
Section 7.2(a). 

"Annual Percentage Adjustment" means (a) tor the Reporting Year ending in 2014, zero 
percent (0%) and (b) for each Reporting Year ending in the year 2015 or any subsequent year, 
the annual percentage change in the Index for the annual period ending August 31 of the 
preceding Reporting Year. 

"Auproval", "Approved", "Approves", "Approved by the City" and similar expressions 
mean approved or consented to by the City in accordance with the provisions of Section 1.15. 

"Assumed Liabilities" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.2(c). 

"Audit" and similar expressions mean, with respect to any matter or thing relating to the 
Metered Parking System, the Metered Parking System Operations or this Agreement, the 
performance by or on behalf of the City of such reviews, investigations, inspections and audits 
relating to such matter or thing as the City may reasonably determine to be necessary in the 
circumstances, conducted in each case in accordance with applicable United States industry 
accepted practices, if any, or as required by Law, but in accordance with the provisions of this 
Agreement. 

"Authorization" means any approval, certificate of approval, authorization, consent, 
waiver, variance, exemption, declaratory order, exception, license, filing, registration, permit, 
notarization or other requirement of any Person that applies to the Metered Parking System or is 
reasonably required from time to time for the Metered Parking System Operations. 
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"Bank Rate" means the 3-Month London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) (or any 
successor rate thereto) as reported in The Wall Street Journal (or any successor thereof). 

"B id Date" means December I, 2008. 

"Block" means one side of a street between intersecting streets on which one or more 
Metered Parking Spaces are located, whether or not such spaces are serviced by one or more 
Metering Devices. 

"Breakage Costs" means any breakage costs, make-whole premium payments, 
termination payments or other prepayment amounts (including debt premiums) that are required 
to be paid by the Concessionaire with respect to Collateral Assignment Debt as a result of the 
early repayment of such Collateral Assignment Debt prior to its scheduled maturity date. 

"Business Day" means any day that is neither a Saturday, a Sunday nor a day observed as 
a holiday by the City, the State ofIllinois or the United States government. 

"Cash Deposit" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.3(a). 

"Casualty Cost" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section \3.3(a). 

"CE-Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section \5.3(c). 

"CE-Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.3(a). 

"CE-Preliminary Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.3(a). 

"Central Business District" means the district consisting of those streets or parts of streets 
within the area of the City bounded by a line as follows: beginning at the easternmost point of 
Division Street extended to Lake Michigan; then west on Division Street to LaSalle Street; then 
south on LaSalle Street to Chicago A venue; then west on Chicago A venue to Halsted Street; then 
south on Halsted Street to Roosevelt Road; then east on Roosevelt Road to its easternmost point 
extended to Lake Michigan; including parking spaces on both sides of any of the above
mentioned streets. 

"Change in Control" means, with respect to any Person, whether accomplished through a 
single transaction or a series of related or unrelated transactions and whether accomplished 
directly or indirectly, either (i) a change in ownership so that 50% or more of the direct or 
indirect voting or economic interests in such Person is transferred to a Person or group of 
Persons acting in concert, (ii) the power directly or indirectly to direct or cause the direction of 
management and policy of such Person, whether through ownership of voting securities, by 
contract, management agreement, or common directors, officers or trustees or otherwise, is 
transferred to a Person or group of Persons acting in concert or (iii) the merger, consolidation, 
amalgamation, business combination or sale of substantially all of the assets of such Person; 
provided, however, that notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this definition (A) 
clauses (i) and (ill above shall apply to transactions in shares of a publicly traded company or 
other transactions involving a publicly traded company only if they cause such company to no 
longer be a publicly traded company, (B) Transfers ofdirect or indirect ownership interests in the 
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Concessionaire or the Operator (as applicable) between or among Persons that are Affiliates 
(including funds or similar entities managed by such Persons) shall not constitute a "Change in 
Control" for the purposes of this Agreement, (C) Transfers of shares of the Concessionaire or its 
direct or indirect parent pursuant to an initial public offering on the New York Stock Exchange, 
NASDAQ, London Stock Exchange or comparable securities exchange shall not constitute a 
"Change in Control," (D) transfers of direct or indirect ownership interest in the Concessionaire 
by any Equity Participant or its beneficial owner(s) to any Person shall not constitute a "Change 
in Control" so long as the Equity Participants or their beneficial owner(s) having, in the 
aggregate, more than 50% direct or indirect ownership interest in the Concessionaire as of 
December 4,2008 retain, in the aggregate, more than 50% of the rights to elect directors, officers 
and managers of the Concessionaire. 

"City" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the preamble to this Agreement. 

"City Default" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.2(a). 

"City Directive" means a written order or directive prepared by or on behalf of the City 
directing the Concessionaire, to the extent permitted hereby, to add or perform work in respect of 
the Metered Parking S'ystem in addition to that provided for in this Agreement; provided, 
however, that no such order or directive may in any event order or direct the Concessionaire to 
do any act that could reasonably be expected to violate any applicable Law or cause the 
Concessionaire to fail to be in compliance with this Agreement. 

"City's Option" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 18.8(a). 

"Claim" means any demand, action, cause of action, suit, proceeding, arbitration, claim, 
judgment or settlement or compromise relating thereto which may give rise to a right to 
indemnification under Section 12.1 or 12.2. 

·.<'~Iosing" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.2(a). 

"Closing Date" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.2(a). 

"Closing LOC" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.3(a). 

"Collateral Assignee" means the holder or beneficiary of a Collateral Assignment. 

"Collateral Assignee Notice Requirements" means the delivery by a holder of a Collateral 
Assignment to the City, no later than 10 Business Days after the execution and delivery of such 
Collateral Assignment by the Concessionaire, of a true and complete copy of the executed 
original of such Collateral Assignment, together with a notice containing the name and post 
office address ofthe holder of such Collateral Assignment. 

"Collateral Assignee's Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 18.8(a). 

"Collateral Assignment" means any collateral assignment or other- security agreement or 
arrangement (including a securitization transaction with respect to Metered Parking Revenues 
but not Metered Parking Revenues collected by the Concessionaire on behalf of the City) 
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encumbering any or all of the Concessionaire Interest or the shares or equity interests in the 
capital of the Concessionaire and any cash reserves or deposits held in the name of the 
Concessionaire, in each case that satisfies all of the cond itions in Section 18.1. 

"Collateral Assignment Debt" means any bona fide debt (including principal, accrued 
interest and customary lender or financial insurer, agent and trustee fees, costs, premiums, 
expenses and reimbursement obligations with respect thereto, and including all payment 
obligations under interest rate hedging agreements with respect thereto and reimbursement 
obligations with respect thereto to any financial insurer) or an assignment in connection with a 
securitization transaction relating to the Metered Parking System and granted to a Person 
pursuant to an agreement entered into prior to the occurrence of any Adverse Action or City 
Default or any event of termination, cancellation, rescinding or voiding referred to in Section 
16.5 giving rise to the payment of amounts for or in respect of termination under this Agreement. 
For the purposes of determining Metered Parking System Concession Value, Collateral 
Assignment Debt shall not include (i) debt from an Affiliate of the Concessionaire or the 
Operator, unless such debt is on terms consistent with terms that would reasonably be expected 
from a non-Affiliate lender acting in good faith; (ii) any increase in debt to the extent such 
increase is the result of an agreement or other arrangement entered into after the Concessionaire 
was aware (or should have been aware, using reasonable due diligence) of the prospective 
occurrence of an event giving rise to the payment of the Metered Parking System Concession 
Value; or (iii) any debt with respect to which the Collateral Assignee did not provide the City 
with notice of its Collateral Assignment in accordance in all material respects with the Collateral 
Assignee Notice Requirements. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this 
definition, except with respect to debt incurred or committed on or prior to the Closing Date, all 
of which incurred or committed debt shall be deemed to be Collateral Assignment Debt, 
Collateral Assignment Debt shall not include any new debt incurred or committed following the 
Closing Date (it being understood and agreed by the Parties that any capitalization of interest or 
accretion of principal or other committed increases on any debt incurred or committed on or 
prior to the Closing Date shall not constitute new debt) unless (A) the Concessionaire has 
provided the City with a written appraisal (at the Concessionaire's expense and by an 
independent third party appraiser described under "Metered Parking System Concession Value") 
of the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest at the time of the incurrence or 
commitment of such new debt, and (B) such appraisal confIrms the aggregate amount of 
Collateral Assignment Debt after giving effect to the incurrence or commitment of any such new 
debt is not in excess of the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest set forth in such 
appraisal at the time of incurrence of commitment of such new debt provided that any 
capitalization of interest or accretion of principal or other committed increases on any debt set 
forth in such appraisal shall constitute Collateral Assignment Debt to the extent such debt 
constitutes Collateral Assignment Debt on the date such appraisal is given; and provided further 
that the Parties agree that notwithstanding the requirements of the foregoing subclauses (A) and 
(B), the amount of Consideration paid at closing shall be deemed to constitute the fair market 
value of the Concessionaire Interest for a period of six months after the Closing Date and, as 
such, no appraisal shall be required within such six-month period. The appraisal requirement in 
the preceding sentence shall not apply to any protective advances made by any Collateral 
Assignee or advances made by any Collateral Assignee to cure Concessionaire defaults under the 
Collateral Assignment (regardless of whether entered into on or after the Closing Date) or other 
financing documents of such Collateral Assignee. 
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"Compensation Event" means the Concessionaire's compliance with or the 
implementation of any City Directive or any modified or changed Operating Standard subject to 
Section 6.3(b), the occurrence of an Adverse Action or the occurrence of any other event that 
under the terms of this Agreement explicitly requires the payment of Concession Compensation, 
including under Section 3.12(c), Section 3.21, Section 4.7(f), Section 6.3(b), Section 7.1, and 
Section 7.7. 

"Competing Public Parking Facility" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.12(a). 

"Concession Compensation" means compensation payable by the City to the 
Concessionaire in order to restore the Concessionaire to the same economic position the 
Concessionaire would have enjoyed if the applicable Compensation Event had not occurred, 
which compensation shall be equal to the sum of (i) all Losses (including increased operating, 
financing, capital and maintenance costs but excluding any costs and expenses that the 
Concessionaire would otherwise expend or incur in order to comply with this Agreement or in 
the ordinary course of the performance of the Metered Parking System Operations or the 
carrying on of business in the ordinary course) that are reasonably attributable to such 
Compensation Event plus (ii) the actual and estimated net losses (after giving effect, to the extent 
applicable, to any increase in revenues, including Metered Parking Revenues that are attributable 
to such Compensation Event) of the Concessionaire's present and future Metered Parking 
Revenues that are reasonably attributable to such Compensation Event; provided, however, that, 
unless otherwise specified in this Agreement, any claim for Concession Compensation shall be 
made within 120 Days of the date that the Concessionaire first became aware of such 
Compensation Event. Any Concession Compensation payable with respect to Losses or lost 
Metered Parking Revenues (or other revenues) that will occur in the future shall be payable at the 
time such Compensation Event occurs based on a reasonable determination of the net present 
value of the impact of such Compensation Event (i) over the period ending on February 28, 2015 
in the case of the Compensation Event described in Section 7.1 and (ii) over the remainder of the 
Term in the case of any other Compensation Event. If the Concessionaire is required to provide 
its own capital (whether in the form of debt, equity or otherwise) with respect to compliance with 
or implementation ofa City Directive or a modified or changed Operating Standard (other than a 
modified Operating Standard described in Section 6.3(a» or any other Compensation Event, then 
the Concession Compensation, shall, in addition to the components described above, take into 
account the actual cost to the Concessionaire of such capital and include a then applicable 
market-based rate of return thereon (which market-based rate of return shall be reasonably 
commensurate with then-prevailing rates of return for similar assets and similar or analogous 
financings in the parking industry and shall take account of the percentage that any Quarterly 
Settlement Amounts owing to the Concessionaire by the City bear to the Concessionaire's total 
revenues in determining the appropriate discount rate to use in calculating such rate of return). 
For purposes of the preceding sentence, the market-based rate of return shall be initially 
proposed in writing by the Concessionaire to the City. The City may, in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 19, dispute that such market-based rate of return proposed by the 
Concessionaire is reasonably commensurate with then-prevailing rates of return for similar assets 
and similar or analogous fmancings in the parking industry. 

"Concession Metered Parking Spaces" means those Metered Parking Spaces so 
designated by the City from time to time and included in the Metered Parking System operated 
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and maintained by the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement and, as of the Effective Date 
Of First Amendment, the Metered Parking Spaces listed in Amended Schedule 10 and designated 
thereon as Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

"Concession Year" means (i) if the Closing Date occurs on the fIrst day of a calendar 
month, the 12-month period beginning on the Closing Date or (ii) if the Closing Date does not 
occur on the fIrst day of a calendar month, the period from the Closing Date through the end of 
the calendar month in which the Closing Date occurred and the next succeeding 12-month period 
and, in either case of clause (i) or 00, each succeeding 12-month period and in any case ending 
on the End Date. 

"Concessionaire" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the preamble to this Agreement. 

"Concessionaire Default" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.1(a). 

"Concessionaire Interest" means the interest of the Concessionaire in the Metered 
Parking System created by this Agreement and the rights and obligations of the Concessionaire 
under this Agreement (including the interest and franchise described in Section 2.1(b)(i) and the 
right to receive Concession Compensation). 

"Concessionaire Request" means a written request in respect of the Metered Parking 
System prepared by or on behalf of the Concessionaire and addressed to the City seeking to 
make a fundamental change in the dimensions, character, quality or location of any part of the 
Metered Parking System; provided, however, that a Concessionaire Request need not be 
submitted in connection with operations, maintenance or repair of the Metered Parking System in 
the ordinary course or any other aspects of Metered Parking System Operations permitted or 
reserved to the Concessionaire under this Agreement, including any modifIcation or change to 
the Operating Standards pursuant to Section 6.2. 

"C-onsent" means any approval, consent, ratifIcation, waiver, exemption, franchise, 
license, permit, novation, certificate of occupancy or other authorization, of any Person, 
including any Consent issued, granted, given, or otherwise made available by or under the 
authority of any Governmental Authority or pursuant to any applicable Law. 

"Consideration" has the' meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.1. For the avoidance of 
doubt, the term "Consideration" comprises (a) a fee for the grant of the interest and franchise 
referred to in Section 2.Hb)(i) and (b) consideration for the conveyance referred to in Section 
2.lCb)(ii). 

"Construction Contract" means any construction contract entered into by the 
Concessionaire related to the Metered Parking System (or subcontracts thereunder). 

"Consultant" means (i) a consulting flfm having experience in the operation and 
management of metered parking systems jointly appointed by the Parties and (ii) with respect to 
a technical dispute under Section 19.7, any individual having experience in the operation and 
management of metered parking systems that is selected by such consulting fIrm to perform the 
professional services required to be performed by the Consultant under Section 19.7. 
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"Contractor" means, with respect to a Person, any contractor with whom such Person 
contracts to perform work or supply materials or labor in relation to the Metered Parking System, 
including any subcontractor of any tier, supplier or materialman directly or indirectly employed 
pursuant to a subcontract with a Contractor. For the avoidance of doubt, the Operator (if other 
than the Concessionaire) shall be a Contractor of the Concessionaire. 

"County Roads" means those roadways located in the City that are owned by, or are 
under the jurisdiction of, the County of Cook, Illinois. 

"Day" means a calendar day, beginning at 12:01 a.m. in the central time zone of the 
United States coinciding with the calendar day. 

"Defending Party" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.4(c). 

"Delay Event" means (i) an event of Force Majeure, (ii) a failure to obtain, or delay in 
obtaining, any Authorization from a Governmental Authority (provided that such failure or delay 
could not have been reasonably prevented by technical and scheduling or other reasonable 
measures of the Concessionaire), (iii) the enactment of a new Law or the modification, 
amendment or change in enforcement or interpretation of a Law (including a change in the 
application thereof by any Governmental Authority) arising after the Bid Date, (iv) a delay 
caused by the performance of works (including the activities authorized by Section 3.7) carried 
out by a Governmental Authority or any utility or railway operator or Person not acting under the 
authority or direction of, or pursuant to a contract, sublease or any other agreement or 
arrangement with the Concessionaire or the Operator, (v) a delay caused by a failure by the City 
to perform or observe any of its covenants or obligations under this Agreement or (vi) a delay 
caused by the presence in, on, under or around the Reserve Parking Lots of Hazardous 
Substances, which in each case results in or would result in a delay or interruption in the 
performance by the Concessionaire of any obligation under this Agreement; except to the extent 
that the consequences of such delay or the cause thereof is specifically dealt with in this 
Agreement.Qr arises by reason of (A) the negligence or intentional misconduct of the 
Concessionaire or its'Representatives, (B) any act or omission by the Concessionaire or its 
Representatives in breach of the provisions of this Agreement or (C) except as contemplated by 
Section 5.1, lack or insufficiency of funds or failure to make payment of monies or provide 
required security on the part of the Concessionaire. For the avoidance of doubt, a Delay Event 
shall not include any of the exceptions listed in clauses (i) through (iv) of the definition of Force 
Majeure. 

"Delay Event Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section IS.l(e). 

"Delay Event Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15. He), 

"Delay Event Remedy" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section lS.Hd). 

"Department" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.2(c). 

"Depositary" means a savings bank, a savings and loan association or a commercial bank 
or trust company which would qualify as an Institutional Lender, designated by the 
Concessionaire, that enters into an agreement with the Concessionaire to serve as depositary 
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pursuant to this Agreement, provided that such Depositary shall have an office, branch, agency 
or representative located in the City of Chicago; provided, however, that so long as a Collateral 
Assignment is in effect, the Depositary under Section 13.3 sha11 be the institution acting as the 
collateral agent or depositary under the financing secured by such ColIateral Assignment. 

"Designated Senior Person" means an individual designated as such by a Party by written 
notice to the other Party, including the Deputy Mayor, the Chief Financial Officer and/or the 
Corporation Counsel in the case of the City, and the Chief Executive Officer and/or the General 
Counsel in the case of the Concessionaire. 

"Direct Claim" means any Claim by an Indemnified Party against an Indemnifier that 
does not result from a Third Party Claim. 

"Document" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section U5(c). 

"E.E.O.lA.A. Plan" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.8(b). 

"Effective Date Of First Amendment" means the later of (i) the effective date of the 
ordinance of the City Council that approves the First Amendment, and (ii) the date on which the 
final form of Amended Schedule 10, including Amended Schedule lOA, Amended Schedule lOB 
and Amended Schedule 10C is mutually agreed between the Parties. 

"Eligible Investments" means anyone or more of the folIowing obligations or securities: 
(i) direct obligations of, and obligations fully guaranteed by, the United States of America or any 
agency or instrumentality of the United States of America, the obligations of which are backed 
by the full faith and credit of the United States of America; (ii) demand or time deposits, federal 
funds or bankers' acceptances issued by any Institutional Lender (provided that the commercial 
paper or the short-term deposit rating or the long-term unsecured debt obligations or deposits of 
such Institutional Lender at the time of such investment or contractual commitment providing for 
such investment have been rated "A" (or the equivalent) or higher by a Rating Agency or any 
other demand or time deposit or certificate of deposit fulIy insured by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation); (iii) commercial paper (including both non-interest-bearing discount 
obligations and interest-bearing obligations payable on demand or on a specified date not more 
than one year after the date of issuance thereof) which has been rated "A" (or the equivalent) or 
higher by a Rating Agency at the time of such investment; (iv) any money market funds, the 
investments of which consist of cash and obligations fulIy guaranteed by the United States of 
America or any agency or instrumentality of the United States of America, the obligations of 
which are backed by the full faith and credit of the United States of America and which have 
been rated "A" (or the equivalent) or higher by a Rating Agency; and (v) other investments then 
customarily accepted by the City in similar circumstances; provided, however, that no instrument 
or security shall be an Eligible Investment if such instrument or security evidences a right to 
receive only interest payments with respect to the obligations underlying such instrument. 

"Encumbrance" means any mortgage, lien, judgment, execution, pledge, charge, security 
interest, restriction, easement, servitude, option, reservation, lease, claim, trust, deemed trust or 
encumbrance of any nature whatsoever, whether arising by operation of Law, judicial process, 
contract, agreement or otherwise created. 
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"End Date" means the date on which this Agreement expires or is terminated. 

"Environment" means soil, surface waters, ground waters, land, stream sediments, 
surface or subsurface strata and ambient air. 

"Environmental Laws" means any Laws applicable to the Metered Parking System 
regulating or imposing liability or standards of conduct concerning or relating to the regulation, 
use or protection of human health or the Environment. 

"EPAL Percentage" means (I) the sum of the Exempt Person Annual Loss and the Actual 
System Operating Revenue, divided by (2) the Actual System Operating Revenue, expressed as a 
percentage. 

"Equity Participant" means any Person who holds any shares of capital stock, units, 
partnership or membership interests, other equity interests or equity securities of the 
Concessionaire. 

"Escrow Agent" means a bank, trust company or national banking association selected by 
the City to hold the Cash Deposit. 

"Excess Value Year" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.2(b). 

"Excluded Liabilities" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.2(c). 

"Exempt Persons" means Persons exempted by Law from paying Metered Parking Fees 
otherwise applicable to members of the general public. The term "Exempt Persons" does not 
include any Person exempted from paying Metered Parking Fees under any provision of Law 
exempting service vehicles operated by employees or agents of the Concessionaire, the Operator 
or any Contractor. 

"Exempt Persons Annual Excess Loss" means, with respect to any Reporting Year, the 
amount, if any, by which the sum of (a) Metered Parking Revenues derived from Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces for such Reporting Year and (b) the Exempt Persons Annual Loss for 
such Reporting Year exceeds one hundred six percent (106%) of the Metered Parking Revenues 
derived from Concession Metered Parking Spaces for such Reporting Year. 

"Exempt Persons Annual Loss" means, with respect to any Reporting Year and based 
upon a statistical sampling of the use of Concession Metered Parking Spaces undertaken' and 
performed by or at the direction of the Concessionaire in accordance with the requirements set 
forth in Schedule 14, the Metered Parking Revenues, which would have been derived from 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces but which were not collected by the Concessionaire by 
virtue of the use of Concession Metered Parking Spaces by Exempt Persons, including Persons 
claiming to be Exempt Persons (as reasonably determined by the Concessionaire and Approved 
by the City). 

"Existing Revenue" means, with respect to a Concession Metered' Parking Space, as of 
the first Day of any month, the Revenue Value for the preceding month, except in the following 
cases: (i) as of March 1, 2013, "Existing Revenue" shall be the Revenue Value of such 
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Concession Metered Parking Space as set forth on Amended Schedule 10; (ii) as of March 1, 
2014, "Existing Revenue" shall be determined pursuant to Section 7.15; and (iii) as of March 1, 
2015 and any March I thereafter, if(x) the Revenue Value for such space was unchanged during 
the preceding Reporting Year, and (y) a new Expected Utilization Rate did not become effective 
during the preceding Reporting Year (notwithstanding the reversal of any Reserved Power action 
in accordance with Section 7.9(h)), "Existing Revenue" shall be the Actual Operating Revenue 
for the preceding Reporting Year for such Concession Metered Parking Space plus all Required 
Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year for such Concession Metered Parking Space. 

"Existing System Revenue" means, as of any time, the sum of the Existing Revenue of all 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

"Expected Utilization Adjustment" means the percentage derived from the quotient of 
(Measured Utilization Rate minus Expected Utilization Rate) divided by Measured Utilization 
Rate, except that ,Expected Utilization Adjustment cannot be greater than zero percent (0%) for 
the period commencing on the Closing Date and ending on March 1,20]4. 

"Expected Utilization Rate" means the Utilization Rate used for purposes of assigning 
Revenue Value pursuant to Article 7, and which is (i) estimated by the City in connection with a 
Reserved Power action (other than a Regular Rate Adjustment) based upon the then current 
Metered Parking Fee, Period of Operation and Period of Stay, and taking into account, where 
relevant, Metered Parking Spaces that are comparable based on, among other things, their 
geographic proximity and Metered Parking Fee; and (ii) with respect to an additional Concession 
Metered Parking Space pursuant to Section 7.8, based on the Utilization Rate of other spaces on 
the same Block or if there are no other existing spaces on the same Block, then comparable 
Metered Parking Spaces taking into account, among other things, their geographic proximity and 
Metered Parking Fee. None of the Utilization Rates set forth on Amended Schedule 10 shall be 
considered an Expected Utilization Rate. 

"Expert Econometrician" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.14(b)(ii). 

"First Amendment" means the First Amendment to Chicago Metered Parking System 
Concession Agreement dated as of April 27, 2013 between the City and the Concessionaire. 

"Force Majeure" means any event beyond the reasonable control of the Concessionaire 
that delays, interrupts or limits the performance of the ~oncessionaire's obligations hereunder or 
the Concessionaire's use of the Metered Parking System, including an intervening act of God or 
public enemy, war, invasion, armed conflict, act of foreign enemy, blockade, revolution, act of 
terror, sabotage, civil commotions, interference by civil or military authorities, condemnation or 
confiscation of property or equipment by any Governmental Authority, nuclear or other 
explosion, radioactive or chemical contamination or ionizing radiation, fire, tornado, flooding, 
earthquake or other natural disaster, riot or other public disorder, epidemic, quarantine 
restriction, strike, labor dispute or other labor protest, stop-work order or injunction issued by a 
Governmental Authority, governmental embargo, except to the extent that the consequence of 
such event is otherwise specifically dealt with in this Agreement or arises by reason of (i) the 
negligence or intentional misconduct of the Concessionaire or its Representatives, (ii) any act or 
omission by the Concessionaire or its Representatives in breach of the provisions of this 
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Agreement, (iii) except as contemplated by Section 5.1, lack or insufficiency of funds or failure 
to make payment of monies or provide required security on the part of the Concessionaire or (iv) 
any strike, labor dispute or other labor protest involving any Person retained, employed or hired 
by the Concessionaire or its Representatives to supply materials or services for or in connection 
with the Metered Parking System Operations or any strike, labor dispute or labor protest 
pertaining to the Concessionaire that is not of general application that is caused by or attributable 
to any act (including any pricing or other practice or method of operation) or omission of the 
Concessionaire or its Representatives. 

"Full Utilization Amount" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space as 
of the fIrst Day of any month, the product of the Period of Operation then in effect (calculated 
for an entire Reporting Year) and the Metered Parking Fee then in effect for such Period of 
Operation. For those Concession Metered Parking Spaces for which the Period of Operation or 
the Metered Parking Fee varies during the Reporting Year, "Full Utilization Amount" means the 
sum of the product of each Metered Parking Fee in effect for such space multiplied by the 
applicable Period of Operation for such Metered Parking Fee during the Reporting Year. Any 
calculation of Full Utilization Amount shall assume that the then current Metered Parking Fee 
and Period of Operation were implemented as of, and in effect continuously from, March 1 of 
such Reporting Year. For any Concession Metered Parking Space for which a Regular Rate 
Adjustment became effective during January (unless an Expected Utilization Rate also became 
effective for such space during January), the "Full Utilization Amount" as of the fIrst Day of the 
immediately following February shall exclude the effect of such Regular Rate Adjustment, and 
such Regular Rate Adjustment instead shall be included in the Full Utilization Amount for such 
space as of March 1. 

"Governmental Authority" means any court, federal, state, local or foreign government, 
department, commission, board, bureau, agency or other regulatory, administrative, 
governmental or quasi-governmental authority. 

"Hazardous Substance" means any solid, liquid gas, odor, heat, sound, vibration, 
radiation or other substance or emission which is a contaminant, pollutant, dangerous substance, 
toxic substance, hazardous waste, subject waste, hazardous material or hazardous substance 
which is or becomes regulated by applicable Environmental Laws or which is classifIed as 
hazardous or toxic under applicable Environmental Laws (including gasoline, diesel fuel or other 
petroleum hydrocarbons, polychlorinated. biph~nyls, asbestos and _ urea formaldehyde -foam 
insulation). 

"Hours of Operation" means, with respect to each Metered Parking Space and with 
respect to a Metered Parking Fee, the current number of annual hours during which the City 
permits the parking of a motor vehicle in that Metered Parking Space and requires the payment 
ofa Metered Parking Fee for use of that Metered Parking Space. 

"Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
Section 7.15. 

"Implementation Date" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.15. 
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"Indemnified Party" means any Person entitled to indemnification under this Agreement. 

"Indemnifier" means any Party obligated to provide indemnification under this 
Agreement. 

"Indemnity Payment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.7. 

"Index" means the "Consumer Price Index - U.S. City Averages for all Urban 
Consumers, All Items" (not seasonally adjusted) as published by the U.S. Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics; provided, however, that if the Index is changed so that the base year 
of the Index changes, the Index shall be converted in accordance with the conversion factor 
published by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; provided further that if 
the Index is discontinued or revised during the Term, such other index or computation with 
which it is replaced shall be used in order to obtain substantially the same result as would be 
obtained if the Index had not been discontinued or revised. 

"Information" means any and all information relating to the Metered Parking System 
Operations, including (i) income statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flow and changes 
in financial position, details regarding Metered Parking Revenues derived from Metered Parking 
System Operations, operating income, expenses, capital expenditures and budgeted operating 
results relating to the Metered Parking System Operations, (ii) all certificates, correspondence, 
data (including test data), documents, facts, files, information, investigations, materials, notices, 
plans, projections, records, reports, requests, samples, schedules, statements, studies, surveys, 
tests, test results, parking information (including volume counts, classification counts, and 
vehicle jurisdiction data) analyzed, categorized, characterized, created, collected, generated, 
maintained, processed, produced, prepared, provided, recorded, stored or used by the Metered 
Parking System, the Concessionaire or any of its Representatives in connection with the Metered 
Parking System or the Metered Parking System Operations and (iii) proper, complete and 
accurate books, records, accounts and documents of the Concessionaire relating to the Metered 
Parking System Operations, including any Information that is stored electronically or on 
computer-related media; provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement shall require the 
disclosure by any Party ofInformation that is protected by attorney-client or other legal privilege 
based upon an opinion of counsel reasonably satisfactory to the other Party or acquired by a 
Party subject to a confidentiality agreement. 

"Initial Period" means the period from the Closing Date to and including May 31, 2009. 

"Initial Period Percentage" means the percentage obtained by dividing the number of 
Days in the Initial Period by 365. 

"Initial Reporting Year Multiplier" means the fraction the numerator of which is 365 and 
the denominator of which is the number of Days in the Reporting Year commencing on the 
Closing Date and ending on February 28,2010. 

"Initial Revenue Value" means the Revenue Value of each Concession Metered Parking 
Space as of the Bid Date, as set forth in Schedule 10 as revised within 10 Days of the Closing 
Date pursuant to Section 2.2(c). 
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"Initial Schedule of Parking Fees" means the fee schedule for Metered Parking Spaces set 
forth in Schedule 9. 

"Institutional Lender" means (a) the United States of America, any state thereof or any 
agency or instrumentality of either of them, any municipal agency, public benefit corporation or 
public authority, advancing or insuring mortgage loans or making payments which, in any 
manner, assist in the financing, development, operation and maintenance of projects, (b) any (i) 
savings bank, savings and loan association, commercial bank, trust company (whether acting 
individually or in a fiduciary capacity) or insurance company organized and existing under the 
laws of the United States of America or any state thereof, (ii) foreign insurance company or 
commercial bank qualified to do business as an insurer or commercial bank as applicable under 
the laws of the United States (if such qualification is necessary in connection with the acquisition 
of Collateral Assignment Debt), (iii) pension fund, foundation or university or college or other 
endowment fund or (iv) investment bank, pension advisory firm, mutual fund, investment 
company or money management flfm, (c) any "qualified institutional buyer" under Rule I44(A) 
under the Securities Act or any other similar Law hereinafter enacted that defines a similar 
category of investors by substantially similar terms or (d) any other financial institution or entity 
designated by the Concessionaire and Approved by the City (provided that such institution or 
entity, in its activity under this Agreement, shall be acceptable under then current guidelines and 
practices of the City); provided, however, that each such entity (other than entities described in 
clause (c) ofthis defmition) or combination of such entities if the Institutional Lender shall be a 
combination of such entities shall have individual or combined assets, as the case may be, Of not 
less than $500,000,000, which shall include, in the case of an investment or advisory flfm, assets 
controlled by it or under management. 

"Law" means any order, writ, mJunction, decree, judgment, law, ordinance, decision, 
opinion, ruling, policy, statute, code, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority. 

"Letter of Credit" means an irrevocable, unconditional, commercial letter of credit, in 
favoroft-he-C.ilY, in form and content reasonably acceptable to the City, payable in U.S. dol1ars 
upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City has the right to draw 
under such letter of credit in the amount of such sight draft, without presentation of any other 
Document, which letter of credit (i) is issued by a commercial bank or trust company that is a 
member of the New York Clearing House Association and that has a current credit rating of Al 
or better by Standard & Poor's Ratings Services and an equivalent credit rating by another 
Rating Agency (or an equivalent credit rating from at least two nationally recognized Rating 
Agencies if the named Rating Agency ceases to publish ratings) (or such other commercial bank 
or trust company reasonably acceptable to the City and Approved by the City prior to the 
submission of the letter of credit), and (ii) provides for the continuance of such letter of credit for 
a period of at least one year or as otherwise provided in this Agreement. The office for 
presentment of sight drafts specified in the Letter of Credit shall be located at a specified street 
address within the City of Chicago or other location acceptable to the City. For the avoidance of 
doubt, the obligations of the account party during the Term to reimburse the issuer for draws 
under the Letter of Credit may be secured by a Collateral Assignment. 

"Loss" means, with respect to any Person, any loss, liability, damage, penalty, charge or 
out-of-pocket and documented cost or expense actually suffered or incurred by such Person, but 
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excluding any punitive, special, indirect and consequential damages and any contingent liability 
until such liability becomes actual. 

"M'/W.B.E.s" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.8(a). 

"Material Adverse Effect" means a material adverse effect on the business, financial 
condition or results of operations of the Metered Parking System taken as a whole; provided, 
however, that no effect arising out ofor in connection with or resulting from any of the following 
shall be deemed, either alone or in combination, to constitute or contribute to a Material Adverse 
Effcct: (i) general economic conditions or changes therein; (ii) financial, banking, currency or 
capital markets fluctuations or conditions (either in the United States or any international market 
and including changes in interest rates); (iii) conditions affecting the financial services or parking 
industries generally; (iv) any existing event or occurrence of which the Concessionaire has actual 
knowledge as of the Bid Date; (v) any action, omission, change, effect, circumstance or 
condition contemplated by this Agreement other than, for purposes of Section 14.3, the exercise 
of any Reserved Power, or attributable to the execution, perfonnance or announcement of this 
Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby (except for any litigation relating thereto or 
to this Agreement (or the matters contemplated herein»; and (vi) negligence, intentional 
misconduct or bad faith of the Concessionaire or its Representatives. 

"Mayor" means the Mayor of the City or another City official acting under the direction 
and pursuant to the authority of the Mayor. 

"Measured Full Utilization Amount" means, with respect to a Concession Metered 
Parking Space for any measurement period, the product of the Period of Operation over such 
measurement period (which shall not include any period during such Period of Operation when 
the Metering Device for such space was not operating) multiplied by the Metered Parking Fee 
charged during that Period of Operation. For those Concession Metered Parking Spaces for 
which the Period of Operation or the Metered Parking Fee varies during such measurement 
period, "Measured Fu\.l Utilization Amount" means the sum of the product of each Metered 
Parking Fee in effect for such space during any part of such measurement period mUltiplied by 
the applicable Period of Operation for such Metered Parking Fee. 

"Measured Utilization Rate" means, with respect to a Concession Meterc:.d Parking Space 
and as of the first Day of a Reporting Year commencing with the second Reporting Year, the 
percentage obtained by dividing (i) the sum of the Actual Operating Revenue allocated to such 
space for the preceding Reporting Year plus all Required Closure Payments allocated to such 
space for the preceding Reporting Year, by (ii) the Measured Full Utilization Amount for such 
space for the preceding Reporting Year. 

"Metered Parking Fee" means the fee established by the City, and revised from time to 
time, as consideration for the privilege of parking a motor vehicle. 

"Metered Parking Revenues" means, during the Tenn, the revenues derived from 
Metered Parking Fees collected by the Concessionaire from the operation of Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, and shall be determined from collection 
data maintained by the Concessionaire in accordance with the Operating Standards. 
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"Metered Parking Services" means the services to be provided by the Concessionaire as 
grantee of the concession under this Agreement. 

"Metered Parking Spaces" means those spaces or places that the City designates from 
time to time as parking spaces or places where, during certain periods of time, the City requires 
the payment of a Metered Parking Fee for parking a motor vehicle at that space or place for a 
limited period of time and such designation is effective for all purposes of this Agreement 
notwithstanding that Exempt Persons (such as Persons with disabilities) using that parking space 
or place may be exempted from paying the Metered Parking Fee otherwise applicable to 
members of the general public. Unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the City, each Metered 
Parking Space shall have a length of no less than 18 feet and no more than 22 feet; provided, 
however, that if such Metered Parking Space is adjacent to only one other Metered Parking 
Space, it shall be no less than 17 feet in length. 

"Metered Parking System" means the Metering Devices, supporting structures, computer 
systems and software used in connection with the administration of Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces and the collection of Metered Parking Fees 
therefrom as described on Schedule 5, and all improvements of any and every kind whatsoever 
forming a part of and used in connection with the operation and maintenance of (i) the metering 
system associated with the Concession Metered Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking 
Spaces (including all Metering Devices but excluding any interest in the streets, sidewalks, 
paving or similar real property) and (ii) Reserve Parking Lots (including paving and boundary 
fences). 

"Metered Parking System Assets" means, (i) as of the time immediately prior to the Time 
of Closing, the personal property of the City used in connection with operations of the Metered 
Parking System set forth on Schedule 4 and (ii) from and after the Time of Closing, the personal 
property of the Concessionaire or the Operator used in connection with the operations of the 
Metered Parking System. 

"Metered Parking System Concession Value" means, at any given date, the fair market 
value of the Concessionaire Interest at the time of the occurrence of the relevant Adverse Action 
or City Default or any event of termination, cancellation, rescinding or voiding referred to in 
Section 16.5 (but excluding the effect of such Adverse Action or City Default or such other event 
referred to in Section 16.5) and taking into account reasonably foreseeable improvements to the 
Metered Parking System and the operations and revenues thereof, as determined pursuant to a 
written appraisal by an independent third party appraiser that is nationally recognized in 
appraising similar assets and that is acceptable to the City and the Concessionaire; provided, 
however, that the Metered Parking System Concession Value shall in no event be less than the 
amount of all Collateral Assignment Debt (including Breakage Costs) on the End Date. If the 
Parties fail to agree upon such a single appraiser within 30 Days after a Party requests the 
appointment thereof, then the City and the Concessionaire shall each appoint an independent 
third party appraiser and both such appraisers shall be instructed jointly to select a third 
independent third party appraiser to make the appraisal referred to above. The City shall pay the 
reasonable costs and expenses of any appraisal. 
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"Metered Parking System Contracts" means the agreements to which the City is a party 
relating to the operations of the Metered Parking System that are set forth on Schedule 1. 

"Metered Parking System Operations" means (i) the operation, management and 
maintenance of the Metered Parking System and (ii) all other actions relating to the Metered 
Parking System that are performed by or on behalf of the Concessionaire pursuant to this 
Agreement. 

"Metered Parking System Ordinance" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the recitals to 
this Agreement. 

"Metering Devices" means, with respect to the Concession Metered Parking Spaces and 
the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, the parking meters, pay and display stations, electronic 
metering devices, and other similar devices that may be used from time to time in connection 
with the Metered Parking System Operations. 

"Monthly Full Utilization Amount" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking 
Space as of the first Day of a month, the sum of the product of each Metered Parking Fee in 
effect for 'such space during any part of such month multiplied by the applicable Period of 
Operation for such Metered Parking Fee during such month. 

"Monthly System in Service Percentage" means, for any month, the System in Service 
Percentage as ofthe first Day of the month. 

"Municipal Code" means the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended, 

''New Agreement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 18.5(a). 

''Non-Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
Section 7.15. 

"Notice Period" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.4(b). 

"Off Street Parking Spaces" means Metered Parking Spaces that are located in City 
owned parking lots, including Reserve Parking Lots. 

"Offsets" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.11(a). 

"On Street Parking Spaces" means Metered Parking Spaces that are located in and along 
the public way, including in and along public streets. 

"Operating Agreement" means any material agreement, contract or commitment to which 
the Concessionaire is a party relating to the Metered Parking System Operations as in force from 
time to time (including any warranties or guaranties) but excluding any Collateral Assignment 
and any finance documents related thereto. 

"Operating Agreements and Plans" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.14. 
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"Operating Expenses" means any and all operating expenses of the Metered Parking 
System Operations determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, 
including: supplies, material and parts costs, employee salaries, employee benefits, costs of any 
interns and independent contractors, advertising, marketing and public relations costs and 
commissions, janitorial and cleaning expenses, data processing costs, the incremental costs of 
procuring, administering and maintaining the insurance required hereunder directly attributable 
to the Metered Parking System (including the costs of premiums and deductibles), amounts 
expended to procure and maintain permits and licenses, charges, Taxes to the extent required to 
be paid by the Concessionaire, excises, professional fees, printing and stationary costs, postage 
and freight costs, equipment rental costs, computer equipment leases and line charges, repair and 
maintenance costs, security expenses, snow and ice removal, the cost of employee uniforms, 
safety and medical expenses, exterminator and waste disposal costs,costs related to the 
maintenance of signage, inventory and systems, costs related to compliance with Laws and costs 
incurred under agreements, commitments, licenses and contracts executed in the 
Concessionaire's name; provided that Operating Expenses shall not include (i) costs of 
compliance with the M.lW.B.E. requirements imposed under this Agreement, (ii) expenses 
related to Concessionaire or Operator personnel based outside the City of Chicago, (iii) 
severance for Concessionaire or Operator employees, (iv) relocation expenses of Concessionaire 
or Operator employees, (v) Construction Contracts and (vi) any costs or expenses required to be 
paid by the City under the terms ofthis Agreement. 

"Operating Standards" means the standards, specifications, policies, procedures and 
processes that apply to the operation of, maintenance of, rehabilitation of and capital 
improvements to, the Metered Parking System set forth in Schedule 3, including any plans 
submitted by the Concessionaire to the City as required therein. To the extent that any term or 
provision set forth in Schedule 3 or incorporated by reference in Schedule 3 conflicts with any 
term or provision specified in this Agreement, then such term or provision of this Agreement 
shall govern and shall supersede any such conflicting term or provision. 

~'Operator" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.3. 

"Other Metered Parking Spaces" means Metered Parking Spaces that are not Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces or Reserve Metered Parking Spaces. 

"Parking Taxes" means taxes imposed on customers of the Metered Parking System or 
the operation of the Reserve Parking Lots by any Governmental Authority pursuant to (i) Section 
4-236 of the Municipal Code, (ii) the Cook County Parking Lot and Garage Operations Tax, (iii) 
any similar tax imposed on the privilege of parking a motor vehicle or operating a parking lot or 
parking garage, but not including Taxes of general application such as a general sales tax, or (iv) 
any other fee or additional charge imposed on customers of the Metered Parking System that is 
added to the Metered Parking Fee or included as part of the Metered Parking Fee to the extent 
that such fee or charge must be remitted to the City or to another political subdivision at the 
direction of the City. 

"Parking Zones" means those geographic areas of the City as set forth in Schedule 15. 

"Party" means a party to this Agreement and "Parties" means both ofthem. 
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"Pay-by-Cell" means a system that allows a customer to pay a Metered Parking Fee by 
cellular telephone or other device without using a pay and display station or other Metering 
Device physically located at or near such space, the implementation of which does not require 
modification of the existing Metered Parking System other than as provided in Section 4.7 or as 
may be directed by the City pursuant to Section 5.1. 

"Pay-by-Cell Operator" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 4.7(g). 

"Pay-by-Cell Proposed Change(s)" has the meaning ascribed thereto m Section 
4.7(d)(iv). 

"Pay-by-Cell Review Date" means each date that is every eighteen (IS) months after the 
implementation of Pay-by-Cell. 

"Pay-by-Cell Threshold" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 4.7(d}(ii). 

"Pay-by-Cell Trigger Event" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 4.7(d)(iv). 

"Period of Operation" means, with respect to each Metered Parking Space, the Days and 
the period or periods of time during each Day that the City permits the parking of a motor 
vehicle in that Metered Parking Space and requires the payment of a Metered Parking Fee for use 
of that Metered Parking Space. 

"Period of Stay" means, with respect to each Metered Parking Space, the period or 
periods of time that the same motor vehicle may remain continuously parked in such Metered 
Parking Space. 

"Permitted City Encumbrance" means, with respect to the Metered Parking System: (i) 
the Concessionaire Interest; (ii) any Encumbrance that is being contested, or being caused to be 
contested, by the City in accordance with Section 3.5(b) (but only for so long as such contest 
effectively postpones enforcement of any such Encumbrance); (iii) inchoate materialmen's, 
mechanics', workmen's, repairmen's, employees', carriers', warehousemen's or other like 
Encumbrances arising in the ordinary course of business of the Metered Parking System or the 
City's performance of any of its rights or obligations hereunder, and either (A) not delinquent or 
(B) which are being contested, or are being caused to be contested, by the City in accordance 
with Section 3.5(b) (but only for so long as such contest effectively postpones enforcement of 
any such Encumbrance); (iv) any easement, covenant, condition, right-of-way, servitude, or any 
zoning, building, environmental, health or safety Law relating to the development, use or 
operation of the Metered Parking System (or other similar reservation, right and restriction) or 
other defects and irregularities in the title to the Metered Parking System (including, without 
limitation, the Reserve Parking Lots) that do not materially interfere with the Metered Parking 
System Operations or the rights and benefits of the Concessionaire under this Agreement or 
materially impair the value of the Concessionaire Interest; (v) the Reserved Powers; (vi) the 
police and regulatory powers of the State of Illinois with respect to State Roads; (vii) the police 
and regulatory powers of the County of Cook, lllinois with respect to County Roads; (viii) any 
right reserved to or vested in any Governmental Authority (other than the City) by any statutory 
provision or under common law (it being understood and agreed that nothing in this clause (viii) 
shall limit or otherwise affect the City'S obligations or the Concessionaire's rights hereunder); 
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(ix) any other Encumbrance permitted hereunder; (x) any Encumbrances created, incurred, 
assumed or suffered to exist by the Concessionaire or any Person claiming through it; (xi) any 
rights reserved to or vested in the City by any statutory provision (it being understood and agreed 
that nothing in this definition shall limit or otherwise affect the City's obligations or the 
Concessionaire's rights hereunder); and (xii) any amendment, extension, renewal or replacement 
of any ofthe foregoing. 

"Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance" means, with respect to the Concessionaire 
Interest: (i) any Encumbrance that is being contested in accordance with Section 3.5(a) (but only 
for so long as such contest effectively postpones enforcement of any such Encumbrance); (ii) any 
(A) lien or security interest for obligations not yet due and payable to a Contractor or other 
Person, (B) any statutory lien, deposit or other non-service lien or (C) lien, deposit or pledge to 
secure mandatory statutory obligations or performance of bids, tenders, contracts (other than for 
the repayment of borrowed money) or leases, or for purposes of like general nature, any of which 
are incurred in the ordinary course of business of the Metered Parking System· Operations and 
either (A) not delinquent or (B) which are being contested by the Concessionaire in accordance 
with Section 3.5(a) (but only for so long as such contest effectively postpones enforcement of 
any such Encumbrance); (iii) inchoate materialmen's, mechanics', workmen's, repairmen's, 
employees', carriers', warehousemen's, or other like Encumbrances arising in the ordinary 
course of business of the Metered Parking System or the Concessionaire's performance of any of 
its rights or obligations hereunder, and either (A) not delinquent or (B) which are being contested 
by the Concessionaire in accordance with Section 3.5(a) (but only for so long as such contest 
effectively postpones enforcement of any such Encumbrance); (iv) any right reserved to or 
vested in any Governmental Authority by any statutory provision or under common law; (v) any 
Collateral Assignment and any other Encumbrance permitted hereunder; (vi) liens incurred in the 
ordinary course of business in connection with workers' compensation, unemployment 
insurance, social security and other governmental rules and that do not in the aggregate 
materially impair the use, value or operation of the Metered Parking System; (vii) any 
EncuQlbrances created, incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by the City or any Person claiming 
throughiheCity; and (viii) any amendment, extension, renewal or replacement of any of the 
foregoing. No Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance shall be permitted to attach to the fee 
simple interest in any Reserve Parking Lot or any part of the public right of way. 

"Person" means any individual (including, the heirs, beneficiaries, executors, legal 
representatives or administrators thereot), corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, limited 
liability company, limited partnership, joint stock company, unincorporated association or other 
entity or a Governmental Authority. 

"Property Taxes" means any ad valorem property Tax (including property Taxes under 
the State of Illinois Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1 et seq.) attributable to the Metered 
Parking System or the Concessionaire Interest (other than any Tax charged imposed or assessed 
in connection with (i) any Transfer during the Term of all or a portion of the Concessionaire 
Interest or (ii) any purported leasehold interest of the Concessionaire in the Metered Parking 
System, fixtures or improvements, to the extent the Metered Parking System, fixtures or 
improvements, are not used for the purpose of parking as stated in 35 ILCS 200/15-185(b) as in 
effect on the Bid Date). 
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"Quarter" means (i) the Initial Period and (ii) on and after June 1,2009, each of the three
month periods in a Reporting Year ending respectively on the last Days of May, August, 
November and February of that Reporting Year. 

"Quarterly Settlement Amount" means, (i) for any Quarter other than the Initial Period, 
the sum of (a) any Required Closure Payments accrued in that Quarter plus (b) [twenty-five 
percent (25%) mUltiplied by the Settlement System Revenue Value multiplied by (one plus the 
Annual Percentage Adjustment) multiplied by (one minus the Quarterly System in Service 
Percentage)]; and (ii) for the Initial Period, the sum of (a) any Required Closure Payments 
accrued in that Quarter plus (b) [the Initial Period Percentage of the Settlement System Revenue 
Value mUltiplied by (one plus the Annual Percentage Adjustment) multiplied by (one minus the 
Quarterly System in Service Percentage)]. 

"Quarterly System in Service Percentage" mean$, for any Quarter, the simple average of 
each of the Monthly System in Service Percentages for that Quarter. 

"Rate to Fine Multiple" means, with respect to any Concession Metered Parking Space, 
the amount of the fine imposed for a parking violation divided by the hourly Metered Parking 
Fee with respect to such Concession Metered Parking Space. 

"Rate to Fine Multiple Factor" means the adjustment (if any) to the Revenue Value of a 
Concession Metered Parking Space required by Section 7.9(e). 

"Rating Agency" means any of Standard & Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors 
Service, Inc. or Fitch Investors Service, Inc. or any similar entity or any of their respective 
successors. 

"Regular Rate Adjustment" means any reVISIon in the Metered Parking Fee for a 
Concession Metered Parking Space that (i) decreases the Metered Parking Fee, or (ii) during the 
perio-a--fr-om the Closing Date to and including December 31, 2013, increases the Metered 
Parking Fee in accordance with and by no more than the Initial Schedule of Parking Fees or (iii) 
after December 31, 2013 increases the Metered Parking Fee to a Metered Parking Fee that is no 
more than $0.25 greater than the Metered Parking Fee for such Concession Metered Parking 
Space that was in effect on December 31, 20l3, Adjusted for Inflatio.n to the date the revised 
Metered Parking Fee takes effect, or if such. Concession Metered Parking Space was .. not 
designated as a Concession Metered Parking Space on December 31, 2013, then the date such 
Concession Metered Parking Space was so designated, Adjusted for Inflation to the date the 
revised Metered Parking Fee takes effect. 

"Remaining Amortized Value" means an amount of money equal to the Consideration, 
Adjusted for Inflation from the Closing Date to the Reversion Date, multiplied by a fraction the 
numerator of which is the number of Days to elapse from the Reversion Date established as a 
result of the Concessionaire's election to terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 14.3(e} to 
February 29, 2084 (or such later date if the Term has been extended pursuant to Section 15.1( d) 
and the denominator of which is the number of Days from the Closing Date to February 29,2084 
(or such later date if the Term has been extended pursuant to Section 15.Hd)). 

"Replacement Letter of Credit" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section \6.3(c). 
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"Reporting Year" means each annual period from the Closing Date to the End Date, 
except that the fIrst Reporting Year shall be a period commencing on the Closing Date and 
ending on February 28, 2010 and the last Reporting Year shall be a partial Reporting Year 
commencing March 1 SI of such Reporting Year and end ing on the End Date. 

"Representative" means, with respect to any Person, any director, officer, employee, 
official, partner, member, owner, agent, lawyer, accountant, auditor, professional advisor, 
consultant, engineer, Contractor, other Person for whom such Person is at law responsible or 
other representative of such Person and any professional advisor, consultant or engineer 
designated by such Person as its "Representative." 

"Required Closure" means an interruption to or the suspension of Metered Parking 
System Operations by the City with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space during the 
Period of Operation of such Concession Metered Parking Space established by the City due to 
street closures, the· closure of a street to vehicular traffIc, emergency parking bans, weather 
related closures, sidewalk closures related to building construction, sidewalk construction or 
repair, street construction or repair, utility work and similar activities. 

"Required Closure Allowance" means (i) with respect to a Concession Metered Parking 
Space located within the Central Business District and a Reporting Year, eight percent (8%) of 
the number of Days during such Reporting Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space 
was a designated Concession Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations, 
and (ii) with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space not located within the Central 
Business District and a Reporting Year, four percent (4%) of the number of Days during such 
Reporting Year that such Concession Metered Parking Space was a designated Concession 
Metered Parking Space for Metered Parking System Operations, in each case rounded to the 
nearest number of Days, and in either case based upon the assumption that such Concession 
Metered Parking Space will continue to be a Concession Metered Parking Space for the 
remainder of such Reporting Year. 

"Required Closure Payment" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space 
and for the Quarter during which the Required Closure Allowance for the Reporting Year is fIrst 
exceeded and for each subsequent Quarter during the Reporting Year, an amount of money 
calculated as provided in Schedule 6 and in accordance with the rules set forth in Section 7.9(c). 

"Required Coverages" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.1. 

"Reserve Metered Parking Spaces" means those Metered Parking Spaces so designated 
by the City that the Concessionaire operates and maintains on behalf of the City pursuant to this 
Agreement and with respect to which the City is paid the net Metered Parking Revenues. 

"Reserve Metered Parking Spaces Payment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 
D. 

"Reserve Parking Lots" means the parking lots owned by the City where Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces are located, which are listed on Amended Schedule lOA. 
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"Reserved Powers" means the exercise by the City of those police and regulatory powers 
with respect to Metered Parking Spaces, including Concession Metered Parking Spaces and 
Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, and the regulation of traffic, traffic control and the use of the 
public way including the exclusive and reserved rights of the City to (i) designate the number 
and location of Metered Parking Spaces and to add and remove Metered Parking Spaces; (ii) 
establish and revise from time to time the schedule of Metered Parking Fees for the use of 
Metered Parking Spaces; (iii) establish and revise from time to time the Periods of Operation and 
Periods of Stay of Metered Parking Spaces; (iv) establish a schedule of fines for parking 
violations; (v) administer a system for the adjudication and enforcement of parking violations 
and the collection of parking violation fines and (vi) establish and administer peak period 
pricing, congestion pricing or other similar plans. 

"Reserved Powers Action Date" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.4. 

"Reserved Powers Adverse Action" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.3(b). 

"Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
Section 14.3(a). 

"Reserved Powers System Impact" means one minus (Aggregate Revenue Value divided 
by Existing System Revenue). 

"Restoration" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.3(a). 

"Restoration Funds" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.3(a). 

"Revenue Distribution Percentage" means, with respect to any Concession Metered 
Parking Space as of the first Day of any month, an amount equal to the Monthly Full Utilization 
Amount for such space divided by the sum of the Monthly Full Utilization Amounts for all 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces served by the same Metering Device. 

"Revenue Value" means, with respect to each Concession Metered Parking Space, the 
value of such Concession Metered Parking Space computed and determined pursuant to 
Schedule 6, as such value may be determined or adjusted pursuant to Section 7.4, Section 7.8, 
Section 7.9, and Section 7.14. 

"Revenue Value Adjustment" means on the fIrst Day of each Reporting Year beginning 
on March I, 2015 and with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space, the value computed 
and determined pursuant to Schedule 6, Section 7.9 and Section 7.14. On every other Day, the 
Revenue Value Adjustment for any Concession Metered Parking Space is zero. 

"Reversion Date" means the Business Day immediately following the End Date. 

"RPA Determination" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.14(a). 

"RPA Determination Proceeding" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.14(a). 

"RP-Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.3(d). 
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"RP-Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.3(d). 

"RP-Preliminary Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.3(d). 

"Schedule" means a schedule attached hereto and incorporated in this Agreement, unless 
otherwise expressly indicated by the terms of this Agreement. 

"Securities Act" means the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended. 

"Settlement Credit" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.6(b). 

"Settlement System Revenue Value" means (i) on any date from March 1, 2013 to 
February 28, 2014, both dates inclusive, Aggregate Revenue Value as of March 1, 2013 as 
shown on Amended Schedule 10 divided by the Monthly System in Service Percentage as of 
March 1, 2013, and (ii) on or after March 1, 2014, Actual System Operating Revenue for the 
preceding Reporting Year, divided by the simple average of the Monthly System in Service 
Percentages for the preceding Reporting Year, plus the sum of all Required Closure Payments 
due for the preceding Reporting Year. 

"Special Event" means any event that (i) does not occur annually or more frequently than 
annually, (ii) has an expected average daily attendance of more than 100,000 Persons and (iii) in 
the reasonable judgment of the City, requires the provision of temporary parking facilities to 
provide for public safety at the event or for the safety of Persons expected to attend the event. 

"State Roads" means those roadways located in the City that are owned by, or are under 
the jurisdiction of, the State of Illinois. 

"System in Service Percentage" means: (a) as of March 1,2013, the percentage set forth 
as the Monthly System in Service Percentage as of March 1, 2013 in Schedule 6; (b) as 
calcul~ted as of any March I thereafter, the System in Service Percentage for the immediately 
precedirig month multiplied by (one minus the Reserved Powers System Impact) multiplied by 
[one divided by (one plus the Annual Percentage Adjustment)]; and (c) as calculated monthly on 
lhe first Day of any other month, the System in Service Percentage for the immediately 
preceding month multiplied by (one minus the Reserved Powers System Impact); prOVided, 
however, that with respect to (b) and (c) such calculations shall be subject to the adjustments set 
forth in Section 7.9 and Section 7.14, where applicable. 

"Tax" means any federal, state, local or foreign income, gross receipts, license, payroll, 
employment, excise, severance, stamp, occupation, premium, windfall profits, environmental, 
customs duties, permit fees, capital stock, franchise, profits, withholding, social security, 
unemployment, disability, real property, personal property, parking, sales, use, transfer, 
registration, value added, alternative or add-on minimum, estimated or other tax, levy, impost, 
stamp tax, duty, fee, withholding or similar imposition of any kind payable, levied, collected, 
withheld or assessed at any time, including any interest, penalty or addition thereto, whether 
disputed or not. 

"Term" means the term of the concession and franchise referred to in Section 2.1. 
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"Termination Damages" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.2(a). 

"Third Party Claim" means any Claim asserted against an Indemnified Party by any 
Person who is not a Party or an Affiliate of such a Party. 

"Time of Closing" means 10:00 a.m. (Chicago time) on the Closing Date or such other 
time on that date as the City and the Concessionaire agree in writing that the Closing shall take 
place. 

"Transaction" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.1. 

"Transfer" means to sell, convey, assign, lease, sublease, mortgage, encumber, transfer or 
otherwise dispose of. 

"Transferee" means any Person who obtains the Concessionaire Interest pursuant to a 
Transfer. 

"True-Up Adjustment" means a Quarterly Settlement Amount minus the portion of such 
Quarterly Settlement Amount that is a Required Closure Payment accrued in such Quarter. 

"Unaffected Concession Metered Parking Space" means, as of the first Day of a 
Reporting Year, a Concession Metered Parking Space with respect to which an Expected 
Utilization Rate did not become effective during the two immediately preceding Reporting 
Years. 

"Unaffected System Utilization Rate" means, with respect to Unaffected Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces and as of any March 1, the percentage obtained by dividing (i) the total 
amount of Actual Operating Revenue derived from the operation of such spaces during the 
preceding Reporting Year plus the Required Closure Payments for such spaces for the preceding 
RepoftiIJg Year, by (ii) the total of the Measured Full Utilization Amounts for such spaces during 
that Reporting-Year. 

"Utilization Rate" means, with respect to a Concession Metered Parking Space: (i) as of 
March I, 2013, the Utilization Rate assigned to the Concession Metered Parking Space on 
Amended Schedule 10; and (ii) as of any other date, the percentage obtained by dividing the 
Revenue Value (but without any deduction for the Rate to Fine Multiple Factor) by the Full 
Utilization Amount. 

Section 1.2. Number and Gender. In this Agreement words in the singular include 
the plural and vice versa and words in one gender include all genders. 

Section 1.3. Headings. The division of this Agreement into articles, sections and other 
subdivisions are for convenience of reference only and shall not affect the construction or 
interpretation of this Agreement. The headings in this Agreement are not intended to be full or 
precise descriptions of the text to which they refer and shall not be considered part of this 
Agreement. 
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Section 1.4. Rcferences to this Agreement. The words "herein," "hereby," "hereof," 
"hereto" and "hereunder" and words of similar import refer to this Agreement as a whole and not 
to any particular portion of it. The words "Article," "Section," "paragraph," "sentence," "clause" 
and "Schedule" mean and refer to the specified article, section, paragraph, sentence, clause or 
schedule of or to this Agreement. 

Section 1.5. References to Any Person. A reference in this Agreement to any Person 
at any time refers to such Person's permitted successors and assignees. 

Section 1.6. Meaning of Including. In this Agreement, the words "include," 
"includes" or "including" mean "include without limitation," "includes without limitation" and 
"including without limitation," respectively, and the words following "include," "includes" or 
"including" shall not be considered to set forth an exhaustive list. 

Section 1.7. Meaning of Discretion. In this Agreement, the word "discretion" with 
respect to any Person means the sole and absolute discretion of such Person. 

Section 1.8. Meaning of Notice. In this Agreement, the word "notice" means "written 
notice," unless specified otherwise. 

Section 1.9. Consents and Approvals. Unless specified otherwise, wherever the 
provisions of this Agreement require or provide for or permit an approval or consent by either 
Party, such approval or consent, and any request therefor, must be in writing (unless waived in 
writing by the other Party). 

Section 1.10. Trade Meanings. Unless otherwise defined herein, words or 
abbreviations that have well-known trade meanings are used herein in accordance with those 
meanings. 

Section 1.11. Laws. Unless specified otherwise, references to a Law are considered to 
be a reference-to (i) such Law as it may be amended from time to time, (ii) all regulations and 
rules pertaining to or promulgated pursuant to such Law, (iii) the successor to the Law resulting 
from recodification or similar reorganizing of Laws and (iv) all future Laws pertaining to the 
same or similar subject matter. Nothing in this Agreement shall fetter or otherwise interfere with 
the right and authority of the City to enact, administer, apply and enforce any Law. 

Section 1.12. Currency. Unless specified otherwise, all statements of or references to 
dollar amounts or money in this Agreement are to the lawful currency of the United States of 
America. 

Section 1.13. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. All accounting and 
financial terms used herein, unless specifically provided to the contrary, shall be interpreted and 
applied in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of 
America, consistently applied. 

Section 1.14. Calculation of Time. For purposes of this Agreement, a period of Days 
shall be deemed to begin on the first Day after the event that began the period and to end at 5:00 
p.m. (Chicago time) on the last Day of the period. If, however, the last Day of the period does 
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not fall on a Business Day, the period shall be deemed to end at 5:00 p.m. (Chicago time) On the 
next Business Day. 

Section 1.15. Approvals, Consents and Performance by the City. 

(a) Procedures. Wherever the provisions of this Agreement require or provide for or 
permit an approval or consent by the City of or to any action, Person, Document, or other matter 
contemplated by this Agreement, the following provisions shall apply: (i) such request for 
approval or consent must (1) contain or be accompanied by any documentation or information 
required for such approval or consent in reasonably sufficient detail, as reasonably determined by 
the City, (2) clearly set forth the matter in respect of which such approval or consent is being 
sought, (3)form the sole subject matter of the correspondence containing such request for 
approval or consent, and (4) state clearly that such approval or consent is being sought; (ii)such 
approval or consent shall not be unreasonably or arbitrarily withheld, conditioned or delayed 
(unless such provision provides that such approval or consent may be unreasonably or arbitrarily 
withheld, conditioned or delayed or is subject to the discretion of the City); (iii) the City shall, 
within such time period set forth herein (or ifno time period is provided, within 45 Days, subject 
to the City's right to extend such period for an additional 15 Days) after the giving of a notice by 
the Concessionaire requesting an approval or consent, advise the Concessionaire by notice either 
that it consents or approves or that it withholds its consent or approval, in which latter case it 
shall (unless such provision provides that such approval or consent may be unreasonably or 
arbitrarily withheld, conditioned or delayed or is subject to the discretion of the City) set forth, in 
reasonable detail, its reasons for withholding its consent or approval, which reasons may include 
the insufficiency, as determined by the City acting reasonably, of the information or 
documentation provided; (iv) if the responding notice mentioned in clause (iii) of this Section 
1.15(a) indicates that the City does not approve or consent, the Concessionaire may take 
whatever steps may be necessary to satisfY the objections of the City set out in the responding 
notice and, thereupon, may resubmit such request for approval or consent from time to time and 
the provisions of this Section 1.15 shall again apply until such time as the approval or consent of 
the City is finally obtained; (v) if the disapproval or withholding of consent mentioned in clause 
(iy) of this Section 1.l5(a) is subsequently determined pursuant to Article 19 to have been 
improperly withheld or conditioned by the City, such approval or consent shall be deemed to 
have been given on the date of such final determination; and (vi) for the avoidance of doubt, any 
dispute as to whether or not a consent or approval has been unreasonably withheld, conditioned 
or delayed shall be resolved in accordance with the provisions of Article 19. 

(b) Authority of the City. Wherever this Agreement provides that an act is to be taken 
or performed or approval or consent is to be given by the City, such act may be taken or 
performed or approval or consent may be given by the Mayor or the Chief Financial Officer of 
the City (or if that office is vacant, the City Comptroller) or the Director of the Department of 
Revenue of the City, without further action by the City Council of the City and the 
Concessionaire may rely thereon in all respects. 

(c) Approved Documents. Subject to the other provisions hereof, wherever in this 
Agreement an approval or consent by the City is required with respect to any document, 
proposal, certificate, plan, drawing, specification, contract, agreement, budget, schedule, report 
or other written instrument whatsoever (a "Document"), following such Approval such 
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Document shall not be amended, supplemented, replaced, revised, modified, altered or changed 
in any manner whatsoever without obtaining a further Approval in accordance with the 
provisions of this Section 1.15. 

Section 1.16. Enactment, Administration, Application and Enforcement of Laws by 
the City. Nothing in this Agreement shall fetter or otherwise interfere with the right and 
authority of the City to enact, administer, apply and enforce any Law. Except for Adverse 
Actions, Compensation Events and Delay Events or if compensation or other relief is otherwise 
available or provided for pursuant to applicable Law or this Agreement, the Concessionaire shall 
not be entitled to claim or receive any compensation or other relief whatsoever as a result of the 
enactment, administration, application or enforcement of any Law by the City. 

Section 1.17. Incorporation of Schedules and Exhibit. The following attached 
Schedules and Exhibit are made a part of this Agreement: 

Schedule 1 
Schedule 2 
Schedule 3 
Schedule 4 
Schedule 5 
Schedule 6 
Schedule 7 
Schedule 8 
Schedule 9 
Schedule 10 
Schedule 11 
Schedule 12 
Schedule 13 
Schedule 14 

----Sc--hedul~ 15 
Exhibit A 

Metered Parking System Contracts 
Required Capital Improvements 
Operating Standards 
Metered Parking System Assets 
Metered Parking System 
Article 7 Methodology 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces 
INTENTIONALL Y DELETED 
Initial Parking Fees 
Revenue Value 
Form of Legal Opinion of Counsel to the City 
Form of Legal Opinion of Counsel to the Concessionaire 
Financial Information 
Exempt Persons Statistical Sampling Methodology 
Parking Zones 
Metered Parking System Ordinance 

In the event of any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and the terms of the 
Schedules, the terms of this Agreement shall control. 

ARTICLE 2 
THE TRANSACTION; CLOSING; CONDITIONS PRECEDENT; COVENANTS 

Section 2.1. Grant of Concession. Upon the terms and subject to the conditions of 
this Agreement, effective at the Time of Closing, (a) the Concessionaire shall pay the City the 
exact amount of$I,156,500,000 in cash (the "Consideration") and (b) the City shall (i) grant the 
Concessionaire the right, concession and franchise for and during the term (the "Term") 
commencing on the Closing Date and expiring at 11 :59 p.m. on February 29, 2084 (or such later 
date as may be required to effect a Delay Event Remedy but subject to earlier termination as 
provided in this Agreement) to provide Metered Parking Services, and in connection therewith 
(A) to use, operate, manage, maintain and rehabilitate the Metered Parking System; (B) to collect 
and retain Metered Parking Revenues derived from the Concession Metered Parking Spaces; and 
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(C) to collect Metered Parking Revenues derived from the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces for 
the benefit of the City and to be compensated by the City for the provision of such Metered 
Parking Services with respect to Reserve Metered Parking Spaces; and (ii) assign, transfer and 
otherwise convey to the Concessionaire by bill of sale the Metered Parking System Assets, free 
and dear of any Encumbrances (other than Permitted City Encumbrances) and the 
Concessionaire shall accept each such grant, assignment, transfer and conveyance (collectively, 
the "Transaction"). The rights and franchise granted to the Concessionaire to use, operate, 
manage, maintain and rehabilitate the Metered Parking System and to collect and retain Metered 
Parking Revenues as provided in this Section 2.1 arc subject to (A) the Reserved Powers of the 
City, which are expressly reserved to the City for the Term of the Agreement and (B) the 
provisions of the Coordinated Street Furniture Program Agreement dated June 28, 2002, by and 
between the City and JCDecaux Chicago, LLC. 

No interest in real estate of any kind (whether in the form of ownership, leasehold interest 
or otherwise) is conveyed by this Agreement. With respect to the Reserve Parking Lots, the City 
grants to the Concessionaire the right to use the Reserve Parking Lots for Metered Parking 
System Operations. 

The City reserves the right (i) to operate Other Metered Parking Spaces and (ii) to enter 
into additional concession agreements with respect to Metered Parking Spaces not then 
designated as Concession Metered Parking Spaces and not previously designated as a 
Concession Metered Parking Space at any time within the 20 years immediately preceding the 
effective date of such additional concession agreement (and the City hereby agrees that it will 
not enter into additional concession agreements with respect to Metered Parking Spaces that 
have been previously designated as Concession Metered Parking Spaces within 20 years 
immediately preceding the effective date of such concession agreement). The City hereby grants 
to the Concessionaire a right of first refusal with respect to the Metered Parking Spaces to be 
included in any proposed additional concession agreement for Metered Parking Spaces, which 
right of first refusal shall remain in effect for the Term of this Agreement. The City agrees, prior 
to offering a concession or other arrangement to any other Person in respect of such Metered 
Parking Spaces, to enter into good faith negotiations with the Concessionaire in respect of the 
terms of a concession arrangement for such additional Metered Parking Spaces. If the City and 
the Concessionaire are not able to agree on the terms of a concession arrangement in respect of 
such Metered Parking Spaces after 60 Days of good faith negotiations, the City shall have the 
right to offer such concession to other Persons. If the City receives a bona fide offer from 
another Person for such new concession on terms that are acceptable to the City, the City shall 
offer to the Concessionaire in writing such concession for the same price and on the same terms 
offered by such third party for a period of30 Days (for the purposes of this paragraph, the "right 
of first refusal"). If the Concessionaire has not accepted such written offer during such 30-Day 
period, the City shall have 60 Days in which to execute a concession agreement with such other 
Person on the same terms offered to the Concessionaire in writing. If after such 60-Day period 
the City has not executed a concession agreement on such terms with such other Person, the City 
shall have the right to offer such concession to any other Party on any other terms, provided that 
any resulting bona fide offer shall be subject to the Concessionaire's right of fIrst refusal, which 
shall remain in effect for the Term of this Agreement. If pursuant to good faith negotiations or 
the Concessionaire's right of first refusal, the City grants to the Concessionaire a concession in 
respect of any such additional Metered Parking Spaces, then such Metered Parking Spaces shall 
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immediately and automatically (after payment to the City of the agreed consideration therefor) 
be included under the provisions of this Agreement as Concession Metered Parking Spaces and 
the Parties shall make any amendments to this Agreement necessary in respect thereof. 

Section 2.2. Closing. 

(a) Subject to the satisfaction of all conditions precedent contained in Section 2.4 or 
the waiver by the Parties of any unsatisfied condition, the closing of the Transaction (the 
"Closing") shall take place on the first Business Day immediately after the 90-day period 
following December 4, 2008 or such other date agreed to in writing by the City and the 
Concessionaire (the "Closing Date"). The Closing shall be held at the offices of Katten Muchin 
Rosenman LLP, 525 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 60661 or such other place agreed to 
in writing by the City and the Concessionaire. At the Time of Closing, the Concessionaire shall 
deliver or cause to be delivered to the City same-day funds by wire transfer in the amount of the 
Consideration (as adjusted pursuant to Section 2.2(b), Section 2.2(c) and Section 2.2(d) in full 
payment of the Transaction, and upon receipt of such payment the Transaction shall be effective. 
Upon receipt of the funds described in the preceding sentence, the City shall immediately cancel 
and return the LOC, if any, in accordance with the Concessionaire's instructions. 

(b) All revenues, charges, costs and expenses with respect to Assumed Liabilities 
shall be prorated between the City and the Concessionaire as of 11 :59 p.m. on the Day 
immediately preceding the Closing Date based upon the actual number of Days in the month and 
a 365-Day year and the required payment resulting from such proration shall be added to or 
subtracted from the Consideration accordingly. If final prorations cannot be made at the Closing 
for any item being prorated under this Section 2.2(b), then the City and the Concessionaire shall 
allocate such items on a fair and equitable basis as soon as revenue statements, invoices or bills 
are available, with final adjustment to be made as soon as reasonably possible after the Closing 
Date. The City and the Concessionaire shall have reasonable access to, and the right to inspect 
and audit, the other's books to confirm the final prorations to the extent permitted by Law. 

(c) No more than 10 Days prior to the Closing Date, the City shall determine the then 
current Concession Metered Parking Spaces and shall accordingly adjust Schedule 7 and 
Schedule 10. If the aggregate Initial Revenue Value taking into account any such adjustment to 
Schedule 10 varies from the aggregate Initial Revenue Value as of the Bid Date, then the 
Considerationshall be increased or decreased, as the case may be, by the same percentage as the 
percentage change in the aggregate Initial Revenue Value; provided, however, that any increase 
in the Consideration may not exceed one half of one percent (0.50%) without the prior written 
consent of the Concessionaire. . 

(d) Using the 30 year, mid-market LIBOR swap rate in the "Money & Investing, 
Borrowing Benchmarks" section of The Wall Street Journal, from the close of business on the 
Business Day immediately prior to the Bid Date (as published on the Bid Date) through the close 
of business two Business Days prior to the Closing Date (as published on the Business Day 
immediately prior to the Closing Date), the amount of the Consideration will be decreased by 
four hundredths of one percent (4/100 of 1%) for everyone basis point increase in the 30 year, 
mid-market LIBOR swap rate. 
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Section 2.3. Deposit. 

(a) The City acknowledges receipt from the Concessionaire of cash (the "Cash 
Deposit") or one or more Letters of Credit with a term of at least 180 Days from December 4, 
2008 (the "Closing LOC"), in an aggregate amount equal to, at the election of the 
Concessionaire, either $75,000,000 or 5% of the Consideration, to be held by the City for the 
sole purpose described in Section 2.3(b). The City shall deposit any Cash Deposit with the 
Escrow Agent, which shall invest such amount in Eligible Investments pending the Closing. 

(b) If the City terminates this Agreement pursuant to Section 2A(d)(iv), then the City 
shall be entitled to (i) retain the Cash Deposit and all interest accrued thereon or, (ii) without 
notice to the Concessionaire, immediately draw the full amount of the Closing LOC upon 
presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City has the right to draw under 
the Closing LOC in the amount of such sight draft, and the City shall be entitled to retain all of 
the proceeds of the Closing LOC, in each case as the sole remedy or right of the City against the 
Concessionaire hereunder (provided that this limitation shall not apply in the event of fraud); 
provided, however, that if this Agreement is terminated for any other reason, the City shall return 
any Cash Deposit and the interest earned thereon in accordance with the Concessionaire's 
reasonable instructions, or deliver, in accordance with the Concessionaire's reasonable 
instructions, the Closing LOC and agree to cancel the Closing LOC, in each case, immediately 
following any such termination (provided that this limitation shall not apply in the event of 
fraud). Except in cases involving fraud by the Concessionaire, the right of the City to retain the 
Cash Deposit or to draw the Closing LOC is intended to be, and shall constitute, liquidated 
damages, and 'any payment thereof to the City shall terminate the City's rights and remedies in 
all respects. 

(c) At Closing, upon the satisfaction of the conditions set forth in Sections 2A(a), 
2A(b) and 2A(c), the Concessionaire shall be entitled to apply the Cash Deposit (including any 
accrued interest) as a credit against the Consideration. 

Section 2.4. Conditions Precedent; Termination. 

(a) Conditions for the Benefit of the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall be 
obligated to complete the Closing only if each of the following conditions has been satisfied in 
full at or before the Time of Closing, unless waived by the Concessionaire: (i) the 
representations and warranties ofthe City set forth in Section 9.1 shall be true and correct in all 
material respects on and as of December 4,2008 and at and as of the Time of Closing with the 
same force and effect as if made at and as of such time and date except that representations and 
warranties that by their terms speak only as of December 4, 2008 or some other date need to be 
true and correct only as of such date; (ii) the City shall not be in material breach of any material 
covenant on its part contained in this Agreement which is to be performed or complied with by 
the City at or prior to the Time of Closing; (iii) the Initial Schedule of Parking Fees shall be in 
full force and effect; (iv) the City shall have delivered to the Concessionaire a legal opinion of 
counsel to the City, in substantially the form attached hereto as Schedule 11; (v) the City shall 
have executed and delivered the consents and estoppel certificate contemplated by Section 10.2, 
(vi) [intentionally deleted]; (vii) the aggregate Initial Revenue Value of all Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces as of the Closing Date shall not be less than ninety five percent (95%) of the 
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aggregate Initial Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of the Bid Date, 
(viii) no event has transpired between December 4, 2008 and the Closing Date that is not 
remedied as of the Closing Date and would have constituted an Adverse Action or a Reserved 
Powers Adverse Action had such event occurred during the Term; and (ix) there shall not have 
occurred a material casualty loss, destruction or damage to the Metered Parking System. As 
used in this Section 2.4(a) and in Section 2.5(i), a material casualty loss, destruction or damage 
to the Metered Parking System means the casualty, loss, damage or destruction of not less than 
2,000 Concession Metered Parking Spaces such that those Metered Parking Spaces are not 
available as spaces for parking motor vehicles and collecting Metered Parking Fees. 

(b) Conditions for the Benefit of the City. The City shall be obligated to complete the 
Closing only if each of the following conditions precedent has been satisfied in full at or before 
the Time of Closing, unless waived by the City: (i) all representations and warranties of the 
Concessionaire in Section 9.2 shall be true and correct in all material respects on and as of 
December 4,2008 at and as of the Time of Closing with the same force and effect as if made at 
and as of such time and date except that representations and warranties that by their terms speak 
only as of December 4, 2008 or some other date need be true and correct only as of such date; 
(ii) the Concessionaire shall not be in material breach of any material covenant on its part 
contained in this Agreement which is to be performed or complied with by the Concessionaire at 
or prior to the Time of Closing; and (iii) the Concessionaire shall have delivered to the City a 
legal opinion of counsel to the Concessionaire, in substantially the form attached hereto as 
Schedule 12. 

(c) Mutual Conditions. The City and the Concessionaire shall be obligated to 
complete the Closing only if each ofthe following conditions precedent has been satisfied in full 
at or before the Time of Closing, unless waived by both the City and the Concessionaire: (i) 
there shall be no preliminary or permanent injunction or temporary restraining order or other 
order issued by a Governmental Authority of competent jurisdiction or other legal restraint or 
prohibition enjoining or preventing the consummation of the Transaction; and (ii) there shall be 
no action taken, or any Law enacted, entered, enforced or deemed applicable to the Transaction 
by any Governmental Authority of competent jurisdiction that makes the consummation of the 
Transaction illegal. 

(d) Termination. This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to the Closing: 

(i) by mutual consent of the City and the Concessionaire in a written 
instrument; 

(ii) by either the City or the Concessionaire, upon notice to the other Party, if 
(A) any Governmental Authority of competent jurisdiction shall have issued an order, decree or 
ruling or taken any other action permanently restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the 
Transaction, and such order, decree, ruling or other action has become final and nonappealable 
or (B) a challenge to the validity or enforceability of this Agreement or the City's right or 
authority to enter into this Agreement or consummate the transaction is filed with any court or 
other tribunal unless, within a reasonable time after the filing of such challenge, the City shall 
have agreed in writing to indemnify the Concessionaire and its Representatives for and against 
any losses, costs, damages and liabilities that may be incurred by or imposed on them as a result 
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of such a challenge if the Concessionaire agrees to close the Transaction; provided, however, that 
the right to terminate this Agreement under this Section 2.4(d)(ii) shall not be available to any 
Party whose failure to comply with any provision of this Agreement has been the cause of~ or 
resulted in, such action; 

(iii) by the Concessionaire, upon notice to the City, if any condition set forth in 
Section 2.4(a) is not satisfied at the Time of Closing; provided, however, that the Concessionaire 
shall not have the right to terminate this Agreement under this Section 2.4(d)(iii) if the 
Concessionaire's failure to comply with any provision of this Agreement has been the cause of, 
or resulted in, the failure of such condition or conditions to be satisfied; or 

(iv) by the City, upon notice to the Concessionaire, if any condition set forth in 
Section 2.4(b) is not satisfied at the Time of Closing; provided, however, that the City shall not 
have the right to terminate this Agreement under this Section 2.4(d)(iv) if the City'.s failure to 
comply with any provision of this Agreement has been the cause of, or resulted in, the failure of 
such condition or conditions to be satisfied. 

(e) Effect o/Termination. In the event of termination of this Agreement by either the 
City or the Concessionaire as provided in Section 2.4(d), this Agreement shall forthwith become 
void and there shall be no liability or obligation on the part of the City or the Concessionaire or 
their respective Representatives, except as set forth in Section 2.3(b), this Section 2.4(e), Article 
11, Article 19 and Article 20. In the event that the Concessionaire terminates this Agreement 
pursuant to Section 2.4(d)(iii), the City will compensate the Concessionaire for up to $2,000,000 
of out-of-pocket costs incurred by the Concessionaire in connection with the transaction 
contemplated by this Agreement. In the event oftermination'pursuant to Section 2.4(d)(i), (jj) or 
(iii), the Cash Deposit and all investment earnings accrued thereon shall be paid to the 
Concessionaire or the Closing LOC shall be returned undrawn to the Concessionaire marked 
canceled, as applicable. 

Section 2.5. Covenants. 

(a) Cooperation. From December 4,2008 up to the Time of Closing, the Parties shall 
cooperate with each other in order to permit the Closing to be consummated on the Closing Date. 

(b) Reasonable Efforts. From December 4, 2008 up to the Time of Closing, each 
Party shall use all reasonable efforts (i) to take, or cause to be taken, all actions necessary to 
comply promptly with all requirements under this Agreement and all legal requirements which 
may be imposed on such Party to consummate the Transaction as promptly as practicable, 
including, but not limited to, making any necessary filings, and (ii) to obtain (and to cooperate 
with the other Party to obtain) any Consent of any Governmental Authority or any other public 
or private third party which is required to be obtained or made by such Party in connection with 
the consummation of the Transaction. Each Party shall promptly cooperate with and promptly 
furnish information to the other in connection with any such efforts by, or requirement imposed 
upon, any of them in connection with the foregoing. 

(c) Injunctions. If any Governmental Authority of competent jurisdiction issues a 
preliminary or permanent injunction or temporary restraining order or other order before the 
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Time of Closing which would prohibit or materially restrict or hinder the Closing, each Party 
shall use all reasonable efforts to have such injunction, decree or order dissolved or otherwise 
eliminated or to eliminate the condition that formed the basis for such injunction or order, in 
each case as promptly as possible and, in any event, prior to the Time of Closing. Except to the 
extent provided in Section 2.4(d)(ii), any costs associated with any action taken pursuant to this 
Section 2.5(c) shall be borne by the Party responsible for such injunction, decree, or order or, in 
the absence of any such responsibility, then each Party shall bear its own costs. 

(d) Operation of the Metered Parking System. From December 4, 2008 up to the 
Time of Closing, the City shall operate the Metered Parking System in the ordinary course in a 
manner consistent with past practice, which shall include using all reasonable efforts to preserve 
the goodwill of the Metered Parking System and to maintain good business relationships with 
Persons having business dealings with the Metered Parking System, to maintain the Metered 
Parking System Assets in normal operating condition and repair in accordance with past practice 
(ordinary wear and tear excepted), to perform (or cause to be performed) in all material respects 
all of the City's obligations under the Metered Parking System Contracts and to cause the 
Metered Parking System to be operated in all material respects in accordance with all applicable 
Laws (except to the extent any non-compliance is being contested in good faith by appropriate 
proceedings), all to the end that the Metered Parking System as a going concern shall be 
unimpaired and delivered to the Concessionaire at the Time of Closing in a condition not 
materially worse than the condition as of December 4, 2008; provided, however, that the City 
shall not amend, modifY, renew, execute or otherwise negotiate any contracts relating to the 
Metered Parking System or the Metered Parking System Operations (exclusive of any contract 
for the enforcement of parking violations) after December 4, 2008 up to the Time of Closing 
without the prior written approval of the Concessionaire. The City, shall, up to and including the 
Time of Closing, be entitled to all of the cash or cash equivalents in or generated by the Metered 
Parking System (subject to the terms of Section 2.2(b) in the case of any cash or cash equivalents 
that are paid prior to the Time of Closing but are allocable to periods after the Time of Closing). 
Without limiting the foregoing, the City shall not terminate, amend, modifY or agree to a waiver 
of the tetmsofany Authorization related to the Metered Parking System after December 4, 2008 
and before the Time of Closing without the Concessionaire's consent, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed. 

(e) Metered Parking System Contracts. The Metered Parking System Contracts are 
listed on Schedule I. At least 30 Days prior to the Closing Date, the Concessionaire shall 
designate any such Metered Parking System Contracts as Metered Parking System Contracts to 
be assigned to the Concessionaire by the City on the Closing Date. Following the 
Concessionaire's designation, the City shall designate any remaining Metered Parking System 
Contracts that are not to be assigned to the Concessionaire as Metered Parking System Contracts 
to be retained by the City following the Closing Date (so long as such retained Metered Parking 
System Contracts do not adversely affect the Concessionaire or the Metered Parking System or 
otherwise interfere with the operation of the Metered Parking System (or any of the rights or 
remedies of the Concessionaire hereunder and should not bind the Concessionaire or the Metered 
Parking System to any obligations)). All other Metered Parking System Contracts shall be 
terminated by the City, effective at the Time of Closing. Any liability under or related to any 
Metered Parking System Contract retained by the City following the Closing Date or terminated 
by the City on the Closing Date (including any liability resulting from the termination thereof), 

.• 
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and any liability under or related to any Metered Parking System Contract that is assigned to the 
Concessionaire on the Closing Date attributable to periods prior to the effectiveness of the 
assignment thereof to the Concessionaire, shall be solely for the account of the City. 

(f) Disclosure of Changes. 

(i) From December 4, 2008 up to the Time of Closing, each Party shall 
immediately disclose in writing to tbe other Party any matter which becomes known to it which 
is inconsistent in any material respect with any of the representations or warranties contained in 
Article 9. No such disclosure, however, shall cure any misrepresentation or breach of warranty 
for the purposes of Section 2.4 or Article 12; and 

(ii) From December 4, 2008 up to the Time of Closing, the City may 
supplement or amend the Schedules hereto, including one or more supplements or amendments 
to correct any matter which would constitute a breach of any representation, warranty, covenant 
or obligation contained herein. No such supplement or amendment shall be deemed to cure any 
breach for purposes of Section 2.4{a) or, subject to the following sentence, for any other purpose. 
Notwithstanding the previous sentence, if the Closing occurs, then, subsequent to the Time of 
Closing, any such supplement or amendment with respect to any representation or warranty 
contained in Section 9.I{d), W, ill, (g), ill, ill and ill relating to a matter arising after December 
4, 2008 will be effective to cure and correct for all purposes any inaccuracy in, or breach of, any 
such representation or warranty which would exist if the City had not made such supplement or 
amendment, and all references to any Schedule hereto which is supplemented or amended as 
provided in this Section 2.5{O{ii) shall (subject to the foregoing limitation) for all purposes after 
the Time of Closing be deemed to be a reference to such Schedule as so supplemented or 
amended. 

(g) Access to Information. From December 4, 2008 up to the Time of Closing, but 
subject to confidentiality obligations binding on the City with respect to any Person (provided 
that the City-has disclosed to the Concessionaire the existence of the applicable Document that is 
subject to such confidentiality limitation in order to enable the Concessionaire to evaluate the 
materiality and significance of the lack of disclosure based on such limitations)the City shall (i) 
give the Concessionaire and its Representatives reasonable access during normal business hours 
and on reasonable notice to the Metered Parking System, subject to the City'S policies and 
regulations regarding safety and security and any other reasonable conditions imposed by the 
City, (ii) permit the Concessionaire and its Representatives to make such inspections as they may 
reasonably request and (iii) to furnish the Concessionaire and its Representatives with such 
fmancial and operating data and other information that is available with respect to the Metered 
Parking System as they may from time to time reasonably request. The Concessionaire shall 
hold and will cause its Representatives to hold in strict confidence all Documents and 
information concerning the Metered Parking System to the extent and in accordance with the 
terms and conditions ofthe confidentiality agreement between the City and the Concessionaire in 
connection with the Transaction. After the Closing Date, the Concessionaire shall at the request 
of the City, in connection with claims or actions brought by or against third parties based upon 
events or circumstances concerning the Metered Parking System, (A) provide reasonable 
assistance in the collection of information or Documents and (B) make the Concessionaire's 
employees available when reasonably requested by the City; provided, however, that the City 
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shall reimburse the Concessionaire for all reasonable out-of-pocket and documented costs and 
expenses incurred by the Concessionaire in providing said assistance and will not unduly 
interfere with the Concessionaire's operations. 

(h) Transition. From December 4, 2008 up to the Time of Closing, the Parties shall 
cooperate with each other to ensure the orderly transition of control, custody, operation, 
management, maintenance of, and the right to charge and collect Metered Parking Revenues in 
connection with, the Metered Parking System at the Time of Closing. The City shall take all 
efforts as may be necessary in order to ensure such orderly transition and provide to the 
Concessionaire with all Information and Documents related to the Metered Parking System 
Operations. At the request of the Concessionaire, the City will provide to the Concessionaire, for 
up to four months following the Closing, the services of any employee whose primary 
responsibilities relate to the Metered Parking System (or the services of other City employees 
who are assigned for such purpose). All such services shall be provided for an amount equal to 
the actual cost to the City (including employment costs and related overhead expenses allocable 
to such employees, as reasonably determined by the City), which amount shall be billed to the 
Concessionaire as soon as reasonably practicable following the end of each month and shall be 
payable by the Concessionaire within 30 Days of receipt of any such statement, and upon such 
other reasonable terms and conditions as the City and the Concessionaire may agree. 

(i) Casualty Loss Prior to Closing. If prior to the Time of Closing, a material 
casualty loss, destruction or damage to the Metered Parking System has occurred and this 
Agreement has not been terminated under Section 2.4(d), then the City shall either (i) promptly 
and diligently repair and rebuild the affected parts of the Metered Parking System to restore them 
to at least the same condition in which they were before the occurrence of such casualty loss, 
destruction or damage or (ii) authorize the Concessionaire to repair the Metered Parking System 
and assign to the Concessionaire all insurance and other proceeds (if any) payable by third-party 
insurers or other third parties in respect of such casualty loss, destruction or damage and enforce 
(with the cooperation of the Concessionaire) all of its rights, remedies and privileges under any 
applicable-insurance policies with third-party insurers; provided that if no insurance exists or 
such insurance proceed·s are not sufficient to repair and rebuild the affected parts of the Metered 
Parking System to its prior condition, then the City shall reimburse the Concessionaire for that 
amount representing the difference between the cost to repair and the amount of any insurance 
proceeds. . 

(j) Policies of Insurance. From December 4, 2008 up to the Time of Closing, the 
City shall continue in force all applicable policies of insurance maintained by the City in respect 
of the Metered Parking System. At the Time of Closing, all such policies of insurance shall 
terminate and the Concessionaire shall be responsible for obtaining insurance for the Metered 
Parking System in accordance with the terms hereof. 

(k) Damage or Destruction. The City shall not perform or fail to perform any act 
which as a result would cause material damage to or the destruction of the Metered Parking 
System and such damage or destruction would have a Material Adverse Effect. For the 
avoidance of doubt whether or not sufficient insurance is in place shall be disregarded for the 
purposes of this Section 2.5(k). 
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(I) Operational Matters. The City shall consult with the Concessionaire with respect 
to any Metered Parking System operation matters of a material nature prior to the Time of 
Closing. 

Section 2.6. Intended Treatment for Federal and State Income Tax Purposes. This 
Agreement is intended for United States federal and state income Tax purposes to be a sale of the 
Metered Parking System and the Metered Parking System Assets to the Concessionaire and the 
grant to the Concessionaire of a right for and during the Term to collect and retain Metered 
Parking Revenues. Payments made by the City to the Concessionaire in connection with 
Quarterly Settlement Amounts, or payments made by the Concessionaire to the City in 
connection with the generation of a Settlement Credit pursuant to Section 7.6(b) shall for United 
States federal and state income tax purposes be deemed to be an adjustment to the Consideration 
for such sale of the Metered Parking System (but not the Metered Parking System Assets) and 
the grant of the rights to collect and retain Metered Parking Revenues with respect to Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces. The City and the Concessionaire agree that the Consideration will be 
allocated among the assets that the Concessionaire is obtaining the use of pursuant to this 
Agreement using the residual allocation provisions of Section 1060 of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, in the following order: (i) no allocation to Class I assets; (ii) no allocation to Class II 
assets; (iii) no allocation to Class III assets; (iv) no allocation to Class IV assets; (v) (A) an 
allocation equal to $33,824,950 to the tangible value of the Metered Parking System Assets 
described in clause (i) of the definition thereof (other than Reserve Parking Lots), which is an 
allocation equal to the fair market value of such Class V assets based on the higher of the City's 
original cost for such Class V assets minus any depreciation taken on such Class V assets or the 
replacement costs for such Class V assets as determined by the City, (B) an allocation equal to 
fair market value to the tangible property included in the Metered Parking System other than the 
property described in subclause (A) of this clause (v), and (C) an allocation equal to fair market 
value to any intangible assets acquired from the City other than intangible assets described in 
Section 197 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (or any comparable successor provision); (vi) 
an allocation equal to fair market value to any Class VI asset; and (vii) any remaining portion of 
the Consideration allocated to Class VII assets. This allocation is made pursuant to Section 1060 
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and Section 1.1 060-1 (c)( 4) of the Income Tax 
Regulations. 

Section 2.7. Closing Deliveries. At the Time of Closing, each Party shall execute and 
deliver all assets, agreements, bills of sale, assignments, endorsements, instruments and 
Documents as are reasonably necessary in the opinion ofthe other Party to effect the Transaction 
(and in form and substance that are reasonably satisfactory to such other Party). 

Section 2.8. Effective Date of Amended and Restated Agreement. Notwithstanding 
Section 2.4, this Agreement becomes effective as of the date of signing by each party, not to be a 
date prior to the Effective Date Of First Amendment. 
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ARTICLE 3 
TERMS OF THE CONCESSION 

Section 3.1. Right to Use and Present Condition. 

(a) Right to Use. The City agrees that, subject to the City's remedies upon a 
Concessionaire Default, the Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Tenn, be entitled to and 
shall have the use of the Metered Parking System and the rights and privileges granted to the 
Concessionaire hereunder, subject to (i) the provisions contained in this Agreement and (ii) the 
police and regulatory powers of the City including the Reserved Powers. The City and the 
Concessionaire acknowledge that the Concessionaire's rights to use the Metered Parking System, 
to collect and retain Metered Parking Revenues from the Concession Metered Parking Spaces 
and to be compensated for operating and maintaining the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, are 
subject to the right of the City, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, to monitor 
compliance with this Agreement to ensure that the Metered Parking System is used and operated 
as required by this Agreement. The City shall, at all times during the Term, defend (i) its lawful 
right to impose fees and charges for the privilege of parking motor vehicles in Metered Parking 
Spaces and to impose and collect fines for violations of parking rules and regulations related to 
Metered Parking Spaces and (ii) the rights granted to the Concessionaire hereunder, or any 
portion thereof, against any Person claiming any interest adverse to the City or the 
Concessionaire in the Metered Parking System, or any portion thereof, or the Reserved Powers 
of the City, except where such adverse interest arises as a result of the act, omission, negligence, 
misconduct or violation of Law of the Concessionaire, its Affiliates or their respective 
Representatives. 

(b) Present Condition. Without limiting any rights or remedies of the Concessionaire 
in connection with a breach of the representation and warranty in Section 9.Hg)(i) the 
Concessionaire understands, agrees and acknowledges that the Concessionaire (i) by the 
execution of this Agreement, agrees to accept the Metered Parking System "AS IS" at the Time 
of Closing and (ii) has inspected the Metered Parking System and is aware of its condition and 
acknowledges that the City neither has made nor is making any representation or warranty, 
e:>..press or implied, regarding the condition of the Metered Parking System (or any part thereof) 
or its suitability for the Concessionaire's proposed use, except for representations explicitly 
provided in Section 9.1. 

Section 3.2. Metered Parking System Operations. 

(a) Use. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the Concessionaire shall, 
at all times during the Term, (i) be responsible for all aspects of the Metered Parking System 
Operations, and (ii) cause the Metered Parking System Operations to be performed in accordance 
with the provisions of this Agreement and applicable Law. The Concessionaire shall, at all times 
during the Tenn, cause the Metered Parking System to be continuously operational for use 
during the applicable Periods of Operation of Concession Metered Parking Spaces and Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces by all members of the public except that the Concessionaire shall not be 
obligated to conduct Metered Parking System Operations with respect to a Metered Parking 
Space (A) during any period of time during which the City has suspended Metered Parking 
System Operations with respect to such Metered Parking Space including, but not limited to, any 
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suspension resulting from a Required Closure, (B) as specifically permitted under this 
Agreement, (C) as required by applicable Law, (D) as necessary to comply with any other 
requirement of this Agreement (including closures related to the performance of capital 
improvements or maintenance or repair activities as required by the Operating. Standards), (E) as 
necessary for temporary closures required to address emergencies, public safety, temporary 
events or closures undertaken to maintain the public way or (F) as necessary to perform 
maintenance or repairs ofthe Metering Devices. 

(b) Costs and Expenses. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the 
Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, payor cause to be paid all costs and expenses 
relating to the Metered Parking System Operations as and when the same are due and payable. 

(c) Assumed Liabilities. The Concessionaire agrees to assume and discharge or 
perform when due, all debts, liabilities and obligations whatsoever relating to the Metered 
Parking System or the Metered Parking System Operations that occur, arise out of or relate to, or 
are based on facts or actions occurring, during the Term, but only to the extent such debts, 
liabilities or obligations do not arise from or relate to any breach by the City of any covenant, 
representation or warranty set forth in this Agreement (collectively, the "Assumed Liabilities"); 
provided, however, that the Assumed Liabilities shall not include, and the City shall perform or 
cause to be performed and discharge or cause to be discharged as and when due, any debts, 
liabilities and obligations (i) with respect to the City's obligations under this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out of Metered Parking System Operations (including with respect to any Metered 
Parking System Contracts) prior to the Time of Closing, (iii) under any Environmental Law 
arising out of or relating to the ownership, operation or condition of the Metered Parking System 
at any time prior to the Time of Closing or any Hazardous Substance or other contaminant that 
was present or released on or migrated or escaped or was released from the Metered Parking 
System or otherwise existed at any time prior to the Time of Closing and including any known or 
unknown environmental conditions and any pre-existing conditions prior to the Time of Closing 
the m(inifestation of which occurs following the Time of Closing, or (iv) under any 
Environrriental Law arising out of or relating to. the ownership, operation or condition of the 
Reserve Parking Lots or any Hazardous Substance or other contaminant that was present or 
released on or migrated or escaped or was released from the Reserve Parking Lots and including 
any known or unknown environmental conditions (collectively, the "Excluded Liabilities"). 

(d) Right of Entry and Access to the Public Way. The City hereby grants to the 
Concessionaire and its Representatives the right to enter upon, in, under, over and across the 
streets, alleys, sidewalks in the public way, all to such extent and at such times as shall be 
necessary or desirable for the Concessionaire to access the Metered Parking System (including 
the Metering Devices and all supporting structures and appurtenances thereto, and the Reserve 
Parking Lots) in order to conduct Metered Parking System Operations, including operating, 
maintaining, inspecting, repairing and managing Metered Parking System properties, 
constructing, installing, replacing, testing, dismantling and removing Metering Devices and all 
supporting structures and appurtenances thereto, interconnecting the same to any electric utility, 
telephonic or other communication lines, collecting Metered Parking Revenues, and installing 
monitoring or observation technology or equipment reasonably necessary for Metered Parking 
System Operations. The rights granted to the Concessionaire under this Section 3.2(d) do not 
create a priority in favor of the Concessionaire over any other user of the public way and are 
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subject to the Operating Standards and all provisions of Law, including, but not limited to, 
applicable City permit requirements, relating to the conduct of a private business or franchise in 
the public way. 

(e) Issuance of Parking Tickets. The City retains the exclusive right to establish and 
to revise from time to time all parking rules and regulations in accordance with Section 7.7. The 
Concessionaire shall have the right, at its sole cost and expense, to issue parking tickets or 
citations for violations of the parking rules and regulations with respect to the Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, provided that such tickets or 
citations must be in the form prescribed by the City, that the issuance of such tickets and 
citations shall otherwise be subject to applicable City rules and regulations and the performance 
by the Concessionaire must conform to the Operating Standards. The City shall provide to the 
Concessionaire, at the Concessionaire's sole cost and expense, parking ticket books or rolls and 
other items and materials reasonably necessary to enable the Concessionaire to issue parking 
tickets or citations as contemplated by this Section 3.2(e). The City retains the right and 
responsibility to provide all other enforcement of parking rules and violations. Parking tickets 
issued by the Concessionaire pursuant to this Section 3.2(e) shall have the same legal efficacy as 
parking tickets issued by the City. 

Section 3.3. Operator. 

(a) Engagement. The Metered Parking System Operations shall, at all times during 
the Term, be under the direction and supervision of an active operator with the expertise, 
qualifications, experience, competence, skills and know-how to perform the Metered Parking 
System Operations in accordance with this Agreement (an "Operator") who may be (but is not 
required to be) the Concessionaire itself or its Affiliate. The Operator on the fIrst day of the 
Term shall be the Concessionaire unless the Concessionaire has designated another Person to be 
the Operator in the response to the request for Metered Parking System concessionaire 
qualifications delivered by or on behalf of the Concessionaire to the City in connection with the 
execution oUbis Agreement. The Concessionaire shall not engage or appoint a replacement 
Operator unless the City has Approved such Operator or such Operator and replacement 
Operator are Affiliates of the Concessionaire in which case no such Approval shall be required; 
provided, however, that (i) a Change in Control of an Operator shall be deemed to be the 
appointment of a replacement Operator subject to the City's Approval and (ii) if the City does 
not provide the Concessionaire with the relevant Approval, the Concessionaire shall be entitled 
to appoint an interim Operator without the City's Approval for a period of up to 180 Days from 
the date of appointment of such interim Operator. The Operator shall at all times be subject to 
the direction, supervision and control (by ownership, contract or otherwise) of the 
Concessionaire, and any delegation to an Operator shall not relieve the Concessionaire of any 
obligations, duties or liability hereunder. The Concessionaire shall immediately notifY the City 
upon the termination or resignation of an Operator. Any agreement between the Concessionaire 
and any Operator shall by its terms terminate without penalty at the election of the City or the 
Operator upon three Business Days' notice to such Operator or the City, as applicable, upon the 
termination of this Agreement. The Operator shall have no interest in or rights under this 
Agreement or the Metered Parking System unless the Operator is the Concessionaire itself. 
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(b) Approval. The City's Approval of a proposed replacement Operator may be 
withheld if the City reasonably determines that the engagement of such proposed Operator is 
prohibited by applicable Law or such proposed Operator is not capable of performing the 
Metered Parking System Operations in accordance with this Agreement, which determination 
may be based upon, or take into account, one or more of the following factors: (i) the financial 
strength and integrity of the proposed Operator, its direct or indirect beneficial owners and each 
of their respective Affiliates; (ii) the capitalization of the proposed Operator; (iii) the experience 
of the proposed Operator in operating on street metered parking systems; (iv) the background 
and reputation of the proposed Operator, its direct or indirect beneficial owners, each of their 
respective officers, directors and employees and each of their respective Affiliates (including the 
absence of criminal, civil or regulatory claims or actions against any such Person and the quality 
of any such Person's past or present performance on other projects); and (v) the proposed terms 
of the engagement of the Operator. The City shall have the right to reasonably condition its 
Approval ofa proposed replacement Operator. 

Section 3.4. Authorizations; Qualifications. 

(a) Compliance. The Concessionaire shall obtain, comply with, promptly renew and 
maintain in good standing all Authorizations; provided, however, that if the Concessionaire is, at 
any time during the Term, required to obtain any Authorization from a Governmental Authority 
that the City was not required to obtain in connection with its operation of the Metered Parking 
System prior to the Time of Closing, the City shall use its reasonable efforts to assist the 
Concessionaire in obtaining such Authorization. Nothing in this Agreement, including Section 
U, shall be deemed to waive or modify any Authorization required to be obtained by the 
Concessionaire or any other Person in connection with the Metered Parking System, the Metered 
Parking System Operations or any activities generating Metered Parking Revenues. 

(b) Qualifications. The Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, maintain 
in full force and effect its existence and all qualifications necessary to carryon its business 
pertaining to the Metered Parking.System Operations, including all rights, franchises, licenses, 
privileges and qualifications required in connection with the Metered Parking System 
Operations. For the avoidance of doubt, the foregoing shall not prohibit or limit the 
Concessionaire from changing its organizational form or status, subject to the terms of Section 
17.l(e). 

Section 3.5. No Encumbrances. 

(a) By the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall not do any act or thing that will 
create any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance) against the 
Metered Parking System and shall promptly remove any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted 
Concessionaire Encumbrance) against the Metered Parking System, unless the Encumbrance 
came into existence as a result of an act of or omission by the City or a Person claiming through 
it which in turn was not caused by an act or omission of the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire 
shall not be deemed to be in default hereunder if the Concessionaire continuously, diligently and 
in good faith contests any such Encumbrance, or the validity thereof (or causes such contest), by 
appropriate legal proceedings that shall operate to prevent the foreclosure of any such 
Encumbrance, provided that the Concessionaire has given (i) advance notification to the City that 
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it is the intent of the Concessionaire to contest the validity or collection thereof or cause such 
contest and (ii) unless a bond or other security is provided in connection with such proceedings, 
a satisfactory indemnity to the City or deposited with the City a Letter of Credit, indemnity bond, 
surety bond, cash or Eligible Investment reasonably satisfactory to the City in an amount equal to 
the amount of the claim or Encumbrance, plus such interest and penalties, court costs, or other 
charges as the City may reasonably estimate to be payable by the Concessionaire at the 
conclusion of such contest or as is required to provide insurance over any potential 
Encumbrance; provided, however, that in the event such Letter of Credit bond, cash or Eligible 
Investment shall be so deposited, the same shall be held by the City until such claim or other 
imposition shall have been released and discharged and shall thereupon be promptly returned to 
the Concessionaire, less any amounts reasonably expended by the City to procure such release or 
discharge, or any loss, cost, damage, reasonable attorneys' fees or expense incurred by the City 
by virtue of the contest of such Encumbrance. 

(b) By the City. The City shall not do any act or thing that will create any 
Encumbrance (other than a Permitted City Encumbrance) against the Metered Parking System 
and shall promptly remove any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted City Encumbrance) against 
the Metered Parking System that came into existence as a result of an act of or omission by the 
City or a Person claiming through the City. The City shall not be deemed to be in default 
hereunder if the City continuously, diligently and in good faith contests any such Encumbrance, 
or the validity thereof (or causes such contest), by appropriate legal proceedings that shall 
operate to prevent the foreclosure of any such Encumbrance, provided that the City has given 
advance notification to the Concessionaire that it is the intent of the City to contest the validity or 
collection thereof or cause such contest. 

(c) Removal. Each Party, if requested by the other Party and at such other Party's 
costs and expense, shall use its reasonable efforts to assist such other Party in attempting to 
remove any Encumbrance that has come into existence as a result of an act of or omission by 
such _£ther Party; provided that nothing herein shall obligate the City to waive, modifY or 
otherwise limit or affect the Reserved Powers or the enforcement by the City of any applicable 
Law with respect to the Metered Parking System or any activities generating Metered Parking 
Revenues. 

Section 3.6. Single Purpose Covenants. The Concessionaire shall, at all times during 
the Term, (i) be formed and organized solely for the purpose of owning the Concessionaire 
Interest and using, possessing, operating and collecting Metered Parking Revenues with respect 
to and otherwise dealing with the Metered Parking System (and carrying out the Metered Parking 
Services and other activities permitted pursuant to this Agreement (and any activities reasonably 
incidental thereto», (ii) not engage in any business unrelated to clause (i) above, (iii) not have 
any assets other than those related to its activities in accordance with clauses (i) and ® above, 
(iv) except as appropriate for Tax reporting purposes or in connection with consolidated financial 
statements, maintain its own separate books and records and its own accounts, (v) observe all 
corporate, limited partnership or limited liability company, as applicable, formalities and do all 
things necessary to preserve its existence, (vi) not guarantee or otherwise obligate itself with 
respect to the debts of any other Person provided that the Concessionaire may guarantee or 
otherwise obligate itself with respect to the debt of any Person who is a special purpose entity 
formed and organized solely for the purpose of engaging in the business of providing parking for 
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motor vehicles and providedJurther, if the Collateral Assignment Debt is incurred at the holding 
company level (that is, by the Concessionaire's parent entity), then the Concessionaire shall have 
the right to guarantee such parent entity's obligations and liabilities in respect of such Collateral 
Assignment Debt, so long as such parent entity is in itself a special purpose entity formed and 
organized solely for the purpose of owning the Concessionaire and other single purpose affiliates 
of the Concessionaire engaged in the business of providing parking for motor vehicles), (vii) 
except as expressly permitted hereby or by any Collateral Assignment or in connection in the 
ordinary course of business of the Metered Parking System, not pledge its assets for the benefit 
of any other Person and (viii) maintain adequate capital in light of its contemplated business 
operations. 

Section 3.7. Rights of the City to Access and Perform Work on the Metered 
Parking System. 

(a) Reservation oj Rights. The City (and its Representatives, grantees, tenants, 
licensees and others claiming by, through or under the City) shall, at all times during the Term, 
retain all property rights associated with the City's ownership of the Reserve Parking Lots. The 
City shall have access to the Metered Parking System and each and every part thereof (provided 
that no access is granted to the cash collections, Metering Device keys and locks, or any software 
or intangibles) at all reasonable times and upon reasonable prior notice to perform each of the 
following at the City's own cost and expense (other than if pursuant to clause (ii) or (iii»: 

(i) to inspect the Metered Parking System (including the Reserve Parking 
Lots) or determine whether or not the Concessionaire is in compliance with its obligations under 
this Agreement or applicable Law pursuant to Section 8.3; 

(ii) if a Concessionaire Default then exists, to make any necessary repairs to 
the Metered Parking System and the Reserve Parking Lots and perform any work therein 
pursu~nt to Section 16.1 (b)(iii); 

(iii) in the event of an emergency or danger that threatens to cause injury to 
individuals (or damage to property) or to impair the continuous operation of the Metered Parking 
System or to impair the enforcement of parking violations or traffic control regulations and if the 
Concessionaire is not then taking all necessary steps to rectifY or deal with said emergency or 
danger, to take actions as may be reasonably necessary to rectifY such emergency or danger (in 
which case, no notice shall be necessary); 

(iv) to use the Reserve Parking Lots or any part thereof for any and all 
purposes; 

(v) to (A) install, design, manage, maintain, repair and rehabilitate any 
existing or future utilities or similar services (whether provided by the City or third parties at the 
City's instruction) in, on, under, across, over or through the Reserve Parking Lots (including 
water and sewer lines, power transmission lines, fiber optic cable, other communications and 
other equipment), (8) grant easements and rights on, over, under or within the Reserve Parking 
Lots for the benefit of suppliers or owners of any such utilities or services and (C) use the 
Metered Parking System in connection with any such installation, design, management, 
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maintenance, repair or rehabilitation (provided that notwithstanding the foregoing clauses (A), 
an and (Q the Concessionaire shall have the right, at all times during the Term, to install, 
design, manage, maintain, repair and rehabilitate utilities or other services for its own account 
(and not for lease, resale or service to third parties) to the extent that the said utilities or services 
are necessary for the Metered Parking System Operations); and 

(vi) to, solely in accordance with the terms hereof, do any other act or thing 
that the City may be obligated to do or have a right to do under this Agreement; 

provided, however, that the City shall use reasonable efforts to minimize interference with the 
Metered Parking System Operations or the value of the Metered Parking System Assets III 

connection with any entry on the Reserve Parking Lots pursuant to this Section 3.7(a). 

(b) Access Rights. The City and any of its Representatives, grantees, tenants, 
licensees and others claiming by, through or under the City, during the progress of any work 
referred to in this Section 3.7 shall have all necessary access rights and may keep and store at the 
Reserve Parking Lots all necessary materials, tools, supplies, equipment and vehicles, in a 
reasonably neat and orderly fashion in compliance with all Laws and so as to not unreasonably 
interfere with the Concessionaire's conduct of business. To the extent that the City undertakes 
work or repairs under this Section 3.7 or any other provision of this Agreement, such work or 
repairs shall be commenced and diligently completed in a good and workmanlike manner, in 
accordance with any applicable Operating Standards and in such a manner as not to unreasonably 
interfere with the conduct of business in or use of such space. 

(c) Effect of Reservation. Any reservation of a right by the City and any of its 
Representatives, grantees, tenants, licensees and others claiming by, through or under the City to 
enter the Metered Parking System and to make or perform any repairs, alterations, Restoration or 
other work in, to, above, or about the Metered Parking System which is the Concessionaire's 
obligation pursuant to this Agreement, shall not be deemed to (i) impose any obligation on the 
City to do s()~ (ii) render the City liable to the Concessionaire or any other Person for the failure 
to do so or (iii) relieve the Concessionaire fTom any obligation to indemnify the City as 
otherwise provided in this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall impose any duty upon 
the part of the City to do any work required to be performed by the Concessionaire hereunder 
and performance of any such work by the City and any of its Representatives, grantees, tenants, 
mortgagees, licensees and others claiming by, through or under the City shall not constitute a 
waiver ofthe Concessionaire's default in failing to perform the same. 

Section 3.8. Intentionally deleted. 

Section 3.9. Intentionally deleted. 

Section 3.10. Payment of Taxes. Except as otherwise provided in this Section 3.10 and 
Section 7.1, the Concessionaire shall pay when due all Taxes payable during the Term in respect 
of the use or conduct of business with respect to the Metered Parking System and the Reserve 
Parking Lots, including any Parking Taxes, which the Concessionaire is obligated to collect from 
customers of the Metered Parking System and remit to the City or other Governmental 
Authority, as required by the applicable Law, it being understood that the Concessionaire shall 
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have discharged its obligation to pay Parking Taxes in respect of the Metered Parking Fees 
collected from the Reserve Parking Lots by making the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces 
Payment with respect to the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces in such lots in accordance with 
Section 7.1. The City reserves the right, without being obligated to do so, to pay the amount of 
any such Taxes not timely paid and which are not being contested by the Concessionaire, and the 
amount so paid by the City shall be deemed additional consideration hereunder, due and payable 
by the Concessionaire within 10 Business Days after written demand by the City. The 
Concessionaire shall have the right to contest in good faith the validity or amount of any Taxes 
which it is responsible to pay under this Section 3.10; provided, however, that (i) the 
Concessionaire has given prior notice to the City of each such contest, (ii) no contest by the 
Concessionaire may involve a reasonable possibility of forfeiture or sale of the Metered Parking 
System, and (iii) upon the final determination of any contest by the Concessionaire, if the 
Concessionaire has not already done so, the Concessionaire shall pay any amount found to be 
due, together with any costs, penalties and interest. The Concessionaire shall not be liable for, 
and the City shall indemnify and hold the Concessionaire (and with respect to any New 
Agreement, the Collateral Assignee) harmless from and against, any (A) sales, use or similar Tax 
imposed by the State of Illinois, the City or any other unit of local government in the State of 
Illinois on the Consideration; (B) transfer, stamp, deed recording or similar Tax imposed by the 
State of Illinois, the City or any other unit of local government in the State of Illinois by reason 
of the execution and delivery of this Agreement or any grant or transfer to the Concessionaire by 
the City at Closing or any New Agreement and (C) Property Taxes. 

Section 3.11. Utilities. The Concessionaire shall pay when due all charges (including 
all applicable Taxes and fees) for gas, electricity, light, heat, power, telephone, water and other 
utilities and services used in the Metered Parking System Operations or supplied to the Metered 
Parking System during the Term; provided, however, that with respect to the Reserve Parking 
Lots, the Concessionaire shall pay all such charges only as applicable to the Metering Devices 
for such lots. Upon request of the City, the Concessionaire shall forward to the City, within 15 
Days following the respective due dates, official receipts, photocopies thereof, or other evidence 
satisfactory -to the City, acting reasonably, of the payment required to be made by the 
Concessionaire in accordance with this Section 3.11. 

Section 3.12. Competing Off-Street Parking. 

(a) Subject to Section 3.12(b) and Section 3.12(c), the City will not operate, and wilt 
not permit the operation of, a "Competing Public Parking Facility." A "Competing Public 
Parking Facility" means any off-street public parking lot or public parking garage that (i) is 
(A)owned or operated by the City or (B)operated by any Person and located on land owned by 
the City, or leased to the City, (ii) is within one mile of a Concession Metered Parking Space, 
(iii)is used primarily for general public parking; (iv) has a schedule of fees for parking motor 
vehicles that is less than three times the highest Metered Parking Fees then in effect for 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces in the same area; and (v) was not used for general public 
parking on December 4, 2008. 

(b) As used in Section 3.12(a), the term "Competing Public Parking Facility" does 
not include (i) any parking lot or parking garage located at, or providing parking for motor 
vehicles in connection with the regular operations of public buildings and facilities including, but 
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not limited to, any airport, courthouse, correctional facility, police station, fire station, 
administrative building, public school, public library, public park or recreational facility, public 
hospital or similar government building; (ii) any parking facility located at, or within one-half 
mile of, any sports stadium or sports arena having a seating capacity in excess of 15,000; (iii) 
park and ride facilities that are used primarily by mass transit passengers; (iv) temporary parking 
facilities used for Special Events; (v) any parking facility that is used primarily to provide 
parking for an affordable housing development or a public housing project; and (vi) any Reserve 
Parking Lots. 

(c) If the City undertakes or permits a Competing Public Parking Facility in violation 
of Section 3.12(a), such action shall constitute a Compensation Event requiring the payment of 
Concession Compensation. Such action shall not constitute a City Default, an Adverse Action or 
a Reserved Powers Adverse Action. No interest in real estate is conveyed by Section 3.12. 

Section 3.13. Notices of Defaults and Claims" 

(a) Notice by the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall promptly give notice to 
the City (i) if the Concessionaire becomes aware that a Concessionaire Default has occurred 
under this Agreement (provided, however, that the failure to give such notice shall not constitute 
an independent Concessionaire Default) and (ii) of all material claims, proceedings, disputes 
(including labor disputes) or litigation in respect of the Concessionaire pertaining to the Metered 
Parking System, the Metered Parking System Operations or the City (whether or not such claim, 
proceeding or litigation is covered by insurance) of which the Concessionaire is aware (other 
than as a result of a notice to the Concessionaire from the City). The Concessionaire shall 
provide the City with all reasonable information requested by it from time to time concerning the 
status of such claims, proceedings or litigation. 

(b) Notice by the City. The City shall promptly give notice to the Concessionaire (i) 
if the City becomes aware that a City Default has occurred under this Agreement (provided, 
however, that the failure to give such notice shall not constitute an independent City Default) and 
(ii) of all material claims, proceedings, disputes (including labor disputes) or litigation in respect 
of the City pertaining to the Metered Parking System, the Metered Parking System Operations or 
the Concessionaire (whether or not such claim, proceeding or litigation is covered by insurance) 
of which the City is aware (other than as a result ofa notice to the City from the Concessionaire). 
The City shall provide the Concessionaire with all reasonable information requested by it from 
time to time concerning the status of such claims, proceedings or litigation. .... 

Section 3.14. Assignment of Operating Agreements and Plans. At the request of the 
City, the Concessionaire shall collaterally assign, to the extent reasonably practicable, to the 
City, in form and substance satisfactory to the City, acting reasonably, all of the right, title and 
interest of the Concessionaire in, to and under all or any of the Operating Agreements and all 
present and future specifications, plans, drawings, information and documentation in relation to 
the Metered Parking System Operations except to the extent any of the foregoing involve 
proprietary information (collectively, the "Operating Agreements and Plans") as collateral 
security to the City for the observance and performance by the Concessionaire of its covenants 
and obligations under this Agreement. The Concessionaire covenants that it shall cause all of the 
right, title and interest of the Concessionaire in, to and under all Operating Agreements and Plans 
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entered into or created after the Time of Closing to be collaterally assignable to the City for the 
purposes of this Section 3.14. The City acknowledges that the Operating Agreements and Plans 
may also be assigned as security to a Collateral Assignee and that each of the City and such 
Collateral Assignee shall be entitled to use the Operating Agreements and Plans in enforcing 
their respective security as hereinafter provided. Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, but subject to the City's assumption of future liabilities under the Operating 
Agreements and Plans and to Article 18, the City shall be entitled to use the Operating 
Agreements and Plans in each ofthe following events: (i) if the City terminates this Agreement 
without a concession agreement being granted to a Collateral Assignee or nominee thereof 
pursuant to the provisions of Article 18; and (ii) if the City elects to use the Operating 
Agreements and Plans to remedy a Concessionaire Default under this Agreement. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that any such Collateral Assignee has entered into 
possession or is diligently enforcing and continues to diligently enforce its security, whether by 
way of appointment of a receiver or receiver and manager, foreclosure or power of sale in 
accordance with Article 18, or otherwise, and is using the Operating Agreements and Plans in 
respect of the Metered Parking System Operations, the City shall not be entitled to use the 
Operating Agreements and Plans in enforcing its security, it being acknowledged that any 
assignment of the Operating Agreements and Plans to a Collateral Assignee shall have priority at 
all times over any assignment of the Operating Agreements and Plans to the City. The 
Concessionaire shall promptly deliver to the City, at the sole cost and expense of the 
Concessionaire, forthwith after completion or execution and delivery, a copy of each item of the 
Operating Agreements and Plans. 

Section 3.15. City Use of Information and Records. In connection with the exercise 
of its Reserved Powers, the City shall be entitled to access to all records, electronic data and 
other information collected and retained by the Concessionaire with respect to the Metered 
Parking System Operations to the extent needed or useful to the City in connection with the 
enforcement of traffic and parking regulations, the identification of parking violations, the 
imposition and collection of parking fines and the adjudication of parking enforcement cases. 

Section 3.16. Metering Devices. The Concessionaire shall be required to maintain and 
operate the Metering Devices in accordance with the Operating Standards. The Concessionaire 
will inspect all Metering Devices in a manner designed to identify and promptly repair or replace 
defective or inoperative Metering Devices. The Concessionaire shall establish a method 
pursuant to which members ofthe general public may report inoperative and defective Metering 
Devices and shall display, at or near each Metering Device, a telephone number and internet 
address for the reporting of inoperative and defective Metering Devices and other operational 
problems related to Metered Parking System Operations. To facilitate the Concessionaire's 
maintenance, operation and inspection of Metering Devices, the City shall grant designated 
employees of the Concessionaire login access to the City'S CANVAS meter maintenance 
database or to any subsequent meter maintenance database. 

Section 3.17. Payments by the City. The Concessionaire acknowledges and agrees that 
if the City is required under applicable Law of general application to withhold a portion of any 
payment that the City is obligated to make to the Concessionaire under this Agreement, the City 
will be deemed to have satisfied such payment obligation to the Concessionaire to the extent of 
such withholding by the City. If any such withheld amounts are permitted to be paid to the 
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Concessionaire, the City shall pay such amounts to the Concessionaire whenever permitted by 
Law. The City shall notify the Concessionaire in writing at least five Business Days prior to the 
withholding of any amount pursuant to this Section 3.17. 

Section 3.18. Naming Rights and Commercial Advertisements and Activities. The 
City retains the exclusive naming rights with respect to the Metered Parking System and the 
exclusive right to register and own the naming rights as the "Chicago Metered Parking System." 
The City also retains the exclusive rights with respect to commercial advertisements, including 
(but not limited to) billboards in the Reserve Parking Lots, advertising on Metering Devices and 
advertisements dispensed from Metering Devices. The City also retains the exclusive rights with 
respect to any other commercial activities, other than the collection of Metered Parking Fees, to 
be derived from the Metered Parking System. The City shall retain all proceeds and other 
consideration derived from such naming rights, commercial advertisements or other commercial 
activities derived from the Metered Parking Operations, other than the collection of Metered 
Parking Fees. Any action taken by the City pursuant to this Section 3.18 is not a Compensation 
Event or an Adverse Action. The City shall not use or permit to be used, any name or mark in 
connection with the Metered Parking System that may reasonably be odious or offensive to the 
Concessionaire or otherwise be reasonably likely to result in a negative association by the 
general public. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 3.18, the City grants to the 
Concessionaire a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty free license during the Term to use any 
names associated with the Metered Parking System together with all existing and future 
developed logos and marks (not including the City seal or, without the Approval of the City, 
other logos and marks used by the City for general municipal purposes) used in connection with 
the Metered Parking System Operations, solely in connection with the performance by the 
Concessionaire or any Operator of their obligations under the Agreement and in the provision of 
Metered Parking Services. 

Section 3.19. Administration of the Public Way. The City agrees, and the 
Concessionaire acknowledges and accepts, that the City holds and administers the public way in 
trust under the public trust doctrine for the non-discriminatory benefit of all Persons and 
interests, including the Concessionaire and the Concessionaire Interest. In the administration of 
its public trust with respect to the public way, the City will not take any action in contradiction of 
the public trust doctrine that is intended to discriminate against the Concessionaire or the 
Concessionaire Interest. The foregoing provisions of this Section 3.19 are not a limitation of any 
provision of Article 7 or Section 14.3. 

Section 3.20. Reversion of Metered Parking System. On the Reversion Date, the 
Concessionaire shall surrender and deliver to the City all of its rights, title and interest in the 
Metered Parking System (including all improvements to the Metered Parking System, the 
Metered Parking System Assets and all tangible and intangible personal property of the 
Concessionaire (including inventories) that is included in the Metered Parking System and used 
in connection with the Metered Parking System Operations, subject, however, as to any 
intellectual property included in the Metered Parking System, to any restrictions or prohibitions 
to disclosure, transfer or sharing thereof and any other rights of third parties with respect thereto, 
all in accordance with the provisions of Section 16.4. 
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Section 3.21. Reserve Parking Lot Fees. The City agrees that it will constitute a 
Compensation Event if the City charges a Metered Parking Fee for any hour, with respect to 
Reserve Metered Parking Spaces located within a Reserve Parking Lot listed on Amended 
Schedule lOA, that is lower than the Metered Parking Fee then in effect for such hour for 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces on Blocks that are contiguous to such Reserve Parking Lot 
(or, if there are no Concession Metered Parking Spaces on contiguous Blocks, then on the Block 
containing Concession Metered Parking Spaces nearest to such Reserve Parking Lot); provided, 
however, that monthly parking rates at or above those in effect as of the Effective Date Of First 
Amendment shall not constitute a Compensation Event. Such action shall not constitute a City 
Default, an Adverse Action or a Reserved Powers Adverse Action. 

ARTICLE 4 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 

Section 4.1. Concessionaire Responsibility for Capital Improvements. The 
Concessionaire shall be responsible for all capital improvements with respect to the Metered 
Parking System required to be completed during the Term in accordance with the terms of this 
Agreement, including as required by the Operating Standards. As provided in Section 7.2(c), the 
installation of Metering Devices for Reserve Metered Parking Spaces shall be at the sole cost and 
expense of the City. 

Section 4.2. Authorizations Related to Capital Improvements. The 
Concessionaire's obligation to perform capital improvements shall be subject to the issuance by 
the City of any and all Authorizations to be issued by the City and as required by the City with 
respect thereto and the City agrees not to unreasonably withhold, condition or delay the issuance 
of any such Authorizations, and to use its reasonable efforts to assist the Concessionaire in 
obtaining such Authorizations. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the City agrees 
that it will reasonably assist and cooperate with the Concessionaire in obtaining any and all 
Authorizations (including any required rights of access over real property that is owned or 
controlled by the City) in order for the Concessionaire to perform capital improvements. 

Section 4.3. Intentionally deleted. 

Section 4.4. Required Payment Options. Any Concession Metered Parking Space or 
Reserve Metered Parking Space with a Metered Parking Fee of at least $1.50 per hour must have 
a payment option at the point of sale other than the cash payment of the Metered Parking Fee. 
The Concessionaire shall provide such payment option by use of a credit card or a debit card or 
similar methods with respect to each Concession Metered Parking Space and each Reserve 
Metered Parking Space no later than 180 Days after the first Day that the Metered Parking Fee 
for such Metered Parking Space is at least $1.50 per hour. 

Section 4.5. Closure of Reserve Parking Lots. Pursuant to the exercise of its 
Reserved Powers and at the sole cost and expense of the City, the City may close one or more of 
the Reserve Parking Lots at any time or from time to time and may also remove Reserve Metered 
Parking Spaces from the Reserve Parking Lots. Any action taken by the City pursuant to this 
Section 4.5 is not an Adverse Action and is not a Compensation Event. 
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Section 4.6. Maintenance of Reserve Parking Lots. The City shall be responsible for 
operating and maintenance costs of the Reserve Parking Lots, including driveway permits, 
business licenses, resurfacing, de-icing, snow removal, insurance premiums and sub-surface 
capital improvements. The Concessionaire shall be responsible only for operating and 
maintenance costs of the Metering Devices and signage in connection with the Reserve Parking 
Lots. 

Section 4.7. New Technology. In addition to and without limiting the City's rights 
pursuant to Section 5.1, the Parties from time to time may implement new technology to assist in 
the operation of or collection ofrevenue from the Metered Parking System, but only if they first 
mutually agree in writing; provided, however, that the foregoing is not intended to waive or limit 
any right of the Concessionaire to change Metering Devices pursuant to Section 5.2 and 
consistent with the Operating Standards; provided further that the Concessionaire shall not have 
the right to change Metering Devices to accept license plate data without the City'S Approval. 

Pay-By-Cell Technology. The Concessionaire shall implement (and thereafter maintain) 
Pay-by-Cell for Metered Parking Spaces, which shall meet common parameters for technology 
and convenience consistent with comparable systems used in other cities as of the Effective Date 
Of First Amendment; provided, however, that such obligation of the Concessionaire to 
implement (and thereafter maintain) Pay-by-Cell shall be conditioned upon the City equipping its 
meter readers with handheld devices and employing additional meter readers if and to the extent 
necessary to enforce its parking rules and regulations with respect to Pay-by-Cell, with such 
enforcement to include the ability to review both license plates for those using Pay-by-Cell and 
paper receipts for customers using the Metering Devices. The Concessionaire shall implement 
Pay-by-Cell as soon as reasonably practicable, but in no event later than May I, 2014 (as 
extended, for the avoidance of doubt, day by day as a result of any Delay Event), plus an 
additional period of up to ninety (90) Days, as may be necessary to implement Pay-by-Cell; 
provided, however, that, if the City does not approve the Concessionaire's agreement with the 
Pay-by-Cell Operator within sixty (60) Days after the Concessionaire delivers such agreement to 
the CIty under.-Section 4.7(g), the Concessionaire shall implement Pay-by-Cell by no later than 
the date that is the same number of Days after May I, 2014 as the number of Days in excess of 
sixty (60) that the City takes to approve such Pay-by-Cell Operator agreement. 

(a) Convenience Fee. A convenience fee of 35 cents will be charged on any single 
Pay-by-Cell transaction with a time duration of less than 120 minutes. Convenience fees shall 
not be included in calculating the Quarterly Settlement Amount. 

(b) Minimum Transaction Time. The minimum time duration for any Pay-by-Cell 
transaction shall be: (i) 30 minutes for Metered Parking Spaces located in the area bounded by 
the south side of Roosevelt Road on the south, Lake Michigan on the east, the north side of 
North A venue on the north and the west side of Halsted Street on the west, and (ii) 15 minutes 
[or all other Metered Parking Spaces. 

(c) Receipts. No paper receipts shall be used in Pay-by-Cell transactions; instead, 
receipts shall be provided to customers by text messages, emails or other electronic systems. 
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(d) Investment Costs, Operating Revenue and Profit Limitation. 

(i) Pay-by-Cell shall require an investment in technology by the 
Concessionaire, including a database and software that interfaces with the City's existing 
enforcement system, the ability to enforce parking restrictions through the use of license plate 
data, and the ability to assign each Pay-by-Cell transaction to the nearest Metering Device, and 
may result in decreased Metered Parking Revenues to the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire 
shall be responsible for such investment costs and bear the risk of such decreased Metered 
Parking Revenues, but shall be entitled (subject to the following terms) to earn and retain any 
amount attributable to convenience fee revenue as provided in Section 4.7(a) and interest from 
monies held in customer accounts as provided in Section 4.7(e). 

(ii) If in any Reporting Year, (A) the amount the Concessionaire receives in 
convenience fee revenue under Section 4.7(a) and interest from monies held in customer 
accounts under Section 4.7(e), less (8) any per transaction cost imposed or incurred by the Pay
by-Cell Operator (provided, however, that credit card processing and credit card transaction fees 
shall be limited to the proportion of any given transaction that Pay-by-Cell convenience fees bear 
to all fees and charges for such parking transaction (such that, for example, a $0.35 Pay-by-Cell 
convenience fee for a transaction that includes $3.50 of total convenience and parking fees 
would permit 10% of the applicable credit card processing and credit card transaction fees for 
such transaction to be included in the Pay-by-Cell Threshold calculation», and the costs of 
signage and decals relating solely to Pay-by-Cell and any direct costs of data service, data 
hosting and IT support relating solely to Pay-by-Cell (provided, however, that such 
Concessionaire's direct costs of signage and decals and data service, data hosting and IT support 
shall not exceed $100,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from t~e date upon which the 
Concessionaire fIrst commences service for Pay-by-Cell) (such difference, the "Pay-by-Cell 
Threshold"), exceeds an amount equal to $2,000,000 as Adjusted for Inflation from the date 
upon which the Concessionaire first commences service for Pay-by-CeIL then the Concessionaire 
shall pay to the City within thirty (30) Days following the completion of such Reporting Year, 
100% of the amount of such excess. 

(iii) The City and the Concessionaire agree that at least twice during each 
Reporting Year, in connection with the quarterly meetings described in Section 20.1 7, the 
Concessionaire shall use its reasonable best efforts to analyze and report to the City the impact of 
the minimum time duration described in Section 4.7(b) on Metered Parking Revenues. In 
addition, from time to time, but not less than once every six months, the Concessionaire shall test 
the impact of a reduction in the minimum time duration on Metered Parking Revenues. If such a 
reduction of the minimum time duration can be implemented without decreasing Metered 
Parking Revenues, then the Concessionaire shall implement such reduction in the minimum time 
duration, but only to the number of minutes that the Concessionaire has reasonably determined 
will not decrease Metered Parking Revenues. 

(iv) The Concessionaire may analyze and report to the City three months prior 
to each Pay-by-Cell Review Date whether (a) the impact of the implementation and maintenance 
of Pay-by-Cell is to decrease Metered Parking Revenues below what they would have been in 
the absence of Pay-by-Cell and such decrease exceeds the Pay-by-Cell Threshold plus $500,000, 
or (b) the Pay-by-Cell Threshold plus $500,000 is a negative amount (each a "Pay-by-Cell 
Trigger Event"), and if the Concessionaire reasonably determines that there has been a Pay-by
Cell Trigger Event, may propose changes to Pay-by-Cell, including (x) the convenience fee 
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described in Section 4.7(a), including the minimum period for the convenience fee to apply, and 
(y) the minimum time duration described in Section 4.7(b), to eliminate such Pay-by-Cell 
Trigger Event from occurring on a going-forward basis (the "Pay-by-Cell Proposed Change(s)"). 
If the Concessionaire reasonably determines that a Pay-by-Cell Trigger Event has occurred, and 
provides the City with such analysis and report, together with the bases for such determination 
and such supporting detail and information as was considered by the Concessionaire in reaching 
such determination, then the Parties shall attempt to agree on such Pay-by-Cell Proposed 
Changes or such other change(s) as will address the Pay-by-Cell Trigger Event. In the event the 
Parties are unable to agree, notwithstanding their reasonable best efforts, on such change(s) 
within three (3) months after the Concessionaire provides the City with such analysis and report 
and supporting detail and information, the Concessionaire shall have the option to terminate Pay
by-Cell on the relevant Pay-by-Cell Review Date. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
herein, if there is a change in Law or an exercise of Reserved Power that results in a Pay-by-Cell 
Trigger Event, the Concessionaire may initiate the process set forth in this Section 4.7(d)(iv) 
without waiting until the three month period prior to a Pay-by-Cell Review Date. 

(e) Wallet. Pay-by-Cell may include a requirement that the customer's account at all 
times have a minimum credit of$20.00 and that additional deposits into the account shall be ina 
minimum amount of $20.00 and such additional deposits may be automatically debited from a 
customer's nominated source once the balance on the customer's account falls below $10.00. 
Interest on such deposits shall not be included in calculating the Quarterly Settlement Amount. 
The Concessionaire shall deposit, or cause to be deposited, such customer funds into a 
segregated deposit account or securities account maintained with a bank or other financial 
institution located in the United States of America which has been given a long-term unsecured 
debt rating of "A" (or equivalent) or higher by a Rating Agency. The credit balance of such 
deposit account or securities account shall be invested only in the Eligible Investments referred 
to in clause (i) and (iv) of the definition thereof. 

(f) Acijustment of fees and other amounts. The amount of the convenience fee, the 
minimum required credit amount and the minimum deposit amount may be Adjusted for 
Inflation on an annual basis, subject to approval by the City Council; provided, however, that the 
fuilure to make such adjustments shall constitute a Compensation Event; provided further that 
Concession Compensation shall be limited to the amount of such adjustments during the period 
such adjustments were not made. 

(g) City Approval. The Concessionaire may engage an operator to operate, manage 
and maintain Pay-by-Cell (the "Pay-by-Cell Operator") who may be (but is not required to be) 
the Concessionaire itself or its Affiliate. The Concessionaire's agreement with the Pay-by-Cell 
Operator shall include terms customary for such agreements in the industry, and the City shall 
have the right to Approve such terms. A successor agreement shall be presented to the City for 
approval not less than three (3) months prior to the expiration of the prior agreement, and shall 
likewise include terms customary for such agreements in the industry, and the City shall have the 
right to Approve such terms. I f the City does not approve any successor agreement prior to the 
expiration ofthe preceding agreement, the Concessionaire shall have the option to terminate Pay
by-Cell; provided, however, that the Parties shall use their reasonable best efforts to agree upon a 
mutually satisfactory alternative to the termination of Pay-by-Cell (including fmding another 
Pay-by-Cell Operator that will accept terms that are reasonably acceptable to both Parties). 
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(h) Reserved Power Actions. The City expressly reserves its right to exercise 
Reserved Power actions with respect to Pay-by-Cell. If such exercise of Reserved Power 
terminates Pay-by-Cell, or results in a Pay-by-Cell Trigger Event that the Parties are not able to 
resolve pursuant to Section 4.7(d)(iv), such exercise shall constitute a Compensation Event; 
provided, however, that in calculating Concession Compensation, any lost profits shall be limited 
to no more than $2,000,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the date upon which the 
Concessionaire first commences service for Pay-by-Cell. 

ARTICLE 5 
MODIFICATIONS 

Section 5.1. City Directives. The City may, at any time during the Term, issue a City 
Directive to the Concessionaire. Subject to the City making available to the Concessionaire 
sufficient funds to perform the work required to implement such City Directive at or before the 
time payment for such work is required to be made, and the Concessionaire having obtained 
(with the cooperation of the City) all relevant Authorizations from all relevant Governmental 
Entities required for the relevant work, the Concessionaire shall perform the work required to 
implement such City Directive, and the City shall pay to the Concessionaire the Concession 
Compensation with respect thereto. The addition of or the removal of Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces by the City (including any direction to 
install or remove Metering Devices) is not a City Directive and shall not result in Concession 
Compensation, but shall be governed by the provisions of Article 7. 

Section 5.2. Concessionaire Requests. If the Concessionaire wishes at any time 
during the Term to make a material change in the dimensions, character or quality of any part of 
the Metered Parking System, then the Concessionaire may submit to the City, for Approval, a 
Concessionaire Request with respect to such change and shall submit to the City for its Approval 
specific plans with respect to any such work. The Concessionaire shall not in any event be 
requir~d to submit a Concessionaire Request, and no Approval shall be required, with respect to 
any Concessionaire's actions so long as such actions comply with applicable Operating 
Standards. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for all amounts required to implement an 
Approved Concessionaire Request (and any Losses incurred in connection therewith). No 
Concessionaire Request shall be implemented unless and until such Concessionaire Request has 
been Approved by the City. 

Section 5.3. Performance of Modifications. Subject to the other provisions of this 
Article 5, the Concessionaire shall ensure that City Directives and Approved Concessionaire 
Requests are performed in a good and workmanlike manner and diligently complied with and 
implemented in such manner that the costs (in the case of City Directives only) and delays 
relating thereto are minimized. 

ARTICLE 6 
OPERATING STANDARDS 

Section 6.1. Compliance with Operating Standards. The Concessionaire shall, at all 
times during the Term, cause the Metered Parking System Operations to, comply with and 
implement the Operating Standards in all material respects (including any changes or 
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modifications to the Operating Standards pursuant to the terms of this Agreement). The City and 
the Concessionaire acknowledge and agree that the Operating Standards shall be construed 
flexibly in light of their objectives. The Concessionaire shall have in place procedures that are 
reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the Operating Standards. The Operating 
Standards shall not be deemed to be violated by immaterial acts or omissions, including an 
immaterial failure to comply with specific requirements set forth in the Operating Standards 
other than actions or omissions that endanger the public health or safety. Except as specifically 
set forth herein, the Concessionaire shall perform all work required to comply with and 
implement the Operating Standards (including the capital improvements described therein) as 
part of the Metered Parking System Operations and at its sole cost and expense. 

Section 6.2. Proposed Operating Standards. If the Concessionaire, at its cost and 
expense, wishes to implement and use operating standards other than the Operating Standards, 
the Concessionaire must provide notice of such proposed operating standards to the City for 
Approval. The Concessionaire's proposed operating standards must be accompanied by an 
explanation of the Concessionaire's rationale for making its proposal and all relevant supporting 
information, certificates, reports, studies, investigations and other materials as are necessary to 
demonstrate that the Concessionaire's proposed operating standards are reasonably designed to 
achieve the objectives of the applicable Operating Standards. The City may request any 
additional supporting information, certificates, reports, studies, investigations and other materials 
as are reasonably required by the City to determine if the Concessionaire's proposed operating 
standards are reasonably designed to achieve the objectives of the applicable Operating 
Standards. Until the City provides its Approval for the implementation of the Concessionaire's 
proposed operating standards, the Concessionaire shall not implement the proposed operating 
standards and shall implement and comply with the Operating Standards. The Concessionaire's 
proposed operating standards shall be deemed incorporated into the Operating Standards upon 
Approval by the City in accordance with the terms hereof If the City refuses to Approve any 
proposed operating standards and the Concessionaire disagrees with such refusal, the 
Conce§~ionaire may submit the matter to arbitration under the provisions of Article 19. 

Section 6.3. Modified Operating Standards. 

(a) The City shall have the right, at any time during the Term, to modifY or change 
the Operating Standards upon notice to the Concessionaire to comply with any new taw (other 
than a Law of the City) applicable to the Metered Parking System Operations. In the event the 
City modifies the Operating Standards in accordance with the immediately preceding sentence, 
the Concessionaire, at its cost and expense, shall perform all work required to implement and 
shall comply with all such modifications and changes and in no event shall the Concessionaire be 
excused from compliance with any such modification or change. The Concessionaire shall have 
the right to challenge pursuant to Article 19 any modified Operating Standard on the grounds 
that it does not meet the requirement of this Section 6.3(a). 

(b) If during the Term the City is of the opinion that a modification or change to the 
Operating Standards is necessary or desirable but such modification or change is not subject to 
Section 6.3(a), the City may upon reasonable written notice to the Concessionaire modifY or 
change the Operating Standards; provided, however, that the City shall pay to the Concessionaire 
the Concession Compensation with respect thereto at the time such modification or change is 
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implemented. At the City's request, the Concessionaire shall perform all work required to 
implement and shall comply with all such modifications and changes, and in no event shall the 
Concessionaire be excused from compliance with any such modification or change. The City 
shall have the right to undertake the work, upon reasonable notice to the Concessionaire, 
necessary to ensure implementation of and compliance with any such modification or change to 
the Operating Standards if the Concessionaire fails to do so within a reasonable period of time; 
provided, however, that to the extent that such work is undertaken by the City, the 
Concessionaire shall pay to the City within 10 Business Days following demand therefor, or the 
City may offset from amounts owing to the Concessionaire in connection with such modification 
or change, the costs of the portion of the work performed in order to comply with the Operating 
Standards existing immediately prior to such modification or change, and the City shall be 
responsible only for the incremental costs of the additional work required in order to implement 
such proposed modification or change to the Operating Standards and, without duplication with 
the foregoing, the Concession Compensation with respect to such modification or change. 

ARTICLE 7 
PARKING REVENUES AND CONCESSION VALUE 

Section 7.1. Metered Parking Fees. The City has (and shall retain during the Term) 
the Reserved Power to establish and revise from time to time the Metered Parking Fees that shall 
be imposed and charged in respect of motor vehicles using Metered Parking Spaces, including 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered Parking Spaces. Pursuant to the 
Metered Parking System Ordinance the City has approved and adopted the Initial Schedule of 
Parking Fees. At or before the Time of Closing the City shall place in effect the Initial Schedule 
of Parking Fees, and the City agrees that it will constitute a Compensation Event if, prior to 
December 31, 2013, the City (without the prior written approval of the Concessionaire) places 
into effect a revised schedule of Metered Parking Fees that (without regard to (i) any Expected 
Utilization Adjustments and (ii) any other changes to the Concession Metered Parking Spaces 
resulting from the exercise by the City of its Reserved Powers) results in a reduction in the 
Aggregate Revenue Value from the Aggregate Revenue Value as of the time immediately prior 
to the effective date of such revised schedule. 

The exercise by the City of its Reserved Power to establish Metered Parking Fees shall 
not be used to favor the use by the general public of any Other Metered Parking Space located 
within one mile of any Concession Metered Parking Space or any Reserve Metered Parking 
Space over the use by the general public of any Concession Metered Parking Space. 

The Concessionaire shall, during the Term, have the right to collect and retain all of the 
Metered Parking Revenues derived from the Concession Metered Parking Spaces, and the right 
to pledge and assign such Metered Parking Revenues as security for any indebtedness incurred 
by the Concessionaire pursuant to a Collateral Assignment (and related financing documents). 

During the Term, the City shall have the right to retain (or to receive from the 
Concessionaire) all of the Metered Parking Revenues derived from the operation of Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces net of any amounts to be paid to the Concessionaire as consideration for 
its operation and management of the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces. The consideration to be 
paid to the Concessionaire for the operation and management of a Reserve Metered Parking 
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Space shall be an amount equal to fifteen percent (15%) of the gross revenues from such Reserve 
Metered Parking Space; for this purpose, "gross revenues" shall not include any Parking Taxes 
collected by the Concessionaire from customers of the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces and 
remitted to the City or other Governmental Authority pursuant to Section 3.10. The net revenues 
derived from Reserve Metered Parking Spaces shall be calculated by the Concessionaire and 
shall be paid to the City by the second Business Day next following the Day of collection of such 
Metered Parking Revenues (the "Reserve Metered Parking Spaces Payment"). If in the 
reasonable opinion of the Concessionaire the operation and management costs together with a 
reasonable profit margin relating to a Reserve Metered Parking Space exceeds fifteen percent 
(15%) of the gross revenues related to a Reserve Metered Parking Space, then the 
Concessionaire shall have the right to elect that the City and the Concessionaire consult with a 
Consultant on what a reasonable increase in operation and management fees would be under the 
then current market conditions. The decision of the Consultant shall be binding on both the City 
and the Concessionaire for a period of two years. The Concessionaire shall pay the costs and 
expenses of the Consultant. 

The Concessionaire shall be obligated to charge and collect the full amount of the 
Metered Parking Fees imposed by the City with respect to each Concession Metered Parking 
Space and each Reserve Metered Parking Space and may not initiate any plan or program of 
discounts or surcharges from the schedule of Metered Parking Fees as in effect from time to 
time. In accordance with Section 3.10, the Concessionaire shall be obligated to charge and 
collect all Parking Taxes that the Concessionaire is obligated to collect from customers of the 
Metered Parking System and shall be obligated to remit such Parking Tax collections to the 
appropriate Government Authority (including the City) in the manner required by law. The 
Concessionaire shall be deemed to have discharged its obligation under this Section 7.1 and 
Section 3.10 to remit Parking Taxes collected by it to the appropriate Government Authority 
(including the City) in respect of each Reserve Metered Parking Space in any Reserve Parking 
Lot by making the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces Payment. 

Section 7.2. Designation and Removal of Metered Parking Spaces. 

(a) Designation. The designation of Metered Parking Spaces is a Reserved Power of 
the City and the City shall have the right to designate, and to remove from such status, from time 
to time, each Metered Parking Space, Concession Metered Parking Space and Reserve Metered 
Parking Space; provided, however, that (i) the City's right to increase the number of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces is limited by the provisions of Section 7.2(b), and (ii) if the City 
designates Reserve Metered Parking Spaces on the same Block as Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces, all Metered Parking Spaces on such Block shall be designated Reserve Metered Parking 
Spaces. The City shall also retain the Reserved Power to establish the Period of Operation and 
Period of Stay of Metered Parking Spaces. Any designation or direction of the City pursuant to 
this Section 7.2 shall be provided in writing to the Concessionaire. 

The City hereby designates (i) the Concession Metered Parking Spaces located in the 
Reserve Parking Lots, identified on Amended Schedule lOA as Reserve Metered Parking 
Spaces; and (ii) the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, identified on Amended Schedule lOB as 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces. Each such designation shall be effective as of the Effective 
Date Of First Amendment. 
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The City hereby designates the Reserve Metered Parking Spaces, identified on Amended 
Schedule 10C as Concession Metered Parking Spaces. Such designation shall be effective as of 
December I, 2012, and the City shall pay to the Concessionaire the Metered Parking Revenues 
attributable to such spaces received by the City since December I, 2012, after deducting rental 
fees paid by the City for Metering Devices for such spaces for the period following December 1, 
2012. 

(b) Limitation on Concession Metered Parking Spaces. The number of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces designated and operating at any time may not exceed 45,000 without the 
prior written consent of the Concessionaire. During any Excess Value Year, any increase in the 
number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces (other than an increase resulting from the 
exercise by the Concessionaire of its right of first refusal pursuant to Section 2.1) is subject to the 
written consent of the Concessionaire. As used in this Section 7.2(b), the term "Excess Value 
Year" means the 12-month period beginning on June 1 ofa year immediately following a period 
of two consecutive Reporting Years in which the average System in Service Percentage was 
greater than one hundred five percent (105%). 

(c) Metering Devices. All Metering Devices shall be purchased and owned by the 
Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall be obligated to install promptly Metering Devices 
with respect to all newly designated Concession Metered Parking Spaces and Reserve Metered 
Parking Spaces. I f a Concession Metered Parking Space or a Reserve Metered Parking Space 
ceases to be designated by the City as a Metered Parking Space, then the Concessionaire must 
immediately cease to collect Metered Parking Fees with respect to such parking space and, upon 
the direction of the City, shall proceed to remove all Metering Devices with respect thereto. The 
installation and the removal of Metering Devices shall be undertaken in accordance with the 
Operating Standards. 

(d) Costs. With respect to the payment of the costs of installation of Metering 
Devi~ for newly designated Concession Metered Parking Spaces when no Metering Device 
then exists to service such Metered Parking Space, the first 4,000 installations in any Reporting 
Year shall be at the sole cost and expense of the Concessionaire and any additional installations 
in such Reporting Year in excess of the first 4,000 installations shall be paid by the 
Concessionaire and reimbursed by the City. Such reimbursement shall be paid by the City 
within 60 Days after the Concessionaire shall have filed with the City a written request for 
payment together with such information as the City may reasonably request to confirm the claim 
for reimbursement. For the purpose of determining the number of such installations in any 
Reporting Year, the date of installation of a Metering Device shall be the Day such Metering 
Device is placed in service in accordance with the Operating Standards. The Concessionaire 
shall be obligated to pay all other costs and expenses related to the installation of Metering 
Devices for Concession Metered Parking Spaces, including, but not limited to, any required 
installation of a new Metering Device pursuant to Section 4.4 and any reinstallation of a 
Metering Device after a Required Closure. Any removal of a Metering Device with respect to 
any Concession Metered Parking Space that is undertaken because such Metered Parking Space 
is no longer designated by the City as a Metered Parking Space shall be at the sole cost and 
expense of the City. The installation and removal of Metering Devices with respect to Reserve 
Metered Parking Spaces shall be undertaken by the Concessionaire at the cost and expense ofthe 
City. When a Metering Device is used with respect to a Reserve Metered Parking Space, the 
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City shall pay a monthly rental fee to the Concessionaire for the use of such Metering Device. 
The monthly rental fee shall be an amount equal to two percent (2%) of the invoiced acquisition 
cost of the Metering Device (or allocated portion of such acquisition cost if the Metering Device 
services other Metered Parking Spaces) and shall be payable on the fIrst Business Day after such 
Metering Device is placed in service with respect to such Reserve Metered Parking Space and 
thereafter as of the first Business Day of each month during the time such Reserve Metered 
Parking Space remains designated as a Reserve Metered Parking Space. If the End Date occurs 
prior to the date falling on the last Day of the 50th month following the fIrst Business Day after 
such Metering Device is placed in service with respect to such Reserve Metered Parking Space, 
then the remaining unpaid portion of the invoiced acquisition cost of the Metering Device (or 
allocated portion of such allocation cost) shalI be reimbursed by the City. If in any Reporting 
Year, the aggregate invoiced acquisition cost of all Metering Devices placed in service during 
such Reporting Year with respect to Reserve Metered Parking Spaces exceeds the Acquisition 
Cost Limitation for such Reporting Year, then the City shall reimburse the Concessionaire for 
any such aggregate invoiced acquisition cost in excess of the Acquisition Cost Limitation for 
such Reporting Year. Each such reimbursement shall be paid by the City within 60 Days after 
the Concessionaire shall have filed with the City a written request for payment together with 
such information as the City may reasonably request to confirm the claim for reimbursement. 

(e) Deemed Removal. A Metered Parking Space shall be deemed to be removed by 
the City for the purposes of this Article 7 (and the provisions of Section 14.3) if the City takes 
any action that has the practical effect of removing such Metered Parking Space from service or 
making it unusable (or fails to take an action that is necessary to be taken in order to preserve a 
designated Metered Parking Space as a useable parking space) and such condition continues for a 
period of 180 consecutive Days, whether or not the City offIcially or formally removes such a 
space from designation as a Metered Parking Space (or formally declares a Required Closure), 
and whether or not any specific notice of such removal or closure is provided by the City. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Concessionaire shall not remove any Metered Parking 
Devices from a Metered Parking Space unless and until such Metered Parking Space is formally 
removed by the City from being designated as a Metered Parking Space and notice of such 
removal is provided by the City to the Concessionaire in accordance with Section 7.2(a). 

Section 7.3. Notice of Exercise of Reserved Powers. The City shall provide the 
Concessionaire with timely written notice of any changes in Metered Parking Fees pursuant to 
Section 7.1 and of any actions taken by the City pursuant to Section 7.2. The City shall use 
reasonable best efforts to provide the Concessionaire with timely written notice of any Required 
Closure other than a Required Closure that is disregarded pursuant to Section 7.9(c) and, no later 
than ten (l0) Days following the end of any month, information in the City's possession 
concerning the location, type, and effective date of any Required Closures that occurred during 
the preceding month. The City shall provide the Concessionaire with timely written notice of 
any proposed designation or removal of Metered Parking Spaces, any proposed changes in 
Metered Parking Fees, Periods of Operation, Periods of Stay, Required Closures or fines for 
parking violations and any other Reserved Power actions (other than emergency actions) that 
could reasonably be expected to have the effect of resulting in a reduction in Revenue Value of 
at least fIve percent (5%). 
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Section 7.4. Revenue Value. 

(a) General Rule. The Revenue Value of each Concession Metered Parking Space as 
of March 1,2013 shall be the Revenue Value set forth on Amended Schedule 10. These values 
have been determined by the City based upon and after taking into account the Metered Parking 
Fee, the Period of Operation, the Period of Stay, and the Utilization Rate of such Concession 
Metered Parking Space measured over the course of the Reporting Year commencing March 1, 
2012 (and adjusted to reflect, for Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces, new Periods of 
Operation and seasonal factors), and the Rate to Fine Multiple Factor determined in accordance 
with Section 7.9(e). Thereafter, the Revenue Value for each Concession Metered Parking Space 
will be determined as of the first Day of each month in accordance with the methodology set 
forth in Schedule 6. 

For the avoidance of doubt, as of every March 1 beginning March I, 2015, the Utilization 
Rate of every Concession Metered Parking Space shall be adjusted to equal (A) the sum ofthe 
Actual Operating Revenue for the preceding Reporting Year allocated to such space plus the 
Required Closure Payments for the preceding Reporting Year allocated to such space, divided by 
(B) the Full Utilization Amount for such space as of February 1 of the preceding Reporting Year, 
except where (x) the Revenue Value for such space was changed during the preceding Reporting 
Year or (y) an Expected Utilization Rate became effective with respect to such space during the 
preceding Reporting Year (notwithstanding the reversal of any Reserved Power action in 
accordance with Section 7.9(h)). 

(b) Reserved Power Actions Affecting Revenue Values. The Revenue Value 
calculations in Section 7.4(a) are based on the dates on which a Regular Rate Adjustment or an 
Expected Utilization Rate becomes effective. The following rules shall apply in detennining 
such effective dates for Section 7.4(a) and otherwise for the purposes of this Agreement: (i) any 
designation of a new Concession Metered Parking Space or change in Metered Parking Fees, 
Periods of Operation or Periods of Stay that requires the installation of a new Metering Device 
shall be deemed effective as the earlier of the date the Metering Device is placed in service in 
accordance with the Operating Standards or the 120th Day following the Reserved Powers Action 
Date; (ii) any removal of the designation of a Metered Parking Space as a Concession Metered 
Parking Space shall be deemed effective as ofthe second Business Day immediately following 
the Reserved Powers Action Date; (iii) any change in Metered Parking Fees, Periods of 
Operation or Periods of Stay that does not require the installation ofa new Metering Device shall 
be deemed effective as of the earlier ofthe Day the Metering Device as modified to reflect such 
change is placed in service in accordance with the Operating Standards or the 60th Day following 
the Reserved Powers Action Date; (iv) any designation of a Concession Metered Parking Space 
that does not require the installation of a new Metering Device or the modification of the then 
installed Metering Device (including an informational sticker or display) shall be deemed 
effective as of the second Business Day after the Reserved Powers Action Date. The 
Concessionaire shall provide the City with prompt written notice of the placed in service date of 
each new Metering Device installed pursuant to clause (i) of this paragraph and of each Metering 
Device that is modified pursuant to clause (iii) of this paragraph. As used in this Section 7.4, 
"Reserved Powers Action Date" means (A) (i) the effective date of the Reserved Power action as 
detennined in the ordinance or resolution of the City Council authorizing such Reserved Powers 
action or (ii) if no such effective date is detennined in such ordinance or resolution, then the date 
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such ordinance or resolution takes effect or (B) if the exercise of such Reserved Power has been 
delegated by action of the City Council to the City Comptroller or other designated official, the 
date such delegated authority is exercised by the City Comptroller or such designated official by 
written notice to the Concessionaire. The provisions of this paragraph relate only to the effective 
dates for the determination or adjustment of Revenue Values and are not a limitation on any 
provision or requirement of the Operating Standards. 

(c) Change In Revenue Value Not a Compensation Event. Any change in Revenue 
Value (other than as set forth in Section 7.1 with respect to the Initial Schedule of Parking Fees) 
is not a Compensation Event and will not result in Concession Compensation. 

(d) Dates jor Reporting Calculations and Making Objections Regarding Quarterly 
Settlement Amounts. The City will calculate and report in writing to the Concessionaire: the 
Monthly System in Service Percentages, the Quarterly System in Service Percentage, and the 
Quarterly Settlement Amount for each Quarter no later than the first Business Day of the third 
month after the end of the Quarter; and the Settlement System Revenue Value no later than the 
ftrst Business Day of August of each Reporting Year. 

For a period of ten (10) Days following the submission by the City of any of the 
foregoing reports, the Concessionaire may provide the City with comments or objections to the 
report and the City agrees to meet with the Concessionaire and its Representatives to discuss any 
of the matters presented in the report. Within thirty (30) Days after the initial submission of any 
report, unless the Concessionaire is disputing any element of the report, the City shall deliver to 
the Concessionaire the report in final form. 

Section 7.5. Allocation of Actual Operating Revenue and Required Closure 
Payments to Concession Metered Parking Spaces. Actual Operating Revenue and Required 
Closure Payments shall be allocated to individual Concession Metered Parking Spaces as follows 

.. (a) Actual Operating Revenue. As of the last Day of each month, the Actual 
Operating Revenue collected by the Metering Device for such space during such month shall be 
allocated to each Metered Parking Space (whether subject to a Required Closure or not during 
such month) which is served by such Metering Device by multiplying such Actual Operating 
Revenue by such space's Revenue Distribution Percentage as of the first Day of such month. 

(b) Required Closure Payments. As of the last Day of each month, the Required 
Closure Payments derived from Days of Required Closure occurring during such month for any 
Concession Metered Parking Space served by the same Metering Device shall be added together 
and such total shall then be allocated to each Concession Metered Parking Space (whether 
subject to a Required Closure or not during such month) which is served by the same Metering 
Device by multiplying such total by such space's Revenue Distribution Percentage as of the first 
Day of such month. 

(c) Assignment ojSpaces to Metering Devices. Each Metered Parking Space as of the 
Effective Date Of First Amendment has been assigned to a Metering Device on Amended 
Schedule 10, with those spaces on a Block where there is one Metering Device assigned to such 
Metering Device and, where there is more than one Metering Device, to the Metering Device 
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closest to such Metered Parking Space. Such assignments of existing Metered Parking Spaces 
shall not be changed without the agreement of the Parties. Each Metered Parking Space added 
by the City in accordance with Section 7.8 shall be assigned to the Metering Device servicing 
that Block where there is one such Metering Device and, to the extent such Metered Parking 
Space is on a Block serviced by more than one Metering Device, to the Metering Device on such 
Block closest to such Metered Parking Space 

Section 7.6. Settlements. 

(a) City Settlement Payment. If the Quarterly Settlement Amount for any Quarter is a 
positive number, then the City shall owe the Concessionaire the Quarterly Settlement Amount 
for that Quarter. Each such Quarterly Settlement Amount shall bear interest at the Bank Rate 
from the last Day of the Quarter in which such amount is calculated until such amount is 
discharged. Any such Quarterly Settlement Amount shall be reduced by the application oJ the 
amount of any available Settlement Credit and any Quarterly Settlement Amount remaining after 
such reduction must be paid within 60 Days following the final determination of such Quarterly 
Settlement Amount in accordance with Section 7.4 or Section 7.15. 

(b) Concessionaire Settlement Payment or Credit. If the Quarterly Settlement 
Amount is a negative number for that Quarter, then the Concessionaire shall owe the City the 
Quarterly Settlement Amount for that Quarter. Any Quarterly Settlement Amount due to the 
City by the Concessionaire shall accrue as a credit (the "Settlement Credit") against future 
Quarters in which the City owes a Quarterly Settlement Amount to the Concessionaire. Any 
balance of a Settlement Credit shall bear interest at the Bank Rate from the last Day of its 
respective Quarter until applied or discharged. On any date, the Concessionaire, at its option, 
may pay to the City all or any portion of the Settlement Credit, including accrued interest 
thereon, due to the City. On the End Date, the amount of any such accrued Settlement Credit, 
including accrued interest, shall constitute the final settlement amount to be paid by the 
Conc~~sionaire to the City on the End Date; provided, however, that such amount shall be 
deemed discharged and no such payment shall be required if the End Date is on or after 
February 29, 2084. Notwithstanding Section l2.11(a), such payment amount shall in no event be 
offset against any obligation of the City to pay the Metered Parking System Concession Value 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

Section 7.7. Parking Fines and Enforcement. 

(a) General Provisions. The Parties acknowledge and agree that effective 
enforcement of parking rules and regulations by the City and the adjudication and punishment of 
Persons that violate such rules and regulations are material to the Parties and to the 
administration of this Agreement. The Concessionaire acknowledges and agrees that the City's 
system for the enforcement of parking rules and regulations as in effect on the date of execution 
of this Agreement satisfies the requirements of this Section 7.7 and that the City will incur no 
liability to the Concessionaire during such period as such system remains unchanged and in 
effect, except for the City's enforcement efforts with respect to Pay-by-Cell, which are addressed 
in Section 4.7. The City covenants that it will enforce parking rules and regulations, as in effect 
from time to time, in accordance with the provisions of this Section 7.7 and acknowledges that 
its failure to do so may result in losses to the Concessionaire and thereby may constitute a 
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Compensation Event. The Concessionaire acknowledges and agrees that the adjudication of 
parking violations and the punishment of violators is a judicial or quasi-judicial matter and that 
the outcome of such adjudications (and the methods employed by the City with respect thereto) 
and the punishments, if any, imposed, may not be compensated for under this Agreement and 
will not give rise to a Compensation Event or result in Concession Compensation in any event. 
During the Term and pursuant to its Reserved Powers, but subject to applicable provisions of the 
Illinois Vehicle Code, the City shall adopt and enforce rules and regulations with respect to the 
Metered Parking Spaces. Violations of parking rules and regulations shall be enforced by the 
City in accordance with Law. The City agrees to establish, maintain and undertake procedures 
for the enforcement ofparking rules and regulations that are designed to deter parking violations, 
including through the use of license plate data and including procedures for the collection of 
unpaid parking tickets by such means as then permitted by Law, including notification to the 
Illinois Secretary of State of Persons subject to license suspension proceedings pursuant to 
Section 6-306.5 of the Illinois Vehicle Code. In addition, the City shall at all times during the 
Term maintain a vehicle immobilization program if then permitted by Law (the form and method 
of which may be determined from time to time by the City or another Governmental Authority). 
In no event shall this prevent the City from using alternative methods of deterrence and 
immobilization which are not currently being used as of the date of this Agreement. The amount 
of the fines imposed for violations with respect to Metered Parking Spaces shall be established 
by the City and revised from time to time as necessary to deter parking violations. The City shall 
establish and maintain a system for the adjudication and punishment of those Persons that 
commit parking violations. With respect to parking by Exempt Persons, the City will penalize 
abuse of such parking permits through significant fines and other appropriate measures and will 
take all reasonable measures to ensure that levels of counterfeit parking permits are minimized. 

(b) Specific Undertakings. In the administration of its vehicle immobilization 
program, the City will not discriminate between tickets issued for metered parking violations and 
tickets issued for other parking violations or between tickets issued by the City and tickets issued 
by the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 3.2(e). Whenever a metered parking violation has 
neither been contested or paid and the City has obtained accurate and complete registration 
information with respect to the registered owner of the vehicle, the City will mail notices of 
violation, determination and final determination to the registered owner of the cited vehicle in 
accordance with the following schedule: (i) a notice of violation, within 21 Days of the receipt 
of accurate and complete registration information, (ii) a notice of determination, within 35 Days 
of the receipt of accurate and complete registration information, and (iii) a notice of final 
determination, within 45 Days of the receipt of accurate and complete registration information. 
The City grants to the Concessionaire the right to provide the City with registration information, 
if the City is unable to obtain complete and accurate registration information within 45 Days 
following the date of the data entry of the ticket information. The City agrees to use the 
information provided by the Concessionaire for enforcement purposes if, in the reasonable 
judgment of the City, such information is accurate and complete. If the City is unable to collect 
the amount of any unpaid metered parking violation fine or penalty within 180 Days following 
the final adjudication of such fine or penalty, and the aggregate amount due to the City equals or 
exceeds the amount of the fine for the violation, then the City shall refer such collection to a law 
firm or collection agency. 
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(c) Compensation Events. Each of the following shall constitute a Compensation 
Event: (i) if the City requires more than three final determinations of parking violation liability 
for a passenger vehicle to become eligible for vehicle immobilization, provided, however, that 
nothing in this clause (i) limits the City from enacting dollar thresholds for vehicle 
immobilization eligibility as long as the average fine and penalty value is less than or equal to 
the average value of three final determinations of parking violation liability, and (ii) if the City 
offers Persons with unpaid parking fines or penalties the option of paying an amount as full 
satisfaction of the fine and penalty if that amount is less than ten times the then weighted average 
hourly Metered Parking Fee for Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

Section 7.8. Additional Concession Metered Parking Spaces. During the Term and 
subject to the provisions of Section 7.2(b), the City may designate additional Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces and each additional Concession Metered Parking Space shaH 
immediately become part of the Metered Parking System; provided, however, that the City will 
not designate a Block of Reserve Metered Parking Spaces as Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces unless each Metering Device which serves such Block of Reserve Metered Parking 
Spaces generates minimum annual total Metered Parking Revenues of at least $2,000, as 
Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective Date Of First Amendment, for the Reporting Year 
immediately preceding the date of designation. The City may add new Blocks of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces, provided, however, that in respect of each Metering Device which 
serves such a Block, if the Concession Metered Parking Spaces assigned to that Metering Device 
shall have an aggregate amount of Actual Operating Revenue plus Required Closure Payments 
below $2,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective Date Of First Amendment, during 
each of the first two Reporting Years following the addition of such Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces, the City shall designate the Concession Metered Parking Spaces on such Block as 
Reserve Metered Parking Spaces. The $2,000 threshold set forth above does not apply to the 
existing Blocks of Concession Metered Parking Spaces set forth on Amended Schedule 10 or the 
addition of Concession Metered Parking Spaces on existing Blocks of Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces. The Concessionaire shall promptly undertake to install (if needed) a Metering 
Device for such additional Concession Metered Parking Spaces and to commence Metered 
Parking Operations with respect to such Concession Metered Parking Spaces. 

For each Concession Metered Parking Space designated by the City in accordance 
with this Section 7.8, the City shall assign a Revenue Value as of the first Day of the month 
following the date the designation is deemed effective in accordance with Section 7.4(b), taking 
into account the then current Metered Parking Fee, Period of Operation, Period of Stay, Rate to 
Fine MUltiple Factor and Expected Utilization Rate, pursuant to the methodology set forth in 
Schedule 6. The City shall also calculate an Expected Utilization Adjustment and a Revenue 
Value Adjustment for each such additional Concession Metered Parking Space in accordance 
with Section 7.9(a) and Section 7.9{b). 

Section 7.9. Adjustments to Revenue Values. 

(a) Expected Utilization Rate. The City shall set, and notify the Concessionaire of, an 
Expected Utilization Rate for a Concession Metered Parking Space whenever: (i) there is a 
change in the Metered Parking Fee (other than a Regular Rate Adjustment) or the Period of 
Operation or the Period of Stay; (ii) a new Concession Metered Parking Space is designated 
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pursuant to Section 7.8; or (iii) the City adjusts the Utilization Rate for such space as provided in 
Section 7.9(f). Such Expected Utilization Rate shall remain in effect until the earlier of (x) a 
new Expected Utilization Rate becomes effective for such space or (y) the March 1 as of which a 
Revenue Value Adjustment is determined for such space. As of the date of a Revenue Value 
Adjustment, a space shall no longer have an Expected Utilization Rate. No Expected Utilization 
Rate shall be set in connection with a Regular Rate Adjustment. Whenever the City designates 
one or more Metered Parking Spaces as Concession Metered Parking Spaces or removes or is 
deemed to have removed one or more Metered Parking Spaces from the status of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces, Expected Utilization Rates shall not be set for other Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces assigned to the same Metering Device. 

(b) Expected Utilization Acijustments and Revenue Value Acijustments. An Expected 
Utilization Adjustment and a Revenue Value Adjustment shall be calculated only for a 
Concession Metered Parking Space which has an Expected Utilization Rate. Such Expected 
Utilization Adjustment and Revenue Value Adjustment shall be calculated by the City as of the 
March 1 occurring not less than 12 months and not more than or equal to 24 months after the 
date such Expected Utilization Rate became effective for such Concession Metered Parking 
Space (but only if a new Expected Utilization Rate has not become effective during the 
Reporting Year immediately preceding such March 1). As of such March 1, the City shall adjust 
Aggregate Revenue Value by the Revenue Value Adjustment, if any, for such Concession 
Metered Parking Space pursuant to the methodology set forth in Schedule 6. For purposes of 
adjusting Aggregate Revenue Value by the Revenue Value Adjustment, the Expected Utilization 
Rate in effect as of the frrst Day of the month immediately preceding such date of adjustment 
shall be used in calculating the Expected Utilization Adjustment. 

(c) Required Closure. Ifas a result ofa Required Closure, Metered Parking System 
Operations for a Concession Metered Parking Space are suspended for a number of Days in the 
Reporting Year in excess of the Required Closure Allowance, then for the current and any 
subsequent Quarter during such Reporting Year the City shall be obligated to make a Required 
Closure-Paym(!nt. A Required Closure Payment arising in connection with any Quarter shall be 
due and payable as part of the Quarterly Settlement Amount for such Quarter. Any Required 
Closure of an aggregate duration of greater than six hours in any Day shall be treated as a 
Required Closure for the entire Day and any Required Closure of an aggregate duration of six 
hours or less shall be disregarded; provided, however, that any Required Closure of an aggregate 
duration of six hours or more that occurs over a period of three consecutive Days within the 
same Reporting Year (with each of the three consecutive Days counted for this purpose and with 
no single Day Required Closure of greater than six hours) shall be treated as a Required Closure 
for the first Day of such three-Day period. For any such three-Day period, at least two of the 
Days shall have a Required Closure of some duration not exceeding six hours. In no event shall 
any of the three Days be used to calculate more than one Day of Required Closure. 

(d) Parking Tax Imposition or Increase. If a Parking Tax is imposed with respect to 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces that are On Street Parking Spaces, then the Revenue Value 
of each such Concession Metered Parking Space shall be promptly reduced to reflect that the 
Metered Parking Fee expected to be derived by the Concessionaire from such Concession 
Metered Parking Space will be net of the Parking Tax. If, after the Closing Date, an existing 
Parking Tax is increased or a new Parking Tax is imposed on a Concession Metered Parking 
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Space that is an Off Street Parking Space, then a similar reduction shall be made in the Revenue 
Value of that Concession Metered Parking Space. 

(e) Rate to Fine Multiple. The Revenue Value of a Concession Metered Parking 
Space shall be promptly reduced by ten percent during any period of time that the Rate to Fine 
Multiple is less than ten; by twenty-five percent during any period of time that the Rate to Fine 
Multiple is less than five and by eighty percent during any period of time that the Rate to Fine 
MUltiple is less than three. 

(f) Utilization Aqjustment. Whenever in the reasonable opmlon of the 
Concessionaire, the exercise by the City of its Reserved Powers, other than a change in Metered 
Parking Fees, Periods of Operation, Periods of Stay or Rate to Fine MUltiple factor, has caused a 
reduction in both the Utilization Rate of the Concessionaire Metered Parking Spaces and 
Aggregate Revenue Value, measured over a period of at least 60 Days, then, upon the written 
request of the Concessionaire, the City shall, after taking into account information provided by 
the Concessionaire with respect to the Utilization Rate over such 60 Day period (i) evaluate the 
Utilization Rate of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as needed to adjust the then current 
Revenue Value of each Concession Metered Parking Space, taking into account such exercise by 
the City of its Reserved Powers and (ii) promptly make such adjustments in the Utilization Rate 
of Concession Metered Parking Spaces in accordance with the results of such evaluation. 

(g) Meter Adjustment. Schedule 10 shall also be promptly adjusted whenever a 
Metered Parking Space is added or removed as a Concession Metered Parking Space. The 
Revenue Value of any such Concession Metered Parking Space shall also be subject to all of the 
other adjustments required under this Section 7.9. 

(h) City's option to reverse the effect of a Reserved Power action on System in 
Service Percentage. 

(i) The Parties acknowledge that there may be circumstances in which the 
City elects to take a Reserved Power action that it expects (A) to increase the System in Service 
Percentage but such Reserved Power action does not have that effect or increases the System in 
Service Percentage less than the City expected or (8) to decrease the System in Service 
Percentage but such Reserved Power action reduces the System in Service Percentage by more 
than the City expected when it took such action. In all such cases, the City has the power to 
reverse such Reserved Power action. Without prejudice to the rights of the Concessionaire and 
obligations of the City under Section 14.3, the Parties intend for this Section 7.9(h) to provide 
the City with the option to eliminate the past or future effect of such Reserved Power action on 
the System in Service Percentage; provided, however, that the City reimburses the 
Concessionaire for any loss of Revenue Value during the period such Reserved Power action was 
in effect, as provided below. 

(ii) At any time prior to the first Day of the Reporting Year that occurs not 
less than 12 months and not more than 24 months after the month an Expected Utilization Rate 
for a Concession Metered Parking Space is set on account of a Reserved Power pursuant to 
Section 7.9(a), the City has the option to reverse the effect such Reserved Power action has on 
the System in Service Percentage by reverting the Period of Operation, Metered Parking Fee or 
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Period of Stay changed by virtue of such Reserved Power action to the Period of Operation, 
Metered Parking Fee or Period of Stay immediately preceding the Reserved Power action (and 
then, if applicable, adjusting such Metered Parking Fee for any subsequent Regular Rate 
Adjustments), and adjusting the Utilization Rate for such space to be the Utilization Rate in 
effect for such space as of the first Day of the month the Reserved Power action became 
effective pursuant to Section 7.4; provided, however, that (A) if the City has exercised one or 
more subsequent Reserved Power actions (other than Regular Rate Adjustments) with respect to 
such space during the period prior to the first Day of the Reporting Year that occurs not less than 
12 months and not more than 24 months after the month an Expected Utilization Rate for the 
Concession Metered Parking Space is set on account of a Reserved Power pursuant to Section 
7.9 and such subsequent Reserved Power actions have not been reversed under this Section 
7.9(h), the City shall only have the option to reverse the effect of the last Reserved Power action 
(other than a Regular Rate Adjustment) on the System in Service Percentage; and (B) if the 
Reserved Power action in question concerns more than ~ne Concession Metered Parking Space, 
this Section 7.9(h) will not apply unless the City reverses such Reserved Power action as to all of 
the spaces as to which such Reserved Power action was taken. The Parties agree that at the time 
of such a reversal, the System in Service Percentage will be adjusted as necessary to remove any 
decrease or increase in the System in Service Percentage attributable to the reversed Reserved 
Power action; provided, however, that if a Regular Rate Adjustment shall have occurred 
subsequent to the exercise of the Reserved Power action and prior to the date of such reversal, 
the System in Service Percentage shall reflect the effect of the Regular Rate Adjustment. The 
Parties further agree that any payments or credits attributable to the reversed Reserved Power 
action will be returned or cancelled on the date of payment of the next Quarterly Settlement 
Amount following the Reserved Power reversal. 

(iii) Ifthe City elects to exercise its option to reverse the effect of a Reserved 
Power action on the System in Service Percentage pursuant to this Section 7.9(h), the City will 
calculate, and if a positive figure, the City will pay as of the date of payment of the next 
Quarterly Settlement Amount following the Reserved Power reversal, the difference between (1) 
the product-of 1112 of the Revenue Value of such Concession Metered Parking Space as of the 
fIrst Day of the month immediately preceding the Reserved Power action and the number of 
inonths the Reserved Power action was in effect, and (2) the Actual Operating Revenue and 
Required Closure Payments for such space during the period in which the Reserved Power action 
was in effect. No payment shall be due to either Party if the figure" is negative. The Expected 
Utilization Rate set in connection with a Reserved Power-action that has been reversed shall not 
result in a Revenue Value Adjustment. 

(iv) This Section 7.9(h) shall not apply to the designation of new Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces. 

Section 7.10. Incentive to Modernize Metering Devices. Any increase in the number 
of On-Street Parking Spaces resulting from the replacement of traditional single bay and double 
bay electronic or mechanical Metering Devices by the instaIlation of pay and display Metering 
Devices or other Metering Devices that eliminate or reduce the need for stanchions and other 
structures in the public way will not constitute an increase in the number of Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces for the purpose of any calculation of Revenue Value. 
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Section 7.11. Reduction in Concession Metered Parking Spaces. A Reserved Powers 
Adverse Action shall have occurred if (i) for any Reporting Year the average daily number of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces is less than 30,000; provided, however, that spaces 
designated as Reserve Metered Parking Spaces serviced by a Metering Device that generates 
total Metered Parking Revenues of less than $2,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective 
Date Of First Amendment, for the Reporting Year immediately preceding such Reporting Year, 
shall be treated as Concession Metered Parking Spaces for purposes of determining the average 
daily number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces under this Section 7.11, or (ii) for any 
Reporting Year ending prior to March I, 2073, the average of the Monthly System in Service 
Percentages for such Reporting Year is less than eighty percent (80%). 

Section 7.12. Excessive Use By Exempt Persons. The amount of any Exempt Persons 
Annual Excess Loss for a Reporting Year shall accrue interest at the Bank Rate from the last day 
of the applicable Reporting Year and shall be paid by the City to the Concessionaire no later than 
90 Days following the determination of the amount of such Exempt Persons Annual Excess 
Loss. 

Section 7.13. Right to Challenge. If a Party objects to any determination made by the 
other Party pursuant to this Article 7, the objecting Party shall have the right to submit such 
determination (at any time including after the date of such determination) for resolution by 
technical arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7; provided, however, that any item disputed under 
Section 7.14 shall not be eligible for a technical arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7. 

Section 7.14. RPA Determination Concerning Revenue Value Adjustment. 

(a) Conditions for Seeking an RPA Determination Concerning Revenue Value 
Adjustment. The Parties acknowledge that there may be circumstances in which a Revenue 
Value Adjustment may reflect economic effects on the Metered Parking System other than those 
causeq by the City's exercise of Reserved Powers. Accordingly, if any of the conditions outlined 
in Section 7.14(a)(i)-(v) or Section 7. 14(a)(vii) is satisfied, either Party may initiate a proceeding 
(such proceeding, and the process with respect to such proceeding as described in this Section 
7.14, the "RPA Determination Proceeding"), and if the condition outlined in Section 7.14(a)(vi) 
is satisfied, the Concessionaire may initiate an RPA Determination Proceeding, for an Expert 
Econometrician to determine (such determination, the "RP A Determination") the amount that the 
Revenue Value Adjustment in question would have been had the effects of the amounts caused 
by factors other than the exercise of Reserved Powers been excluded from such calculation; 
provided, however, that neither Party may initiate an RPA Determination Proceeding with 
respect to any Reserved Power the effect of which the City reversed pursuant to Section 7.9(h). 

(i) As to any Quarter commencing with the Reporting Year that commences 
March I, 2015, if there has been an event during the two-year period immediately preceding the 
Quarter which is beyond the reasonable control of the Parties and such event would have 
constituted a Force Majeure within the meaning of Section 1.1 if it had affected the 
Concessionaire's performance or use of the Metered Parking System, and such event impacted 
Actual System Operating Revenue during some or all of such two-year period. Such events shall 
include an intervening act of God or public enemy, war, invasion, armed conflict, act of foreign 
enemy, blockade, revolution, act of terror, sabotage, civil commotion, interference by civil or 
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military authorities, condemnation or confiscation of property or equipment by any 
Governmental Authority, nuclear or other explosion, radioactive or chemical contamination or 
ionizing radiation, frre, tornado, flooding, earthquake or other natural disaster, riot or other 
public disorder, epidemic or quarantine restriction; provided, however, that no event arising out 
of or in connection with or resulting from any of the following shall provide a basis for initiating' 
an RPA Determination Proceeding (unless such event is specifically enumerated in this 
paragraph): (A) general economic conditions or changes therein; (B) financial, banking, currency 
or capital markets fluctuations or conditions (either in the United States or any international 
market and including changes in interest rates); and (C) conditions affecting the financial 
services or parking industries generally. 

(ii) As to the frrst Quarter of any Reporting Year commencing with the 
Reporting Year that commences March 1, 2015, if during the Reporting Year ending one year 
and one Day prior to such Quarter the City changed the Period of Stay or increased the Period of 
Operation of Concession Metered Parking Spaces that (A) are equal to or more than 10% of the 
total number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of the last Day of such Reporting Year or 
(B) the combined Revenue Value of such changed spaces is equal to or more than 10% of the 
combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of the last Day of such 
Reporting Year; provided, however, that the RPA Determination shall be limited to the amount 
ofthe Revenue Value Adjustment attributable to such spaces. 

(iii) As to the frrst Quarter of any Reporting Year commencing with the 
Reporting Year that commences March I, 2015, if (A) the True-Up Adjustment increases or 
decreases by more than the greater of$250,000, as Adjusted for Inflation from the Effective Date 
Of First Amendment, or 15% from the True-Up Adjustment in the fourth Quarter of the 
preceding Reporting Year and (B) the Unaffected System Utilization Rate increases or decreases 
by more than 10% from the Unaffected System Utilization Rate for the preceding Reporting 
Year; provided, however, that this condition shall not be deemed satisfied for purposes of the 
City's right to initiate an RPA Determination Proceeding unless the Unaffected Concession 
MeteredPaFking Spaces included in the calculation of Unaffected System Utilization Rate shall 
have a combined Revenue Value that is equal to or greater than 50% of the combined Revenue 
Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of the last Day of the Reporting Year over 
which such Unaffected System Utilization Rate is measured. 

(iv) As to the frrst Quarter of the Reporting Year commencing Marchi, 2015, 
if (A) the number of Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or more than 5% 
of the total number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of February 28, 2014, or (B) the 
combined Revenue Value of the Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or 
more than 5% of the combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces as of 
February 28, 2014; provided, however, that for purposes of making the RPA Determination (x) 
the "exercise of Reserved Powers" shall exclude the changes in Hours of Operation to the 
Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces that are effective as of the Implementation Date, 
and (y) the RP A Determination shall exclude the amount of the Revenue Value Adjustment, if 
any, that was caused by the City's implementation of Public Act 097-0845, which limits the 
number of Exempt Persons effective January 1,2014. 
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(v) As to the first Quarter of the Reporting Year commencing March 1,2015, 
if (A) the number of Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or more than 10% 
of the total number of Concession Metered Parking Spaces in either Zone 4 or Zone 5 (as defined 
in Schedule 15) as of February 28, 2014, (B) the combined Revenue Value of the Affected 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces is equal to or more than 10% of the combined Revenue 
Value of Concession Metered Parking Spaces in either Zone 4 or Zone 5 (as defined in Schedule 
12) as of February 28, 2014; prOVided, however, that for purposes of making the RPA 
Determination (x) the "exercise of Reserved Powers" shall exclude the changes in Hours of 
Operation to the Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces that are effective as of the 
Implementation Date, (y) the RPA Determination shall exclude the amount ofthe Revenue Value 
Adjustment, ifany, that was caused by the City's implementation of Public Act 097-0845, which 
limits the number of Exempt Persons effective January 1,2014 and (z) the RPA Determination 
shall be limited to such Parking Zone(s). 

(vi) As to the first Quarter of each of the Reporting Years commencing March 
1,2015, March 1,2016 and March 1,2017, if(A) the number of Affected Concession Metered 
Parking Spaces in a Parking Zone is equal to or more than 25% of the total number of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such Parking Zone as of the last Day of the Reporting 
Year ending one year and one Day prior to such first Quarter; or (B) the combined Revenue 
Value of the Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such a Parking Zone is equal to or 
more than 25% of the combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces in 
such Parking Zone as ofthe last Day of the Reporting Year ending one year and one Day prior to 
such first Quarter; provided, however, that the RPA Determination shall be limited to such 
Parking Zone(s). 

(vii) As to the first Quarter of any Reporting Year commencing with the 
Reporting Year that commences March 1, 2018, if (A) (x) the number of Affected Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces in a Parking Zone is equal to or more than 25% of the total number of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such Parking Zone as of the last Day of the Reporting 
Year ending-one year and one Day prior to such first Quarter; or (y) the combined Revenue 
Value of the Affected Concession Metered Parking Spaces in a Parking Zone is equal to or more 
than 25% of the combined Revenue Value of all Concession Metered Parking Spaces in such 
Parking Zone as ofthe last Day ofthe Reporting Year ending one year and one Day prior to such 
first Quarter, and (B) the Concessionaire has conducted a statistical sampling of the use of 
Concession Metered Parking Spaces and calculated the Exempt Person Annual Loss in 
accordance with the requirements of this Agreement and Schedule 14 during each of the two 
immediately preceding Reporting Years, and the EP AL Percentage has changed by more than six 
(6) percentage points (e.g., a decrease from 125% to 119%) from the prior Reporting Year; 
provided, however, that if the EP AL Percentage for the fIrst of the two Reporting Years is (i) 
112% or less, then this condition shall not be satisfied with respect to the Concessionaire, and 
(ii) less than 106%, then in determining whether this condition is satisfied with respect to the 
City, only the percentage point change above 106% shall be considered; provided further that the 
RPA Determination shall be limited to those Parking Zone(s) that satisfY the requirement of 
Section 7.14(a)(vii)(A) above. 
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(b) RPA Determination Proceeding. 

(i) A Party shall initiate the RPA Determination Proceeding by providing 
written notice to the other Party, within 30 Days after the date on which the City delivers the 
report of the Quarterly Settlement Amount for such Quarter pursuant to Section 7.4. Such notice 
shall (A) demonstrate that one or more of the conditions set forth in Section 7.14(a) has been 
satisfied and (B) notify the other Party of its intent to seek an RP A Determination. 

(ii) The RP A Determination Proceeding shall be conducted by a nationally 
recognized econometrician (the "Expert Econometrician") jointly selected by the City and the 
Concessionaire (and, if the Parties fail to agree upon an Expert Econometrician within 10 
Business Days after the notice of commencement, then the Expert Econometrician shall be 
appointed by the International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution (CPR), 575 
Lexington Avenue, 21st Floor, New York New York 10022). Each Party shall engage an expert, 
who shall serve as such Party's representative in the RPA Determination Proceeding. No later 
than 60 Days after the selection ofthe Expert Econometrician, each Party's expert shall submit to 
the Expert Econometrician (with a copy to the other Party) a signed report, together with any 
calculations or other supporting information or exhibits, setting forth his or her position on the 
amount that the Revenue Value Adjustment would have been had the effects of the amounts 
caused by factors other than the exercise of Reserved Powers been excluded from the 
calculation. No later than 30 Days after the Parties' initial expert submissions (or the expiration 
of the deadline for such submissions, if earlier), each Party's expert may (but shall not be 
required to) submit a response to the report previously submitted by the expert ofthe other Party. 
The Expert Econometrician may ask either Party questions concerning their submissions and 
may request such additional information or analysis as it deems appropriate, and each Party 
agrees to cooperate with (and to cause their respective expert to cooperate with) such requests; 
provided, however, that a copy of such request or response shall be provided to the other Party 
promptly after such request or response is given. The Parties will direct the Expert 
Econometrician to hold a conference with the Parties and their experts as soon as practicable, but 
not later than 30 Days after the Parties' response submissions. Only the experts appointed by the 
Parti~ shall be permitted to actively present and diScuss matters with the Expert Econometrician 
at the confer-tmce (with any other representatives of the Parties having only a right of 
observation). The Expert Econometrician shall determine the length and procedures of such 
conference, and shall have the opportunity to ask such questions of the Parties' experts as it 
deems appropriate. The Parties' experts shall be permitted to respond to the positions of the 
other Party's expert taken at the conference. The Parties shall direct the Expert Econometrician 
to fmalize and deliver to the Parties the RP A Determination no later than 30 Days after the 
completion of such conference. The RP A Detennination shall be in writing and state the reasons 
upon which it is based, with such supporting detail as the Expert Econometrician deems 
appropriate; provided, however, that the RP A Determination shall include a statement that 
specifjcally determines and states the amount that the Revenue Value Adjustment would have 
been had the effects of the amounts caused by factors other than the exercise of Reserved Powers 
been excluded from the calculation. Within three Business Days after its receipt of the decision, 
any Party may request the Expert Econometrician to interpret the decision or to correct any 
clerical, typographical or computation errors therein. The other Party shall have a right to 
respond to such request for --interpretation andlor correction within three Business Days of its 
receipt of such request. If the Expert Econometrician considers the request justified, it shall 
comply with su~h request within three Business Days after its receipt of such request. The 
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correction and/or interpretation of the decision shall take the form of an addendum and shall 
constitute part of the RPA Determination. 

(iii) Upon an RP A Determination by the Expert Econometrician, the City shall 
adjust retroactively the Revenue Value Adjustment, Aggregate Revenue Value, System in 
Service Percentages and Quarterly Settlement Amount(s) for the Quarter in question and 
subsequent Quarters (if any) to conform to the change in the Revenue Value Adjustment set forth 
in the RPA Determination. If the RPA Determination concludes that the Revenue Value 
Adjustment should be decreased, the Concessionaire shall return such portion of the Quarterly 
Settlement Amount paid to the City (if applicable) or, if there is no amount to be returned to the 
City, the City will receive a Settlement Credit in the amount of the reduced Quarterly Settlement 
Amount. If the RPA Determination concludes that the Revenue Value Adjustment should be 
increased, the City shall pay the increased Quarterly Settlement Amount to the Concessionaire 
or, if appropriate, any existing Settlement Credit shall be reduced by the amount of the increased 
Quarterly Settlement Amount. 

(iv) The RPA Determination shall be final and binding on the Parties, and shall 
be non-appealable. In no case shall any Revenue Value Adjustment with respect to a particular 
Quarter be the subject of more than one RPA Determination Proceeding. The Parties shall each 
bear their own costs with respect to the RPA Determination Proceeding and shall bear equally 
the cost of the Expert Econometrician. No Party shall engage in ex parte communication with 
the Expert Econometrician; provided, however, that the Expert Econometrician shall be 
permitted to ask questions of, and to discuss the Parties' respective submissions and positions 
with, the Parties' experts on an ex parte basis. 

Section 7.15. Special Rule for the Reporting Year Commencing March 1,2014. In 
connection with its election to enter into the First Amendment, the City has changed the Hours of 
Operation for certain Metered Parking Spaces to reflect no Hours of Operation on Sundays for 
certain spaces and increased Hours of Operation for certain other spaces, all as indicated on 
Amended Schedule 10 (collectively, the "Impacted Concession Metered Parking Spaces"; all 
other Concession Metered Parking Spaces, the "Non-Impacted Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces"). The Concessionaire will implement such changes by no later than (i) July 1,2013, if 
the City Council approves the First Amendment on or before June 8, 2013, or (ii) six weeks after 
City Council approval of the First Amendment, if such approval occurs after June 8, 2013. The 
Concessionaire shall notifY the City in writing when all such changes are implemented. The date 
on which all such changes are implemented and the Impacted Concession Metered Parking 
Spaces operate at the Hours of Operation set forth on Amended Schedule lOis referred to as the 
"Implementation Date." The Parties anticipate that these changes in Hours of Operation will 
have an effect on the Utilization Rates for the Concession Metered Parking Spaces and have 
agreed that (i) the provisions of this Section 7.15 and not the ordinary rules of Article 7 shaH 
control for purposes of determining Existing Revenue as of March I, 2014, and (ii) either Party 
may initiate an RP A Determination Proceeding as provided in Section 7.14(a)(iv). 

For the Reporting Year commencing March 1, 2014, the City shall determine Revenue 
Values, System in Service Percentages and Quarterly Settlement Amounts and shall make such 
payments of Quarterly Settlement Amounts (or receive such Settlement Credits), all as provided 
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in the other Sections of Article 7 and in accordance with the methodology for calculating 
Existing Revenue for this period set forth in Schedule 6. 

ARTICLE 8 
REPORTING; AUDITS; INSPECTIONS 

Section 8.1. Reports. 

(a) Incident Management and Notifications. The Concessionaire shall provide notice 
to the City within 24 hours of all emergencies, known to the Concessionaire or the Operator, and 
promptly provide notice to the City of all material accidents and incidents occurring with respect 
to the Metered Parking System, and of all claims in excess of $50,000 made by or against the 
Concessionaire, or potential claims in excess of $50,000 that the Concessionaire reasonably 
expects to make against, or to be made against it by, third parties. 

(b) Intentionally deleted. 

(c) Financial Reports. The Concessionaire shall deliver to the City within 120 Days 
after the end of each calendar year a copy 0 f the audited balance sheets of the Concessionaire at 
the end of each such calendar year, and the related audited statements of income, changes in 
equity and cash flows for such calendar year, including in each case the notes thereto, together 
with the report thereon of the independent certified public accountants of the Concessionaire, in 
each case in a manner and containing information consistent with the Concessionaire's current 
practices and certified by the Concessionaire's chief financial officer that such financial 
statements fairly present the financial condition and the results of operations, changes in equity 
and cash flows of the Concessionaire as at the respective dates of and for the periods referred to 
in such financial statements, all in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in 
the United States consistently applied. Such financial statements shall reflect the consistent 
application of such accounting principles throughout the periods involved, except as disclosed in 
the notes to such financial statements. 

Section 8.2. Information. 

(a) Furnish Information. At the request of the City, the Co.ncessionaire shall, at the 
Concessionaire's cost and expense and at any and all reasonable times during the Term: (i) make 
available or cause to be made available (and, if requested by the City, furnish or cause to be 
furnished) to employees designated by the City all Information relating to the Metered Parking 
System Operations, this Agreement or the Metered Parking System as may be specified in such 
request and as shall be in the possession or control of the Concessionaire or its Representatives 
and (ii) permit the City, after giving ten (10) Business Days' prior notice to the Concessionaire 
(which notice shall identify the Persons the City requests to be present for an interview and 
describe with reasonable specificity the subject matter to be raised in the interview), to discuss 
the obligations of the Concessionaire under this Agreement with any of the directors, officers, 
employees or managers of the Concessionaire, the Operator or their respective Representatives 
(it being agreed that the Concessionaire shall have the right to be present during any such 
discussions with the Operator or Representatives of the Concessionaire or the Operator), for the 
purpose of enabling the City to determine whether the Concessionaire is in compliance with this 
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Agreement; provided, however, that, in the case of investigations of possible criminal conduct or 
City ordinance violations, no prior notice shall be required to the Concessionaire and the 
Concessionaire shall not have the right to be present during any discussions with the Operator or 
Representatives of the Concessionaire or the Operator. For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 
8.2(a) does not impose a requirement to retain Information not otherwise retained in the normal 
course of business or required to be retained by applicable Law. 

(b) Fumish Data Necessary for Revenue Value Reports. By no later than July I, 
2013 the Concessionaire shall provide employees designated by the City: (i) on a daily basis, in 
respect of information and data collected for the Day three (3) Days prior to the Day of delivery, 
via an automated export to a mutually agreed-upon secure electronic file transport mechanism, 
(a) individual transaction information for Metered Parking Spaces showing the start and end time 
at which the transaction occurred, the allotment oftime purchased in the transaction, the amount 
paid, and the location and Metering Device associated with the .transaction, and (b) revenue data 
associated with Pay-by-Cell or any other technology implemented pursuant to Section 4.7; (ii) no 
later than ten (10) Days following the end of any month, (a) a monthly inventory of individual 
Metering Devices, (b) monthly parking permit revenue data, (c) collections data, (d) red alarm 
reports or other reports that specifY when individual Metering Devices were out of service, and 
(e) information in the Concessionaire's possession concerning the location, type and effective 
date of Reserved Power actions that occurred during the preceding month; and (iii) no later than 
sixty (60) Days following the end of any Quarter, information in the Concessionaire's possession 
concerning closures (including start date and time and end date and time, associated Metered 
Parking Space and location of that space, and supporting data) that occurred during the preceding 
Quarter. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Concessionaire shall not be required to provide the 
information and data contemplated by Section 8.2(b)(i) until the Concessionaire has received the 
internet protocol address and other information, if any, it reasonably requires from the City 
(provided, however, that the Concessionaire shall provide any request for such information not 
later than May 31,2013) to enable it to provide the information and data and the City has the 
software and equipment to enable it to receive the information and data. The costs associated 
with provid-ing the data and information outlined in this Section 8.2(b) shall be at the 
Concessionaire's own cost and expense; provided, however, that any costs the City incurs to 
enable it to receive such data and information, including any updates to or maintenance of, any 
software or equipment of the City, shall be at the City's own cost and expense. If the 
Concessionaire is unable or inadvertently fails to provide such information within the foregoing 
time periods, the Concessionaire will not be in breach ofthisSection8.2(b) if it provides such 
information as soon as possible thereafter and in any event within thirty (30) Days after the 
deadlines set forth above. 

(c) Corifidentiality. Unless disclosure is required by applicable Law, the City shall 
keep confidential any Information obtained from the Concessionaire or its Representatives that 
(i) pursuant to Section 7(1)(g) of the Illinois Freedom of Information Act, 5 ILCS 140I7(l)(g), 
constitutes trade secrets or commercial or financial information (A) where the trade secrets or 
commercial or financial information are proprietary, privileged or confidential, or (B) where 
disclosure of the trade secrets or commercial or financial information may cause competitive 
harm and (ii) is designated as such by the Concessionaire in writing to the City; provided, 
however, that the City shall have the right to determine, in its reasonable discretion, whether 
Section 7(1 )(g) of the Illinois Freedom of Information Act applies to any such Information; 
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provided, further that in the event the City determines that Section 7(1 )(g) of the II1inois 
Freedom of Information Act does not apply to any such Information, the City shall provide 
reasonable notice to, and shall consult with, the Concessionaire prior to disclosure of such 
Information. In the event that the Concessionaire requests the City to defend an action seeking 
the disclosure of Information that the City determines to be confidential pursuant to this Section 
8.2(c), the Concessionaire shall reimburse the City for the reasonable costs and expenses 
(including attorneys' fees of the prevailing party) incurred by the City in defending any such 
action. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the City and the Concessionaire may 
disclose the United States federal tax treatment and tax structure of the Transaction. 

Section 8.3. Inspection, Audit and Review Rights of the City. 

(a) Audit Right. In addition to the rights set out in Section 8.2, the City may, at all 
reasonable times, upon 10 Business Days' prior notice, except in the case of investigations of 
possible criminal conduct or City ordinance violations, in which case no prior notice shall be 
required, cause a Representative designated by it to, carry out an Audit of the Information 
required to be maintained or delivered by the Concessionaire under this Agreement in connection 
with the performance of the Metered Parking System Operations for the purpose of verifying the 
information contained therein and shall be entitled to make copies thereof and to take extracts 
therefrom, at the City'S expense, but, in any event, subject to Section 8.2(c). The 
Concessionaire, at the cost and expense of the Concessionaire, shall, at reasonable times, make 
available or cause to be made available to the City or its designated Representative such 
information and material as may reasonably be required by the City or its designated 
Representative for its purposes and otherwise provide such cooperation as may be reasonably 
required by the City in connection with the same. 

(b) Inspection Right. The City and its Representatives shall, at all reasonable times 
and upon reasonable prior notice, have access to the Metered Parking System and every part 
thereof (provided that no access is permitted to the cash collections, Metering Device keys and 
locks; 'or any. software or other intangibles) and the Concessionaire, at the reasonable cost and 
expense of the Concessionaire, shall and shall cause its Representatives to, furnish the City with 
every reasonable assistance for inspecting the Metered Parking System and the Metered Parking 
System Operations for the purpose of Auditing the Information or ascertaining compliance with 
this Agreement and applicable Law (including Section 4-236-050 of the Municipal Code). 

(c) Tests. The City and its Representatives shall, with the prior consent of the 
Concessionaire (which shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed), except in the 
case of investigations of possible criminal conduct or City ordinance violations, in which case no 
consent shall be required, be entitled, at the sole cost and expense of the City, and at any time 
and from time to time, to perform or cause to be performed any test, study or investigation in 
connection with the Metered Parking System or the Metered Parking System Operations as the 
City may reasonably determine to be necessary in the circumstances and the Concessionaire, at 
the cost and expense of the Concessionaire, shall, and shall cause its Representatives to, furnish 
the City or its Representatives with reasonable assistance in connection with the carrying out of 
such tests, procedures, studies and investigations. 
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(d) No Waiver. Failure by the City or its Representatives to inspect, review, test or 
Audit the Concessionaire's responsibilities under this Agreement or any part thereof, or the 
performance by the Concessionaire of the Metered Parking Services, or the Information, shall 
not constitute a waiver of any of the rights of the City hereunder or any of the obligations or 
liabilities of the Concessionaire hereunder. Inspection, review, testing or Audit not followed by 
a notice of Concessionaire Default shall not constitute a waiver of any Concessionaire Default or 
constitute an acknowledgement that there has been or will be compliance with this Agreement 
and applicable Law. 

(e) No Undue Inteiference. In the course of performing its inspections, reviews, tests 
and Audits hereunder, the City shall minimize the effect and duration of any disruption to or 
impairment of the Metered Parking System Operations or the Concessionaire's rights or 
responsibilities under this Agreement, having regard to the nature of the inspections, reviews, 
tests and Audits being performed, except as necessary in the case of investigations of possible 
criminal conduct or City ordinance violations. 

Section 8.4. Audits, Assistance, Inspections and Approvals. Wherever in this 
Agreement reference is made to the City or its Representatives providing assistance, services, 
Approvals or consents to or on behalf of the Concessionaire or its Representatives or to the City 
or its Representatives performing an Audit or inspecting, testing, reviewing or examining the 
Metered Parking System, the Metered Parking System Operations or any part thereof or the 
books, records, Documents, budgets, proposals, requests, procedures, certificates, plans, 
drawings, specifications, contracts, agreements, schedules, reports, lists or other instruments of 
the Concessionaire or its Representatives, such undertaking by the City or its Representatives 
shall not relieve or exempt the Concessionaire from, or represent a waiver of, any requirement, 
liability, Concessionaire Default, covenant, agreement or obligation under this Agreement or at 
law or in equity and shall not create or impose any requirement, liability, covenant, agreement or 
obligation (including an obligation to provide other assistance, services or Approvals) on the 
City or its Representatives not otherwise created or imposed pursuant to the express provisions 
of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 9 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

Section 9.1. Representations and Warranties of the City. The City makes the 
following representations and warranties to the Concessionaire and acknowledges that the 
Concessionaire and its Representatives are relying upon such representations and warranties in 
entering into this Agreement: 

(a) Organization. The City is a municipality and home rule unit oflocal government, 
duly organized and existing under the Constitution and laws of the State of Illinois. 

(b) Power and Authority. The City Council of the City has (i) duly adopted the 
Metered Parking System Ordinance, which remains in full force and effect, (ii) duly authorized 
and approved the execution and delivery of this Agreement and (iii) duly authorized and 
approved the performance by the City of its obligations contained in this Agreement. The City 
has the power and authority to adopt the Metered Parking System Ordinance, to enter into this 
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Agreement and to do all acts and things and execute and deliver all other documents as are 
required hereunder to be done, observed or performed by it in accordance with the terms hereof 
provided, however, that the power and authority of the City over County Roads is subject to the 
exercise by the County of Cook, Illinois of its police and regulatory powers and over State Roads 
is subject to the exercise by the State of Illinois of its police and regulatory powers. 

(c) Eriforceability. This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered 
by the City and constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the City, enforceable against 
the City in accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to applicable bankruptcy, insolvency 
and similar laws affecting the enforceability of the rights of creditors generally and to general 
principles of equity. 

(d) Title. At the Time of Closing, the City will have good and sufficient title to the 
Metered Parking System necessary for the Metered Parking System Operations pursuant to this 
Agreement, subject only to Permitted City Encumbrances and Permitted Concessionaire 
Encumbrances (other than the Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrances specified in clause (iv), 
clause (vii) and clause (viii) as it pertains to clauses (iv) and (vii), of the defmition of the term 
"Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrances"). Subject to any and all Permitted City 
Encumbrances and Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrances (other than the Permitted 
Concessionaire Encumbrances specified in clause (iv), clause (vii) and clause (viii) as it pertains 
to clauses (iv) and (vii), ofthe definition of the term "Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrances") 
existing at the Time of Closing, there is no recorded or unrecorded agreement, contract, option, 
commitment, right, privilege or other right of another binding upon, or which at any time in the 
future may become binding upon, the City to sell, transfer, convey, subject to lien, charge, grant 
a security interest in, or in any other way dispose of or materially encumber the Metered Parking 
System. Subject to any and all permitted City Encumbrances, the recorded or unrecorded 
restrictions, exceptions, easements, rights of way, reservations, limitations, interests and other 
matters that affect title to the Metered Parking System (or any portion thereof) do not materially 
adversely affect the Concessionaire's ability to operate the Metered Parking System in 
accordance with the terms hereof. No indebtedness for borrowed money of the City is or will be 
secured by any right or interest in the Metered Parking System or the revenues or income 
therefrom (other than the revenues payable to the City from the operation of Reserve Metered 
Parking Spaces) and no judgment lien exists or shall exist m any revenue derived from or 
generated with respect to the Metered Parking System. 

(e) No Conflicts. The adoption of the Metered Parking System Ordinance, execution 
and delivery of this Agreement by the City, the consummation of the transactions contemplated 
hereby (including the operation of the Metered Parking System in accordance with the terms of 
this Agreement) and the performance by the City of the terms, conditions and provisions hereof 
has not and will not contravene or violate or result in a breach of (with or without the giving of 
notice or lapse of time, or both) or acceleration of any material obligations of the City under (i) 
any applicable Law or (ii) any agreement, instrument or document to which the City is a party or 
by which it is bound. 

(f) Consents. No Consent is required to be obtained by the City from, and no notice 
or filing is required to be given by the City to or made by the City with, any Person (including 
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any Governmental Authority) in connection with the execution, delivery and performance by the 
City of this Agreement or the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby. 

(g) Compliance with Law; Litigation; Environmental Matters. 

(i) The City operated the Metered Parking System prior to the Closing Date 
in compliance, in all material respects, with all applicable Laws and the City is not in breach of 
any applicable Law that would have a material adverse effect on the operations of the Metered 
Parking System or on the Concessionaire Interest. There are no Authorizations from any 
Governmental Authority necessary for the operation of the Metered Parking System as currently 
being operated. 

(ii) Except as previously disclosed to the Concessionaire, there is no action, 
suit or proceeding, at law or in equity, or before or by any Governmental Authority, pending nor, 
to the best of the City's knowledge, threatened against the City prior to or at the Time of Closing, 
which will have a material adverse effect on the operations of the Metered Parking System. 
Except as previously disclosed to the Concessionaire, as of the date of this Agreement, there is 
no action, suit or proceeding, at Law or in equity, or before or by any Governmental Authority, 
pending nor, to the best of the City's knowledge, threatened against the City which could 
materially affect the validity or enforceability of this Agreement. 

(iii) No environmental permits are necessary for the current operation of the 
Reserve Parking Lots by the City. 

(h) Financial Information. The financial information of the City relating to the 
Metered Parking System for the periods ended December 31, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007, 
and for the stub period from January 1, 2008 to June 30, 2008, all attached hereto as Schedule 
ll, fairly presents the revenues, operating expenses and net revenues of the Metered Parking 
System as of the dates and for the periods stated in such financial information. 

(i) Metered Parking System Contracts. Each Metered Parking System Contract was 
in full force and effect prior to the Closing Date, was made available for review by the 
Concessionaire and subject to Section 2.5(e) was terminated at the Time of Closing in 
accordance with Section 2.5(e) without liability or obligation to the Concessionaire. As of the 
date of termination of each Metered Parking System Contract, the City was not in material 
breach of its obligations under any such Metered Parking System Contract, and no act or event 
had occurred which, with notice or lapse of time, or both, would have constituted a material 
breach thereof, and to the knowledge of the City no other party to any Metered Parking System 
Contract was in material breach of its obligations under any Metered Parking System Contract, 
and no act or event had occurred with respect to any such party, which with notice or lapse of 
time, or both, would have constituted or would have reasonably been expected to constitute a 
material breach thereof As of the Closing Date, the Metered Parking System Contracts were all 
of the material contracts and agreements (i) to which the City was a party that related to the 
Metered Parking System Operations or (ii) that bound the Metered Parking System in any 
material respect. 
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(j) Absence of Changes. Since June 30, 2008, there has not been any transaction or 
occurrence that has resulted or is reasonably likely to result in a Material Adverse Effect. 

(k) Brokers. Except for William Blair & Company, L.L.c., Gardner Rich & 
Company and Samuel A. Ramirez & Co., Inc., whose fees will be paid by the City, there is no 
investment banker, broker, finder or other intermediary which has been retained by or is 
authorized to act on behalf of the City who might be entitled to any fee or commission from the 
City in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

(I) Accuracy of lriformation. To the knowledge of the City, the factual and past 
historical information regarding the Metered Parking System that the City provided to the 
Concessionaire in the virtual data room at www.eki-dataroom.com was accurate in aU material 
respects at the time such information was provided. 

Section 9.2. Representations and Warranties of the Concessionaire. The 
Concessionaire makes the following representations and warranties to the City (and 
acknowledges that the City is relying upon such representations and warranties in entering into 
this Agreement): 

(a) Organization. The Concessionaire is duly organized, validly existing and in good 
standing under the laws of the state of its organization. The capital stock, units, partnership or 
membership interests and other equity interests or securities of the Concessionaire (including 
options, warrants and other rights to acquire any such equity interests) are owned by the Persons 
set forth in the written certification that the Concessionaire delivered to the City prior to the date 
of this Agreement. 

(b) Power and Authority. The Concessionaire has the power and authority to enter 
into this Agreement and to do all acts and things and execute and deliver all other documents as 
are required hereunder to be done, observed or performed by it in accordance with the terms 
hereof. 

(c) Enforceability. This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered 
by the Concessionaire and constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the 
Concessionaire, enforceable against it in accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to 
applicable bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting the enforceability of the rights of 
creditors generally and to general principles of equity. 

(d) No Coriflicts. The execution and delivery of this Agreement by the 
Concessionaire, the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby and the performance 
by the Concessionaire of the terms, conditions and provisions hereof has not and will not 
contravene or violate or result in a material breach of (with or without the giving of notice or 
lapse of time, or both) or acceleration of any material obligations of the Concessionaire under (i) 
any applicable Law, (ii) any material agreement, instrument or document to which the 
Concessionaire is a party or by which it is bound or (iii) the articles, bylaws or governing 
documents of the Concessionaire. 

(e) Consents. No Consent is required to be obtained by the Concessionaire from, and 
no notice or filing is required to be given by the Concessionaire to or made by the 
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Concessionaire with, any Person (including any Governmental Authority) in connection with the 
execution and delivery by the Concessionaire of this Agreement or the consummation of the 
transactions contemplated hereby, except for such consents which have been obtained and 
notices which have been given as ofthe date of this Agreement. 

(f) Compliance with Law; Litigation. The Concessionaire is not in breach of any 
applicable Law that could have a material adverse effect on the operations of the Metered 
Parking System. Neither the Concessionaire nor any Affiliate ofthe Concessionaire is listed on 
any of the following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury, the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce or their successors, or on any other list of Persons with which the City may not do 
business under applicable Law: the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, 
the Unverified List, the Entity List and the Debarred List. Except as previously disclosed to the 
City, there is no action, suit or proceeding, at law or in equity, or before or by any Governmental 
Authority, pending nor, to the best of the Concessionaire's knowledge, threatened against the 
Concessionaire prior to or at the Time of Closing, which will have a material adverse effect on 
(i) the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or (ii) the validity or enforceability of this 
Agreement. 

(g) Operator. To the extent the Operator is not the Concessionaire, the 
Concessionaire represents and warrants as follows: To the best knowledge of the Concessionaire: 
(i) the Operator is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the 
state of its organization; (ii) the capital stock of the Operator (including options, warrants and 
other rights to acquire capital stock) is owned by the Persons set forth in the written certification 
that the Concessionaire delivered to the City prior to the date of this Agreement; (iii) the 
Operator has the power and authority to do all acts and things and execute and deliver all other 
documents as are required hereunder to be done, observed or performed by it in connection with 
its engagement by the Concessionaire; (iv) the Operator has all necessary expertise, 
qualifi~ations, experience, competence, skills and know-how to perform the Metered Parking 
System Operations in accordance with this Agreement; and (v) the Operator is not in breach of 
any applicable Law that would have a material adverse effect on the operations of the Metered 
Parking System. 

(h) Economic Disclosure Statement; RFQ. All of the information in the economic 
disclosure statements and the response to the request for Metered Parking System concessionaire 
qualifications delivered by or on behalf of the Concessionaire to the City in connection with the 
execution of this Agreement is true, accurate and correct in all material respects. 

(i) Brokers. Except for any broker or advisor whose fees will be paid by the 
Concessionaire or its Affiliates, there is no investment banker, broker, finder or other 
intermediary which has been retained by or is authorized to act on behalf of the Concessionaire 
or any of its Affiliates who might be entitled to any fee or commission in connection with the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

Section 9.3. Non-Waiver. No investigations made by or on behalf of any Party at any 
time shall have the effect of waiving, diminishing the scope of or otherwise affecting any 
representation or warranty made by the other Party in this Agreement or pursuant to this 
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Agreement. No waiver by a Party of any condition, in whole or in part, shall operate as a waiver 
of any other condition. 

Section 9.4. Survival. 

(a) City's Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of the 
City contained in Section 9.1 shall survive and continue in full force and effect for the benefit of 
the Concessionaire as follows: (i) as to the representations and warranties contained in Sections 
9.1(a) through 2.J1.g}, inclusive, without time limit; and (ii) as to all other matters, for a period of 
24 months following the Closing Date unless a bona fide notice of a Claim shall have been 
given, in writing in accordance with Section 20.1, prior to the expiry of that period, in which 
case the representation and warranty to which such notice applies shall survive in respect of that 
Claim until the final determination or settlement of that Claim, provided such determination or 
settlement is being pursued diligently and in good faith by the applicable Party. 

(b) Concessionaire's Representations and Warranties. The representations and 
warranties of the Concessionaire contained in Section 9.2 shall survive and continue in full force 
and effect for the benefit of the City as follows: (i) as to the representations and warranties 
contained in Sections 9.2(a) through 9.2(h), inclusive, without time limit; and (ii) as to all other 
matters, for a period of 24 months following the Closing Date unless a bona fide notice of a 
Claim shall have been given, in writing in accordance with Section 20.1, before the expiry of that 
period, in which case the representation and warranty to which such notice applies shall survive 
in respect of that Claim until the final determination or settlement of that Claim, provided such 
determination or settlement is being pursued diligently and in good faith by the applicable party. 

ARTICLE 10 
FINANCE OBLIGATIONS 

Section 10.1. Concessionaire's Obligations. Except with respect to the City's funding 
of costs .. and expenses related to City Directives as contemplated by Section 5.1, the 
Concessiomiire shall be responsible for obtaining any financing for the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement, which financing shall comply with all requirements of this 
Agreement. 

Section 10.2. City's Obligations. The City shall, to the extent consistent with 
applicable Law and at the sole cost and expense of the Concessionaire, cooperate with the 
Concessionaire with respect to documentation reasonably necessary to obtain, maintain and 
replace financing for the performance of the obligations of the Concessionaire hereunder. The 
City's cooperation may include reviewing, Approving and executing documents which 
substantiate the terms of this Agreement (including any consents and agreements necessary to 
confirm that the debt evidenced by the relevant financing constitutes Collateral Assignment 
Debt) and making information and material available to the Concessionaire's lenders to facilitate 
fmancing to the extent permitted by applicable Law and contractual obligations with third parties 
and to the extent reasonable in the circumstances. If requested to do so by the Concessionaire, 
the City shall, at the sole cost and expense of the Concessionaire, use its reasonable efforts to 
cause the City's independent public accountants to consent to the preparation, use and inclusion 
of certain financial information regarding the Metered Parking System in connection with the 
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Concessionaire's public or private offering of securities, as the case may be. In addition, the 
City shall, promptly upon the request of the Concessionaire or any Collateral Assignee, execute, 
acknowledge and deliver to the Concessionaire, or any of the parties specified by the 
Concessionaire, standard consents and estoppel certificates with respect to this Agreement which 
may be qualified to the best of the knowledge and belief of a designated Representative of the 
City. Nothing herein shall require the City to incur any additional obligations or liabilities 
(unless the City shall have received indemnification, as determined in the City's discretion, with 
respect thereto) or to take any action, give any consent or enter into any document inconsistent 
with the provisions of this Agreement. 

Section 10.3. Concessionaire's Obligation for Estoppel Certificates. The 
Concessionaire shall, promptly upon the request of the City, execute and deliver to the City, or 
any of the parties specified by the City, standard consents and estoppel certificates with respect 
to this Agreement which may be qualified to the best of the knowledge and belief of a designated 
Representative of the Concessionaire. Nothing herein shall require the Concessionaire to incur 
any additional obligations or liabilities or to take any action, give any consent or enter into any 
document inconsistent with the provisions ofthis Agreement or applicable Law. 

Section 10.4. Prohibited Tax Shelter Transactions. The Concessionaire covenants 
and agrees that it shall not enter into any lease, sublease, concession, management agreement, 
operating agreement or other similar arrangement or other transaction that would cause the City 
to become a party to a "prohibited tax shelter transaction" within the meaning of Section 4965 of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (it being agreed that, for purposes of this Section 10.4', the 
City shall not be treated as having become a party to any such transaction solely by virtue of the 
execution of this Agreement). A violation of this Section 10.4 by the Concessionaire shall entitle 
the City to (a) recover from the Concessionaire, to the extent permitted by applicable Law, the 
amount of any Tax liability to which the City or any City official is subject and (b) require the 
Concessionaire, at the Concessionaire's expense, to prepare timely all statements and returns, 
and to_~aintain all lists and similar information that the City becomes obligated to disclose, file 
or maintiiiI1with any taxing authority or participant or otherwise as a result of such transaction. 

ARTICLE 11 
COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS 

Section 11.1. Compliance with Laws. The Concessionaire must at all times at its own 
cost and expense observe and comply, in all material respects, and cause the Metered Parking 
System Operations to observe and comply, in all material respects, with all applicable Laws now 
existing or later in effect that are applicable to it or such Metered Parking System Operations, 
including those Laws expressly enumerated in this Article 11, and those that may in any manner 
apply with respect to the performance of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement. 
The Concessionaire must notify the City within seven days after receiving notice from a 
Governmental Authority that the Concessionaire may have violated any Laws as described 
above. 
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Section 11.2. Non-Discrimination. 

(a) Federal Non-DiscriminaLion Laws. The Concessionaire shall comply with all 
applicable federal Laws regarding non-discrimination, including: (i) the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, 42 U.S.c. § 2000 et~. (1981); (ii) the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L 102-166; (iii) 
Executive Order Number 11246,30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 USc. §2000(e) 
note, as amended by Executive Order Number 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by 
Executive Order Number 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); (iv) the Age Discrimination Act, 
42 USc. §§ 6101-6106 (1981); (v) the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 USc. 
§§ 621-34 (1967); (vi) the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.c. §§ 793-794 (1981); and (vii) the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 USc. § 12101 ~~. (1990). 

(b) State Non-Discrimination Laws. The Concessionaire shall comply with all 
applicable Illinois Laws regarding non-discrimination, including: (i) the Illinois Human Rights 
Act, 775 ILCS 5/1-10 I et ~. (1990), and any rules and regulations promulgated in accordance 
with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 III. Admin. Code § 750, 
Appendix A, which is included in Section I L2(c); (ii) the Public Works Employment 
Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 ~~. (1990); and (iii) the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et~. (1985). 

(c) Illinois Human Rights ACL Equal EmploymenL OpporLunity Clause. The following 
Equal Employment Opportunity Clause is included herein pursuant to 44 III. Admin. Code 
§ 750.10: In the event of the Concessionaire's non-compliance with the provisions ofthis Equal 
Employment Opportunity Clause, the Illinois Human Rights Act, or-the Rules and Regulations of 
the Illinois Department of Human Rights (the "Department"), the Concessionaire may be 
declared ineligible for future contracts or subcontracts with the State of Illinois or any of its 
political subdivisions or municipal corporations, and this Agreement may be canceled or voided 
in whole or in part, and such other sanctions or penalties may be imposed or remedies invoked as 
provided by statute or regulation. During the performance of this Agreement, the Concessionaire 
agrees as follows: (i) that it will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for 
employment because of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin or ancestry, age, 
physicli1' or mental handicap unrelated to ability, or an unfavorable discharge from the military 
services and further that it will examine all job classifications to determine if minority persons or 
women are underutilized and will take appropriate affirmative action to rectify any such 
underutilization; (ii) that if it hires additional employees in order to perform its obligatioris under 
this Agreement, it will determine the availability (in accordance with the Department's Rules) of 
minorities and women in the area(s) from which it may reasonably recruit and it will hire for 
each job classification for which employees are hired in such a way that minorities and women 
are not underutilized; (iii) that, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by it or 
on its behal( it will state that all applicants will be afforded equal opportunity without 
discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin or ancestry, 
age, physical or mental handicap unrelated to ability, or an unfavorable discharge from military 
service; (iv) that it will send to each labor organization or representative ofworkers with which it 
has or is bound by collective bargaining or other agreements, a notice advising such labor 
organization or representative of its obligation under the Illinois Human Rights Act and the 
Department's Rules, and if any such labor organization or representative fails or refuses to 
cooperate with it in its efforts to comply with such Act and Rules, it will promptly so notifY the 
Department and the contracting agency and will recruit employees from other sources when 
necessary to fulfill its obligations thereunder; (v) that it will submit reports as required by the 
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Department's Rules, furnish all relevant information as may from time to time be reasonably 
requested by the Department or the City, and in all respects comply with the Illinois Human 
Rights Act and the Department's Rules; (vi) that it will permit access to all relevant books, 
records, accounts and work sites by personnel of the City and the Department for purposes of 
investigation to ascertain compliance with the Illinois Human Rights Act and the Department's 
Rules; and (vii) that it will (A) include, verbatim or by reference, the provisions of this Equal 
Employment Opportunity Clause in every subcontract it awards under which any portion of the 
obligations are undertaken or assumed, so that such provisions will be binding upon such 
Contractor, (B) be liable for compliance with applicable provisions of this clause by its 
Contractors, (C) promptly notifY the City and the Department in the event any Contractor fails or 
refuses to comply therewith and (D) not utilize any Contractors declared by the Illinois Human 
Rights Commission to be ineligible for contracts or subcontracts with the State of Illinois or any 
of its political subdivisions or municipal corporations, including the City. 

(d) City Non-Discrimination Laws. The Concessionaire shall comply with all 
applicable City Laws regarding non-discrimination, including the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, Chapter 2-\60, Section 2-160-010 et ~. of the Municipal Code, and shall furnish 
such reports and information as requested by the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

Section 11.3. Non-Collusion, Bribery of a Public Officer or Employee. The 
Concessionaire shall comply with Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code, as follows: 

(a) Prohibition on Contracts with Persons or Business Entities Convicted of Bribery 
or Collusive Activities. No Person shall be awarded a contract or subcontract if that Person: (i) 
has been convicted of bribery or attempting to bribe a public officer or employee of the City, the 
State of Illinois or any agency of the federal government or any state or local government in the 
United States of America, in that officer's or employee's official capacity; (ii) has been 
convicted of agreement or collusion among bidders or prospective bidders in restraint of freedom 
of cOlllpetition by agreement to bid a fixed price, or otherwise; or (iii) has made an admission of 
guilt of such·conduct described in clause (i) or (ill above which is a matter of record but has not 
been prosecuted for such conduct 

(b) Ability to Charge Business Entity with Conduct of its Employees or Affiliates. 
Where an official, agent or employee ofa business entity has committed any offense described in. 
Section 11.3(a) on behalf of such an entity and pursuant to the direction or authorization of a 
responsible official thereof, the business entity shall be chargeable with the conduct. A business 
entity may be chargeable with the conduct of an Affiliated entity, as defined in Section 2-92-320 
of the Municipal Code, if such Affiliated entity has committed any offense described in Section 
11.3(a). 

(c) Period of Ineligibility. A Person shall be ineligible for a contract or subcontract 
pursuant to Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code for three years following a conviction or 
admission. The period of ineligibility may be reduced, suspended or waived as specified In 

Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code. 
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Section 11.4. Cooperation with City Inspector General. 

(a) Duty to Cooperate with Inspector General. The Concessionaire shall comply 
with all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code, including cooperating with the City 
Office ofInspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 
of the Municipal Code. 

(b) Duty to Inform Contractors. All contracts entered into by the Concessionaire 
shall inform Contractors of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code and require understanding of 
and compliance with such Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 11.5. Ethics and Conflict of Interest Requirements. 

(a) Compliance with City Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The Concessionaire shall 
comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code, entitled "Governmental Ethics." 

(b) Prohibition on Certain Financial Interests and Inducements. The Concessionaire 
represents and warrants that: (i) no officer, agent or employee of the City is employed by the 
Concessionaire or has a financial interest directly or indirectly in this Agreement or the 
compensation to be paid in connection with this Agreement except as may be permitted in 
writing by the Board of Ethics established under Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code, and (ii) 
no payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by 
or on behalf of any Contractor to the Concessionaire or anyone associated with them, as an 
inducement for the award of a contract, subcontract or order. 

Section 11.6. Prevailing Wage. 

(a) Requirement to Pay Prevailing Wage Rates in Connection with Metered Parking 
System Construction Activities. In connection with any construction activities related to the 
Metered Parking System during the Term, the Concessionaire shall pay all of its employees that 
are employed in connection with such construction activities, and shall ensure that all of its 
Contractors pay all of their employees, the prevailing wage rates as ascertained from time to time 
by the Illinois Department of Labor (or its successors). 

(b) Prevailing Wage Rates. Prevailing wage rates as of execution of this Agreement 
are those applicable to Cook County, State of Illinois, as listed on the Illinois Department of 
Labor website for the month in which this Agreement is executed. All contracts shall list or 
otherwise reference the specified rates to be paid to all laborers, workers and mechanics for such 
craft or type of worker or mechanic employed in the contract. If the Illinois Department of 
Labor revises such prevailing wage rates, the revised rates shall apply to all such contracts. 

(c) Definition of Prevailing Wages. The term "prevailing wages," when used in this 
Agreement, means the hourly cash wages plus fringe benefits for health and welfare, insurance, 
vacations and pensions paid generally, in the locality in which the work is being performed, to 
employees engaged in work of a similar character on public works. 

Section 11.7. Living Wage. The Concessionaire shall comply with and shall cause its 
Contractors to comply with, the living wage requirements of Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal 
Code, as it may be amended from time to time, so long as such requirements are in full force and 
effect. If an employee ofthe Concessionaire or a Contractor is required to be paid a living wage 
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pursuant to this Section 11.7 and is also subject to payment of a prevailing wage pursuant to 
Section 11.6 of this Agreement, then the Concessionaire or the Contractor, as appropriate, shall 
pay the employee the higher of the prevailing wage or the living wage. 

Section U.8. MBEIWBE, Affirmative Action and City Resident Requirements. 

(a) Minority-Owned And Women-Owned Business Enterprises. The Concessionaire 
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shall comply with the following Minority-Owned And Women-Owned Business Enterprises 
("M.lW.B.E.") requirements so long as the M.lW.B.E. requirements of Section 2-92-420 ~ ~. 

of the Municipal Code and the M.lW.B.E. construction program requirements of Section 2-92-
650 ~~. of the Municipal Code are in full force and effect: 

(i) General Requirements. The Concessionaire shall provide for the 
participation of M.IW.B.E.s in its Metered Parking System Operations. To this end, the 
Concessionaire shall establish a policy for the utilization of M.lW.B.E.s, goals for the annual 
utilization of MlW.B.E.s, and a reporting procedure agreeable to the Concessionaire and the 
City. 

(ii) Policy. The following statement shall represent the Concessionaire's 
policy regarding Equal Opportunity and an M.lW.B.E. program: 

The Concessionaire is committed to providing fair and representative 
opportunities for minorities, women and M'/W.B.E.s in its Metered Parking 
System Operations. Neither the Concessionaire nor its Contractors shall 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin in Metered 
Parking System Operations. Furthermore, affirmative action will be taken, 
consistent with sound procurement policies and applicable Law, to ensure that 
M.lW.B.E.s are afforded a fair and representative opportunity to participate in the 
Concessionaire's Metered Parking System Operations. 

This policy shall be stated in all contracts related to the Metered Parking System, circulated to all 
employees of the Concessionaire in affected departments, and made known to minority and 
women entrepreneurs. 

(iii) Liaison. To ensure compliance and the successful management of the 
Concessionaire's M.IW.B.E. program, the Concessionaire shall establish a M'/W.B.E. liaison for 
the Metered Parking System with the City. Further, all personnel of the Concessionaire and all 
others with responsibilities in the supervision of Metered Parking System Operations are to see 
that aGtiQ!1s are performed consistent with the M.lW.B.E. goals of this Section 11.8 . 

... _---

(iv) Goals. The goals to be met by the Concessionaire in Metered Parking 
System Operations shall be met with utilization ofM.lW.B.E.s certified by the City subject to the 
availability of M.IW.B.E.s capable of performing the work related to the Metered Parking 
System Operations. These goals shall be administered in a manner to assure the City and the 
Concessionaire that: (1) Metered Parking System projects shall be completed at a reasonable and 
acceptable cost to the Concessionaire, (2) Metered Parking System projects shall be completed 
on a reasonable and acceptable timetable to the Concessionaire and the City, and (3) the quality 
of Metered Parking System projects shall be reasonable and acceptable to the Concessionaire and 
the City. The goals of the Concessionaire for annual participation by M.IW.B.E.s in Metered 
Parking System Operations shall be consistent with the applicable goals for the City under the 
Municipal Code, so long as such requirements are in full force and effect; provided that in no 
event shall the goals exceed the percentages set forth below. As of the Closing Date, the goals 
for dollar value ofM.lW.B.E. participation in Metered Parking System Operations during each 
calendar year, not including Construction Contracts, shall be: 
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M.B.E.s: 
at least 25% of annual Operating 

Expenses, excluding annual 
Construction Contracts. 

W.B.E.s: 
at least 5% of annual Operating 

Expenses, excluding annual 
Construction Contracts. 

As of the Closing Date, the goals for dollar value of M'/W.B.E. participation in Construction 
Contracts related to Metered Parking System Operations during each calendar year, shall be: 

M.B.E.s: 
at least 24% of annual 

Construction Contracts. 

W.B.E.s: 
at least 4% of annual 

Construction Contracts. 

(v) Eligibility. Only those Persons certified by the City as an M.B.E. and/or a 
W.B.E. pursuant to Section 2-92-420 et~. of the Municipal Code shall be eligible for purposes 
of meeting the goals established by Section 11.8(a)(iv) with respect to annual Operating 
Expenses and only those Persons certified by the City as an M.B.E. and/or a W.B.E. pursuant to 
Section 2-92-650 et ~. of the Municipal Code shall be eligible for purposes of meeting the 
goals established by Section 11.8(a)(iv) with respect to annual Construction Contracts. 

(vi) Reporting. The Concessionaire shall submit to the City a M'/W.B.E. 
progress report annually, on forms or on a format established by the City and agreeable to the 
Concessionaire, that lists separately for annual Operating Expenses and for annual Construction 
Contracts the following items: (1) the total amount of Operating Expenses and Construction 
Contracts during the year, the total accumulation of work awarded to M'/W.B.E.s, the name of 
each M'/W.B.E. and the amount of work awarded to each M'/W.B.E.; (2) a projection of the total 
amount of Operating Expenses and Construction Contracts and of work to be awarded to 
M'/W.B.E.s during the next year; (3) all M.lW.B.E. work that has been completed and for which 
final payment has been made during the year; (4) an evaluation of the overall progress to date 
toward~the M.lW.B.E. goals for Metered Parking System Operations; and (5) in the event that 
the progress report indicates that the M.lW.B.E. goals for Metered Parking System Operations 
are not being met, either (A) a plan for achieving the specified minimum participation as soon as 
possible or (B) a request that the City waive the Concessionaire's M.lW.B.E. goal for the 
calendar year on the basis that it is impracticable or excessively costly to obtain qualified 
M'/W.B.E.s to perform sufficient work to fulfill the Concessionaire's M.lW.B.E. goal for the 
calendar year. 

(b) Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Plan. In connection with 
any construction activities related to the Metered Parking System during the Term, so long as the 
requirements of Section 2-92-390 of the Municipal Code are in full force and effect, the 
Concessionaire shall establish, maintain and implement a written Equal Employment 
Opportunity and Affirmative Action Plan (the "E.E.O.lA.A. Plan"), which plan is acceptable to 
the City and the Concessionaire. The E.E.O./A.A. Plan will provide for the following goals for 
employment of women and minorities: 
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Minority Employment: 
25% of skilled hours 
40% oflaborer hours 

Women's Employment: 
7% of skilled hours 
10% of laborer hours 
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(c) Chicago Residency Requirements. The Concessionaire shall comply with, and 
shall cause its Contractors to comply with, the residential preference requirements of Section 2-
92-330 of the Municipal Code, as it may be amended from time to time, so long as such 
requirements are in full force and effect; provided, however, that for purposes of this Agreement 
such requirements shall apply (i) to all employees of the Concessionaire and to all employees of 
the Operator working at the Metered Parking System, such that at least 50% of such employees 
shall be actual Chicago residents and (ii) with respect to any construction project related to the 
Metered Parking System, such that the total hours worked on the site of the construction project 
by employees of Contractors shall be performed at least 50% by actual residents of the City of 
Chicago. 

(d) Reporting and Compliance. The Concessionaire shall submit to the City progress 
reports annually on forms or on a format established by the City and agreeable to the 
Concessionaire, that provide required information concerning the Concessionaire's compliance 
with the Concessionaire's E.E.O. and AffIrmative Action Plan and Chicago residency 
requirements. 

Section 11.9. MacBride Principles. If the Concessionaire conducts business operations 
in Northern Ireland, the Concessionaire is required during the Term to make aU reasonable and 
good faith efforts to conduct any such business operations in accordance with the MacBride 
Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 Ill. Laws 3220), 
so long as the MacBride Ordinance in Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code is in full force 
and effect. 

Section 11.10. Executive Order 2005-1. The Concessionaire shall comply with and 
shall cause it$ Owners, as defined in Executive Order 2005-1, and its Contractors to comply with 
tr~· requirements of Executive Order 2005-1, as it may be amended from time to time, so long as 
such requirements are in full force and effect. For purposes of Executive Order 2005-1, the term 
"domestic partner" has the meaning set forth in Chapter 2-152 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 11.11. Cooperation with City Office of Compliance. The Concessionaire 
hereby acknowledges that it understands and shall comply with all provisions of Chapter 2 .. 26 of 
the Municipal Code and any regulations and procedures promulgated thereunder, including 
cooperating with the City Office of Compliance in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code. All contracts entered into by the 
Concessionaire shall inform Contractors of such Chapter 2-26 ofthe Municipal Code and require 
understanding of and compliance with such Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 11.12. Intentionally deleted. 
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ARTICLE l2 
INDEMNIFICATION 

6/5/2013 

Section l2.1. Indemnification by the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall 
indemnify and hold harmless the City and each of its Representatives from and against any 
Losses actually suffered or incurred by the City or any such Representative, based upon, arising 
out of, occasioned by or attributable to (i) any failure by the Concessionaire, the Operator or each 
of their respective Representatives to comply with, observe or perform any of the covenants, 
obligations, agreements, terms or conditions in this Agreement or, subject to Section 9.4(b), any 
breach by the Concessionaire of its representations or warranties set forth herein, (ii) any 
Assumed Liabilities, (iii) any Tax or recording charge attributable to any Transfer of the 
Concessionaire Interest or any part thereof by the Concessionaire (other than a Transfer to the 
City pursuant to this Agreement) or (iv) any claim for brokerage commissions, fees or other 
compensation by any Person who acted on behalf of the Concessionaire or its Representatives in 
connection with this Agreement, any Transfer of the Concessionaire Interest or any part thereof 
or any other matter affecting the Metered Parking System; provided, however, that, except with 
respect to Claims resulting from Third Party Claims, Claims are made in writing within a period 
of three years following the expiration of the Term or earlier termination of this Agreement or 
within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of limitations. 

Section l2.2. Indemnification by the City. The City shall indemnifY and hold 
harmless the Concessionaire and each of its Representatives and Collateral Assignee against and 
from and against any Losses actually suffered or incurred by the Concessionaire or any such 
Representative or Collateral Assignee, based upon, arising out of, occasioned by or attributable 
to (i) any failure by the City or its Representatives to comply with, observe or perform any of the 
covenants, obligations, agreements, terms or conditions in this Agreement or, subject to Section 
9.4(a), any breach by the City of its representations or warranties set forth herein, (ii) any 
Excluded Liabilities, (iii) any claim for brokerage commissions, fees or other compensation by 
any Person who acted on behalf of the City or any of its Representatives in connection with this 
Agreement, or any other matter affecting the Metered Parking System; provided, however, that, 
except with respect to Claims reSUlting from Third Party Claims, Claims are made in writing 
within a period of three years of the expiration of the Term or earlier termination of this 
Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of 
limitations. 

Section l2.3. Agency for Representatives. Each of the City and the Concessionaire 
agrees that it accepts each indemnity in favor of any of its Representatives, as agent and trustee 
of that Representative and agrees that each of the City and the Concessionaire may enforce an 
indemnity in favor of its Representatives on behalf of that Representative. As used in this 
Section 12.3, the term "Representative," in the case of the Concessionaire, includes the 
Collateral Assignee. 

Section 12.4. Third Party Claims. 

(a) Notice of Third Party Claim. If an Indemnified Party receives notice of the 
commencement or assertion of any Third Party Claim, the Indemnified Party shall give the 
Indemnifier reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event no later than 30 Days after receipt 
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of such notice of such Third Party Claim. Such notice to the Indemnifier shall describe the Third 
Party Claim in reasonable detail (and include a copy of any complaint or related documents) and 
shall indicate, if reasonably practicable, the estimated amount of the Loss that has been or may 
be sustained by the Indemnified Party. 

(b) Defense of Third Party Claim. The Indemnifier may participate in or assume the 
defense of any Third Party Claim by giving notice to that effect to the Indemnified Party not later 
than 30 Days after receiving notice of that Third Party Claim (the "Notice Period"). The 
Indemnifier's right to do so shall be subject to the rights of any insurer or other Party who has 
potential liability in respect of that Third Party Claim. The Indemnifier agrees to pay all of its 
own expenses of participating in or assuming each defense. The Indemnified Party shall co
operate in good faith in the defense of each Third Party Claim, even if the defense has been 
assumed by the Indemnifier and may participate in such defense assisted by counsel of its own 
choice at its own expense. If the Indemnified Party has not received notice within the Notice 
Period that the Indemnifier has elected to assume the defense of such Third Party Claim, the 
Indemnified Party may assume such defense, assisted by counsel of its own choosing and the 
Indemnifier shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or incurred in connection 
therewith and any Loss suffered or incurred by the Indemnified Party with respect to such Third 
Party Claim. 

(c) Assistance for Third Party Claims. The Indemnifier and the Indemnified Party 
will use all reasonable efforts to make available to the Party which is undertaking and controlling 
the defense of any Third Party Claim (the "Defending Party"), (i) those employees whose 
assistance, testimony and presence is necessary to assist the Defending Party in evaluating and in 
defending any Third Party Claim, and (ii) all Documents, records and other materials in the 
possession of such party reasonably required by the Defending Party for its use in defending any 
Third Party Claim, and shall otherwise cooperate with the Defending Party. The Indemnifier 
shall be responsible for all reasonable expenses associated with making such Documents, records 
and materials available and for all expenses ofany employees made available by the Indemnified 
Party to the Indemnifier hereunder, which expense shall not exceed the actual cost to the 
Indemnified Party associated with such employees. 

(d) Settlement of Third Parly Claims. If an Indemnifier elects to assume the defense 
of any Third Party Claim in accordance with Section 12.4(b), the Indemnifier shall not be liable 
for any legal expenses subsequently incurred by the Indemnified Party in connection with the 
defense of such Third Party Claim. However, if the Indemnifier fails to take reasonable steps 
necessary to defend diligently such Third Party Claim within 30 Days after receiving notice from 
the Indemnified Party that the Indemnified Party bona fide believes on reasonable grounds that 
the Indemnifier has failed to take such steps, the Indemnified Party may, at its option, elect to 
assume the defense of and to compromise or settle the Third Party Claim assisted by counsel of 
its own choosing and the Indemnifier shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incurred in connection therewith. The Indemnified Party shall not settle or compromise any 
Third Party Claim without obtaining the prior written consent of the Indemnifier unless such 
settlement or compromise is made without any liability to, and does not require any action on the 
part of, the Indemnifier. 
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Section 12.5. Direct Claims. Any Direct Claim shall be asserted by giving the 
Indemnifier reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event not later than 90 Days after the 
Indemnified Party becomes aware of such Direct Claim. The Indemnifier shall then have a 
period of 30 Days within which to respond in writing to such Direct Claim. If the Indemnifier 
does not so respond within such 30-Day period, the Indemnifier shall be deemed to have rejected 
such Claim, and in such event the Indemnified Party may submit such Direct Claim to the 
dispute resolution process set forth in Article 19. 

Section 12.6. Failure to Give Timely Notice. A failure to give timely notice in 
accordance with this Article 12 shall not affect the rights or obligations of any Party except and 
only to the extent that, as a result of such failure, a Party which was entitled to receive such 
notice was deprived of its right to recover any payment under its applicable insurance coverage 
or was otherwise directly and materially damaged as a result of such failure. However, this 
Section 12.6 shall have no effect whatever on the survival provisions set out in Section 9.4 and 
the rights of the Parties with respect thereto. 

Section 12.7. Reductions and Subrogation. If the amount of any Loss incurred by an 
Indemnified Party at any time subsequent to the making of an indemnity payment hereunder (an 
"Indemnity Payment") is reduced by any recovery, settlement or otherwise under or pursuant to 
any insurance coverage, or pursuant to any claim, recovery, settlement or payment by or against 
any other Person, the amount of such reduction (less any costs, expenses (including Taxes) or 
premiums incurred in connection therewith), together with interest thereon from the date of 
payment thereof at the Bank Rate, shall promptly be repaid by the Indemnified Party to the 
Indemnifier. Upon making a full Indemnity Payment, the Indemnifier shall, to the extent of such 
Indemnity Payment, be subrogated to all rights of the Indemnified Party against any third party 
in respect of the Loss to which the Indemnity Payment relates. Until the Indemnified Party 
recovers full payment of its Loss, any and all claims of the Indemnifier against any such third 
party on account of such Indemnity Payment shall be postponed and subordinated in right of 
payment to the Indemnified Party's rights against such third party. 

Section 12.8. Payment and Interest. All amounts to be paid by an Indemnifier 
hereunder shall bear interest at a rate per annum equal to the Bank Rate, calculated annually and 
payable monthly, both before and after judgment, from the date that the Indemnified Party 
disbursed funds, suffered damages or losses or incurred a loss, liability or expense in respect of a 
Loss for which the Indemnifier is liable to make payment pursuant to this Article 12, to the date 
of payment by the Indemnifier to the Indemnified Party. 

Section 12.9. Limitation on Certain Claims. No Claim may be made by the 
Concessionaire or its Representatives against the City under Section 12.2 for the breach of any 
representation or warranty made or given by the City in Section 9.1 unless (i) the Loss suffered 
or incurred by the Concessionaire or its Representatives in connection with such breach is in 
excess of $1 0,000 and (ii) the aggregate of all Losses suffered or incurred by the Concessionaire 
or its Representatives in connection with breaches of representations and warranties in Section 
.2.J. exceeds $2,000,000 in the aggregate, in which event the amount of all such Losses in excess 
of such amount may be recovered by the Concessionaire or its Representatives; provided, 
however, that the maximum aggregate liability of the City to the Concessionaire or its 
Representatives in respect of such Losses shall not exceed 50% of the Consideration; provided 
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further that this Section 12.9 shall not apply to Claims for the breach of the representations or 
warranties in Section 9.I(a), ill, (0, @, W, ill or (g) or to Claims for fraud, intentional 
misrepresentation or intentional breach of the representations or warranties in Section 9.1. 

Section 12.10. Other Matters. To the extent permissible by applicable Law, the 
Concessionaire waives any limits to the amount of its obligations to defend, indemnify, hold 
harmless or contribute to any sums due under any Losses, including any claim by any employee 
of the Concessionaire, that may be subject to the Workers Compensation Act, 820 ILCS 305/1 et 
~. or any other related law or judicial decision (such as, Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding 
Corporation, 146 III. 2d 155 (1991». 

Section 12.11. Offset Rights; Limitations on Certain Damages. 

(a) Except as provided in Section 7.6(b) with respect to offset, each Party's 
. obligations under this Agreement are subject to, and each Party shall have the benefit of, all 

defenses, counterclaims, rights of offset or recoupment or other claims and rights, including the 
right to deduct payments due to the other Party hereunder (collectively, "Offsets") which such 
Party may have at any time against such other Party (or any of their respective successors and 
assigns) or any transferee or assignee of any such other Party's rights as against such Party or 
any part thereof or interest therein, whether the claim or right of such Party relied upon for such 
purpose is matured or unmatured, contingent or otherwise, and no transfer or assignment of this 
Agreement or any other obligation of such other Party, or of any rights in respect thereof, 
pursuant to any plan of reorganization or liquidation or otherwise shall affect or impair the 
availability to each Party of the Offsets. 

(b) In no event shall any Party be liable to the other Party under this Agreement for 
consequential, indirect, exemplary or punitive damages (except for claims for fraud or for 
intentional misrepresentation or intentional breach). 

·.Section 12.12. Survival. This Article 12 shall remain in full force and effect in all 
circumstances and shall not be terminated by any breach (fundamental, negligent or otherwise) 
by any Party of its representations, warranties or covenants hereunder or by any termination or 
rescission of this Agreement by any Party. 

ARTICLE 13 
INSURANCE 

Section 13.1. Insurance Coverage Required. The Concessionaire shall provide and 
maintain at the Concessionaire's own expense, or cause to be maintained, during the Term and 
during any time period following expiration if the Concessionaire is required to return and 
perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified below, 
insuring the Metered Parking System and all Metered Parking System Operations (the "Required 
Coverages") . 

(a) Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability. The Concessionaire shall 
provide or cause to be provided Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable 
Law, covering all employees who agree to provide a service under this Agreement and 
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Employer's Liability Insurance coverage with limits of not less than $1,000,000 each accident or 
illness or disease. 

(b) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella). The Concessionaire shall 
provide or cause to be provided Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with 
limits of not less than $10,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and property 
damage liability. Coverage shall include the following: all premises and operations, 
products/completed operations, explosion, collapse, underground, separation of insureds, defense 
and contractual liability. The City is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non
contributory basis for any liability arising under or in connection with this Agreement. 

(c) Automobile Liability (Primary and Umbrella). When any motor vehicles (owned, 
non-owned or hired) are used in connection with work to be performed, the Concessionaire shall 
provide or cause to be provided Automobile Liability Insurance with limits of not less than 
$5,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City is to be named as an 
additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis. 

(d) Builder's Risk. When the Concessionaire undertakes any construction, including 
improvements, betterments, rehabilitation, maintenance and/or repairs, the Concessionaire shall 
provide or cause to be provided, All Risk Builder's Risk Insurance at replacement cost for 
materials, supplies, equipment, machinery and fixtures that are or will be part of the Metered 
Parking System. Coverage shall include, but not be limited to, the following: material stored 
off-site and in-transit, water including overflow, leakage, sewer backup, and seepage, debris 
removal, flood, faulty workmanship or materials when applicable. The City is to be named as an 
additional insured and, subject to the claims of any Collateral Assignee if applicable, as loss 
payee. 

(e) Professional Liability. When any architects, engineers, construction managers or 
any other professional consultants perform work in connection with this Agreement, Professional 
LiabilltY-insur-ance covering acts, errors or omissions shall be maintained with limits of not less 
than $1,000,000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date shall 
coincide with, or precede, start of work in connection with this Agreement. A claims-made 
policy which is not renewed or replaced shall have an extended reporting period of two years. 

(f) Property. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for all loss or damage to the 
Metered Parking System at full replacement cost unless such loss or damage was caused by, or 
resulted from any action by, the City or any of its Representatives. The Concessionaire shall be 
responsible for all loss or damage to City property caused by, or resulting from any action by, the 
Concessionaire or any of its Representatives at full replacement cost. The Concessionaire shall 
be responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including materials, equipment, tools 
and supplies) owned, rented or used by the Concessionaire unless such loss or damage was 
caused by, or resulted from any action by, the City or any of its Representatives. The 
Concessionaire shall not be required to have, obtain or maintain insurance coverage for property 
loss or damage to City property. 

(g) Railroad Protective Liability. When any work is to be done adjacent to or on 
railroad or transit property, the Concessionaire shall provide, with respect to the operations that 
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the Concessionaire or Contractors perform, Railroad Protective Liability Insurance in the name 
of the applicable railroad or transit entity. The policy shall have limits of not less than the 
requirement of the operating railroad for losses arising out of injuries to or death of all persons, 
and for damage to or destruction ofproperty, including the loss of use thereof 

Section 13.2. Additional Requirements. 

(a) Evidence of Insurance. The Concessionaire shall deliver or cause to be delivered 
to the City of Chicago, Department of Finance, Risk Management Office, 333 South State Street, 
Room 400, Chicago, Illinois 60604, and any other such City Department designated in writing 
by the City, original Certificates of Insurance evidencing the Required Coverages on or before 
the Closing Date, and shall provide or cause to be provided, promptly following renewal and not 
more than five Business Days following renewal of the then current coverages (or such other 
period as is agreed to by the City), Renewal Certificates ofInsurance, or such similar evidence, if 
such coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the Term. The receipt of 
any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in this 
Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in 
compliance with all requirements of this Agreement. The failure of the City to obtain certificates 
or other insurance evidence from the Concessionaire shall not be deemed to be a waiver by the 
City. The Concessionaire shall advise all insurers of provisions of this Agreement regarding 
insurance. Non-conforming insurance shall not relieve the Concessionaire of the obligation to 
provide insurance as specified herein. Except as otherwise expressly set forth herein, each 
Required Coverage may be reviewed by the City for compliance with the terms of this 
Agreement. Each Required Coverage shall be signed by the insurer responsible for the risks 
insured against or by the insurer's authorized representative. All Required Coverages shall be 
placed with insurers reasonably acceptable to the City; provided that all such insurers, at a 
minimum, shall have a rating of A(VII) or better by A.M. Best Company (unless the City 
consents to waive this requirement). 

(b) _ Notice of Cancellation, Material Change or Violation. All Required Coverages 
shall provide for 60 Days (or in the case of cancellation for non-payment of premiums, 10 Days) 
prior written notice to be given to the City by the insurer in the event coverage is substantially 
changed, canceled or non-renewed. The City shall be permitted (but not obligated) to pay any 
delinquent premiums before the cancellation date specified by the insurer in any notice of 
cancellation for non-payment of premium in order to maintain such coverage in full force and 
effect and the Concessionaire shall reimburse the City for any delinquent premiums paid by the 
City on demand without any Days of grace and without prejudice to any other rights and 
remedies of the City hereunder. The Concessionaire shall not cancel, terminate, materially 
change to the detriment of the City any Required Coverage. 

(c) Deductibles. All Required Coverages may contain deductibles or self-insured 
retentions not to exceed amounts reasonably acceptable to the City. Any and all deductibles or 
self-insured retentions on Required Coverages shall be borne by the Concessionaire or its 
Contractors. 

(d) Inflation Adjustment. The amounts of coverage required by Section l3.1 shall be 
Adjusted for Inflation each succeeding fifth anniversary of the Closing Date. 
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(e) Waiver oJSubrogation by Insurers. Each of the Required Coverages shall include 
a waiver by the insurer of its rights of subrogation against the City, its employees, elected 
officials, agents or representatives. 

(f) City's Right to Insure. If the Concessionaire fails to obtain and maintain or cause 
to be obtained and maintained the insurance required by this Article 13, the City shall have the 
right (without any obligation to do so), upon two Business Days' notice to the Concessionaire in 
a non-emergency situation or forthwith in an emergency situation and without assuming any 
obligation in connection therewith, to effect such insurance and all costs and expenses of the City 
in connection therewith shall be payable by the Concessionaire to the City on demand without 
any Days of grace and without prejudice to any other rights and remedies of the City hereunder. 
Such insurance taken out by the City shall not relieve the Concessionaire of its obligations to 
insure hereunder and the City shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered by the 
Concessionaire in connection therewith. 

(g) No Limitation as to Concessionaire Liabilities. The Concessionaire expressly 
understands and agrees that any coverages and limits furnished by the Concessionaire shall in no 
way limit the Concessionaire's liabilities and responsibilities specified within this Agreement or 
byLaw. 

(h) No Contribution by City. The Concessionaire expressly understands and agrees 
that any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City shall not contribute with 
insurance provided by the Concessionaire under this Agreement. 

(i) Insurance Not Limited by Indemnification. The required insurance shall not be 
limited by any limitations expressed in the indemnification language herein or any limitation 
placed on the indemnity therein given as a matter oflaw. 

G) Insurance Requirements oJContractors. The Concessionaire shall require in each 
contraCt with-any Contractor (where such Contractor is not covered by the Required Coverages) 
that such Contractor obtain coverages reasonably comparable to the Required Coverages that are 
reasonably appropriate in their limits and other terms and conditions to the nature of the contract 
with the Contractor. Such coverages shall insure the interests of the City, its employees, elected 
officials, agents and representatives, the Concessionaire and any other Contractors in respect of 
the applicable work being performed and shall be subject to the same (or comparable) coverage 
and administrative requirements as are imposed on the Concessionaire pursuant to this 
Agreement. When requested to do so by the City, the Concessionaire shall provide or cause to 
be provided to the City Certificates of Insurance with respect to such insurance coverages or 
such other evidence of insurance, as may be reasonably acceptable in form and content to the 
City. 

(k) Joint Venture and Limited Liability Company Policies. If the legal entity 
maintaining the Required Coverage is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance 
policies shall specifically name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

(I) Other Insurance Obtained by Concessionaire. If the Concessionaire or its 
Contractors desire coverages in addition to the Required Coverages, the Concessionaire and each 
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Contractor shall be responsible for the acquisition and cost of such additional coverages. If the 
Concessionaire or its Contractors obtain any property, liability or other insurance coverages in 
addition to the Required Coverages ("Additional Coverages"), then the Concessionaire or its 
Contractors shall (i) notifY the City as to such Additional Coverages, (ii) provide the City with 
any documentation relating to the Additional Coverages, including Certificates oflnsurance, that 
the City reasonably requests and (iii) at the City's election, cause the City and its employees, 
elected or appointed officials, agents and representatives to be named as additional insureds 
under such Additional Coverages. 

(m) Cooperation. The City and the Concessionaire shall do all acts, matters and 
things as may be reasonably necessary or required to expedite the adjustment of any loss or 
damage covered by insurance hereunder so as to expedite the release and dedication of proceeds 
of such insurance in the manner and for the purposes herein contemplated. 

(n) City's Right to Modify. The City (through its Risk Management Department) 
shall have the right to modifY, delete, alter or change insurance coverage requirements set forth 
in Section 13 .1 (other than any property insurance, which pursuant to Section 13 .1(0 is not 
required to be maintained) and this Section 13.2 to reflect known and established material 
changes in insurance coverages for operations comparable to the Metered Parking System 
Operations or known and established material changes in insurance exposures associated with 
the Metered Parking System provided that the Concessionaire shall not have any obligation to 
procure or maintain at its cost any additional insurance unless an independent insurance 
consultant shall have delivered to the Concessionaire its opinion to the effect that the additional 
coverages are required pursuant to the above-stated criteria and such additional coverages are 
commercially available at reasonable rates in terms of cost of premium and amount of 
deductibles. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, if any insurance (including the 
limits or deductibles thereof) required to be maintained under this Agreement shall not be 
available at commercially reasonable rates, the Concessionaire shall have the right to request that 
the City consent to waive such requirement and the City shall not unreasonably withhold, 
condition or .delay such consent. Any such waiver shall be effective only so long as such 
insurance shall not be available at commercially reasonable rates, provided that during the period 
of such waiver, the Concessionaire maintains the maximum amount of such insurance otherwise 
available at commercially reasonable rates. 

Section 13.3. Damage and Destruction. 

(a) Obligations of Concessionaire. If all or any part of any of the Metered Parking 
System shall be destroyed or damaged during the Term in whole or in part by fife or other 
casualty of any kind or nature (including any casualty for which insurance was not obtained or 
obtainable), ordinary or extraordinary, foreseen or unforeseen, the Concessionaire shall: (i) give 
the City notice thereof promptly after the Concessionaire receives actual notice of such casualty; 
(ii) at its sole cost and expense, whether or not insurance proceeds, if any, shall be equal to the 
estimated cost of repairs, alterations, restorations, replacement and rebuilding (the "Casualty 
Cost"), proceed diligently to repair, restore or rebuild the same to the condition existing prior to 
the happening of such fife or other casualty (any such activity being a "Restoration"); and (iii) 
deposit all insurance proceeds received by the Concessionaire in connection with any Restoration 
with a Depositary; provided, however, that if at any time the Casualty Cost exceeds the net 
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insurance proceeds actually deposited with the Depositary, then the Concessionaire shall also 
deposit with the Depository such cash as is sufficient to cover the difference between the 
Casualty Cost and the net insurance proceeds (collectively, with any interest earned thereon, the 
"Restoration Funds"); provided, further, that the procedures of this clause (iii) of this Section 
13.3(a) shall only apply to casualty events in which the cost of Restoration exceeds $1,000,000. 

(b) Rights of City. If (i) the Concessionaire shall fail or neglect to commence the 
diligent Restoration of the Metered Parking System or the portion thereof so damaged or 
destroyed, (ii) having so commenced such Restoration, the Concessionaire shall fail to diligently 
complete the same in accordance with the terms of this Agreement or (iii) prior to the completion 
of any such Restoration by the Concessionaire, this Agreement shall expire or be terminated in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the City may, but shall not be required to, 
complete such Restoration at the Concessionaire's expense and shall be entitled to be paid out of 
the Restoration Funds, b\1t such payment shall not limit the Concessionaire's obligation to pay 
the City's reasonable Restoration expenses, less amounts received by the City from such 
Restoration Funds. In any case where this Agreement shall expire or be terminated prior to the 
completion of the Restoration, the Concessionaire shall (x) account to the City for all amounts 
spent in connection with any Restoration which was undertaken, (y) pay over or cause the 
Depositary to pay over to the City, within 30 Days after demand therefor, the remainder, if any, 
of the Restoration Funds received by the Concessionaire prior to such termination or cancellation 
and (z) pay over or cause the Depositary to pay over to the City, within 30 Days after receipt 
thereof, any Restoration Funds received by the Concessionaire or the Depositary subsequent to 
such termination or cancellation. The Concessionaire's obligations under this Section 13.3(b) 
shall survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

(c) Payment of Restoration Funds to Concessionaire. Subject to the satisfaction by 
the Concessionaire of all of the terms and conditions of this Section 13.3, the Depositary shall 
pay to the Concessionaire from time to time, any Restoration Funds, but not more than the 
amount actually collected by the Depositary upon the loss, together with any interest earned 
thereon, after reimbursing itself therefrom, as well as the City, to the extent, if any, of the 
reasonable expenses paid or incurred by the Depositary and the City in the collection of such 
monies, to be utilized by the Concessionaire solely for the Restoration, such payments to be 
made as follows: 

(i) prior to commencing any Restoration, the Concessionaire shall furnish the 
City with an estimate of the cost of such Restoration, prepared by an architect or engineer; 

(ii) the Restoration Funds shall be paid to the Concessionaire in installments 
as the Restoration progresses, subject to Section 13.3(c)(iii), based upon requisitions to be 
submitted by the Concessionaire to the Depositary and the City in compliance with Section 
13.3(d), showing the cost oflabor and materials purchased for incorporation in the Restoration, 
or incorporated therein since the previous requisition, and due and payable or paid by the 
Concessionaire; provided, however, that if any lien (other than a Permitted Concessionaire 
Encumbrance) is filed against the Metered Parking System or any part thereof in connection with 
the Restoration, the Concessionaire shall not be entitled to receive any further installment until 
such lien is satisfied or discharged (by bonding or otherwise); provided, further, that 
notwithstanding the foregoing, but subject to the provisions of Section 13.3(c)(iii), the existence 
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of any such lien shall not preclude the Concessionaire from reCeIVIng any installment of 
Restoration Funds so long as such lien will be discharged with funds from such installment and 
at the time the Concessionaire receives such installment the Concessionaire delivers to the City 
and the Depositary a release of such lien executed by the lien or and in recordable form; 

(iii) the amount of any installment to be paid to the Concessionaire shall be (A) 
the product of (x) the total Restoration Funds and (y) a fraction, the numerator of which is the 
cost of labor and materials theretofore incurred by the Concessionaire in the Restoration and the 
denominator of which is the Casualty Cost, less (B) all payments theretofore made to the 
Concessionaire out of the Restoration Funds and less (C) 10% of the amount determined by the 
calculation described in clauses (A) and (ill of this Section 13.3(c)(iii), except that no amounts 
due shall be withheld for architects' or engineers' fees or permitting or other governmental fees 
in connection with the Restoration or with respect to each Contractor upon the final completion 
of each such Contractor's respective work, provided that the unapplied portion ofthe funds held 
by the Depositary are sufficient to complete the Restoration; provided, however, that all 
disbursements to the Concessionaire shall be made based upon an architect's or engineer's 
certificate for payment in accordance with industry standards, and disbursements may be made 
for advance deposits for material and Contractors to the extent that such disbursements are 
customary in the industry and provided that the unapplied portion of the funds held by the 
Depositary are sufficient to complete the Restoration; and 

(iv) except as provided in Section 13.3(b), upon completion of and payment 
for the Restoration by the Concessionaire, subject to the rights of any Collateral Assignee, the 
Depositary shall pay the balance of the Restoration Funds, if any, to the Concessionaire; 
provided, however, that if the insurance proceeds are insufficient to pay for the Restoration (or if 
there shall be no insurance proceeds), the Concessionaire shall nevertheless be required to make 
the Restoration and provide the deficiency in funds necessary to complete the Restoration as 
provided in Section 13.3(a)(iii). 

(d) Conditions of Payment. The following shall be conditions precedent to each 
payment made to the Concessionaire as provided in Section 13.3(c): 

(i) at the time of making such payment, no Concessionaire Default (other 
than any Concessionaire Default resulting from the occurrence of the damage or destruction for 
which such payment is being made or the result thereof) exists; 

(ii) the Restoration shall be carried out under the supervision of the architect 
or engineer, and there shall be submitted to the Depositary and the City the certificate of the 
architect or engineer (or other evidence reasonably satisfactory to the City) stating that (A) the 
materials and other items which are the subject of the requisition have been delivered to the 
Metered Parking System (except with respect to requisitions for advance deposits pennitted 
under Section 13.3(c)(iii), free and clear of all Encumbrances, and no unsatisfied or unbonded 
mechanic's or other liens have been claimed, except for any mechanic's lien for claims that will 
be discharged, by bonding or otherwise, with funds to be received pursuant to such requisition 
(provided that a release of such lien is delivered to the Depositary in accordance with Section 
13.3(c)(ii), or insured over by title insurance reasonably acceptable to the City, (B) the sum then 
requested to be withdrawn either has been paid by the Concessionaire or is due and payable to 
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Contractors, engineers, architects or other Persons (whose names and addresses shall be stated), 
who have rendered or furnished services or materials for the work and giving a brief description 
of such services and materials and the principal subdivisions or categories thereof and the several 
amounts so paid or due to each of such Persons in respect thereof, and stating in reasonable detail 
the progress of the work up to the date of such certificate, (C) no part of such expenditures has 
been made the basis, in any previous requisition (whether paid or pending), for the withdrawal of 
Restoration Funds or has been made out of the Restoration Funds received by the 
Concessionaire, (D) the sum then requested does not exceed the value of the services and 
materials described in the certificate, (E) the work relating to such requisition has been 
performed in accordance with this Agreement, (F) the balance of the Restoration Funds held by 
the Depositary will be sufficient upon completion of the Restoration to pay for the same in full, 
and stating in reasonable detail an estimate of the cost of such completion and (G) in the case of 
the final payment to the Concessionaire, the Restoration has been completed in accordance with 
this Agreement. 

(e) Payment and Performance Bonds. If the Concessionaire obtains payment or 
performance bonds related to a Restoration (which the Concessionaire mayor may not obtain in 
its discretion), the Concessionaire shall name the City and the Concessionaire and any Collateral 
Assignee, as their interests may appear, as additional obligees, and shall deliver copies of any 
such bonds to the City promptly upon obtaining them. 

(f) Benefit of City. The requirements of this Section 13.3 are for the benefit only of 
the City, and no Contractor or other Person shall have or acquire any claim against the City as a 
result of any failure of the City actually to undertake or complete any Restoration as provided in 
this Section 13.3 or to obtain the evidence, certifications and other documentation provided for 
herein. 

(g) Investment of Restoration Funds. Restoration Funds deposited with a Depositary 
shall J?e invested and reinvested in Eligible Investments at the direction of the Concessionaire, 
and all interest earned on such investments shall be added to the Restoration Funds. 

(h) Rights of Collateral Assignee. The City acknowledges and agrees that any 
Restoration Funds not applied to a Restoration as provided in this Section 13.3 shall be subject to 
the lien or liens of any Collateral Assignment. 

ARTICLE 14 
ADVERSE ACTIONS 

Section 14.1. Adverse Action. 

(a) An "Adverse Action" shall occur if the City, the County of Cook or the State of 
Illinois (or any subdivision or agency of any of the foregoing) takes any action or actions at any 
time during the Term (including enacting any Law) and the effect of such action or actions, 
individually or in the aggregate, is reasonably expected (i) to be principally borne by the 
Concessionaire or other operators of on-street metered parking systems and (ii) to have a 
material adverse effect on the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest (whether as a 
result of decreased revenues, increased expenses or both), except where such action is in 
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response to any act or omission on the part of the Concessionaire that is illegal (other than an act 
or omission rendered illegal by virtue of the Adverse Action) or such action is otherwise 
permitted under this Agreement; provided, however, that none of the following shall be an 
Adverse Action: (A) any action taken by the City pursuant to its Reserved Powers, (B) other 
than as a result of any action taken by the City pursuant to its Reserved Powers, the 
development, redevelopment, construction, maintenance, modification or change in the operation 
of any existing or new parking facility or mode of parking or oftransportation (including a road, 
street or highway) whether or not it results in the reduction of Metered Parking Revenues or in 
the number of vehicles using the Metered Parking System, (C) the imposition ofa Tax of general 
application or an increase in Taxes of general application, including parking Taxes of general 
application imposed on customers or operators of parking facilities, or (D) requirements 
generally applicable to public parking lot licensees including "public garage-not enclosed" 
licensees under the Municipal Code. 

(b) If an Adverse Action occurs, the Concessionaire shall have the right to (i) be paid 
by the City the Concession Compensation with respect thereto (such Concession Compensation, 
the "AA-Compensation") or (ii) terminate this Agreement and be paid by the City the Metered 
Parking System Concession Value, in either case by giving notice in the manner described in 
Section 14.1(c). 

(c) If an Adverse Action occurs, the Concessionaire shall give notice (the "AA-
Preliminary Notice") to the City within 30 Days following the date on which the Concessionaire 
fITst became aware of the Adverse Action stating an Adverse Action has occurred. Within 180 
Days following the date of delivery of the AA-Preliminary Notice, the Concessionaire shall give 
the City another notice (the "AA-Notice") setting forth (i) details of the effect of said occurrence 
that is principally borne by the Concessionaire or other operators of on street metered parking 
systems generally and not by others, (ii) details of the material adverse effect of the said 
occurrence on the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest, (iii) a statement as to which 
right in Section 14.I(b) the Concessionaire elects to exercise, and (iv) if the Concessionaire 
elects --fo--exerdse the right to Concession Compensation under Section 14.l(b), the amount 
claimed as AA-Compensation and details of the calculation thereo( The City shall, after receipt 
of the AA-Notice, be entitled by notice to require the Concessionaire to provide such further 
supporting particulars as the City may reasonably consider necessary. If the City wishes to 
dispute the occurrence of an Adverse Action or the amount of AA-Compensation, ifany, claimed 
in the AA-Notice, the City shall give notice of dispute (the "AA-Dispute Notice") to the 
Concessionaire within 30 Days following the date of receipt of the AA-Notice stating in 
reasonable detail the grounds for such dispute. If neither the AA-Notice nor the AA-Dispute 
Notice has been withdrawn within 30 Days following the date of receipt of the AA-Dispute 
Notice by the Concessionaire, the matter shall be submitted to the dispute resolution procedure in 
Article 19. 

(d) If the Concessionaire has elected to exercise its right to AA-Compensation, the 
City shall pay the amount of Concession Compensation claimed to the Concessionaire within 60 
Days following the date of receipt of the AA-Notice, or if a AA-Dispute Notice has been given, 
then not later than 60 Days following the date of determination of the AA-Compensation 
(together with interest at the Bank Rate from the date ofreceipt of the AA-Dispute Notice to the 
date on which payment is made), provided that, subject to the right of the Concessionaire to 
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receive interest at the Ba_nk Rate on the payment owed by the City from the date of receipt of the 
AA-Dispute Notice to the date on which payment is made, the City may defer any such payment 
for an additional 120 Days if the City determines, in its reasonable discretion, that such 
additional period is necessary in order to obtain financing or otherwise to obtain the necessary 
funds to make such a payment. It is acknowledged and agreed that payment of such Concession 
Compensation shall not release the City from any obligations with respect to any indemnification 
or other claims by the Concessionaire hereunder that are not related to the events or 
circumstances that gave rise to such Concessionaire Compensation. 

Section 14.2. Termination. 

(a) If the Concessionaire has elected to exercise its right to ten;ninate this Agreement 
in connection with an Adverse Action pursuant to Section 14.1 this Agreement, subject to 
Section 14.2(c) and Section 14.4, shall terminate 60 Days following the date of receipt of the 
AA-Notice by the City, and the City shall pay an amount equal to the aggregate of (i) the 
Metered Parking System Concession Value as of the date of such termination (which shall be 
determined as if no Adverse Action has occurred), plus (ii) without duplication, the reasonable 
out-of-pocket and documented costs and expenses incurred by the Concessionaire as a result of 
such termination, plus (iii) the Concession Compensation calculated for the period between the 
date of the Adverse Action and the date of termination less (iv) any insurance or condemnation 
proceeds received by the Concessionaire in respect of all or any portion of the Metered Parking 
System as a result of such Adverse Action, (collectively, the "Termination Damages") to the 
Concessionaire on the Reversion Date or, if the Termination Damages are determined on a date 
subsequent to the Reversion Date, then not later than 60 Days following the date of 
determination of the Termination Damages (together with interest at the Bank Rate from the 
Reversion Date to the date on which payment is made), provided that, subject to the right of the 
Concessionaire to receive interest at the Bank Rate on the payment owed by the City from the 
date of receipt of the AA-Dispute Notice to the date on which payment is made, the City may 
defer&ny such payment for an additional 120 Days if the City reasonably determines that such 
additionalperiod is necessary in order to obtain financing to make such a payment; provided, 
however, that any amounts received by the Concessionaire or any Collateral Assignee from any 
insurance policies payable as a result of damage or destruction to the Metered Parking System 
that has not been remedied prior to the Reversion Date, shall, to the extent not used to remedy 
such effects, be deducted from the amount payable by the City to the Concessionaire; so long as 
the City has not received any such amounts pursuant to Section 13.3(b). 

(b) Any dispute arising out of the determination of the Tennination Damages shall be 
submitted to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 

(c) This Agreement shall not terminate pursuant to Section l4.2(a) unless the 
Concessionaire has first obtained and delivered to the City the written consent of the Collateral 
Assignee to such termination. 

(d) Payment of the entire sum of Termination Damages or the AA-Compensation, as 
the case may be, by the City to the Concessionaire, shall constitute full and final satisfaction of 
all amounts that may be claimed by the Concessionaire for and in respect of the occurrence of 
the Adverse Action, as the case may be, and, upon such payment, the City shall be released and 
forever discharged by the Concessionaire from any and all liability in respect of such Adverse 
Action. 
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Section 14.3. Reserved Powers Adverse Actions. 

(a) Use of Reserved Powers. The Parties acknowledge and agree that (i) it is 
anticipated that the City will exercise its Reserved Powers during the Tenn, (ii) the impact of 
certain of such actions may have a material adverse effect on the fair market value of the 
Concessionaire Interest; (iii) the provisions of Article 7, including the provisions thereof relating 
to the payment of Settlement Amounts by the City, are designed to compensate the 
Concessionaire for changes resulting from the exercise by the City of its Reserved Powers in a 
manner that will maintain the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest over the Term and 
(iv) adverse changes may be mitigated by other Reserved Power actions of the City that will 
have a favorable impact on the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest. The Parties also 
acknowledge and agree that there may be circumstances when the exercise by the City of its 
Reserved Powers may have a material adverse effect on the fair market value of the 
Concessionaire Interest that cannot be compensated fully under the provisions of Article 7 and 
that under such circumstances the Concessionaire may seek compensation with respect thereto 
(the "Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation"). 

(b) Reserved Powers Adverse Action. A "Reserved Powers Adverse Action" shall 
occur if (i) the City takes any action or actions during the Term that would otherwise have 
constituted an Adverse Action under Section 14.1 except that such action or actions were taken 
by the City pursuant to its Reserved Powers, and (ii) such actions, individually or in the 
aggregate, are reasonably expected (A) to be borne principally by the Concessionaire or other 
operators of on-street metered parking systems and (8) to have a material adverse effect on the 
fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest after taking into account the provisions of Article 
1. In addition, the events described in Section 7.11 relating to a reduction of Concession 
Metered Parking Spaces or to the average of the Monthly System in Service Percentage for 
certain· RepQrting Years being less than eighty percent (80%) are each a Reserved Powers 
Adverse Action. 

(c) Compensation. The amount of Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation 
shall be equal to the reduction in the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest reSUlting 
from such Reserved Powers Adverse Action after taking into account the present value of the 
amounts paid, or reasonably expected to be paid, over the remaining Term bithe City pursuant 
to Article 7 as a result of such Reserved Powers Adverse Action, as determined pursuant to a 
written appraisal by an independent third party appraiser that is nationally recognized in 
appraising infrastructure assets used to provide services to the general public and that is 
acceptable to the City and the Concessionaire. If the Parties fail to agree upon such a single 
appraiser within 30 Days after a Party requests the appointment thereof, then the City and the 
Concessionaire shall each appoint an independent third party appraiser and both such appraisers 
shall be instructed jointly to select a third party appraiser to make the fair market value appraisal. 
The City shall pay the reasonable costs and expenses of any appraisal. 

(d) Notice and Claim. If a Reserved Powers Adverse Action occurs, the 
Concessionaire shall give notice (the "RP Preliminary Notice") to the City within 30 Days 
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following the date on which the Concessionaire first became aware of the Reserved Powers 
Adverse Action stating a Reserved Powers Adverse Action has occurred. Within 180 Days 
following the date of delivery of the RP-Preliminary Notice, the Concessionaire shall give the 
City another notice (the "RP-Notice") setting forth (i) details of the effect of said occurrence that 
is principally borne by the Concessionaire or other operators of on-street metered parking 
systems generally and not by others, (ii) details of the lasting and material adverse effect of the 
said occurrence on the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest, (iii) a statement that the 
reduction in the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest cannot be fully compensated 
under the provisions of Article 7, and the reasons that such statement is correct, and (iv) the 
amount claimed as Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation and details of the calculation 
thereof The City shall, after receipt of the RP-Notice, be entitled by notice to require the 
Concessionaire to provide such further supporting particulars as the City may reasonably 
consider necessary. If the City wishes to dispute the occurrence of a Reserved Powers Adverse 
Action or the amount of Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation claimed in the RP
Notice, the City shall give notice of dispute (the "RP-Dispute Notice") to the Concessionaire 
within 30 Days following the date of receipt of the RP-Notice stating in reasonable detail the 
grounds for such dispute. If neither the RP-Notice nor the RP-Dispute Notice has been 
withdrawn within 30 Days following the date of receipt of the RP-Dispute Notice by the 
Concessionaire, the matter shall be submitted to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 

(e) Option to Terminate. If the amount of Reserved Powers Adverse Action 
Compensation, as determined pursuant to Section 14.3(c) and @, is greater than twenty-five 
percent (25%) of the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest as of the time immediately 
prior to the Reserved Powers Adverse Action, then the Concessionaire, at its option, may, by 
written notice to the City, elect to terminate this Agreement and be paid the greater of the 
Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation or the Remaining Amortized Value. Such 
written notice shall establish an End Date for this Agreement, which shall be no earlier than 120 
Days and no later than 180 Days later than the date of delivery of such notice, and shall be 
accompa.nied by the written consent of the Collateral Assignee to such termination. The 
Concessionaire's option to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this Section 14.3(e) does not 
limit the rights of the City to remedy the occurrence of an Adverse Action or a Reserved Powers 
Adverse Action as permitted by Section 14.4. 

(f) Payment of Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation. If the 
Concessionaire has elected to exercise its right to Reserved Powers Adverse Action 
Compensation, the City shall pay the amount of Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation 
claimed to the Concessionaire within 60 Days following the date of receipt of the RP-Notice, or 
if a RP-Dispute Notice has been given, then not later than 60 Days following the date of 
determination of the Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation (together with interest at 
the Bank Rate from the date of receipt of the RP-Dispute Notice to the date on which payment is 
made), provided that, subject to the right of the Concessionaire to receive interest at the Bank 
Rate on the payment owed by the City from the date of receipt of the RP-Dispute Notice to the 
date on which payment is made, the City may defer any such payment for an additional 120 Days 
if the City determines, in its reasonable discretion, that such additional period is necessary in 
order to obtain financing or otherwise to obtain the necessary funds to make such a payment. It 
is acknowledged and agreed that payment of such Reserved Powers Adverse Action 
Compensation shall not release the City from any obligations with respect to any indemnification 
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or other claims by the Concessionaire hereunder that are not related to the events or 
circumstances that gave rise to such Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation. 

(g) Termination Payment. If the Concessionaire has elected to exercise its option to 
terminate this Agreement, then, on the Reversion Date, the City shall pay the Concessionaire the 
Remaining Amortized Value or the Reserved Powers Adverse Action Compensation, in 
accordance with the election made by the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 14.3(e), provided 
that, subject to the Concessionaire's right to receive interest at the Bank Rate on such amount 
after the Reversion Date, the City may defer any such payment for an additional 60 Days if the 
City determines, in its reasonable discretion, that such additional period is necessary in order to 
obtain financing or otherwise to obtain the necessary funds to make such payment. 

(h) Release of City. Payment of the entire sum due under Section 14.3(f) or Section 
14.3(g), as the case may be, by the City to the Concessionaire shall constitute full and final 
satisfaction of all amounts that may be claimed by the Concessionaire for and in respect of the 
occurrence of the Reserved Powers Adverse Action and upon such payment, the City shall be 
released and forever discharged by the Concessionaire from any and all liability in respect of 
such Reserved Powers Adverse Action. 

Section 14.4. Right of City to Remedy. If the City wishes to remedy the occurrence of 
an Adverse Action or a Reserved Powers Adverse Action, the City shall give notice thereof to 
the Concessionaire within 30 Days following the date of receipt of the applicable AA-Notice or 
RP-Notice. If the City gives such notice it must remedy the applicable Adverse Action or 
Reserved Powers Adverse Action within 180 Days following the date of receipt of the AA
Notice or RP-Notice or, if a AA-Dispute Notice or RP-Dispute Notice has been given, within 
180 Days following the final award pursuant to Article 19 to the effect that an Adverse Action or 
Reserved Powers Adverse Action occurred. If the City elects to remedy the occurrence of an 
Adverse Action within the applicable period of time, the right of the Concessionaire shall be 
limited to a claim for AA-Compensation with respect to such Adverse Action. If the City elects 
to remedy the occurrence of a Reserved Powers Adverse Action within the applicable period of 
time, the right of the Concessionaire shall be limited to a claim for Reserved Powers Adverse 
Action Compensation. 

Section 14.5. Other Actions by Governmental Authorities. In the event that any 
Governmental Authority (other than the City, Cook County or the State of Illinois (or any 
subdivision or agency of any of the foregoing)) proposes to take any action at any time during 
the Term (including or enacting any Law) and the effect of such action is reasonably expected (i) 
to be principally borne by the Concessionaire or other operators of on street metered parking 
systems (and not by others) and (ii) to have a material adverse effect on the fair market value of 
the Concessionaire Interest, except where such action is in response to any act or omission on the 
part of the Concessionaire that is illegal (other than an act or omission rendered illegal by virtue 
of an Adverse Action or such action by any such other Governmental Authority), then at the 
request of the Concessionaire the City shall use its reasonable efforts to oppose and challenge 
such action by any such other Governmental Authority; provided, however, that all reasonable 
out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred by the City in connection with such opposition or 
challenge shall be borne by the Concessionaire. 
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ARTICLE 15 
DELAY EVENTS AND CONCESSION COMPENSATION 

Section 15.1. Delay Events. 

(a) If the Concessionaire is affected by a Delay Event, it shall give notice within 10 
Business Days following the date on which it fIrst became aware of such Delay Event to the City 
(provided that in the case of such Delay Event being a continuing cause of delay, only one notice 
shall be necessary), which notice shall include (i) a statement of which Delay Event the claim is 
based upon, (ii) details of the circumstances from which the delay arises and (iii) an estimate of 
the delay in the performance of obligations under this Agreement attributable to such Delay 
Event and information in support thereof, if known at that time. The City shall, after receipt of 
any such notice, be entitled by notice to require the Concessionaire to provide such further 
supporting particulars as the City may reasonably consider necessary. 

(b) The Concessionaire shall notify the City within 10 Business Days following the 
date on which it fIrst became aware that a Delay Event has ceased. 

(c) Subject to the Concessionaire giving the notice required in Section I5.l(a), a 
Delay Event shall excuse the Concessionaire from whatever performance is prevented by the 
Delay Event referred to in such notice for such appropriate number of Days as the City and the 
Concessionaire jointly determine, each acting reasonably. If the City and the Concessionaire 
cannot agree upon the period of extension, then either Party shall be entitled to refer the matter to 
the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. This Section 15.1(c) shall not excuse the 
Concessionaire from the performance and observance under this Agreement of all obligations 
and covenants not affected by the Delay Event. Notwithstanding the occurrence of a Delay 
Event, the Concessionaire shall continue its performance and observance under this Agreement 
of all of its obligations and covenants to the extent that it is reasonably able to do so and shall use 
its re~sonable efforts to minimize the effect and duration of the Delay Event. Nothing herein 
shall permit-Of-excuse noncompliance with a change to applicable Laws. 

(d) Except as provided in the immediately following sentence, if a Delay Event 
occurs that has the effect of causing physical damage or destruction to a material part of the 
Metered Parking. System that results in the Metered Parking System being substantially 
unavailable for the provision of Metered Parking Services and such effect continues for a period 
in excess of 120 Days and has a material adverse effect on the fair market value of the 
Concessionaire Interest, and insurance policies payable (or that should have been payable but for 
the breach of an obligation to take out and maintain such insurance policy by the Concessionaire) 
or condemnation or other similar proceeds are insufficient to restore the Concessionaire to the 
same economic position as it would have been in the absence of such event, then, 
notwithstanding Section 2.1, the Concessionaire shall have the right to extend the Term for a 
period that would be sufficient so to compensate the Concessionaire and to restore it to the same 
economic position as it would have been in had such Delay Event not occurred (a "Delay Event 
Remedy"). This Section I5.l(d) shall not apply if the applicable Delay Event was caused by the 
exercise by the City of any of its Reserved Powers, it being acknowledged and agreed that the 
Concessionaire's remedy in such case shall be as provided in Article 7 or Section 14.3. 
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(e) If the Concessionaire elects to exercise the right to the Delay Event Remedy, the 
Concessionaire shall give notice ("Delay Event Notice") to the City within 30 Days following 
the date on which the Concessionaire first became aware of its right to the Delay Event Remedy 
occurring setting forth (i) the details of the Delay Event and its effect on either causing physical 
damage or destruction to the Metered Parking System that results in the Metered Parking System 
being substantially unavailable for the provision of Metered Parking Services or suspending the 
collection of Metered Parking Fees at the Metered Parking System, (ii) the amount claimed as 
compensation to restore the Concessionaire to the same economic position as it would have been 
in had such Delay Event not occurred (including the details of the calculation thereof) and (iii) 
the details of the relationship between such compensation and the Delay Event Remedy that it 
proposes. The City shall, after receipt of the Delay Event Notice, be entitled by notice to require 
the Concessionaire to provide such further supporting particulars as the City may reasonably 
consider necessary. If the City wishes to dispute the occurrence of a Delay Event or the Delay 
Event Remedy claimed in the Delay Event Notice, the City shall give notice to dispute (the 
"Delay Event Dispute Notice") to the Concessionaire within 30 Days following the date of 
receipt of the Delay Event Notice stating the grounds for such dispute, and if neither the Delay 
Event Notice nor the Delay Event Dispute Notice has been withdrawn within 30 Days following 
the date of receipt of the Delay Event Dispute Notice by the Concessionaire, the matter shall be 
submitted to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 

Section 15.2. Relationship to Compensation Event. Section 15.1 shall not prevent the 
Concessionaire from receiving Concession Compensation or any other compensation from the 
City provided for in this Agreement for any Delay Event that constitutes a Compensation Event 
pursuant to the terms ofthis Agreement. 

Section 15.3. Payment of Concession Compensation. 

(a) Except as provided elsewhere in this Agreement, if a Compensation Event occurs, 
the Concessionaire shall give notice (the "CE-Preliminary Notice") to the City within 30 Days 
following the date on which the Concessionaire first became aware of the Compensation Event 
stating that a Compensation Event has occurred. Within 30 Days following the date of delivery 
of the CE-Preliminary Notice, the Concessionaire shall give the City another notice (the "CE
Notice") setting forth (i) details of the Compensation Event, including an explanation of the 
reasons that the event constitutes a Compensation Event under the terms of this Agreement and 
(ii) the amount claimed as Concession Compensation and details of the calculation thereof in 
accordance with the calculation methodology set forth in the definition of "Concession 
Compensation"; provided, that the failure by the Concessionaire to timely deliver the CE
Preliminary Notice or the CE-Notice shall not limit its remedies hereunder or otherwise reduce 
the amount of the Concession Compensation. 

(b) All Concession Compensation due to the Concessionaire shall be due and payable 
by the City within 30 Days of the CE-Notice. 

(c) If the City wishes to dispute the occurrence of a Compensation Event or the 
amount of Concession Compensation claimed in the CE-Notice issued by the Concessionaire in 
accordance with Section 15.3(a), then the City shall give notice of dispute (the "CE-Dispute 
Notice") to the Concessionaire within 30 Days following the date of receipt of the CE-Notice 
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stating the grounds for such dispute. If the CE-Dispute Notice has not been withdrawn within 30 
Days following the date of receipt of the CE-Dispute Notice by the Concessionaire, the matter 
shall be submitted to the dispute resolution procedure set forth in Article 19. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing, the City shall pay to the Concessionaire any undisputed portion of the Concession 
Compensation in accordance with the terms of this Agreement during the pendency of any 
dispute regarding a disputed portion of the Concession Compensation. 

ARTICLE 16 
DEFAULTS; LETTERS OF CREDIT 

Section 16.1. Default by the Concessionaire. 

(a) Events of Default. The occurrence of anyone or more of the following events 
during the Term shall constitute a "Concessionaire Default" under this Agreem.ent: 

(i) if the Concessionaire fails to comply with, perform or observe any 
material obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement, and such failure 
continues unremedied for a period of90 Days following notice thereof(giving particulars of the 
failure in reasonable detail) from the City to the Concessionaire or for such longer period as may 
be reasonably necessary to cure such failure, provided, in the latter case, that the Concessionaire 
has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the City, acting reasonably, that (A) it is proceeding, and 
will proceed, with all due diligence to cure or cause to be cured such failure, (B) its actions can 
be reasonably expected to cure or cause to be cured such failure within a reasonable period of 
time acceptable to the City, acting reasonably and (C) such failure is in fact cured within such 
period of time; 

(ii) if this Agreement or all or any portion of the Concessionaire Interest is 
Transferred in contravention of Article 17 and such Transfer or action continues unremedied for 
a peri~d of 10 Business Days following notice thereof from the City to the Concessionaire; 

. --. 
(iii) if the Concessionaire fails to comply with the requirements or directives of 

a final award in a matter submitted to dispute resolution in accordance with Article 19, and such 
failure continues unremedied for a period of 30 Days following notice thereof from the City to 
the Concessionaire, or for such longer period as may be reasonably necessary to cu~e such 
failure, provided, in the latter case, that the Concessionaire has demonstrated to the satisfaction 
of the City, acting reasonably, that (A) it is proceeding, and will proceed, with all due diligence 
to cure or cause to be cured such failure, (B) its actions can be reasonably expected to cure or 
cause to be cured such failure within a reasonable period of time acceptable to the City, acting 
reasonably and (C) such failure is in fact cured within such period of time; 

(iv) if the Concessionaire (A) admits, in writing, that it is unable to pay its 
debts as such become due, (B) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, (C) files a 
voluntary petition under Title II of the U.S. Code, or if such petition is filed against it and an 
order for relief is entered, or if the Concessionaire files any petition or answer seeking, 
consenting to or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, 
liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under the present or any future U.S. bankruptcy code or 
any other present or future applicable Law, or shall seek or consent to or acquiesce in or suffer 
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the appointment of any trustee, receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other 
similar official of the Concessionaire or of all or any substantial part of its properties or of the 
Metered Parking System or any interest therein, or (D) takes any corporate action in furtherance 
of any action described in this Section 16.1 (a)(iv); 

(v) if within 90 Days after the commencement of any proceeding against the 
Concessionaire seeking any reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, 
dissolution or similar relief under the present or any future u.S. bankruptcy code or any other 
present or future applicable Law, such proceeding has not been dismissed, or if, within 90 Days 
after the appointment, without the consent or acquiescence of the Concessionaire, of any trustee, 
receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other similar official of the 
Concessionaire or of all or any substantial part of its properties or of the Metered Parking System 
or any interest therein, such appointment has not been vacated or stayed on appeal or otherwise, 
or if, within 90 Days after the expiration of any such stay, such appointment has not been 
vacated; . 

(vi) if a levy under execution or attachment has been made against all or any 
part of the Metered Parking System or any interest therein as a result of any Encumbrance (other 
than a Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance) created, incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by 
the Concessionaire or any Person claiming through it, and such execution or attachment has not 
been vacated, removed or stayed by court order, bonding or otherwise within 60 Days after the 
Concessionaire becomes aware of such levy, unless such levy resulted from actions or omissions 
of the City or its Representatives; or 

(vii) the Concessionaire repudiates in writing any of its material obligations 
under this Agreement. 

(b) Remedies of the City Upon Concessionaire Default. Upon the occurrence, and 
during the continuance, of a Concessionaire Default, the City may, by notice to the 
Concessionaire with a copy to the Collateral Assignee in accordance with the terms hereof, 
declare the Concessionaire to be in default and may, subject to the provisions of Articles 18 and 
l2., do any or all of the following as the City, in its discretion, shall determine: 

(i) the City may terminate this Agreement by giving 30 Days' prior notice to 
the Concessionaire upon the occurrence of (A) a Concessionaire Default that consists of a failure 
to comply with, perform or observe any Operating Standard if such Concessionaire Default 
creates a material danger to the safety of Metered Parking System Operations or a material 
impairment to the Metered Parking System or to the continuing use of the Metered Parking 
System or (8) any other Concessionaire Default; provided, however, that the Concessionaire 
shall be entitled to cure a Concessionaire Default pursuant to Section 16.1 (a)(i) by providing the 
City with a written work plan within such 30-Day period outlining the actions by which the 
Concessionaire will ensure future compliance with either (x) the obligation, covenant, 
agreement, term or condition in this Agreement or (y) the requirements or directives ofthe issued 
final award in accordance with Article 19 that the Concessionaire failed to perform or observe, 
which work plan is Approved by the City, but any failure of the Concessionaire to comply in any 
material respect with such Approved work plan following 30 Days' notice of such failure from 
the City to the Concessionaire shall be deemed to be a Concessionaire Default described in 
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Section 16.Ha)(i) and the entitlement of the Concessionaire to cure such Concessionaire Default 
by the delivery of an Approved work plan shall not apply thereto; 

(ii) if the Concessionaire Default is by reason of the failure to pay any monies, 
the City may (without obligation to do so) make payment on behalf of the Concessionaire of 
such monies, and any amount so paid by the City shall be payable by the Concessionaire to the 
City within three Business Days after demand therefor; 

(iii) the City may cure the Concessionaire Default (but this shall not obligate 
the City to cure or attempt to cure a Concessionaire Default or, after having commenced to cure 
or attempted to cure a Concessionaire Default, to continue to do so), and all costs and expenses 
reasonably incurred by the City in curing or attempting to cure the Concessionaire Default, 
together with an administrative fee equal to 15% of such costs and expenses, shall be payable by 
the .Concessionaire to the City within three Business Days after written demand therefor; 
provided, however, that (A) the City shall not incur any liability to the Concessionaire for any act 
or omission of the City or any other Person in the course of remedying or attempting to remedy 
any Concessionaire Default and (8) the City'S cure of any Concessionaire Default shall not 
affect the City's rights against the Concessionaire by reason of the Concessionaire Default; 

(iv) the City may seek specific performance, injunction or other equitable 
remedies, it being acknowledged that damages are an inadequate remedy for a Concessionaire 
Default; 

(v) the City may seek to recover its Losses arising from such Concessionaire 
Default and any amounts due and payable under this Agreement and, in connection therewith, 
exercise any recourse available to any Person who is owed damages or a debt; 

(vi) with respect to those Concessionaire Defaults that entitle the City to 
terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 16.l(b)(i), the City may terminate the 
Concessionaire's right to use, operate, maintain and rehabilitate the Metered Parking System and 
the Concessionaire's right to collect and retain Metered Parking Revenues, and in such event, the 
City or the City's agents and servants may immediately or at any time thereafter take possession 
and control of the Metered Parking System by any available action under law or proceeding at 
law or in equity, and with or without terminating this Agreement, and undertake any and all of 
the Metered Parking System Operations; provided, however, that no such action by the City shall 
be construed as an election on its part to terminate this Agreement unless a notice of such 
intention is given to the Concessionaire; provided further that any re-possession of the Metered 
Parking System or termination of this Agreement made in accordance with this Agreement as 
against the Concessionaire shall be valid and effective against the Concessionaire even though 
made subject to the rights of a Collateral Assignee to cure any default of the Concessionaire and 
continue as in the place of the Concessionaire under this Agreement or a new concession 
agreement as provided herein; and 

(vii) the City may exercise any of its other rights and remedies provided for 
hereunder or at law or equity. 
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Section 16.2. Def~ults by the City. 

(a) Events of Default. The occurrence of anyone or more of the following events 
during the Term shall constitute a "City Default" under this Agreement: 

(i) if the City fails to comply with or observe any material obligation, 
covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement (other than an Adverse Action or a 
Reserved Powers Adverse Action) and such failure continues unremedied for a period of 90 
Days following notice thereof (giving particulars of the failure in reasonable detail) from the. 
Concessionaire to the City or for such longer period as may be reasonably necessary to cure such 
failure; provided, however, in the latter case, that the City has demonstrated to the satisfaction of 
the Concessionaire, acting reasonably, that (A) it is proceeding with all d4,e diligence to cure or 
cause to be cured such failure, and (B) its actions can be reasonably expected to cure or cause to 
be cured such failure within a reasonable period of time acceptable to the Concessionaire, acting 
reasonably and (C) such failure is in fact cured within such period of time; 

(ii) if the City fails to comply with the requirements or directives of a final 
award in a matter submitted to dispute resolution in accordance with Article 19 and such default 
continues unremedied for a period of 30 Days following notice thereof from the Concessionaire 
to the City, or for such longer period as may be reasonably necessary to cure such failure, 
provided, in the latter case, that the City has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the 
Concessionaire, acting reasonably, that (A) it is proceeding, and will proceed, with all due 
diligence to cure or cause to be cured such failure, (B) its actions can be reasonably expected to 
cure or cause to be cured such failure within a reasonable period" of time acceptable to the 
Concessionaire, acting reasonably and (C) such failure is in fact cured within such period of 
time; 

(iii) if a levy under execution or attachment has been made against all or any 
part of the Metered Parking System including the Reserve Parking Lots or the Concessionaire 
Interest as a result of any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted City Encumbrance) created, 
incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by the City or any Person claiming through it, and such 
execution QL ~ttachment has not been vacated, removed or stayed by court order, bonding or 
otherwise within a period of 60 Days, unless such levy resulted from actions or omissions of the 
Concessionaire or its Representatives or if all or a material part of the Metered Parking System 
shall be subject to a condemnation or similar taking by the City or any agency thereof; 

(iv) if the City (A) admits, in writing, that it is unable to pay its debts as such 
become due, (B) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, (C) files a voluntary petition 
under Title 9 of the U.S. Code, or if such petition is filed against it and an order for relief is 
entered, or if the City files any petition or answer seeking, consenting to or acquiescing in any 
reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief 
under the present or any future U.S. bankruptcy code or any other present or future applicable 
Law, or shall seek or consent to or acquiesce in or suffer the appointment of any trustee, receiver, 
custodian, assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other similar official of the City, or of all or any 
substantial part of its propertie~ (in each case, to the extent applicable to a municipality), or (D) 
takes any action in furtherance of any action described in this Section 16.2(a)(iv); or if within 90 
Day~ after the commencement of any proceeding against the City seeking any reorganization, 
arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under the 
present or any future U.S. bankruptcy code or any other present or future applicable Law, such 
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proceeding has not been dismissed, or if, within 90 Days after the appointment, without the 
consent or acquiescence of the City, of any trustee, receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, 
liquidator or other similar official of the City or of all or any substantial part of its properties (in 
each case, to the extent applicable to a municipality), such appointment has not been vacated or 
stayed on appeal or otherwise, or if, within 90 Days after the expiration of any such stay, such 
appointment has not been vacated; 

(v) if (A) a court of competent jurisdiction enters a final and unappealable 
judgment order against the City in any action, suit or proceeding brought against the City, which 
action, suit or proceeding was not brought by or supported in any way by the Concessionaire, 
any Operator, any Representative, any Collateral Assignee or any other Person acting on behalf 
of any of the foregoing or any other Person having an pecuniary interest in this Agreement, and 
(B) as a result of such final and unappealable judgment order (i) it becomes unlawful for the City 
to comply with or observe any material obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this 
Agreement or (ii) any material obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition of the City 
under this Agreement becomes unenforceable against the City; and (C) the Parties, acting in 
good faith and within a reasonable time, are unable to reform this Agreement to conform to the 
requirements of such judgment order; provided that the entry of such judgment order shall not 
constitute a City Default if, within 180 Days following the entry of such judgment order, (i) a 
Law is enacted that validates or con(rrms the lawful authority of the City, or grants to the City 
the lawful authority, to perform its contractual obligations under this Agreement notwithstanding 
such judgment order or otherwise remedies the City Default and (ii) the City reimburses the 
Concessionaire for any urrreimbursed Losses attributable to such judgment order and accrued 
during the period from the date of entry of such judgment order to the date of enactment of such 
Law; or 

(vi) the City repudiates in writing any of its material obligations under this 
Agreement. 

(6J Remedies o/Concessionaire Upon City De/ault. Upon the occurrence, and during 
the continuance, of a City Default, the Concessionaire may by notice to the City declare the City 
to be in default and may, subject to the provisions of Article 19, do any or all of the following as 
the Concessionaire, in its discretion, shall determine: 

(i) the Concessionaire may terminate this Agreement by giving 30 Days' 
prior notice to the City; provided, however, that the City shall be entitled to cure a City Default 
pursuant to Section 16.2(a)(i) by (i) agreeing within such 30-Day period to pay any Losses 
sustained as a result of such City Default or (ii) providing the Concessionaire with a written work 
plan within such 30-Day period outlining the actions by which the City will ensure future 
compliance with either (x) the obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this 
Agreement or (y) the requirements or directives of the issued [mal award in accordance with 
Article 19 that the City failed to perform or observe, which work plan is approved by the 
Concessionaire (which approval shall not be urrreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned), but 
any failure of the City to comply in any material respect with such approve<;l work plan following 
30 Days' notice of such failure from the Concessionaire to the City shall be deemed to be a City 
Default described in Section 16.2(a)(i) and the entitlement of the City to cure such City Default 
by the delivery of an approved work plan shall not apply thereto; and upon such termination the 
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City shall be obligated to pay to the Concessionaire the Metered Parking System Concession 
Value plus, without duplication, the reasonable out-of-pocket and documented costs and 
expenses incurred by the Concessionaire as a result of such termination; 

(ii) the Concessionaire may exercise any of its rights or remedies at law or in 
equity; and 

(iii) the Concessionaire may seek to recover its Losses and any amounts due 
and payable under this Agreement and, in connection therewith, exercise any recourse available 
to any Person who is owed damages or a debt. 

Section 16.3. Letters of Credit. 

(a) The Concessionaire shall deliver no later than the first day of the Concession Year 
that is five years prior to the final Concession Year of the Term, a Letter of Credit in the amount 
then to be calculated equal to the amount that the City reasonably determines is appropriate to 
cover all costs of capital improvements for the remainder of the Term as set forth in the 
Concessionaire's capital improvement program required pursuant to the Operating Standards. 

(b) Such Letter of Credit shall be replaced on every anniversary of such Concession 
Year until the date that is two years after (i) the expiration ofthe Term and (ii) such time as there 
being no unresolved disputes with respect to the Concessionaire complying with, performing or 
observing any obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement with a 
Replacement Letter of Credit in the amount of the undrawn balance of such Letter of Credit plus 
the amount of interest that would have been earned on such balance if invested for the next 12-
month period at the Bank Rate. Subject to Approval, the required amount of any Letter of Credit 
with respect to a Concession Year (but only with respect to such Concession Year) may be 
reduced from time to time (at intervals that may be shorter than one year) by the amount that the 
City reasonably determines is appropriate such that the amount of the Letter of Credit remains 
sufficienUo cover all costs of capital improvements for the remainder of the Term in light of the 
condition of the Metered Parking System (including the City'S assessment of the present and 
future condition of the Metered Parking System, and all costs and expenses of capital 
improvements to be performed in connection therewith, during the remaining years of the Term) 
and the Concessionaire's compliance with this Agreement in connection therewith. Upon the 
occurrence of a Concessionaire Default (or if there is a dispute as to the occurrence of a 
Concessionaire Default, upon the final decision of the arbitral panel pursuant to Article 19 that a 
Concessionaire Default has occurred), the City shall have the right (in addition to all other rights 
and remedies provided in this Agreement, but with the understanding that any other monetary 
damages that the City may recover will be reduced by the amount so drawn, and without the 
City'S exercise of such right being deemed a waiver or a cure of the Concessionaire's failure to 
perform and whether or not this Agreement is thereby terminated), with three Business Days' 
prior notice to the Concessionaire, to draw against such Letter of Credit or any replacement 
thereof, upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate conflfming that the City has the right 
to draw under such Letter of Credit in the amount of such sight draft, up to the amount due to the 
City with respect to such Concessionaire Default. 
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( c) The Concessionaire shall replace each Letter of Credit with a replacement Letter 
of Credit (the "Replacement Letter of Credit") at \east 30 Days prior to the expiry date of a Letter 
of Credit which is expiring. If the Concessionaire does not deliver to the City a Replacement 
Letter of Credit within such time period, the City shall have the right (in addition to all other 
rights and remedies provided in this Agreement and without the City's exercise of such right 
being deemed a waiver or a cure of the Concessionaire's failure to perform and whether or not 
this Agreement is thereby terminated) to immediately draw the full amount of the Letter of 
Credit upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City has the right to 
draw under such Letter of Credit in the amount of such sight draft. After the Concessionaire 
delivers to the City a Replacement Letter of Credit complying with the provisions of this 
Agreement, the City shall deliver in accordance with the Concessionaire's reasonable 
instructions the Letter of Credit being replaced (except to the extent that at such time no sight 
draft under such Letter of Credit is outstanding and unpaid). Any Replacement Letter of Credit 
shall be upon the same terms and conditions as the Letter of Credit replaced and satisfy the 
requirements for a Letter of Credit, but in any event (i) the amount of each Replacement Letter of 
Credit, except as provided in Section 16.3(a), shall equal or exceed the amount of the Letter of 
Credit being replaced at the time of replacement and (ii) the date of the Replacement Letter of 
Credit shall be its date of issuance. The expiry date of the Replacement Letter of Credit, as 
referred to in the opening paragraph of such Replacement Letter of Credit, shall be not earlier 
than one year later than the expiry date of the Letter of Credit being replaced. 

(d) If this Agreement is terminated by the City prior to the expiration of the Term as a 
result of a Concessionaire Default, the City shall have the right (in addition to all other rights and 
remedies provided in this Agreement and without the City's exercise of such right being deemed 
a waiver or a cure of the Concessionaire's failure to perform), with three Business Days' prior 
notice to the Concessionaire, to draw against any Letter of Credit, upon presentation of a sight 
draft and a certificate confirming that the City has the right to draw under such Letter of Credit in 
the amount of such sight draft, up to the amount due to the City pursuant to the terms of this 
Agreem~nt. 

(e) The City will accept the Letters of Credit to be delivered pursuant to this Section 
16.3 (and pursuant to Section 2.3) as security for the Concessionaire's obligations under this 
Agreement, in place of a cash deposit in the same amount, with the understanding that the Letters 
of Credit are to be the functional equivalent of a cash deposit. The"Concessionaire's sole remedy 
in connection with the improper presentment or payment of sight drafts drawn under the Letter 
of Credit shall be the right to obtain from the City a refund of the amount of any sight draft the 
proceeds of which were drawn inappropriately or misapplied and the reasonable costs incurred 
by the Concessionaire as a result of such inappropriate draw or misapplication; provided, 
however, that at the time of such refund, the Concessionaire increases the amount of the Letter of 
Credit to the amount (if any) then required under the applicable provisions of this Agreement. 
The Concessionaire acknowledges that the presentment of sight drafts drawn under the Letter of 
Credit could not under any circumstances cause the Concessionaire injury that could not be 
remedied by an award of money damages, and that the recovery of money damages would be an 
adequate remedy therefor. The Concessionaire shall not request or instruct the issuer of the 
Letter of Credit to refrain from paying any sight draft drawn under a Letter of Credit. 
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(f) If the City desires to assign its rights and obligations in accordance with Section 
17.2 of this Agreement, the Concessionaire shall cooperate so that concurrently with the 
effectiveness of such assignment, either Replacement Letters of Credit as described in Section 
16.3(c) for, or appropriate amendments to, the Letters of Credit then held by the City, in either 
case identifYing as beneficiary the appropriate party after the assignment becomes effective, shall 
be delivered to the City, at no cost to the Concessionaire. 

(g) The Concessionaire shall obtain and furnish all Letters of Credit and Replacement 
Letters of Credit at its sole cost and expense and shall pay all charges imposed in connection 
with the City'S presentation of sight drafts and drawing against the Letters of Credit or 
Replacement Letters of Credit. 

(h) In lieu of any Letter of Credit to be provided by the Concessionaire pursuant to 
the terms of this Section 16.3, the Concessionaire shall, at the Concessionaire's sole discretion, 
have the option to provide a surety bond or other similar form of security or to deposit with a 
Depositary for the benefit of the City, as collateral security, cash or Eligible Investments in an 
amount equal to the amount of such Letter of Credit at the time of such deposit. Such Depositary 
shall invest and reinvest such amounts in Eligible Investments at the direction of the City, 
provided that earnings thereon shall be paid to the Concessionaire not less frequently than 
quarterly. If, at any time during the Term, the City would have the right to draw any amount on 
a Letter of Credit for which the Concessionaire has substituted cash or Eligible Investments 
pursuant to this Section 16.3(h), the Depositary shall pay such amount to the City from such cash 
deposit or Eligible Investments in accordance with the terms of this Section 16.3 and all rights 
and remedies of the City and the Concessionaire with respect to such cash deposits or Eligible 
Investments, if any, shall be the same as those provided in this Section 16.3 with respect to any 
Letter of Credit; provided, however, that the certification that would have been provided by the 
City with the sight draft had cash or Eligible Investments not been so substituted shall be made 
to the Depositary and delivered to the Depositary together with the City's written demand for 
payme~t. 

(i) If Letters of Credit shall not in the future be available at commercially reasonable 
terms and rates or shall not be a commercially reasonable form of security in similar transactions, 
the Concessionaire shall furnish the City with comparable security instruments or Eligible 
Investments that then are commonly-used in similar transactions and which are Approved; and if 
no such comparable security instruments shall be available, the Concessionaire shall deposit with 
the City cash as security. 

Section 16.4. Consequences of Termination or Reversion. Upon the termination or 
expiration of this Agreement, notwithstanding any claims the Parties may have against each 
other and subject to Section 16.l(b)(v), Section 16.2(b)(iii) and Article 18, the following 
provisions shall apply: 

(a) the Concessionaire shall, without action whatsoever being necessary on the part of 
the City, well and truly surrender, transfer and deliver to the City the Metered Parking System 
(including all improvements to the Metered Parking System), the Metered Parking System 
Assets and all tangible and intangible personal property of the Concessionaire (including 
inventories) that is included in the Metered Parking System and used in connection with the 
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Metered Parking System Operations (subject, however, as to any intellectual property included in 
the Metered Parking System, to any restrictions or prohibitions to disclosure, transfer or sharing 
thereof and any other rights of third parties with respect thereto), in good order, condition and 
repair (reasonable wear and tear excepted), determined reasonably in accordance with the then 
applicable Operating Standards, free and clear of all Encumbrances other than (w) Permitted 
Concessionaire Encumbrances set forth in clause (iv), clause (vii) and clause (viii) as it pertains 
to clauses (iv) and (vii) of the definition of that term, (x) Permitted City Encumbrances, (y) those 
created by or suffered to exist or consented to by the City or any Person claiming through it, and 
(z) with respect to any property added to the Metered Parking System after the Time of Closing, 
title defects affecting such property in existence on the date such property is added to the 
Metered Parking System; 

(b) the Concessionaire hereby waives any notice now or hereafter required by Law 
with respect to transfer ofthe Metered Parking System on the Reversion Date; 

(c) the City shall, as of the Reversion Date, assume full responsibility for the Metered 
Parking System Operations, and as of such date, the Concessionaire shall have no liability or 
responsibility for Metered Parking System Operations occurring after such date; 

(d) the Concessionaire shall be liable for all costs, expenses and other amounts for 
which it is liable or responsible hereunder incurred up to but not including the Reversion Date, 
and the City shall be liable for all costs, expenses and amounts incurred in connection with the 
Metered Parking System Operations on and after the Reversion Date; 

(e) the City shall have the option by providing notice to the Concessionaire of 
requiring that the Concessionaire assign, without warranty or recourse to the Concessionaire, to 
the fullest extent permitted by Authorizations and applicable Law, all of its right, title and 
interest in, to and under (in each of the following cases, to the extent assignable) all or any of the 
Operating Agreements then in effect and all Authorizations to the City or its nominee for the 
remainder of their respective terms; provided, however, that if the City exercises such option, the 
right, title and interest of the Concessionaire in, to and under such Operating Agreements and 
Authorizations shall be assigned to the City or its nominee as of the Reversion Date and the 
Concessionaire shall surrender the Metered Parking System to the City and shall cause all 
Persons claiming under or through the Concessionaire to do likewise, and the City shall assume 
in writing, pursuant to an assumption agreement satisfactory to the Concessionaire, the 
Concessionaire's obligations under the Operating Agreements that arise in respect of, or relate 
to, any period of time falling on and after the Reversion Date; provided further that if the City 
does not exercise such option, the Concessionaire shall, unless the City has granted to a 
Collateral Assignee or its nominee a new concession agreement containing the same provisions 
as are contained in this Agreement, take such steps as are necessary to terminate the Operating 
Agreements to the extent permitted thereunder and in accordance with the terms thereof; 

(f) the Concessionaire, at its sole cost and expense, shall promptly deliver to the City 
copies of all records and other documents relating to the Metered Parking Revenues that are in 
the possession of the Concessionaire or its Representatives and all other then existing records 
and information relating to the Metered Parking System as the City, acting reasonably, may 
request; 
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(g) the Concessionaire shall execute and deliver to the City a transfer of title 
documents and other instruments reasonably required by the City to evidence such termination; 

(h) the Concessionaire shall assist the City in such manner as the City may require to 
ensure the orderly transition of control, operation, management, maintenance and r¢~abilitation 
of the Metered Parking System, and shall, if appropriate and if requested by the City, take all 
steps as may be necessary to enforce the provisions of the Operating Agreements pertaining to 
the surrender of the Metered Parking System; 

(i) the City and the Concessionaire shall make appropriate adjustments, including 
adjustments relating to any Operating Agreements assigned to the City, Metered Parking Fees 
and other similar charges collected on and after the Reversion Date that are incurred prior to the 
Reversion Date, and utilities, and any adjustments and payment therefor shall be made by the 
appropriate Party on the Reversion Date, but shall be subject to readjustment if necessary 
because of error in matters such as information, calculation, payments apd omissions that are 
identified within the period of 180 Days following the Reversion Date; provided, however, that 
the City and the Concessionaire acknowledge that certain adjustments or readjustments may have 
to be made when a third party provides to the City or the Concessionaire a final adjustment 
amount in respect of a matter, and for such matters the adjustment and readjustment date shall 
each be correspondingly extended; and 

(j) if this Agreement is terminated as a result of an Adverse Action or a Reserved 
Powers Adverse Action, the payment by the City to the Concessionaire of the amounts required 
under Article 14 or Article 19 shall constitute full and final settlement of any and all Claims the 
Concessionaire may have against the City for and in respect of the termination of this Agreement 
and upon such payment, the Concessionaire shall execute and deliver all such releases and 
discharges as the City may reasonably require to give effect to the foregoing. 

This Section 16.4 shall survive the expiration or any earlier termination of this 
Agreement-. 

Section 16.5. Termination Other Than Pursuant to Agreement. If this Agreement is 
terminated by the City other than pursuant to Section 16.1 or is canceled, rescinded or voided 
during the Term for any reason over the objection and without action by the Concessionaire, .any 
Collateral Assignee and their respective Affiliates, the City shall pay to the Concessionaire the 
Metered Parking System Concession Value as of the date of such termination, cancellation, 
rescinding or voiding, plus, without duplication, the reasonable out-of-pocket and documented 
costs and expenses incurred by the Concessionaire as a direct result of such termination, 
cancellation, rescinding or voiding. The City hereby acknowledges and agrees that it may only 
terminate this Agreement in accordance with the express terms hereof and shall not, in any event, 
have the right to terminate this Agreement for convenience. 

ARTICLE 17 
RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFERS 

Section 17.1. Transfers by the Concessionaire. 

(a) The Concessionaire shall not Transfer, or otherwise permit the Transfer of, any or 
all ofthe Concessionaire Interest to or in favor of a Transferee, unless (i) the City has Approved 
(based upon a determination in accordance with Section 17 .1 (b)) such proposed Transferee 
(unless it is a Collateral Assignee permitted under Article 18) and (ii) the proposed Transferee 
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(unless it is a Collateral Assignee permitted under Article 18) enters into an agreehi'ent with the 
City in form and substance satisfactory to the City, acting reasonably, wherein the Transferee 
acquires the rights and assumes the obligations of the Concessionaire and agrees to perform and 
observe all of the obligations and covenants of the Concessionaire under this Agreement. Any 
Transfer made in violation of the foregoing provision shall be null and void ab initio and of no 
force and effect. 

(b) Approval of a proposed Transferee may be withheld if the City reasonably 
determines that (i) such proposed Transfer is prohibited by applicable Law, (ii) such proposed 
Transferee's entering into this Agreement with the City is prohibited by Law, (iii) such proposed 
Transfer would result in a violation of Law, (iv) such proposed Transfer'would result in a Tax 
liability to the City (unless the City shall have received indemnification, as determined in the 
City's discretion, with respect thereto) or (v) such proposed Transferee is not capable of 
performing the obligations and covenants of the Concessionaire under this Agreement, which 
determination shall be based upon and take into account the following factors: (a) the financial 
strength and integrity of the proposed Transferee, its direct or indirect beneficial owners, any 
proposed managers or operating partners and each of their respective Affiliates; (b) the 
experience of the proposed Transferee or the Operator to be engaged by the proposed Transferee 
in operating metered parking systems and performing other relevant projects; (c) the background 
and reputation of the proposed Transferee, its direct or indirect beneficial owners, any proposed 
managers or operating partners, each of their respective officers, directors and employees and 
each of their respective Affiliates (including the absence of criminal, civil or regulatory claims or 
actions against any such Person and the quality of any such Person's past or present performance 
on other projects); and (d) the Operator engaged by the proposed Transferee, including the 
ability-of!he Operator to meet the operating standards_ 

(c) No Transfer of all or any of the Concessionaire Interest (except a Transfer to a 
Collateral Assignee or its nominee upon its exercise of remedies under its Collateral Assignment 
and a subsequent transfer to the transferee of the Collateral Assignee that has been Approved 
under Section 17.Hb)) shall be made or have any force or effect if, at the time of such Transfer 
there has occurred a Concessionaire Default that has not been remedied or an event that with the 
lapse of time, the giving of notice or otherwise would constitute a Concessionaire Default. 

(d) A Change in Control of the Concessionaire shall be deemed to be a Transfer of 
the Concessionaire Interest for purposes of the foregoing provisions. 

(e) Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be deemed to prohibit or limit the 
Concessionaire from changing its organizational form or status (including a change from a 
limited liability company to a corporation or limited partnership), provided that such change in 
organizational form or status does not result in a Change of Control ofthe Concessionaire. 

(f) Neither (i) a change of ownership that is attributable to a concession, management 
agreement, operating agreement or other similar arrangement that is subject and subordinate in 
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all respects to the rights of the City under this Agreement, nor (ii) the creation of a trust or any 
other transaction or arrangement that is solely a transfer of all or part of the Concessionaire's 
economic interest under this Agreement to another entity shall be deemed to be a Transfer of the 
Concessionaire Interest for purposes of Section 17.1 Cal. 

Section 17.2. Assignment by the City. The City shall have the right to Transfer any or 
all ofthe City's interest in the Metered Parking System and this Agreement, provided that it shall 
be jointly and severally liable with the Transferee for the performance and observance of the 
obligations and covenants of the City under this Agreement and any agreement entered into by 
the City under this Agreement (including agreeing directly with any Collateral Assignee to be 
bound by the agreement entered into in accordance with Section 18.3) and that any such Transfer 
by the City shall not materially limit or reduce any of the Concessionaire's other rights, benefits, 
remedies or privileges under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 18 
LENDER'S RIGHTS AND REMEDIES 

Section 18.1. Collateral Assignments. The Concessionaire shall have the right, at its 
sole cost and expense, to execute and deliver one or more (subject to Section 18.7) Collateral 
Assignments, if at the time any such Collateral Assignment is executed and delivered to the 
Collateral Assignee, no Concessionaire Default exists unless any such Concessionaire Default 
will be cured pursuant to Section 18.3 in connection with entering into such Collateral 
Assignment, and upon and subject to the following terms and conditions: 

(a) a Collateral Assignment may not cover any property of, or secure any debt issued 
or guaranteed by, any Person other than the Concessionaire (including any debt guaranteed by 
the Concessionaire in accordance with Section 3.6), but may cover shares or equity interests in 
the capital of the Concessionaire and any cash reserves or deposits held in the name of the 
Concessionaire; 

(b) no Person other than an Institutional Lender shall be entitled to the benefits and 
protections accorded to a Collateral Assignee in this Agreement; provided, however, that lenders 
to the Concessionaire (and lenders to the Co I1atera I Assignee as successor in interest to the 
Concessionaire under this Agreement) may be Persons other than Institutional Lenders so long as 
any Collateral Assignment securing the loans made by such Persons is held by an Institutional 
Lender acting as collateral agent or trustee; 

( c) no Collateral Assignment or other instrument purporting to pledge, encumber, or 
create a lien, charge or security interest on or against any or all of the Concessionaire Interest 
shall extend to or affect the fee simple interest in the Reserve Parking Lots, the City's interest 
hereunder or its reversionary interest and estate in and to the Metered Parking System or any part 
thereof; 

(d) the City shall have no liability whatsoever for payment of the principal sum 
secured by any Co lIateral Assignment, or any interest accrued thereon or any other sum secured 
thereby or accruing thereunder, and, except for violation by the City of express obligations set 
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forth herein, the Collateral Assignee shall not be entitled to seek any damages or other amounts 
against the City for any or all of the same; 

(e) the City shall have no obligation to any Collateral Assignee in the enforcement of 
the City's rights and remedies herein and by Law provided, except as expressly set forth in this 
Agreement and unless such Collateral Assignee has provided the City with notice of its 
Collateral Assignment in accordance with the Collateral Assignee Notice Requirements; 

(f) each Collateral Assignment shall provide that if the Concessionaire is in default 
under the Collateral Assignment and the Collateral Assignee gives notice of such default to the 
Concessionaire, then the Collateral Assignee shall give notice of such default to the City; 

(g) subject to the terms of this Agreement, all rights acquired by a Collateral 
Assignee under any Collateral Assignment shall be subject and subordinate to all of the 
provisions of this Agreement and to all of the rights ofthe City hereunder; 

(h) while any Collateral Assignment is outstanding, the City shall not agree to any 
amendment or modification of this Agreement that could reasonably be expected to have a 
material adverse effect on the rights or interests of the Collateral Assignee or agree to a voluntary 
surrender or termination of this Agreement by the Concessionaire without the consent of the 
Collateral Assignee; 

(i) notwithstanding any enforcement of the security of any Collateral Assignment, 
the Concessionaire shall remain liable to the City for the payment of all sums owing to the City 
under this Agreement and the performance and observance of all of the Concessionaire's 
covenants and obligations under this Agreement; and 

(j) a Collateral Assignee shall not, by virtue of its Collateral Assignment, acquire any 
greater rights or interest in the Metered Parking System than the Concessionaire has at any 
applicable time under this Agreement, other than such rights or interest as may be granted or 
acquired in accordance with Section 18.2, 18.3, 18.4 or 18.5; and each Collateral Assignee, the 
City and the Concessionaire shall enter into a consent agreement in a form acceptable to all 
parties; provided that such consent agreement shall be in a customary form and shall include the 
rights and protections provided to the Collateral Assignees in this Agree~ent. 

Section 18.2. Notices and Payments to Collateral Assignees. Whenever a Collateral 
Assignment exists as to which the City has been provided notice in accordance with the 
Collateral Assignee Notice Requirements, the City shall, simultaneously with providing the 
Concessionaire any required notice under this Agreement, provide a copy of such notice to such 
Collateral Assignee, and no such notice to the Concessionaire shall be effective against the 
Collateral Assignee until a copy thereof is duly provided to such Collateral Assignee at its 
address specified in its notice given to the City in accordance with the Collateral Assignee 
Notice Requirements (or any subsequent change of address notice given to the City pursuant to 
the requirements of Section 20.1.). With respect to a Collateral Assignment regarding which the 
City has been provided notice in accordance with the Collateral Assignee Notice Requirements, 
unless the Collateral Assignee has otherwise advised the City in writing, all payments to the 
Concessionaire to be made by the City under this Agreement shall be made to the institution 
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acting as the collateral agent or depository under the financing secured by such Collateral 
Assignment. 

Section 18.3. Collateral Assignee's Right to Cure. The Collateral Assignee shaH have 
a period of 60 Days with respect to any Concessionaire Default beyond any cure period 
expressly provided to the Concessionaire herein, in which to cure or cause to be cured any such 
Concessionaire Default; provided, however, that such 60-Day period shaH be extended if the 
Concessionaire Default may be cured but cannot reasonably be cured within such period of 60 
Days, and the Collateral Assignee begins to cure such default within such 60-Day period (or, if 
possession is necessary in order to effect such cure, the Collateral Assignee commences 
appropriate lawful action (pursuant to judicial process or otherwise) to take possession or 
transfer possession (subject to the provisions of Article 17) of the Metered Parking System 
within 60 Days) and thereafter proceeds with all due diligence to cure such Concessionaire 
Default (including by proceeding with all due diligence to take possession or effect such transfer) 
within a reasonable period of time acceptable to the City, acting reasonably; provided further 
that if a Collateral Assignee's right to cure a Concessionaire Default has not expired, and the 
Collateral Assignee is acting to cure such Concessionaire Default in accordance with this Section 
18.3 then the City shall not exercise its right to terminate this Agreement by reason of such 
Concessionaire Default. In furtherance of the foregoing, the City shall permit the Collateral 
Assignee and its Representatives the same access to the Metered Parking System as is permitted 
to the Concessionaire hereunder. The City shall accept any such performance by a Collateral 
Assignee as though the same had been done or performed by the Concessionaire. Any payment 
to be made or action to be taken by a Collateral Assignee hereunder as a prerequisite to keeping 
this Agreement in effect shall be deemed properly to have been made or taken by the Collateral 
Assignee if such payment is made or action is taken by a nominee, agent or assignee of the rights 
of such Collateral Assignee. 

Section 18.4. Rights of the Collateral Assignee. 

Ca} _ Subject to the provisions of this Agreement including, but not limited to, the 
Reserved Powers, a Collateral Assignee may (i) enforce its Collateral Assignment in any lawful 
way, (ii) acquire the Concessionaire Interest in any lawful way or (iii) take control of in any 
lawful way and manage the Metered Parking System. Upon exercise of any contractual or 
statutory power of sale or possession under such Collateral Assignment and subject to the 
provisions of Article 17 (applied to the Collateral Assignee as if it were the Concessionaire), a 
Collateral Assignee may Transfer the Concessionaire Interest; provided. however, that no 
Transfer by a Collateral Assignee shall be effective unless the Transfer is made in accordance 
with Section 17.1. Any Person to whom the Collateral Assignee Transfers the Concessionaire 
Interest (including such Collateral Assignee) shall take the Concessionaire Interest subject to any 
of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement. 

(b) Except as provided in Section 18.3, unless and until a Collateral Assignee (i) 
forecloses upon or has otherwise taken ownership of the Concessionaire Interest or (ii) has taken 
possession or control of the Concessionaire Interest, whether directly or by an agent as a 
mortgagee in possession or a receiver or receiver and manager has taken possession or control of 
the Concessionaire Interest by reference to the Collateral Assignment, the Collateral Assignee 
shall not be liable for any of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement or be entitled 
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to any of the Concessionaire's rights and benefits contained in this Agreement, except by way of 
security. If the Collateral Assignee itself or by an agent or a receiver or a receiver and manager 
is the owner, or is in control or possession of, the Concessionaire Interest, it shall be bound by all 
liabilities and obligations of the Concessionaire under this Agreement (including the obligation 
to engage an Operator). Once the Collateral Assignee goes out of ownership, possession or 
control of the Concessionaire Interest or Transfers the Concessionaire Interest to another Person 
in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, the Collateral Assignee shall cease to be 
liable for any of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement accruing thereafter and 
shall cease to be entitled to any of the Concessionaire's rights and benefits contained in this 
Agreement, except, if the Collateral Assignment remains outstanding, by way ofsecurity. 

Section 18.5. City's Termination of this Agreement; New Agreement. 

(a) Without prejudice to the rights of a Collateral Assignee under Section 18.3, if this 
Agreement is terminated prior to the expiration of the Term due to a Concessionaire Default (in 
which case the City shall notify the Collateral Assignee of such termination) or if this Agreement 
is rejected or disaffirmed pursuant to any bankruptcy Law or proceeding or other similar Law or 
proceedings affecting creditors' rights generally with respect to a bankruptcy proceeding relating 
to the Concessionaire or otherwise, the City agrees to enter into a new concession agreement of 
the Metered Parking System with the Collateral Assignee (or its designee or nominee, provided 
that such designee or nominee either is controlled by the Collateral Assignee or is Approved by 
the City as Transferee under Section 17.1) for the remainder of the original stated Term upon all 
of the covenants, agreements, terms, provisions and limitations of this Agreement (the "New 
Agreement"), effective as of the date of such termination, but only on and subject to the 
satisfaction of all of the following requirements and conditions: (i) such Collateral Assignee 
commits in writing to the City, in a notice delivered to the City, within 30 Days after the City 
delivers the termination notice to the Collateral Assignee (or, if later, upon the termination of any 
cure period granted to the Collateral Assignee pursuant to Section 18.3) or within 30 Days after 
the eff€?ctive date of ~uch rejection or disaffirmance, as the case may be, that the Collateral 
Assignee -(cfr its designee or nominee) will enter into the New Agreement, which notice is 
accompanied by a copy of such New Agreement, duly executed and acknowledged by the 
Collateral Assignee (or its designee or nominee); (ii) provided the City notifies the Collateral 
Assignee in advance, the Collateral Assignee (or its designee or nominee) pays or causes to be 
paid to the City, at the time of the execution and delivery of the New Agreement, all amounts 
which, at the time of the execution and delivery thereof, would have been past due or due and 
payable in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement but for such termination; (iii) 
provided the City furnishes a statement or invoice for such costs the Collateral Assignee pays or 
causes to be paid to the City all reasonable costs and expenses (including legal fees), Taxes, fees, 
charges and disbursements paid or incurred by the City in connection with such defaults and 
termination, the recovery of possession from the Concessionaire, and in connection with the 
preparation, execution and delivery of the New Agreement and related agreements and 
documents specified in such statement or invoice; and (iv) such Collateral Assignee (or its 
designee or nominee), at the time of such written request, cures all defaults under this Agreement 
(curable by the payment of money) existing immediately prior to the termination of this 
Agreement, or, if such defaults cannot be cured by the payment of money, such Collateral 
Assignee (or its designee or nominee) commits to the City in the New Agreement to proceed 
both promptly and diligently, upon the execution of the New Agreement, to cure all such other 
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defaults and, if possession is necessary in order to cure such other Concessionaire Defaults, to 
proceed both promptly and diligently to obtain the possession required to cure any such other 
defaults (and such cure shall be a covenant in the New Agreement). 

(b) Nothing contained in this Section 18.5 shall be deemed to limit or affect the 
City's interest in and to such Metered Parking System upon the expiration of the Term of the 
New Agreement. The provisions of this Section 18.5 shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement and shall continue in full force and effect thereafter to the same extent as if this 
Section 18.5 were a separate and independent contract made by the City, the Concessionaire and 
the Collateral Assignee and, if the Collateral Assignee satisfies the conditions to a New 
Agreement from the effective date of such termination of this Agreement to the date of execution 
and delivery ofthe New Agreement, the Collateral Assignee may operate the concession created 
by this Agreement without hindrance by the City, but only on and subject to the terms and 
provisions ofthis Agreement. 

Section 18.6. Right to Arbitration. In each case specified in this Agreement in which 
resort to arbitration is authorized, the Collateral Assignee shall have the right and privilege if an 
event of default under the Collateral Assignment then exists and notice has been given to the 
City as contemplated by Section 18.lCf), in the Concessionaire's name, place and stead, to obtain 
and participate in such arbitration upon notice to the City in accordance with Section 20.1, 
provided that the Collateral Assignee agrees to be bound by the decision ofthe arbitration panel. 

Section 18.7. Recognition by the City of Collateral Assignee. If there is more than 
one Collateral Assignee, only that Collateral Assignee, to the exclusion of all other Collateral 
Assignees, whose notice was earliest received by the City pursuant to the Collateral Assignee 
Notice Requirements, shall have the rights as a Collateral Assignee under this Article 18, unless 
such Collateral Assignee has designated in writing another Collateral Assignee to exercise such 
rights. 

Sectim118.8. City's Right to Purchase Indebtedness Secured by Collateral 
Assignment. 

(a) Ifany default by the Concessionaire has occurred under a Collateral Assignment, 
or any act, condition or event has occurred which would permit a Collateral Assignee to declare 
all or part of the indebtedness secured by a Collateral Assignment to be immediately due and 
payable, then the City shall have 30 Days after the date on which such Collateral Assignee shall 
serve notice upon the City in writing ("Collateral Assignee's Notice") that such Collateral 
Assignee intends to commence proceedings to exercise its rights or remedies under the Collateral 
Assignment (stating the calculation of the purchase price pursuant Section IS.S(c), during which 
30-Day period the City shall have the right and option (the "City's Option") to purchase from all 
Collateral Assignees the indebtedness secured by all Collateral Assignments, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions contained in this Section 18.8. 

(b) The City's Option shall be exercised by notice served upon the Concessionaire 
and all Collateral Assignees within such 30-Day period. Time shall be of the essence as to the 
exercise of the City'S Option. If the City's Option is duly and timely exercised, the City shall 
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purchase on the date which is 60 Days after the date on which a Collateral Assignee's Notice is 
served upon the City. The closing shall take place at a mutually convenient time and place. 

(c) The purchase price payable by the City shall be equal to the aggregate amounts 
secured by such Collateral Assignments (including principal, interest, fees, premiums, breakage 
and other costs, expenses (including attorneys' fees) and any other amounts secured thereby) as 
of the closing date of the purchase. The purchase price shall be paid in full in cash at closing by 
wire transfer or other immediately available funds. The purchase price shall be paid by the City 
to each respective Collateral Assignee, to be applied by the Collateral Assignee to the 
indebtedness secured by the Collateral Assignment owed to such Collateral Assignee, subject to 
the priorities ofthe security interests created by such Collateral Assignments. 

(d) At the closing and upon payment in full of the purchase price each Collateral 
Assignee shall assign its Collateral Assignment to the City, together with any security interest 
held by it in the Concessionaire Interest, without recourse, representations, covenants or 
warranties of any kind, provided that such Collateral Assignments and security interests shall be 
deemed modified to secure the amount of the aggregate purchase price paid by the City to all 
Collateral Assignees (rather than the indebtedness theretofore secured thereby) payable on 
demand, with interest and upon the other items referred to in this Section 18.8(d). The City shall 
be responsible for paying any Taxes payable to any Governmental Authority upon such 
assignment. 

(e) Any Collateral Assignment shall contain an agreement of the Collateral Assignee 
to be bound by the provisions of this Section 18.8. 

(f) The City shall have the right to receive all notices of default under any Collateral 
Assignment, but the City shall not have the right to cure any default under any Collateral 
Assignment, except to the extent provided in this Section 18.8. 

ARTICLE 19 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Section 19.1. Scope. Any dispute arising out of, relating to, or in connection with this 
Agreement, including any question as to whether such dispute is subject to arbitration, shall be 
resolved as set forth in this Article 19. 

Section 19.2. Informal Dispute Resolution Procedures. The Parties shall attempt in 
good faith to resolve such dispute within 15 Business Days following receipt by one Party of 
notice of such dispute from the other Party. If the Parties are unable to resolve the dispute within 
such period of 15 Business Days, and upon notice by either Party to the other, the dispute shall 
be referred to the Designated Senior Person of each Party. The Designated Senior Persons shall 
negotiate in good faith to resolve the dispute, conferring as often as they deem reasonably 
necessary. Statements made by representatives of the Parties during the dispute resolution 
procedures set forth in this Section 19.2 and in Section 19.3 and documents specifically prepared 
for such dispute resolution procedures shall be considered part of settlement negotiations and 
shall not be admissible as evidence in any arbitration or other litigation proceeding between the 
Parties without the mutual consent of the Parties. 
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Section 19.3. Mediation. Mediation of a dispute under this Agreement may not be 
commenced until the earlier of: (i) such time as both of the Designated Senior Persons, after 
following the procedures set forth in Section 19.2, conclude in good faith that amicable 
resolution through continued negotiation of the matter does not appear likely; or (ii) 15 Business 
Days after the notice referring the dispute to the Designated Senior Persons pursuant to Section 
19.2 has been received by both Designated Senior Persons. If, after such time period, the dispute 
remains unresolved, the Parties shall attempt to resolve the dispute through mediation 
administered by the AAA under its Commercial Mediation Procedures before resorting to 
binding arbitration, as provided by Section 19.4. 

Section 19.4. Arbitration. If the procedures described in Section 19.2 and Section 19.3 
do not resolve the dispute within 30 Business Days following a reference to mediation, the 
dispute shall be exclusively and finally settled by arbitration administered by the AAA in 
accordance with the AAA Rules. Either Party may initiate the arbitration, as proviqed in the 
AAA Rules. The place of arbitration shall be Chicago, Illinois unless the Parties agree 
otherwise. The arbitral panel shall determine the rights and obligations of the Parties in 
accordance with the substantive laws of the State of Illinois and without regard to conflicts of 
laws principles thereof Except as agreed by the Parties, the arbitral panel shall have no power to 
alter or modify any terms or provisions of this Agreement, or to render anY' award that, by its 
terms or effects, would alter or modifY any term or provision of this Agreement. The Parties 
shall be entitled to reasonable production of relevant, non-privileged documents, carried out 
expeditiously. If the Parties are unable to agree upon same, the arbitral panel shall have the 
power, upon application of any Party, to make all appropriate orders for production of documents 
by any Party. At the request of either Party, the arbitral panel shall have the discretion to order 
the examination by deposition of any witness to the extent the arbitral tribunal deems such 
examination appropriate or necessary. The arbitral panel shall be composed of three arbitrators, 
one to be selected by the City, one to be selected by the Concessionaire and the third (who shall 
act as chairman of the panel) to be selected by the two previously-selected arbitrators. If, within 
15 B1,.!siness Days, the two previously-selected arbitrators cannot agree on the selection of the 
third arbitrat{}r, then the third arbitrator shall be selected by the AAA pursuant to the AAA Rules. 
Once the arbitral panel has been composed, the arbitrators shall act as neutrals and not as party 
arbitrators, and no Party shall engage in any ex parte communication with any member of the 
arbitral panel. Each Party shall bear its own attorney fees, expenses, and costs. Any award of 
monetary damages shall include interest at the Bank Rate from the date of any breach or 
violation of this Agreement or the incurring ofany obligation as determined in the arbitral award 
until paid in full. Any award of monetary damages shall be in writing and state the reasons upon 
which it is based. The award shall be final and binding on the Parties. Judgment on the award 
may be entered by any court with competent jurisdiction. The Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.c. 
§ 1 et ~., shall govern any arbitration conducted pursuant to this Section 19.4. 

Section 19.5. Provisional Remedies. No Party shall be precluded from initiating a 
proceeding in a court of competent jurisdiction for the purpose of obtaining any emergency or 
provisional remedy to protect its rights that may be necessary and that is not otherwise available 
under this Agreement, iricluding temporary and preliminary injunctive relief and restraining 
orders and the appointment of a receiver or receiver and manager in· connection with the 
collection and retention of Metered Parking Revenues. 
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Section 19.6. Tolling. If a Party receiving a notice of default under this Agreement 
contests, disputes or challenges the propriety of such notice by making application to the dispute 
resolution procedure in this Article 19, any cure period that applies to such default shall be tolled 
for the time period between such application and the issuance ofa final award or determination. 

Section 19.7. Technical Arbitration. 

(a) Informal Dispute Resolution by Consultant. The Parties may agree to submit any 
technical dispute under this Agreement, including any technical dispute with respect to Article 7 
that is submitted pursuant to Section 7.13 to the Consultant, which submission may be made 
without submitting the technical dispute to technical arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7(b) or to 
the dispute resolution process described in Section 19.2, Section 19.3 and Section 19.4 and once 
such technical dispute has been submitted to the Consultant then the time limits set out in Section 
19.2, Section 19.3 and Section 19.4 shall no longer apply. The Consultant shall determine any 
unresolved disputed items within three Business Days of the submission of such dispute to the 
Consultant, unless the Consultant has good cause to extend such date for determination. The 
submission shall be in the form of written statements of position by one or both of the Parties, 
which statements shall be provided to both the other Party and the Consultant, with each Party 
having an opportunity to respond to such written statements of the other Party and any requests 
for statements or information by the Consultant, including in-person meetings. The Parties shall 
each bear their own costs with respect to the submission of such dispute to the Consultant and 
shall bear equally the cost of the Consultant with respect to such dispute. The Consultant's 
award shall be in writing and state the reasons upon which it is based. The decision of the 
Consultant shall be final and binding on the Parties, unless either Party expressly reserves the 
right to submit the dispute to technical arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7(b) or to the dispute 
resolution process described in Section 19.2, Section 19.3 and Section 19.4. Within one 
Business Day after its receipt of the decision, any Party may request the Consultant to interpret 
the decision or to correct any clerical, typographical or computation errors therein. The other 
Party.shall have a right to comment within one Business Day of its receipt of the requesting 
Party's request for interpretation and/or correction. If the Consultant considers the request 
justified, it shall comply with such request within three Business Days after its receipt of such 
request. The correction and/or interpretation of the decision shall take the form of an addendum 
and shall constitute part of the decision. 

(b) Technical Arbitration. The Parties may agree to submit any technical dispute 
under this Agreement to technical arbitration, which submission may be made without 
submitting the technical dispute to the Consultant pursuant to Section 19.7(a) or to the dispute 
resolution process described in Section 19.2, Section 19.3 and Section 19.4. Such technical 
arbitration shall be conducted by a Consultant, serving as an independent technical arbitrator, 
acceptable to the City and the Concessionaire (and if the Parties fail to agree upon the 
independent technical arbitrator within five Business Days after the Parties agree to submit the 
dispute to technical arbitration, then the City and the Concessionaire shall each appoint an 
independent technical arbitrator and both such arbitrators shall be instructed to select a third 
independent technical arbitrator to conduct the technical arbitration). If the Party-appointed 
technical arbitrators are unable to agree upon a third technical arbitrator within five Business 
Days after they are instructed by the Parties to select a third arbitrator, the Consultant shall select 
the independent technical arbitrator to conduct the technical arbitration as soon as possible. Such 
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submission shall be in the form of written statements of position by one or both of the Parties, 
which statements shall be provided to both the other Party and the independent technical 
arbitrator, with each Party having an opportunity to respond to such written statements of the 
other Party and any requests for statements or information by the independent technical 
arbitrator, including in-person meetings; provided, however, that all such submissions by a Party 
shall be made within 10 Business Days of appointment of the independent technical arbitrator 
and, notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, any unresolved disputed items shall be 
determined by the independent technical arbitrator within seven Business Days of receipt by the 
independent technical arbitrator of the Parties' submissions of information unless such 
independent technical arbitrator has good cause to extend such date for determination. The 
Parties shall each bear their own costs with respect to the arbitration of any such technical 
dispute and shall bear equally the cost of retaining such independent technical arbitrator. The 
independent technical arbitrator's award shall be in writing and state the reasons upon which it is 
based. Within one Business Day after its receipt of the decision, any Party may request the 
independent technical arbitrator to interpret the decision or to correct any clerical, typographical 
or computation errors therein. The other Party shall have a right to comment within one 
Business Day of its receipt of the requesting Party's request for interpretation and/or correction. 
If the independent technical arbitrator considers the request justified, it shall comply with such 
request within three Business Days after its receipt of such request. The correction and/or 
interpretation of the decision shall take the form of an addendum and shall constitute part of the 
decision. The independent technical arbitrator's award shall be final and binding on the Parties, 
except in the event of fraud, partiality, or manifest error, or ifthe independent technical arbitrator 
has exceeded its mandate or otherwise lacked jurisdiction. Any Party that wishes to challenge 
the award must initiate arbitration in accordance with Section 19.4 within seven Business Days 
of its receipt of the award and the arbitral panel must accept such matter for arbitration. The 
submission must set forth one or more of the limited grounds set out in this provision as the basis 
for its challenge in its request for arbitration, failing which the award shall be final and binding. 
In the event an arbitral panel composed pursuant to Section 19.4 decides that the award is not 
fmal and binding because of one or more grounds set out in this provision, it may proceed to 
determine the underlying issue de novo and its award shall constitute a final and binding 
determination of the dispute. Except in the event of a challenge to the award in accordance with 
this provision, each Party shall give effect to the award starting as of the eighth Day of its receipt 
of the award,. including by paying the amount, if any, which becomes payable as a result of the 
award. If the amount payable as a result of the award is not so paid, interest will accrue on that 
amount at the Bank Rate. Judgment on the award may be entered in any court with competent 
jurisdiction. The independent technical arbitrator's award shall be final and binding on the 
Parties. 

Section 19.8. Undisputed Amounts. Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Article 19, in relation to a monetary claim brought by a Party, the other Party shall pay to that 
Party any undisputed portion of the claim during the pendency of any dispute regarding a 
disputed portion of that claim, and the arbitral panel appointed under Section 19.4 or a 
Consultant appointed under Section 19.7 shall issue an interim award in favor of the relevant 
Party in relation to the undisputed amount. 
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ARTICLE 20 
MISCELLANEOUS 

6/5/2013 

Section 20.1. Notice. All notices, other communications and approvals required or 
permitted by this Agreement shall be in writing, shall state specifically that they are being given 
pursuant to this Agreement and shall be delivered, sent by certified or registered mail (return 
receipt requested and postage prepaid), addressed as follows: 

(a) in the case of the City: 

Corporation Counsel 
City of Chicago 
6th Floor City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Finance and Economic Development Division 

with a copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Finance 
33 North LaSalle Street, 6th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Chief Financial Officer 

(b) in the case of the Concessionaire: 

Chicago Parking Meters, LLC 
1585 Broadway, 39th Floor 
New York, New York 10036 
Attention: John Watt 

or such other persons or addresses as either Party may from time to time designate by notice to 
the other. A notice, other communication or approval shall be deemed to have been sent and 
received (i) on the Day it is delivered, or if such Day is not a Business Day or if the notice is 
received after ordinary office hours (time of place of receipt), the notice, other communication or 
approval shall be deemed to have been sent and received on the next Business Day, or (ii) on the 
fourth Business Day after mailing if sent by U.S. registered or certified mail. 

Section 20.2. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement 
between the Parties pertaining to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements, 
negotiations, discussions and understandings, written or oral, between the Parties. There are no 
representations, warranties, conditions or other agreements, whether direct or collateral, or 
express or implied, that form part of or affect this Agreement, or that induced any Party to enter 
into this Agreement or on which reliance is placed by any Party, except as specifically set forth 
in this Agreement. The Parties acknowledge and agree that (i) each has substantial business 
experience and is fully acquainted with the provisions of this Agreement, (ii) the provisions and 
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language of this Agreement have been fully negotiated and (iii) no provision of this Agreement 
shall be construed in favor of any Party or against any Party by reason of such provision of this 
Agreement having been drafted on behalf of one Party rather than the other. 

Section 20.3. Amendment. This Agreement may be amended, changed or 
supplemented only by a written agreement signed by the Parties. 

Section 20.4. Waiver of Rights. Any waiver of, or consent to depart from, the 
requirements of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective only if it is in writing and 
signed by the Party giving it, and only in the specific instance and for the specific purpose for 
which it has been given. No failure on the part of any Party to exercise, and no delay in 
exercising, any right under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver of such right. No single or 
partial exercise of any such right shall preclude any other or further exercise of such right or the 
exercise of any other right. 

Section 20.5. Severability. Each provIsion of this Agreement shall be valid and 
enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law. The invalidity ofany one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections contained in this Agreement shall not affect the remaining 
portions of this Agreement or any part thereof. If any provision of this Agreement or the 
application thereof to any Person or circumstance is held or deemed to be or determined to be 
invalid, inoperative or unenforceable in any particular case in any particular jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any 
applicable Law, or public policy, or for any other reason, (i) such circumstance shall not have the 
effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or 
circumstance, or rendering any other provision or provisions herein contained invalid, 
inoperative or unenforceable to any extent whatever, and (ii) the Parties shall negotiate in good 
faith to amend this Agreement to implement the provisions set forth herein. If the Parties cannot 
agree on an appropriate amendment, either Party may refer the matter for determination pursuant 
to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. If, by means of the dispute resolution 
procedure, th~Parties are unable, as a result of applicable Law, to resolve the matter in a manner 
that effectively entitles the City to have the same rights after the aforesaid determination of 
invalidity or unenforceability as before, the City shall have the right to enact, and cause to come 
into force, any Law to provide for the same or substantially the same rights as were determined 
to be invalid or unenforceable. 

Section 20.6. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and interpreted 
and enforced in accordance with, the laws in force in the State of Illinois (excluding any conflict 
of laws rule or principle which might refer such interpretation to the laws of another 
jurisdiction). 

Section 20.7. Submission to Jurisdiction. Subject to Article 19, any action or 
proceeding against the Concessionaire or the City relating in any way to this Agreement may be 
brought and enforced in the federal or state courts in the State of Illinois in the County of Cook, 
and each of the Concessionaire and the City hereby irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of 
such courts with regard to any such action or proceeding, and irrevocably waives, to the fullest 
extent permitted by applicable Law, any objection it may have now or hereafter have to the 
laying of venue of any such action or proceeding in such courts and any claim that any such 
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action or proceeding brought in any such court has been brought in an inconvenient forum. 
Service of process on the City may be made, either by registered or certified mail addressed as 
provided for in Section 20.1 or by personal delivery on the City Clerk of the City. Service of 
process on the Concessionaire may be made either by registered or certified mail addressed as 
provided for in Section 20.1 or by delivery to the Concessionaire's registered agent for service of 
process in the State of Illinois. If the Concessionaire is presented with a request for Documents 
by any administrative agency or with a subpoena duces tecum regarding any Documents which 
may be in its possession by reason of this Agreement, the Concessionaire shall give prompt 
notice to the Corporation Counsel of the City. The City may contest such process by any means 
available to it before such Documents are submitted to a court or other third party; provided, 
however, that the Concessionaire shall not be obligated to withhold such delivery beyond that 
time as may be ordered by the court or administrative agency or required by Law, unless the 
subpoena or request is quashed or the time to produce is otherwise extended. 

Section 20.8. Fu rther Acts. The Parties shall do or cause to be done all such further 
acts and things as may be reasonably necessary or desirable to give full effect to this Agreement. 
Without limiting the foregoing, each Party will, at any time and from time to time, execute and 
deliver or cause to be executed and delivered such further instruments and assurances and take 
such further actions as may be reasonably requested by the other Party in order to cure any defect 
in the execution and/or delivery of this Agreement. 

Section 20.9. Costs. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, each Party shall 
be responsible for its own costs and expenses incurred in connection with performing and 
observing its obligations and covenants under this Agreement. 

Section 20.10. Interest. Any amount payable under this Agreement and not paid when 
due shall bear interest at a variable nominal rate per annum equal on each day to the Bank Rate 
then in effect, from the date such payment is due until payment and both before and after 
judgm~~t. 

Section 20.11. Inurement and Binding Effect. This Agreement shall inure to the 
benefit of the Parties and their respective permitted successors and assigns and be binding upon 
the Parties and their respective successors and assigns. 

Section 20.12.No Partnership or Third Party Beneficiaries. Except as expressly 
provided herein to the contrary (inc1uding with respect to such rights as are expressly granted to 
each Collateral Assignee pursuant to this Agreement), nothing contained in this Agreement shall 
constitute or be deemed to create a partnership, joint venture or principal and agent relationship 
between the City and the Concessionaire, nor shall any term or provision hereofbe construed in 
any way to grant, conveyor create any rights or interests to any Person not a party to this 
Agreement. 

Section 20.13. Cumulative Remedies. The rights, remedies, powers and privileges 
herein provided are cumulative and not exclusive of any rights, remedies, powers and privileges 
provided by Law. 
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Section 20.14. NOD-Liability of Public Officials. The Concessionaire and any assignee 
or Contractor may not charge any official, officer, employee, advisor or consultant of the City 
personally with any liability or expenses of defense or hold any official, officer, employee, 
advisor or consultant of the City personally liable to them under any term or provision of this 
Agreement or because of the City's execution, attempted execution or any breach of this 
Agreement. 

Section 20.1S.Conflicts of Interest. 

(a) No member of the governing body of the City or other unit of government and no 
other official, officer, employee, advisor or consultant of the City or other unit of government 
who exercises any functions or responsibilities in connection with the Metered Parking Services 
is permitted to have any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement. No member of or 
delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General Assembly and no alderman 
of the City or City employee is allowed to be admitted to any share or part oTthis Agreement or 
to any financial benefit to arise from it. 

(b) The Concessionaire represents and covenants that it, and to the best of its 
knowledge, its Contractors if any, presently have no direct or indirect interest and will not 
acquire any interest, direct or indirect, in any project or contract that would conflict in any 
manner or degree with the performance ofthe Metered Parking Services. It is acknowledged and 
agreed that nothing in this Section 20.15 shall prevent or restrict the Concessionaire, the 
Operator or their owners or Affiliates from bidding on or engaging (o~ seeking to engage) in any 
other projects or other transactions with the City or the City's departments. 

(c) The Concessionaire further covenants that, in the performance of this Agreement, 
no Person having any conflicting interest will be assigned to perform any Metered Parking 
Services. If the City determines that any of the Concessionaire's services for others conflict with 
the Metered Parking Services, the Concessionaire is to render for the City under this Agreement, 
the Cbnce§si~naire must terminate such other services immediately upon request of the City. 

Section 20.16. Counterparts; Facsimile Execution. This Agreement may be executed 
in any number of counterparts which, taken together, shall constitute one and the same 
agreement. This Agreement shall be effective when it has been executed by each Party and 
delivered to both Parties. To evidence the fact that it has executed this Agreement, a Party may 
send a copy of its executed counterpart to the other Party by facsimile transmission. Such Party 
shall be deemed to have executed and delivered this Agreement on the date it sent such facsimile 
transmission. In such event, such Party shall forthwith deliver to the other Party an original 
counterpart of this Agreement executed by such Party. 

Section 20.17. Collaboration. Each Party agrees to use its reasonable best efforts to 
notifY the other in advance of taking an action or making a change that is likely to have a 
material effect on this Agreement or the Metered Parking System, and will make available one or 
more of its respective Designated Senior Persons to discuss such action or change. In addition, 
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both the City and the Concessionaire will make available Designated Senior Persons to discuss 
on a quarterly basis the operations and economics of the Metered Parking System, including the 
impact of the implementation of Pay-by-Cell, or this Agreement (it being understood that this 

mechanism is being established to provide improved communications and not to replace or 
subordinate any rights of the Parties or any dispute resolution procedures set forth in Article 19). 
This Section in no way provides the Concessionaire with veto power over a m,unicipal decision 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City has caused this Agreement to be duly executed on 
its behalf by its duly authorized officer and the Concessionaire has caused this Agreement to be 
duly executed pursuant to due authorization, all as of the day and year first above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: ____________________________ __ 

Stephen R. Patton 
Corporation Counsel 

CONCESSIONAIRE: 

CHICAGO PARKING METERS, LLC 

By: ___________________ _ 
Dennis Pedrelli 
Chief Executive Officer 

[Schedules 1 through 15 and (Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Amended 
and Restated Chicago Metered Parking System Concession Agreement 

constitute, respectively, Schedules 1 through 15 and (Sub)Exhibit "A" 
to the First Amendment to Chicago Metered Parking System 

Concession Agreement and printed on pages 54150 
through 54281 of this Journal.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "e". 
(To Release And Settlement Agreement) 

Dismissal Stipulation 

Before The 
American Arbitration Association. 

Chicago Parking Meters LLC 

Claimant, AAA Arbitration Number 51 181 Y 01253 

v. 

City of Chicago, 

Respondent. 

Joint Stipulation Of Dismissal. 

Chicago Parking Meters LLC ("CPM") and the City of Chicago ("City") (each, a "Party" and 
collectively, the "Parties"), by their respective counsel, hereby stipulate that: 

(1) All claims, causes of action and other demands against the City asserted by CPM in 
its October 16, 2012 Demand for Arbitration and all affirmative and other defenses 
asserted by the City as against CPM in response thereto are dismissed with prejudice. 

(2) Each Party shall bear its own costs and attorneys' fees. 

Dated: ___ _ 

Chicago Parking Meters LLC 

By: 
------=---~~~---------One of its Attorneys 

Edward M. Crane 
David R. Pehlke 

Brittany D. Parling 

Skadden Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP & Affiliates 
155 North Wacker Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
Telephone: (312) 407-0522 
Fax: (312) 707-8503 

,2013. 
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City of Chicago 

By: ________________________ _ 

One of its Attorneys 
Daniel E. Reidy 

Mark P. Rotatori 
Elizabeth H. Jenkins 

J9nes Day 
77 West Wacker Drive, 35th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
Telephone: (312) 782-3939 
Fax: (312) 782-8585 

6/5/2013 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT REGARDING CASE OF MICHAEL AYALA AND 
ADRIAN AYALA V. MICHAEL BOCARDO, ANTHONY WILSON, JOHN MEDINA, 
BENITO ROMERO, ALBERTO SALAZ, GILLBERT ESCAMILLA, JESUS VERA, 
GERARDO QUINTERO, RAUL CORTEZ, RICARDO VIRAMONTES, JUAN PEREZ, 
JANET MONDRAGON AND CITY OF CHICAGO. 

[Or2013-351] 

. The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
Corporation Counsel to enter into and execute a settlement order for the following case: 
Michael Ayala and Adrian Ayala v. Michael Bocardo, Anthony Wilson, John Medina, Benito 
Romero, Alberto Salaz, Gil/bert Escamilla, Jesus Vera, Gerardo Quintero, Raul Cortez, 
Ricardo Viramontes, Juan Perez, Janet Mondragon and the City of Chicago, cited as 
11 C 6094 in the amount of $156,000, having had the same under advisement, begs leave 
to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed order transmitted 
herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Corporation Counsel is hereby authorized and directed to enter into and 
execute a settlement agreement in the following matter: Michael Ayala and Adrian Ayala v. 
Michael Bocardo, Anthony Wilson, John Medina, Benito Romero, Alberto Salaz, Gillbert 
Escamilla, Jesus Vera, Gerardo Quintero, Raul Cortez, Ricardo Viramontes, Juan Perez, 
Janet Mondragon and the City of Chicago, cited as 11 C 6094, in the amount of $156,000. 

PAYMENT OF HOSPITAL, MEDICAL AND NURSING SERVICES RENDERED 
CERTAIN INJURED MEMBERS OF POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration four orders authorizing the 
payment of hospital and medical expenses of police officers and firefighters injured in the line 
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of duty, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed orders transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 

Regular Orders 
(Each Amount Not To Exceed $1,000.00) 

[Or2013-357] 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to issue payments, each in 
an amount not to exceed $1,000.00, in conformity with the schedule herein set forth, to 
physicians, hospitals, nurses or other individuals, in settlement for hospital, medical and 
nursing services rendered to the injured members of the Police Department and/or the Fire 
Department herein named. The payment of any of these bills shall not be construed as an 
approval of any previous claims pending or future claims for expenses or benefits on account 
of any alleged injury to the individuals named. The total amount of said claims is set opposite 
the names of the injured members of the Police Department and/or the Fire Department, and 
payments are to be drawn in favor of the proper claimants and charged to the 
following Account Numbers: 100-57-2005-0937; 610-57-4415-0937; 740-57-4415-0937; 
100-59-2005-0937; 610-59-4415-0937; and 740-59-4415-0937. 

[Regular orders printed on pages 54417 
through 54636 of this Journal.] 



City Of Chicago 

Police & Fire Regular Orders 
en --01 --Insured 
N 

Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Total to be Paid 0 
~ 

Insured Name1: City Of Chicago Fire W 

04/28/2003 Walz, Randall C 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $251.22 

04/28/2003 Walz, Randall C 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $369.39 

05/16/2012 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $21.02 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $29.79 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $65.23 :::0 
01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

""0 
01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $73.81 0 
01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $260.72 

:::0 
--i 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(j) 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $0.49 0 
"Tl 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $304.78 
() 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $0.57 ~ 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $260.72 ~ 
--i 

01/10/2013 WiLLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $0.49 --i 
01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $302,95 m 

m 
01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 (j) 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $0.56 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $304.78 

01/10/2013 WiLLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/10/2013 WiLLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $0.57 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $327.20 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $0.61 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $589.72 
01 
~ 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ~ 
~ 

-...j 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 



Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 
(jl 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $1.10 ~ 
~ 

03/05/2013 WHITLOCK, JOSEPH 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $304.12 ~ 

CO 
03/05/2013 WHITLOCK, JOSEPH 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/05/2013 WHITLOCK, JOSEPH 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/16/2009 WHITE, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $4.61 

04/16/2009 WHITE, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $264.10 

04/16/2009 WHITE, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/16/2009 WHITE, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $10.71 

04/16/2009 WHITE, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $113.65 

04/16/2009 WHITE, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $650 
C-

O 
02/21/2013 WEST, KEVIN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $907.19 C 
02/21/2013 WEST, KEVIN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

:::0 
Z 

02/21/2013 WEST, KEVIN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $23.18 » 
r 

12/08/2012 WEAVER, KENNETH 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
I 
I 

(") 
12/08/2012 WEAVER, KENNETH 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $424.50 

-I 
03/04/2013 WAL TER. KAREN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -< 
03/04/2013 WALTER, KAREN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $37.18 (") 

03/04/2013 WALTER, KAREN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.03 0 
C 

03/04/2013 WAL TER, KAREN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire 56.50 Z 
03/04/2013 WALTER, KAREN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $497.40 

(") 

r 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $52.45 I 

I 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(") 
I 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.13 (") 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $498.43 » 
G) 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $12.73 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $510.25 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $978.45 Q) -.. 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $32.42 (jl -.. 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

N 
0 
~ 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $62.18 <..U 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 



Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 en -.. 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 <.T1 -.. 

N 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13.93 0 .... 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.45 W 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13.93 

01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.45 

09/29/2005 Venegas, Roy J F 00457 City Of Chicago Fire $301.16 

02/11/2012 VULETIC II, ANTHONY 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $65.15 

02/11/2012 VULETIC II, ANTHONY 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/11/2012 VULETIC II, ANTHONY 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $0.79 

02/11/2012 VULETIC II, ANTHONY 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $65.15 :::0 
02/11/2012 VULETIC II, ANTHONY 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

""0 
02/11/2012 VULETIC II. ANTHONY 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $0.79 0 
08/2212012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.90 :::0 

-I 
08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $104.03 (J) 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $488.32 0 
"'Tl 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $649.89 
(") 
0 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 s:: 
08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.20 s:: 

-I 
08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $649.89 -I 
08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

m 
08/2212012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.20 (J) 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $433.26 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/2212012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 

07/09/2012 VANDERAH, KARL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/09/2012 VANDERAH, KARL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $15.39 

02/27/2013 TWEEDT, ERIK 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/27/2013 TWEEDT, ERIK 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/27/2013 TWEEDT, ERIK 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $183.63 <.T1 
~ 
~ .... 
CO 
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(J'1 

11/23/2012 TUZIK, RYAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $433.30 ~ 
~ 

11/23/2012 TUZIK, RYAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 
0 

11/23/2012 TUZIK, RYAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.82 

12/07/2012 TRACY, DWAYNE 8808 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/07/2012 TRACY, DWAYNE 8808 City Of Chicago Fire $6.60 

12/07/2012 TRACY, DWAYNE 8808 City Of Chicago Fire $137.18 

06/24/2012 THEEKE, JANIECE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $30.14 

06/24/2012 THEEKE, JANIECE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

06/24/2012· THEEKE, JANIECE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $78.63 
c..... 

04/21/2013 TAYLOR,KENNETH City Of Chicago Fire $183.63 0 
04/21/2013 TAYLOR, KENNETH City Of Chicago Fire $2.60 C 

::0 
04/21/2013 TAYLOR, KENNETH City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Z 
04/21/2013 TAYLOR, KENNETH City Of Chicago Fire $63.96 » r 

I 
04/21/2013 TAYLOR, KENNETH City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

(') 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $17.72 --i 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $7.35 -< 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $4.06 (') 

0 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $14.23 C 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $5.63 Z 

(') 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $188.86 r 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

I 
00320 I 

(') 
10/10/2005 Spencer, John F 00488 City Of Chicago Fire $34.84 I 
10/10/2005 Spencer, John F 00488 City Of Chicago Fire $225.54 (') 

10/10/2005 Spencer, John F 00488 City Of Chicago Fire $0.89 » 
G') 

10/10/2005 Spencer, John F 00488 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $17.17 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $6.55 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $199.48 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $164.48 Q) 
....... 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J'1 
....... 
N 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $6.67 0 
-" 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $67.29 W 
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10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $2.73 (j) -
City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

CJ1 
10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 -N 
10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $365.39 0 ..... 
10/2512001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 W 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $78.26 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $169.87 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $133.64 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $55.66 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $17.24 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $422.97 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $879.20 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $166.25 :::0 
10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

m 
""U 

10/04/2001 Sopko, Andrew E 00357 City Of Chicago Fire $481.00 0 
:::0 

10/0412001 Sopko, Andrew E 00357 City Of Chicago Fire $674.14 -i 
10/04/2001 Sopko, Andrew E 00357 City Of Chicago Fire $12.29 

C/) 

1010412001 Sopko, Andrew E 00357 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
'"Tl 

12/0312000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $225.00 
() 

12/03/2000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $106.61 0 
12/03/2000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 s:: 
12/03/2000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

s:: 
-i 

12/03/2000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -i 
12/03/2000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $1.47 

m 
m 

12/03/2000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $106.61 C/) 

12/03/2000 Sinopoli, Enzo M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $100.21 

03/01/2013 SULLIVAN, BRIAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/01/2013 SULLIVAN, BRIAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $959.74 

03101/2013 SULLIVAN, BRIAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $11.62 

03/07/2012 SUAREZ, ANTONIO 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/07/2012 SUAREZ, ANTONIO 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $48.00 

03/07/2012 SUAREZ, ANTONIO 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.64 
CJ1 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $166.89 ~ 
~ 
N ..... 
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01 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $20.76 .J:>. 
.J:>. 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 
N 

01/2812013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2.02 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $161.60 

01/28/2013 STONE. RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $29.07 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $138.47 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $7.79 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $137.08 C-

O 
01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.51 :::0 
Z 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $137.08 » r 
01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

I 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND City Of Chicago Fire $6.51 
() 

8801 -I 
01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $158.49 -< 
01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $152.56 0 
C 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Z 
01127/2013 STEWART, GORDON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

() 

r 
07/10/2012 SPENCER, MICHAEL 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

I 

07/10/2012 SPENCER, MICHAEL 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $167.03 
() 
:r: 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $354.48 » 
G) 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $143.77 0 
12/04/2012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $12.68 

12/04/2012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $143.77 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/04/2012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $12.68 (j') --12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $143.77 01 --12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 
0 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $12.68 
-" 
0J 
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12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/04/2012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $4242 
m --Ul 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --N 

1210412012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $149.78 
0 
-" 
W 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $368.80 

1210412012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $143.77 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $12.68 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $21847 

12104/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $5.58 

12/04/2012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $185.00 ::0 
m 

12/04/2012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $650 -0 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $905 
0 
::0 

05/01/2012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $245.61 -l 
CJ) 

05/01/2012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 

05101/2012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 'Tl 

05/01/2012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $5141 () 

05/0112012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
05/0112012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13.05 

~ 
~ 

05101/2012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.62 -l 
05/01/2012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -l 

m 
03/27/2013 SMITH, DERRICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $738.61 m 

CJ) 
03127/2013 SMITH, DERRICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12125/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $135.36 

12/2512012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire 56.50 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $392.61 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
Ul 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire 50.74 .f::>. 
.f::>. 
N 
W ---------_.-
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12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $306.92 (Jl 
.j:>. 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 .j:>. 

'" 12/25/2012 SMILEY. REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $0.58 .j:>. 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $33508 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $0.63 

12/25/2012 SMILEY. REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $183.63 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $263.98 

12/25/2012 SMILEY. REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 '-
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $0.50 0 

C 
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $37803 :::0 

$6.50 
Z 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire » 
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $0.71 r 

I 
I 

12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $615.00 0 
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --1 

-< 
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $139.81 

0 
11/18/2011 SKWAREK, ROBERT 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $254.34 0 
01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $630.31 C 

Z 
01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.24 0 
01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r 

I 
I 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $9.29 0 
01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.28 I 

0 01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $11.11 G) 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1612 
0 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/2212013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $30478 

01/2212013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3.88 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT $6.50 
m 

8801 City Of Chicago Fire ---(Jl 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $15144 ---'" 01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 
0 

City Of Chicago Fire $10.97 ->. 
(;J 
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01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $429.19 m -01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.57 CJ'1 -01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $304.78 
N 
0 ..... 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 UJ 

01/2212013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $90.62 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.49 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $260.72 

01/2212013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.57 

01/22/2013 SHELBY, KURT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3.68 

03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $333.60 ;0 
03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $150.33 m 

-u 
03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $13.54 0 
03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $3.84 ;0 

-l 
03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 CJ) 

03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $41.54 "Tl 

03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (") 
0 

03/18/2013 SENNETT, NEIL 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $118.26 :5: 
02/09/2013 SCHULZ, JENNIFER AC City Of Chicago Fire $183.72 ~ 
02/09/2013 SCHULZ, JENNIFER AC City Of Chicago Fire $32.72 -l 

-l 
02/0212013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $12.80 m 
02/02/2013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

CJ) 

02/0212013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $500.72 

02/0212013 SCHOTT, JASON B801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/0212013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $460.47 

02/02/2013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $126.44 

02/02/2013 SCHOTT, JASON B801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/0212013 SCHOTT, JASON B801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 

02/02/2013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/0212013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 CJ'1 
..j::lo. 
..j::lo. 
N 
CJ'1 
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02/02/2013 SCHOn, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.86 ~ 
~ 

07/08/2012 SCANLON, MICHAEL 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 
0') 

07/08/2012 SCANLON, MICHAEL 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $242.61 

07/08/2012 SCANLON, MICHAEL 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $109.70 

08/24/2010 SANICKI, BRADLEY 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/24/2010 SANICKI, BRADLEY 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $134.66 

07/14/2010 SANCHEZ, NICOLAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $4.63 

07/14/2010 SANCHEZ, NICOLAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/14/2010 SANCHEZ, NICOLAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $38247 
~ 

12/06/2003 Rogus, Andrew F 00432 City Of Chicago Fire $891.50 0 
06/08/1994 Robinson, Joyce M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $7.53 C 

;0 
06/08/1994 Robinson, Joyce M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $622.71 Z » 06/08/1994 Robinson, Joyce M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r 

I 
06/08/1994 Robinson, Joyce M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $480.81 I 

() 
06/08/1994 Robinson, Joyce M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --l 
03/31/2013 RUIZ, NOEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -< 
03/31/2013 RUIZ, NOEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $226.69 () 

0 
03/31/2013 RUIZ, NOEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.74 C 
04/21/2013 RUEBE, STEVEN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $15.24 Z 

() 
0412112013 RUEBE, STEVEN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $596.39 r 

I 
0412112013 RUEBE, STEVEN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

() 
04121/2013 RUEBE, STEVEN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $183.63 I 
0412112013 RUEBE, STEVEN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 

» 04/18/2013 ROSE, DON 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 G) 
0411812013 ROSE, DON 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $355.65 0 
04/1812013 ROSE, DON 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.30 

03/2812013 ROSARIO, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $84345 

0312812013 ROSARIO, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04119/2010 RODRIGUEZ, VICTOR 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $41.53 

04109/2012 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $40.70 0') -04109/2012 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J1 -N 

04109/2012 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $244.72 0 ..... 
0410912012 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $500.72 W 
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04/09/2012 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/09/2012 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $12.80 0'> -
04/09/2012 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $245.01 

(J1 -N 
04/09/2012 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

~ 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 W 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $193.84 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $1.27 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $28.00 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $5.15 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $425.69 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;0 
m 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ""tJ 
03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $191.38 0 

;0 
03/2212013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $302.30 --I 
03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

C/) 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $135.00 0 
"'Tl 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $4.53 
(") 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $374.55 :s: 
03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 :s: 

--I 
03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $457.70 --I 
03/2212013 ROCCASALVA,ROcCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

m 
03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C/) 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $260.26 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $62.36 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/2212013 ROCCASALVA,ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $27.64 

01/30/2013 ROBINSON, ROYAL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $304.12 

01/30/2013 ROBINSON, ROYAL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/03/2013 ROBINSON, DONALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $1.38 

03/03/2013 ROBINSON, DONALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J1 
~ 
~ 
N 
-....J 
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City Of Chicago Fire $295.48 
CJ1 

03/03/2013 ROBINSON, DONALD 8735 .j:>. 

03/03/2013 ROBINSON, DONALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $37.62 
.j:>. 
N 

03/03/2013 ROBINSON, DONALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
00 

04/10/2013 ROANJR,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $497.53 

04/1012013 ROAN JR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $1.39 

04/10/2013 ROAN JR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/10/2013 ROANJR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $114.69 

04/10/2013 ROAN JR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/10/2013 ROAN JR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.94 

0411012013 ROANJR,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $297.37 '-
0 

04/10/2013 ROANJR,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C 
04/10/2013 ROANJR,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.55 ::0 

Z 
04/10/2013 ROANJR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $311.96 ::t> 

r 
04/10/2013 ROAN JR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

I 

04/10/2013 ROAN JR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.58 0 
-f 

1010212012 RIVERA, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 -< 
10/0212012 RIVERA, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $650 0 
10/0212012 RIVERA, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $223.56 0 

C 
10/02/2012 RIVERA, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Z 
10/02/2012 RIVERA, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $523.43 0 

r 
10/0212012 RIVERA, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

I 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
I 

03/1112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.99 0 
03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $163.72 ::t> 
0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.00 

G) 
0 

03111/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $329.22 

0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.01 

0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $169.86 

03111/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0) 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $206 --CJ1 --03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $363,33 N 
0 

0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -" 
W 
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0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $440 
(J) 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $22745 -c.n -03111/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 
0 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.75 -->. 

tv 
03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $163.72 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.99 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $163.72 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.99 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $212.80 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chica90 Fire $6.50 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $128.42 
;U 
m 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 "'U 

0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.56 
0 
;U 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $165.50 -t 
(J) 

03111/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/1112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $201 
0 
.." 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 (") 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
03111/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 s: 

s: 
0311112013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $163.72 -t 
03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -t m 
03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.99 m 
03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

(J) 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $12.90 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $114.69 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.39 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $165.50 

03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0411112013 RIVERA, EDWIN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $300.15 c.n 
04/11/2013 RIVERA, EDWIN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.33 .j::o.. 

.j::o.. 
N 
<0 
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04/11/2013 RIVERA, EDWIN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J1 
~ 

04/11/2013 RIVERA, EDWIN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $156.09 ~ 
W 

04/11/2013 RIVERA, EDWIN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

04/11/2013 RIVERA, EDWIN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $4.40 

03/17/2013 REYES, JUAN 8764 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/17/2013 REYES, JUAN 8764 City Of Chicago Fire $572.35 

03/17/2013 REYES, JUAN 8764 City Of Chicago Fire $6.93 

01/15/2009 REILLY, REED City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/15/2009 REILLY, REED City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

01/15/2009 REILLY, REED City Of Chicago Fire $24.98 c.... 
01/15/2009 REILLY, REED City Of Chicago Fire $644.11 0 

C 
01/15/2009 REILLY, REED City Of Chicago Fire $805 :::0 
01/15/2009 REILL Y, REED City Of Chicago Fire $106.61 Z » 
03/27/2013 RAMOS·PEREZ, ROSA 8750 City Of Chica90 Fire $6.50 r , , 
03/27/2013 RAMOS·PEREZ, ROSA 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $904.40 0 
03/27/2013 RAMOS·PEREZ, ROSA 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $10.95 --i 

-< 
04/10/2013 RAMIREZ, JONATHAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

$6.50 
0 

04/10/2013 RAMIREZ, JONATHAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire 0 
04/10/2013 RAMIREZ, JONATHAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $419.07 C 

Z 
04/10/2013 RAMIREZ, JONATHAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $433.52 0 
04104/2013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $244.95 r , , 
04/04/2013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
04/04/2013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.26 I 

04104/2013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3.58 
0 » 

04/04/2013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $57.18 G) 

04/0412013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $140.23 0 

04/0412013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04104/2013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0111412005 Patton, John F 00482 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/1412005 Patton, John F 00482 City Of Chicago Fire $104.84 

09/1412011 PRAZUCH, DAVID City Of Chicago Fire $29.74 
CJ) 

8733 ---(J1 

09114/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ---I\.) 

8733 City Of Chicago Fire $172.73 0 
09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID ...... 

W 
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09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $81.91 

09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J) --$0.76 
Ul 

09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire --N 
09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $155.00 0 

->. 

09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $14.08 W 

09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $10.84 

03/29/2011 POWER, THOMAS City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $30.82 

05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $163.51 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $35.11 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $19.16 ;;0 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN $6.50 
m 

8735 City Of Chicago Fire '""0 
0510512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $154.47 0 

;;0 
05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --i 
0510512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $22.51 

(j) 

05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $15447 0 
11 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(') 

05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $22.51 0 
05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $163.51 ~ 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $30.82 ~ 
--i 

05/0512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $163.51 --i 
05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

m 
m 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $30.82 (j) 

05/0512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $163.51 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $37.95 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $171.25 

0510512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $30.82 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05/0512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $30.82 

05/0512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
Ul 
.f::,. 
.f::,. 
W 
->. 
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CJ1 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $163.51 ..j:). 
..j:). 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $30.82 W 
N 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $163.51 

05/05/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/30/2012 POWELL, JASON 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01116/2013 POHL, ALBERT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $299.49 

01/16/2013 POHL, ALBERT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $7.65 

01/16/2013 POHL, ALBERT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/12/2013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
C-

O 
04/1212013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $226.68 C 

04/1212013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13.42 
:::0 
Z 

04/1212013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
r 

04/12/2013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.74 
I 
I 

(') 
10/11/2012 PHILLIPS, LEROY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $37.10 -I 
10/11/2012 PHILLIPS, LEROY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -< 
10/11/2012 PHILLIPS, LEROY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $2.13 (') 

03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $226.68 0 
C 

03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 Z 

03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(') 

r 
03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 I 

I 

03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.74 
(') 
I 

03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (') 

03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.34 » 
G') 

03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
03/24/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.16 

11/15/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/15/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $11.61 

11/15/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $153.26 

11/15/2011 PEMBERTON,WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (j) -... 
11/15/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 CJ1 -... 
11115/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 

0 

11/15/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $327.20 -" 
W 
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11/15/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/15/2011 PEMBERTON, WARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $958.49 
0) -CJ'1 

12/25/2012 PANTALEO, NICHOLAS 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $798.53 -N 

12/25/2012 PANTALEO, NICHOLAS 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 
-" 

11/06/2012 PALOMINOS, GABRIEL 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $329.27 
u.:> 

11/06/2012 PALOMINOS, GABRIEL 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/06/2012 PALOMINOS, GABRIEL 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $0.61 

04/15/2013 PACINI, DOMINIC 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $183.63 

04/15/2013 PACINI, DOMINIC ~728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $675.76 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $269.10 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ::0 
m 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $269.10 '"0 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
::0 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -I 
C/) 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $136.91 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 
." 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $149.32 () 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $488.99 0 
09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 s:: 

s:: 
09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $267.05 -I 
09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -I m 
09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $436.04 m 
09/2011979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

C/) 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $328.22 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/2011979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $736.40 

09/2011979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $208.02 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
CJ'1 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $67.86 ~ 
~ 
u.:> 
u.:> 
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09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $273.82 ~ 
~ 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 W 
~ 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.94 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $22.79 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $22.13 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
'-

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $109.49 C 

:::0 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Z 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » r 

I 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $18.98 I 
(') 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $34.94 -i 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -< 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $373.99 () 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
C 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.94 Z 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(') 

r 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $321.04 

I 
I 

(') 
09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.94 (') 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
G) 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.94 0 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.94 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.94 

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (j) 
""'-

09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $99.10 (J'l 
""'-
N 

09120/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 ...... 
09/20/1979 Owcarz. Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $99.10 W 
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09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $123.77 0) -... 
09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

CJ1 -... 
N 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $110.00 0 
-->. 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 W 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $45.82 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $413.52 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.94 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $30.87 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ::c 
09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $221.74 

m 
"'0 

08/16/2000 Ocallaghan, Patrick F 00377 City Of Chicago Fire $777.58 0 
::c 

04/2212013 OWSIANIAK, DAVID 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $120.73 -i 
04/22/2013 OWSIANIAK, DAVID 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

en 
04/13/2013 OLSZEWSKI, CHRISTOPHER 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2.11 0 

." 
04/13/2013 OLSZEWSKI. CHRISTOPHER 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $174.45 

(') 
04/13/2013 OLSZEWSKI, CHRISTOPHER 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $83.74 s:: 
11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

s:: 
~ 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.16 -i 
m 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $83.74 m 
11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 en 
11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.16 

11125/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $42.94 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.08 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $295.14 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.55 
CJ1 

City Of Chicago Fire $307.78 11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 ~ 
~ 
W 
CJ1 
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11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J'l 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.58 
.p. 
.p. 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $307.78 
W 
(J) 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/25/2010 OLMSTEAD,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.58 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $17.29 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $17.29 

09/2012012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $148.79 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $296.84 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
'--

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $33.90 0 
09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $9.18 

C 
;:0 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire 5220.58 Z » 
09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r 

I 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
I 

0 
09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $17.13 -l 

-< 
09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $139.38 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
0 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $8.64 C 
09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $160.02 Z 

0 
09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $650 r 

I 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $27.62 I 

0 
09120/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $148.79 I 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 » 
09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $17.29 G) 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $230.18 0 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $45.32 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $148.42 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $16.95 
(J) -.... 
(J'l 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $476.08 -.... 
N 

09/20/2012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
-" 
W 
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09/20/2012 a SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $5.76 

09/20/2012 a SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $44.18 
(J) 

09/20/2012 a SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $148.79 -(Jl -09/20/2012 a SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 
0 

09/20/2012 a SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ..... 
W 

12/1212008 a HARA, JOHN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/12/2008 a HARA, JOHN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $1.10 

12/1212008 a HARA, JOHN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $90.74 

12/12/2008 a HARA, JOHN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

12/12/2008 a HARA, JOHN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/12/2008 a HARA, JOHN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 

01/21/2013 a CONNOR, JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $68.23 

01/21/2013 a CONNOR, JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/21/2013 a CONNOR, JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.83 ::0 
m 

07/30/2012 NUDO III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $387.46 '"'0 
0 

07/30/2012 NUDa 111, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ::0 
07/30/2012 NUDa III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $59.28 --i 

(j) 

07/30/2012 NUDa III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 

07/30/2012 NUDa III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.41 11 

07/30/2012 NUDa III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.50 0 
07/30/2012 NUDa III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $650 0 

:5: 
07/30/2012 NUDO III. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.70 :5: 
07/30/2012 NUDa III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $267.15 --i 
05/09/2012 NEGRON, EDWARD 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 --i 

m 
05/09/2012 NEGRON, EDWARD 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $220.58 m 

(j) 
10/05/2004 Mckendry, Kevin F 00473 City Of Chicago Fire $63.11 

12/19/2001 Martin, Brookie L 00506 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/19/2001 Martin, Brookie L 00506 City Of Chicago Fire $59.28 

12/19/2001 Martin, Brookie L 00506 City Of Chicago Fire $2.41 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $960.59 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $947.79 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (Jl 
~ 
~ 
W 
~ 
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CJl 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire 51.75 ~ 
~ 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 W 
CO 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $36.64 

04/13/2013 MURRAY, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $174.45 

04/13/2013 MURRAY, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/13/2013 MURRAY, WILLIAM 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2.11 

08/10/2010 MURAWSKI, CHRISTOPHE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $232.92 

08/10/2010 MURAWSKI, CHRISTOPHE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $62.77 

0811012010 MURAWSKI, CHRISTOPHE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/10/2010 MURAWSKI, CHRISTOPHE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $1.60 
c:.... 
0 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $535.96 C 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $45.44 
;0 
Z 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire 56.50 » 
r 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $205.53 I 
I 

(") 
02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -i 
02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -< 
02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $3.83 (") 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $8889 0 
C 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $37.71 Z 
02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $316.74 

(") 

r 
05/0212013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

I 

05/0212013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(") 
I 

05/0212013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (") 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
G) 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.50 0 
05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.50 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.50 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.50 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.50 (J) --05102/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.50 CJl --05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.50 
N 
0 
~ 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 W 
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05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 
CJ) 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 --(J1 --02/22/2012 MORENO, SERGIO 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1,64 N 
0 

02/22/2012 MORENO, SERGIO 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --" 
VJ 

02/22/2012 MORENO, SERGIO 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $48.00 

04/14/2013 MORENO, JOSE 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $21,02 

02/26/2013 MOORE, DARRYL 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $004 

02/26/2013 MOORE, DARRYL 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $19.84 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $23.67 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
:::0 
m 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $155.73 "'U 
0 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $23,67 :::0 
03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $650 --i 

CJ) 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $15573 
0 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire 526,02 -n 
03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 (') 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $158.29 0 
s: 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $1.90 s: 
03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 --i 
03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $156.99 --i 

m 
03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $45.90 m 

CJ) 
03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $179.91 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $37,60 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $433.83 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $170,87 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0,80 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $37.60 (J1 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $170,87 ~ 
~ 
VJ 
CO 
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03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
CJ'1 
..J:>.. 

01/0212013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $31.44 
..J:>.. 
..J:>.. 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 
0 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $164.18 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $37.90 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $171.19 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $33.57 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $166.49 c... 
0 

01/0212013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C 
01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $31.76 ::0 

Z 
01/0212013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $22.01 » 

$6.50 
r 

0110212013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire I 
I 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $153.93 
(') 

--I 
01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $41.92 -< 
01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (') 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $175.58 0 
C 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Z 
01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (') 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $73.44 
r 

I 
I 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (') 
:c 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.88 (') 
04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $15.79 

G') 
0 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $860.88 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $10.43 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $425.94 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0') 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $10.89 --CJ'1 --04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.79 rv 
0 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ->. 

W 
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04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.79 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Q) -. 
04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $196.60 

01 -. 
N 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 ..... 
04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $7.98 W 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $235.59 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $36.08 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $120.73 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/18/20'13 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $189.99 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

04/1812013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $10.93 ;:0 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $801.14 
m 
""0 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
;:0 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $46.06 --i 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $576.04 
CJ) 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

" 04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $33.12 
(") 

04/1812013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $76.21 0 
04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ~ 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.34 ~ 
--i 

10/27/2012 MCCOLLAM, JOHN 8737 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --i 

08/27/2012 MC SHANE, SCOTT 6701 City Of Chicago Fire $143.80 
m 
m 

03/17/2013 MC NEILL, ARTHUR 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $842.48 CJ) 

03/17/2013 MC NEILL, ARTHUR 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

10/01/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.08 

10/01/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $173.27 

10/01/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $386.80 

10101/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $89.35 

10/01/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

10/01/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

10/01/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
01 
.,/:>. 
.,/:>. 
.,/:>. ..... 
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10101/2012 MC MANUS, MATTHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 c.n 
~ 

01/02/2013 MC CLUSKEY, KRISTIN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $881.37 ~ 
~ 

01/02/2013 MC CLUSKEY, KRISTIN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 

01/0212013 MC CLUSKEY, KRISTIN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $10.67 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $138.84 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $8.14 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $135.49 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City 01 Chicago Fire $5.05 C-

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $139.34 0 
C 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City 01 Chicago Fire $6.50 :::0 
City Of Chicago Fire $8.59 

Z 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 » 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $7.43 r 

I 
I 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $61.05 (") 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City 01 Chicago Fire $6.50 -l 
-< 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.48 
(") 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.19 C 

Z 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $144.52 (") 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r 
I 
I 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13.36 (") 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $416.35 
I 
(") 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $10.64 G) 

0 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $135.49 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $5.05 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $269.69 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0) 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $10.94 ........ c.n 
City Of Chicago Fire $7.43 

........ 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 N 

0 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --" 

W 
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02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0,19 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $144,52 (J) --02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 ()l --02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13,36 N 
0 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $147,50 -" 
W 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $16,10 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $144,52 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13,36 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $147,50 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $16,10 
:::0 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $171,39 m 
$6,50 

'"'0 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire 0 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,96 :::0 

-i 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $61,05 en 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 0 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.48 " 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $138,84 (") 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 
0 
s: 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $8,14 s: 
05/31/2012 MC CANN, JAMES 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $37,50 -i 

-i 
05/31/2012 MC CANN, JAMES 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 m 
05/31/2012 MC CANN, JAMES 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $12,31 

m 
en 

05/31/2012 MC CANN, JAMES 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $214,08 

05/31/2012 MC CANN, JAMES 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

05/31/2012 MC CANN, JAMES 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $2,88 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $33,98 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $520.20 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $358,19 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 ()l 
~ 
~ 
~ 
W 
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01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J1 

~ 
01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $2.77 ~ 

~ 
01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ~ 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $108.52 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $111.56 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $2.85 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $0.87 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $29.21 Co-

04/05/2013 MARX, PHILIP 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
C 

04/05/2013 MARX, PHILIP 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $234.32 ;0 

04/05/2013 MARX, PHILIP 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.81 
Z » 

04/05/2013 MARX, PHILIP 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r-
I 
I 

09/08/2012 MARTINEZ, ISRAEL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $18.92 0 

09/08/2012 MARTINEZ, ISRAEL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $28.89 --l 
-< 

09/08/2012 MARTINEZ, ISRAEL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $9.31 0 
02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $146.21 C 

Z 
02/2712013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire 5650 0 
02127/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago F.lre $14.91 r-

I 
I 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $146.21 0 
02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

I 
0 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $140.12 » 
02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $197.20 G) 

0 
02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $54.12 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR, ZOOIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $14.91 

03127/2013 MANDA, 10NUT City Of Chicago Fire $14.13 
(j) 

8801 -(J1 

03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -N 

03/27/2013 MANDA,IONUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.71 
0 
-" 
W 
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03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $141.13 en --c.n 
03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.48 --N 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 ..... 
03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $155.61 W 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.39 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $209.90 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.48 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $254.71 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $22.72 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;0 
m 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $84.85 "1J 

03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.88 0 
;0 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -I 
(J) 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $254.71 

03/27/2013 MANDA. 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

" 03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $17.13 () 
12/21/2008 MADDEN. JOHN City Of Chicago Fire $56.35 0 
02/01/1985 Lasco, Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $6.10 s: 

s: 
02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -I 
02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $67.47 -I m 
02/01/1985 Lasco, Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $5.64 m 
02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

(J) 

02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $414.03 

02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $199.70 

02/01/1985 Lasco, Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $538.66 

02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $186.82 

02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $2.12 

02/01/1985 Lasco. Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
c.n 

10/19/2004 Lane, Russell F 00665 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ~ 
~ 
~ 
c.n 
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05/20/2012 LYNCH, scon 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ()1 

~ 

05/20/2012 LYNCH, scon 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $703.44 ~ 
~ 

05/20/2012 LYNCH, scon 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J) 

05/20/2012 LYNCH, scon 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $153.77 

04/07/2013 LUCKIES, DARREN ELLA 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

04/07/2013 LUCKIES, DARREN ELLA 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $11.84 

04/07/2013 LUCKIES, DARRENELLA 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $291.84 

06/09/2012 LOPEZ, RONIE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $114.93 

06/09/2012 LOPEZ, RON IE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/25/2013 LOMAX, DON DIEGO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.11 '-

04/25/2013 LOMAX, DON DIEGO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $174.45 0 
C 

04/25/2013 LOMAX, DON DIEGO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;:0 

02/21/2013 LlMBEROPOULOS, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
Z 
~ 

02/21/2013 LlMBEROPOULOS, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $200.71 r 
I 
I 

02/21/2013 LlMBEROPOULOS, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

02/21/2013 LlMBEROPOULOS, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $61.87 -l 
-< 

02/21/2013 LlMBEROPOULOS, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 

04/25/2013 LEITNER, JASON 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
10/12/2012 LAU, JIMMY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $25.33 C 

Z 
01/29/2013 LAKAWITCH, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $10.91 0 

01/29/2013 LAKAWITCH, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r 
I 
I 

01/29/2013 LAKAWITCH, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire 5331.91 0 

03/10/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
I 
0 

03/10/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $650 ~ 

03/10/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 G) 
0 

03/10/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/10/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03110/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/10/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03110/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/10/2008 Kuykendall, Gary F 00410 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J) --. 
()1 

02112/2006 Kotlarz, Stanley T F 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $74,38 
--. 
N 

City Of Chicago Fire $251.09 
0 

0211212006 Kotlarz, Stanley T F 09999 ....>. 

eN 
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02/1212006 Kotlarz. Stanley T F 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/02/2007 Kelly. Daniel W F 00653 City Of Chicago Fire $54.74 
(j) -(JJ 

01/02/2013 KULL. JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -N 
0 

01/02/2013 KULL. JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $12.90 ~ 

W 
01/02/2013 KULL. JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $728.86 

01/02/2013 KULL. JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/02/2013 KULL. JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $8.82 

10/04/2012 KRIZ. ROBERT 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $11.68 

10/04/2012 KRIZ. ROBERT 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $147.13 

10/04/2012 KRIZ. ROBERT 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

10/04/2012 KRIZ. ROBERT 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $15.76 

10/04/2012 KRIZ. ROBERT 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $142.70 

10/04/2012 KRIZ. ROBERT 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 :::0 
m 

10/04/2012 KRIZ. ROBERT 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $44.66 ""'Cl 
0 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $173.99 :::0 
02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -l 

(j) 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $40.47 
0 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $281.91 -n 
02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $14.48 0 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $72.93 
s: 
s: 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -l 
02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 -l m 
02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

(j) 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $165.77 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $32.91 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $153.15 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $21.30 (JJ 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK. FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 .,J:::... 
.,J:::... 
.,J:::... 
-..,J 
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02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J1 
+=0. 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $153.15 +=0. 
+=0. 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 CO 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire 521.30 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $153.15 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $21.30 

02103/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $153 15 

0210312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

02/0312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $21.30 c.... 
02/0312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $165.77 0 

C 
02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;0 

0210312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $32.91 Z » 
0210312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $161.38 r-

I 
I 

02103/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 

02103/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $28.87 -I 
-< 

02/0312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $161 38 
() 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
0210312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $28.87 C 

Z 
02/0312013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $161.38 () 

02/03/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r-
I 
I 

02103/2013 KRAWCZYK, FRANK 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $28.87 () 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.46 I 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.70 
() 
» 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $250.70 G:l 
0 

1110612012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.56 

11/0612012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11106/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $845.18 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.46 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

1110612012 KOWALSKI, MARK City Of Chicago Fire $248.30 
(J) 

8731 --(J1 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --N 

$209.90 
0 

1110612012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire ..... 
W 
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11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.39 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $24447 CJ) -... 
11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 c.n -... 
11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.46 

tv 
0 
....l. 

11106/2012 KOWALSKI. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $23591 W 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $043 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $379.59 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/06/2012 KOWALSKI, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0711012012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $54,12 

0711012012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $17.98 

07110/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;0 
07110/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $50.62 m 

'"U 
07110/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
07/1012012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;0 

--j 
07/10/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $106.61 (j) 

07110/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
07110/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $650 11 

0711012012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $32.35 0 
0 

0311312013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $207.22 :s: 
03/13/2013 KLiNGER,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $008 :s: 
03/1312013 KLiNGER,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.39 --j 

--j 
03113/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $83.21 m 
0311312013 KLINGER, ROBERT $6.50 

m 
8749 City Of Chicago Fire (j) 

0311312013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.15 

0311312013 KLiNGER,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $207.22 

0311312013 KLiNGER,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

0311312013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.39 

03113/2013 KLiNGER,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $615.00 

03/13/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

03/1312013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $302.91 

03113/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.29 c.n 
~ 
~ 
~ 
CO 
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03/13/2013 KLiNGER,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $166.42 CJ1 
+:>. 

0311312013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 +:>. 
03/13/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $0.31 

CJ1 
0 

03/13/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $157.22 

03/13/2013 KLINGER. ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03113/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $69.41 

03/13/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/13/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/18/2013 KING, RAYMOND 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/18/2013 KING, RAYMOND 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $435.67 c.... 
04/01/2011 KELLY, RICHARD 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $15.56 0 

C 
02/27/2013 KAVENEY, KYLE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $22.72 ;;0 

02/27/2013 KAVENEY, KYLE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $84.85 Z » 
02/27/2013 KAVENEY, KYLE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r 

I 
I 

12/27/2012 JUREWICZ, ROBERT 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $7.22 () 

12/27/2012 JUREWICZ, ROBERT 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -i 
-< 12/27/2012 JUREWICZ, ROBERT 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $15.00 

03/06/2012 JOYNER, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $110.00 
0 
0 

03/06/2012 JOYNER, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $110.00 C 

12/23/2012 JONES JR., TERRY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
Z 
() 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $12.18 r 
I 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $135.29 
I 

0 
04107/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $0.23 () 
» 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $141.23 G) 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $141.32 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $105.61 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $0.23 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $163.34 
0) -... 
CJ1 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -... 
N 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $141.23 0 ..... 
W 
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04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $3.62 

04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 CJ) --CJ1 
04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $89,11 --N 
04/07/2011 JOHNSON, THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

->. 

03/26/2012 IWEMA, JEFFREY 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $474.39 W 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.52 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.77 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2.37 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $63.93 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $42.91 ;;0 
m 

02/28/2013 IRELAND, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $196.10 "1J 
10108/1994 Hoeh, John M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $34.76 0 

;;0 
10108/1994 Hoeh, John M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $452.87 --I 
04/06/2013 HURT, TAYLOR 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $165.27 

C/) 

04/06/2013 HURT, TAYLOR 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $422 0 
"i1 

04/06/2013 HURT, TAYLOR 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 

03/30/2013 HULL, KARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
03/30/2013 HULL, KARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $892 73 s:: 

s:: 
03/30/2013 HULL, KARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $10.82 

--I 
04/12/2013 HOWE, CATHERINE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 --I 

m 
05/03/2013 HOFFELT, MICHAEL 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $37.06 m 
05/03/2013 HOFFELT, MICHAEL 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $23.30 

C/) 

08/19/2011 HICKS, KEVIN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

08/19/2011 HICKS, KEVIN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $64.57 

08/19/2011 HICKS, KEVIN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/19/2011 HICKS, KEVIN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $153.26 

03/01/2012 HERZOG, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/01/2012 HERZOG, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $180.58 

11/08/2012 HERRERA, EDWARD 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $16.95 
CJ1 

12/13/2012 HERNANDEZ, MIGUEL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 .j::>. 
.j::>. 
CJ1 
->. 
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1211312012 HERNANDEZ, MIGUEL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
CJ1 

12113/2012 HERNANDEZ, MIGUEL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 ~ 
~ 

12/13/2012 HERNANDEZ, MIGUEL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 CJ1 
/'V 

04/1112013 HECKMANN,MARGARET 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/1112013 HECKMANN, MARGARET 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/20/2013 HART, PETER 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $18363 

03/20/2013 HART,PETER 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/20/2013 HART, PETER 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03120/2013 HART, PETER 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $426.13 

07129/1997 Gutierrez-Ogar, Bernadette M 00665 City Of Chicago Fire $83.25 

07/3011997 Grassmuck, Sharisse M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
C'-

0 
07/30/1997 Grassmuck, Sharisse M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $650 C 

::u 
07/3011997 Grassmuck, Sharisse M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $224.39 Z 
07/30/1997 Grassmuck, Sharisse M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $5826 :t> r 

I 
12/2312010 GRUNAUER,MARK City Of Chicago Fire $41.95 8733 I 

0 
1212312010 GRUNAUER,MARK 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --f 
1012212012 GRUBER, RANDY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $84.85 -< 
10/2212012 GRUBER,RANDY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
10/22/2012 GRUBER, RANDY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $22.02 

0 
C 

02/07/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.96 Z 

02/07/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 

8731 r 
02107/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $171.39 

I 
I 

0 
02/07/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.98 I 
02/07/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
02107/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $122.54 :t> 

G) 
02107/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.11 0 
02/07/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0210712013 GRIFFIN. TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $101.29 

02/07/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.54 

02/0712013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/0712013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $160.98 (J) 

---0210712013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $22.71 CJ1 
i\3 

02107/2013 GRIFFIN, TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 ..... 
eN 
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02/07/2013 GRIFFIN. TERRANCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $154.69 

11/30/2011 GRICUS. JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $730.67 
CJ) 

03/07/2013 GREEN. LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.37 --(J1 --03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $213.57 N 
0 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $650 --'" 
W 

0310712013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fife $2.58 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $92.81 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fife $6.50 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $49.62 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $17.64 

03/07/2013 GREEN. LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $690.20 
::::0 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $115 m 
03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 '1J 

0 
03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire Si60843 ::::0 
03107/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 

--i 
(f) 

03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $650 0 
03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 -n 
03/07/2013 GREEN, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.85 () 

03/24/2013 GRANDBERRY, STEPHAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
s: 

03/24/2013 GRANDBERRY. STEPHAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2.11 s: 
0312412013 GRANDBERRY, STEPHAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $17445 --i 

--i 
0411712013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $202.53 m 
0411712013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

(f) 

04/17/2013 GORNY. ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $558.23 

04/17/2013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.47 

04/17/2013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $254.62 

04/17/2013 GORNY. ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/17/2013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3.74 

04117/2013 GORNY. ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.76 

04/17/2013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

04/1712013 GORNY. ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2.97 (J1 

.+:>. 

.+:>. 
(J1 

w 
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04/17/2013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $100.21 (.J1 

~ 

04/17/2013 GORNY, ZBIGNIEW 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 ~ 
(.J1 

06/17/2012 GONTAREK,GREGORY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,81 ~ 

06/17/2012 GONTAREK,GREGORY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

06/17/2012 GONTAREK,GREGORY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $31425 

06/17/2012 GONTAREK, GREGORY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

08/12/2012 GLENN, DARRELL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $15442 

08/12/2012 GLENN, DARRELL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $144,52 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 '-
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $13,36 0 

C 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $182,22 ::0 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 
Z » 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $4,66 r 
I 
I 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $145,81 () 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 --I 
-< 

0610112012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $14,55 
() 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $344.79 0 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $185,50 C 

Z 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $185,50 () 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $537,68 r 
I 
I 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $95,95 () 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 
I 
() 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $2.45 » 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $250,10 GJ 

0 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $624 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FF/P City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $348,14 
(J) 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $136,78 --(.J1 --06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 N 
0 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $624 ->. 

0J 
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06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $152.77 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(j) 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $1.85 --CJ1 --06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $241.10 N 
0 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --l. 

W 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $6.16 

06101/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $157.41 

06101/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $25.22 

06/0112012 GIUFFRE. PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $145.81 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $14.55 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $284.48 ::u 
02105/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 
02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 

-0 
0 

02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $0.33 ::u 
$6.50 

-l 
02105/2013 GILLESPIE. PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire C/) 

02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $179.23 0 
02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $41.81 "11 

02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
0210512013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $134.43 0 

:5: 
02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 :5: 
02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $0.25 -l 

City Of Chicago Fire $134.43 
-l 

02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 m 
02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

C/) 

02/05/2013 GILLESPIE, PATRICK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $0.25 

09/2112009 GERICH, ROBERT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $301.00 

09/2112009 GERICH, ROBERT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $44.08 

09/21/2009 GERICH, ROBERT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/21/2012 GALLOZA, JUSTIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2066 

12/21/2012 GALLOZA, JUSTIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/02/1985 Fornell. Roger C M 00391 City Of Chicago Fire $142.84 

12/02/1985 Fornell, Roger C M 00391 City Of Chicago Fire $273.05 CJ1 
~ 
~ 
CJ1 
CJ1 
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02108/2013 FROELICH, EDWARD 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 01 
.j::>. 

04/20/2011 FORTUNA, NICHOLAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $150.97 
.j::>. 
01 

04/20/2011 FORTUNA, NICHOLAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(j) 

04/2212013 FOLEY, CORNELIUS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire S6.50 

04/22/2013 FOLEY, CORNELIUS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/2212013 FOLEY, CORNELIUS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3.44 

04/22/2013 FOLEY, CORNELIUS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $134.58 

04/2212013 FOLEY, CORNELIUS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $4.98 

08/21/2012 FLOYD, GEORGE 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/21/2012 FLOYD, GEORGE 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $65.15 c..... 
0 

08/21/2012 FLOYD, GEORGE 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $0.79 C 
08/21/2012 FLOYD, GEORGE 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;0 

Z 
08/21/2012 FLOYD, GEORGE 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6515 » r 
08/21/2012 FLOYD, GEORGE 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $079 I 

I 

04/20/2013 FLORES, DAVID 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
--1 

04/20/2013 FLORES, DAVID 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $324.75 -< 
09/06/2010 FERNANDEZ, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $107.88 () 

09/06/2010 FERNANDEZ, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $50.28 0 
C 

09/06/2010 FERNANDEZ, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Z 
09/06/2010 FERNANDEZ, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $38.28 () 

$6.50 
r 

09/06/2010 FERNANDEZ, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire I 
I 

09/06/2010 FERNANDEZ, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13.44 () 
I 

04/06/2013 FARRELL, KEVIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 
04/06/2013 FARRELL, KEVIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $9.24 » 

G) 
04/06/2013 FARRELL, KEVIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $22.72 0 
04/06/2013 FARRELL, KEVIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $763.41 

04/06/2013 FARRELL, KEVIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $84.85 

04/06/2013 FARRELL. KEVIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/30/1995 Estrada, Jesse F 00364 City Of Chicago Fire $775.00 

06/25/2001 Edwards, John M 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $37.50 (j) 

07102/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $7136 -01 -07102/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2256 N 
0 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -" 
W 
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07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $154.53 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $42.48 0') -CJ'1 
07/0212012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -N 
07/0212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $187.88 0 

~ 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.68 eN 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/0212012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $137.27 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $36.85 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $170.06 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/0212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $44.82 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 :::0 
m 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $178.72 -U 
07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $572.26 0 

:::0 
07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --i 

(J) 
07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $14.62 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $161.38 0 
." 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 
07/0212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $28.87 0 
07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $161.83 ~ 

~ 
07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --i 
07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $29.29 --i m 
07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $161.83 m 
07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

(J) 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $29.29 

07/0212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $173.95 

0710212012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/0212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $40.43 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $161.83 

07/0212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
CJ'1 

07/02/2012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $29.29 ~ 
~ 
CJ'1 
-.....J 
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0710212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $178.72 U1 
.j::.. 

0710212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 .j::.. 
U1 

0710212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $44.82 CO 

0710212012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $169.56 

0710212012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0710212012 ETHELL. MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $36.40 

0212612013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0212612013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $136.74 

0212612013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $26.08 

0212612013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 '-
0212612013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $158.34 0 

C 
0212612013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $32.26 :::0 
0212612013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

Z » 
0212612013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $165.07 r 

I 
I 

0212612013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $21.74 0 

0212612013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -I 
-< 

02126/2013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $153.63 
0 

02/26/2013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $32.26 0 
0212612013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C 

Z 
02/26/2013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $16507 0 
02/26/2013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.20 r 

I 
I 

02/26/2013 ESCOBARETE, GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
02/26/2013 ESCOBARETE,GEORGE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $54.12 

I 
0 

06/23/1998 Dietz, Steven F 00382 City Of Chicago Fire $8.40 » 
06/23/1998 Dietz, Steven F 00382 City Of Chicago Fire $693.43 GJ 

0 
07/24/2010 Dias, ROCCO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.06 

07/24/2010 Dias, ROCCO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.10 

06/20/2012 DURHAM, MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

06120/2012 DURHAM, MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $167.59 

06/20/2012 DURHAM, MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2.03 

06/19/2012 $53.20 
CJ) 

DURHAM, MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire --U1 
06/19/2012 DURHAM, MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --N 

06/19/2012 DURHAM, MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.64 
0 
....l. 

W 
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06/19/2012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $470.02 

06/19/2012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
Q') --CJ1 

06/19/2012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 --N 

06/19/2012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 ...... 
W 

0611912012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

06119/2012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.62 

06/1912012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0611912012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $51.41 

0611912012 DURHAM. MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $629.37 

06/1912012 DURHAM, MARIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0510212012 DURAN,NORA 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05102/2012 DURAN. NORA 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $267.65 

06/0812012 DUDDLESTON. PATRICK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.67 :::c 
m 

0610812012 DUDDLESTON, PATRICK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 "1J 

0610812012 DUDDLESTON, PATRICK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.15 
0 
:::c 

0610812012 DUDDLESTON, PATRICK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $12.34 -i 
C/) 

0610812012 DUDDLESTON. PATRICK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

06108/2012 DUDDLESTON. PATRICK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1103 
0 
"T1 

04/27/2013 DOWNS. PAUL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $506 (") 

04127/2013 DOWNS. PAUL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
04127/2013 DOWNS, PAUL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $124.97 s:: 

s:: 
0513012012 DOLIBOIS. MARK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $1.64 -i 
0513012012 DOLIBOIS, MARK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $48.00 -i m 
0513012012 DOLIBOIS, MARK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 
01117/2012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $687.56 

C/) 

0111712012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0111712012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $27.90 

0111712012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $0.74 

01/17/2012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0111712012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $34.53 

0111712012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $3.50 

0111712012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
CJ1 

0111712012 DOHERTY. EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $876.55 ~ 
~ 
CJ1 
CD 
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01/17/2012 DOHERTY, EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 U1 
~ 

01/17/2012 DOHERTY, EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $35.57 ~ 
(J) 

01/17/2012 DOHERTY, EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $128.05 0 

01/1712012 DOHERTY, EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/17/2012 DOHERTY, EDWARD 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $24.59 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $20.92 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $7.67 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.10 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 '-
04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $372.85 0 

C 
04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $5.37 ;:0 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
Z » 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $21003 r 
I 
I 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $4.51 0 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -l 
-< 

04/13/2013 DIVER, ELIZABETH 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $700 
0 

12/22/2012 DIETZ. JUAN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
12/22/2012 DIETZ, JUAN 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $346.25 C 

Z 
02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $264.81 0 
02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire 56.50 r 

I 
I 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $364.42 0 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
I 
0 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $441 GJ 

0 
02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $695.91 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $17.78 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $272.17 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J) 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT $296.10 8749 City Of Chicago Fire -. 
U1 

02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
-. 
I\.) 
0 

$486.67 02/28/2013 DEMPSEY, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire ......>. 

W 
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08/24/2011 DELANA, TIMOTHY 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

08/24/2011 DELANA, TIMOTHY 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $42,94 (J) --08/2412011 DELANA, TIMOTHY 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J'l --08/24/2011 DELANA, TIMOTHY 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $0,08 
N 
0 
-" 

08/24/2011 DELANA, TIMOTHY 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 eN 

08/24/2011 DELANA, TIMOTHY 8812 City Of Chicago Fire $35,11 

11/30/2012 DEL MARTO, MICHAEL 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/30/2012 DEL MARTO, MICHAEL 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $211 78 

11/30/2012 DEL MARTO, MICHAEL 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $3,11 

11/30/2012 DEL MARTO, MICHAEL 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $50,87 

11/30/2012 DEL MARTO, MICHAEL 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $0,75 

02/08/2013 DEAN, ROY 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/08/2013 DEAN, ROY 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $23,57 :::0 
02108/2013 DEAN, ROY 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $92249 m 

"'0 
12/04/2012 DALY, DANIEL 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $225,00 0 
08/05/2003 Cordt, Robert F 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $195.88 :::0 

-i 
08/05/2003 Cordt, Robert F 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $60.71 (f) 

03/2412008 Ciara, Michael P 00003 City Of Chicago Fire $38.91 0 
10/1912005 Chavarria, Gary F 00375 $15.77 

11 
City Of Chicago Fire 

10/19/2005 Chavarria, Gary F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire 5580,57 
() 

0 
0412512009 CZARNECKI, TODD 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $74.55 s: 
02107/2013 CURTIN, WILLIAM 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $124.49 s:: 
02/07/2013 CURTIN, WILLIAM 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 -i 

-i 
06/15/2010 CURTIN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

m 
08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 (f) 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $88.46 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $88.46 

08/1912012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $244.05 

08/1912012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $0.67 

08119/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $83786 (J'l 
~ 
~ 
(J) 
-" 
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08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J1 
~ 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $10.14 ~ 
(j) 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $21866 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $88.46 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $3.05 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $119.55 

08/19/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/1212013 CUNNANE, EMMETI 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $148.43 

01/1212013 CUNNANE, EMMETI 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 c... 
02/16/2013 CONWAY JR, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

C 
02/16/2013 CONWAY JR. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;0 

02/16/2013 CONWAY JR, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $56.56 Z » 
02/16/2013 CONWAY JR, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $32.38 r 

I 
I 

02/16/2013 CONWAY JR, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $165.19 () 

02/16/2013 CONWAY JR. JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --I 
~ 

05/04/2013 COLLINS, THOMAS 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $14.63 
0 

05/04/2013 COLLINS, THOMAS 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
05/04/2013 COLLINS, THOMAS 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $572.27 C 

Z 
02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $186.50 () 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.49 r 
I 
I 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.90 I 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $482.52 
0 » 

02104/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 G) 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.34 
0 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $309.93 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.58 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $763.08 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(j) ...... 
(J1 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.40 ...... 
N 

02/04/2013 COLEMAN, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire 569.74 0 ..... 
W 
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02/04/2013 COLEMAN. JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

0210412013 COLEMAN. JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $265.12 0) -.. 
0210412013 COLEMAN. JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

(J1 

N 
0310812012 COLEMAN. FRANKLIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $163.80 0 ..... 
03/08/2012 COLEMAN. FRANKLIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.65 W 

02/07/2013 CLIFTON. SHELBY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/07/2013 CLIFTON. SHELBY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $124.24 

02/07/2013 CLIFTON, SHELBY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $34.02 

04/17/2013 CLARK. AMY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/1712013 CLARK. AMY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $14.93 

04/17/2013 CLARK. AMY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $0.60 

03128/2013 CHAVERS. JEFFREY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $17.30 

03/28/2013 CHAVERS. JEFFREY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ::0 
m 

03/1212013 CHANEY. ANTHONY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 '"C 
03/1212013 CHANEY, ANTHONY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.62 0 

::0 
03/12/2013 CHANEY. ANTHONY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $335.77 -i 
01/30/2013 CEGIELSKI. JOHN 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $8.54 

(j) 

01/30/2013 CEGIELSKI. JOHN 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
""T1 

01/30/2013 CEGIELSKI. JOHN 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $581.86 
(") 

12/11/2008 CASPER. NICHOLAS 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
12/11/2008 CASPER. NICHOLAS 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $450.97 s: 
08/01/2011 CASEY, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.64 

s: 
-i 

08/01/2011 CASEY, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $3.72 -i 
08/01/2011 CASEY. KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

m 
08/01/2011 CASEY, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $111.60 (j) 

08/01/2011 CASEY, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/01/2011 CASEY. KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $253.10 

03/07/2013 CARTER, ERICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/0712013 CARTER. ERICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.18 

03/07/2013 CARTER. ERICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $798.00 

03/07/2013 CARTER, ERICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03107/2013 CARTER. ERICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $120.32 

City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J1 

03/07/2013 CARTER. ERICK 8801 ~ 
~ 
0) 
W 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 



Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

03/07/2013 CARTER, ERICK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $183.63 (J1 
~ 

09/28/2012 CARSON,RANDY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1.80 ~ 
Q) 

09/28/2012 CARSON, RANDY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $70.41 ~ 

09/28/2012 CARSON,RANDY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

07/05/2012 CARR, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire S4524 

07/05/2012 CARR, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

07/05/2012 CARR, JAMES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1 84 

11/21/2012 CARDENAS, KENNETH 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $5.51 

11/21/2012 CARDENAS, KENNETH 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

10/08/2012 CAPPY, TIMOTHY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $793,35 '-
10/08/2012 CAPPY, TIMOTHY 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

C 
12/20/2012 CAHILL, DENNIS 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ;::0 

11/14/2012 CADER, WILLIAM 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $225.00 
Z » 

11/14/2012 CADER, WILLIAM 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $110.00 r 
I 
I 

11/25/1998 Bartgen, John R C 00301 City Of Chicago Fire $104.25 () 

11/25/1998 Bartgen, John R C 00301 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -l 
-< 

11/25/1998 Bartgen, John R C 00301 City Of Chicago Fire $8.09 
() 

11/25/1998 Bartgen, John R C 00301 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
11/25/1998 Bartgen, John R C 00301 City Of Chicago Fire $712.72 C 

Z 
09/14/2003 Barabasz, Gregory M 00396 City Of Chicago Fire $59.28 () 

09/14/2003 Barabasz, Gregory M 00396 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 r 
I 
I 

09/14/2003 Barabasz, Gregory M 00396 City Of Chicago Fire $2.41 () 

03/10/2005 Baldacci, Joseph F 00656 City Of Chicago Fire 56.50 I 
() 

03/10/2005 Baldacci, Joseph F 00656 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
03/10/2005 Baldacci, Joseph F 00656 City Of Chicago Fire $507.33 G) 

03/10/2005 Baldacci, Joseph F 00656 City Of Chicago Fire $10484 
0 

10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire $8.24 

10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire $138.95 

10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire 52367 

10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN City Of Chicago Fire $650 
Q) 

8748 -. 
(J1 

10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire $155.73 -. 
N 

$16.10 
0 

10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire ->. 

W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

10103/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire $147.50 0) -10/03/2012 BYRNE, KEVIN 8748 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J1 -06/19/2012 BYRNE, JAMES 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 
0 

0611912012 BYRNE, JAMES 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $88.57 
-->. 
(;J 

06/19/2012 BYRNE, JAMES 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

06/19/2012 BYRNE, JAMES 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $226.29 

06/19/2012 BYRNE, JAMES 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $547.12 

04/07/2013 BUCKNER, JENNIFER 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/1112012 BRUNO,KENNETH 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $155.34 

08/11/2012 BRUNO, KENNETH 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/14/2012 BROWN, DWAYNE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

08/14/2012 BROWN, DWAYNE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $319.53 ::0 
08/14/2012 BROWN, DWAYNE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

$0.59 
"'U 

0811412012 BROWN, DWAYNE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire 0 
08/1412012 BROWN, DWAYNE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $4.74 ::0 

-I 
10/19/2010 BROWN, ALICIA 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $1.23 C/) 

1011912010 BROWN, ALICIA 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
10/19/2010 BROWN, ALICIA 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $101.28 " 
04101/2013 BROWN JR, EGNECHLES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $8.31 (') 

0 
04/01/2013 BROWN JR, EGNECHLES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 s:: 
04101/2013 BROWN JR, EGNECHLES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $686.76 s:: 
04/01/2013 BROWN JR, EGNECHLES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -I 

-I 
04/01/2013 BROWN JR, EGNECHLES 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $31.00 m 

m 
01/12/2011 BRNE, BERNARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $242.61 C/) 

01/1212011 BRNE, BERNARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $271.06 

01/12/2011 BRNE, BERNARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $34.44 

12/08/2011 BRITTON, T C 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $31135 

10/05/2009 BRANNIGAN, MICHAEL 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $161.35 

03/16/2013 BRADLEY,ANTOINETTE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $3.87 

03/16/2013 BRADLEY,ANTOINETTE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/1612013 BRADLEY, ANTOINETTE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $319.88 

04113/2013 BOYD, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (J1 

~ 
04/13/2013 BOYD, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $21.00 ~ 

0) 
(J1 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

04/13/2013 BOYD, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $13.52 (J1 
~ 

1012712011 BONGIORNO, JAMIE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $239.87 ~ 
(j) 

10/2712011 BONGIORNO, JAMIE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $937.92 (j) 

1012712011 BONGIORNO, JAMIE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire 56.13 

10/27/2011 BONGIORNO, JAMIE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $239.87 

10127/2011 BONGIORNO, JAMIE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire 5650 

1012712011 BONGIORNO, JAMIE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire 56.13 

1212512012 BIRRUETA VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.S0 

1212S12012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.S0 

1212S/2012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 c... 

1212512012 BIRRUETA VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire 56.50 
0 
C 

1212512012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ::u 
Z 

1212S12012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
1212512012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire 56.S0 

r 
I 
I 

1212S12012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 () 

1212512012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --l 
-< 

1212512012 BIRRUETA VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $248.80 () 
12125/2012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $650 0 
1212512012 BIRRUETA VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $319.53 

C 
Z 

12/2S/2012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 () 

1212512012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.S9 r 
I 
I 

1212512012 BIRRUETA VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire 574.55 () 
I 

1212512012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire S110.62 
() 

0212812013 BILLINGHAM, THOMAS 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 » 
02128/2013 BILLINGHAM, THOMAS 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

G) 
0 

02/0712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.32 

0210712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire 56.50 

0210712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $170.96 

0210712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $045 

0210712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(j) 

0210712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $240.87 -. 
(J1 -. 

0210712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire 50.45 N 
0 

02107/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6 SO -->. 

W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $240.87 

02/0712013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $039 
(j) --(J1 

02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chica90 Fire $6.50 --N 

02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $209,36 
0 
~ 

W 
02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $35.11 

02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.40 

02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/07/2013 BIFANO, VINCENT 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $211.76 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $194.86 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $59.67 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $230.17 ::::0 
m 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 \J 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $185.83 0 
::::0 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $650 -i 
(f) 

0111812013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $33,57 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 
""T1 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $166.49 (") 
01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $4188 0 
01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 s: 

s: 
01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $175.52 -i 
01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $25.16 -i 

m 
01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 

(f) 
01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $157.33 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $151.97 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $49.00 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $183.26 

01/1812013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $54.21 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $51.36 
(J1 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $188.94 ~ 
~ 
(j) 
-....I 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

01/1812013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
CJ1 
~ 

0111812013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $204.63 
~ 
(j) 
CO 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/0212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $9.32 

12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $11.68 

1210212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

1210212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8.817 City Of Chicago Fire $142.70 

1210212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $136.06 c..... 
0 

12102/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C 
1210212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $5.58 ::u 

Z 
12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $300.50 » 

r 
12/0212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

I 

12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $37.25 
(") 

-I 
12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $140.14 -< 
12/0212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (") 

12/0212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $9.32 0 
C 

12/0212012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $140.14 Z 
12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (") 

$0.80 
r 

12/02/2012 BENUZZI, JOHN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire I 
I 

11/2412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 
(") 
I 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (") 
1112412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $314.25 » 

G) 
11/2412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 0 
11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $314.25 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $314.25 (j) --11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 CJ1 --11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 N 
0 

City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
...... 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

1112412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $69.74 

11124/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 (J) --(J1 
11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 --N 
11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $314.25 a 

--" 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 W 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11124/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $314.25 

11/2412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/2412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 

1112412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $314.25 

1112412012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 

11124/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $314.25 :::0 
m 

11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 IJ 
11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1.81 0 

:::0 
11/24/2012 BEGLEY, KELLY 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $428.61 -! 
12/21/2012 BEDORE, STEVEN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

(f) 

12121/2012 BEDORE, STEVEN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $0.76 0 
11 

12121/2012 BEDORE, STEVEN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $62.72 
() 

06/04/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $250.00 0 
06/04/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 s: 

:5: 
06/04/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $104.84 -! 
06104/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -! 

m 
06/04/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $53.22 m 
06/0412012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

(f) 

06104/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

06/04/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $104.84 

06/04/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02123/2013 BASILE, GARY 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/23/2013 BASILE, GARY 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

02123/2013 BASILE, GARY 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 

10106/2012 BARRON, DAVID 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J1 

1010612012 BARRON, DAVID 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $171.55 ~ 
4:>-
(J) 
<D 
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1010612012 BARRON, DAVID 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2,08 U1 

02/14/2007 Aumann, William F 00490 City Of Chicago Fire $124,68 
~ 
~ 

10104/2002 Anselmlnl, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 ----.J 
0 

10104/2002 Anselmini, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $66,00 

10104/2002 Anselmini, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

10104/2002 Anselmini, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $105,68 

10104/2002 Anselmini, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $356,83 

10104/2002 Anselmini, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

10104/2002 Anselmini, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $132,00 

10104/2002 Anselmini, Gerald F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 
'--

03/0212007 Altman, James F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $18,02 0 
03/0212007 Altman, James F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $163,60 

C 
:::0 

03/0212007 Altman, James F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 Z 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $96,58 
» r 

I 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
I 

(") 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $5,55 -j 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $568,30 -< 
08/16/2001 Albert-Collins. Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 (") 

0 
08/16/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $151,54 C 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins. Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 Z 
(") 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $133,75 r 
I 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins. Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $43,30 I 

(") 

08/16/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 I 

08116/2001 Albert-Collins, Sandra B M 00612 City Of Chicago I=ire $2.49 (") 
» 

04/03/2013 AUGUSTINE, MARC 8749 City Of Chicago =ire $6,50 C) 

04/03/2013 AUGUSTINE, MARC 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $18363 0 

04/1412013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $12,90 

04114/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

04114/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0,80 (J) --. 
04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $117,95 

U1 --. 
I'..) 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 0 
->. 

c..v 
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04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3.01 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $650 (J) -04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $18.91 CJ'J -N 
04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $58.31 0 ..... 
04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 c..v 
04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $96.15 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0.80 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $66.25 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/29/2012 ARROYO,CESAR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

09/29/2012 ARROYO, CESAR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.03 

09/29/2012 ARROYO,CESAR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $104.80 

09/15/2012 ANDERSON, TODD 8745 City Of Chicago Fire $203.24 ;;0 

09/15/2012 ANDERSON, TODD 8745 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 m 
IJ 

09/15/2012 ANDERSON, TODD 8745 City Of Chicago Fire $0.38 0 
09/15/2012 ANDERSON, TODD 8745 City Of Chicago Fire $159.17 ;;0 

--i 
09/15/2012 ANDERSON, TODD 8745 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C/) 

09/15/2012 ANDERSON, TODD 8745 City Of Chicago Fire $0.30 0 
04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $231.56 

"T1 

04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(") 

0 
04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 s:: 
04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2.80 s:: 
04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4.21 --i 

--i 
04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $167.03 m 

m 
04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $12.69 C/) 

04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/27/2013 ADAMS JR, JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $30.81 

03/27/2013 ADAMS JR, JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

03/27/2013 ADAMS JR, JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $937.62 

03/27/2013 ADAMS JR, JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.44 

03/27/2013 ADAMS JR, JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $96.48 

03/27/2013 ADAMS JR, JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $35.54 

03/27/2013 ADAMS JR, JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3.92 CJ'J 
~ 
~ 
-....J ..... 
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03/27/2013 ADAMS JR. JOHN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 CJl 

ADAMS JR, JOHN City Of Chicago Fire $650 
~ 

03/27/2013 8801 ~ 

Amount ---J Number N 
Total: 1813 $165,350,39 

Insured Name1: City Of Chicago Police 

06/17/2002 Zygowicz, Peter P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/17/2002 Zygowicz, Peter P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $154.87 

06117/2002 Zygowicz, Peter P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $22.88 

10/13/2012 ZARBOCK, NICK 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/13/2012 ZARBOCK, NICK 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6,03 
Co.. 

10/13/2012 ZARBOCK, NICK 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

10/13/2012 ZARBOCK, NICK 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $104.80 ::0 
10/13/2012 ZARBOCK, NICK 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0,35 Z » 
10/1312012 ZARBOCK, NICK 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $13.50 r 

I 
I 

04/14/2012 ZACHAR, STEPHANIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $258.28 0 
04/1412012 ZACHAR, STEPHANIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.59 --I 

-< 0411412012 ZACHAR, STEPHANIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

$6.50 
0 

0112312013 ZACCAGNINO, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police 0 
01123/2013 ZACCAGNINO, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $288,37 C 

Z 
04116/2013 YOUNG,CHR~TOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $637.00 0 
04/16/2013 YOUNG, CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $296.4 7 r 

I 

0411612013 YOUNG, CHRISTOPHER City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

9161 0 
0212412013 YANEZ, JUAN 9161 005 City Of Chica90 Police $235.89 I 

0910811997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $118,74 0 » 
0110812007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $650 G) 

0110812007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 

01108/2007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $53.27 

0110812007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $130.91 

0110812007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $96,80 

0110812007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $486,17 

City Of Chicago Police $348.14 
(J) 

0110812007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 --CJl 
06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $8.79 --N 

0612112012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.15 
0 
->. 

W 
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06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $240.89 
0) 

09/18/2012 WISELOGEL, SETH 9161 213 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ....... 
01 

09/18/2012 WISELOGEL, SETH 9161 213 City Of Chicago Police $867.48 i\:5 
0 

09/18/2012 WISELOGEL, SETH 9161 213 City Of Chicago Police $22.17 ..... 
W 

07111/2012 WILSON, STEVEN 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 

07/11/2012 WILSON, STEVEN 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 

07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $49.74 

07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.02 

07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $49.74 

07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;.u 
07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $100.00 m 
07/19/2012 WILSON, AUDREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.02 IJ 

0 
03/07/2013 WILLIAMS, VIVIAN 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $190.79 ;.u 
03/07/2013 WILLIAMS, VIVIAN 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-I 
(J) 

03107/2013 WILLIAMS, VIVIAN 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $2.31 0 
07119/2012 WILLIAMS, SILK 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $14.67 "il 

0711912012 WILLIAMS, SILK 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

0711912012 WILLIAMS, SILK 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 s:: 
07/1912012 WILLIAMS, SILK 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $7.13 s:: 
07/19/2012 WILLIAMS, SILK 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $446.71 -I 
07/19/2012 WILLIAMS, SILK 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $216.92 

-I m 
01/11/2013 WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $857.60 m 

(J) 
01111/2013 WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/16/2010 WILLIAMS, KIM 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $484.89 

03/28/2013 WILLIAMS, KESHAUN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 WILLIAMS, KESHAUN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $98.08 

03/28/2013 WILLIAMS, KESHAUN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 WILLIAMS, KESHAUN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.96 

03128/2013 WILLIAMS, KESHAUN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $310.09 

03/28/2013 WILLIAMS, KESHAUN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.58 01 
.J:>. 
.J:>. 
"'-l 
W 
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0312812013 WILLIAMS, KESHAUN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J1 
.j:::. 

0811212012 WILLIAMS, KELLI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $919.12 
.j:::. 
---J 

0811212012 WILLIAMS, KELLI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $207.44 
.j:::. 

0811212012 WILLIAMS, KELLI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0811212012 WILLIAMS, KELLI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.71 

0512112010 WILKOSZ, ROBERT 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $67.97 

03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2012 WHITESIDE. PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.79 

03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $78.31 

03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 C-

O 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 :::0 

Z 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » r 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 

03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.79 
() 

--f 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.15 -< 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.79 0 

$65.15 
C 

03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police Z 
03/20/2012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.15 0 

04/14/2013 WHITE, HARRIET 9161 City Of Chicago Police $22.10 r 
I 
I 

04/14/2013 WHITE, HARRIET 9161 City Of Chicago Police $18363 () 
I 

04/14/2013 WHITE, HARRIET 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 » 
07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

G) 
0 

07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 

07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $85.4 7 

07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 

07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $3.47 

07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 en 
07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --(J1 --07/25/2012 WHITE JR, RUSSELL 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 

0 
06/08/2011 WETZEL. DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ..... 

UJ 
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06/08/2011 WETZEL, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $600.10 

06/08/2011 WETZEL, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $71.66 Q) --(J1 

06/08/2011 WETZEL, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 
06/08/2011 WETZEL, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $71.66 0 

->. 

06/08/2011 WETZEL, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 W 

04/05/2013 WESTON, ROBERT 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/05/2013 WESTON, ROBERT 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $1.65 

04/05/2013 WESTON, ROBERT 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $32.53 

04/05/2013 WESTON, ROBERT 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $64.31 

04/05/2013 WESTON, ROBERT 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/25/2013 WENDLANDT, JAMES 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/25/2013 WENDLANDT, JAMES 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/27/2012 WEINGART, CAROL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $65.23 ::::0 
m 

09/27/2012 WEINGART, CAROL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2.36 ""0 
09/27/2012 WEINGART. CAROL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $9.73 0 

::::0 
09/27/2012 WEINGART, CAROL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
09/27/2012 WEINGART, CAROL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $169.24 

(j) 

03/26/2013 WEIGAND, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.64 0 
." 

03/26/2013 WEIGAND, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $169.61 
0 

03/26/2013 WEIGAND, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/26/2013 WEIGAND, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $975 ~ 

03/26/2013 WEIGAND, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $167.67 
~ 
-i 

03/26/2013 WEIGAND, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
08/24/2012 WASZAK, JOSEPH 022 City Of Chicago Police $171.10 

m 
9161 m 

09/18/2011 WASHINGTON, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $384.26 (j) 

09/18/2011 WASHINGTON, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/16/2012 WARNER, NATHANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $625.06 

12/16/2012 WARNER, NATHANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $15.97 

12/16/2012 WARNER, NATHANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/08/2012 WARE, CHRISTOPHER 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/08/2012 WARE, CHRISTOPHER 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $180.58 

01/01/2012 WARD, MATIHEW 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

008 City Of Chicago Police $375.17 
(J1 

01/01/2012 WARD, MATIHEW 9161 .l:>. 
.l:>. 
-..J 
(J1 
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1210412011 WALTHALL, MARKUS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $68.58 
(J1 
.,!:>.. 

044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
.,!:>.. 

1210412011 WALTHALL, MARKUS 9161 --J 

0311612013 WALKER, PARTIECE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) 

0311612013 WALKER, PARTIECE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $4.55 

0311612013 WALKER, PARTIECE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $178.12 

0310112013 WALKER, DONNELL 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.31 

0310112013 WALKER, DONNELL 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0310112013 WALKER, DONNELL 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $10.34 

0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $27.60 

0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 ~ 

0 
0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 

Z 
0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » r 
0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 

01/0911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

-l 
01/09/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
01/09/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $57.60 () 

01/09/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $205.78 0 
C 

01109/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $8.34 Z 
01/09/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

0110911997 576.66 
r 

Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police I 
I 

01/09/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $45940 
() 
I 

07/02/2008 Valenti, Ross P 00019 City Of Chicago Police $2.46 () 

07/02/2008 Valenti, Ross P 00019 City Of Chicago Police $650 » 
G) 

07/0212008 Valenti, Ross P 00019 City Of Chicago Police $203.48 0 
07102/2008 Valenti, Ross P 00019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/2612012 VOGT, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $162.52 

09/26/2012 VOGT, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/26/2012 VOGT, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.15 

01111/2012 VO, KELLY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $299.88 
(j) 

01/11/2012 VO, KELLY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --(J1 --01/11/2012 VO, KELLY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.63 N 
0 

03/2412013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ->. 

W 
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03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 0'> -(]'I 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $056 -N 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ...... 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $303.52 eN 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $100.21 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $258.72 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $158.26 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 ;0 
m 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $79.96 '"0 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
;0 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.13 -i 
C/) 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $226.10 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"'Tl 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $258.72 0 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 s: 

s: 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $272.58 -i 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i m 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.97 m 
03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $637.00 

C/) 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $112.62 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Pohce $23.41 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $8.64 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $1.47 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $161.51 
(]'I 

03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
~ 
-.....J 
-.....J 
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03/24/2013 VILLANUEVA, SUSANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $25.45 CJ1 
.J::>. 

03/05/2013 VILLANUEVA, HECTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 .J::>. 
-..J 

03/05/2013 VILLANUEVA, HECTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CO 

03/05/2013 VILLANUEVA, HECTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 

10/21/2012 VILLA, MICHAEL 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $0.56 

10/21/2012 VILLA, MICHAEL 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/21/2012 VILLA, MICHAEL 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $305.72 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $28.16 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $005 c... 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $323.13 
0 
C 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
Z 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 » 
09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $28.16 

r 
I 
I 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (') 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police 
--I 

$0.05 -< 
09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $363.93 (') 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.67 

C 
Z 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $323.13 (') 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
r 

I 
I 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 (') 
I 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $248.30 (') 
09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $046 

G) 
0 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $335.85 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/29/2011 VILLA, JOSE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.63 

04/11/2013 VILLA, JOHN 9165 184 City Of Chicago Police $1.28 

04/11/2013 VILLA, JOHN 9165 184 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
OJ 

04111/2013 VILLA, JOHN 9165 184 City Of Chicago Police $64.16 --CJ1 --1211212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 N 
0 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -" 
W 
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12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $290.48 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.98 OJ --12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CJ1 --N 
12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $81.42 0 

->. 

1211212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.98 W 

12112/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $28407 

12112/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $053 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $28407 

12/1212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 

1211212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $284.07 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;;0 
m 

12/1212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 "1J 
12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $28407 0 

;:0 
12/1212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ...., 
12112/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police SO.53 

en 
12/1212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

11 
12/1212012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $24.91 

0 
12112/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $81.42 0 
12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $284.07 ~ 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
...., 

12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 --i 
12/12/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

m 
10/1912012 VERA, ELIZABETH 9206 477 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 en 
05/14/2012 VELAZQUEZ, COSME 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/14/2012 VELAZQUEZ, COSME 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/14/2012 VELAZQUEZ, COSME 9161 City Of Chicago Police $362 

05/1412012 VELAZQUEZ, COSME 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/14/2012 VELAZQUEZ, COSME 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05114/2012 VELAZQUEZ, COSME 9161 City Of Chicago Police $89 11 

11119/2012 VEGA, THELMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11119/2012 VEGA, THELMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police 5666.38 
CJ1 
.j:::.. 
.j:::.. 
-...j 
<0 
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11/19/2012 VEGA, THELMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $17.03 c..n 
~ 

04/11/2009 VEGA, GERARDO 916·, 011 City Of Chicago Police $183.72 ~ 
(Xl 

09/10/2012 VAZQUEZ, GERMAN 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 a 

09/10/2012 VAZQUEZ, GERMAN 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $50.56 

09/10/2012 VAZQUEZ, GERMAN 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.61 

03/30/2013 VAMVLAS, NICKOLAOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 VAMVLAS, NICKOLAOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.79 

03/30/2013 VAMVLAS, NICKOLAOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $82.53 

03/30/2013 VAMVLAS, NICKOLAOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $24.67 

03/30/2013 VAMVLAS, NICKOLAOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..... 
0 

03/30/2013 VAMVLAS, NICKOLAOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $965.68 C 
07/0212010 VALERIO, MAGDALENA City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 

Z 
07/0212010 VALERIO, MAGDALENA City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
r 

07/02/2010 VALERIO, MAGDALENA I 
I 

05/08/2013 VALERIANO, JAIRO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $205.94 () 

05/08/2013 VALERIANO, JAIRO 9161 
--l 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
05/08/2013 VALERIANO, JAIRO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.50 () 
0510812013 VALERIANO, JAIRO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 0 
05/08/2013 VALERIANO, JAIRO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

C 
Z 

05/08/2013 VALERIANO, JAIRO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0612312012 VALENCIA, FAVIO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

r 
I 
I 

0612312012 VALENCIA, FAVIO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 0 
I 

06/2312012 VALENCIA, FAVIO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $23.68 
0 

08/04/2012 URBAN, ANETA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $117.92 » 
0810412012 URBAN, ANETA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $59.55 

G) 
0 

0810412012 URBAN,ANETA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $180.58 

08/04/2012 URBAN, ANETA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.22 

08/04/2012 URBAN,ANETA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $21 18 

01/19/1977 Tenzer, Joseph H P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $85.75 

01/1911977 Tenzer, Joseph H P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $94.73 
(J) 

09/2312012 TROGLlA, JEFFREY 9161 212 City Of Chicago Police $180.58 --c..n --09123/2012 TROGLlA, JEFFREY 9161 212 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
a 

12124/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ->. 

W 
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12/24/2012 TREVINO JR. HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $203.67 (J) --12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U1 --N 
12/24/2012 TREVINO JR. HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 0 

->. 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15886 W 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $158.86 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR. HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR. HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $203.67 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR. HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 :::0 
12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $248.48 m 

"'0 
12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $158.86 0 
12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $358.22 :::0 

-I 
12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C/) 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"T1 

12/24/2012 TREVINO JR, HERIBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

0 
10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $55001 :5: 
10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $240.89 :5: 
10/15/2012 TRAYLOR. KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

-I 
10/15/2012 TRAYLOR. KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.15 m 

m 
10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $198.46 C/) 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.37 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $226.62 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $042 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.50 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/15/2012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $269.29 U1 
~ 
~ 
CO 
->. 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

1011512012 TRAYLOR, KENSHIRA 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1.02 01 
~ 

0212812013 TOVAR, RIGOBERTO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 ~ 
CO 

0212812013 TOVAR, RIGOBERTO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 

0212812013 TOVAR, RIGOBERTO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

0212812013 TOVAR, RIGOBERTO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

0212812013 TOVAR, RIGOBERTO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0212812013 TOVAR, RIGOBERTO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

0310912013 TOLLER, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $23.22 

0310912013 TOLLER, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.66 

0310912013 TOLLER, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..... 
0111212013 TIERNEY, KERRY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $24.00 0 

C 
0111212013 TIERNEY, KERRY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;;0 
0111212013 TIERNEY, KERRY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $76.04 Z » 
0111212013 TIERNEY, KERRY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $348.14 r 

I 

$12.12 
I 

0111212013 TIERNEY, KERRY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police (') 

0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $18.00 -< 
0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $3.53 

(') 

0 
0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $650 Z 

(') 

0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $23.29 r 
I 

0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
(') 

0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $19.89 I 

0511112012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $54.40 (') 
» 

0510912013 THOMAS, GIJO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $9.26 (j) 

0510912013 THOMAS, GIJO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $362.51 0 
0510912013 THOMAS, GIJO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1210412012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $71.53 

1210412012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.83 

1210412012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15.56 

1210412012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $528.39 Q) -01 
1210412012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.61 -N 
1210412012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.99 0 

-" 
W 
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12/04/2012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $327.66 

12/04/2012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) 

12/04/2012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $44.70 --<.n --12/04/2012 THOMAS WILSON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $30.79 -" 
W 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $16347 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $30.79 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $163.47 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2441 

09/3012012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0913012012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $156.54 

0913012012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police 52441 
:::0 
m 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -U 
0 

09/30/2012 THOMAS III, ELBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $15654 :::0 
01/1012013 TEGTMEIER, MATI 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 

C/) 

01/10/2013 TEGTMEIER, MATI 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $785.25 
0 

04/05/2012 TARAS, LISA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $213.63 " 04/0512012 TARAS,lISA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

04105/2012 TARAS, LISA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $040 0 
~ 

09108/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11930 ~ 
09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3865 -i 
09/0812012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i m 
0910812012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15.74 m 

C/) 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5353 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/0812012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $70.30 

09108/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/0812012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <.n 
~ 
~ 
(X) 

W 
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09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $202.82 01 
~ 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
ex> 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.23 ~ 

0910812012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $95.36 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0910812012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.48 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $22.57 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.29 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $37.76 
'-

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

11/27/2012 TAITT. JOHN 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $610.91 ::u 
11/27/2012 TAITT. JOHN 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
04/29/1997 Swiderski. Robert P 00021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

02/06/2000 Sullivan. James P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 () 

05/25/2000 Staton. Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $706.69 --I 
-< 

05/25/2000 Staton. Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/25/2000 Staton, Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $36.67 
() 

0 
05/25/2000 Staton. Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $150.67 C 

05/25/2000 Staton, Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $54.12 
Z 
() 

05/25/2000 Staton, Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $16.42 r 
I 

05/25/2000 Staton. Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $132.15 
I 
() 

05/25/2000 Staton. Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

05/25/2000 Staton. Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $10.30 () 
» 

05/25/2000 Staton. Charles P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G') 

04/04/2003 Shaw, Joseph H P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

02/27/2008 Saladino. Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0212712008 Saladino, Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/27/2008 Saladino. Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/2712008 Saladino. Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $14.62 

02/27/2008 Saladino, Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $572.26 
(j) --01 

02127/2008 Saladino, Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 

0212712008 Saladino. Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $126.44 0 
~ 

W 
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05/15/2012 SWIDEREK, GREGORY 9165 630 City Of Chicago Police $500.00 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $302.71 m --SWIATKOWSKI. BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $230.98 
U1 

05/16/2011 --I\.) 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $423.31 0 
->. 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $518.88 W 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $111.44 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $86.99 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $88.84 ;0 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
"1J 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 0 
05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

;0 
9161 --l 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $136.85 
(j) 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $343.39 0 
'i1 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN $37.17 
0 

9161 City Of Chicago Police 0 
05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI. BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $343.55 s: 
05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 

--l 
05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $705.05 --l 
05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
m 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $152.49 (j) 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/24/2012 SWEENEY, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/24/2012 SWEENEY, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.68 

05/24/2012 SWEENEY, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $90.62 

03/08/2013 SVIHULA, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $38.74 

03/08/2013 SVIHULA, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/08/2013 SVIHULA, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $90.50 

03/08/2013 SVIHULA, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $1 97 
U1 
~ 
~ 
CO 
U1 
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03/08/2013 SVIHULA, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $7709 <.il 
.,/::>. 

03/08/2013 SVIHULA, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 .,/::>. 
00 

03/08/2013 SVIHULA LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $2.31 0) 

04/13/2013 SULLIVAN, JULIANNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $465.47 

04/13/2013 SULLIVAN, JULIANNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.64 

04/13/2013 SULLIVAN, JULIANNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/29/2013 SULLIVAN, BRIAN 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/29/2013 SULLIVAN, BRIAN 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $32.03 

01/29/2013 SULLIVAN, BRIAN 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police 50.39 

1210712012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 '-
12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police 53.89 0 

C 
12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $160.97 :::0 
12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

Z » 
12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $1.95 r 

I 
I 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $189.77 () 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
-< 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $0.35 
() 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $46.34 0 
12107/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

Z 
12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $71.36 () 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $342.16 r 
I 
I 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $4.14 I 
() 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $43.59 G) 

0 
12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $321.49 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $0.43 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $229.97 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $098 
0) 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police 581.42 --<.il 

12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r0 
0 

07/20/2012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $292.88 ->. 
tv 
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0712012012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0712012012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $242.81 (J) --0712012012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 --N 
07/20/2012 STRElCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $247.71 0 

~ 

0712012012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $62.72 W 

0712012012 STRElCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07120/2012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $257.02 

07/20/2012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/2012012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police 5257.02 

07120/2012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/2012012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $257.02 

07/2012012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/20/2012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $293.68 :::0 
0712012012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

iJ 
07/20/2012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $257.02 0 
0712012012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 

--I 
07120/2012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $257.02 en 
0712012012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
07/20/2012 STRELCZYK,GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $288.44 

11 

07/20/2012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $0.76 
() 

0 
0712012012 STRELCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 5: 
0712012012 STRElCZYK, GREGORY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 5: 
04/0212013 STOYIAS, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --I 

--I 
04/02/2013 STOYIAS, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $191.36 m 

m 
04102/2013 STOYIAS, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.40 en 
04/02/2013 STOYIAS, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0410212013 STOYIAS, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.81 

0410212013 STOYIAS, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.77 

0410912013 STOPPA, SANDRA City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0410912013 STOPPA, SANDRA City Of Chicago Police $183.63 

02126/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02126/2013 STOPPA,KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 

02126/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 
~ 
~ 
CO 
-..J 
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02/26/2013 STOPPA,KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $0.43 01 
~ 

02/26/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 ~ 
CO 

02/26/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CO 

02/26/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $228.49 

02/13/2013 STIPANOV, KRIS City Of Chicago Police $125.37 

02/13/2013 STIPANOV, KRIS City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/13/2013 STIPANOV, KRIS City Of Chicago Police $9.58 

02/13/2013 STIPANOV, KRIS City Of Chicago Police $549.11 

02/13/2013 STIPANOV, KRIS City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/13/2013 STIPANOV, KRIS City Of Chicago Police $14.03 c.... 
02/05/2012 STEWART, DAMON PO 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
02/05/2012 STEWART, DAMON PO 004 City Of Chicago Police $298.68 ::u 
01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $625.00 Z 

::t> 
01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.16 () 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 --t 
-< 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 0 
01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $718.17 C 

Z 
01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.32 r 
I 
I 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

08/29/2012 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

08/29/2012 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $138.72 
() 
::t> 

08/29/2012 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

08/29/2012 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $4.56 
0 

02/15/2013 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $28.14 

02/15/2013 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/15/2013 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $856.52 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $364.23 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 
m --01 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 
0 
......>. 

c..v 
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06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) --06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 CJ1 --
City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

N 
06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 0 ..... 
06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police 5650 W 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0610312012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $364.23 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $650 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $364.23 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $364.23 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $728.46 ;;0 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 m 
IJ 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $364.23 0 
02/0712013 STEHLIK, SCOTT 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $21.83 ;;0 

-{ 

02/07/2013 STEHLIK, SCOTT 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $77.37 (f) 

02/07/2013 STEHLIK, SCOTT 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $21.83 0 
08103/2012 STASINOPOULOS, NICHOLAS 9171 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 11 

03/29/2013 SPREWER, JEANETTE 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0 

04/1412012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 :s: 
04/1412012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :5: 
04/14/2012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $487.77 -{ 

-{ 
04/1412012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 m 

m 
04/14/2012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (f) 

04/14/2012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $297.02 

04/1412012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.90 

0411412012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/14/2012 SPEARS, JUNE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 

04/2112012 SPAARGAREN, JACQUELINE 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

04/21/2012 SPAARGAREN, JACQUELINE 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/21/2012 SPAARGAREN, JACQUELINE 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

04/21/2012 SPAARGAREN, JACQUELINE 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $1.84 CJ1 
~ 
~ 
ex:> 
(0 
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04/21/2012 SPAARGAREN, JACQUELINE 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CJ1 

04/21/2012 SPAARGAREN, JACQUELINE 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $45.24 
../:l. 
../:l. 

04/2512013 SORAPARU, SALVADOR 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
CO 
0 

04/25/2013 SORAPARU,SALVADOR 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $537.67 

04/25/2013 SORAPARU,SALVADOR 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.51 

04/24/2013 SOLIS, MANUEL City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/24/2013 SOLIS, MANUEL City Of Chicago Police $637.00 

04/24/2013 SOLIS, MANUEL City Of Chicago Police $112.62 

11/01/2011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/01/2011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 City Of Chicago Police $2.32 C-

1110112011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
11/01/2011 SMITH, JOSEPH City Of Chicago Police $90.73 

C 
9168 059 :;u 

11/01/2011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 City Of Chicago Police $50.33 Z » 
11/01/2011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 City Of Chicago Police $4.89 r-

I 
I 

12/20/2012 SMITH. JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

12/20/2012 SMITH, JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.69 -i 
-< 

12/20/2012 SMITH. JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $386.07 

12/20/2012 SMITH, JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

0 
12/20/2012 SMITH. JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.72 C 

12/20/2012 SMITH. JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $371.49 
Z 
(") 

12/20/2012 SMITH, JONA TH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.61 r-
I 

12/2012012 SMITH, JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

(") 

12/20/2012 SMITH, JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $328.54 I 

12/20/2012 SMITH, JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $1.38 (") 
» 

12/20/2012 SMITH, JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Pollce $742.98 G) 

12/20/2012 SMITH, JONATH 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

05/20/2012 SKYLES. MARY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $872.11 

05/20/2012 SKYLES, MARY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/20/2012 SKYLES,MARY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.78 

05/20/2012 SKYLES, MARY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $68.70 

05/20/2012 SKYLES, MARY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) --CJ1 

05/20/2012 SKYLES, MARY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.63 N 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ....... 

eN 
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01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $93.47 0) 

$7.72 --0110812013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police CJ1 --01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101.94 
-l. 

W 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $138.86 

01108/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13.42 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $125.29 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.47 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $159.28 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;;0 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11.80 m 

""0 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $127.45 0 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;;0 

-i 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.16 (j) 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $138.86 0 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 11 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13.42 0 
0 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $159.28 ~ 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.59 ~ 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11.80 -i 
-i 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $12530 m 
01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
(j) 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.23 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $127.45 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.16 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $83.99 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $12.84 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $191.11 c.n 
~ 
~ 
<.0 
-l. 
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01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <.n 
~ 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $14.43 ~ 
CD 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $93.47 
N 

0110812013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 SISKA, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.59 

03/17/2011 SIMMONS, BEVERLY 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 

03/17/2011 SIMMONS, BEVERLY 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/1712011 SIMMONS, BEVERLY 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

03/17/2011 SIMMONS, BEVERLY 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $8.49 

03/1112011 SIMMONS, BEVERLY 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C-

O 
03/1112011 SIMMONS. BEVERLY 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $101.74 C 
04/18/2013 SILAS JR, NATHAN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $96.48 :::0 

Z 
04/18/2013 SILAS JR, NATHAN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 

r 
04/18/2013 SILAS JR, NATHAN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $3.92 I 

I 

04/18/2013 SILAS JR. NATHAN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $29.14 
(") 

-t 
04/18/2013 SILAS JR. NATHAN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
04/18/2013 SILAS JR. NATHAN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $118 (") 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

01/30/2012 SIEJA. THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $210.98 Z 
01/30/2012 SIEJA. THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $601.08 (") 

01/30/2012 SIEJA. THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
r 

I 
I 

01/30/2012 SIEJA. THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $7.28 (") 
I 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 
01/30/2012 SIEJA. THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $45.05 » 
01130/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $231.95 

G) 
0 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.89 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $38.94 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 
(J) 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $114.69 --<.n --01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
, 0 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.39 ..... 
UJ 
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01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $237.95 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m -.. 
(]1 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.89 -.. 
N 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $306.05 
0 
~ 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
W 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $3.71 

01/30/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.56 

01/21/2011 SHILNEY, JOHN 3608 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/21/2011 SHILNEY, JOHN 3608 189 City Of Chicago Police $298.75 

01/21/2011 SHILNEY, JOHN 3608 189 City Of Chicago Police $3.62 

01/21/2011 SHILNEY, JOHN 3608 189 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

01121/2011 SHILNEY, JOHN 3608 189 City Of Chicago Police $3.62 

01/21/2011 SHILNEY, JOHN 3608 189 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 :::a 
m 

01/21/2011 SHILNEY, JOHN 3608 189 City Of Chicago Police $298.75 ""'C 

04/04/2013 SHILNEY, JOHN 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $206.92 
0 
:::a 

04/04/2013 SHILNEY, JOHN 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
C/) 

04104/2013 SHILNEY, JOHN 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $2.50 
0 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $1.18 "'Tl 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $639.06 0 
11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 s: 

s: 
11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $319.53 -i 

m 
11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 m 

City Of Chicago Police $688.65 
C/) 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $1.28 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $319.53 

11/28/2012 SHERROD, JAMEKA 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(]1 

08/26/2012 SHARP, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $772.02 .j::o. 
.j::o. 
<.0 
W 
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12/10/2012 SHAMAH, MOHAMMAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $934.04 en 
~ 

12/10/2012 SHAMAH, MOHAMMAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
CD 

12/10/2012 SHAMAH, MOHAMMAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $759.02 ~ 

12/10/2012 SHAMAH, MOHAMMAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/10/2012 SHAMAH, MOHAMMAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3081 

12/10/2012 SHAMAH, MOHAMMAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $87.27 

03/11/2012 SEXTON, ANDREA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

03/11/2012 SEXTON, ANDREA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/11/2012 SEXTON,ANDREA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

03/21/2012 SERVIN, DANTE 9165 City Of Chicago Police $259.54 t... 

05/0212013 SERRANO, ROBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183.72 0 
C 

04/27/2013 SEISER, MICHAEL 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $25.45 ;::0 

04/27/2013 SEISER, MICHAEL 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
04/27/2013 SEISER, MICHAEL 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $161.51 r 

I 
I 

03/03/2013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 (") 

03/03/2013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $2.38 -i 
-< 

03/0312013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

03/03/2013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $196.37 0 
03/03/2013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $7.24 C 

Z 
03103/2013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

03103/2013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $598.31 r 
I 
I 

03/0312013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

03/03/2013 SEDORY, MATTHEW 9161 06 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 I 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 
» 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $149.60 G') 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $19008 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $431.40 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $349.36 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $8.60 
(j) ..... en 

03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 i\3 
03/11/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ..... 

VJ 
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0310312013 SCHUMACHER,PETER 9164 City Of Chicago Police $189.69 

0310312013 SCHUMACHER, PETER 9164 City Of Chicago Police $4.84 (J) --0310312013 SCHUMACHER, PETER 9164 City Of Chicago Police $650 01 --0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $27.81 N 
a ...... 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $650 W 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $358.47 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $32.87 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $11978 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $8.09 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

0412012013 SCHULER, JOHN 9171 City Of Chicago Police $668.19 

0412212013 SCHREIBER, JOSHUA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $650 ;;0 
0412212013 SCHREIBER, JOSHUA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

""0 
0412212013 SCHREIBER, JOSHUA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 0 
1010812009 SCHMITZ, LEO 9752 650 City Of Chicago Police $762.06 ;;0 

-j 
0810612012 SCHERER, KARL 9171 023 City Of Chicago Police $80.52 (f) 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.23 " 
1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $177.37 (") 

0 
1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
11101/2012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 s: 
1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $128.55 -i 

-j 
1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chica~o Police $0.24 

m 
(f) 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $173.36 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

1110112012 SARLO, DOMINIC 9206 018 City Of Chicago Police $12615 01 
-l:>. 
-l:>. 
<D 
01 
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06/29/2012 SANTOS, DAVID 9161 3 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 
tTl 
~ 

06/29/2012 SANTOS, DAVID 9161 3 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
~ 
<0 
0) 

06/29/2012 SANTOS, DAVID 9161 3 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.92 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $158.68 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $22.72 c.... 
0 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $84.85 
;0 
Z 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 » 
r 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
I 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 
() 

-l 
03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 -< 
03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 () 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 0 
C 

03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 Z 
03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

() 

r 
03/21/2013 SANTIAGO, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $285.77 I 

I 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $65.56 
() 
I 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $7.31 » 
G) 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $0.96 0 
12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $604.05 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $10.20 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/09/2012 SANTIAGO, ELIZABETH City Of Chicago Police $842.64 0) --01/03/2013 SANDERS, SABRINA 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $034 tTl --01/03/2013 SANDERS, SABRINA 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 

01/03/2013 SANDERS, SABRINA 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $8.32 
--" 
eN 
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0412512012 SANCHEZ, RUBEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0412512012 SANCHEZ,RUBEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.79 (J) --0412512012 SANCHEZ, RUBEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.15 ()1 --0410312013 SANCHEZ, NOE 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $20.71 
I\.) 

0 ..... 
0410312013 SANCHEZ, NOE 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

0410312013 SANCHEZ, NOE 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $650 

04/0312013 SANCHEZ, NOE 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $40.64 

0410312013 SANCHEZ, NOE 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $810.84 

0410312013 SANCHEZ, NOE 9.161 017 City Of Chicago Police $3.17 

0312812013 SANCHEZJR,ORLANDO 9161 353 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0312BI2013 SANCHEZJR,ORLANDO 9161 353 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 

03/2812013 SANCHEZJR, ORLANDO 9161 353 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 

01112/2013 SAL TIJERAL, LU IS 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $3160 ;0 
01/1212013 SAL TIJERAL, LUIS 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

'1J 
0111212013 SAL TIJERAL, LUIS 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.81 0 
01/12/2013 SAL TIJERAL, LUIS 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $31.60 ;0 

-f 
0111212013 SALTIJERAL, LUIS 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $650 CfJ 

0111212013 SAL TIJERAL, LUIS 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.B1 0 
03123/2013 SALGADO, HERMAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 11 

0312312013 SALGADO, HERMAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $12B () 
0 

0312312013 SALGADO, HERMAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $64.16 s: 
03/2312013 SALGADO, HERMAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11107 s: 
0312312013 SALGADO, HERMAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -f 

-f 
0312312013 SALGADO, HERMAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.22 m 

m 
1011612012 SALDANA, LUIS 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CfJ 
0411112013 SALAM, MOHAMMED 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $19.59 

0411112013 SALAM, MOHAMMED 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0611412012 SAID, WASIM 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $45.24 

06/1412012 SAID, WASIM 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0611412012 SAID, WASIM 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0611412012 SAID, WASIM 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6974 

0611412012 SAID, WASIM 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.B4 

0211012006 Rodriguez-Hanley, Darlene A P 00013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ()1 
..j::>. 
..j::>. 
CO 
-...,J 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit 01 Insured Total to be Paid 

0211012006 Rodriguez-Hanley, Darlene A P 00013 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 c.n 
.J::o. 

11/20/1995 Robinson, Willia P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $65.40 
.J::o. 
<0 

01/31/2004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $636.32 
OJ 

01131/2004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $7.70 

01/31/2004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $79.96 

01/31/2004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $6.13 

0113112004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/2711995 Rihani, Steven J P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $227.89 

0412711995 Rihani, Steven J P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0411112013 RYAN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $402.88 C-
O 

0411112013 RYAN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13.70 C 

0411112013 RYAN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $536.09 :::0 
Z 

0411112013 RYAN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ):> 
r 

0411112013 RYAN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
I 

0412612013 RULE, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(') 

-I 
04/2612013 RULE, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 -< 
0412612013 RULE, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15.56 (') 

0412612013 RULE, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $608.69 0 
C 

04/26/2013 RULE, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
0912712012 RUIZ, JOEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $2.36 

(') 

City Of Chicago Police $65.23 
r 

09/2712012 RUIZ, JOEL 9161 010 I 
I 

0912612012 RUCK, WILLIAM 9165 640 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(') 
J: 

09/2612012 RUCK, WILLIAM 9165 640 City Of Chicago Police $36.39 (') 

09/26/2012 RUCK, WILLIAM 9165 640 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 ):> 
G:l 

0510212013 ROZANSKI, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $551.37 0 
05/0212013 ROZANSKI, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/0212013 ROZANSKI, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.67 

05/02/2013 ROZANSKI, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 

05/0212013 ROZANSKI, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0510212013 ROZANSKI, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 (j) 

ROTKVICH, ANTHONY City Of Chicago Police $46.80 -03/21/2013 9161 004 c.n -0312112013 ROTKVICH, ANTHONY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
a 

0312112013 ROTKVICH, ANTHONY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $1.20 -" 
W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

11/24/2012 ROSCHAY, PHILIP 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $34B.49 

11/24/2012 ROSCHAY, PHILIP 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) --(J1 

11/24/2012 ROSCHAY, PHILIP 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 --N 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.33 
0 ..... 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $25.00 
W 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $10.30 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $219.23 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $18.73 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $779.25 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $25.60 ::0 
m 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $334.28 '"'Cl 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
::0 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.63 -I 
C/) 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $402.20 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

" 04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.76 (') 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $153.21 0 
04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :s: 

:s: 
04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 -I 
04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $156.09 -I 

m 
04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $186.20 

C/) 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $239.27 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $207.19 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.02 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.00 
(J1 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.00 ~ 
~ 
<0 
<0 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $399.00 
CJ1 
~ 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
CJ1 
0 

City Of Chicago Police $69.74 
0 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08126/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $238.90 

08126/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/2612012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.66 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $239.27 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.02 c.... 
0 

08126/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $205.31 C 
08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::::0 

Z 
08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.54 » 

r 
08/26/2012 ROQUE, ROEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.00 I 

I 

08/1312012 RONAN, SEAN 9171 393 City Of Chicago Police $16.22 
(") 

--l 
08/13/2012 RONAN, SEAN 9171 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
08/1312012 RONAN, SEAN 9171 393 City Of Chicago Police $164.13 (") 
03/28/2011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $35.67 0 
03/28/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $484.56 

C 
Z 

03/28/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

03/28/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $218.15 
r 

I 
I 

03128/2011 RONAN. RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 
I 

03/28/2011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

03/2812011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $617.52 » 
G) 

03/28/2011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/28/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $112.16 

0312812011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $735.00 

03128/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
Q) 

03/28/2011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --CJ1 --03/2812011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $15.74 N 
0 

03/28/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 

W 
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03/28/2011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) -.... 
City Of Chicago Police $744.74 05/09/2012 ROMERO, MIGUEL 9161 005 01 -.... 

05/09/2012 ROMERO, MIGUEL 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 
-" 

02/18/2012 ROGERS, SUSAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..v 
02/06/2013 ROE, BRIAN PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $34.63 

02/06/2013 ROE, BRIAN PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.89 

02/06/2013 ROE, BRIAN PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $941.58 

0210612013 ROE, BRIAN PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $24.05 

0210912013 RODRIGUEZ, RICHARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $37.62 

02/09/2013 RODRIGUEZ, RICHARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

04/1612013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 m 
04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 

""'0 
0 

04/1612013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
-; 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 (f) 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $102.62 0 
0411612013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

...,., 

04/1612013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $4.17 () 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $236.38 
0 
s: 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $045 -; 

-; 
04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $675.87 m 
04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
(f) 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $17.27 

05/1212012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $71640 

05/12/2012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0511212012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05112/2012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0511212012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

0511212012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0511212012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $18.31 01 
~ 
01 
0 
-" 
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05/12/2012 RODRIGUEZ, JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $215.75 CJl 

03/1712010 RODRIGUEZ, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $45.22 ~ 
01 

03/17/2010 RODRIGUEZ, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $45.22 0 
N 

04/18/2013 RODRIGUEZ, CARLA 9206 765 City Of Chicago Police $268.89 

04/18/2013 RODRIGUEZ, CARLA 9206 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/18/2013 RODRIGUEZ, CARLA 9206 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.87 

05/13/2013 RODRIGUEZ, AGUSTIN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $591.65 

05/13/2013 RODRIGUEZ, AGUSTIN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/13/2013 RODRIGUEZ, AGUSTIN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $15.12 

01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
~ 

0112812013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $144.15 0 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

:::0 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $494.95 Z 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $29.29 » r 

I 

01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $161.84 I 

(") 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $15.71 -< 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

0 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $147.09 C 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $32.59 Z 

(") 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $29.29 r 

I 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

(") 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $161.84 I 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $20.99 (") 

» 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $152.80 0 
01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $29.29 

01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $161.84 

01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $19.96 

01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO, LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $13.02 Q) 
......... 

12/0212011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 CJl 
i\3 

12/02/2011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $70.48 0 
->. 
W 
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12/02/2011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $59.48 

12/02/2011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $60,00 

12/02/2011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0) --12/0212011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $84,90 CJ1 
i\} 

12/02/2011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $78.16 0 
-->. 

12/02/2011 ROBLES, ROBERT 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $59.48 W 

03/26/2013 ROBINSON, DENISE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $393,02 

03/26/2013 ROBINSON, DENISE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/26/2013 ROBINSON, DENISE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $31.56 

03/26/2013 ROBINSON, DENISE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/12/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $2.30 

11/12/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/1212012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

1111212012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 

1111212012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6625 m 
""0 

11/12/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.63 0 
11/12/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

;0 
--i 

1111212012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $338.25 (J) 

11112/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $69,74 0 
11/12/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $0,55 " 
11/1212012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0 
0 

11/12/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
11112/2012 ROBINSON III, ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $293,36 s: 
04126/2013 ROBERTS, BRENDAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 --i 

--i 
04/26/2013 ROBERTS, BRENDAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 m 

m 
04/26/2013 ROBERTS, BRENDAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $33,86 (J) 

04/2612013 ROBERTS, BRENDAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0412612013 ROBERTS, BRENDAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.86 

04/26/2013 ROBERTS, BRENDAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 

0811012012 ROBERTSJR,ALONZO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $29.15 

04/1912013 ROBERTSJR,ALONZO 9161 5 City Of Chicago Police $43.65 

0312612013 RIVERA, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/2412013 RIVERA, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11 11 

CJ1 
.t:.. 
CJ1 
0 
W 
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01/24/2013 RIVERA JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/24/2013 RIVERA. JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.68 (J1 
"J:::.. 

06/08/2010 RIPLEY, MATTHEW 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $27.98 (J1 
a 

06/08/2010 RIPLEY. MATTHEW 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $224.21 "J:::.. 

06/08/2010 RIPLEY, MATTHEW 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/08/2010 RIPLEY, MATTHEW 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police 3334.89 

10108/2012 RIOS, LEE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police 36.50 

10/08/2012 RIDS, LEE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/08/2012 RIOS. LEE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/08/2012 RIOS, LEE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/24/2012 RIDS, JOSE 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $5.82 c.... 

023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

06/24/2012 RIDS, JOSE 9161 C 
06/24/2012 RIDS, JOSE 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police 5143.29 ;::0 

Z 
1112112009 RIGGINS, DAMONE 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $323.15 » 

9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
r 

11121/2009 RIGGINS, DAMONE I 
I 

02/01/2013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $OA6 (") 

-f 
02/01/2013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
0210112013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $248.17 (") 
0210112013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.26 0 
02/01/2013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

Z 
02/0112013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $683.06 (") 

0210112013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $418.98 
r 
I 
I 

02/0112013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 
I 

02101/2013 RIGAN. KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $077 
(") 

02/0112013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $680.08 » 
02/01/2013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

G') 
0 

02101/2013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.26 

02101/2013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 

02/01/2013 RIGAN, KRISTOPHER 9171 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

12/1112012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $213.91 

12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $650 
Q') 

1211112012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $OAO --(J1 --12/1112012 RICHARDSON. ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $250.16 I\.) 
a ...... 
eN 
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12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $307,69 

12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police S047 (J) --RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police 56,50 
(J'J 

12/11/2012 i\3 
12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0,58 0 

--" 

12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0,80 W 

12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

12/11/2012 RICHARDSON, ROBYN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

06/25/2012 RICHARDS, WARREN 9171 051 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $294,97 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0,55 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $294,97 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 ;0 

City Of Chicago Police $0,55 
m 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 -0 
12131/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $269,29 0 

;0 
12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -l 
12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0,51 

(f) 

1213112012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $248,60 0 
11 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
() 

12131/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $250,16 0 
12131/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 s: 
12131/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $047 

s: 
-l 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $250,16 -I 
12/3112012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

m 
m 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 (f) 

12/31/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $211,76 

1213112012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

1213112012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $040 

12131/2012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $250,16 

1213112012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

12/3112012 REYES, CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 

11129/2012 REIDY, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
(J'J 
.j:::.. 
(J'J 
0 
(J'J 
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1112912012 REIDY. BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $171.55 
01 

11/29/2012 REIDY. BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $208 +:>. 
01 

0312612013 REDD,DEANDRE 9165 620 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
m 

03/26/2013 REDD,DEANDRE 9165 620 City Of Chicago Police $156.09 

03/26/2013 REDD,DEANDRE 9165 620 City Of Chicago Police $6.33 

01/2612013 RANGEL, Ell 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.40 

01/26/2013 RANGEL, Ell 9161 City Of Chicago Police $132.95 

01126/2013 RANGEL, Ell 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/0912013 RAMOS JR, CARLOS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $733.99 

04/09/2013 RAMOS JR, CARLOS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $8.89 

04/09/2013 RAMOS JR, CARLOS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
c.... 
0 

04109/2013 RAMOS JR., CARLOS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

$458.05 
:::0 

01/24/2013 RAMIREZ, ROBERT 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police Z 
03/1112013 RAMIREZ JR, MARGARITa 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $88.02 » 

r 
03/11/2013 RAMIREZ JR, MARGARITa 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $39.83 

I 
I 

(") 
03/11/2013 RAMIREZ JR, MAR GARITO 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -I 
0112712013 RAKE, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $33,13 -< 
0112712013 RAKE, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

01/27/2013 RAKE, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $33.13 0 
C 

01/27/2013 RAKE, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

0112712013 RAKE, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $33.13 
(") 

r 
01/27/2013 RAKE, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

I 
I 

(") 
02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 » 
G) 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.09 0 
02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $199.18 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15.17 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $373.56 m --02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $17.82 01 --N 
0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

-->. 

W 
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02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $439.03 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $18.15 

$6.50 
(J) 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police --<J1 
9161 City Of Chicago Police $545.65 --02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA N 

$650 
0 

02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police ~ 

W 
02/0912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $22.15 

0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $70.20 

02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.77 

0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $139,63 

02/0912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.57 

02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $206.28 

0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 Al 
m 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,17 -0 

02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $131.84 
0 
Al 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 -f 
C/) 

02/0912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.59 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $501.23 
0 
'"T1 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $20.34 0 
0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 s:: 

s:: 
0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $388.28 -f 
0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $477.42 -f 

m 
0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

C/) 
02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19.38 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $371,97 

02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15.10 

02/09/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $447,24 

1111112012 RACHUY,DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.97 

1111112012 RACHUY,OEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/1112012 RACHUY,OEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,60 <J1 
~ 
<J1 
0 
-....) 
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11/11/2012 RACHUY, DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <.n 
.j::>. 

11/11/2012 RACHUY, DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $32553 <.n 
0 

11/11/2012 RACHUY, DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.68 CO 

11/11/2012 RACHUY,DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $295.51 

11/11/2012 RACHUY DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $368.48 

11/11/2012 RACHUY,DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

11/11/2012 RACHUY,DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/11/2012 RACHUY,DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $308.23 

11/11/2012 RACHUY,DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 

11/11/2012 RACHUY,DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c.... 
11/11/2012 RACHUY, DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
10/16/2009 QUINN, THOMAS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
10/16/2009 QUINN, THOMAS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $236.11 Z » 
1 0/16/2009 QUINN, THOMAS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $2.86 r 

I 

03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $8.30 
I 
() 

03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $324.63 --I 
-< 

03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $10600 

03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

0 
03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $49.50 C 

$6.50 
Z 

03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police () 
03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $1.27 r 

I 

03/30/2013 QUINN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 
() 

08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

08/24/2012 QUINN 111, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $26.65 
() 

» 
08/24/2012 QUINN 111, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 G) 

08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $130.65 

08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 

08/24/2012 QUINN 111, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $130.65 

08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $37.50 
0) --<.n 

08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $24.52 

0 
....>. 

W 
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08/24/2012 QUINN III, FRANK 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $300.76 

01109/2013 QUALLS, STEVEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $384.90 

P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $242.45 
(J) 

1112712007 Podlo, Frank W --CJ1 
08/18/2008 Philp, Danielle P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $22.82 --N 

Philp, Danlelle P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $388.73 0 
0811812008 ...... 
08/18/2008 Philp, Danlelle P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

0811812008 Philp, Danielle P 00005 City Of Chicago Police 5139.50 

08/18/2008 Philp, Danielle P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $344.96 

10/17/2005 Pawlak, Patricia A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

10/17/2005 Pawlak, Patricia A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 

10/1712005 Pawlak, Patricia A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0211812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 

02/18/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $173.36 

02/18/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
m 

02/1812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police SO 33 IJ 

0211812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $173.36 0 
:::0 

0211812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -f 
(j) 

02118/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

02118/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $52319 0 ,., 
02/18/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 () 
02/1812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.99 0 
02/18/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $249.68 :5: 

:5: 
02/1812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-f 
02/18/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 -f 

m 
02/1812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $281.19 m 
0211812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(j) 

02118/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police SO.53 

02118/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $204.87 

02118/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02118/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 

0211812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police 5204.87 

02/18/2013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/1812013 PRUGER, RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 
CJ1 
..j:>.. 
CJ1 
0 
<0 
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0211812013 PRUGER. RICHARD 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $267.44 

9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
CJ1 

0211812013 PRUGER, RICHARD .t>. 

PROHASKA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $322.23 
CJ1 

0410212013 ~ 

0410212013 PROHASKA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

0410212013 PROHASKA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.24 

0410212013 PROHASKA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $281.87 

0410212013 PROHASKA. MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04102/2013 PROHASKA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.20 

0410212013 PROHASKA MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $124.97 

04102/2013 PROHASKA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.19 

04/0212013 PROHASKA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 '-
0 

08/1412012 PROANO, MARCO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15.21 C 

08/14/2012 PROANO, MARCO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 
Z 

08/1412012 PROANO, MARCO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.92 » r-
PROANO, MARCO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.70 08114/2012 I 

I 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $556.36 
(") 

-i 
01113/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.75 -< 
01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $151.10 (") 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01113/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.41 

C 
Z 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $151.10 (") 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
r-
I 
I 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.41 (") 
I 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $258.69 (") 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $12.68 

GJ 
0 

01/1312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $151.10 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.41 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $160.14 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0) 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $27.71 
-... 
CJ1 -... 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $160.14 
I\..) 
0 
~ 

W 
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0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $27.71 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $160.14 (j) --0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U1 
N 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police 527.71 0 
~ 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $15148 eN 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police 56,50 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.75 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $7.33 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $650 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $675 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $160.14 

01113/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police 527.71 :::0 
0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $151.48 m 

"1J 
01113/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/1312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.75 :::0 

-1 
01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $171.73 (f) 

01113/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"T1 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $38.40 

01/1312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $36.72 
0 
0 

0111312013 PRILL. JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::;: 
01113/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 s: 
01113/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $151.48 -1 

-1 
0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

m 
0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.75 (f) 

01/1312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $001 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $151.48 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

0111312013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0611312012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

0611312012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0611312012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police 51.23 
U1 
~ 
U1 
~ 

~ 
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06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $215.82 
(J1 

06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 .,J:l. 
(J1 

06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $2.31 ~ 

N 
06/13/2012 PRICE. TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $274.28 

06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/13/2012 PRICE. TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $3.36 

06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $215.82 

06/13/2012 PRICE. TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/13/2012 PRICE. TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $2.31 

06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $128.59 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
t.... 

06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 0 
06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $1.56 C 

::::c 
, 06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $215.82 Z 
06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » r-

022 City Of Chicago Police $2.31 
I 

06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 I 

() 
06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $921.74 -I 
06/13/2012 PRICE. TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
06/13/2012 PRICE, TORREY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $10.29 () 

01/31/2013 PREUS, DEBRA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $1.96 0 
C 

01/31/2013 PREUS, DEBRA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

08/28/2011 POWERS, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $137.45 
() 

r-
12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 
() 

12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $36.50 I 
12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
G') 

12/1212012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.04 0 
12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.24 

12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $180.58 

12/12/2012 POSEY, EUGENE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.82 

03/02/2012 PORTIS, VICTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 en -.. 
03/0212012 PORTIS, VICTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 CJ'I -.. 

N 
03/02/2012 PORTIS, VICTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 0 

~ 

W 
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03102/2012 PORTIS, VICTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $79.57 

04118/2013 POLaN 10, ADRIAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $210.23 

04118/2013 POLaN 10 , ADRIAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $70.04 (J) --04/18/2013 POLONIO, ADRIAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J'J --N 
04/18/2013 POLaN 10, ADRIAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $210.66 0 ..... 
04/18/2013 POLONIO, ADRIAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

03/16/2013 PLOTKE JR, RICHARD 9173 153 City Of Chicago Police $198.50 

03/16/2013 PLOTKE JR, RICHARD 9173 153 City Of Chicago Police $2.91 

03/16/2013 PLOTKE JR, RICHARD 9173 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/04/2012 PIGOTT, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 

11/04/2012 PIGOTT, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $146.30 

09/08/2011 PIETROWSKI, ARLEN 9165 071 City Of Chicago Police $2423 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $040 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $34441 ;0 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
""0 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.64 0 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $282.33 ;0 

-j 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C/) 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ. ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 0 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $98.08 ." 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0 

03117/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1.96 s: 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
03117/2013 PIESIEWICZ. ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $399.21 -j 

-j 
03117/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $289.89 m 

m 
0311712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C/) 

03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $352.87 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ. ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03117/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 

03117/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $31.17 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.06 
(J'J 
~ 
(J'J ..... 
W 
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03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $327.68 

PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <.n 
03/17/2013 .j:l.. 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.61 <.n ...... 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $242.07 

.j:l.. 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.45 

03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $318.05 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ. ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 

0311712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $273.30 

03117/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 

0 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ. ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 C 
03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::0 

Z 
0311712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $258.72 » 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r-

I 
I 

0311712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 (") 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 -I 
-< 

03117/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 0 
0311712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $286.88 

C 
Z 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $215.77 
r-
I 
I 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 
I 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 (") 
03/14/2013 PIECHOCKI, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $30.50 » 
03114/2013 PIECHOCKI, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

G) 
0 

05/07/2012 PETROWSKI, STEVEN 9171 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/07/2012 PETROWSKI, STEVEN 9171 008 City Of Chicago Police $3.74 

10/1812012 PETERS,MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.10 

10/18/2012 PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10118/2012 PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 (J) 

10118/2012 PETERS. MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 0; 
10/18/2012 PETERS,MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.25 i'3 

a ...... 
w 
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10/18/2012 PETERS,MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $177.37 

10/1812012 PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/18/2012 PETERS,MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police S033 
(J) 

City Of Chicago Police $175.51 
...... 

1011812012 PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 01 

10118/2012 PETERS,MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 

PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 ..... 
10/18/2012 W 
10/18/2012 PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $132.56 

1011812012 PETERS. MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/18/2012 PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/18/2012 PETERS,MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $238.61 

1011812012 PETERS, MAUREEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $4.00 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $84.85 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
;0 

03/24/2013 PEREZ. MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $22.72 m 
0312412013 PEREZ. MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $374.88 

""0 
0 

0312412013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 
-l 

03124/2013 PEREZ. MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.71 (j) 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0312412013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $216.31 " 03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

03/2412013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $041 
0 
s= 

0312412013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $504.57 s= 
03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 

-l 
03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $741 m 
03124/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $41.24 

m 
(j) 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $1286 

0312412013 PEREZ. MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $156.57 

03124/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/16/2013 PEREZ, JASON 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $29949 

01/16/2013 PEREZ, JASON 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/16/2013 PEREZ, JASON 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $7.65 

01 
~ 
01 
-" 
01 
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06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $134.44 

06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $28.71 CJ'J 
~ 

06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $537.13 CJ'J 
-->. 

06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $97.94 0) 

06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $25.67 

06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $134.44 

06/11/2009 PEREZ, EVELYN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/17/2012 PEREZ, DAVID 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $10.40 

09/17/2012 PEREZ, DAVID 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.15 

09/1712012 PEREZ, DAVID 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $174.42 '-
09/17/2012 PEREZ, DAVID 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
09/17/2012 PEREZ, DAVID 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;::0 

City Of Chicago Police $0.33 
Z 

09/17/2012 PEREZ, DAVID 9161 044 » 
04/07/2013 PEREZ JR, ROSALI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $118 r-

I 
I 

04/07/2013 PEREZ JR, ROSALI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $120.32 (') 

04/07/2013 PEREZ JR, ROSALI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
-< 

02/24/2012 PEREZ JR, ELI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (') 
07/06/2012 PERDUE,DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
07/06/2012 PERDUE, DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.80 C 

Z 
07/06/2012 PERDUE,DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 (') 

07/06/2012 PERDUE, DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r-
I 
I 

07/06/2012 PERDUE, DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (') 

07/06/2012 PERDUE, DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 
::r: 
(') 

07/06/2012 PERDUE,DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $118.02 » 
07/06/2012 PERDUE,DENNY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $26.4 7 

G) 
0 

03/05/2013 PEMBERTON, SCOT 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $16.15 

03/05/2013 PEMBERTON, SCOT 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/05/2013 PEMBERTON, SCOT 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $168.41 

03/05/2013 PEMBERTON, SCOT 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/08/2011 PEDRAZA JR, JOSE 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 
0) 

03/19/2012 PEARSON, DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $288.94 ........ 
CJ'J 

03/19/2012 PEARSON, DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 i\:3 
0 
-->. 
W 
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03/19/2012 PEARSON,DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $452.88 

03/19/2012 PEARSON, DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.39 

03/19/2012 PEARSON,DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) --03/19/2012 PEARSON, DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2508 (Jl 

i\:) 
03/19/2012 PEARSON, DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $549 0 ..... 
08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8142 W 

08/13/2012 PASKO,MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.98 

08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $197.00 

08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 

08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.37 

08/13/2012 PASKO,MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $395.00 

08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $395.00 

08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/02/2012 PARUSZKIEWICZ, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police 54524 ;0 
05/02/2012 PARUSZKIEWICZ, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

-0 
05/02/2012 PARUSZKIEWICZ, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.84 0 
12/26/2010 PARKINSON, MICHELLE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10882 ;0 

-( 
12/26/2010 PARKINSON, MICHELLE 9161 City Of Chicago Police 529.15 (f) 

12/16/2011 PANEK,SHERYL 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $0.16 0 
12/16/2011 PANEK, SHERYL 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

Tl 

12/16/2011 PANEK, SHERYL 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $88.13 
() 
0 

06107/2010 PAMBUKU, BENNY 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $207.59 s:: 
06/07/2010 PAMBUKU, BENNY 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
12/28/2012 PALAZZOLO, MARK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $98.16 

-( 
-( 

08/31/2012 PAGAN, STEFANIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
m 

08/31/2012 PAGAN, STEFANIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $21.24 (f) 

08/31/2012 PAGAN, STEFANIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $830.85 

03/20/1996 Oconnell, Edward L P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/1996 Oconnell, Edward L P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/1996 Oconnell, Edward L P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

07/29/2012 OSBORN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.03 

07/29/2012 OSBORN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $23.77 

07/29/2012 OSBORN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $214.90 
(Jl 
~ 
(Jl ..... 
-..J 
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07/29/2012 OSBORN, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
c.n 

01/01/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 .j::.. 
c.n 

01/01/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $362.69 -" 
CXl 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $2.16 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $84.42 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.25 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $37,64 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $132.56 C-

O 
03/05/2013 ORTIZ, RODOLFO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $158.66 C 

03/05/2013 ORTIZ, RODOLFO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:;:0 
Z 

05/07/2013 ORTIZ CLAUDIO, SUSIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $45,50 » 
r 

02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
I 

City Of Chicago Police $0.33 
(") 

02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 
-I 

02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $82.55 -< 
02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 (") 

02/10/2012 OPALINSKI. MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $42.46 Z 
02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101,28 

(") 

r 
02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 

02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 
(") 
I 

02/10/2012 OPALINSKI, MILDRED 9161 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 (") 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 » 
G') 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $54.12 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $134.58 

0211612013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $125 (J) -... 
02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $372.99 c.n 

i\:3 
02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

-" 
W 
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02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,70 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $670,75 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 (j) -.. 
02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.44 (Jl 

i':5 
01/07/2011 OLSON, ERIC 9171 City Of Chicago Police $279,52 0 

-->. 

01/07/2011 OLSON, ERIC 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 W 

01/07/2011 OLSON, ERIC 9171 City Of Chicago Police $17,96 

01/07/2011 OLSON, ERIC 9171 City Of Chicago Police $446,30 

01/07/2011 OLSON, ERIC 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/07/2011 OLSON, ERIC 9171 City Of Chicago Police $25,58 

03/17/2013 OLSON, ERIC 9171 017 City Of Chicago Police $721,69 

03/17/2013 OLSON, ERIC 9171 017 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $25,56 

03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 :::0 
03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $629,75 m 

""'0 
03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $139,09 0 
03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 :::0 

--l 
03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11,82 (f) 

03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $49,50 0 
03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

"1l 

03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,27 
(") 
0 

03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $165,27 s;: 
03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s;: 
03/11/2013 OLIVARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4,22 --l 

--l 
08111/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $160,72 m m 
08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,32 (f) 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0811112012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $172,83 

08111/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,32 

0811112012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

08111/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $172,83 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,32 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
(Jl 
~ 
(Jl 
-->. 

CO 
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08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 
(J1 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $032 ..t>. 
(J1 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I\J 
a 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

City Of Chicago Police $172.83 '-
08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 0 
08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

City Of Chicago Police $0.30 
;0 

08/11/2012 OLEN, JOHN 9161 Z 
03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 » r 

044 City Of Chicago Police $88.67 
I 

03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 I 

(") 
0310912013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-i 
03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 -< 
03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $168.48 (") 

03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $54726 0 
C 

03109/2013 OHLE,DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $204 Z 
03/09/2013 OHLE. DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(") 

r 
03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police 5581.71 I 

I 

(") 
03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
03/09/2013 OHLE, DARREN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

04/25/2010 o DONNELL, MICHAEL 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $181.48 » 
G) 

04/25/2010 a DONNELL, MICHAEL 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $2.66 0 
10/28/2012 a CONNOR. DANIEL 9171 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/28/2012 a CONNOR, DANIEL 9171 003 City Of Chicago Police $443.41 

05/04/2013 a CONNELL, DANIEL 9161 166 City Of Chicago Police $46.38 

05/04/2013 o CONNELL, DANIEL 9161 166 City Of Chicago Police $11375 

09/10/2012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0) 
"-

09110/2012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 (J1 

i\:3 
09110/2012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $251.44 a 

->. 

W 
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0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $047 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $25144 Q) -... 
0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (Jl 

N 
0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $047 0 

->. 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 W 

09/10/2012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $25144 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/1012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $295.76 

09/10/2012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 

0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 :::0 
0911012012 o BOYLE, THOMAS 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

lJ 
01125/2012 NUNES, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $199.17 0 

:::0 
01/2512012 NUNES, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $17.66 -i 
0112512012 NUNES, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

CJ) 

1011612011 NORMAND, MATTHEW 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"TI 

1011612011 NORMAND, MATTHEW 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $112.78 

10/16/2011 NORMAND, MATTHEW 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1 37 
() 
0 

04/20/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
0412012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 s: 

-i 0412012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $20842 -i 
04/20/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

m 
04120/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2.53 CJ) 

0412012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $175.59 

04120/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0412012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2.13 

0412012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $481.60 

04/2012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0412012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $5.84 

0412012012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $20842 
(Jl 
~ 
(Jl 
f\..) 
->. 
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04/20/2012 NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
c.n 

04/20/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2,53 ~ 
c.n 

04/20/2012 NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $208.42 N 
N 

04/20/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/20/2012 NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2.53 

04/20/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $279.30 

04/20/2012 NODI, MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/20/2012 NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $338 

04/20/2012 NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $25747 

04/20/2012 NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $3.12 
c... 

04/20/2012 0 
04/20/2012 NODI. MICHAEL 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 C 

09/10/2012 NODAL. EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $233.69 
;0 
Z 

09/10/2012 NODAL. EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
r 

09/10/2012 NODAL. EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $3.43 I 
I 

(") 
09/10/2012 NODAL. EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $319.53 

-I 
09/10/2012 NODAL, EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
09/10/2012 NODAL, EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $1.28 (") 

09/10/2012 NODAL. EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $319.53 0 
C 

09/10/2012 NODAL, EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

09/10/2012 NODAl. EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 
(") 

r 
09/10/2012 NODAl. EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $688.65 I 

I 

09/10/2012 NODAL, EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 
I 

09/10/2012 NODAL, EDUARDO PO 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 (") 

05/30/2012 NIEVES SILOS, ANITA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $62.82 » 
G) 

05/30/2012 NIEVES SILOS, ANITA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
05/30/2012 NIEVES SILOS, ANITA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.54 

04/01/2013 NICPON, ANTHONY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/01/2013 NICPON, ANTHONY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $209.02 

04/01/2013 NICPON, ANTHONY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

04/01/2013 NICPON, ANTHONY 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0') --02/21/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c.n 
N 

02/21/2013 NICKEAS. SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.63 0 ..... 
W 
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02/21/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/2112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0212112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $77.96 0'> ....... 
02/2112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.82 CJ1 ....... 

N 
02/2112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

~ 

02121/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.63 (.oJ 

02/21/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $744.00 

02/21/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/2112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $48.24 

02/2112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $67.50 

0212112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0212112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.73 

02121/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0212112013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.82 :::0 
02121/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $583.05 m 

-0 
01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $14.17 0 
01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $2.45 :::0 

-I 
01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (f) 

01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $95.95 0 
'T1 

0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $16.72 

01108/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

0 
01/0812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $22.48 s: 
01108/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $154.44 s: 

=i 
01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $22.48 m m 
0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $157.00 (f) 

01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $24.83 

0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $154.44 

01/0812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $137.18 

0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.60 

01/08/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $145.40 
CJ1 
~ 
CJ1 
N 
(.oJ 
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0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
U1 

0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $137.18 .j:::,.. 
U1 

0110812013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
.j:::,.. 

01108/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.60 

0610912012 NELSON, SHIRLEY 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $144.36 

06109/2012 NELSON, SHIRLEY 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/18/2013 NELSON, JAMES PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.88 

03/18/2013 NELSON, JAMES PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0311812013 NELSON, JAMES PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $112.91 

0411512012 NASH,MARK 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $124.34 

0411512012 NASH, MARK 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $23.68 
C-

O 
04/15/2012 NASH, MARK 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

:::0 
04115/2012 NASH,MARK 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $0.61 Z 
1111812012 NASH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police 581.42 » 

r 
I 

1111812012 NASH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

() 
1111812012 NASH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.98 -i 
08124/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $50673 0 

0812412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 
0 
C 

0812412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $549.93 Z 

08124/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $31.23 
0 
r 

0812412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 
I 

0 
0812412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $163.95 I 
08124/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0.4 7 0 
08/2412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 

G) 
08124/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 0 
08/2412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $3342 

08/2412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08124/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $296.32 

08/2412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0,47 

08124/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0') -.... 
0812412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 U1 -.... 

N 
0812412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0.94 0 

-" 
W 
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08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $505,12 (J') --08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0,39 01 
N 

08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 a ..... 
08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $209,62 VJ 

08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 

08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $252,56 

08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $1,02 

08/2412007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C p 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0,95 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $164,64 :::0 
10117/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $792.00 m 

"'U 
10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $399,57 0 
10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,10 :::0 

-I 
10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 CJ) 

1011711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 " 
1011711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $703.44 () 

0 
10117/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s:: 
10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $7,55 s:: 
10/1711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -I 

-I 
1011711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $177,54 m 

m 
10117/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $471.45 CJ) 

10/1711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/1711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

1011711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $428,74 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $148,16 

10/1711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $295,79 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6,38 01 
.f:l. 
01 
N 
01 
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10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(Jl 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 .,/:::.. 
(Jl 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $90.62 N 
0) 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $3.68 

06/19/2006 MOrris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $961.62 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $18.83 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C-

O 
06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $176.67 C 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 
Z 

06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » r 
06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $122,70 I 

I 

0 
06/19/2006 Morris-Tillery, Mary P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 

--j 
07/24/2008 Miller, Eugenia P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $51.16 -< 
07/24/2008 Miller, Eugenia P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $5.31 Z 
01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $147.95 

0 
r 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
I 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $135.77 
0 
I 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $5.31 » 

G) 
01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $149,07 0 
01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $5.31 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $148.42 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $4.71 0) 
"-

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $149.45 (Jl 

N 
01/2612008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

->. 

W 
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01126/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $5.66 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police 5150.60 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0) --00006 City Of Chicago Police .$6.72 CJ1 
01126/2008 Michael, Linda P --I\.) 

01126/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $149.07 0 ...... 
01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $4.28 W 

01126/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $127.93 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07126/2003 Malkowski, Carmen P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $154.80 

09/0512011 MURRAY, REGINALD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $465.60 

09105/2011 MURRAY, REGINALD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2012 MURPHY, JOHN 9206 189 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

04/14/2013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $045 ;::0 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $125.37 
m 
IJ 

0411412013 MUNOZJR,CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
;::0 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $9.58 -1 
04/14/2013 MUNOZJR,CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $56.56 en 
04114/2013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

"Tl 
04/14/2013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $3.03 

0 
04/14/2013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
04/14/2013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $170.93 :s: 
0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $258.56 :s: 

-1 
0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -1 
0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $3.13 m 

m 
04/14/2013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $110.67 en 
0411412013 MUNOZ JR. CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $56.56 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04114/2013 MUNOZJR,CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $3.03 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR. CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $36.80 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR. CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $9.18 

0411412013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $650 
CJ1 
~ 
CJ1 
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04/1412013 MUNOZ JR. CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $758.69 

9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $0.82 01 
12/18/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN ~ 

MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 01 
12/18/2012 '" 
12118/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ex> 

12/18/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $118.68 

12/1812012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $158.68 

12/1812012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/18/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $1.92 

12/1812012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $222.17 

12/18/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/1812012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 C-

O 
12/18/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $116.24 C 
12/18/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::0 

Z 
12118/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $1.41 » 

$444.34 
r 

12118/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police I 
I 

12118/2012 MUNNO,MARYANN 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $384.00 () 
-j 

10/14/2012 MULCAHY, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
10/14/2012 MULCAHY, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $4.15 () 
10/14/2012 MULCAHY, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $162.52 0 
03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 $6.50 

C 
City Of Chicago Police Z 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 (") 

03125/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
r 
I 
I 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $269.29 (") 
:c 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 (") 
03/2512012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $386.73 » 
03/2512012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(j) 
0 

0312512012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.72 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

0312512012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 (J) 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL $6.50 --9161 City Of Chicago Police 01 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 i\3 
0 
-'" 
W 
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03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $256,57 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

9161 City Of Chicago Police SO.48 
(J) 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL --. c.n 
03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --. 

N 
03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 0 

-'" 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

03/25/2012 MOYNIHAN, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 

08/13/2012 MOY, JOANNE 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/13/2012 MOY, JOANNE 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $180.58 

12/28/2010 MOORE, KENNETH 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $32.59 ;0 
m 

03/12/2013 MIUCIN, ZORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $248.78 \J 
03/12/2013 MIUCIN, ZORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 

;0 
03/12/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $10.10 -I 

(J) 
03/12/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 

03/12/2013 MIUCIN, ZORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
"'T1 

03/12/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 (") 
03/26/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $28.35 0 
03/26/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 s: 

s: 
03/26/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.26 -I 
03/26/2013 MIUCIN, ZORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $698.29 -I 

m 
03/26/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $650 m 
03/26/2013 MIUCIN, lORAN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $244.95 

(J) 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $209.62 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 c.n 
~ 
c.n 
N 
CO 
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04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J1 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police 5256.57 ~ 
(J1 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 
0 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $048 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $214.16 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $650 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $040 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $209.62 

04/1012012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0411012012 MITCHUM. ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $686.66 '-
0 

04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
City Of Chicago Police $1.28 

;0 
04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 Z 
04/10/2012 MITCHUM, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $209.62 » r 

MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

01/0112013 I 

() 
01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 -l 
01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $738.39 -< 
0110112013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $047 0 
01101/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $25443 Z 
01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.63 

() 

r 
01/01/2013 MISHLER. ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 

() 
01101/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $342.17 I 
01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.63 () 

01/0112013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
G) 

01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $342.17 0 
01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 

01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $048 

01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $583.92 

0110112013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Q) --0110112013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $260.83 
(J1 --I\.J 

0110112013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
->. 

W 
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01101/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $299.23 

01/28/2009 MILLER, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $103.16 

01/28/2009 MILLER, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) --(Jl 

04/07/2010 MILLER, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 

04/07/2010 MILLER, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $346.68 0 
-.l. 

04/07/2010 MILLER, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $8.86 W 

02/08/2013 MICHNA JUSTIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/19/2012 MICHNA, JUSTIN 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $55.13 

01/19/2012 MICHNA, JUSTIN 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/19/2012 MESSINO, WILLIAM 9161 City Of Chicago Police $84.58 

08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $178.70 

08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 
m 

08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $7.26 -U 
08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $254.27 0 

;0 
08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --! 

MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $3.08 
(J) 

08/29/2012 

01/21/2013 MERCADO, KAREN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $589.63 0 
11 

01/21/2013 MERCADO,KAREN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.10 
0 

01/21/2013 MERCADO, KAREN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 0 
03/17/2013 MENONI, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 

s: 
03/17/2013 MENONI, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4303 --! 
04/24/2013 MENONI, BRIGID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 --! 

m 
04/24/2013 MENONI, BRIGID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
04/24/2013 MENONI, BRIGID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 

(J) 

04/16/2012 MENDOZA, MANUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $226.23 

04/16/2012 MENDOZA, MANUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/16/2012 MENDOZA, MANUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.74 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12127/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $048 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 
(Jl 
~ 
(Jl 
W 
-.l. 
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12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
CJ'1 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 ~ 
CJ'1 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 W 
I\.) 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/27/2012 MELLETT. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $048 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $312.24 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 c.... 
0 

12/27/2012 MELLETT. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 C 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
Z 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 » 
r 

12/27/2012 MELLETT. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 I 
I 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

12/27/2012 MELLETT. MATTHEW 9161 
--I 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 -< 
12/27/2012 MELLETT. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 (") 

12/27/2012 MELLETT. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $048 Z 
12/27/2012 MELLETT, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(") 

r 
12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $214.79 
(") 
I 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $88.83 (") 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $1.08 » 
(j) 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $353.29 0 
12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $4.28 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $131.43 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $159 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $355.32 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $4.32 0) 
........ 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $375.38 CJ'1 
~ 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ..... 
W 
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12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $4.54 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $531.64 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m --c..n 
12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $19.60 --N 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
-->. 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $34.57 v.> 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $41.08 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $30.75 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $196.34 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $4.99 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
m 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $26.58 ""'0 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $28.02 
0 
:::0 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
(f) 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $34.53 
0 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 " 12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 0 
12/0412011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $7748 0 
12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

s;: 
s;: 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $22.38 -i 
12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $412.97 -i m 
12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $707.97 m 

(f) 
12/04/2011 MEERBREY.KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $89.84 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $2249 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $104.77 

12104/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $2.79 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $566.10 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $115.00 c..n 
~ 
c..n 
v.> 
v.> 
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1210412011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
<.J'1 

12104/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $323 ~ 
<.J'1 

12104/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $42B.36 W 
-/:>. 

1210412011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12104/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $518 

0212612013 MEEKS. TIFFANY 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $8.79 

02/26/2013 MEEKS. TIFFANY 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/26/2013 MEEKS, TIFFANY 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $82.53 

03/0212013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $56.56 

03/02/2013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03102/2013 MEDRANO. PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $3.03 C-

O 
03/02/2013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $56.56 C 

03/0212013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
;U 
Z 

03/0212013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.06 » r 
03/02/2013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $21176 I 

I 

() 
03/02/2013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-l 
0310212013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $040 -< 
03/02/2013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $113.12 () 

0310212013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

03102/2013 MEDRANO, PATRICK 9171 City Of Chicago Police $3.03 Z 
03114/2013 MEAGHER. PAUL 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $629.82 

() 

r 
03/14/2013 MEAGHER, PAUL 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $16.10 

I 
I 

03/14/2013 MEAGHER, PAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

189 I 
07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1.30 () 

07/2512012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
G') 

0712512012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $958.41 0 
07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $354.74 

07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $049 

0712512012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $265.12 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS. scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $049 (J) --0712512012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <.J'1 
N 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $260.72 0 
--I. 

W 
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07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1,06 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $565,50 Q") --(J'1 

07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0,41 N 
0712512012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 

....>. 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $220,32 W 

07/2512012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $3,53 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $54,40 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $2,35 

07/2512012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1,81 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $970.20 ;0 
m 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1,79 ""'0 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
;0 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $697,70 --I 
(f) 

07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scan 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $066 

07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, scon 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 

" 09116/2011 MCNAMEE, SHANNON 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $35,10 () 

09/16/2011 MCNAMEE, SHANNON 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
09/16/2011 MCNAMEE, SHANNON 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $69,74 s:: 

s: 
09/16/2011 MCNAMEE, SHANNON 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $35,10 --I 
10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $207,39 --I 

m 
10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0,49 m 
10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

(f) 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $038 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0,38 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $207,39 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $264,92 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0,47 
(J'1 
-&::>. 
(J'1 

W 
(J'1 
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10104/2012 MCNAMARA IV. DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 
.J::>. 

10104/2012 MCNAMARA IV. DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $252.20 (J1 
c..v 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV. DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 (j) 

10104/2012 MCNAMARA IV. DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police S6.50 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $162.59 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.25 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10104/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $134.43 

10/04/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 

10104/2012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $650 C-

1010412012 MCNAMARA IV, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $207.39 0 
C 

01/31/2013 MCMAHON, MICHELE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.89 :::0 
01/31/2013 MCMAHON, MICHELE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 Z » 
01/31/2013 MCMAHON, MICHELE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 r 

I 
I 

01131/2013 MCMAHON, MICHELE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $476.77 0 
01/31/2013 MCMAHON, MICHELE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 

-< 
07/28/2011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $63.20 

02/1312013 MCDONOUGH,TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $212.65 
0 
0 

0211312013 MCDONOUGH. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
Z 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.96 0 
02113/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $204.91 r 

I 
I 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 0 
02/1312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.83 I 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $92.93 
0 » 

0211312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

02/1312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $16.95 
0 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $210.55 

02113/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/1312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.02 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $223.44 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0) --(J1 

02113/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $17.88 --N 
0 

02113/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ...... 
c..v 
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02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13.18 

02113/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $212.65 
<J) 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --CJ1 --02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.96 N 
0 

0211312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $180.68 ...... 
W 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $135.51 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/1312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $16.95 

0211312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $35.00 

02113/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/1312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $95.52 

0211312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
;:;0 

02113/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.90 m 
02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 iJ 

0 
0211312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.03 ;:;0 

MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $138.10 
-j 

02/13/2013 (f) 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $200.82 ""T1 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

0211312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $212.65 0 
s: 

0211312013 MCDONOUGH,TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $796 -j 

-j 
02/1312013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $218.33 m 
05/07/2013 MCDONNELL, MARTIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

(f) 

12/0812010 MCCURTY, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/08/2010 MCCURTY, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $080 

1210812010 MCCURTY, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

09/05/2010 MCCRAY, PHILONIESE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10106/2012 MCCRAY, PHILONIESE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $115.67 

1010612012 MCCRAY, PHILONIESE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1010612012 MCCRAY, PHILONIESE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $600.00 

0310912013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $0.53 CJ1 
.J::>. 
CJ1 
W 
--..J 
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03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $207.50 
CJ1 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -/:lo. 
CJ1 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $0.38 c..v 
00 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $209.90 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $0.39 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $650 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $040 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $283.91 

City Of Chicago Police $1.21 
c.... 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES 0 
03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

::0 
03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $645.99 Z 
03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $0.87 » r 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES I 

(") 
03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $468.61 --l 
03/09/2013 MCCARRON, JAMES City Of Chicago Police $213.91 -< 
03/24/2012 MCCALLUM, RICHARD 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $4.55 (") 

03/24/2012 MCCALLUM, RICHARD 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $29.70 0 
C 

03/24/2012 MCCALLUM, RICHARD 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $288 

(") 

r 
01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $650 I 

I 

MCBROOM, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

01/11/2013 9161 044 I 
01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 (") 

01/11/2013 MCBROOM. JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
G) 

01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 0 
01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $83.80 

01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.14 

01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $62.33 

01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) -.. 
01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $112.91 CJ1 -.. 

N 
01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.59 0 

->. 

c..v 
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01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $3414 

11/16/2012 MCANDREW, JAMES City Of Chicago Police 5267.65 

11/16/2012 MCANDREW. JAMES City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Q") 

---$6.50 
CJ'1 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police N 
11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 a 

->. 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $347.00 W 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $282.00 

11/28/2012 MC VEY. BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $347.00 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/28/2012 MC VEY. BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $282.00 

11/28/2012 MC VEY. BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1112812012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $386.05 ;:u 
11/2812012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 

m 
-U 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $496.00 0 
;:u 

11/28/2012 MC VEY. BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -! 
11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $412.00 

C/) 

11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
-n 

1112812012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $412.00 
0 

11128/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
11/28/2012 MC VEY, BRIAN 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :?;: 

04/10/2013 MC LAUGHLIN, BRIDGET 9174 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:?;: 
-! 

04/10/2013 MC LAUGHLIN, BRIDGET 9174 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -! 
04110/2013 MC LAUGHLIN. BRIDGET 9174 City Of Chicago Police $650 

m 
m 

06/24/2012 MC KINNEY, WILLELLA 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C/) 

06/24/2012 MC KINNEY, WILLELLA 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $3.12 

03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $908.75 

03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/0112013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0310112013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $102.62 

03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03101/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police 54.17 
CJ'1 
.j::l. 
CJ'1 
W 
<.0 
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03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CJ1 
.+::-

03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $530.73 CJ1 
./::>. 

03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $41.81 a 
03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police 5183.63 

03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $54.40 

03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $3.53 

03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $199.76 
Co.-

03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
City Of Chicago Police $12.96 

C 
03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 ::u 
03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

03/30/2013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $41.81 (") 

09/27/2011 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
9171 002 City Of Chicago Police $18.09 -< 

09/27/2011 MC GEE JR, JOHN 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 
(") 

0 
04/19/2012 MC GEE JR. JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR. JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police 51.23 
Z 
(") 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 r 
I 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

(") 

04/19/2012 Me GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 I 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $496.30 
(") 

» 
04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $0.93 0 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $870.43 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $1.63 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $375.21 

04/19/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
OJ -... 
CJ1 

04119/2012 MC GEE JR, JOHN 9171 312 City Of Chicago Police $0.70 -... 
I'V 

02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
a 
-" 
w 
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02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $98,29 

02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
m 

02/0312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $138,22 ...... c.n 
02/0312013 MCGANN,TIM 9153 050 $6.50 

...... 
City Of Chicago Police I\,) 

0 
0210312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $0,25 ~ 

W 
02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $134.43 

0210312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0210312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 

02/03/2013 MCGANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0210312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $0,33 

02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $896,59 

0210312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $13,17 

02103/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $105,34 :::0 
m 

02/0312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 "'U 
0 

0210312013 MCGANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $2,69 :::0 
02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $179,23 -i 

C/) 

02/0312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
0 

0210312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $0,33 -n 
0210312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $179,23 () 

02103/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $0,33 s:: 

s:: 
02/0312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $177.37 -i 
02/0312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -i 

m 
02/0312013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $0,33 m 

C/) 
02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02103/2013 MCGANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $245,99 

02103/2013 MCGANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $1.44 

01110/2013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $93,80 

01/10/2013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

01/1012013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $32,57 

01110/2013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11.56 

0111012013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $52,68 c.n 
~ 
c.n 
~ 
~ 
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01/10/2013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $452.47 CJ1 
.j:::.. 

01/10/2013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 CJ1 
.j:::.. 

01/10/2013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 N 

11/12/2012 MC DERMOTT, MICHAEL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

11/12/2012 MC DERMOTT, MICHAEL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 

11/12/2012 MC DERMOTT, MICHAEL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207.19 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207.19 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c.... 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207.19 0 
C 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207.19 Z 

10/28/2011 » 
10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $230,17 (") 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
-< 

10128/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207.19 
(") 

10128/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $252.36 C 

Z 
10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 (") 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207,19 r 
I 
I 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 (") 

10/2812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $252,36 I 
(") 

1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 » 
1 0/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $97,68 C) 

0 
10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $2,49 

10/2812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207,19 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207,19 
<J) 

10/2812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 --CJ1 --10/28/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $207,19 N 
0 

10128/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 ->. 

W 
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1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 CitY Of Chicago Police $57,37 0) 

10/2812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 $397.58 
-.... 

City Of Chicago Police U1 -.... 
10128/2011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 

0 
City Of Chicago Police $4.81 

->. 
1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 W 

1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $82.59 

05/1112011 MC CLAIN, RODERIQUE 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/19/2013 MATTHEWS, CARRIE 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0311912013 MATTHEWS, CARRIE 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $14.24 

0311912013 MATTHEWS, CARRIE 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $13.18 

0311912013 MATTHEWS, CARRIE 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0311912013 MATTHEWS, CARRIE 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.78 

0510412013 MATLOCK, ZEYAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
;;0 

05104/2013 MATLOCK, ZEYAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $39.33 m 
0510412013 MATLOCK, ZEYAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $272.17 

'"U 
0 

05/0412013 MATLOCK, ZEYAD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;;0 
--! 

0612112010 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $74,55 (f) 

03102/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $420.42 0 
03102/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 11 

0310212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2727 (") 

0310212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.85 
0 
:5: 

03102/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :5: 
0310212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.34 --! 

--! 
0310212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $70886 m 
03102/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
(f) 

0310212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $45.98 

03102/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $72.46 

03102/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/0212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.75 

0310212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $731.28 

0310212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03102/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $130.59 

03/02/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 U1 
.j:::.. 
<.n 
.j:::.. 
w 
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03/02/2013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $29.15 CJ1 

City Of Chicago Police $84.85 
4::>. 

10/25/2012 MASON, THOMAS CJ1 

City Of Chicago Police $22.02 
4::>. 

10/25/2012 MASON. THOMAS 4::>. 

10/25/2012 MASON. THOMAS City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/02/2009 MARTINEZ. SERGIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/02/2009 MARTINEZ, SERGIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $25.56 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR. YOUSEF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $69346 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR. YOUSEF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/27/2013 MANSOUR. YOUSEF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $17.72 

0112512013 MANNING, GARRIAN 9169 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c:... 
01/25/2013 MANNING, GARRIAN 9169 City Of Chicago Police $4.69 0 

City Of Chicago Police $8147 C 
01/25/2013 MANNING, GARRIAN 9169 ;;0 
01/18/2013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 Z » 
01/18/2013 MANCINI. VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 

MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $048 I 
01/1812013 () 

0111812013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 -1 
196 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 01/18/2013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 

0111812013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $314.10 () 
0 

01/1812013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $395.18 C 

0111812013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
() 

01118/2013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $4.78 r 
I 

0111812013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 I 

() 
01118/2013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

01/18/2013 MANCINI, VINCENT 9161 196 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 
() 
» 

0913012010 MALONEY, JAMES 9173 160 City Of Chicago Police $5.06 GJ 
09/30/2010 MALONEY, JAMES 9173 160 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

09130/2010 MALONEY, JAMES 9173 160 City Of Chicago Police $417.83 

09130/2010 MALONEY, JAMES 9173 160 City Of Chicago Police $183.72 

0311812013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0311812013 MALEK. JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.78 

03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $9.26 
(j) --CJ1 

0311812013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.22 --N 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

03118/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 ..... 
c..v 
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03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $111.07 

03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $18.13 

03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $386.79 
Q) -<.n 

03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -N 

03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $9.89 a 
->. 

03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $193.33 W 

03/18/2013 MALEK, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/01/2013 MALDONADO,OSWALDO 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

03/01/2013 MALDONADO,OSWALDO 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $602 

03/01/2013 MALDONADO,OSWALDO '9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 

03/01/2013 MALDONADO,OSWALDO 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $235,57 

03/01/2013 MALDONADO,OSWALDO 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

05/16/2011 MALDONADO,IVETIE 9161 145 City Of Chicago Police $208,80 

05/16/2011 MALDONADO, IVETIE 9161 145 City Of Chicago Police $10.00 ;;0 
m 

04/1212013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $130,93 "'U 

04/1212013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $35.28 0 
;;0 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $70,79 --l 
(j) 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $257.47 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
11 

04/1212013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $11,55 () 
04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $14.40 s: 

s: 
04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 --l 
04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.21 --l m 
04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $16.80 m 

(j) 
04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.58 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $48,60 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $7.46 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $159.33 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $26,98 <.n 
.+:>. 
<.n 
.+:>. 
(J1 
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0411212013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $160.14 
()1 

0411212013 MAKROPOULOS. MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 .j:::.. 
()1 

0411212013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police 527,71 ..j:::o. 
CJ) 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $16649 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0411212013 MAKROPOULOS. MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $33.57 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $5.34 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS. MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

0411212013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $37.27 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9.161 044 City Of Chicago Police $168,36 

04112/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
c... 
0 

04112/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
:::0 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $3.07 Z 
02/1112013 MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 

r 
MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

I 
02/11/2013 I 

() 
02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $24.86 --I 
02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
02/11/2013 MAJERClYK.GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $2142 () 

02/11/2013 MAJERClYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $16.39 0 
C 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 Z 
() 

02/1112013 MAJERClYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $979 r 
02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

I 
I 
() 

02/11/2013 MAJERClYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $10.97 I 
02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $50.05 () 

02/1112013 MAJERCZYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $5801 » 
GJ 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
02/1112013 MAJERCZYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $153.67 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $202.81 

11104/2008 MACK, PAUL City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1110412008 MACK, PAUL City Of Chicago Police $81.47 CJ) --11104/2008 MACK, PAUL City Of Chicago Police $4.69 
()1 --N 

11/07/2012 MACCHIAROll, DEBBIE 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ...... 
eN 
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11/07/2012 MACCHIAROLl, DEBBIE 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $84.85 

11/07/2012 MACCHIAROLl, DEBBIE 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $22.02 

01105/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly 0 P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) --City Of Chicago Police $31.20 
()1 

01105/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly 0 P 00007 --I\.) 

01/05/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly D P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $24.05 0 ...... 
01/05/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly 0 P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $46.56 0J 

01/05/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly 0 P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/05/2001 Lloyd. Kimberly 0 P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/14/2005 Lisula, Nancy J P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $35.10 

04/23/1988 Lappe, Michael P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $157.86 

04/23/1988 Lappe, Michael P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

08/28/2006 Laduzinsky, Mark J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/28/2006 Laduzinsky, Mark J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $283.02 

02/25/2013 LYNCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $368.95 :::0 
m 

02/25/2013 LYNCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.94 \J 

02/25/2013 LYNCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
:::0 

08/08/2012 LUNA, LOUIS 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $235.15 -l 
C/) 

08/08/2012 LUNA, LOUIS 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/26/2013 LUERA, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 0 
11 

03/26/2013 LUERA, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 
11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $248.02 0 
11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s::: 

s::: 
11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 -l 
11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $292.83 -l 

m 
11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 

C/) 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $683.83 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.28 

11101/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $611.36 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ()1 
~ 
()1 
~ 
""'-l 
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1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
U1 

1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $335.77 .,!:=.. 
U1 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
OJ 

11/0 1 120 12 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 

1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $292.83 

1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $320.99 

1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 

1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
'-

1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police S335.77 0 
1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

:::0 
1110112012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 Z 

1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ r 
I 

1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.60 I 

0 
1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $62.77 -i 
1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.60 -< 
1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

12113/2012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $62.77 
0 
C 

1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $278 Z 
0 

1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 

1211312012 LORENZO, MARIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $108.66 I 

0 
0312512013 LOPEZ, JOSE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

0312512013 LOPEZ, JOSE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 0 » 
0912112012 LOPEZ, EDUARDO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

0912112012 LOPEZ, EDUARDO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $3.54 0 

0313012013 LOLENG, BERNARDO 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $650 

0313012013 LOLENG, BERNARDO 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $397.15 

0313012013 LOLENG, BERNARDO 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $22.72 

0313012013 LOLENG, BERNARDO 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0313012013 LOLENG, BERNARDO 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $84.85 (J) --
0313012013 LOLENG, BERNARDO 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $4,81 

U1 --N 
1110512012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $51.41 0 

-->. 

W 
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11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $0.62 m 
1110512012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $254.71 -... 

c..n -... 
11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 

0 
11105/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $0.48 ....... 

c..> 
11/0512012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $501.40 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $0.92 

11/0512012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
;0 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $0.48 m 
11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $254.71 "1J 

0 
11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 

11/05/2012 LLOYD, KYLE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
-i 
(JJ 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $427.58 0 
03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ." 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $77.09 (") 

03/2712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
~ 

03/2712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $1.97 ~ 
03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $124.97 -i 

-i 
03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
03/2712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $3,19 

m 
(JJ 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $107,73 

0312712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0312712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $2.75 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $142.85 

0312712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0312712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $11.82 

0312712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $54.12 

0312712013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..n 
~ 
c..n 
~ 
(0 
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03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $203.66 
(J1 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
(J1 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $143.77 (J1 
0 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chica90 Police $6.50 

03/27/2013 LINDSKOG, KEITH 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $12.68 

01/01/2013 LlCHAY, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 

01/01/2013 LlCHAY, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.65 

01/01/2013 LlCHAY, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

01/01/2013 LlCHAY, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01101/2013 LlCHAY, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

01/01/2013 LlCHAY, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 '-
0 

01/01/2013 LlCHAY, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6625 C 

LlCHAY, KENNETH City Of Chicago Police $0.80 
:::0 

01/01/2013 9161 Z 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ):> 

r 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 

I 
I 

0 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $326.85 -l 
02/07/2013 lIBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $0,61 0 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $424.08 0 

C 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 Z 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $0.78 

0 
r 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $132,50 I 
I 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
0 

016 I 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $5.38 0 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 » 

G) 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $21204 0 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $0,39 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $21204 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $128 (j) --. 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 --. 

N 
02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $193.94 0 

-->. 

W 
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02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $693.65 

12/20/2012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) 

12/20/2012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 -... 
CJ'1 

LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -... 
12/2012012 N 

City Of Chicago Police $115.91 
0 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 ..... 
City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

W 
1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.21 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $115.91 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.21 

12/2012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

12/2012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 ;::0 
m 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -0 

9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 
0 

1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA ;::0 
1212012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 -f en 
12/2012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

1212012012 ." 
12/2012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 () 

12/2012012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.21 0 
12120/2012 LIBERTI, GINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $115.91 S 

S 
0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $208.88 -f 
0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 -f m 
0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m en 
01/1312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $164.07 

0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $031 

0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $16407 

01/13/2013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.26 

01/1312013 LEWISON, KELLY . 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $138.89 CJ'1 
.J::>,. 
CJ'1 
CJ'1 ..... 
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0111312013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 
CJ1 

0312612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 .J:l.. 
CJ1 

0312612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $26.43 CJ1 
N 

03126/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $9.64 

0312612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/26/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $237.12 

03126/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $14.91 

03/26/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/26/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $146.21 

03/2612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $12.43 

03/26/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $147.13 C-

O 
03/26/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

03/26/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $15.76 
;::0 
Z 

03/2612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $154.87 » r 
03/2612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

I I 
0 

03/26/2013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $22.88 -t 
03/2612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $158.72 -< 
0312612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0312612013 LEWIS, EFFREM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $26.36 0 

C 
01/01/2013 LEVERETT, SANDRA 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $41.35 Z 

01/01/2013 LEVERETT, SANDRA 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
r 

01/01/2013 LEVERETT, SANDRA 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $18.26 I I 

01/0112013 LEVERETT, SANDRA 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 
0 
I 

0110112013 LEVERETT, SANDRA 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/01/2013 LEVERETT, SANDRA 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 » 

G) 
04/0112013 LEON, ANACELI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $42.57 0 
0410112013 LEON, ANACELI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1011312010 LEMUS, MARK 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1011312010 LEMUS, MARK 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 

1011312010 LEMUS, MARK 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

10/29/2011 LEMMON, BAR I 9161 City Of Chicago Police 53.73 (J) --10129/2011 LEMMON, BARI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.73 CJ1 --10/29/2011 LEMMON, BARI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $52.37 
N 
0 
-->. 

W 
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1012912011 LEMMON, BAR I 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1012912011 LEMMON, BARI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1012912011 LEMMON, BARI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $52.37 (j) ..... 
01 

02108/2013 LEGLER,PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 i\3 
02/08/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $0.78 0 

~ 

02108/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $295.51 W 

02/08/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $0,48 

02/08/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/08/2013 LEGLER. PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

02/0812013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $0,48 

02108/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/08/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

02/08/2013 LEGLER,PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 

02/08/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 
m 

02108/2013 LEGLER,PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $312.24 -U 
02/08/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $419.80 0 

;0 
02/08/2013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

(f) 
0210812013 LEGLER, PETER 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.24 0 

" 0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $119.78 
() 

03116/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.23 s;: 

s;: 
03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $130.70 

~ 
03/1612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

m 
03/1612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.24 m 
03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $30.00 

(f) 

03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 

03/1612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $79.96 

03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.13 

03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $219.87 

03/16/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
01 
~ 
01 
01 
W 
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0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 
()1 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $175.51 ~ 
()1 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ()1 
~ 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $203.70 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $175.51 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $175.51 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 C-

O 
0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $115.91 C 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
Z 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.21 » r 
0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $164.59 I , 
0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0 
--l 

0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 -< 
0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $164.59 0 
0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 Z 
0311612013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $130.70 0 

r 
03116/2013 LAWRYN, SHAWN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 

05/07/2013 LAWRENCE, RUBY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
I 

0510712013 LAWRENCE, RUBY 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $299.00 0 
10/1012011 LAVORATA, JOHN 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $592.66 » 

G) 
10/1012011 LAVORATA, JOHN 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
10110/2011 LAVORATA, JOHN 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $7.18 

03/03/2013 LASCOLA, SUSAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $2.46 

03/0312013 LASCOLA, SUSAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0310312013 LASCOLA, SUSAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $308.57 

0310312013 LASCOLA, SUSAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $202.56 (J) --0811312011 LANDON, MARQUIS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $202.41 ()1 --10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $180.68 
I\.) 
0 
--" 
W 
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10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $180.68 
(J) 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --(jJ 

City Of Chicago Police $180.68 --10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 N 
0 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -" 
W 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $180.68 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $224.21 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $88.46 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $133.63 :::0 
m 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 \J 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $180.68 0 
:::0 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
(J) 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $180.68 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
-n 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $18068 () 

10/16/2011 LAKSANAPROM,SUPATCHARA 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/05/2013 LACEFIELD,INEASIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $35003 s: 

s: 
01/05/2013 LACEFIELD,INEASIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
01/05/2013 LACEFIELD,INEASIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $11397 -I 

m 
01/05/2013 LACEFIELD,INEASIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

(J) 
01/05/2013 LACEFIELD,INEASIE 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

05/25/1992 Koenigshofer, Colleen P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $520.04 

03/14/2005 Kirchner, Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $65.24 

03/14/2005 Kirchner, Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/14/2005 Kirchner, Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/14/2005 Kirchner, Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $87.27 

03/14/2005 Kirchner, Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $162.75 

03/14/2005 Kirchner, Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $39.55 (jJ 
~ 
(jJ 
(jJ 
(jJ 
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02/09/2008 Khan, Zarak P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $58.29 CJ1 

02/09/2008 Khan, Zarak P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $2.37 
.,/::>. 
CJ1 

02/09/2008 Khan, Zarak P 00018 CitY Of Chicago Police $6.50 CJ1 
(J) 

07/29/1971 Keto, Fred M P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/29/1971 Keto, Fred M P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $200.65 

07/29/1971 Keto, Fred M P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/29/1971 Keto, Fred M P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $2.43 

07/29/1971 Keto, Fred M P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $68.73 

07/29/1971 Keto, Fred M P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $0.83 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.04 
'-

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $271.44 0 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

::::0 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 Z 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $250,70 
» r 

I 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

(") 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 -i 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $52.30 -< 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

0 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $401 C 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $261.12 Z 

(") 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC. ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.49 I 

(") 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $55609 (") 

» 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 CfIy Of Chicago Police 5401 G) 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $52.30 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $401 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $52.30 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 (J) --CJ1 
0312612013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 
03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $283.63 0 

--" 
W 
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03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

City Of Chicago Police 5216.31 
Q) 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 --(J1 

KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $615.00 --03/26/2013 I\.) 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 a 
->. 

03/26/2013 KURTOVIC, ARIF 9161 City Of Chicago Police $144.67 
W 

05/11/2011 KROB, THOMAS 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police 5209.69 

05/11/2011 KROB, THOMAS 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $165.94 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police 5650 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $331.88 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 :::0 
m 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS. DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 lJ 
02109/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

:::0 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 -i 

(f) 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS. DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police 525368 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS. DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"'Tl 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS. DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 0 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $165.94 0 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 

s: 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS. DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 -i 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $165.94 -i 

m 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police 50.31 

(f) 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $165.94 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police 50.31 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS. DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $165.94 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 KOUNAVIS, DENNIS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 

04/27/2012 KOSTECKI, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J1 
~ 
(J1 
(J1 
'-l 
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04/27/2012 KOSTECKI, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $293.25 
CJ1 

04/27/2012 KOSTECKI, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11.90 ~ 
CJ1 

12104/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $20.38 CJ1 
(Xl 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $23.68 

12/04/2012 KONO,ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.28 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $45.15 

12/04/2012 KONO,ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.15 C-
O 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.53 C 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 

12/04/2012 KONO,ROGER 9161 Z 
12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.67 » 

r 
12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $577.22 I 

I 

() 
12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-f 
12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.99 -< 
12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $106.04 () 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.29 Z 
12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

() 

r 
12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $363.71 I 

I 

12/04/2012 KaNa, ROGER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 
() 
I 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 () 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
G') 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $233.03 0 
02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $233.03 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 (j) --02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $233.03 CJ'I 

i\:5 
02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

-lo. 

W 
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02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police 50.44 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $233.03 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0> -.. 
01 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 -.. 
N 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $34.28 0 
--" 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..v 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $31.51 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.06 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chica90 Police $233.03 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $37.18 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 

City Of Chicago Police $290.56 
m 

02/24/2013 KIRKILAS, GARY 9161 012 lJ 

01/20/2013 KINNEY, DAVID 9171 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 0 
:::0 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $183.55 -I en 
08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $120.43 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"T1 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $84.02 
0 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $34.84 0 
08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 

s: 
08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $0.89 -I 
08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I m 
08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $34.84 

en 
08/05/2010 KERIN. ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $0.89 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $103.64 

05/25/2011 KEREAKES, DEMETRIOS 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $214.70 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY, PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.68 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY, PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY, PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $363.87 c..n 
.l).,. 
01 
c..n 
CD 
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01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City 01 Chicago Police $0.42 
0'1 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
0'1 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $223.95 Q') 
0 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.13 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $606.61 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.02 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $827.49 

01/25/2013 KENNEDY. PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $319.53 

12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $319.53 c.... 
0 

12/0812011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $307.69 C 

12108/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $1.06 :::0 
Z 

12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::t> 
r 

12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $573.87 I 
I 

12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

--! 
12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 -< 
12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $0.58 0 
C 

12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
12/08/2011 KELLY. DANIEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 

(") 

r 
03/27/2009 KAZUPSKI. WILLIAM 9165 620 City 01 Chicago Police $93.53 I 

I 

03/2712009 KAZUPSKI. WILLIAM 9165 620 City Of Chicago Police $5.40 
(") 
I 

03/27/2009 KAZUPSKI. WILLIAM 9165 620 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

03/27/2009 KAZUPSKI. WILLIAM 9165 620 City Of Chicago Police $132.95 ::t> 
G) 

04/28/2009 KATSAROS. DIMITRIOS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $111.38 0 
04/28/2009 KATSAROS. DIMITRIOS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $295.90 

02/28/2010 KASPER. MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

02/28/2010 KASPER. MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/28/2010 KASPER. MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02128/2010 KASPER. MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $910.30 Q') 
........ 

10/1012012 KARN. TIMOTHY 9206 177 City Of Chicago Police $48.21 0'1 ........ 
I\.) 

10/10/2012 KARN. TIMOTHY 9206 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ..... 
W 
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03/11/2013 KAPUT,STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/11/2013 KAPUT, STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $738.17 

KAPUT, STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) 

03/11/2013 --U1 

03/11/2013 KAPUT, STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $75.00 --N 

9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $1.37 
0 

03/11/2013 KAPUT, STEVEN -" 

City Of Chicago Police $0.56 
W 

03/11/2013 KAPUT,STEVEN 9161 009 

03/11/2013 KAPUT, STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/11/2013 KAPUT,STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 

03/11/2013 KAPUT,STEVEN 9161 009 Ci~ Of Chicago Police $0.64 

03/11/2013 KAPUT, STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/11/2013 KAPUT,STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $344.32 

03/11/2013 KAPUT,STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $0.56 

03/11/2013 KAPUT, STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 

03/11/2013 KAPUT, STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
m 

02/03/2013 KAMRADT, DENNIS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 ""0 

02/03/2013 KAMRADT, DENNIS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
:::0 

02/03/2013 KAMRADT, DENNIS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 -f 
C/) 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
""Tl 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 (") 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $184.83 

$: 
$: 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -f 
06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -f m 
06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 m 

C/) 
06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/11/2012 KALAFUT, KEITH 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $322.11 

05/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $159.60 

05/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U1 
~ 
U1 
(J) 
-" 
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OS/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
<J1 

OS/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 .j::,. 
<J1 

04/27/2007 Jones, Charemi A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 (J) 
N 

04/27/2007 Jones, Charemi A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $1,07 

04/27/2007 Jones, Charemi A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $483,36 

04/27/2007 Jones, Charemi A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $317.40 

10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $92,89 

10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $80,86 

10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $144.27 '-
0 

10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $79,20 C 

00006 City Of Chicago Police $0,98 
::0 

10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P Z 
10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $331,94 » r 
10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

I 
I 

() 
10/14/1992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $259,54 -! 
07/17/2008 Johnson, John M P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $74,55 -< 
07/17/2008 Johnson, John M P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $74,55 0 
09/10/1994 Jackson, Talmitch P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $62.77 0 

C 
09/10/1994 Jackson, Talmitch P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 Z 

0 
09/10/1994 Jackson, Talmltch P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $1,60 r 
09/10/1994 Jackson, Talmltch P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $437 13 

I 
I 

0 
04/02/2013 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2460 I 
04/02/2013 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
04/02/2013 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $962,51 » 

G) 
04/02/2013 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183,63 0 
04/02J2013 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ,STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $344,91 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ,STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ,STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183,63 (J) --02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,80 
<J1 --N 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
->. 

W 
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02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.64 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ,STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J') -
City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

01 
02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 -N 

02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 0 ...... 
02/28/2013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

11/01/2011 JOZEFOWICZ, HARRY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $224.21 

11101/2011 JOZEFOWICZ, HARRY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $38.00 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $114.69 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.39 :::0 
m 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $206.92 "'0 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
:::0 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.50 --i 

04/15/2013 JONES. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) 

10/18/2012 JONES, SAMUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"T1 

10/18/2012 JONES, SAMUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $240.88 (") 
10/18/2012 JONES, SAMUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
10/18/2012 JONES, SAMUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.45 ~ 

~ 
10/18/2012 JONES, SAMUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $120.73 --i 
03/29/2013 JONES, ERIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --i 

m 
03/29/2013 JONES, ERIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 m 
03/29/2013 JONES, ERIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 

(j) 

03/10/2013 JONES, EDWIN 9206 477 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/15/2013 JOHNSON, PERCY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/15/2013 JOHNSON, PERCY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

04/15/2013 JOHNSON, PERCY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

04/15/2013 JOHNSON, PERCY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $258.61 

04/15/2013 JOHNSON, PERCY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/15/2013 JOHNSON, PERCY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.13 
01 
~ 
01 
(J') 
W 
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12/08/2011 JOHNSON, PEGGY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
()"J 

12/08/2011 JOHNSON, PEGGY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.45 .,f::. 
()"J 

12/08/2011 JOHNSON, PEGGY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $56,66 (J) 
.,f::. 

04/04/2013 JOHNSON, MATTHEW 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $156.09 

04/04/2013 JOHNSON, MATTHEW 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/04/2013 JOHNSON, MATTHEW 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.33 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $25347 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $184.83 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $25347 
Co.. 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $253.47 C 

:::0 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 Z 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $184.83 » r 
I 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
() 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --l 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $253.47 -< 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

0 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $184.83 C 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 Z 

() 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $184.83 r 

I 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
() 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0,47 I 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

» 
03/3112012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $18.40 G) 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $184.83 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON,LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $25347 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $25347 

03/31/2012 JOHNSON, LAWRENCE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) --()"J 
03/22/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.26 --N 
03/22/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.93 0 

-" 
W 
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03/22/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police 56.66 

03/22/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police 5256.57 

03/22/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0) --(J1 

03/22/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $048 --N 

JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $399.70 0 
0312212013 ...... 

9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
W 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 

03122/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.74 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/22/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.56 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police S056 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $572.35 ;::0 
m 

0312212013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "lJ 

03122/2013 JIMENEZ, LUIS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
;::0 

0310812013 JAURIGUE, ADAM 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $84.85 -I 
(j) 

0310812013 JAURIGUE, ADAM 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0310812013 JAURIGUE, ADAM 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $22.72 
0 
""T1 

1110512009 JANUS, RICHARD Sgt 630 City Of Chicago Police $122.63 () 

11105/2009 JANUS, RICHARD Sgt 630 City Of Chicago Police $80.20 0 
0511912012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

$: 
$: 

05/1912012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $196.80 -I 
05119/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $346.56 -I 

m 
0511912012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

(j) 
05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $14.07 

05119/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $162.52 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $4.15 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $18902 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $7.67 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $51.41 <..n 
~ 
(J1 
0) 
(J1 
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05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U1 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 ~ 
U1 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $68.22 
Q) 
Q) 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATTHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $2.77 

01/05/2013 IZA FRANCISCO 9161 313 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

01/05/2013 IZA, FRANCISCO 9161 313 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/05/2013 IZA, FRANCISCO 9161 313 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 

02/04/2013 IZA, DEBBIE 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/17/1996 Herron-Blakely, Carol P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $11669 

06/17/1996 Herron-Blakely, Carol P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
C-

08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $13.21 0 
08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $216.65 C 

;0 
08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police 5974.45 r 

I 

08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

(') 

08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $325.64 -i 
08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 -< 
11/23/2005 Hernandez, Sonia P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

(') 

0 
11/23/2005 Hernandez, Sonia P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
11/23/2005 Hernandez, Sonia P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 Z 

(') 
06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $224.81 r 

I 

06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

(') 
06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $88.50 I 

06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police 589.11 
() 

» 
06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 GJ 
06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police 5650 0 

06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $135.29 

06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $0.23 

06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $116.60 

06/01/2006 Hansen, Neil T P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $3.62 Q) --U1 
02/19/2013 HURLEY, CHERYL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --tv 
02/19/2013 HURLEY, CHERYL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $231.34 0 ...... 

W 
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02/19/2013 HURLEY, CHERYL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $9,39 

03/18/2013 HUNT, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $18,54 (J) --03/18/2013 HUNT, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 (J1 --
03/18/2013 HUNT, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $456,72 

N 
0 
~ 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $106,61 W 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $457.02 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $1,36 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $731.35 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.12 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $0,85 ::::0 
11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $297,45 m 

""0 
11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $71.00 ::::0 

-! 
11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 C/) 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
11 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.56 

1112412012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
() 

0 
11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $239,92 s: 
1112412012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 s: 
1112412012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,45 

-! 
-! 

11124/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $537,37 m 
m 

11124/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 C/) 

11124/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.01 

11/2412012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $51,41 

05/2612009 HOULIHAN, ROBERT 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

03130/2013 HONDA, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $303,38 

0313012013 HONDA, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2013 HOl T, RONALD 9102 441 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

12111/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $039 
(J1 
.f::>. 
(J1 
(J) 
-...J 
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12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U"1 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $20722 .j::>.. 
U"1 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) 
OJ 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $250.16 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $047 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.58 

12/11/2012 HOLMES JR, VERTIS 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $307.69 
'-

04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $16.28 0 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

:::0 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $401.15 Z 

04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.27 » r 
I 

04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
0 

04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.58 --I 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN,BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.26 -< 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 0 

0 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $362.60 C 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

0 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $22.50 r 

I 
04/11/2013 HOFFMAN, BRYAN 9161 CIty Of Chicago Police $179.01 I 

0 
04/25/2013 HIGGS, MARIA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 I 
09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $650 0 » 
09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 GJ 
09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $650 0 
09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

09103/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $047 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $25203 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) --
09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA $047 

U"1 
9161 007 City Of Chicago Police --N 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 0 ..... 
W 
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09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

City Of Chicago Police $252.03 
0') 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 --(J'1 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 CitY Of Chicago Police $0.80 --f'\.) 

HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
09/03/2012 ->. 

9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 W 
09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2.86 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $25203 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $294.97 ;::0 
m 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 '1J 
0 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 ;::0 
08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.16 -I 

C/) 
08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0 
08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $85.61 " 08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ. RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 (") 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $175.23 

~ 
~ 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0,30 -I 
08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I m 
08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $163.20 m 

(f) 
08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $202,03 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.25 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $134.43 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 (J'1 

.+:>. 
(J'1 
0') 

<0 
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08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 01 

9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
.j:).. 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 01 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 '-f 
0 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $175.23 

08/24/2011 HERNANDEZ, RICARDO 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

10/29/2012 HERNANDEZ, PRISCILLA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 

10/29/2012 HERNANDEZ, PRISCILLA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.43 
'-

01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 C 

::0 
01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 Z 

HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 » 
01/05/2013 r 

I 

01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

(") 

01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $223.69 -l 
03/11/2013 HENKES, NICOLE 9161 212 City Of Chicago Police $54.25 -< 
05/04/2013 HENDERSON,ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $32.18 (") 

0 
05/04/2013 HENDERSON,ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $226.30 C 
05/04/2013 HENDERSON, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

(") 
05104/2013 HENDERSON, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
03/21/2011 HEBERGER, SHELLY po 005 City Of Chicago Police $208.88 I 

(") 
03/21/2011 HEBERGER, SHELLY po 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 I 
03/21/2011 HEBERGER, SHELLY po 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

» 
12/06/2012 HAWKINS, LESHAWN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 0 
11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.69 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.68 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.00 (j) -... 
11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $197.00 

01 -... r-v 
11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

-->. 

W 
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11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.37 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $173.36 (J) --11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (Jl --11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 N 
a 

9161 City Of Chicago Police $682.50 -' 
11/17/2012 HATCH. CRAIG W 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $34.38 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.16 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $775.86 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 

11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.45 m 
City Of Chicago Police $96.87 

""'0 
11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 0 
11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 

--l 
11/17/2012 HATCH, CRAIG 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.18 (f) 

02/16/2013 HASENFANG, FREDERICK 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $178.64 0 
02/16/2013 HASENFANG, FREDERICK 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "T1 

04/17/2011 HARRIS. JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 
0 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $126.95 s: 
04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $1.54 --l 

--l 
04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $163.72 m 

m 
04/17/2011 HARRIS. JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $469.16 (f) 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $5.68 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $14.33 

04/17/2011 HARRIS. JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0.18 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $162.84 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $1.96 (Jl 
.j::l.. 
(Jl 
-..,J 
-' 
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04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $651.70 (J1 
4:>-

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 
-...J 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $380.84 N 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $4.62 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $212.20 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $2.57 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $204 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 '-

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $168.07 0 
C 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $1.71 ::u 
04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $67.14 r 

I 
I 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $5.98 (") 

04/1712011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
-< 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $493.24 
(") 

04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $199 0 
04/17/2011 HARRIS, JANICE 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

Z 
04/09/2013 HARPER,STEVEN 9161 City Of ChicagD Police $6.50 (") 

04/09/2013 HARPER. STEVEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $296.19 r 
I 
I 

04/09/2013 HARPER,STEVEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $12.02 (") 

01/11/2013 HARO, JORGE 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $3.92 I 

01/11/2013 HARO, JORGE 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $96.48 
(") 
» 

01/11/2013 HARO, JORGE 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $241.45 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 
0) -(J1 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -N 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $329.58 
0 
....>. 

W 
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10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.49 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Q) --10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $264.39 (J1 --N 
10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 0 

->. 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $352.52 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1012812012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6556 

10/28/2012 HARGES, FREDERICK 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $348.85 

03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13.03 

03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.31 

0310712013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.06 :;0 

0310712013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $271.45 m 
-U 

03107/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03107/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $051 :;0 

--i 
03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $602.50 CJ) 

03/0712013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03107/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.12 " 
03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $164.55 

(") 

0 
03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
0310712013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 s: 
03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 Ci,ty Of Chicago Police $211.76 --i 

--i 
03107/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

m 
03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 CJ) 

03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/07/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $108.71 

03107/2013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/0712013 HALL, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/11/2013 HAESE, ALLISON 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $376.06 

01/11/2013 HAESE, ALLISON 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $33.50 

0111112013 HAESE, ALLISON 9152 341 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0412312013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $84.58 
(J1 
.j::>. 
(J1 
---.J 
W 
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04/23/2013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $102.62 (J'J 

0412312013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
.J:::,. 
(J'J 

04123/2013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chica90 Police $4.17 --J 
.J:::,. 

04/23/2013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $820,00 

04/2312013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/2312013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $72.31 

04/23/2013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $57601 

04/2312013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0412312013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $14.72 

0412312013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9·161 157 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 
'-

04/23/2013 HADDON, JEFFERY 9161 157 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0413012013 HABIAK JR, GUY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $735.35 C 

;0 
04/3012013 HABIAK JR, GUY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

0413012013 HABIAK JR, GUY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » r 
I 

04130/2013 HABIAK JR, GUY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 I 

(') 

0413012013 HABIAK JR. GUY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $18.80 -I 
0912212007 Goston, Cecil P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
09/2212007 Gaston, Cecil P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $258.80 (') 

0 
1012112007 Gawlowski, Iwona P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $62.77 C 
10121/2007 Gawlowski, Iwona P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $1.60 Z 

(') 
1012112007 Gawlowski, Iwona P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 

04128/2013 GUZMAN, SALVADOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

(') 
0412812013 GUZMAN, SALVADOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

0412812013 GUZMAN, SALVADOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $35247 (') 
» 

1212312012 GUZIEC, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.77 G) 

08/2212011 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $188.72 0 
08/22/2011 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0812212011 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $482 

0310512012 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $OA1 

0310512012 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $311.95 

0310512012 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.97 0') --(J'J 
0310512012 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 --I\.) 

0310512012 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
-" 
W 
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03/05/2012 GUTIERREZ, JORGE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $16.20 

08/17/2009 GRZYB, DIANE 9165 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) --08/17/2009 GRZYB, DIANE 9165 City Of Chicago Police $1.31 (Jl --N 
08/17/2009 GRZYB, DIANE 9165 City Of Chicago Police $279.22 a 

->. 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $231 W 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/04/2012 GRUBER. KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $190.63 

10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $280.74 

10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 ::;0 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $046 m 
'"U 

1010412012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $246.33 

::;0 ..., 
10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $374.88 (J) 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
.." 

1 0/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.71 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $201.52 
0 
0 

1 0/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 s: 
10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $345.69 

..., ..., 
10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

m 
10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 (J) 

10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $201.52 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

10/04/2012 GRUBER, KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 

10/04/2012 GRUBER,KATHLEEN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $173.36 

07104/2012 GRIFFIN, TAMMI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $230.98 

07/04/2012 GRIFFIN, TAMMI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $708.61 
(Jl 
.,!:.. 
(Jl 
-.,J 
(Jl 
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02/02/2013 GREVE, TIMOTHY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $168.18 CJ1 

02/02/2013 GREVE, TIMOTHY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $71.00 ~ 
CJ1 

02/02/2013 GREVE, TIMOTHY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -...J 
Q') 

02/02/2013 GREVE, TIMOTHY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $42.94 

02/02/2013 GREVE, TIMOTHY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.08 

02/02/2013 GREVE, TIMOTHY 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 GREEN,KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 GREEN,KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $504.76 

01/23/2013 GREEN, KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 GREEN,KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $604.20 
c... 

01/23/2013 GREEN, KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $58.49 0 
01/23/2013 GREEN, KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

::0 
01/23/2013 GREEN,KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $453.59 Z 

01/23/2013 GREEN, KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $77.47 » r I 
05/12/2012 GREEN, CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

() 

01/28/2013 GREEN, CHRISTOPHER 9161 CIty Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 
01/28/2013 GREEN, CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $303.62 -< 
01/28/2013 GREEN, CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

0 
12/25/2012 GRASSER, ANGELE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $033 C 
12/25/2012 GRASSER, ANGELE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $176.02 Z 

() 
12/25/2012 GRASSER, ANGELE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r I 
03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

() 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $0.74 I 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 
» 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $28.80 G) 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN . 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 0 
03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $187.05 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $15.74 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Q') -... 
CJ1 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $34.57 -... 
N 

02/03/2013 GRADY, ERICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
-lo. 

W 
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02/03/2013 GRADY. ERICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ. RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $21.82 
(J) 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ. RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $89.35 --(Jl 

GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $153.72 --01/29/2013 N 
0 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $21.82 -" 
W 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $153.72 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $142.91 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ. RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $21.82 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $153.72 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $1.08 :::0 
m 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $153.72 ""0 

01/2912013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
:::0 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $285.34 --t en 
01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $21.82 

0 
01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ." 

0112912013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $153.72 (") 

01/29/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $21.82 0 

01129/2013 GONZALEZ, RICARDO 9161 311 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
~ 
~ 

11/08/2012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $617.65 --t 
11108/2012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --t 

m 
11108/2012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $1.14 m en 
11/08/2012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $578.13 

11/0812012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/0812012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $1.06 

05/01/2013 GONZALEZ, ARMANDO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $168.30 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $123.13 

0910112012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $25.24 (Jl 
~ 
(Jl 
-..J 
-..J 
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09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $987.68 ~ 
(J1 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --J 
CO 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $426.94 

09101/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ,ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $168.30 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $394.59 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
L 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $168.30 0 
09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

:::0 
09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 Z » 
09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
() 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $484.93 -i 
09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police S6974 () 

0 
09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $64041 Z 

() 

09/01/2012 GOMEZ, ALEX 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $504.90 r 
I 

05/25/2012 GLUGLA, CRYSTAL 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 
() 

05/25/2012 GLUGLA, CRYSTAL 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $74.03 I 

05/25/2012 GLUGLA, CRYSTAL 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $5.68 
() 
» 

02/24/2013 GLAZEWSKI, JOHN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

02/24/2013 GLAZEWSKI, JOHN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $256,57 0 

02/24/2013 GLAZEWSKI, JOHN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $048 

05/27/2012 GILLESPIE, ANTHONY 9161 0454 City Of Chicago Police $4.00 

05/27/2012 GILLESPIE, ANTHONY 9161 0454 City Of Chicago Police $156.57 

04/11/2013 GIANNOS, ELIAS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $331,85 

04/11/2013 GIANNOS, ELIAS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) --. 
(J1 

04/11/2013 GIANNOS, ELIAS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $32.70 --. 
N 

04/11/2013 GIANNOS, ELIAS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $33.93 
0 
-" 
W 
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04/11/2013 GIANNOS, ELIAS 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/20/2013 GEORGE, PARRIS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $25.72 ill 

02/20/2013 GEORGE, PARRIS 9161 015 $6.50 --City Of Chicago Police <.n --02/20/2013 GEORGE, PARRIS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $117.58 N 
0 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -" 
02/20/2013 GEORGE, PARRIS 9161 015 W 

05/19/2009 GEMIGNANI, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.70 

02/27/2013 GARZA RUDOLPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $85.70 

02/27/2013 GARZA, RUDOLPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $174.45 

02/27/2013 GARZA, RUDOLPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/27/2013 GARZA, RUDOLPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/2712013 GARZA, RUDOLPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.11 

09/28/2012 GARTNER, JOHN 9171 011 City Of Chicago Police $177.37 

09/28/2012 GARTNER, JOHN 9171 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
;:0 

09/28/2012 GARTNER, JOHN 9171 011 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 m 
09/28/2012 GARTNER, JOHN 9171 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

"lJ 
0 

09/28/2012 GARTNER, JOHN 9171 011 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 ;:0 
-I 

09/28/2012 GARTNER, JOHN 9171 011 City Of Chicago Police $202.03 (f) 

11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $130 0 
11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 " 
11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police 5703.20 () 

0 
11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
11119/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 s: 
11119/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

-I 
11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $223.64 m 

m 
11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $2.28 (f) 

1111912012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11119/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $56.07 

11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

11/19/2012 GARCIA. SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/19/2012 GARCIA. SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $308.45 

11/1912012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $2.76 

11119/2012 GARCIA. SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <.n 
.j::>. 
<.n 
-..j 
~ 
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11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.27 c.n 
11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

,.J:::.. 
c.n 

11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $685.77 CO 
0 

11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.95 

05/26/2010 GARCIA, MARGARITA 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $61.31 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.23 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $126.15 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA '9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.23 
'-

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $979.04 0 
06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

C 
;::0 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $650 Z » 
06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $471 79 r 

I 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $111.00 
I 

() 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $187.20 -l 
06105/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

() 

0 
06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $1.84 C 
06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $088 Z 

() 
06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $126.15 r 

I 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 
I 

() 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 
() 

» 
11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $175,23 GJ 
11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $217.63 
(J) --c.n 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $040 0 .... 
W 
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11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $217.63 

11/0612012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

City Of Chicago Police $0.40 
en 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 ...... 
01 

GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $217.63 
...... 

11/06/2012 N 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 ..... 
City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

W 
11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $220.03 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $217.63 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $217.63 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::0 
m 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR, ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 "1J 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $217.63 
0 
::0 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
(J) 

11/06/2012 GARCIA JR. ENRIQUE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

02/07/2013 GALLARDO, SAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $132.95 
0 
"'Tl 

02/07/2013 GALLARDO. SAUL 9161 Ci.ty Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

02/07/2013 GALLARDO, SAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.40 0 
02/07/2013 GALLARDO, SAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $132.50 

s: 
s: 

02/07/2013 GALLARDO, SAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
02/07/2013 GALLARDO. SAUL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.38 -I 

m 
02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 m 

(J) 
02119/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $0.56 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 

02119/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 01 
~ 
01 
OJ ..... 
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02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $269.29 
<J1 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
<J1 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 CO 
f'\,) 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $041 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $218.17 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police S048 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $048 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 '-
0 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 C 

GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
;::0 

02/19/2013 Z 
02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.20 » r 

GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

02/19/2013 I 

0 
02/19/2013 GALLAGHER. PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $51.03 -I 
02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $52.65 -< 
02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $34.23 0 

C 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN, KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $1544 Z 

0 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $209.68 r 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN, KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

I 
I 

0 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN. KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $559.24 I 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $650 0 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN, KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $139.14 » 

G) 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $977.62 0 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $495.05 

10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $136.88 

10/29/2011 GAHAGAN, KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $559.24 (J) 
"'-

1 0/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <J1 
"'-f'\,) 

10/29/2011 GAHAGAN, KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.78 0 
-I. 

W 
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10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.33 

10/29/2011 GAHAGAN, KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

10/29/2011 GAHAGAN,KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $139,14 (J) ...... 
10/29/2011 GAHAGAN, KATHLEEN 9201 177 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 01 

i\3 
05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $135.51 0 

~ 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 eN 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $159.53 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $222.09 

05/20/2012 GAET A, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $152.49 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $452.47 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 ;0 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
""0 

05/20/2012 GAETA, JAIME 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $11,56 0 
12/28/2001 Fenner, Lolita P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $86,20 

;0 
-i 

12/28/2001 Fenner, Lolita P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $4,82 (f) 

12/28/2001 Fenner, Lolita P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 
"Tl 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $139,76 
(') 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $14.21 0 
05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $8.98 s:: 
05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $143.00 s:: 

-i 
05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $145.44 -i 
05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
m 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $14.21 (f) 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $145.44 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $14.21 

05/23/2004 Fanning .. Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $145.44 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $14.21 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $136.78 
01 
~ 
01 
OJ 
eN 
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05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (Jl 

City Of Chicago Police $6.24 
.,/:::0. 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 (Jl 

City Of Chicago Police $145.44 
ex> 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 .,/:::0. 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $14.21 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $145.44 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $14.21 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $145.44 
'-

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

C 
05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 ;0 

07/01/2012 FUENTES, HECTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 Z » 
01/28/2013 FRONCZAK, JOSEPH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

01/28/2013 FRONCZAK, JOSEPH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $685.25 0 
01/28/2013 FRONCZAK, JOSEPH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $27.82 -I 

-< 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.21 
0 

9161 0 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $185.38 C 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
Z 

9161 015 0 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.34 r 

I 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 
I 

City Of Chicago Police $203.67 0 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 0 » 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 G) 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $15.38 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $54172 
(J) --(Jl 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $327.85 
0 ..... 
eN 
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11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $13.31 
en 

FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $158.86 -. 
11/0412012 c.n -. 
1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 

0 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 ..... 

W 
11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $115.91 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.21 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

11/0412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
;0 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 m 
11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $93.80 "1J 

0 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $158.86 
-I 
(J) 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 ." 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $115.91 () 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
s;: 

11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.21 s;: 
1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 -I 

-I 
11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 m 

(J) 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 

11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/0412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 

11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $115.91 

11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 c.n 
~ 
c.n 
CO 
c.n 
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1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J1 

1110412012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 +:>. 
(J1 

0413012012 FOUCH JR, CORDY 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $4.10 CO 
0) 

04/3012012 FOUCH JR, CORDY 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0413012012 FOUCH JR, CORDY 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $100.91 

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.69 

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $18363 

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.37 
'-

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $312.14 C 

;0 
04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.78 » r 
I 

04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.68 I 

(') 
04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $196.11 --I 
04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
04/03/2013 FOSTER, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $58.96 (') 

0 
11/06/2010 FOLINO, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $21.93 C 
11/06/2010 FOLINO, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19.93 Z 

(') 
11/06/2010 FOLINO, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19.93 r 

I 
11/06/2010 FOLINO, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $41.86 I 

(') 
11/06/2010 FOLINO, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $156.70 I 
09/24/2011 FOLEY, KATHLEEN PO 021 City Of Chicago Police $102.60 (') 

02/12/2013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $153.15 
» 
G) 

0211212013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
02/12/2013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $16.13 

02/12/2013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $0.28 

02/12/2013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $154.61 

02/12/2013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/23/2012 FOGGEY, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0) --05/23/2012 FOGGEY, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13.36 
(J1 --N 

08/25/2009 FLlSK, MARGARET City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ...... 
W 
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08/25/2009 FLlSK,MARGARET City Of Chicago Police $618.28 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

City Of Chicago Police $0,56 
0) 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 ""-
(J"1 

9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 ""-
03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET N 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 ...... 
City Of Chicago Police $0.56 

W 
03/30/2013 FLISK, MARGARET 9171 009 

03/30/2013 FLISK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $344.32 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $0.64 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $285.77 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 

03/30/2013 FLISK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $77.71 

03/30/2013 FLlSK,MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 
m 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 ""0 
0 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $76.87 ::c 
03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I en 
03/30/2013 FLlSK,MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $252.37 

0 
03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ." 

03/30/2013 FLlSK,MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $38.15 (') 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 city Of Chicago Police $7132 0 
03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

s: 
s: 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $2.65 -I 
03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $56.56 -I 

m 
03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 m 

en 
03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $3.03 

03/30/2013 FLlSK, MARGARET 9171 009 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 

08/02/2012 FITZGERALD, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $83.77 

08/02/2012 FITZGERALD, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $207.18 

08/02/2012 FITZGERALD, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $32.49 

11/30/2012 FINNEGAN, KEVIN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $76.32 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $157.44 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J"1 
.J::>. 
(J"1 
ex> 

'" 
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08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $157.44 (J'1 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
(J'1 

0810712012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $157.44 CO 
CO 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $157.44 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $157.44 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $214.47 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $13.30 
c.... 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

;0 
08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $157.44 Z 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
r 
I 

08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $157.44 I 

0 
08/07/2012 FINERAN, BETH 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
03/1912013 FINE, CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $3.64 -< 
03/19/2013 FINE, CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

0 
03119/2013 FINE. CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $752.59 C 
03/19/2013 FINE, CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $9.12 Z 

0 
03/19/2013 FINE, CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $247.83 r 

I 

FINE, CHARLENE 03/19/2013 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

0 
03/19/2013 FINE, CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $228.53 I 

03/19/2013 FINE, CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 » 
03/19/2013 FINE, CHARLENE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $3.35 G) 

05129/2012 FIGUEROA, NICOLE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 0 

10/24/2012 FIGUEROA, GEORGE 9165 650 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/24/2012 FIGUEROA, GEORGE 9165 650 City Of Chicago Police $180.58 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.10 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $193.78 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0') -... 
03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $178.80 

(J'1 -... 
'" 03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
-'" 
c..v 
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03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $188.37 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE --CJ1 
03/28/2013 FIGUEROA. EDDIE 9161 City Of Chica90 Police $207.19 --N 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA. EDDIE 9161 -->. 

City Of Chicago Police $79.96 
W 

03/2812013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 

03128/2013 FIGUEROA. EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0312812013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.13 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19.98 

0312812013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/2812013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.25 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $17107 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.37 ;0 
m 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $193.78 "1J 

03/2812013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
;0 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $236.59 --I 
(f) 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 
0 
"Tl 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $236.59 () 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 s: 

s: 
03/28/2013 FIGUEROA. EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $21103 --I 
03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --I 

m 
03/03/2013 FIETKO. MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $38.48 m 
03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(f) 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

03/03/2013 FIETKO. MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 

03/03/2013 FIETKO. MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $465.04 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $3114 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $29.22 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $306.44 
CJ1 
.t>. 
CJ1 
ex:> 
CO 
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03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 ()'I 
~ 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $42.74 ()'I 

$462,58 
to 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police 0 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

03/03/2013 FIETKO, MICHAEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $1,17 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $96,75 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $2.21 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
'-

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $52080 0 
City Of Chicago Police $18.41 

C 
08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 ;0 
08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $650 Z » 
08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $2,53 r 

I 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

() 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 
City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -< 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $60.02 
() 

0 
08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $209.43 C 
03/18/2013 FERN, BENJAMIN 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $153.22 Z 

() 
03/18/2013 FERN, BENJAMIN 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 

03/18/2013 FERN, BENJAMIN 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $3.92 I 

() 

01/09/2010 FERENZI, RICHARD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $66,24 I 

04/26/2013 FELKER, PATRICK 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $7.42 () 
» 

04/26/2013 FELKER, PATRICK 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 

04/26/2013 FELKER, PATRICK 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $18256 0 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $239.92 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0) 

---()'I 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $045 ---N 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $256,57 
0 
~ 

W 
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0911612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0911612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

$29.89 
en 

0911612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police -.... 
CJl 

0911612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $80.86 N 
09116/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

a 
->. 

09116/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.98 
W 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.72 

0911612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

09116/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $220.03 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 

09116/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $271.16 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 ;:;0 
m 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ""'0 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $179.23 
0 
;:;0 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $607.02 --i 
(J) 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 11 
09116/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $56.65 0 
09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $32.48 0 
09116/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

s: 
s: 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $83.39 --i 
09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $92.20 --i 

m 
09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.30 m 

(J) 
09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09116/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $160.72 

09/1612010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $1.01 

02/20/1991 English, Decian P 00015 City Of Chicago Police $159.16 

10/16/2002 Engelhardt, Daniel P 00021 City Of Chicago Police $110,00 

08/1612000 Edenhofer, Carleen P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $137.91 

02/10/2007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/10/2007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $0.81 CJl 
~ 
CJl 
<.0 
->. 
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02/10/2007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $31.70 (J1 

02/10/2007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
.j::>. 
(J1 

00001 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 
<.0 

02/10/2007 Echavarria, Victor P N 

0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $86.45 

0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $1.05 

0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $819.56 

0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/1012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $9.92 

02/10/2007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $72.34 c.... 
02/1012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $66.48 C 

:::0 
0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
0211012007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $14.38 r 

I 

0910412012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $106.61 
I 

0 
0910412012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 
0910412012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
0910412012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

0 
0910412012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $322.11 C 

0910412012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
0 

0910412012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 

0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 
I 

0 
0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $291.13 I 

0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 » 
0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 GJ 
0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $329.53 0 

0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.61 

02101/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $291.13 

02101/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0210112013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 en 
""-
(J1 

02101/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ""-
N 

02101/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $194.91 
0 
--" 
(;.) 
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02/01/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/01/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $32.22 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) 

02/01/2013 EVANS. MATTHEW 9161 -CJ'1 

02/01/2013 EVANS. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $288.73 j;3 

City Of Chicago Police $0.41 
0 

02/01/2013 EVANS. MATTHEW 9161 ..... 
$6.50 

W 
02/01/2013 EVANS. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police 

02/01/2013 EVANS. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $223.78 

02/01/2013 EVANS. MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.24 

02/01/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $50.69 

02/01/2013 EVANS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/09/2013 ESTRELLA. LlSETT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 

04/09/2013 ESTRELLA. LlSETT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 

04/09/2013 ESTRELLA. LlSETT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/25/2012 ESQUIVEL, CIRILO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.29 :::u 
m 

05/25/2012 ESQUIVEL. CIRILO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 iJ 
0 

05/25/2012 ESQUIVEL. CIRILO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $519.76 :::u 
04/30/2013 ESCALANTE, OSCAR 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

(j) 

04/30/2013 ESCALANTE, OSCAR 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $262.79 
0 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "'Tl 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.71 (') 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.67 0 
09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

s: 
s: 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $356.88 -I 
09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

m 
09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 m 

en 
09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $315.58 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $315.58 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ. ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $315.58 CJ'1 
~ 
CJ'1 
CD 
W 
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09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2.86 (J1 

~ 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ()l 
CD 

0910312012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police 5235.81 ~ 

09/0312012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $378.15 

03/0712012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $172 83 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $518.49 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..... 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 0 
C 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $345.66 :::0 
03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.64 r 

I 
I 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 --l 
-< 

0310712012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

0 
03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $156.18 C 

Z 
03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 () 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 
I 

03107/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 () 

03/0712012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 I 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 
» 

0310712012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $177.37 G) 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 0 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $156.18 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

03/0712012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 
0) --(J1 

03107/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 --N 
0 

03/07/2012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 ---" 
W 
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0310712012 ENG, DOUGLAS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/22/2012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $11.45 

05122/2012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $150.19 
Q") --(J'1 

0512212012 EIGENBAUER. ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 

0512212012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $18.57 0 
->. 

0512212012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $142.44 W 

05122/2012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05122/2012 EIGENBAUER. ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $11.45 

05/2212012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $142.44 

0512212012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05122/2012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $11.45 

05/22/2012 EIGENBAUER. ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $142.44 

05/22/2012 EIGENBAUER, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/09/2010 EDWARDS JR, ELMORE City Of Chicago Police $37.80 :::0 
m 

04128/2012 EARLS, VERONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.87 -U 

04128/2012 EARLS, VERONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $347.13 0 
:::0 

0711411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $208.83 -i 
(j) 

07114/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07114/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $7001 
0 
11 

07114/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

07114/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $258.76 0 
0711411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $48.76 ~ 

~ 
0711411988 Domagala. Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $68.63 -i 
0711411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $61.17 -i 

m 
07114/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $159.60 m 

(j) 
0711411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/14/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $122.36 

07114/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0711411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $24.50 

0711411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $149.26 

07/14/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $19.75 

0711411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $19.75 

07/1411988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $20.00 (J'1 
~ 
(J'1 
(0 
(J'1 
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08/12/2008 Dailey, Sean P P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $69.98 (]1 
..j::.. 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $3.19 (]1 

$3.83 
CD 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police Q') 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 

03/01/2013 DYBAS,RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $124.97 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c.... 
03/0112013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $3.19 0 

C 
03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $721,63 :::c 
03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $18.44 r 

I 

$131,67 
I 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police () 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
-< 

03/0112013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $3.36 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $124,97 
() 

0 
03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

$149.87 
Z 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police () 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 r 
I 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $0,48 
I 
() 

02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 I 

02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $70,46 
() 

» 
02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 G) 

02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 0 

02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 

02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $1.04 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.67 
Q') --(]1 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $436,34 --N 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 ...... 
(..V 
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03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $220.08 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.04 (J) --03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ()1 --City Of Chicago Police $85.77 
N 

03128/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 0 ..... 
03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $082 tv 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $21603 

03/28/2013 DUCKINS, JESSICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

03/30/2013 DOYLE, KELLIE 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 DOYLE, KELLIE 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $188.02 

05/15/2012 DOWLING, RICHARD 9171 City Of Chicago Police $46.37 

05/15/2012 DOWLING, RICHARD 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/21/2010 DORSCH, BRIAN 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $50.28 Al 
02/16/2013 DORNG, THOMAS 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $54.12 m 

\J 
02/16/2013 DORNG, THOMAS 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/11/2013 DONOHOE, DENISE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 Al 

-i 
01/11/2013 DONOHOE, DENISE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) 

07/23/2011 DOIG, KATHERINE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $2.59 0 
07/23/2011 DOIG, KATHERINE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

"Tl 

07/23/2011 DOIG, KATHERINE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $214.02 0 
0 

05/13/2013 DIXON. HOWARD 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
05/13/2013 DIXON, HOWARD 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $557.07 s: 

-i 05/13/2013 DIXON, HOWARD 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $14.24 -i 
07/08/2011 DIPASQUALE, SHANNON 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

m 
07/08/2011 DIPASQUALE, SHANNON 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 (J) 

07/08/2011 DIPASQUALE, SHANNON 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $650 

07/08/2011 DIPASQUALE, SHANNON 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANEIT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.06 

01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANEIT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANEIT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $315.06 

01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANEIT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANE IT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 

01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANEIT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 
()1 
.+:>. 
()1 
CO 
-...] 
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12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $379.45 
(J1 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
(J1 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $74.38 <0 
CO 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $220.03 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTIN OS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $45304 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.48 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $175.23 
'-

12/1512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 C 

:::0 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.74 » 

r 
$6.50 

I 
12115/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police I 

0 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chica90 Police $2.40 --I 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
12/1512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.33 0 

0 
12115/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $467.02 C 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $395.55 Z 

0 
12/1512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $604.05 r 

I 
1211512012 DIMAS. CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

0 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police 57.31 I 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $215.31 0 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.50 

» 
G) 

1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 0 
1211512012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $175.23 

02/2712011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0212712011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $886.99 

0212712011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0212712011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $556.36 ill --02/2712011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J1 --N 

02/27/2011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $171.89 0 ..... 
W 
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02/27/2011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/27/2011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 City Of Chicago Police $4.39 

City Of Chicago Police $106.61 
(J') 

02/27/2011 DIMALANTA, RENE 025 -01 
City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -06/18/2012 DIAZ, YESENIA 9161 017 '" 0 

06/18/2012 DIAZ, YESENIA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $102.50 ...... 
W 

06/18/2012 DIAZ, YESENIA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $3.50 

06/18/2012 DIAZ, YESENtA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

06/18/2012 DIAZ, YESENIA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $136.94 

06/18/2012 DIAZ, YESENIA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

06/18/2012 DIAZ, YESENIA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $203.01 

04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $16.96 

044 City Of Chicago Police $39,88 :::0 
04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 m 
04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -C 

0 
04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $48.14 :::0 
04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $41.81 -I 

(J) 

04/1212013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
0 

04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $61.78 11 

04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $17.10 (") 

04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
~ 

04/12/2013 DIAZ, PEDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $668.99 ~ 
05/16/2012 DIAZ, DANIEL 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 -I 
05/16/2012 DIAZ, DANIEL 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -I 

m 
05/16/2012 DIAZ, DANIEL 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $20203 m 

(J) 
05/05/2012 DIPASQUALE,GERALD 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

05/05/2012 DI PASQUALE, GERALD 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $262,97 

05/05/2012 DIPASQUALE,GERALD 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $267.76 

05/05/2012 DIPASQUALE, GERALD 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $0.49 

05/05/2012 DIPASQUALE,GERALD 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/05/2012 DI PASQUALE, GERALD 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $0.49 

10/23/2012 DERCOLA, MATT 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/23/2012 DERCOLA, MATT 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $100,00 01 
~ 
01 
<0 
<0 
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01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $69,74 c.n 
01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $0.50 ~ 

0) 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $271.27 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/25/2012 DELAROSA, JESUS 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $68.80 

08/25/2012 DELAROSA, JESUS 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/25/2012 DELAROSA. JESUS 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $3.96 

07/05/2012 DELANTY, JOHN 9151 608 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/05/2012 DELANTY, JOHN 9151 608 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
~ 

03/3012013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $32.33 0 
03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $4,30 C 

;0 
03130/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $86.01 
» r 

I 

0313012013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 I 

() 

03/3012013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $67.48 -i 
03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $255.68 -< 
03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 () 

0 
0313012013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $3.76 C 
03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $26700 Z 

() 
03/3012013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 

03130/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $123.95 I 

() 
03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $4303 I 
03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $13.33 () 

» 
03130/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $52.98 G) 

03/30/2013 DELAFONT, JAMES 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/05/2013 DEBOSE,MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03105/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6203 

03/0512013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

03/0512013 DEBOSE,MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $308.23 (J) -. 
03105/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

c.n -. 
I\.) 

0310512013 DEBOSE,MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $47.15 0 
->. 

W 
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03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE,MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

City Of Chicago Police $209.90 
(j) 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 -()l 
DEBOSE,MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,39 -03/05/2013 N 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

0310512013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 ..... 
03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $20990 

W 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,48 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $25471 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Poiice $1.23 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
;;0 
m 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 ""'0 
0 

03105/2013 DEBOSE. MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 ;;0 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
.-, 
(f) 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 
0 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE. MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 11 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE,MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (') 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 0 
03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

s: 
:5: 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE, MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.51 .-, 
12/04/2012 DE JESUS. BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $2.21 

.-, 
m 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $66.25 m 
(f) 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $245.67 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $0,46 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $308.24 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $0.58 ()l 
~ 
(j) 
0 ..... 
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12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $182.70 CJl 

12/04/2012 DE JESUS, BRIAN PO City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
.j::>. 
(J) 

01/09/2013 DE FELICE, RICHARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 
0 
N 

01/09/2013 DE FELICE. RICHARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.39 

01/09/2013 DE FELICE, RICHARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/09/2013 DE FELICE, RICHARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $114.69 

01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.32 

01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
L 

01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $140.14 0 
City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

C 
01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 ;::0 
08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $5.06 r 

I 
I 

08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $198.01 (') 

08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $0.91 -1 
-< 

08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $650 

08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $35.79 
(') 
0 

08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $0.69 C 
08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $26.98 

Z 
(') 

08/29/2012 DANILOV, VADIM 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $355.60 
I 

(') 
03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $4.31 (') 
» 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $63.93 G) 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.77 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $34.28 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2013 DANGLES,ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $390.39 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) --CJl 

10104/2003 Craig, Niagara P 00011 City Of Chicago Police $684.86 --N 
06/21/2005 Chiagkouris, Christine P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $165.20 0 

~ 

W 
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06/21/2005 Chiagkouris, Christine P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/21/2005 Chiagkouris, Christine P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $112.01 
(J) 

09999 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --06/21/2005 Chiagkouris, Christine P (JJ --08/14/2004 Catlin, Lerol J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $80.86 N 
0 

08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 --" 
W 

08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $0.98 

08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/14/2004 Catlin, LerOI J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/14/2004 Catlin, Lerol J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $10.92 

08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/14/2004 Catlin, Lerol J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $5.31 

10/17/2008 Cartagena, Maria L P 00010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 

09/17/2005 Camarillo Jr, Rudollo P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
08/22/2012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $9.75 "lJ 

0 
08/22/2012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $805.05 :::0 

9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
--i 

08/22/2012 CURL, EBONY en 
08/22/2012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $45.05 0 
08/2212012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "Tl 

08/22/2012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City 01 Chicago Police $84.60 () 

08/22/2012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
:s: 

03/09/2013 CULVER, SCOTT 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :s: 
10/28/2010 CROSS, LENWOOD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --i 

--i 
10/28/2010 CROSS, LENWOOD City Of Chicago Police $184.62 m 
10/28/2010 CROSS, LENWOOD City Of Chicago Police $16.05 m en 
10/28/2010 CROSS, LENWOOD City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

10/28/2010 CROSS, LENWOOD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/07/2012 CROMWELL, LEO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 

01/05/2011 CRAWFORD, TENISHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 

01/05/2011 CRAWFORD, TENISHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $31.35 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $348.85 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON,ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 (JJ 
.j::.. 
(J) 
0 
W 
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01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 
CJ1 

CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 
01/15/2013 (J) 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 0 
~ 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON. ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $521.43 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.98 
'-

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2.53 C 

;0 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON,ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2.28 » 
r 

I 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

() 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON,ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2.61 -i 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2.20 0 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $31.04 
0 
C 

01115/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police 50.57 Z 
() 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 

01115/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 I 

0 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $2.95 I 
01/1512013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $650 0 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON,ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 
» 
G) 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/15/2013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 

03/17/2010 CRANE, ROBERT 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

12/05/2009 COX, PAULINE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $792.81 

12/05/2009 COX, PAULINE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.43 (J) -... 
12/05/2009 COX, PAULINE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

CJ1 -... 
N 

12/05/2009 COX, PAULINE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $165.85 0 ...... 
W 
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12/05/2009 COX, PAULINE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.60 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 en 
02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $99.70 ....... 

(J"I 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.19 N 
0 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ...... 
VJ 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $364.55 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.69 

02/09/2013 COUCH, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 COUCH. JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $321.00 
;:tJ 

08/11/2012 CORTEZ, GAB INa 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $404.96 m 
08/11/2012 CORTEZ, GABINO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "U 

0 
08/11/2012 CORTEZ, GABINO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;:tJ 

08/11/2012 CORTEZ, GABINO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $15806 
-l 
(J) 

08/11/2012 CORTEZ. GABINO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/11/2012 CORTEZ, GABINO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $149.43 "'Tl 

04/07/2013 CORONA, RODRIGO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

04/07/2013 CORONA, RODRIGO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $30.08 0 
S 

04/07/2013 CORONA, RODRIGO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $30.85 s:: 
04/07/2013 CORONA, RODRIGO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 
04/07/2013 CORONA. RODRIGO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.79 

-l m 
05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

(J) 

05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $1.84 

0511712012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $125.26 

05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $1.84 

05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $123.53 

05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0511712012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $1.82 

0511712012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $167.02 (J"I 
~ 
en 
0 
(J"I 
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05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 CJ'1 
~ 

05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $2.45 
0') 
0 

05/17/2012 CONWAY, THOMAS 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $125.26 
0') 

07/23/2009 CONWAY, NICOLE City Of Chicago Police $18.47 

05/19/2012 COLON, NORMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

05/19/2012 COLON, NORMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4,28 

05/19/2012 COLON, NORMA 9161 Cily Of Chicago Police $167,58 

05/19/2012 COLON, NORMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,74 

05/19/2012 COLON, NORMA 9161 Cily Of Chicago Police $263,82 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $146,71 '-
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $262,51 0 

C 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 :::0 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $262,51 
Z » 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 r 
I 
I 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $805,05 (') 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 --i 
-< 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $9,75 (') 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $262.51 0 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 C 

Z 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $110,53 (') 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 r 
I 
I 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $1,62 (') 
I 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $553,50 
(') 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 » 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $14,15 

G) 
0 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $210,88 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $219,39 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0112312013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $159,25 
0') 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 --CJ'1 --01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $528,62 I\.) 
0 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6,50 ...... 
W 
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01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police 521088 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $210.88 Q) --CJ1 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --N 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $210.88 0 
-" 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $929.92 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $23.76 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $262.51 ::0 
City Of Chicago Police $650 

m 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE '""Cl 
01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

::0 
10/24/2012 COLEMAN, RAMONA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $27.71 --I 
10/24/2012 COLEMAN, RAMONA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $128.02 

(f) 

10/24/2012 COLEMAN, RAMONA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
-n 

10/24/2012 COLEMAN, RAMONA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $0.34 
() 

10/24/2012 COLEMAN, RAMONA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
10/24/2012 COLEMAN, RAMONA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $0.24 s:: 
09/09/2012 COLEMAN JR, SIDNEY 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2.51 

s:: 
--I 

09/09/2012 COLEMAN JR, SIDNEY 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $207.55 --I 
09/09/2012 COLEMAN JR, SIDNEY 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
m 

05/27/2009 COLE II. DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $18.39 
(f) 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $124.53 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.60 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $159.72 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $225.28 
CJ1 
~ 
Q) 
0 
---.J 
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05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 
.j::,.. 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.55 (J) 
0 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $220.88 CO 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $277.85 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $236.51 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $15.46 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $176.11 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $126.80 '-
05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $99.80 :::0 
05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $32.62 r 

I 
I 

03/24/2013 COCO, FRED 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/24/2013 COCO, FRED 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ---I 

-< 
03/24/2013 COCO, FRED 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
0 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.78 C 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL $0.60 
Z 

9161 City Of Chicago Police 0 
02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $323.13 0 
02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 I 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $421.46 
0 » 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 G) 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $294.97 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $280.19 
(J) 

CLINTON, SHANTELL 02/13/2013 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ---(J1 

---02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 N 
0 

02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $323.13 ->. 

W 
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02/13/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/13/2013 CLINTON. SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 
(J) 

02/1212011 CLINKSCALES. PHYLLIS 3286 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --U1 --02/12/2011 CLINKSCALES, PHYLLIS 3286 005 City Of Chicago Police $157.22 N 
0 

02/12/2011 CLINKSCALES, PHYLLIS 3286 005 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 -->. 

eN 
02/12/2011 CLINKSCALES, PHYLLIS 3286 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/12/2011 CLINKSCALES. PHYLLIS 3286 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 

02/12/2011 CLINKSCALES. PHYLLIS 3286 005 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 

02/08/2011 CLARK. JASON 9171 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/08/2011 CLARK, JASON 9171 019 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 

02/08/2011 CLARK, JASON 9171 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 

06/21/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/21/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $33.03 

06/21/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $45.70 
;0 
m 

06/21/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 lJ 
0 

06/21/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $218.34 ;0 
06/21/2011 CINTRON. ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 -l 

(J) 

06/21/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.84 
0 

06/21/2011 CINTRON. ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 " 06/21/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 () 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $0.07 0 
s: 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s: 
02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $6.16 -l 
02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $38.40 -l 

m 
02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $0.47 m 

(J) 
02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $252.56 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $0.33 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL. STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $173.36 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $211.76 

02/14/2013 CIECIEL. STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U1 
~ 
(J) 
0 
CD 
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09/07/2012 CIBRIAN, ALEJANDRO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $419.10 ()1 
.t:o. 

09/07/2012 CIBRIAN, ALEJANDRO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 en ..... 
02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $97.77 0 

02/2812013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.51 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $88.28 

02128/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 Cil)' Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 Cil)' Of Chicago Police $1.07 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 Ci\y Of Chicago Police $460.13 c.... 
02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 Cily Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $5.57 :::0 
02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $88.28 Z » 
02/2812013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.07 () 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ----I 
-< 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $34.88 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $847.95 
() 

0 
02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $10.26 
Z 
() 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WIlliAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 
I 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.06 () 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $132.56 I 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 
» 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.25 G) 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $243.87 
0 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $428.05 

02/28/2013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05107/2013 CHATYS, MARTIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
en --()1 

05/07/2013 CHATYS, MARTIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $27.35 --N 
0 

10/03/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ..... 
W 
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10103/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/03/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
m 

10/03/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ---(Jl 

---10103/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 

10/03/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ...... 
eN 

10/03/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/03/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/03/2012 CEPEDA, JEFFREY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $25.71 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $156.18 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
m 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 1J 
0 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $12802 :::0 
09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --i 

(j) 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0,24 
0 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $156.18 "T1 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 0 s: 
09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $12802 s: 
09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police 56.50 --i 
09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.24 

--i m 
09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $94.73 m 

(j) 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.17 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $172.83 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $38.40 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/27/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $007 (Jl 
~ 
m ...... 
...... 
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0111412010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $66.25 ()1 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 .j:l.. 
01/14/2010 CAVIN, DARYL 0) 

City Of Chicago Police $0.80 --" 
01/14/2010 CAVIN, DARYL N 
01114/2010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $302.07 

01/14/2010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0111412010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $1.12 

0111412010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $604.14 

01114/2010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/1412010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $1 12 

0111412010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $612.65 
c.... 

01/14/2010 CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
CAVIN, DARYL City Of Chicago Police $0.56 C 

0111412010 :::0 
0211512012 CASTRO, ANTONIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $258.62 Z » 
02/15/2012 CASTRO, ANTONIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 

0211512012 CASTRO, ANTONIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $040 I 

() 
02/15/2012 CASTRO, ANTONIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $214.55 -l 
02/15/2012 CASTRO, ANTONIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
02115/2012 CASTRO, ANTONIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $048 () 

0 
06116/2012 CARTER, TIFFANY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $455 C 
06/16/2012 CARTER, TIFFANY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

() 
06/1612012 CARTER, TIFFANY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $112.20 r 

I 

0611612012 CARTER, TIFFANY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

() 
06/1612012 CARTER, TIFFANY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $138.00 I 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 
» 

0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $2.71 G) 

07109/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $30662 0 
07/0912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $216.65 

0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 0) --()1 
0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $049 --N 
07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

--" 
W 
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07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $260.72 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $66.93 

City Of Chicago Police $9.92 
(j) 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 --U"1 

07109/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --I\.) 
0 

07109/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $348.85 -" 
W 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $244.47 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $46.37 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1.56 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $836.82 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1.87 

07/0912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;;0 
m 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 \J 
0 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 ODS City Of Chicago Police $6.S0 ;;0 

07/0912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 
C/) 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 
0 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $216.65 "T1 

07/09/2012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $650 0 
0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 0 

:5: 
11/20/2012 CARROLL, WILLIAM 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $79.00 ~ 
02/28/2013 CARROLL, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $128,81 -l 
02/28/2013 CARROLL, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6 SO -l 

m 
02/28/2013 CARROLL, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.89 m 

C/) 
02/28/2013 CARROLL, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/28/2013 CARROLL, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $128.81 

02/28/2013 CARROLL, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.89 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $S9.28 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $4.17 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.S0 U"1 
.t:>-
O) 
-" 
W 
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04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $102.62 0'1 
~ 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 Ciiy Of Chicago Police $18.78 en 
->. 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $734.72 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $34.28 

04/20/2013 CARROLL. SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $37.62 

04/20/2013 CARROLL. SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/20/2013 CARROLL. SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $305.72 

04/20/2013 CARROLL, SEAN 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c.... 
02/04/2013 CARDINALE. JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $88.28 0 

C 
02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::u 
02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $1.07 Z » 
02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $866.63 r 

I 

02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

() 

02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 city Of Chicago Police $9.63 --I 
-< 

02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $460.13 
() 

02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
02/04/2013 CARDINALE. JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $5.57 C 

Z 
08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 () 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $104.84 r 
I 
I 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $23.98 I 
() 

08/19/2012 CANO. DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.05 » 
08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $293.11 G) 

0 
08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.55 

08/19/2012 CANO. DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $254.71 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

CANO, DAVID 
en 

08/19/2012 9161 City Of Chicago Police $421.66 --(J'I 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --I\.) 
0 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.79 ->. 

c..v 
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08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $211,76 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0) 

$6,50 
-... 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police CJ'1 -... 
08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0,48 N 

0 
9161 City Of Chicago Police $254,71 -" 

08/19/2012 CANO, DAVID W 

09/10/2012 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/10/2012 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $606.23 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $047 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $31009 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $90,74 
:::0 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
City Of Chicago Police $1,10 

'lJ 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 0 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $513.14 :::0 

--f 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 (j) 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0,96 0 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $252,56 ""T1 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 () 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0,47 
0 
s: 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 s: 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --f 

--f 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0,58 m 

m 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $314.10 (j) 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $252,56 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02109/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $252,56 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 CJ'1 
.t:>-
O) 
-" 
CJ'1 
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02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $505.12 c.n 
006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

.t::>. 
02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 (J) 

-->. 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $0.94 (J) 

02/09/2013 CAMPOS, GABRIEL 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 

04/03/2013 CAMACHO, CARMELa 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11 AD 

0410312013 CAMACHO, CARMELa 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/03/2013 CAMACHO, CARMELO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0410312013 CAMACHO, CARMELa 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 

0410312013 CAMACHO, CARMELa 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.23 

12/07/2009 CALLAGHAN, BRIAN City Of Chicago Police $7.82 
C-

12/07/2009 CALLAGHAN, BRIAN City Of Chicago Police $120.58 0 
City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

C 
12/0712009 CALLAGHAN, BRIAN ;:;0 

02105/2013 CALES, WILLIAM 9169 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
02/05/2013 CALES, WILLIAM 9169 City Of Chicago Police $484.98 r 

I 
I 

02105/2013 CALES, WILLIAM 9169 City Of Chicago Police $7.12 0 
0713012012 CALDWELL, GALEN 9016 City Of Chicago Police $183.72 --I 

-< 
07130/2012 CALDWELL, GALEN 9016 City Of Chicago Police $215.55 

0713012012 CALDWELL, GALEN 9016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
0 

06103/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $226.18 C 

0610312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
Z 
0 

0610312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $OA2 r 
I 
I 

0610312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $291.13 0 
06103/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

06/0312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 0 » 
0610312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 GJ 
06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

0610312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $201.52 

06103/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/0312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 

0610312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $246.33 

0610312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) --c.n 

06/0312012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $OA6 --N 
a 

06/0312012 CACERES. RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -->. 

W 
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06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $25.71 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) 

06/03/2012 CACERES. RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $246.33 ........ 
CJ"l 

06/03/2012 CACERES. RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 ....... 
c.v 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $222.17 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $729.30 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $340.34 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 
m 

08/02/2011 CABRALES, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $984.10 ""0 
0 

08/02/2011 CABRALES, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
05/16/2013 CABRAL, ALEJANDRO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $57.37 --i 

(J) 

09/22/2003 Burke, Margaret P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $43.42 
0 

09/22/2003 Burke, Margaret P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $237.39 " 
OS/23/2007 Bronski, Raymond P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

OS/23/2007 Bronski, Raymond P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $54.12 0 s:: 
04/27/2003 Boldman, Gary P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $218.40 s:: 
08/14/2007 Bojan, Bryan P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --i 
05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

--i m 
05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $241.43 m 

(J) 
05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $90.62 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $5.54 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $482.86 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $4.20 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $409.37 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $2.77 CJ"l 
~ 
(j) 
....... 
.....,j 
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05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c.n 
City Of Chicago Police $241.43 ~ 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 (j) 
~ 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $2.77 00 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 BUX, EMIL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $3.68 

05/20/2012 BURNS, ADAM 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $45.24 

05/20/2012 BURNS, ADAM 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $1.84 

05/20/2012 BURNS, ADAM 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/3012013 BURKS, JEFFERY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $61.05 

01/01/2013 BURG, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $24.98 c... 
01/01/2013 BURG, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 0 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
01/01/2013 BURG, JASON 9161 ::0 
01/01/2013 BURG, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 Z » 
05/06/2010 BUKOWSKI, GEORGE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police '$0.91 r 

I 

05/06/2010 BUKOWSKI, GEORGE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $296.34 
I 

(') 

05/06/2010 BUKOWSKi. GEORGE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --l 
016 City Of Chicago Police $62.06 -< 

05/06/2010 BUKOWSKI, GEORGE 9161 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(') 
0 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 C 
02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

(') 
02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $209.31 r 

I 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 I 
(') 

02/0812013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 (') 

» 
02108/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 G) 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $0.48 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/0812013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $256.57 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 (j) ...... c.n 
02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ...... 

N 
02/0812013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $423.52 0 

~ 

W 
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02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $040 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $314.10 
(J) 

02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -<.n -02/08/2013 BUCZKIEWICZ, JOHN 9206 277 City Of Chicago Police $213.63 '" 0 
03/14/2013 BRYANT, DANA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $614.30 ....>. 

W 
03/14/2013 BRYANT. DANA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/14/2013 BRYANT. DANA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.44 

08/16/2011 BROWN. SUZAN 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $50.84 

08/16/2011 BROWN, SUZAN 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 

08/21/2011 BROWN, SHARONE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $18.90 

08/21/2011 BROWN. SHARONE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $54.12 

08/21/2011 BROWN, SHARONE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/21/2011 BROWN, SHARONE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $26.19 

04/24/2013 BROWN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::::a 
m 

04/24/2013 BROWN. DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $19.01 '"U 
0 

04/24/2013 BROWN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $188.02 ::::a 
04/24/2013 BROWN. DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

(j) 

04/24/2013 BROWN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $236.44 
0 

04/24/2013 BROWN. DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ." 

04/24/2013 BROWN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $604 () 

04/24/2013 BROWN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $743.99 0 
02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

s: 
s: 

02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $040 -I 
02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13443 -I m 
02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

(j) 
02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.25 

02/08/2013 BROWN. ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $213.63 

02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $214 

02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $146.12 

02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.72 

02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 <.n 
.,J:::. 
(J) 
....>. 

CO 
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02/08/2013 BROWN, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $388.60 
()l 

11/07/2011 BROWN JOHNSON, LOLITA 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ..j::o. 
m 

11/07/2011 BROWN JOHNSON, LOLITA 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 I\.) 
0 

08/29/2012 BROUDER, JEFFREY 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $138.00 

08/29/2012 BROUDER, JEFFREY 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0210312013 BROOKS. DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $051 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $284.73 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $0.53 

City Of Chicago Police $199.12 '-02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 0 
0210312013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $0.37 C 

:::0 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $278.86 Z 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $0.45 » 

r 
City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

I 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 I 

() 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $239.92 -I 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 -< 
02/03/2013 BROOKS. DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago PolIce $6.50 () 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $244.4 7 0 
C 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $0.56 Z 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

() 

r 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $299.52 I I 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $0.99 
() 
I 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $53328 » 
G) 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 0 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $280.72 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 m -.. 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $26.08 ()l -.. 

I\.) 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

--\, 

W 
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02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

11/29/2012 BROOKS, BEONKA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
0) 

044 City Of Chicago Police $106.85 -11/29/2012 BROOKS, BEONKA 9161 CJ'1 

11/29/2012 BROOKS, BEONKA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.73 i\3 
0 

BRIONES, RUBEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $161.51 ....l. 
11/20/2012 eN 

11/20/2012 BRIONES, RUBEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $24.41 

11/20/2012 BRIONES, RUBEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/10/2009 BRIDGES, VIVIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $382.20 

08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.37 

08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $58.29 

08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $58.29 
:::0 

08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $135.85 m 
08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "'U 

0 
08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $20.23 :::0 
08/21/2012 BaZAN, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.37 

-I 
Cf) 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 0 
10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 'i'1 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $207.75 0 
:s;: 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 :s;: 
10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 

-I 
10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $214.16 m 
10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 m 

Cf) 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $207.75 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 CJ'1 
~ 
0) 
N 
....l. 
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10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 
CJ1 

10/2812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ..Jlo. 
en 

10128/2012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 N 
N 

1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $458.45 

1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.84 

1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $214.16 

1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/2812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $265.28 

10/2812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
c:.... 
0 

10/28/2012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.49 C 
:::0 

10/2812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 Z 
1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » r 

I 

1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 I 

(') 
1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $207.75 -I 
1012812012 BOUCH, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
04119/2013 BOSCH,MARK 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $572.55 (') 

04/1912013 BOSCH, MARK 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.93 
0 
C 

04/19/2013 BOSCH,MARK 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
(') 

04/1912013 BOSCH, MARK 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
0411912013 BOSCH,MARK 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $77.65 

I 
I 

(') 
0412912013 BORUCKI, KENNETH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
04/29/2013 BORUCKI, KENNETH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $20.15 (') 

04/2912013 BORUCKI, KENNETH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $788.36 
» 
G) 

05/1512011 BOROFF, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $177.57 0 
05/15/2011 BOROFF, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/15/2011 BOROFF, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.15 

05/15/2011 BOROFF, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0511512011 BOROFF, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.15 

0511512011 BOROFF, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $177.57 en --12/11/2010 BORCHERS, DANIEL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $24.98 
CJ1 --N 

0911812009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $32.00 0 ...... 
tv 
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09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police 56.50 

09/18/2009 BOND. WENDY City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

City Of Chicago Police $159.45 
<J) 

09/18/2009 BOND. WENDY ---CJl 
02/11/2012 BOND, WARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 ---I\.) 

0211112012 BOND. WARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 ..... 
07/30/2012 BOND. SHAUNDA 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

07/30/2012 BOND. SHAUNDA 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 

07/30/2012 BOND. SHAUNDA 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 

01/10/2013 8LOMSTRAND,R08ERT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $52.30 

01/10/2013 BLOMSTRAND. ROBERT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/10/2013 BLOMSTRAND.ROBERT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.01 

01/10/2013 BLOMSTRAND.R08ERT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19912 

01/10/2013 BLOMSTRAND, ROBERT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/10/2013 BLOMSTRAND,ROBERT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.37 ;::0 
m 

03/29/2013 BLOMSTRAND, HARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $71.46 -0 

03/29/2013 BLOMSTRAND,HARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 0 
;::0 

03/29/2013 8LOMSTRAND.HARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --l 
(j) 

03/29/2013 BLOMSTRAND.HARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $234.58 

03/29/2013 8LOMSTRAND,HARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
"'Tl 

03/29/2013 8LOMSTRAND.HARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

09/13/2011 BLESSING, LlZETTE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
09/13/2011 BLESSING, LlZETTE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.74 s:: 

s:: 
09113/2011 BLESSING. LlZETTE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

--l 
09/13/2011 BLESSING, LlZETTE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --l 

m 
09/13/2011 BLESSING, LlZETTE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $29.02 m 
09/13/2011 BLESSING, LlZETTE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

(j) 

07111/2012 BLACKMAN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07111/2012 BLACKMAN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

10/08/2011 BLACK, MICHAEL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/08/2011 BLACK, MICHAEL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $650.25 

12/02/2012 BINFA, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $11000 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $650 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $283.19 
CJl 
.j::,. 
<J) 
I\.) 
W 
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08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(Jl 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $23000 ..I::>. 
0') 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
..I::>. 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $5.04 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $311.36 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $28645 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $72440 

08/20/2012 BICKETT, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $65.70 

01/24/2013 BETANCOURT,HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $50.87 

01/24/2013 BETANCOURT, HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 '-
0 

01/24/2013 BETANCOURT,HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $0.75 C 
:::0 

01/24/2013 BETANCOURT,HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $226.69 Z 
01/24/2013 BETANCOURT, HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $0,80 » 

r 
City Of Chicago Police $2.74 

, 
01/24/2013 BETANCOURT,HERBERT 9161 011 , 

() 
01/24/2013 BETANCOURT,HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

~ 
01/24/2013 BETANCOURT, HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
01/24/2013 BETANCOURT,HERBERT 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $278.32 
0 
C 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
() 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 r 
01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $278.32 

, 
I 
() 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
01/13/2013 BERRY,THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 () 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $27B.32 
» 
G) 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 

01/13/2013 BERRY,THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $269.29 

01/13/2013 BERRY,THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/13/2013 BERRY,THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $321.27 0') --01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(Jl --N 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.60 0 
-->. 

W 
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01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $239.92 

01/13/2013 BERRY,THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

9161 City Of Chicago Police $045 
(j) 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA --(J1 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $239.92 --I'\J 

BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/13/2013 -" 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $045 W 

01/13/2013 BERRY, THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $239.92 

01/13/2013 BERRY,THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/13/2013 BERRY,THERESA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $045 

09/11/2011 BERNICHIO, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.43 

09/11/2011 BERNICHIO, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/11/2011 BERNICHIO, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $35.27 

0810212011 BERGADON, CORRIE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $1.39 

08/02/2011 BERGADON, CORRIE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;;0 
m 

08/02/2011 BERGADON, CORRIE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -0 

08/02/2011 BERGADON, CORRIE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $213.34 0 
;;0 

08/02/2011 BERGADON, CORRIE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $2.58 -I 
C/) 

08/0212011 BERGADON, CORRIE 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $114.92 
0 

03/03/2013 BERG, TIMOTHY 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $34.28 -n 
03/03/2013 BERG, TIMOTHY 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $70344 0 
03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

s::: 
s::: 

03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $204.63 -I 

m 
03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

C/) 
03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $94.06 

03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/24/2012 BENSON, INEZ 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $204.63 

05/3012011 BENNETI, JOSEPH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/24/2012 BENFORD, ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $1.02 

06/24/2012 BENFORD, ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $650 

0612412012 BENFORD, ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $5069 

06/2412012 BENFORD, ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J1 

~ 
(j) 
I'\J 
(J1 
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06/24/2012 BENFORD. ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $953.76 CJ1 
~ 

City Of Chicago Police $5.64 
(j) 

06/24/2012 BENFORD. ANDRE 9161 021 N 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) 

06/2412012 BENFORD. ANDRE 9161 021 

06/24/2012 BENFORD. ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $13.39 

06/24/2012 BENFORD. ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $171.95 

06124/2012 BENFORD, ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/24/2012 BENFORD. ANDRE 9161 021 City Of Chicago Police $407.51 

04/19/2013 BELL. RICHARD 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/19/2013 BELL. RICHARD 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $2.28 

04/19/2013 BELL. RICHARD 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $188.91 c.... 
0 

0411712010 BELL. KANETHA 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 
04/17/2010 BELL, KANETHA 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $162.67 ;0 

Z 
04/1712010 BELL,KANETHA 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 » r 
04/1712010 BELL. KANETHA 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 I 

I 

03/2412012 BEDOY, GUSTAVO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

-I 
03115/2013 BARSCH. STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -< 
03112/2013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

03/12/2013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 0 
C 

0311212013 BARRY. LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
03112/2013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

r 
03112/2013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $47.15 I 

I 

03/12/2013 BARRY,LlNDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $206.00 
() 
:c 

0311212013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 
03/12/2013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $46.79 » 

G) 
0311212013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 264 City Of Chicago Police $602.22 0 
03/12/2013 BARRY. LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0311212013 BARRY,LlNDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $1.50 

01/2912010 BARRY. COMONIECK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/2212013 BARREn, DONALD 9161 051 City Of Chicago Police $183.63 

03/2212013 BARREn, DONALD 9161 051 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) -.. 
03/22/2013 BARREn, DONALD 9161 051 City Of Chicago Police $175.03 CJ1 -.. 
03/22/2013 BARREn, DONALD 9161 051 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

N 
a ..... 

1210612012 BARNES, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (.oJ 
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12/06/2012 8ARNES,GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $522.37 

12/06/2012 8ARNES, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.41 

12/06/2012 BARNES, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m -. 
(.J'1 

12/06/2012 BARNES, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $172.61 -. 
tv 

12/06/2012 BARNES, GREGORY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $13.36 0 
-" 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..v 

01/10/2012 8ARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.86 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $191.69 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $462.68 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $307.06 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.98 ;0 
m 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $860.58 -U 

01/10/2012 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
;0 

02/12/2013 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $24.98 -I 
(J) 

12/17/2010 BAKUTIS, MARY ANN 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $1.57 

12/17/2010 8AKUTIS, MARY ANN 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $131.79 
0 
." 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $505.12 (") 
12/31/2012 8AKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $527.59 0 
12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 s:: 

s:: 
12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS. JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I 
12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 -I 

m 
12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.58 m 
12/31/2012 8AKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(f) 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $310.09 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 

12/31/2012 8AKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.39 

12/31/2012 8AKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $527.59 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (.J'1 

~ 
m 
tv 
-....J 
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12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.39 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 
CJ1 
.j::>. 

BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) 

12/31/2012 N 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.47 CO 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.94 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $35.15 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $252.56 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C-

O 
12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $OA7 C 
12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $252,56 ::u 

Z 
12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 

City Of Chicago Police $OA7 
r 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS, JOHN 9161 001 I 
I 

08/18/2010 BAKER, TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $70AO 0 
--i 

08/18/2010 BAKER, TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -< 
08/18/2010 BAKER, TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/18/2010 BAKER, TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $184.64 0 

C 
08/18/2010 BAKER, TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.08 Z 
08/18/2010 BAKER TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $085 0 

r 
08/18/2010 BAKER TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago PolIce $254.27 I I 

08/18/2010 BAKER TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $105 0 
I 

08/18/2010 BAKER TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/18/2010 BAKER, TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8645 » 

G) 
08/18/2010 BAKER, TAMMY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/0712012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $54.40 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $16.54 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.53 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $126.38 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) --08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.20 CJ1 --08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $54.40 
N 
0 
-" 
VJ 
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08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.53 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $361.99 (J) --City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CJ1 
08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 --I\,) 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.67 0 ..... 
08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $126.38 W 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.20 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $10.11 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $594.02 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.19 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 ::u 
BAILEY, MONICA City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
08/07/2012 9161 ""'C 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $186.86 0 

::u 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --I 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.35 
(J) 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 0 
"'Tl 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 0 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $164.07 s: 

s: 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

--I 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 --I m 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $119.26 m 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(J) 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.22 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $36.58 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $170.96 
CJ1 
~ 
(J) 
I\,) 

CO 
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03/05/2013 AYLWARD. PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
U1 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 .p., 
CJ) 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $164.07 W 
0 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $16407 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $031 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
C-

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 0 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $119.39 C 

:::0 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $15.70 » 
r 
I 

03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $34.28 I 

0 
03/05/2013 AYLWARD, PATRICK 9171 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -f 
03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $62.33 -< 
03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
C 

03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $125.45 Z 
0 

03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.59 r 
I 

03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.59 I 

0 
03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $62.33 I 
03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.59 0 

03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
» 
G) 

03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $62.33 0 
03/12/2013 ARES, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/11/2013 AREIZAGA, NOEL 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $17.16 

03/11/2013 AREIZAGA, NOEL 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $671.56 

03/11/2013 AREIZAGA. NOEL 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07111/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $41886 CJ) --07111/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U1 --tv 
07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $209.43 0 

-" 
W 
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07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $640.31 

9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(j) 

07111/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK --(Jl 

07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $45.17 --N 

ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
07/11/2012 -" 

07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $209.43 W 

07111/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 

07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $207.75 

07/11/2012 ARCILLAS, PATRICK 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 ARAGON, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/03/2012 ARAGON, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $104.80 

06/03/2012 ARAGON, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 

06/03/2012 ARAGON, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::u 
m 

06/03/2012 ARAGON, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19.80 "'U 

06/03/2012 ARAGON, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.03 0 
::u 

05/15/2013 ANTONACCI, KATHLEEN City Of Chicago Police $139.08 --l 
(f) 

01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $1.91 

0110112013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $56.35 0 

" 01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $18.61 () 
01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $837.90 s: 

s: 
01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --l 
01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $116.85 --l 

m 
01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

(f) 
01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $239.27 

01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $302 

01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $207.19 

01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/17/2012 ANGELO, DEAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6277 

12/17/2012 ANGELO,DEAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(Jl 
.j:::.. 
(j) 
W 
-" 
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12/17/2012 ANGELO, DEAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.60 
CJ1 

12/17/2012 ANGELO, DEAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $461.75 ~ 
0) 

12/17/2012 ANGELO, DEAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 c..v 
N 

12/17/2012 ANGELO, DEAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11.80 

03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR,MARSHAlL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.71 

03/20/2012 ANDREWS JR, MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR, MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR,MARSHAll 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $13.18 

03/20/2012 ANDREWS JR, MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR, MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $5.65 
'-

03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR,MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police 566.25 0 
03/20/2012 ANDREWS JR, MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

;0 
03/20/2012 ANDREWS JR, MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $29.70 Z 

03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR,MARSHALl 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $5,51 » r 
I 

03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR, MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 I 

() 
03/20/2012 ANDREWSJR,MARSHALL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $13.18 --f 
11/07/2012 ANDRADE, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.58 -< 
11/07/2012 ANDRADE, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

0 
11/0712012 ANDRADE, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $61.72 C 
01/06/2013 ANDERSON, TRACEY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 Z 

() 
01/06/2013 ANDERSON, TRACEY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
01/06/2013 ANDERSON, TRACEY 9161 City Of Chicago Police 566.25 I 

() 
08/03/2012 ANDERSON,GARY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 
08/03/2012 ANDERSON,GARY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 () 

» 08/03/2012 ANDERSON,GARY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 GJ 
05/18/2012 ANDERSON, DIANA 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
05/18/2012 ANDERSON, DIANA 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $60.15 

05/18/2012 ANDERSON, DIANA 9161 192 City Of Chicago Police $2.44 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0) --07/22/2012 ANDERSON,COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $2.52 
CJ1 --N 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
--" 
c..v 
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07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $2.93 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON,COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 
(j) 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City 01 Chicago Police $6.50 -CJ1 -07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 N 
0 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 ..... 
W 

03/30/2013 AMORELLA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $247.83 

03/30/2013 AMORELLA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 AMORELLA. MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.64 

03/30/2013 AMORELLA. MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 

03/30/2013 AMORELLA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/30/2013 AMORELLA, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 

04/16/2012 AMELIO, PETER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $196.27 

04/16/2012 AMELIO. PETER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::a 

04/16/2012 AMELIO, PETER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5.01 m 
08/11/2012 ALVAREZ. JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $5141 "'U 

0 
08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::a 
08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 -I 

en 
08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City 01 Chicago Police $319.53 0 
08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "Tl 

08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $177 () 

08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
$: 

08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chica90 Police $2.24 $: 
08/11/2012 ALVAREZ. JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $958.59 -I 
08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-I 
m 

08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.59 m 
en 

04/01/2013 ALLEN, JEFFREY 9171 015 City Of Chicago Police $225.29 

04/01/2013 ALLEN, JEFFREY 9171 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/01/2013 ALLEN. JEFFREY 9171 015 City Of Chicago Police $19.93 

04/01/2013 ALLEN. JEFFREY 9171 015 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

12/18/1995 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $12.01 

12/18/1995 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/10/2012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.13 

11/10/2012 ALI.MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $65.56 CJ1 
.flo,. 
(j) 
W 
W 
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11/10/2012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.35 
CJ1 

11/10/2012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 ~ 
(j') 

11/10/2012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $121.13 W 
~ 

11/10/2012 ALI, MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/10/2012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.23 

11/10/2012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $187.90 

1111012012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1111012012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11110/2012 ALI.MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $258.40 

11/10/2012 ALI,MEER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
C-

02/2212013 ALDAHONDO, GIL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 0 
02/22/2013 ALDAHONDO, GIL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $28.86 C 

;::0 
02/2212013 ALDAHONDO, GIL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19.93 Z 

9161 City Of Chicago Police $100.21 » 
02/22/2013 ALDAHONDO, GIL r 

I 

02/22/2013 ALDAHONDO, GIL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

(") 
02/22/2013 ALDAHONDO, GIL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.47 -i 
04/19/2013 ALANIZ, CHERI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $580.68 -< 
04/19/2013 ALANIZ, CHERI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

0 
04/19/2013 ALANIZ, CHERI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $14.84 C 
04/19/2013 ALANIZ, CHERI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4.22 Z 

(") 
04/1912013 ALANIZ, CHERI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
04/19/2013 ALANIZ, CHERI 

I 
9161 City Of Chicago Police $165.27 I 

(") 
10/31/2010 ALANIZ, BRIAN 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $274.70 I 
1212312012 AHMAD, FADI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $42.77 (") 

» 
12/23/2012 AHMAD, FADI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 G) 
0810412012 AGUIRRE, JOSEPH 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $124.24 0 
08/04/2012 AGUIRRE, JOSEPH 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08104/2012 AGUIRRE, JOSEPH 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $32.98 

03/31/2013 AGUIRRE, ENRIQUE 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $28.16 

03/31/2013 AGUIRRE, ENRIQUE 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/31/2013 AGUIRRE, ENRIQUE 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j') --03131/2013 AGUIRRE, ENRIQUE 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $113.51 CJ1 --I'\.) 

03/31/2013 AGUIRRE, ENRIQUE 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $856.98 a ...... 
w 
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10/09/2011 AGOSTO, HECTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $600.00 

10/09/2011 AGOSTO, HECTOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $125.91 0'> --11/14/2012 ADLER,TRACY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 01 -11/14/2012 ADLER. TRACY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $254.27 I'V 
0 

11/14/2012 ADLER, TRACY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $3.08 ~ 

W 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $236.46 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $134.65 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR. JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $650 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $137.33 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.75 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $233.67 
:::0 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $146.76 m 
01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

'1J 
0 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $3.19 :::0 
-l 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $147.95 (f) 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $4.28 "'Tl 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $4.28 () 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.75 0 
s:: 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $137.33 s:: 
01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 

-l 
02/09/2012 ADAMIAK, SIMON 313 City Of Chicago Police $46.86 m 
02/09/2012 ADAMIAK, SIMON 313 City Of Chicago Police $1.90 m 

(f) 

02/22/2013 ACOSTA, MARIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $38.48 

02/22/2013 ACOSTA, MARIO 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 ACEVES, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 ACEVES, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 ACEVES, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/19/2012 ACEVES, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

05/19/2012 ACEVES, JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $86.38 

11/25/2012 ACEVEDO, AARON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $12.94 01 
..jl>. 
0'> 
W 
01 
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10/27/2012 ACCARDO, ROSEMARY 9161 

10/27/2012 ACCARDO. ROSEMARY 9161 

10/27/2012 ACCARDO, ROSEMARY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON, JEFFERY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON. JEFFERY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON, JEFFERY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON, JEFFERY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON. JEFFERY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON, JEFFERY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON, JEFFERY 9161 

09/22/2012 AARON, JEFFERY 9161 

Number Amount 

Total: 5418 $479,560.35 

Number Amount 

Total' 7231 $644,910.74 

Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

016 City Of Chicago Police $181.22 

016 City Of Chicago Police $47.09 

016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

City Of Chicago Police $78.63 

City Of Chicago Police $6.03 

City Of Chicago Police 5155.37 

City Of Chicago Police $156.21 

City Of Chicago Police $267.65 

City Of Chicago Police $194.28 

City Of Chicago Police $194.28 

City Of Chicago Police $12.26 
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6/5/2013 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Regular Orders. 
(All Amounts) 

54637 

[Or2013-355) 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to issue payments, in 
conformity with the schedule herein set forth, to physicians, hospitals, nurses or other 
individuals, in settlement for hospital, medical and nursing services rendered to the injured 
members of the Police Department and/or the Fire Department herein named. The payment 
of any of these bills shall not be construed as an approval of any previous claims pending or 
future claims for expenses or benefits on account of any alleged injury to the individuals 
named. The total amount of said claims is set opposite the names of the injured members 
of the Police Department and/or the Fire Department, and payments are to be drawn in favor 
of the proper claimants and charged to the following Account Numbers: 100-57-2005-0937; 
610-57 -4415-0937; 740-57 -4415-0937; 100-59-2005-0937; 610-59-4415-0937; and 
740-59-4415-0937. 

[Regular orders printed on pages 54638 
through 54668 of this Journal.) 

Third Party Orders. 
(Each Amount Not To Exceed $1,000.00) 

[Or2013-356) 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to issue payments, each in 
an amount not to exceed $1,000.00, in conformity with the schedule herein set forth, to 
physicians, hospitals, nurses or other individuals, in settlement for hospital, medical and 
nursing services rendered to the injured members of the Police Department and/or the Fire 
Department herein named; provided such members of the Police Department and/or Fire 
Department shall enter into an agreement in writing with the City of Chicago to the effect that, 
should it appear that any of said members of the Police Department and/or Fire Department 
have received any sum of money from the party whose negligence caused such injury, or 
have instituted proceedings against such party for the recovery of damage on account of 
such injury or medical expenses, then in that event the City shall be reimbursed by such 
member of the Police Department and/or the Fire Department out of any sum that such 
member of the Police Department and/or Fire Department has received or may hereafter 
receive from such third party on account of such injury or medical expenses, not to exceed 
the expense in accordance with Opinion Number 1422 of the Corporation Counsel of said 

(Continued on page 54669) 



City Of Chicago 

Police & Fire Regular Orders (J1 

~ 
0) 
w 
co 

Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

Insured Name1: City Of Chicago Fire 

01/17/2007 Zanin, Martin F 00490 City Of Chicago Fire $2.40 

10/27/2008 YORK, DONALD City Of Chicago Fire $7.22 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $2,316.30 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6,096.96 

01/10/2013 WILLIAMS, STEVEN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $2,547.96 ~ 

03/05/2013 WHITLOCK, JOSEPH 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,189.37 
0 
C 

04/16/2009 WHITE, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $14.41 ;:;0 
Z 

12/08/2012 WEAVER, KENNETH 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $12,919.36 » 
01/01/2011 WALSH, LAWRENCE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,915.20 

r 
I 
I 

07/17/2010 WALSH, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $138.79 (") 

07/17/2010 WALSH, KEVIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $168.32 
-l 
-< 

09/29/2005 Venegas, Roy J F 00457 City Of Chicago Fire $6.05 (") 
09/29/2005 Venegas, Roy J F 00457 City Of Chicago Fire $15.46 0 
08/2212012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $8,593.61 

C 
Z 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.20 (") 

08/22/2012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
r 

I 
I 

08/2212012 VOGWILL, DAVID 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $649.89 (") 
I 

07/09/2012 VANDERAH, KARL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,048.61 (") 
07/24/2007 Ulreich, Kelly F 00635 City Of Chicago Fire $6.62 » 
02/27/2013 TWEEDT, ERIK 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $3,262.17 

G) 
0 

04/08/2013 TSOKOLAS, ANGELO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $31.00 

04/08/2013 TSOKOLAS, ANGELO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/07/2012 TRACY, DWAYNE 8808 City Of Chicago Fire $84.85 

12/07/2012 TRACY, DWAYNE 8808 City Of Chicago Fire $650 

12/07/2012 TRACY, DWAYNE 8808 City Of Chicago Fire $22.02 0) 

11/30/1994 Sutton, David M 00615 City Of Chicago Fire $1,726.79 -(J1 -11/30/1994 Sutton, David M 00615 City Of Chicago Fire $1.800.12 N 
0 

04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $202.35 ...... 
W 

04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $173.73 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 



Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $582.73 

04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $98.05 0> -01 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -N 
04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $1.19 0 

-" 

04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $130.27 
(.oJ 

04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/10/1990 Strickler, Bernard F 00320 City Of Chicago Fire $1.58 

10/10/2005 Spencer, John F 00488 City Of Chicago Fire $233.67 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $74.88 

10/25/2001 Sorrentino, Nicholas F 00367 City Of Chicago Fire $11,121.27 

09/13/2008 STORCK, RAYMOND City Of Chicago Fire $99.07 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $120.22 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ::0 
m 

01(28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $20.76 "1J 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
::0 

01/28/2013 STONE, RAYMOND 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $152.56 -I 
(f) 

01/27/2013 STEWART, GORDON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3,056.82 

12/04/2012 SOTO,CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $71.00 0 
." 

12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $1,659.97 () 
12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $7,718.26 0 
12/04/2012 SOTO, CARLOS 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $14,431.58 s:: s:: 
05/01/2012 SMITH, EARL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,077.67 -I 
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -I 

m 
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $0.63 m 
12/25/2012 SMILEY, REGINALD 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $335.08 

(f) 

11/18/2011 SKWAREK, ROBERT 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $4,335.44 

02/02/2013 SCHOTT, JASON 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $4,947.59 

07/08/2012 SCANLON, MICHAEL 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $453.00 

08/24/2010 SANICKI, BRADLEY 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $463.28 

08/04/2008 Ryder, Adam F 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $8.74 

12/06/2003 Rogus, Andrew F 00432 City Of Chicago Fire $144.90 

12/06/2003 Rogus, Andrew F 00432 City Of Chicago Fire $16,560.00 
01 

04/19/2010 RODRIGUEZ, VICTOR 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $41.68 ~ 
0> 
(.oJ 
CO 
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03/20/2013 ROCHE, IAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $52.59 
(}l 
~ 

ROCHE, IAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(j) 

03/20/2013 ~ 

03/20/2013 ROCHE, IAN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $292.88 
0 

04/09/2012 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $9,575.86 

04/09/2012 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $3,77090 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $20.96 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $5150.44 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $1,134.39 

03/22/2013 ROCCASALVA, ROCCO 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $1,077.85 

04/10/2013 ROANJR,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $1.44 C-

O 
04/10/2013 ROAN JR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C 
04/10/2013 ROANJR, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $769.71 :::0 

Z 
03/11/2013 RIVERA, GRAVIEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,065.49 » r 
05/11/2008 REEVES, CHARLES City Of Chicago Fire $8.74 I 

I 

05/11/2008 REEVES, CHARLES City Of Chicago Fire $7.50 
() 

-i 
04/10/2013 RAMIREZ, JONATHAN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,387.20 -< 
0410412013 QUINN, TIMOTHY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,408.54 () 

0310812013 QUEZADA, JAIME 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $650 0 
C 

0310812013 QUEZADA, JAIME 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1,663.75 Z 
0111412005 Patton, John F 00482 City Of Chicago Fire $2.67 () 

0912612004 Patricelli, Marc $6.50 
r 

F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire I 
I 

09126/2004 Patricelli, Marc F 00375 City Of Chicago Fire $104.84 
() 
I 

12/15/2007 Paller, Lawrence F 00326 City Of Chicago Fire -$58.12 () 
1011912009 PUGH, DONALD 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $37207 » 

G) 
09/14/2011 PRAZUCH, DAVID 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6,766.66 0 
05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $162.21 

05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $29.64 

05/0512012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $171.25 

05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 (j) -.. 
05105/2012 POWER, JOHN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $37.95 (}l -.. 
04/1412013 PORTER. JEFFREY 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 N 

0 
04112/2013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 -" 

<.V 
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0411212013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,108.49 

0411212013 PINKSTON, SHERRY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,666.64 
(J) --CJ1 

03124/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $0.88 --N 

03124/2013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 
--lo. 

0312412013 PETERSON, ERIC 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $47704 
W 

0912011979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $11,028.59 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $3,311.76 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $7,716.83 

09120/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $1,252.73 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $3,311.76 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $7,716.83 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $14,029.39 

09/20/1979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $2,016.47 ::::0 
m 

0912011979 Owcarz, Gene F 00439 City Of Chicago Fire $3,810.47 ""0 
0 

09/2012012 o SULLIVAN, MICHAEL 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,414.96 ::::0 
04/1012012 o BRIEN, GARY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $443.42 --i 

CJ) 

04/10/2012 o BRIEN, GARY 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
0 

01/0212008 Nagle, John F 00429 City Of Chicago Fire $8.08 "'Tl 

07/30/2012 NUDO III, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,899.49 () 

0510712008 Morales, Israel E 00540 City Of Chicago Fire $76.79 0 
05/28/1999 Mcmahon, James P F 00492 City Of Chicago Fire $394.41 ~ 

s:: 
05128/1999 Mcmahon, James P F 00492 City Of Chicago Fire $161.18 --i 
12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $561.94 --i m 
12120/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $104 m 

CJ) 
12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/2012012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $3,778.69 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $551.54 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

12/20/2012 MUSE, BbARBARA 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1.03 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $23,647.06 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $638.82 

02/01/2012 MROZEK, MARTIN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $795.84 
CJ1 

05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 ~ 
(J) 
~ 
--lo. 
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05/02/2013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J"1 

~ 

05/0212013 MORRIS, JARED 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 en 
~ 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $155.73 
N 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $23.67 

03/19/2013 MISKELL, BRIAN 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $140.14 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $9.32 

01/02/2013 MINASOLA, THOMAS 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,305,05 

04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 C-

O 
04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6,47 C 
04/18/2013 MENDEZ, JOSE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $112.55 :::0 

Z 
10/27/2012 MCCOLLAM, JOHN 8737 City Of Chicago Fire $2,706.23 ~ 

r 
08/27/2012 MC SHANE, scon 8701 City Of Chicago Fire $2,026.75 I 

I 

10/01/2012 MC MANUS, MAnHEW 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6}80.21 
(") 

-l 
08/07/2008 MC CORMICK, BRENDAN 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $31.77 -< 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $141,41 (") 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $144,52 0 
C 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 Z 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $10,49 (") 

r 
02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 I 

I 

02/15/2012 MC CARTY, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $13.36 
(") 
I 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $16,088.39 (") 
01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $20,355,41 ~ 

G') 
01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $2,413.26 0 
01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $2,18 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/15/2013 MATKOVICH, JAMES 8811 City Of Chicago Fire $179,36 

04/05/2013 MARX, PHILIP 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,451.75 

03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,167.22 en --03/27/2013 MANDA, 10NUT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,414.96 (J"1 --02/01/1985 Lasco, Samuel F 00388 City Of Chicago Fire $1,561,35 N 
0 

05/20/2012 LYNCH, scon 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6,416.77 
..... 
W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

06/09/2012 LOPEZ, RONIE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2,831.28 

02/21/2013 LlMBEROPOULOS, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $1.520.49 (J) --LlMBEROPOULOS, JOHN 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.400.45 
(J1 

02/21/2013 --N 
02/03/2011 LANIER, SHARRIEFF 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $9.75 0 

-" 
02/03/2011 LANIER, SHARRIEFF 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $1.21 W 

02/03/2011 LANIER, SHARRIEFF 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $89.11 

02/03/2011 LANIER. SHARRIEFF 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

02/03/2011 LANIER, SHARRIEFF 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $3.62 

02/03/2011 LANIER, SHARRIEFF 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

01/02/2013 KULL, JAMES 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,065.49 

06/11/2012 KOZLOWSKI, KENNETH 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $3.08 

06/11/2012 KOZLOWSKI. KENNETH 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $254.27 

06/11/2012 KOZLOWSKI, KENNETH 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 ;0 

KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $857.14 m 07/10/2012 
lJ 

07/10/2012 KNIGHT. LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $1,001.40 0 
07/10/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $1.48504 

;0 
-I 

07/10/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $2,050.16 C/) 

07/10/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
"'T1 

07/10/2012 KNIGHT, LAWRENCE 8818 City Of Chicago Fire $83.80 
0 03/13/2013 KLINGER, ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 

03/13/2013 KLiNGER,ROBERT 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $205.66 s::: 
04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $28.09 s::: 

-I 04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $1,203.45 -I 
04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS City Of Chicago Fire $1,099.34 m 8819 m 
04/07/2011 JOHNSON,THADDEUS 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C/) 

02/25/2002 Howe, Patrick C 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $3.88 

02/25/2002 Howe, Patrick C 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $7.50 

02/25/2002 Howe, Patrick C 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $16.59 

05/10/2013 HODGE, JONATHAN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

05/10/2013 HODGE, JONATHAN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $165.27 

05/10/2013 HODGE, JONATHAN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $985.07 

05/10/2013 HODGE, JONATHAN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(J1 

05/10/2013 HODGE, JONATHAN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $11.93 ~ 
(J) 
,J:::.. 
W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

05/10/2013 HODGE, JONATHAN 8819 City Of Chicago Fire $4.22 
(J1 

~ 

04/01/2010 HEMESATH, SCOTT 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $8.38 
(j) 
~ 

07/29/1997 Gutierrez-agar, Bernadette M 00665 City Of Chicago Fire $154.87 
~ 

09/21/2003 Guth, Sarah M 00652 City Of Chicago Fire $62.69 

09/21/2003 Guth, Sarah M 00652 City Of Chicago Fire $94.52 

07/30/1997 Grassmuck, Sharisse M 00642 City Of Chicago Fire $2,700.00 

10/11/2011 GRASS MUCK, SHARISSE 8749 City Of Chicago Fire $143.70 

06/17/2012 GONTAREK,GREGORY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,544.86 

08/12/2012 GLENN, DARRELL 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,042.92 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $144.52 '-
0 

06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 C 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $13.36 :::0 

Z 
06/01/2012 GIUFFRE, PHILIP FFIP City Of Chicago Fire $348.14 » 

GERICH, ROBERT 
r 

09/21/2009 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,341.58 I 
I 

11/25/2008 GASCA, LEANDRO City Of Chicago Fire $93.46 
() 

--i 
12/21/2012 GALLOZA, JUSTIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,705.80 -< 
08/0212012 FREZA, DONALD 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $4.46 () 

08/0212012 FREZA, DONALD 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 0 
C 

08/02/2012 FREZA, DONALD 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $13.59 Z 
03/17/2012 FOLK, ROBERT 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2,873.00 () 

04/22/2013 FOLEY, CORNELIUS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,016.34 
r 

I 
I 

04/20/2013 FLORES, DAVID 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $12,708.09 () 
I 

09106/2010 FERNANDEZ, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $50.28 () 
07102/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $38.85 » 
07102/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

GJ 
0 

0710212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2,792.13 

07/02/2012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $4,297.56 

0710212012 ETHELL, MARK 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $172.22 

02/17/2007 Dunagan, Bridgette F 09999 City Of Chicago Fire $25.20 

05/30/2012 DOLIBOIS, MARK 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $450.90 (j) 

05/30/2012 DOLIBOIS, MARK 8807 $6.50 
-... 

City Of Chicago Fire (J1 -... 
12/05/2012 DEMERTSIDIS, GEORGE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.09 N 

0 
12/05/2012 DEMERTSIDIS, GEORGE 8750 City Of. Chicago Fire $11.11 

->. 

W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

12/05/2012 DEMERTSIDIS, GEORGE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $11,11 

1210512012 DEMERTSIDIS, GEORGE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
(j) --(J1 

12/0512012 DEMERTSIDIS, GEORGE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $5.54 --N 

$6,50 
0 

12105/2012 DEMERTSIDIS, GEORGE 8750 City Of Chicago Fire ..... 
0811 9/2012 CUNNINGHAM, JEFFREY 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $18,06242 

W 

11/21/2012 CREED, MICHAEL 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 

11/21/2012 CREED, MICHAEL 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $56.26 

11/21/2012 CREED, MICHAEL 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $12.73 

02/16/2013 CONWAY JR, JOHN 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $3,200,00 

03/08/2012 COLEMAN, FRANKLIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,50 

03/08/2012 COLEMAN, FRANKLIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $0,28 

03/08/2012 COLEMAN, FRANKLIN 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $154,61 

05/18/2010 CLAY, LARRY 8807 City Of Chicago Fire $940 ;:;0 
m 

03128/2013 CHAVERS, JEFFREY 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,42840 ""0 

12/26/2008 CENITI, STEFAN City Of Chicago Fire $30,57 
0 
;:;0 

11/21/2012 CARDENAS,KENNETH 8728 City Of Chicago Fire $2,962,89 --I 
(f) 

01/12/2010 CARBONNEAU, THOMAS 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $498,83 
0 12/20/2012 CAHILL, DENNIS 8735 City Of Chicago Fire $1,435,58 ." 

03/27/2009 BYRNE, JAMES 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $64.84 0 
03/27/2009 BYRNE, JAMES 8733 City Of Chicago Fire $432,29 0 
01/26/2010 BURKE SR, MARK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2149 

s: 
s: 

01/26/2010 BURKE SR, MARK 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $20.60 --I 
04/07/2013 BUCKNER, JENNIFER 8750 City Of Chicago Fire $1,593,87 --I 

m 
08/14/2012 BROWN, DWAYNE 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $2,559.63 m 

(f) 
01/12/2011 BRNE,BERNARD 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $242,61 

12/2512012 BIRRUETA, VICTOR 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,217,37 

12113/2009 BIGOn, ADRIAN 8817 City Of Chicago Fire $12,18 

01/18/2013 BIERWIRTH, THOMAS 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $6,117,67 

06104/2012 BEDFORD, WILLIE 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $1,223.34 

02114/2007 Aumann, William F 00490 City Of Chicago Fire $14,436,70 

0512212008 Altman, James C 00353 City Of Chicago Fire $25.44 

0411412013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,065.49 (J1 

04/14/2013 ARTIS, ANTONIO 8801 City Of Chicago Fire $1,560,86 
.j:::.. 
(j) 
.j:::.. 
(J1 
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04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $6.50 
<.n 
~ 
(J') 

04/18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $2,972.00 ~ 
(J') 

04t18/2013 ALAMO, ROBERTO 8731 City Of Chicago Fire $66.74 

Number Amount 

Total: 263 $431,387.20 

Insured Name1: City Of Chicago Police 

09/08/1997 Wrighl-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $3.62 

09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $1.30 

09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $10.11 

09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
C-

0 
09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $3.68 C 

;0 
09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $8.73 ::t> 

r-
09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

I 
I 

(') 
09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowskl, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 
09/08/1997 Wrighl-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $69.75 -< 
09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (') 

09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
09/08/1997 Wright-Krygowski, Tammi L P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $4.20 

(') 

r-
01/08/2007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $1,263.43 I 

I 

(') 
01/08/2007 Woznicki, Robert A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $2,001.66 I 
08/10/2008 Weston, Robert A P 00050 City Of Chicago Police $30.46 (') 

09/17/2008 Wallscetti, Adrian S P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $42.98 ::t> 
G) 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $128.43 0 
06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $72.80 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $5.21 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $3.80 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J') -06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $93.61 <.n -06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 
N 

City Of Chicago Police $2.28 0 
-" 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 ,153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 VJ 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Unit of Insured Total to be Paid 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $56.07 

06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 (j) --06/21/2012 WOZNIAK, RONALD 9161 153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ()l --$1.73 
N 

03/09/2013 WOLOSZYNSKI, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police 0 ...... 
03/09/2013 WOLOSZYNSKI, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6750 W 

03/09/2013 WOLOSZYNSKI, THOMAS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $650 

09/03/2009 WILLIAMS. RICKEY 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $737 

0911612010 WILLIAMS, KIM 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $1,718,94 

03/2012012 WHITESIDE, PERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,561.80 

04/05/2013 WESTON, ROBERT 9171 153 City Of Chicago Police $1,273.28 

0810812009 WESSELHOFF, MARK 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0,96 

0410912013 WELLS, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3,235,67 

04/09/2013 WELLS, MICHAEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 

0110112012 WARD, MATIHEW 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $4,919.50 m 
"lJ 

0111912010 WALKER, FACHIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,400.06 0 
01/1912010 WALKER, FACHIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $80.50 :::0 

-f 
01/1912010 WALKER, FACHIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 C/) 

0211412009 WAGNER, RYAN 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $8.16 0 
0712512008 Velez, Jaime P 00013 City Of Chicago Police $1.49 " 
0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993,84 0 

0 
01109/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993.84 s;: 
0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993.84 s;: 
01/0911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993.84 -f 

-f 
01109/1997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $1}OO.64 m 

m 
01/0911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $19.18 C/) 

0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993.84 

0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993.84 

0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993,84 

0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $452.00 

0110911997 Vanvegten, Andre H P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $6,993,84 

0411812008 Vabakos, Elaine P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $2.14 

0411812009 VINGE, ROGER 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $115 

12112/2012 VILLA, DIANNA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2,058.06 c.n 
~ 
(j) 
~ 
---.J 
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01/19/1977 Tenzer, Joseph H P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $2,823.93 
c.n 
~ 

08/10/2012 TRACY, PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) 
~ 

City Of Chicago Police $72.80 
CO 

08/10/2012 TRACY, PATRICK 9161 

08/10/2012 TRACY, PATRICK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 

09/20/2009 TRAAN,GUAM 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $1.39 

03/09/2013 TOLLER, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $111.36 

03/09/2013 TOLLER. MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $148.32 

03/09/2013 TOLLER. MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/11/2012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $1.640.40 

05/11/2012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $1,484.84 c:.... 
0 

05/11/2012 THOMAS, HERMAN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $1,921.26 C 

12/04/2012 THOMAS WILSON. CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15.982.23 :::0 
Z 

10/15/2010 TAYLOR. ERIC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $47.75 » 
r 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.29977 I 
I 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO. TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.751.02 
0 
-I 

09/08/2012 TANTILLO, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2,939.30 -< 
04/05/2009 TANG. WILLIAM 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $40.61 0 
11/27/2012 TAITI.JOHN 9161 003 City Of Chicago Police $3.000.00 0 

C 
02/06/2000 Sullivan. James P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 Z 
09/02/2002 Silva, Ramon P 00010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

r 
09/0212002 Silva, Ramon P 00010 City Of Chicago Police $34.78 I 

I 

09/02/2002 Silva, Ramon P 00010 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 0 
I 

10/0212007 Silva. Ramon P 00010 City Of Chicago Police $40.53 0 
01/09/2008 Santana, Yolanda P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $4.40 » 

G') 
11/01/2008 Salvage, Donna P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $13.32 0 
02/27/2008 Saladino, Michael V P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $4,947.59 

02/04/2010 SZURA, WILLIAM 9169 055 City Of Chicago Police $47.23 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,005.59 

05/16/2011 SWIATKOWSKI, BRIAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7,854.06 

12107/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $2.792.13 (J) --12/07/2012 SULLINS, EDWARD 9171 610 City Of Chicago Police $3.601.03 c.n --
09/06/2009 STUBBS, LARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $7.15 N 

0 

City Of Chicago Police $211.76 -" 
02/26/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 c..v 
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02/26/2013 STOPPA,KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
0) 

02/26/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $1,134,39 --()1 --02/26/2013 STOPPA, KENNETH 9173 011 City Of Chicago Police $0040 N 
0 

02/05/2012 STEWART, DAMON PO 004 City Of Chicago Police $9,090,27 --" 
W 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3,019,77 

01/29/2012 STEVENS, MATTHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,211,11 

08/29/2012 STEPHANS, KEVIN 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $1,12157 

06/03/2012 STELLING, BRIAN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,479,11 

02107/2013 STEHLIK, SCOTT 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $21,83 

08/0312012 STASINOPOULOS, NICHOLAS 9171 020 City Of Chicago Police $1,115,54 

01/08/2013 STARK, ADAM 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9,90 

01/0812013 STARK, ADAM 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
:::0 

01108/2013 STARK, ADAM 9161 City Of Chicago Police $387.30 m 
05/0212013 STACK, MICHAEL 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 "lJ 

0 
05/02/2013 STACK, MICHAEL 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.26 :::0 
0510212013 STACK, MICHAEL 9171 City Of Chicago Police $244,95 --I 

(j) 

0310112010 SPEARMAN, TAHANI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2.65 0 
0311512009 SOPIKIOTIS, CHRIS 9161 313 City Of Chicago Police $22,38 ""T1 

0412412013 SOLIS, MANUEL City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

04/2412013 SOLIS, MANUEL City Of Chicago Police $8,82 0 
:5: 

04/2412013 SOLIS, MANUEL City Of Chicago Police $728,69 :5: 
1110112011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 City Of Chicago Police $50,33 --I 

City Of Chicago Police $27,887.71 
--I 

11/0112011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 m 
1110112011 SMITH, JOSEPH 9168 059 City Of Chicago Police $1,04272 m 

(j) 

0311812009 SLAUGHTER,HERMAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $3.77 

01130/2012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,762,73 

01/3012012 SIEJA, THOMAS 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,080,00 

03111/2013 SCHWARZ, EDWARD 9171 341 City Of Chicago Police $1}50,00 

12121/2008 SARKISIAN, ROSEMARIE 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $39.84 

0812712009 SANCHEZ, ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $150.39 

0810412009 SALUSTRO, LINDA 9174 121 City Of Chicago Police $20,86 

0810412011 SALCEDO, MARIA 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $650 ()1 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
4:>-

0810412011 SALCEDO, MARIA 9161 701 0) 
4:>-
to 
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08/04/2011 SALCEDO, MARIA 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 01 
~ 

02/1312009 SALAZ, ALBERTO City Of Chicago Police $1.75 
(J) 
01 

0211312009 SALAZ, ALBERTO City Of Chicago Police $1.75 
0 

02110/2013 SALAZ, ALBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/10/2013 SALAZ, ALBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $32.30 

02/10/2013 SALAZ, ALBERTO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.46 

04/11/2013 SALAM, MOHAMMED 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $1,617.45 

06121/2012 SALADINO, MICHAEL 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/21/2012 SALADINO, MICHAEL 9171 City Of Chicago Police $740.22 

1112011995 Robinson, Willia P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $57.00 t-

O 
01/09/2008 Roberson, Jacqueline P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $10.62 C 
0113112004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $12.75 :::0 

Z 
0113112004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $12.75 » r 
01/3112004 Rizzo, Paul M P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $12.75 I 

I 

04/2711995 Rihani, Steven J P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $1.166.39 
() 

-f 
0611912006 Reed, Larry P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $64.60 -< 
10/2111992 Rak, John P 00015 City Of Chicago Police $3.34 () 

09126/2012 RUCK, WILLIAM 9165 640 City Of Chicago Police $97.85 0 
C 

09/2612012 RUCK, WILLIAM 9165 640 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
09126/2012 RUCK, WILLIAM 9165 640 City Of Chicago Police $25.15 () 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $3.64 
r 

I 
I 

04119/2013 ROSARIO. JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $247.83 () 
I 

04/19/2013 ROSARIO, JOSE 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 
03/2812011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.414.74 » 

G) 
03/28/2011 RONAN,RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1,414.74 0 
03/2812011 RONAN, RUTH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $2,230.00 

0411612013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $650 

04116/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.45 

0411612013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $0.49 

04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) 

04/1612013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $236.38 --01 --04/16/2013 RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $264.22 N 
0 

0511212012 RODRIGUEZ. JULIO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,303.40 
-->. 

W 
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01/28/2013 ROCCO-PIGNATO. LISA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $84.58 
(j) 

03/26/2013 ROBINSON. DENISE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.234.82 ""-
(jJ 

1111212012 ROBINSON III. ALFRED 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $1,229.76 N 
0 

03/26/2013 RIVERA. JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.242.07 ~ 

W 
06108/2010 RIPLEY. MATIHEW 9161 025 City Of Chicago Police $224.21 

0612512012 RICHARDS. WARREN 9171 OS1 City Of Chicago Police $1.102.53 

12/31/2012 REYES. CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

12131/2012 REYES. CHRISTOPHER 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

1011112009 REEVES. TARA City Of Chicago Police $S.36 

OS/0712013 READ. ELIZABETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,648.00 

02109/2013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $512.63 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
:::0 

0210912013 RAINEY, TAMICA 9161 m 
02109/2013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $20.80 -U 

0 
0210912013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $275.51 :::0 
02/09/2013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-l 
CJ) 

02109/2013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $11.18 0 
0210912013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 "'Tl 

0210912013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $49702 (") 

02/0912013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $143.95 0 
s:: 

0210912013 RAINEY. TAMICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $20.18 s:: 
11111/2012 RACHUY.DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $325.53 -l 
11111/2012 RACHUY. DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

-l 
m 

1111112012 RACHUY. DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $060 m 
CJ) 

11111/2012 RACHUY, DEANNA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.064.64 

0211812010 QUINN, STEPHANIE City Of Chicago Police $3.02 

0211812010 QUINN, STEPHANIE City Of Chicago Police $249.24 

02/18/2010 QUINN, STEPHANIE City Of Chicago Police $6.S0 

03/3012013 QUINN. DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $2,611.40 

05118/2008 Postrelko, Brian P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $26.34 

08/18/2008 Philp. Danielle P OOOOS City Of Chicago Police $685.17 

08/1812008 Philp, Danielle P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $34.89 (jJ 

City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
.tlo. 

0410312013 PRUGER,ROCCO 9161 212 (j) 
(jJ 
~ 
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04/03/2013 PRUGER, ROCCO 9161 212 City Of Chicago Police $529.66 
U1 
.,J:l. 

04/03/2013 PRUGER, ROCCO 9161 212 City Of Chicago Police $6.41 
0) 
U1 
N 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $30.44 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $19.75 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $151.48 

01/13/2013 PRILL, JOSEPH 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $163.08 

01131/2013 PREUS,DEBRA 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $1,050.69 

11/04/2012 PIGOn, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C-
O 

11/04/2012 PIGOn,JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $17,385.85 C 

03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1.467.00 
:::0 
Z 

03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » r 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $0.58 I 

I 

03/1712013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 005 City Of Chicago Police $313.79 
() 

9161 -I 
03/17/2013 PIESIEWICZ, ARTHUR 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $2,100.00 -< 
05/07/2012 PETROWSKI, STEVEN 9171 008 City Of Chicago Police $2,004.97 () 

04/28/2009 PEREZ, NELSON City Of Chicago Police $4.67 0 
C 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

() 

r 
03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $27.26 I 

I 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $1,134.39 
() 
I 

03/24/2013 PEREZ, MONICA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $216.31 () 

03/05/2013 PEMBERTON,SCOT 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $1,560.00 » 
G) 

03/19/2012 PEARSON, DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $461.78 0 
03/19/2012 PEARSON, DEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $639.10 

08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

08/13/2012 PASKO,MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/13/2012 PASKO, MATHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $218.17 

12/26/2010 PARKINSON, MICHELLE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $104.39 0) --12/26/2010 PARKINSON, MICHELLE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 U1 --12/26/2010 PARKINSON, MICHELLE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.51 
N 
0 
-" 

01/29/2005 Oneill-Guiney, Maureen T P 00016 City Of Chicago Police -$0.96 W 
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03/20/1996 Oconnell, Edward L P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $1,433.57 

01/01/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 01B City Of Chicago Police $59B.57 
(J) --c.n 

06/17/2012 OSBORN, DAVID 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $2,564.09 i\:5 
02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $347.53 0 ...... 
02/16/2013 ONEILL. KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(,.V 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $349.36 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.88 

02/16/2013 ONEILL, KEVIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/30/2012 NIEVES SILOS, ANITA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $15B.B4 

02/21/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $183.72 

02/21/2013 NICKEAS, SAMANTHA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $5,310.52 

04/10/2013 NELSON, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/10/2013 NELSON, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $669.42 ::u 
m 

04/10/2013 NELSON, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.10 ""'0 

01/0B/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
::u 

01/0B/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $1.B7 --l en 
01/0B/2013 NELSON, TAMIKA 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $73.26 

0 
04/15/2012 NASH,MARK 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $4,865.36 11 
08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 () 
08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 0 
OB/24/2007 Murphy-Webb. Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

:s;: 
:s;: 

OB/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 --l 
08/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 --l 

m 
OB/24/2007 Murphy-Webb, Margaret C P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m en 
06/15/200B Murphy, Cullen T. P 00610 City Of Chicago Police $131.B2 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $14.30 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $141.63 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $11,541.94 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $12,332.65 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $77.B1 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $5.96 c.n 
1011711996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $2,320.53 ~ 

(J) 
c.n 
(,.V 
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10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $12,251.58 .j:::o. 
(j) 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $2,640.69 01 
.j:::o. 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $12,272.34 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $1,467.19 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $1,233.36 

10/17/1996 Mullen, James P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $12,085.17 

10/11/2008 Montejano-Kalat-Just, Doris K P 00376 City Of Chicago Police $24.09 

07/24/2008 Miller, Eugenia P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $2,001.89 

01/26/2008 Michael, Linda P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $5.16 
c... 

10106/2006 Mcmahon, Mary L P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $417.00 0 
12/01/2007 Mcadoo, Oberrian P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $15.60 C 

:;0 
04/05/2008 Martinez, William P 00050 City Of Chicago Police $87.23 Z 

07/26/2003 Malkowski, Carmen P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $449.06 ~ r 
I 

07/26/2003 Malkowski, Carmen P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $535.70 I 

(") 

07/26/2003 Malkowski, Carmen P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $119.40 -I 
05/21/2003 Mack, Frank C P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $92.36 -< 
04/14/2013 MUNOZ JR, CESAR 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $14,119.87 (") 

0 
05/18/2009 MOORE, KENNETH City Of Chicago Police $254.92 C 

05/18/2009 MOORE, KENNETH City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 
(") 

05/18/2009 MOORE, KENNETH City Of Chicago Police $16.54 r 
I 

01/01/2013 MISHLER, ELIZABETH 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1,476.78 I 

(") 

12/25/2008 MINOGUE, WILLIAM City Of Chicago Police $20.86 I 

01/28/2009 MILLER, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $430.14 (") 
~ 

08/29/2012 MEREDITH, NYLS City Of Chicago Police $95.32 GJ 
03/17/2013 MENONI, JOSEPH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,060.26 0 

04/16/2012 MENDOZA, MANUEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $2,402.21 

09/15/2010 MENDEZ, ANGEL 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $5.59 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $70.83 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY,KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $337.07 (j) 
""-

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $2,855.72 
CJ1 
""-
N 

12/04/2011 MEERBREY, KENNETH 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $2,315.13 0 ....... 
07/25/2012 MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1,225.35 W 
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0712512012 MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(J) 

MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $2.28 --07/2512012 CJ1 --07125/2012 MCWILLIAMS, SCOTT 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1,261.92 N 
0 

0911612011 MCNAMEE, SHANNON 9161 765 City Of Chicago Police $35.10 
..... 
VJ 

0712812011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $90.62 

07/28/2011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $3.68 

0712812011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/28/2011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $239.84 

07128/2011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

07/28/2011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $9.74 

07/2812011 MCGOVERN, SEAN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $1,085.64 

02/13/2013 MCDONOUGH, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $56.79 ::0 
12/08/2010 MCCURTY, JAMES 9161 City Of Chicago Police $461.92 m 

-0 
10/26/2009 MCCARRON, JAMES 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $15.05 0 
01/11/2013 MCBROOM, JOHN 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,335.91 ::0 

-i 
03/01/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $2,321.30 en 
03101/2013 MC KEITHEN, GRADY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $4,004.05 0 
0313012013 MC GREAL, DANIEL 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $1,134.39 "T1 

0210312013 MCGANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $26.00 (') 
0 

02103/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $9,415.17 s:: 
02/03/2013 MC GANN, TIM 9153 050 City Of Chicago Police $20,321.81 s:: 
0111012013 MC FADDEN, JASON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,297.78 -i 

-i 
1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $4,739.26 m m 
1012812011 MC COURT, JOSEPH 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $3,921.98 en 
0311912013 MATTHEWS, CARRIE 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $1,176.48 

0510412013 MATLOCK, ZEY AD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,538.79 

03/0212013 MATLOB, KENNETH 9161 City Of Chicago Police $134.28 

11/29/2008 MATA, RICARDO City Of Chicago Police $0.91 

09/06/2009 MASON, DIANE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $21.59 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $35.28 

04/1212013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,926.00 CJ1 
.j::>, 

04/12/2013 MAKROPOULOS, MARINA 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $168.36 (J) 
CJ1 
CJ1 
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02/11/2013 MAJERClYK,GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $33.20 
()1 
.p:., 
m 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $45.20 ()1 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK.GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $1,077.30 
m 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK.GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $1.028.10 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK.GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $1.028.10 

02/11/2013 MAJERCZYK, GERARD 9171 010 City Of Chicago Police $443.33 

01/05/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly 0 P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $1,457.00 

01/05/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly 0 P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $2,242.24 

01/05/2001 Lloyd, Kimberly D P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $1.421.55 

03/07/2003 Lange, Jimmie P 00701 City Of Chicago Police $1,191.60 c.... 
0 

08/08/2012 LUNA, LOUIS 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $9.201.20 C 
11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $5649,49 

:;:0 
Z 

11/01/2012 LUERA. FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1.129.90 » 
r 

11/01/2012 LUERA, FRANCISCO 9171 City Of Chicago Police 53,056.82 I 
I 

03/13/2010 LOPEZ. SILVIA 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.72 
() 

-i 
09/21/2012 LOPEZ, EDUARDO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1.917.18 -< 
06/05/2009 LIPINSKI, TINA 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $11.34 () 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $1,923.90 0 
C 

02/07/2013 LlBOY, NORELL 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $7,589.38 Z 
01/13/2013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $2.26 

() 

r 
01/13/2013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $153.97 I 

I 

01/13/2013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
() 
I 

01/13/2013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $208.88 () 

01/13/2013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chica90 Police $6.50 » 
G) 

01/13/2013 LEWISON, KELLY 9171 City Of Chicago Police $0.39 0 
01/01/2013 LEVERETI, SANDRA 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $1.508.38 

04/01/2013 LEON, ANACELI 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,665.97 

11/14/2012 LEFEBVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

11/14/2012 LEFEBVRE, TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0,45 

11/14/2012 LEFEBVRE, TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m --11/14/2012 LEFEBVRE, TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $241.79 ()1 --11/14/2012 LEFEBVRE, TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $241.79 
N 
0 
->. 

11/14/2012 LEFEBVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0,45 W 
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L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 (j) -U1 
L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -N 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $196,98 0 
~ 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $427,26 W 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0,37 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0,74 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $393,96 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0.82 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $438.77 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $1,01 :::0 
m 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 ""C 

L F BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $540,34 0 
:::0 

BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0.44 -I 
C/) 

BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 
0 

BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $237,78 "'Tl 

BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $0,37 (') 

BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $196,98 0 
BVRE. TODD 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

s;:: 
s;:: 

:OLA. SUSAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 -I 
:OLA. SUSAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 -I 

m 
:OLA. SUSAN 9161 006 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 m 

City Of Chicago Police $35,17 
C/) 

iZ.Scott P 00011 

igshofer. Colleen P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $2.180,24 

1er. Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $3,414,85 

1er. Robert P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $1.547,57 

JZ. DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $35,92 

N. ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $25.82 

N. ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $10,00 

N. ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6,57 U1 

N. ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 ~ 
(j) 
U1 
--..J 
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08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $740.81 CJ1 
~ 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $301.16 Q) 
CJ1 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $301.72 ex> 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $71.12 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $4,712.70 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $73.90 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $4.68 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $10.00 

08/05/2010 KERIN, ELIZABETH 9161 9 City Of Chicago Police $73.90 

05/25/2011 KEREAKES, DEMETRIOS 9161 314 City Of Chicago Police $1,135.07 "-
07108/2009 KENNELLY, MICHAEL 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $29.73 0 

C 
03/27/2009 KAZUPSKI, WILLIAM 9165 620 City Of Chicago Police $35.10 ;:;0 

Z 
02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $191.89 » 
02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $265.50 (") 

-I 02128/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $623.15 -< 
02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $0.36 (") 
02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $203.67 0 
02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

C 
Z 

02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 (") 

02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $203.67 r 
I 
I 

02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $0.38 (") 
I 

02/28/2010 KASPER, MICHAEL 9164 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 

10/10/2012 KARN, TIMOTHY 9206 177 City Of Chicago Police $3,980.79 » 
05/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $2,001.38 

G) 
0 

05/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $12.24 

05129/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1,010.80 

05129/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $311.40 

05129/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $307.50 
Q) 

05/29/2012 KACZYNSKI, JASON 9171 City Of Chicago Police $357.29 -.. 
CJ1 -.. 

04/27/2007 Jones, Charemi A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $100.80 N 
a 

04/27/2007 . Jones, Charemi A P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $1,288.28 ...... 
W 
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1011411992 Johnson-Swain, Marianne C P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $1,056.10 

07117/2008 Johnson, John M P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $41.40 
0') 
""-
CJ1 

07/17/2008 Johnson, John M P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $41.40 ""-
N 

08/09/2012 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $2.96 
0 
~ 

0810912012 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 044 City Of Chica90 Police $72.80 
u.> 

08109/2012 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/09/2012 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $118.02 

0810912012 JUNG,JAEHO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08109/2012 JUNG, JAEHO 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $4.80 

0212812013 JUAREZ, STEVE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,121.57 

04/15/2013 JONES, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,121.57 

07/29/2012 JONES, CALVIN 1800 015 City Of Chicago Police $703.44 

07/29/2012 JONES, CALVIN 1800 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
m 

07/29/2012 JONES, CALVIN 1800 015 City Of Chicago Police $17.98 ""0 
08/2212009 JANDA, LIANE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $114.60 0 

:::0 
05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $1,974.31 -I en 
05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $80.13 

05/19/2012 JACKSON, MATIHEW 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
11 

08/18/2012 JA,KEN 9161 124 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 
08/18/2012 JA,KEN 9161 124 City Of Chicago Police $294.95 0 
08/18/2012 JA, KEN 9161 124 City Of Chicago Police $7.54 s::: 

s::: 
04/11/2002 Hihn-Czyscon, Heidi P 00050 City Of Chicago Police $100.69 -I 
08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $477.37 -I m 
08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m en 
08/25/1993 Herring, Patricia P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $0.90 

02/05/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $760.63 

02105/2010 HUNDRIESER, DAVID 9161 016 City Of Chicago Police $5.16 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $513.70 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $211.76 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.40 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
CJ1 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.96 ~ 
0') 
CJ1 
CO 
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01 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $475.30 .j:::.. 
(j) 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) 
0 

11/24/2012 HOWARD, CYNTHIA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.89 

02/20/2010 HORAN, MARIANNE City Of Chicago Police $5.79 

09/03/2012 HERRERA, JUANA 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1,534.58 

01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/05/2013 HERNANDEZ, DANIEL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $45.17 

03/11/2013 HENKES, NICOLE 9161 212 City Of Chicago Police $41.35 

05/04/2013 HENDERSON,ROBERT City Of Chicago Police $1,258.70 
c... 

02/16/2013 HASENFANG, FREDERICK 9161 312 City Of Chicago Police $14,756.54 0 
02/21/2009 HARRIS, JENNIFER City Of Chicago Police $0.33 C 

::::0 
12/13/2009 HARRIS, DAVID City Of Chicago Police $1.64 Z 
12/13/2009 HARRIS, DAVID City Of Chicago Police $1.34 :l> r 
04/26/2013 HANDZEL. LANCE City Of Chicago Police $212.89 

I 
I 

0 
10/16/2009 HAMIDEH, ZIAD 9161 014 City Of Chicago Police $16.19 -I 
10/16/2005 Gleason-Galich, Colleen P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 -< 
10/16/2005 Gleason-Galich, Colleen P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 0 

1011612005 Gleason-Galich, Colleen P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
C 

10/2312008 Gillespie, Daniel J P 00630 City Of Chicago Police $10.82 Z 
0 

0412812013 GUZMAN, SALVADOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.60 r 
0412812013 GUZMAN, SALVADOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

I 
I 

0 
04128/2013 GUZMAN, SALVADOR 9161 City Of Chicago Police $62.77 I 
0511312009 GROBLA, MAREK 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $9.45 0 
01/23/2013 GREEN, KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $16.44 :l> 

G) 
01123/2013 GREEN,KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
01/23/2013 GREEN, KAREN 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $147.88 

01/2812013 GREEN, CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.240.92 

01/28/2013 GREEN, CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.88 

0112812013 GREEN, CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $118.24 

0112812013 GREEN,CHRISTOPHER 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (j) --10/20/2009 GRAVES, ROBERT 9165 City Of Chicago Police $21.45 01 
N 

0312012013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $392.14 0 
->. 

03120/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $18.27 W 
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03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $4.75 
(J') -. 
01 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $450.25 -. 
N 

03/20/2013 GRANAT, JOHN 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 0 ..... 
01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

W 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $4.12 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $256.18 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $3.11 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $2,855.72 

01/14/2012 GRAMAROSSO, MICHAEL 9161 013 City Of Chicago Police $339.72 

11/08/2012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $0.95 

11/08/2012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
m 

11/08/2012 GONZALEZ, JOSEPH 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $515,12 'iJ 

11/11/2009 GONZALEZ, JOSE A 9206 City Of Chicago Police $3.34 0 
:::0 

07/21/2009 GONZALEZ, HECTOR 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $36.33 -I 
C/) 

05/01/2013 GONZALEZ, ARMANDO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

05/01/2013 GONZALEZ, ARMANDO 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police. $6,50 "T1 

12/06/2008 GLYNN, MICHAEL City Of Chicago Police $31.52 () 

02/20/2013 GEORGE, PARRIS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
02/20/2013 GEORGE, PARRIS 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $123.48 S 

S 
09/15/2009 GAYTAN, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $9.23 -I 
06/26/2010 GAWLOWSKI, RADOSLAW City Of Chicago Police $178,71 -I m 
06/14/2011 GARZA, GLADYS 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

C/) 
06/14/2011 GARZA, GLADYS 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $0,79 

06/14/2011 GARZA, GLADYS 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $65.15 

06/07/2010 GARCIA, WILLIAM 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $7,79 

06/07/2010 GARCIA, WILLIAM 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

06/07/2010 GARCIA, WILLIAM 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

06/07/2010 GARCIA,WILLIAM 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $138.47 

06/07/2010 GARCIA, WILLIAM 9161 018 City Of Chicago Police $158.49 

11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1,479.86 01 
11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1,057.56 ~ 

(J') 
(J') ..... 
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11/19/2012 GARCIA, SALVADOR 9171 City Of Chicago Police $5.33 01 
.p.. 

06/05/2012 GARCIA, FELICIANA 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $4,343.52 
(J) 
(J) 

02/19/2013 GALLAGHER, PATRICK 9161 020 City Of Chicago Police $1,021.33 
N 

11/06/2008 Freeman, Daniel L P 00015 City Of Chicago Police $3.84 

05/23/2004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $1,510.12 

05/2312004 Fanning, Terese P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $67.28 

10/24/2012 FRIGO, TERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $22.02 

10/24/2012 FRIGO, TERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $84.85 

10/2412012 FRIGO, TERRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11104/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $1,270.03 '-
0 

11/04/2012 FREEMAN, DANIEL 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $2,355.33 C 
05/0212012 FOSTER,MARK 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $2.55 ::0 

Z 
0510212012 FOSTER, MARK 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $210.46 » 

r-
05/0212012 FOSTER,MARK 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 I 

I 

11/06/2010 FOLINO, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $21.93 
(") 

-i 
11106/2010 FOLINO, ANTHONY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $19.93 -< 
02/1212013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $16.13 (") 

02/1212013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
C 

02/1212013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $6,083.84 Z 
02/12/2013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $155.48 (") 

02/12/2013 FOLEY, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,99751 
r-

009 I 
I 

05/23/2012 FOGGEY, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,10406 (") 
I 

11/17/2011 FINNELL Y, THOMAS 9171 765 City Of Chicago Police $4,223.75 () 
11/17/2011 FINNELLY, THOMAS 9171 765 City Of Chicago Police $0.43 » 
11/1712011 FINNELLY, THOMAS 9171 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

G) 
765 0 

11/17/2011 FINNELL Y, THOMAS 9171 765 City Of Chicago Police $0.49 

11/17/2011 FINNELL Y, THOMAS 9171 765 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11/17/2011 FINNELL Y, THOMAS 9171 765 City Of Chicago Police $40.54 

11/17/2011 FINNELL Y, THOMAS 9171 765 City Of Chicago Police $35.90 

11/30/2012 FINNEGAN, KEVIN 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $110,00 
(J) 

$6.50 -03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police 01 -03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,121.57 N 
0 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
....... 
W 
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03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $195.66 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.08 (J) --(]1 
03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $277.52 --N 
03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 0 

-->. 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 W 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $23659 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA. EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.54 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $473.18 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.08 

03/28/2013 FIGUEROA, EDDIE 9161 City Of Chicago Police $236.59 

08/17/2012 FERRARO, PATRICIA 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $2,348.52 :::0 
FERRARO, PATRICIA $1,521.31 

m 
08/17/2012 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police ""0 
04/26/2013 FELKER, PATRICK 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $313 0 

:::0 
04/26/2013 FELKER, PATRICK 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -l 
04/26/2013 FELKER, PATRICK 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $258.56 

C/) 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $50.145.29 0 
"'Tl 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $1,085.05 
0 

09/16/2010 FElL, CHRISTOPHER 9161 393 City Of Chicago Police $1,102.75 0 
03/31/2013 FALCON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ~ 

03/31/2013 FALCON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $81.42 
~ 
-l 

03/31/2013 FALCON, CHRISTINA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $40.01 -l m 
10/16/2002 Engelhardt, Daniel P 00021 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 m 
10/02/2003 Eldridge, Mark S P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $178.50 

C/) 

02/10/2007 Echavarria, Victor P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $1,188.03 

09/04/2012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $1,288.44 

09/04/2012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $1,219.80 

09/04/2012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $1,134.39 

09/04/2012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/04/2012 EVANS, TODD City Of Chicago Police $1,610.55 

02/01/2013 EVANS, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(]1 

02/01/2013 EVANS, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,480.00 ~ 
(J) 
(J) 
W 
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02/01/2013 EVANS, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $4,802.07 01 
~ 

02/01/2013 EVANS, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $914.19 (J) 
(J) 

02/01/2013 EVANS, MATIHEW 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.69 ~ 

12/18/2009 ESPARZA HALL, ALEXSANDRI 115 City Of Chicago Police $3.59 

12/18/2009 ESPARZA HALL, ALEXSANDRI 115 City Of Chicago Police $3.59 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $94007 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/03/2012 ENRIQUEZ, ELIZABETH 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1.76 

06/03/2010 EDWARDS, TRACEY City Of Chicago Police $29.62 

07/14/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $585.24 t-
O 

07/14/1988 Domagala, Bernard P 09999 City Of Chicago Police $10,680.50 C 
12/11/2007 Dearth, Robert F P 00701 City Of Chicago Police $220.55 ;:0 

Z 
03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $140.77 » 
03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $3.59 r 

I 
I 

03/01/2013 DYBAS, RONALD 9161 045 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

-I 11/25/2008 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL City Of Chicago Police $42.39 -< 
02/05/2013 DUIGNAN, MICHAEL 9161 024 City Of Chicago Police $2,243.14 () 
01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANEIT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $161.51 0 
01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANEIT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 C 

Z 
01/14/2013 DINKHA, JANE IT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $25.45 () 

12/15/2012 DIMAS, CONSTANTINOS 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,276.62 r 
I 
I 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 
I 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $158.86 
() 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $0.64 » 
01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $0.29 

G) 
0 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $69.74 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $349.23 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/01/2013 DELLORTO, JOHN 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/05/2013 DEBOSE,MARC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,338.84 
(J) 

01/09/2013 DE FELICE, RICHARD 9161 City Of Chicago Police $61.56 --01 --01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 N 
0 

01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $9.32 -" 
W 
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01/29/2013 DARLING, VINCENT 9161 City Of Chicago Police $140.14 

03/20/2013 DANGLES,ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $328.14 Q") --03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.52 CJ1 --N 
03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

~ 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $276.48 W 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/20/2013 DANGLES, ROBERT 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 

04/11/2013 D ANDREA, MICHAEL 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $22.39 

04/11/2013 D ANDREA, MICHAEL 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $1.849.29 

04/11/2013 D ANDREA, MICHAEL 9165 610 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10/04/2003 Craig, Niagara P 00011 City Of Chicago Police $2,968.40 

04/20/2008 Cephas, Rydell J P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $278 

04/20/2008 Cephas, Rydell J P 00001 City Of Chicago Police $11.09 :::0 
08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $1,228.92 m 

""0 
08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

:::0 
08/14/2004 Catlin, Lemi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $3.358.52 -i 
08/14/2004 Catlin, Leroi J P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

C/) 

08/2212012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,762.73 0 ,., 
08/22/2012 CURL, EBONY 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6,988.35 

() 
03/09/2013 CULVER, SCOTT 9171 City Of Chicago Police $1,145.60 0 
10/28/2010 CROSS, LENWOOD City Of Chicago Police $33.49 s:: 
01/15/2013 CRANSTON,ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1,585.63 s:: 

-i 
01/1512013 CRANSTON,ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1,350.20 -i 
0111512013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1,391.73 m 

m 
0111512013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1,213.62 C/) 

0111512013 CRANSTON, ROBERT 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1,178.73 

03117/2010 CRANE, ROBERT 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $132.60 

0112412010 CORTESI, NICHOLAS 9161 715 City Of Chicago Police $1.44 

0912312009 CORTES, GUSTAVO 9161 008 City Of Chicago Police $58.55 

04/07/2013 CORONA, RODRIGO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,177.18 

0112512010 CONWAY, JOHN City Of Chicago Police $6.84 

0710212009 CONSIDINE, BERNARD 9161 012 City Of Chicago Police $16.74 

05119/2012 COLON, NORMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $27.63 
CJ1 
~ 
Q") 
Q") 
CJ1 
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<J'1 

0511912012 COLON, NORMA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $230.98 .t:>-
O) 

0112312013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0) 
0) 

0112312013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $262.51 

01/23/2013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0112312013 COLON. JOSE City Of Chicago Police $7,463.99 

01/2312013 COLON, JOSE City Of Chicago Police $217.34 

0311512010 COLEMAN, RAMONA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $17.25 

05/27/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $0.88 

0512712009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $38.45 

05/2712009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $252.10 
c.... 
0 

05/2712009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $292.43 C 
::0 

0512712009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $10.056.68 Z 
05127/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $9,932.98 » 

r 
I 

City Of Chicago Police $10.272.08 05127/2009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 I 

(") 
0512712009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $10.855.44 --i 
0512712009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $1,431.24 -< 
05/2712009 COLE II, DENSEY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $1,788.60 (") 

0312412013 COCO, FRED 9161 002 City Of Chicago Police $1,134.39 0 
C 

02113/2013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z 

02/1312013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $0.99 
(") 

r 
0211312013 CLINTON, SHANTELL 9161 City Of Chicago Police $534.97 I 

I 
(") 

0210812011 CLARK, JASON 9171 019 City Of Chicago Police $36.63 :c 
0210812011 CLARK, JASON 9171 019 City Of Chicago Police $2,494.92 (") 

0612112011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,788.30 » 
G) 

06121/2011 CINTRON, ANGEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $8,544.09 0 
0211412013 CIECIEL, STEVEN sgt City Of Chicago Police $3,315.49 

0212812013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,094.44 

02/2812013 CHOY, WILLIAM PPO 044 City Of Chicago Police $1,365.39 

05/07/2013 CHATYS, MARTIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,069.97 

09127/2012 CENTENO, JOSE 9161 019 City Of Chicago Police $1,006.08 0) --0710912012 CARSON, DONALD 9161 005 City Of Chicago Police $1,002.48 <J'1 --$6.50 
N 

0210412013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police 0 
->. 

0210412013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $4.05 eN 
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02/04/2013 CARDINALE, JOANNE 9161 011 City Of Chicago Police $216.40 

10/10/2009 CAMPOS,MARCO 9161 City Of Chicago Police $8.60 0) 

---07/30/2012 CALDWELL, GALEN 9016 City Of Chicago Police $185.89 Ul 

---06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $3.404.80 
N 
0 
->. 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2,394.00 W 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2,748.66 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $1,006.08 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2,532.20 

06/03/2012 CACERES, RICHARD 9161 701 City Of Chicago Police $2.522.28 

05/13/2005 Buckley, James M P 00019 City Of Chicago Police $99.84 

05/23/2007 Bronski, Raymond P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $12.82 

05/23/2007 Bronski, Raymond P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6,111.40 

05/23/2007 Bronski, Raymond P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ::0 
04/27/2003 Boldman, Gary P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $367.00 m 

lJ 
05/06/2013 BROWN, ERIC 9161 City Of Chicago Police $18.46 0 
02/03/2013 BROOKS, DERRICK 9161 12 City Of Chicago Police $1,020.71 ::0 

--I 
11/12/2008 BRADFIELD, MARCIA 9161 171 City Of Chicago Police $15.38 (j) 

04/29/2013 BORUCKI, KENNETH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $429.80 0 
04/29/2013 BORUCKI, KENNETH 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

11 

09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $244.12 0 
0 

09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s::: 
09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $191.69 s::: 
09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --I 

--I 
09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $191.69 m 

m 
09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $650 (j) 

09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $191.69 

09/18/2009 BOND, WENDY City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/29/2013 BLOMSTRAND,HARRY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,926.00 

07111/2012 BLACKMAN, DANIEL 9161 044 City Of Chicago Police $3,050.82 

08/20/2012 BICKEn, ERIC 9161 4 City Of Chicago Police $1,029.99 

03/23/2013 BAUMAN, CHAD 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/23/2013 BAUMAN, CHAD 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/23/2013 BAUMAN, CHAD 9161 015 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Ul 
.j::.. 
0) 
0) 
---.J 
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~ 

03/15/2013 BARSCH,STEVEN 9161 009 City Of Chicago Police $1,243.59 0> 
0') 

03/1212013 BARRY, LINDA 9161 284 City Of Chicago Police $1.121.57 00 

01/29/2010 BARRY, COMONIECK 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,903.93 

12/21/2008 BARR, KREIGHTON 9161 007 City Of Chicago Police $1.47 

02/12/2013 BARAK, JOHN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $24.98 

01/15/2010 BALASZ, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/15/2010 BALASZ, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $23.42 

01/15/2010 BALASZ, TIMOTHY 9161 City Of Chicago Police $122.50 

12/31/2012 BAKOPOULOS. JOHN 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $2.903.98 c.... 

08/07/2012 BAILEY, MONICA 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,362.75 0 
C 

05/13/1996 Ayangoke-Dorsey. Consandra P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $1.24 :::u 
05/13/1996 Ayangoke-Dorsey. Consandra P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $4B.71 Z » 
05/13/1996 Ayangoke-Dorsey. Consandra P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 

I 
I 

04/13/2008 Ahearn, Dory E P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $29.60 () 

06/04/2008 Adams, Christopher P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $30.83 ~ 
-< 

01/01/2013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $1,210.30 

01/0112013 ANGUS, WILLIAM 9161 193 City Of Chicago Police $22,435.76 
() 

0 
07/2212012 ANDERSON, COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $1,351.32 C 

07/22/2012 ANDERSON. COREY 9161 001 City Of Chicago Police $1.567.97 
Z 
() 

08/11/2012 ALVAREZ, JOSE 9161 010 City Of Chicago Police $1,210.03 r 
I 

04/01/2013 ALLEN, JEFFREY 9171 015 City Of Chicago Police $110.00 I 
() 

12/23/2012 AHMAD, FAD I 9161 City Of Chicago Police $3.533.03 I 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () » 
01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chica90 Police $138.83 G') 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $8.12 0 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $5.66 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/14/2013 ADAMS JR, JERRY 9161 004 City Of Chicago Police $149.45 

05/19/2012 ACEVES. JUAN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1,121.57 

11/25/2012 ACEVEDO,AARON 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.069.12 0> -020 City Of Chicago Police $10.36 
c.n 

11/24/2009 ABEJERO, JASON 9161 -N 
Number Amount 0 

~ 

Total: 751 $825,553.48 c.v 

Number Amount 

Tolal: 1014 $1,256,940.68 !\Io ....... ~ ... ~~ __ ,._ !Ii ______ __ .. v._"""-",-",,",",,,,~..,..,. _______ .... ____ ~~ ___ -;J¥. 
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(Continued from page 54637) 

City, dated March 19, 1926. The payment of any of these bills shall not be construed as 
approval of any previous claims pending or future claims for expenses or benefits on account 
of any alleged injury to the individuals named. The total amount of such claims, as allowed, is 
set opposite the names of the injured members of the Police Department and/or the Fire 
Department and the payments are to be drawn in favor of the proper claimants and charged 
to the following Account Numbers: 100-57-2005-0937; 610-57-4415-0937; 740-57-4415-0937; 
100-59-2005-0937; 610-59-4415-0937; and 740-59-4415-0937. 

[Third party orders printed on pages 54670 
through 54676 of this Journal.] 

Third Party Orders. 
(All Amounts) 

[Or2013-354] 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to issue payments in 
conformity with the schedule herein set forth, to physicians, hospitals, nurses or other 
individuals, in settlement for hospital, medical and nursing services rendered to the injured 
members of the Police Department and/or the Fire Department herein named; provided such 
members of the Police Department and/or Fire Department shall enter into an agreement in 
writing with the City of Chicago to the effect that, should it appear that any of said members 
of the Police Department and/or Fire Department have received any sum of money from the 
party whose negligence caused such injury, or have instituted proceedings against such party 
for the recovery of damage on account of such injury or medical expenses, then in that event 
the City shall be reimbursed by such member of the Police Department and/or the Fire 
Department out of any sum that such member of the Police Department and/or Fire 
Department has received or may hereafter receive from such third party on account of such 
injury or medical expenses, not to exceed the expense in accordance with Opinion Number 
1422 of the Corporation Counsel of said City, dated March 19, 1926. The payment of any of 
these bills shall not be construed as approval of any previous claims pending or future claims 
for expenses or benefits on account of any alleged injury to the individuals named. The total 
amount of such claims, as allowed, is set opposite the names of the injured members of the 
Police Department and/or the Fire Department and the payments are to be drawn in favor of 
the proper claimants and charged to the following Account Numbers: 100-57-2005-0937; 
610-57 -4415-0937; 740-57 -4415-0937; 100-59-2005-0937; 610-59-4415-0937; and 
740-59-4415-0937. 

[Third party orders printed on pages 54677 
through 54679 of this Journal.] 



City' Of Chicago 

Police & Fire Third-Party Orders 
c.n 
~ 
(J) 
-...J 

Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 
0 

Incident Date 

Insured Name1: City Of Chicago Fire 

07/19/1982 Banks. Thomas S F 00379 City Of Chicago Fire $20.75 

07/19/1982 Banks, Thomas S F 00379 City Of Chicago Fire $49.04 

Claim Total Amount 
2 $69.79 

Insured Name1: City Of Chicago Police 
c.... 

01/26/2010 YOUNG. JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $166.95 0 
01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 C 

;0 
01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 Z 

YOUNG. JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $168.82 
» 

01/26/2010 r 
I 

01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
I 

(") 

01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 -I 
01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $168.82 -< 
01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

(") 

0 
01/26/2010 YOUNG. JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $0.32 C 

01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
Z 
(") 

01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 

01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $166.95 
I 

(") 

01/2612010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $0.31 I 

01/26/2010 YOUNG, JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 
» 

01/26/2010 YOUNG. JAMES 9161 189 City Of Chicago Police $166.95 (j) 

09/10/1991 Wojcik, Joseph J P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $36.40 0 

09/10/1991 Wojcik. Joseph J P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/10/1994 Wiktorek, Mark C P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/10/1994 Wiktorek. Mark C P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/10/1994 Wiktorek. Mark C P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

08/10/1994 Wiktorek, Mark C P 00014 City Of Chicago Police 
(J) 

$106.61 -c.n 
08/10/1994 Wiktorek, Mark C P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -I\J 

08/10/1994 Wiktorek. Mark C P 00014 
0 

City Of Chicago Police $858.93 ~ 

05/29/2006 Sobcyznski, Elizabeth P 00009 
W 

City Of Chicago Police $167.03 

City Of Chicago· Confidential 



Incident Date Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

05/29/2006 Sobcyznski, Elizabeth P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police -$3.19 (J1 -08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $304.78 N 
0 

Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
..... 

08/31/2000 W 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $0.57 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $348.85 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $0.65 :::0 
08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $216.65 m 

'"0 
08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 :::0 ..., 
08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $216.65 C/) 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $0.41 

"T1 

02/13/2002 Sanchez, Richard W P 00189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
0 

02/13/2002 Sanchez, Richard W P 00189 City Of Chicago Police $82.18 s:: 
02/13/2002 Sanchez, Richard W P 00189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 s:: 
02/13/2002 Sanchez, Richard W P 00189 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 

..., ..., 
02/13/2002 Sanchez, Richard W P 00189 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 

m 
02/13/2002 Sanchez, Richard W P 00189 City Of Chicago Police $206.32 C/) 

09/13/2008 Salcedo, Ruben P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $71.96 

09/13/2008 Salcedo, Ruben P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $25.32 

08/18/2006 Ryan, Thomas W P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

01/28/1998 Roszak, Rose M P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $81.21 

01/28/1998 Roszak, Rose M P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $66.25 

01/28/1998 Roszak, Rose M P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

01/28/1998 Roszak, Rose M P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $223.72 

01/28/1998 Roszak, Rose M P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $0.80 
(J1 

~ 
(J) 

"" ..... 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

01/05/1996 Rivera, Sally A P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $1.23 <Jl 
~ 

01/05/1996 Rivera, Sally A P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (J) 
-..J 

01/05/1996 Rivera, Sally A P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $101.28 N 

06/06/1988 Phillips, Susan P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 

10109/2007 Pakula, Edward P 00151 City Of Chicago Police $7.82 

10109/2007 Pakula, Edward P 00151 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

10109/2007 Pakula, Edward P 00151 City Of Chicago Police $646.79 

04/16/2005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $224.21 

04/1612005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

0411612005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $852.81 '-
04116/2005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

C 
08/17/2002 Oconnor, Karen P 00024 City Of Chicago Police $263.47 :::0 
02/2411998 Oconnell, Dennis L P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $183.72 Z » 
0212411998 Oconnell, Dennis L P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $272.82 r 

I 
I 

0212411998 Oconnell, Dennis L P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $19.88 () 

05/0312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $147.60 -l 
-< 

0510312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $229.77 
() 

0510312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
05/0312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $390.81 C 

Z 
05/0312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $457.22 () 

0510312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 
I 

05/0312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $656.12 () 

0510312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $3.77 
I 
0 

05/0312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 
0510312008 Obrecki, Robert P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $390.81 

G) 
0 

0310712002 Merriweather, Sheila A P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $268.45 

0711511995 Manno, Samuel Jr. P 00025 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/1611999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $893.98 

05116/1999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $65.55 

05/16/1999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $65.55 
(J) 

05/16/1999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $554.40 '-
<Jl 
'-

0511611999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 N 
0 

05116/1999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
->. 

W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

05/16/1999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

05/25/2009 MCMILLAN, RICHARD 9164 City Of Chicago Police $339.26 
en 

07/26/2009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $457.22 ...... 
(J1 

07/26/2009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police 
...... 

$6.50 N 
0 

07/26/2009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 --" 
(.V 

07/26/2009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $346.17 

07/26/2009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $515.16 

09/18/2003 Lopez, Ruth P P 00009 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/21/2003 Kitowski, Nicholas P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $314.19 

08/21/2003 Kitowski, Nicholas P' 00018 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/21/2003 Kitowski, Nicholas P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $520.11 

06/14/1997 Jones, Nadine L P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $496,15 

04/24/2001 James, Cheryl P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $225.00 

Houlihan, Daniel City Of Chicago Police 
:::0 

01/2812007 P 00542 $6.50 m 
01/28/2007 Houlihan, Daniel P 00542 City Of Chicago Police $768.52 ""'0 

0 
01/28/2007 Houlihan, Daniel P 00542 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 :::0 
01/28/2007 Houlihan, Daniel P 00542 City Of Chicago Police $444.20 

-i 
(J) 

01/28/2007 Houlihan, Daniel P 00542 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
10/07/1997 Holmes, Richard P 00017 City Of Chicago Police $183.72 11 

10/26/2009 HUDSON, ROBIN 9161 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 

12/15/2008 GARTH, WALTER 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $59.66 
0 
:s: 

12/15/2008 GARTH, WALTER 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $1.96 :s: 
12/15/2008 GARTH, WALTER 9161 023 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -i 

-i 
01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $127.02 m 
01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

m 
(J) 

01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $2.41 

01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $393.23 

01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

05/02/2006 Foster, Teresa P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $0,73 

05/02/2006 Foster, Teresa P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

0510212006 Foster, Teresa P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $131.75 

04/22/2006 Eigenbauer, Robert P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/22/2006 Eigenbauer, Robert P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $198.92 (J1 
~ 
en 
-...J 
(.V 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

07/21/2007 Deraedt, Craig A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $106.61 CJl 

07/21/2007 Deraedt, Craig A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 .f:>. 
(J) 

07/21/2007 Deraedt, Craig A P 00016 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 -...J 
.f:>. 

09/28/1993 Dace, Veronica P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $72.31 

09/05/1987 Crowley, James P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $115.08 

09/05/1987 Crowley, James P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

09/05/1987 Crowley, James P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/16/2011 CHESTER,PAUL 3286 City Of Chicago Police $51.41 

03/16/2011 CHESTER, PAUL 3286 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

03/16/2011 CHESTER. PAUL 3286 City Of Chicago Police $0.62 
'-

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 
Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

C 
08/15/2002 :;0 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 Z » 
08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $95.40 r 

I 
I 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 (") 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $380.00 -! 
-< 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $0.35 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 
0 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $16.88 C 

Brumley, Cedric 
Z 

08/15/2002 P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $1.01 (") 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 r 
I 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 
I 

City Of Chicago Police $113.26 (") 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $0.76 I 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
(") 
» 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $100.06 G) 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $94.03 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $325.06 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

Brumley, Cedric P 
(J) 

08/15/2002 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 --CJl 
Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police --08/15/2002 $6.50 N 

0 
08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $110.52 ..... 

W 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $101.00 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $971.67 
(J) 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 -... 
CJl -... 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $405.34 N 
0 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $5.68 ...... 
W 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $32506 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $35.55 

02107/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $235.59 

02/07/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $74.55 

02/07/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $34.58 

02107/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

02/07/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $241 
;0 

02107/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 m 
02/07/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 00022 City Of Chicago Police $59.28 

""0 
0 

09/09/1993 Boehmer, Allen J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 ;0 
--l 

09/09/1993 Boehmer, Allen J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $66.12 (j) 

09/09/1993 Boehmer, Allen J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $944.64 0 
09/09/1993 Boehmer, Allen J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 11 

12/12/2007 Bishop, Marilyn Y P 00021 City Of Chicago Police $1.58 () 

12/12/2007 Bishop, Marilyn Y P 00021 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
0 
s:: 

12/12/2007 Bishop, Marilyn Y P 00021 City Of Chicago Police $61.72 s:: 
04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $1.84 --l 

--l 
04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $54.12 m 
04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police 

m 
$6.50 (j) 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/10/2000 Barney, Waller P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $53.22 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/10/2000 Barriey, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $256.89 

04/10/2000 Barney, Waller P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $116.60 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 CJl 
,.f:). 
(J) 
""-l 
CJl 
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Incident Date Claimant Rank 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 

04/10/2000 Bamey, Walter P 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 

07/28/2001 Anthony, Wanda P 

02/12/2009 ANDREWS, PATRICK 9161 

02112/2009 ANDREWS, PATRICK 9161 

02/12/2009 ANDREWS, PATRICK 9161 

02/12/2009 ANDREWS, PATRICK 9161 

Claim Total Amount 
197 $24,370,05 

Claim Total Amount 

199 $24,439,84 

Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

00004 City Of Chicago Police $2,95 

00004 City Of Chicago Police $6,50 

00004 City Of Chicago Police $310.43 

00016 City Of Chicago Police $143.24 

020 City Of Chicago Police $108,82 

020 City Of Chicago Police $624,94 

020 City Of Chicago Police $230,98 

020 City Of Chicago Police $80,63 
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City Of Chicago 

Police & Fire Third-Party Orders 

m -.. 
Incident Date Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

c..n --N 
Insured Name1: City Of Chicago Police 0 

-" 

10/28/2007 Walker, Kenneth F P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $7.50 
(.V 

11/15/2008 Smolek, Michael A P 00013 City Of Chicago Police $2.81 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $1,694.65 

08/3112000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $3,000.00 

08/31/2000 Selke, Michael J P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $1,214.74 

10/23/1998 Sakalas, Maureen A P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $176.40 

06/15/2009 SHARP, DAVID 9161 City Of Chicago Police $1.50 

06/06/1988 Phillips, Susan P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $342.30 

11/25/1984 Overton, Susan P P 00019 City Of Chicago Police $4,232.00 
;::0 
m 

04/16/2005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $2,952.00 "lJ 
0 

04/16/2005 OSkvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $15.89 ;::0 

04/16/2005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 
-l en 

04/16/2005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $1,312.73 0 
04/16/2005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $14.76 -n 

04/16/2005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 0 

04/1612005 Oskvarek, Glenn J P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $1,219.23 
0 
5: 

1010912007 Oconnell, James M P 00021 City Of Chicago Police $21.78 5: 
02124/1998 Oconnell, Dennis L P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $232.07 -l 

-l 
02124/1998 Oconnell, Dennis L P 00006 City Of Chicago Police $206.51 m 
01/02/2003 Moran, John W P 00153 City Of Chicago Police $6.28 

m 
en 

11/1512008 Miller Jr, Ronnie P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $22.35 

11/15/2008 Miller Jr, Ronnie P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $2.84 

11118/2007 Miceli, Mary P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $4.78 

11/18/2007 Miceli, Mary P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $21.03 

03/07/2002 Merriweather, Sheila A P 00005 City Of Chicago Police $1,292.55 

12/25/2006 Manning, Christopher J. P 00015 City Of Chicago Police $5.17 

05/16/1999 Mackey, Patricia J P 00044 City Of Chicago Police $51.37 

07/26/2009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $515.16 c..n 
~ 

07/2612009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $136.04 
m 
-..J 
-..J 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 



Incident Date Claimant Rank Assigned to Unit Insured Total Paid 

07/26/2009 MCGUIRE, KERRY L 9161 017 City Of Chicago Police $346.17 CJl 
LITTLE, ALEXANDRA City Of Chicago Police ~ 12111/2008 $3.47 en 
Keating, Renata M 00013 City Of Chicago Police -.J 11/28/2006 P $4.89 ex> 

04/24/2001 James, Cheryl P 00003 City Of Chicago Police $572.20 

01/28/2007 Houlihan, Daniel P 00542 City Of Chicago Police $1,902.66 

05/26/2008 Hayman, Phillip H P 00008 City Of Chicago Police $2.30 

06/06/2008 Gricki-Onorato, Victoria V P 00014 City Of Chicago Police $178.50 

01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $1.52 

01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $125.34 

01/14/2003 Fuda, Frank J P 00007 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 '-
05/02/2006 Foster, Teresa P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $11.10 0 

C 
05/02/2006 Foster, Teresa P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $11.10 :::0 

Duran, Rene P 00013 City Of Chicago Police $30.46 
Z 11/15/2008 » 

09/01/1999 Duffy, Cathleen P 00018 City Of Chicago Police $38.08 r 
I 
I 

09/05/1987 Crowley, James P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $4,510.51 () 

09/05/1987 Crowley, James P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $15,195.00 --I 
-< 

09/05/1987 Crowley, James P 00002 City Of Chicago Police $214.70 
() 

07/23/2008 Clavijo, Paul P 00023 City Of Chicago Police $12.93 0 
08/30/2009 COATS, CHRISTOPHER 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $8.76 C 

Z 
08/30/2009 COATS, CHRISTOPHER 9161 022 City Of Chicago Police $11.46 () 

05/06/2003 Buczko-Lunk, Kelly P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $54.40 r 
I 
I 

05/06/2003 Buczko-Lunk, Kelly P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 () 
I 

05/06/2003 Buczko-Lunk, Kelly P 00012 City Of Chicago Police $3.53 () 
08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $6.50 » 

Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $5,609.98 
G) 

08/15/2002 0 
08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $5,622.12 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $1,980.18 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $1,060.55 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $5,622.12 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $5,552.04 en -.. 
08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $1,000.10 CJl -.. 
08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $265.51 N 

0 
08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 00004 City Of Chicago Police $5,662.01 

->. 

W 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 



Incident Date Claimant Rank 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 

08/15/2002 Brumley, Cedric P 

04/28/2004 Branch, Pamela P 

02/07/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 

02107/2008 Bohan, Cecila P 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 

04/10/2000 Barney, Walter P 

06/21/2009 BORSKI, MARK 9152 

11/15/2007 Aguilera, Melissa A P 

0211212009 ANDREWS, PATRICK 9161 

Claim Total Amount 
73 $88,528.63 

Claim Total Amount 

73 $88,528.63 

Assigned to Unit Insured 

00004 City Of Chicago Police 

00004 City Of Chicago Police 

00004 City Of Chicago Police 

00003 City Of Chicago Police 

00022 City Of Chicago Police 

00022 City Of Chicago Police 

00004 City Of Chicago Police 

00004 City Of Chicago Police 

701 City Of Chicago Police 

00003 City Of Chicago Police 

020 City Of Chicago Police 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 

Total Paid 

$164.08 

$5,539.04 

$5,528.04 

$60.00 

$154.86 

$154.86 

$1,043.79 

$1,508.76 

$6.23 

$14.88 

$3.46 

en --(]I 
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PAYMENT OF MISCELLANEOUS REFUNDS, COMPENSATION FOR PROPERTY 
DAMAGE, ET CETERA. 

[Or2013-358] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
payment of various small claims against the City of Chicago, having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to pay the following named 
claimants the respective amounts set opposite their names, said amount to be paid in full and 
final settlement on each claim on the date and location by type of claim as follows: 

[List of claimants printed on page 54681 of this Journal.] 



City Of Chicago 

Journal Report for City Council GL Claims 

Lasl Name First Name Address City Siale Zip Code DOL Tolal Paid 

CHAMBERS CHRIS 1909 W. GEORGE STREET CHICAGO IL 60657 11/15/2012 $708.75 

MC GEE TAIRANCE 8130 S CAMPBELL CHICAGO IL 60652 02/03/2012 568518 

MEJIA LINDA 2433 FLOWERS STREET JOLIET IL 60435 0411712012 $1.420.21 

O'Loughlin Luke 4510 n greenview avenue Chicago' IL 60640 01/13/2009 $256.76 

ROBERTS ROBERT 4741 N PAULINA CHICAGO IL 60640 07/15/2011 $169.33 

SHINE MARTHA 1556 E. PARK SHORE E CHICAGO IL 60510 04/08/2008 $249.98 

VARGAS LORENA 1708 W CULLERTON ST. CHICAGO IL 60608 05/17/2012 $1.204.48 

Voutiritasa Rebecca 323 West Belden #3 Chicago IL 60614 03/26/2008 $218.83 

Number Amounl 

Total of Split Claims: 8 $4,913.52 

City Of Chicago - Confidential 

Payee Org. 

CHRIS 029 

TAIRANCE MC 084 

LINDA MEJIA 088 

Luke O'Loughlin 084 

ROBERT 084 

MARTHA SHINE 084 

LORENA VARGAS 088 

Rebecca 084 

Location of Accident 

N OHARE MAIN PARKINC 

7300 S GREENWOOD AVE 

3851 S WOOD 

638 W Jackson 

N Ashland al Monlrese 

6130 S. STONY ISLAND 

1708 W CULLERTON ST 

N Lake Shore Dr. 
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PAYMENT OF SUNDRY CLAIMS FOR CONDOMINIUM REFUSE REBATES. 
[Or2013-363] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
payment of various condominium refuse rebate claims against the city, having had the same 
under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to pay the following named 
claimants the respective amounts set opposite their names, said amounts to be paid in full 
as follows and charged to Account Number 100-99-4415-0939-0939: 

[List of claimants printed on page 54683 of this Journal.] 



REPORT DATE 
REPORT TIME 

PROGRAM 

CONDOMINIUM/ 
COOPERATIVE 

NAME 

5/31/2013 
14:36:23 
RRR272 

CARL SANDBURG VILLAGE CONDO.1 
CARL SANDBURG VI.LLAGE CONDO. 1 
CINEMA LOFTS CONDOMINIUM ASSOC 
CITYVIEW CONDOMINIUM ASSOC. 
DOMAlN CONDO ASSOC. 
FORD CITY CONDOMINIUM ASSN. 
KENNELLEY SQUARE CONDO ASSOC. 
LAKE PARK PLAZA CONDO ASSOC. 
NEWPORT CONDOMINIUM. ASSN. 
PARK TOWER CONDO. ASSOCIATION 
PARKVIEW AT RIVER EAST CONDOS 
PARKVIEW AT RIVER EAST CONDOS 
THE PARK MONROE CONDOS HOMES 
1000 CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION 
1400 N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE CONDO 
155 HARBOR DRIVE CONDO ASSOC 
161 CHICAGO AVENUE EAST 
253 EAST DELAWARE CONDO. ASSOC 
253 EAST DELAWARE CONDO. ASSOC 
535 N. MICHIGAN AVE CONDO ASSO 
611 SOUTH WELLS CONDO ASSOC 
990 N. LAKE SHORE DRIVE 

CIT Y o F CHI C AGO 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 

REFUSE REBATE COUNCIL ORDERS--PASSED 

MEETING DATE 6/05/2013 

NO. OF 
ELGIBLE AMOUNT OF 
UNITS TYPE REBATE ******* SPONSOR ****************** 

567 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 10,752.75 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
567 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 11,831.90 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
117 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 4,387.50 SCOTT WAGUESPACK 32 
421 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 8,682.42 BRENDAN REI LL Y 42 
292 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 5,333.70 WALTER BURNETT JR. 27 
320 SEMI -ANNUAL 2009 12,000.00 MARTY QUINN 13 
268 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 7,757.58 MICHELE SMITH 43 
448' SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 12,525.00 JAMES CAPPLEMAN 46 
730 SEMI -ANNUAL 2009 22,817.15 WILLIAM BURNS 04 
728 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 14,943.86 HARRY OSTERMAN 48 
268 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 10,650.00 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
268 SEMI -ANNUAL 2009 10,050.00 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
167 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 3,303.97 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
138 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 5,175.00 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
371 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 13,126.28 MICHELE SMITH 43 
742 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 19,066.52 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
292 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 9,517.80 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
164 SEMI-ANNUAL 2010 6,150.00 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
164 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 6,150.00 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
460 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 12,630.53 BRENDAN REILLY 42 
230 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 8,625.00 ROBERT FIORETTI 02 
145 SEMI-ANNUAL 2009 3,143.70 BRENDAN REILLY 42 

* * GRAND TOTAL AMOUNT * * 218,020.66 ** GRAND TOTAL NUMBER ** 22 
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PAYMENT OF SENIOR CITIZEN SEWER REBATE CLAIMS. 
[Or2013-362] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having- had under consideration an order authorizing the 
payment of senior citizen sewer rebate claims, having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed order 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to pay the following named 
claimants the respective amounts set opposite their names, said amounts to be paid in full 
as follows and charged to Account Number 314-99-4415-9148-0938: 

[List of claimants printed on pages 54685 
through 54691 of this Journal.] 



6/5/2013 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

04 BURNS 

NAME 

CARTER, BI\RBARA A. 

)5 HAIRSTON 

liElQINDER, ADRIAN Z. 

liElQINDER, Ml\RY E. 

\M1\ROSE, AN'IHONY P. 

\PPEL, IlA.VID 

lALL, CARRIE L 

:!ARKER. ilJlA M. 

3I\XTER. llRIS 

3ECKER. SELWYN W 

300. MAIJREEN 

3RENDEL. BONNIE A 

3RalKS, FlORENCE 

:lRCW'I 0lllDS, JOSIE 

3=, ROBERT 

3FOWNIEE. BRADY 

3RlM'!IT, MI>.RI'HA J. 

3RIJSMAN. IDEL S. 

IDRJ(5, MARY P. 

:EERCHI, JUDY 

:DHN, CARL M. 

:DLLINS JR., JOSEPH T. 

:oNLEY, LESIER A. 

:::IX>K, MERCER 

JI>.LU\S, MA.G!J!UBNE 

:lA.VIU9::JN, FUlZELL 

:lA.VIS. MARGI\RET 

:nCKS;N, BErTY 

iXlBRY. AllIN M. 

ruKES. ARNITA 

FARBER. =rRUD 

f'lDYD. OORIS F. 

FREEI:M\N, IXlROIHY R. 

f'REE\III\N. SUSAN T. 

ftliXER. GLAIJYS O. 

3ILL, LEJ:.N)RE A. 

3ILL. RICllARD R 

3JillD HAYES. KATHIEEN J. 

3REEN. l<OSA L. 

3U3LIarrA, GIlJRIA G 

HALL, BI\RBARA J. 

HALL. ELEANJR R 

HANNA. JULIEITE 

HANSEN, ROBERT W. 

HARRIS, AIJRIENNE 

HARnEY, CAROL 

HYDE. IlA.VID 

IW1lGAMI, MYRA 

.:JQHN9::N. ROBERT 

JUIAS, ILSE 

KEEN. = 
KRELL. ip3ENE E 

lEE. .JOSEH'I W 

CXM-1ITTEE ON FINANCE 

SMI\LL CUUMs. CITY OF == 
SEWER 1illlI\1E JOURNAL 

PIN NlMlER 

20-}2 100-003-1608 

• 'IOTI\L AMJUIT 

PIN NlMBER 

13-10 301-100-0000 

20-23-125-005-0000 

20-13-103-009-0000 

20-}2-114-052-1026 

20-14-202-076-1483 

20-11-329-00l-0000 

20-13-102-029-1081 

20-14-223-032-0000 

20-}2-114 -054-1008 

20-13-101-222-1001 

20-11-313-026-1002 

20-24-419-018-1.004 

20-14-202-076-1069 

20-24-419-018-1041 

20-24-419-018-1040 

20-14-216-045-1021 

20-13-103-009-0000 

20-14-210-005-0000 

20-}2-113-046-1006 

17-27-310-093-1420 

20-13-103 -011- 0000 

20-13"102-029-1056 

20-13-102-029-1263 

20-14-202-076-1007 

20-23-}24-019-0000 

20-14-202-076-1410 

20-13-102-024-1007 

20-14-202-076-1329 

20-12-114-052-1009 

20-24-322-020-1003 

20-14-112-002-0000 

20-13-102-029-1026 

20-14-202-076-1190 

20-13-102-029-1347 

20-13-102-029-1088 

20-13-103-009-0000 

20-24-419-018-1005 

20-14-202-076-1013 

20-14 - 200-035-1002 

20-14-202-076-1366 

20-13-102-029··1018 

20-13-102-029-1242 

20-24-419-018-1021 

20-12-111-024-1018 

20-23-124-019'0000 

20-13-103-009-0000 

20-14-209-031-1015 

20-13-103-007-0000 

20-13-102-029-1280 

20-14-202-076-1271 

20-14-202-076-1525 

50 00 

50 00 

50.00 

50 00 

50 00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50.00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50 00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 
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'.EVY , BERNARD S 

"II\NNIN3 , MP.RY L. 

>1!\YERS, BARBI\RA. W 

oJXl.ENIXN , MABEL B. 

'!ILLER. MIl1JRED 

'!ILLER. RUIHIE M. 

-rrRSKY. Ml»RVlN 

o.OE. CAlHERINE 

~. KAY H 

XiI\SAW!\RA. MImRU 

)1ITClN. BCl'INlE F 

PAS9'DRE. HAY/IOI1 

PATIEROON, RillH 

PAYNE. ELIJ\M'>.RE A 

PERCELL. EMERY A 

PINKSION. ISABELlA 

PCIilLEIJ3E • OORO'IHY 

PlGl. WlLLARD J. 

ROSENFIElD • HOBERT L 

ROY. D/WID T. 

SANDERS. JACQUELYN 

3CllNEIDER. OIROL H 

SELBY. URSUIA K. 

SMI'lll. OORIS J. 

SMI'lll. F'RANKLlN 

SNYDER. 1XlI.ORES J. 

9:JRElIlSEN • LEIF 

9:)SHNIK. MAXINE D 

SPENCER. PAlRICIA A 

STEI'I<EII'iUI. CUlCEPCION 

STRl\IlSS. OIROL D 

~J PRESroN 

~. WILLIAM A 

TIFT. VIOIE!' E. 

l'ORCZYNSKI • ELISE 

VJ\NDERMEULEN. roRMP. w. 
WAI:Nl<. BARBI\RA. 

WALTZ. ELIZABE'IH R. 

WEBB. MA20IA M. 

WEINBEro. SOLON J. 

WElNIllAUB • D. KATHRYN 

WILLIAMS. JOHNNITA D. 

WILLIlIMS. KALE A. 

WILLIAMS. MI\RTHA 'lENA 

w.rr.&:N. ALTIIFERN 

Z1INSITIS. JR .• PE:I'ER P. 

)6 SAWYER 

YU'I'I'ENU'I. WILLIE B. 

JOIlN9:JiI. MI\RTHA 

JOOES. IXlIlO'IHY 

:EBlJ\N:. WAND1\ M. 

«XlRE. Ml»RY F. 

?1\Tl'ERS:N. OIROL L 

mED. J3I,ol\l'DIE 
lMl'lH. IttJBY J 

l'O!Xl. IXJNMD V. 

20-13-102-029-1344 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1099 50.00 

20-12-112-069-1073 50.00 

20-23-124-019-0000 50.00 

20-12-114-053-1001 50.00 

20-13-103-011-0000 50.00 

20-13 -103 -009- 0000 50.00 

20-12-114-052-1045 50.00 

20-14-106-005-0000 50.00 

20-13-102-029- 3333 50.00 

20-14-202-076-1060 50.00 

20-24-420-001- 0000 50.00 

20-14-201-079-1048 50.00 

20-14-202-076·1259 50.00 

20 -13-102-029-1010 50.00 

20-23-124-019-0000 50.00 

20-23-124-019-0000 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1355 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1321 50.00 

20-12-113-051-1003 50.00 

20-14-223-032-0000 50.00 

20-12-114-052-1006 50.00 

20-13 -102-029-1367 50.00 

20-14-202-076-1279 50.00 

20-14-202-076-1154 50.00 

20-14-203-044-1002 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1250 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1369 50.00 

20-14-223-032-0000 50.00 

20-14-223-032-0000 50.00 

20-13 -102-029-1001 50.00 

20-14-202-076-1250 50.00 

20-14-202-076-1040 50.00 

20-23-124-019-0000 50.00 

20-13-103-007-0000 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1067 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1361 50.00 

20-14-210-005-0000 50.00 

20-24-419-018-1029 50.00 

20-25-207-049-1006 50.00 

20-13 -102-029-1048 50.00 

20-13-102-029-1097 50.00 

20-12-114-043-1001 50.00 

20-14-202-076-1176 50.00 

20-14-202-076-1423 50.00 

20-24-419-018-1024 50.00 

• 'IDfAL J\III[){JNl' 4.850.00 

PIN NMlER J\MJtNI' 

20-34-413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34 -413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34-413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34 -413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34-413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34-413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34-413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34 -413-024-0000 50.00 

20-34-413-024-0000 50.00 

• 'IDfAL J\MJlNI' 450.00 

6/5/2013 
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7 Holmes 

ENNBlJY. RUlli B 

16 SrosATIl 

19 ll\JJRINO 

3YI«lWSKI. RQ<;ALIE v 
::OIBI'IAN. GERAlDINE B 

E:RSIClNE. PEX33'f 

~. MMGI\RlIT M. 

:JVASAPIAN. AU:iELE 

3TROBL. JACKM. 

iolERDIN3ER. HENRY 

~roZAKEN • .IDSPHINE S. 

12 REILLY 

3RUSSlAN. BARBARA 
3URNHl\M. TRACY A. 

:ruRIU'l. JlZ\RLEEN 

3UZIAK. 0lFSI'ER 

3UZZl. ANNA 

:::AIlESSI\. ARM1\ND 

::ALIENX>. .I\N3E:LINE 

>.LIOOFF. !DIS ANN 

::AIo{)RA<;. ~ D. 

~. MZ\RY D. 

~. LEN:lRA C 

:AREY. JOAN T. 

:AREY. WILLD\M E. 

::AIlIE'Irn. BEN L 

:'ARPENl'IlR. F2\IRBANK 

:'ARPENl'IlR. PE:I'ER M. 

::ECllNER. ROBERT A. 

::::ERN)K. LILLIAN M. 

::lll\RM!\:rZ. IESTER 

~!ESEUlIl!E. DDINP. S. 

::lIIRBAN. STEllE 

:::KlRNIa<:. N1\NCY 
:::::IMIN). BE'lTE J 

:::lARK. ~ 
:::r.nm::N. EDW1\RD X. 

PIN NlMBER 

21-30-114-029-1275 

PIN NlMBER 

12-14-112'025-1136 

PIN NlMBER 

13-02-300-009-1003 

13-10-200-026-1028 

13-02-300-008-1001 

13-10-200-026-1257 

13 -15-41.0-032-1012 

13-02-300-009-1036 

13-02-300-005-1028 

13-10-200-020-1033 

• 'IDTAL J\KllNI' 

PIN NUllBER 

17-03-207-061-1.126 

17-04-424-051-1252 

17-10-401-014-1.124 

17 -10-401-005-1660 

17-03-220-020-1138 

17-03-204-063-1137 

17-10-132-037-1462 

17-10-401-014-1232 

17-03-214-014-1135 

17-10-203-027-1057 

17-04-209-043-1104 

l7-10-200-065-1241 

l7 -10-400-012-1887 

17-03-220-020-1307 

17-03-227-024-1011 

17-03-228-032-1169 

17-03-227-018-1075 

l7-03-200-063-1003 

17-10-214-011-1370 

17-03-200-063-1229 

17 -04 - 209 -043-1211 

17-10-401-005-1514 

l7 -10-400-012-174 9 

l7-10-401-014-1041 

17-03-208-021-1104 

AMJlNf 

50 00 

so 00 

50 00 

50 00 

AMJlNf 

50.00 

50.00 

50 00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

400.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 
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:JJHEN, HARRY 17-03- 208-021-1021 50.00 

ClJI-lEN, IRIS 17-03-=-015-0000 50.00 

CDHEN, LOUIS 17-10-400-012-1559 50.00 

CDHEN, S11\NLEY 17-03- 221-011-1042 50.00 

mlBURN, EIA1NE STONE 17-03-202-065-1095 50.00 

milMAN, JEAN 17-04- 207-086-1307 50.00 

mLLINS, CU\IJDETTE M 17-03-215-013-1331 50.00 

mLlDP¥, BARTHOlOMEW 17-03 -202-063-1003 50.00 

aJNNER, BERRY 17-04-209-043-1215 50.00 

CIl!'IDWY, FRANCES 17-03-=-015-0000 50.00 

=K, JJ\MES 17-10-103-027-1042 50.00 

mRBIS=, CARMINE 17 -03-222-023-1351 50.00 

mRQ)RAN, EIlEEN T. 17-03 - 200-063-1210 50.00 

mRNEIT, CltERYL 17-10-122-025-1246 5000 

mRY, ffiVID E. 17-03-220-020-1069 50.00 

CDSTA, GEDRGE V. 17-04 -207-087-1029 50.00 

CJ:JSI'ELlD , RIQlARD 17 -10-105-014-1181 50 00 

<J:l1N)IR, JEANNJNE 17-10-122-025-1326 SO 00 

QJWEN, SARA LEE 17-03-204-064-10'>4 50 00 

CR!:MEY, RO.SEl'1ARY A. 17 -10-401-005-1009 50 00 

Cl.M1I1'CS , BERRY 17-03-208-021-1144 50.00 

aJRTEAN, T!JCMl\S 17-03-211-030-1066 50.00 

IJIUH), MruULYN A. 17-10-401-014-1312 50.00 

I:lIUESSI\NlR) , WILLIAM 17-03-226-065-1227 50.00 

DllMJRE, GEDRGl\N R 17-10-202-083-1003 50.00 

=1A, PHYLLIS 17-09-325-009-1338 50.00 

IlZ\SKAL, OOBERT H 17-04-441-024-1060 50.00 
DA. VIS-RDIlS)N, JANICE 17-10-105-0l4-1110 50.00 

DA.VIS, BARBARA R. 17-10-400-012-1890 50.00 
DE LA PENA, RITA A. 17-04-=-062-1011 50.00 

DEEB, PATRICIA E 17-10-122-025-1183 50.00 

DESIINTI, GEDRGE 17-03-207-068-1108 50.00 

D1 Nl\LID, BIAGIID 17-10-126-011-1028 50.00 

DllDRENW, GWRIA 17-04-207-086-1338 50.00 

D1=O, NATIVIIlIID c. 17-10-103-027-1011 50.00 

DIXON, Ml\RIAN A 17-10-122-025-1113 50.00 

=, M1\RICA E 17-03-227-020-1005 50.00 

DOBRIN, DIANE 17-03-207-068-1124 50.00 
lXIW, BI\RIlARA J. 17-03-220-020-1597 50.00 

IXlW'lEY, OOBERT E. 17-04-424-051-1545 50.00 

DRELL, QlARlDI'I'E 17-03-227-022-1098 50.00 

=, MMIA 17-04-207-087-1307 50.00 

IJUPLESYS, VENO 17-03-220-020-1451 50.00 

DUVAL, LILIANA S. 17-03-=-023-1414 50.00 

DYER, KITITE 17 -10-401-005-1320 50.00 

EAGLE, WARREN E. 17-04-424-051-1413 50.00 

=, BlITIY G 17-10-200-068-1139 50.00 

EDLIS, SIEFAN T. 17-03-220-020-1141 50.00 
EHRLIffi, ARIENE T 17-03-202-063-1155 50.00 

EHRLIffi, DI\NUI'A 17-04-208-031-1017 50.00 
ELENDr, W1S E. 17-10-132-037-1660 50.00 

=, RIQlARD 17-10-200-065-1281 50.00 

=D, MrnLE S. 17-03-208-021-1105 50.00 

EM>1ERM'\N , = 17-10-103-027-1102 50.00 
ERICKs::lN , CAOOL A. 17-04-216-064-1381 50.00 

ERI=::N, W\RGI\RET 17-04-207-086-1224 50.00 

FARKAS, f.WITIN J. 17-10-401-005-1414 50.00 
JAalBS, JOAN H. 17-03-227-022-1052 50.00 
PANrAIDI'ID , PETER L. 17-10-401-005-1380 50.00 
PAPPAS, !'N<Y C 17-04-210-027-1021 50.00 

PAVlA, M.l\RK A. 17-03-214-014-1106 50.00 

PEXX, IXJNl\ID V. 17-03-214-014-1091 50.00 

P!ffi:lNIS , CA'IHERINE J. 17-03-207-068-1057 50.00 

PESKIND, IRA J. 17-04-424-051-1419 50.00 

PErnONE, FRANK R. 17-10-401-014-1075 50.00 

PIIJ:JiEN, ERNA 17-10-309-015-1904 50.00 

PllSLER, REUIIEN 17-04-413-021-1091 50.00 
PIFER, PEi'ER A 17-03-221-004-0000 50.00 
PUXl<EBAl.M, JOHN F. 17-04-424-051-17.41 50.00 
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ORAT. AVNER 

OSNER. ELIZl\BEIH H. 

OUWS. NIO< 

'RACHAND. PUSHPA 

'RITKIN. RmEE Z. 

u=I.AN. AURORA E. 

~. JOHNL. 

~. ElAINE R. 

I\DER. BlAlNE B 

APPEL. JOHN P. 

E!lLIN.3. UJUISE E 

EIFIER. RICllARD 

EILLY. SHEllA 

E1N3Il\SS. JOEL A. 

:EYES. CUIRI'lD 

!ICK!DFF. WILLIAM L. & IO'II\YNE L. 

ITPPEL. PATRICIA A. 

!OBERTS. PATRICIA A 

!OBERTS. STEVEN 

IOBIN. SIIJlIEY 

IOBINillN. ALEXlINDER P. 

<OBINEDN. JOAN C 

<ODKIN. MI\RG!\REI' D. 

'lOSEN. NANCY 

~. LEDNA 

ROSENBERG. N)~K. 

ROSENBlATl' • KA'IHRYN & f.UlRAY 

1nSENIlWCM. ALFRED A. 

1lOSENlllAL. JEl!OLD I. 

1lOSENlllAL. MARY 0 

1lOSENlllAL. RIDDI\. R. 

llOSIGI'OID • HOBERT T 

ROUKIS. MARIA L. 

RUBEL. GERI\lD 

RUBIN. VERA G. 

RUBINSTEIN. USIIAID.J 

RUlJEIlMAN. OORO'IHY 

S'lI::J!ffi. BERNARD 

"IlRRDW. JOHN L. 

14 'I'lmEY 

'lADZIaa. LU:'ILLE 

AA:IllOCNE. JOAN M. 

;lE&SE. J1\Y =. HARVARD 
;mI'lM!\N. MYRNA 

RICE. VIVIAN A. 

RICIXI1I. GlDRIA M. 

RIIEY. Rl\OmL L. 

RIVERA. SlEAN K 

!!OCl:AFOIaE. Hi\RRY I. 

103ERS. RWL R. 

17-10-202-083-1132 

17-03-220-020-1205 

17-10-200-068-1248 

17-10-200-065-1029 

17-10-105-0l4-1077 

17-03-225-078-1143 

17-03-204-063-1046 

17-09-410-0l4-1725 

17-04-224-049-1002 

17-10-400-012-1665 

17-03-214-014-1176 

17-04-424-051-1406 

17-03-220-020-1092 

17-09-127-045-1052 

12-11-122-008-1024 

17-04-216-064-1239 

17 -10-400-012-1113 

17-04-207-086-1421 

17 -10-214-016-1412 

17-04-207-086-1017 

17-10-401-005-1150 

17-03-214-014-1028 

17-03-201-066-1009 

17-10-104-037-1137 

17-03-220-020-1356 

17-03-227-022-1156 

17-10-221-283-1620 

17-03-215-013-1307 

17 - 03 - 222 -020-0000 

17-10-132-037-1309 

17-03-201-066-1068 

17-03-228-032-1071 

17-10-105-0l4-1123 

17-10-202-063-1154 

17-04-207-086-1321 

17-03-204-064-1088 

17-03-201-066-1081 

10-36-120-003-1170 

* 'IDTAL AM)U\I'J' 

PIN N!MlER 

14-28- 320-030-1104 

PIN N!MlER 

14-28-201-015-1106 

14-28-122-018-1005 

14-28-202-016-1040 

14-28-200-003-1049 

14-28-207-004-1008 

14-28-207-004-1281 

14-21-314-046-1015 

14-28-202-017-1091 

14-21-314-053-1172 

14-28-207-004-1237 

14-28-103-055-1029 

54689 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 
c;:o nn 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

6.600.00 

50.00 

50.00 

AMJU'lT 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 
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ROlN,Rl\OJEL 

1lCXEOS. MINA 

~, M1\Iil3ARET JEAN 

1OlDSH1N. WILLIAM I 

ZI\M:lUIO, ROSE A. 

ZEBAAK. MI1.LB<ED 

ZIS:XlK. RlJl'Il 

ZlMrrEIN, 'lOSEF N. 

Z'fZDA.. GENE 

FUOlES, GISELE 

3/lIDF1\LO. WI\NDI\. 

~. ROIl\ND M. 

GELF7IND. MARIA 
GKlRGAND1'\S, ADRIENNE L. 

GERLT. BERNICE 

GIl\NNINI, JULIE W. 

GIBBS. BARRY A. 

GIlBERT. BETIY 

OOIBW. IJBLI.A 

OOIDF1ldlB. MARLENE 

OOIlllHER. M!\RVIN 

OOlNI(J{, RAYMJND J 

OOWFF, JEANETIE 

o:MlEm. MICllAEL J. 

c:D!NI2\NIS-RIGI\S, CDNNIE 

GR/JI/ER. RATTI\N 

GOOIIER. SURJIT S. 

GRllBERT. vrcroR P. 

G:mlN>. JR .• G. J. 

HALI.BERG, EllELYNE A. 

HALI.BERG. Ia\REN 

H1\NN. JANICE I 

~. WAYNEC. 

Hl\RI\L1lMPW. J\IGill) C 

HARELIK. JUDTIH H. 

HARMAN. ROBERI' J. 

Hl\RSHA, I<l\R!;N R 

llAIN'IAN JR.. ARlHUR J. 

HAYDEN. TERENCE 

HAYES. ROBERI' E. 

HEF'I'EIlNruI. I<l\THERINE E. 

HEFTER. 'IERESE R. 

HJ:MIIIINJS. FlORINE 5.' 

HERZ]li[;ER, lJJWARD R. 

macs. RIOl1\RD C. 

HRBCA. MATI' 

HUBICK. ARNJW N. 

HUrn:M5KI. DANIEL L. 

lOANTIESClJ, GHEDRGHE 

JAa<:. M!\RION S. 

.:J1>D31\RD, lXJNNA G. 

J1\NKOIIIC. MIROSIAVA 

JCiIlI'Bl'I, BRIAN P. 

JCiIlI'Bl'I, KMHIEEN M. 

JCiIlI'Bl'I. M1\E F. 

JONES. ALVIN C. 
" JONES •• BARBARA M. 

JlNlERS, WALL!\CE S. 

~, JUDTIHN. 

14-28-207-004-1178 

14-21-314-048-1040 

14-28-103-055-1033 

14-28-203-027-1070 

14-28-200-004-1005 

14-28-207-004-1193 

14-28-206-005-1270 

14-21-314-053-1185 

14-28-206-005-1053 

PIN NlmER 

14-05-211-016-1003 

14-05-215-015-1129 

14-05-211-024-1047 

14-08-408-035-0000 

14-05-215-015-1152 

14-08-203-001-0000 

14-08-407-022-1116 

14-08-403-028-1161 

14-08-203-016-1038 

14-05-407-017-1227 

14-08-407-022-1014 

14-05-407-015-1080 

14-05-215-017-1366 

14-05-211-024-1066 

14-08-408-035-0000 

14-05-215-017-1085 

14-05-403-019-1031 

14-05-403-019-1029 

l4-08-203-016-1275 

14-05-407-017-1384 

14-08-407-022-1073 

14-05-215-017-1231 

14-08-203-016-1179 

14-05-211-021-1129 

14-05-403-019-1082 

14-08-203-015-1358 

14-08-203-017-1365 

14-08-203-016-1243 

14-08-203-001-0000 

14-08-408-029-0000 

14-05-215-015-1346 

14-05-215-017-1478 

14-05-215-113-1139 

14-05-215-015-1298 

14-08-203-017-1307 

14-05-215-017-1019 

14-08-413-040-1017 

14-05-215-017-1493 

14-08-203-016-1115 

14-08-408-035-0000 

14-08-203-016-1358 

14-08-203-016-1037 

14-05-215-017-1345 

14-08-203-001-0000 

14-05-215-015-1141 

14-05-215-017-1304 

14-08-203-016-1428 

14-08-403-028-1242 

14-08-203-001-0000 

14-08-203-015-1378 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

1,000.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

SO.OO 

50.00 

50.00 

SO.OO 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

2.500.00 
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19 MJJRE 

;0 SILVERSI'EIN 

lERAHA. IDUIS 

lERNS'IEIN. J.IIA1lll\N 

lONNSTE'ITER. MARY M 

~. IXlIUlllY 

~. SHEUXlN 

DRIUi. GERrnIJDE 

oo,'IMAN. JOYCE 

QISr. BETSY 

:.EWlN. JlIDrnI L 

:£JaoIENSTEIN. FRANCES 

'II\RTIN. RlJlll L. 

olEYER. l\IORlU'I H. 

iOVAK. ARLENE E. 

lDIDFEW. MIGUEL E. 

IDBENSrEIN. EIN>. 

IDBIN. CAROL 0 

31\1'SKY. BARRY 

3TI\REWICZ. TIiEXllXlRE A. 

tIEN3ER. LINA C. 

14-05- 203-011-1156 

PIN Nl.M3ER 

10- 36 -100-018-1202 

10-36-416-032-0000 

10-36-118-005-1031 

10-36-100-015-1071 

10-36-100-015-1146 

10-36-118-005-1156 

10-36-118-005-1055 

10-36-100-018-1021 

10-36-100-018-1133 

13-02-220-047-8002 

11- 31-114-022-1037 

10-36-100-015-1107 

10-36 -100-018-1073 

10-36-119-003-1083 

10-36-120-003-1117 

10-36-100-018-1198 

10- 36 -118-005-1132 

11-31-108-021-1004 

10- 36 -119-003-1026 

* =.. J\IIIJlNI' 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

950.00 
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ISSUANCE OF CITY OF CHICAGO CHARITABLE SOLICITATION (TAG DAY) 
PERMITS. 

[Or2013-353] 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing 
applications for the City of Chicago charitable solicitation (tag day) permits for Blue Island 
Citizens for Persons with Developmental Disabilities, doing business as Blue Cap, Hegewisch 
Uttle League, Southern Poverty Law Center, Inc., The Chicago Fund on Aging and Disability, 
doing business as Meals on Wheels Chicago, and Mercy Home for Boys and Girls, having 
had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Pass the proposed order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Committee on Finance is hereby authorized and directed to issue 
charitable solicitation (tag day) permits to the following organizations: 

A. Blue Island Citizens for Persons with Developmental Disabilities, 
doing business as Blue Cap 
August 23 and 24, 2013 -- citywide. 

B. Hegewisch Little League 
June 13 and 14, 2013 -- citywide. 

C. Southern Poverty Law Center, Inc. 
June 10, 2013 through September 21, 2013 -- citywide. 

D. The Chicago Fund on Aging and Disability, 
doing business as Meals on Wheels Chicago 
June 20, 2013 -- citywide. 

E. Mercy Home for Boys and Girls 
July 1, 2013 through December 31, 2013 -- citywide. 

This order shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Do Not Pass -- CLAIMS FOR VARIOUS REFUNDS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

[CL20 13-15351 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, Small Claims Division, to which was referred on 
November 15, 2012 and on subsequent, sundry claims for various refunds, having had the 
same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Do 
Not Pass said claims for payment. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In by yeas 
and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

[List of denied claims printed on page 54695 in this Journal.] 

COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET AND GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS. 

AMENDMENT OF MUNICIPAL CODE SECTION 3-55-030 REGARDING FEES 
IMPOSED ON NEW TIRE SALES AND SECTION 13-160-050 CONCERNING 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXITS FOR BUILDING FLOORS, SPACES OR ROOMS. 

[S02013-3372] 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing an amendment to correct Section 3-55-030 and 
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Section 13-160-050 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and having been presented with a 
substitute ordinance by Alderman Carrie M. Austin (34), and having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 3-55-030 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows: 

3-55-030 Fee On New Tires Imposed. 

(a) On and after July ~, 2005, any Any person selling new tires at retail or offering new 
tires for retail sale in the city shall collect from retail customers a fee of $1.00 per new tire 
sold at retail and delivered in the city to be paid to the department, less a collection 
allowance of four cents per tire to be retained by the retail seller. 
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fbt The requirements of this subsection shall apply exclusively to the sale of tires to be 
used for vehicles defined in Section 1-217 of the Illinois Vehicle Code, aircraft tires, special 
mobile equipment, and implements of husbandry. 

tet fQl The requirements of subsection fbt fill. shall not apply to: 

(1) mail order sales; 

(2) tires sold as a part of the retail sale of a motor vehicle; or 

(3) the sale of used or reprocessed tires. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. Section 13-160-050 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows: 

13-160-050 Minimum Number Of Exits. 

There shall be not less than two exits from every building, floor, space or room, except 
that one exit may be permitted from any room or space under the conditions outlined in 
subsection (a) through (b) of this section; and one exit may be permitted from a floor under 
the conditions outlined in subsections (c) through (0) of this section. 

(a) In all occupancies except hazardous use units, one exit shall be permitted from any 
room or space designed or used for an occupancy of not more than 50 persons andJ1.l 
having an area not exceeding 1,200 square feet; or ill when used for business, mercantile, 
industrial and or storage uses ... not exceeding 4,000 square feet provided the travel 
distance from the exit door to the most remote point in the room or space does not exceed 
75 feet, or 115 feet if equipped throughout with a standard automatic sprinkler system as 
defined in Chapter 15-16 of this Code. 

(Omitted text is not affected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3. The changes made by this ordinance are declarative of existing law and are 
not a new enactment. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION AND AMENDMENT OF YEAR 2013 ANNUAL 
APPROPRIATION ORDINANCE WITHIN FUND NO. 925. 

[S02013-3906] 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5,2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing a supplemental appropriation and an amendment to 
the year 2013 Annual Appropriation Ordinance necessary to reflect an increase in the amount 
of funds received from Federal, State, public, and/or private agencies, and having been 
presented with a proposed substitute ordinance by the Office of Budget and Management; 
and having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, The Annual Appropriation Ordinance for the year 2013 of the City of Chicago 
(the "City") contains estimates of revenues receivable as grants from agencies of the state 
and federal governments and public and private agencies; and 

WHEREAS, I n accordance with Section 8 of the Annual Appropriation Ordinance, the heads 
of various departments and agencies of the City have applied to agencies of the state and 
federal governments and public and private agencies for grants to the City for various 
purposes; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Public Health has been awarded federal 
grant funds in the amount of $25,000 from the Illinois Department of Public Health which shall 
be used for the BioSense Syndromic Surveillance program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Family and Support Services ("DFSS") has 
been awarded additional state grant funds in the amount of $1 ,000 by the Illinois Department 
on Aging ("IDOA") which shall be used for the State Foster Grandparent program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through DFSS has been awarded additional state grant funds in the 
amount of $3,000 by IDOA which shall be used for the State Senior Employment Specialist 
program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through DFSS has been awarded state grant funds through a consent 
decree in connection with the Colbert v. Quinn lawsuit in the amount of $428,000 by the 
Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services which shall be used for the Colbert 
Consent Decree Implementation Plan; and 

WHEREAS, The City through DFSS has been awarded state grant funds in the amount of 
$350,000 by the Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority which shall be used for the 
Enhanced Neighborhood Clean-up program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through DFSS has been awarded private grant funds in the amount 
of $100,000 by the National Council on Aging/Atlantic Philanthropies which shall be used for 
the Senior Benefits program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Housing and Economic Development 
("HED") has additional program income in the amount of $4,745,000 which shall be used for 
the Neighborhood Stabilization program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through HED has additional program income in the amount of 
$130,000 which shall be used for the Neighborhood Stabilization program; and 
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WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Police has been awarded public grant funds 
in the amount of $35,000 by the Chicago Housing Authority which shall be used for the 
Altgeld Riverside Consortium Partnership program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Transportation ("COOT") has been awarded 
additional federal grant funds in the amount of $43,000 by the Chicago Metropolitan Agency 
for Planning which shall be used for the Transportation Planning program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through COOT has been awarded additional federal grant funds in 
the amount of $3,486,000 by the Federal Highway Administration which shall be used for the 
engineering phase of the Surface Transportation program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through COOT has been awarded additional state grant funds in the 
amount of $350,000 by the Illinois Department of Transportation which shall be used for the 
lOOT Funds -- Emergency Repair program; and 

WHEREAS, The City through COOT has been awarded federal grant funds in the amount 
of $1,772,000 by the United States Department of Transportation, Federal Transit 
Administration which shall be used for the Taxi ADA Vehicle Equipment program; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The sum of $11,468,000 not previously appropriated, representing increased 
grant awards is hereby appropriated from Fund 925 -- Grant Funds for the year 2013. The 
Annual Appropriation Ordinance is hereby amended by striking the words and figures and 
adding the words and figures indicated in the attached Exhibit A which is hereby made a part 
hereof. 

SECTION 2. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, isin conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "An referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 



Exhibit "A". 

Amendment To The 2013 Appropriation Ordinance. 

Code Department And Item 

Estimate Of Grant Revenue For 2013 

Awards from Agencies of the Federal 
Government 

Awards from Agencies of the State of Illinois 

Awards from Public and Private Agencies 

Grant Program Income 

925 -- Grant Funds 

41 Department Of Public Health: 

BioSence Syndromic Surveillance 

50 Department Of Family And Support Services: 

State Foster Grandparent 

State Senior Employment Specialist 

Colbert Consent Decree Implementation Plan 

Enhance Neighborhood Clean-Up Program 

Senior Benefits Program 

Strike Amount 

$1,533.446,500 

257-,836,000 

36.410,000 

17,299,500 

Add Amount 

$1,538,772,500 

258,968,000 

36,545,000 

22,174,500 

Strike Amount Add Amount 
2013 Anticipated Grant 2013 Anticipated Grant 

$ 36,000 

19,000 

$ 25,000 

$37,000 

22,000 

100,000 

428,000 

350,000 

Strike Amount Add Amount Strike Amount Add Amount 
2013 Total Includes 2013 Total Includes 2013 Total 2013 Total 

Anticipated Anticipated 
Carryover Carryover 

$ 36,000 

19,000 

$ 25,000 

37,000 

22,000 

100,000 

428,000 

350,000 
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925 -- Grant Funds Strike Amount Add Amount 
2013 Anticipated Grant 2013 Anticipated Grant 

56 Department Of Housing And Economic 
Development: 

ARRA Neighborhood Stabilization Program 
Income $ 2,000,000 $6,745,000 

ARRA Neighborhood Stabilization Program 
Income 1,500,000 1,630,000 

57 Department Of Police: 

Atgeld Riverside Consortium Partnership 35,000 

84 Chicago Department Of Transportation: 

Transportation Planning 768,000 811,000 

Surface Transportation Program 
-- Engineering 16,142,000 19,628,000 

IDOT Funds -- Emergency Repair 
Program 890,000 1 ,240,000 

Taxi ADA Vehicle Equipment 1,772,000 

Strike Amount Add Amount Strike Amount 
2013 Total Includes 2013 Total Includes 2013 Total 

Anticipated Anticipated 
Carryover Carryover 

$ 2,000,000 

1,500,000 

768,000 

16,142,000 

890,000 

Add Amount 
2013 Total 

$ 6,745,000 

1,630,000 

35,000 

811,000 

19,628,000 

1 ,240,000 

1,772,000 
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AMENDMENT OF YEAR XXXIX COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT 
ORDINANCE. 

[02013-3927] 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing an amendment to the Year XXXIX Community 
Development Block Grant Ordinance, having had the same under advisement, begs leave 
to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, By ordinance passed by the City Council on November 15, 2012 for the 
2013 fiscal year, the City Council authorized the projected use of Community Development 
Block Grant entitlement funds for Year XXXIX (the "Year XXXIX CDBG Ordinance"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the Year XXXIX CDBG Ordinance, the reprogramming of funds 
is subject to review and approval by the City Council; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Family and Support Services seeks to re-appropriate 
$38,400 that has become available from a delegate agency that has closed their doors or 
otherwise been unable to comply with grant requirements; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to amend the Year XXXIX CDBG Ordinance to account for 
the above-described funding reallocations; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The Year XXXIX CDBG Ordinance, as amended, is hereby further amended 
by striking the words and figures and adding the words and figures indicated in Exhibit A 
attached hereto. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Amendment To Community Development Block Grant. 

Appropriation Ordinance 

Community Development Block Grant 

(50) -- Department Of Family And Support 
Services 2505. Youth Services 

.0135 For Delegate Agencies 

Out of School Time 

Strike Amount 

$81,591,000 

7,075,018 

$ 5,974,604 

Add Amount 

$81,591,000 

7,075,018 

5,974,604 
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Strike Amount Add Amount 

Southwest Services Youth Collaborative 

Brighton Park Neighborhood Council 

$ 38,400 

o 

$ o 

38,400 

(50) -- Department Total: $24,864,960 $24,864,960 

TRANSFER OF YEAR 2013 FUNDS WITHIN COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RELATIONS. 
[02013-4917] 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing a transfer of funds within the City Council Committee 
on Human Relations, and having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago is a home rule unit of government as defined in Article VII, 
Section 6(a) of the Illinois Constitution and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The management of its finances is a matter pertaining to the government and 
affairs of the City of Chicago; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Comptroller and the City Treasurer are authorized and directed to 
make the following transfer of funds for the year 2013. This transfer will leave sufficient 
unencumbered appropriations to meet all liabilities that have been or may be incurred during 
the year 2013 payable from such appropriations: 

FROM: 

Purpose 

Personal Services 

TO: 

Purpose 

Commodities and 
Materials 

Fund 

100 

Fund 

100 

Code 
Department 

15/2286 

Code 
Department 

15/2286 

Account 

0000 

Account 

0300 

Amount 

$3,000.00 

Amount 

$3,000.00 

SECTION 2. The sole purpose of this transfer of funds is to provide funds to meet the 
necessary obligations in the City Council Committee on Human Relations during the 
year 2013. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage. 
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COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, CAPITAL AND 
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT. 

54707 

APPOINTMENT OF LESLIE D. DAVIS AS MEMBER OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
COMMISSION. 

[A2013-51] 

The Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development submitted the following 
report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development, having had under 
consideration an appointment by Mayor Rahm Emanuel of Leslie D. Davis as a member of 
the Community Development Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring 
February 26, 2018, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed appointment transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS TUNNEY, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Tunney, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Leslie D. Davis as a member of the Community Development 
Commission was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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REAPPOINTMENT OF LYNDA A. OLANDER AS MEMBER OF COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION. 

[A2013-50] 

The Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development submitted the following 
report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development, having had under 
consideration a reappointment by Mayor Rahm Emanuel of Lynda A. Olander as a member 
of the Community Development Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring 
February 26, 2018, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed reappointment transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS TUNNEY, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Tunney, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointment of Lynda A. Olander as a member of the Community 
Development Commission was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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REAPPOINTMENT OF SHIRLEY J. NEWSOME AS MEMBER OF COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION. 

[A2013-49] 

The Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development submitted the following 
report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development, having had under 
consideration a reappointment by Mayor Rahm Emanuel of Shirley J. Newsome as a member 
of the Community Development Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring 
February 26, 2018, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed reappointment transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS TUNNEY, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Tunney, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointment of Shirley J. Newsome as a member of the Community 
Development Commission was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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SUPPORT OF COOK COUNTY CLASS 7(b) TAX INCENTIVE FOR PROPERTY AT 
2501 N. ELSTON AVE. 

[02013-3763] 

The Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development submitted the following 
report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development, having had under 
consideration a Class 7(b) tax incentive for the property located at 2501 North Elston Avenue, 
begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of all Committee members 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS TUNNEY, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Tunney, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois authorized to exercise 
any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted December 16, 1983, and published in the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago at pages 3991 to 3993, 
amended by ordinance adopted November 6, 2002, and published in the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago at pages 95277 to 95285, and most 
recently amended again by ordinance adopted on April 10, 2013 (said ordinances and all 
amendments collectively referred to as the "Enterprise Zone Ordinance"), the City Council 
established "Enterprise Zone 4" in accordance with the Illinois Enterprise Zone Act, 
20 ILCS 665/1, et seq., finding, among other things, that Enterprise Zone 4 is a depressed 
area; and 

WHEREAS, Certain real estate located at 2501 North Elston Avenue in Chicago (the 
"Project Site"), as more precisely described on Exhibit A attached hereto and hereby made 
a part hereof, is located within the boundaries of Enterprise Zone 4; and 

WHEREAS, Delta Real Estate Holdings LLC, a Michigan limited liability company 
("Applicant"), proposes to construct and operate an approximately 101,596 square foot 
automobile dealership on the Project Site (the "Project"); and 

WHEREAS, The Project will increase employment opportunities, economic activity in the 
area and growth in the real property tax base; and 

WHEREAS, Stewart and David Reich, individuals ("Owners") currently hold legal title to the 
Project Site, and it is anticipated that the Owners will transfer title to the Project Site to the 
Applicant or an affiliated designee in connection with the Project; and 

WHEREAS, The Applicant intends to apply to the Office of the Assessor of Cook County, 
Illinois (the "Assessor") for designation of the Project Site as a Class 7(b) classification 
eligible for certain real estate tax incentives; and 

WHEREAS, Section 74-65(b) ofthe Cook County Real Estate Classification Ordinance, as 
amended, (the "Classification Ordinance"), provides that priorto filing an eligibility application 
with the Assessor, an applicant for Class 7(b) classification must obtain an ordinance or 
resolution from the municipality in which the real estate is located expressly stating that (a) 
the municipality has determined that eligibility factors (1) through (5) under Section 74-65(a) 
of the Classification Ordinance are present, and (b) the municipality supports and consents 
to the Class 7(b) application to the Assessor; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Housing and Economic Development of the City of Chicago 
("HED") has reviewed the proposed Project, has determined that it meets the necessary 
eligibility requirements for Class 7(b) designation, and hereby recommends to the City 
Council that the City expressly determine by ordinance that (a) the required eligibility factors 
are present, and (b) the City supports and consents to the Class 7(b) application to the 
Assessor by the Applicant for the Project; now, therefore, 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are hereby expressly incorporated as if fully set forth 
herein. 

SECTION 2. The City hereby determines that the Project meets eligibility factor (1) under 
Section 74-65(a) of the Classification Ordinance in that the Project Site is blighted and is 
located in an area in need of commercial development. 

SECTION 3. The City hereby determines that the Project meets eligibility factor (2) under 
Section 74-65(a) of the Classification Ordinance in that real estate taxes in the area during 
the last six years have either declined, remained stagnant and/or potential real estate taxes 
are not being fully realized due to the depressed condition of the area. 

SECTION 4. The City hereby determines that the Project meets eligibility factor (3) under 
Section 74-65(a) of the Classification Ordinance in that there is a reasonable expectation that 
the Project is viable and likely to go forward on a reasonably timely basis if granted Class 7b 
designation and will therefore result in the economic enhancement of the area. 

SECTION 5. The City hereby determines that the Project meets eligibility factor (4) under 
Section 74-65(a) of the Classification Ordinance in that certification of the Project for 
Class 7(b) designation will materially assist development, redevelopment or rehabilitation of 
the area and the Project would not go forward without the full incentive offered under 
Class 7(b). 

SECTION 6. The City hereby determines that the Project meets eligibility factor (5) under 
Section 74-65(a) of the Classification Ordinance in that certification of the Project for 
Class 7(b) designation is reasonably expected to ultimately result in an increase in real 
property tax revenue and employment opportunities within the area. 

SECTION 7. The City hereby expressly determines that eligibility factors (1) through (5) 
under Section 74-65(a) of the Classification Ordinance are present for the Project, and 
hereby expressly supports and consents to the Class 7(b) application of the Applicant to the 
Assessor for Class 7(b) designation of the Project and the Project Site. 

SECTION 8. The Commissioner of HED (the "Commissioner"), or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized to deliver a certified copy of this ordinance to the 
Assessor and to furnish such additional information as may be required in connection with 
the filing of the application by the Applicant with the Assessor for Class 7(b) designation of 
the Project. 

SECTION 9. This ordinance shall be effective from and after its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit ''A ". 

Legal Description Of The Project Site: 

Parcel A. 

A part of Lot 1 and vacated Snow Street in Snow Estate Subdivision by Superior Court 
in partition of the east half of the northwest quarter of Section 30, Township 40 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, and the east half of the northeast quarter 
of Section 25, Township 40 North, Range 13, East of the Third Principal Meridian (except 
the south 20 acres); also that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30, lying north 
and east of the north branch of the Chicago River; also Lots 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 11 in the 
Assessor's Division of that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30, lying between 
the railroad and the river which part of Lot 1 and vacated street are more particularly 
described as being those parts of said lot and vacated street which are bounded as 
follows: on the northeast by the southwesterly dock line of the north branch of the 
Chicago River; on the southwest by the northeasterly line of North Elston Avenue; on the 
northwest by a line 5.08 feet (measured at right angles) southeasterly from and parallel 
with the northwesterly line of vacated Snow Street; and on the southeast by a line 
extended from said northerly line of North Elston Avenue to said north branch of the 
Chicago River, which line extends northeasterly from a point on said northeasterly line of 
North Elston Avenue that is 403.79 feet southeasterly from the point of intersection of 
said northeasterly street line with the northwesterly line of said vacated Snow Street and 
passes through a point which is 509.48 feet (measured at right angles) northeasterly from 
said northeasterly line of North Elston Avenue and 181.41 feet (measured at right angles) 
west from the east line of said southwest quarter of said Section 30. 

And 

Parcel B. 

The northwesterly 12.25 feet (measured perpendicularly) of the following described tract: 
part of Lot 1 in Snow Estate Subdivision by Superior Court in partition of the east half of 
the northwest quarter of Section 30, Township 40 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian and the east half of the northeast quarter of Section 25, Township 40 
North, Range 13, East of the Third Principal Meridian (except the south 20 acres); also 
that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30, lying north and east of the north 
branch of the Chicago River; also Lots 2,3,4,6,7, 9 and 11 in the Assessor's Division 
of that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30 lying between the railroad and 
river, which part of Lot 1 is more particularly described as being that part of said Lot 1, 
which is bounded as follows: on the northeast by the north branch of the Chicago River; 
on the southwest by the northeasterly line of North Elston Avenue; on the east by the 
west line of North Damen Avenue (North Robey Street) as widened; on the northwest by 
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a line extended from said North Elston Avenue to said north branch of the Chicago River 
which line extends northeasterly from a point on said northeasterly line of North Elston 
Avenue that is 403.79 feet southeasterly from the point of intersection of said 
northeasterly street line with the northwesterly line of vacated Snow Street and passes 
through a point which is 509.48 feet (measured at right angles) northeasterly from said 
northeasterly line of North Elston Avenue and 181.41 feet (measured at right angles) west 
of the east line of said southwest quarter of said Section 30; and on the southeast line of 
said Lot 1 in Snow Estate Subdivision. 

And 

Parcel C. 

That part of Lot 1 in Snow Estate Subdivision by Superior Court in partition of the east 
half of the northwest quarter of Section 30, Township 40 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, and the east half of the northeast quarter of Section 25, 
Township 40 North, Range 13, East of the Third Principal Meridian (except the south 20 
acres); also that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30, lying north and east of 
the north branch of the Chicago River; also Lots 2, 3,4, 5,7, 9 and 11 in the Assessor's 
Division of that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30, lying between the railroad 
and the river which part of Lot 1 is more particularly described as being that part of said 
Lot 1 which is bounded as follows: on the northeast by the north branch of the Chicago 
River; on the southwest by the northeasterly line of North Elston Avenue; on the east by 
the west line of North Damen Avenue (North Robey Street) as widened and conveyed to 
the City of Chicago by quitclaim deed recorded April 18, 1927 as Document 9619084; on 
the northwest by a line extending from said North Elston Avenue to said north branch of 
the Chicago River, which line extends northeasterly from a point on said northeasterly line 
of North Elston Avenue that is 403.79 feet southeasterly from the point of intersection of 
said northeasterly street line with the northwesterly line of vacated Snow Street and 
passes through a point which is 509.48 feet (measured at right angles) northeasterly from 
said northeasterly line of North Elston Avenue and 181.41 feet (measured at right angles) 
west of the east line of said southwest quarter of said Section 30 and on the southeast 
by the southeast line of said Lot 1 in Snow Estate Subdivision, except from the above 
described premises, the northwesterly 12.25 feet (measured perpendicularly) thereof 
except that part of Lot 1 in Snow Estate Subdivision of Superior Court in partition of the 
east half of the northwest quarter of Section 30, Township 40 North, Range 14, East of 
the Third Principal Meridian, and the east half of the northeast quarter of Section 25, 
Township 40 North, Range 13, East of the Third Principal Meridian (except the south 
20 acres); also that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30, lying north and east 
of the north branch of the Chicago River; also Lots 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 11 in the 
Assessor's Division of that part of the southwest quarter of said Section 30, lying between 
the railroad and the river, which part of Lot 1 is more particularly described as being that 
part of said Lot 1, which is bounded as follows: beginning at the southwest corner of said 
Lot 1; thence northeasterly along the southeasterly line of said lot line 309.82 feet to the 
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westerly line of North Damen Avenue, as widened; thence westerly at right angles to said 
westerly line of North Damen Avenue, 20.94 feet; thence southwesterly along a 
line 14.0 feet northwesterly and parallel with the southeasterly line of said lot, a distance 
of 149.0 feet; thence southwesterly 145.92 feet to the point of beginning) all in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

2501 North Elston Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

14-30-301-023-0000; 

14-30-301-031-0000; and 

14-30-301-032 -0000. 

COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 2-112-160 OF MUNICIPAL CODE REGARDING 
CLINICAL STAFF OUTSIDE PRACTICE. 

[02013-3868] 

The Committee on Health and Environmental Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 4, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Health and Environmental Protection, for which a meeting was held on 
May 30, 2013, and having under consideration an ordinance amending Chapter 2-112 of the 
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Municipal Code regarding clinical staff outside practice, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) GEORGE A. CARDENAS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Cardenas, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 2-112-160 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language underscored, as follows: 

2-112-160 Commissioner -- Enforcement Powers And Duties. 

The commissioner of health shall have the following powers and duties: 

(a) Public health related powers and duties: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(4) To determine when a disease is communicable or epidemic, and establish 
quarantine regulations whenever it is deemed necessary:-~ 
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@ To enter into contracts with hospitals and healthcare facilities within the city to 
allow medical directors employed by the department to provide clinical services 
and/or care at such hospitals and facilities for the purpose of enabling such 
employees to maintain clinical skills and/or certifications related to their position 
at the department. Such contracts shall be subject to approval of the corporation 
counsel as to form and legality. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take full force and effect upon its passage and approval. 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH CHICAGO HOUSING AUTHORITY 
REGARDING SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION AND RELATED EDUCATIONAL 
SERVICES AND TRAINING. 

[02013-3890] 

The Committee on Health and Environmental Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 4, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Health and Environmental Protection, for which a meeting was held on 
May 30,2013, and having under consideration an ordinance approving an intergovernmental 
agreement with the Chicago Housing Authority regarding substance abuse prevention and 
related educational services and training, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) GEORGE A. CARDENAS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Cardenas, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule municipality as described in 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and, as such, may 
exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City, through its Department of Public Health ("DPH") desires to enter into 
an intergovernmental agreement (the "Agreement" ) with the Chicago Housing Authority, an 
Illinois municipal corporation ("CHA") for Substance Abuse Prevention and Related 
Educational Services and Training; and 

WHEREAS, The CHA desires to enter into the Agreement with DPH; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Recitals. The above recitals are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
herein. 

SECTION 2. Authority. Subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel, the 
Commissioner of DPH (the "Commissioner") or a designee of the Commissioner are each 
hereby authorized to execute and deliver the Agreement in substantially the form attached 
hereto as ExhibitA, with such changes, deletions and insertions thereto as the Commissioner 
or the Commissioner's designee shall approve (execution of the Agreement by the 
Commissioner or the Commissioner's designee constituting conclusive evidence of such 
approval), and to enter into and execute all such other agreements and instruments, and to 
perform any and all acts as shall be necessary or advisable in connection with implementation 
of the Agreement. 

SECTION 3. Invalidity Of Any Section. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to 
be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, then the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
provision will not affect any of the remaining provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. Superseder. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict will this 
ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. Effective Date. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately 
upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 

Intergovernmental Agreement For Substance Abuse Prevention 
And Related Educational Services And Training. 

(Contract No. 11210). 

54719 

This intergovet:J1Illental agreement (the "Agreement") is made as of January 1, 2013.(the 

"Effective Date") by and between the Chicago Housing Authority, an Illinois municipal 

corporation (the "CHA") and the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation and home 

rule unit of government under Article VII, Section 6(a) of the 1970 Constitution of the State of 

. Illinois, acting through its Department of Public Health (hereinafter referred to as the "City" or 

"DPH"). 

RECITALS: 

WHEREAS, the CHA and the City have authority to enter into this Agreement under 

the intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 5 ILCS 220/1 et ~.; and 

WHEREAS, the CHAis engaged in the development and operation of safe, decent and 

sanitary housing throughout the City of Chicago for low income families in accordance with the 

United States Housing Act of 1937, 42 U.S.C. § 1437 et seq.; regulations promulgated by the 

United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD"); the State of Illinois 

Housing Authorities Act, 310 lLCS I O/let seq. as amended, and other applicable laws, 

regulations and ordinances; and 
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WHEREAS, DPH is responsible for providing public health programs and services to 

the public for the City; and 

WHEREAS, DPH and CHA have established a working partnership to address on-going 

health issues such as childhood obesity, respiratory health, and seasonal influenza; and 

WHEREAS, DPH and CHA each desire to continue their on-going program (the 

"Program") of providing CHA residents with substance abuse education and related training 

services; and 

WHEREAS, DPH and CHA desire to enter into an intergovernmental agreement 

concerning the scope of services for the Program and related funding; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual premises and undertakings 

contained in this Agreement and of the mutual benefits to result there from, the parties hereto 

hereby agree as follows: 

AGREEMENT 

1. Incorporation of Recitals. The recitals stated above are an integral part of this 

Agreement and are hereby incorporated into this Agreement by reference and made a part hereof. 

2. Scope of Services. The Program shall provide substance abuse education and 

prevention services to CHA youth. CHA shall administer the Program through subcontractor(s) 

for the term of this IGA. The Program will service CHA youth through evidence based youth 
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models, with the ultimate goal of deterring youth from engaging in high risk behavior and 

decreasing the potential motivation to use drugs. 

3. Statement of Work. CHA shall provide evidence based youth substance abuse 

education to CHA youth. The Program and related services shall include, but not be limited to, 

the following: 

A. Youth Substance Abuse Prevention Program 

1. Develop an implementation plan with the selected provider(s) with 

programs implemented in the second half of 20 13; 

ii. Offer a menu of age appropriate and culturally sensitive substance 

abuse education workshops and programs for youth, and their parents 

if appropriate; and 

111. Program goals should be focused on areas including, but not limited 

to, developing communication skills, resiliency behavior, preventing 

risky behavior, peer and media pressure resistance and effective self 

management skills. 

B. Evaluation and Reporting 

i. CHA shall compile and analyze pre- and post-test results from the 

three (3) pilot youth substance abuse prevention programs 

implemented in 2012 and provide an overall evaluation of the 

effectiveness of each pilot and detennine which evidence based modd 

will be expanded upon in 2013. 
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ii. CHA shall track the number, dates and locations of program sites and 

the number of youth, and parents if applicable, at each session; and 

iii. CHA shall prepare and deliver to DPH all reports and information 

required under this Agreement. The parties shall mutually agree to the 

fonnat, type and frequency of any additional reporting not outlined 

herein. At a minimum, CHA shall provide quarterly aggregate reports 

to DPH regarding utilization and outcomes of the Program. 

C. Collaboration and Coordination 

I. CHA and DPH shall continue to partner in circulating information 

about important health issues, including, but not limited to, childhood 

obesity, respiratory health, seasonal influenza and changes in access to 

healthcare; and 

II. DPB shall share with CHA information, data and best practices 

gleaned from its work in public health regarding serving urban youth 

with substance abuse issues. 

4. Payment Provisions DPH will provide a grant to CHA in an amount not to 

exceed $80,000 for FY2013. Payment for the FY2013 grant shall be made in two (2) 

installments of $40,000 each (July 1,2013 and November 1,2013). DPH funding is contingent 

upon CHA contributing, at a minimum, an equal amount of funding. 
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5. Term of Agreement The term of this Agreement will be from January 1, 2013 

through and including December 31, 2013 or the Agreement is terminated in accordance with its 

terms, whichever occurs first. 

6. Disputes Any dispute that arises between the CHA and the City under this 

Agreement shall be referred to the DPH Commissioner (the "Commissioner") and the CHA's 

Chief Executive Officer ("CEO"). Any party may give written notice to both the Commissioner 

and the CEO who shall meet within thirty (30) days of notification to resolve the dispute. If the 

Commissioner and the CEO fail to resolve the dispute, each party may pursue its remedies at law 

and shall endeavor to do so within one (l) year of the date notification of the dispute is given. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

7. Assignment Neither party may assign its rights or obligations under this 

Agreement without the prior written consent of the other party, which consent shall be in such 

other party's sole discretion. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon 

the City, the CHA and their respective successors and permitted assigns. 

8. Exclusive Benefit This Agreement is for the sole and exclusive benefit of the· 

CHA and the City and their respective successors and permitted assigns. No other person or 

entity is an intended third party beneficiary of this Agreement or shall have the right to enforce 

any of the provisions of this Agreement. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed 

to create or imply any partnership or other association between the City and the CHA. 

9. Conflict of Interest 
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A. No member of the governing body of the CHA or the City or other units of 

government and no other official, officer, employee, or agent of the CHA or 

other unit of government who exercises any functions or responsibilities in 

connection with the agreement between the CHA and sub-contractors 

procured to provide the youth substance abuse programs, shall have any 

personal interest, direct, or indirect, in this Agreement or the agreement with 

the sub-contractors procured to provide the youth substance abuse programs. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the 

Illinois General Assembly and/or CHA employee shall be entitled to any 

share or part of this Agreement or to any financial benefit arising from it. 

B. The City covenants that it and its employees and subcontractors, presently 

have no interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in this 

Agreement which would conflict in any manner or degree with the 

performance of this Agreement and the agreement between the CI-lA and 

Cf:IA's sub-contractors procured to provide the youth substance abuse 

programs, contemplated by this Agreement. The City further covenants that 

no person having any such interest shall be employed in the performance of 

this Agreement. 

C. Additionally, pursuant to the conflict of interest requirements In OMB 

Circular A-l02 and 24 CfR §8S.36(b)(3), no person who is an employee, 

agent, consultant, officer, or appointed official of the CIIA and who 

exercises or has exercised any functions or responsibilities with respect to 

HUD-assisted activities, or who is in a position to participate in a decision 
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making process or gain inside information with regard to such HUD-assisted 

activities, may obtain a financial interest or benefit from the activity, or have 

an interest in any contract, subcontract, or agreement with respect thereto, or 

the proceeds thereunder, either for himself or herself or for those whom he 

or she has family or business ties, during his or her tenure or for one year 

thereafter. 

Headings. The section headings contained herein are for convenience only 

and are not intended to limit, expand or modify the provisions of such sections. 

11. Non-Liability of Public Officials. No official, employee or agent of either 

party shall be charged personally by the other party, or by any assignee or subcontractor of the 

other party, with any liability or expenses of defense or be held personally liable to either party 

under any term or provision of this Agreement, because of either party's execution or attempted 

execution, or because of any breach hereof. 

12. Amendments. This Agreement may not be altered, amended, changed or 

modified in any respect except by the written agreement of the City and the CHA. 

13. Counterpart Execution and Facsimile Copies. This Agreement may be 

executed in multiple counterparts, the signature pages of which, taken together, shall constitute 

an original execution copy. This Agreement may be executed and delivered via facsimile, and 

facsimile copies of this Agreement (including the signatures hereto) shall constitute originals 

hereof. 
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14. Authority. 

a. Execution of this Agreement is authorized by resolution of the CHA's Board 

of Commissioners of December 18, 2012 approving this Agreement. 

b. Execution of this Agreement by the City is authorized by an ordinance 

enacted by the City Council of Chicago approving this Agreement on 

______ ,201 

15. Severability. If any provision in this Agreement, or any paragraph, sentence, 

clause, phrase, word or the application thereof in any circumstance, is held invalid, this 

Agreement shall be construed as if such invalid part were never included herein, and the 

remainder of this Agreement shall be and remain valid and enforceable to the fullest extent 

permitted by law. 

16. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed as to performance and 

interpretation in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois. Each party hereby irrevocably 

submits itself to the original jurisdiction of those courts located within the County of Cook, State 

of Illinois, with regard to any controversy arising out of, relating to, or in any way concerning the 

execution or performance of this Agreement. Each party agrees that service of process of each 

party may be made, at the option of the other party, either by registered or certified mail 

addressed to the applicable office as provided for in this Agreement, by registered or certified 

mail addressed to the office actually maintained by either party. If any action is brought by 

either party concerning this Agreement, the action shall only brought in those courts located 

within the County of Cook, State of III inois. 
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17. Merger Clausc. This Agreement constitutes the entire agrecmcnt between 

the parties with respect to the subject matter heretp. 

18. Notices. 

Any notices sent to the City shall be mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid to: 

With a copy to: 

Commissioner 
Department of Public Health 
333 South State Street, 2nd Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 

City of Chicago 
Department of Law 
Finance & Economic Development Division 
121 N. LaSalle St., Room 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Notices sent to the CHA shall be mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid to: 

With a copy to: 

Executive Vice President Resident Services 
Chicago Housing Authority 
60 E. Van Buren St., 10Ih Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 

Chief Legal Officer 
Chicago Housing Authority 
60 E. Van Buren St., 12lh Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 

19. Confidentiality. DPH agrees that all reports and documents prepared or 

assembled by DPH pursuant to this Agreement are to remain confidential. Further, DPH agrees 

that the reports and documents shall not be made available to any individual or organization, 

other than to courts of competent jurisdiction or administrative agencies pursuant to a subpoena 
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or an agency of the Federal or State Government, or as my be required in response to a request 

under the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") without the prior written approval of the CHA. 

DPH shall notify the CHA of any such subpoena or request for information immediately, but in 

. any event prior to the required disclosure date. 

20. Independent Contractor. DPH shall perform under this Agreement as an 

independent contractor to the CHA and not as a representative, employee, agent, joint venture or 

partner of the CHA. 

21. Termination. Within their sole discretion, either party may terminate the 

Agreement for its convenience, or all or any portion of the services to be performed under it, at 

any time by providing ninety (90) days' notice in writing to the other party. 

22. Compliance with All Laws/Governmental Orders. 

(a) CHA and DPH shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable 

laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and executive orders of the federal, state 

and local government, now existing or hereinafter in effect, which may in 

any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 

(b) CHA and DPH shall take such actions as may be necessary to comply 

promptly with any and all governmental orders imposed by any duly 

constituted government authority whether imposed by federal, state, county 

or municipal authority. 
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23. . Shakman Accord. 

(a) The City is subject to the May 31, 2007 Order entitled "Agreed Settlement 

Order and Accord" (the "Shakman Accord") and the June 24, 2011 "City of Chicago Hiring 

Plan" (the "City Hiring Plan") entered in Shakman v. Democratic Organization of Cook 

County, Case No 69 C 2145 (United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois). 

Among other things, the Shakman Accord and the City Hiring Plan prohibit the City from hiring 

persons as governmental employees in non-exempt positions on the basis of political reasons or 

factors. 

(b) CHA is aware that City policy prohibits City employees from directing any 

individual to apply for a position with CHA, either as an employee or as a subcontractor, and 

from directing CHA to hire an individual as an employee or as a subcontractor. Accordingly, 

CHA must follow its own hiring and contracting procedures, without being influenced by City 

employees. Any and all personnel provided by CHA under this Agreement are employees or 

subcontractors of CHA, not employees of the City of Chicago. This Agreement is not intended to 

and does not constitute, create, give rise to, or otherwise recognize an employer-employee 

relationship of any kind between the City and any personnel provided by CHA. 

(c) CHA will not condition, base, or knowingly prejudice or affect any term or 

aspect of the employment of any personnel provided under this Agreement, or offer employment 

to any individual to provide services under this Agreement, based upon or because of any 

political reason or factor, including, without limitation, any individual's political affiliation, 

membership in a political organization or party, political support or activity, political financial 

contributions, promises of such political support, activity or financial contributions, or such 
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individual's political sponsorship or recommendation. For purposes of this Agreement, a political 

organization or party is an identifiable group or entity that has as its primary purpose the support 

of or opposition to candidates for elected public office. Individual political activities are the 

activities of individual persons in support of or in opposition to political organizations or parties 

or candidates for elected public office. 

(d) In the event of any communication to CHA by a City employee or City 

official in violation of paragraph (b) above, or advocating a violation of paragraph (c) above, 

CHA will, as soon as is reasonably practicable, report such communication to the Hiring 

Oversight Section of the City's Office of the Inspector General ("IGO Hiring Oversight"), and 

also to the Commissioner of DPH. Developer will also cooperate with any inquiries by IGO 

Hiring Oversight or the Shakman Monitor's Office related to this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the CHA and the City have executed this Agreement as of 

the date first written above as indicated by the signatures below. 

CHICAGO HOUSING AUTHORITY 

By: __________ _ 
Linda Riley Mitchell, 
Chief Financial Officer 

Approved as to Form and Legality: 
Chicago Housing Authority 
Office of the General Counsel 

By: _________ _ 

Melissa F. Cadoree 
Deputy Chief Legal Officer 

.. 
CITY OF CHICAGO, DEPARTMENT 

OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

By: ___________ ~---
Bechara Choucair, M.D. 
Commissioner 
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COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND REAL ESTATE. 

APPOINTMENT OF CESAR A. GONZALEZ AS MEMBER OF CHICAGO LOW
INCOME HOUSING TRUST FUND BOARD. 

[A2013-54] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred a communication from 
the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, appointing Cesar A. Gonzalez as a member of the 
Chicago Low-Income Housing Trust Fund Board for a term effective immediately and expiring 
December 31, 2013 to complete the unexpired term of Arloa B. Sutter, who has resigned, 
having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Approve the proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Cesar A. Gonzalez as member of the Chicago Low-Income 
Housing Trust Fund Board was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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APPOINTMENT OF KRISTIN K. NANCE AS MEMBER OF CHICAGO LOW-INCOME 
HOUSING TRUST FUND BOARD. 

[A2013-52] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred a communication from 
the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, appointing Kristin K. Nance as a member of the 
Chicago Low-Income Housing Trust Fund Board for a term effective immediately and expiring 
December 31,2014, to succeed Kendra J. Jackson whose term has expired, having the same 
under advisement begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve 
the proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Kristin K. Nance as a member of the Chicago Low-Income 
Housing Trust Fund Board was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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APPOINTMENT OF ANDREW H. SCHAPIRO AS MEMBER OF CHICAGO LOW
INCOME HOUSING TRUST FUND BOARD. 

[A2013-53] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred a communication from 
the Honorable Rahm Emanuel, Mayor, appointing Andrew H. Schapiro as a member of the 
Chicago Low-Income Housing Trust Fund Board for a term effective immediately and expiring 
December 31,2014, to succeed Douglas C. Dobmeyer whose term has expired, having the 
same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Approve the proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Andrew H. Schapiro as a member of the Chicago Low-Income 
Housing Trust Fund Board was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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AMENDMENT OF TITLE 5 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING NEW CHAPTER 5-14 
ENTITLED "PROTECTING TENANTS IN FORECLOSED RENTAL PROPERTY 
ORDINANCE". 

[S02012-5127] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred a substitute ordinance 
introduced by Alderman Richard F. Mell (33rd Ward) and others adding Chapter 5-14 -
Protecting Tenants at Foreclosure -- to the Municipal Code, having the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Alderman Matt O'Shea (19th Ward) and Alderman Mary E. O'Connor (41 5t Ward) have filed 
with the City Clerk to have their names removed as co-sponsors of the ordinance. 

This recommendation was concurred in by unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Cochran, Brookins, 
Munoz, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, 
Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, 
Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, Silverstein -- 45. 

Nays -- Aldermen O'Shea, Zalewski, P.O'Connor, M.O'Connor -- 4. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 2-25-050 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
adding the language underscored and by deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

2-25-050 Powers And Duties Of The Department. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(b) Powers and duties of the commissioner and the department. The powers and duties 
of the commissioner and department shall be as follows: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(33) To exercise all rights, powers, duties, obligations and responsibilities that relate to 
the issuance or revocation of permits for the installation or maintenance of collection bins 
pursuant to Section 7 -28-785-:-~ 

(34) To administer and enforce Chapter 5-14. 

SECTION 2. The Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by adding a new 
Chapter 5-14, as follows: 

Chapter 5-14 Protecting Tenants At Foreclosures. 

5-14-010 Title, Purpose And Scope. 

This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the "Protecting Tenants in Foreclosed 
Rental Property Ordinance" and shall be liberally construed and applied to promote its 
purposes and policies. 

In order to protect and promote the health, safety and welfare of its residents and 
mitigate the damaging effects on our communities of foreclosures, which individually are 
catastrophic for the families and tenants who lose their homes, and collectively can 
economically destabilize an otherwise healthy neighborhood, by causing building 
abandonment, excessive vacancy, declines in property values, and a perception of a 
neighborhood as being unworthy of investment, it is the purpose of this chapter and the 
policy of the city to preserve, protect, maintain and improve rental property and prevent 
occupied buildings from becoming vacant after foreclosures. 

Nothing in this ordinance shall affect the obligation to provide notice of termination of 
a tenancy as required by any applicable law governing actions for possession. 
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5-14-020 Definitions. 

For purposes of this chapter, the following definitions apply: 

"Bona fide third-party purchaser" means any person who, through an arms length 
transaction, purchases, or is otherwise transferred title to, a foreclosed rental property 
from an owner. A "bona fide purchaser" shall not include any person who had a 
mortgage lien on the foreclosed rental property during the foreclose procedure. A 
mortgagee shall also include the mortgagee's subsidiary, parent, trustee, nominee, 
agent or assignee. 

"Commissioner" means the commissioner of buildings. 

"Cooperative building" means a building or buildings and the tract, lot, or parcel on 
which the building or buildings are located and fee title to the land and building or 
buildings is owned by a corporation or other legal entity in which the shareholders or 
other co-owners each also have a long-term proprietary lease or other long-term 
arrangement of exclusive possession for a specific unit of occupancy space located 
within the same building or buildings. 

"Dwelling unit", "rental agreement", "rent" and "tenant" have the meaning ascribed to 
those terms in Section 5-12-030. 

"Foreclosed rental property" means: 

(1) (i) a building containing one or more dwelling units that are used as rental units, 
including a single-family house; or (ii) a dwelling unit that is subject to either the 
Condominium Property Act or the Common Interest Community Association Act that 
is used as a rental unit; 

(2) for which legal and equitable interests in the building or dwelling unit were 
terminated by a foreclosure action pursuant to the Illinois Mortgage Foreclosure Law; 
and 

(3) one or more of the rental units are occupied on the date a person becomes the 
owner. 

A "foreclosed rental property" does not include a dwelling unit in a cooperative 
building. 

"Owner" means any person who alone, or jointly or severally with others, is: (1) 
pursuant to a judicial sale of a foreclosed rental property, the purchaser of the 
foreclosed rental property after the sale has been confirmed by the court and any 
special right of redemption has expired; or (2) a mortgagee which has accepted a deed 
in lieu of foreclosure or consent foreclosure on a foreclosed rental property. "Owner" 
includes the owner and his agent for the purpose of managing, controlling or collecting 
rents. 
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"Principal residence" means a person's primary or chief residence that the tenant 
actually occupies on a regular basis. 

"Qualified tenant" means a person who: (1) is a tenant in a foreclosed rental property 
on the day that a person becomes the owner of that property; and (2) has a bona fide 
rental agreement to occupy the rental unit as the tenant's prinCipal residence. For 
purposes of this definition: 

(1) a lease shall be considered bona fide only if: 

(i) the mortgagor or the child, spouse, or parent of the mortgagor is not the 
tenant; 

(ii) the lease was a result of an arms-length transaction; 

(iii) the lease requires the receipt of rent that is not substantially less than fair 
market rent for the property, or the rental unit's rent is reduced or subsidized due 
to a government subsidy. 

(2) "Mortgagor" means: (i) the person whose interest in the real estate was the 
subject of a mortgage and that person's legal and equitable interests in the real estate 
was terminated by a foreclosure pursuant to the Mortgage Foreclosure Law, 
735 ILCS 5/15-1101; or (ii) any person claiming any legal or equitable interest in the 
real estate through a mortgagor as a successor. Where a mortgage is executed by 
a trustee of a land trust, the mortgagor is the trustee and not the beneficiary or 
beneficiaries. 

"Rental unit" means any dwelling unit which is held out for rent to tenants. 

5-14-030 Exclusions. 

This chapter shall not apply to: 

(a) an owner of a foreclosed rental property who was the owner prior to the effective 
date of this chapter; 

(b) any bona fide third-party purchaser; 

(c) a person appointed as a receiver and issued, or assigned, a Receiver's Certificate 
under 65 ILCS 5/11-31-2 or 765 ILCS 605/14.5 who becomes an owner due to the 
foreclosure on the Receiver's Certificate; 

(d) an owner who will occupy the rental unit as the person's principal residence; 

(e) a bona fide not-for-profit in existence continuously for a period of five years 
immediately prior to becoming the owner of the rental unit and whose purpose is 
provide financing for the purchase or rehabilitation of affordable housing. 
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5-14-040 Notice To Tenants. 

(a) (1) No later than 21 days after a person becomes the owner of a foreclosed rental 
property, the owner shall make a good faith effort to ascertain the identities and 
addresses of all tenants of the rental units in the foreclosed rental property and notify, in 
writing, all known tenants of such rental units that, under certain circumstances, the 
tenant may be eligible for relocation assistance. The notice shall be given in English, 
Spanish, Polish and Chinese and be as follows: 

"This Is Not A Notice To Vacate The Premises. You may wish to contact a lawyer or 
your local legal aid or housing counseling agency to discuss any right that you may have. 

Pursuant to the City of Chicago's Protecting Tenants in Foreclosed Rental Property 
Ordinance, if you are a qualified tenant you may be eligible for relocation assistance in 
the amount of $10,600 unless the owner offers you the option to renew or extend your 
current written or oral rental agreement with an annual rent that: (1) for the first 12 
months, does not exceed 102 percent of your current annual rent; and (2) for any 12-
month period thereafter, does not exceed 102 percent of the immediate prior 12-month 
period's annual rent. The option to renew or extend your lease shall continue until the 
property is sold to a bona fide third-party purchaser. 

If you are eligible as a qualified tenant and the owner fails to pay you the relocation 
assistance that is due, you may bring a private cause of action in a court of competent 
jurisdiction seeking compliance with the Protecting Tenants in Foreclosure Rental 
Property Ordinance, Chapter 5-14 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and the prevailing 
plaintiff shall be entitled to recover, in addition to any other remedy available, his 
damages and reasonable attorney's fees." 

The notice shall also include the name, address and telephone number of the owner, 
property manager or owner's agent who is responsible for the foreclosed rental property. 

(2) If the owner ascertains the identity of a tenant more than 21 days after becoming 
the owner, the owner shall provide the notice within seven days of ascertaining the 
identity of the tenant. 

(3) The written notice required by this section shall be served by: 

(A) delivering a copy of the notice to the known tenant; 

(8) leaving a copy of the notice with some person of the age of 13 years or older who 
is residing in the tenant's rental unit; or 

(C) sending a copy of the notice by first class or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, to each known tenant, addressed to the tenant. 
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(b) In addition to the notice required in subsection (a), no later than 21 days after a 
person becomes the owner of a foreclosed rental property, the owner shall post a written 
notice on the primary entrance of each foreclosed rental property which sets forth the 
disclosures in subsection (a). 

(c) Any owner who fails to comply with this section shall not collect rent due and owning 
from any known tenant, until the owner has served the notices required by this section. 

5-14-050 Tenant Relocation Assistance. 

(a) The owner of a foreclosed rental property shall pay a one-time relocation assistance 
fee of $10,600 to a qualified tenant unless the owner offers such tenant the option to 
renew or extend the tenant's current rental agreement with an annual rental rate that: (1) 
for the first 12 months of the renewed or extended lease, does not exceed 102 percent 
of the qualified tenant's current annual rental rate; and (2) for any 12-month period 
thereafter, does not exceed 102 percent of the immediate prior year's annual rental rate. 

Provided that if a rental unit is occupied by two or more qualified tenants, the owner's 
total liability to all the qualified tenants of the rental unit shall be no more than if the rental 
unit was occupied by one qualified tenant. 

(b) The owner shall pay the relocation fee to the qualified tenant no later than seven 
days after the day of complete vacation of the rental unit by the qualified tenant. The 
relocation fee shall be paid by certified or cashier's check payable to the qualified tenant. 

(c) The relocation fee shall be in addition to any damage, deposit or other 
compensation or refund to which the qualified tenant is otherwise entitled. 

(d) The owner may deduct from the relocation fee all rent due and payable for the 
rental unit occupied by the qualified tenant prior to the date on which the rental unit is 
vacated, unless such rent has been validly withheld or deducted pursuant to state, federal 
or local law. The owner shall not retain all or any part of the relocation fee for the payment 
of any other amount, including without limitation, for any damage to the premises or for 
any other violation or breach of a rental agreement. 

(e) The owner shall not be liable to pay the relocation fee to any qualified tenant: 

(1) who does not enter into a rental agreement after being offered a renewal or 
extension of the tenant's rental agreement with a rent in an amount that complies with 
subsection (a); or 

(2) against whom the owner has obtained a judgment for possession of the rental 
unit. 
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(f) In addition to any other fine or penalty provided, if an owner fails to comply with this 
section, the qualified tenant shall be awarded damages in an amount equal to two times 
the relocation assistance fee. This subsection does not preclude the qualified tenant from 
recovering other damages to which he may be entitled under this chapter. 

(g) The owner shall comply with this section until the foreclosed rental property is sold 
or otherwise transferred to a bona fide third-party purchaser. 

(h) Nothing in this section shall be construed as prohibiting an owner from exercising 
any right to evict a tenant for cause. If a qualified tenant is evicted for cause, the owner 
shall not be liable for any relocation assistance provided under this section. 

5-14-060 Registration Of Foreclosed Rental Property. 

(a) No later than 10 days after becoming the owner of a foreclosed rental property, the 
owner shall register such property with the commissioner. 

The registration shall be in a form and manner prescribed by the commissioner and 
shall contain the following information: 

(1) name, address and telephone number of the owner; 

(2) address of the foreclosed rental property; 

(3) if more than one rental unit is located in the foreclosed rental property, the 
number of rental units in the property, and whether each rental unit was occupied by a 
known tenant at the time the person became the owner. If occupied by a known tenant, 
the name and address of each known tenant; 

(4) if the foreclosed rental property consists of only one rental unit, the name of the 
known tenant at the time the person became the owner; 

(5) name, address and telephone number of the owner's agent for the purpose of 
managing, controlling or collecting rents and any other person not an owner who is 
controlling such property, if any; 

(6) name, address and telephone number of a natural person 21 years of age or 
older, designated by the owner as the authorized agent for receiving notices of code 
violations and for receiving process, in any court proceeding or administrative 
enforcement proceeding, on behalf of such owner in connection with the enforcement 
of this Code. This person must maintain an office or actually reside, in Cook County, 
Illinois. An owner who is a natural person and who meets the requirements of this 
subsection as to location of residence or office may designate himself as agent; 

(7) an affidavit signed by the owner which lists, by rental unit, all the qualified tenants 
at the time person became the owner; and 
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(8) any other pertinent information reasonably required by the commissioner. 

The owner shall make available within 10 business days all information requested by 
the commissioner. 

By designating an authorized agent under the provisions of this section, the owner is 
consenting to receive any and all notices of code violations concerning the property and 
all process in any court proceeding or administrative enforcement proceeding brought to 
enforce code provisions concerning the property by service of the notice or process on 
the authorized agent. Any owner who has designated an authorized agent under this 
section shall be deemed to consent to the continuation of the agent's designation for the 
purposes of this section until the owner notifies the commissioner of a change of 
authorized agent or until a change in information pursuant to subsection (c). Any owner 
who fails to register under this section shall further be deemed to consent to receive, by 
posting at the foreclosed rental property, any and all notices of code violations and all 
process in an administrative proceeding brought to enforce code provisions concerning 
the property. 

(b) At the time of filing the registration the owner shall pay a registration fee of $250.00 
for each foreclosed rental property registered. 

(c) If any other change in any information required under this section occurs at any 
time, the owner shall file with the commissioner a statement indicating the nature and 
effective date of the change within 10 days after the change takes effect. 

(d) If the foreclosed rental property is sold or otherwise transferred to a bona fide 
third-party purchaser, the owner shall, within 10 days of such sale or transfer, notify the 
commissioner in writing in a form and manner prescribed by the commissioner. 

(e) The registration statement shall be deemed prima facie proof of the statements 
therein contained in any administrative enforcement proceeding or court proceeding 
instituted by the city against the owner. 

(f) In the event that the foreclosed rental property becomes vacant after registration 
pursuant to this section, the owner shall comply with the vacant building registration 
requirements of Chapter 13-12, if applicable. 

5-14-070 Rights, Obligations And Remedies. 

(a) A tenant may bring a private cause of action in a court of competent jurisdiction 
seeking compliance with Sections 5-14-040 and 5-14-050 and the prevailing plaintiff shall 
be entitled to recover, in addition to any other remedy available, his damages and 
reasonable attorney's fees; provided, however, that only the department of buildings may 
enforce Section 5-14-060. 
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The rights, obligations and remedies set forth in this chapter shall be cumulative and 
in addition to any others available at law or in equity. 

5-14-080 Waiver Of Rights In Rental Agreements -- Prohibited. 

No rental agreement offered or entered into by an owner after the effective date of this 
chapter for a rental unit located in a foreclosed rental property may provide that a tenant 
agrees to waive or forego the rights and remedies provided under this chapter and any 
such provision included in a rental agreement is unenforceable. 

5-14-090 Administration And Enforcement Of Chapter. 

The commissioner and the commissioner of business affairs and consumer protection 
shall administer this chapter and may adopt rules and regulations for the effective 
administration of this chapter. The commissioner and the commissioner of business 
affairs and consumer protection shall consult and cooperate with each other in the 
implementation, administration and enforcement of the provisions of this chapter. 

The commissioner or the commissioner of business affairs and consumer protection 
shall enforce any provision of this chapter by instituting an action with the department of 
administrative hearings or by the corporation counsel through an injunction or any other 
suit, action or proceeding at law or in equity in a court of competent jurisdiction. 

Any information, receipt, notice, or other document required under this chapter shall be 
open for inspection and review by the commissioner at any reasonable time. 

5-14-100 Violation -- Penalties -- Liability. 

Unless otherwise provided, any person found guilty of violating this chapter, or any rule 
or regulation promulgated hereunder, shall be fined not less than $500.00 nor more than 
$1,000.00. Each failure to comply with this chapter with respect to each person shall be 
considered a separate offense. Each day that a violation exists shall constitute a 
separate and distinct offense. 

With regard to any violation of this chapter by a corporation, all officers and directors 
thereof who may be responsible for any violation of this chapter shall, except as otherwise 
specifically prohibited or negated by law, be liable as provided in Section 1-4-090( e) of 
this code for all fines, costs, fees and penalties imposed on a corporation pursuant to this 
chapter. 

Liability for violations of this chapter shall be joint and several. 

SECTION 3. Nothing in this ordinance shall be construed to impair any contract executed 
prior to the effective date of this ordinance. Nothing in this ordinance shall be construed as 
requiring the rental or continued rental of a dwelling unit subject to the Condominium Act or 
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Common Interest Community Association Act in contravention ofthe governing association's 
declaration, bylaws, rules and regulations or other governing documents. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance takes effect 90 days after its passage and publication. 

ACCEPTANCE OF BID FOR PURCHASE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY AT 2557 W. 
WASHINGTON BLVD. 

[02013-3353] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance by the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development authorizing the sale of City-owned 
property at 2557 West Washington Boulevard (27th Ward), having the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City"), acting through its Department of Housing and 
Economic Development {"DHED"), is the owner of the vacant parcel of property located at 
2557 West Washington Boulevard, and which is legally described on Exhibit "A" attached 
hereto ("Property"), which Property is located in the Midwest Redevelopment Project Area 
("Area") established pursuant to ordinances adopted by the City Council of the City ("City 
Council") on May 17, 2000 published in the Journal of the Proceedings ofthe City Council of 
the City of Chicago for such date at pages 30775 through 30953; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Resolution Number 12-018-21 adopted on March 21,2013, by the 
Plan Commission of the City of Chicago {"Commission"), the Commission approved the sale 
of the Property through a sealed bid auction; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the provisions of Illinois Revised Statutes Article 11, Section 76, 
the Commissioner of DHED caused to be published notice advertising the City's intent to sell 
the Property through a sealed bid auction and such advertisements appeared in the Chicago 
Sun-Times, a newspaper of general circulation, on January 14, 2013, on January 21, 2013 
and on January 28, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, The bids received in response to aforesaid public notice were opened in a 
public meeting before a certified court reporter; DHED received one conforming sealed bid 
from Mark Ordower, 333 South Desplaines Street, Number 207, Chicago, Illinois 60661, for 
Sixteen Thousand Seven Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($16,750.00); and 

WHEREAS, DHED has recommended that the sealed bid of Mark Ordower, be accepted 
by the City Council; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council hereby accepts the bid of Mark Ordower {"Grantee"), and 
approves the sale of the Property to the Grantee in the amount of Sixteen Thousand Seven 
Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($16,750.00). 

SECTION 2. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Grantee, or 
to a land trust of which the Grantee is the sole beneficiary, or to a business entity of which 
the Grantee is the sole controlling party. Such deed shall include a covenant obligating the 
Grantee to use the Property only for a use consistent with the land uses permitted under the 
redevelopment plan for the Area. Grantee's acceptance of the City's deed shall constitute 
Grantee's agreement to such covenant. Grantee's acceptance of such quitclaim deed shall 
be deemed to be Grantee's agreement to comply with such redevelopment obligations. 

SECTION 3. DHED is authorized to deliver the deed to the Grantee upon receipt of the 
balance of the purchase price in accordance with its standard procedures. DHED is further 
authorized to refund the deposit checks to the unsuccessful bidders. In the event that the 
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closing has not occurred within three months from the passage of this ordinance through no 
fault of the City, OHEO may cancel the sale upon written notice to the Grantee, retain the 
Grantee's deposit check as liquidated damages, and offer the Property to the next highest 
bidder. 

SECTION 4. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders inconsistent with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Bidder: 

Mark Ordower. 

Bidder Address: 

333 South Oesplaines Avenue, Number 207 
Chicago, Illinois 60661. 

Appraised Value: 

$10,000.00. 

Sealed Bid Price: 

$8,320.00. 

Bid Amount: 

$16,750.00. 
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Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

The north 125 feet of the west 78/ 12 feet of Lot 1 and the north 125 feet of the east 13 feet 
of Lot 2 in Block 4 in D. Mcintosh's Subdivision of parts of the northeast quarter of the east 
half of the southeast quarter of Section 12, Township 39 North, Range 13, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Address: 

2557 West Washington Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 60612. 

Property Index Number: 

16-12-423-010-0000. 

ACCEPTANCE OF BIDS FOR PURCHASE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY AT 
3927 S. PRAIRIE AVE. IN ACCORDANCE WITH ADJACENT NEIGHBORS LAND 
ACQUISITION PROGRAM. 

[02013-3362] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance by the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development authorizing the sale of City-owned 
property at 3927 South Prairie Avenue (3rd Ward), having the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any 
power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City, through the foreclosure of demolition liens, tax sales and other 
methods of acquisition, has acquired title to numerous parcels of real property which are of 
minimal value and costly to clean up and maintain, and because title to such properties was 
vested in the City, the properties were exempted from real estate taxes, thus depriving the 
City of revenue; and 

WHEREAS, By ordinances passed by the City Council of the City ("City Council") on 
March 6, 1981 and published on pages 5584 and 5585 of the Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago ("Journaf') for such date, as amended on July 23, 1982 
and published in the Journal for such date at pages 11830 -- 11833, as amended January 7, 
1983 and published in the Journal for such date at pages 14803 -- 14805, as amended 
September 14,1994 and published in the Journal for such date at pages 56195 -- 56198, as 
amended September 4, 2002 and published in the Journal for such date at 
pages 92771 -- 92773, and as amended July 28, 2010 and published in the Journalfor such 
date at pages 97370 -- 97374, a program for the disposition of certain vacant real property 
owned by the City known as the Adjacent Neighbors Land Acquisition Program (the "AN LAP 
Program") was established; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the current ANLAP Program, as codified at Municipal Code 
Chapter 2-159-01 0, et seq. (the "AN LAP Program Ordinance"), a qualified City-owned parcel 
may be sold if it has an appraised value of not more than Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000); 
and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the currentANLAP Program, if the property appraises at orfor less 
than Ten Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($10,000.00) the minimum acceptable bid must be 
at least One Thousand and no/1 00 Dollars ($1 ,000.00); if the property appraises at orfor less 
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than Twenty Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($20,000.00) but more than Ten Thousand and 
no/100 Dollars ($10,000.00) the minimum acceptable bid must be at least Two Thousand and 
no/100 Dollars ($2,000.00); and if the property appraises for more than Twenty Thousand 
and no/100 Dollars ($20,000.00) the minimum acceptable bid must be Two Thousand and 
no/100 Dollars ($2,000.00), plus fifty percent (50%) of the appraised value which exceeds 
Twenty Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($20,000.00); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the current ANLAP Program, any deed conveying a parcel 
pursuant thereto shall contain covenants which: (1) prohibit the grantee from conveying, 
assigning or otherwise transferring the parcel except in conjunction with the adjacent parcel 
owned by the grantee; and (2) require that the parcel be improved with landscaped open 
space within six months of the conveyance of such parcel and prohibit the construction of any 
permanent improvements on the parcel, excluding only improvements made by the grantee 
on the parcel that constitute an integrated addition to the grantee's primary residence on the 
adjacent lot, or a garage appurtenant thereto; and (3) require the grantee to maintain the 
parcel in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. The covenants 
shall terminate 10 years after the date of the conveyance of the parcel to the grantee; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Housing and Economic Development ("DHED") of the City 
desires to convey the vacant parcel of real property identified on Exhibit A to this ordinance 
("ANLAP Parcel") to Jacqueline Pointer ("Purchaser"), who has a principal residence of 
3929 South Prairie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, which ANLAP Parcel is located in the 47th/King 
Jr. Redevelopment Project Area ("Area") established pursuant to ordinances adopted by the 
City Council on March 27, 2002, and published in the Journalfor such date at pages 81231 
through 81472; and 

WHEREAS, DHED has caused notice of the proposed sale of the ANLAP Parcel to be sent 
to all eligible adjacent neighbors (if any) and has also caused public notice advertising the 
City's intent to enter into the sale of the ANLAP Parcel to the Purchaser to be published in 
the Chicago Sun-Times on April 19, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, Purchaser'S proposal was the only proposal received by the deadline indicated 
in the aforesaid notice; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Resolution Number 13-025-21 adopted on April 18, 2013, by the 
Plan Commission of the City of Chicago ("Commission"), the Commission approved the sale 
of the Property to the Purchaser; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City hereby accepts the bid of the Purchaser to purchase the AN LAP 
Parcel, which purchase shall be subject to all of the terms, conditions, covenants and 
restrictions of the ANLAP Program and the ANLAP Program Ordinance. 

SECTION 2. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the ANLAP Parcel to the 
Purchaser for the purchase price of Two Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($2,000.00). Such 
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deed shall include a covenant obligating the Purchaser to use the Parcel only for a use 
consistent with the land uses permitted under the redevelopment plan for the Area and 
consistent with the requirements of the ANLAP Program Ordinance. 

SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity of such provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of 
this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders inconsistent with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Bidder: 

Jacqueline Pointer. 

Address: 

3929 South Prairie Avenue. 

Appraised Value: 

$12,000.00. 

Bid Amount: 

$2,000.00. 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

The south half of Lot 9 in Block 2 in Springer's Subdivision of the northwest quarter of the 
northwest quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 3, Township 38 North, Range 14, 
East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Address: 

3927 South Prairie Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60653. 

Property Index Number: 

20-03-104-015-0000. 

6/5/2013 

NEGOTIATED SALE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY AT 5624 S. MICHIGAN AVE. TO 
COPPIN MEMORIAL A.M.E. CHURCH. 

[02013-3365] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance from the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development authorizing the sale of City-owned 
property at 5624 South Michigan Avenue (20th Ward), having the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowel!", Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed. 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any 
power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City is the owner of the vacant parcel of property located at 5624 South 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, which is legally described on Exhibit A attached hereto 
(the "Property"); and 

WHEREAS, Coppin Memorial A.M.E. Church ("Grantee"), 5627 -- 5633 South Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637, has offered to purchase the Property from the City for the 
sum of Eleven Thousand Five Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($11,500.00), such amount being 
the appraised fair market value of the Property, to improve with parking lot thereon; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Resolution Number 13-016-21 adopted on March 21,2013, by the 
Plan Commission of the City of Chicago ("Commission"), the Commission approved the 
negotiated sale of the Property to the Grantee; and 

WHEREAS, Public notice advertising the City's intent to enter into a negotiated sale of the 
Property with the Grantee and requesting alternative proposals appeared in the Chicago 
Sun-Times, a newspaper of general circulation, on March 22, 2013, and March 29,2013; and 

WHEREAS, No alternative proposals were received by the deadline indicated in the 
aforesaid notice; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council of the City hereby approves the sale of the Property to the 
Grantee for the amount of Eleven Thousand Five Hundred and no/1 00 Dollars ($11,500.00). 

SECTION 2. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Grantee. 
The quitclaim deed shall also contain language substantially in the following form: 
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This conveyance is subject to the express conditions that: 1) a parking lot is constructed 
on the Property within twelve (12) months of the date of this deed; and 2) the Property is 
thereafter maintained and used as a parking lot in perpetuity. In the event that the 
conditions are not met, the City of Chicago may re-enter the Property and revest title in 
the City of Chicago. Grantee, at the request of the City of Chicago, covenants to execute 
and deliver to the City a reconveyance deed to the Property to further evidence such 
revesting of title. This right of reverter and re-entry in favor of the City shall terminate 
40 years from the date of this deed. 

The Grantee acknowledges that if the Grantee develops the Property with a residential 
housing project, as defined under and that is subject to Section 2-44-090 of the Municipal 
Code of the City (the "Affordable Requirements Ordinance"), the Grantee and such 
project shall be obligated to comply with the Affordable Requirements Ordinance. 

SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders inconsistent with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Purchaser: 

Coppin Memorial AME Church. 

Address: 

5627 -- 5633 South Michigan Avenue. 

Appraised Value: 

$11,500.00 (parking "in perpetuity"). 
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Purchase Price: 

$11,500.00. 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

The north half of Lot 12 (except that portion thereof taken for widening Michigan Avenue) 
in Block 2 in Winston's Subdivision of Lots 3 and 4 in Nehall, Larned and Woodbridge's 
Subdivision in the northwest quarter of Section 15, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of 
the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Address: 

5624 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60637. 

Property Index Number: 

20-15-1 08-030-0000. 

SALE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY AT 1000 AND 1100 BLOCKS OF E. 76TH ST. 
AND 7600 AND 7700 BLOCKS OF S. GREENWOOD AVE. TO AND EXECUTION OF 
REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH NEW LIFE COVENANT S.E. CHURCH. 

[02013-3351] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance from the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development authorizing the sale of city-owned 
property at 1000 and 1100 blocks of East 76th Street and the 7600 and 7700 blocks of South 
Greenwood Avenue (8th Ward), having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed. 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any 
power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City is the owner of the 11 parcels, identified by 16 property index 
numbers, of real property consisting of 124,702 square feet, comprising approximately 
2.86 acres, and which are located on the 1000 and 1100 blocks of East 76th Street and the 
7600 and 7700 blocks of South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60623, and which are 
legally described in Exhibit A attached hereto (subject to final title commitment and survey, 
the "Property"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to ordinances adopted by the City Council ("City Council") of the City 
of Chicago (the "City") on November 13, 2002 and published at pages 97440 through 97576 
of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "Journaf') of 
such date, a certain redevelopment plan and project for the 87th/Cottage Grove 
Redevelopment Area (the "Area") was approved pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment 
Allocation Redevelopment Act, as amended (currently codified at 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et 
seq.) (the "Act"), the Area was designated as a "conservation area" redevelopment project 
area pursuant to the Act, and tax increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant to the 
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Act as a means of financing certain Area redevelopment project costs (as defined in the Act) 
incurred pursuant to the Plan; and 

WHEREAS, The Property is located in the Area; and 

WHEREAS, New Life Covenant S.E. Church, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, with 
offices at 2875 West 19th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60623, (the "Grantee"), has submitted a 
proposal to the Department of Housing and Economic Development ("DHED") to purchase 
the Property for One Hundred Twenty Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($120,000.00); and 

WHEREAS, The Grantee shall thereafter develop the site, including the Property, into a 
church campus which will consist of new construction of 120,463 square foot three-story 
church with four separate parking lots with approximately 656 spaces (the "Project"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Resolution 13-CDC-03 adopted on March 12, 2013, the 
Community Development Commission ("CDC") approved the negotiated sale of the property 
by the City acting through DHED to the Grantee for the construction of the Project; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Resolution 13-011-21 adopted on February 21, 2013, the Chicago 
Plan Commission("Plan Commission") approved the negotiated sale of the property by the 
City acting through DHED to the Grantee for the construction of the Project; and 

WHEREAS, Public notices advertising the Department's intent to enter into a negotiated 
sale of the City Land with the Grantee and requesting alternative proposals appeared in the 
Chicago Sun-Times on March 18, 2013, March 29, 2013 and April 8, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, No alternative proposals were received by the deadline indicated in the 
aforesaid notices; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The sale of the City Land to the Grantee for the adjusted fair market value 
amount of One Hundred Twenty Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($120,000.00) is hereby 
approved. This approval is expressly conditioned upon the City entering into a 
redevelopment agreement with the Grantee substantially in the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit B (the "Redevelopment Agreement"). The Commissioner of DHED (the 
"Commissioner") or a designee of the Commissioner is each hereby authorized, with the 
approval of the City's Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, to negotiate, execute and 
deliver the Redevelopment Agreement, and such other supporting documents as may be 
necessary or appropriate to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Redevelopment 
Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons 
executing the Redevelopment Agreement. 

SECTION 3. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Grantee. 
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The quitclaim deed shall also contain language substantially in the following form: 

This conveyance is subject to the express conditions that: 1) a parking lot is constructed 
on the Property within eighteen (18) months of the date of this deed; and 2) the Property 
is used as a parking lot and as open space in perpetuity. 

I n the event that the conditions are not met, the City of Chicago may re-enter the Property 
and revest title in the City of Chicago. Grantee, at the request of the City of Chicago, 
covenants to execute and deliver to the City a reconveyance deed to the Property to 
further evidence such revesting of title. 

This right of reverter and re-entry in favor of the City of Chicago shall terminate forty (40) 
years from the date of this deed. 

Grantee's acceptance of such quitclaim deed shall be deemed to be Grantee's agreement 
to comply with such redevelopment obligations. 

SECTION 4. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Parcel 1: 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Legal Description Of Property. 

(Subject To Final Survey And Title Commitment) 

That part of Block 57 lying north and northeasterly of the following two described principal 
lines, the point of beginning of said two principal lines being determined as follows: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said Block 57, being also the southeast corner 
of East 76th Street and South Dobson Avenue; thence northeasterly on a straight line, a 
distance of 152.22 feet to the point of the intersection with the northwesterly line of said 
Block 57; thence along said northwesterly line of said Block 57, a distance of 31.13 feet 
to a point in the northwesterly line of said Block 57, said last described point being the 
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point of beginning of the first of the principal line hereinbefore referred to; thence from 
said point of beginning, a distance of 18.70 feet southeasterly to a line which is 317.58 
feet north of and parallel to the south line of said Block 51; thence east along said last 
described line (said last described line being the second principal line hereinbefore 
referred to) a distance of 238.60 feet, more or less, to the point of intersection with the 
east line of said Block 57, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26, the 
southeast quarter of Section 26 (with the exceptiol1 of the east half of the northeast 
quarter of said southeast 114 feet) the north half of the northwest quarter, the south half 
of the northwest 114 feet, west of the Illinois Central Railroad and the northwest quarter 
of the northeast quarter of Section 35, all in Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 2: 

That part of Block 57 (except the south 166.2 feet thereof) lying south and southwesterly 
of the following two described principal lines, the point of beginning of said two principal 
lines being determined as follows: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said Block 57, being also the southeast corner 
of East 76th Street and South Dobson Avenue; thence northeasterly on a straight line, a 
distance of 152.22 feet to the point of intersection with the northwesterly line of said Block 
57; thence along said northwesterly line of said Block 57, a distance of 31.13 feet to a 
point in the northwesterly line of said Block 57, said last described point being the point 
of beginning of the first of the principal lines hereinbefore referred to; thence from said 
point of beginning, a distance of 18.70 feet southeasterly to a line which is 317.58 feet 
north of and parallel to the south line of Block 57; thence east along said last described 
line (said last described line being the second principal line hereinbefore referred to) a 
distance of 238.60 feet, more or less, to the point of intersection with the east line of said 
Block 57 (except the west 187 feet, 6 inches thereof) in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 
112 feet of Section 26, the southeast quarter of Section 26 (with the exception of the east 
112 feet of the northeast quarter of said southeast 114 feet, the northeast 112 feet of the 
northwest quarter, the south 112 feet of the northwest 114 feet west of the Illinois Central 
Railroad and the northwest quarter, of the northeast 114 feet of Section 35, in Township 
38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 3: 

The west 187 feet, 6 inches of that part of Block 57 (except the south 251.14 feet thereof) 
lying south and southwesterly of the following two described principal lines, the point of 
beginning of said two principal lines being determined as follows: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said Block 51, being also the southeast corner 
of East 76th Street and South Dobson Avenue; thence northeasterly on a straight line, a 
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distance of 152.22 feet to the point of intersection with the northwesterly line of 
said Block 57; thence along said northwesterly line of said Block 57, a distance of 
31.13 feet to a point in the northwesterly line of said Block 57, said last described point 
being the point of beginning, of the first of the principal lines hereinbefore referred to; 
thence from said point of beginning, a distance of 18.70 feet southeasterly to a line which 
is 317.58 feet north of and parallel to the south line of Block 57; thence east along said 
last described line (said last described line being the second principal line hereinbefore 
referred to) a distance of 238.60 feet, more of less, to the point of intersection with the 
east line of said Block 57, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west half of Section 26, the 
southeast quarter of Section 26 (with the exception of the east half of the northeast 
quarter of said southeast quarter), the north half of the northwest quarter, the south half 
of the northwest quarter west of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the northwest quarter 
of the northeast quarter of Section 35, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 4: 

Lot 1 (except the south 7.78 feet thereof) in Block 81, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 
112 feet of Section 26 and the southeast quarter of Section 26 (except the east half of the 
northeast quarter of said southeast 114 feet) the north half of the northwest quarter, the 
south half of the northwest 114 feet lying west of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the 
northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 26, Township 38 North, Range 14, 
East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 5: 

Lot 18 in Block 81 in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the 
southeast quarter of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said 
southeast quarter); the north half of the northwest quarter, the south 112 feet of the 
northwest quarter lying west of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the northwest quarter of 
the northeast quarter of Section 26, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 6: 

Lots 22 and 23 in Block 81, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and 
the south east 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east half of the northeast quarter of said 
south east quarter), the north 112 feet of the northwest quarter, the south 112 feet of the 
northwest quarter lying west of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the northwest quarter of 
the northeast 114 feet of Section 35, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Parcel?: 

That part of Block 58, in Cornell, lying west of the right-of-way of the New York, Chicago 
and St. Louis Railroad, beginning at a point of the junction of the westerly line of said right
of-way and the north line of said Block 58; thence west 120 feet; thence south 120 feet; 
thence east to said westerly line of said right-of-way; thence northeasterly along said 
westerly line of said right-of-way to a point of beginning, being the northeast portion of said 
Block 58, in Cornell, said Cornell being a subdivision of Sections 26 and 35, Township 38 
North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 8: 

Lot 11 and the south 9 feet of Lot 18 in Block 60, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west half 
of Section 26 and the southeast quarter of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the 
northeast 114 feet of said southeast quarter), the north half of the northwest 114 feet, the 
south 112 feet of the northwest 114 feet lying west of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the 
northwest 114 feet of the northeast 114 feet of Section 26, Township 38 North, Range 14, 
East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 9: 

Lots 13 and 14 in Block 60, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and 
the southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of 
said southeast 114 feet), Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 10: 

The north half of Lot 11 and all of Lot 12 in Block 60, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 
112 feet of Section 26 and the southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet 
of the northeast quarter of said southeast 114 feet) in Section 26, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 11 : 

Lot 10 and the south 112 feet of Lot 11 in Block 60, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 
112 feet of Section 26 and the southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet 
of the northeast quarter of said southeast 114 feet) in Section 26, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County. 
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Parcel 12: 

Lot 13 in Block 79, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the 
southeast quarter of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast 114 feet of said 
southeast 114 feet) the north 112 feet of the northwest 114 feet, the south 112 feet of the 
northwest 114 feet lying west of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the northwest 114 feet of 
the northeast quarter of Section 26, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 13: 

Lot 8 in Block 79, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the 
southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said 
southeast 114 feet) a subdivision in Section 26, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 14: 

Lot 22 in Block 80, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the 
southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said 
southeast 114 feet) in Sections 26 and 35, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 15: 

Lot 15 in Block 80, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the 
southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said 
southeast 114 feet) in Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 16: 

Lot 13 and the north 3 feet of the west 53.6 feet of Lot 12 in Block 80, in Cornell, a 
subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the southeast 114 feet of Section 26 
(except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said southeast 114 feet), the north 
112 feet of the northwest quarter, the south 112 feet of the northwest 114 feet lying west 
of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of 
Section 26, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in 
Cook County, Illinois. 
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Commonly Known As: 

1047, 1057, 1067, 1127 -- 1145 East 76th Street; and 

7611,7649--7651,7655,7659,7700, 
7709,7719,7725,7727,7744and 
7754 South Greenwood Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-26-315-001-0000, 

20-29-323-040-0000, 

20-26-323-008-0000, 

20-26-323-009-0000, 

20-26-323-010-0000, 

20-26-323-016-0000, 

20-26-323-023-0000, 

20-26-323-024-0000, 

20-26-323-002-0000, 

20-26-323-005-0000, 

20-26-323-021-0000, 

20-26-323-026-0000, 

20-26-316-020-0000, 

20-26-323-036-0000 and 

20-26-323-040-0000. 
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Exhibit "B". 
(T 0 Ordinance) 

Agreement For Sale And 
Redevelopment Of Land. 

6/5/2013 

This AGREEMENT FOR THE SALE AND REDEVELOPMENT OF LAND, as 
may be amended from time to time, ("Agreement") is made on or as of the __ day of __ , 

2013, by and between the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation ("City"), acting by 
and through its Department of Housing and Economic Development (together with any successor 
department thereto, "DHED"), having its principal offices at City Hall, 121 North LaSalle Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 and New Life Covenant S.E. Church, an Illinois not·fpr-profit 
corporation, located at 2875 West 19th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60623 ("Developer"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the provisions of the 
Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970, and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, the Developer desires to purchase from the City sixteen parcels of real 
property located on the 1000 & 1100 blocks of East 76th Street and the 7600 & 7700 blocks of South 
Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60623 which is comprised of approximately 124,702 square 
feet, comprising approximately 2.86 acres, and which are unimproved and vacant, (the "Property"), 
which real property is legally described on Exhibit A attached hereto;· and 

WHEREAS, the Developer intends to assemble the Property with developer-owned lots for the 
redevelopment of the two acre site into a church campus. The campus will consist of the new 
construction of a 120,463 square foot three-story church with four separate parking lots with 
approximately 656 spaces, as more fully described on Exhibit B attached hereto (hereinafter referred 
to as the "Project"); and 

WHEREAS, the City desires to sell eight of the parcels which comprise the Property to the 
Developer for their appraised market value together and the City desires to sell the other eight 
parcels which comprise the Property for their appraised market value with a parking in perpetuity 
restriction for One Hundred Twenty Thousand and Noll 00 Dollars ($120,000.00) in consideration of 
the Developer's fulfillment of its obligations under this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the parties agree that simultaneously with the execution of this Agreement, 
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the Developer shall execute a Deed of Reconveyance ("Deed of Reconveyance"), in a form 
reasonably acceptable to the City, thereby subjecting the Deve\operto a reconveyance of the 
Property and any improvements thereon to the City in the event the Developer, as more fully set 
forth in this Agreement, fails to perform, keep or observe any of the covenants, promises, 
agreements, and/or obligations under this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Property is located in the 8th/Cottage Grove Redevelopment Area, 
which was established pursuant to ordinances adopted by the City Council of the City (the "City 
Council") on November 13, 2002 and published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council (the "Journal") of such date at pages 97440 through 97576 (the "Area"); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution 13-CDC-03 adopted on March 12,2013, the 
Community Development Commission ("CDC") approved the negotiated sale of the property by 
the City acting through its Department of Housing and Economic Development ("DHED") to the 
Developer for the construction of the Project; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution 13-011-2] adopted on February 21, 2013, the 
Chicago Plan Commission ("Plan Commission") approved the negotiated sale of the property by 
the City acting through DHED to the Developer ~or the construction of the Project; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City ("City Council"), pursuant to an ordinance 
adopted on , 2013, and published at pages __ through __ in the Journal of such 
date, authorized the sale of the Property to the Developer, subject to the execution, delivery and 
recording of this Agreement; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained 
herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 

SECTION 1. INCORPORATION OF RECITALS. 

The recitals set forth above constitute an integral part of this Agreement and are incorporated 
herein by this reference with the same force and effect as if set forth herein as agreements of the 
parties. 

SECTION 2. PURCHASE PRICE, EARNEST MONEY AND PERFORMANCE DEPOSIT. 

Subject to the terms, covenants and conditions of this Agreement, the City agrees to sell 
the Property to the Developer, and the Developer agrees to purchase the Property from the City, 
for its appraised market value of One Hundred Twenty Thousand and Noll 00 Dollars 
($120,000.00) ("Purchase Price"), on the Closing Date (defined in Section 3). All other closing 
costs, including all title charges, shall be borne by Developer. 

Developer shall tender before the Closing an Earnest Money Deposit to the City in the 
amount of Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00). The amount of the Earnest Money Deposit shall 
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be deducted from the amount due to the City at the time of Closing. Developer shall tender at or 
before the Closing a Perfonnance Deposit to the City also in the amount of Six Thousand Dollars 
($6,000.00) as security for the performance of its obligations under this Agreement, which the 
City will retain until the City issues a Certificate of Completion (as defined in Section 12). 

SECTION 3. CLOSING. 

The closing of the transfer of the Property from the City to the Developer ("Closing") shall 
take place at the downtown offices of Greater Illinois Title Insurance Company, or such other 
reputable title company as may be selected by the Developer (the "Title Company"), on such date as 
the parties mutually agree upon in writing (the "Closing Date"); provided, however, in no event shall 
the Closing occur (1) until and unless the conditions precedent set forth in Section 8 are all satisfied, 
unless DHED, in its sole discretion, waives such conditions; and (2) any later than November 30, 
2013 (the "Outside Closing Date"), unless DHED, in its sole discretion, extends the Outside Closing 
Date. At the Closing, the City shall deliver to the Developer (a) the Deed (as defined below); (b) all 
necessary state, county and municipal real estate transfer declarations; and (c) possession of the 
Property. 

SECTION 4. CONVEYANCE OF TITLE. 

4.1 . Form of Deed. The City shall convey the Property to the Developer by quitclaim deed 
(the "Deed"), subject to the tenns of this Ag·reement and the following ("Permitted Exceptions"): 

a. standard exceptions in an ALTA title insurance policy; 

b. general real estate taxes and any special assessments or other taxes, if any; 

c all easements, encroachments, covenants and restrictions of record and not shown 6. 
record; 

4.2 Recording Costs. The Developer shall pay to recOid the Deed, this Agreement, and 
any other documents incidental to the conveyance of the Property to the Developer. 

4.3 Escrow. If the Developer requires conveyance through escrow, the Developer shall 
pay all escrow fees. 

SECTIONS. TITLE, SURVEY AND REAL ESTATE TAXES. 

5.1 Title Commitment and Insurance. Not less than 30 days before the anticipated 
Closing Date, (the "Actual Closing Date") the Developer shall order a current title commitment for 
the Property issued by the Title Company. The Developer shall pay the cost of, and shall be 
responsible for, obtaining on the Closing Date, any title insurance, extended coverage and any 
endorsements it deems necessary. The City agrees to provide the Title Company with a completed 
ALTA owner's statement, and other transfer documents typically required by the Title Company and 
typically pr<?vided by the City (but expressly excluding, however, "gap" undertakings, title 
indemnities and similar liabilities) at or prior to the Closing. At the Closing, the Developer shall 
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deliver to the City a copy of the owner's policy of title insurance that it obtains with respect to the 
Property. 

5.2 Survey. The Developer will be responsible for obtaining, at Developer's expense, a 
survey for the Property, (the "Survey"). 

5.3 Real Estate Taxes. The City shall use reasonable efforts to obtain the waiver or 
release of any delinquent real estate taxes or tax liens on the Property prior to the Closing Date, to 
the extent such taxes or tax liens can be waived or released through submission of an abatement 
letter to the Cook County Treasurer, a motion to vacate a tax sale or a petition for exemption. If the 
City is unable to obtain the waiver or release of any such tax liens or is unable to cause the Title 
Company to insure over such tax liens, or ifthe Property is encumbered with any other exceptions 
other than those enumerated in Section 4.1 hereof or disclosed by the Survey ("Unpermitted 
Exceptions"), the Developer shall have the option to do one of the following: (l) accept title to the 
Property subject to the Unpermitted Exceptions, which shall then become Permitted Exceptions; or 
(2) terminate this Agreement by delivery of written notice to the City, in which event this Agreement 
shall be null and void and, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, neither party shall have 
any further right, duty or obligation hereunder, except that the City shall immediately return the 
Earnest Money and Performance Deposit. Ifthe Developer elects not to terminate this Agreement as 
aforesaid, the Developer agrees to accept title subject to the Unpermitted Exceptions in addition to 
the Pennitted Exceptions. The Developer shall also be responsible for all taxes accruing after the 
Closing Date. 

SECTION 6. BUILDING PERMITS AND OTHER GOVERNMENTAL 
APPROVALS. 

The Developer shall apply for all necessary building permits and other required zoning 
approvals (collectively, the "Governmental Approvals") no later than ninety days after the Closing; 
and shall pursue receipt of such permits and approvals in good faith and with all due diligence. 

SECTION 7. PROJECT BUDGET AND PROOF OF FINANCING. 

The total budget for the project is $40,481,569.00. Not less than fourteen (14) days prior to 
the Closing Date, the Developer shall submit to DHED for approval: (1) a final budget ("the Final 
Budget"); and (2) evidence of funds adequate to construct the Project ("Proof of Financing"). 

SECTIONS. CONDITIONS TO THE CITY'S OBLIGATION TO CLOSE. 

The obligations of the City under this Agreement are contingent upon each of the following 
being satisfied at least seven (7) days prior to the Closing Date, or by such other date as may be 
specified: 

8.1 Final Governmental Approvals: Developer shall have delivered to the City all 
evidence of any of its applications for the Governmental Approvals necessary to construct the 
Project, submitted to the City no later than twelve months from the Actual CI~sing Date. 
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8.2 Budget and Proof of Financing. The City shall have approved the Developer's 
Budget and Proof of Financing. 

8.3 Simultaneous Loan Closing. On the date of the Closing, the Developer shall 
simultaneously close the financing necessary, if any, for the acquisition and construction of the 
project, and be in a position to immediately commence construction of the Project. 

8.4 Insurance. The Developer shall provide evidence of insurance reasonably acceptable 
to the City. Prior to the issuance of the Certificate of Completion, the City shall be named as an 
additional insured on any liability insurance policies and as a loss payee (subject to the rights of any 
permitted mortgagee) on any property insurance policies from the Closing Date through the date the 
City issues the Certificate of Completion (as defined in Section 12). With respect to property 
insurance, the City will accept an ACORD 28 form. With respect to liability insurance, the City will 
accept an ACORD 25 form, together with a copy of the endorsement that is added to the Developer's 
policy showing the City as an additional insured. 

8.5 Legal Opinion. The Developer shall have delivered to the City a legal opinion stating, 
in part, that the Developer has been duly organized and that the Developer is duly authorized to enter 
into this Agreement. Such opinion shall be in a form and substance reasonably acceptable to the 
City'S Corporation Counsel. 

8.6 Due Diligence. The Developer shall have delivered to the City due diligence searches 
in its name (UCC, State and federal tax liens, pending litigation andjudgments in Cook County and 
the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, and bankruptcy) showing no unacceptable 
liens, litigation,judgments or filings, as reasonably determined by the City's Corporation Counsel. 

8.7 Organization and Authority Documents. The Developer shall have delivered to the 
City the certified articles of organization, including all amendinents thereto, of the Developer, as 
furnished and certified by the Secretary of State of the State of Illinois; and any other documents 
required to complete the transaction contemplated by this Agreement and to perform its obligations 
under this Agreement; a Certificate of Good Standing dated no more than thirty (30) days prior to the 
Actuai Closing Date, issued by the Office of the Secretary of State of the State of minois, as to the 
good standing of the Developer; and operating agreement, resolutions and such other organizational 
documents as the City may reasonably request. 

8.8 Subordination Agreement. Prior to recording any financing instrument which is 
secured by the Property, which shall have been approved pursuant to Section 8.2, the Developer 
shall, at the City's request, deliver to the City a subordination agreement from the mortgagee stating 
that the rights of the mortgagee are subject to the rights of the City as set forth in this agreement and 
as the City's Corporation Counsel shall deem acceptable (the "Subordination Agreement"). 

8.9 MBE/WBE and Local Hiring Compliance Plan. 

(a) At least fourteen (14) days prior to the Closing Date, the Developer and the 
Developer's general contractor and all major subcontractors shall meet with staff from the 
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DHED's monitoring section regarding compliance with the MBE/WBE and local hiring 
requirements set forth in this Agreement pursuant to Section 22 below. During said meeting, the 
Developer shall demonstrate to the City's monitoring staff its plan to achieve its obligations 
under Section 22 below, the sufficiency of which shall be approved by the City's monitoring 
staff. 

(b) DHED shall also have approved the Developer's compliance plan in accordance 
with Section 22. 

8.10 Representations and Warranties. On the Closing Date, each ofthe representations and 
warranties of the Developer in this Agreement shall be true and correct. 

8.11 Other Obligations. On the Closing Date, the Developer shall have performed all of 
the other obligations required to be performed by the Developer under this Agreement as of the 
Closing Date. 

8.12 Right to Terminate. If any of the conditions in this Section 8 have not been satisfied 
to the City'S reasonable satisfaction within"the time period provided for herein, the City may, at its 
option, terminate this Agreement by delivery of written notice to the Developer at any time after the 
expiration of the applicable time period, and this Agreement shall be null and void and, except as 
otherwise specifically provided, neither party shall have any further right, duty or obligation 
hereunder. Any forbearance by the City in exercising its right to terminate this Agreement upon a 
default hereunder shall not be construed as a waiver of such right. 

SECTION 9. SITE PLANS AND ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS. 

9.1 Site Plans. The Developer shall construct the Project on the Property in accordance 
with the site plan specifications and architectural drawings prepared by Michael J. Dul & 
Associates, Architects, dated October 31,2012, which have been approved by DHED as of the date 
hereof and which are incorporated herein by reference ("Specifications and Drawings"). No material 
deviation from the Drawings and Specifications may be made without full review, consideration and 
prior written approval by DHED, which will not be unreasonably withheld. lfthe Developer submits 
and DHED approves revised design development specifications and drawings after the date of this 
Agreement, the term "Specifications and Drawings" as used herein shall refer to the revised design 
development specifications and drawings upon DHED's written approval of same. 

9.2 Relocation of Utilities, Curb Cuts and Driveways. To the extent necessary to 
complete the Project, the Developer shall be solely responsible for and shall pay all costs in regard 
to: (1) the relocation, installation or construction of public or private utilities located on the 
Property; (2) relocation, installation and construction of any new curb cuts and driveways; (3) the 
repair or reconstruction of any curbs, vaults, sidewalks or parkways required in connection with the 
Developer's redevelopment; (4) the removal of existing pipes, utility equipment or building 
foundations located on the Property; and (5) the termination of existing water or other services. Any 
streetscaping, including any paving of sidewalks, landscaping and lighting provided by the 
Developer, as part of the Project, must be approved by the City. 
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9.3 Inspection by the City. For the period commencing on the Closing Date and 
continuing through the date the City issues the Certificate of Completion, any duly authorized 
representative of the City shall, upon two (2) business days prior written notice to the Developer, 
have access to the Property at all reasonable times for the purpose of determining whether the 
Developer is constructing the Project in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and all 
applicable federal, state and local statutes, laws, ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders and 
jUdgments, including, without limitation, Sections 7-28 and 11-4 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago 
relating to waste disposal (collectively, "Laws"); provided, however, that the City or its inspector or 
architect does not unreasonably interfere with the Developer's activities on the Property. 

9.4 Barricades and Signs. Upon the City'S request, the Oeveloper agrees to erect such 
signs as the City may reasonably require identifying the Property as aCity redevelopment project; 
provided, however, that the Developer shall not be required to incur more than $1,500 in costs for 
such signage. The Developer may erect signs ofits own incorporating such approved identification 
information upon the execution ofthis Agreement. Prior to the commencement of any construction 
activity requiring barricades, the Developer shall install a construction barricade of a type and 
appearance satisfactory to the City and constructed in compliance with all applicable federal, state or 
City laws, ordinances and regulations. The City shall have the right to approve all barricades, the 
maintenance, appearance, color scheme, painting, nature, type, content and design of all barricades, 
and all signage, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

SECTION 10. LIMITED APPLICABILITY. 

DHED's approval of the Drawings and Specifications is for the purpose ofthis Agreement 
only and does not constitute the approval required by the City'S Department of Buildings ("DOB") or 
any other City department; nor does the approval by DHED pursuant to this Agreement constitute an 
approval of the quality, structural soundness or the safety of any improvements located or to be 
located on the Property. The approval given by DHED shall be only for the benefit of the Developer 
and any lienholder authorized by this Agreement. 

SECTION 11. COMMENCEMENT AND COMPLETION OF PROJECT. 

Subject to the receipt of all necessary government approvals, the Developer shall commence 
construction of the Project no later than twelve months after the Actual Closing Date and shall 
complete the Project (as evidenced by the Developer's written request for a Certificate of 
Completion for the Project) no later than eighteen months after commencing construction. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing commencement and completion dates, DHED shall, upon 
Developer's request, extend such construction commencement and completion dates by up to six (6) 
months and may, in DHED's sole discretion, grant additional extensions. The Project shan be 
constructed substantially in accordance with the Drawings and specifications and in accordance with 
all applicable laws, regUlations and codes. 

SECTION 12. . CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION. 

Upon the completion of the Project, the Developer shall request from the City a 
Certificate of Completion (the "Certificate of Completion"). Within forty-five (45) days thereof, 
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the City shall provide the Developer with either the Certificate of Completion or a written 
statement indicating in adequate detail how the Developer has failed to complete the Project in 
compliance with this Agreement, or is otherwise in default, and what measures or acts are 
necessary, in the sole reasonable opinion ofDHED, for the Developer to take or perform in order 
to obtain the Certificate of Completion. IfDHED requires additional measures or acts to assure 
compliance, the Developer shall resubmit a written request for the Certificate of Completion 
upon compliance with the City's response. The Certificate of Completion shall be in recordable 
form, and shall, upon recording, constitute a conclusive determination of satisfaction and 
termination of certain of the covenants in this Agreement and the Deed (but excluding those on
going covenants as referenced in Section 17) with respect to the Developer's obligations to 
construct the Project. 

SECTION 13. RESTRICTIONS ON USE. 

The Developer agrees that: 

13.1 It shall devote all portions of the Property to uses that comply with the 
Redevelopment Plan until the date the Redevelopment Plan expires. 

13.2 The Developer shall devote a portion of the Property (the "Parking Property"), as 
legally described in Exhibit C attached hereto and made a part hereof, for Project parking use in 
perpetuity. 

13.3 The Developer further agrees that the City reserves the right to record the Deed of 
Reconveyance and revest title to the Property and improvements thereon in the City in the event the 
Developer fails to utilize the Property solely for the Project; further this this right of reverter and re
entry in favor of the City shall temlinate forty (40) years from the date of this deed; and 

13.4 The Developer shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, sex, gender identity, 
age, religion, disability, national origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, marital status, parental status, 
military discharge status; or source of income in the sale, lease, rental, use or occupancy of the 
Property or any part thereof. 

SECTION 14. PROHIBITION AGAINST TRANSFER OF PROPERTY. 

Prior to the issuance of the Certificate of Completion forthe Project, as provided herein, the 
Developer may not, without the prior written consent of DHED, which consent shall be in DHED's 
sole discretion, and excepting Access Community Health Network, the intended end-user: (1) 
directly or indirectly sell or convey the Property or any part thereof or any interest therein, or the 
Developer's controlling interests therein; or (2) directly or indirectly assign this Agreement. In the 
event of a proposed sale, the City shall be provided copies of any and all sales contracts, legal 
descriptions, descriptions of intended use, certifications from the proposed buyer regarding this 
Agreement and such other information as the City may reasonably request. The proposed buyer must 
be qualified to do business with the City (including but not limited to anti-scofflaw requirement). 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Developer shall be permitted to encumber the Property in 
accordance with the terms of Section 15 hereof. After the issuance ofthe Certificate of Completion, 
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no City consent shall be required for any type oftransfer of the Property, provided that the transferee 
assumes in writing the continuing obligations of the Developer under Sections 13 and 17 of this 
Agreement. 

SECTION 15. LIMITATION UPON ENCUMBRANCE OF PROPERTY. 

Prior to the issuance of the Certificate of Completion, the Developer shall not, without 
DHED's prior written consent, which shall be in DHED's sole discretion, engage in any financing or 
other transaction which creates a financial encumbrance or lien on the Property, except for the 
purposes of obtaining: (a) funds necessary to acquire the Property; (b) funds necessary to construct 
the Project in substantial accordance with the Budget; (c) after construction, funds necessary to own, 
maintain and operate the Property and the Project in accordance with the requirements of this 
Agreement; and (d) any refinancing of the loans specified herein Section 15. After the issuance of 
the Certificate of Completion, no City consent shall be required for any type of financing or other 
transaction which creates a financial encumbrance or lien on the Property. 

SECTION 16. MORTGAGEES NOT OBLIGATED TO CONSTRUCT 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement or of the Deed, the holder of any 
mortgage authorized by this Agreement (or any affiliate of such holder) shall not itself be obligated 
to construct or complete the Project, or to guarantee such construction or completion, but shall be 
bound by the other covenants running with the land specified in Section 17 and, at Closing, shall 
execute a Subordination Agreement (as defined in Section 8.8). Ifany such mortgagee or its affiliate 
succeeds to the Developer's interest in the Property prior to the issuance of the Certificate of 
Completion, whether by foreclosure, deed-in-lieu of foreclosure or otherwise, and thereafter transfers 
its interest in the Property to another party (that is not also a mortgagee), such transferee shall be 
obligated to complete the Project, and shall also be bound by the other covenants running with the 
land specified in Section 17. 

SECTION 17. COVENANTS RUNNING WITH THE LAND. 

The parties agree, and the Deed shaH so expressiy provide, that the covenants provided in 
Section II (Commencement and Completion of Project), Section 13 (Restrictions on Use), Section 
14 (Prohibition Against Transfer of Property) and Section 15 (Limitation Upon Encumbrance of 
Property) will be covenants running with the land, binding on the Developer and its successors and 
assigns (subject to the limitations set forth in Section 16 above as to any pennitted mortgagee) to the 
fullest extent pennitted by law and equity for the benefit and in favor of the City, and shall be 
enforceable by the City. The covenants provided in Section 11, Section 14 and Section 15 shall 
tenninate upon the issuance of the Certificate of Completion. The covenant contained in Section 
13.1 shall tenninate when the Redevelopment P~an expires. The covenant contained in Section 13.2 
shall remain in effect in perpetuity. The covenant and right to record the Reconveyance Deed 
contained in Section 13.3, the City'S right of reverter and reentry shall tenninate forty (40) years 
from the date of the Deed. The covenants contained in Section 13.4 shall remain in effect without 
limitation as to time. 

SECTION 18. PERFORMANCE AND BREACH. 
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18.1 Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence in the Developer's performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

18.2 Permitted Delays. The Developer shall not be considered in breach of its obligations 
under this Agreement in the event of a delay due to unforeseeable causes beyond the Developer's 
control and without the Developer's fault or negligence, including but not limited to, acts of God, 
acts of the public enemy, acts of the United States government, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine 
restrictions, strikes, embargoes, material shortages, and unusually severe weather or delays of 
contractors or subcontractors due to such causes. The time for the performance of the obligations 
shall be extended only for the period of the delay and only if the Developer requests it in writing of 
the City within twenty (20) days after the beginning of any such delay. 

18.3 Breach. 

a. Generally. Subject to Section 18.2., if the Developer defaults in performing its 
obligations under this Agreement, the City shall deliver written notice of such 
default, after which the Developer shall have a 60-day cure period to remedy such 
default. Jfthe default is not capable of being cured within the 60-day period, then 
provided the Developer has commenced to cure the default and is diligently 
proceeding to cure the default within the 60-day period, and thereafter diligently 
prosecutes such cure through to completion, then the 60-day period shall be 
extended for the length of time that is reasonably necessary to cure the default. If 
the default is not cured in the time period provided for herein, the City may 
institute such proceedings at law or in equity as may be necessary or desirable to 
cure and remedy the default, including but not limited to, proceedings to compel 
specific performance. 

No notice or cure period shall apply to a failure to close by the respective 
dates as set forth in Section 3 herein. Unless the failure to close is due to 
circumstances described in Section 18.2. above or caused by a breach by the City 
under the terms ofthis Agreement, such failure shall constitute an immediate "Event 
of Default". Failure to close by the dates set forth in Section 3 shall entitle the City 
to terminate this Agreement. 

b. Event of Default. The occurrence of anyone or more of the following shall ", 
constitute an "Event of Default" after written notice from the City (if required): 

1. The Developer materially fails to perform any obligation of the 
Developer under this Agreement; which default is not cured pursuant 
to Section 18.3(a); or 

2. The Developer makes or furnishes a warranty, representation, 
statement or certification to the City (whether in this Agreement, an 
Economic Disclosure Form, or another document) which is not 
materially true and correct, which default is not cured pursuant to 
Section lS.3(a); or 
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3. A petition is filed by or against the Developer under the Federal 
Bankruptcy Code or any similar state or federal law, whether now 
or hereinafter existing, which is not vacated, stayed or set aside 
within ninety (90) days after filing; or 

4. Except as excused by Section 18.2 above, the Developer abandons or 
substantially suspends the construction work, which default is not 
cured pursuant to Section 18.3(a); or 

5. The Developer fails to timely pay real estate taxes or assessments 
affecting the Property or suffers or permits any levy or attachment, 
material suppliers' or mechanics' lien, or any other lien or 
encumbrance unauthorized by this Agreement to attach to the 
Property, which default is not cured pursuant to Section 18.3(a); or 

6. The Developer makes an assignment, pledge, unpermitted Iirnocing, 
encumbrance, transfer or other disposition in violation of this 
Agreement (no notice or cure period shall apply); or 

7. The Developer's financial condition or operations adversely 
change to such an extent that would materially affect the 
Developer's ability to complete the Project which default is not 
cured pursuant to Section 18.3(a); or 

8. The Developer fails to perform, keep or observe any of the other 
covenants, promises, agreements, or obligations under this 
Agreement, including but not limited to, the covenants set forth in 
Sections 13 and 17 herein, or any other written agreement entered 
into with the City with respect to this Project, which default is not 
cured pursuant to Section 18.3(a); or 

9. Faiiure to close by the Outside Ciosing Date, uniess DHED, in 
its sole discretion, extends the Outside Closing Date; and 

c. Prior to Conveyance. Prior to Closing, if an Event of Default occurs and is 
continuing, and the default is not cured in the time period provided in herein, the 
City may terminate this Agreement, and institute any action or proceeding at law or in 
equity against the Developer. 

d. After Conveyance. After Closing, ifan Event of Default occurs and is continuing, 
beyond the applicable cure period under Section 18.3(a) above, if any, the City, 
may terminate this Agreement and exercise any and all remedies available to the 
City at law or in equity, including but not limited to, the right to record the Deed 
of Reconveyance, the right to re-enter and take possession of the Property, 
terminate the estate conveyed to the Developer, and revest title to the Property 
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in the City (the "Right of Reverter"); provided, however, that the revesting of title 
in the City shall be limited by, and shall not defeat, render invalid, or limit in any 
way, the lien of any mortgage authorized by this Agreement. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing to the contrary, prior to its exercise of its Right of Reverter, the City 
shall provide written notice to the Developer of its intent to exercise its Right of 
Reverter, and the Developer shall have an additional ninety (90) days to cure the 
applicable Event of Default. 

e. Resale of the Property. Upon the revesting in the City of title to the Property as 
provided in Section I8.3(d), the City shall employ its best efforts to convey the 
Property (subject to first mortgage liens permitted under this Section) to a qualified 
and financially responsible party (as solely determined by the City) who shall 
assume the obligation of completing the construction of the Project or such other 
improvements as shall be satisfactory to the City and complying with the co'vUllllls 
that run with the land, as specified in Section J 7. 

f. Disposition of Resale Proceeds. If the City sells the Property, the net proceeds 
from the sale, after payment of all amounts owed under any mortgage lien or 
recapture provision in a grant of funds authorized by this Agreement in order of 
priority, shall be utilized to reimburse the City for: 

1. unreimbursed costs and expenses incurred by the City in connection 
with the Property, including but not limited to, salaries of personnel 
in connection with the recapture, management and resale of the 
Property; and 

2. all unpaid taxes, assessments, and water and sewer charges asSessed 
against the Property; and 

3. any payments made (including reasonable attorneys' fees) to 
discharge or prevent "from attaching or being made any subsequent 
encumbrances or liens due to obiigations, defauits or acts of the 
Developer; and 

4. any expenditures made or obligations incurred with respect to 
construction or maintenance of the Project; and 

5. the fair market value of the land comprising the Property (without 
any Project or partially constructed Project thereon) as of such sale; 
and 

6. any other amounts owed to the City by the Developer. 

The Developer shall be entitled to receive any remaining proceeds up to the amount 
of the Developer's equity investment in the Property. 
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g. Waiver and Estoppel. Any delay by the City in instituting or prosecuting any 
actions or proceedings or otherwise asserting its rights shall not operate as a 
waiver of such rights or operate to deprive the City of or limit such rights in any 
way. No waiver made by the City with respect to any specific default by the 
Developer shall be construed, considered or treated as a waiver of the rights of the 
City with respect to any other defaults of the Developer. 

SECTION 19. CONFLICT OF INTEREST; CITY'S AND DEVELOPER'S 
REPRESENTATIVES NOT INDIVIDUALLY LIABLE. 

The Developer warrants that no agent, official, or employee of the City shall have any 
personal interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement or the Property, nor shall any such agent, 
official or employee participate in any decision relating to this Agreement which affects his or her 
personal interests or the interests of any entity or association in which he or she is directly or 
indirectly interested. No agent, official, or employee of the City shall be personally liable to the 
Developer or any successor in interest in the event of any default or breach by the City or for any 
amount which may become due to the Developer or successor or on any obligation under the terms 
of this Agreement. It is expressly understood and agreed to by and between the parties hereto, 
anything herein to the contrary notwithstanding, that no individual member of the Developer, its 
officers, members of its board of directors, officials, agents, representatives or employees shall be 
personally liable for any of the Developer's obligations or any undertaking or covenant of the 
Developer contained in this Agreement. 

SECTION 20. INDEMNIFICATION. 

The Developer agrees to indemnify, defend and hold the City harmless from and against any 
losses, costs, damages, liabilities, claims, suits, actions, causes of action and expenses (including, 
without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs)(collectively "Losses") suffered or 
incurred by the City arising from or in connection with: (l) an Event of Default that has occurred; 
(2) the failure of the Developer or any contractor to pay contractors, subcontractors or material 
suppliers in connection with the construction of the Project; (3) the failure of the Developer to 
redress any misrepresentations or omissions in this Agreement or any other agreement relating 
hereto; and (4) any actions, including but not limited to, conducting environmental tests on the 
Property as set forth in Section 21 herein, resulting from any activity undertaken by the Developer on 
the Property prior to or after the conveyance of said Property to the Developer by the City; provided, 
however, the Developer shall have no obligation to indemnify the City for Loss~s to the extent such 
losses are caused by the City or its agents. This indemnitication shall survive any termination of this 
Agreement (regardless of the reason for such termination) for the life of the Redevelopment Area. 

SECTION 21. ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS. 

The City makes no covenant, representation or warranty as to the environmental condition of 
the Property or the suitability of the Property for any purpose whatsoever, and the Developer agrees 
to accept the Property "as is". 
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It shall be the responsibility of the Developer, at its sole cost and expense, to investigate and 
determine the soil and environmental condition of the Property. Prior to the Closing, the Developer 
shall have the right to request a thirty (30) day right of entry for the purpose of conducting 
environmental tests on the Property. If such a request is made, the City shall grant the Developer a 
right of entry for such purpose. The granting ofthe right of entry, however, shall be contingent upon 
the Developer obtaining all necessary permits and the following types and amounts of insurance: (l) 
commercial general liability insurance with a combined single limit of not less than $2,000,000.00 
per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and property damage liability with the City named 
as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or 
indirectly from the environmental testing on the Property; (2) automobile liability insurance with 
limits of not less than $2,000,000.00 per occurrence, combined single limit for bodily injury and 
property damage; and (3) worker's compensation and occupational disease insurance in statutory 
amounts covering all employees and agents who are to do any work on the Property. All insurance 
policies shall be from insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Illinois, and 
shall remain in effect until completion of all activity on the Property. The City shall be named as an 
additional insured on all policies. The Developer shall deliver duplicate policies or certificates of 
insurance to the City prior to commencing any activity on the Property. The Developer expressly 
understands and agrees that any coverage and limits furnished by the Developer shall in no way limit 
the Developer's liabilities and responsibilities set forth in this Agreement. 

The Developer agrees to carefully inspect the Property prior to the commencement of any 
activity on the Property to make sure that such activities shall not damage surrounding property, 
structures, utility lines or any subsurface lines or cables. The Developer shall be solely responsible 
for the safety and protection of the public on and immediately adjacent to the Property during the 
performance of the Developer's inspection of the Property. The City reserves the right to inspect any 
work being done on the Property. The Developer's activities on the Property shall be limited to 
those reasonably necessary to perform the environmental testing. Upon completion of the 
environmental work, the Developer agrees to restore the Property to its original condition. The 
Developer shall keep the Property free from any and all liens and encumbrances arising out of any 
work performed, materials supplied or obligations incurred by or for the Developer, and agrees to 
indemnify and hold the City harmless against any such liens, 

The Developer agrees to deliver to the City a copy of each report prepared by or for the 
Developer regarding the environmental condition of the Property. If prior to the Closing, the 
Developer's environmental consultant determines an environmental or soil condition exists on the 
Property to such an extent that the Developer determines that it is not satisfied, in its sole discretion, 
with the condition of the Property, the Developer may declare this Agreement null and void by 
giving written notice thereof to the City. 

If after the Closing, the environmental condition ofthe Property is not in all respects entirely 
suitable for the use to which the Property is to be utilized, it shall be the sole responsibility and 
obligation of the Developer to take such action as is necessary to put the Property in a condition 
which is suitable for the intended use ofthe Property. The Developer agrees to waive, release and 
indemnify the City from any claims and liabilities relating to or arising from the environmental 
condition of the Property (including, without limitation, claims arising under CERCLA) and to 
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undertake and discharge all liabilities of the City arising from any environmental condition which 
existed on the Property prior to the Closing. 

SECTION 22. DEVELOPER'S EMPLOYMENT OBLIGATIONS. 

22.1 Employment Opportunity. The Developer agrees, and shall contractually obligate 
its various contractors, subcontractors and any affiliate of the Developer operating on the 
Property (collectively, the "Employers" and individually, an "Employer") to agree that, with 
respect to the provision of services in connection with the construction of the Project on the 
Property, but not including construction on the Property, or occupation of the Property during the 
construction period: 

a. Neither the Developer nor any Employer shall discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, 
age, handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, 
parental status or source of income as defined in the City of Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, Section 2-160-010 et seq. of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended from 
time to time (the "Human Rights Ordinance"). The Developer and each Employer shall take 
affirmative action to ensure that applicants are hired and employed without discrimination 
based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or disability, 
sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, parental status or source of 
income and are treated in a non-discriminatory manner with regard to all job-related 
matters, including, without limitation: employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer; 
recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of payor other forms of 
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The Developer and each 
Employer agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for 
employment, notices to be provided by the City setting forth the provisions of this 
nondiscrimination clause. In addition, the Developer and each Employer, in all solicitations 
or advertisements for employees, shall state that all qualified applicants shall receive 
consideration for ~mployment without discrimination based upon race, religion, color, sex, 
national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge 
status, marital status, parental status or source of income. 

b. To the greatest extent feasible, the Developer and each Employer shall present 
opportunities for training and employment of low and moderate income residents of the 
City, and provide that contracts for work in connection with the construction of the 
Project be awarded to business concerns which are located in, or owned in substantial 
part by persons residing in, the City. 

c. The Developer and each Employer shall comply with all federal, state and local 
equal employment and affinnative action statutes, rules and regulations, including, 
without limitation, the Human Rights Ordinance, and the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 
ILCS 511-101 et seq. (1993), and any subsequent amendments and regulations 
promulgated thereto. 
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d. The Developer, in order to demonstrate compliance with the terms of this Section, 
shall cooperate with and promptly and accurately respond to inquiries by the City, which 
has the responsibility to observe and report compliance with equal employment 
opportunity regulations of federal, state and municipal agencies. 

e. The Developer and each Employer shall include the foregoing provisions of 
subparagraphs (a) through (d) in every contract entered into in connection with the 
construction of the Project, and shall require inClusion of these provisions in every 
subcontract entered into by any subcontractors, and every agreement with any affiliate 
operating on the Property, so that each such provision shall be binding upon each 
contractor, subcontractor or affiliate, as the case may be. 

f. Failure to comply with the employment obligations described in this Section 22 
shall be a basis for the City to pursue remedies under the provisions of Section 18. 

22.2 City Resident Employment Requirement 

a. The Developer agrees, and shall contractually obligate each Employer to agree, 
that during the construction of the Project, it and each Employer shall comply 
with the minimum percentage of total worker hours performed by actual residents 
of the City of Chicago as specified in Section 2-92-330 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago (at least fifty percent of the total worker hours worked by persons on the 
construction of the Project shall be performed by actual residents of the City of 
Chicago); provided, however, that in addition to complying with this percentage, 
the Developer and each Employer shall be required to make good faith efforts to 
utilize qualified residents of the City of Chicago in both unskilled and skilled 
labor positions. 

b. The Developer and the Employers may request a reduction or waiver of this 
minimum percentage level of Chicagoans as provided for in Section 2-92-330 of 
Municipal Code of Chicago in accordance with standards and procedures 
deveioped by the Purchasing Agent of the City of Chicago. 

c. "Actual residents of the City of Chicago" shall mean persons domiciled within the 
City of Chicago. The domicile is an individual's one and only true, fixed and 

. permanent home and principal establishment. 

d. The Developer and the Employers shall provide for the maintenance of adequate 
employee residency records to ensure that actual Chicago residents are employed 
on the construction of the Project. The Developer and the Employers shall 
maintain copies of personal documents supportive of every Chicago employee's 
actual record of residence. 

e. Weekly certified payroll reports. (U.S. Department of Labor Form WH-347 or 
equivalent) shall be submitted to the Commissioner of the City of Chicago 
Department of Housing ("DHED") in triplicate, which shall identify clearly the 
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actual residence of every employee on each submitted certified payroll. The first 
time that an employee's name appears on a payroll, the date that the company 
hired the employee should be written in after the employee's name. 

f. The Developer and the Employers shall provide full access to their employment 
records to the Chief Procurement Officer, the Commissioner of DHED, the 
Superintendent of the Chicago Police Department, the Inspector General, or any 
duly authorized representative thereof. The Developer and the Employers shall 
maintain all relevant personnel data and records for a period of at least three (3) 
years from and after the issuance of the Certificate of Completion. 

g. At the direction ofDHED, the Developer and the Employers shall provide affidavits 
and other supporting documentation to verifY or clarify an employee's actual address 
when doubt or lack of clarity has arisen. 

h. Good faith efforts on the part of the Developer and the Employers to provide work 
for actual Chicago residents (but not sufficient for the granting of a waiver request as 
provided for in the standards and procedures developed by the Chief Procurement 
Officer) shall not suffice to replace the actual, verified achievement of the 
requirements of this Section concerning the worker hours performed by actual 
Chicago residents. 

1. If the City determines that the Developer or an Employer failed to ensure the 
fulfillment of the requirements of this Section concerning the worker hours 
performed by actual Chicago residents or failed to report in the manner as indicated 
above, the City will thereby be damaged in the failure to provide the benefit of 
demonstrable employment to Chicagoans to the degree stipulated in this Section. If 
such non-compliance is not remedied in accordance with the breach and cure 
provisions of Section 18, the parties agree that 1/20 of I percent (.0005%) of the 
aggregate hard construction costs set forth in the Project Budget as applicable, shall 
be surrendered by the Developer to the City in payment for each percentage of 
shortfall toward the stipulated residency requirement. Failure to report the residency 
of employees entirely and correctly shall result in the surrender of the entire 
liquidated damages as if no Chicago residents were employed in either of the 
categories. The willful falsification of statements and the certification of payroll data 
may subject the Developer and/or the other Employers or employees to prosecution. 

J. Nothing herein provided shall be construed to'be a limitation upon the "Notice of 
Requirements for Affirmative Action to Ensure Equal Employment Opportunity, 
Executive Order 11246" and "Standard Federal Equal Employment Opportunity, 
Executive Order 11246," or other affirmative action required for equal 
opportunity under the provisions of this Agreement. 

k. The Developer shall cause or require the provisions of this Section 22.2 to be 
included in all construction contracts and subcontracts related to the construction 
the Project. 
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22.3 Developer's MBE/WBE Commitment. 

The Developer agrees for itself and its successors and assigns, and, if necessary to 
meet the requirements set forth herein, shall contractually obligate the general contractor to 
agree that during the construction of the Project: 

a. Consistent with the findings which support, as applicable, (a) the Minority-Owned 
and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Procurement Program, Section 2-92-420 
seq., Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Procurement Program"), and (b) the Minority
and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Construction Program, Section 2-92-650 et 
seq., Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Construction Program," and collectively with 
the Procurement Program, the "MBE/WBE Program"), and in reliance upon the 
provisions of the MBE/WBE Program to the extent contained in, and as qualified by; 
the provisions of this Section 22.3., during the course of the Project, the following 
percentages ofthe MBE/WBE Budget, substantially in the City's standard form, shall 
be expended for contract participation by minority- owned businesses ("MBEs") and 
by women-owned businesses ("WBEs"): (1) At least 24% by MBEs; and (2) At least 
4% byWBEs. 

b. For purposes of this Section 22.3 only: 

(a) The Developer (and any party to whom a contract is let by the 
Developer in connection with the Project) shall be deemed a 
"contractor" and this Agreement (and any contract let by the 
Developer in connection with the Project) shall be deemed a 
"contract" or a "construction contract" as such terms are defined in 
Sections 2-92-420 and 2-92-670, Municipal Code of Chicago, as 
applicable. 

(b) The term "minority-owned business" or "MBE" shall mean a 
business identified in the Directory of Certified Minority Business 
Enterprises published by the City's Department of Procurement 
S.ervices, or otherWise certified by the City's Department of 
Procurement Services as a minority-owned business enterprise, 
related to the Procurement Program or the Construction Program, as 
applicable. 

(c) The term "women-owned business" or "WBE" shall mean a business 
identified in the Directory of Certified Women Business Enterprises 
published by the City's Department of Procurement Services, or 
otherwise certified by the City's Department of Procurement Services 
as a women-owned business enterprise, related to the Procurement 
Program or the Construction Program, as applicable. 

c. Consistent with Sections 2-92-440 and 2-92-720, Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Developer's MBE/WBE commitment may be achieved in part by the Developer's 
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status as an MBE or WBE (but only to the extent of any actual work performed on 
the Project by the Developer) or by ajoint venture with one or more MBEs or 
WBEs (but only to the extent of the lesser ofCa) the MBE or WBE participation in 
such joint venture, or (b) the amount of any actual work performed on the Project 
by the MBE or WBE); by the Developer utilizing a MBE or a WBE as the general 
contractor (but only to the extent of any actual work performed on the Project by 
the general contractor); by subcontracting or causing the general contractor to 
subcontract a portion of the construction of the Project to one or more MBEs or 
WBEs; by the purchase of materials or services used in the construction of the 
Project from one or more MBEs or WBEs; or by any combination of the 
foregoing. Those entities which constitute both a MBE and a WBE shall not be 
credited more than once with regard to the Developer's MBEIWBE commitment 
as described in this Section 22.3. In accordance with Section 2-92-730, Municipal 
Code of Chicago, the Developer shall not substitute any MBE or WBE general 
contractor or subcontractor without the prior written approval of DHED. 

d. The Developer shall deliver quarterly reports to the City's monitoring staff during 
construction of the Project describing its efforts to achieve compliance with this 
MBE/WBE commitment. Such reports shall include, inter alia, the name and 
business address of each MBE and WBE solicited by the Developer or the general 
contractor to work on the Project, and the responses received from such 
solicitation, the name and business address of each MBE or WBE actually 
involved in construction of the Project, a description of the work pertormed or 
products or services supplied, the date and amount of such work, product or 
service, and such other information as may assist the City's monitoring staff in 
determining the Developer's compliance with this MBE/WBE commitment. The 
Developer shall maintain records of all relevant data with respect to the utilization 
ofMBEs and WBEs in connection with construction of the Project for at least five 
years after completion of the Project, and the City's monitoring staff shall have 
access to all such records maintained by the Developer, on prior notice of at least 
fifteen (15) business days, to allow the City to review the Developer's compliance 
with its commitment to MBEIWBE participation and the status of any MBE or 
WBE performing any portion of construction of the Project. 

e. Upon the disqualification of any MBE or WBE general contractor or 
subcontractor, if such status was misrepresented by the disqualified party, the 
Developer shall be obligated to discharge or cause to be discharged the 
disqualified general contractor or subcontractor, and, if possible, identify and 
engage a qualified MBE or WBE as a replacement. For purposes of this 
subsection (v), the disqualification procedures are further described in Sections 2-
92-540 and 2-92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, as applicable. 

f. Any reduction or waiver of the Developer's MBEIWBE commitment as described n 
this Section 22.3 shall be undertaken in accordance with Sections 2-92-450 and 2-
92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, as applicable. 
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g. Prior to the commencement of the Project, the Developer shall meet with the 
City's monitoring staff with regard to the Developer's compliance with its 
obligations under this Section 22.3. The general contractor and all major 
subcontractors shall be required to attend this pre-construction meeting. During 
said meeting, the Developer shall demonstrate to the City's monitoring staff its 
plan to achieve its obligations under this Section 22.3., the sufficiency of which 
shall be approved by the City's monitoring staff. During the Project, as 
applicable, the Developer shall submit the documentation required by this Section 
22.3 to the City's monitoring staff, including the following: (a) MBE/WBE 
utilization plan and record; (b) subcontractor's activity report; (c) contractor's 
certification concerning labor standards and prevailing wage requirements (if 
applicable); (d) contractor letter of understanding; (e) monthly utilization report; 
(f) authorization for payroll agent; (g) certified payroll; (h) evidence that 
MBE/WBE contractor associations have been informed of the Project via written 
notice and hearings; and (i) evidence of compliance with job creation 
requirements. Failure to submit such documentation on a timely basis, or a 
determination by the City'S monitoring staff, upon analysis of the 
documentation, that the Developer is not complying with its obligations under 
this Section 22.3, shall, upon the delivery of written notice to the Developer, be 
deemed an Event of Default. Upon the occurrence of any such Event of 
Default, in addition to any other remedies provided in this Agreement, the City 
may: (I) issue a written demand to the Developer to halt the Project, (2) withhold 
any further payment of any city funds to the Developer or the general contractor, 
or (3) se~k any other remedies against the Developer available allaw or in equity. 

SECTION 23. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. 

23.1 Representations and Warranties ofthe Developer. To induce the City to execute this 
Agreement and perform its obligations hereunder, the Developer hereby represents and warrants to 
the City that as of the date of this Agreement and as of the Closing Date the following shall be true 
and correct in all respects: 

a. The Developer is a limited liability company organized, validly existing and in good 
standing under the laws of the State of Illinois with full power and authority to 
acquire, own and redevelop the Property and the person signing this Agreement on 
behalf of the Deve10per has the authority to do so. 

b. All certifications and statements contained in the Economic Disclosure Statement last 
submitted to the City by the Developer (and any legal entity holding an interest in the 
Developer) are true, accurate ~d complete. 

c. The Developer's execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and all 
instruments and agreements contemplated hereby will not, upon the giving of 
notice or lapse of time, or both, result in a breach or violation of, or constitute a 
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default under, any other agreement to which the Developer, or any party affiliated 
with the Developer, is a party or by which the Developer or the Property is bound. 

d. To the best of the Developer's knowledge, no action, litigation, investigation or 
proceeding of any kind is pending or threatened against the Developer, or any party 
affiliated with the Developer, and the Developer knows of no facts which OOJIdghe 
rise to any such action, litigation, investigation or proceeding, which could: (a) affect 
the ability of the Developer to perform its obligations hereunder; or (b) materially 
affect the operation or financial condition of the Developer. 

e. To the best of the Developer's knowledge, the Project will not violate: (a) any 
Laws, including, without limitation, any zoning and building codes and 
environmental regulations; or (b) any building permit, restriction of record or 
other agreement affecting the Property. 

23.2 Representations and Warranties of the City. To induce the Developer to execute this 
Agreement and perform its obligations hereunder, the City hereby represents and warrants to the 
Developer that the City has authority under its home rule powers to execute and deliver this 
Agreement and perform the terms and obligations contained herein. 

23.3 Survival of Representations and Warranties. Each of the parties agrees that all of its 
representations and warranties set forth in this Section 23 or elsewhere in this Agreement are true as 
of the date of this Agreement and will be true in all material respects at all times thereafter, except 
with respect to matters which have been disclosed in writing and approved by the other party. 

SECTION 24. PROVISIONS NOT MERGED WITH DEED. 

The provisions of this Agreement shall not be merged with the Deed, and the delivery ofthe 
Deed shall not be deemed to affect or impair the pr<?visions of this Agreement. 

SECTION 25. HEADINGS. 

The headings of the various sections of this Agreement have been inserted for convenient 
reference only and shall not in any manner be construed as modifying, amending, or affecting in any 
way the express terms and provisions thereof. 

SECTION 26. ENTIRE AGREEMENT. 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes and 
replaces completely any prior agreements between the parties with respect to the subject matter 
hereof. This Agreement may not be modified or amended in any manner other than by supplemental 
written agreement executed by the parties. 

SECTION 27. SEVERABILITY. 

If any provision of this Agreement, or any paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase or word, or the 
application thereof is held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement shall be construed as if such 
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invalid part were never included and this Agreement shall be and remain valid and enforceable to the 
fullest extent pennitted by law. 

SECTION 28. NOTICES. 

Any notice, demand or communication required or permitted to be given hereunder shall be 
given in writing at the addresses set forth below by any of the following means: (a) personal service; 
(b) electronic communications, whether by telex, telegram or telecopy, provided that there is written 
confinnation of such communications; (c) overnight courier; or (d) registered or certified first class 
mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested: 

If to the City: 

With a copy to: 

I f to the Developer: 

With a copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Housing 
and Economic Development 
121 North La Salle Street 
Room 1000 City Hall 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attn: Commissioner 

City of Chicago 
Department of Law 
121 North La Salle Street 
Room 600 City Hall 
Chicago, Tllinois 60602 
Attn: Real Estate Division 

New Life Covenant S.E. Church 
2875 W. 19th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60623 
Attn: Jolm Hannah, Pastor 

Francine Lynch/Meg George 
Neal & LeRoy, LLC 
203 N. LaSalle Street 

Suite 2300 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Any notice, demand or communication given pursuant to either clause (a) or (b) hereof shall be 
deemed received upon such personal service or upon dispatch by electronic means, respectively, 
provided that such electronic dispatch is confirmed as having occurred prior to 5:00 p.m. on a 
business day. Ifsuch dispatch occurred after 5:00 p.m. on a business day or on a non-business day, it 
shall be deemed to have been given on the next business day. Any notice, demand or communication 
given pursuant to clause ( c) shall be deemed received on the day immediately following deposit with 
the overnight courier. Any notice, demand or communication sent pursuant to clause (d) shall be 
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deemed received three business days after mailing. The parties, by notice given here-under, may 
designate any further or different addresses to which subsequent notices, demands or 
communications shall be given. 

SECTION 29. ORGANIZATION AND AUTHORITY. 

The Developer represents and warrants that it is duly organized and validly existing under the 
laws of the State of Illinois, with full power and authority to acquire, own and redevelop the 
Property, and that the person signing this Agreement on behalf ofthe Developer has the authority to 
do so. 

SECTION 30. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS. 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, the terms and conditions ofthis Agreement 
shall apply to and bind the successors and assigns of the parties. 

SECTION 31. TERMINATION. 

In the event that the Closing has not occurred by the Outside Closing Date, as such date may 
be extended by DHED in its sole discretion pursuant to Section 3, then the City or the Developer 
may terminate this Agreement upon written notice to the other party but the City will retain the 
Earnest Money Deposit. 

SECTION 32. RECORDATION OF AGREEMENT. 

Either party may record this Agreement at the Office of the Cook County Recorder of Deeds. 
The party so choosing to record this Agreement shall pay the recording fees. 

SECTION 33. CONSENT AND APPROVAL. 

Except where otherwise specified, whenever the consent or approval of the City is required 
hereunder, such consent or approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

SECTION 34. OTHER ACTS 

The parties agree to perform such other acts and to execute, acknowledge and deliver such 
other instruments, documents and materials as may be reasonably necessary to consummate the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

SECTION 35. BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS. 

The Developer acknowledges (1) receipt of a copy of Section 2-] 56-030 (b) of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago, (2) that it has read such provision and understands that pursuant to such Section 2-
156-030 (b) it is illegal for any elected official of the City, or any person acting at the direction of 
such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect 
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to any matter involving any person with whom the elected City official or employee has a "Business 
Relationship" (as defined in Section 2-156-080 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago ), or to participate 
in any discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote 
on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a Business Relationship, and 
(3) notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, that a violation of Section 
2-156-030 (b) by an elected official, or any person acting at the direction of such official, with 
respect to any transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be grounds for termination of this 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby. The Developer hereby represents and warrants 
that no violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) has occurred with respect to this Agreement or the 
transactions contemplated hereby. 

SECTION 36. PATRIOT ACT CERTIFICATION. 

The Developer represents and warrants that neither the Developer nor any Affiliate thereof 
(as defined in the next paragraph) is listed on any of the following lists maintained by the Office of 
Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Bureau oflndustry and Security 
of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors, or on any other list of persons or entities 
with which the City may not do business under any applicable law, rule, regulation, order or 
judgment: the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the 
Entity List and the Debarred List 

As used in the above paragraph, an "Affiliate" shall be deemed to be a person or entity 
related to the Developer that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, is 
controlled by or is under common control with Developer, and a person or entity shall be deemed to 
be controlled by another person or entity, if controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in 
control in fact by that other person or entity (or that other person or entity and any persons or entities 
with whom that other person or entity is acting jointly or in concert), whether directly or indirectly 
and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

SECTION 37. PROHIBITION ON CERTAIN CONTRIBUTIONS-MA YORAL 
EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 05-1. 

Developer agrees that Developer, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Developer of more than 7.5 .percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Developer's contractors (i.e., any person or entity in direct 
contractual privity with Developer regarding the subject matter of this Agreement) ("Contractors"), 
any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any 
Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub
owners (Developer and all the other preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the 
"Identified Parties"), shall not make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of 
Chicago (the "Mayor") or to his political fundraising committee (1) after execution of this 
Agreement by Developer, (2) while this Agreement or any Other Contract is executory, (3) during 
the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract between Developer and the City, or (4) during any 
period while an extension of this Agreement or any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 
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Developer represents and warrants that from the later to occur of(1) February 10,2005, and 
(2) the date the City approached the Developer or the date the Developer approached the City, as 
applicable, regarding the fonnulation of this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

Developer agrees that it shall not: (l) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; (2) 
reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (3) Bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 

Developer agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Developer agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect to, 
or breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive Order 
No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract for 
which no opportunity to cure will be granted, unless the City, in its sole discretion, ejects to grant 
such an opportunity to cure. Such breach and default entities the City to all remedies (including 
without limitation tennination for default) under this Agreement, under any Other Contract, at law 
and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any inconsistent provision 
contained therein .. 

If Developer intentionally violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior 
to the closing of this Agreement, the City may elect to decline to close the transaction contemplated 
by this Agreement. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source, which is then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his politicai fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Developer is 
a party that is (1) fonned under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; (2) 
entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (3) for materials, supplies, 
equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the City Council of the City of Chicago. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

1. They are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's common 
welfare; and 

2. neither party is married; and 
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3. the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the State of 
Illinois; and 

4. each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and the 
partners reside at the same residence; and' 

5. two of the following four conditions exist for the partners: 
a. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
b. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
c. The partners have at least two of the following arrangements: 

1. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
ll. a joint credit account; 
iii. a joint checking account; 
iv. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as tenants. 

d. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in 
a will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as 
defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

SECTION 38. COOPERATION WITH OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE. 

In accordance with Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code, the Developer acknowledges 
that every officer, employee, department and agency of the City shall be obligated to cooperate 
with the Executive Director of the Office of Compliance in connection with any activities 
undertaken by such office with respect to this Agreement, including, without limitation, making 
available to the Executive Director the department's premises, equipment, personnel, books, 
records and papers. The Developer agrees to abide by the provisions of Chapter 2-26. 

SECTION 39. FAILURE TO MAINTAIN ELIGIBILITY TO DO BUSINESS WITH THE 
CITY. 

Failure by Developer or any controlling person (as defined in Section 1-23-010 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago) thereof to maintain eligibility to do business with the City of 
Chicago as required by Section 1-23-030 of the Municipal Code of Chicago shall be grounds for 
tennination of the Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby. Developer shall at all 
times comply with Section 2-154-020 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

SECTION 40. INSPECTOR GENE.RAL AND LEGISLATIVE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

It is the duty of every officer, employee, department, agency, contractor, subcontractOl; 
developer and licensee of the City, and every appl icant for certification of eligibility for a City 
contract or program, to cooperate with the City's Legislative Inspector General and with the 
City'S Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuantto Chapters 2-55 and 
2-56, respectively, of the Municipal Code of Chicago. The Developer understands and will abide 
by all provisions of Chapters 2-55 and 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be executed on or as 
of the date first above written'~ 

City of Chicago, 
An Illinois municipal corporation 

By: 

Andrew Mooney 
Commissioner, 

Department of Housing and Economic Development 

New Life Covenant S.E. Church, 
An Illinois not-for-profit corporation 
By: 

(Print name) (Title) 

2-56, respectively, of the Municipal Code of Chicago. The Developer understands and will abide 
by all provisions of Chapters 2-55 and 2-56 of the Municipal Code of~hicago. 

STA TE OF ILLINOIS ) 

) SS. 
COUNTY OF COOK ) 

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said County, in the State aforesaid, do hereby 
certify that , personally known to me to be the same person whose name is 
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and being first duly 
sworn by me acknowledged that as _________ , he signed and delivered the instrument 
pursuant to authority given by the as his free and voluntary act and as 
the free and voluntary act and deed of the , for the uses and purposes 
therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my notarial seal this __ day of ________ , 2013. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) SS. 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said County, in the State aforesaid, do hereby 
certify that Andrew Mooney, personally known to me to be the Commissioner of the Department of 
Housing and Economic Development of the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation, and 
personally known to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing 
instrument, appeared before me this day in person and being first duly sworn by me acknowledged 
that as the Commissioner, he signed and delivered the instrument pursuant to authority given by the 
City of Chicago, as his free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act and deed of the 
corporation, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my notarial seal this __ day of ______ , 2013. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

[(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Agreement with New Life Covenant S.E. Church 
for Sale and Redevelopment of Land constitutes Exhibit "A" to ordinance and 

printed on pages 54756 through 54761 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "B" and "C" referred to in this Agreement with New Life Covenant S.E. Church 
for the Sale and Redevelopment of Land read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "8". 
(To Agreement With New Life Covenant S.E. Church 

For Sale And Redevelopment Of Land) 

Narrative Description Of Project. 

New Life Covenant S.E. Church will redevelop a two-acre site into a church campus. The 
campus will consist of new construction of 120,463 square foot, three-story church with four 
separate parking lots consisting of approximately 656 spaces to accommodate parishioners. 
The facility will seat approximately 5,241 and provide a media center, cafe, dressing rooms, 
green room, instrument storage area, classroom space, book store and offices. The Project 
will be LEED certified and meet the City's green policy and landscape ordinance 
req uirements. 

(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Agreement With New Life Covenant S.E. Church 

For Sale And Redevelopment Of Land) 

Those parcels of the Property which will be sold subject to the covenant that they be used 
for parking in perpetuity. 

Permanent Index Numbers: Address 

20-26-315-001-0000 1057 East 76th Street 

20-26-315-029-0000 1067 East 76th Street 

20-29-315-040-0000 1047 East 76th Street 

20-26-323-016-0000 7709 South Greenwood Avenue 

20-26-323-021-0000 7719 South Greenwood Avenue 

20-26-323-023-0000 7725 South Greenwood Avenue 

20-26-323-024-0000 7727 South Greenwood Avenue 

20-26-323-026-0000 7741 South Greenwood Avenue 
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Parcel 1: 

That part of Block 57 lying north and northeasterly of the following two described principal 
lines, the point of beginning of said two principal lines being determined as follows: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said Block 57, being also the southeast corner 
of East 76th Street and South Dobson Avenue; thence northeasterly on a straight line, a 
distance of 152.22 feet to the point of the intersection with the northwesterly line of said 
Block 57; thence along said northwesterly line of said Block 57, a distance of 31.13 feet 
to a point in the northwesterly line of said Block 57, said last described point being the 
point of beginning of the first of the principal line hereinbefore referred to; thence from 
said point of beginning, a distance of 18.70 feet southeasterly to a line which is 317.58 
feet north of parallel to the south line of said Block 51; thence east along said last 
described line (said last described line being the second principal line hereinbefore 
referred to) a distance of 238.60 feet, more or less, to the point of intersection with the 
east line of said Block 57, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26, the 
southeast quarter of Section 26 (with the exception of the east half of the northeast 
quarter of said southeast 114 feet) the north half of the northwest quarter, the south half 
of the northwest 114 feet, west of the Illinois Central Railroad and the northwest quarter 
of the northeast quarter of Section 35, all in Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

1067 East 76th Street. 

20-26-315-001-0000. 

Parcel 2: 

That part of Block 57 (except the south 166.2 feet thereof) lying south and southwesterly 
of the following two described principal lines, the point of beginning of said two principal 
lines being determined as follows: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said Block 57, being also the southeast corner 
of East 76th Street and South Dobson Avenue; thence northeasterly on a straight line, a 
distance of 152.22 feet to the point of intersection with the northwesterly line of said Block 
57; thence along said northwesterly line of said Block 57, a distance of 31.13 feet to a 
point in the northwesterly line of said Block 57, said last described point being the point 
of beginning of the first of the principal lines hereinbefore referred to; thence from said 
point of beginning, a distance of 18.70 feet southeasterly to a line which is 317.58 feet 
north of and parallel to the south line of Block 57; thence east along said last described 
line (said last described line being the second principal line hereinbefore referred to) a 
distance of 238.60 feet, more or less, to the point of intersection with the east line of said 
Block 57 (except the west 187 feet, 6 inches thereof) in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 
112 feet of Section 26, the southeast quarter of Section 26 (with the exception of the east 
112 feet of the northeast quarter of said southeast 114 feet, the northeast 112 feet of the 
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northwest quarter the south 112 feet of the northwest 114 feet west of the Illinois Central 
Railroad and the northwest quarter of the northeast 114 feet of Section 35, in Township 
38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, "Iinois. 

1 067 East 76th Street. 

20-26-315-029-0000. 

Parcel 3: 

The west 187 feet, 6 inches of that part of Block 57 (except the south 251.14 feet thereof) 
lying south and southwesterly of the following two described principal lines, the point of 
beginning of said two principal lines being determined as follows: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said Block 51, being also the southeast corner 
of East 76th Street and South Dobson Avenue; thence northeasterly on a straight line, a 
distance of 152.22 feet to the point of intersection with the northwesterly line of 
said Block 57; thence along said northwesterly line of said Block 57, a distance of 31.13 
feet to a point in the northwesterly line of said Block 57, said last described point being 
the point of beginning of the first of the principal lines hereinbefore referred to; thence 
from said point of beginning, a distance of 18.70 feet southeasterly to a line which is 
317.58 feet north of and parallel to the south line of Block 57; thence east along said last 
described line (said last described line being the second principal line hereinbefore 
referred to) a distance of 238.60 feet, more of less, to the point of intersection with the 
east line of said Block 57, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west half of Section 26, the 
southeast quarter of Section 26 (with the exception of the east half of the northeast 
quarter of said southeast quarter), the north half of the northwest quarter, the south half 
of the northwest quarter west of the "Iinois Central Railroad and the northwest quarter of 
the northeast quarter of Section 35, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, "Iinois. 

1 047 East 76th Street. 

20-26-315-040-0000. 

Parcel 9: 

Lots 13 and 14 in Block 60, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and 
the southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of 
said southeast 114 feet), Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, "Iinois. 
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7709 South Greenwood Avenue. 

20-26-323-016-0000. 

Parcel 14: 

Lot 22 in Block 80, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the 
southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said 
southeast 114 feet) in Sections 26 and 35, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

7727 South Greenwood Avenue. 

20-26-323-024-0000. 

Parcel 15: 

Lot 15 in Block 80, in Cornell, a subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the 
southeast 114 feet of Section 26 (except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said 
southeast 114 feet) in Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
in Cook County, Illinois. 

7725 South Greenwood Avenue. 

20-26-323-023-0000. 

Parcel 16: 

Lot 13 and the north 3 feet of the west 53.6 feet of Lot 12 in Block 80, in Cornell, a 
subdivision of the west 112 feet of Section 26 and the southeast 114 feet of Section 26 
(except the east 112 feet of the northeast quarter of said southeast 114 feet), the north 112 
feet of the northwest quarter, the south 112 feet of the northwest 114 feet lying west of the 
Illinois Central Railroad and the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 26, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

7741 South Greenwood Avenue. 

20-26-323-026-0000. 
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CONVEYANCE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY IN VICINITY OF W. 63RD ST. AND 
S. HALSTED ST. TO BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT 
NO. 508 FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO KENNEDY-KING COLLEGE. 

[02013-3468] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance from the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development authorizing an ordinance approving the 
conveyance of City-owned property located in the vicinity of West 63rd Street and South 
Halsted Street to the Board of Trustees of Community College District Number 508 for the 
Kennedy-King College project, having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of 
the provisions of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise 
any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City owns various land parcels, located in the vicinity of West 63rd Street 
and South Halsted Street, as legally described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part 
hereof (the "Property"); and 

WHEREAS, The City is authorized to convey City-owned real estate to other municipalities 
or political subdivisions in accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Property 
Transfer Act, 50 ILCS 605/0.01, et seq.; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to ordinances adopted by the City Council on November 29, 1989 
and published at pages 7065 and 7067 through 7071 of the Journal of the Proceedings 
("Journaf') of the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") of the City for such date, 
a certain redevelopment plan and project (as amended, the "Mall Area TIF Plan") for the 
Englewood Mall Redevelopment Project Area (as amended, the "Mall Area") was approved 
pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, as amended (65 ILCS 
5/11-74.4-1, et seq. ("Act"). The Mall Area was designated as a redevelopment project area 
pursuant to the Act, and tax increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant to the Act 
as a means of financing certain Mall Area redevelopment project costs incurred pursuant to 
the TIF Plan; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to ordinances adopted by the City Council on June 27, 2001 and 
published at pages 62031 through 62192 of the Journal for such date, the Neighborhood 
Area TIF Plan (as amended, the "Neighborhood Area TIF Plan") for the Englewood 
Neighborhood Redevelopment Project Area (as amended, the "Neighborhood Area") was 
approved pursuant to the Act, the Neighborhood Area was designated as a redevelopment 
project area pursuant to the Act, and tax increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant 
to the Act as a means of financing certain Neighborhood Area redevelopment project costs 
incurred pursuant to the Neighborhood Area TIF Plan; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the Public Building Commission Act of the State of Illinois, the City 
Council ("City Council") of the City on March 28, 1956, by ordinance, created the Public 
Building Commission of Chicago (the "Commission") to assist in the funding, acquisition and 
construction of public improvements; and 

WHEREAS, The Board of Trustees Community College District Number 508, County of 
Cook and State of Illinois, (the "Board of Trustees"), a body politic and corporate, and created 
by the legislature pursuant to the Public Community College Act of the State of Illinois, is 
interested in acquiring the Property from the City for its community college campus facility 
and related improvements for Kennedy-King College (the "Project"); and 

WHEREAS, At the request of the Board of Trustees, the Board of Commissioners, by 
resolution adopted on November 9, 1999, selected, located and designated the Property as 
a site or sites to be acquired for the development and construction of the Project; and 
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WHEREAS, Pursuant to ordinances adopted by the City Council on December 15, 1999 
and published at pages 21525 through 21529 of the Journal for such date, the Property was 
designated for construction and equipment of a new campus facility for Kennedy-King 
College ("Kennedy-King College"); and 

WHEREAS, On August 8, 2000, the City, the Commission, and the Board of Trustees, 
entered into an Intergovernmental Agreement (the "IGA") for a Capital Improvement Program 
authorizing the acquisition, design, construction and equipping of a new Kennedy-King 
College campus facility and related improvements for the Project; and 

WHEREAS, The development of the Kennedy-King College campus facility was completed 
and the City desires to make final transfer of the Property to the Board of Trustees; and 

WHEREAS, By resolution on September 11, 2012, the Board of Trustees authorized the 
acceptance of the transfer of the Property from the City to the Board of Trustees; and 

WHEREAS, The conveyance of the Property to the Board of Trustees and the new 
Kennedy-King College campus facility and related improvements is consistent with the goals 
and objectives of the City of Chicago and Department of Housing and Economic 
Development ("DHED"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Resolution 13-002 adopted on January 24, 2013, the Chicago Plan 
Commission has found this proposed conveyance to be consistent with the City's policy to 
return vacant property to public use and development; and 

WHEREAS, Public notice advertising DHED's intent to enter into a land transfer of the 
Property to the Board of Trustees and requesting alternative proposals appeared in the 
Chicago Sun-Times on April 22, and 29, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, No alternative proposals were received by the deadline indicated in the 
aforesaid notice; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council finds that such conveyance of the Property to the Board of 
Trustees is consistent with the goals and objectives of the Plan, will return the property to 
public use and development and is in the best interests of the City; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The City hereby approves the conveyance of the Property to the Board of 
Trustees. 

SECTION 3. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Board of 
Trustees. The quitclaim deed shall be on an "as is" basis and contain a restrictive covenant 
substantially in the following form: 
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This conveyance is subject to the express condition that the Property be used for the City 
Colleges of Chicago, specifically, Kennedy-King College Campus. 

SECTION 4. The Commissioner of DHED (the "Commissioner"), or a designee of such 
Commissioner, is each hereby authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to negotiate, execute and deliver such other supporting documents, 
including, without limitation, any tax parcel identification number divisions, as may be 
necessary or appropriate to carry out and comply with the provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 6. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 7. This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A n. 

Legal Description Of Property. 

(Subject To Final Survey And Title Commitment.) 

1. CTI No. 8887214. 

The south 23 feet of Lot 24 and the north 4 feet, 7% inches of Lot 23 in Block 4 in Hoyt, 
Canfield and Matteson's Subdivision of the south half of the southwest quarter of the 
southwest quarter of Section 16, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-16-321-003-0000. 

6215 South Halsted Street. 
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2. CTI No. 8887215. 

Lots 7 to 14, and the east half of Lot 15, inclusive, and Lots 28 through 40, and the vacated 
alley adjoining said lots, all in Block 5 in Hoyt, Canfield and Matteson's Subdivision of the 
south half of the southwest quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 16, Township 38 
North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian (excepting therefrom the south 
14.0 feet of said Lots 28,29 and 30 and the south 14 feet of Lots 34 through 40, dedicated 
for road purposes by plat of dedication recorded as Document 0523032088) in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-16-324-004-0000 ; 

20-16-324-019-0000; 

20-16-324-037 -0000; 

20-16-324-038-0000; 

20-16-324-039-0000; and 

20-15-324-040-0000. 

all of the east/west 16 foot alley lying south of and adjoining Lots 7 to 19, inclusive, in 
Block 5 and north of and adjoining Lots 28 to 40, inclusive, in Block 5 west of the east line 
of Lots 7 and 40 extended north and south and lying east of the west lines of Lots 19 and 
28 extended north and south, also all of the north and south 12 foot alley lying west of and 
adjoining Lot 28 and the west line of said Lot 28 extended north 16 feet east of and 
adjoining Lots 24 to 27 north of the south lines of Lots 27 and 28 extended east and west 
and lying south of the south line of Lot 19 extended west 12 feet to a point in the east line 
of said Lot 23 aforesaid, all in Block 5 in Hoyt, Canfield and Matteson's Subdivision 
aforesaid, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-16-324-032-0000. 

3. CTI No. 8887226. 

Lots 13 through 23 in block 1 in the Lucy M. Green Addition to Chicago in Section 20, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-20-207 -007 -0000; 

20-20-207 -008-0000; 

20-20-207 -009-0000; 

20-20-207 -010-0000; 

20-20-207 -011-0000; 

20-20-207 -012-0000; 

20-20-207 -013-0000; and 

20-20-207-014-0000. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

6332 -- 6356 South Halsted Street. 

4. CTI No. 8887227. 

54799 

Lots 20 through 48 and the south 18.64 feet of Lot 19 (except for that part of Lots 19 
through 24 and the south half of Lot 19 dedicated pursuant to instrument recorded as 
Document 523032088) in Block 8 in Lucy M. Green Addition to Chicago, being a subdivision 
of the northeast quarter of Section 20, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-20-215-001-0000; 

20-20-215-002-0000; 

20-20-215-003-0000; 

20-20-215-004-0000; 

20-20-215-005-0000; 

20-20-215-006-0000; 

20-20-215-007 -0000; 
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20-20-215-008-0000; 

20-20-215-009-0000; 

20-20-215-010-0000; 

20-20-215-011-0000; 

20-20-215-012-0000; 

20-20-215-013-0000; 

20-20-215-014-0000; 

20-20-215-015-0000; 

20-20-215-016-0000; 

20-20-215-017 -0000; 

20-20-215-018-0000; 

20-20-215-019-0000; 

20-20-215-026-0000; 

20-20-215-027 -0000; 

20-20-215-032-0000; 
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20-20-215-033-0000; and 

20-20-215-038-0000. 

6456 South Halsted Street. 

5. CTI No. 8887216. 

6/5/2013 

Lots 15, 16, 17 and 18 (except the south 43 feet of each of said lots) in Barnett's 
Subdivision of Lots 2, 3, 6 and 7 in Linden Grove, being the northwest 35 acres and the 
south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East 
of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-100-010-0000. 

Lot 8 (except the north 55 feet and except the south 34 feet thereof) and Lots 9 and 10 
(except the south 34 feet of each of said Lots 9 and 10), all in Rich's Subdivision of Lot 5 
and the north 25 feet of Lot 8, and all of Lot 9 in Block 5 in Linden Grove, being the 
northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-100-011-0000. 

Lots 1 and 2 and the north 5 feet of Lot 3 and the north 55 feet of Lots 7 and 8 in Rich's 
Subdivision of Lot 5 and the north 25 feet of Lot 8 and all of Lot 9 in Block 5 in Linden 
Grove, being a subdivision of the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the 
northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-100-012-0000; 

20-21-100-014-0000; 

20-21-100-015-0000; 

20-21-100-018-0000; and 

20-21-100-019-0000. 

704 --708,714 --718 and 730 West 63rd Place. 

the south 50 feet of Lots 1 to 7, the west 4 feet of Lot 7 (except the south 50 feet thereof), 
and all of Lots 8 and 9 in Doland's Subdivision of Lots 1, 4, 10 and 11 of Block 5 of Linden 
Grove Subdivision, being a subdivision of the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres 
of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-100-021-0000. 

723 West 63rd Street. 

6. CTI No. 8887217. 

Lots 2 and 3 and that part of vacated Emerald Avenue lying east of and adjoining said 
Lots 2 and 3, all in Doland's Subdivision of Lots 1, 4, 10 and 11 of Block 5 of Linden Grove 
Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter 
of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-101-011-0000; and 

20-21-101-012-0000. 

Lot 13 (except the south 25 feet of the east 75 feet thereof) and the east 33% feet of the 
west 66% feet of Lot 16 in Block 5, all in Linden Grove Subdivision, being a subdivision of 
the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-028-0000. 

the south 25 feet of the east 75 feet of Lot 13 in Block 5 in Linden Grove Subdivision of the 
northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-029-0000. 

the west 33% feet of Lot 16 in Block 5 in Linden Grove, a subdivision of the west 
35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-030-0000. 

the east 33% feet of the west 99.99 feet of Lot 16 in Block 5 in Linden Grove Subdivision 
being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of 
Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-031-0000. 

the east 8 feet off the west 137 feet and the east 29 feet of the west 128.99 of Lot 16 in 
Block 5 in Linden Grove Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres 
of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-101-032-0000; and 

20-21-101-033-0000. 

the north 25 feet of the east 100 feet of Lot 16 in Block 5 in Linden Grove being a 
subdivision the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of 
Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-034-0000. 

the south 25 feet of the north 50 feet of the east 100 feet of Lot 16 in Block 5 in Linden 
Grove Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres of the south 90 acres of the northwest 
quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-035-0000. 

the south 25 feet of the east 100 feet of Lot 16 in Block 5 in. Linden Grove Subdivision, 
being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of 
Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-036-0000. 

the south 25 feet of the north 50 feet of Lot 14, lying between the west line of the east 
99 feet and the east line of the west 116.87 feet in Block 5 in Linden Grove Subdivsion of 
the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-042-0000. 

Lots 5, 6, 11, 12, 13 and 14 in Rich's Subdivision of Lot 5, in Block 5 in Linden Grove, being 
a subdivision of the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of 
Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-052-0000. 

Lot 12 Block 5, in Linden Grove Subdivision, being a subdivision of the northwest 35 acres 
and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 
14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-101-053-0000. 
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7. CTI No. 8887220. 

The west 19 feet of Lot 12, all of Lots 13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22 and the west 
half of Lot 23 in Block 2 in Du Breuil's Subdivision of Lots 2 and 3 and the south 23Y2 feet 
of Lot 4 and Lots 5 to 16 in Block 4 in Linden Grove, a subdivision being the northwest 
35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-103-004-0000; 

20-21-103-005-0000; 

20-21-103-006-0000; 

20-21-103-007 -0000; 

20-21-103-009-0000; 

20-21-103-023-0000; 

20-21-103-024-0000; 

20-21-103-025-0000; 

20-21-103-026-0000; 

20-21-103-027 -0000; and 

20-21-103-040-0000. 

the west 7 feet of Lot 10 and the east 12 feet of Lot 11 in Block 2 in Du Breuil's Subdivision 
of Lots 2, 3 and the south 23 feet of Lot 4 and all of Lots 5 to 16 in Block 4 in Linden Grove 
in Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-103-010-0000. 

653 West 63rd Street. 

the west 21 feet of Lot 6 and the east 17 feet of Lot 7 in Block 2 in Du Breuil's Subdivision 
of Lots 2 and 3 and the south 23Y2 feet of Lot 4 and Lots 5 to 16, both inclusive, in 
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Block 4 in Linden Grove, a subdivision being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres 
of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-103-015-0000; and 

20-21-103-016-0000. 

641 -- 643 West 63rd Place. 

the west 9 feet of Lot 4 and the east 10 feet of Lot 5 in Block 2 in Du Breuil's Subdivision 
of Lots 2 and 3 and the south 23% feet of Lot 4 and Lots 5 to 16 in Block 4 in Linden Grove 
Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres in the northwest quarter 
of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-103-018-0000. 

637 West 63rd Place. 

the east 19 feet of the west 22 feet of Lot 3 in Block 2 in Du Breuil's Subdivision of Lots 2 
and 3 and the south 23% feet of Lot 4, also Lots 5 to 16, both inclusive, in Linden Grove 
Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter 
of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-103-020-0000. 

633 West 63 rd Place. 

the west 22.4 feet of Lot 34 and the east 8.6 feet of Lot 33 in Block 2 in Du Breuil's 
Subdivision of Lots 2 and 3 and the south 23% feet of Lot 4 and Lots 5 to 16, both inclusive, 
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in Block 4 in Linden Grove Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 
90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-103-037 -0000. 

632 West 64th Street. 

the east 31 feet of Lot 36 in Block 2 in Du Breuil's Subdivision of Lots 2 and 3 and the 
south 23'Y:1 feet of Lot 4 and Lots 5 to 16, both inclusive, in Block 4 in Linden Grove 
Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter 
of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-103-039-0000. 

8. CTI No. 8887221. 

Lots 39 through 51 and vacated 66-foot Emerald Street lying east and adjoining said lots 
in Catherine E. Whistler's Subdivision of Lots 1 to 10 and Lot 12 in Block 6 in Linden Grove, 
being a subdivision of the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest 
quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-108-016-0000; 

20-21-108-017-0000; 

20-21-108-018-0000; 

20-21-108-019-0000; 

20-21-108-020-0000; 
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20-21-108-021-0000; 

20-21-108-022-0000; 

20-21-108-023-0000; 

20-21-108-024-0000; 

20-21-108-025-0000; and 

20-21-108-026-0000. 

6/5/2013 

Lots 1, 2, 3, and vacated 66-foot Emerald Street lying east and adjoining said lots, also 
vacated 8-foot alley lying south and adjoining Lot 3 and east of the west line of the vacated 
14-foot alley west and adjoining Lot 3 and west of the east line of vacated Emerald Street, 
in subdivision of Lot 11 (except the east 33 feet thereof) in Linden Grove Subdivision, being 
the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-108-027-0000; 

20-21-108-028-0000; 

20-21-108-029-0000; and 

20-21-108-030-0000. 

the west 99 feet of the east 132 feet of Lots 14 and 15 and the 1 O-foot alley lying north and 
adjoining in Block 6 in Linden Grove, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres 
of the northwest quarter in Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-108-031-0000. 

the east 33 feet of Lots 14 and 15 in Block 6 in Linden Grove, being the northwest 35 acres 
and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-1 08-032 -0000. 

the west 112 feet of Lot 14 and the north 25 feet of the west 112 feet of Lot 15 (except the 
west 7 feet of said Lots 14 and 15) in Block 6 in Linden Grove, being a subdivision of the 
northwest 35 acres and south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian (excepting therefrom 
a parcel of land in the west half of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, bounded and described as follows: 
commencing at the intersection of the north line of West 65th Street (60 feet wide) and the 
east line of South Halsted Street (80 feet wide); thence north 00 degrees, 00 minutes, 
34 seconds east along the east line of said South Halsted Street, a distance of 50.39 feet 
to the point of beginning for said parcel of land; thence south 89 degrees, 48 minutes, 
12 seconds east along a line 50.39 feet north of and parallel with the north line of said West 
65th Street, a distance of 86.01 feet; thence north 00 degrees, 00 minutes, 57 seconds east 
along a line, a distance of 81.69 feet; thence southwesterly along the arc of a circle, convex 
to the northwest, having a radius of 240.00 feet, a distance of 33.91 feet to a point of 
tangency; thence south 72 degrees, 50 minutes, 52 seconds west along a line, a distance 
of 55.39 feet to a point in the east line of said South Halsted Street; thence south 
00 degrees, 00 minutes, 34 seconds west along the east line of said South Halsted Street, 
a distance of 57.60 feet to the point of beginning), in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-108-034-0000. 

the east 20 feet of the north 25 feet of the south 50 feet of the west 112 feet in Lot 15, 
Block 6 in Linden Grove, being a subdivision of the west 35 acres of the north 70 acres and 
the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter in Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, 
East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-108-036-0000. 

6451 South Halsted Street. 

Lots 4 and 5 (except the north 11.22 feet of Lot 5 and except the west 10 feet of Lots 4 and 
5) and the 14-foot alley lying east and adjoining in the subdivision of Lot 11 (except the east 
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33 feet thereof) in Linden Grove Subdivision of the northwest 35 acres and south 90 acres 
of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-108-038-0000. 

9. CTI No. 8887222. 

Lots 1 through 15 and Lots 22 through 36 in Mrs. Whistler's Subdivision of Lots 1 to 10, 
inclusive, and Lot 12 of Block 6 of Linden Grove Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres 
and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois together with the 
north/south 14-foot vacated alley lying between said lots. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-109-001-0000; 

20-21-109-042-0000; and 

20-21-109-071-0000. 

Lots 1 through 8 in M.A. Link's Resubdivision of Lots 16 to 21 in Catherine E. Whistler's 
Subdivision of Lots 1 to 10, inclusive, and Lot 12 of Block 6 of Linden Grove Subdivision, 
being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of 
Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. Together with the north/south 14-foot alley lying between said lots. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-1 09-014-0000; 

20-21-109-015-0000; 

20-21-109-035-0000; 

20-21-109-036-0000; 

20-21-109-037-0000; and 

20-21-109-038-0000. 
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Lots 1 through 8 in Charles Hurst's Resubdivision of Lots 1, 2, 3, 4 and the east 17 feet of 
Lot 5 in Block 6 in Assessor's Subdivision of Lots 13 and 16 in Block 6 and Lots 13 to 16 
in Block 7 in Linden Grove Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 
90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois, together with the east/west 11-foot private 
alley lying north of and adjoining said Lots 5 through 8 together with that part of vacated 
Emerald Avenue lying west of and adjoining Lots 4 and 5 and lying south of the north line 
of said Lot 4 and lying north of the south line of said Lot 5 and together with the north/south 
14-foot alley lying between Lots 3 and 4. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-109-016-0000; 

20-21-109-017-0000; 

20-21-109-018-0000; 

20-21-109-019-0000; 

20-21-109-039-0000; 

20-21-109-040-0000; and 

20-21-109-044-0000. 

10. CTI No. 8887223. 

Lots 1 and 2 and the east 16 feet of Lot 3 and the west 77 feet of Lots 5, 6, 7 and 8 in Mick 
and Van Horn's Subdivision of Lots 2 and 3 and the north 16.17 feet of Lot 6 in Block 7 of 
Linden Grove Subdivision in the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-110-001-0000; 

20-21-110-002-0000; 

20-21-110-003-0000; 

20-21-110-010-0000; and 
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20-21-110-011-0000. 

Lot 4 in Block 7 in Linden Grove Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 
90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-21-110-012-0000. 

Lots 2, 3, 5 and 7 in Charles J. Page's Subdivision of the east 150 feet of Lots 1 and 4 of 
Block 7 in Linden Grove Subdivision, being the northwest 35 acres and the south 90 acres 
of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-110-016-0000; 

20-21-110-017 -0000; 

20-21-110-019-0000; and 

20-21-110-021-0000. 

11. CTI No. 8887225. 

Lots 7 through 17 in Leopold Mayer's Subdivision of the north half of Block 15 and Lots 2, 
3 and 6 in Block 14 in Linden Grove, being a subdivision of the northwest 35 acres and the 
south 90 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 21, Township 38 North, Range 14, East 
of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-21-116-001-0000; 

20-21-116-004-0000; 
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20-21-116-005-0000; 

20-21-116-006-0000; 

20-21-116-007-0000; 

20-21-116-041-0000; and 

20-21-116-042-0000. 

6487 South Halsted Street. 
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LEASE AGREEMENTS WITH CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT GOVERNING USE OF 
VARIOUS CITY-OWNED PROPERTIES AS PUBLIC PARKS. 

[02013-4096] 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance from the 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management authorizing the execution of lease agreements 
for City-owned properties at various locations (2nd , 5th , 7th , 8th , 17th , 26th , 27th , 28th , 34th , 40th 

and 46th Wards), having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a unanimous vote of the members of the 
Committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. On behalf of the City of Chicago as landlord, the Commissioner of the 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management and the Commissioner of the Department of 
Water Management are authorized to execute leases with the Chicago Park District, as 
tenant, governing the use of vacant land for use as public parks located at 1725 North 
Springfield Avenue, 346 West 104th Street, 4501 North Clarendon Avenue, 4615 West 
Jackson Boulevard, 2708 West Lawrence Avenue, 6851 -- 6859 South Oglesby Avenue, 
1601 --1611 East 73rd Street, 3201 West Chicago Avenue, 1743 West 73rd Street, 3111 East 
7th Street, 220 -- 234 East Chicago Avenue, and 7340 South East End Avenue; such leases 
to be approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel in substantially the 
following form: 

[Lease Agreements immediately follow 
Section 2 of this ordinance.] 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be effective from and after the date of its passage and 
approval. 

Lease Agreements referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 
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Lease No. 20271. 
(1725 N. Springfield Ave.) 
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THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 1725 North Springfield A venue, Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 1725 North Springfield Avenue has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 1725 North Springfield 
A venue as a public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 60,000 square feet of land located at 1725 North Springfield 
A venue as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as Beilfuss Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated .in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 60,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 1725 North 
Springfield Avenue, Chicago, Illinois (part of PIN 13-35-317-001 - the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The tenn of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, AL TERA TIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, mles, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to tixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political. or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of l.aw or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer'S, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Contlict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.l of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
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or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, 7th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, tenn or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, tenn or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers,. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not CUTe such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
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agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.l4 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term ·hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City'S Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping. and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. . 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism. or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises. necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 
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10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or pennit is required, said license or 
peIDlit must be obtained by the District prior to usingthe Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with norma1 wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the terminati~n of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided., however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year ,-, , 
first above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By:, ______________________________ ___ 

Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: -------------------------------
Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ______________________________ _ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRlCT 

By: ___________________________ _ 

General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "B" referred to in this Lease Number 20271 
printed on page 54826 of this Journal.] 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20271 reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Lease No. 20271) 

Summary Of Water Fund Leases. 

Park Address PINs 
1 Beilfuss Natatorium 1725 N. Springfield 13-15-317-001 partial 
2 Block Park 346 W. 104th St. 26-16-200-001/002 part of 020 
3 Clarendon Community Ctf. 4501 N. Clarendon 14-16-103-002/007 
4 Clark (John S.) Park 4615 W. Jackson 16-15-113-010/011/020 
5 Gross Park 2708 W. Lawrence 13-12-422-003 
6 Hasan Park 6851-59 S. Oglesby 20-24-413-002 partial 
7 Hodes Park 1601-11 E. 73rd St. 20-25-123-001 partial 
B Kells Park-1040 3201 W. Chicago 16-11-207-025 
9 Leone Beach Pk-1013 1222 W. Touhy 11-29-321-005 through 008 

10 Murray Park-1 053 1743 W. 73rd 20-30-220-001 
11 Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 3120 E. 79th St. 21-29-100-002 

Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 3110 E. 79th St. 21-29-100-003 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7540 S. Lake Park 21-30-124-005 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7568 S. Lake Park 21-30-124-006 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 2861 E. 76th St. 21-30-124-007 . 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 2875 E. 75th S1. 21-30-202-008 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 2885 E. 75th S1. 21-30-202-009 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 2895 E. 75th St. 21-30-202-010 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 2900 E. 75th S1. 21-30-202-011 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7501 South Shore Dr. 21-30-202-012 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7602 S. South Shore Dr. 21-30-405-019 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7616 S. Lake Park 21-30-405-020 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7626 S. Lake Park 21-30-405-021 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7652 S. Lake Park 21-30-405-022 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7601 S. South Shore Dr. 21-30-406-001 pt. 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 3029 E. 78th S1. 21-30-413-018 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7850 S. South Shore Dr. 21-30-415-024 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1 001 7870 S. South Shore Dr. 21-30-418-010 
Rainbow Beach Pk-1001 7866 S. South Shore Dr. 21-30-418-011 

12 Seneca Park-1242 220-34 E. Chicago 17-03-232-007 partial 
13 Woodhull Park 7340 S. East End 20-25-123-001 partial 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Lease No. 20271) 

Depiction Of Premises. 

6/5/2013 

Summer 2008 Aerial 
I=phfllrlN ?n1n 
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Lease No. 20272. 
(346 W. 104th St.) 

54827 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City'S Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 346 West 104th Street, Chicago, Cook County, 
Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 346 West 104th Street has no present municipal use; 
and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 346 West ·104th Street as a 
public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 114,000 square feet ofland located at 346 West 104th Street 
as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as Eugene Block Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, iIi consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 114,000 square feet of a land located at 346 West 104th 
Street, Chicago, Illinois (PIN 25-16-200-001; -002, portion of -020- the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31,2037, unless· sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real· estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agrcements;and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to .the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules~ regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not pennit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer'S, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals ariy judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event jUdgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. -If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Jndemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
rcason of the District's perfonnance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

54831 

or·at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, i h Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. Ifany covenant, condition, provision, tenn or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a materia! breach of, default under or require any consent under, any· 
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agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limit~tion on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

9.18 City'S Reservation of Right for Telecommunications Antennae. The District 
acknowledges that the western portion of the Premises is improved with telecommunications 
antennae. The City reserves the right to repair, replace, and otherwise improve the equipment 
that comprises the telecommunications antennae. The District shall cooperate with the City 
whenever the City, at its sole discretion, elects to perform any repairs, replacements, or 
improvements to the equipment that comprises the telecommunications antennae. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
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acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City's Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 

10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The Distri~t shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 
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10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 

10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
pennit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District W1derstands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this LC:J.se :J.S of the day and year 
lirst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: 
----------------------~ 

Commissioner 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: ______________ _ 
Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ________________________ _ 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 
a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: _____________ ~ 
General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20272 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20272 
printed on page 54837 of this Journal.] 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Lease No. 20272) 
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Summer 700B Aerial 
Februar, 2010 
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Lease No. 20273. 
(4501 N. Clarendon Ave.) 

6/5/2013 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
pol itic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 4501 North Clarendon A venue, Chicago, Cook 
County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 4501 North Clarendon A venue has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 4501 North Clarendon 
A venue as a public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 220,000 square feet of land located at 4501 North Clarendon 
A venue as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space as part of greater Lincoln Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 220,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 4501 North 
Clarendon Avenue, Chicago, Illinois (PIN 14-16-103-002; -007 - the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Daten) and shall end on December 31,2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Ouiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
complhince with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Constmction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION S. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in ,:,iolation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City ~s follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

6/5/2013 

or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, i h Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perfonn any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
iaw, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any' 
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agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendrilent(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960.. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City's Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal..responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not . limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
caU3e a fire.hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City'S 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 
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10.12 No Subst~tute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to co~duct on the P~emises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
perrmt mus~ be obtained by t~e District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must .be notIfied of any such lIcense or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a br~ach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act. a.s. a substItute f~r any other permitting or approvals that may be· required to. undertake 
actIvIties on the PremIses. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove .the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the Dis.trict shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
lirst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: ----------------------------------
Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY' MANAGEMENT 

By: 
--------------~----------------

Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LA W 

By: _____________________________ _ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit oflocal government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: ________ -------------
General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal fonn: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20273 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20273 
printed on page 54848 of this Journal.] 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Lease No. 20273) 

Depiction Of Premises. 
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6/5/2013 

Summer 2008 Aerial 
February 2010 
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Lease No. 20274. 
(4615 W. Jackson Blvd.) 

54849 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit oflocal government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 4615 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Cook 
County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 4615 West Jackson Boulevard has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 4615 West Jackson 
Boulevard as ~ public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 62,000 square feet of land located at 4615 West Jackson 
Boulevard as depicted on Exhibit 8 attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as John S. Clark Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 62,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 4615 West 
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois (PIN 16-15-1 13-010; -011; -020- the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31,2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (I) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (I) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Tenn without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's -Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or sufTer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way. 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
frorr. month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
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or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, 7th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
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agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment{s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City'S Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

1 0.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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10J Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not' limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or pennit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasona~ly disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The. District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10. 10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 
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10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
permit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in' the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the Ci~y shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

_ .IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
/Irs! above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: ______________________________ ___ 

Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By:, ______________________________ ___ 

Commissioner' 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ___________________________ _ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: __________________________ ___ 

General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20274 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.} 

[Exhibit "B" referred to in this Lease Number 20274 
printed on page 54859 of this Journal.} 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Lease No. 20274) 

Depiction Of Premises. 
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Lease No. 20275. 
(2708 W. Lawrence Ave.) 

6/5/2013 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Hlinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 2708 West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Cook 
County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property \.~ocated at 2708 West Lawrence Avenue has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 2708 West Lawrence 
A venue as a public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 61,000 square feet of land located at 2708 West Lawrence 
A venue as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as Theodore S. Gross Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 61,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 2708 West 
Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Hlinois (PIN 13-12-422-003 - the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises. nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to .the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier . 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

6/5/2013 

or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, i h Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law .. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is· of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City'S request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, niles, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
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agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City'S administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

IO.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City's Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not. limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 
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10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
permit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the Dist~ict shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

INWITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
(irst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an lllinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 
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By: --------------------------------
Commissioner 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: --------------------------------
Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGAUTY: 
'BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ______________________________ __ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit of local govei-runent 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: -------------------------------
General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Co.unsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20275 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20275 
printed on page 54870 of this Journal.] 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Lease No. 20275) 

Depiction Of Premises. 

~I_- .. L.- __ ._l._ .... J .. -~-~-

6/5/2013 

2009 Aerial 
Auousl2011 
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Lease No. 20276. 
(6851 -- 6859 S. Oglesby Ave.) 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 6851-59 South Oglesby A venue, Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 6851-59 South Oglesby A venue has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 6851-59 South Oglesby 
A venue as a public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 12,000 square feet ofland located at 6851-59 South Oglesby 
A venue as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as Elliot Hasan Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as fo1lows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 12,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 6851-59 
South Oglesby A venue, Chicago, Illinois (partial of PIN 20-24-413-002 -
the "Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date (,'Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31,2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and. in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and th~ public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
inde.,nnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City hannless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use his/her position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any 0 f the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

54875 

or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, 7th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of II linois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the beneiit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
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agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City'S administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amcndment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City'S Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. . 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or pennit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardou.s Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City'S 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs~ The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 
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10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
permit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
-tirst above written. . 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY; DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: ______________ _ 

Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: _______________ _ 

Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: _______________ _ 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 
a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By:, ______________ _ 

General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel . 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20276 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20276 
printed on page 54881 of this Journal.] 
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Lease No. 20277. 
(1601 --1611 E. 73rd St.) 

6/5/2013 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of , 2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK ,DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 1601-11 East 73rd Street , Chicago, Cook 
County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 1601-11 East 73 rd Street has no present municipal 
use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 1601-11 East 73rd Street as 
a public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements and also utilizes the adjoining 
property located at 7340 South East End A venue as a public park; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 11,000 square feet of land located at 1601-11 East 73rd Street 
as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as Barnet Hodes Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 11,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 1601-11 East 
73rd Street, Chicago, Illinois (partial of PIN 20-25-123-001 - the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
D~te") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 
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SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 

3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, AL TERA TIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall tirst give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a mannt:xthat 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments .which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
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Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION S. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not pennit the Premises to . 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer'S, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
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costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board. commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use his/her position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
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Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy 'to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

6/5/2013 

or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, tenn or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe {he scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 
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9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 

9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affec:t the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions .prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 
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(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by 'or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the tenns and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Pre parer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof .. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City's Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 
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10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 

10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. ' .. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perfonn or pennit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a tire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 
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10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
permit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 

constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the Dist~ict shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises: Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination,. the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, indud'ing the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of th~~day and year 
tirst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an lIIinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: _______ ---:---:-______ _ 
Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: ___ ~ ____________ _ 
Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW' 

By: _______________ _ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: ______________ _ 
General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20277 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20277 
printed on page 54892 of this Journa/.] 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Lease No. 20277) 

Depiction Of Premises. 
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Lease No. 20278. 
(3201 W.Chicago Ave.) 

54893 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit oflocal government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 3201 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Cook 
County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 3201 West Chicago Avenue has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

. WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 3201 West Chicago Avenue 
as a public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 73,000 square feet of land located at 3201 West Chicago 
A venue as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as George Kells Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, tenns and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 73,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 3201 West 
Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois (PIN 16-11-207-025 - the "Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The tenn of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, T ~XES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use ofthe Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (I) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expirati~n, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the 0istrict's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste ~r damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
publ~c recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sale discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's pertormance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as foIl9.WS:. 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago. Illinois 60602 
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or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certitied mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, i h Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. Ifany covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 

. describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship., Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to tenninate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount oftime the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City'S request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

( c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
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agreement, instntment or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
andlor the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such. prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability sUt:"ives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City'S Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be constnted as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not -limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the DistriCt's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City'S 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 
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J 0.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
permit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lea,se in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shaH surrender the 
·Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
lirst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: _______ ~-------
Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: ---------------------------------
Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ---------------------------------Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 
a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: ________________________ _ 

General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20278 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20278 
printed on page 54903 of this Journa/.] 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Lease No. 20278) 

Depiction Of Premises. 
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Lease No. 20280. 
(1743 WJi:NSRt.) 

6/5/2013 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City'S Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 1743 West 73rd Street, Chicago, Cook County, 
Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 1743 West 73rd Street has no present municipal use; 
and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at ] 743 West 73rd Street as a 
public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 145,000 square feet ofland located at 1743 West 73rd Street 
as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as David L. Murray Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: . 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 145,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 1743 West 
73rd Street, Chicago, Illinois (PIN 20-30-220-001- the "Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS.AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational spa,ce. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Subl"ease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the,District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City hannless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
rcason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use his/her position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by' national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

6/5/2013 

or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, i h Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 . 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is 0 f the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City'S request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
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agreement, . instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
andlor the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duJy executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

. 10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds .and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City's Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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t 0.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs . 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perfonn or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 

10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or pennit is required, said license or 
permit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises tor such activity. The City 
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must be notified of any such license or pennit. Failure to obtain a required license or pennit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other pennitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Tennination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the tennination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

_ IN W~TNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
/irst above wntten. . 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: -----------------------------------
Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: ________________ _ 

Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ________________ _ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: _______________ _ 

General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit UN referred to in this Lease Number 20280 constitutes 
Exhibit UN to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit US" referred to in this Lease Number 20280 
printed on page 54914 of this Journal.] 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Lease No. 20280) 

Depiction Of Premises. 

I J 

6/5/2013 

Summer 2006 Aenal 
July 2011 
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Lease No. 20281. 
(3111 E. 77th 8t.) 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of , 2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 3111 East 77th Street, Chicago, Cook County, 
Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 3 111 East 77th Street has no present municipal use; 
and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 3111 East 77th Street as a 
public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately sixty-one (61) acres of land located at various locations 
comprising Rainbow Beach Park and generally known as 3111 East 77th Street as depicted on 
Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public recreational space known 
as Rainbow Beach Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately sixty-one (61) acres of a vacant land located at 3111 East 
77th Street, Chicago, Illinois (PIN 21-29-100-002; -003; 21-30-124-005 
through -007; 21-30-202-008 through -012; 21-30-405-019 through -022; 
21-30-406-001 [partial;]; 21-30-413-018; 21-30-415-024; 21-30-418-010; 
-011; - the "Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 
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The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 

3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of ·leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a. condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, . 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
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all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall aecrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien ~ttaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sale discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 
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6.-1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
Linder this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conmct of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-l56 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8. J Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. Durin"g such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 
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City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street . 
Chicago, lIlinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
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or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, 7lh Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shaH be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. Ifany covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 

. extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modi tied or amended in any manner except by an instrument.in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 
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9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benetit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 

9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereo[ 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, goverrunental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City'S request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 
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(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION to. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" 'and '''with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City's Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active wate~ pumping station. 
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10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
lhe Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall prpvide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 

10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
scrvice for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is nof limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
res:dents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a tire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.1) Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 

10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
pennit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
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must be notified of any suco license or pennit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury. or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
lirst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO , 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: 
----------~--~~-------------Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: _______________ _ 

Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW ' 

By: _______________ _ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: _______________ _ 

General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20281 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "B" referred to in this Lease Number 20281 
printed on page 54925 of this Journal.] 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Lease No. 20281) 

Depiction Of Premises. 
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Lease No. 20282. 
(220 -- 234 E. Chicago Ave.) 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of ,2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 220-34 East Chicago A venue, Chicago, Cook 
County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 220-34 East Chicago A venue has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 220-34 East Chicago 
A venue as a public park pursuant to prior City as Landlord Lease agreements; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 22,000 square feet of land located at 220-34 East Chicago 
A venue as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as Seneca Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 22,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 220-34 East 
Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois (partial of PIN 17-03-232-007 - the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM. 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 
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3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's.Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shaH not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
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political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION S. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District'S leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not permit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law . 

. SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
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expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
failure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, judgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use hislher position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
perfonned in violation of any of the provisions' of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Sec.ion 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to .the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

6/5/2013 

or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, 7th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 

9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 
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9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No PrincipallAgent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in etIect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect th~ Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 

(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
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agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administratively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises 
and/or the City'S administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lease because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both. parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City'S Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station.· 

10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 
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10.3 Maintenance: The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District ackriowl~ges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. All programming shall·be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camps, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs.. . 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City'S 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility_ The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 

10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
pennit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
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constitute a breach of the terms of this· Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required:~to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease _ acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specitically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties 9T services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
!irst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: 
----------~-------------------

Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: ---------------------------------
Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ---------------------------------
Deputy Corporation Counsel 

Real Estate Division 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 
a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: -------------------------------
General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20282 constitutes 
Exhibit "A" to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20282 
printed on page 54936 of this Journal.] 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Lease No. 20282) 

Depiction Of Premises. 
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Lease No. 20283. 
(7340 S. East End Ave.) 

54937 

THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of , 2013 by and 
between, the CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of 
government (herein referred to as the "City"), and the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, a body 
politic and corporate and unit of local government (hereinafter referred to as the "District"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City, through the City's Department of Water Management, is the 
owner of the premises more commonly known as 7340 South East End Avenue, Chicago, Cook 
County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, the property located at 7340 South East End A venue has no present 
municipal use; and 

WHEREAS, the District is organized for the purpose of operating parks and playgrounds 
within the City of Chicago, and desires to continue to operate certain parks now owned by the 
City as detailed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, the District has utilized the property located at 7340 South East End 
A venue as a public park pursuant to prior Citl as Landlord Lease agreements and also utilizes 
the adjoining property located at 1601 East 73 r Street as a public park; and 

WHEREAS, the City has agreed to lease to the District, and the District has agreed to 
lease from the City approximately 95,000 square feet of land located at 7340 South East End 
A venue as depicted on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used for public 
recreational space known as Ross Woodhull Park; and 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the Parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION 1. GRANT 

The City hereby leases to the District the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 95,000 square feet of a vacant land located at 7340 South 
East End Avenue, Chicago, Illinois (partial of PIN 20-25-123-001 - the 
"Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the execution date ("Commencement 
Date") and shall end on December 31, 2037, unless sooner terminated as set forth in the Lease. 
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SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES, AND UTILITIES 

3.1 Rent. The District shall pay rent for the Premises in the amount of: 

One Dollar ($1.00) for the entire Term, the receipt and sufficiency of said sum being 
herewith acknowledged by both parties. 

3.2 Utilities. The District shall pay when due all charges for' gas, electricity, water, 
sewer, light, heat, telephone, other communication, and any other utilities and charges that may 
be assessed on the Premises during, or as a result of, the District's use of the Premises. 

3.3 Taxes. The District shall pay when due any leasehold, real estate, and other 
property taxes, interest, or penalties assessed or levied on the Premises during the Term. The 
District acknowledges that real estate and leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears in Cook 
County and that as a result the District shall be responsible for satisfaction of leasehold, real 
estate, interest, and penalties assessed or levied on the Premises on account of the District's use 
for at least one (1) year after the District vacates the Premises. The District's failure to pay any 
such taxes, penalties, or interest shall constitute a default under this Lease. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude the District from contesting any charge or tax levied 
against the Premises. The District's tax responsibilities under this section shall survive the 
expiration, cancellation, or termination of this Lease. 

SECTION 4. CONDITION AND ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND 
ADDITIONS, USE, STANDARDS 

4.1 Covenant of Quiet Enjoyment. The City covenants and agrees that the District, 
upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements, and conditions 
of this Lease on its part to be kept, observed, and performed, shall lawfully enjoy the Premises 
(subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term without hindrance or molestation by the 
City. 

4.2 District's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. The District shall, at 
the District's expense, keep the Premises in a condition of good repair and order, and in 
compliance with all applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago, including, but not 
limited to, those provisions in Title 13 ("Building and Construction"), and Title 17 ("Landscape 
Ordinance"). The City shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting, provided that except in the case of emergencies, the City shall first give notice to the 
District of its desire to enter the Premises and will schedule its entry so as to minimize any 
interference with the District's use, and the public's enjoyment, of the Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. The District shall not use the Premises in a manner .that 
would violate any law. The District further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use of the Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof. Any activities on the 
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Premises must be limited to use as public recreational space. The promotion and operation of 
public recreational space does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The District 
shall not use said Premises for political or religious activities. The District agrees that it in 
providing programming the District shall not discriminate against any member of the public 
because of race, creed, religion, color, sexual orientation, or national origin. 

4.4 Alterations and Additions. The District may make major capital alterations, 
additions, and improvements to the Premises but only with the prior written approval of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. Any such alterations and additions 
shall be made in full compliance with any applicable codes, laws, or standards. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. The District shall not assign this Lease in whole or in 
part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof, without the prior written consent of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Water Management. 

5.2 District's Covenant against Encumbering Title. The District shall not do any act 
which shall in any way encumber the fee simple estate of the City or the Department of Water 
Management in and to the premises, nor shall the interest or estate of the City or the Department 
of Water Management in the Premises be in any way subject to any claim by way of lien or 
encumbrance, whether by operation of law or by virtue of any express or implied contract by 
District any claim to, or lien upon, the leased Premises arising from any act or omission of 
District shall accrue only against the District's leasehold estate and shall be subject to and 
subordinate to the paramount title and rights of the City and the Department of Water 
Management in and to the Premises. 

5.3 District's Covenant against Liens. The District shall not pennit the Premises to 
become subject to any mechanic's, laborer's, or materialmen's liens on account of labor or 
material furnished to the District or claimed to have been furnished to the District. In case of any 
such lien attaching, the District shall immediately pay and remove such lien or furnish security or 
indemnify the City in a manner satisfactory to the City in its sole discretion to protect the City 
against any defense or expense ariSing from such lien. Except during any period in which District 
appeals any judgment or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed, 
the District shall immediately pay any judgment rendered against the District, with all proper 
costs and charges, and shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If the District fails 
to pay and remove any lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith, the City, at its election, 
may pay and satisfy same, and all sums so paid by the City, with interest from the date of 
payment at the rate set at 12% per annum provided that such rate shall not be deemed usurious 
by any Federal, State, or Local law. 

SECTION 6. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

6.1 Indemnification. The District shall indemnify, defend, and hold the City harmless 
against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or mediation awards, 
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costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and court costs), 
whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property damage which may be 
expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from the City or the District by 
reason of the District's performance of or failure to perform any of the District's obligations 
under this Lease or the District's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts or 
J~lilure to act of the District's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, employees, or 
invitees or any liabilities, jUdgments or settlements that may arise from any access to the 
Premises by the District's invitees or any third parties. 

6.2 Self-Insurance. The District is self-insured and will provide City with a letter 
executed by an authorized official indicating that the District is self-insured. This letter shall be 
provided to the City on an annual basis. 

SECTION 7. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

7.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor any 
member of any board, commission or agency of the City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises. Nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use his/her position to influence any governmental decision or action with respect to 
this Lease. . 

7.2 Duty to Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The City and the District 
shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics," 
including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or offer of 
employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract, as an inducement 
for the award of that contract or order. Any contract or lease negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 

SECTION 8. HOLDING OVER 

8.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by the District shall be construed to be a tenancy 
from month to month beginning on January 1, 2038 and the rent shall be the same as listed in 
Section 3.1 of this Lease. During such holding over all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 9. MISCELLANEOUS 

9.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required to be 
giv'en, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by the District to the City shall be delivered by national overnight courier 
or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to the City as follows: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Water Management 
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Attention: Commissioner's Office 
1000 East Ohio Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

With a courtesy copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Fleet and Facility Management 
Office of Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 300 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

54941 

or at such other place as the City may from time to time designate by written notice to District. 
All notices, demands, and requests by the City to the District shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, return receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to the District as follows: 

Chicago Park District 
Attention: General Counsel 
541 North Fairbanks Court, i h Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

or at such other place as the District may from time to time designate by written notice to City. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon the District by the City, or upon the 
City by the District, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such notice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

9.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement of this 
Lease shall, to any exten!, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining covenants, conditions, 
provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, but each covenant, 
condition, provision, term or agreement of this Lease shall be valid and in force to the fullest 
extent permitted by law. 

9.3 Governing Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Illinois. 

9.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are merged 
into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between the Parties 
and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in writing executed 
by the Parties hereto. 

9.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in 
this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, construe or 
describe the scope or intent of such sections of this Lease nor in any way affect this Lease. 
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9.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in 
this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the Parties hereto and their legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 

9.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each and 
every provision hereof. 

9.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this Lease 
shall be deemed or construed by the Parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the Parties 
hereto. 

9.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The Parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent and warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of the City and the 
District respectively and that by their execution of this Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
City and District respectively, without any contingencies or conditions except as specifically 
provided herein. 

9.10 Termination of Lease. The City and the District shall have the right to terminate 
this Lease without penalty and for any, or no, reason by providing each other with one-hundred 
eighty (180) days prior written notice at any time after the Commencement Date. 

9.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either party to 
do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays due to 
strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, acts of terrorism, governmental regulation or 
control, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the 
time period shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

9.12 Default. The District must adhere to all provisions of this Lease. Failure of 
District to adhere to all provisions of this Lease will result in default. In the event of such default, 
the City will notify the District in writing as to the circumstances giving rise to such default. 
Upon written receipt of such notice, the District must cure such default within sixty (60) days. If 
the District does not cure such default within sixty (60) days, the City may cancel this Lease with 
sixty (60) days written notice. 

9.13 District Representations. The District represents as follows: 

(a) The District shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders that are in effect from time to time that 
pertain to or affect the Premises, the District, or this Lease. Upon the City's request, the District 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

(b) The District agrees that provisions required to be inserted in this Lease by laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations or executive orders are deemed inserted whether or not they appear 
in this Lease and that in no event will the failure to insert such provisions prevent the 
enforcement of this Lease. 
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(c) Signing, delivery and performance by the District of this Lease does not violate its 
resolutions, including but not limited to the District resolution, or any applicable provision of 
law, or constitute a material breach of, default under or require any consent under, any 
agreement, instrument or document, including any related to borrowing monies, to which the 
District is party or by which it is bound. 

(d) There are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental 
commission, board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting 
the District that would materially impair its ability to perform under this Lease. 

9.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may administr~tively amend 
this Lease with respect to any provisions reasonably related to the District's use of the Premises· 
and/or the City's administration of this Lease. Provided, however, that such Amendment(s) shall 
not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially alter the essential 
provisions contain~d herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall establish the factual 
background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and conditions of such 
modification, and shall be duly executed by both the City and the District. Such Amendment(s) 
shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such Amendment(s) shall 
become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall otherwise remain in full 
force and effect. 

9.15 Prior Leases. The City and the District acknowledge and agree that the District 
has occupied the Premise under prior Lease agreements dating back to September 28, 1960. 
Since the expiration of such prior Leases, the District has continued to occupy the Premises 
under the terms of such prior Leases. The City and the District each acknowledge and agree that 
the other party has performed all obligations under such prior Leases and that neither party has 
any claims against the other with respect to such prior Leases. 

9.16 No Personal Liability. No elected or appointed official or member or employee or 
agent of the City or the District shall be individually or personally liable in connection with this 
Lem,e because of their execution or attempted execution or because of any breach hereof. This 
limitation on liability survives any termination or expiration of this Lease. 

9.17 No Construction against Preparer. This Lease shall not be interpreted in favor of 
either the City or the District. The City and the District acknowledge that both parties 
participated fully in the mutual drafting of this Lease. 

SECTION 10. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF DISTRICT 

10.1 Satisfaction with Condition. The District has inspected the Premises and all 
related areas and grounds and the District is satisfied with the physical condition thereof. The 
District agrees to accept the Premises in its "as is," "where is" and "with all faults." The District 
acknowledges that the adjoining property is owned by the City's Department of Water 
Management and that this property is used as an active water pumping station. 
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10.2 Custodial Services. The District, at its expense, shall provide custodial services to 
the Premises, which shall be construed as maintaining the landscaping and removal of debris and 
materials placed on the Premises. The District, at its sole cost and expense, shall provide its own 
scavenger service when necessary. 

10.3 Maintenance. The District shall provide, at the District's expense, any and all 
service for maintenance, repair, and upkeep of the Premises. The District acknowledges that the 
City shall not have any maintenance obligations with respect to the Premises. 

10.4 Security. The District acknowledges that the City has no security obligations with 
respect to the Premises. The District shall be responsible for securing the Premises and will 
provide for security where necessary in the District's opinion. 

10.5 Snow Removal. The District shall provide and pay for removal of snow and ice 
from sidewalks which immediately abut the Premises. The District acknowledges that the City 
shall have no snow or ice removal responsibilities. 

10.6 Repairs for District Negligence, Vandalism, or Misuse. The District shall assume 
all responsibility for any repairs to any portion of the Premises necessitated by the negligence, 
vandalism, misuse, or other acts on any portion of the Premises by the District's employees, 
clients, invitees, agents, contractors, invitees, or third parties. 

10.7 Programming. AJl programming shall be supervised by the District employees or 
District contractors. Such programming may include, but is not limited to, the use of the 
Premises by public high schools, soccer leagues, summer sport camp~, and similar privately run 
programs. Any revenues realized by the District from the use of the Premises for such programs 
shall be devoted solely to covering the District's operational costs .. 

10.8 Illegal Activity. The District, and any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perfonn or permit any practice that is injurious to the Premises or unreasonably disturbs area 
residents, is illegal, or increases the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

10.9 Hazardous Materials. The District shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a tire hazard or safety hazard and will comply with reasonable requirements of the City's 
fire insurance carrier, if applicable. 

10.10 No Alcohol or Drugs. The District shall ensure that no alcoholic beverages or 
illegal drugs of any kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

10.11 Full Responsibility. The District assumes full responsibility and all liability for 
all activities and events on the Premises undertaken by or through the District's staff, agents, or 
invitees. 

10.12 No Substitute for Required Permitting. For any activity which the District desires 
to conduct on the Premises and for which a City license or permit is required, said license or 
permit must be obtained by the District prior to using the Premises for such activity. The City 
must be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
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constitute a breach of the terms of this Lease. The District understands that this Lease shall not 
act as a substitute for any other permitting or approvals that may be required to undertake 
activities on the Premises. 

10.13 Condition upon Termination. Upon termination of this Lease in the event that the 
City and the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall surrender the 
Premises to the City in a comparable condition to the condition of the Premises at the beginning 
of the District's occupancy, with normal wear and tear taken into consideration. 

10.14 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease in the event that the City and 
the District are unable to renew or extend this Lease, the District shall remove or demolish the 
District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures from the Premises. Provided, however, that the 
District shall repair any injury or damage to the Premises which may result from such removal or 
demolition. If the District does not remove the District's property, equipment, and trade fixtures 
and all other items of property from the Premises upon termination, the City may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of the District or warehouse the 
same. In such event, the District shall pay to the City the cost of removal, including the repair for 
such removal, delivery and warehousing. In the alternative, the City may treat such property as 
being conveyed to the City with this Lease acting as a bill of sale, without further payment or 
credit by the City to the District. 

10.15 No Other Rights. This Lease does not give the District any other right with 
respect to the Premises. Any rights not specifically granted to the District by and through this 
Lease are reserved exclusively to the City. Execution of this Lease does not obligate the City in 
any manner and the City shall not undertake any additional duties or services. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Lease as of the day and year 
tirst above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an Illinois municipal corporation and home rule unit of government 

BY: DEPARTMENT OF WATER MANAGEMENT 

By: -------------------------------------
Commissioner 
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BY: DEPARTMENT OF FLEET AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT 

By: _______________ _ 

Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: ________________ _ 

CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT, 

Deputy Corporation. Counsel 
Real Estate Division 

a body politic and corporate and unit of local government 

BY: CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

By: _______________ _ 

General Superintendent 

Approved as to legal form: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Number 20283 constitutes 
Exhibit "N to Lease Number 20271 and printed 

on page 54825 of this Journal.] 

[Exhibit "8" referred to in this Lease Number 20283 
printed on page 54947 of this Journal.] 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Lease No. 20283) 

Depiction Of Premises. 

54947 

SUmnl€f 2008 Aerial 
Marcil 2010 
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COMMITTEE ON LICENSE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-022 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY REPLACING 
SUBSECTION 8.25 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE ADDITIONAL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF E. 87TH ST. 

[02013-3361] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Michelle Harris (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
amend Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portion of East 87th Street, begs leave to recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the areas described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
are adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic 
liquor within and near the areas. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
replacing subsection 4-60-022 (8.25), which was previously deleted as shown in the Journal 
of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of May 9, 2012 at pages 26701 
through 26702, with the following underscored text: 

4-60-022 (8.25) On 87th Street. from Dorchester Avenue to Woodlawn Avenue. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-022 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY REPLACING 
SUBSECTION 39.84 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL ALCOHOLIC 
LIQUOR LICENSES ON PORTION OF N. ELSTON AVE. 

[02013-3379] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Margaret Laurino (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
amend Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portion of North Elston Avenue, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the areas described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
are adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic 
liquor within and near the areas. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
replacing subsection 4-60-022 (39.84), which was previously deleted as shown in the Journal 
of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of May 9, 2013 at pages 26704 
through 26705, with the following underscored text: 

4-60-022 (39.84) On North Elston Avenue, from West Berteau Avenue to West Montrose 
Avenue. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY REPLACING 
SUBSECTION 8.20 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF E. 87TH ST. 

[02013-3360] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Michelle Harris (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portion of East 87th Street, begs leave to recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the areas described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
are adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic 
liquor within and near the areas. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
replacing subsection 4-60-023 (8.20), which was previously deleted as shown in the Journal 
ofthe Proceedings ofthe City Council ofthe City of Chicago of May 9, 2012 at pages 26712 
through 26713, with the following underscored text: 

4-60-023 (8.20) On 8th Street. from Yates Avenue to Paxton Avenue. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING NEW 
SUBSECTIONS 9.122 THROUGH 9.190 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON VARIOUS PORTIONS OF PUBLIC WAY WITHIN 
9TH WARD. 

[02013-3377] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Anthony Beale (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional package goods licenses in portions of 9th Ward, begs leave to recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the areas described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
are adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic 
liquor within and near the areas. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as new subsections 4-60-023 (9.122) through (9.190), 
as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 
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(9.122) On the east side only of Lowe Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.123) On the east side only of Lowe Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.124) On Wallace Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 5t Street. 

(9.125) On Wallace Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.126) On Parnell Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.127) On Parnell Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.128) On Normal Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.129) On Normal Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.130) On Eggleston Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.131) On Eggleston Avenue, from 101 5t Street to 99th Street. 

(9.132) On Princeton Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.133) On Princeton Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.134) On Yale Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.135) On Yale Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.136) On Wentworth Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.137) On Wentworth Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.138) On LaSalle Street. from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.139) On LaSalle Street. from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.140) On Perry Avenue, from 103rd Streetto 101 51 Street. 

(9.141) On Perry Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 991h Street. 

(9.142) On Lafayette Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 

(9.143) On Lafayette Avenue, from 101 51 Street to 99th Street. 

(9.144) On State Street. from 103rd Street to 101 51 Street. 
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___ (9.145) On State Street. from 101 5t Street to Wabash Avenue. 

(9.146) On Michigan Avenue, from 103rd Street to 101 5t Street. 

(9.147) On Michigan Avenue, from 101 5t Street to Wabash Avenue. 

(9.148) On Indiana Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.149) On Prairie Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.150) On Forest Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.151) On Calumet Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.152) On Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.153) On Vernon Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.154) On Eberhart Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.155) On Rhodes Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.156) On St. Lawrence Avenue, from 103rd Street to 100th Street. 

(9.157) On Dauphin Avenue, from 103rd Street to 102nd Street. 

(9.158) On Dauphin Avenue, from 102nd Street to 101 5t Street. 

(9.159) On Dauphin Avenue, from 101 5t Street to 100th Street. 

(9.160) On Cottage Grove Avenue, from 103rd Street to 95th Street. 

(9.161) On the north side only of 103rd Street. from Lowe Avenue to Parnell Avenue. 

(9.162) On the north side only of 103rd Street. from Parnell Avenue to Eggleston 
Avenue. 

(9.163) On the north side only of 103rd Street. from Eggleston Avenue to Yale Avenue. 

(9.164) On the north side only of 103rd Street. from Yale Avenue to LaSalle Street. 

(9.165) On the north side only of 103rd Street. from LaSalle Street to State Street. 

(9.166) On 102nd Street. from Lowe Avenue to Parnell Avenue. 
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(9.167) On 1 02nd Street. from Parnell Avenue to Eggleston Avenue; and on 1 02nd Place, 
from Normal Avenue to Eggleston Avenue. 

(9.168) On 102nd Street. from Yale Avenue to its terminus west of Princeton Avenue; 
and on 102nd Place, from Princeton Avenue to its terminus west of Princeton 
Avenue. 

(9.169) On 102nd Street. from Yale Avenue to LaSalle Street. 

(9.170) On 102nd Street. from LaSalle Street to Lafayette Avenue. 

(9.171) On 102nd Street. from Lafayette Avenue to Michigan Avenue; and on 102nd 

Place, from State Street to Michigan Avenue. 

(9.172) On 102nd Street. from Michigan Avenue to Prairie Avenue. 

(9.173) On 102nd Street. from Prairie Avenue to Calumet Avenue. 

(9.174) On 102nd Street. from Calumet Avenue to Vernon Avenue. 

(9.175) On 102nd Street. from Vernon Avenue to Rhodes Avenue. 

(9.176) On 1 02nd Street. from Rhodes Avenue to Dauphin Avenue; and on 102nd Place, 
from St. Lawrence Avenue to Dauphin Avenue. 

(9.177) On 101 sl Street. from Lowe Avenue to Parnell Avenue. 

(9.178) On 101 sl Street, from Parnell Avenue to Eggleston Avenue; and on 101 sl Place, 
from Normal Avenue to Eggleston Avenue. 

(9.179) On 101 s1 Street, from Eggleston Avenue to Yale Avenue; and on 101 s1 Place, 
from Princeton Avenue to its terminus west of Princeton Avenue. 

(9.180) On 101 sl Street, from Yale Avenue to LaSalle Street. 

(9.181) On 101 sl Street. from LaSalle Street to Lafayette Avenue. 

(9.182) On 101 sl Street, from Lafayette Avenue to Michigan Avenue; and on 101 sl Place, 
from State Street to Michigan Avenue. 

(9.183) On 101 s1 Street. from Michigan Avenue to Indiana Avenue. 

(9.184) On 101 sl Street. from Indiana Avenue to Calumet Avenue. 

(9.185) On 101 sl Street. from Calumet Avenue to Vernon Avenue. 
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(9.186) On 101 5t Street. from Vernon Avenue to Rhodes Avenue. 

(9.187) On 101 5t Street. from Rhodes Avenue to Dauphin Avenue; and on 101 5t Place, 
from St. Lawrence Avenue to Dauphin Avenue. 

(9.188) On 100th Street. from Lowe Avenue to Parnell Avenue. 

(9.189) On 100th Street. from Parnell Avenue to Eggleston Avenue; and on 100th Place, 
from Normal Avenue to Eggleston Avenue. 

(9.190) On 100th Street. from Yale Avenue to its terminus west of Princeton Avenue; 
and on 100th Place, from Princeton Avenue to its terminus west of Princeton 
Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY DELETING 
SUBSECTION 18.33 TO ALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF S. WESTERN AVE. 

[02013-3354] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Lona Lane (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to amend 
the Municipal Code of Chicago by lifting subsection 4-60-023 (18.33) to allow the issuance 
of additional package goods licenses on portion of the South Western Avenue, begs leave 
to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(10.33) On "\'estern Avenue, from 71 st Street to 7arcl Street. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY DELETING 
SUBSECTION 22.146 TO ALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF S. KOLIN AVE. 

[02013-3355] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5,2013 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Ricardo Munoz (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
amend the Municipal Code of Chicago by lifting subsection 4-60-023 (22.146) to allow the 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on portion of South Kolin Avenue, begs leave 
to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(22.146) On Kolin Avenue, fro I"., 31 st Street to 33m Street. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY DELETING 
SUBSECTION 27.45 TO ALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTIONS OF N. LARRABEE ST. AND W. SCOTT ST. 

[02013-3357] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Walter Burnett, Jr.(which was referred on May 8,2013) 
to amend the Municipal Code of Chicago by lifting subsection 4-60-023 (27.45) to allow the 
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issuance of additional package goods licenses on portion of North Larrabee Street and West 
Scott Street, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which 
is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(27.45) On Larrabee Street, from Divisiol' Street to E'vergreen Avenue; and on Scott 
Street, from Division Street to Larrabee Street. 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY REPLACING 
SUBSECTIONS 37.14 AND 37.36 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON PORTIONS OF W. NORTH AVE. AND N. CICERO 
AVE. 

[02013-3352] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Emma Mitts (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of West North Avenue and on North Cicero 
Avenue, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas ~~ Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the areas described in Sections 2 through 4 of this 
ordinance are adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell 
alcoholic liquor within and near the areas. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
replacing subsection 4-60-023 (37.14), which was previously deleted as shown in the Journal 
of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of June 9,2010 at pages 93691 
through 93693, with the following underscored text: 

4-60-023 (37.14) On West North Avenue, from North Kenton Avenue to North Cicero 
Avenue. 

SECTION 3. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
replacing subsection 4-60-023 (37.36), which was previously deleted as shown in the Journal 
of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of November 17, 2010 at 
pages 108063 through 108065, with the following underscored text: 

4-60-023 (37.36) On North Cicero Avenue, from West Augusta Boulevard to West 
Division Street. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING NEW 
SUBSECTION 43.7 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSE ON PORTION OF W. ARMITAGE AVE. 

[02013-3376] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Michele Smith (which was referred on May 8, 2013), to 
amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portion of West Armitage Avenue, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is ordinance as passed: 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the area described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
is adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic liquor 
in the area. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as a new subsection 4-60-023 (43.7), as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods licenses 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(43.7) On West Armitage Avenue from Sedgwick Street to Cleveland Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING NEW 
SUBSECTION 43.8 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF N. HALSTED ST. 

[02013-3374] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Michele Smith (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
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amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portion of North Halsted Street, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the area described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
is adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic liquor 
in the area. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as a new subsection 4-60-023 (43.8), as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods licenses 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 
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(43.8) On North Halsted Street from Fullerton Avenue to Webster Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING NEW 
SUBSECTION 43.9 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF N. STATE PKWY. 

[02013-3375] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5,2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Michele Smith (which was referred on May 8, 2013) to 
amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of North State Parkway, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the area described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
is adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic liquor 
in the area. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as a new subsection 4-60-023 (43.9), as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods licenses 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(43.9) On North State Parkway from Division Street to Goethe Street. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING NEW 
SUBSECTION 49.7 TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF W. CHASE AVE. 

[02013-3395] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Joseph Moore (which was referred on May 8, 2013), to 
amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to disallow the issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portion of West Chase Avenue, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the area described in Section 2 of this ordinance 
is adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell alcoholic liquor 
within and near the area. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language to subsection 4-60-023 (49.7): 
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4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(49.7) On Rogers Avenue, from Winchester Avenue to Ridge Boulevard; and on Chase 
Avenue from Wolcott Avenue to Damen Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTIONS 4-60-022 AND 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
REGARDING ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR AND PACKAGE 
GOODS LICENSES ON PORTIONS OF VARIOUS PUBLIC WAYS. 

[02013-3356] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Aldermen Mitts, Burnett and Ervin (which was referred on May 8, 
2013) to amend Sections 4-60-022 and 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago to 
disallow the issuance of additional alcoholic liquor licenses and package goods licenses in 
portions of the 37th Ward, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on May 29, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the areas described in Sections 2 through 5 of this 
ordinance are adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell 
alcoholic liquor within and near the areas. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as new subsections 4-60-022 (37.57) through 4-60-022 
(37.70), as follows: 

4-60-022 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional license shall be issued 
for the sale of alcoholic liquor, for consumption on the premises within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(37.57) On the east side of Central Avenue, from West End Avenue to Race Avenue. 
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(37.58) On West End Avenue, from Long Avenue to Central Avenue. 

(37.59) On the north side of Kinzie Street. from Lamon Avenue to Leamington 
Avenue. 

(37.60) On Kinzie Street. from Laramie Avenue to Long Avenue. 

(37.61) On Kinzie Street. from Long Avenue to Pine Avenue; and on Corcoran Street. 
from Pine Avenue to Central Avenue. 

(37.62) On Lake Street. from Laramie Avenue to Long Avenue. 

(37.63) On Lake Street. from Long Avenue to Central Avenue. 

(37.64) On the south side of Chicago Avenue, from Lavergne Avenue to Laramie 
Avenue. 

(37.65) On the west side of Laramie Avenue, from Fulton Street to Ferdinand Street. 

(37.66) On the east side of Pulaski Road, from Lake Street to Ohio Street. 

(37.67) On Division Street. from Pulaski Road to Keeler Avenue. 

(37.68) On Division Street. from Keeler Avenue to Kostner Avenue. 

(37.69) On the west side of Cicero Avenue, from Erie Street to Chicago Avenue. 

(37.70) On the southwest side of Grand Avenue, from Long Avenue to Central 
Avenue; and the east side of Central Avenue, from Grand Avenue to the 
southernmost centerline of the Soo Line Railroad crossing. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through and inserting the underscored language, as follows: 

4-60-022 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional license shall be issued 
for the sale of alcoholic liquor, for consumption on the premises within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(37.29) On the north side of '/v'est Chicago Avenue, from North Cicero Avenue to 
North Lamon Avenue, and on both sides of 'Nest Chicago Avenue, from North 
Lamon Avenue to North Lavergne Avenue. 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(37.31) On the north side of West Chicago Avenue, from Notth Laramie Avenue to 
North Lockviood Avenue; and on both sides of "Nest Chicago Avenue, from 
North Lockwood Avenue to Notth Long Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 4. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as new subsections 4-60-023 (37.58) through 4-60-023 
(37.72), as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(37.58) On Division Street. from Avers Avenue to Pulaski Road. 

(37.59) On the east side of Central Avenue, from West End Avenue to Race Avenue. 

(37.60) On West End Avenue, from Long Avenue to Central Avenue. 

(37.61) On the north side of Kinzie Street. from Lamon Avenue to Leamington 
Avenue. 

(37.62) On Kinzie Street. from Laramie Avenue to Long Avenue. 

(37.63) On Kinzie Street. from Long Avenue to Pine Avenue; and on Corcoran Street. 
from Pine Avenue to Central Avenue. 

(37.64) On Lake Street. from Laramie Avenue to Long Avenue. 

(37.65) On Lake Street. from Long Avenue to Central Avenue. 

(37.66) On the south side of Chicago Avenue, from Lavergne Avenue to Laramie 
Avenue. 

(37.67) On the west side of Laramie Avenue, from Fulton Street to Ferdinand Street. 

(37.68) On the east side of Pulaski Road, from Lake Street to Ohio Street. 

(37.69) On Division Street, from Pulaski Road to Keeler Avenue. 
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On Division Street. from Keeler Avenue to Kostner Avenue. 

On the west side of Cicero Avenue, from Erie Street to Chicago Avenue. 

On the southwest side of Grand Avenue, from Long Avenue to Central 
Avenue: and the east side of Central Avenue, from Grand Avenue to the 
southern most centerline of the Soo Line Railroad crossing. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 5. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through and inserting the underscored language, as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(37.29) On the north side of VJest Chicago Avenue, from North Cicero Avenue to 
North Lan,on Avenue, and on both sides of Vilest Chicago Avenue, from North 
Lamon A'ilenue to North Lavergne Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(37.31) On the north side of 'Nest Chicago Avenue, from North Laramie Avenue to 
North Lockvifood Avenue, and on both sides of VVest Chicago Avenue, from 
North Lockwood Avenue to North Long Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-156-430 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY MODIFICATION 
OF WRIGLEY FIELD GAME SCHEDULE. 

[S02013-4079] 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
amended substitute ordinance introduced by Mayor Emanuel and Alderman Tunney (which 
was referred on May 8, 2013) to amend the Municipal Code of Chicago regarding 
modification of the Wrigley Field game schedule, begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the amended substitute ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on June 4, 2013. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EMMA MITTS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mitts, the said proposed amended substitute ordinance transmitted 
with the foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, Beale, Pope, 
Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, P. O'Connor, 
M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 49. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burns invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he has a business relationship with a company involved in this ordinance. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit pursuant to Article VII, 
Section 6 of the 1970 Illinois Constitution; and 

WHEREAS, The continued location in the City of major league professional sports teams 
is a matter of civic importance; and 

WHEREAS, The presence of major league professional sports teams in the City provides 
substantial economic benefits to the City, including employment opportunities, economic 
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activity in the surrounding areas, revenue from tourism and the receipt of direct and indirect 
tax revenue by the City; and 

WHEREAS, The presence in the City of major league professional sports teams also 
provides an important sense of civic pride, and assists in maintaining the City's central 
position in the metropolitan area; and 

WHEREAS, The ability of major league professional sports teams to operate on a viable 
basis is a prerequisite to their remaining as local teams; and 

WHEREAS, The City and the Alderman of the affected ward are in a continuing dialogue 
with the Chicago Cubs Baseball Club LLC ("Cubs") concerning the draft framework for an 
agreement between the City and the Cubs in which they agree on the principles and 
provisions which will guide the future uses and configuration of Wrigley Field and its 
immediate vicinity; and 

WHEREAS, This 2013 amendatory ordinance is the first step toward fulfilling that 
agreement; and 

WHEREAS, This 2013 amendatory ordinance permits up to 40 night games in a given 
season, with five night games held back to satisfy an asserted national television obligation, 
and authorizes up to six additional night games, if required to meet an asserted national 
television obligation; and 

WHEREAS, In recent years stadiums subject to the provisions of Section 4-156-430 of the 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago have hosted athletic contests, other than baseball 
games; and 

WHEREAS, The City and the Cubs, with the input of the community surrounding Wrigley 
Field, will jointly work together to effectuate the principles and provisions of the draft 
framework to which they have agreed; and 

WHEREAS, On or about May 1, 2013, the Cubs filed with the City Clerk a proposed 
amendment for the Planned Development for Wrigley Field and part of its environs which 
covers some of the matters in the draft framework agreed to by the City and the Cubs; and 

WHEREAS, The process for considering any amendments to the planned development will 
include input from relevant City agencies, as well as public hearings and solicitation of public 
participation; and 

WHEREAS, In addition, when considering any amendments to the planned development 
and the other portions of the draft framework agreement, new and continued protections for 
the neighborhood will be fully developed and drafted; and 

WHEREAS, The current neighborhood protections embodied in the ordinance passed by 
the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") on February 11, 2004, and published 
at pages 18722 -- 18771 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago of that date (,,2004 Night Games Ordinance") continue to be in full force and effect, 
unless a new comprehensive neighborhood protection plan is enacted; and 
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WHEREAS, The City desires to help the Cubs realize some of the goals of the draft 
framework agreement between them; and 

WHEREAS, The interests of residential neighborhoods near stadiums are currently 
addressed in existing provisions of the Municipal Code; amendments provided in this 2013 
amendatory ordinance; and binding agreements entered into between the City and owners 
of sports stadiums that limit the number and times of night games and other effects of sports 
and other events at such stadiums, and provide for services for affected neighborhoods; and 

WHEREAS, The interests of residents and residential neighborhoods near stadiums are 
taken into account, in part, by the limitations set forth in this 2013 amendatory ordinance, in 
particular with respect to the capacity of stadiums and the number and times of night games 
and other events; and 

WHEREAS, To further ensure the interests and concerns of the residents and residential 
neighborhood surrounding Wrigley Field are adequately protected, it is appropriate for the 
City to continue implementation of an enhanced neighborhood protection and improvement 
program as set forth in the 2004 Night Games Ordinance and this 2013 amendatory 
ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, It is in the best interests of the City to continue the contract, as provided in the 
2004 Night Games Ordinance, and that any future contract with respect to Wrigley Field 
protect the needs of the Wrigley Field neighborhood by including, among other things, litter 
collection, traffic flow, off-street parking, limitations on times and dates when night games 
may be scheduled, and limitations on sale of beer and alcoholic beverages at night games; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-156-430 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago is hereby 
amended by deleting the language stricken through and by adding the language 
underscored, as follows: 

4-156-430 Athletic Contests At Night And On Weekday Afternoons Restrictions. 

(A) It shall be unlawful for any licensee or other person, firm, corporation or other legal 
entity to produce or present or permit any other person, firm, corporation or other legal 
entity to produce or present any athletic contest, sport, game, including any baseball game, 
or any other amusement as defined in Article I of this chapter, if any part of such athletic 
contest, sport, game, including any baseball game, or any other amusement as defined in 
Article I of this chapter (also known in this section and in this ordinance as ("e Event(s)") 
takes place between the hours of 8:00 P.M. and 8:00 AM., or is scheduled to begin 
between the hours of 2:01 P.M. and 4:09 P.M. on weekdays (except for Memorial Day, 
Independence Day or Labor Day), and is presented in the open air portion of any stadium 
or playing field which is not totally enclosed and contains more than 15,000 seats where 
any such seats are located within 500 feet of 100 or more dwelling units. The 500 foot 
distance shall be measured from the seat to the nearest point of the buildings in which the 
dwelling units are contained. For purposes of this section, "dwelling unit" shall mean a 
room designed or used for sleeping accommodations, including hotel and dormitory rooms. 
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(8) The provisions of subsection (A) do not apply, in whole or in part, to a team whose 
regular home stadium, or a person using such stadium, is subject to this section for any of 
the following: 

(1) All-Star, playoff, post-season or playoff determinative, regular season tie-breaker, 
divisional or conference championship series, league championship series, World Series, 
or similar baseball games, and directly related events to the baseball games listed in this 
paragraph (1); 

(2) Up to 4-8 40 regular season home baseball games of any team in each year, as 
designated by that team, wI9teh when such games are scheduled to begin at or after 
4:10 P.M. or at or prior to 7:05 P.M., or scheduled to begin no later than 8:00 P.M. if 
required by an asserted national television contract obligation; provided, however, 

fill Up to 35 regular season home baseball games may be scheduled to start at the 
times set forth in subsection (B)(2); 

fQl The remaining five games shall be used to satisfy any requirements of an 
asserted national television obligation that requires such team to reschedule a day 
game to a game starting during the times set forth in subsection (8)(2). Any games 
scheduled pursuant to this subparagraph shall be promptly reported to the Alderman 
of the affected ward and the Corporation Counsel. The Corporation Counsel shall 
promptly advise the City Council of the scheduling of a game under this subparagraph. 

(3) Any baseball game scheduled to begin at or prior to 2:01 P.M. or in the case of a 
double-header where the second game is scheduled to begin reasonably promptly after 
the end of the first game; 

(4) Up to 43 six non-double-header baseball games scheduled to start on a Friday 
afternoon between 2:01 P.M. and 4: 1 0 P.M. in per calendar year 2004 and up to 4 non
double header baseball games scheduled to start on a Friday afternoon betw'een 
2:01 P.M. and 4: 10 P.M. in calendar year 2005, provided, how'ever, that after calendar 
year 2005, no non-double-header baseball game shall be scheduled to begin on a Friday 
after 2:00 P.M.; 

(5) During the duration of any contract between the city and any person, firm, 
corporation, legal entity, or professional sports team that is authorized by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago, any games, contests, sports, amusements, or any other events 
Events that may be held according to the terms of such contract or any other ordinance; 
and 

(6) Any non-major league baseball games or any baseball-related events, or any non
profit event games, contests, sports, or other Events expected to have less than 
approximately 10,000 12,500 people in attendance; 

(Zl Up to six nationally-televised regular season home baseball games per year when 
such games are required to be changed, pursuant to an asserted national television 
obligation, from a day game to a game beginning during the times set forth in 
SUbsection (B)(2); provided that: 
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.@l The games allocated in subsection (B)(2)(b) have already been scheduled: 

!.Ql The City receives a timely request. in writing, to use a game pursuant to this 
paragraph, Such request shall include a certification from the Office of the 
Commissioner of Major League Baseball indicating the game will be played at night as 
part of an asserted national television obligation: 

.em The request is made to, and approved by, the City Council: provided that the 
Corporation Counsel may approve a request under this paragraph when, after 
consultation with the Alderman of the affected ward and considering all relevant 
information, including the certification required in paragraph (b), the Corporation 
Counsel finds that: 

ill For reasons beyond the control of the requesting team, a timely request could 
not be made to the City Council because the televisor's request was made after the 
conclusion of the most recent City Council meeting: 

ill The game is scheduled to be played prior to the next announced meeting of the 
City Council: and 

illD. The request for the change in game time by the televisor pursuant to the 
asserted national television obligation is in the same time frame and in the same 
manner as other game time change requests for other teams, 

@ If, after conSUltation with the Alderman of the affected ward, the Corporation 
Counsel grants such request. the Corporation Counsel shall. within 48 hours of granting 
the request. post the approval of and reasons for, granting the request on the City's 
website, and send a copy to the City Council and the Alderman of the affected ward. 

!ru. No more than six changes shall be granted in any year under this paragraph (7). 

@l Up to four concerts or other non-baseball Events expected to have more than 
12,500 people in attendance, to be determined by the owner or operator of a stadium. or 
a promoter of a concert to be held at such stadium, subject to the following: 

.@l The owner, operator or promoter, whichever is applicable, shall notify the City, in 
writing. of the proposed date and time of such concert or Event: 

!.Ql Such concert or Event shall be allowed at the date and time specified in the 
notice, unless the Corporation Counsel. in consultation with the Alderman of the 
affected ward, requires that the concert or Event be rescheduled to a mutually agreed 
upon date because it interferes with other previously scheduled activities. City 
resources, public safety, or other similar good reasons: 

(c) Unless otherwise authorized by ordinance, such event shall end no later than 
11 :00 P.M .. Such concerts or Events may be held on a Friday or Saturday night: and 
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@ The owner, operator or promoter shall comply with the neighborhood protection 
provisions found in the ordinance adopted by the City Council on February 11, 2004, 
and appearing in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago of such date at pages 18722 -- 18772; and all provisions imposing obligations 
and protections enumerated in Sections 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7(A) of the ordinance adopted 
by the City Council on March 13, 2013, and published at pages 48631 -- 48638 of the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of such date, 
except that all reports required to be made to the Budget Director shall be made to the 
Corporation Counsel. All such provisions are hereby incorporated as if fully set forth, 
except to the extent there are any inconsistencies, then the provisions of this section 
shall apply. 

(9) Any concerts or other Events in excess of the four concerts or non-baseball Events 
permitted in paragraph (8) which are authorized by the City Council and start during the 
times set forth in subsection (B)(2) shall be counted as a night baseball game for the 
purposes of the limit of 40 night baseball games in a season, and if too late in the year 
to reduce the number of night games in that year, shall be counted toward the permissible 
number of night games in the following year. Such concerts or other Events shall be 
subject to the provisions of paragraph (8)(aHd); 

(10) To any Event which take place between October 1 and March 31, however, 
non-sporting events must end no later than 11 :00 P.M. 

{€7 The provisions of subsection (A) do not apply to the follO'oving regular season nome 
baseball games of any team, as designated by tnat team, 'wnicn games are scneduled to 
begin at, or prior to, 7:05 P.M., or scheduled to begin no later than 8:00 P.M. if required by 
a national television contract: 

f41 Up to 4 regular season nome baseball games in 2004 in addition to the regular 
season home baseball games allo'oved in Subsection (8)(2); 

tz} Up to 8 regular season home baseball games in 2005 in addition to tne regular 
season nome baseball games allo'oved in Subsection (8)(2); 

to} Up to 12 regular season home baseball games in years 2006 tnrougn 2015 
inclusive in addition to tne regular season nome baseball games allowed in 
Subsection (8)(2), provided novvever, tnat upon notice (wnicn snail be given on or prior 
to November 1, 2005) up to 2 games during tne 2006 season only may be delayed by up 
to one year to revie'w compliance 'ovitn tne obligations of any person, firm, corporation, 
legal entity, or professional sports team tnat enters into a contract or agreement witn the 
City of Chicago concerning neighbornood protections around a facility covered by tnis 
section; and 

f47 Up to 12 regular season home games after year 2015 so long as any contract or 
agreement beroveen the City of Chicago and any person, firm, corporation, team, or legal 
entity wnose stadium or playing field is subject to tnis section concerning neignbornood 
protections for an area adjacent or near or around a facility covered by tnis section is in 
effect:-
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(9 C) Subject to subsection (B)(1), (B)(5) and (B)(6) Except as otherwise provided in this 
section, no regular season baseball game may be scheduled to begin after 4:10 P.M. on 
a Friday or a Saturday, except up to two regular season games per year may be scheduled 
on a Friday or a Saturday after 4: 1 0 P.M. if required by: 

f41 Major League Baseball in a manner generally applicable to all major league 
baseball teams, or 

(£ 1) An asserted national National television obligation, or 

(3~) Other circumstance beyond the control of any person, firm, corporation, team, or 
legal entity whose stadium or playing field is subject to this section, such as by a 
collective bargaining agreement. 

(E D) Games scheduled to begin at or prior to 8:00 P.M. may begin on the same day 
upon the conclusion of weather delays or delays caused by other similar unexpected natural 
occurrences or by death or serious personal injury to a fan or a player or management 
employee of any person, firm, corporation, team, or legal entity whose stadium or playing 
field is subject to this section, all beyond the control of any person, firm, corporation, team, 
or legal entity whose stadium or playing field is subject to this section, without restriction as 
to time except those dealing with public safety. 

(FE.) Baseball games and other permissible events scheduled to begin at or prior to 
8:00 P.M., as permitted by this section, once commenced, may be concluded without 
restriction as to time except those dealing with public safety. 

!B Notwithstanding subsections (B)(2) and (B)(8), baseball games and other Events, 
regardless of the originally scheduled start time, which are postponed for the reasons listed 
in subsection (D), may be re-scheduled to a different date to begin during the times set 
forth in subsection (B)(2) in the same calendar year, and the rescheduled game shall not 
be counted against the limitation on night baseball games or Events for purposes of this 
section, provided that: 

ill If a game or Event originally scheduled to take place during the day is rescheduled 
to take place during the times set forth in subsection (B)(2), the person requesting such 
rescheduling shall certify to the satisfaction of the Corporation Counsel that the game or 
Event cannot reasonably or practicably be rescheduled as a day game or Event; 

m The Corporation Counsel, in consultation with the Alderman of the affected ward, 
may require the game or Event to be rescheduled to a mutually agreed upon date 
because it interferes with other previously scheduled activities, City resources, public 
safety, or other similar good reasons; and 
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.Ql Any baseball game or Event rescheduled pursuant to this provision shall result in 
a reduction of permitted baseball games or Events under subsection (8)(2) or 
subsection (8)(8), as applicable, in the following calendar year, if the games or Events 
allocated in subsection (8)(2) or (8)(8) have already been scheduled. 

@ The owners, operators of any stadium, or any person promoting any Event, subject 
to this section, or the owners, operator of any stadium, or person promoting any Event, 
which is expected to have more than 12,500 people in attendance shall provide not less 
than 21 days notice to the Alderman of the affected ward, to the City Council and to a 
designated official of the City, or if 21 days notice is not possible, then notice to the 
Alderman of the affected ward, to the City Council and to a designated official of the City 
shall be provided reasonably promptly after such Event is scheduled. 

fr:!.l Subsections (8)(2) and (8)(7) of this section shall not be subject to amendment with 
regard to any game included in the schedule proposed by Major League 8aseball for the 
following calendar year. 

ill The owners or operators of any stadium where any baseball game is held that is 
subject to the provisions of the ordinance adopted by the City Council on February 11, 
2004, and appearing in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago of such date at pages 18722 n 18772 shall comply with the neighborhood 
protection provisions found in the ordinance. All such provisions are hereby incorporated 
as if fully set forth, except to the extent there is any inconsistency, then the provisions of 
this section shall apply. 

ill The owner or operator of a stadium subject to this section, or promoter of a concert 
held at such stadium, whichever is applicable, shall be responsible for the costs of City 
services supporting the concert or non-baseball Event. The determination of the need and 
cost for the City services shall be based on such factors as the expected pedestrian and 
vehicular traffic and congestion, estimated attendance, density of area, number of street 
closures, street cleaning or refuse disposal, and other such similar factors. 

(6 K) The terms of this section may be enforced by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago through injunction or any other suit, action or proceeding at law or in equity. 

SECTION 2. Nothing in this ordinance shall be construed as constituting a contract by, or 
any contractual obligation of, the City of Chicago, nor shall it create any rights or any legal 
interests of any kind in any person, group, organization, association, firm, corporation, or 
other entity, except as specifically provided in this ordinance. 

SECTION 3. The amendment to Section 4-156-430(8)(4) in this ordinance shall be 
effective upon passage and approval, the remainder of this ordinance shall become effective 
on February 1, 2014. 
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COMMITTEE ON PEDESTRIAN AND TRAFFIC SAFETY. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 9 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY MODIFYING VARIOUS 
SECTIONS AND ADDING NEW SECTION 9-52-045 REGARDING BICYCLIST AND 
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY. 

[S02013-3348] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which was referred an ordinance to 
amend Title 9 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by adding new Section 9-52-045 regarding 
bicyclist and pedestrian safety, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass 
the proposed sUbstitute ordinance submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 9 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by adding a new 
Section 9-52-045, by deleting the language struck through and by inserting the language 
underscored, as follows: 

9-4-010 Definitions. 

Whenever the following words and phrases are used in Chapters 9-4 through 9-103, they 
shall have the meanings respectively ascribed to them in this section: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

"Bicycle" means every device propelled solely by human power upon which any person 
may ride, having two tandem wheels and including any device generally recognized as 
a bicycle though equipped with two front or two rear wheels. 

"Bicycle share station" means a station where bicycles are made available for rent to 
any person of age 16 and older. 

"Bicyclist" means a person operating a bicycle. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

"Pedestrian" means any person afoot or any "pedestrian with a disability", as that term 
is defined in Section 5 of the Illinois Pedestrians with Disabilities Safety Act, codified at 
625 ILCS 60/5. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

9-4-025 Bicycle Safety Violation -- Penalty. 

(a) ill Any person who violates subsection (e) or (f) of Section 9-16-020, subsection (c) 
of Section 9-36-010, or Section 9-40-060, of this Code, shall be subject to ttl a penalty fine 
of $150.00 for each offense. 
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@ Any person who violates subsection (e) or (f) of Section 9-16-020, subsection (c) of 
Section 9-36-010, or Section 9-40-060. of this Code. or, (ii) if when such violation causes 
a collision between a motor vehicle and a bicycle, shall be subject to a penalty fine of 
$500.00; for each offense. 

(b) ill Any person who violates sections Section 9-40-160 or 9=80=035 of this Code, 
when such violation interferes with the movement of a bicycle, shall be subject to (it a 
penalty fine of $150,00 for each offense. 

@ Any person who violates Section 9-40-160 of this Code, or, (ii) if when such violation 
causes a collision between a motor vehicle and a bicycle, shall be subject to a penalty fine 
of $500.00;- for each offense . 

.em ill Any person who violates Section 9-80-035 of this Code. when such violation 
interferes with the movement of a bicycle, shall be subject to a fine of $300.00 for each 
offense. 

@ Any person who violates Section 9-80-035 of this Code. when such violation causes 
a collision between a motor vehicle and a bicycle, shall be subject to a fine of $1 .000.00 for 
each offense. 

9-24-030 Crosswalks -- Pedestrians To Have Right-Of-Way. 

Where stop signs are in place at any plainly marked crosswalk at an intersection or 
between intersections, pedestrians within or entering the crosswalk at either edge of the 
roadway shall have the right-of-way over vehicles stopped in obedience to such signs. 
Drivers of vehicles having so yielded the right-of-way to pedestrians entering or within the 
nearest crosswalk at an intersection shall also yield the right-of-way to pedestrians within 
any other crosswalk at the intersection. 

9-40-060 Driving, Standing Or Parking On Bicycle Paths Or Lanes Prohibited. 

The driver of a vehicle shall not drive, unless entering or exiting a legal parking space, or 
stand, or park the vehicle upon anyon-street path or lane designated by official signs or 
markings for the use of bicycles, or otherwise drive or place the vehicle in such a manner 
as to impede bicycle traffic on such path or lane. The driver of a vehicle shall not stand or 
park the vehicle upon any lane designated by pavement markings for the shared use of 
motor vehicles and bicycles, or place the vehicle in such a manner as to impede bicycle 
traffic on such lane: provided. however. the driver of a bus may stop the bus in any such 
lane (i) at a designated bus stop for the purpose of loading or unloading of passengers. (ii) 
in case of an emergency: or (iii) as permitted in Section 9-48-050(d) of this Code. In 
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addition to the fine provided in Section 9-4-025 of this Code, any vehicle parked in violation 
of this section shall be subject to an immediate tow and removal to a city vehicle pound or 
authorized garage. 

9-40-230 Vehicle Operators Signals -- Hand And Arm -- Manner. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

9-48-050 Buses -- Stopping, Standing And Parking. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(c) When any btts lanes-are is designated and appropriately indicated by signs and 
markings for shared use by buses and bicycles, it shall be unla'lIvful for the driver of any bus 
to operate the vehicle on any other portion of the roadvo'ay for travel in the direction allowed 
in the designated lane a driver of a bus shall yield to a bicycle proceeding in the same 
direction until it is safe to overtake such bicycle. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

9-52-010 Rights And Duties. 

(a) Every person riding a bicycle bicyclist upon a roadway shall be granted all of the 
rights and shall be subject to all of the duties applicable to the driver of a vehicle by the laws 
of this state declaring rules of the road applicable to vehicles or by the traffic ordinances 
of this city applicable to the driver of a vehicle, except as otherwise explicitly provided in this 
Code, or as to those provisions of laws and ordinances which by their nature can have no 
application. 

(b) The regulations in the traffic code applicable to bicycles shall apply whenever a 
bicycle is operated upon any roadway or public sidewalk or upon any public path set aside 
for the exclusive use of bicycles, subject to those exceptions stated herein. 

(c) Whenever authorized signs are erected indicating that no right or left turn or turn in 
the opposite direction is permitted, no person operating a bicycle bicyclist shall disobey the 
direction of any such sign unless he dismounts from the bicycle to make the turn, in which 
event he shall then obey the regulations applicable to pedestrians. 
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(d) Unless another fine or penalty is specifically provided in this chapter, Every any 
person who violates any provision of this chapter regulating bicycles shall be fined $25.00 
not less than $50.00 nor more than $200.00 for each offense. 

9-52-020 Riding Bicycles On Sidewalks And Certain Roadways. 

(a) No person shall ride a bicycle upon a sidewalk within a business district, unless such 
sidewalk has been officially designated and marked as a bicycle route, or such sidewalk is 
used to enter the nearest roadway, intersection or designated bicycle path, or to access a 
bicycle share station. 

(b) No person 12 or more years of age shall ride a bicycle upon any sidewalk in any 
district, unless such sidewalk has been officially designated and marked as a bicycle routeJ. 
or such sidewalk is used to enter the nearest roadway, intersection or designated bicycle 
path, or to access a bicycle share station. 

(c) Bicycles shall not be operated on Lake Shore Drive or on any roadway where the 
operation of bicycles has been prohibited and signs have been erected indicating such 
prohibition. 

{dt VVnenever a usable patn for bicycles nas been provided adjacent to a road'way, 
bicycle riders snail use sucn patn and snail not use tne roadVv·ay. 

9-52-040 Yielding Right-Of-Way. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(c) Every Except as otherwise provided in subsection (e) of this section, any person 
operating a bicycle bicyclist upon a roadway at less than the normal speed of traffic at the 
time and place and under the conditions then existing shall ride as near as practicable and 
safe to the right-hand side of the roadway, exercising due care wnen passing a standing 
.. tenicle or one proceeding in tne same direction and at all times giving tne rignt-of-way to 
otner moving venicles except in the following circumstances: 

ill when overtaking another bicycle or vehicle proceeding in the same direction; or 

@ when preparing for a left turn; or 

m when reasonably necessary to avoid conditions including, but not limited to, fixed or 
moving objects, parked or moving vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians, animals, surface 
hazards, or substandard width lanes that make it unsafe to continue along the 
right-hand curb or edge. For purposes of this subsection, the term "substandard 
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width lane" means a lane that is too narrow for a bicycle and a vehicle to travel safely 
side by side within the lane; or 

ffi when approaching a place where a right turn is authorized. 

@ Any bicyclist upon a roadway is permitted to pass on the right side of a slower-moving 
or standing vehicle or bicycle, but must exercise due care when doing so. When 
approaching a vehicle which has discharged passengers from its right side, a bicyclist must 
either yield to those pedestrians or pass on the left. 

@.l Any person operating a bicycle upon a one-way roadway with two or more marked 
traffic lanes may ride as near to the left-hand side of such roadway as practicable. 

9-52-045 Bicycle Operator's Signals -- Hand And Arm -- Manner. 

A bicyclist upon the roadway or upon any public path set aside for the use of bicycles 
shall give hand and arm signals in the following manner: 

L Left turn, left hand and arm extended horizontally; 

2. Right turn, left hand and arm extended upward, or right hand and arm extended 
horizontally; 

3. Stop or decrease speed, left or right hand and arm extended downward. 

9-52-050 Riding In Single File Required -- Exceptions. 

Persons riding bicycles upon a roadway shall not ride other than single file except on 
paths or parts of roadways set aside for the exclusive use of bicycles or except when riding 
two abreast does not impede the normal and reasonable movement of traffic. Persons 
riding two abreast shall ride within a single lane subject to Section 9-52-040 of this Code. 

9-52-110 Use Of Communication Devices While Operating A Bicycle. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(d) Any person who violates any provision of this section shall be fined not less than 
$20.00 nor more than $50.00 for the first offense, not less than $50.00 nor more than 
$75.00 for the second offense, and not less than $75.00 nor more than $100.00 for a third 
or any subsequent offense. 
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.tru In addition to any fine provided for in this section, if a violation of subsection (b) of this 
section occurs at the time of a traffic accident, the person operating the bicycle may be 
fined in an amount not to exceed $500.00. 

9-60-050 Pedestrian To Yield Right-Of-Way When. 

(a) Every pedestrian crossing a roadway at any point other than within a marked 
crosswalk shall yield the right-of-way to all vehicles upon the roadway. 

(b) The foregoing rules in this section have no application under the conditions stated in 
Section 9-60-010 when pedestrians are prohibited from crossing at certain designated 
places. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect 10 days after passage and publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF MOBILE FOOD VEHICLE STANDS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 
[S02013-3349] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which was referred a proposed 
ordinance to establish mobile food vehicle stands on portions of sundry streets, begs leave 
to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinance 
submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. (a) Pursuant to Section 7-38-117 of the Municipal Code of Chicago (referred 
to in this ordinance as "Code") and subject to the restrictions in Section 7-38-115(e) and other 
applicable provisions of the Code, the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby directed and 
authorized to establish a mobile food vehicle stand within the side of the block where each 
of the following addresses is located: 

(1 ) 902 West Adams Street; 

(2) 436 West Taylor Street; 

(3) 1400 West Adams Street; 

(4) 1851 West Jackson Boulevard; 

(5) 150 West Van Buren Street; 

(6) 65 East Harrison Street; 

(7) 2500 North Cannon Drive; 

(8) 3628 North Broadway; and 

(9) 1760 North Sheffield Avenue. 
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(b) For purposes of this subsection the term "block" means both sides of the part of a street 
that lies between two intersecting streets, as the term "street" is defined in Section 9-4-010 
of the Code. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of Transportation is hereby directed to designate the 
mobile food vehicle stands established pursuant to this ordinance by appropriate signs or 
curb markings or both. In addition, the Commissioner of Transportation shall keep an 
up-dated list of mobile food vehicle stands created by ordinance. 

SECTION 3. The Commissioner of Transportation, following consultation (i) as to public 
convenience with the Alderman of the Ward in which a mobile food vehicle stand is 
established; and (ii) as to public safety with the superintendent of police, and upon posting 
of appropriate signs, may limit the times when mobile food vehicles operate from a mobile 
food vehicle stand established pursuant to this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall take effect upon passage and approval. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF LOADING/STANDING lONES. 
[S02013-4902] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed 
ordinances to establish and amend loading zones on portions of sundry streets, begs leave 
to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinance 
submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 160 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the following locations are hereby designated as loading zones for the distances 
specified, during the hours specified: 

Establishment Of Standing/Loading Zones: 

Ward Location 

2 South Michigan Avenue (east side) from a point 156 feet north of East 24th 
Street to a point 20 feet north thereof -- no parking loading zone -- 8:00 AM. to 
6:00 P.M. (12-02009444); 

20 South Drexel Avenue (east side) from a point 120 feet south of East 60th Street 
to a point 75 feet south thereof -- no parking loading zone -- 7:00 AM. to 
7:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday (12-01939201); 

24 2635 West 23rd Street (south side) from a point 225 feet east of South 
Washtenaw Avenue to a point 20 feet east thereof -- 15 minute standing zone -
use flashing lights -- all times -- all days (12-02013157); 

24 West Cermak Road (north side) from a point 48 feet west of South Whipple 
Street to a point 20 feet west thereof -- no parking loading zone/tow-away zone 
-- 9:00 AM. to 7:00 P.M. -- all days (13-00277256); 
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Ward Location 

36 7177 West Grand Avenue --15 minute loading zone -- 6:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -
Tuesday through Sunday; 

44 North Broadway (east side) from a point 45 feet south of West Stratford Place 
to a point 20 feet south thereof -- 15 minute loading zone -- use flashing lights --
11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. -- all days -- tow-away zone (13-00377954); 

47 North Lincoln Avenue (east side) from a point 30 feet south of West Cullom 
Avenue to a point 49 feet south thereof -- no parking loading zone -- 7:00 AM. 
to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday (13-0047131). 

Amendment Of Loading Zones/Standing Zones: 

Ward Location 

26 Repeal ordinance passed April 21,1999 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 92571) which reads: "West North Avenue 
(north side) from a point 82 feet west of North Kimball Avenue to a point 32 feet 
west thereof -- 15 minute standing zone -- use flashing lights -- tow-away zone 
after 15 minutes -- 9:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Saturday" by 
striking the above (13-00429051); 

30 Amend ordinance passed December 12, 2007 (Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago, page17563) which reads: "West Cornelia 
Avenue (north side) from North Pulaski Road to the first alley east thereof' by 
striking: ''7:00 P.M." and inserting in lieu thereof: "6:00 P.M. -- 30 minute parking 
-- 8:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Saturday" (12-01903852); 

32 Repeal ordinance passed January 12,1995 (Journal ofthe Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago, page 64646) establishing a loading zone at 
2147 North Western Avenue; 

32 Repeal no parking loading zone at 2356 North Elston Avenue which passed 
Council on July 10, 2002 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, page 90170); 

33 Amend ordinance passed May 12,2010 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 91389) which reads: "North Kedzie Avenue 
(east side) from a point 90 feet south of West Argyle Street to a point 39 feet 
south thereof' by striking: "39 feet" and inserting in lieu thereof: "20 feet -- no 
parking loading zone -- 6:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. tow-away zone" (13-00365340); 
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Ward Location 

36 Amend ordinance passed July 29, 1998 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 75155) which reads: "North Narragansett 
Avenue (west side) from a point 275 feet south of West George Street to a point 
25 feet south thereof -- 15 minute standing zone -- use flashing lights --
8:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Saturday -- tow-away zone" by 
striking: "to a point 25 feet south thereof" and inserting in lieu thereof: "to a point 
20 feet south thereof" (12-02000993); 

48 Repeal ordinance passed September 10,2008 (Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 36772) which reads: "North 
Broadway (east side) from a point 125 feet south of West Granville Avenue to 
a point 25 feet south thereof -- no parking loading zone -- 10:00 AM. to 
Midnight" by striking the above; also add: "North Broadway (east side) from a 
point 130 feet south of West Granville Avenue to a point 20 feet south thereof -
no parking loading zone -- 10:00 AM. to 12:00 AM. -- tow-away zone" 
(13-00429384). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF VEHICULAR TRAFFIC MOVEMENT. 
[S02013-4915] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed 
ordinances to establish and amend single direction of vehicular traffic movement on portions 
of sundry streets, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed 
substitute ordinance submitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following ordinance is said as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 010 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the operator of a vehicle shall operate such vehicle only in the direction specified 
below on the public ways between the limits indicated: 

Single Direction: 

Ward Location 

39 North Keeler Avenue, from West Lawrence Avenue to West Foster Avenue; 
Repeal ordinance passed October 31,2012 (Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago, page 38225) which reads: "North Keeler 
Avenue, from West Lawrence Avenue to West Carmen Avenue and from the 
first driveway north of West Carmen Avenue to West Foster Avenue -- single 
direction northerly" by striking the above; also add: "North Keeler Avenue, from 
West Lawrence Avenue to West Foster Avenue -- single direction northerly; also 
add, repeal ordinance passed October 31,2012 (Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 38226) which reads: "North Keeler 
Avenue (east side) from West Carmen Avenue to the first driveway north 
thereof -- no parking tow-away zone -- all times -- all days" by striking the above 
(13-00282697) . 
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Amendment Of Single Direction: 

Ward Location 

43 Repeal single direction to two way traffic on West Goethe Street, from 150 West 
Goethe Street (the alley) west to the intersection of West Goethe Street and 
North Wells Street; 

44 Repeal ordinance passed April 7, 1976 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 2790) which reads: "West Nelson Street, 
from North Wilton Avenue to North Sheffield Avenue -- single direction westerly" 
by striking the above (13-00511945); 

44 Repeal ordinance passed June 28,1983 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 294) which reads: "North Dayton Street, 
from West Wellington Avenue to West Nelson Street -- single direction 
northerly" by striking the above (13-00511982). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF PARKING RESTRICTIONS. 
[S02013-4908] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed 
ordinances to establish and amend parking restrictions on portions of sundry streets, begs 
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leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinance 
submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 050 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the operator of a vehicle shall not park such vehicle at any time upon the following 
public ways, as indicated: 

Establishment Of Disabled Permit Parking: 

Ward Location And Permit Number 

1 2723 West Wellington Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82478; 

2 3127 South Calumet Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79366; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

2 3139 South Calumet Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79379; 

2 2741 West Wilcox Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74091 ; 

3 5038 South Washington Park Court -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83588; 

4 5447 South Harper Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89515; 

4 5037 South Evans Avenue, Apartment Number 1 -- Disabled Parking Permit 
Number 83611; 

6 6825 South Green Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83330; 

6 6946 South Prairie Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82694; 

6 358 East 77th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82164; 

6 9330 South Prairie Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82140 (fire 
hydrant); 

6 7433 South Rhodes Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83745; 

7 8539 South Burnham Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84699; 

7 2137 East 93rd Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83165; 

8 9849 South Woodlawn Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89582; 

8 1657 East 84th Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90494; 

9 10615 South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive -- Disabled Parking Permit 
Number 81682; 

9 10842 South Prairie Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81684; 

9 10114 South Perry Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78535; 

9 10113 South St. Lawrence Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81227 
(garage at location); 

9 11450 South Indiana Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 76794 (garage 
at location); 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

9 10151 South Wentworth Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75304; 

9 10052 South Perry Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78549; 

9 10956 South Vernon Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81241; 

9 10909 South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive -- Disabled Parking Permit 
Number 81670; 

9 12005 South LaSalle Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75851; 

10 11023 South Avenue C -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82070; 

10 13150 South Brandon Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89607; 

10 11425 South Ewing Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89610; 

11 2905 South Normal Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89622; 

11 453 West 28th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 91063; 

11 3242 South Lowe Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 26795; 

12 3643 South Hamilton Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90715 
(garage at location); 

12 4641 South Washtenaw Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90716; 

13 6810 South Kildare Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79298; 

13 3934 West 63rd Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84147; 

14 4447 South Sawyer Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84489; 

14 5155 South Kildare Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89805; 

15 3049 West 62nd Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83597 (garage at 
location); 

15 5730 South Winchester Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75777; 

15 6110 South Hermitage Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81045; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

16 6126 South Throop Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 77515; 

16 5920 South Carpenter Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81751; 

17 7442 South Harvard Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81169; 

17 1458 West 71 sl Street, posted at 7059 South Laflin Street -- Disabled Parking 
Permit Number 74204; 

17 1415 West 71 sl Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81181 ; 

17 7428 South Harvard Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81179; 

17 7329 South Morgan Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75118; 

17 7333 South Seeley Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79534; 

17 7623 South Bishop Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89697; 

17 7127 South May Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81205; 

21 9233 South Bishop Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82418; 

21 8825 South Laflin Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90414; 

21 9253 South Ada Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81443; 

21 8023 South Elizabeth Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81610; 

21 9125 South Emerald Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82313; 

21 9123 South Loomis Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83155; 

21 8018 South Marshfield Avenue (1 S1 floor) -- Disabled Parking Permit 
Number 82306; 

21 9146 South Eggleston Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90112; 

22 2702 South Springfield Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84633; 

22 2240 South Kirkland Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 8398; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

22 2837 South Kolin Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89779; 

23 5447 South Nashville Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75182; 

23 4922 South. Kilpatrick Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 71493; 

23 4635 South Keating Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80823; 

23 6216 South Nagle Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90571; 

23 5858 South Narragansett Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89662; 

23 3532 West 59th Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90574; 

23 5237 South Mason Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89451; 

23 6509 West 63rd Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89798; 

23 4828 South Lacrosse Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89797; 

24 751 South Kedvale Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 76469; 

25 1634 South Ada Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74148; 

25 2309 South Wolcott Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75404; 

25 2114 West 21 st Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78859; 

25 2302 West 19th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74144; 

25 2217 South Wood Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80530; 

25 1844 West 21 st Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80182; 

25 1711 South Carpenter Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74939; 

25 1837 West 19th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74936; 

25 2020 West 22nd Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80062; 

25 1720 South Union Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80539; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

25 1914 South Jefferson Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81270; 

25 2054 West 19th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78875; 

25 2154 West Coulter Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74166; 

26 1630 North Kedvale Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78615; 

26 1343 North Avers Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74121; 

27 948 North Avers Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90514; 

28 2646 West 22nd Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83533 (garage at 
location); 

28 4455 West Monroe Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83274; 

28 4750 West Race Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82254; 

28 4811 West Ferdinand Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83303; 

28 4243 West Carroll Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 76530; 

28 4938 West Adams Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89872; 

28 5021 West Adams Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83275; 

28 5120 West Ohio Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83928; 

28 5106 West Quincy Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82252; 

28 4441 West Wilcox Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89881; 

29 5922 West Erie Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 69833; 

29 1042 North Monitor Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81705; 

29 2949 North Mobile Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89908; 

29 2520 North Marmora Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81711; 

29 5232 West Polk Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 68467; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

29 1017 North Monitor Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81718; 

29 2143 North Melvina Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81480; 

29 5440 West Quincy Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 72830; 

29 1822 North Mulligan Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74183; 

29 5649 West Huron Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74667; 

29 2520 North Marmora Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81711; 

31 2052 North Lawler Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84552; 

31 5130 West School Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80782; 

31 4400 West Altgeld Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78485; 

31 5439 West George Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78474; 

31 5005 West Altgeld Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74651; 

31 4502 West Wellington Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78491; 

31 4819 West Nelson Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83857; 

32 2144 West Walton Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78920; 

32 913 North Winchester Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78913; 

33 4431 North Central Park Avenue, Floor Number 2 -- Disabled Parking Permit 
Number 83431; 

34 1352 West 11 oth Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78274; 

34 10901 South Racine Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82368; 

34 12316 South Emerald Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82374; 

34 12840 South Emerald Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81807; 

34 12233 South Morgan Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82392; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

34 10450 South Green Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81305; 

34 12856 South Green Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81786; 

34 308 West 104th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81310; 

34 10032 South Aberdeen Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81806; 

34 127 West 108th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83436; 

34 11324 South Wentworth Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82364; 

34 10718 South Lowe Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84188; 

34 10823 South Wallace Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78197; 

34 9941 South Union Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78266; 

34 1534 West 119th Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74972; 

34 12432 South Princeton Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74969; 

35 2538 North Hamlin Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 47462; 

36 3043 North Rutherford Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89995; 

36 5515 West Eddy Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90031; 

36 2246 North Nagle Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82347; 

36 8200 West Waveland Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 73112; 

36 3536 North Oconto Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 74976; 

36 2014 North Kilbourn Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78468; 

36 2140 North Kenneth Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78473; 

36 4863 West Homer Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78479; 

37 1711 North Linder Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81867; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

38 4423 North McVicker Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80777; 

38 5130 West School Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 80782; 

39 4720 North Lawndale Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83837; 

39 4918 North Monticello Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82215; 

39 4931 North Tripp Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75053; 

41 5364 North Normandy Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 78081; 

43 2347 North Geneva Terrace (signs posted at 2351 North Geneva Terrace) -
Disabled Parking Permit Number 78004; 

44 3553 North Fremont Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84779; 

45 4830 North Linder Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79877; 

45 5445 West Agatite Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79879; 

45 5742 North Moody Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81054; 

46 4278 North Hazel Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79712; 

46 1442 West Carmen Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79709; 

47 4711 North Seeley Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84039; 

49 1366 West Jarvis Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 83523; 

49 1376 West Greenleaf Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84860; 

49 1148 West North Shore Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84864; 

49 1628 West Sherwin Avenue (signs posted at 1640 West Sherwin Avenue) -
Disabled Parking Permit Number 75274; 

49 1441 West Greenleaf Avenue ~--Disabled Parking Permit Number 75266; 

49 1259 West North Shore Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75265; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

49 6906 North Wolcott Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79070; 

49 2102 West Fargo Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 75279; 

50 2740 West Arthur Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90641; 

50 2907 West Glenlake Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82928; 

50 6241 North Bell Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90655; 

50 2417 West North Shore Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89408; 

50 6644 North Francisco Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90638; 

50 6114 North Washtenaw Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81520; 

50 6449 North Claremont Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 79840; 

50 6307 North Mozart Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 81532. 

Amendment Of Disabled Permit Parking: 

Ward Location And Permit Number 

8 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 84162 located at 1101 East 83rd 

Street; 

8 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 72542 located at 7922 South 
Ridgeland Avenue; 

10 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 75896 located at 10106 South 
Avenue M; 

11 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 67040 located at 3045 South 
Parnell Avenue; 

11 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 44696 located at 4542 South 
Wallace Street; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

13 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 47836 located at 5735 West 63rd 

Place; 

13 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 47839 located at 3729 West 70th 

Street; 

14 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 80629 located at 4436 South 
Albany Avenue; 

14 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 64532 located at 4801 South 
Keeler Avenue; 

15 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 68151 located at 6538 South 
Paulina Street; 

15 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 17096 located at 5618 South 
Winchester Avenue; 

15 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 14493 located at 6723 South 
Maplewood Avenue; 

15 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 16043 located at 5634 South 
Hoyne Avenue; 

15 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 75019 located at 6350 South 
Wood Street; 

16 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 63520 located at 6055 South Troy 
Street; 

17 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 48294 located at 7342 South 
Wood Street; 

17 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 873 located at 7333 South 
Carpenter Street; 

26 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 12423 located at 1708 North Keeler 
Avenue; 

37 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 51426 located at 951 North Lorel 
Avenue; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

37 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 12636 located at 1434 North Long 
Avenue; 

40 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 50219 located at 5505 North 
Rockwell Street; 

45 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 37 469 located at 5036 North Long 
Avenue; 

49 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 70040 located at 7646 North 
Eastlake Terrace; 

50 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 71223 located at 2826 West 
Birchwood Avenue; 

50 Removal of Disabled Parking Permit Number 63531 located at 2259 West 
Rosemont Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF PARKING LIMITATION DURING 
SPECIFIED HOURS. 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed 
ordinances to establish and amend parking restrictions on portions of sundry streets, begs 
leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinances 
submitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinances transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed 
to install one hour and two hour parking restrictions at the below listed locations: 

Establishment Of Parking Limitation During Specified Hours: 
[S02013-4913, S02013-4914] 

Ward Location 

10 South Baltimore Avenue (east side) from a point 20 feet north of East 92nd 

Street to a point 85 feet north thereof -- two hour parking -- 8:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday (13-00465170); 

13 West 63rd Street (north side) from South Central Avenue to South Parkside 
Avenue -- one hour parking -- at all times -- Monday through Saturday; 

23 South Tripp Avenue, from West 63rd Street to the first alley south thereof 
(both sides) -- one hour parking -- at all times. 
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Amendment Of Parking Limitation During Specified Hours: 
[S02013-4913] 

Ward Location 

10 Repeal ordinance passed September 12, 2012 (Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 33083) which reads: "South 
Baltimore Avenue (east side) from a point 30 feet south of East 92nd Street to 
a point 70 feet south thereof: -- two hour parking -- 8:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -
Monday through Friday" by striking the above (13-00465106). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF RESIDENTIAL PERMIT PARKING ZONES. 
[S02013-4909] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed 
ordinances and orders to establish and amend residential permit parking on portions of 
sundry streets, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed 
substitute ordinance submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 090 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, portions of the below named streets are hereby designated as residential permit 
parking zones, for the following locations: 

Establishment Of Residential Permit Parking Zones: 

Ward Location 

8 7200 block of South Constance Avenue (both sides) -- Residential Permit 
Parking Zone 1733: 

14 5000 block of South Kildare Avenue (both sides) -- Residential Permit Parking 
Zone 1736 -- at all times; 

17 8000 Block of South Lafayette Avenue (both sides) -- Residential Permit Parking 
Zone 1737 -- at all times (excluding holidays); 

23 Residential Permit Parking Zone, alongside of 5758 West 59th Street, on 
South Menard Avenue, from West 59th Street to the first alley north thereof 
(east side) -- 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday; 

29 715 -- 728 North Menard Avenue (both sides) -- requires 85% of available street 
parking; 

35 2231 to 2256 North Lawndale Avenue (both sides) -- Residential Permit Parking 
Zone 1735 -- at all times. 
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Amendment Of Residential Permit Parking Zones: 

Ward Location 

1 Amend residential permit parking by striking: "Zone 699" and inserting: 
"Zone 168" for 600 to 699 North Wolcott Avenue (both sides); 

12 South Talman Avenue, from West 39th Place to West 40th Place: amend 
Residential Permit Parking Zone185 by striking: ''7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. -- all 
days" and inserting: "at all times -- all days"; 

13 Amend Residential Permit Parking Zone 1730, which takes effect July 15, 2013, 
by striking: "5900 South Kolmar Avenue (both sides), including wrap around on 
West 60th Street, from South Kenton Avenue west to the alley and on West 60th 

Street, from South Kenton Avenue east to the alley" and inserting: "5900 South 
Kolmar Avenue (both sides), including wrap around on the north side of 
West 60th Street, from South Kolmar Avenue west to the alley and on the north 
side of West 60th Street, from South Kolmar Avenue east to the alley"; 

25 208 to 258 West 23rd Place (even side of street); 215 to 219 West 23rd Place 
(odd side of street) -- zone consolidation by striking: "Zone 1523" and inserting: 
"Zone 109"; 

25 1700 to 1798 South Leavitt Street (even side of the street); 1701 to 1799 South 
Leavitt Street (odd side of the street), amend by striking: "Zone 1331" and 
inserting: "Zone 1136"; 

25 1706 to 1722 South Hamilton Avenue (even side of street); 1707 to 1721 South 
Hamilton Avenue (odd side of street) -- zone consolidation by striking: 
"Zone 521" and inserting: "Zone 1136"; 

30 West Barry Avenue (both sides) from North Long Avenue to North Lockwood 
Avenue by striking: "address range 5215 through 5255" and inserting: 
"address range 5214 through 5258"; 

47 Amend Residential Permit Parking Zone 62 to include 4600 -- 4653 North 
Wolcott Avenue (both sides) -- at all times. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 
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ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF TRAFFIC LANE TOW-AWAY lONES. 
[S02013-4905] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed 
ordinances to establish and amend traffic lane tow-away zones on portions of sundry streets, 
begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed sUbstitute 
ordinance submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
following locations are hereby designated as traffic lane/tow-away zones, between the limits 
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and during the times specified, standing or parking of any vehicle shall be considered a 
definite hazard to the normal movement of traffic: 

Establishment Of Tow-Away Zones: 

Ward Location 

12 South Damen Avenue, from 3500 to 3659 -- street cleaning -- Mondays west 
side of street, Tuesdays east side of street -- April 1 through November 15; 

14 South Western Avenue (west side) from West 49th Street to West 50th Street-
Sunday through Saturday -- 7:00 AM. to 7:00 P.M.; 

20 East 60th Street (south side) from a point 110 feet east of South Drexel Avenue 
to a point 100 feet east thereof (12-01940169); 

22 West 27th Street, from South Ridgeway Avenue to alley -- no parking tow-away 
zone except school personnel-- 7:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M., school days; 

22 2620 South Lawndale Avenue, South Lawndale Avenue 100 feet south from 
West 26th Street to fire hydrant south thereof -- 7:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M. -- school 
days -- no parking tow-away zone except for school personnel; 

22 South Ridgeway Avenue, from West 2th Street to end of school property -- no 
parking tow-away zone except school personnel -- 7:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M. -
school days; 

26 North Drake Avenue (east side) from West Dickens Avenue to West Armitage 
Avenue -- no parking street cleaning -- 9:00 AM. to 3:00 P.M. -- the first 
Tuesday of the month -- April 1 through November 30 and weather permitting 
November 30 through April 1 -- tow-away zone (12-02032122); 

26 North Drake Avenue (west side) from West Dickens Avenue to West Armitage 
Avenue -- no parking street cleaning -- 9:00 AM. to 3:00 P.M. -- the first 
Wednesday of the month, April 1 through November 30 and weather permitting 
from November 30 through April 1 -- tow-away zone (12-02032134); 

28 West Fillmore Street (south side) from a point 20 feet east of South Laflin Street 
to a point 100 feet east thereof -- no parking except for authorized school 
personnel-- 7:30 AM. to 4:30 P.M. -- Monday through Friday (13-00628732); 

28 West Fifth Avenue (north side) from South Homan Avenue to South Central 
Park Avenue -- Sunday through Saturday -- 8:00 P.M.-8:00 AM.; 
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Ward Location 

43 West Goethe Street (south side) from a point 135 feet east of North Wells 
Street (153 West Goethe Street) to a point 40 feet east thereof (the alley) -- no 
parking tow-away zone; 

44 West Wellington Avenue (north side) from a point 158 feet west of North Mildred 
Avenue to a point 65 feet west thereof -- no parking -- emergency use only -
tow-away zone (13-00377932); 

44 West Nelson Street (both sides), from North Wilton Avenue to North Sheffield 
Avenue -- no parking all times -- all days -- tow-away zone (13-00512032); 

44 North Sheffield Avenue (east side) from West Nelson Street to a point 50 feet 
south thereof; also add North Sheffield Avenue (east side) from West Nelson 
Street to a point 50 feet north thereof -- at all times -- tow-away zone 
(13-00512057); 

44 North Sheffield Avenue (west side) from a point 50 feet south of West Nelson 
Street to a point 50 feet north of West Nelson Street -- no parking anytime -
tow-away zone (13-00512113). 

Amendment Of Traffic Lane Tow-Away Zones: 

Ward Location 

23 Repeal ordinance passed May 26, 1996 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 19309) which established no parking --
8:00 AM. to 10:00 AM. on West 52nd Street, from South Kostner Avenue to the 
first alley west thereof (both sides) -- no parking tow-away zone; 

30 Repeal ordinance passed February 8,2006 (Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago, page 70064) which reads: "West North 
Avenue (north side) from a point 85 feet west of North Tripp Avenue to a point 
25 feet west thereof -- no parking loading zone -- 10:30 AM. to 10:00 P.M. -
tow-away zone" by striking the above (12-02000762); 

30 Repeal ordinance passed October 31,2007 (Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago, page 11579) which reads: "West North 
Avenue (north side) from a point 20 feet west of North Harding Avenue to a 
point 23 feet west thereof -- 15 minute standing zone -- use flashing lights -- tow 
-away zone after 15 minutes -- 5:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. -- Monday through 
Saturday" by striking the above (12-02000746); 
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Ward Location 

44 Amend ordinance passed July 6, 2011 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 3058) which reads: "West Diversey 
Parkway (north side) from North Lake Shore Drive West to North 
Commonwealth Avenue -- no parking street cleaning -- 9:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P.M.-
second Tuesday of the month -- April 1 through November 30 -- tow-away zone" 
by striking the above; also add: "West Diversey Parkway (north side) from North 
Lake Shore Drive West to North Commonwealth Avenue -- no parking street 
cleaning -- 9:00 A.M. to 1 :00 P.M. -- first Tuesday of the month April 1 to 
November 30 -- tow-away zone" (13-00523915). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ERECTION OF TRAFFIC WARNING SIGNS. 
[SOr2013-352] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed orders 
to erect traffic warning signs, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass 
the proposed substitute order submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed sUbstitute order transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to 
erect traffic warning signs on the following streets of the types specified: 

Ward Type Of Sign And Location 

14 West 48th Street and South Tripp Avenue -- "All-Way Stop", stopping all 
approaches (12-01003706); 

32 West Roscoe Street and North Hamilton Avenue -- "All-Way Stop", stopping all 
approaches; 

32 West Roscoe Street and North Hamilton Avenue -- "All-Way Stop", stopping all 
approaches; 

44 North Dayton Street for West Wellington Avenue -- 'Two-Way Stop", 
(13-00511982). 

This order shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and publication. 

INSTALLATION OF MISCELLANEOUS TRAFFIC WARNING SIGNS. 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, to which were referred proposed 
ordinances to install miscellaneous traffic warning signs on portions of sundry streets, begs 
leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinances 
submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Laurino, the said proposed substitute ordinances transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Installation Of "Reserved Disabled Parking" Signs. 
[S020 13-4912] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed 
to install "Reserved Disabled Parking" signs at the below listed location: 

Ward 

20 

Location 

South Drexel Avenue (east side) from a point 20 feet south of 60th Street, to a 
point 80 feet south thereof -- 2 percent disabled parking -- reserved disabled 
parking at all times (12-01975169). 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Installation Of "Police Vehicle Parking Only" Signs. 
[S02013-4910] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed 
to install "Police Vehicle Parking Only" signs at the below listed location: 

Ward Location 

25 South Blue Island Avenue (west side) from West 14th Street to a point 300 feet 
south thereof -- Police Vehicle Parking Only -- parking restrictions, other 
(CDOT) (13-00363215). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Installation Of Truck Parking Signs. 
[S02013-4911] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed 
to install "Truck Parking Only" signs at the below listed location: 

Ward Location 

29 West Fullerton Avenue (north side) from North Meade Avenue to North Melvina 
Avenue -- Truck Parking Only -- all times -- parking restrictions, other (CDOT) 
(13-00367121). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 
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Failed To Pass -- VARIOUS TRAFFIC REGULATIONS, TRAFFIC SIGNS, ET CETERA. 
(Adverse Committee Recommendations) 

[S02013-4916] 

The Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety submitted a report recommending that the 
City Council do not pass sundry proposed ordinances (transmitted with the committee report) 
relating to traffic regulations, traffic signs, et cetera. 

Alderman Laurino moved to Concur In the committee's recommendation. The question in 
reference to each proposed ordinance thereupon became: "Shall the proposed ordinances or 
proposed orders pass, notwithstanding the committee's adverse recommendation?" and the 
several questions being so put, each of the said proposed ordinances Failed to Pass by yeas 
and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- None. 

Nays -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The committee report listing said ordinances which failed to pass reads as follows: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Do Not Pass the sundry proposed ordinances submitted herewith which 
were referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety concerning traffic 
regulations and traffic signs, et cetera, as follows: 

Parking Prohibited At All Times -- Disabled: 

Ward Location 

3 3815 South Giles Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84344. Garage 
at location. 

6 7243 South Calumet Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82166. Garage 
at location. 
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Ward Location 

6 7003 South Emerald Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89543. Garage 
at location. 

11 4453 South Lowe Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 91065. Garage 
at location. 

11 2620 South Wallace Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 91062. Garage 
at location. 

21 8357 South Aberdeen Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89769. Garage 
at location. 

21 9212 South Bishop Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 89762. Garage 
at location. 

21 9811 South Throop Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82312. Garage 
at location. 

23 6031 West 63rd Place -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 84274. Garage at 
location. 

24 1536 South Millard Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number82107. One sign 
posted. Garage and driveway at location. 

29 5922 West Erie Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 69833. Garage at 
location. 

34 12247 South Aberdeen Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 73220. 

47 4325 North Hermitage Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 82555. 
Cancel, applicant moved. 

50 6204 North Fairfield Avenue -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90647. Parking 
Lot. 

50 6459 North Richmond Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90637 --
8 signs posted on block. Garage at location. 

50 2814 West Jerome Street -- Disabled Parking Permit Number 90644. Garage 
at location. 
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Amend Loading/Standing Zones: 

Ward Location 

21 9300 -- 9500 South Vincennes Avenue -- amend no parking tow-away zone -- at 
all times -- all days, by striking: "all days" and inserting: "Monday through 
Saturday". This location falls within a no parking tow-away zone(12-02012919). 

32 Repeal no parking loading zone at 2147 North Western Avenue which passed 
City Council on January 12, 1995 (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council 
of the City of Chicago, page 64646). 

Amend Residential Permit Parking Zones: 

Ward Location 

47 Amend residential permit parking zone by striking: "4709 -- 4725 North Wolcott 
Avenue, on the west side of the street -- all days -- at all times -- Zone Number 
126" and inserting: "4709 -- 4725 North Wolcott Avenue, on both sides of the 
street -- all days -- 5:00 P.M. to 8:00 A.M. -- Zone Number 62". Signs already 
posted for Zone Permit Number 62 on both sides of the street -- at all times. 

Tow-Away Zones: 

Ward Location 

12 3731 -- 3799 South Paulina Street. No City Council action necessary for "No 
Parking School Day" signs. Requested signs will be posted (13-00192845). 

21 1540 West 84th Street. No City Council action necessary for warning signs. 
Requested signs will be removed (12-02012934). 

These Do Not Pass recommendations were concurred in by all members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 
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COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC WAY. 

RENEWAL OF CONTRACT WITH DEPAUL UNIVERSITY REGARDING PUBLIC WAY 
AND FREIGHT TUNNEL USE. 

[02013-3350] 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass, at the request of the Commissioner of Transportation, an 
ordinance authorizing a renewal of a contract with DePaul University regarding public way 
and freight tunnel use. This ordinance was referred to the Committee on May 8, 2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Various persons have requested permission to place two-way high-speed 
interoffice telecommunications systems consisting of fiber optic and copper cables for internal 
use and not for sale, resale, exchange or lease in the public ways of the City of Chicago, Illinois 
(the "City"); and 

WHEREAS, It is in the best interest of the City to provide permits facilitating the 
development of state-of-the-art interoffice telecommunications systems in the City; and 

WHEREAS, ]t is in the best interest of the City that the City receive fair and reasonable 
compensation Irom persons using the public assets of the streets and ways for interoffice 
telecommunications; and 

WHEREAS, The City wishes to provide uniform terms and conditions to the greatest 
extent possible for qualified persons who have requested permission to place interoffice 
telecommunications systems in the public ways for internal use and not for sale, resale, exchange 
or lease; and 

WHEREAS, DePaul University (the "Grantee"), is an Illinois not-far-profit corporation 
which is authorized and engaged in the endeavor of providing higher education in Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, Grantee received pennission and authority to maintain and operate as 
constructed a two-way high-speed private line telecommunications system in the public ways of 
the City for internal use and not for sale, resale, exchange or lease to Third Parties (as hereinafter 
defined), nor with the objective of generating revenues or profits from the City Council of the 
City of Chicago (the "City Council") by an ordinance adopted by the City Council on July 3 I, 
1990 and published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago 
(the "Journal" ) of such date at pages 19516 through 19542 (the "Prior Ordinance") as amended 
by an ordinance adopted by the City Council on May 19, 1993 and published in the Journal of 
such date at pages 32454 through 32486 (the "Amendment") as further amended by an ordinance 
adopted by the City Couneil on June 14, 1995 and published in the Journal of such date at pages 
3192 through 3241 (the "Second Amendment") as further amended by an ordinance adopted by 
the City Council on May] 4, 1997 and published in the Journal of such date at pages 44348 
through 4362 (the "Third Amendment"); as further amended by an ordinance adopted by the City 
Council on October 4, 2006 and published in the Journal of such date at pages 86515 through 
87585 (the "Fourth Amendment"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Section 2.4 of the Prior Ordinance, Grantee wishes to renew, 
preserve and extend the privileges to use the authorized routes; and 

WHEREAS, Orantee's telecommunications system will be used solely to further the tax 
exempt and/or not-for-profit purpose of Grantee and not for sale, resale, exchange or lease to 
Third Parties nor with the objective of generating revenues or profit; now, therefore, 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION I. Definitions. 

Section 1.1 

"Affiliates" shall include any subsidiary or parent or intem1ediary corporation of Grantee 
or any entity which is under control of a parent, subsidiary or intermediary of Grantee or any 
entity which is capable of exercising a substantial degree of control over Grantee through 
ownership of stock or partnership interests in Grantee. The tem1 "control" shall mean the right to 
exercise directly or indirectly the voting rights or the power to direct or cause the direction of 
management policies of the controlled or intermediary entity. 

Section 1.2 

"Annual Fee" shall mean the amount payable in advance to the City by the Grantee 
pursuant to Section 5.1 hereof.and shall be Six Dollars ($6.00) per linear foot of Cable Conduit 
occupied or authorized to be occupied by Grantee's System along the Authorized Routes in the 
Public Ways ofthe City. 

Section 1.3 

"Authorized Routes" shall mean the linear routes within specified Public Ways and the 
Chicago Freight Tunnels Grantee is authorized to use, subject to the requirements and limitations 
of this ordinance, for the purpose of installing, constructing, operating, maintaining, renewing 
and repairing its System, as set forth in Exhibit I attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

Section 1.4 

"Cable Conduit" shall mean the per linear foot of conduit occupied or authorized to be 
occupied by Grantee's System along the Authorized Routes. 

" . Section 1.5. 

"Cable Television System" shall mean any system in the City required to be franchised 
by the City pursuant to Section 4-280 of the Code in order to operate, including but not "limited 
to any system consisting of a set of closed transmission paths with associated" signal generation 
and! or reception and control equipment designed to distribute the following services to members 
of the public who subscribed therefor: (1) one-way transmission of video and audio 
programming provided by, or considered comparable to programing provided by, a television 
broadcast station, (2) infom1ation that an operator of a Cable Television System makes available 
to all subscribers generally, and (3) incidental subscriber interaction required for the selection of 
such programming and information. 
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Section 1.6 

"Chicago Freight Tunnels" shall mean the freight tunnels running below certain streets of 
the City, as more fully illustrated in Exhibit 6 attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

Section 1.7 

"Code" shall mean the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Section 1.8 

"Contractor" shall mean collectively any contractor, subcontractor, agent Or consultant 
employed by Grantee or an Aftlliate to construct, install, operate or maintain Grantee's System. 
A contractor may be an Affiliate. 

Section 1.9 

"Copper Cables" shall mean the copper telecommunications cables, existing or planned 
which Grantee is authorized to use as constmcted or to install as part of its System. 

Section 1.10 

RESERVED. 

Section 1.11 

"Fiber Optic Cables" shall mean Grantee's fiber optic telecommunications cables 
authorized to be used in the certain portions of the Chicago Freight Tunnels and certain portions 
of the Public Ways as described in Exhibit 1. . 

Section 1.12 

"Interoffice Telecommunications Services" or ."Services" shall mean the transmission of 
. primarily networked communicatiQns signals (including the collection, storage, forwarding, 
private switching and delivering of such signals point-to-point between separate locations within 
the System), provided that the tenn "Services" shall not include: (i) the provision of 
programming and other services that would constitute Grantee's System as a Cable Television 
System. (ii) the sale, resale, lease or exchange of telecommunications facilities or services to or 
with Third Parties, Or (iii) the operation ofa public switched network. The term "Services", as 
used herein, shall include the transmission and distribution of internal educational audio and 
visual programming described in Section 2.1.3. The limitation concerning "operation of a public 
switched network", as used herein, shall not preclude, restrict or limit interconnection of the 
Grantee's System to any public switched telephone network or other facility operated by a 
telecommunication carrier authorized by the State of Illinois and the City to operate such public 

. switched network or facilities in the City. 
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Section 1.13 

"Interoffice Telecommunications System" or "System" shall mean a system occupying 
seven thousand seven hundred nineteen (7,719) linear feet (comprised of nineteen thousand three 
hundred ninety-six (19,396) linear feet of Cable Conduit, along the Authorized Routes described 
in Exhibit 1; consisting of fiber optic cable conduit and copper cable conduits designed and 
operated by Grantee solely to provide Services by means of electromagnetic, including light 
transmission, together with all related instrumentalities, facilities, apparatus, repeaters, conduit, 
splicing boxes and services and appurtenances; provided that no portion of a System shall 
constitute all or any portion of a Cable Television System, or shall he used to sell, resell, lease or 
exchange telecommunications services or facilities with Affiliates or Third Parties. 

Section 1.14 

"Not-For-Profit Private Telecommunications System" or "System" shall mean a private 
network designed and operated by Grantee solely to provjd~ Interoffice Telecommunications 
Services to Grantee's facilities for its use and not with the intent of generating profits. which 
System uses electromagnetic, including light transmission, all related instrumentalities, facilities, 
apparatus, repeaters, conduit, fiber optic cables, splicing boxes and services and related 
appurtenances; provided that without further approval of the City, no portion of Grantee's 
System shall (i) constitute all or any portion of a Cable Television System, (ii) constitute a public 
switched network, or (iii) be used to sell, resell, lease or exchange Services or facilities to or 
with Third Parties. 

Section 1.15 

"Public Ways" shall mean the surface, the air space above the surface, and the area below 
the surface of any public street and any highway, and any lane, path, alley, sidewalk, boulevard, 
drive, bridge, tunnel, park, parkway, waterway or other public right-of-way, including public 
utility easement or rights-of-way, and any temporary or permanent fixtures or improvements 
located thereon now or hereafter held by the City in which the City holds rights sufficient, 
without consent of any other party, to permit Grantee to the use thereof for the purpose of 
installing or maintaining Grantee's System. 

Section 1.16 

"Risk Management" shall mean the Office of City Comptroller'S Risk Management. 

Section 1.1 7 

Third Parties" shall mean any individual, partnership, corporation or entity other than 
Grantee. 
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SECTION 2. Grant Of Rights; Restrictions. 

Section 2.1 Grant Of Rights. 

Subject to Section 3.4, the City hereby grants to Grantee the non-exclusive right to _ 
operate and maintain as now constructed its System, along the Authorized Routes, on the terms 
and conditions set forth herein, within its own conduits and/or existing conduits, constructed and 
maintained by other individuals or entities which are authorized or otherwise lawfully permitted 
to occupy the City's public ways. This ordinance does not, without further approval of the City, 
authorize Grantee to operate a Cable Television System or to sell, lease, re-lease, exchange or 
resell Telecommunications Services to Third Parties. This ordinance does not authorize 
telecommunications facilities to be located in the Public Ways except the System described in 
Exhibit 1. 

2.1.2 

Grantee is expressly permitted to provide Interoffice Telecommunications Services 
subject to the following limitations: (I) Grantee's System facilities are dedicated for its internal 
use, (2) Grantee's operation of its System is not conducted for profit or with the objective of 
generating revenues or profits, and (3) Grantee does not operate or maintain a public switched 
network. 

2.1.3 

The granting of this ordinance and the exercise of any privileges hereunder does not 
waive or extinguish any rights the City may have to regulate or charge for portions of Grantee's 
System not located in the Authorized Routes which, in fact, are located in the Public Ways. This 
reservation obtains regardless of the original basis for permission for the installation of such 
portions of Grantee's System. 

2.1 .4 Right of Renegotiation. 

The City, acting through its Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection (the "BACP"), reserves the right to renegotiate and amend any or all 
provisions of this ordinance at any time in any way consistent with fairness and equity in the 
event that, after review of the infonnation provided by Grantee pursuant to Section 8.4, the 
BACP shall determine that Grantee operates its System substantially for other than the not-for
profit or charitable purposes of the Grantee. Before requiring renegotiation and amendment of 
this ordinance pursuant to this section, the BACP shall give the Grantee thirty (30) days prior 
written notice of its intention to require renegotiation and shall give Grantee the opportunity to 
appear before the BACP to show cause why the ordinance should not be amended. After such 
meeting if the BACP reaffinns the necessity of renegotiation, and no agreement is reached by 
the parties within six (6) months of the meeting, the BACP may suspend or revoke the permit 
described in Section 11.2. 
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2.1.5 Right ofTennination. 

The City may tenninate or require Grantee's .nghts to be tenninated under the Agreement 
at any time if the City detennines Grantee is, in fact, operating a Cable Television System or is 
operating its System for substantially other than the not-for-profit or charitable purposes of 
Grantee. 

Section 2.2 Term And Expiration Date. 

The tenn of this ordinance and of the rights granted hereunder shall be five (5) years 
from and after the date of passage of this ordinance by the City Council (the "Expiration Date"). 

Section 2.3 Interim and Expiration In The Absence Of Default Or Tennination. 

If, on the Expiration Date, Grantee shall not be in default under this ordinance and if 
neither party has notified the other of its intent to tenninate this Agreement on or before the 
Expiration Date, then the terms of this ordinance shall be deemed extended on an interim basis 
until terminated, renewed or renegotiated or further extended by order of the Director for a tenn 
not to exceed sixty (60) days, after which time this ordinance shall be considered terminated and 
all rights of the Grantee to use the Authorized Routes to provide Telecommunications Services 
shall cease. 

Section 2.4 Renewal. 

Grantee is responsible for obtaining from the City a new ordinance for submission t<;> the 
City Council preserving or extending the privileges granted herein prior to the Expiration Date. 
The City has no obligation to renew any particular terms or to renew the rights granted by this 
ordinance if the BACP detennines such terms or such renewal are not in the best interests of the 
City. Any proposed renewal, extension or modification through such ordinance is subject to 
approval, modification or rejection by the City Council in its sole discretion. 

Section 2.S Location of Authorized Routes. 

Grantee's System may extend for a total distance of seven thousand seven hundred 
nineteen (7,719) linear feet comprised of nineteen thousand three hundred ninety-two (19,396) 
linear feet of Cable Conduit along the Authorized Routes as set forth in Exhibit 1. 

Section 2.6 Acts Or Omissions Of Other Entities. 

During the term of this ordinance, Grantee (and not the City) shall be liable for any costs 
incurred by the City or Third Parties for damage to any City facilities in the Public Ways caused 
by the acts or omissions of any entity employed or otherwise authorized by Grantee when such 
entity is involved, directly or indirectly, in the installation, maintenance or operation of Grantee's 
System as if the acts or omissions of such entity were the acts or omissions of Grantee. 
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SECTION 3. Nature of Limitation of Rights Granted. 

Section 3.] Right Not Exclusive. 

This is a nonexclusive privilege to use the Public Ways and is made expressly subject to 
and subordinate to the right of the City to use the Authorized Routes for any public purpose. 

Section 3.2 Other Permittees. 

The City does not agree to restrict the number oflnteroffice Telecommunications 
Systems, franchises, licenses or permits in any part ofthe City. The permission and authority 
herein granted are not intended to limit or modify any franchise, license or permit previously 
granted or which may be granted by the City to any other entity for use of the Public Ways. 
Therefore, the Grantee, recognizing the rights of other franchisees, licensees and permittees in 
the Public Ways, shall exercise the authority herein granted in such a manner as not to interfere 
unreasonably with the rights of other prior or future franchisees, licensees and permittees in the 
Public Ways and to act so as not to endanger or to impair the facilities of any other such 
franchisee, licensee or permittee. Prior and future franchisees, licensees or permittees shall also, 
in like manner, be required to respect the Grantee's rights and not unduly interfere with those 
rights. 

Section 3.3 City'S Rights Over Authorized Routes. 

3.3.1 City's Authority Is Paramount. 

At Grantee's own risk, upon notice given as provided in Section 3.3.2 the City may make 
use in the future of the Authorized Routes in which Grantee's System is located in a manner 
inconsistent with Grantee's use thereof, provided Grantee shall be given the opportunity, if 
feasible, to relocate its systems within the Public Way as provided in Section 3.3.2. 

3.3.2 Removal and Relocation. 

The City reserves the right to exercise its police or proprietary powers, to modify, vacate 
or transfer what is now the Authorized Routes for a public Pllrpose. Grantee acknowledges that 
the City has predominant right to use the Authorized Routes in the placement, maintenance and 
repair of sewers, water mains and other public utility facilities or to relocate or remove Grantee's 
System where the City determines public convenience would be enhanced or for any other public 
purpose, including, but not limited to, the use of the Authorized Routes for public transportation 
purposes. 

The permit referred to in Section 11.1 maybe amended or revoked in whole or in part by 
the BACP whenever the BACP or the Commissioner of the Department of Transportation 
considers it necessary or advisable for a public purpose. Grantee shall make no claim for costs 
or damages against the City by reason of such removal or relocation provided advance notice is 
given and such removal or relocation is required for a proper public purpose. Upon thirty (30) 
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days written notice to Grantee of partial or complete revocation of such permit from the BACP, 
Grantee shall remove, modify, replace or relocate all or any portion of its facilities as required at 
its own expense. Said thirty (30) day period maybe extended by the BACP at his or her sole 
discretion. In the event that Grantee does not remove, modify, replace or relocate its facilities as 
required by said notice within the thirty (30) day period (or extension thereof) described in the 
preceding sentence, the BACP may cause the same to be done at Grantee's expense and all 
expenses incurred or damages paid by the City on account of such action shall be paid by 
Grantee upon demand. Grantee shall remove, replace or relocate or modify at its own expense, 
the installation of any of its facilities as may be deemed-necessary by any other appropriate 
governmental authority to meet its proper responsibilities. In the event the City exercises its 
predominant right to use any part of the Authorized Routes for a public purpose, the City shall 
reasonably cooperate with Grantee in finding an alternate site for any telecommunications 
facilities removed and in avoiding disruption to Grantee's Services. In an emergency, as 
detemlined by the Commissioner of the Department of Transportation, the City may order 
Grantee to remove or relocate its facilities within forty-eight (48) hours. Upon receipt of such 
notice, City and Grantee shall provide for such removal or relocation as promptly as possible 
within such time frame as shall be reasonable and Grantee shall diligently proceed on such 
agreed-on basis. If the City exercises any of its rights pursuant to this Section 3.3, Grantee shall 
have the option, upon notice to the BACP of abandoning the portion of its System to be removed 
or relocated and deleting such portion from the Authorized Routes. Any relocation or 
abandonment of Grantee's System pursuant to this Section 3.3.2 shall be conducted with the 
approval of the COOT and shall be automatically considered within the Authorized Routes and 
an amended or restated Exhibit I shall be filed with this ordinance. The calculation of the 
Annual Fee shall be adjusted according to such abandonment or relocation. 

3.3.3 Fire or Other Disaster. 

Wherever, in case of fire or other disaster, it becomes necessary in the judgment of the 
City to remove or damage any part of Grantee's System, no charge shall be made by Grantee 
against the City for restoration and repair. 

3.3.4 Temporary Relocation Or Removal. 

At the request of any person holding a valid building pennit issued by the City or other 
appropriate government authority and upon reasonable notice, depending on the circumstances, 
but not, in any case, less than thirty (30) days, Grantee shall temporarily raise, lower or remove 
its cables as may be necessary for the performance ofthe work so permitted, subject to payment 
in advance by the permit holder to the Grantee of the direct expenses of such temporary move, 
including standby time. 

Section 3.4 No Burden On Public Ways. 

Grantee shall not attempt to construct or install its Interoffice Telecommunications 
System in such a fashion as to unduly burden the present or future use of the Authorized Routes. 
In designing its System, Grantee shall not provide.for conduit space in excess of Grantee's 
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present or reasonably anticipated future needs. The Commissioner of the Department of 
Transportation is authorized to regulate the size of the conduit system used or to be us cd by 
Grantee, as well as other physical characteristics of Grantee's System. In the event that the 
Commissioner of the Department of Transportation shall determine that any portion of Grantee's 
System, either planned or presently constructed, unduly burden any portion of the Public Ways, 
now or in the future, Grantee shall be required either to modify its System, or to take such 
actions as the Commissioner of the Department of Transportation shall detemline for the sake of 
public convenience to eliminate the problem within the time frame provided by the 
Commissioner of the Department of Transportation and the Code. Failure to comply with this 
Section 3.4 in a timely fashion shall be grounds for revocation of the permit described in Section 
11.1. 

SECTION 4. Change Of Control Or Transfer. 

Section 4.1 Change Of Control. 

4.1.1 Privilege Is Personal To Grantee. 

Other than pursuan·t to a Permitted Transfer as hereinafter defined, the rights granted 
pursuant to this ordinance shall be a privilege to be held in personal trust by Grantee. Grantee 
shall not transfer, assign or lease the rights-granted in this ordinance or its ownership or 
operation of its System, or any portion thereof, through sale, merger, corporate reorganization, 
consolidation, foreclosure, leaseback or in any other manner transfer, lease or assign in any 
manner any conduit space occupied by its System, without prior consent of the City Council 
expressed by resolution and then only on such conditions as may be therein prescribed. Any sale, 
transfer, lease, assignnlent or other transfer not made according to the procedures set forth in 
Section 4 shall void the rights granted by this ordinance. The sale, transfer, lease, assignment or 
other transfer in bulk of a major portion of the tangible assets of Grantee other than pursuant to a 
Permitted Transfer shall be considered a transfer subject to the provisions of this Section 4. 
Notwithstanding anything in this Section 4.1.1, Grantee may form a wholly-owned subsidiary 
and assign its rights under this Agreement to such subsidiary without prior consent of the City 
Council; provided, however, that Grantee shall provide notice of such assignment and full 
disclosure to the BACP as to the nature of such subsidiary within thirty (30) days of such 
assignment. 

4.1.2 Authorization by City Council. 

Any transfer ("Permitted Transfer") described in Section 4.1.1 authorized by a bill of sale 
or similar document. an executed copy of which shall be filed with the BAGP within thirty (30) 
days after any such transfer. Provided, however, that the transferee must agree to comply with 
this ordinance and amendments thereto, and must be able to provide proof of its legaL technical. 
financial and character qualifications as determined by the City and provide disclosure of 
ownership interests as required by Chapter 2-154 of the Code and provide such other 
certifications as the City shall require. 
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4.1.3 Disclosure of Ownership. 

Prior to adoption of this ordinance, Grantee has submitted to the BACP the Economic 
Disclosure Statement required by Chapter 2-154 of the Code. Grantee, or any transferee or 
assignee permitted hereunder, within thirty (30) days of any such transaction. shall file an 
amendment to the foregoing statement of ownership interest with theBACP in the event 
ownership often percent (10%) or the right to control Grantee is acquired during the ternl of this 
ordinance by any person or one or more groups of persons acting in concert after the date of 
passage of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. Compensation. 

Section 5.1 Annual Fee. 

Except as set forth below, throughout the tem1 ofthis ordinance. Grantee agrees to pay 
the City for the use of the Authorized Routes the Annual Fee of[One Hundred and Sixteen 
Thousand Three Hundred Seventy Six Dollars ($116,376.00)] on or prior to the anniversary date 
of this ordinance representing payment for the succeeding year. The Annual Fee shall be due in 
advance of the year to which it relates. An amount representing the first year's Annual Fee shall 
be payable within thirty (30) days after passage of this ordinance. 

Section 5.2 Separate Charge. 

Payment by Grantee to the City of the Annual Fee is separate from and in addition to any 
and all federal, state, local and municipal taxes. as may be due which are separate and distinct 
obligations of Grantee. 

Section 5.3 Subsequent Action Affecting Compensation. 

If during the term of this ordinance any court agency or other authority of competent 
jur:sdiction takes any action or makes any declaration. That adversely affects the legality or 
collection of the Annual Fee, the City and Grantee shall enter into negotiations to amend this 
ordinance to make the City whole in a manner consistent with said action or declaration by 
restoring the City to a position equivalent to that which it held prior to said action or declaration. 

Section 5.4 Other Fees. 

In addition to and unrelated to the payment of the Annual Fee, Grantee shall pay all other 
fees necessary to obtain federal, state, local and City licenses, permits and authorizations 
required for installation, repair, maintenance or operation of its System; provided, however, that 
no fee shall be especially imposed on Grantee by the City for any such license, permit or 
authorization other than standard fees of general application required by City ordinance or the 
Code, which fees include, but are not limited to, fees required in connection with obtaining 
electrical wiring permits from the Building Department. Grantee shall also pay such additional 
fees for the use of City-owned conduits as may be required by the Code. 
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SECTION 6. Insurance and Indemnification. 

Section 6.1 Insurance. 

Prior to issuance ofthe permit described in Section 11.1 and at all times during the term 
of this ordinance, and thereafter, during such time as may be required to remove Grantee's 
System and restore the Authorized Routes to their prior condition, Grantee shall obtain, pay all 
premiums for, and file with Risk Management on the City's standard Certificate of Insurance 
form attached hereto as Exhibit 2, of the insurance coverages covering all risk associated with 
the installation, repair, maintenance, removal and operation of Grantee's System specified·below: 

(A) Workers' Compensation And Occupational Disease Insurance. 

Workers' Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance, in accordance with 
the laws of the State of Illinois, or any other applicable jurisdiction, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this ordinance and Employer's 
liability coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($SOO?OOO) each accident or illness. 

(B) Commercial Liability Insurance. 

Commercial Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than Five 
Million Dollars ($5,000,000) per occurrence, combined single limit for bodily 
injury, personal injury and property damage liability. Coverage extensions shall 
include the following: all premises and operations, products/completed 
operations, explosion, collapse, underground, independent contractors, cross 
liability and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of 
Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents and representatives are to be 
named as additional insureds on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the work. Any self-insured retention provision 
must be approved in advance by Risk Management. 

(C) Railroad Protective Liability·Insurance. 

When any work is to be done adjacent to or on railroad or C.T.A. rapid transit 
facilities property with respect to the operations Grantee or any Contractor 
perfonns, Railroad Protective Liability Insurance in the name of the transit entity 
shall be provided. The policy shall have limits of not less than Two Million 
Dollars ($2,000,000) per occurrence, combined single limit and Six Million 
Dollars ($6,000,000) in the aggregate, for losses arising out of injuries to or death 
of any and all persons, and for damages to or destruction of property, including 
the loss of use thereof. In lieu of providing Railroad Protective Insurance, the 
exclusion for work around railroads in the Commercial Liability Insurance set 
forth in (3) above may be deleted. 

11 
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(D) Automobile Liability Insurance (primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles are used in connection with the construction, 
installation, maintenance and operation of Grantee's System, Automobile 
Liability Insurance shall be maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred 

. Thousand Dollars ($500,000) per occurrence, combined single limit, for bodily 
injury and property damage. The City is to be named as an additional insured. 

(E) Professional Liability Insurance. 

Any work on Grantee's System done within the Chicago Freight Tunnels must 
have Professional Liability Insurance. 

When any architects, engineers, or consulting firms or construction management 
firms perform work in connection with this ordinance, Professional Liability 
Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions shall be maintained with limits of not 
less than Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000). Coverage extension shall include 
contractualliabiJity. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive 
date mllst coincide with, or proceeds, start of work on the contract. A claims
made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting 
period of two (2) years. 

In lieu of purchasing the above coverages, Grantee may file a Certificate of Self
Insurance provided that such Certificate is satisfactory to Risk Management. 

Section 6.2 Qualified Companies. 

All insurance policies called for in this ordinance shall be issued by companies 
authorized to do business in Illinois and satisfactory to Risk Management and each insurance 
policy shall be satisfactory to Risk Management. Each insurance policy shall contain a covenant 
or endorsement ofthe insurance company to provide sixty (60) days written notice by registered 
mail of the insurance company's intention to cancel, substantially change or not to renew such 
policy to both Risk Management and the Grantee, and Grantee shall in the event of any sllch 
notice, obtain, pay premiums for, and file with Risk Management written evidence of the 
issuance of termination notice. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by 
the City that the insurance requirements in the ordinance have been fully met or that the 
insurance policies indicated on the certificates are in compliance with all the ordinance 
requirements. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from the 
Grantee shaH not be deemed to be a waiver by the City. The Grantee shall advise all insurers of 
the ordinance provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance shall not relieve 
Grantee of its obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. Failure to carry or keep such 
insurance in force throughout the period set forth in Section 6.1 shall constitute a material 
violation of this ordinance. The City reserves the right to SlOP any work related to Grantee's 
System until proper evidence of insurance is furnished. The foregoing requirements are 
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supplementary to requirements for insurance set forth in Chapter 10-20, et seq., of the Code. To 
the extent such requirements are not included herein, Grantee shall also meet such requirements 
of the Code, Chapter 10-20, et~. 

Section 6.3 Right To Require Replacement OfInsurance. 

If the financial condition of any insurance company providing an insurance policy 
pursuant to Section 6 or if Grantee's financial condition materially and adversely changes, Risk 
Management may, at any time, require that such insurance policy provisions be replaced with 
such other insurance policy consistent with the requirements set forth in Section 6. 

Section 6.4 Alteration. 

Grantee shall not materially change or alter the terms or conditions of the insurance 
policies referred to herein or replace or cancel said insurance policies without prior approval of 
Risk Management. 

Section 6.5 City's Right To Increase Minimum Limits. 

In the event of changed circumstances that would render the limits of the insurance 
policies set forth in this Section 6 inadequate, Risk Management reserves the right to reasonably 
increase the minimum required limits of such insurance policies upon sixty (60) days written 
notice to Grantee in order to ensure adequate protection for the City. Within sixty (60) days after 
such notice. Grantee shall increase such limits to an amount equal to or greater than the 
increased minimum amounts. 

Section 6.6 Subcontractors. 

The Grantee shall require all Contractors to carry the insurance required herein. or 
Grantee may provide the coverage for any or all subcontractors, and, if so, the evidence of 
insurance submitted shall so stipulate. 

Section 6.7 Deductibles And Retentions. 

Any and all deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverage shall be 
bourne by Grantee or its Contractors. 

Section 6.8 Waiver Of Subrogation. 

Grantee and any of Grantee's Contractors agree that all insurers issuing coverage related to 
Section 6 shall waive rights of subrogation against the City, including its appointed and elected 
officials, representatives, agents and employees. 
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Section 6.9 No Excuse From Performance. 

None of the provisions contained herein, nor the insurance policies required herein, shall be 
construed to excuse the faithful performance by Grantee of the terms and conditions of this 
ordinance or limit the liability of the Grantee under this ordinance for any and all damages in excess 
of the amounts of such insurance policies. Any insurance protection furnished by the Grantee 
hereunder shall in no way limit its responsibility to indemnifY and save hannless the City under the 
indemnity provisions of this ordinance. 

Section 6.10 No Contribution. 

Grantee expressly understands and agrees that any insurance or selfinsurance programs 
maintained by the City shall apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance provided by the 
Grantee under the Agreement. 

Section 6.11 No Effect Oflndemnities. 

The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the indemnification 
language herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a matter of law. 

Section 6.12 Higher Coverages. 

If Grantee, or its Contractors, desire additional coverage, higher limits of liability, or other 
modifications for its own protection, the Grantee and each of its Contractors, shall be responsible 
for the acquisition and cost of such additional protection. 

Section 6.13 lndemnity. 

Grantee shall be solely responsible for the support, safety and protection of its System and 
the Authorized Routes being used by Grantee and for the safety and protection of all persons and 
all property coming into contact with Grantee's facilities or their operations. Gra!1tee shall, at its sole 
cost and expense, indemnifY, defend, keep and save harmless the City, its officials, boards, 
commissions, agents and employees (collectively, the "Indemnified Parties") against any and all 
suits, causes of action, proceedings and judgments, claims. losses, damages (whether such claims 
and damages are for personal injury, property damage or intenuption of utility service), liabilities, 
judgments, costs and expenses (collectively, referred to as "Claims") arising out of, caused by or 
directly resulting from the grant of rights pursuant to the ordinance and Grantee's installation, 
maintenance and operation of its System; provided that the Indemnified Parties may not be 
indemnified to the extent a court of final adjudication detennines that a Claim or portion thereofhas 
been caused by negligence of the City. The City shall have the right, at its option and at Grantee's 
expense to participate in the defense of any suit without relieving Grantee of any of its obligations 
under this section. The term "Claim" specifically shall be deemed to include, but not be Jimited to, 
any liability for the payment of Workers' Compensation under Illinois law which the City is required 
to make and the Grantee shall reimburse the City for a,ny such payments made by the City. Grantee, 
in accepting the terms of this ordinance, shall be deemed as a condition of its acceptance. to 
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understand and agree that the insurance required by Section 6 of this ordinance shall in no way limit 
the responsibility of Grantee to indemnify, keep and save harmless and defend the Indemnified 
Parties pursuant to this section. Indemnified expenses shall include, but not be limited to all out-of
pocket expenses of the Indemnified Parties, such as reasonable attorneys' fees, and shall also include 
the reasonable value of any services rendered by the Corporation Counselor his or her other 
assistants or any consultants, employees or agents of the City. The indemnities contained in this 
section shall survive the expiration or repeal of the ordinance. 

SECTION 7. Construction And Installation Of Grantee's System. 

Scction 7.1 Construction And.Installation Procedures; Letter Of Credit. 

(A) Grantee shall not access the public ways to construct. install or modify its System 
without prior approval ofthe Commissioner ofthe Department of Transportati on. the 
issuance of a permit therefor and the payment of applicable pemlit fees. Grantee 
shall also obtain a public work license under Chapter 10-20 of the Code if required 
thereunder and a letter of credit in such amounts as may be required under said 
Chapter 10-20 and attendant regulations. Grantee shall submit to the Commissioner 
of the Department of Transportation documents which set forth the project purposes, 
specifications, exact proposed locations, standards and procedures for construction 
and installation of its System including size and depth of conduits and cables (the 
"Construction Documents"). Said specifications, standards and procedures shall be 
consistent with the applicable standards ofthe telecommunications industry and shall 
at a minimum, establish procedures to ensure quality work and provide for the safety 
and protection of residents and property. Said Construction Documents shall be 
submitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Transportation for review and 
approval prior to commencement of construction. installation or modification of 
Grantee's System and shall be modified as said Commissioner may require in the 
interest of public safety or to comply with applicable provisions of the Code and City 
regulations or where mutually agreed on by the City and Grantee. Any application 
for permits shall he subject to compliance with the Board of Underground procedures 
and the guidelines set forth in Section 19 of this ordinance and the modification, to 
the extent deemed necessary· by the Commissioner .of the Department of 
Transportation of any Construction Documents to com ply wi th such procedures and 
guidelines, and of any requirements for a letter of credit pursuant to Chapter 10-20 
of the Code and attendant regulations. 

(B) Grantee shall provide the City with an irrevocable unconditional letter of credit in 
the form attached hereto as Exhibit 7, in the principal amount of Five Thousand 
Dollars ($5,000) naming the City as beneficiary. Said letter of credit (or any 
replacement letter of credit) shall be provided for the length of this ordinance and for 
such period of time thereafter as is required by Chapter 10-20 of the Code and 
attendant regulations. Said letter of credit shall be used to ensure the faithful 
performance by Grantee of all provisions of this ordinance and compliance with all 
orders, licenses, permits and directions of any agency, commission, board, 
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department, division or office of the City having jurisdiction over Grantee's acts or 
defaults under this ordinance and for payment by Grantee of any penalties, liens, 
claims and taxes due the City which arise by reason ofthe construction, installation, 
operation or maintenance of Grantee's System. Such letter of credit may be drawn 
upon under either of or both of the following circumstances: 

1. in the event the Grantee, (i) has failed to pay the City any compensation due 
the City within the time fixed in this ordinance; or (ii) has failed to repay the 
City within ten (l0) days of any damages, expenses or costs which the City 
is compelled to pay by reason of Grantee's act or omission to act in 
connection with this ordinance (except for matters covered under Chapter 10-
20 of the Code); or (iii) has failed after three (3) days notice to Grantee of 
such failure to comply with any provisions ofthis ordinance which the Office 
of the City Comptroller (the City Comptroller) has reasonably determined 
can be remedied by a draw on the letter of credit, the City can immediately 
draw up to the amount thereof outstanding, with interest and penalties, if any, 
from the letter of credit. Upon such demand for payment, the City shall 
noti fy the Grantee of the amount thereof; and 

2. under such circumstances and subject to such conditions which are set forth 
in Chapter 10-20 of the Code, attendant regulations, and any license required 
thereunder for public way work. 

(C) The letter of credit called for in this ordinance shall be issued by a financial 
institution authorized to do business in Illinois that is an insured depository 
institution (as defined in 12 U.S.C. § 1813) and satisfactory to the City Comptroller. 
The financial institution issuing the letter Qf credit shall be located or have a branch 
within the City and shall carry an investment grade rating from a major rating 
company. The City shall be entitled to draw on any letter of credit provided the City 
which expires (either by its terms or because of non-renewal) on a date prior to the 
temlination date of this ordinance at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiry date 
thereof unless either (i) proof of renewal of such letter of credit satisfactory to the 
City's Departments of Transportation and City Comptroller has been furnished to the 
City or (ii) a replacement letter of credit has been approved by the City's 
Departments of Transportation and City Comptroller prior to such draw date. The 
City also reserves the right to stop any work related to the carrying out of this 
ordinance until the letter of credit is f1,lrnished. If the financial condition of any letter 
of credit issuer issuing a letter of credit pursuant hereto materially and adversely 
changes, the City may, at any time, require that such letter of credit be replaced with 
such other letter of credit consistent with the requirements set forth in this section. 
Grantee shall not materially change or alter the terms or conditions of the letter of 
credit referred to herein or replace or cancel said letter of credit without prior 
approval of the City's Risk Management Office. None of the provisions contained 
herein nor the letter of credit required herein shall be construed to excuse the faithful 
performance by the Grantee ofthe terms and conditions of this ordinance or limit the 
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liability of the Grantee under this ordinance for any and all damages in excess of the 
amounts of such letter of credit. 

Section 7.2 Maintenance Requirements And Standards. 

7.2.1 In General. 

Grantee shall maintain and operate, as now constructed, its System in a safe, orderly and 
workmanlike maImer utilizing only materials of good, durable quality with due respect for 
engineering considerations and in accordance with applicable federal, state and local laws and 
regulations, including but not limited to, the standards set by the City's Department of 
Transportation and the Buildings Department. 

7.2.2 Compliance Standards. 

Grantee shall at all times comply with the following: 

(A) U.L. Code (latest edition). 

(B) Applicable provisions of the Code. 

(C) Written standards of the Department ofT ransportation and the Buildings Department 
applicable to Grantee's installation, operation and maintenance of its Systems. 

7.2.3 "As Built" Drawings. 

Grantee shall update its as-built drawings previously filed with the City within sixty (60) 
days of a material change whenever material changes are made to Grantee's System which impact 
the Public Ways and submit such updated drawings to the Commissioner of the Department of 
Transportation. Said drawings shall at a minimum· include cable routings and the location of 
amplifiers, power supplies and system monitor test points. 

7.2.4 Emergency Or Disaster. 

In case of emergency or disaster, Grantee shall, upon request ofthe City, make available its 
facilities to the City, without cost. 

7.2.5 Use Of Existing Conduits. 

Grantee shall use existing conduits and other facilities whenever economically feasible and 
shall not install any new, different or additional conduits or other facilities for its Systems without 
approval of the City and any other applicable governmental agency. If Grantee is using existing 
conduit owned by any other person, Grantee shall comply with all applicable City safety standards 
as well as the safety standards imposed by the entities owning the existing conduit and any 
applicable tariffs. 
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7.2.6 Adjoining Property Owners. 

All Grantee's System shall be installed and located so as to cause minimum interference with 
the rights and appearance and reasonable convenience of adjoining property owners and at all times 
shall be kept and maintained in a safe condition and in good order and repair. Grantee shall at all 
times employ reasonable care and shall install and maintain and use commonly accepted methods 
and devices for preventing failure and accidents which are likely to cause damage, injuries or 
nuisance to the public. Suitable barricades, flags, lights or other devices shall be used at such time 
and place as are reasonably required for the safety of all members ofthe public. Any fixtures placed 
in any Public Ways by Grantee shall not interfere with the usual and customary uses ot~ or any 
specifically permitted or licensed use of, the Public Ways. 

7.2.7 Adjustment of Utility Facilities. 

In the event that the location of Grantee's System will require an adjustment of the location 
of existing public and private utility facilities, Grantee must obtain written·consent ofthe owner of 
such utility including, where applicable, all relevant City departments, to such adjustment and make 
such arrangements for the payment or reimbursement of the cost of sllch adjustments as are 
satisfactory to the owner of such utility including, where applicable, all relevant City departments. 
In no case shall Grantee be entitled to perform such adjustment or disturb such utility tacilities 
without the written consent of the owner of such utility. 

7.2.8 Electrical Permit. 

All installation work for Grantee's System, after passage of this ordinance, shall be 
performed by electrical contractors licensed pursuant to Chapter 86 of the Code. 

Section 7.3 Restoration. 

In the event of disturbance of the Public Ways or private property by Grantee, Grantee shall, 
at its own expense and in a manner approved by the City or other appropriate governmental 
authority andlor the owner of such private property, rebuild, restore and repair the Public Ways, 
including sidewalks, or private property in as good a condition as before the work causing such 
disturbance was done. In the event Grantee fails to perform such rebuilding, replacement or 
restoration, the City or the owner shall have the right to do so at the sale expense of Grantee. 

Section 7.4 Suspension Or Revocation Of Construction Permit. 

The Commissioner ofthe Department of Transportation may suspend or revoke any permit 
issueq by the Department of Transportation or take any action he or she deems necessary, including 
the stopping of work, should Grantee violate the terms of said pennit, until said violation has been 
corrected to said Commissioner's satisfaction. 
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Section 7.5 Other Requirements And Approvals. 

The provisions contained in this Section 7 are supplemental to and not in substitution of 
applicable provisions of Chapter 10-20, et seq. of the Code and attendant regulations, including the 
procurement of a letter of credit consistent with and. pursuant to Chapter 10-20 of the Code and 
attendant regulations. Issuance of a permit by the Commissioner of the Department of 
Transportation as to the installation of any portion of Grantee's System does not waive other 
applicable requirements of federal or Illinois law or the Code (including said Chapter 10-20) and 
Grantee shall comply with such other requirements. Grantee is further responsible for obtaining 
approvals related to Grantee's use of the Authorized Routes contemplated in this ordinance from 
other applicable City departments (such as the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the 
Buildings Department) in a timely fashion when and as required by the Code. 

SECTION 8. Inspection And Physical Audit. 

Section 8.1 Inspection. 

The City reserves the right to make. at any time after the date of passage of this ordinance 
and throughout the duration of this ordinance, physical on-site inspections of Grantee's ~ystem, 
including Grantee's telecommunications terminals. Grantee will accommodate the City's monitoring 
needs by providing the City Comptroller and the Department of Transportation a map and the "as 
built" drawings required by Section 7.2.3 which Grantee shall update annually or indicate "no 
change" (as the case may be) and shall submit these documents to the City at the time of Grantee's 
payments of its Annual Fee. These documents submitted will identify the locations of all terminals 
and junction boxes, and the linear footage of each portion of Grantee's System located in the Public 
Ways. 

Section 8.2 Physical Audit. 

In the event that the City Comptroller has reason to believe at any time that there is a 
material discrepancy between information submitted by Grantee pursuant to this Section 8 and the 
size, location or nature of Grantee's System, then the City Comptroller may send its own personnel, 
or hire an engineering firm of the Comptroller's choice (the "City'S Inspector"), to perform an 
unannounced physical audit of Grantee's Telecommunications System. Grantee shall cooperate with 
such an audit. Grantee shall pay the reasonable costs and fees of any such physical audit. If the City'S 
Inspector determines and establishes in said audit that a material discrepancy exists between the 
results of such physical audit and the information contained in the specifications, summaries, maps 
and drawings that Grantee has placed on file with the City pursuant to Sections 7.2.3 of this 
ordinance, Grantee shaH owe the City the sum of any underpayment which has resulted from the 
discrepancy (Plus liquidated damages, if applicable, as specified in Section 10), and shall pay to the . 
City Comptroller, within thirty (30) days of Grantee's receipt ofthe City Comptroller's decision the 
costs and fees of the audit by the City's Inspector as well as any required follow-up by the City'S 
Inspector. 
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Section 8.3 Trespassing Facilities. 

Any portion of Grantee's System in the Public Ways but not along the Authorized Routes 
is known as a "Trespassing Facility". Upon discovery of a Trespassing Facility by the City, the City 
Comptroller shall have the following options: 

(A) order the immediate removal of the Trespassing Facilities from the Public Ways; 

(B) seek to obtain liquidated damages to the extent provided pursuant to Section 10 
hereof; and/or 

(C) seek other remedies available to the City under the Code, this ordinance or under 
Illinois law; provided that the City Comptroller may waive for a period of thirty (30) 
days any such sanctions in the event he or she determines that (i) the trespass was 
inadvertent and Oi) Gf'dntee is making a timely and reasonable effort to remove or 
relocate the Trespassing Facility promptly, so as to correct any violation of this 
ordinance. The City Comptroller may extend this thirty (30) day correction period 
for circumstances beyond the reasonable control of Grantee, but only upon receipt 
and approval by the City Comptroller of Grantee's timetable specifying the 
anticipated date the Trespassing Facility will be removed or relocated. 

Section 8.4 Annual Certifications. 

Armually, on or before June 1, and commencing June 1,2013, Grantee shall deliver to the 
City Comptroller a certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit 3, signed by an authorized officer 
of Grantee, stating that (A) Grantee has provided no Services along the Authorized Routes with the 
objective of generating revenue or profit, operating or maintaining a public switch network or 
operating a Cable Telev'ision System; (B) and the Grantee shall provide no Services for sale, re-sale. 
exchange or lease to any Third Party using Grantee's System located within the City. 

SECTION 9. Repeal Of Privileges. 

Section 9.·1 Basis For Repeal Of Ordinance. 

This ordinance may be repealed in accordance with its terms by the City Council, upon 
referral from the Mayor or on its own motion, at any time. 

Section 9.2 Removal Or Abandonment Of Grantee's InterofficeTelecommunication 
System. 

9.2.1 Removal By Grantee. 

Upon repeal of this ordinance pursuant to Section 9.1, or upon revocation or termination of 
the privilegc herein granted, the Grantee, without cost or expense to the City, shall promptly remove 
or abandon in place, at the option of the City, its System and restore the Public Ways to the 
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satisfaction ofthe City Comptroller and the Commissioner of the Department of Transportation and 
in accordance with this ordinance and the Code. In all cases, such facilities which are not removed 
within six (6) months of such date of tennination or revocation shall become the property of the 
City. In detennining whether and the extent to which such facilities shall be removed or abandoned, 
the City Comptroller shall take into account the best interests ofthe City and shall consider all other 
relevant factors. 

9.2.2 Removal By The City_ 

In the event of the failure or refusal of the Grantee to remove facilities or restore the Public 
Ways where facilities are removed as required by Section 9.2.1, the City may remove or cause the 
removal of Grantee's System provided the City shall be reimbursed by Grantee for the total costs 
of such removal. 

SECTION 10. Sanctions. 

Section 10.1 Liquidated Damages. 

The events set forth below will result in damages that will be impracticable or difficult to 
ascertain. Grantee, therefore, shall pay the City the sum of One Hundred and no/lOa Dollars 
($100.00) a day from the date of receipt of written notice of the violation and the expiration of the 
applicable grace or cure period described below until the violation is corrected or resolved to the 
Ci ty's reasonable satisfaction, which amount shall not be considered in the nature of a penalty _ Such 
written notice is to be given to the parties set forth in Section 20.2 by certified mail. Such events are 
as follows: 

(A) installation of "Trespassing Facilities" as defined in Section 8.3 of this ordinance; 

(B) material nonconfonnance of Gnintee's Telecommunications System or any portion 
thereof with the standards of general applicability of the City set forth in the Code 
or furnished in writing by the Department of Transportation or the Buildings 
Department; 

(C) failure to remove, modify, replace or relocate facilities within the pennitted time 
frame (and granted extensions) after notice from the City Comptroller or the 
Department of Transportation to remove, modify, replace or relocate such facilities 
pursuant to Section 3.3.2 or Section 9.2.1. Notwithstanding anything set forth above 
in Section 10.1, in the event of the occurrence of any of the events described in 
Section 10.1 (A), (B) or (C) above, with respect to removal and relocation not 
involving a risk to the public or the delay of a public purpose or project, Grantee 
shall be entitled to a grace period of fifteen (15) days in which to initiate action to 
cure or reverse any such event or occurrence and further provided that Grantee shall 
have provided the City with notice ofthe initiation of such action, facts to reasonably 
demonstrate to the City that Grantee is proceeding with reasonable diligence to 
pursue and conclude such action, and an estimated date of completion of such action, 
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prior to the end of such fifteen (15) day grace period. Upon approval of the City 
Comptroller, Grantee shall be entitled to an additional fifteen (15) day grace period 
in which to cure or reverse any such event or action. No liquidated damages shall 
accrue or be payable during such grace periods. 

Section 10.2 Other Rights Of City. 

The right of the City Comptroller to impose upon Grantee liquidated damages pursuant to 
Section 10.1 shall be in addition to any other rights or remedies the City has under this ordinance, 
the Code or other applicable laws including the right of the City Council to repeal this ordinance 
pursuant to Section 9 and the right of the City Comptroller under Section 11.2 to revoke the permit 
described in Section 11.1. 

Section 10.3 No Waiver Of Rights. 

The decision by the City Comptroller to forego the imposition ofliquidated damages or other 
monetary sanctions in a particular instance shall in no way act to waive the City'S rights under this 
section with respect to subsequent violations of this ordinance. 

SECTION 11. Pennit Needed. 

Section 11.1 Pemlit. 

The permission and authority herein granted shall not be exercised until (i) Graritee has filed 
a written acceptance of the terms of this ordinance executed by Grantee containing such 
representations and in such form as is satisfactory to the City Comptroller and the City'S Corporation 
Counsel, (ii) proof of insurance as required in Section 6 hereof has been submitted to and approved 
by Risk Management, (iii) payment of the first year's Annual Fee of One Hundred and Sixteen 
Thousand Three Hundred Seventy Six Dollars ($116,376.00) and the other amounts required in . 
Section 5.1 have been made to the City Comptroller, and (iv) a penn it authorizing use of the 
Authorized Routes pursuant to the length often specified in Section 2 has been issued to Grantee by 
the City Comptroller. 

Section 11.2 Revocation Of Penn it. 

In addition to the provisions of Section 3.3.2 and of Section 7.4, the City Comptroller may 
revoke the permit referred to in Section 11.1 if Grantee at any time shall fail to comply with t.he 
provisions and conditions of this ordinance and the City Comptroller, in exercise of his or her 
discretion, shall determine that revocation is necessary and proper. In case of such revocation, the 
City shall be entitled to its remedies hereunder, under the Code and under Illinois law. Such permit 
may be reinstated by the City Comptroller if the City Comptroller, in the exercise of his or her 
discretion, concludes that the cause of such revocation has been cured by Grantee in a timely 
fashion. . 
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·SECTION 12. Special Conditions. 

Section 12.1 No Recourse. 

Except as expressly provided in this ordinance or at law, Grantee shall have no recourse 
. against the City for any loss, expense or damage resulting from the tenns and conditions of this 
ordinance or because of the City's enforcement thereof nor for the City's failure to have authority 
to grant the rights conveyed in this ordinance. In applying for its pennit pursuant to Section 11.1, 
Grantee will be deemed to agree to this ordinance, relying upon its own investigation and 
understanding of the power and authority of the City to grant the Grantee the rights and privileges 
granted under this ordinance. . 

Section 12.2 Compliance With Applicable Laws. 

In installing, operating and maintaining its System, Grantee shall comply with all applicable 
laws and regulations of the United States of America and its agencies (including, but not limited to, 
the regulations and standards of the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration), the 
State of Illinois, all applicable ordinances and executive orders ofthe City, all applicable regulations 
of the Federal Communications Commission and the Illinois Commerce Commission and such laws 
shall be considered part of this ordinance as set fC!rth herein. 

Section 12.3 Underground Facilities Agreement. 

If the Commissioner of the Department of Transportation shall detennine that it is in the 
public interest and so directs in writing, Grantee may apply for and, if accepted, enter into 
membership in any City-sponsored utility alert network for underground facilities ("C.U.A.N."). 

Section 12.4 McBride Principles. 

If Grantee conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, it is hereby required that 
Grantee make all reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any such business operating in 
Northern Ireland in accordance with the McBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in 
Illinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 Ill. Laws 3220). 

Section 12.5 Compliance With The Environmental Laws. 

(A) Compliance. 

Grantee shaH comply with all laws relating to environmental matters including, without 
limitation, those relating to fines, orders, injunctions, penalties, damages, contribution, cost 
recovery compensation, losses or Injuries reSUlting from the release or threatened release of 
Hazardous Materials, special wastes or other contaminants including, without limitation, the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. 
§9601, et seq.), the Hazardous Material Transportation Act (42 U.S.C. §I801, et seq.), the 
Resource Act (33 U.S.c. §1251, et seq:), the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.c. §7401, et seq.), the 
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Toxic Substances Control. Act of1986 (15 U.S.C: §2601, et ~.), the Safe Drinking Water 
Act (42 U.S.C. §300f), the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 U.S.c. §651, et 
seq.), the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (42 V.S.c. §11001, et 
seq.), the lllinois Environmental Protection Act (415 ILCS 511, et ~.) and the Chicago 
Municipal Code, each as amended or supplemented, and any analogous future or present 
state or federal statutes, rules and regulations promulgated thereunder or pursuant thereto, 
and any other present or future law, ordinance, rule, regulation, permit or permit condition, . 
order or directive regulating, relating to or imposing liability or standards of conduct 
concerning any Hazardous Materials or by the federal government, any state or political 
subdivision thereof, or any agency, court or body of the federal govenunent, any state or any 
political subdivision thereof, exercising executive, legislative, judicial, regulatory or 
administrative functions (collectively "Environmental Laws"). 

Ifany of the above Environmental Laws require the Grantee to tile any notice or report of 
a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or special wastes on, under or about 
any premises used by Grantee to perfonn the services required hereunder, the Grantee shall 
provide a copy of such report or notice to the City. In the event of a release or threatened 
release of Hazardous Materials, special waste or other contaminants into the environment 
by Grantee or its Contractors or in the event any claim, demand, action or notice is made 
against the Grantee regarding the Grantee's failure or alleged failure to comply with any of 
the above Environmental Laws, in regard to activities related to Grantee's System, Grantee 
shall immediately notifY the City in writing and shall provide the City with copies of any 
written claims, demands, notices or actions so made. Grantec shall comply with the rules and 
regulations stated in any applicable mandatory recycling ordinance enacted or amended by 
the City Council of the City of Chicago .. 

If Grantee fails to comply with any of the above referenced Environmental Laws, the City may 
. terminate this ordinance in accordance with the default provisions of this ordinance. 

For purposes of this provision, the following definitions shall apply: 

"Hazardous Materials" means friable asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), petroleum or crude oil or any fraction thereof, natural 
gas, special nuclear materials; and by product materials regulated under the Atomic Energy 
Act (42 U.S.c. §201, et seq.), pesticides regulated under the federal Insecticide Fungicide 
and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. §136, et seq.) and any hazardous waste, toxic or dangerous 
substance or related material, including any material defined or treated as "hazardous 
substance", "hazardous waste", "toxic substance" or contaminant (or comparable term) under 
any of the Environmental Laws. 

"Special Wastes" means those substances as defined in Section 415 ILCS 5/3.45 of the 
Illinois Environmental Protection Act, and as further referred to in Section 809- J3 of 35 
l1linois Code, Subtitle G, Chapter 1. 
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(B) Environmental Permits. 

To the extent required by the Environmental Laws, Grantee must keep current throughout 
the term of this ordinance, waste hauling, Special Waste hauling, disposal permits and 
insurance certificates required by federal, state, city or local government body or agency 
pursuant to any Environmental Law, if any, and at the request of the City, show evidence 
thereof. 

1. When requested by the City, the Contractor shalf'submit copies of any hauling 
permits required by any Environmental Law. To the extent requested by the City, 
copies of all permits that require periodic renewal must be forwarded to the City 
throughout the duration of this ordinance. Noncompliance with this requirement 
maybe cause for termination of this ordinance. 

2. Environmental Records and Reports: Grantee shall be required to prepare and 
maintain proper, accurate and complete records ofaccounts of all transactions related 
to its operation of the Public Ways, including, but not limited to, the following: 

a. Vehicle maintenance records. 

b. Safety and accident reports. 

c. I.E.P.A. or O.S.H.A. manifests. 

d. Disposal records, including disposal site used, date, truck number and 
disposal weight. 

e. Permit documentation and all other documentation and transactions 
pertaining to all Environmental Laws. 

(C) Disposal Of Materials, Construction Debris, Soil And Waste. 

(1) Grantee shall be responsible for the proper disposal of all materials, 
construction debris, soil and other waste. Hauling and disposal by a 
Contractor or subcontractor does not relieve the Grantee from responsibility 
for proper disposal. Disposal of all materials, construction debris, soil and 
other wastes shall be at a disposal site that is properly licensed and permitted 
to accept the particular materials, construction debris, soil and 9ther wastes 
delivered to it in accordance with all Environmental Laws. Failure to identify 
disposal site(s) for materials, construction debris, soil and other wastes or to 
submit such infonnation when requested by the City may be cause to 
terminate the ordinance. 
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(2) At the request of the City, the Grantee shall provide said Commissioner or 
hislher designated representative with copies of aIJ load tickets, manifests, 
bills of lading, scale tickets and other pertinent documents. When requested 
by the City, Grantee shall provide copies of all permits and/or licenses for the 
proposed transfer station and/or landfill. In the event that the transfer station 
and/or landfill proposed for use by the Grantee does not possess the 
necessary permits and/or licenses to accept the materials, construction 
debries, soil and other wastes, Grantee will replace the transfer station and/ 
or landfill. If the Grantee disposes of materials, construction debris, soil or 
other wastcs at a site which is not properly permitted, the Grantee will be 
responsible for all costs associated with the removal of the waste to a 
properly licensed/permitted landfill or disposal site. 

(3) The Grantee shall accept full responsibility for compliance with all 
Environmental Laws. 

(4) The Grantee shall notifY the City within twenty-four (24) hours ofreceipt of 
any environmental complaints, fines, citations, violations or notices of 
violation ("Claims") by any governmental body or regulatory agency against 
the Grantee by any third party relating to the loading, hauling or disposal of 
materials, construction debris, soil or other wastes in connection with 
Grantee's System. The Grantee will provide evidence to the City that any 
such Claim has been addressed to the satisfaction of the issuer or initiator of 
any such Claim. 

(5) Grantee shall provide the City with reasonable prior written notice of any 
community meetings, media involvement or media coverage related to the 
loading, hauling or disposal of materials, construction debris, soil or other 
wastes, related to its System in which Grantee is asked to participate. 

(6) Noncompliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as 
Grounds for termination of this ordinance. 

(D) Equipment and Environmental Control During Transport. Grantee shall haul any 
materials, construction debits, soil and other wastes in vehicles and! or containers 
complying with all applicable Environmental Laws. All equipment used to transfer 
materials, construction debris, soil or other wastes shall be designed to prevent 
spillage during the hauling operation. 

Grantee's equipment shall fully comply with all city, state and federal regulations, 
laws and ordinances pertaining to size, load weight, safety and any Environmental 
Laws. 

(E) Indemnification. Grantee acknowledges that Section 6.13 of this ordinance applies 
to any violation of Environmental Laws by Grantee or its Contractors. 
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(F) Environmental Controls. Grantee shall comply with all Environmental Laws with 
respect to the elimination of excessive noise and pollution of air and water due to its 
construction and other operations. Grantee shaH minimize the noise of heavy 
construction equipment and control the dust, smoke and fumes from construction 
equipment and other operations in work sites and in City streets and properties, in 
accordance with ordinances of the City and orders of City departments. Grantee shall 
not discharge oily, greasy chemicals, hazardous or toxic wastes into waterways and 
City sewers. 

(G) Hazardous Materials. 

1. In the event that Grantee while working within the Authorized Routes 
encounters asbestos or toxic or Hazardous Materials not caused by or 
introduced by Grantee or its Contractors or subcontractor. Grantee shall, 
before disturbing such materials, immediately notifY the City and any owner 
of any conduit in which Grantee may be locating Grantee's System 
("Owner") ofthe location and apparent location thereof, and as to whether it 
is feasible to fe-route wiring or other work so as to avoid sueh materials. If 
such fe-routing is feasible, Grantee or the Owner shall do so at no cost to the 
City. To the extent that Grantee exacerbates any existing environmental 
condition. Grantee shall be liable for any additional cost of abatement so 
caused by Grantee's activities. 

2. If such re-routing or avoidance is not feasible in the judgment of the City, 
and such materials must be disturbed or relocated to complete such work, 
then Grantee shall perfoml or cause one or more of its Contractors or 
subcontractors or the Owner (including. if necessary, a new. specialized 
subcontractor then retained with the consent and approval of the City for 
such purpose) to perfonn such abatement, containment, treatment or removal 
and disposal of such materials as maybe required by law, subject to the 
provisions of paragraph (c) of this section. 

3. In the undertaking of such abatement, treatment, containment, removal or 
disposition. Grantee, or such persor-i employed by Grantee: 

(a) shall notifY the City and the Owner at least seventy-two (72) hours 
prior to the start of removal and disposal of any Hazardous Materials; 

(b) shall be certified as a Hazardous Materials removal finn by the 
Environmental Protection Agency and all state or local agencies; 

(c) shall carry such insurance coverage as may be required by the City's 
Department of Risk Management naming the City as an additional 
insured; and 
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(d) shall provide such indemnification and documentation as required by 
the City. 

Section 12.6 Business Relationships With Elected Officials. 

Pursuant to Section 2-1 56-030(b) of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official of the City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation of 
Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination ofthis Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 2-
156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or othcr private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500) or more in a calendar year; 
provided, however, a financial interest shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair 
market value or inheritance of less than one percent (1 %) of the share of a corporation, or any 
corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, regardless of the value of or dividends on such 
shares, if such shares are registered on a securities exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized compensation paid to an official or employee for his 
office or employment; (iii) any economic benefit provided equally to al1 residents if the City; (iv) 
a time or demand deposit in a financial institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or 
annuity contract purchased from an insurance company. A "contractual or other private business 
dealing" shall not include any employment relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when 
such spouse has no discretion concerning or input relating to the relationship between that entity and 
the City. . 

SECTION 13. Conflict of Interest. 

No member of the governing body of the City or other unit of government and no other 
official. officer, agent or employee of the City or other unit of government is employed by Grantee 
or has personal financial or economic interest directly or indirectly in this ordinance or any 
contractor subcontract resulting therefrom or in the privileges to be granted hereunder except as may 
bepennitted in writing by the Board of Ethics established pursuant to the Municipal Code of 
Chicago (Chapter 2-156). No payment, gratuity or offer of employment shall be made in connection 
with this ordinance by or on behalf of any Contractors to the Grantee or higher tier subcontractors 
or anyone associated therewith, as an inducement for the award of contracts, subcontracts or orders. 
Any agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 
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SECTION 14. Anti-Corruption Covenant And Representation. 

Neither Grantee nor its Contractors shall be in violation of the provisions of Section 2-92-
320, Chapter 2-92 of the Code. In connection herewith, Grantee has executed the applicable 
Certification required under the Illinois Criminal Code, III. Rev. Stat., Ch. 38, §33E-1I (1989), as 
amended, and under the Illinois Municipal Code, HI Rev. Stat., Ch. 24, § 11-42-1 (1989) (1990 
Supp.), attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

SECTION 15. Cooperation With Inspector General. 

It shall be the duty of Grantee, all Contractors, and all officers, directors, agents, partners and 
employees of Grantee to cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing 
undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Code. Grantee shall inform all its Contractors of the 
provision and require understanding and compliance herewith. 

SECTION 16. Business Documents And Disclosures Of Ownership Interests. 

Grantee has provided copies of its latest articles ofincorporation and bylaws, its certification 
of good standing from the office of the Secretary of State of Illinois and a certificate signed by an 
authorized officer ofthe Grantee certifying that the Grantee is authorized to do business in the State 
of Illinois. Grantee has provided the City with the Disclosure of Ownership Interest Affidavit for 
the Grantee, completed copies of which are attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein in 
Exhibit 5. 

SECTION 17. Grantee's M.B.E.lW.B.E. Commitment. 

Section 17. I 

Grantee agrees for itself and its successors and assigns, and shall contractually obligate the 
Contractors to agree, that during the construction of the System: 

(A) Consistent with the findings which support the Minority-Owned and Women-Owned 
Business Enterprise Procurement Program (the ItM.B.E.lW.B.E. Program"), Section 
2-92-420, et seq., of the Code, and in reliance upon the provisions of the 
M.B.E.lW.B.E. Program to the extent contained in, and as qualified by, the 
provisions of this Section 17, during the course of construction ofthe System, at least 
the following percentages of the aggregate construction costs (as set forth in the 
budget) shall be expended for contract participation by minority-owned businesses 
("M.B.E.s") and by women-owned business ("W.B.E.slt): 

1. At least twenty-four percent (24%). 

2. At least four percent (4%). 
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(B) For purposes of this Section 17 only, Grantee (and any party to whom a contract is 
let by Grantee pursuant to this ordinance) shall be deemed a "Contractor" and this· 
ordinance (and any contract let pursuant thereto) shall be deemed a "Contract" as 
such terms are defined in Section 2-92-420 of the Code. In addition, the tenn 
"minority-owned business" or M.B.E. shall mean a business enlerpriseidentified in 
the Directory of Certified Minority Business Enterprises published by the City's 
Department of Procurement Services, or otherwise certified by the City's Department 
of Procurement Services as a minority-owned business enterprise; and the tenn 
"women-owned business" orW.B.E. shall mean a business enterprise identified in 
the Directory of Certified Women Business Enterprises published by the City's 
Department of Procurement Services, or otherwise certified by the City's Department 
of Procurement Services as a women-owned business enterprise. 

(C) Consistent with Section 2-92-440 of the Code, Grantee's M.B.E.I W.B.E. 
commitment may be achieved in part by Grantee's status as an M.B.E. or W.B.E., or 
by a joint venture with one or more M.B.E.s or W.B.E.s (to the extent of the M.B.E. 
or W.B.E. participation in such joint venture) by Grantee utilizing a M.B.E. or 
W.B.E. as a Contractor, by subcontracting or causing a Contractor to subcontract a 
portion of the work to one or more M.B.E.s or W.B.E.s, or by the purchase of 
materials used in the construction of the System from one or more M.B.E.s or 
W.B.E.s, or by any combination of the foregoing. Those entities which constitute 
both a M.B.E. and a W.B.E. shall not be credited more than once with regard to 
Grantee's M.B.E.lW.B.E. commitment as described in this Section 17. Grantee or a 
Contractor may meet all or part of this commitment through credits received 
pursuant to Section 2-92-530 of the Code for the voluntary use of M.B.E.s or 
W.B.E.s in its activities and operations other than with respect to the System. 

(D) "M.B.E.lW.B.E. Activities" are within the City, cable installation services within 
buildings and outside buildings for Grantee's Telecommunications System. 

(E) Grantee shaH furnish to the City a report detailing its compliance with this provision 
prior to any renewal of this Agreement. If a report shows noncompliance with the 
M.B.E. and the W.B.E. percentages, the City shall provide Grantee with notice of 
noncompliance and the Grantee shaH use its best efforts to cure noncompliance over 
a reasonable period following the notice. 

(F) Any reduction or waiver of Grantee's M.B.E.lW.B.E. commitment as described in 
this Section 17 shall be undertaken in accordance with Section 2-92-450, Municipal 
·Code of Chicago. 

SECTION 18. Residency . 

. Except as otherwise prohibited by law, for any construction or installation project related to 
Grantee's Telecommunications System having an estimated contract value or cost of One Hundred 
Thousand DoHars ($100,000) or more, Grantee and its Contractors shall comply with the minimum 
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percentage oftotal worker hours performed by actual residents of the City specified in Section 2-92-
330 of the Code (at least fifty percent (50%) of the total worker hours shall be perfonned by actual 
residents of the City); provided, however, that in addition to. complying with this percentage, 
Grantee and its Contractors shall make good faith efforts to use qualified residents of the City in 
both unskilled and skilled labor positions. Grantee or anyone of its Contractors may request a 
reduction or waiver of the foregoing minimum percentage level of Chicagoans in accordance with 
standards and procedures developed by the City. This provision shall not apply to work performed 
by vendors or manufacturers of components of Grantee's System. 

Grantee may request a reduction or waiver of this minimum percentage level of Chicagoans 
as provided for in Section 2-92-330 of the Code in accordance with standards and procedures 
developed by the Purchasing Agent of the City .. 

(A) Definitions. For this Section l8, "actual residents" of the City shall mean persons 
domiciled within the City. The domicile is an individual's one and only true, fixed 
and permanent home and principal establishment. 

(B) Documentation. Grantee shall provide for the maintenance of adequate employee 
residency records to ensure that actual Chicago residents are employed on the 
construction of the System. 

(C) Access To Records. Full access to Grantee's and its Contractors employment records 
shall be granted to the City or its duly authorized representatives. Grantee and its 
Contractors shall maintain all relevant personnel data in records for a period of at 
least three (3) years after termination of this ordinance. At the direction of the City, 
affidavits and other supporting documentation will be required of Grantee to verify 
or clarifY an employee's actual address when doubt or lack of clarification arises. 

Grantee shall cause or require the provisions of this Section 18 to be included in all 
construction contracts and subcontracts related to the System. 

SECTION 19. Board Of Underground. 

Grantee agrees that its work in the Public Ways shall comply with the guidelines and 
procedures issued by the Department of Transportation for the Board of Underground, pursuant to 
Section 2-120-3000ftheMunicipal Code. Consistent with and pursuantto Section2-120-3000fthe 
Municipal Code, Grantee shaH design its Telecommunications System to the extent practicable so 
as not to materially diminish or prevent access for repair or maintenance of underground facilities, 
whether owned by City or any Third Party. Conflicts regarding access to facilities shall be resolved 
pursuant to Board of Underground procedures to the extent practicable and required. 

SECTION 20. General Provisions. 

Section 20.1 Descriptive Headings. 

Section headings are descriptive and used merely for the purpose of organization and, where 
inconsistent with the text, are to be disregarded. 
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Section 20.2 Notices. 

Unless otherwise specified herein, all notices, requests, designations, deliveries, approvals, 
consents, demands and waivers required or provided hereunder, or desired by the parties hereto, 
shall be in writing and shall be deemed properly served if hand-delivered to the parties at the 
following addresses (effective on delivery) or if sent by registered or certified mai I, postage prepaid, 
return receipt requested, addressed to the parties at the following addresses (effective on mailing): 

If to Grantee: 

If to the City: 

Robert L. Kozoman 
Executive Vice President 
DePaul University 
Office of the Executive Vice President 
One East Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, IL 60604 
Attention: General Counsel 

Corporation Counsel 
City of Chicago 
City Hall, Room 600 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Finance and Economic Development Division 

or to such other parties or other addresses as either party may designate by notice to the other. The 
specification of a number of days or months notice shall mean notice of not less than such number 
of days. 

Section 20.3 Invalidity. 

If any section, paragraph or .provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or 
unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such section, paragraph or 
provision shall not affect any of the remaining-provisions of this ordinance. 

Section 21. Prior Ordinances. 
[Exhibit 7 referred to in this ordinance omitted 

All ordinances and resolutions,fOf Pil!Mim:emm;>Wi~nflict with this ordinance, are, to the 
extent of the conflict, hereby repealed. 

[Exhibit 6 referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 55082 of this Journal.] 

Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 
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Exhibit 1. 

Location Description. 
DePaul Telecommunications System Conduit Locations 

1. 1150 West Fullerton Avenue to 2345 North Clifton Avenue 

Two (2) four (4) inch conduit exit the northwest corner of 2345 North Clifton Avenue, heading 
west on W. Fullerton along the south curb line approximately two hundred sixty (260) feet 
across, turning north towards the southeast corner of 1150 W. Fullerton approximately sixty 

(60) feet entering the south elevation basement of 1150 West Fullerton Avenue. 

Total footage in the Public Ways for this component is approximately three hundred twenty 
(320) feet. Total Linear Footage is six hundred and forty (640) feet. 

2. 2311North Racine Avenue to 2330 North Clifton Avenue 

Two (2) four (4) inch conduit exiting 2330 North Clifton, running west approximately fifty-four 
(54) feet then turning south and entering 2311 North Racine. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately fifty-four (54) feet. Total 
Linear Footage is one hundred eight (108) feet. 

3. 2330 North Clifton Avenue to 2345 North Clifton Avenue 

Four (4) four (4) inch conduit exiting 2345 North Clifton Avenue, running west approximately 
sixty-twoJ62) feet across and entering 2330 North Clifton Avenue. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately sixty-two (62) feet. Total 
Linear Footage is two hundred forty eight (248) feet. 

4. 1050 West Fullerton Avenue to 2350 North Kenmore Avenue 

One (1) four (4) inch conduit exiting 1050 West Fullerton, running southwest approximately 
sixty-six (66) feet across to the southwest corner of 2350 North Kenmore. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately sixty six (66) feet. Total 
Linear Footage is sixty six (66) feet. 
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5. 2425 North Sheffield Avenue to 2320 North Kenmore Avenue 

One (1) four (4) inch conduit exiting east/west Alley North of 939-959 West Fullerton and 
running one hundred fifty-seven (157) feet west and turns south running five hundred forty 
(540) feet to the manhole in the east/west Alley North of 1000-1047 West Belden Avenue and 
goes west four hundred twenty-five (425) feet to 2320 North Kenmore Avenue. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately one thousand one 
hundred twenty-two (U22) feet. Total linear Footage is one thousand one hundred twenty
two (1,122) feet. 

·6. 2320 North Kenmore Avenue to 2219 North Kenmore Avenue 

Four (4) four (4) inch conduit exiting 2219 North Kenmore Avenue, running north 
approximately five hundred seventy-five (575) feet across to the intersection of West Belden 
Avenue, turning west and running west approximately three hundred and one (301) feet and 
entering 2320 North Kenmore Avenue. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately eight hundred seventy-six 
(876) feet. Total Linear Footage is three thousand five hundred four (3,504) feet. 

7. 2320 North Kenmore Avenue to 2244 North Seminary Avenue 

One (1) four (4) inch conduit exiting 2244 North Seminary Avenue, running east fifty (SO) feet 
across Kenmore Avenue then north one hundred eighty-five (185) feet crossing Belden Avenue 
and entering 2320 North Kenmore Avenue. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately two hundred thirty-five 
(235) feet. Total Linear Footage is two hundred thirty five (235) feet. 

. . 

8.2250 North Sheffield Avenue to 2219 North Kenmore Avenue 

Two (2) four (4) inch conduit exiting 2250 North Sheffield Avenue, running south approximately 
three hundred and forty-eight (348) feet to 2219 North Kenmore Avenue. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately three hundred and forty
eight (348) fe.et. Total Linear Footage is six hundred ninety six (696) feet. 

- 9. 1010 West Webster Avenue to 2235 North Sheffield Avenue 

One (1) four (4) inch conduit exiting 1010 West Webster Avenue, running east approximately 
seventy-five (75) feet across and entering the southwest corner of 2235 North Sheffield 
Avenue. 
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Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately seventy-five (75) feet. 
Total linear Footage is seventy five (75) feet. 

10. 2219 North Kenmore Avenue to 2135 North Kenmore Avenue 

One (1) four (4) inch conduit exiting 2219 North Kenmore Avenue {Byrne Hall} Buildings at its 
southwest elevation, proceeding south on North Kenmore Avenue approximately three (3) feet 
below grade under the public Sidewalk, across West Webster Avenue, and under the public 
parkway south of West Webster Avenue two hundred fifty-five (255) feet to the east/west Alley 
South of Webster Avenue, turning ten (10) feet east into the east/west alley and proceeding 
five (5) feet south into the 2135 North Kenmore Avenue Building (Theatre School). 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately two hundred and seventy 
(270) feet. Total linear Footage is two hundred seventy (270) feet. 

11. 2135 North Kenmore Avenue to 2130 North Kenmore Avenue 

One (i) four (4) inch conduit exiting 2130 North Kenmore Avenue at its south elevation, 
proceeding east across North Kenmore Avenue approximately seventy-five (75) feet and 
entering 2135 North Kenmore Avenue at its southwest elevation. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately seventy-five (75) feet. 
Total linear Footage is seventy five (7S) feet. 

12. 2315 North Kenmore Avenue to 2331 North Sheffield Avenue 

Two (2) four (4) inch conduits exiting 2315 North Kenmore Avenue and proceeding north for 
two hundred and twenty-five (225) feet through the north/south Alley West of 2308-2314 
North Sheffield Avenue to a communications manhole. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is two hundred twenty five (225) feet. Total 
linear Footage is four hundred fifty (450) feet. 

Then four (4) four (4) inch conduits exiting the communication manhole proceeding east for 
two hundred forty-one (241) feet through the east/west Alley North of 1000-1047 West Belden 
Avenue and across Sheffield Avenue and entering 2331 North Sheffield Avenue at its east 
elevation. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is two hundred forty one (241) feet. Total 
Linear Footage is nine hundred sixty four (964) feet. 
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13. 2320 North Kenmore Avenue to 2318-2326 North Sheffield Avenue 

Two (2) four (4) inch conduits exiting 2320 North Kenmore Avenue on its northeast elevation 
and proceeding east for three hundred thirty-two (332) feet across Kenmore Avenue, through 
the east/west Alley North of 1000-1047 West Belden Avenue, and turning north into 2326 
North Sheffield Avenue on its north elevation. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately three hundred thirty-two 
(332) feet. Total Linear Footage is six hundred sixty four (664) feet. 

14. 2320 North Kenmore Avenue to 2358 North Sheffield Avenue 

Two (2) four (4) inch conduits exiting 2320 North Kenmore Avenue on its n~rtheast elevation 
and proceeding east for three hundred fifty-two (352) feet across Kenmore Avenue, through 
the east/west Alley North of 1000-1047 West Belden Avenue, and turning north into 2358 
North Sheffield Avenue on its south elevation. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately three hundred fifty-two 
(352) feet. Total Linear Footage is seven hundred four (704) feet. 

15. 2320 North Kenmore Avenue to 2331 North Sheffield Avenue 

Four (4) four (4) inch conduits exiting 2320 North Kenmore Avenue on its northeast elevation 
and proceeding east for four hundred eighty-three (483) feet across North Kenmore Avenue, 
through the east/west Alley North of 1000-1047 West Belden Avenue and across North 
Sheffield Avenue and entering 2331 North Sheffield Avenue on its southwest elevation. 

Total footage in the PUb.lic Way for this component is approximately four hundred eighty-three 
(483) feet. Total linear Footage is one thousand nine hundred thirty two (1,932) feet. 

16. 2358 North Sheffield Avenue to 2331 North Sheffield Avenue 

One (1) two (2) inch conduit exiting 2358 North Sheffield Avenue on its south elevation and 
proceeding one hundred fourteen (114) feet across West Fullerton Avenue and into 2331 North 
Sheffield Avenue at its east elevation. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately one hundred fourteen 
(114) feet. Total Linear Footage is one hundred fourteen (114) feet. 
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17. 2330 North Clifton Avenue to 2350 North Racine Avenue 

Two (2) four (4) inch conduits exiting 2330 North Clifton Avenue and proceeding west for two 

hundred and six (206) feet through the east/west Alley South of 1140-1157 West Fullerton 
Avenue and across North Racine Avenue entering 2350 North Racine Avenue at its east 
elevation 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately two hundred and six (206) 
feet. Total Linear Footage is four hundred twelve (412) feet. 

18. 2331 North Sheffield Avenue to 759 West Belden Avenue 

One (1) six (6) inch conduit exiting from the north/south Alley East of 2301-2310 North 
Sheffield and proceeding under the CTA tracks. Continuing on at N. Fremont St. & W. Belden 
Ave., and running east along the north parkway for approximately Four hundred twenty-five 
(425) feet and proceeding to approximately ninety~five (95) feet east of the intersection of 
North Dayton Street and West Belden Avenue and runs east onto private property (DePaul). 

Total footage in the Public Way is five hundred twenty (520) feet. Total Linear Footage is five 
hundred twenty (520) feet. 

Then, four (4) four (4) inch conduits exiting approximately thirteen (13) feet north of the north 
line of West Belden Ave. at the northwest corner of North Halsted Street and running east for 
approximately one hundred ninety-seven (197) feet to the Alley South of 743-751 West Belden 
Ave. and running south in the alley for one hundred (100) feet. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately three hundred ten (310) 
feet. Total Linear Footage is one thousand two hundred forty (1,240) feet. 

19. 55 East Jackson Boulevard to 25 East Jackson Boulevard 

One (1) four (4) inch conduit exiting 25 West Jackson Boulevard and running east approximately 
fifty-nine (59) feet across to 55 West Jackson Boulevard. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this cOIlJPonent is approximately fifty-nine (59) feet. 
Total Linear Footage is fifty nine (59) feet. 
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20. 14 East Jackson Boulevard to "Santa Fe in tunnels" 

One (1) two (2) inch conduit exiting 14 East Jackson Boulevard and running east approximately 
four hundred ninety-six (496) feet across to 89 East jackson Boulevard and 224 South Michigan 
Avenue (Santa Fe Building) in the Chicago Freight Tunnel System. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately four hundred ninety-six 
(496) feet. Total Linear Footage is four hundred ninety six (496) feet. 

21. 64 East Jackson Boulevard to 2S East Jackson Boulevard "tunnels" 

Four (4) four (4) inch conduits containing copper cable and three (3) and one-half (31/2) inch 
conduits containing fiber optic cable running through a portion of the Chicago Freight Tunnels, 
as follows: 

Exiting 25 East Jackson Boulevard (lewis Center) at the third (3'd) basement level, proceeding 
twenty-five (25) feet east into Chicago Freight Tunnels, then turning north seventy-five (75) feet 
into the South Wabash Avenue portion of the Chicago Freight Tunnels to the intersection of 
East Jackson Boulevard and South Wabash Avenue, turning east and proceeding approximately 
three hundred (300) feet on Jackson Boulevard to 50 East Jackson Boulevard (Santa Fe Building) 
then turning north ten (10) feet into the 50 East Jackson Building branch and into the 50 East 
Jackson Building basement of 50 East Jackson Boulevard, exiting at the west elevation of the 
building into conduits placed beneath the north/south public alley to the east of South Wabash 
Avenue and proceeding twenty (20) feet west into the 64 East Jackson Building (Administration 
Center). 

Total footage in the Chicago Freight Tunnels for this component is approximately five hundred 
twenty (430) feet. Total linear Footage is three thousand ten (3,010) feet. 

22. 1 E. Jackson Boulevard to 23 E. Jackson Boulevard 

Four (4) four (4) inch conduits existing 1 East Jackson on the east elevation and crossing the 
north/south alley between 1 East Jackson and 23 East Jackson and for Eighteen (18) feet and 
entering 23 E. Jackson. 

Total footage in the Public Way for this component is approximately Eighteen (18) feet. Total 

linear Footage is seventy two (72) feet. 
Steam & Chilled Water Piping location 
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23. 64 East Jackson Boulevard to 25 East Jackson Boulevard "tunnels" 

Two (2) six inch chilled water pipes, one (1) 8 inch steam pipe, and one (1) condensate return 

pipe, all wrapped with two inches of fiberglass insulation, running through a, portion of the 

Chicago Freight Tunnels, as follows: 

Exiting 25 East Jackson Boulevard (lewis Center) at the third (3'd) basement level, proceeding 
twenty-five (25) feet east into Chicago Freight Tunnels, then turning north seventy-five (75) feet 
into the South Wabash Avenue portion of the Chicago Freight Tunnels to the intersection of 
East Jackson Boulevard and South Wabash Avenue, turning east and proceeding approximately 
three hundred (300) feet on Jackson Boulevard to 50 East Jackson Boulevard (Santa Fe Building) 
then turning north ten (10) feet into the 50 East Jackson Building branch and into the 50 East. 
Jackson Building basement of 50 East Jackson Boulevard, exiting at the west elevation of the 
building into conduits placed beneath the north/south public alley to the east of South Wabash 
Avenue and proceeding twenty (20) feet west into the 64 East Jackson Building {Administration 
Center}. 

Total footage in the Chicago Freight Tunnels for this component is approximately four hundred 
thirty (430) feet. Total linear Footage is one thousand seven hundred twenty {l,720} feet. 
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DePaul Telecommunications System Conduit Locations 
(Includes Steam & Chilled Water Lines) 
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Point to Point LF Number of Total LP Per Location 

2 320 640 

2. 54 108 

4 62 248 

1 66 66 

1 1,122 1,122 

4 876 3,504 

1 235 235 

2 348 696 

1 75 75 

I 270 270 

1 75 75 

2 225 450 

4 241 964 

2 332 664 

2 352 704 

4 483 1,932 

1 114 114 

2 206 412 

1 520 520 

4 310 1,240 

1 59 59 

1 496 496 

7 430 3,010 

4 18 72 

4 430 1,720 

7,719 19,396 
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Exhibit 2. 

Insurance Form. 

AC~· CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE I OATE(MMJDO/'fYYY) 

~ 
0JI1.cr.z013 

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HoLDER THIS 
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFARMATIVELY OR NEGAT1VELY AMEND, EXTEND DR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POUCIES 
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED 
REP{!ESENT ATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HolDER 

IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDIl10NAl INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to 
the tenns and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsemenL A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the 
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s). 

PRODUCER CONTACT 
Aon Ri sk Servi ces Central. Inc. NAME: 

chicago It office :~.t._ (866) 283-7122 I f~ No.~ (847) 953-~390 
200 East Randolph ........ 
chi cago IL 60601 USA ADOOES3, 

INSURER(S} AFFORDING CO~E NNC' 

INSURED INSURER A: Travelers property ·Cas Co of America 25674 
DePaul university INSURER .. Illinois Union' Insurance company 27960 
1 East Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago IL 60604-2287 USA INSURERC Liberty Insurance underwriters" Inc. 19917 

INSURORI>-

INSlJRERE: 

INSURERF: 

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER 570049261461 REVISION NUMBER 
THIS IS TO CERTIfY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE lISTEO BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUEO TO THE INSUREO NAMEO ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOn 
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONOmON OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THiS 
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO All THE TERMS. 
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. Umiis shown are 88 requested 

'~ TYPE. OF 1NSURN&CE 1'iNSO WVO POUCY NUMBER M I,~~ UIIITti 
a GENERAL UABlUTY XPEG l~b~'~:~'1' I~O/')f LU» EACH OCCURRENCE S4.8S0,OOO 

X SIR applies per policy ter '0"5 Included COMMERaAl GENERAL UABIUTY PREMtSE5 fa olX1lm!nce -
CLAIMS-MAOE o OCCUR MED EXP f!vtv one per5Ofl) - PERSONAL & AOV INJURY Included 

- GENERAl AGGREGATE S9,7oo,OOO 

~r AGGR'n~ UMIT APPI.r'i PER 
PRODUCTS - COAAPJOP AGG Included 

X POLICY I ~ LOC SIR 1150.000 
A A\lTOMOellE LI.IBUTY TJ-CAP-l102L664-11 06/l>/20" 00/15/LU13 COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT 51,000,000 IF, . 

X m'lAlITO eOOlL Y INJURY ( Per pemlfl) 

- All OWNED F SCHEOULEO BoDILY INJURY (Per IlcodenQ 

r- AlITOS AUTOS 
PRoPERTY QAMA.GE 

HIRED AUTOS ~ ,NOK<>WNED Peracx:ident r- AUTos 

c X UM8REU.A UAO ~OCCUR ' 
UM8CH2045094 06/15/2012 06/1~!2013 EACH OCCURRENCE 11,000,000 

r- SIR appHes per policy t.er s .. condi ions 
AGGREGATE 11,000.000 EXCESSUAB ClAI_DE 

OEO I X IRETENTION UO ,000 

A WORKERS COMPENSAllON AND TC2JU8110SlS2S12 06/1>/2012 06/15/2013 X I fJ'RY l'fr.:T"r I I~.l" EMPLOYERS'l..WIIl.JTV Y 'N 
NlV PftOPAETOR IPARTNJ:R IEXECUlIVE ~ 

NIA 
E.L EACH I\CClCENT $1,000,000 

OFflCERIVEMBER EXa..UDED1 
(Mandatory in NHl E.L tK6EASE-EA EMPLOVEE 11,000,000 

~st:~ ~~ERAl1ON~ bek7.<w E.L DISEAsE-POLICY LIMIT $1,000,000 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERAllONS 'LOCATIONS IVEHtCLES lAa.ch ACORD t01. Add~ Renalb 6chedule.1f lRON.pace II ~rR) 

The city of Chica~o. its employees, elected officials, agents and representatives are included as Additional Insured in 
accordance with t e policy proVisions of t.he General Lia ility ro1iCY as their respective interests may appear~ A Waiver of 
subrosat.ion is granted in favor of The Cit~ of chicago its emp ~ees. elected offic.ials. agent.s and representatives in 
aceor anee with the policy prOVisions of t e General dabilit¥ po icy. General Liability policy evidenced herein is primary 
and Non-Contributory to other insurance available to an The C1ty of Chicago. its employees. elected officials. agents and 
representatives, but only in accordance with the policy's prOVisions, 

CERTIFICATE HOLOER CANCELLATION 

SHOUlD ANY oF ntE ABOVE DESCRIBED POl.IC:II:S BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE 
EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOnCE \\1l.L BE DEI.NERED IN ACCORDANCE wrrn 11iE 
POUCY PRCMSkINS. 

ci t¥ of chi cago AUlHORIZED REPRESENrA1IVE 
offt ce of Emergency N'anagemenr-
City ttal'-Room 905 

~~9'--., ~f-121 North Lasalle Street 
chi cago IL 60602 USA 

@198f1..2010ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved. 
ACORD 25(2010/05) Tile ACORO name and logo are registered marks of ACORD 

-
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Commissioner 
Department of Business Affairs 

and Consumer Protection 
City of Chicago 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Room 805 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Exhibit 3, 

Annual Certification. 

RE: Annual Certification; DePaul University; Fiber Optics Privilege, 

Dear Commissioner: 

Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on , 2006, DePaul 

55065 

University has received permission and authority to operate and maintain a private not-far-profit 
telecommunications system, as described in such ordinance, within portions of the public way. 
Capitalized terms herein are as defined in such ordinance. 

In accordance with the tenns of such ordinance, please accept this communication as 
DePaul University's arumal certification that: 

(i) under such pennission and authorization, DePaul University has provided no 
Services along the Authorized Routes with the objective of generating revenue or 
profit, operating or maintaining a public switched network or operating a Cable 
Television System; or 

(ii) DePaul University provides no Services within the City for sale, resale, exchange 
or lease to any Third Party using Grantee's System or other entity for profit. 

Should you desire any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact the 
undersigned at your convenience. 

cc.: Corporation Counsel 
City Hall, Room 600 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, lIlinois 60602 
Attention: Finance and Economic Division' 

Very truly yours, 

NamJ2 '- . t<fo---
Title: ~\R8 \11 ~roeh 
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. Exhibit 4. 

Program Description: -------;=rr-,----,.;---;..".,..-..,.,.------
Ethics Certification. 

Specification Number: ___________ -.,.-____ _ 

Contract Number: --'-________________ _ 

6/5/2013 

The undersigned hereby acknowledges the following Office oflnspector General and 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance clauses and agrees to comply with the terms of these clauses 
which are hereby incorPorated into the above referenced contract: 

Chapter 2-56 Of The Chicago Municipal Code Office OfInspector General. 

It shall be the duty of any bidder, proposer, or contractor, all subcontractors, and every 
applicant for certification of eligibility 'for a City contract or program, and all officers, directors, 
agents, partners and employees of any bidder, proposer, contractor, or such applicant to 
cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to 
Chapter 2-56 of the Chicago Municipal Code. The contractor understands and will abide by all 
provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. All subcontracts shall infonn 
subcontractors of this provision and require understanding and compliance herewith. 

Governmental Ethics Ordinance. 

Contractor shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 
"Governmental Ethics", including but not limited to Section 2-156-120 of this chapter pursuant 
to which no payment, gratuity or offer of employment shall be made in connection with any City 
contract, by or on behalf of a subcontractor to the prime contractor or higher tier subcontractor or 
any person associated therewith as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. Any 
contract negotiated, entered into; or performed in violation of any of the provisions of this 

chapter shall be voidable as to the City. . J ~ 

Acknowledged and Accepted By: (Signed) /2. L. ~ -----
(Authorized Officer Signature 

~e:(~ \1\4~rpeN.r 
n:eAU~leU)J \~-?1\-'1 
~ML~anl~amior? J 

Date I 
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SECTION I -- GENERAL INFORMATION Exhibit 5: 

A. Legal name of the Disclosillg Party submfWt6l'!ptii8IEOOoinclude d/b/a/ if applicable: 
Economic Disclosure Statement 

Depaul University 

Check ONE of the following thl'ee boxes: 

Indicate whether the Disc/osing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. [xl the Applicant 

OR 
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2. [] a legal entity bolding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 
Applicant in which tbe Disclosing Party holds an interest: _____________ -,-

OR 
3. [] a legal entity with a right of control (see Section n.B.I.) State the legal name of the entity in 
which the Disclosing Party holds a right of control: ___________ _ 

B. Business address of the Disclosing Party: 1 E. Jackson Boulevard 

Chicago. IL 60604 

C. Telephone: 312-362-8074 Fax: 312-362-5664 Email: ---.rraguse@depaul.edu 

D. Namc of contact person: _R.........,.ic<UkcJR->..la"-:g;J.>u ..... s'""'e~ ______ _ 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): ..,;... ___ --,~,_~E~[.lt~ 

F. Brief descriptioll of contract, trallsaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the ':Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project l1umber and location of property, if applicable): 

Substitute City or Chicago ordinance that allows for use of the public way for the copper and fiber telecommunications 
and data lines at both DePaul University loop and LIncoln Park Campuses 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? _____________ _ 

I f the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
coinplete the following: 

Specification # ____________ and Contract # __________ _ 
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SECTION II -- DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF THE DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Parly: 
[] Person [] Limited liability company 
[] Publicly registered business corporation [] Limited liability partnership 
[] Privately held business corporation [] Joint venture 
[] Sole proprietorship [Xl Not-for-profit corporation 
[ ] General partnership (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501 (c)(3»? 
[] Limited partnership fXl Yes [ ] No 
[ ] Trust [] Other (please specify) 

2. For legal entitics, the statc (01' forcign country) of incorporation pr organization, if applicable: 

IlIIoois 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Illinois: Has the organization reg"istered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ] Yes [] No tx.I N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1. List below the full names and titles of aU executive officers and all directors of the entity. 
NOTE: For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If 
there are no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below 
the legal titleholder(s). 

If the entity is a general partnership, limited partnership, limited liability compailY, limited liability 
partners'lip or joint venture, list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, 
manager or any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. 
NOTE: Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 
See Attachment A 

No Members 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each perSOll or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of7.5% of the Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership or joint venture, 
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interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name 

None 

Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

SECTION III -- BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Munjcipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[] Yes LX) No 

If yes, please identify below the name{s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV -- DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party Ulust disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party bas retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total 
amount of the fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who arc paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

. "Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action 011 behalf of any person or entity other tban: (J) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any perSOll or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative 01' admiuistrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must eitller ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 
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Name (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated 
to be retained) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

JOURNAL--CITY COUNCIL--CHICAGO 6/5/2013 

Business 
Address 

Relationship to Disclosing Party . Fees (indicate whether 
(subcontractor, attorney, paid or estimated.) NOTE: 
lobbyist, etc.) "hourly rate" or nt.b.d." is 

110t an acceptable response. 

*heck here if the Disclosing Party has not retained, nOI' expects to retain, any such persons or entities. 

SECTION V -- CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under M llnicipal Code Section 2-92-415. substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City 111Ust remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the contract's term. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or morc of the Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any lllinoiscourt of competent jurisdiction? 

[] Yes [] No [X] No person directly or indirectly owns 10% or morc of tbe 
Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the pcrson entered into a court-approved agreement for paYlllent of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[] No 

B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. Pursuant to Municipal Code Chapter 1-23, Article! ("Article l")(whicb the Applicant should 
consult for defined terms (e.g., "doing business") and legal requirements), if the Disclosing Party 
submitting this EDS is the Applicant and is doing business with the City, then the Disclosing Party 
certifies as follows: (i) neither the Applicant nor any controlling person is currently indicted or charged 
with, or has admitted guilt of, or has ever been convicted of, or placed under supervision for, allY 
criminal offense involving actual, attempted, or conspiracy to commit bribery, theft, fraud, forgery, 
perjury, dishonesty or deceit against an officer or employee oftbe City or any sister agency; and (ii) the 
Applicant understands and acknowledges that compliance with Article I is a continuing requirement for 
doing business witb the City. NOTE: If Article I applies to the Applicant, the permanent compliance 
timeframe in Article I supersedes some five-year compliance timeframcs in certifications 2 and 3 below. 
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2. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section lI.B.l. of this EDS: 

n. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarmcnt, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against tbem in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or stale antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or deslruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for, or criminally or civilly charged by, a governmental entity (federal, 
state or local) with committing any of the offenses set forth in clause B.2.b. of tbis Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding tbe date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (fcderal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-yenr period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged. 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City 01' by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

3. The certifications in subparts 3,4 and 5 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Contractor" (meaning any contractor or subcontractor used by tbe Disclosing Party in 

connection with the Matter, including but not limited to all persons or legal entities disclosed under 
Section IV, "Disclosure of Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• lIny "Affiliated Entity" (meaning'3 person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls .the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by tbe Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared faciHlies 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Contractors, the term Affiliated Entity meaDS a persoll or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Contractor, is controlled by it, or, with the Contractor, is under common 
control of another person or entity; 
• any responsible official of the 0 isclosing Party, any Contractor or any Affiliated Entity or any 

other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Contractor or any Affiliated Entity, 
acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official of tbe Disclosing Parly, any 
Contractor orany Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 
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Neither the Disclosing Party. nor any Contractor, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the Disclosing Party 
or any Contractor nor any Agents bave. during tbe five years before the date this EDS is signed, Of, with 
respect to a Contractor, an Affiliated Entily, or an Affiliated Entity of a Contractor during the five years 
before the date of such Contractor's or Affiliated Entity's contract or engagement in connection with the 
Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe. a public officer or employee of the City, thc State of Illinois, or allY agency of the federal 
government or of any state or local government in the United States of America, ill that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged gUilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated tbe provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Contractor, or any of their employees, officials, 
agents OJ' partners, is barred froIll contracting with any llnit of state or local government as a result of 
engaging in or being convicted of (J) bid-rigging in violation of 120 ILCS 5133E-3; (2) bjd~rotating in 
violation of 720 ILCS 5133E-4j or (3) any similar offense of any state or of the United Slales of 
America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

5. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on allY of tbe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Co~trol of the U.S. Department of the Treasury or the 
BllI'can oflndustry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. . . 

6. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with the applicable requirements of Chapters 
2-55 (Legislative Inspector General), 2-56 (Inspector General) and 2-156 (Governmental Ethics) of the 
Municipal Code. 

7. If the Disclosing Party is ullable to certify to any of tbe above statements ill this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

None 
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If the letters "NA," the word "None," or 110 response appears 011 the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

8. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge after reasonable inquiry, the following is a 
complete list of all current employees of the Disclosing Party who were, at any time during the 12-
month period preceding the execution date of this EDS, an employee, or elected or appointed official, 
of the City of Chicago (ifnone, indicate with UN/A" 01" "nol1e"). -

None 

9. To the best of the Disclosing Party's knowledge aftcr reasonable inquiry, the following is a 
complete list of all gifts that the Disclosing Party has given or caused to be given, at any time during tbe 
12-month period preceding the execution date of this EDS, to an employee, or elected or appointed 
official, of the City of Chicago. Por purposes of this statement, a "gift" does not include: (i) anything 
made generally available to City employees or to the general public, or (ii) food or drink provided in the 
course of official City business and having a retail value of Jess than $20 per recipient (if none, indicate 
with UN/A" or "none"'. As to any gift listed below, please also list the name of the City recipient. 

None 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

1. The Disclosing Party certifics that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is [x] is not 

a "financial institution" as <termed in Section 2-32-455(b) of the Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then tbe Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of om affiliates is, and none oftbem will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory tender may result in the loss of the privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pled~e because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) of the Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
2-32 of the Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 
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If the letters uNA." the word "None." or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

I. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or employee· 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other persoll or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ ] Yes I)() No 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item 0.1., proceed to Items 0.2. and 0.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D .1.. proceed to ParI E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise penl1itted,no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase of any property that (i) belongs to the City. or (ii) is sold 
for taxes 01' assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[J Yes [J No 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item 0.1., provide the names and business addresses of the City 
" 

officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disc10sing Party furtber certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 

E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY BRA BUSINESS 

Please ehcck either). or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all information required by paragraph 2. Failure to 
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comply with these disclosure requirements may make any contract entered into with the City in 
connection with the MaUer voidable by the City. 

~ 1. The Dist?losing Party verifies that the. Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities regarding records of investments or profits 
from slavery or slaveholder insurance policies during the slavery era (including insurance policies 
issued to slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death oftneir slaves), and 
the Disclosing Party has found no such records. 

__ 2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step. 1 above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records of investments or profits from slavery or slaveholder insurance 
policies. The Disclosing Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such 
records, including the names of any and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records: 

SECTION VI -- CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Mattei· is not fedel·ally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. For purposes of this Section VI, tax credits al10cated by the City 
and proceeds of debt obligations of the City are not federal funding. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying cOlitacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
rcspect to the Matter: (Add sbeets if necessary): 

(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under tbe Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Pa'rty with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Pa.rty has not sp'ent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to pay 
any persoll or entity listed in Paragraph A.I. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay allY 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee of any agency, as defined by 
applicable federal law, a member of Congress .• 8n officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a 
member of Congress, in connection with the award of any federally funded contract, making any 
federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, continue, renew, 
amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement. 
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3. Thc Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter in 
which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy of the statements and information set 
forth in paragraphs A.I. and A.2. above. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501 (c){ 4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
50 I (c)( 4} of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and w ill not engage in "Lobbying 
Activities". 

5. If the. Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal in 
form and substance to paragraphs A.1. tbrough AA. above from all subcontractors before it awards any 
subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications for the 
duration of the Matter and mllst make such certifications promptly available to the City upon request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[J Yes [.] No 

If''Yes,'' answer the three questions below: 

I. Have you developed and do YOll have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to applicable 
federal regulations? (See 41 CFR 11art 60-2.) . 

[ ) Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
uuder the applicable filing req\liremetlts? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated ill any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to Ihe 
equal opportunity clause? 

[)Yes []No 

If you checked "No" to question I. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 
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SECTION VII -- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

55077 

A. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in tbis EDS will become part of any 
contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, whether 
procurement, City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's execution 
of any contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party understands that 
it mllst comply with all statutes, ordinances, and·.regulations 011 which tbis EDS is based. 

B. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 of 
the Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations 011 persons or entitie.s seeking City contracts, 
work, business, or transactions. Tbe full text of tbese ordinances and a training program is available on 
line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics, and lDay also be obtained fcom the City'S Board of Ethics, 140 N. 

Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, (312) 744-9660. The Disclosing Party must comply fully 
with the applicable ordinances. 

C. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or inaccurate, 
any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be rescinded or be void or 
voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or agreement (if not rescinded or 
void), at law, or ill equity, including terminating the Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or 
declining to aHow the Disclosing Party to participate in othel' transactions with the City. Remedies at 
law for a fa Ise statement of material fact may include incarceration ond an award to the City of treble 
damages. 

D. It is tbe City's policy to make this dOC\1lUellt available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all of tbe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to tbis EDS may be 
made available to the public on the Intemct, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 01' 

otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any possible 
rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of information 

. contained ill this E.QS and also authorizes tbe City to verify the accuracy of any information submitted 
in this EDS. 

E. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the Disclosing 
Party must supplemenrthis EDS lip to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the Malter is a 
contract being handled by the City's Department of Pl'qcmement Services, the Disclosing Party must 
update this EDS as tbe contract requires. NOTE: With respect to Matters subject to Article I of 
Chapter 1-23 of the Municipal Code (imposing PERMANENT INELIGIBILITY for certain spec.ified 
offenses), the information provided herein regarding eligibility IUUSt be kept current for a longer period, 
as required by Chapter 1-23 and Section 2-154-020 of th.e Municipal Code. . ~., 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 
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F.I. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of allY tax administered by the Illinois 

Department of Revenue. nor are the Disclosing Party or its Affiliated Entities delinquent in paying any 
fine. fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

F.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its Affiliated Entities will not 

use, nor permit tbeir subcontractors to use, any· facility listed by the U.S. E.P.A. on the federal Excluded 
Parties List System C'EPLS II ) maintained by the U. S. General Services Administration. 

F.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those ill F .1. and F.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of the 
City, lise any slich contractor/subcontractor that docs not provide s1lch certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Parly cannot certify as to any of the items in F.l., F.2. or F.3. above, an 

explanatory statement lllust be attached 10 this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS and Appendix A (if applicable) all behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all 
certifications and statements contained in this EDS and Appendix A (if applicable) arc tme, accurate 

and complete as of the date furnished to the City. 

DePaul University 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

By:(2L- ~-.. 
(Sign here) 

Robert L. Ko~oman 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

Executive Vice President 
(Print or type title of person signing) 

Com mission cxpires:, __ -=-----+--I-..>....o;f---...::::.L--I-

DEBORAH BANKS 
OFFICIAL SEAL 

Notary Public. StatQ of Illinois 
My Commission Expires 

May 13.2014 
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CITY OF CHICAGO 
ECONOMIC DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND AFFIDAVIT 

APPENDIX A 
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FAMILIAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH ELECTED CITY OFFICIALS AND DEPARTMENT HEADS 

This Appendix is to be completed ouly by (a) tbe Applicant, and (b) any legal entity which has a direct 
ownership interest in the Applicant exceeding 7.5 percent. It Is lIot to be completed by auy legal entity 
which has only an indkcct owncrshil) Intel'cst In the Applicant. 

Under Municipal Code Scction 2-154-015, the Disclosing Party must disclose whether such Disclosing Party 
or any "Applicable Party" 01' any Spouse or Domestic Partner thereof currently has a "familial relationship" with 
any clected city official or department head. A "familial relationship" exists if. as of the date this BDS is 
signed, the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" 01' any Spouse or Domestic Partner thereof is relaled to 
the mayor, any alderman, thc city clerk, the city treasurer or any city department head as spouse or domestic 
partner or as any of the following, whether by blood or adoption: parent, child, brother or sister, aunt or uncle, 
niece 01' nephew, grandparent, grandchild, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-ill-law, stepfather 
or stepmother, stepson or stepdaughter, stepbrother or stepsistcr or half-brother or half-sistcr. 

"Applicablc Party" means (1) all executive officers of the Disclosing Party listed in Section fi.B.I.R" if the 
Disclosing Party is a corpomtion; all partners of the Disclosing Party, if the Disclosing Party is a general 
partnership; all general partners and limited partners of the Disclosing Party, if the Disclosing Party is a limited 
pm1nership; all managers, managing members and members ofthe Disclosing Party, ifthe Disclosing Party is a 
limited liability company; (2) all principal officers of the Disclosing Party; and (3) any person having more thail 
a 7,5 percent ownership interest in the Disclosing Party. "Principal officers" means the president, chief 
operating officer, executive director, chief financial officer, treasurer or secretary of a legal entity or any person 
exercising similar authority, 

Does the Disclosing Party or any "Applicable Party" or any Spouse or Domestic Partner thereof currently 
have a "familial relationship" with all elected city official or department head? . 

[ ] Yes D<1 No 

If yes, please identi fy below (I) the name and title of such person, (2) the name of the legal entity to which 
such persoll is connected; (3) the name and litle oftbe elected city official or deparhhent bead to whom such 
person has a familial relationship, and (4) the precise nature of such familial relationship. 

Attachment "A" referred to in this Economic Disclosure Statment and Affidavit reads as·· 
follows: 
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I. Executive Officers 

Patricia D. O'Donoghue Attachment "A". 
Interim Provost (To Economic Disclosure State~frtIA«rM~Md!AA~~chneider, C.M., Ed.D. 

President . 
Robert L. Kozoman, C.P.A. 
Executive Vice President 

Rev. John T. Richardson, CM. 
Chancellor 

II. DePaul University Board of Trustees 

Chair: Mr. James M. Jenness 
Vice-Chair: Mr. William Bennett 

Rev. Thomas C. Anslow, C.M 
Vicar 
Archdiocese of Los Angeles 

Mr. Peter C. Argianas 
Chaimzan, President & CEO 
Gold Coast Bank 

Ms. Karen M. Atwood 
President 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of illInois 

Mr. Gerald A. Beeson 
Chief Operating Officer 
Citadel LLC 

Mr. William E. Bennett 
Retired, President & CEO 
Draper & Kramer, Inc. 

Mr. John L. Brennan 
Head of Private Wealth Management 
William Blair & Company 

Ms. Ruth W. Brinkley 
President & CEO 
KentuckyOne Health 

Mr. Frank M. Clark 

Rev. Edward R. Udovic, CM. 
Secretary of the University 

Very Rev Perry Henry, C.M. 
Provincial Superior 
Western Province, Congregation of the Mission 

Mr. Roberto R. Herencia 
President & CEO 
BXM Holdings, Inc. 

Ms. Lori Holland 
Managing Director 
Neuberger Berman 

Rev. Dennis Holtschneider, C.M., Ed.D. 
President 
DePaul University 

Ms. Stacy Janiak 
Managing Partner of the Chicago Office 
Deloitte 

Mr. James M. Jenness 
Chairman of the Board 
Kellogg Company 

Mr. Jeffrey J Kroll 
Principal 
Law Offices of Jeffrey J. Kroll 

Rev. James J Maher, C.M. 
Executive Vice President 
St. John's University 
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Dr. Curtis J. Crawford 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
XCEO, Inc. 

Mr. Sebastian S. Cualoping 
CEO & President 
AMP AC International 

Dr. Connie R. Curran 
President 
Curran Associates 

Ms. Mary A. Dempsey 

Sr. Margaret Mary Fitzpatrick, S.C. 
President & CEO 
St. Thomas Aquinas College 

Sasha L. Gerritson 
Director, Opera Program 
Northeastern Illinois University 

Ms. Sue L. Gin 
Chairman 
Flying Food Group Inc. 

Mr. Chester A. Gougis 
Managing Partner 
Cognitive Capital Partners 

Mr. Jack M. Greenberg 

Mr. Arnold T. Grisham 
Chair, President & CEO 
Tri-Valley Bank 

Mr. Richard A. Hanson 
Principal 
Mesa Development LLC 

Mr. Harry J. Harczak 

Mr. William E. Hay 
President 
William E. Hay & Co. 

Donald Heller 
Dean. College of Education 
Michigan State Uniyersity 

Rev. Thomas F. McKenna, C.M. 
Provincial Director 
Daughters of Charity Province of St. Louise 

Ms. Carla R. Michelotti 
Executive VP/Chief Legal, Government. and 
Corporate Affairs Officer 
Leo Burnell Company, Inc. 

Mr. Patrick J. Moore 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
PJM Advisors LLC 

Mr. Peter Pesce 
Vice President, Human Resources 
A.T. Kearney, LLC 

Ms. Anne R. Pramaggiore 
President & Chief Executive Officer 
CornEd 

Rev. Mark S. Pranaitis, C.M. 
Assistant ProvinciaL 
Western Province. Congregation of the Mission 

Mr. Larry R. Rogers, Sr. 
Partner 
Power. Rogers & Smith, P.C. 

Mr. George Ruff 
Senior Principal 
Trinity Hotel Investors LLC 

Mr. James T. Ryan 
Chairman. President and CEO 
W.W. Grainger. Inc. 

Mr. Bertram L. Scott 

Mr. John B. Simon 
Partner 
Jenner & Block 

Mr. John C. Staley 
Retired Managing Partner 
Ernst & Young LLP 

Mr. Daniel C Ustian 

Ms. Dia S. Weil 
Retired 
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Exhibit 6. 

Chicago Freight Tunnel Map. 
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GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith for grants of 
privilege in the public way. These ordinances were referred to the Committee on May 8,2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 
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A-ABC 24 Hr. Locksmith, Inc. 
[02013-3753] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to A-ABC 24 Hr. 
Locksmith, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 3614 West North Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West North 
Avenue, at six (6) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and fourteen point 
five (14.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104981 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Acme Hotel Company. 
[02013-4034] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Acme Hotel 
Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 15 East Ohio Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along East Ohio Street, 
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one (1) at eleven point eight three (11.83) feet in length, three point seven five (3.75) feet in 
height and eighteen (18) feet above grade level and one (1) at five point one six (5.16) feet 
in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and nine point two five (9.25) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105336 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Addison Liquors. 
[02013-3872] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Addison Liquors, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, four (4) bay windows projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 932 -- 936 West Addison Street. Said bay windows at West Addison 
Street measure three (3) at eleven (11) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of 
ninety-nine (99) square feet. Said bay window at North Wilton Avenue measures one (1) at 
eleven (11) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of thirty-three (33) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105954 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. Partnership. 
[02013-4041 ] 

Be It. Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ala Carte 
Entertainment Ltd. Partnership, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) banner projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 401 West Ontario Street. Said banner at 
West Ontario Street measures two (2) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a 
total of ten (10) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of 
the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104194 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Allstate Insurance. 
[02013-3874] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Allstate Insurance, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 6034 West 
Gunnison Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Gunnison Street, at 
twelve point four two (12.42) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and nine (9) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105157 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

AI's Beef. 
[02013-3486] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to AI's Beef, upon the 
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terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1300 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Milwaukee 
Avenue, one (1) at twenty-two point two five (22.25) feet in length, three point three 
three (3.33) feet in height and eleven (11) feet above grade level. Said sign structure 
measures as follows: along North Paulina Street, one (1) at twenty-two point two five (22.25) 
feet in length, three point three three (3.33) feet in height and eleven (11) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104783 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

American Junkie. 
[02013-4038] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to American Junkie, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 15 West Illinois 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Illinois Street, at fifteen (15) 
feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in height and eleven point five (11.5) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105155 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Apollo Theater Studio. 
[02013-3858] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Apollo Theater 
Studio, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) marquee projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 2540 North Lincoln Avenue. Said marquee at North Lincoln Avenue 
measures sixteen (16) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of 
eighty-eight (88) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of 
the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106051 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Artist's Cafe. 
[02013-3529] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Artist's Cafe, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1150 South Wabash 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Wabash Avenue, at ten point 
five (10.5) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1102112 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Au Bon Pain. 
[02013-3525] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Au Bon Pain, upon 
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the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 200 West Adams 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Adams Street, at seventeen 
point five eight (17.58) feet in length, three point four two (3.42) feet in height and ten (10) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104527 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Bacino's Of Lincoln Park Ltd. 
[02013-3861 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bacino's of Lincoln 
Park Ltd., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2204 North Lincoln Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Lincoln 
Avenue, at eight (8) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106152 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
November 13, 2012. 

Rushim Bains. 
(Fence) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3749] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rushim Bains, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) fence on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1532 West 18th Place. Said fence at West 18th Place measures twenty-one point 
six five (21.65) feet in length and point five (.5) foot in width for a total of ten point 
eight three (10.83) square feet. Existing fence is approximately five (5) feet in height. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105911 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Rushim Bains. 
(Staircases) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3748] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rushim Bains, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) staircases on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
1532 West 18th Place. Said staircase at West 18th Place measures one (1) at eight point zero 
eight (8.08) feet in length and four point nine two (4.92) feet in width for a total of thirty-nine 
point seven five (39.75) square feet. Said staircase at West 18th Place (entrance to 
basement) measures one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total 
of sixty (60) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105910 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Bella Notte. 
[02013-3759] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bella Notte, upon 
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the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1374 West Grand 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Grand Avenue, at seven (7) 
feet in length, five (5) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs 
and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation 
(Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105916 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
November 13, 2012. 

Best Food. 
[02013-3794] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Best Food, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5751 West Augusta 
Boulevard. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Augusta Boulevard, at 
forty-two (42) feet in length, point five (.5) foot in height and seven (7) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1093216 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Burger Baron. 
[02013-3760] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Burger Baron, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) windscreen on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1381 West Grand Avenue. Said windscreen at West Grand Avenue measures six point 
three three (6.33) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of twelve point six 
six (12.66) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105971 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

Gaffe Street, Inc. 
[02013-3491 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Caffe Streets, Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1750 West 
Division Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Division Street, at 
thirty-one point two five (31.25) feet in length, one (1) foot in height and ten (10) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1093601 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

GA 11/ LLG. 
(Balconies) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3747] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to CA III LLC, upon 
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the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and 
use five (5) balconies projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1100 West Adams Street. Said balconies at West Adams Street measure five (5) at 
eleven point five (11.5) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of two hundred 
eighty-seven point five (287.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104963 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($375.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

CA 11/ LLC. 
(Planters) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3534] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to CA III LLC, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and 
use three (3) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes adjacent to its 
premises known as 1100 West Adams Street. Said planter at 122 South Aberdeen Street 
measures one (1) at thirty-five (35) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred seventy-five (175) square feet. Said planter at 128 South Aberdeen Street 
measures one (1) at thirty-five (35) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred seventy-five (175) square feet. Said planter at 134 South Aberdeen Street 
measures one (1) at thirty-five (35) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred seventy-five (175) square feet. Grantee must allow the required clear and 
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unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times per rules and regulations approved 
by the Department of Transportation. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105642 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

CA 11/ LLC. 
(Tree Grates) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3538] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to CA III LLC, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and 
use five (5) tree grates on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
1100 West Adams Street. Said tree grates at West Adams Street measure five (5) at 
five (5) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one hundred twenty-five (125) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Planning and Development and the Department of Transportation (Division 
of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105643 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Camiceria Maribel, Inc. 
[02013-3746] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Carniceria Maribel, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1801 West Cermak Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Cermak 
Road, at twenty-two (22) feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in height and eleven (11) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1096962 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

CH Distillery. 
[02013-4046] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to CH Distillery, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 564 West Randolph 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Randolph Street, at two (2) feet 
in length, seven point five (7.5) feet in height and ten point three three (10.33) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved 
by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104870 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Chicago Sweet Connection Bakery. 
[02013-3877] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Sweet 
Connection Bakery, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
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maintain and use two (2) signs projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 5569 North Northwest Highway. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
North Northwest Highway, one (1) at eight (8) feet in length, eight point five (8.5) feet in 
height and nine (9) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
West Bryn Mawr Avenue, one (1) at eight (8) feet in length, eight point five (8.5) feet in height 
and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105990 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
September 27,2012. 

Chica's Clothing. 
[02013-3843] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chica's Clothing, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) 
signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3227 West 
Lawrence Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Lawrence Avenue, 
one (1) at ten (10) feet in length, two point three three (2.33) feet in height and thirteen (13) 
feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Sawyer 
Avenue, one (1) at seven (7) feet in length, one point six seven (1.67) feet in height and 
thirteen (13) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105329 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

City Sports. 
[02013-3487] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to City Sports, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1201 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Milwaukee 
Avenue, at three (3) feet in length, fourteen (14) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106149 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 9. 2013. 

Classic Jewelry And Boutique. 
[02013-3947J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Classic Jewelry and 
Boutique, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2552 West Devon Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Devon 
Avenue, at twelve (12) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103688 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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Club Karlov. 
[02013-3670] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Club Karlov, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 4058 West 
4th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 4th Street, at four (4) feet 
in length, four (4) feet in height and ten point six seven (10.67) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105931 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 9, 2013. 

Congress Plaza Hotel. 
(Bay Windows) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3542] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Congress Plaza 
Hotel, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, nine (9) bay windows projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
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its premises known as 520 South Michigan Avenue. Said bay windows at South Michigan 
Avenue measure nine (9) at seven (7) feet in length and eleven (11) feet in width for a total 
of six hundred ninety-three (693) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of 
Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106093 herein granted the sum Six Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($675.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Congress Plaza Hotel. 
(Fire Escapes) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3548] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Congress Plaza 
Hotel, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, three (3) fire escapes projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 520 S. Michigan Avenue. Said fire escape at South Michigan Avenue 
measures one (1) at forty-seven (47) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred eighty-eight (188) square feet. Said fire escape at South Michigan Avenue 
measures one (1) at thirty-four (34) feet In length and four (4) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred thirty-six (136) square feet. Said fire escape at South Michigan Avenue measures 
one (1) at thirty-four (34) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of two hundred four 
(204) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with 
the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106103 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($1,200.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Congress Plaza Hotel. 
(I-Beam) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3545] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Congress Plaza 
Hotel, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) I-beam projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 520 South Michigan Avenue. Said I-beam at South Michigan Avenue 
measures twelve (12) feet in length and point seven five (.75) foot in width for a total of 
nine (9) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106095 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Consolidated Vision Group, Inc. 
[02013-3878] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Consolidated Vision 
Group, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2856 North Broadway. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Broadway, at 
twenty-three point nine two (23.92) feet in length, one point six seven (1.67) feet in height and 
fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104974 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Corepower Yoga. 
[02013-3761] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council ofthe City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Corepower Yoga, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1313 West 
Randolph Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Randolph Street, at 
eight point two five (8.25) feet in length, two point two five (2.25) feet in height and 
twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104972 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Cornel/55 LLC. 
(1601 E. 55th St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3575] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cornell 55 LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1601 East 55th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 55th Street, at 
two point five (2.5) feet in length, two point eight three (2.83) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1094593 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Cornel/55 LLC. 
(1603 E. 55th St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3571] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cornell 55 LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1603 East 55th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 55th Street, at 
two point five (2.5) feet in length, two point eight three (2.83) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1094594 herein granted the sum of One Hundred no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Cornell 55 LL C. 
(1605 E. 55th St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3577] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cornell 55 LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1605 East 55th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 55th Street, at 
two point five (2.5) feet in length, two point eight three (2.83) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with 
the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1094595 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Cornell 55 LLC. 
(1607 E. 55th St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3579] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cornell 55 LLC, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1607 East 55th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 55th Street, at 
two point five (2.5) feet in length, two point eight three (2.83) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall p·ay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1094596 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Cornell 55 LLC. 
(1609 E. 55th St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3582] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cornell 55 LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1609 East 55th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 55th Street, at 
two point five (2.5) feet in length, two point eight three (2.83) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1094597 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Dairy Queen Lincoln Park. 
[02013-3864] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dairy Queen 
Lincoln Park, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2200 North Lincoln Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Lincoln 
Avenue, one (1) at five (5) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and twenty (20) feet above 
grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Lincoln Avenue and 
West Webster Avenue, one (1) at ten (10) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and nine (9) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1098048 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

The Del Prado LLG. 
(1701 --1733 E. 53rd St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3598] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Del 
Prado LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use eighteen (18) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 1701 -- 1711 East 53rd Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along 
East 53rd Street, seven (7) at two point five (2.5) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in 
height and eleven (11) feet above grade level, two (2) at two point five (2.5) feet in length, 
seven point eight three (7.83) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level and nine (9) 
at two point five (2.5) feet in length, seven point eight three (7.83) feet in height and 
sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1096629 herein granted the sum of Twenty-five and no/100 Dollars ($25.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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The Del Prado LL C. 
(1703 E. 53rd St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

6/5/2013 

[02013-3592] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Del 
Prado LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1703 East 53rd Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 53rd Street, at 
ten point five eight (10.58) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and twenty-one 
point one six (21.16) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1096627 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Denden Restaurant. 
[02013-3942] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Denden 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6635 North Clark Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clark Street, 
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at four (4) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105939 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
September 27,2012. 

Digital Green Signs, Inc. 
[02013-3789] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Digital Green 
Signs, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2560 West Cermak Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Cermak 
Road, at nine point five (9.5) feet in length, nine point five (9.5) feet in height and 
twenty-four (24) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105756 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and noli 00 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way . 

. Authority- herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Dollar & Drapery Mart. 
[02013-3736] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dollar & Drapery 
Mart, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1015 West 87th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 87th Street, at 
eight (8) feet in length, twelve (12) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105932 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and noli 00 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Double R Food & Liquor, Inc. 
[02013-3658] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Double R Food 
& Liquor Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
10034 South Michigan Avenue. Said sign structures measure as follows: along South 
Michigan Avenue, one (1) at eighteen (18) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and ten (10) 
feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 100th Street, 
one (1) at ten (10) feet in length, thirty (30) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106000 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of three (3) years from and after 
April 19, 2013. 

ESP Tax Service. 
[02013-3755] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to ESP Tax Service, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3421 West 
North Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West North Avenue, at 
eight (8) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and thirteen point five eight (13.58) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106136 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and noli 00 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

E-Wood Pantry. 
[02013-3684] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to E-Wood Pantry, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1556 West 
63rd Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63rd Street, at eight (8) 
feet in length, six (6) feet in height and fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business 
Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103605 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Family Dollar No. 10224. 
[02013-3893] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Family Dollar 
Number 10224, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 4800 North Sheridan Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Sheridan Road, at twenty-five point one seven (25.17) feet in length, three point eight 
three (3.83) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation 
(Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105442 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Famsa, Inc. 
[02013-3849] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Famsa, Inc., upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use four (4) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2945 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structures measure as follows: along North Milwaukee 
Avenue, three (3) at twelve (12) feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in height and ten (10) 
feet above grade level and one (1) at sixteen (16) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and 
fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105433 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($475.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Fei Qun Zhang. 
[02013-3663] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fei Qun Zhang, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) bay windows projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 3101 West 38th Street. Said bay window at corner of West 38th Street 
and South Albany Avenue measures one (1) at twelve point one seven (12.17) feet in length, 
and three point three three (3.33) feet in width for a total of forty point five three (40.53) 
square feet. Said bay window at South Albany Avenue measures one (1) at eight point 
seven nine (8.79) feet in length and two point one two (2.12) feet in width for a total of 
eighteen point six three (18.63) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105822 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($150.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Fitp/ex. 
(Banners) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4051] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fitplex, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) banners projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1235 North LaSalle Drive. Said banners at North LaSalle Drive measure two (2) 
at two (2) feet in length and twelve (12) feet in width for a total of forty-eight (48) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106151 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($150.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

Fitp/ex. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4049] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fitplex, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1235 North LaSalle 
Drive. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North LaSalle Drive, at eight (8) feet 
in length, eight (8) feet in height and twenty-six (26) feet above grade level. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business 
Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106150 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 9,2013. 

Fleming's Prime Sfeakhouse & Winebar. 
[02013-40521 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fleming's Prime 
Steakhouse & Winebar, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, four (4) caissons under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 25 East Ohio Street. Said caissons at East Ohio Street 
measure four (4) at two (2) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of sixteen (16) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Planning and Development and the Department of Transportation (Office 
of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105975 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 
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Foley's Bar & Grill. 
[02013-3895] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Foley's Bar & Grill, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1841 West 
Irving Park Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Irving Park Road, 
at seven point two five (7.25) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and eleven point one 
seven (11.17) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106071 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
October 31,2012. 

Friends Sushi. 
[02013-4053] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Friends Sushi, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 710 North 
Rush Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Rush Street, at eight (8) 
feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs 
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and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation 
(Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the proVIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105734 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Garcia's, Inc. 
[02013-3922] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Garcia's, Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 4756 -- 4760 
North Lincoln Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Lincoln Avenue, 
at eight (8) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the proVIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103796 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Peter Gonzalez. 
[02013-3781] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Peter Gonzalez, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) staircase on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
2010 South Rockwell Street. Said staircase at South Rockwell Street measures seven point 
six seven (7.67) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of twenty-three point zero 
one (23.01) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105754 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and noli 00 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 
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Go Tavern & Liquors. 
[02013-3847] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Go Tavern & 
Liquors, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
3219 West Armitage Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Armitage 
Avenue, at eight (8) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106057 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

Gro Sa/on. 
[02013-3830] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Gro Salon, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) banners projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2119 North Damen Avenue. Said banners at North Damen Avenue measure 
two (2) at three (3) feet in length and four point seven five (4.75) feet in width for a total of 
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twenty-eight point five (28.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106048 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars 
($150.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

The Habitat Company. 
[02013-4055] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. . Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Habitat 
Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, 
install, maintain and use five (5) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification 
purposes adjacent to its premises known as 750 North Dearborn Street. Said planters at 
West Superior Street measure five (5) at twenty (20) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width 
for a total of eight hundred (800) square feet. Grantee must allow the required clear and 
unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times per rules and regulations approved 
by the Department of Transportation. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105760 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Havana Grill. 
[02013-4056] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Havana Grill, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, four (4) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 412 North Clark Street. Said light fixtures at North Clark Street measure 
four (4) at two point six six (2.66) feet in length, two point six six (2.66) feet in width and 
fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsIons of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104140 herein granted the sum of Ninety and no/100 Dollars ($90.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Hispanic Housing Development Corporation. 
(Caissons) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3807] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hispanic Housing 
Development Corporation, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to construct, install, maintain and use fourteen (14) caissons under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 3949 West North Avenue. Said caissons at West North 
Avenue measure four (4) at nine point six seven (9.67) feet in length and three point six 
seven (3.67) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty-one point nine five (141.95) square 
feet and one (1) at eight point six (8.6) feet in length and three point one seven (3.17) feet 
in width for a total of twenty-seven point two six (27.26) square feet. Said caissons at North 
Pulaski Road measure two (2) at six point seven five (6.75) feet in length and one point 
three three (1.33) feet in width for a total of seventeen point nine five (17.95) square feet, 
one (1) at eight point seven five (8.75) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width 
for a total of thirty point six two (30.62) square feet and one (1) at six point ninety (6.90) feet 
in length and one point nine five (1.95) feet in width for a total of thirteen point nine 
five (13.95) square feet. Said caisson at North Pulaski Road and public alley measures 
one (1) seven point three three (7.33) feet in length and two point zero five (2.05) feet in 
width for a total of fifteen point zero two (15.02) square feet. Said caissons at public alley 
measure three (3) at seven point six five (7.65) feet in length and two point seven five (2.75) 
feet in width for a total of sixty-three point eleven (63.11) square feet and one (1) at nine 
point six seven (9.67) feet in length and three point seven five (3.75) feet in width for a total 
of thirty-six point twenty-six (36.26) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and 
the Department of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105969 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and noli 00 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Hispanic Housing Development Corporation. 
(Sheetings) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3809] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hispanic Housing 
Development Corporation, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to construct, install, maintain and use two (2) sheetings under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 3949 West North Avenue. Said sheeting at West North 
Avenue measures one (1) at one hundred forty-nine point three three (149.33) feet in length 
and three point zero five (3.05) feet in width for a total of four hundred fifty-five point four 
six (455.46) square feet. Said sheeting shall be approximately three (3) feet below grade 
level. Said sheeting at North Pulaski Road measures one (1) at seventy-six point three 
three (76.33) feet in length and three point zero five (3.05) feet in width for a total of two 
hundred thirty-two point eight one (232.81) square feet. Said sheeting shall be approximately 
three (3) feet below grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the 
Department of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106101 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Hong Kong Express. 
[02013-3791 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hong Kong 
Express, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2703 West Cermak Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Cermak 
Road at six (6) feet in length, thirteen (13) feet in height and eleven (11) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106096 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 14, 2013. 

House Of Kahn. 
[02013-4054] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to House of Kahn, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 60 East Walton Street. Said light fixtures at East Walton Street measure 
two (2) at one (1) foot in length, one point five (1.5) feet in width and eight (8) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106063 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/1 00 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 5, 2013. 

Kiet Huynh. 
[02013-3937] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kiet Huynh, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) fence on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes adjacent to 
its premises known as 1320 West Argyle Street. Said fence at West Argyle Street 
measures one hundred ten (110) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of one 
hundred ten (110) square feet. Existing fencing is approximately two (2) feet in height. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105925 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Imani Children's Academy. 
[02013-3846] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Imani Children's 
Academy, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
11443 South Halsted Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along' South Halsted 
Street, at eight (8) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved 

by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105982 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Jaime Auto Service, Inc. 
[02013-3743] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jaime Auto 
Service, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6010 South Archer Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Archer 
Avenue, at ten (10) feet in length, seven point one seven (7.17) feet in height and nineteen 
point one seven (19.17) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of 
Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105921 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 9, 2013. 

Jaipur. 
[02013-3757] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jaipur, upon the 
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terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 847 West 
Randolph Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Randolph Street, 
at six (6) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and seventeen point seven five (17.75) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105513 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

KFC. 
(Foundation Supports) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3844] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to KFC, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and use 
two (2) foundation supports under the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
2807 West Irving Park Road. Said foundation supports at West Irving Park Road measure 
two (2) at four (4) feet in length and point eight three (.83) foot in width for a total of six point 
six four (6.64) square feet. Said building foundation support shall be forty-two (42) inches 
in depth. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Planning and Development and the Department of Transportation (Office 
of Underground Coordination). 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104646 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

KFC. 
(Signs) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3845] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to KFC, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2807 West Irving 
Park Road. Said sign structures measure as follows: along West Irving Park Road, one (1) 
at four point nine two (4.92) feet in length, four point eight (4.8) feet in height and fourteen 
point nine two (14.92) feet above grade level and one (1) at five point three three (5.33) feet 
in length, five point five eight (5.58) feet in height and eleven point seven five (11.75) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104653 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

KFR LLC. 
[02013-4061 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to KFR LLC, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) ice melt system under the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 15 West Burton Place. Said ice melt system at West Burton Place measures two 
hundred (200) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of one thousand 
two hundred (1,200) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 

print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the 
Department of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105539 herein granted the sum of One Thousand One Hundred Ninety-eight and 
no/100 Dollars ($1,198.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 
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Labor Ready Midwest, Inc. 
[02013-3674] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Labor Ready 
Midwest, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 4421 South Kedzie Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Kedzie Avenue, at ten (10) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and sixteen point two 
five (16.25) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and a" other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106147 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

L.A. Tan. 
[02013-3553] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to L.A. Tan, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 113 South Clinton 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Clinton Street, one (1) at 
twenty (20) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and twenty (20) feet above grade level. Said 
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sign structure measures as follows: along alley, one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length, 
four (4) feet in height and twenty (20) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation 
(Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105402 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Laudi Vidni. 
[02013-3833] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Laudi Vidni, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1007 West 
Armitage Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Armitage Avenue, 
at five (5) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1094488 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Laundry On Pulaski. 
[02013-3815] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Laundry on 
Pulaski, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3034 
North Pulaski Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Pulaski Road, 
at five (5) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1098019 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Lester & Rosalie Anixter Center. 
[02013-3865] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lester & Rosalie 
Anixter Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 2001 North Clybourn Avenue. Said sign structure measure as follows: along North 
Clybourn Avenue, one (1) at five point three three (5.33) feet in length, nine (9) feet in height 
and ten point six six (10.66) feet above grade level and one (1) at one point eight 
three (1.83) feet in length, three point one seven (3.17) feet in height and three point seven 
five (3.75) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104918 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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Lim's Pantry Food & Liquor. 
[02013-3795] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lim's Pantry 
Food & Liquor, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 5820 West North Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West North 
Avenue, at five (5) feet in length, seven (7) feet in height and eleven (11) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved 
by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105934 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Macerich Management. 
(Bay Windows) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4065] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, tour (4) bay windows projecting over the public right-ot-way 
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adjacent to its premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said bay window at East Grand 
Avenue measures one (1) at forty-one (41) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total 
of eighty-two (82) square feet. Said bay window at North Rush Street measures one (1) at 
forty-one (41) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of eighty-two (82) square feet. 
Said bay window at East Ohio Street measures one (1) at twenty-six point six seven (26.67) 
feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of fifty-three point three four (53.34) square 
feet. Said bay window at North Wabash Avenue measures one (1) at sixteen point seven 
five (16.75) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-three point five (33.5) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105901 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/1 00 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 

Macerich Management. 
(Flagpoles) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4068] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, three (3) flagpoles projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said flagpoles at East Grand Avenue measure 
three (3) at twenty-one (21) feet in length and point five (.5) foot in width for a total of 
thirty-one point five (31.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
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Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105903 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-five and no/100 
Dollars ($225.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 

Macerich Management. 
(Grease Basins) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4071 ] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, four (4) grease basins under the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said grease basin at East Grand Avenue measures 
one (1) at five (5) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of five (5) square feet. Said 
grease basins at North Rush Street measure two (2) at five (5) feet in length and 
one (1) foot in width for a total of ten (10) square feet. Said grease basin at North Wabash 
Avenue measures one (1) at five (5) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of 
five (5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination) and the 
Department of Water Management. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105905 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Six Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($1,600.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 

Macerich Management. 
(Kiosks) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4063] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, two (2) kiosks on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said kiosk at East Ohio Street measures one (1) at two point 
one seven (2.17) feet in length and eight point five (8.5) feet in width for a total of eighteen 
point four five (18.45) square feet. Said kiosk at North Wabash Avenue measures one (1) at 
two point one seven (2.17) feet in length and eight point five (8.5) feet in width for a total of 
eighteen point four five (18.45) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105904 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 14, 2013. 

Magnum Insurance/Agency, Inc. 
[02013-3661 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Magnum 
Insurance/Agency, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 8928 South Commercial Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
South Commercial Avenue, at four (4) feet in length, five point six (5.6) feet in height and nine 
point two (9.2) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105918 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 9,2012. 
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Maria Needle Craft. 
[02013-3695] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Maria Needle Craft, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1811 West 4th 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 47th Street, at five (5) feet in 
length, four (4) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation 
(Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsIons of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105942 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6,2013. 

Midwest Canine Choppers, Inc. 
[02013-3692] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Midwest Canine 
Choppers, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 3308 West 111 th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 111 th Street, 
at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. 
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The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106011 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12,2013. 

Miller Pizza Co. 
[02013-3560] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Miller Pizza 
Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
17 West 35th Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 35th Street, at 
twenty point three three (20.33) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1092541 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/1 00 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

New Cermak-Kedzie Currency Exchange. 
[02013-3745] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to New 
Cermak-Kedzie Currency Exchange, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached 
to its premises known as 2210 South Kedzie Avenue. Said sign structure measures as 
follows: along South Kedzie Avenue, at eight (8) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and 
thirteen point five (13.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of 
Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This. grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106021 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 
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New LinelWafel. 
[02013-4073] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to New Line/Wafel, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 215 North 
Clinton Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clinton Street, at three 
point three three (3.33) feet in length, three point three three (3.33) feet in height and ten (10) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105162 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

David Oskin And Yana Oskin. 
[02013-3823] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to David Oskin and 
Yana Oskin, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) facade projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 2100 North Leavitt Street. Said facade at North Leavitt Street 
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measures twenty-one point one five (21.15) feet in length and forty-six point five (46.5) feet 
in width for a total of nine hundred eighty-three point four eight (983.48) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Planning and Development and the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) . 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105465 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Panes Bread Cafe. 
[02013-3881] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Panes Bread Cafe, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) banners projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3002 North Sheffield Avenue. Said banners at North Sheffield Avenue measure 
two (2) at two point four two (2.42) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of 
nineteen point three six (19.36) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with tlie Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106040 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Paris Club. 
[02013-4083] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Paris Club, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) flagpole projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 59 West Hubbard Street. Said flagpole at West Hubbard Street measures 
twelve (12) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for a total of one hundred twenty (120) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and.specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsIons of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105649 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Personal Liquors, Inc. 
[02013-3785J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Personal Liquors, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, three (3) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 4241 West Madison Street.. Said light fixtures at West Madison Street 
measure three (3) at point three three (.33) foot in length, four (4) feet in width and 
fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) . 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106133 herein granted the sum of Eighty-five and no/100 Dollars ($85.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Pete's Mart. 
[02013-3686J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pete's Mart, upon 
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the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1035 West 63rd 

Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63rd Street, at fifteen (15) feet 
in length, four (4) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation 
(Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105984 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

The Play Room. 
[02013-3852] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Play Room, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 7958 West 
Belmont Avenue. Said sign structure measure as follows: along West Belmont Avenue, at 
four (4) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and nine point five eight (9.58) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106069 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Radio Shack No. 6516. 
[02013-3676] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Radio Shack 
Number 6516, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
4359 South Archer Avenue. Said sign structures measure as follows: along South Archer 
Avenue, one (1) at six point four two (6.42) feet in length, seven point seven five (7.75) feet 
in height and eleven point five (11.5) feet above grade level and one (1) at twenty-one point 
six seven (21.67) feet in length, four point zero four (4.04) feet in height and eleven point 
three three (11.33) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105686 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 9, 2013. 

Red Mango. 
[02013-3492] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Red Mango, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1513 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structures measure as follows: along North Milwaukee 
Avenue, one (1) at eleven (11) feet in length, two point zero eight (2.08) feet in height and 
eleven (11) feet above grade level and one (1) at two point five (2.5) feet in length, two (2) 
feet in height and eight (8) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of 
Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104953 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Reform Chicago. 
[02013-4091] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Reform Chicago, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use one (1) banner projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 222 West Huron Street. Said banner at West Huron Street measures two (2) feet in length 
and eight (8) feet in width for a total of sixteen (16) square feet. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103319 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Rehabilitation Institute Of Chicago. 
(Caissons) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4086] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rehabilitation 
Institute of Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use fourteen (14) caissons under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 630 North McClurg Court. Said caissons at 300 -- 400 East 
Erie Street measure one (1) at eight point one seven (8.17) feet in length and one point one 
seven (1.17) feet in width for a total of nine point five six (9.56) square feet, one (1) at nine 
point seven five (9.75) feet in length and one point six seven (1.67) feet in width for a total of 
sixteen point two eight (16.28) square feet, one (1) at seven point nine two (7.92) feet in 
length and one point one seven (1.~ 7) feet in width for a total of nine point two seven (9.27) 
square feet, one (1) at seven point nine two (7.92) feet in length and one point one 
seven (1.17) feet in width for a total of nine point two seven (9.27) square feet, one (1) at 
seven point nine two (7.92) feet in length and one point one seven (1.17) feet in width for a 
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total of nine point two seven (9.27) square feet, one (1) at seven point nine two (7.92) feet in 
length and one point one seven (1.17) feet in width for a total of nine point two seven (9.27) 
square feet, one (1) at seven point nine two (7.92) feet in length and one point one 
seven (1.17) feet in width for a total of nine point two seven (9.27) square feet, one (1) at eight 
point seven five (8.75) feet in length and one point four two (1.42) feet in width for a total of 
twelve point four three (12.43) square feet, one (1) at five point six seven (5.67) feet in length 
and point six seven (.67) foot in width for a total of three point eight (3.8) square feet, one (1) 
at eight point five eight (8.58) feet in length and two point four two (2.42) feet in width for a 
total of twenty point seven six (20.76) square feet, one (1) at eight point five 
eight (8.58) feet in length and two point four two (2.42) feet in width for a total of twenty point 
seven six (20.76) square feet, one (1) at nine point seven five (9.75) feet in length and two 
point nine two (2.92) feet in width for a total of twenty-eight point four seven (28.47) square 
feet, one (1) at eight point five (8.5) feet in length and two point four two (2.42) feet in width 
for a total of twenty point five seven (20.57) square feet and one (1) at nine point six 
seven (9.67) feet in length and two point nine two (2.92) feet in width for a total of twenty-eight 
point two four (28.24) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s} 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the Department 
of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106179 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Rehabilitation Institute Of Chicago. 
(Earth Retention Systems) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4090] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rehabilitation 
Institute of Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
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construct, install, maintain and use four (4) earth retention systems under the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 630 North McClurg Court. Said earth retention 
system at 300 -- 350 East Erie Street measures one (1) at one hundred twenty-one point one 
seven (121.17) feet in length and two point seven five (2.75) feet in width for a total of three 
hundred thirty-three point two two (333.22) square feet. Said earth retention system 
at 350 -- 400 East Erie Street measures one (1) at one hundred forty-six point one 
seven (146.17) feet in length and two point eight three (2.83) feet in width for a total of four 
hundred thirteen point six six (413.66) square feet. Said earth retention system at 630 North 
McClurg Court measures one (1) at two hundred twenty-four point zero eight (224.08) feet in 
length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of five hundred sixty point two (560.2) 
square feet. Said earth retention system at 300 -- 400 East Ontario Street measures one (1) 
at three hundred ten point zero eight (310.08) feet in length and two point nine two (2.92) feet 
in width for a total of nine hundred five point four three (905.43) square feet. Said earth 
retention systems shall be installed at plus ten point three (+10.3) Chicago City Datum below 
grade to top of sheet pile. The bottom of sheet pile will be installed to a depth of 
minus eighty (-80) Chicago City Datum. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Office of Underground 
Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106180 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Six Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($1,600.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Rehabilitation Institute Of Chicago. 
(Pile Caps) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4088] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rehabilitation 
Institute of Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
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construct, install, maintain and use twenty-three (23) pile caps under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 630 North McClurg Court. Said pile caps at 300 -- 400 
East Erie Street measure five (5) at point six seven (.67) foot in length and sixty-four point 
zero eight (64.08) feet in width for a total of two hundred fourteen point six seven (214.67) 
square feet. Said pile caps at 630 North McClurg Court measure eight (8) at point 
six seven (.67) foot in length and forty-nine point nine two (49.92) feet in width for a total of 
two hundred sixty-seven point five seven (267.57) square feet. Said pile caps at 300 -- 400 
East Ontario Street measure ten (10) at point six seven (.67) foot in length and sixty-three 
point nine two (63.92) feet in width for a total of four hundred twenty-eight point two 
six (428.26) square feet. Said pile caps/soil anchors will be installed from sheet pile top of 
ten point three (10.3) Chicago City Datum and run down at an angle of thirty (30) degrees to 
minus eighty (-80) Chicago City Datum. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Office of Underground 
Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106181 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

River North Devco LLC. 
[02013-4085] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to River North 
Devco LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use fifteen (15) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 71 West Hubbard Street. . Said sign structures measure as follows: along West Hubbard 
Street, one (1) at fifty (50) feet in length, point five (.5) foot in height and nine (9) feet above 
grade level, two (2) at seven point three three (7.33) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and 
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nine (9) feet above grade level, three (3) at six point six seven (6.67) feet in length, two (2) 
feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level, one (1) at sixteen (16) feet in 
length, one (1) foot in height and nine (9) feet above grade level, three (3) at four point eight 
three (4.83) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level, one (1) 
at four point six seven (4.67) feet in length, one (1) foot in height and nine (9) feet above 
grade level, one (1) at eight point six seven (8.67) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and 
nine (9) feet above grade level, one (1) at four (4) feet in length, one point three three (1.33) 
feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level, one (1) at four point six seven (4.67) feet 
in length, two (2) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level and one (1) at 
seventeen (17) feet in length, three point three three (3.33) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with 
the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105093 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Six Hundred Seventy-five and 
no/100 Dollars ($1,675.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Carlos M. Rosa. 
[02012-8328] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Carlos M. Rosa, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) steps on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 735 -- 737 South Western Avenue. Said steps at South Western Avenue measure 
two (2) at three (3) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of six (6) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
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Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103609 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
November 13, 2012. 

Royal Flesh Tattoo And Body Piercing. 
[02013-3925] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Royal Flesh Tattoo 
and Body Piercing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 4005 North Broadway. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Broadway, 
at six (6) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104480 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Sakoutis Corporation. 
[02013-3774] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sakoutis 
Corporation, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
112 North May Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North May Street, at 
nine (9) feet in length, fifteen (15) feet in height and nineteen (19) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106003 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 
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Salesforce.com, Inc. 
[02013-4082] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Salesforce.com, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
111 West Illinois Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Illinois Street, 
at twenty point two five (20.25) feet in length, seven (7) feet in height and one hundred 
thirty (130) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105444 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Sierra Auto Group. 
[02013-3819] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sierra Auto Group, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2310 North 
Cicero Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 2310 North Cicero Avenue, 
at eight (8) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and thirteen point five (13.5) feet above grade 
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level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105970 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6,2012. 

The Silver Room. 
[02013-3511 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Silver Room, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1442 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Milwaukee Avenue, 
at two (2) feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106024 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
October 31,2012. 

Sol Cafe. 
[02013-3944] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sol Cafe, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1615 West Howard 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Howard Street, at eight (8) feet 
in length, two point eight three (2.83) feet in height and eleven point two five (11.25) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with 
the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103728 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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Soundz Good, Inc. 
[02013-3834] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Soundz Good, Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3447 North 
Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Western Avenue, at 
ten (10) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and eleven (11) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print{s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106019 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
November 13, 2012. 

Subway. 
[02013-3930] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Subway, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3815 North 
Broadway. Said sign structures measure as follows: along North Broadway, one (1) at six (6) 
feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level and 
one (1) at thirteen point five (13.5) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and thirteen 
(13) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
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City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104792 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Sutherland's. 
[02013-3854] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sutherland's, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5353 West Irving 
Park Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Irving Park Road, at 
seven (7) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and eleven point two five (11.25) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1101164 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Taco Fresco. 
[02013-4084] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Taco Fresco, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 23 East Adams 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East Adams Street, at four (4) feet in 
length, four point five (4.5) feet in height and fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106049 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 
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Tarascas International. 
[02013-3869] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tarascas 
International, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2585 North Clark Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clark Street, 
at six point four one (6.41) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and fifteen point zero 
eight (15.08) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105908 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
June 13, 2012. 

The Temple Bar. 
[02013-3839J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Temple Bar, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
3001 North Ashland Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Wellington 
Avenue, at ten point two (10.2) feet in length, fourteen (14) feet in height and twelve (12) feet 
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above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file 
with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City 
Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the 
Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106124 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
June 28, 2011. 

Toast. 
[02013-3840] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Toast, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2046 North Damen 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Damen Avenue, at two point 
five eight (2.58) feet in length, two point five eight (2.58) feet in height and eleven point one 
seven (11.17) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106104 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
October 31,2012. 

The University Of Chicago. 
(5800 S. Stony Island Ave.) 

(Occupation Of Spaces) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3610] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The University of 
Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use three (3) occupation of spaces on the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 5800 South Stony Island Avenue. Said occupation of spaces at South 
Stony Island Avenue measure one (1) at seventy-one point two five (71.25) feet in length and 
eight point three three (8.33) feet in width for a total of five hundred ninety-three point five 
one (593.51) square feet, one (1) at ninety-six point two five (96.25) feet in length and 
five (5) feet in width for a total of four hundred eighty-one point two five (481.25) square feet 
and one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred (100) square feet. Occupation of space shall consist of curb/cutter on the east and 
west side of South Stony Island Avenue. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development, the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Department of Transportation 
(Office of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105423 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred Forty-six and 
no/100 Dollars ($1,246.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

The University Of Chicago. 
(5800 S. Stony Island Ave.) 

(Raised Crosswalk) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3606] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The University of 
Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use one (1) raised crosswalk on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 5800 South Stony Island Avenue. Said raised crosswalk at South Stony Island 
Avenue measures ninety (90) feet in length and thirty-one point two five (31.25) feet in width 
for a total of two thousand eight hundred twelve point five (2,812.5) square feet. Said raised 
crosswalk will include a six (6) foot sloped buffer area on each side. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Planning and 
Development and the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105422 herein granted the sum of Two Thousand Nine Hundred Eighty-four and 
no/100 Dollars ($2,984.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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The University Of Chicago. 
(5550 S. University Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

55175 

[02013-3605] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The University of 
Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use one (1) manhole under the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 5550 South University Avenue. Said manhole at South Greenwood Avenue 
measures three (3) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of nine (9) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination) and the Department of Water 
Management. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105420 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

The University Of Chicago. 
(5736 -- 5750 S. Woodlawan Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3601] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The University of 
Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use five (5) irrigation systems under the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 5736 -- 5750 South Woodlawn Avenue. Said irrigation systems at 
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5750 South Woodlawn Avenue measure one (1) at fifty-four (54) feet in length and point zero 
eight (.08) foot in width for a total of four point three two (4.32) square feet. Piping shall be 
one (1) foot, four (4) inches below grade level and one (1) at fifty-four (54) feet in length and 
point zero eight (.08) foot in width for a total offour point three two (4.32) square feet. Piping 
shall be one (1) foot, four (4) inches below grade level. Said irrigation systems at 
5736 -- 5740 South Woodlawn Ave measure one (1) at seventy-eight (78) feet in length and 
point zero eight (.08) foot in width for a total of six point two four (6.24) square feet. Piping 
shall be one (1) foot, four (4) inches below grade level and one (1) at seventy-eight (78) feet 
in length and point zero eight (.08) foot in width for a total of six point two four (6.24) square 
feet. Piping shall be one (1) foot, four (4) inches below grade level. Said irrigation system 
at 5736 -- 5750 South Woodlawn Avenue measures one (1) at -one hundred six (106) feet in 
length and point zero eight (.08) foot in width for a total of eight point four eight (8.48) square 
feet. Piping shall be one (1) foot, four (4) inches below grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation 
(Office of Underground Coordination) and the Department of Water Management. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105679 herein granted the sum of Two Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($2,000.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Urban Holiday Management LLC. 
[02013-3520J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Urban Holiday 
Management LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) bay window projecting over the public right-of-way 
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adjacent to its premises known as 1659 West Division Street. Said bay window at West 
Division Street measures seven point two (7.2) feet in length and twenty-six point three (26.3) 
feet in width for a total of one hundred eighty-nine point three six (189.36) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-:-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105983 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

u.s. Equities Student Housing LLC. 
[02013-3550] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to U.S. Equities 
Student Housing LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, sixteen (16) banners projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 525 South State Street. Said banners at 
South State Street measure eight (8) at two point five (2.5) feet in length and seven point nine 
two (7.92) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-eight point four (158.4) square feet. Said 
banners at East Harrison Street measure four (4) at two point five (2.5) feet in length and 
seven point nine two (7.92) feet in width for a total of seventy-nine point two (79.2) square 
feet. Said banners at East Congress Parkway measure four (4) at two point five (2.5) feet in 
length and seven point nine two (7.92) feet in width for a total of seventy-nine point 
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two (79.2) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1094402 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Vaughan's Pub. 
[02013-3888] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 
_. 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Vaughan's Pub, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, five (5) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 5485 North Northwest Highway. Said light fixtures at North Northwest 
Highway measure five (5) at point six six (.66) foot in length, one point three three (1.33) feet 
in width and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of 
Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1093906 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Vernon Park Tap. 
[02013-3751 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Vernon Park Tap, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) ramp on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
1073 West Vernon Park Place. Said ramp at West Vernon Place measures twenty-four point 
five (24.5) feet in length and four point six seven (4.67) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
fourteen point four two (114.42) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of Project 
Development) and the Mayor's Office for People with Disabilities. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105959 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 
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Rado Vidakovic. 
[02013-3513] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rado Vidakovic, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use three (3) trash containers on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 4024 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said trash containers at public alley measure three (3) at 
six (6) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of forty-five (45) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105855 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-five and no/100 
Dollars ($225.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Villa Join The Movement. 
[02013-3700] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Villa Join the 
Movement, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6310 South Halsted Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Halsted 
Street, at twenty (20) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and sixteen (16) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104084 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and noli 00 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or ·replacement costs· associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

White Oaks Properties Group. 
(Bay Windows) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3709] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to White Oaks 
Properties Group, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, four (4) bay windows projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 5901 South Prairie Avenue. Said bay windows at East 59th 

Street measure three (3) at ten (10) feet in length and thirty (30) feet in width for a total of nine 
hundred (900) square feet and one (1) at seven point six seven (7.67) feet in length and thirty 
(30) feet in width for a total of two hundred thirty point one (230.1) square feet. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business 
Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105711 herein granted the sum of Zero and noli 00 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

White Oaks Properties Group. 
(Step) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3716] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to White Oaks 
Properties Group, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) step on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 5901 South Prairie Avenue. Said step at East 59th Street measures fifteen (15) feet 
in length and four point five (4.5) feet in width for a total of sixty-seven point five (67.5) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105714 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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Wil-Car Clark Street LLC. 
[02013-4089] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Wil-Car Clark Street 
LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, three (3) vaults under the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 20 South Clark Street. Said vaults at South Clark Street measure 
two (2) at four point seven five (4.75) feet in length and four point eight one (4.81) feet in width 
for a total of forty-five point seven (45.7) square feet and one (1) at four point seven seven 
(4.77) feet in length and four point eight one (4.81) feet in width for a total of twenty-two point 
nine four (22.94) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Transportation (Office of Underground Coordination). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105577 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($1,200.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Windy City Hot Dogs, Inc. 
[02013-3667] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Windy City Hot 
Dogs, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 4205 
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West 63rd Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63rd Street, at eight 
point five (8.5) feet in length, seven (7) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. 

The location of said privilege shall be as shown on prints kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other requir~d provisions of the .Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106061 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
December 13, 2011. 

25 East Washington Associates, L. P. 
[02013-4093] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 25 East Washington 
Associates, L.P., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) kiosk on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 25 East Washington Street. Said kiosk at East Washington Street measures two 
point five (2.5) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of two point five (2.5) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106067 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 

26th Spaulding Street Partnership LLC. 
[02013-3740] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 26th Spaulding 
Street Partnership LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) door swing on the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 3259 West 26th Street. Said door swing at public alley measures 
three (3) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of nine (9) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105330 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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60 East Lake LLC. 
[02013-4094] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 60 East Lake LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 60 East Lake 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East Lake Street, at twenty-one point 
six seven (21.67) feet in length, three point five (3.5) feet in height and twenty-four (24) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with 
the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development) and the Zoning 
Department -- Signs 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105464 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/1 00 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

123 Sangamon Venture Partners LLC. 
[02013-3778] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 123 Sangamon 
Venture Partners LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, thirty (30) balconies projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 123 North Sangamon Street. Said balconies 
at North Sangamon Street measure seventeen (17) at fourteen (14) feet in length and 
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five (5) feet in width for a total of one thousand one hundred ninety (1,190) square feet. Said 
balconies at (east side alley) measure seven (7) at fourteen (14) feet in length and five (5) feet 
in width for a total of four hundred ninety (490) square feet. Said balconies at (north side 
alley) measure six (6) at fourteen (14) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of four 
hundred twenty (420) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105467 herein granted the sum of Two Thousand Two Hundred Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($2,250.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

300 East 51 st LLC. 
[02013-3551} 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 300 East 51 st LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use five (5) tree grates on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes adjacent to 
its premises known as 300 East 51 st Street. Said tree grates at East 51 st Street measure 
five (5) at five (5) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
twenty-five (125) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the Department of 
Transportation (Division of Project Development). 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105509 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

747 Clark LLC. 
[02013-4095] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 747 Cark LLC, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, nine (9) balconies projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 747 North Clark Street. Said balconies at public alley measure five (5) at twelve 
point three three (12.33) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of three hundred 
eight point two five (308.25) square feet. Said balconies at North Clark Street measure 
four (4) at twelve point three three (12.33) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of 
two hundred forty-six point six (246.6) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and 
the Department of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105997 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($675.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

1200 Madison Racine LLC. 
[02013-3768) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 1200 Madison 
Racine LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, 
install, maintain and use one (1) planter curb on the public right-of-way for beautification 
purposes adjacent to its premises known as 1164 West Madison Street. Said planter curb 
at West Madison Street measures thirty (30) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total 
of one hundred fifty (150) square feet. Grantee must allow the required clear and 
unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times per rules and regulations approved 
by the Department of Transportation. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Planning and Development and the Department 
of Transportation (Division of Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105722 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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5056 Winchester LLC. 
[02013-3932] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 
5056 Winchester LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use one (1) trash container on the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 5056 -- 5060 North Winchester Avenue. Said trash container at 
public alley measures six (6) feet in length and three point six seven (3.67) feet in width for 
a total of twenty-two point zero two (22.02) square feet. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Transportation (Division of 
Project Development). 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsIons of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105995 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

AMENDMENT OF GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29,2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass amendments to various ordinances passed by the City 
Council of the City of Chicago for grants of privilege in the public way. These ordinances 
were referred to the Committee on May 8, 2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Formlina, Inc. 
(Landscapings) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3503] 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Formlina, 
Inc. on December 14, 2011 and printed upon page 17882 of the Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the words: "Formlina, 
Inc." and inserting in their place the words: "James F. Hurst". 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

Formlina, Inc. 
(Planter) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3495] 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Formlina, 
Inc. on December 14, 2011 and printed upon page 17883 of the Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the words: "Formlina, 
Inc." and inserting in their place the words: "James F. Hurst". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

Norlhwestem Memorial Hospital. 
(Security Cameras) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3473] 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital on January 17, 2013 and printed upon page 45483 of the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the words: "security cameras" and inserting in their place the words: "security 
phones". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

Norlhwestem Memorial Hospital. 
(Security Photo) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3472] 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital on January 17,2013 and printed upon page 45484 of the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the words: "security photo" and inserting in their place the words: "security phone". 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

Safe & Sound Electronics, Inc. 
[02013-3484] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Safe & 
Sound Electronics, Inc. on February 13, 2013 and printed upon page 46955 of the Journal of 
the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the 
words: "Safe & Sound Electronics, Inc." and inserting in their place the words: "s&s 
phone4less" . 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

Siena Tavern. 
[02013-3469] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Siena 
Tavern on April 10, 2013 and printed upon page 51647 of the Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the words: "Sidewalk 
cafe area Number 1 shall be sixty (60) feet in length and thirteen point nine (13.9) feet in 
width, sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and thirteen point 
nine (13.9) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 3 shall be fifty-five (55) feet in length 
and nine (9) feet in width for a total of one thousand six hundred seventy-six point 
five (1,676.5) square feet. Compensation: $3,855.95/Seating Capacity: 98". and inserting in 
their place the words: "Sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eighty-seven (87) feet, 
eleven (11) inches in length and eight (8) feet, eleven (11) inches in width, sidewalk cafe area 
Number 2 shall be fifty-five (55) feet, seven (7) inches in length and four (4) feet, five (5) 
inches in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 3 shall be twenty-five (25) feet, eleven (11) inches 
in length and seven (7) feet, four (4) inches in width and sidewalk cafe area 
Number 4 shall be fifty-eight (58) feet, three (3) inches in length and five (5) feet, four (4) 
inches in width for a total of one thousand five hundred thirty-five point six two (1,535.62) 
square feet. Compensation: $3,529.30/Seating Capacity: 136". 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

Southport Grocery And Cafe, Inc. 
[02013-3481] 

Be It Ord~ined by the City Council ofJhe City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Southport 
Grocery and Cafe, Inc. on February 13, 2013 and printed upon page 47109 of the Journal of 
the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the 
words: 

"Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM. until 4:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 AM. until 5:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 8:00 AM. until 4:00 P.M." 

and inserting in their place the words: 

"Sunday through Thursday, 8:00 AM. until 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 8:00 AM. until 11 :00 P.M.". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

Taqueria Mi Linda Hacienda, Inc. 
[02013-3488] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 
SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Taqueria 

Mi Linda Hacienda, Inc. on September 12, 2012 and printed upon page 33241 of the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the words: "4406 West Armitage Avenue" and inserting in their place the words: 
"4406 -- 4408 West Armitage Avenue". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 
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Uberstein. 
[02013-3475] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Uberstein 
on January 13, 2009 and printed upon page 53889 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the words: "Uberstein" and 
inserting in their place the words: "Sweet Baby Ray's Wrigleyville". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

1633 North Halsted LLC. 
[02013-3466] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago on 
May 4, 2011 and printed upon page 117914 of the Journal of the Proceedings ofthe City 
Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the words: "1633 North 
Halsted LLC" and inserting in their place the words: "The Royal George Theatre". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR AWNINGS. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith to authorize 
the issuance of permits to various applicants for the installation, maintenance and use of 
awnings. These ordinances were referred to the Committee on May 8, 2013. 
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This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Aby's Unisex Salon. 
[02013-3707] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Aby's Unisex Salon, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3233 West Fullerton Avenue. Said awning at West Fullerton Avenue measures 
sixteen (16) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-two (32) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105919 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Adam's Barber Shop. 
[02013-3556] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Adam's Barber 
Shop, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 5138 West Madison Street. Said awning at West Madison Street 
measures twenty-three (23) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty-six (46) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106131 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. Partnership. 
(Privilege No. 1104192) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3766] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ala Carte 
Entertainment Ltd. Partnership, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting overthe public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 401 West Ontario Street. Said awning at West 
Ontario Street measures twelve (12) feet in length and fourteen (14) feet in width for a total 
of one hundred sixty-eight (168) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104192 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. Partnership. 
(Privilege No. 1104193) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3772] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ala Carte 
Entertainment Ltd. Partnership, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
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ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 401 West Ontario Street. Said awning at West 
Ontario Street measures twelve (12) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width for 
a total of forty-two (42) square feet. Existing awning is approximately eight (8) feet, 
six (6) inches above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104193 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. Partnership. 
(Privilege No. 1104195) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3780] 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ala Carte 
Entertainment Ltd. Partnership, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting overthe public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 401 West Ontario Street. Said awning at West 
Ontario Street measures twenty-nine (29) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of 
fifty-eight (58) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104195 herein granted the sum of Fifty-four and no/100 Dollars ($54.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Bella Notte. 
[02013-3523] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bella Notte, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, four (4) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1374 West Grand Avenue. Said awning at West Grand Avenue measures one (1) 
at six (6) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of twenty-four (24) square feet. 
Said awnings at West Grand Avenue measure three (3) at four (4) feet in length and three 
point two five (3.25) feet in width for a total of thirty-nine (39) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105917 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
October 31,2012. 
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Bellas Fuentez. 
[02013-3478] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bellas Fuentez, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1725 West 47th Street. Said awnings at West 47th Street measure one (1) at 
twenty-four (24) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty-eight (48) square feet 
and one (1) at ten point three three (10.33) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total 
of twenty point six six (20.66) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106162 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Big Furniture Liquidators, Inc. 
[02013-3477] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Big Furniture 
Liquidators, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 8201 South Cottage Grove Avenue. Said awning at South Cottage 
Grove Avenue measures fifty-two (52) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for 
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a total of one hundred thirty (130) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106135 herein granted the sum of Seventy-seven and no/100 Dollars ($77.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Billy's Gyros. 
[02013-3474] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Billy's Gyros, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and 
use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
7855 South Cottage Grove Avenue. Said awning at South Cottage Grove Avenue measures 
twenty (20) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty (40) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1097279 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Bistronomic. 
[02013-3784] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bistronomic, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 840 North Wabash Avenue. Said awnings at North Wabash Avenue measure 
three (3) at fifteen (15) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
thirty-five (135) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1093837 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/1 00 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, to commence one (1) year after passage. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Briciola. 
[02013-3593] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Briciola, upon the 
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terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 937 North Damen Avenue. Said awning at North Damen Avenue measures 
twenty-five point one seven (25.17) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of fifty 
point three four (50.34) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103871 herein granted the sum of Fifty and 17/100 Dollars ($50.17) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Cafe Bolero. 
[02013-3460] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cafe Bolero, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) awnings projecting overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2252 North Western Avenue. Said awning at North Western Avenue measures 
one (1) at twenty-eight point five (28.5) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of 
eighty-five point five (85.5) square feet. Said awning at West Belden Avenue measures 
one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of sixty (60) square 
feet. Said awning at West Belden Avenue measures one (1) at fifty-five (55) feet in length 
and eleven (11) feet in width for a total of six hundred five (605) square feet. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business 
Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106114 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Community Family Clinic. 
[02013-3708] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Community Family 
Clinic, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 2880 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said awning at North Milwaukee Avenue 
measures twenty-one (21) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty-two (42) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106138 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Corner Bakery Cafe. 
[02013-3787] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Corner Bakery 
Cafe, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, six (6) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 360 North Michigan Avenue. Said awnings at North Michigan Avenue 
measure six (6) at fourteen (14) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of two 
hundred fifty-two (252) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s)s kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105927 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

Coronas Coffee II. 
[02013-3859] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 
Coronas Coffee II upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
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and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 909 West Irving Park Road. Said awning at West Irving Park Road 
measures twelve (12) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of thirty-six 
(36) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with 
the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106166 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 14, 2013. 

Country Financial. 
[02013-3597] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Country Financial, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use two (2) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1426 West Fullerton Avenue. Said awnings at West Fullerton Avenue measure 
two (2) at fifteen point three three (15.33) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width 
for a total of seventy-six point six five (76.65) square feet. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104804 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

o 'Candela. 
[02013-3703] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to D'Candela, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 4053 North Kedzie Avenue. Said awning at North Kedzie Avenue measures 
nineteen (19) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-eight (38) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106014 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 
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Deli Boutique, Inc. 
[02013-3821] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Deli Boutique, Inc, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2318 North Clark Street. Said awning at North Clark Street measures 
nineteen (19) feet in length and two (2) feetin widthfor a total of thirty-eight (38) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105763 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Denden Restaurant. 
[02013-3911] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Denden Restaurant, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 6635 North Clark Street. Said awning at West Wallen Avenue and North Clark 
Street measures forty-nine (49) feet in length and two point three three (2.33) feet in width for 
a total of one hundred fourteen point one seven (114.17) square feet. The location of said 
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privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105937 herein granted the sum of Seventy-four and no/100 Dollars ($74.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Diversey Hair Salon. 
[02013-3580) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 
Diversey Hair Salon, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 5119 West Diversey Avenue. Said awning at West 
Diversey Avenue measures twenty-two point five (22.5) feet in length and two (2) feet in width 
for a total of forty-five (45) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104210 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Elite Physical Therapy. 
[02013-3467] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Elite Physical 
Therapy, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, two (2) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 1919 South Michigan Avenue. Said awnings at South Michigan Avenue 
measure one (1) at fourteen point nine five (14.95) feet in length and three (3) feet in width 
for a total of forty-four point eight five (44.85) square feet and one (1) at twelve point two 
five (12.25) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of thirty-six point seven 
five (36.75) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104701 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 
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EI Nuevo Mexicano. 
[02013-3848] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to EI Nuevo Mexicano, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2914 North Clark Street. Said awning at North Clark Street measures 
twenty-four (24) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty-eight (48) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105989 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 6, 2013. 

EI Sinaloense. 
[02013-3483] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to EI Sinaloense, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2759 South Pulaski Road. Said awnings at South Pulaski Road measure two (2) 
at five point eight three (5.83) feet in length and two point nine two (2.92) feet in width for a 
total of thirty four point zero five (34.05) square feet and one (1) at five (5) feet in length and 
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two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of twelve point five (12.5) square feet. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business 
Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1091883 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Emerald City Theatre. 
[02013-3698] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Emerald City 
Theatre, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 2933 North Southport Avenue. Said awning at North Southport Avenue 
measures twenty-four (24) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of 
seventy-two (72) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105445 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Fame Cleaners. 
[02013-3461] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fame Cleaners, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1850 West Division Street. Said awning at West Division Street measures one (1) 
at sixteen (16) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-two (32) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105923 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 
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Feras Food & Liquor, Inc. 
[02013-3485] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Feras Food & 
Liquor, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 4265 West Cermak Road. Said awning measures thirty-five (35) feet 
in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of seventy (70) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print( s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106097 herein granted the sum of Sixty and no/100 Dollars ($60.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Folklore. 
[02013-3699] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Folklore, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and use 
one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
2100 -- 2102 West Division Street. Said awning at West Division Street measures eighteen 
point six seven (18.67) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of eighteen point six 
seven (18.67) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
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on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103895 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Forever Young. 
[02013-3462] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Forever Young, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2094 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said awning at North Milwaukee Avenue measures 
seventeen point two five (17.25) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-four 
point five (34.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106050 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

The Gardner School. 
[02013-3532] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Gardner 
School, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use three (3) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 1301 West Madison Street. Said awning at South Throop Street 
measures one (1) at ten point six seven (10.67) feet in length and four point one seven (4.17) 
feet in width for a total of forty-four point four nine (44.49) square feet. Said awnings at West 
Madison Street measure one (1) at nineteen point zero eight (19.08) feet in length and four 
point one seven (4.17) feet in width for a total of seventy-nine point five six (79.56) square feet 
and one (1) at sixteen point five (16.5) feet in length and four point one seven (4.17) feet in 
width for a total of sixty-eight point eight one (68.81) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105665 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

H. A. Lanager & Associates. 
[02013-3850] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to H. A. Lanager & 
Associates, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, two (2) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 3763 -- 3767 North Racine Avenue. Said awnings at North Racine 
Avenue measure one (1) at thirty-three point three three (33.33) feet in length and three (3) 
feet in width for a total of ninety-nine point nine nine (99.99) square feet and one (1) at 
fifteen (15) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of forty-five (45) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106013 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Eight and 33/100 
Dollars ($108.33) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Harrison Street Lofts Condominium. 
[02013-3470] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Harrison Street 
Lofts Condominium, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
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maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 547 South Clark Street. Said awning at South Clark Street 
measures fourteen (14) feet in length and nine (9) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
twenty-six (126) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print( s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105993 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
November 18, 2012. 

Helios Center For Movement. 
[02013-37011 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Helios Center for 
Movement, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 2258 West Belmont Avenue. Said awning at North Oakley Avenue 
measures four (4) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of eight (8) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The "grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105804 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Ingram Jewelers & Pawner, Inc. 
[02013-3561] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ingram 
Jewelers & Pawner, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 4234 West Madison Street. Said awning at West Madison 
Street measures twenty-four point six seven (24.67) feet in length and three (3) feet in width 
for a total of seventy-four point zero one (74.01) square feet. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106125 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 14, 2013. 

Jaipur. 
[02013-3536] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jaipur, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 847 West Randolph Street. Said awnings at West Randolph Street measure 
two (2) at twenty (20) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
sixty (160) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1095299 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Joyful Noise Christian Day Care. 
[02013-3567] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Joyful Noise 
Christian Day Care, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
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maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 4243 West North Avenue. Said awning at West North 
Avenue measures forty (40) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of eighty (80) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106029 herein granted the sum of Sixty-five and no/100 Dollars ($65.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Kai Sushi. 
[02013-3537] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kai Sushi, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1406 West Grand Avenue. Said awning at West Grand Avenue measures ten (10) 
feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of fifteen (15) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1100605 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Kam Fung Restaurant. 
[02013-3507] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kam Fung 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 216 West 22nd Place. Said awning at West 22nd Place measures 
nineteen (19) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of seventy-six (76) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103704 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
December 12, 2012. 

Kanela II. 
[02013-3539] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kanela II, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and use 
one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
1552 North Wells Street. Said awning at North Wells Street measures twenty-two (22) feet 
in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty-four (44) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and 
Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104431 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Kidslife Oaycare Center, Inc. 
[02013-3586] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kidslife Daycare 
Center, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
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its premises known as 4441 West Fullerton Avenue. Said awning at West Fullerton Avenue 
measures fifteen (15) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty (30) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105933 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

LaSalle Bank Trust No. A7701099274. 
[02013-3793] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to LaSalle Bank 
Trust Number A7701 099274, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, seven (7) awnings projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 1260 North Dearborn Street. Said awnings at 
North Dearborn Street measure one (1) at eight (8) feet in length and nine (9) feet in width for 
a total of seventy-two (72) square feet, three (3) at six (6) feet in length and two (2) feet in 
width for a total of thirty-six (36) square feet and three (3) at three (3) feet in length and 
two (2) feet in width for a total of eighteen (18) square feet. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106045 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 27, 2013. 

The Love Learning CenterlOaycare. 
[02013-3479] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Love Learning 
Center/Daycare, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, two (2) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 228 East 61 st Street. Said awnings at East 61 51 Street measure 
one (1) at forty-one (41) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of eighty-two (82) 
square feet and one (1) at fifty-five (55) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of 
one hundred ten (110) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1093418 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Forty-six and no/100 
Dollars ($146.00) per annum, to commence one (1) year after passage. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Macerich Management. 
[02013-3798] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, nineteen (19) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said awnings at East Grand Avenue 
measure two (2) at six point one seven (6.17) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in 
width for a total of sixty-seven point eight seven (67.87) square feet, seven (7) at fifteen (15) 
feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of five hundred seventy-seven 
point five (577.5) square feet and one (1) at twenty-six point three three (26.33) feet in length 
and five point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty-four point eight 
two (144.82) square feet. Said awnings at East Ohio Street measure two (2) at fifteen (15) 
feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred sixty-five (165) 
square feet. Said awnings at North Wabash Avenue measure seven (7) at fifteen (15) feet in 
length and five point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of five hundred seventy-seven point 
five (577.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on 
file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105900 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 
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Magnum Insurance. 
[02013-3712] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Magnum Insurance, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3418 West Diversey Avenue. Said awning at West Diversey Avenue measures 
eighteen (18) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-six (36) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105920 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 14, 2010. 

Magnum Insurance Agency. 
[02013-3591 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Magnum Insurance 
Agency, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 5010 West Fullerton Avenue. Said awning at West Fullerton Avenue 
measures sixteen (16) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-two (32) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
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Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105915 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 14, 2013. 

Maria Teresa Unisex Hairstyle. 
[02013-3463] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Maria Teresa 
Unisex Hairstyle, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 2445 West Armitage Avenue. Said awning at West Armitage 
measures twenty-three point five (23.5) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for 
a total of fifty-eight point seven five (58.75) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106065 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

MB Financial Bank N.A. 
[02013-3908] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to MB Financial 
Bank N.A., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, seventeen (17) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 3959 North Lincoln Avenue. Said awnings at North Lincoln Avenue 
measure one (1) at eleven point three eight (11.38) feet in length and two point 
five (2.5) feet in width for a total of twenty-eight point four five (28.45) square feet, one (1) at 
ten point six nine (1 0.69) feet in length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in width for a total 
of thirty point four seven (30.47) square feet, one (1) at ten point six seven (10.67) feet in 
length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in width for a total of thirty point four one (30.41) 
square feet, one (1) at ten point three eight (10.38) feet in length and two point eight 
five (2.85) feet in width for a total of twenty-nine point five eight (29.58) square feet, one (1) 
at ten point three eight (10.38) feet in length anq two point ?ight five (2.85) feet in width for 
a total of twenty-nine point five eight (29.58) square feet, one (1) at ten point three 
eight (10.38) feet in length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in width for a total of twenty-nine 
point five eight (29.58) square feet, one (1) at five point seven one (5.71) feet in length and 
two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of fourteen point two eight (14.28) square feet, 
one (1) at nine point seven three (9.73) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for 
a total of twenty-four point three three (24.33) square feet, one (1) at ten point seven 
one (10.71) feet in length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in width for a total of thirty point 
five two (30.52) square feet, one (1) at ten point seven one (10.71) feet in length and two 
point eight five (2.85) feet in width for a total of thirty point five two (30.52) square feet, 
one (1) at ten point seven one (10.71) feet in length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in 
width for a total of thirty point five two (30.52) square feet, one (1) at ten point seven 
one (10.71) feet in length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in width for a total of thirty point 
five two (30.52) square feet, one (1) at ten point seven one (10.71) feet in length and two 
point eight five (2.85) feet in width for a total of thirty point five two (30.52) square feet 
one (1) at ten point seven one (10.71) feet in length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in 
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width for a total of thirty point five two (30.52) square feet, one (1) at nine point one 
three (9.13) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of twenty-two pOint 
eight three (22.83) square feet, one (1) at nine point one seven (9.17) feet in length and two 
point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of twenty-two point nine three (22.93)square feet and 
one (1) at ten point three five (10.35) feet in length and two point eight five (2.85) feet in width 
for a total of twenty-nine point five (29.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1091441 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

NilVana Nail Salon. 
[02013-3853] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Nirvana Nail Salon, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3356 North Broadway. Said awning at North Broadway measures twenty-two (22) 
feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty-four (44) square feet. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business 
Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department 
-- Signs. 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105943 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Nutri Medicos LLC. 
[02013-3515] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Nutri Medicos LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1719 West 18th Street. Said awning at West 18th Street measures twenty (20) feet in length 
and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty (40) square feet. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1100645 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Panes Bread Cafe. 
[02013-3855] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Panes Bread Cafe, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3002 North Sheffield Avenue. Said awning at North Sheffield Avenue measures 
twenty-one (21) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of forty-two (42) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106041 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Patio Restaurant. 
[02013-3471 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Patio Restaurant, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
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constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1503 West Taylor Street. Said awning at West Taylor Street measures twenty-six 
point three three (26.33) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of seventy-eight 
point nine nine (78.99) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office 
of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106060 herein granted the sum of Fifty-one and 33/100 Dollars ($51.33) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 15, 2013. 

Pia Marconi. 
[02013-3518] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pia Marconi, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and 
use five (5) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
2427 South Oakley Avenue. Said awnings at South Oakley Avenue measure two (2) at one 
point six (1.6) feet in length and eighteen (18) feet in width for a total of fifty-seven point 
six (57.6) square feet. Said awnings at South Oakley Avenue measure three (3) at one point 
six (1.6) feet in length, and eighteen (18) feet in width for a total of eighty-six point four (86.4) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1092983 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Rachel's Learning Centers, Ltd. 
[02013-3493] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rachel's Learning 
Centers, Ltd., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 3430 -- 3434 West Roosevelt Road. Said awning at West Roosevelt 
Road measures forty-three (43) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of 
eighty-six (86) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105979 herein granted the sum of Sixty-eight and no/100 Dollars ($68.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

Robust Coffee Lounge LLC. 
[02013-3800] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Robust Coffee 
Lounge LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 416 West Ontario Street. Said awning at West Ontario Street 
measures fourteen (14) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of fifty-six (56) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104525 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Royal Flesh Tattoo And Body Piercing. 
[02013-3863] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Royal Flesh Tattoo 
and Body Piercing, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
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and use, as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 4005 North Broadway. Said awning at North Broadway measures 
thirty (30) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of sixty (60) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104479 herein granted the sum of Fifty-five and no/1 00 Dollars ($55.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Serena Restaurant. 
[02013-3915] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Serena Restaurant, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 2309 -- 2311 West Devon Avenue. Said awning at West Devon Avenue measures 
forty-six (46) feet in length, and two (2) feet in width for a total of ninety-two (92) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1101172 herein granted the sum of Seventy-one and no/100 Dollars ($71.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Sherry's Food Mart. 
[02013-3841 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sherry's Food Mart, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 162 West Division Street. Said awning at West Division Street measures ten (10) feet in 
length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of twenty-five (25) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1099768 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Sung Nam Lee. 
[02013-3870] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sung Nam Lee, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, five (5) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3621 -- 3631 North Broadway. Said awnings at North Broadway measure one (1) 
at thirty-two (32) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of 
forty-eight (48) square feet, one (1) at thirteen point four two (13.42) feet in length and one 
point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of twenty point one three (20.13) square feet, one (1) 
at fifteen (15) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of twenty-two point 
five (22.5) square feet, one (1) at thirteen point eight three (13.83) feet in length and one point 
five (1.5) feet in w_idth for a total of twenty point seven five (20.75) square feet and 
one (1) at sixteen point six seven (16.67) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width 
for a total of twenty-five point zero one (25.01) square feet. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on prints kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106070 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and noli 00 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 9, 2013. 

Tommy's Guitars. 
[02013-3464] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tommy's Guitars, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 2548 West Chicago Avenue. Said awning at West Chicago Avenue measures nineteen 
point five (19.5) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of seventy-eight (78) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
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Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103390 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Tracey's Beauty Salon. 
[02013-3910] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tracey's Beauty 
Salon, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, two (2) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 4300 North Western Avenue. Said awning at North Western Avenue 
measures one (1) at twenty-three (23) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of 
ninety-two (92) square feet. Said awning at West Cullom Avenue measures one (1) 
at eleven (11) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of forty-four (44) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105958 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6,2013. 

Unleashed LLG. 
[02013-3837] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Unleashed LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1535 North Dayton Street. Said awning at North Dayton Street measures twelve (12) feet 
in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of thirty-six (36) square feet. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business 
Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1103845 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Walgreens No. 1332. 
[02013-3803] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Walgreens 
Number 1332, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, eight (8) awnings projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 300 North Michigan Avenue. Said awnings at East South Water 
Street measure six (6) at thirteen (13) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of 
two hundred thirty-four (234) square feet. Said awnings at North Michigan Avenue measure 
two (2) at thirteen (13) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of seventy-eight (78) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105996 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 26, 2011. 

Youmax Food & Liquor. 
[02013-3917] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to You max Food & 
Liquor, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
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as now constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 2222 West Devon Avenue. Said awning at West Devon Avenue 
measures seventeen (17) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of 
twenty-five point five (25.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1102020 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Zelaz Salon. 
[02013-3857] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Zelaz Salon, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) awning projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3321 North Broadway. Said awning at North Broadway measures eleven 
point five (11.5) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of forty-six (46) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104147 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR CANOPIES. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted herewith for grants of privilege in the public way for the installation, maintenance 
and use of canopies. These ordinances and substitute ordinance were referred to the 
Committee on May 8, 2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

ABC Pagers Cellular. 
[02013-3936] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to ABC Pagers 
Cellular, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 3637 West 26th Street. Said canopy at West 26th Street measures fifteen 
point six seven (15.67) feet in length and nine (9) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
forty-one point zero three (141.03) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105930 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

Absolute Garage Builders. 
[02013-4023] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Absolute Garage 
Builders, upon the terms and subject to the conditions or this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 3050 West Irving Park Road. Said canopy at West Irving Park Road 
measures twenty (20) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of sixty (60) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105980 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 9, 2013. 

B. C. Enterprises. 
[02013-3958] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to B.C. Enterprises, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
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constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 5630 West Belmont Avenue. Said canopy at West Belmont Avenue measures two 
hundred sixty-five (265) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for a total of two thousand six 
hundred fifty (2,650) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) 
kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106006 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 10, 2013. 

Fifth Third Bank. 
[S02013-2589} 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fifth Third Bank, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) canopies projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1606 East 79th Street. Said canopy at East 79th Street measures one (1) at twelve 
point one (12.1) feet in length and two point nine (2.9) feet in width for a total of thirty-five 
point zero nine (35.09) square feet. Said canopy at South Stony Island Avenue measures 
one (1) at thirteen point four (13.4) feet in length and one point nine (1.9) feet in width for a 
total of twenty-five point four six (25.46) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105154 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
July 29, 2011. 

Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar. 
[02013-4032] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fleming's Prime 
Steakhouse & Winebar, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) canopies projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 25 East Ohio Street. Said canopies at East Ohio Street 
measure one (1) at forty-nine point six six (49.66) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for 
a total of two hundred forty-eight point three (248.3) square feet and one (1) at eleven point 
four one (11.41) feet in length and four point five (4.5) feet in width for a total of fifty-one point 
three five (51.35) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105976 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Twenty-four and 66/100 
Dollars ($124.66) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. 

KFC. 
[02013-4027] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to KFC, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and use 
two (2) canopies projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
2807 West Irving Park Road. Said canopies at West Irving Park Road measure one (1) at 
nine point nine two (9.92) feet in length and four point four one (4.41) feet in width for a total 
of forty-three point seven five (43.75) square feet and one (1) at ten point three three (10.33) 
feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of fifteen point five (15.5) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104816 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
date of passage. 

Laschef's Inn. 
[02013-4050] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Laschet's Inn, upon 
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the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2119 West Irving Park Road. Said canopy at West Irving Park Road measures 
twenty-eight (28) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of fifty-six (56) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department 
of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105759 herein granted the sum of Fifty-three and no/100 Dollars ($53.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 9, 2013. 

Macerich Management. 
[02013-4035] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, twelve (12) canopies projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said canopies at East Grand Avenue measure 
one (1) at forty-two (42) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of two hundred 
fifty-two (252) square feet and one (1) at fifteen point eight three (15.83) feet in length and ten 
point six seven (10.67) feet in width for a total of one hundred sixty-eight point nine 
one (168.91) square feet. Said canopies at North Rush Street measure one (1) at 
forty-two (42) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of two hundred fifty-two (252) 
square feet, one (1) at twenty-four point five (24.5) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet 
in width for a total of thirty-six point seven five (36.75) square feet and one (1) at eighty-four 
point five eight (84.58) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
sixty-nine point one six (169.16) square feet. Said canopies at East Ohio Street measure 
one (1) at thirty-one point six seven (31.67) feet in length and five point two five (5.25) feet 
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in width for a total of one hundred sixty-six point two seven (166.27) square feet, one (1) at 
thirty-four point five (34.5) feet in length and five point two five (5.25) feet in width for a total 
of one hundred eighty-one point one three (181.13) square feet, two (2) at fourteen (14) feet 
in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width for a total of ninety-eight (98) square feet, 
one (1) at nineteen point five (19.5) feet in length and five point seven five (5.75) feet in width 
for a total of one hundred twelve point one three (112.13) square feet and one (1) at 
fourteen (14) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of eighty-four (84) square feet. 
Said canopy at North Wabash Avenue measures one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and five 
point two five (5.25) feet in width for a total of one hundred five (105) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105907 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($175.00) per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 

Margaret's Filling Station. 
[02013-3933] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Margaret's Filling 
Station, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 7007 South Racine Avenue. Said canopy at South Racine Avenue 
measures twenty-five (25) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of fifty (50) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
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Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106132 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 14, 2013. 

Pare Chestnut Condominium Association. 
[02013-3948] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Parc Chestnut 
Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 849 North Franklin Street. Said canopy at North Franklin 
Street measures twenty-nine (29) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred seventy-four (174) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 11 06094 herein granted the sum of Fifty-four and no/1 00 Dollars ($54.00) per annum, 
in advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 14, 2013. 

Performance Auto Body Center, Inc. 
[02013-3939] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Performance Auto 
Body Center, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 2233 West Grand Avenue. Said canopy at West Grand Avenue 
measures twenty-nine (29) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of 
forty-three point five (43.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the 
Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106016 herein granted the sum of Fifty-four and no/1 00 Dollars ($54.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 9, 2013. 
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Pete's Place. 
[02013-3956] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pete's Place, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3159 West Van Buren Street. Said canopy at West Van Buren Street measures 
thirty-three (33) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of thirty-three (33) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106062 herein granted the sum of Fifty-eight and no/100 Dollars ($58.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 6, 2013. - -- -

Adolph Salgado. 
[02013-3928] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Adolph Salgado, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 8725 -- 8727 South Commercial Avenue. Said canopy at South Commercial 
Avenue measures forty-five (45) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total 
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of one hundred twelve point five (112.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance 
with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106027 herein granted the sum of Seventy and no/1 00 Dollars ($70.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

180 North Jefferson PT LLC. 
[02013-4037] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 180 North Jefferson 
PT LLC, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 180 North Jefferson Street. Said canopy at North Jefferson Street 
measures fourteen point five (14.5) feet in length and twelve (12) feet in width for a total of 
one hundred seventy-four (174) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print(s) kept on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and 
the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1105940 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 
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A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 12, 2013. 

230 East Delaware Place Condominium Association. 
[02013-4044] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 230 East Delaware 
Place Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 230 East Delaware Place. Said canopy at 
East Delaware Place measures eight (8) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of 
forty-eight (48) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept 
on file with the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the 
City Clerk. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106005 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 20, 2013. 
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1000 Condominium Association. 
[02013-4047] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 1000 Condominium 
Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 1000 North Lake Shore Plaza. Said canopy at North Lake Shore Plaza 
measures seventeen point two three (17.23) feet in length and seventeen point six six (17.66) 
feet in width for a total of three hundred four point two eight (304.28) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the Department of 
Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Zoning 
Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to· the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and all other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1106046 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/1 00 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1, 2013. 

GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
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that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted herewith for various establishments to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for sidewalk cafes. These ordinances and substitute ordinance were referred to 
the Committee on May 8, 2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

A. J. Hudson's Public House. 
[02013-3923] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to A. J. Hudson's Public House, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3801 -- 3805 
North Ashland Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be twenty-nine point seven 
five (29.75) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall 
be forty-seven point one seven (47.17) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for a total of 
seven hundred nine point seven (709.7) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along North Ashland Avenue and West Grace Street. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Friday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $780.67/Seating Capacity: 56. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

55259 

This grant of privilege Number 1106443 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Alhambra Palace Restaurant. 
[02013-3656] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Alhambra Palace Restaurant, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1240 West 
Randolph Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixty-three (63) feet in length and ten (10) 
feet in width for a total of six hundred thirty (630) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Randolph Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $693.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106218 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Anthony's. 
[02013-3782] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Anthony's, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3442 North 
Southport Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twelve (12) feet in length and six point 
five (6.5) feet in width for a total of seventy-eight (78) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Southport Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600/Seating Capacity: 6. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106374 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

A Plate On Southport. 
[02013-3711] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to A Plate on Southport, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2918 North 
Southport Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirteen (13) feet in length and nine (9) 
feet in width for a total of one hundred seventeen (117) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Southport Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Tuesday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106325 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Asian Outpost. 
[02013-3509] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Asian Outpost, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1313 -- 1315 South 
Wabash Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-five (55) feet in length and nine (9) 
feet in width for a total of four hundred ninety-five (495) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along South Wabash Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 36. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106072 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Augie's. 
[02013-3714] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Augie's, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1721 West Wrightwood Avenue. 
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Said sidewalk cafe area shall be ninety-one (91) feet in length and nine point three 
three (9.33) feet in width for a total of eight hundred forty-nine point zero three (849.03) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along West Altgeld Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 11:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $933.93/Seating Capacity: 54. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106436 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Bacci Cafe And Pizzeria On Milwaukee Ave., Inc. 
[02013-3876] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bacci Cafe and Pizzeria on 
Milwaukee Ave., Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use portions of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its 
premises located at 4367 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall 
be twelve (12) feet in length and five (5) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall 
be fourteen (14) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one hundred thirty (130) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along West Montrose Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Sunday through Thursday, 10:00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

6/5/2013 

This grant of privilege Number 1106479 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

The Bavarian Chop Haus. 
[02013-3929] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Bavarian Chop Haus, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4128 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-nine point seven five (49.75) feet in length and 
eleven point five (11.5) feet in width for a total of five hundred seventy-two point one 
three (572.13) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along West Warner Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $629.34/Seating Capacity: 40. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106448 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Beezzee. 
[02013-3790] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Beezzee, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2807 North Sheffield Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be twelve point one seven (12.17) feet in length and five (5) feet in 
width for a total of sixty point eight five (60.85) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Sheffield Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106309 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

The Big Cheese On Lincoln. 
[02013-3935J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Big Cheese on Lincoln, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4229 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-one (41) feet in length and ten (10) feet in 
width for a total of four hundred ten (410) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Hutchinson Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11:00A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 28. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1104505 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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The Black Duck. 
[02013-3754] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Black Duck, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1800 North Halsted Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be seventy-seven (77) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for 
a total of four hundred sixty-two (462) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along West Willow Street. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Friday, 4:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday, 4:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 48. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106216 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Bowmans. 
[02013-3941 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bowmans, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4356 North Leavitt 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-two point eight three (42.83) feet in length and 
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seventeen point eight three (17.83) feet in width for a total of seven hundred 
sixty-three point six six (763.66) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from 
the face of the curb/building line along North Leavitt Street. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Monday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 A. M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $840.02/Seating Capacity: 48. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106402 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Breakfast House Restaurant, Inc. 
[02013-3632] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Breakfast House Restaurant, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
portions of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1800 
West Grand Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be thirty (30) feet in length and 
six (6) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be ten (10) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width for a total of two hundred twenty (220) square feet and shall allow six (6) 
feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Wood Street and West 
Grand Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation forthe 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106198 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Brisku Bistro. 
[02013-3728] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Brisku Bistro, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4100 -- 4102 North Kedzie 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-two point five (52.5) feet in length and thirteen 
point five (13.5) feet in width for a total of seven hundred eight point seven five (708.75) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along West Belle Plaine Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours 
of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 4:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $779.63/Seating Capacity: 40. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106475 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Burger Joint. 
[02013-3979] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Burger Joint, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 675 North Franklin Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eleven (11) feet in length and six (6) feet in width and 
sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be twelve point five (12.5) feet in length and six (6) feet 
in width for a total of one hundred forty-one (141) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Franklin Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106455 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Burrito Beach No.8. 
[02013-3980] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Burrito Beach Number 8, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 200 East Ohio 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be forty point five (40.5) feet in length and 
seven point eight three (7.83) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be 
twenty-seven point four two (27.42) feet in length and nine (9) feet in width for a total of five 
hundred sixty-three point nine (563.9) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along East Ohio Street and North St. Clair Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1 ,296.96/Seating Capacity: 56. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106313 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Butterfly. 
[02013-3659] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Butterfly, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1156 West Grand Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-four (24) feet in length and four point two (4.2) feet in 
width for a total of one hundred point eight (100.8) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Grand Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 10:30 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday, 10:30 AM. to 11 :30 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 11 :30 AM. to 11 :30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106423 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Butterfly Sushi & Thai Cuisine On Chicago Ave. 
[02013-3665] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Butterfly Sushi & Thai Cuisine 
on Chicago Avenue, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
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maintain and use portions of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its 
premises located at 1421 West Chicago Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall 
be six point two (6.2) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width and sidewalk cafe 
area Number 2 shall be six point five (6.5) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width 
for a total of sixty-nine point eight five (69.85) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Chicago Avenue. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 10:30 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday, 10:30 AM. to 11 :30 P.M. 
Saturday, 11 :30 AM. to 11 :30 P.M. 
Sunday, 11 :30 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106424 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1,2013. 

Butterfly Sushi Bar And Thai Cuisine On Madison Street. 
[02013-3516] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Butterfly Sushi Bar and Thai 
Cuisine on Madison Street, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use portions of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its 
premises located at 1131 West Madison Street. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be 
six point two five (6.25) feet in length and eleven point six seven (11.67) feet in width and 
sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be eight (8) feet in length and eleven point six 
seven (11.67) feet in width for a total of one hundred sixty-six point three (166.3) square feet 
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and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West 
Madison Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 10:30 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday, 10:30 AM. until 11 :30 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 11 :30 AM. until 11 :30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106439 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Cafe Tola. 
[02013-3792] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cafe Tola, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3612 North Southport Avenue. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twelve point five (12.5) feet in length and eleven point 
five (11.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty-three point seven five (143.75) square 
feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
North Southport Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106238 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Gaffe Italia. 
[02013-3750] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Caffe Italia, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2625 North Harlem Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty (50) feet in length and seven point five (7.5) feet in width for 
a total of three hundred seventy-five (375) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Harlem Avenue. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106498 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
proviSions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Caribou Coffee Co., Inc. 
[02013-3521 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Caribou Coffee Co., Inc., upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 800 South Wabash 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and eight (8) feet in 
width for a total of one hundred seventy-six (176) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along South Wabash Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM. to 9:30 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106493 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Ch'ava Cafe. 
[02013-3951 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ch'ava Cafe, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4656 North Clark Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-eight (28) feet in length and sixteen (16) feet in width for 
a total of four hundred forty-eight (448) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face ofthe curb/building line along West Leland Avenue. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. until 9:30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106427 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Chicago Busy Burger. 
[02013-3603] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Busy Burger, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1120 West Taylor 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be seventy (70) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width 
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for a total of four hundred ninety (490) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along South May Street. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 36. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106201 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Chicago Hilton & Towers. 
[02013-3524] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Hilton & Towers, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 720 South Michigan 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-one point zero eight (51.08) feet in length and 
nine point six seven (9.67) feet in width for a total of four hundred ninety-three point nine 
four (493.94) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along South Michigan Avenue. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $889. 1 O/Seating Capacity: 18. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106494 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Coco Restaurant. 
[02013-3635] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Coco Restaurant, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2723 West Division Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and sixteen point six 
three (16.63) feet in width for a total of four hundred fifteen point seven five (415.75) square 
feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
West Division Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation 
for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 36. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106422 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Coffee Shop. 
[02013-3717] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City' of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Coffee Shop, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 852 North Damen Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be nineteen (19) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width 
for a total of one hundred four point five (104.5) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Damen Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 8:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 8:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 9:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106457 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Coffee & Tea Exchange. 
[02013-3796] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Coffee & Tea Exchange, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3311 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-nine (29) feet in length and seven point 
seven one (7.71) feet in width for a total of two hundred twenty-three point five nine (223.59) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along West Aldine Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, .8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106323 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

- The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1,2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

The Continental Lounge. 
[02013-3636] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Continental Lounge, upon 
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the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2801 West Chicago 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-five (55) feet in length and six point five (6.5) 
feet in width for a total of three hundred fifty-seven point five (357.5) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North California 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 3:00 P.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 31. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106440 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Coronas Coffee II. 
[02013-3903] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Coronas Coffee II, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 909 West Irving 
Park Road. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be seventeen point eight three (17.83) feet in length 
and six point four two (6.42) feet in width for a total of one hundred fourteen point four 
seven (114.47) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along West Irving Park Road. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM. to 7:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 9. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

55283 

This grant of privilege Number 1106392 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Crepe Bistro. 
[02013-3982] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Crepe Bistro, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 186 North Wells Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty point eight three (20.83) feet in length and five point three 
three (5.33) feet in width for a total of one hundred eleven point zero two (111.02) square feet 
and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North 
Wells Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Tuesday, 11 :00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 
Wednesday through Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106454 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Crepe Town. 
[02013-3801 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Crepe Town, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3915 North Sheridan Road. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be fifteen point five (15.5) feet in length and eight point five (8.5) feet 
in width for a total of one hundred thirty-one point seven five (131.75) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Sheridan 
Road. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation forthe sidewalk 
cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday, 9:30 AM. until 10:00 P.M. 
Monday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. until 10:00 P.M. 
Friday, 11 :00 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday, 9:30 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 14. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106486 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

The Crocodile. 
[02013-3476] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Crocodile, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1540 North Milwaukee 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-one pOint six seven (21.67) feet in length 
and six point five (6.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty point eight six (140.86) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along North Milwaukee Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours 
of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 5:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Friday, 3:00 P.M. to 12:00 A.M. Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106417 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1,2013. 
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Devine. 
[02013-3730] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Devine, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2958 West Irving Park Road. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-four point three three (24.33) feet in length and ten point 
one seven (10.17) feet in width for a total of two hundred forty-seven point four four (247.44) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along North Sacramento Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours 
of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 10:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 26. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106466 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Dolce Casa Cafe. 
[02013-3954] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dolce Casa Cafe, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
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right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4947 North Damen 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fourteen point five (14.5) feet in length and six (6) 
feet in width for a total of eighty-seven (87) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Damen Avenue. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Saturday through Monday, 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 
Tuesday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 6. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1096722 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Dunkin Donuts. 
(211 W. Adams St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3527] 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dunkin Donuts, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 211 West Adams Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen point six seven (16.67) feet in length and five (5) feet 
in width for a total of eighty-three point three five (83.35) square feet and shall allow six (6) 
feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Adams Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation forthe sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 
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Monday to Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 12:00 AM. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106441 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Dunkin Donuts. 
(27 W. Lake St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3983] 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dunkin Donuts, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 27 West Lake Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen point seven five (16.75) feet in length and six (6) feet in 
width for a total of one hundred point five (100.5) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Lake Street. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106488 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Dunkin Donuts/Baskin Robbins. 
[02013-3986] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dunkin Donuts/Baskin Robbins, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 75 East 
Washington Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen point seven five (16.75) feet in 
length and six (6) feet in width for a total of one hundred point five (100.5) square feet and 
shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along East 
Washington Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation 
for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106484 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 1200. 
[02013-3672] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Einstein Bros. Bagels 
Number 1200, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 1549 North Wells Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifteen point five eight (15.58) 
feet in length and seven point five eight (7.58) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
eighteen point one (118.1) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along North Wells Street. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106425 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 2578. 
[02013-3804] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Einstein Bros. Bagels 
Number 2578, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 3420 North Southport Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fourteen point eight 
three (14.83) feet in length and six point five (6.5) feet in width for a total of ninety-six point 
four (96.4) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along North Southport Avenue. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106433 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 3426. 
[02013-3756] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Einstein Bros. Bagels 
Number 3426, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
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use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 933 West Diversey Parkway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-three point five (53.5) 
feet in length and eleven point one seven (11.17) feet in width for a total of five hundred 
ninety-seven point six (597.6) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the 
face of the curb/building line along North Wilton Avenue. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $657.35/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106408 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 3505. 
[02013-3988] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Einstein Bros. Bagels 
Number 3505, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 400 North Dearborn Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-three point one 
seven (43.17) feet in length and eight point four two (8.42) feet in width for a total of three 
hundred sixty-three point four nine (363.49) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Dearborn Street. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $836.03/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106413 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Falafel & Grill. 
[02013-3480] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Falafel & Grill, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1317 North Milwaukee 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be twenty-eight (28) feet in length and 
six (6) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be ten (10) feet in length and five 
(5) feet in width for a total of two hundred eighteen (218) square feet and shall allow six (6) 
feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Paulina Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 30. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106447 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Fishing Cat, Inc. 
[02013-3970] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fishing Cat, Inc., upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2706 West Peterson 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fourteen (14) feet in length and seven (7) feet in 
width for a total of ninety-eight (98) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from 
the face of the curb/building line along West Peterson Avenue. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106327 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Flour And Water. 
[02013-3719] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Flour and Water, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2965 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty (20) feet in length and six (6) feet in width 
for a total of one hundred twenty (120) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106451 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Fagan. 
[02013-3673] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fogon, upon the terms and 
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subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1235 West Grand Avenue. 
Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eight point five (8.5) feet in length and one (1) foot 
in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and one (1) foot 
in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 3 shall be five point three three (5.33) feet in length and 
one (1) foot in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 4 shall be five (5) feet in length and one (1) 
foot in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 5 shall be forty-one point three three (41.33) feet 
in length and one (1) foot in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 6 shall be two point five 
eight (2.58) feet in length and one (1) foot in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 7 shall be 
seventeen point five eight (17.58) feet in length and one (1) foot in width and sidewalk cafe 
area Number 8 shall be thirty-one point six seven (31.67) feet in length and one (1) foot in 
width for a total of one hundred thirty-three point nine nine (133.99) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Elizabeth 
Street and North Ogden Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours 
of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 10:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1 ,053.33/Seating Capacity: 46. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106233 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Fontana Subs. 
[02013-3530] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fontano Subs, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 332 South Michigan 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-four point two five (34.25) feet in length and 
eight point five (8.5) feet in width for a total of two hundred ninety-one point one 
three (291.13) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along South Michigan Avenue. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1104222 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Forever Yogurt. 
[02013-39901 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Forever Yogurt, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 42 East Chicago Avenue. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fourteen point nine (14.9) feet in length and nine point 
six (9.6) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty-three point zero four (143.04) square 
feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
East Chicago Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Sunday through Thursday, 8:00 AM. until 12:00 AM. Midnight 
Friday and Saturday, 8:00 AM. until 12:00 AM. Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

6/5/2013 

This grant of privilege Number 1106467 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Fometto-Mei On Grant. 
[02013-3533] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fornetto-Mei on Grant, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1108 South 
Michigan Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixty-eight point eight three (68.83) feet 
in length and eight point six seven (8.67) feet in width for a total of five hundred ninety-six 
point seven six (596.76) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along South Michigan Avenue. The compensation for said space and 
the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $1 ,074. 16/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106490 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Forza. 
[02013-3758] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Forza, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2476 -- 2478 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-eight (48) feet in length and three point seven 
five (3.75) feet in width for a total of one hundred eighty (180) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 

Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Monday through Friday, 5:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 14. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106384 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Fox & Obel. 
[02013-3993J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fox & Obel, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 401 East Illinois Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be ninety-nine (99) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width for a total 
of seven hundred ninety-two (792) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from 
the face of the curb/building line along East Illinois Street. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 10:00 AM. until 10:00 P.M. 
Friday, 10:00AM. to 11:00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 8:00 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1 ,821.60/Seating Capacity: 80. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106328 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Francesca's Bryn Mawr. 
[02013-3963] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Francesca's Bryn Mawr, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1039 West Bryn 
Mawr Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty (40) feet in length and fifteen point 
seven five (15.75) feet in width for a total of six hundred thirty (630) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Kenmore 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday, 11 :30 A.M. until 9:00 P.M. 
Tuesday through Thursday, 11 :30 A.M. until 9:30 P.M. 
Friday, 11 :30 A.M. until 10:30 P.M. 
Saturday, 11 :30 A.M. until 10:30 P.M. 
Sunday, 5:00 P.M. until 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $693.00/Seating Capacity: 40. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106414 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation. 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Frances' Rest & Deli, Inc. 
[02013-3762] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Frances' Rest & Deli, Inc., upon 
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the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2552 -- 2554 North 
Clark Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty (40) feet in length and four (4) feet in 
width for a total of one hundred sixty (160) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Clark Street. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday, 10:00 AM. until 3:00 P.M. 
Tuesday through Friday, 9:00 AM. until 10:00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 8:00 AM. until 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106444 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Freshii. 
[02013-3994] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Freshii, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 200 West Randolph Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be nineteen (19) feet in length and four point seven five (4.75) feet 
in width for a total of ninety point two five (90.25) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Randolph Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 
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Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 11. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

55303 

This grant of privilege Number 1106380 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1,2013 through and including December 1,2013. 

Galvin's Public House. 
[02013-4135] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Galvin's Public House, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 5901 West 
Lawrence Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-five (35) feet in length and ten (10) 
feel in width for a total of three hundred fifty (350) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Marmora Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00 AM. until 11:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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, 
This grant of privilege Number 1106724 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 

provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Gannon's Pub. 
[02013-3957] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Gannon's Pub, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4264 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty (30) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width 
for a total of two hundred forty (240) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along West Cullom Avenue. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 4:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday, 4:00 P.M to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday, 11:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 11:00A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106383 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Gaudi Coffee & Grill. 
[02013-3482] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Gaudi Coffee & Grill, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 624 North Ashland 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be fifteen (15) feet in length and five (5) 
feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be eleven (11) feet in length and 
three (3) feet in width for a total of one hundred eight (108) square feet and shall allow six (6) 
feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Ashland Avenue and 
West Erie Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 14. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106473 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Geb. 
[02013-3675] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Geb, upon the terms and subject 
to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of-way for 
a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 841 West Randolph Street. Said sidewalk 
cafe area shall be twenty-one point seven (21.7) feet in length and ten point three 
three (10.33) feet in width for a total of two hundred twenty-four point one six (224.16) square 
feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curbfbuilding line along 
West Randolph Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 5:00 P.M. to 11 :30 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 5:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 11:00A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00fSeating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1100620 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Hashbrown On Wells. 
[02013-3677] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hashbrown on Wells, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
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public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1149 -- 1155 North 
Wells Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-nine (59) feet in length and nine (9) feet 
in width for a total of five hundred thirty-one (531) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Wells Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1 ,221.30/Seating Capacity: 40. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106395 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Hershey's Chocolate World Attraction-Chicago. 
[02013-3996] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hershey's Chocolate World 
Attraction-Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use portions of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its 
premises located at 822 North Michigan Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall 
be twenty (20) feet in length and four point two five (4.25) feet in width, sidewalk cafe area 
Number 2 shall be sixteen (16) feet in length and four point two five (4.25) feet in width and 
sidewalk cafe area Number 3 shall be twelve (12) feet in length and four point two five (4.25) 
feet in width for a total of two hundred four (204) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Michigan Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 22. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106388 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Hill Country Smokehouse. 
[02013-3971 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hill Country Smokehouse, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 6954 North Western 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen (16) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width 
for a total of one hundred sixty (160) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along North Western Avenue. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Tuesday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106420 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Holiday Bar & Grill. 
[02013-3678] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Holiday Bar & Grill, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 740 West Randolph 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be nine (9) feet in length and nine (9) feet in width for 
a total of eighty-one (81) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along West Randolph Street. The compensation for said space and 
the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 13. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106220 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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I Monelli Trattoria Pizzeria. 
[02013-3960] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to I Monelli Trattoria Pizzeria, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 5019 North Western 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eleven (11) feet in length and twenty (20) feet in 
width for a total of two hundred twenty (220) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Winnemac Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday, 12:00 Noon to 10:00 P.M. 
Thursday through Saturday, 12:00 Noon to 11 :00 P. M. 
Monday through Wednesday, 3:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106411 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Ja' Grill. 
[02013-3764] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ja' Grill, upon the terms and 
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subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1008 West Armitage 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-three (23) feet in length and three point 
five (3.5) feet in width for a total of eighty point five (80.5) square feet and shall allow six (6) 
feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Armitage Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106225 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jai Yen. 
[02013-39051 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jai Yen, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3734 -- 3736 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-three (33) feet in length and five (5) feet 
in width for a total of one hundred sixty-five (165) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Broadway. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Sunday through Thursday, 11:30AM. to 10:30 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :30 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

6/5/2013 

This grant of privilege Number 1106461 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jamba Juice. 
[02013-3535] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jamba Juice, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 209 West Jackson 
Boulevard. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be ten (10) feet in length and six (6) feet in width 
for a total of sixty (60) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of 
the curb/building line along South Wells Street. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 9. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106399 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jersey Mike's Subs. 
[02013-3806] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jersey Mike's Subs, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3152 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixty-nine point three three (69.33) feet in length 
and seven (7) feet in width for a total of four hundred eighty-five point three one (485.31) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along West Briar Place. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $873.56/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106460 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jet's Public House. 
[02013-3879] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jet's Public House, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 6148 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fourteen point six seven (14.67) feet 
in length and seven point eight three (7.83) feet in width for a total of one hundred fourteen 
point eight seven (114.87) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along North Milwaukee Avenue. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 3:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 15. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106497 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jimmy Green's. 
[02013-3540] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy Green's, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 823 -- 825 South State 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be twenty-six (26) feet in length and five (5) 
feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be five (5) feet in length and five (5) feet 
in width for a total of one hundred fifty-five (155) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along South State Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 11 :00 AM. until 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 AM. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 15. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106197 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jimmy John's. 
(501 N. LaSalle Dr.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3999] 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 501 North LaSalle Drive. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width for 
a total of one hundred seventy-five (175) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North LaSalle Drive. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 AM. until 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106224 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection,the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1,2013 through and including December 1,2013. 

Jimmy John's. 
(6 E. Madison St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City.Council ofthe City of Chicago: 

[02013-4001 ] 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 6 East Madison Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighteen (18) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width for 
a total of one hundred twenty-six (126) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along East Madison Street. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 9:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106212 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
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the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jimmy John's-Clark. 
[02013-4002] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's-Clark, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 28 North Clark 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be ten (10) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width for 
a total of seventy (70) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of 
the curb/building line along North Clark Street. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 4. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106214 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Jimmy John's Gourmet Subs. 
[02013-3907] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's Gourmet Subs, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1148 West 
Wilson Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen point five (16.5) feet in length and 
eight point five (8.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty point two five (140.25) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along West Wilson Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106215 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jimmy John's-Ohio. 
[02013-4003] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's-Ohio, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
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public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 205 East Ohio 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty (20) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width 
for a total of one hundred forty (140) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along East Ohio Street. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday to Sunday, 10:00 AM. until 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 4. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106213 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jimmy John's Sandwich Shop. 
[02013-4004] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's Sandwich Shop, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 46 East 
Chicago Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty (20) feet in length and ten (10) feet 
in width for a total of two hundred (200) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along East Chicago Avenue. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 25. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106223 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jimmy John's-Tay/or. 
[02013-3607] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's-Taylor, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1133 West Taylor 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen point five (16.5) feet in length and four (4) 
feet in width for a total of sixty-six (66) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along West Taylor Street. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 6. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106207 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1,2013 through and including December 1,2013. 

Jimmy John's-Washington. 
[02013-4005] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jimmy John's-Washington, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 216 West 
Washington Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and five 
point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred twenty-one (121) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Washington 
Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 6. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106209 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jin Thai Cuisine. 
[02013-3964] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jin Thai Cuisine, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 5458 North Broadway. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-four (24) feet in length and twelve (12) feet in width 
for a total of two hundred eighty-eight (288) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Broadway. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 18. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106421 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Jitlada Thai House Restaurant. 
[02013-3909] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jitlada Thai House Restaurant, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3715 -- 3717 
North Halsted Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and 
seven (7) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-four (154) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Halsted Street. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 
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Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. until 10:30 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 22. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

55323 

This grant of privilege Number 1106390 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Kamehachi. 
[02013-3681] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kamehachi, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions ofthis ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1531 North Wells Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen point three three (16.33) feet in length and nine point one 
seven (9.17) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty-nine point seven five (149.75) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along North Wells Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 11 :30 AM. until 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 12:00 Noon until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106485 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Kirkwood Bar & Grill. 
[02013-3808] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kirkwood Bar & Grill, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2934 North 
Sheffield Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-eight (58) feet in length and ten (10) 
feet in width for a total of five hundred eighty (580) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Oakdale Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 5:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday, 5:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $638.00/Seating Capacity: 40. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106322 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Kitty O'Shea's Chicago LLC. 
[02013-3544] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kitty O'Shea's Chicago LLC, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 720 South 
Michigan Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be ninety (90) feet in length and twelve point 
five (12.5) feet in width for a total of one thousand one hundred twenty-five (1,125) square 
feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
South Michigan Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $2,025.00/Seating Capacity: 56. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106442 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Kurah. 
[02013-3547] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Kurah, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1355 South Michigan 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-four (24) feet in length and eight point eight 
three (8.83) feet in width for a total of two hundred eleven point nine two (211.92) square feet 
and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
East 14th Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 11 :00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 10:00AM. to 11:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106492 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

L26. 
[02013-3590] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to L26, upon the terms and subject 
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to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public right-of-way for 
a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2600 South State Street. Said sidewalk 
cafe area Number 1 shall be sixty-two (62) feet in length and twelve point five eight (12.58) 
feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be thirty (30) feet in length and twelve 
point five eight (12.58) feet in width for a total of one thousand one hundred fifty-seven point 
three six (1,157.36) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along South State Street The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1,273.1 O/Seating Capacity: 96. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106409 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

La Bocca. 
[02013-3961 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Bocca, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4618 North Lincoln Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be sixty-eight (68) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total 
of three hundred forty (340) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the 
face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Thursday, 5:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 50. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

6/5/2013 

This grant of privilege Number 1106403 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

La Bruquena Restaurant & Lounge. 
[02013-3645] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Bruquena Restaurant 
& Lounge, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 
2726 West Division Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and 
eighteen (18) feet in width for a total of three hundred ninety-six (396) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Division 
Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106205 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

La Chaparrita De Chicago No.2. 
[02013-3596] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Chaparrita de Chicago 
Number 2, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 5957 South Kedzie Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty point five (20.5) feet 
in length and nine point five (9.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred ninety-four point 
seven five (194.75) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along South Kedzie Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 9:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 9:00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 9:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 31. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106418 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

La Fontanella. 
[02013-36091 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Fontanella, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2414 South Oakley 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twelve (12) feet in length and eight point two 
five (8.25) feet in width for a total of ninety-nine (99) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along South Oakley Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 12:00 Noon t011:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 12:00 Noon to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106226 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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La Gondola Cucina Italiana. 
[02013-3811 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Gondola Cucina Italiana, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1258 West Belmont 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-eight (58) feet in length and eleven (11) feet 
in width for a total of six hundred thirty-eight (638) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Lakewood Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday, 9:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 9:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $957.00/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106324 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Lao Sze Chuan. 
[02013-3965] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lao Sze Chuan, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4832 North Broadway. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifteen point three three (15.33) feet in length and eleven 
point five (11.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred seventy-six point three (176.3) square 
feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
North Broadway. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 12:00 Noon until 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 6. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106306 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

La Sirena Clandestina. 
[02013-3687] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Sirena Clandestina, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 954 West Fulton 
Market. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be nineteen point five eight (19.58) feet in length and 
eight (8) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-six point six four (156.64) square feet and 
shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Fulton 
Market. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106232 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Las Tab/as. 
[02013-4136] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby, given :and granted to Las Tablas, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4920 West Irving Park Road. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-six (36) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width for a total 
of two hundred eighty-eight (288) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from 
the face of the curb/building line along West Irving Park Road. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106725 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
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the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Las Tablas On Lincoln. 
[02013-3720] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Las Tablas on Lincoln, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2942 -- 2944 North 
Lincoln Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-nine point five (49.5) feet in length and 
eight (8) feet in width for a total of three hundred ninety-six (396) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 14. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106450 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Latin American Rest & Lounge. 
[02013-3648] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Latin American Rest & Lounge, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2743 West 
Division Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be seventeen (17) feet in length and 
eighteen (18) feet in width for a total of three hundred six (306) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Division Street. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 9:00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106459 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Lea db el/y. 
[02013-3972] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Leadbelly, upon the terms and 
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subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 5739 West Irving Park 
Road. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and twelve (12) feet in 
width for a total of three hundred (300) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along West Irving Park Road. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Tuesday through Thursday, 5:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 5:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 14. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106445 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Le Flour Bake Shop & Market, Inc. 
[02013-3737] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Le Flour Bake Shop & Market, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a 
portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 
6701 North Olmsted Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighteen (18) feet in length 
and six (6) feet in width for a total of one hundred eight (108) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Olmsted Avenue 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. until 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106449 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Leonidas Cafe Chocolaterie. 
[02013-4007] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Leonidas Cafe Chocolaterie, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 59 East 
Chicago Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be seventeen point five (17.5) feet in length 
and seven point six seven (7.67) feet in width for a total of one hundred thirty-four point two 
three (134.23) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along East Chicago Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday, 8:00 AM. until 9:00 P.M. 
Monday through Thursday, 8:00 AM. until 8:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 8:00 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 14. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106471 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Lillie's Q. 
[02013-3721] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lillie's Q, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1856 West North Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-four point five (54.5) feet in length and six (6) feet in width 
for a total of three hundred twenty-seven (327) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Wolcott Avenue. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 15. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106489 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Lincoln Park Stadium Bar And Grill. 
[02013-4129] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lincoln Park Stadium Bar and 
Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a 
portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 
2423 North Clark Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-nine (29) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width for a total of one hundred sixteen (116) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Clark Street. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106597 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

The Little Corner Snack Shop. 
[02013-3966] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Little Corner Snack Shop, 
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upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 5937 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty (40) feet in length and seven (7) feet in 
width for a total of two hundred eighty (280) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Broadway. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 30. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106472 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Lucky's Sandwich Company. 
[02013-3614] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lucky's Sandwich Company, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 717 West 
Maxwell Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighteen point five (18.5) feet in length and 
ten (10) feet in width for a total of one hundred eighty-five (185) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Maxwell Street. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 
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Sunday through Saturday, 11 :00 AM. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106482 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Mambo Cafe. 
[02013-3705] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mambo Cafe, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3336 -- 3342 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty (40) feet in length and seven (7) 
feet in width for a total of two hundred eighty (280) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Keystone Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 AM. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106320 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Martino's Italian Cuisine & Pizzeria, Inc. 
[02013-4134] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Martino's Italian 
Cuisine & Pizzeria, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its 
premises located at 3431 West Peterson Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixty (60) 
feet in length and nine point six seven (9.67) feet in width for a total of five hundred eighty 
point two (580.2) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along North Bernard Street. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 3:30 P.M. to 12:00 A.M. 

Compensation: $638.22/Seating Capacity: 28. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106431 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1,2013 through and including December 1,2013. 

Mediterranean Restaurant. 
[02013-3813] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mediterranean Restaurant, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2833 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-seven (27) feet in length and eight (8) 
feet in width for a total of two hundred sixteen (216) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Broadway. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106470 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Merlo On Maple. 
[02013-4008] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Merlo on Maple, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 16 West Maple Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and eleven (11) feet in width 
for a total of two hundred seventy-five (275) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Maple Street. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $632.50/Seating Capacity: 22. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106393 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Mezcalina. 
[02013-4010] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mezcalina, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 333 East Benton Place. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two point six seven (22.67) feet in length and twelve 
point seven five (12.75) feet in width for a total of two hundred eighty-nine point zero 
four (289.04) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along East Benton Place. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $1 ,300.69/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1102119 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Michael Oiversey's. 
[02013-3817] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Michael Diversey's, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 670 West Diversey 
Parkway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-two point six seven (32.67) feet in length 
and five point three three (5.33) feet in width for a total of one hundred seventy-four point one 
three (174.13) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along West Diversey Parkway. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 9:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 9:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106311 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Milt's BBO. 
[02013-3820] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Milt's BBQ, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3411 North Broadway. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-four point seven five (34.75) feet in length and four 
point three three (4.33) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty point four seven (150.47) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along North Broadway. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation 
for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 11 :30 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday, 11 :30 AM. to 5:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 6:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 9:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege' Number 1106462 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Mom's Old Recipe. 
[02013-3883] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mom's Old Recipe, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 5760 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty (20) feet in length and eight (8) 
feet in width for a total of one hundred sixty (160) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Milwaukee Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 9:00 A.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106496 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Morsel. 
[02013-3967] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Morsel, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1406 West Morse Avenue. 
Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be ninety-five (95) feet in length and three (3) feet 
in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be twelve (12) feet in length and six (6) feet 
in width for a total of three hundred fifty-seven (357) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Glenwood Avenue and West 
Morse Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 4:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 56. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106480 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Mr. G's Diner. 
[02013-3973] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mr. G's Diner, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4801 North Austin Avenue. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-seven (37) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width for 
a total of two hundred ninety-six (296) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along North Mason Avenue. (Second attempt at 
introduction). The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 9:00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106377 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

My Thai-T akumi Restaurant. 
[02013-40121 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to My Thai-Takumi Restaurant, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 555 West 
Madison Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five point three three (25.33) feet 
in length and six point seven five (6.75) feet in width for a total of one hundred seventy point 
nine eight (170.98) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along North Clinton Street. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Friday, 11 :00 A.M. until 9:00 P.M. 
Saturday and Sunday, 3:00 P.M. until 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

6/5/2013 

This grant of privilege Number 1106227 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Naha Restaurant. 
[02013-4014] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Naha Restaurant, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 500 North Clark Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-five point five (55.5) feet in length and eight (8) feet in 
width for a total offour hundred forty-four (444) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Illinois Street. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 11 :30 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, closed 

Compensation: $1 ,021.20/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106446 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

New Eng/and Seafood Company Fish Market. 
[02013-3722] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to New England Seafood Company 
Fish Market, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 3341 North Lincoln Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighteen (18) feet in length 
and six (6) feet in width for a total of one hundred eight (108) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday, Tuesday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106429 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Oiistar. 
[02013-3489] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Oiistar, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1385 North Milwaukee Avenue. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighteen (18) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a 
total of one hundred eight (108) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from 
the face of the curb/building line along North Milwaukee Avenue. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Tuesday and Wednesday, 12:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Thursday and Friday, 12:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday, 10:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106230 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Old Fifth. 
[02013-3549] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Old Fifth, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1027 West Madison Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width for a total 
of two hundred (200) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of 
the curb/building line along West Madison Street The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Wednesday, 11 :00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 
Thursday through Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106350 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

O'Leary's Public House. 
[02013-4015] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to O'Leary's Public House, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
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public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 541 North Wells 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty (30) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width for 
a total of two hundred forty (240) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from 
the face of the curb/building line along North Wells Street. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 40. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106329 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Omni Chicago Hotel. 
[02013-4017] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Omni Chicago Hotel, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 674 -- 678 North 
Michigan Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-nine (59) feet in length and eight (8) 
feet in width for a total of four hundred seventy-two (472) square feet and shall allow six (6) 
feet of clear ,space from the face of the curb/building line along East Huron Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. until 12:00 AM. Midnight 

Compensation: $1 ,085.60/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106478 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Panes Bread Cafe. 
[02013-3824] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Panes Bread Cafe, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3002 North 
Sheffield Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-one (21) feet in length and seven 
point five (7.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-seven point five (157.5) square feet 
and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North 
Sheffield Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106375 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Patsy's Place. 
[02013-3723] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Patsy's Place, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2825 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and five (5) feet in 
width for a total of one hundred twenty-five (125) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106394 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Pittsfield Cafe. 
[02013-4097] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pittsfield Cafe, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 55 East Washington 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighteen (18) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width 
for a total of one hundred forty-four (144) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face ofthe curb/building line along North Wabash Avenue. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $648.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106456 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Pizzeria Brandi. 
[02013-3552] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pizzeria Brandi, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 67 East Cermak Road. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be one hundred two (102) feet in length and seven 
point five (7.5) feet in width for a total of seven hundred sixty-five (765) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along East Cermak 
Road. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk 
cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Sunday, 12:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $841.50/Seating Capacity: 44. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106401 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Potsticker House, Inc. 
[02013-3595] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Potsticker House, Inc., upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3139 South Halsted 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and eight (8) feet in 
width for a total of two hundred (200) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along South Halsted Street. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday, 11:00AM. to 11:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

55359 

This grant of privilege Number 1106453 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Qdoba Mexican Grill. 
[02013-4018] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Qdoba Mexican Grill, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 227 East Ontario 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty point zero eight (20.08) feet in length and 
twelve point zero eight (12.08) feet in width for a total of two hundred forty-two point five 
seven (242.57) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along East Ontario Street. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 22. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106319 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2154. 
[02013-3559] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Qdoba Mexican Grill 
Number 2154, upon the terms and subject to the conditions ofthis ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 175 West Jackson Boulevard. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-two (42) feet in length 
and seven (7) feet in width for a total of two hundred ninety-four (294) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along South Wells 
Street. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106314 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2621. 
[02013-4019] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Qdoba Mexican Grill 
Number 2621, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 100 North LaSalle Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-six point zero 
eight (36.08) feet in length and five point two five (5.25) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred eighty-nine point four two (189.42) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Washington Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. until 1 0:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106317 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2646. 
[02013-4020] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Qdoba Mexican Grill 
Number 2646, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 20 East Chicago Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be ten point five (10.5) feet in 
length and seven point eight three (7.83) feet in width for a total of eighty-two point two 
two (82.22) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along East Chicago Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday to Sunday, 8:00 A.M. until 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106432 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2723. 
[02013-4021 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Qdoba Mexican Grill 
Number 2723, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
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use a portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located 
at 328 North Michigan Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty point zero 
eight (20.08) feet in length and twelve point zero eight (12.08) feet in width for a total of two 
hundred forty-two point five seven (242.57) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Michigan Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1 ,746.48/Seating Capacity: 22. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106318 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Rasmos. 
[02013-3887] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rasmos, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions ofthis ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4788 North Elston Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be thirty (30) feet in length and fifteen (15) feet in width 
and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be twenty-nine (29) feet in length and ten (10) feet 
in width for a total of seven hundred forty (740) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face ofthe curb/building line along North Kenneth Avenue. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $814.00/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

6/5/2013 

This grant of privilege Number 1106396 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Red Pig Asian Kitchen. 
[02013-3826] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Red Pig Asian Kitchen, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2932 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifteen point five eight (15.58) feet in length and 
five point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of eighty-five point six nine (85.69) square feet and 
shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North 
Broadway. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 11. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106435 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Restaurant Veneno De Nayarit. 
[02013-3494] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Restaurant Veneno de Nayarit, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1024 North 
Ashland Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-four (24) feet in length and six point 
three three (6.33) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-one point nine two (151.92) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along North Ashland Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 10:30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 10:30 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 24. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106378 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Ringo. 
[02013-3765] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ringo, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2507 -- 2509 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eleven (11) feet in length and four (4) 
feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be ten (10) feet in length and four (4) feet 
in width for a total of eighty-four (84) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 4:30 P.M. until 10:30 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 4:00 P.M. until 11 :30 P.M. 
Sunday, 4:00 P.M. until 10:30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106202 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Ruk Sushi And Thai. 
[02013-3892] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ruk Sushi and Thai, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4431 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-two (32) feet in length and 
twelve (12) feet in width for a total of three hundred eighty-four (384) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Agatite 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 11 :30 A.M. to 9:30 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11:30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 4:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 22. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106410 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Sa/picon. 
[02013-3769) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Salpicon, upon the terms and 
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subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1252 North Wells Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-four (24) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for 
a total of two hundred forty (240) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from 
the face of the curb/building line along North Wells Street. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. until 12:00 A.M. Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106398 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Sandy's Restaurant. 
[02013-3742] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sandy's Restaurant, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 7021 West Higgins 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixty-five (65) feet in length and eight point five (8.5) 
feet in width for a total of five hundred fifty-two point five (552.5) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Nottingham 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $607.75/Seating Capacity: 48. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106465 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

The Scout. 
[02013-3562] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Scout, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1301 South Wabash Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-seven point nine two (37.92) feet in length and eleven point 
five (11.5) feet in width for a total of four hundred thirty-six point zero eight (436.08) square 
feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
South Wabash Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 11:00 P.M. 
Monday through Thursday, 3:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday, 2:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 26. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106400 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Second Time Around. 
[02013-3752] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Second Time Around, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 8301 -- 8303 West 
Irving Park Road. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-two (32) feet in length and six (6) 
feet in width for a total of one hundred ninety-two (192) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Irving Park Road. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday to Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106412 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Shokolad Pastry & Cafe, Inc. 
[02013-3497] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Shokolad Pastry & Cafe, Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2524 West 
Chicago Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be forty-two (42) feet in length and 
four point five (4.5) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be seven (7) feet in 
length and five point five (5.5) feet in width for a total of two hundred twenty-seven point 
five (227.5) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along North Maplewood Avenue and West Chicago Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Tuesday through Friday, 8:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 9:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 28. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106381 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Smoothies N' Such LLC. 
[S02013-4022] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Smoothies n' Such LLC, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 55 East Randolph 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eight (8) feet in length and eight (8) feet 
in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be eight (8) feet in length and eight (8) feet 
in width for a total of one hundred twenty-eight (128) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along East Randolph Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106376 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Socca. 
[02013-3828] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Socca, upon the terms and 
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subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3301 North Clark Street. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-four point eight three (34.83) feet in length and eight point 
three three (8.33) feet in width for a total of two hundred ninety point one three (290.13) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along West Aldine Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 5:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106452 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Sarra Turkish Kitchen. 
[02013-3724] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sofra Turkish Kitchen, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3134 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be nineteen (19) feet in length and five point five (5.5) 
feet in width for a total of one hundred four point five (104.5) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue. 
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The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. until 10:30 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :00 A.M. until 11 :30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 6. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106469 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Standard Bar & Grill. 
[02013-3500] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Standard Bar & Grill, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1332 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be sixty-seven point five (67.5) 
feet in length and eight point one seven (8.17) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area 
Number 2 shall be twenty (20) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of six hundred 
seventy-one point four eight (671.48) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along North Hermitage Avenue and North Milwaukee 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Friday, 4:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $738.62/Seating Capacity: 66. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

55375 

This grant of privilege Number 1106379 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
proyisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Starbucks Coffee No. 2401. 
[02013-4025] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Starbucks Coffee Number 2401 , 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 750 North 
Franklin Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty (20) feet in length and six point 
five (6.5) feet in width for a total of one hundred thirty (130) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Franklin Street. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106426 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Subway. 
[02013-3962] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Subway, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 4771 North Lincoln Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eight (8) feet in length and sixteen (16) feet in width 
and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be nine (9) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width 
for a total of two hundred (200) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the 
face of the curb/building line along North Lincoln Avenue. The compensation for said space 
and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 9:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 19. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106404 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 
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The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Subway No. 51581. 
[02013-4026] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Subway Number 51581, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 29 West Lake 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twelve (12) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for 
a total of seventy-two (72) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along West Lake Street. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 9:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106463 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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Taverna 750. 
[02013-3912] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Taverna 750, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of
way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 750 West Cornelia Avenue. Said 
sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-four point four two (44.42) feet in length and seven point four 
two (7.42) feet in width for a total of three hundred twenty-nine point six (329.6) square feet 
and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West 
Cornelia Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 5:30 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 44. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106437 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Tea Room. 
[02013-4028] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tea Room, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
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right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 105 -- 111 East Delaware 
Place. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and eight point five (8.5) 
feet in width for a total of one hundred eighty-seven (187) square feet and shall allow six (6) 
feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along East Delaware Place. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $804.10/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106430 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Thalia Spice Asian Fusion Bistro. 
[02013-3693] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Thalia Spice Asian Fusion Bistro, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 833 West 
Chicago Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eighteen (18) feet in length and 
eight point zero eight (8.08) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be 
twenty (20) feet in length and eight point zero eight (8.08) feet in width for a total of three 
hundred seven point zero four (307.04) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along North Green Street. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Tuesday through Thursday, 11 :00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday, 11 :00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Saturday, 3:00 P.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, 12:00 Noon to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 28. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

6/5/2013 

This grant of privilege Number 1106386 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1,2013 through and including December 1,2013. 

Third Rail Tavern. 
[02013-3563] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Third Rail Tavern, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1133 West Madison 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fourteen point nine two (14.92) feet in length and 
eight point five eight (8.58) feet in width for a total of one hundred twenty-eight point zero 
one (128.01) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along West Madison Street. The compensation for said space and the days 
and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 11 :00 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 10:30 AM. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1106415 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Tilted Kilt Pub & Eatery. 
[02013-4099] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tilted Kilt Pub & Eatery, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 17 North Wabash 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and fourteen (14) 
feet in width for a total of three hundred eight (308) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Wabash Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 8:00 A.M. until 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1 ,386.00/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106203 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Tocco Restaurant. 
[02013-3502] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tocco Restaurant, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1266 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighty (80) feet in length and 
sixteen (16) feet in width for a total of one thousand two hundred eighty (1,280) square feet 
and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along 
Mauntene Court adjacent to North Milwaukee Avenue. The compensation for said space and 
the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 10:00 A.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $1 A08.00/Seating Capacity: 80. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106438 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Towbar. 
[02013-3968] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Towbar, upon the terms and 
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subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1500 West Jarvis Avenue. 
Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be thirty (30) feet in length and fourteen (14) feet in 
width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be fifty-six (56) feet in length and ten (10) feet 
in width for a total of nine hundred eighty (980) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Jarvis Avenue and North Greenview 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Tuesday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1 ,078.00/Seating Capacity: 36. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106477 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Township. 
[02013-3732] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Township, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2200 -- 2202 North 
California Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and 
seven (7) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-four (154) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Palmer Avenue. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 8:00 AM. to 12:00 AM. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106217 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Umai. 
[02013-3565] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Umai, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 730 South Clark Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area shall be ten (10) feet in length and twenty (20) feet in width for a total 
of two hundred (200) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of 
the curb/building line along South Clark Street. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Thursday, 11 :30 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11 :30 A M. to 10:30 P. M. 
Sunday, 4:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 
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This grant of privilege Number 1103353 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Vinnies Sub Shop. 
[02013-3696] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Vinnies Sub Shop, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1204 West Grand 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five (25) feet in length and four (4) feet in 
width for a total of one hundred (100) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space 
from the face of the curb/building line along West Grand Avenue. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 
Saturday, 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106228 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Waffles. 
(3611 -- 3617 N. Broadway) 

[02013-3913] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Waffles, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3611 -- 3617 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-four (44) feet in length and five (5) feet in 
width for a total of two hundred twenty (220) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Broadway. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106491 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Waffles. 
(1400 S. Michigan Ave.) 

[02013-3569] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Waffles, upon the terms and 
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subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1400 South Michigan 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be eight (8) feet in length and seven (7) 
feet in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be eight point three (8.3) feet in length and 
seven (7) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 3 shall be ten point three (10.3) feet 
in length and seven (7) feet in width for a total of one hundred eighty-six point two (186.2) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line 
along South Michigan Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of 
operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday to Sunday, 8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106416 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

W Chicago City Center. 
[02013-4030] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to W Chicago City Center, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 172 West Adams 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-six (26) feet in length and seven (7) feet in 
width for a total of one hundred eighty-two (182) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Adams Street. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 
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Monday to Sunday, 8:00 AM. until 12:00 AM. 

Compensation: $819.00/Seating Capacity: 8. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106487 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Zad. 
[02013-3831 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Zad, upon the terms and subject 
to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public right-of-way for 
a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 3112 North Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe 
area shall be seventeen (17) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred nineteen (119) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along North Broadway. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106483 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
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the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Zizi's Kabobs. 
[02013-3836] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Zizi's Kabobs, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2825 North Sheffield 
Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-four (24) feet in length and seven (7) feet 
in width for a total of one hundred sixty-eight (168) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Sheffield Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 10:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 16. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106434 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

Zoca/o. 
[02013-4033] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Zocalo, upon the terms and 
subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 358 West Ontario Street. 
Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be fourteen point three three (14.33) feet in length 
and eight point six seven (8.67) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be 
seventeen point three three (17.33) feet in length and eight point six seven (8.67) feet in width 
for a total of two hundred seventy-four point four nine (274.49) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Ontario Street. 
The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe 
shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Saturday, 11 :30 A.M. until 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $631.33/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106474 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 
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9 Muses Bar & Grill. 
[02013-3697J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 9 Muses Bar & Grill, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 315 South Halsted 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-seven (37) feet in length and nine (9) feet in 
width for a total of three hundred thirty-three (333) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Gladys Avenue. The 
compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Friday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 12:00 Noon to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 40. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106237 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1,2013 through and including December 1,2013. 

63 Bar & Grill. 
[02013-3969J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 63 Bar & Grill, upon the terms 
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and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 6341 -- 6343 North 
Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be forty-six (46) feet in length and ten (10) feet in 
width for a total of four hundred sixty (460) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along North Broadway. The compensation for 
said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11 :00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 32. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1106419 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-800 through 10-28-885 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Commissioner of the Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation and the Commissioner of 
Transportation. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2013 through and including December 1, 2013. 

PUBLIC WAY EASEMENT AGREEMENT WITH NORTHWESTERN MEMORIAL 
HOSPITAL FOR CONSTRUCTION OF PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS OVER PORTION 
OF E. ERIE ST. 

[02013-3398] 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass a proposed long-term easement agreement for a pedestrian 
overpass above East Erie Street, between North Fairbanks Court and North St. Clair Street 
in the 42nd Ward. This ordinance was referred to the Committee on May 8, 2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, P. O'Connor, 
M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 49. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any 
power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City wishes to support the charitable, educational and philanthropic 
activities of established not-for-profit corporations and encourage the continued viability and 
growth of such activities; and 
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WHEREAS, In furtherance of such activities, many not-for-profit corporations must move 
large numbers of vulnerable clients between adjacent properties that are bisected by public 
streets and alleys that are still required for public use; and 

WHEREAS, The City wishes to facilitate not-for-profit originated services to the public, and 
provide safe passage above public street(s) and alley(s) where necessary, for no 
compensation; and 

WHEREAS, Northwestern Memorial Hospital, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, uses the 
site currently as part of a medical campus; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council of the City of Chicago, after due investigation and 
consideration, has determined that the nature and extent of the public use and the public 
interest to be subserved is such as to warrant a long term easement for a pedestrian 
overpass over the public street described in the following ordinance; now, therefore, 

WHEREAS, Northwestern Memorial Hospital, a not-for-profit corporation organized and 
existing under and by virtue of the Statues of the State of Illinois ("Grantee") is owner of the 
properties commonly identified as 239 -- 259 and 220 -- 258 East Erie Street; and 

WHEREAS, Grantee has proposed the development of a pedestrian overpass (the 
"Pedestrian Overpass") to bridge the public right-of-way between adjacent properties owned 
by the Grantee; and 

WHEREAS, The Pedestrian Overpass will promote public health, safety and welfare by 
allowing patients, medical staff students, program participants, and visitors to traverse 
between the hospital building owned by the Grantee, protected from weather and from 
vehicular traffic; and 

WHEREAS, Grantee will expend substantial sums in constructing the Pedestrian Overpass 
and related construction in order to facilitate the interconnection between buildings; and 

WHEREAS, The Pedestrian Overpass will require the use of the public right-of-way, 
specifically the limited air rights above the grade of the street as more fully described on the 
Plat of Easement attached hereto and make a part hereof as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Transportation has determined that the Pedestrian 
Overpass will not interfere with the City's traffic infrastructure and will benefit the citizens of 
the City of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The City is willing to grant Grantee an easement on the same terms and 
conditions set forth in the Public Way Easement Agreement (the "Public Way Easement 
Agreement") attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit 8; now, therefore, 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby incorporated herein and adopted as the 
findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Transportation (the "Commissioner") 
or a designee of the Commissioner is each hereby authorized, along with the approval of the 
City's Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, to execute and deliver the Public Way 
Easement Agreement between Grantee and the City, in the form attached thereto as 
Exhibit 8 and made a part hereof, and such other supporting documents as may be 
necessary or appropriate to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Public Way 
Easement Agreement. 

SECTION 3. The agreement herein provided for is made upon the express condition that 
within 180 days after the passage of this ordinance, Grantee shall deposit in the City Treasury 
of the City of Chicago, a sum sufficient to defray the costs of constructing sidewalk and curb 
at grade, sufficient to accommodate the permitted support for the overpass. 

SECTION 4. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. The Public Way Easement Agreement herein provided for is made upon the 
express condition that within 180 days after the passage of this ordinance, Northwestern 
Memorial Hospital shall file or cause to be filed for recording in the Office of the Recorder of 
Deeds of Cook County, Illinois a copy of the Public Way Easement Agreement, together with 
its accompanying Plat of Easement as approved by the Department of Transportation's 
Superintendent of Maps and Plats; as well as a separately recorded oversized and legible 
copy of the same Plat of Easement for greater clarity. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and need not be recorded. 
The Public Way Easement Agreement will take effect upon recording. 

[Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance printed 
on pages 55415 and 55416 of this Journal.] 

Exhibit "8" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Ordinance) 

Public Way Easement Agreement With Northwestern Memorial Hospital. 
(Pedestrian Bridge) 

6/5/2013 

This Agreement (the Agreement") is entered into as of this day of __ 2013, by and 
between the City of Chicago, an Illinois home rule municipal corporation, by and through its 
Department of Transportation, (the "City") and Northwestern Memorial Hospital a not-for-profit 
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the statutes of the State of Illinois 
("Grantee"). City and Grantee together shall be referred to herein from time to time as the "Parties". 

Witnesseth: 

WHEREAS, Grantee is the owner of real property commonly known as 239 -- 259 and 220 -- 258 
E. Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois, as legally described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part 
hereof (the "Properties"), upon which respectively sit the existing Gaiter-Feinberg Hospital Pavilion 
("GF Building"), and upon which other property the Grantee is constructing a new Outpatient Care 
Pavilion ("OCP Building"); 

WHEREAS, the OCP Building and the GF Building together shall be referred to herein from time 
to time as the Overpass Buildings ("Overpass Buildings"); and 

WHEREAS, Grantee has proposed the construction and development of a pedestrian overpass 
("Overpass") to connect the OCP Building to the GF Building over and above the grade of the City's 
public right-of-way ("Street") by approximately one thousand two hundred and fifteen (1,215) 
square feet, more or less ("Easement Area"), as more fully described on the Plat of Easement 
("Plat") attached hereto as Exhibit B; and 

WHEREAS, the Overpass will require the use of the Street, specifically use of certain of the air 
rights above Fairbanks Court, as more fully depicted on the Plat; and 

WHEREAS, the Grantee requires the use of the Overpass, which lies above the grade of the 
Street, and the Easement Area, for safe pedestrian movement within the Overpass Buildings; and 

WHEREAS, the Overpass will promote public health, safety and welfare by allowing patients and 
staff to traverse between the OCP Building and the GF Building on the Grantee's campus protected 
from the weather and vehicular traffic on E. Erie Street; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the above preambles, the mutual covenants herein 
contained, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are 
hereby acknowledged, the parties agree as follows: 
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Grant of Easement Area. The City hereby grants to Grantee an easement ("Easement") to use 
and occupy, in accordance with this Agreement, those certain limited air rights in and above the 
Street in the Easement Area, as identified and legally described on the Plat, for the installation, 
operation, maintenance, repair and replacement of the Overpass. The Parties hereto may, upon 
review and approval of the Commissioner ("Commissioner") of the Department of Transportation, 
or any successor department ("COOT"), may substitute a revised Easement legal description for 
the Easement legal description set forth on Exhibit C attached hereto and made a part hereof, 
subject to review and approval of the City's Corporation Counsel. 

1. Terms. 

The following terms and conditions apply to the Easement: 

(a) The Easement is an easement appurtenant in favor of Northwestern Memorial 
Hospital. 

(b) The Easement is granted for a term of twenty (20) years ("Term") provided that the 
Grantee maintains its status as a federal tax-exempt charitable organization described in 
§501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

(c) The Easement shall burden the Easement Area as the servient tenement. 

(d) Grantee warrants to the City that it is the owner ("Owner") of the Property and will 
be the Owner of the OCP Building and Overpass upon their completion and that the 
Grantee has sufficient title and fee interest to/in the Property to enter into this Agreement. 

(e) The public way Easement granted pursuant to this Agreement constitutes a 
contemporaneous grant of interest in real property and is not executory in nature. 

(f) Grantee shall not transfer any interest in the Easement without prior written consent 
by the COOT Commissioner. 

2. Grantee's Obligations. 

(a) The Grantee, at its own cost and expense, shall design, construct and diligently 
pursue completion of the OCP Building and Overpass in accordance with the plans 
("Plans") contained in Exhibit 0, attached hereto and incorporated herein. 

(b) Prior to the commencement of the construction of the Overpass, the Grantee shall 
develop and deliver to the Commissioner for his review and approval proposed Plans. The 
Grantee expressly warrants that the Overpass shall be designed and constructed in 
compliance with all federal, state and local laws and regulations. The Grantee expressly 
warrants that the Overpass shall be designed and constructed in compliance with 
accessibility standards, including, but not limited to: (1) the Americans with Disabilities Act 
of 1990, 42 U.S.C. 12101, et seq., and the regulations promulgated thereunder; (2) the 
Illinois Environmental Barriers Act (410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. (1996)); (3) The Illinois 
Accessibility Code, 71 III. A. Code 400; (4) all local City ordinances, codes, regulations. 

, .,f 
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(c) The Grantee shall be responsible for obtaining approvals of and paying for any and 
all removals, relocations, alterations, additional maintenance and restorations of or to any 
utility or public service structures or facilities, or any structures or facilities located in or 
adjacent to the Easement Area which are owned by the City, including pavements, bridges, 
poles, and other facilities and utilities, which are or may be necessary or appropriate to 
facilitate construction of or work related to the Overpass. The Grantee shall be responsible 
for obtaining the consent of and making suitable arrangements with all entities owning and 
having an interest in such structures and facilities, including any City department. 

(d) The Grantee shall secure all necessary permits, including but not limited to, building 
permits. 

3. Uses Within the Easement Areas. 

a) The Overpass shall be open for use by the public at such times that the Overpass 
Buildings are open to the public. 

b) The Grantee may not authorize the Overpass for any purpose that will substantially 
interfere with the use of the Overpass by the public. 

c) The Grantee may utilize the Overpass for exhibits, displays and the like that shall 
not substantially interfere with the public's use described in this Agreement. 

d) Grantee may establish reasonable rules and regulations related to the use by the 
public of the Overpass. Grantee may at its sole discretion control the use of and access to 
the Buildings through the Overpass. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the City reserves a right 
to access the Overpass and Easement Area for City business purposes and services 
available to all similarly situated improvements. 

4. Overpass Alterations. 

Gr~ntee may from time to time replace, remodel or demolish all or any portion of the Overpass 
so long as the Grantee secures the prior written approval of the Commissioner (or any successor 
department's Commissioner) and City Council for alterations that may affect the Easement Area 
or other portions of the public right-of-way before making any alterations to the Overpass that 
would change the description provided on the Plat. 

5. Not For Profit. 

The Grantee covenants that it is a not-for-profit entity. In the event of a change in the Grantee's 
not-for-profit status, or Grantee's transfer of any interest in the Easement, the Easement will 
immediately terminate and the new owner of the Property and/or OCP Building must apply for an 
easement or promptly remove the Overpass at the new owner's sole cost and expense. 
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6. Removal and Restoration. 

Grantee shall have the right to terminate this Easement at any time. Upon termination of the 
Easement granted by this Agreement the Grantee, without cost or expense to the City, shall 
promptly remove the Overpass, and all other structures and facilities related to the Overpass as 
may be located in the Easement Area and other affected public way. Grantee shall restore the 
public way to the extent altered, disturbed, or damaged by the installation, construction, use, 
operation, inspection, maintenance, repair, replacement or removal of the Overpass, and all work 
related thereto, to a proper condition under the supervision and to the satisfaction of the 
Commissioner and in accordance with the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

7. Indemnity. 

Except with respect to the negligent or wrongful intentional acts of City (to the extent the same 
are the cause of an injury or 1055 to a third person), Grantee hereby indemnifies and agrees to hold 
harmless and defend City from and against any and all claims, demands, damages, lawsuits, legal 
proceedings, losses, liens, liabilities, judgments, orders or decrees, and all reasonable costs and 
expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs, and other 
reasonable expenses related to litigation), arising from or as a result of the death of, or any 
accident, injury, loss or damage whatsoever caused to the City, any natural person, or the City's 
property, including but not limited to the Easement Area and all other impacted City right-of-way, 
the property of any person, arising out of, or occurring in any manner relating to the Easement 
Area, or the Overpass. In the event any legal action is taken against City or its agents or any claim 
is made relating to the Easement Area or the Overpass, the City may elect to tender said defense 
to Grantee which shall and must defend such action or claim at Grantee's own expense and City 
shall cooperate with Grantee in the defense thereof. City shall have the right to join Grantee as a 
party defendant in any such legal action. This indemnity shall not be the exclusive remedy of the 
City, and City shall maintain whatever other right of indemnity it may have under common law, by 
statute, or by ordinance. 

8. Grantee's Operation. Maintenance and Security of the Easement Area and Overpass during 
the Term of this Agreement. 

(a) Grantee shall maintain the Easement Area and Overpass at its sole cost and 
expense. 

(b) Grantee shall maintain the Easement Area and Overpass so that the improvement 
does not unduly interfere with any use of the public way by the City, the public, or any 
person or entity authorized to use or occupy the public way. 

(c) Grantee shall conduct regular, documented inspections of the Overpass and the 
Easement Area and maintain the Overpass and Easement Area in a structurally sound, 
clean, aesthetically attractive, and usable condition consistent with the public use required 
by this Agreement. All Overpass and Easement Area maintenance records shall be made 
available to CDOT upon CDOT's written request for such documentation to Grantee. 
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(d) Grantee shall attach no fixtures, post no verbiage, signage, symbols, art or 
advertising of any kind on the structure, or on the interior of the structure that may be visible 
from the exterior, other than the name of Grantee hospital in fixed letters no larger than one 
sixth of the functional height of the structure as permitted under a compensated Use of the 
Public Way permit submitted to the Department of Business Affairs & Consumer Protection, 
or its successor department. The Grantee shall not lease nor enter into any agreement for 
the Overpass or Easement Area lying over, under, on or in the public way for advertising 
space purposes, or for any other promotional use(s) for the Grantee or any third parties. 

(e) Grantee shall cooperate with the City concerning the coordination of uses of the 
public way, including prompt responses to inquiries, attending meetings and site visits, and 
providing complete disclosure of information concerning the Easement Area and Overpass. 

(f) Grantee shall pay for any and all utility expenses incurred with respect to the 
operation, maintenance, repair, and/or replacement of the Overpass, or any part thereof, 
within the Easement Area. 

(g) Grantee shall provide security over the Easement Area and Overpass at its sole 
cost and expense. 

9. City Has No Maintenance and Operational Duties. 

The Grantee acknowledges that City is not responsible for the operation, maintenance, repair, 
and/or replacement of or security of the Easement Area and the Overpass, and City has no 
obligations with respect thereto (other than the provision, through the exercise of the City's right 
to access the Overpass and Easement Area for City business purposes and services available to 
all similarly situated improvements). 

10. Insurance. 

(a) The Grantee shall procure and maintain, at all times, or shall cause to be procured 
and maintained, all ofthe types and coverages of insurance specified below, with insurance 
companies authorized to do business in the State of Illinois, covering all operations under 
this Agreement, whether performed by the Grantee or any of its contractors. 

(b) The kinds and amounts of insurance required are as follows: 

(i) Workers' Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance. 

Workers' Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance, in statutory amounts, covering all 
employees who are to provide Work under this Agreement. Employers' liability coverage with limits 
of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) each accident, illness or disease. 
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(ii) Commercial Liability Insurance (Primary and Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance, or equivalent, with limits of not less that Five Million Dollars 
($5,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage liability. All 
premises and operations, products/completed operations, independent contractors, explosion, 
collapse, underground, pollution (if commercially available), separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability coverages are to be included. The City is to be named as an additional insured 
on a primary non-contributory basis for any liability related directly or indirectly to this Agreement. 

Contractors performing work for Grantee must maintain limits of not less than $2,000,000 with the 
same terms herein. 

(iii) Automobile liability Insurance. (Primary and Umbrella) 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection with work to be 
performed, the Grantee provide or cause to be provided, Automobile liability Insurance with limits 
of not less than Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury and property 
damage. The City is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis. 

Contractor performing work for Grantee must maintain limits of not less than $1,000,000 with the. 
same terms herein. 

(c) Additional Requirements 

The Grantee must provide and cause any of its contractors to provide the City of Chicago, 
Department of Transportation, 30 North LaSalle Street, Room 500, Chicago, Illinois 60602-2570, 
original Certificates of Insurance, to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and Renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal 
date occurring during the term of this Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or 
that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement 
requirements. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Grantee 
and contractor is not a waiver by the City of any requirements for the Grantee to obtain and 
maintain the specified coverages. The Grantee and contractor must advise all insurers of the 
Agreement provisions regarding insurance. Non-conforming insurance does not relieve Grantee 
and contractor of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. Non-fulfillment of the 
insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to 
stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided. 

Grantee agrees to make commercially reasonable efforts to obtain from its insurers, when and if 
available in the industry, a certificate providing that such coverage shall not be suspended, voided, 
canceled, non-renewed, or reduced in scope or limits except after thirty (30) days' prior written 
notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, has been given to the City. 
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Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be borne by 
Grantee and contractor. 

The Grantee hereby agrees and will cause its contractors to agree that insurers waive their rights 
of subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents, or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Grantee and contractor in no way limit the Grantee's and 
contractor's liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Grantee and contractor under the Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Grantee or contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Grantee must require the contractor to provide the insurance required herein. All contractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Grantee unless otherwise specified in this 
Agreement. 

The City's Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change 
these requirements. 

11. Default. 

The Grantee shall be in default hereunder in the event of a material breach by Grantee of any 
term or condition of this Agreement including, but not limited to, a representation or warranty, 
where Grantee has failed to cure such breach within sixty (60) days after written notice of breach 
is given to Grantee by City setting forth the nature of such breach. Failure of City to give written 
notice of breach to Grantee shall not be deemed to be a waiver of the City's right to assert such 
breach at a later time. If the default is not capable of being cured within the sixty (60) day period, 
then provided Grantee has commenced to cure the default and is diligently proceeding to cure the 
default within the sixty (60) day period, and thereafter diligently prosecutes such cure through to 
completion, then the sixty (60) day period shall be extended for the length of time that is reasonably 
necessary to cure the default. If the default is not cured in the time period provided for herein, the 
City may institute such proceedings at law or in equity as may be necessary or desirable to cure 
and remedy the default, including but not limited to, termination of this Agreement and removal of 
the Overpass at the Grantee's sole expense. 
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12. Compliance With Law. 

The Grantee agrees that the Easement Area and Overpass shall be used, and any alterations 
to the Overpass shall be constructed, installed, used, operated, inspected, maintained, repaired 
and replaced in complete compliance with all applicable laws, statutes and ordinances. 

13. Partial Invalidity. 

If any clause, sentence or other portion of this Agreement shall become illegal, null or void for 
any reason, or shall be held by any court of competent jurisdiction to be so, the remaining portion 
hereof shall remain in full force and effect. 

14. Notices. 

Any and all notices or other communications required or permitted pursuant hereto shall be in 
writing and shall be deemed to have been given if and when personally delivered or on the next 
following business day if transmitted by reputable overnight carrier. Notices shall be addressed to 
Grantee and City at their respective addresses set forth below, or to such substitute address as 
Grantee or City may have designated by notice in accordance herewith: 

If to City: 

With a copy to: 

If to Grantee: 

Commissioner of Transportation 
30 North LaSalle Street, Room 500 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attn: Maps and Plats I Vacations 

Department of Law 
121 North LaSalle Street, Room 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attn: Deputy Corporation Counsel 
Real Estate and Land Use Division 

Sarah Burke 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital 
251 East Huron Street, Suite 1750 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
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With a copy to: 
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Carol Stubblefield 
Neal & Leroy, LLC 
203 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2300 
Chicago, Illinois 60601-1243 

6/5/2013 

15. Illinois Law. 

This Agreement has been negotiated, executed and delivered at Chicago, Illinois and shall be 
construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of Illinois, including the law of public trust with 
respect to the use and occupation of the public way. 

16. Execution And Recordation of Agreement. 

The execution and recordation of this Agreement shall be subject to the finalization of all utility 
negotiations and further provided that the Grantee supplies the City with sufficient proof of 
ownership of the Property, and when completed, the Overpass and OCP Building, and any other 
documents that the City may deem necessary. 

17. No Third-Party Beneficiaries. 

This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit solely of Grantee and City and 
their respective successors, assigns, licensees and legal representatives. This document and the 
terms hereof are intended solely for the benefit of the parties hereto and their successors, licensee 
and assigns, as expressly referred to herein. No other person shall have any rights, responsibilities 
or obligations hereunder nor may such person enforce any of the terms or be entitled to any of the 
benefits hereof. 

18. Authority and Validity. 

Each party represents and warrants to the other party that (i) this Agreement has been duly 
authorized, executed and delivered by it and (ii) this Agreement constitutes the legal, valid and 
binding obligation of it, enforceable against it in accordance with its terms. 

19. Miscellaneous. 

(a) The terms, benefits, and privileges set forth in this Agreement shall be deemed and 
taken to be covenants running with the Property and shall be binding upon the Grantee, its 
successors and assigns having any interest in the Property. 

(b) If any provision of this Agreement, or any paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase, or 
word or the application thereof is held invalid, illegal, null or void for any reason, or shall be 
held by any court of competent jurisdiction to be so, the remainder of this Agreement shall 
be construed as if such invalid part were never included and this Agreement shall be and 
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remain valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law provided that this 
Agreement, in its entirety as so reconstituted, does not represent a material change to the 
rights or obligations of either of the Parties. 

(c) In the event the time for performance hereunder falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or 
legal holiday, the actual time for performance shall be the next business day. 

(d) This Agreement and the accompanying Plat shall be governed by, and construed 
in accordance with, the internal laws of the State of Illinois. In the event that an adjudication 
of any kind shall be required in connection with this Agreement, the Parties agree that the 
venue therefor shall be the state or federal courts located in Cook County, Illinois, 
whichever may be applicable. 

(e) This Agreement constitutes the entire contract between the Parties with respect to 
the subject matter of this Agreement, and may not be modified except by an instrument in 
writing signed by all the Parties and dated a date subsequent to the date of this Agreement. 

(f) Each Party agrees that it will execute and deliver such other reasonable documents 
and take such other reasonable actions as may be reasonably requested by the other party 
to effectuate the purposes and intention of this Agreement. 

20. Business Relationships. 

The Grantee acknowledges (A) receipt of a copy of Section 2-156-030 (b) of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, (B) that it has read such provision and understands that pursuant to such Section 
2-156-030 (b) it is illegal for any elected official of the City, or any person acting at the direction of 
such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect 
to any matter involving any person with whom the elected City official or employee has a "Business 
Relationship" (as defined in Section 2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago), orto participate 
in any discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote 
on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a Business Relationship, and 
(c) notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, that a violation of Section 
2-153-030 (b) by an elected official, or any person acting at the direction of such official, with 
respect to any transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be grounds for termination of this 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby. The Grantee hereby represents and 
warrants that no violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) has occurred with respect to this Agreement or 
the transactions contemplated hereby. 

21. Patriot Act Certification. 

The Grantee represents and warrants that neither the Grantee nor any Affiliate thereof (as 
defined in the next paragraph) is listed on any of the following lists maintained by the Office of 
Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury, the Bureau of Industry and Security 
of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors, or on any other list of persons or entities 
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with which the City may not do business under any applicable law, rule, regulation, order or 
judgment: the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the 
Entity List and the Debarred List. 

As used in the above paragraph, an "Affiliate" shall be deemed to be a person or entity related 
to the Grantee that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Grantee, and a person or entity shall be deemed to be 
controlled by another person or entity, if controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control 
in fact by that other person or entity (or that other person or entity and any persons or entities with 
whom that other person or entity is acting jointly or in concert), whether directly or indirectly and 
whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

22. Prohibition on Certain Contributions Mayoral Executive Order 2011-4. 

Grantee agrees that Grantee, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an ownership or 
beneficial interest in Grantee of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and domestic partners 
of such Owners, Grantee's contractors (Le., any person or entity in direct contractual privity with 
Grantee regarding the subject matter of this Agreement) ("Contractors"), any person or entity who 
directly or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any Contractor of more than 7.5 
percent ("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Grantee and all 
the other preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the "Identified Parties"), shall not 
make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago (the "Mayor") or to his 
political fundraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Grantee, (ii) while this 
Agreement or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other 
Contract between Grantee and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this 
Agreement or any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Grantee represents and warrants that from the later to occur of (a) May 16, 2011, and (b) the 
date the City approached the Grantee or the date the Grantee approached the City, as applicable, 
regarding the formulation of this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution of any 
amount to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

Grantee agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; (b) 
reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) Bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 

Grantee agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever designed 
to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 2011-4 or to entice, direct or 
solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 2011-4. 

Grantee agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect to, or 
breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive Order No. 
2011-4 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract for 
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which no opportunity to cure will be granted, unless the City, in its sole discretion, elects to grant 
such an opportunity to cure. Such breach and default entitles the City to all remedies (including 
without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under any Other Contract, at law 
and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any inconsistent provision 
contained therein. 

If Grantee intentionally violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 2011-4 prior to the 
closing of this Agreement, the City may elect to decline to close the transaction contemplated by 
this Agreement. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source, which is then delivered by 
one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Grantee is a party 
that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; (ii) entered 
into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for materials, supplies, equipment 
or services which are approved or authorized by the City Council of the City of Chicago. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's common 
welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 

(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the State of 
Illinois; and 

(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, .and the partners are the same sex, and the 
partners reside at the same residence; and 

(E) two of the following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 

2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 

3. The partners have at least two of the following arrangements: 
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a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 

b. a joint credit account; 

c. a joint checking account; 

d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as tenants. 

4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in Chapter 
2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

23. Failure To Maintain Eligibility To Do Business With The City. 

Failure by Grantee or any controlling person (as defined in Section 1-23-010 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago) thereof to maintain eligibility to do business with the City of Chicago as required 
by Section 1-23-030 of the Municipal Code of Chicago shall be grounds for termination of the 
Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby. Grantee shall at all times comply with 
Section 2-154-020 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

24. Inspector General and Legislative Inspector General. 

It is the duty of every officer, employee, department, agency, contractor, subcontractor, Grantee 
and licensee of the City, and every applicant for certification of eligibility for a City contract or 
program, to cooperate with the City's Legislative Inspector General and with the City's Inspector 
General in any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapters 2-55 and 2-56, 
respectively, of the Municipal Code of Chicago. The Grantee understands and will abide by all 
provisions of Chapters 2-55 and 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

25. Waste Ordinance Provisions. 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Grantee warrants 
and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its contractors and subcontractors, have 
not violated and are not in violation of any provisions of Section 7-28 or Section 11-4 of the 
Municipal Code (the "Waste Sections"). During the period while this Amendment is executory, 
Grantees, any general contractors or any subcontractors violation of the Waste Sections, whether 
or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, constitutes a breach of and an event of 
default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to cure, if curable, will be granted only at 
the sole deSignation of the Chief Procurement Officer. Such breach and default entitles the City to 
all remedies under the Amendment, at law or in equity. This section does not limit Grantee's, 
general contractor's and its subcontractor's duty to comply with all applicable federal, state, county 
and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in effect now or later, and whether 
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or not they appear in this Amendment. Noncompliance with these terms and conditions may be 
used by the City as grounds for the termination of this Amendment, and may further affect 
Grantee's eligibility for future contract awards. 

26. Shakman Accord. 

(a) The City is subject to the May 31, 2007 Order entitled "Agreed Settlement Order and 
Accord" (the "Shakman Accord") and the August 16, 2007 "City of Chicago Hiring Plan" (the 
"City Hiring Plan") entered in Shakman v. Democratic Organization of Cook County, Case 
No 69 C 2145 (United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois). Among other 
things, the Shakman Accord and the City Hiring Plan prohibit the City from hiring persons 
as governmental employees in non-exempt positions on the basis of political reasons or 
factors. 

(b) Grantee is aware that City policy prohibits City employees from directing any individual 
to apply for a position with Grantee, either as an employee or as a subcontractor, and from 
directing Grantee to hire an individual as an employee or as a subcontractor. Accordingly, 
Grantee must follow its own hiring and contracting procedures, without being influenced by 
City employees. Any and all personnel provided by Grantee under this Agreement are 
employees or subcontractors of Grantee, not employees of the City of Chicago. This 
Agreement is not intended to and does not constitute, create, give rise to, or otherwise 
recognize an employer-employee relationship of any kind between the City and any 
personnel provided by Grantee. 

(c) Grantee will not condition, base, or knowingly prejudice or affect any term or aspect 
to the employment of any personnel provided under this Agreement, or offer employment 
to any individual to provide services under this Agreement, based upon or because of any 
political reason or factor, including, without limitation, any individual's political affiliation, 
membership in a political organization or party, political support or activity, political financial 
contributions, promises of such political support, activity or financial contributions, or such 
individual's political sponsorship or recommendation. For purposes of this Agreement, a 
political organization or party is an identifiable group or entity that has as its primary 
purpose the support of or opposition to candidates for elected public office. Individual 
political activities are the activities of individual persons in support of or in opposition to 
political organizations or parties or candidates for elected public office. 

(d) In the event of any communication to Grantee by a City employee or City official in 
violation of Section 27 (ii) above, or advocating a violation of Section 27 (ii) above, Grantee 
will, as soon as is reasonably practicable, report such communication to the Hiring 
Oversight Section ofthe City's Office ofthe Inspector General ("IGO Hiring Oversight"), and 
also to the head of the relevant City Department utilizing services provided under this 
Agreement. Grantee will also cooperate with any inquiries by IGO Hiring Oversight or the 
Shakman Monitor's Office related to the contract. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantee and City have caused this Agreement to be executed by their 
duly authorized officers, as of the day and year first written above. 

NORTHWESTERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 

8y: ____________ _ 

Name: ___________ _ 

Title: ____________ _ 

CITY OF CHICAGO, a municipal corporation, 
by and through its Department of Transportation 

8y: ____________ _ 

Name: Gabe Klein 
Title: Commissioner 

Approved As To Form And Legality 
(excluding the Legal Descriptions): 

CITY OF CHICAGO 
Department of Law 

8y: _______ """--____ _ 

Name: Richard Wendy 
Title: Deputy Corporation Counsel 

[(Sub)Exhibit "8" referred to in this Public Way Easement Agreement with 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital constitutes Exhibit "A" to ordinance 

and printed on pages 55415 and 55416 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "C" and "0" referred to in this Public Way Easement Agreement with 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital read as follows: 
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

(Sub) Exhibit "A". 
(To Public Way Easement Agreement With 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital) 

Legal Description Of Adjacent Northwestern Memorial Hospital Properties. 

New Outpatient Care Pavilion: 

55411 

The west 6 feet of Lot 7 and all of Lot 8 in Circuit Court Partition of the Ogden Estates 
Subdivision of parts of Blocks 20,31 and 32 in Kinzie's Addition to Chicago, in the north half 
of Section 10, Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Also, 

Lot 9 and the west 6 feet of Lot 10 in the Circuit Court Partition of Ogden Estate Subdivision 
of part of Blocks 20, 31 and 32, in Kinzie's Addition to Chicago, in the north half of 
Section 10, Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Area of property: 46,094 square feet or 1.06 acres. 

Commonly Known As: 

640 -- 648 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Property Index Number: 

17 -10-203-020-0000. 

Existing Gaiter-Feinberg Pavilion: 

Lots 9 to 24, inclusive, in Newberry Estate Subdivision of Block 43 in Kinzie's Addition to 
Chicago in Section 10, Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Commonly Known As: 

220 -- 250 East Erie Street 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Property Index Number: 

17-10-202-100-0000. 

(Sub) Exhibit "C". 
(To Public Way Easement Agreement With 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital) 

Legal Description Of Easement Area In East Erie Street. 

6/5/2013 

That part of East Erie Street lying north of and adjoining Lot 8 in Circuit Court Partition of 
the Ogden Estates Subdivision of parts of Blocks 20, 31 and 32 in Kinzie's Addition to 
Chicago, in the north half of Section 10, Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, according to the plat thereof recorded December 13, 1906 as 
Document 3966633 and lying below a horizontal plane having an elevation of plus 55.28 
feet Chicago City Datum and lying above a horizontal plane having an elevation of plus 
33.68 feet Chicago City Datum and lying within its horizontal boundary projected vertically 
and described as follows: commencing at the point of intersection of the south line of East 
Erie Street with the west line of North Fairbanks Court, being also the point of intersection 
of the north line of Lot 7 in Circuit Court Partition of the Ogden Estates Subdivision, 
aforesaid, with the east line of the west 6.00 feet thereof; thence along an assumed bearing 
of south 89 degrees, 56 minutes, 45 seconds west along the south line of East Erie Street 
aforesaid, being also along the north line of said Lots 7 and 8, a distance of 168.71 feet to 
the point of beginning; thence continuing along the south line of East Erie Street, south 
89 degrees, 56 minutes, 45 seconds west 16.42 feet; thence north 01 degree, 
47 minutes, 56 seconds east 74.00 feet to the north line of East Erie Street; thence north 
89 degrees, 58 minutes, 45 seconds east along the north line of East Erie Street 
16.42 feet; thence south 01 degree, 47 minutes, 56 seconds west 73.99 feet, to the point 
of beginning, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "0". 
(To Public Way Easement Agreement With 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital) 

Plans. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Plat Of Easement. 
(Page 1 of 2) 

EXHIBrf "A" 
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, SUBDIVISION OF PARTS OF BLOCKS 20, 31 AND 32 IN KINZIE'S ADDITION TO CHICAGO, IN THE NORTH HALF OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 

39 NORTH, RANGE 14, EAST OF THE THIRO PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF RECORDED DECEMBER 13, 1906 

AS DOCUMENT 3966633 AND LYING BELOW A HORIZONTAL PLANE HAVING AN ELEVATION OF t55.28 FEET CHICAGO CITY DATUM AND 

LYING ABOVE A HORIZONTAL PLANE HAVING AN ELEVATION OF t33.68 FEET CHICAGO CITY DATUM AND LYING WITHIN ITS 

HORIZONTAL BOUNDARY PROJECTED VERTICALLY AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: COMMENCING AT THE POINT OF INTERSECTION OF 

THE SOUTH LINE OF EAST ERIE STREET WITH THE WEST LINE OF NORTH FAIRBANKS COURT, BEING ALSO THE POINT OF INTERSECTION 

OF THE NORTH LINE OF LOT 11N IN CIRCUIT COURT PARTITION OF THE OGDEN ESTATES SUBDIVISION. AFORESAID, WITH THE EAST LINE 
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BEGINNING; THENCE CONTINUING AlONG THE SOUTH LINE OF EAST ERIE STREET, SOUTH 89·56'45" WEST 16.42' FEET; THENCE NORTH 

01"41'56" EAST 14.00 FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF EAST ERIE STREET, THENCE NORTH 89·58'45" EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF EAST 

ERIE STREET, 16.42 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 01"47'56" WEST 73.99 FEET, TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, IN COOK COUNTY, ILlINDlS. 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Plat Of Easement 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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PERMISSION GRANTED TO WARNER BROTHERS PICTURES TO CONDUCT 
LANDINGS AND TAKEOFFS OF ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT IN PORTIONS OF 
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO FOR MOVIE PRODUCTION "JUPITER ASCENDING". 

[02013-3394] 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an ordinance authorizing Warner Brothers Pictures to 
conduct landings and takeoffs of rotary-wing aircraft in portions of downtown Chicago and its 
environs as approved by the City. This ordinance was referred to the Committee on 
May 8,2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, As a home rule unit of government under Section 6 of Article VII of the Illinois 
Constitution, the City may exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its 
government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, Warner Brothers Pictures, through its affiliate, Rozar Pictures LLC ("WB") is 
planning to use portions of downtown Chicago and its environs this summer to film an 
upcoming action movie: "Jupiter Ascending"; and 

WHEREAS, As part of the filming of this movie, WB is seeking permission to conduct 
landing and takeoffs of rotary-wing aircraft in those portions of Chicago; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. All of the recitals above are expressly adopted as legislative findings of the 
City and are incorporated herein and are made hereby a part of this ordinance. 

SECTION 2. Notwithstanding Section 4-83-100 or Section 10-36-380 or any other 
provision of the Municipal Code of Chicago to the contrary, WB is hereby authorized to 
conduct landings and takeoffs of rotary-wing air craft in such portions of downtown Chicago 
and its environs as the City shall review and approve, under the following circumstances: 

1. WB and persons acting on behalf of WB must cooperate with the City of Chicago's 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications, Department of Police, 
Department of Aviation and Fire Department in connection with such landings and 
takeoffs; 

2. WB and persons acting on behalf of WB must not violate State or Federal law or 
regulations in its use of the rotary-wing aircraft pursuant to this ordinance; 

3. The landings and takeoffs of the rotary-wing aircraft must occur on such days and 
times during the summer of 2013 as the City shall approve in advance. 

4. WB must provide, to the satisfaction of the City, proof of insurance coverage, 
indemnification and such other assurances as the City deems necessary and 
appropriate to ensure that the City is adequately protected. 

SECTION 3. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this ordinance shall be fined 
not less than $5,000.00 nor more than $10,000.00 for each offense. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall take full force and effect upon its passage and approval. 
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FIRST AMENDMENT OF REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH SHELDON 
HEIGHTS CHURCH OF CHRIST. 

[02013-2537] 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for Sheldon Heights Church of Christ on July 9, 2008 and printed upon 
pages 33301 -- 33305 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago for adjusted construction commencement and completion dates and an adjusted 
date upon which the 40 year use restriction contained in the original agreement will 
commence. This ordinance was referred to the Committee on May 8, 2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council ("City Council") of the 
City of Chicago (the "City") on July 9, 2008 and published at pages 33301 -- 33305 of the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, of such date, the City 
and the Sheldon Heights Church of Christ (the "Not-For-Profit Agency"), an Illinois 
not-for- profit corporation, entered into that certain agreement for the sale and redevelopment 
of land dated November 29, 2008, which was recorded with the Recorder of Deeds of Cook 
County on January 5,2009 as Document Number 0900545174, pursuant to which the City 
provided a vacated alley to the Not-For-Profit Agency for no compensation in connection with 
the Not-For-Profit Agency's commitment to construct a senior house complex (the "Project") 
on property adjacent to the vacated alley; and 

WHEREAS, The Agreement provided for certain commencement and completion dates 
applicable to the Project and also provided for a use restriction for a period of 40 years and 
for the commencement date of such use restriction; and 

WHEREAS, Due its inability to secure the allocation of low-income housing tax credits from 
the Illinois Housing Development Authority, the Not-For-Profit Agency was unable to 
commence construction of the Project by the date required in the Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, The Not-For-Profit Agency is presently working with the City of Chicago's 
Department of Housing and Economic Development, through which low-income housing tax 
credits will be allocated to the Not-For-Profit Agency that will allow for the construction of the 
Project; and 

WHEREAS, It remains the intention of both the City and the Not-For-Profit Agency that the 
Project be constructed; and 

WHEREAS, In order to allow the Project to move forward, it is necessary for the City and 
the Not-For-Profit Agency to enter into a First Amendment of the Agreement providing for 
adjusted construction commencement and completion dates and also providing an adjusted 
date upon which the 40-year use restriction contained in the Agreement will commence; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Transportation (the "Commissioner") 
or a designee of the Commissioner are each hereby authorized, with the approval of the City's 
Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, to negotiate, execute and deliver the 
First Amendment to the Agreement by and between the City and the Not-For-Profit Agency 
substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and made a part hereof (the "First 
Amendment"), and such other supporting documents as may be necessary to carry out and 
comply with the provisions of the Agreement and the First Amendment, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the First Amendment. 
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SECTION 3. The City Council hereby authorizes the City to revise the terms of Section 3 
of the Agreement to provide that commencement of construction of the Project shall occur 
within three years of the recordation of the First Amendment and that completion of 
construction of the Project shall occur within seven years thereof. 

SECTION 4. The City Council hereby authorizes the City to revise the terms of Section 5 
of the Agreement to provide that the use restrictions contained in said Section 5 shall apply 
to the Project for a period of 40 years from the date of recordation of the First Amendment. 

SECTION 5. The City Council hereby authorizes the City to make any and all other 
changes, revisions and amendments to the Agreement required, in the opinion of the 
Corporation Counsel, to implement the revisions specifically authorized herein. 

SECTION 6. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
remaining provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 8. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately upon its passage. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "An. 

First Amendment To Agreement For The Sale 
And Redevelopment Of Land. 

This Agreement is made on or as of the day of , 2013, by and between 
the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation ("City"), having its principal offices at City 
Hall, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602 and the Sheldon Heights Church of 
Christ (the "Not-For-ProfitAgency") located at 11325 --11355 South Halsted Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60628. 

Recitals. 

Whereas, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City 
Council") on July 9, 2008 and published at pages 33301 -- 33305 of the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, of such date, the City and the 
Not-For-Profit Agency (hereinafter sometimes individually referred to as a "party" and 
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collectively referred to as the "parties") entered into an Agreement for the Sale and 
Redevelopment of Land (the "Agreement") on November 29, 2008 regarding the 
redevelopment of the parcel of land owned by the Not-For-Profit Agency located generally at 
West 118 Street and South Green Street in Chicago, Illinois (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Property") with a senior housing complex (the "Project"); and 

Whereas, The Agreement was recorded with the Recorder of Deeds of Cook County on 
January 5,2009 as Document Number 0900545174; and 

Whereas, Section 3 of the Agreement required that construction in furtherance of the Project 
be commenced within three years of the recordation of the Agreement; and 

Whereas, Despite numerous good-faith efforts, the Not-For-Profit Agency was unable to 
secure the allocation of low-income housing tax credits from the Illinois Housing Development 
Authority or any other similar source, without which construction of the Project was not 
possible; and 

Whereas, As a result of its inability to secure the allocation of the aforesaid low-income 
housing tax credits, the Not-For-Profit Agency was unable to commence construction of the 
Project within three years of recordation of the Agreement, as required by Section 3 thereof; 
and 

Whereas, The Not-For-Profit Agency is presently working with the City of Chicago's 
Department of Housing and Economic Development, through which sufficient low-income 
housing tax credits will be allocated to allow for the construction of the Project; and 

Whereas, The Parties have presently determined that it remains in their best interest that the 
Project be constructed; and 

Whereas, In order for the Not-For-Profit agency to continue its efforts to finance and 
construct the Project, it is necessary that the Agreement be amended to provide for the 
establishment of revised construction commencement and completion dates and a revised 
commencement date for the 40-year use restriction contained in Section 5 of the Agreement, 

Now, Therefore, For And In Consideration Of The Mutual Covenants, Conditions And 
Obligations Of The Parties Set Forth Herein, And For Other Good And Valuable Consideration, 
The Receipt And Sufficiency Of Which Is Hereby Acknowledged, The Parties Hereby Agree 
As Follows: 

Section 1. 

Commencement And Completion Of Improvements. 

The construction commencement date set forth in Section 3 of the Agreement is hereby 
extended to a date within three years of the recordation of this First Amendment to the 
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Agreement, and the construction completion date is hereby extended to a period within 
seven years of the recordation of this First Amendment to the Agreement. 

Section 2. 

Restrictions On Use. 

The provisions of Section 5 of the Agreement concerning restrictions on use are hereby 
amended to provide that the duration of the restriction provisions shall be a 40-year period 
commencing upon the date of recordation of this First Amendment to the Agreement. 

Section 3. 

Other Provisions Not Affected. 

Except as expressly modified by this First Amendment, all provisions of the Agreement 
remain unmodified and in full force and effect as such. 

In Witness Whereof, The City has caused this First Amendment to be duly executed in its 
name and behalf by its Commissioner of Transportation, and the Not-For-Profit Agency has 
signed the same on or as of the day and year first above written. 

City of Chicago, 
an Illinois municipal corporation 

By: ______________________ ___ 
Gabe Klein, 

Commissioner of Transportation 

State of Illinois ) 
) SS. 

County of Cook) 

I, the undersigned notary public in and for said County and State, do hereby certify that 
_______ , personally known to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed 
to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me and acknowledged that he/she signed said 
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instrument as his/her free and voluntary act, for the uses and purposes contained therein. 

Witness my hand and seal this ____ day of ______ , 2013. 

Sheldon Heights Church of Christ, 
an Illinois not for profit corporation 

By: 

Its: 

State of Illinois ) 
) SS. 

County of Cook) 

Notary Public 

Commission expires: _____ _ 

I, the undersigned notary public in and for said County and State, do hereby certify that 
______ , personally known to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed to 
the foregoing instrument, appeared before me and acknowledged that he/she signed said 
instrument as his/her free and voluntary act, for the uses and purposes contained therein. 

Witness my hand and seal this ____ day of _____ , 2013. 

Notary Public 

VACATION OF PORTIONS OF N. WILTON AVE. AND W. NELSON ST. 
[02013-3373] 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass a proposed vacation of North Wilton Avenue, between West 
Wellington Avenue and West Barry Avenue, also a portion of West Nelson Street, between 
North Dayton Street and North Sheffield Avenue, in the 44th Ward. This ordinance was 
referred to the Committee on May 8, 2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members of 
the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of local government pursuant to 
Article VII, Section 6(a) of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and, as such, may 
exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City wishes to support the charitable, educational and philanthropic 
activities of established not-for-profit corporations and encourage the continued viability and 
growth of such activities; and 
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WHEREAS, Many not-for-profit corporations own property that adjoins streets and alleys that 
are no longer required for public use and might more productively be used in furtherance of 
such activities; and 

WHEREAS, The City would benefit from the vacation of these streets and alleys by reducing 
City expenditures on maintenance, repair and replacement; by reducing fly-dumping, 
vandalism and other criminal activity; and by providing support for such charitable, educational 
and philanthropic activities; and 

WHEREAS, The City can promote strong communities by facilitating services to the public, 
and increase the City's job base through the vacation of public street(s) and alley(s) for no 
compensation; and 

WHEREAS, The properties at 3017 -- 3059 North Wilton Avenue and 3000 -- 3026 North 
Wilton Avenue and 3032 -- 3058 North Wilton Avenue, are owned by Advocate North Side 
Health Network, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation; and 

WHEREAS, The Advocate North Side Health Network, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, 
uses the site as part of a medical campus; and 

WHEREAS, Advocate North Side Health Network, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, 
proposes to use the portion of the public streets to be vacated herein to construct a new 
outpatient facility; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council of the City of Chicago, after due investigation and 
consideration, has determined that the nature and extent of the public use and the public 
interest to be subserved is such as to warrant the vacation of parts of public streets described 
in the following ordinance; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Part Of North Wilton Avenue To Be Vacated: 

All that part of North Wilton Avenue lying east of the east line of Lots 1 through 13, 
inclusive, in Clark's Subdivision of Lots 16, 17 and 18 in Noble and Others Subdivision of 
Outlot 4 in Canal Trustees' Subdivision of the east half of Section 29, Township 40 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian (Ante Fire); lying south of a line drawn from 
the northeast corner of Lot 1 in Clark's Subdivision aforesaid to the northwest corner 
of Lot 4 in Lockwood's Subdivision of Lot 15 in Noble and Others Subdivision of Outlot 4 
aforesaid (Ante Fire); lying west of the west line of Lots 4 and 5 in Lockwood's Subdivision 
aforesaid; lying west of the westerly terminus of vacated West Nelson Street, vacated 
by ordinance passed July 7, 1967 and recorded August 31, 1967 as Document 
Number 20247208, said westerly terminus being a line drawn from the southwest corner of 
Lot 5 in Lockwood's Subdivision aforesaid to the northwest corner of Lot 1 in King's 
Subdivision of Lots 1 to 5, both inclusive, in Krieger's Subdivision of the west half of 
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Lot 10 and all of Lots 13 and 14 in Noble and Others Subdivision of Outlot 4 aforesaid 
(recorded June 2, 1886 as Document Number 722881); lying west of the west line of Lot 1 
in King's Subdivision aforesaid; and lying north of the northerly terminus of vacated 
North Wilton Avenue, vacated by ordinance passed August 21, 1974 and recorded 
October 28, 1974 as Document Number 22890421, said northerly terminus being the 
easterly extension of the north line of Lot 14 in Clark's Subdivision aforesaid, produced 
east to the west line of Lot 1 in King's Subdivision aforesaid, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Also, Part Of West Nelson Street To Be Vacated: 

That part of West Nelson Street dedicated for public street by ordinance passed 
August 21, 1974 and recorded October 28, 1974 as Document Number 22890420, described 
as follows: 

Lots 11, 12 and 13 (except the west 51 feet thereof) in Clark's Subdivision of Lots 16, 17 
and 18 in Noble and Others Subdivision of Outlot 4 in Canal Trustees' Subdivision of the 
east half of Section 29, Township 40 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
excepting therefrom the north 16.00 feet of the east 60.00 feet of said Lot 11, being that 
part of West Nelson Street heretofore vacated by ordinance passed March 8, 1989 
and recorded May 4, 1989 as Document Number 89200706, in Cook County, Illinois, 

as shaded and legally described by the words "Hereby Vacated" on the plat hereto attached 
as Exhibit A, which plat for greater, is hereby made a part of this ordinance, be and the same 
is hereby vacated and closed, inasmuch as the same is no longer required for public use and 
the public interest will be subserved by such vacations. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized to accept and 
approve a redevelopment agreement or similar instrument restricting the use and improvement 
of the public way vacated in Section 1 of this ordinance to social service purposes which 
includes, but shall not be limited to: construction and use of an outpatient medical facility to 
support the adjacent hospital and for such use and improvements that are accessory, as that 
term is defined in the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, to such social service purposes, such uses 
and improvements to be owned and operated by a non-profit corporation, subject to the 
approval of the Corporation Counsel as to form and legality. The restriction on use and 
improvement in the covenant, agreement or instrument shall be for a term of 40 years and 
upon breach of such restriction the public way herein vacated shall revert to the City and be 
subject to the terms and conditions of the dedication by which it has been heretofore held by 
the City. 

SECTION 3. The City of Chicago hereby reserves for the benefit of Commonwealth Edison 
its successors or assigns, a non-exclusive utility easement to operate, maintain, construct, 
replace and renew overhead wires, poles, and associated equipment and underground 
conduit, cables, and associated equipment for the transmission and distribution of electrical 
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energy, telephonic and associated services under, over and along the streets herein vacated, 
with the right of ingress and egress. The grade of the vacated public way shall not be altered 
in a manner so as to interfere with the operation and maintenance of Commonwealth Edison's 
facilities. No buildings, permanent structures or obstructions shall be placed over 
Commonwealth Edison's facilities without written release of easement by Commonwealth 
Edison. Any future Advocate North Side Health Network prompted relocation of 
Commonwealth Edison's facilities lying within the area being vacated will be accomplished by 
Commonwealth Edison and done at the expense of beneficiary of the vacation. 

SECTION 4. The City of Chicago hereby reserves for the benefit of The Peoples Gas Light 
and Coke Company an easement to operate, maintain, repair, renew and replace existing 
underground facilities and to construct new facilities in the area to be vacated with the right of 
ingress and egress at all times for any and all such purposes. It is further provided that no 
buildings or other structures shall be erected on said easement herein reserved for The 
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company or other use made of the said area which would 
interfere with the construction, operation, maintenance, repair, removal, or replacement of said 
facilities, or the construction of additional facilities. Any future vacation-beneficiary prompted 
relocation of Peoples Gas facilities lying within the area being vacafed will be accomplished 
by Peoples Gas, and done at the expense of beneficiary of the vacation. 

SECTION 5. The City of Chicago hereby reserves the streets as herein vacated, as 
a right-of-way for an existing Water Department main and appurtenances thereto, and for the 
installation of any additional water mains and appurtenances which in the future may be 
located in the streets as herein vacated, and for the maintenance, renewal, and reconstruction 
of such facilities, with the right of ingress and egress at all times upon reasonable notice. It is 
further provided that no buildings or other structures shall be erected on the said right
of-way herein reserved or other use made of said area, which in the judgment of the municipal 
officials having control of the aforesaid service facilities would interfere with the use, 
maintenance, renewal, or reconstruction of said facilities, or the construction of additional 
municipally-owned service facilities. It is further provided that any vacation-beneficiary 
prompted adjustments to water facilities in the area to be vacated; and the repair, renewal or 
replacement of any private materials, or private property damaged in the area to be vacated 
as a result of the City exercising its easement rights shall be done at the beneficiary's expense. 

SECTION 6. The City of Chicago hereby reserves the east 13.61 feet ofthe west 64.61 feet 
of Lots 11, 12 and 13 in Clark's Subdivision of Lots 16, 17 and 18 in Noble and Others 
Subdivision of Outlot 4 in Canal Trustees' Subdivision of the east half of Section 29, 
Township 40 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois, 
as herein vacated (hereinafter referred to as the "Reserved Area"), as a right-of-way for 
existing CTA facilities and appurtenances thereto, and for the installation of any additional 
facilities and appurtenances which in the future may be located in the Reserved Area provided, 
however, any future facilities shall not interfere with any vehicular traffic within the Reserved 
Area, and for the'maintenance, renewal, and reconstruction of such facilities, with the right of 
ingress and egress at all times, upon reasonable notice except in the case of emergency. 
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It is further provided that no buildings or other structures shall be erected on the Reserved 
Area or other use made of the Reserved Area, which in the judgment of the municipal officials 
having control of the aforesaid service facilities would interfere with the use, maintenance, 
renewal, or reconstruction of said facilities, or the construction of additional municipally-owned 
transit facilities. 

SECTION 7. The vacation herein provided for is made upon the express condition that 
within 180 days after the passage of this ordinance, the University of Chicago shall deposit in 
the City Treasury of the City of Chicago, a sum sufficient to defray the costs of removing 
paving and curb returns and constructing sidewalk and curb at the entrance to that part of the 
street hereby vacated, similar to the adjacent and contiguous sidewalk and curb. 

SECTION 8. The vacation herein provided for is made upon the express condition that 
within 180 days after the passage of this ordinance, Advocate North Side Health Network, an 
Illinois not-for-profit corporation, shall file or cause to be filed for record in the Office of the 
Recorder of Deeds of Cook County, Illinois, a certified copy of this ordinance, together with a 
redevelopment agreement complying with Section 2 of this ordinance, as approved by the 
Corporation Counsel, and the attached plat approved by the Department of 
Transportation/Superintendent of Maps and Plats. 

SECTION 9. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. The 
vacation shall take effect and be in force from and after its recording. 

Vacation Approved: 

(Signed) ___ ~G=a,-=b=e--,-K=le=i,,-,n ___ _ 
Commissioner of Transportation 

Approved as to Form and Legality: 

(Signed) Richard Wendy 
Deputy Corporation Counsel 

(Signed) Honorable Thomas M. Tunney 
Alderman,44th Ward 

[Exhibit "An referred to in this ordinance printed on 
pages 55430 and 55431 of this Journal.] 
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Plat Of Vacation. 
(Page 2 of 2) 

PLAT OF VACATION 

PART OF NORTH 'NILTON AVENUE TO BE VACATED: 
AU. ~T PART OF NORTH wtLTON AVENUE l YlNG EAST OF THE EAST UHf OF lOTS' !liROUGH 13, INCLUSIVE,IN 
ClARK'S SUBOMSION Of LOTS 1B, 17 AND 181N N06l.E AND OTHERS SUaOMSKlN OF OUT-lOT" IN c..&.NAl. TRUSTEES' 
SUBDMSIQNOF rnEEAST 112 Of SEC1lON2SI, TOWMSHIP 40 NORT1i. RANGE t •• EAST OF THE lHIRDPRlNCIPAl.. 
MERIDIAN (ANTE FIRE); l YlNG SOU11-t OF A LINE ORA....,., FROM THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF LOT 1 IN ClARJ("S 
SUBOMSIQN AfORESAID ro THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 41N L()O(WQOO'S SU8OMSION OF LOT 151N NOEllE 
AND OTHERS SUBDMSlON Of our -lOT .. AFORfSM) (ANTe FIRE): LYING WEST OF THE WEST UHf OF LOTS .. AND 5 IN 
lOCKWOOD'S SUBOMSION AFORESAiD; LYING WEST OF THE WESTERLy TERMINUS OF V/lCATED ~ NELSON 
STMET, VACATED BY ORDlNANCE PASSED JUl'f 7.11167 AND RECORDEOAUGUST31,1Q87"s OCX:UMENTNUMBER 
2024noe, SA.ID WESTeU. Y TERIoIINUS BEING A UHE DRAWN FROM n£ SOUTHWEST CORNER OF lOT 51N lOCKWOOO'S 
SUaOMSION AFORESND TO TIiE NORTliWEST CORNER Cf' LOT t IN KJNO'S SUBOMSION Of LOTS, TO S, earn 
IHQ.USIVE,IN KruEGER'S SU80MSIQN OF ltfE WEST til Of LOT 10 AND ALL Of LOTS 13 mo 14 IN N06LE AND OTHERS 
SUBOr.rISIQN OF OUT -WT .. AFORESAID (RECOODm JUNE 2, 1886 AS DOC:lSl.e(T 12268 t to l Y1HG WEST OF THE 'NEST 
LINE Of LOT t IN KING'S SUBOMS10N AFORESAlO; AND l Y'lNG NORni OF THE NORTHERlY 'TERMINUS OF VACATED 
NORTli WILTON AVENUE, VAC ... .TED BY ORDIN.AHCEPASSED AIJGUST 21, 1~T4ANORECOROEDOCTOBER 28, 1974 AS 
OOCUIENT NUMBER 228&0421, s-JD NORrnERL Y T8W1NUS BEING THE EAST£R1.Y EXTENSION Of T'Hf: NORTli UNE OF 
LOT ,. IN ClJJOCS SUBDMSION AFORESAID, PRODUCED EAST TO THE WEST LINE OF LOT lIN KING'S SUBOMSION 
AFORESAJD, IN COOK CQUNlY, IUJHOIS. 

mo. 

PART OF WEST NELSON STREEfTO Be VACATED; 
nl'T PART OF' WEST NEl..SON SntEET OEDICA.1CD FOR PUBlIC STREET BY QRDIlW4CE PASSED AUGUST 21, 19701 AND 
RECORDEo OCTOBER 28. 1874 AS OOCI.JMEHT NlJIrlB£R 22890420, CESCRIBED I>S FQU.OWS: 
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ORDINANCE PASSED MARCH 8. ,_ AND RECORDED MAY 4. 19811 AS OOCUMENT NUMSER 892001oa. IN COOK COUNTY, 
IWNOIS. 
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EXEMPTION OF APPLICANTS FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT 
PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass ordinances authorizing and directing the Commissioner of 
Transportation and/or the Director of Revenue to exempt various applicants from the 
provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and/or egress to parking 
facilities at sundry locations. These ordinances were referred to the Committee on May 8, 
2013. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members of 
the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 
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Active! Dog Oaycare And Boarding. 
[02013-3382] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Active! Dog 
Daycare and Boarding from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress to parking facilities for premises address at 2550 West Diversey Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Airport Auto Rebuilders. 
[02013-3402] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Airport Auto 
Rebuilders, 4901 West 63rd Street, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to 
prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

AP MCG Randolph Investors LLC. 
[02013-3407] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt AP MCG 
Randolph Investors LLC, 1276 West Washington Boulevard Chicago, Illinois 60607, from the 
provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking 
facilities for premises address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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Fortis LLCIJoanna Burek. 
[02013-3387] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Fortis 
LLC/Joanna Burek from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address at 3311 -- 3313 West Belden 
Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Furniture Vii/age Outlet. 
[02013-3368] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Furniture Village 
Outlet, 2659 West 63rd Street, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to 
prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Gibbons Construction LLC. 
[02013-3371] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Per Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director of 
Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Gibbons Construction LLC from the 
provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress into 2730--
2734 West Armitage Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and take effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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HS Wheels, Inc. 
[02013-3385] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt HS Wheels, Inc., 
from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to 
parking facilities for 4228 North Pulaski Road. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Kenmore Equities LLC. 
[02013-2560] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Kenmore 
Equities LLC, 6159 North Kenmore Avenue, from the provisions requiring barriers as a 
prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Kids Academy Learning Center LLC. 
[02013-3363] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 
the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Kids 
Academy Learning Center LLC, 6014 South Racine Avenue, from the provisions requiring 
barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises 
address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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La Escuelita Day Care. 
[02013-3384] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt La Escuelita Day 
Care from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and 
egress to parking facilities for premises address at 3001 -- 3007 West Diversey Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Laundry Mat. 
(1700 W. 21 st Street) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3390] 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Laundry Mat, 
1700 West 21 st Street, Chicago, Illinois 60608 from the provisions requiring barriers as a 
prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Max Allen Auto Sales. 
[02013-3364] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Max Allen Auto 
Sales from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and 
egress to parking facilities for premises address at 4216 West Grand Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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Midwest Car Care, Inc. 
[02013-3383] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Midwest Car 
Care, Inc. from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and 
egress to parking facilities for 4543 North Pulaski Road. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Bart przysemski. 
[02013-3321 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Bart przysemski, 3408 -- 3440 North 
Milwaukee Avenue, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Ruby Hand Car Wash LLC. 
[02013-3381 ] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Ruby Hand Car 
Wash LLC from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress to 
parking facilities for premises address at 4334 North California Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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Wendy's International, Inc. 
[02013-3404] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Wendy's 
International, Inc. of 242 West Garfield Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois from the provisions 
requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 
premises address at 242 West Garfield Boulevard. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Zapeda Auto Service. 
[02013-3386] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Zapeda 
Auto Service from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress 
and egress to parking facilities for premises address at 3059 -- 3061 West Armitage Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

113 N. Green St. 
[02013-3408] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 113 North Green 
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60607, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to 
prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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2354 Milwaukee Corp. 
[02013-3370] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 2354 Milwaukee Corp. from the 
provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress into 2354 
North Milwaukee Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

3273 -- 3275 West Armitage LLG. 
[02013-3388] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 
the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 3273 -- 3275 
West Armitage LLC from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for premises address at 3273 West Armitage Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and 
publication. 

STANDARDIZATION OF PORTIONS OF PUBLIC WAYS. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, May 29, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance authorizing and 
directing the Commissioner of Transportation to take the actions necessary for the honorary 
designation/standardization of various portions of the public way. These ordinances and 
substitute ordinance were referred to the Committee on May 8, 2013. 
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This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members of 
the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Portion Of W 73rd St. And S. Peoria St. To Be Known 
As "Dr. William H. Allen Street". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3416] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to give 
consideration to the erection of a honorary street sign for "Dr. William H. Allen Street" to be 
placed at the southeast corner of West 73rd Street and South Peoria Street. 

Portion Of N. Knox Ave. To Be Known 
As "Edward F. Dunne Way". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3366] 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council which allows 
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erection of honorary street-name signs, the Commissioner of Transportation shall take the 
necessary action for the standardization of the 4600 and 4700 blocks of North Knox Avenue, 
from West Wilson Avenue to West Lawrence Avenue, as "Edward F. Dunne Way". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and publication. 

Portion Of S. Cottage Grove Ave. To Be Known As 
"Oeacon Leon Hosley, Sr. Way". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[S02013-3359] 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council which allows 
erection of honorary street-name signs, the Commissioner of Transportation shall take the 
necessary action for the standardization of South Cottage Grove Avenue as "Deacon Leon 
Hosley, Sr. Way", installing a sign at 8901 South Cottage Grove Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and publication. 

Portion Of S. Blackstone Ave. To Be Known 
As "Chaka Khan Way". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3401] 

SECTION 1. South Blackstone Avenue, from East 50th Street to East 51 st Street, to be 
known as "Chaka Khan Way". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

Portions Of N. North Park A ve. And W. Schiller St. (Northeast Comer) 
To Be Known As "Father Pat Lee Way". 

[02013-3400] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council which 
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authorizes erection of honorary street-name signs, the Commissioner of Transportation shall 
take the necessary action for the standardization of North North Park Avenue and West 
Schiller Street (northeast corner) to be known as "Father Pat Lee Way". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in full force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Portion Of S. Winchester Ave. To Be Known As 
"Ms. Audrey Newman-Miles Way". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3392] 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council which allows 
erection of honorary street-name signs, the Commissioner of Transportation shall take the 
necessary action for the standardization of the east side of South Winchester Avenue, from 
West 56th Street to West 57th Street, as "Ms. Audrey Newman-Miles Way". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and publication. 

Portion Of W. Augusta Blvd. To Be Known 
As "St. Helen Parish Way". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4132] 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to an ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago on 
the third day of December 1984, printed on page 11460 of the Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago of said date, which authorizes the erection of honorary 
street-name signs, the Commissioner of Transportation shall take the necessary action for the 
standardization of West Augusta Boulevard at North Oakley Boulevard (southwest corner) as 
"St. Helen Parish Way". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after passage and 
publication. 
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Portion Of S. Wabash Ave. To Be Known 
As "Governor Deval Patrick Avenue". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

55443 

[02013-3380] 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council which allows 
erection of honorary street-name signs, the Commissioner of Transportation shall take the 
necessary action for the standardization of the 5300 -- 5400 block of South Wabash Avenue 
as "Governor Deval Patrick Avenue". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and publication. 

Portion Of W. Parker Ave. To Be Known 
As "Florence J. Schaeffer Way". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-4133] 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council which 
authorizes erection of honorary street-name signs, the Commissioner of Transportation shall 
take the necessary action for the standardization of 4300 West Parker Avenue, from North 
Kildare Avenue to North Kostner Avenue to be known as honorary "Florence J. Schaeffer 
Way". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and due publication. 

Renaming Portion Of S. A venue 0 
As "South Lake Shore Drive". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-3403] 

SECTION 1. The name of that portion of South Avenue 0 running north and south at 
3432 east, from East 79th Street to South Ewing Avenue is changed to "South Lake Shore 
Drive". 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of Transportation is authorized and directed to re-sign that 
portion of the street set forth in Section 1 of this ordinance as provided in that section, and to 
take whatever other actions are necessary to complete the change of the above- referenced 
portion of the street-name on maps, plats and other official publications. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 
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COMMITTEE ON WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AND AUDIT. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 2-36-565 OF MUNICIPAL CODE REGARDING 
AGREEMENTS FOR PROVISION OF TRAINING AND TESTING FOR FIRE 
DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL CANDIDATES. 

[02013-3959] 

The Committee on Workforce Development and Audit submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Workforce Development and Audit, to which was referred (May 8, 2013) 
an amendment of Chapter 2-36 of the Municipal Code regarding training and testing for Fire 
Department personnel candidates, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do 
Pass the ordinance submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK J. O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman P. O'Connor, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 2-36-565 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago is hereby 
amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows: 

2-36-565 Agreements Related To Training And Testing. 

The fire commissioner or his designee is authorized to negotiate and execute agreements 
with other governmental units, nonprofit and volunteer groups, and private parties for 
providing training and curriculum development for members of the fire department, or 
providing training and testing for prospective members, and to enter into and execute all 
such other instruments and to perform any and all acts, including the expenditure of funds 
subject to appropriation therefor, as shall be necessary or advisable in connection with the 
implementation of such agreements, including any renewals thereto, and including 
provisions providing indemnification. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be effective upon passage and approval. 

COMMITTEE ON ZONING, LANDMARKS 
AND BUILDING STANDARDS. 

APPOINTMENT OF FREDERICK EUCLID WALKER AS MEMBER OF CHICAGO 
PLAN COMMISSION. 

(MA-156) 
[A2013-56] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 
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Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Page eight contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for approval of the appointment of Frederick Euclid Walker transmitted 
herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Frederick Euclid Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan 
Commission was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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REAPPOINTMENT OF BISHOP R. BRYANT AS A MEMBER OF CHICAGO PLAN 
COMMISSION. 

(MA-157) 
[A2013-57] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for approval of the reappointment of Bishop R. Bryant transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Solis, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointment of Bishop John R. Bryant as a member of the Chicago Plan 
Commission was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 17-6-0403 OF MUNICIPAL CODE TO PERMIT EATING 
AND DRINKING ESTABLISHMENTS WITHIN PLANNED MANUFACTURING 
DISTRICT NO. 14. 

(TAD-500) 
[02013-1622] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member ofthe Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 
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Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17, Section 17-6-0403 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby 
amended by adding the language underscored and by deleting the language struck through, 
as follows: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 
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Use Group PMD (Planned Manufacturing District) 
Use Category 

No. No. No. No. No. 
1 2 4 7 11 

Specific Use 
1--- 1--- -r-

Type 

No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. No. Use 
A B A B 3 A B 5 6 A B 8 9 10 A B 12 13 14 15 Standard 

P = permitted by right S = special use approval required PO = planned development approval required - = Not allowed 

Commercial (continued) 

0 Construction Sales and Services 

1. Building P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P Customer-
Material accessible 
Sales retail sales 

areas may 
not exceed 
20% 01 total 
floor area. 
No floor 

area limit 
in B 

subdistricts, 
except 
PMD4. 

2. Contractor! P P P P P P P P P P S P P P P P P P P P 
Construction 
Storage Yard 

P Drive- S S - S S S S § 17-9-0106 
Through 
Facility 

Q. Eating and Drinking Establishments 

1. Restaurant, P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P E P MaxGFA: 
Limited 4,000 

square feet; 
no 

entertain-
ment 

allowed. 
NoGFA 

limit 
., 

in B 
subdistricts, 

except 
PMD4. 

2. Restaurant, P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P E Max 
General GFA: 4,000 

square feet; 
no entertain-
m e n t 
allowed. No 
GFAlimit 
i n B 
subdistricts, 
except 
PMD4. 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect 30 days after its passage and approval. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY RECLASSIFICATION OF 
AREAS SHOWN ON MAP NOS. 2-F AND 12-D. 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5,2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on June 3, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one contains two zoning map amendments. 

Page two contains one zoning map amendment. 

Page two contains one order for an off-premises advertising sign which failed to meet the 
Committee's approval, and was voted on with a do not pass recommendation. 

Page two also contains an order for business identification sign. 

At this time, I move for passage of the proposed substitute ordinances transmitted 
herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed substitute ordinances transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 49. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and procedure 
disclosing that he had represented parties to these ordinances in previous and unrelated 
matters. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 2-F. 
(As Amended) 

(Application No. 17640) 
(Common Address: 900 -- 1154 S. Clark St., 100 -- 200 W. Roosevelt Rd., 

1135 -- 1136 Delano Ct., 901 -- 1001 S. Wells St., 821 S. Financial PI. 
And 901 S. LaSalle St.) 

[S020 12 -8204 J 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the 
Residential-Business Planned Development Number 523, as amended, symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 2-F in the area bounded by: 

West Polk Street; a southwesterly line (194.27 feet long) starting on the south line of 
West Polk Street at a point 148.54 feet east of the east line of South Financial Place and 
ending at a point 194.27 feet south of the south line of West Polk Street and 79 feet, 
more or less, west of the centerline of vacated South LaSalle Street; a line 332.69 feet, 
more or less, west of the west line of South Clark Street; a line 497.43 feet south of the 
south line of West Polk Street; South Clark Street; West Roosevelt Road; South Wells 
Street; the alley next north of West Taylor Street; and the alley next east of South Wells 
Street, 
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to those of Residential-Business Planned Development Number 523, as amended, which is 
hereby established in the area described above subject to such use and bulk regulations as 
are set forth in the Plan of Development attached hereto and to no others. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Plan of Development Statements referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Residential-Business Planned Development No. 523. 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

1. The area delineated herein as Residential-Business Planned Development (the 
"Planned Development") consists of approximately nine hundred sixty-eight thousand 
five hundred ninety-six (968,596) square feet (twenty-two and twenty-four hundredths 
(22.24) acres) of net site area which is depicted on the attached Planned Development 
Boundary and Property Line Map (the "Property"). McCaffery Interests, Inc. (acting on 
behalf of and with the authorization of CJUF III McCaffery Roosevelt Residential I LLC, 
CJUF III McCaffery Roosevelt Residential II LLC, CJUF III McCaffery Roosevelt 
Residential III LLC, CJUF III McCaffery Roosevelt Retail LLC and CJUF III McCaffery 
Roosevelt Park LLC being the owners of Subareas I, II, III and IV), is the "Applicant" for 
purposes of this amendment to the Planned Development with respect to Subareas I, 
II, III and IV. 

2. The Applicant or, if different from the Applicant, the legal titleholders and any ground 
lessors, shall obtain all official reviews, approvals and permits necessary to implement 
the development of the Property. Any dedication or vacation of streets or alleys or 
easements or any adjustment of rights-of-way depicted on the Right-of-Way Adjustment 
Map shall require a separate submittal and approval by the City Council. Any areas to 
be dedicated shall be excluded and any areas to be vacated shall be included in 
determining the Net Site Area (as said term is defined by the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance) of this Planned Development. 

3. The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within this Planned 
Development shall be binding upon the Applicant, its successors and assigns and, if 
different than the Applicant, the legal titleholders and any ground lessors. All rights 
granted hereunder to the Applicant shall inure to the benefit of the Applicant's 
successors and assigns and, if different than the Applicant, the legal titleholder and any 
ground lessors. 

Furthermore, pursuant to the requirements of Section 17-8-0400 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, the Property, at the time applications for amendments, modifications or 
changes (administrative, legislative or otherwise) to this Planned Development are 
made, shall be under single ownership or under single designated control. Single 
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designated control for purposes of this statement shall mean that any application to the 
City for any amendment to this Planned Development or any other modification or 
change thereto (administrative, legislative or otherwise) shall be made or authorized by 
all the owners of the Property and any ground lessors of the Property. Provided, 
however, that where portions of the improvements located on the Property have been 
submitted to the Illinois Condominium Property Act, the term "owner" or "legal 
titleholder" shall be deemed to refer solely to the condominium association of the 
owners or legal titleholders of such portions of the improvements and not to the 
individual unit owners therein. An agreement among property owners, the board of 
directors of any property owners association, or a covenant binding property owners, 
may designate the party or parties authorized to make application for any future 
amendment, modification or change with respect to all or any portion of the Property. 
Nothing herein shall prohibit or in any way restrict the alienation, sale or any other 
transfer of all or any portion of the Property or any rights, interests or obligations 
therein. Upon any alienation, sale or any other transfer of all or any portion of the 
Property or the rights therein (other than an assignment or transfer of rights pursuant 
to a mortgage or otherwise as collateral for any indebtedness) and solely with respect 
to the portion of the Property so transferred, the seller or transferor thereof (and its 
beneficiaries if such seller or transferor is a land trust) shall thereafter be released from 
any and all obligations or liability hereunder. 

4. This Planned Development consists of: eighteen (18) Planned Development 
Statements; a Bulk Regulations and Data Table; an Existing Zoning Map; an Existing 
Land-Use Map; a Planned Development Boundary and Property Line Map; a 
Right-of-Way Adjustment Map; a Subarea Plan; the following plans for Subarea III 
prepared by Antunovich Associates dated May 16, 2013: Site Plan/Ground Floor Plan, 
Landscape Plan/Green Roof Plan, West Building Elevation, North Building Elevation, 
East Building Elevation, South Building Elevation (the "Plans"); and the Administrative 
Approvals (defined below) set forth in Statement 17 of this Planned Development. The 
following minor change and site plan approval letters are hereby incorporated by 
reference and made part of this Planned Development (collectively, the "Administrative 
Approvals"): 

Site Plan Approval letter to Mr. Reifman dated May 23, 2003; Minor Change and Zoning 
Clarification letter to Mr. David Reifman dated May 22, 2003; Site Plan Approval to Mr. 
Patrick Thompson dated August 9, 2007; Administrative Relief request for Subarea V 
to Mr. Forrest E. Russell dated June 25, 2008; Minor Change to Site Plan Approval 
letter to Mr. Theodore Novak dated September 6, 2011; Site Plan Approval letter to Mr. 
Theodore Novak dated November 16, 2011. 

5. The Planned Development is applicable to the area delineated herein and these and no 
other controls shall apply. References to the Chicago Zoning Ordinance and other 
provisions of the Municipal Code shall mean those provisions in effect as of the date of 
this Planned Development. The Planned Development conforms to the intent and 
purpose of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 
and all requirements thereof, and satisfies the established criteria for approval as a 
Planned Development. 
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6. The area within the Planned Development boundaries is divided into eight (8) subareas 
as indicated on the Subarea Plan. The following uses shall be permitted within all 
subareas except Subarea III: dwelling units, business and professional offices, hotels 
and motels, retail and commercial uses, any use permitted in the DX-5 Downtown 
Mixed-Use zoning district (except auto service stations and motor vehicle service/repair 
garages), railroads, railroad rights-of-way, open space uses, playgrounds (including 
without limitation recreational facilities relating to day care establishments), golf 
courses, tourist homes and lodging houses, hospitals, housing and assisted living 
facilities for elderly persons, indoor and outdoor athletic and recreational facilities, 
indoor and outdoor entertainment related uses, accessory and non-accessory off-street 
parking, restaurants and taverns including live entertainment and dancing, 
telecommunication antennae and facilities, theaters (including cinemas), health clubs, 
day care centers, colleges, universities, schools of any type, churches, libraries, home 
occupations, philanthropic and eleemosynary uses and accessory uses. 

The following uses shall be permitted in Subarea III: School, publicly available open 
space, park uses and facilities, playgrounds, outdoor athletic and recreational uses and 
accessory uses related to the school use. 

7. Identification signs and on-site business and business identification signs and 
temporary signs, such as construction marketing signs, are permitted upon the Property 
subject to the review and approval of the Department of Housing and Economic 
Development (the "Department"). Off-Premises signs are prohibited within the boundary 
of the Planned Development. 

8. Any private roadway or any other ingress or egress shall be adequately designed and 
paved in accordance with the regulations of the Department of Transportation and in 
compliance with the Municipal Code of Chicago to provide ingress and egress for motor 
vehicles, including emergency vehicles. Fire lanes, if required, shall be adequately 
designed and paved in compliance with the Municipal Code of Chicago. Vehicular 
ingress and egress shall be subject to the review and approval by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation and by the Department. Closure of all or part of any 
public streets or alleys during demolition or construction shall be subject to the review 
and approval of the Chicago Department of Transportation. All work proposed in the 
public way must be designed and constructed in accordance with the Chicago 
Department of Transportation Construction Standards for Work in the Public Way and 
in compliance with the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. A continuous sidewalk 
shall be provided along all private streets (except along the Metra side of a public or 
private street or drive) as necessary to assure pedestrian access between all 
development located along said private streets and the public way. 

9. The height of each building and free-standing structure located upon the Property and 
any appurtenances attached thereto, shall be subject to the Bulk Regulations and Data 
Table as well as any height limitations established by the Federal Aviation 
Administration. For purposes of height measurement, the definitions in the Zoning 
Ordinance shall apply. 
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10. For purposes of maximum floor area ratio ("F.A.R.") calculations, the definition 
contained in the Chicago Zoning Ordinance shall apply. Transfer of floor area from one 
subarea to another may be approved by the Department if it meets the criteria for minor 
changes set forth in Statement Number 12 hereof. 

11. The improvements on the Property shall be designed, constructed and maintained in 
general conformance with the plans and exhibits set forth in Statement Number 4. 

In addition, the development of the Property shall be subject to the following: 

a. Parking. Off-street parking shall be provided upon the Property in accordance 
with the provisions of this statement and the Bulk Regulations and Data Table and 
shall also be subject to the standards set forth below: 

(1) Interim outdoor, at-grade, off-street parking existing on the Property on the 
date of this amended Planned Development may be maintained as is for 
a period not to exceed ten (10) years; provided, however, that the 
Commissioner of the Department may authorize the continuation of such 
interim parking for additional periods where deemed appropriate. Any new 
interim outdoor, at-grade, off-street parking shall be located, landscaped 
and maintained in a manner consistent with the vehicular use area 
landscaping and screening provisions of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance 
and associated regulations. 

(2) Permanent, at-grade, off-street parking that is not enclosed in a structure 
and which is visible from a public right-of-way is permitted subject to the 
following limitations. Such parking shall be set back at least twenty (20) 
feet from any adjacent public right-of-way. Such setback shall be bermed 
to a height of at least two (2) feet above the grade of the adjacent 
sidewalk and shall be landscaped with one (1) two and one-half (2%) inch 
caliper tree for every twenty-five (25) feet of frontage along the public way, 
shrubs and ground cover to provide a continuous screen of at least two 
and one-half (2%) feet in height total, including the berm, so as to 
substantially screen the parking lot from view from the adjacent 
right-of-way. In addition to appropriate landscaping, a decorative fence a 
minimum of four (4) feet high shall be constructed along the top of the 
berm to further enhance the screening of the adjacent parking. In lieu of 
the screening described above, the Department may approve an 
alternative treatment including, but not limited to, vine-covered fences or 
trellises, structural walls or screens upon a finding that such alternative 
treatment would: 

(a) provide an effective visual screen of the parking areas and parked 
automobiles; 

(b) promote the physical definition of a continuous street wall; 
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(c) provide a visual effect which promotes and enhances the vehicular 
and pedestrian experience through the use of quality architectural 
and urban design; and 

(d) be appropriately designed and maintained to satisfy applicable 
building and/or landscape industry standards. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the provisions of this Statement 10.a(2) 
shall not apply to parallel parking provided on public and private streets 
and drives on the Property. 

(3) Off-street parking required to serve uses developed on the Property shall 
be located on the same side of the Metra tracks as the use served. For 
residential uses, parking shall be located within six hundred (600) feet 
walking distance of the residential use served. Parking required to serve 
non-residential uses shall be located within one thousand five hundred 
(1,500) feet walking distance of the non-residential use served. 

(4) The Applicant, or, if different from the Applicant, the legal titleholders and 
any ground lessors, is encouraged to conceal parking structures either by 
fronting them with habitable space or by enclosing the openings with 
glazing. Where the exterior walls of any parking structure face or will be 
substantially visible from a public right-of-way, such walls shall be 
designed and detailed to be similar in appearance to habitable spaces 
above, adjacent or in the vicinity of the garage. Such similar design 
elements shall include, but not be limited to: materials, size, shape, 
number, and pattern of window openings, cornices, moldings, reveals, sills 
and other decorative surface treatments. Glazing at window openings is 
strongly encouraged. Window frames, metal screens or other decorative 
screening devices should be considered where glazing is not utilized. 
Ramps, cars and headlights shall be entirely screened and ceiling lights 
shall be substantially screened from view from pedestrians on the public 
way and from adjacent residential units. 

Where parking structures are located in a building with one hundred (100) or more feet 
of frontage which fronts on South Clark Street, South Wells Street or West Roosevelt 
Road, a minimum of twenty percent (20%) of the linear distance of said frontage shall 
be occupied by active uses. Active uses shall include lobbies, entry areas and 
passageways, elevator and stair areas, retail, services, restaurants, amusement 
establishments and institutional or cultural uses. A minimum of seventy-five 
percent (75%) of the linear distance of said required active use shall be glazed with 
clear glazing between two (2) feet, six (6) inches and eight (8) feet, zero (0) inches 
above the sidewalk level. Access to parking structures may be located along any public 
or private street. 
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The following design features are strongly encouraged wherever feasible: setback of 
parking structures above ground floor retail with rooftop planting terraces. 

b. Loading. Off-street loading shall be provided upon the Property in accordance 
with this statement and with the Bulk Regulations and Data Table. All loading 
required by this Planned Development shall be located proximate to the building 
or use served. No unenclosed loading areas shall be located facing South Wells 
Street or South Clark Street. The view of loading areas from other public streets 
shall be minimized through the use of landscaping and fencing. 

c. Curb Cuts. Private roadways, driveways, entrances to off-street parking and to 
loading docks, openings for vehicular drop-offs and all other facilities requiring 
curb cuts shall be located to minimize conflicts with on-street traffic and with 
pedestrian circulation. Any required street tree removed or made infeasible due 
to location of a curb cut for a loading dock shall be provided elsewhere upon the 
Property. No curb cut shall be located within fifty (50) feet of any other curb cut. 
All curb cuts shall be constructed in accordance with the standards of the City of 
Chicago. No more than five (5) curb cuts for roadways and drives, parking and 
loading entrances shall be located along South Wells Street. No more than 
two (2) curb cuts for roadways shall be located along South Clark Street. 
Vehicular drop-off areas along South Clark Street shall be subject to CDOT 
approval. 

d. Landscaping. 

(1) Parkway trees shall be installed and maintained in the public right-of-way 
adjacent to any development of the Property in accordance with the 
parkway tree planting provisions of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance and 
associated regulations unless approved by the Commissioner of the 
Department of Planning and Development in accordance with 
Statement 12. Open areas of the Property not otherwise devoted to 
permitted buildings, parking areas or pedestrian/vehicular circulation areas 
shall be landscaped to enhance the appearance of the development from 
the public street, to screen unattractive uses from the street and to provide 
buffers between adjacent uses. In connection with residential uses, 
adequate and appropriately deSigned open space shall be provided in the 
form of gardens, landscaped areas, children's play lots, playgrounds and 
above-grade open space facilities (such as roof decks). Landscaping 
shall consist of grass, ground cover, shrubs, trees or other living plant 
materials. All landscaping shall be properly maintained at all times. 
Except with respect to street trees located in Subarea III, which may be 
located in grates, street trees shall be located in continuous raised 
planters. The areas along and adjacent to the Metra embankment: (i) 
shall be fenced; and (ii) notwithstanding the second sentence of this 
subsection d.(i) above, shall not be required to be landscaped with trees 
or other landscaping features that would obstruct, or otherwise restrict the 
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configuration of, permitted buildings, parking or loading areas, private 
drives or would be inconsistent with the Applicant's rights and obligations 
in the ten (10) foot wide Metra maintenance easement area. 

(2) Prior to development, open areas of the Property shall be maintained with 
grass; provided, however, that the following areas shall not be subject to 
this requirement: existing parking areas, roadways and other paved areas; 
areas occupied by existing foundations or other impediments to the growth 
of grass; areas occupied by the Metra facilities; existing public 
rights-of-way; and areas subject to covenants, easements or other 
restrictions inconsistent with the maintenance of grass. The initial planting 
of the grass where required shall be completed no later than one (1) year 
following adoption of this amended Planned Development. 

e. Building Design And Exterior. The exterior walls of any structure, including walls 
and fences, facing or visible from the public way shall be designed and 
constructed to avoid a monotonous and blank appearance through the use of 
texture and detail, windows, openings, projections, recesses, offsets, variations 
to the parapet wall, variations in type or color of materials or other architectural 
devices. The following design features are strongly encouraged wherever 
feasible: awnings; retail, offices uses, lobby space or similar active uses at ground 
level; and cornice lines and other architectural devices to enhance pedestrian 
scale. 

f. Roosevelt Road Building Orientation And Entrances. Except for improvements 
for which site plan approval has been issued as of the effective date hereof, all 
buildings constructed adjacent to Roosevelt Road shall rise a minimum of one (1) 
story above West Roosevelt Road, shall include pedestrian entrance from West 
Roosevelt Road and shall otherwise be designed to promote an active pedestrian 
street level, avoiding large expanses of blank facades, and including transparent 
and/or display windows. Any such building with frontage along both West 
Roosevelt Road and South Wells Street shall, in addition to the entrance from the 
plaza area of the Property at the West Roosevelt Road grade level, provide an 
entrance at grade level from South Wells Street. One vehicle entrance and exit 
drive shall be permitted along West Roosevelt Road, the location and final 
geometry of which shall be subject to COOT approval. A pedestrian transition 
from the West Roosevelt Road level to the South Wells Street level shall be 
included within any such building. 

g. Fencing. Fencing materials facing all public streets and common open spaces 
shall be at least seventy percent (70%) transparent and no more than five (5) feet 
in height; provided, however, that the transparency limitations shall not apply to 
fencing materials within Subarea III and provided, further, that the maximum 
height of fencing materials within Subarea III shall be six (6) feet, all as shown on 
the Plans. 
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h. Structures Along South Wells Street. Structures that front along South Wells 
Street shall be located and designed to promote a pedestrian character on South 
Wells Street including, to the extent practical and/or feasible, avoiding large 
expanses of blank facades by incorporating front entries, windows and similar 
features into the South Wells Street facades of such structures. This requirement 
is in addition to the provisions of subsections a. through f. of this Statement 
Number 10. 

Open Space. 

(1) The Building Separation Zones depicted on the Subarea Plan shall be 
landscaped and improved in connection with adjacent development to 
provide appropriate pedestrian and vehicular access to adjacent 
development, streets and private drives. Such Building Separation Zones 
shall be open in appearance and shall include no buildings, fences or 
similar obstructions. Other than areas within the zones which are 
improved with plazas, roadways, walks, pedestrian furnishings, lighting, 
improvements typically associated with a right-of-way (including adjacent 
sidewalks, parkways and other improvements) and related items, the 
zones shall be landscaped with plant material and other landscaping 
materials. 

(2) Open space provided upon the Property shall be entitled to credit against 
otherwise applicable Open Space Impact Fees, if such open space 
satisfies the provisions of the Open Space Impact Fee Ordinance, 
Chapter 16-18 of the Chicago Municipal Code (the "Open Space 
Ordinance") and the provisions of the Open Space Impact Fee 
Administrative Regulations and Procedures (the "Open Space 
Regulations"). 

(3) The Applicant or its successors or assignees shall construct and provide 
ongoing maintenance and management of the proposed open spaces 
within Subarea III and IV as designated on the Plans. The open space 
must be clearly lit and not restrict public access from the hours between 
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. Signage, as approved by the Department of 
Housing and Economic Development, shall be placed at all open space 
entries indicating the park is open to residents of the Planned 
Development and the general public, free of charge. The Applicant, its 
tenants and successors and assigns shall provide sufficient liability 
insurance coverage necessary for the operation of the open space for 
public use. The Applicant will post use and availability of the athletic fields 
for the public when not utilized by the school. 

(4) SUbstantial completion of the following improvements within Subarea III 
shall be a condition of issuance to a certificate of occupancy for the 
proposed building in Subarea III: (i) the ground level fields as shown on 
the Plans; and (ii) structural components, light fixtures, hardscape 
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improvements, irrigation systems, sod and trees shall be installed within 
the rooftop open space areas shown on the Plans, and the rooftop open 
space shall be open to the public. Seasonal plantings shall be completed 
as soon as practically possible thereafter, subject to favorable weather 
conditions and availability of seasonal planting materials. 

Substantial completion of the Subarea IV open space area, consisting of 
grading and installation of sod and/or seeding, light fixtures, and 
hardscape improvements, as per plans dated May 16, 2013, shall be 
completed prior to, and as a condition of, issuance of a certificate of 
occupancy for the proposed building in Subarea III. 

The letter of understanding dated May 19, 2006 by and between the 
former Subarea III owner and the Commissioner of the Department is 
superseded as between the Applicant and the Department by this 
amended Planned Development. 

j. Particular Uses. Freestanding telecommunications towers, because of their 
unique characteristics, shall be subject to additional review by the Department to 
establish that the impact of such use at a particular location is not significantly 
adverse to public health, safety or welfare. 

k. Public And Quasi-Public Improvements. Subject to Statement 10(1) below, prior 
to occupancy of any building or use of the Property, improvements necessary to 
serve or accommodate said building or use shall be in place and available for use. 
Said improvements shall be designed, constructed and installed in accordance 
with applicable City standards, laws and regulations subject to the approval of the 
appropriate City departments and agencies, as required, as well as in 
conformance with applicable state and federal standards, regulations and laws. 
Improvements necessary to serve uses or buildings on the Property are the 
following: (i) the public roadway improvements depicted on the Plans (including 
pavement, required turn lanes, curbs and gutters, traffic signals and sidewalks); 
(ii) the utilities necessary to provide potable water, sewer facilities, electric, gas, 
telephone and other private utility facilities and services to the Property; and (iii) 
the streetscape improvements (including sidewalks, streetlights and street trees) 
depicted on the Plans or other plans approved by the Department pursuant to 
Statement 11, as applicable. 

I. Schedule Of Public And Quasi-Public Improvements. The following specific 
improvements shall be completed within the time periods described below. A 
"Development Parcel" means that portion of the Property which is the subject of 
an application for Site Plan approval as described by Statement Number 11 of this 
Planned Development: 

(1) New construction of, or improvements to, South Wells Street were 
required to be completed no later than tenant or residential occupancy 
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(i.e., opening of business as opposed to initial certificate of occupancy) of 
the first principal structure constructed upon any portion of Subareas I and 
II. This improvement has been completed in fulfillment of this prior 
obligation. 

(2) The new construction of, or improvements to, the West 9th Street 
right-of-way between South Financial Place and the Matra railroad 
abutment, as shown on the Plans dated May 16, 2013, no later than 
tenant occupancy of the structure constructed upon Subarea III. 

(3) Required landscape and street scape improvements shall, for and to the 
extent such improvements are contiguous to a Development Parcel, be 
completed no later than twelve (12) months following the later to occur of: 
(a) tenant or residential occupancy of the last principal structure 
constructed upon said Development Parcel, or (b) the City's substantial 
completion of the construction of South Wells Street between West Polk 
Street and West 18th Street and a West 9th Street underpass of the Matra 
railroad tracks between South Wells Street and South Clark Street. Said 
landscape and streetscape improvements shall include both sides of any 
public roadway contiguous to said Development Parcel where both sides 
are located within the boundaries of this Planned Development. 

12. Prior to issuance by the Department of a determination pursuant to Section 17-13-0610 
of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance ("Part II Approval") for any development of the 
Property, a Site Plan for proposed development shall be submitted to the Department 
for approval by the Commissioner of the Department of a site plan for such 
development ("Site Plan Approval"). Site Plan Approval is intended to assure that 
specific development proposals conform with this Planned Development and to assist 
the City in monitoring ongoing development. A Site Plan may be submitted for all or 
any part of the Property. Such Site Plan need only include the area within the 
Development Parcel, and required improvements described in Statement Number 10 
above, for which approval is then being sought. No Part II Approval for development 
with a Development Parcel upon the Property shall be granted until an applicable Site 
Plan has been approved. 

Following approval of a Site Plan by the Commissioner of the Department, the Site Plan 
shall be kept on permanent file with the Department and shall be deemed to be an 
integral part of this Planned Development. 

After approval of a Site Plan by the Commissioner of the Department, the approved Site 
Plan may be changed or modified pursuant to the provisions of Statement Number 12 
of this Planned Development. 

A Site Plan shall, at a minimum, provide the following information with respect to the 
proposed improvements within the boundaries of a Development Parcel and including 
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any improvements required by this Planned Development not located within the 
Development Parcel: 

a. building elevations; 

b. footprint of the improvements; 

c. preliminary landscaping plan; 

d. information as necessary to demonstrate compliance with applicable City storm 
water management requirements; 

e. pedestrian circulation; 

f. preliminary cross-sections of the improvements; 

g. statistical information applicable to the Development Parcel including floor area 
and floor area ratio, uses to be established, building heights and setbacks; and 

h. traffic impact analysis, if required by CDOT. 

A Site Plan shall include such other information as may be necessary to illustrate 
conformance with the applicable provisions of the Planned Development. 

13. The terms, conditions and exhibits of this Planned Development may be modified 
administratively by the Commissioner of the Department upon the request of the 
Applicant and after a determination by the Commissioner of the Department that such 
a modification is minor, appropriate and consistent with the nature of the development 
of the Property contemplated herein. Such modifications include, but are not limited to, 
those specifically authorized by the other provisions of this Planned Development. Any 
such modification shall be deemed a minor change in the Planned Development as 
contemplated by Section 17-13-0611 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance. 

14. It is in the public interest to design, construct and maintain all buildings in a manner that 
promotes and maximizes the conservation of natural resources. All applications for Site 
Plan Approval shall conform to the requirements of the City's Building Green/Green 
Roof Policy Matrix as it exists at the time of application or any City ordinance that may 
supersede the Building Green/Green Roof Policy Matrix. 

15. It is in the public interest to design, construct and maintain the project in a manner 
which promotes, enables and maximizes universal access throughout the Property. 
Plans for all buildings and improvements on the Property shall be reviewed and 
approved by the Mayor's Office for People with Disabilities ("MOPDI!) to ensure 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations related to access for persons with 
disabilities and to promote the highest standard of accessibility. No approvals shall be 
granted pursuant to Section 17-13-0610 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance until the 
MOPD has approved detailed construction drawings for each building or improvement. 
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16. Unless substantial construction has commenced on the improvements in Subarea III 
as contemplated by the Plans within six (6) years ofthe effective date of this amended 
Planned Development (subject to extension as provided in the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance), this amended Planned Development automatically revert to the Residential 
Planned Development Number 523, as amended December 13, 2006. 

17. The Applicant acknowledges that the operation of a children's day care facility may be 
a desirable component of a residential community. Accordingly, the Applicant, in the 
course of marketing retail space within Subareas I and II to potential tenants, shall 
consider in good faith any offer made by a reputable operator of day care facilities to 
rent available retail space within said subareas for the purpose of operating a day care 
facility. After considering such an offer including, without limitation, the suitability of the 
space for a day care facility, the creditworthiness of the offer or, and the financial terms 
of the offer, the Applicant may, acting in good faith, accept, reject or counter such an 
offer exercising its sole discretion. "Suitability of the space for a day care facility" 
includes, without limitation, space located on the ground floor in proximity to outdoor 
landscaped open space. 

18. The applicant will participate in City sponsored discussions, held from time to time, 
regarding the feasibility of properties that are located in the vicinity of the intersection 
of South Clark Street and West Roosevelt Road sharing parking areas with customers 
of retail businesses located proximate to said intersection. 

[Existing Zoning Map; Existing Land-Use Map; Planned Development Boundary Map 
and Property Line Map; Subarea Map; Public Right-of-Way Adjustment Map; 

Subarea III -- Site Plan -- Ground Floor Plan; Subarea III -- Landscape Plan 
-- Greenhood Plan; and North, South, East and West Building 

Elevations referred to in these Plan of Development 
Statements printed on pages 55468 through 

55476 of this Journal.] 

Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Residential-Business Planned Development No. 523. 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Approximate Gross Site Area: 

Approximate Area to Remain in Public 
Right-of-Way: 

Net Site Area: 

1,159,737 square feet (26.62 acres) 

191,141 square feet (4.39 acres) 

968,596 square feet (22.24 acres) 
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Overall Property: 

Maximum Overall Floor Area Ratio: 

Maximum Overall Percentage of 
Site Coverage: 76.30%(1) 

Maximum Building Height: 

Maximum Overall Number of 
Dwelling Units: 

Minimum Width of Building Separation 
Zone (depicted on Subarea Exhibit): 

5.5 

380 feet, except as follows: 

(i) in that Low Height Zone depicted 
on subarea exhibit, the maximum 
height shall be as follows: 

adjacent to Clark Street: 

15 feet or closer to Clark Street 
right-of-way: 55 feet 

more than 15 feet from Clark 
Street right-of-way: 120 feet 

(ii) with respect to the residential 
tower shown on the Site Plan on 
Subarea II, the maximum height 
shall be 500 feet. 

(iii) with respect to any residential 
development within Subarea IV, 
the maximum height shall be 425 
feet, subject to Site Plan Approval 
as required by Statement 11 and 
Administrative Relief request with 
a formal presentation to Plan 
Commission Prior to the granting 
of any Part II Approval. 

3,614 

(1) Includes the Subarea III building with accessible rooftop open space. Site coverage may be exceeded ifthe 
criteria for minor changes in Statement 12 are satisfied. 
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South Zone: 

Middle Zone: 

Minimum Distance between Front 
or Rear Walls of Townhouses: 

Minimum Streetscape Dimensions: 

Between Face of Building and the Curb 
of the Adjacent Public Street or 
Private Drive: 

Sidewalks Along Public Street or 
Private Drive: 

Parkway Planting Strip Adjacent 
to Sidewalk: 

Carriage Walk Adjacent to Curb: 

Minimum Number of Parking Spaces 
for Residential, Office and Retail 
Uses(3): 

Residential Uses: 

66 feet 

40 feet 

In accord with DX-5 requirements 

16 feet (except along Roosevelt Road 
where buildings may abut the property 
line; along private and interior drives, 
which shall be six feet; and along 
Clark Street which shall be 20 feet)(2) 

6 feet (but not required along the 
Metra tracks) 

5 feet except as depicted on an 
approved Site Plan (but not required 
along the Metra tracks) 

1.5 feet (but not required along the 
Metra tracks) 

1 per dwelling unit for first 50 dwelling 
units per subarea; 0.55 per dwelling 
unit for each additional dwelling unit 
per subarea 

(2) Balconies, terraces, stairs, window bays and other such appurtenances may extend into this setback area, 
but not over sidewalk or planting strip areas. 

(3) Individual development sites may take the benefit of parking reductions available under Section 17-10-0102 
of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance including, without limitation, reductions for proximity to public transit and 
small dwelling units, subject to the approval of the Commissioner. 
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Office Uses: 

Retail Uses: 

Minimum Number of Parking Spaces 
for Other Permitted Uses: 

Minimum Number of Loading Berths: 

Maximum Office Floor Area: 

Subareas I, II and IV: 

Subareas V, VI and VII: 

1.8 per 1,000 square feet 

0.4 per 1,000 square feet for 
25,000 square feet and under per 
subarea; 2.5 per 1,000 square feet 
over 25,000 square feet per subarea 

As required in DX-5 zoning district 

As required in DX-5 zoning district 

2,500,000 square feet aggregate 

350,000 square feet aggregate(4) 

Subarea Bulk And Density Standards 

Maximum 
Number Of Maximum Floor 

Subarea Net Site Area Coverage Dwelling Units Area Ratio 

Subarea I 228,036 100% 1,500 5.51 

Subarea II 129,082 100% 
(aggregate of 

5.51 Subareas I, II, 

Subarea III 97,177 55% 
and IV) 

0.75 

Subarea IV 79,971 86% 12.50 

Subarea V 164,922 73% 824 6.39 

Subarea VI 109,422 66% 600 6.39 

Subarea VII 114,099 68% 690 6.39 

Subarea VIII 45,867 0% 0 0(5) 

Totals: 968,596 76.30% 3,614 5.50 

(4) Shall be increased to one million seven hundred fifty thousand (1,750,000) square feet if Clark Street is 
widened to six lanes between Polk Street and Roosevelt Road; shall be increased to two million (2,000,000) 
square feet if Clark Street is widened to six lanes between Polk Street and Roosevelt Road and either a 
Roosevelt RoadlWelis Street ramp connection or a Wells StreetlWentworth connector is built. 

(5) Except for railroad and railroad right-of-way uses. 
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6/5/2013 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 12-0. 
(As Amended) 

(Application No. 17677) 
(Common Address: 1330 E. 63rd St.) 

55477 

[S02013-796] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the 81-2 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and 
83-2 Community Shopping District symbols as shown on Map Number 12-D in the area 
generally bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to East 53rd Street; a line extending south beginning 
at a point 53 feet west of South Kenwood Avenue and ending at a point 101.8 feet west 
of South Kenwood Avenue; East 53rd Street; and a line beginning at a point 422.72 feet 
west of South Kenwood Avenue extending north to the alley next north of and parallel to 
East 53rd Street, 

to those of a 83-5 Community Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the 83-5 Community Shopping District symbols as shown 
on Map Number 12-D in the area described in Section 1 of this ordinance to the designation 
of a Planned Development, subject to the use and bulk regulations set forth in the Plan of 
Development attached hereto and made a part hereof 

SECTION 3. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and due publication. 

Plan of Development Statements referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Planned Development No. __ . 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

1. The area delineated herein as Planned Development Number ___ _ 
("Planned Development") consists of approximately 48,308 square feet (approximately 
1 .10 acres) of property which is depicted on the attached Planned Development 
80undary and Property Line Map ("Property") and is under the single designated control 
of the applicant, Mesa Development LLC. 
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2. The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within this Planned 
Development shall be binding upon the applicant, its successors and assigns and, if 
different than the applicant, the legal titleholders and any ground lessors. All rights 
granted hereunder to the applicant shall inure to the benefit of the applicant's 
successors and assigns and, if different than the applicant, the legal titleholder and any 
ground lessors. Furthermore, pursuant to the requirements of Section 17-8-0400 of the 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance, the Property, at the time of application for an amendment, 
modification or change (administrative, legislative or otherwise) to this Planned 
Development is made, shall be under single ownership or single designated control. 
Single designated control is defined in Section 17-8-0400 of the Zoning Ordinance. 

3. All applicable official reviews, approvals or permits are required to be obtained by the 
applicant or its successors, assignees or grantees. Any dedication or vacation of 
streets or alleys or grants of easements or any adjustment of the right-of-way shall 
require a separate submittal to the Department of Transportation on behalf of the 
applicant or its successors, assigns or grantees. 

Any requests for grants of privilege, or any items encroaching on the public way, shall 
be in compliance with the plans. 

Ingress or egress shall be pursuant to the plans and may be subject to the review and 
approval of the Departments of Housing and Economic Development and 
Transportation. Closure of all or any public street or alley during demolition or 
construction shall be subject to the review and approval of the Department of 
Transportation. 

All work proposed in the public way must be designed and constructed in accordance 
with the Department of Transportation Construction Standards for Work in the Public 
Way and in compliance with the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. Prior to the 
issuance of any Part II Approval, the submitted plans must be approved by the 
Department of Transportation. 

4. This Plan of Development consists of sixteen statements; a Bulk Regulations Table; an 
Aerial Site Map; an Existing Zoning Map; an Existing Land-Use Map; a Planned 
Development Boundary and Property Line Map; Site Plan; a Green Roof 
Plan/Landscape Plan; a Ground Floor Plan; Floor Plans for Levels 2 and 3; and Building 
Elevations prepared by Valerio Dewalt Train Associates dated May 16, 2013. Full-sized 
copies of the Site Plan, Landscape Plan and Building Elevations are on file with the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development. In any instance where a provision 
of this Planned Development conflicts with the Chicago Building Code, the Building 
Code shall control. This Planned Development conforms to the intent and purpose of 
the Zoning Ordinance, and all requirements thereto, and satisfies the established 
criteria for approval as a Planned Development. In case of a conflict between the terms 
of this Planned Development Ordinance and the Zoning Ordinance, this Planned 
Development Ordinance shall control. 
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5. The following uses are permitted in the area delineated herein as a Planned 
Development: residential dwelling units; ground floor residential dwelling units, retail 
sales; financial services; accessory parking; including, two parking spaces reserved for 
car sharing purposes, and accessory uses. 

6. On-Premises signs and temporary signs, such as construction and marketing signs, 
shall be permitted within the Planned Development subject to the review and approval 
of the Department of Housing and Economic Development. Off-Premises signs are 
prohibited within the boundary of the Planned Development. 

7. For purposes of height measurement, the definitions in the Zoning Ordinance shall 
apply. The height of any building shall also be subject to height limitations, if any, 
established by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

8. The maximum permitted Floor Area Ratio ("FAR") for the site shall be in accordance 
with the attached Bulk Regulations Table. For purposes of FAR calculations and 
measurements, the definitions in the Zoning Ordinance shall apply. The permitted FAR 
identified in the Bulk Regulations Table has been determined using a Net Site Area of 
48,308 square feet. 

9. Upon review and determination ("Part II Review"), and pursuant to Section 17-13-0610 
of the Zoning Ordinance, a Part II Review Fee shall be assessed by the Department of 
Housing and Economic Development. The fee, as determined by staff at the time, is 
final and binding on the applicant and must be paid to the Department of Revenue prior 
to the issuance of any Part II Approval. 

10. The Site and Landscape Plans shall be in substantial conformance with the Landscape 
Ordinance and any other corresponding regulations and guidelines. Final landscape 
plan review and approval will be by the Department of Housing and Economic 
Development. Any interim review associated with the site plan review or Part II reviews 
are conditional until final Part II Approval. 

11. The applicant shall comply with the Rules and Regulations for the Maintenance of 
Stockpiles promulgated by the Commissioners of the Departments of Streets and 
Sanitation and Fleet and Facility Management and Buildings, pursuant to 
Section 13-32-125 of the Municipal Code, or any other provision of that Code. 

12. The terms and conditions of development under this Planned Development Ordinance 
may be modified administratively by the Zoning Administrator, pursuant to 
Section 17-13-0611-A of the Zoning Ordinance, upon written application by the 
applicant, its successors and assigns and, if different than the applicant, the legal 
titleholders and any ground lessors. 

13. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain the project in a manner which promotes, enables and maximizes universal 
access throughout the Property. Plans for all buildings and improvements on the 
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Property shall be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with 
Disabilities to ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations related to 
access for persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of accessibility. 

14. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct, renovate 
and maintain all buildings in a manner that provides healthier indoor environments, 
reduces operating costs and conserves energy and natural resources. All new buildings 
shall be certified under the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design ("L.E.E.D.") 
Green Building Rating System and shall include a green roof which covers a minimum 
of 50 percent of each building's net roof area. The building will have a green roof of 
approximately 16,700 square feet. All buildings constructed in this Planned 
Development shall conform to the City of Chicago Sustainable Development Policy 
Matrix in effect on the date of approval of this Planned Development. 

15. The applicant acknowledges and agrees that the rezoning of the Property from B 1-2 
and B3-2 to B3-5 for construction of this Planned Development triggers the 
requirements of Section 2-45-110 of the Municipal Code (the "Affordable Housing 
Ordinance"). Any developer of a "residential housing project" within the meaning of the 
Affordable Housing Ordinance ("Residential Project") must: (i) develop affordable 
housing units as part of the Residential Project; (ii) pay a fee in lieu of the development 
of affordable housing units; or (iii) any combination of (i) and (ii). In accordance with 
these requirements and the Affordable Housing Profile Form attached hereto as an 
exhibit, the Applicant has agreed to provide 27 affordable housing units in the 
Residential Project for households earning up to 60 percent of the Chicago Primary 
Metropolitan Statistical Area median income (the "Affordable Units"), or make a cash 
payment to the Affordable Housing Opportunity Fund in the amount of $100,000 per 
unit ("Cash Payment"). At the time of each Part II Review for the Residential Project, 
applicant may update and resubmit the Affordable Housing Profile Form to the 
Department of Housing and Economic Development ("HED") for review and approval. 
If the applicant subsequently reduces the number of dwelling units in the Residential 
Project, HED may adjust the requirements of this Statement 15 (i.e., number of 
Affordable Units and/or amount of Cash Payment) accordingly without amending the 
Planned Development. Prior to the issuance of any building permits for the Residential 
Project, including, without limitation, excavation or foundation permits, the applicant 
must either make the required Cash Payment, or execute an Affordable Housing 
Agreement in accordance with Section 2-45-110(i)(2). The terms of the Affordable 
Housing Agreement and any amendments thereto are incorporated herein by this 
reference. The applicant acknowledges and agrees that the Affordable Housing 
Agreement will be recorded against the Residential Project. The Commissioner of HED 
may enforce remedies for breach of the Affordable Housing Agreement, and enter into 
settlement agreements with respect to any such breach, subject to the approval of the 
Corporation Counsel, without amending the Planned Development. 

16. This Planned Development shall be governed by Section 17-13-0612 of the Zoning 
Ordinance. Should this Planned Development ordinance lapse, the Zoning 
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Administrator shall initiate a Zoning Map Amendment to rezone the Property to a B3-2, 
Community Shopping District. 

[Affordable Housing Profile Form referred to in these Plan of Development 
Statements unavailable at time of printing.] 

[Existing Aerial Site Imagery; Existing Zoning and Street Map System; 
Existing Land-Use Area Map; Planned Development Boundary 

and Property Line Map; Generalized Site Plan; Landscape 
Plan/Green Roof Plan; Ground Floor Plan; Level Two Floor 

Plan; Level Three Floor Plan; View from Northwest 
Looking Southeast; and North, South, East and 

West Building Elevations referred to in these 
Plan of Development Statements 

printed on pages 55482 
through 55495 of 

this Journal.] 

Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Planned Development No. __ _ 

Bulk Regulations Table. 

Gross Site Area: 

Area in Public Right-of-Way: 

Net Site Area: 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio: 

Maximum Building Height: 

Maximum Number Of Dwelling Units: 

Minimum Number of Parking Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Loading Berths: 

64,354 square feet 

16,046 square feet 

48,308 square feet 

5.0 

155 feet 

267 

200 

3 (10 feet by 25 feet) 
1 (10 feet by 50 feet) 
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AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY RECLASSIFICATION OF 
AREAS SHOWN ON MAP NOS. 1-H AND 16-1. 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith, 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows. 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 49. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to these ordinances in previous and unrelated 
matters. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being apart 
of the ordinance): 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No.1-H. 
(Application No. 17717) 

(Common Address: 1659 W. Grand Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2488] 

SECTION 1. That the City Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the 
C2-1 Motor-Vehicle Related Commercial District symbols and indications as shown on Map 
Number 1-H in the area bounded by: 

West Grand Avenue; a line 119.87 feet west of and parallel to North Paulina Street; West 
Ferdinand Street; and North Paulina Street, 

to those of a B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District and a corresponding use district is 
hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. The ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 16-1. 
(Application No. 17703) 

(Common Address: 3037 W. 63rd St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

6/5/2013 

[02013-2474] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the B1-1 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 16-1 in the area bounded by: 

West 63rd Street; South Whipple Street; the public alley perpendicular to South Whipple 
Street that is next south of and parallel to West 63rd Street; and a line 91.12 feet west of 
and parallel to South Whipple Street, 

to those of a C 1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY RECLASSIFICATION OF 
AREA SHOWN ON MAP NO.2-H. 

(As Amended) 
(Application No. 17642) 

(Common Address: 1901 -- 1933 W. Adams St., 201 -- 249 S. Damen Ave., 
1800 -- 1806 W. Jackson Blvd., 1814 -- 1960 W. Jackson Blvd., 

216 -- 250 S. Wood St. And 208 --212 S. Honore St.) 
[S02012-8206] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on June 3, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one contains two zoning map amendments. 
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Page two contains one zoning map amendment. 

Page two contains one orderfor an off-premises advertising sign which failed to meet the 
Committee's approval, and was voted on with a Do Not Pass recommendation. 

Page two also contains one order for business identification sign. 

At this time, I move for passage of the substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the RM5 Residential MUlti-Use District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 2-H in the area bounded by: 

South Damen Avenue; West Jackson Boulevard; a line approximately 147.09 feet west 
of South Wood Street; a line approximately 136.96 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; 
a line approximately 72.75 feet west of South Wood Street; West Jackson Boulevard; 
South Wood Street; a line approximately 236.93 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; 
a line approximately 141.71 feet west of South Wood Street; a line approximately 261.22 
feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; a line approximately 333.50 feet west of 
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South Wood Street; a line approximately 321.22 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; 
a line approximately 407.76 feet west of South Wood Street; a line approximately 261.22 
feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; a line approximately 602.13 feet east of South 
Damen Avenue; West Adams Street; a line approximately 334.02 feet east of South 
Damen Avenue; a line approximately 137.43 feet south of West Adams Street; a line 
approximately 195.33 feet east of South Damen Avenue; and West Adams Street to the 
point of beginning, 

to those of a C1-3 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

SECTION 2. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of he C1-3 Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 2-H in the area bounded by: 

South Damen Avenue; West Jackson Boulevard; a line approximately 147.09 feet west 
of South Wood Street; a line approximately 136.96 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; 
a line approximately 72.75 feet west of South Wood Street; West Jackson Boulevard; 
South Wood Street; a line approximately 236.93 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; 
a line approximately 141.71 feet west of South Wood Street; a line approximately 
261.22 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; a line approximately 333.50 feet west of 
South Wood Street; a line approximately 321.22 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; 
a line approximately 407.76 feet west of South Wood Street; a line approximately 
261.22 feet north of West Jackson Boulevard; a line approximately 602.13 feet east of 
South Damen Avenue; West Adams Street; a line approximately 334.02 feet east of 
South Damen Avenue; a line approximately 137.43 feet south of West Adams Street; a 
line approximately 195.33 feet east of South Damen Avenue; and West Adams Street to 
the point of beginning, 

to the designation of an Institutional Planned Development which is hereby established in the 
area described above, subject to such use and bulk regulations as are set forth on the plan 
of development herewith attached and made a part hereof and to no others. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Plan of Development Statements referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Institutional Planned Development Number __ _ 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

1. The area delineated herein as Institutional Planned Development Number (the 
"Planned Development") consists of a net site area of approximately three hundred 
eighty-three thousand eight hundred one (383,801) square feet (or approximately 
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8.81 acres) of property which is depicted on the attached Planned Development 
Boundary and Property Line Map ("Property") and is owned or controlled by the 
applicant, Board of Trustees of Community College District Number 508, State of Illinois 
and County of Cook (also known as City Colleges of Chicago) for the purposes of this 
Planned Development. 

2. The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within this Planned 
Development shall be binding upon the applicant, its successors and assigns and, if 
different than the applicant, the legal titleholders and any ground lessors. All rights 
granted hereunder to the applicant shall inure to the benefit of the applicant's 
successors and assigns and, if different than the applicant, the legal titleholder and any 
ground lessors. Furthermore, pursuant to the requirements of Section 17-8-0400 of the 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance, the Property, at the time of application for amendments, 
modifications or changes (administrative, legislative or otherwise) to this Planned 
Development are made, shall be under single ownership or designated control. Single 
designated control is defined in Section 17-8-0400 of the Zoning Ordinance. 

3. All applicable official reviews, approvals or permits are required to be obtained by the 
applicant or its successors, assignees or grantees. Any dedication or vacation of 
streets or alleys or grants of easements or any adjustment of the right-of-way shall 
require a separate submittal to the Department of Transportation on behalf of the 
applicant or its successors, assigns or grantees. 

Any requests for grants of privilege, or any items encroaching on the public way, shall 
be in compliance with the plans. 

Ingress or egress shall be pursuant to the plans and may be subject to the review and 
approval of the Departments of Housing and Economic Development and 
Transportation. Closure of all or any public street or alley during demolition or 
construction shall be subject to the review and approval of the Department of 
Transportation. 

All work proposed in the public way must be designed and constructed in accordance 
with the Department of Transportation Construction Standards for Work in the Public 
Way and in compliance with the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. Prior to the 
issuance of any Part II Approval, the submitted plans must be approved by the 
Department of Transportation. 

At the request of the Department of Transportation, submitted plans shall reflect the 
underground relocation and/or removal of aerial Commonwealth Edison power lines 
located in the sidewalk on the east side of Damen Avenue, between Jackson Boulevard 
and Adams Street that currently serve the Property. 

4. This plan of development consists of: fifteen (15) statements; a Bulk Regulations 
Table; an Existing Zoning Map; an Existing Land-Use Map; a Planned Development 
Boundary and Property Line Map; a Right-of-Way Adjustment map (if applicable); 
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Site Plan; Floor Plans; Landscape Plan; a Green Roof Plan; and Building Elevations 
(North, South, East and West) prepared by Cannon Design and dated May 16, 2013, 
submitted herein. Full-sized copies of the Site Plan, Landscape Plan and Building 
Elevations are on file with the Department of Housing and Economic Development. In 
any instance where a provision of this Planned Development conflicts with the Chicago 
Building Code, the Building Code shall control. This Planned Development conforms to 
the intent and purpose of the Zoning Ordinance, and all requirements thereto, and 
satisfies the established criteria for approval as a Planned Development. In case of a 
conflict between the terms of this Planned Development ordinance and the Zoning 
Ordinance, this Planned Development ordinance shall control. 

5. The following uses shall be permitted within this Institutional Planned Development: 
college campus; academic and administration offices; medical services, daycare 
services and animal care services as accessory uses to the college; public services 
facilities; recreational, entertainment and sports facilities; retail sales (not exceeding 
twenty-five thousand (25,000) square feet in the aggregate), parking, both accessory 
and non-accessory; and accessory uses and services. In accordance with Planned 
Development Number 522 (United Center Stadium) approved by City Council on 
October 23, 1991, accessory parking spaces in this Planned Development may be used 
for the United Center Stadium events. 

6. On-Premises signs and temporary signs, such as construction and marketing signs, 
shall be permitted within the Planned Development, subject to the review and approval 
of the Department of Housing and Economic Development. Off-Premises signs are 
prohibited within the boundary of the Planned Development. 

7. For purposes of height measurement, the definitions in the Zoning Ordinance shall 
apply. The height of any building shall also be subject to height limitations, if any, 
established by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

8. The maximum permitted Floor Area Ratio ("FAR") for the site shall be in accordance 
with the attached Bulk Regulations Table. For the purposes of FAR calculations and 
measurements, the definitions in the Zoning Ordinance shall apply. The permitted FAR 
identified in the Bulk Regulations Table has been determined using a Net Site Area of 
approximately three hundred eighty-three thousand eight hundred one (383,801) square 
feet. 

9. Upon review and determination, "Part II Review", pursuantto Section 17-13-0610 of the 
Zoning Ordinance, a Part II Review Fee shall be assessed by the Department of 
Housing and Economic Development. The fee, as determined by staff at the time, is 
final and binding on the applicant and must be paid to the Department of Revenue prior 
to the issuance of any Part II Approval. 

10. The Site and Landscape Plans shall be in substantial conformance with the Landscape 
Ordinance and any other corresponding regulations and guidelines. Final landscape 
plan review and approval will be by the Department of Housing and Economic 
Development. Any interim reviews associated with site plan review or Part II Reviews, 
are conditional until final Part II Approval. 
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11. The applicant shall comply with Rules and Regulations for the Maintenance of 
Stockpiles promulgated by the Commissioners of the Departments of Streets and 
Sanitation, Fleet and Facility Management and Buildings, under Section 13-32-125 of 
the Municipal Code, or any other provision of that Code. 

12. The terms and conditions of development under this Planned Development ordinance 
may be modified administratively, pursuant to Section 17-13-0611-A of the Zoning 
Ordinance by the Zoning Administrator upon the application for such a modification by 
the applicant, its successors and assigns and, if different than the applicant, the legal 
titleholders and any ground lessors. 

13. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain the project in a manner which promotes, enables and maximizes universal 
access throughout the Property. Plans for all buildings and improvements on the 
Property shall be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with 
Disabilities to ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations related to 
access for persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of accessibility. 

14. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct, renovate 
and maintain all buildings in a manner that provides healthier indoor environments, 
reduces operating costs and conserves energy and natural resources. The Planned 
Development shall be in substantial compliance with the current City of Chicago 
Sustainable Development Policy set forth by the Department of Housing and Economic 
Development. The project shall be designed, constructed and maintained to achieve 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) for New Construction v2009 
Green Building Rating certification and to incorporate green roof which will be at least 
twenty-five percent (25%) of the net roof area of the main academic building in the 
Planned Development (approximately 43,044 square feet out of an approximate total 
roof area of 169,463 square feet). 

15. This Planned Development shall be governed by Section 17-13-0612 of the Zoning 
Ordinance. Should this Planned Development ordinance lapse, the Commissioner of 
the Department of Housing and Economic Development shall initiate a Zoning Map 
Amendment to rezone the property to a C 1-3 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

[Existing Zoning Map; Proposed Zoning Map; Existing Land-Use Map; Planned 
Development Boundary Map; Right-of-Way Adjustment Map; Overall Site Plan; 
Overall Site Plan -- Garage; Conceptual Site Plan; Overall Jackson Boulevard 

Elevation; Jackson Boulevard Elevation; Damen Avenue Elevation; Adams 
Street Elevation; Private Drive Elevation; Green Roof Plan; Jackson 

Boulevard Garage Elevation; Adams Street Garage Elevation; 
Parking Garage West Elevation; Parking Garage East 

Elevation; Tree Protection and Removal Plan; and 
Landscape Site Plans referred to in these 

Plan of Development Statements printed 
on pages 55505 through 55525 

of this Journa/.] 
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Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Institutional Planned Development No. __ . 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Gross Site Area: 

Public Right-of-Way: 

Net Site Area: 

Allowable Uses: 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio: 

Setbacks: 

Maximum Building Height: 

Parking Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Total Parking 
Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Accessory Parking 
Spaces: 

Maximum Number of Parking Spaces: 

Number of Bicycle Parking Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Loading Spaces: 

Maximum Percent of Site Coverage: 

481,955 square feet 

98,154 square feet 

383,801 square feet 

Per Planned Development 
Statement Number 5 

2.6 

In substantial conformance 
with the Site Plan 

132 feet, 6 inches 

1,200 (Phase 1) 

800 (Phase 1) 

2,000 (Phase 2) 

358 

2 

As per Site Plan 
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The New Malcolm X College Campus 
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Existing Land Use Map 

Applicant: City Colleges of Chicago 
Address: 1901-1933 W. Adams St., 1941-1959 W. Adams St., 201-249 S. 
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R.O.W. Adjustment Map 

Applicant: City Colleges of Chicago 
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Overall Site Plan 
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AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF THE MUNICIPAL CODE BY RECLASSIFICATION OF 
PARTICULAR AREAS. 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 1-F. 
(Application No. 17715) 

(Common Address: 730 W. Grand Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2486] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all the C1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 1-F in the area bounded by: 

a line 99.75 feet north of and parallel to West Grand Avenue; the alley next east of and 
parallel to North Halsted Street; West Grand Avenue; and North Halsted Street, 

to those of a C1-3 Neighborhood Commercial District and a corresponding uses district is 
hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No.1-H. 
(Application No. 17712) 

(Common Address: 1645 W. Huron St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2483] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be 
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amended by changing all the RS-3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District symbols 
and indications as shown on Map Number 1-H in the area bounded by: 

West Huron Street; a line 168 feet east of and parallel to North Paulina Street; the alley 
next south of and parallel to West Huron Street; and a line 144 feet east of and parallel 
to North Paulina Street, 

to those of an RM-5 Residential Multi-Unit District and a corresponding use district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map NO.3-G. 
(Application No. A-7889) 

(Common Address: 1055 -- 1059 N. Ashland Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2753] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the C1-2 Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 3-G in the area bounded by: 

West Thomas Street; a line 52.33 feet east of and parallel to North Ashland Avenue; a 
line 48 feet south of and parallel to West Thomas Street; and North Ashland Avenue, 

to those of a 81-2 Neighborhood Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map NO.3-G. 
(Application No. A-7890) 

(Common Address: 1133--1141 N.AshlandAve.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2736] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the 83-1 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 3-G in the area bounded by: 
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North Ashland Avenue; the public alley next north of and parallel to West Haddon 
Avenue; a line 125 feet east of and parallel to North Ashland Avenue; and West Haddon 
Avenue, 

to those of a B1-2 Neighborhood Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 3-H. 
(Application No. A-7891) 

(Common Address: 1018 N. Ashland Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2727] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the B3-2 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 3-H in the area bounded by: 

a line 210.96 feet north of and parallel to West Augusta Boulevard; North Ashland 
Avenue; a line 185.96 feet north of and parallel to West Augusta Boulevard; and the 
public alley next west of and parallel to North Ashland Avenue, 

to those of a B1-2 Neighborhood Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No.5-I. 
(Application No. 17713) 

(Common Address: 3053 W. Armitage Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2484] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all the B3-1 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 5-1 in the area bounded by: 
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West Armitage Avenue; a line 105.5 feet west of and parallel to North Whipple Street; the 
alley next south of and parallel to West Armitage Avenue; and a line 130.65 feet west of 
and parallel to North Whipple Street, 

to those of a 83-2 Community Shopping District and a corresponding uses district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 5-J. 
(Application No. 17714) 

(Common Address: 3600 W. Palmer St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2485] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 5-J in the area bounded by: 

a line 25.36 feet north of and parallel to West Palmer Street; North Central Park Avenue; 
West Palmer Street; and the alley next west of and parallel to North Central Park Avenue, 

to those of a 83-1 Community Shopping District and a corresponding uses district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 6-J. 
(Application No. 17716) 

(Common Address: 3059 S. St. Louis Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2487] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the 83-1 Community Shopping District symbols as shown 
on Map Number 6-J in the area bounded by: 
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a line 25 feet north of and parallel to West 31 sl Street; the public alley next east of and 
parallel to South St. Louis Avenue; West 31 s1 Street; and South St. Louis Avenue, 

to those of a B2-2, Neighborhood Mixed-Use District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map NO.7-G. 
(Application No. 17708) 

(Common Address: 1248 W. George St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2479] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all the M1-2 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map No. 7 -G in the area bounded by: 

West George Street; a line 74.6 feet east of and parallel to North Lakewood Avenue; the 
16 feet public alley next north of and parallel to West George Street; and a line 99.6 feet 
east of and parallel to North Lakewood Avenue, 

to those of an RM-5 Residential Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map NO.7-I. 
(Application No. 17709) 

(Common Address: 3136 N. Elston Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2480] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the B3-1 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 7-1 in the area bounded by: 

North Elston Avenue; a line 56.26 feet northwest of and parallel to West Barry Avenue; 
the public alley next southwest of and parallel to North Elston Avenue; and a line 81.26 
feet northwest of West Barry Avenue, 
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to those of a B2-2 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 8-F. 
(Application No. 17721) 

(Common Address: 3623 -- 3625 S. Normal Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2492] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
amended by changing all the M 1-2 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 8-F in the area bounded by: 

a line 395 feet north of and parallel to West 3th Street; a line 134 feet east of and parallel 
to South Normal Avenue; a line 345 feet north of and parallel to West 37 th Street; and 
South Normal Avenue, 

to those of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District which is hereby 
established in the area described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and due publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 8-F. 
(Application No. A-7895) 

(Common Address: 600 -- 608 W. Pershing Rd.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2751 ] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the M1-2 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 8-F in the area bounded by: 

a line 150 feet north of and parallel to West Pershing Road; South Wallace Street; West 
Pershing Road; and the public alley next west of and parallel to South Wallace Street, 

to those of an RS1 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District. 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 11-G. 
(Application No. 17723) 

(Common Address: 4000 -- 4008 N. Southport Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2494] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all the 81-2 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 11-G in the area bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to West Irving Park Road; North Southport Avenue; 
West Irving Park Road; and a line 54.60 feet west of and parallel to North Southport 
Avenue, 

to those of a 83-3 Community Shopping District and a corresponding use district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Area Shown On Map No. 11-H. 
(Application No. 17718) 

(Common Address: 2047 W. Cuyler Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2489] 

SECTION 1. That the City Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the RS3 
Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District symbols and indications as shown on Map 
Number 11-H in the area bounded by: 

West Cuyler Avenue; a line 125 feet east of and parallel to North Hoyne Avenue; the 
public alley next south of West Cuyler Avenue; and a line 100 feet east of and parallel to 
North Hoyne Avenue, 
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to those of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District and a 
corresponding use district is hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. The ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 11-1. 
(Application No. 17720) 

(Common Address: 3108 W. Irving Park Rd.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2491 ] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the B3-1 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 11-1 in the area bounded by: 

a line 127 feet north of and parallel to West Irving Park Road; a line 75 feet west of and 
parallel to North Albany Avenue; West Irving Park Road; and a line 100 feet west of and 
parallel to North Albany Avenue, 

to those of a C1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 11-L. 
(Application No. 17702) 

(Common Address: 5528 W. Berteau Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2473] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 11-L in the area bounded by: 

the public alley next north and parallel to West Berteau Avenue; a line 327.7 feet east of 
and parallel to North Central Avenue; West Berteau Avenue; and a line 297.7 feet east 
of and parallel to North Central Avenue, 
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to those of an RT3.5 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 17-0. 
(Application No. 17710) 

(Common Address: 7240 W. Devon Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2481 ] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be 
amended by changing all the 83-1 Community Shopping District symbols and indications as 
shown on Map Number 17-0 in the area bounded by: 

a line 145.63 feet northwest of the intersection of North Northwest Highway and West 
Devon Avenue, as measured along the southwesterly right-of-way line of North Northwest 
Highway and perpendicular thereto; North Northwest Highway; West Devon Avenue; and 
the alley next southwest of and parallel to North Northwest Highway, 

to those of a 83-1.5 Community Shopping District and a corresponding use district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 18-C. 
(Application No. A-7893) 

(Common Address: 1922 E. 79th St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2701] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the 83-2 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 18-C in the area bounded by: 

the public alley next north of and parallel to East 79th Street; South Euclid Avenue; East 
79th Street; and a line 83.54 feet west of and parallel to South Euclid Avenue, 

to those of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District. 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 18-E. 
(Application No. 17704) 

(Common Address: 651 -- 653 E. 75th St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2475] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all the 81-1 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 18-E in the area bounded by: 

East 75th Street; a line 66 feet west of and parallel to South Langley Avenue; a line 116 
feet south of and parallel to East 75th Street; and a line 99 feet west of and parallel to 
South Langley Avenue, 

to those of a C1-2 Neighborhood Commercial District and a corresponding use district is 
hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This section shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Areas Shown On Map No. 18-J. 
(Application No. 17711) 

(Common Address: 7800 -- 7810 S. Kedzie Ave.l3211 W. 78th St.) 
[02013-2482] 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be 
amended by changing all the C1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 18-J in the area bounded by: 

West 78th Street; South Kedzie Avenue; a line 138.16 feet south of and parallel to West 
78th Street; and the alley next west of and parallel to South Kedzie Avenue, 

to those of a C2-1 Motor Vehicle-Related Commercial District and a corresponding use 
district is hereby established in the area above described. 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 22-H. 
(Application No. A-7898) 

(Common Address: 9446 S. Charles St.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2720] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all the 81-1 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 22-H in the area bounded by: 

the public alley next north of and parallel to West 95th Street; South Charles Street; West 
95th Street; and a line 75 feet west of and parallel to South Charles Street, 

to those of a C1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 26-E. 
(Application No. 17706) 

(Common Address: 10358 S. Corliss Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2477] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 26-E in the area bounded by: 

a line 58.65 feet north of and parallel to East 104th Street; South Corliss Avenue; East 
104th Street; and the perpendicular public alley to East 104th Street that is next west of 
and parallel to South Corliss Avenue, 

to those of a 81-1 Neighborhood Shopping District. 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map No. 28-E. 
(Application No. A-7894) 

(Common Address: 11103 S. Michigan Ave.) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

[02013-2707] 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, is 
hereby amended by changing all of the B1-3 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 28-E in the area bounded by: 

a line 23 feet south of and parallel to East 111th Street; the public alley next east of and 
parallel to South Michigan Avenue; and a line 39 feet south of and parallel to East 111th 
Street; South Michigan Avenue, 

to those of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

DESIGNATION OF SHERIDAN ROAD MANSIONS, INCLUDING: JOSEPH DOWNEY 
HOUSE AND COACH HOUSE AT 6205 N. SHERIDAN RD., SAMUEL H. GUNDER 
HOUSEAND COACH HOUSEAT6219 N SHERIDAN RD.,ADOLF SCHMIDT HOUSE 
AT 6231 -- 6233 N. SHERIDAN RD. AND ALBERT G. WHEELER HOME AT 970 W. 
SHERIDAN RD. AS CHICAGO LANDMARK. 

[02013-3337] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 
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Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed. 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Municipal Code of Chicago (the 
"Municipal Code"), Sections 2-120-630 through -690, the Commission on Chicago Landmarks 
(the "Commission") has determined that the Sheridan Road Mansions known as the Joseph 
Downey House and Coach House, located at 6205 North Sheridan Road; the Samuel H. 
Gunder House and Coach House, located at 6219 North Sheridan Road; the Adolf Schmidt 
House, located at 6331 -- 6333 North Sheridan Road; and the Albert G. Wheeler House, 
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located at 970 West Sheridan Road, all in Chicago, Illinois, as more precisely described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein (collectively, the "Buildings"), each 
individually satisfies three (3) criteria for landmark designation as set forth in 
Sections 2-120-620 (1), (4) and (7) of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The Sheridan Road Mansions known as the Joseph Downey House and Coach 
House, located at 6205 North Sheridan Road; the Adolf Schmidt House, located at 6331 --
6333 North Sheridan Road; and the Albert G. Wheeler House, located at 970 West Sheridan 
Road, all in Chicago, Illinois, each also satisfies the criterion for landmark designation set 
forth in Section 2-120-620 (5) of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The Buildings exemplify the significant early residential history and 
development of North Sheridan Road in the Edgewater community area as a corridor of 
high-quality lakefront mansions built in the early years of the twentieth century; and 

WHEREAS, The Buildings remain among the best-surviving of these "first-generation" 
mansions that drew Chicagoans of wealth to the far North Side lakefront in the early twentieth 
century; and 

WHEREAS, The Buildings, built between 1906 and 1917, are excellent examples of 
significant architectural styles of the early twentieth century, including Prairie, American Four 
Square, and Classical Revival; and 

WHEREAS, Two of the Buildings -- the Downey and Gunder Houses -- retain their historic 
matching coach houses; and 

WHEREAS, The Buildings are finely crafted in terms of brick, stone, decorative metal and 
tile, and they possess beautifully-detailed ornament in the Prairie and Classical styles; and 

WHEREAS, Two of the Buildings -- the Downey and Wheeler Houses -- were designed by 
Chicago architect William Carbys Zimmerman, significant to both the City and the State of 
Illinois as both the West Parks Commission architect and as the architect for the State of 
Illinois in the early years of the twentieth century; and 

WHEREAS, A third Building -- the Schmidt House -- was designed by George W. Maher, 
a significant progressive architect working in the Prairie School movement of the early 
twentieth century. Maher is widely admired for his individualistic combination of historic 
building forms with non-historic ornamentation; and 

WHEREAS, The Buildings are visually-distinctive and unusual within the context of 
present-day North Sheridan Road, which is dominated by tall, large-scale apartment buildings 
mainly built after World War II; and 

WHEREAS, Consistent with Section 2-120-630 of the Municipal Code, the Buildings each 
have a significant historic, community, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value, the integrity 
of which is preserved in light of its location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and 
ability to express such historic, community, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value; and 
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WHEREAS, On April 4, 2013, the Commission adopted a resolution recommending to the 
City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City Council") that the Buildings be designated as 
Chicago Landmarks; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Buildings are each hereby designated a Chicago landmark in accordance 
with Section 2-120-700 of the Municipal Code. 

SECTION 3. For purposes of Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code governing permit 
review, the significant historical and architectural features of the Buildings are identified as: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the Buildings. 

SECTION 4. For the purposes of Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code, the following 
"Additional Guidelines -- General" shall apply: 

With respect to the Buildings known as the Joseph Downey House and Coach 
House, 6205 North Sheridan Road, and the Samuel H. Gunder House and Coach 
House, 6219 North Sheridan Road, located in Berger Park, in addition to the 
preceding significant features, the significant features of these properties include 
the general spatial openness and visual connection to Lake Michigan found around 
the Buildings, characteristic of the historic early twentieth century streetscape of 
North Sheridan Road. 

The current landscape scheme and specific plantings that surround the Buildings 
located in Berger Park are not considered to be part of the significant features. In 
addition, the northern part of Berger Park, which contains a non-historic playground 
and consists of land not historically associated with the Buildings, is not a significant 
feature for the purposes of this proposed designation. 

SECTION 5. The Commission is hereby directed to create a suitable plaque appropriately 
identifying each Building as a Chicago landmark. 

SECTION 6. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 8. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 

Sheridan Road Mansions 

Property Description. 

Joseph Downey House and Coach House (Berger Park South Mansion) 
6205 North Sheridan Road, and 

Samuel H. Gunder House and Coach House (Berger Park North Mansion) 
6219 North Sheridan Road 

Legal Description: 

6/5/2013 

The south 25 feet of Lot 8 and Lots 9,10,11 and 12 (except the west 14 feet of said lots) 
in Block 8 in Cochran's Second Addition to Edgewater, said addition being a subdivision of 
part of the east fractional half of Section 5, Township 40 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, together with that portion of land lying east of and adjacent to the east 
line of the above lots and west of the west boundary line of Lincoln Park as established by 
a decree entered August 30, 1974, in case Number 74CH4599 in Circuit Court of Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Commonly Known As: 

Berger Park Mansions 
6205 North Sheridan Road and 
6219 North Sheridan Road 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

14-05-207 -005-0000; and 

14-05-207 -006-0000. 

Adolf Schmidt House (now Burrowes Hall, Loyola University Chicago) 
6331 -- 6333 North Sheridan Road. 

Legal Description: 

Lot 6 and the north 24 feet, 3 inches of Lot 7 (except that part of said lots taken for 
widening of Sheridan Road) in Block 1 in Cochran's Second Addition to Edgewater, said 
addition being a subdivision of part of the east fractional half of Section 5, Township 40 
North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Commonly Known As: 

Burrowes Hall, Loyola University Chicago 
6331 -- 6333 North Sheridan Road 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

14-05-203-004-0000. 

Albert G. Wheeler House (now Piper Hall, Loyola University Chicago) 
970 West Sheridan Road. 

Legal Description: 

55543 

The east 50 feet of Lot 8 and all of Lot 9 and that part of Lot 10 and of the premises lying 
east of and adjoining said Lot 10 described as follows: 

beginning at the southwest corner of Lot 10 on the north line of Devon Avenue; thence 
running east along said north line of Devon Avenue extended to a point 276.5 feet east 
of the south west corner of said Lot 10; thence running northwesterly to a point in the 
north line of said Lot 10,140.5 feet east of the northwest corner of said Lot 10; thence 
running west to said northwest corner of said Lot 10; thence running south along the west 
line of said Lot 10 to the southwest corner of said Lot 10, being the point of beginning, all 
in Linn's North Edgewater Addition to Chicago, being a subdivision of 
Lot 9 (except the west 765.93 feet thereof) in Cape Hayes, being a subdivision of the 
southeast fractional quarter of Section 32, Township 41 North, Range 14, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

This Chicago Landmark designation is solely for the Albert G. Wheeler House (Piper Hall) 
and does not include any other buildings located on the parcel described above. 

Commonly Known As: 

Piper Hall, Loyola University Chicago 
970 West Sheridan Road 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

11-32-405-034-0000. 

[Landmark Designation Report attached to these Sheridan Road Property Descriptions 
omitted for printing purposes but on file and available for public inspection 

in the Office of the City Clerk or at www.chicityclerk.com.] 
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DESIGNATION OF STEGER BUILDING AT 28 E. JACKSON BLVD. AS CHICAGO 
LANDMARK. 

[02013-3338] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring 
January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Pages one to eight of the Committee report contains ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contains orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith, 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows. 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed. 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Municipal Code of Chicago (the 
"Municipal Code"), Sections 2-120-630 through -690, the Commission on Chicago Landmarks 
(the "Commission") has determined that the Steger Building, located at 28 East Jackson 
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, as more precisely described in Exhibit A attached hereto and 
incorporated herein (the "Building"), satisfies three (3) criteria for landmark designation as set 
forth in Sections 2-120-620 (1), (4) and (5) of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The Building, built as the headquarters of the Steger & Sons Piano 
Manufacturing Company, is significant in the economic history of Chicago as a building that 
exemplifies the city's historic importance as a national center in musical-instrument 
manufacturing, especially as a leader in the large-scale production of pianos. John V. Steger, 
the founder of Steger & Sons, was an important figure within the industry. From humble 
beginnings as a cabinetmaker in Germany, Steger rose to prominence as president of one 
of the Midwest's most successful piano manufacturers and the founder of the Chicago-area 
company town of Steger, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, The Building, located at the northwest corner of South Wabash Avenue and 
East Jackson Boulevard, is an important building within a surviving group of buildings along 
Wabash Avenue that historically comprised Chicago's "Music Row", the area within the 
Loop's retail commercial area centered on State Street and Wabash Avenue, where musical 
instruments, sheet music and other music-related items were sold; and 

WHEREAS, The Building's use of architectural terra cotta for cladding and ornamentation 
exemplifies the importance of terra cotta to early Chicago skyscraper design and the 
significance of the terra-cotta industry in Chicago during the early twentieth century. 
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The Building's elaborate terra-cotta ornament was produced by Chicago's Northwestern Terra 
Cotta Company, one of the United States' major terra-cotta companies and the producers of 
terra-cotta cladding and ornament for many of Chicago's most important buildings; and 

WHEREAS, The Building is a handsome example of a Classical Revival-style commercial 
skyscraper. The Classical Revival was a significant architectural style in the early twentieth 
century in Chicago, and the Building exemplifies the importance of the style, used widely for 
a variety of building types, from small-scale residences to soaring high-rise commercial 
buildings; and 

WHEREAS, The Building displays excellent ornamentation and craftsmanship in terra cotta. 
The Building's exterior has a plethora of Classical-style terra-cotta detailing, including the 
Building's entrance surround with terra cotta swag-and-garland ornament and acanthus-leaf 
details; and 

WHEREAS, The Building's L-shaped lobby is finely decorated in the Classical Revival style, 
with white glazed terra-cotta ornament including garlands, swags, medallions, rosettes, and 
foliated bands. The ornate ceiling mimics these details in plasterwork. A monumental open 
staircase at the northwestern corner of the lobby has marble treads and a decorative metal 
balustrade with an ornate scrolled newel post and wood handrail; and 

WHEREAS, Marshall & Fox, the architects of the Building, was a significant and prolific 
early twentieth century architectural firm in Chicago. Partners Benjamin Marshall and Charles 
Fox designed many of the city's most prominent apartment buildings, hotels, theaters, and 
commercial buildings, including the Blackstone Hotel on South Michigan Avenue (a 
designated Chicago Landmark), the Drake Hotel (a contributing building in the East Lake 
Shore Drive Chicago Landmark District), and the original section of the Sheridan Trust and 
Savings Bank Building (a designated Chicago Landmark); and 

WHEREAS, The Building was the first tall commercial office building designed by 
Marshall & Fox, and the Building set the standard for many of the firm's subsequent 
commercial designs in Chicago with its tripartite facade division and white glazed terra cotta 
cladding; and 

WHEREAS, Consistent with Section 2-120-630 of the Municipal Code, the Building has a 
significant historic, community, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value, the integrity of 
which is preserved in light of its location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and ability 
to express such historic, community, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value; and 

WHEREAS, On April 4, 2013, the Commission adopted a resolution recommending to the 
City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City Council") that the Building be designated a 
Chicago landmark; now, therefore, 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Building is hereby designated a Chicago Landmark in accordance with 
Section 2-120-700 of the Municipal Code. 

SECTION 3. For purposes of Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code governing permit 
review, the significant historical and architectural features of the Building are identified as: 

All exterior building elevations, including rooflines, of the Building; and 

The first-floor Building lobby in its entirety as depicted and identified on Exhibit B, 
attached hereto and incorporated herein, including its historic spatial volume, historic 
wall, floor and ceiling surfaces and finishes, and historic staircase. 

SECTION 4. For the purposes of Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code, the following 
"Additional Guidelines -- General" shall apply: 

A. For the purposes of Chicago Landmark designation, the private alley associated 
with the Building is not considered part of the designation; and 

B. For the purposes of building permit review, the west and north elevations of the 
Building are considered secondary elevations. 

SECTION 5. The Commission is hereby directed to create a suitable plaque appropriately 
identifying the Building as a Chicago Landmark. 

SECTION 6. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 8. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

[Exhibit "B" referred to in this ordinance printed on 
page 55549 of this Journal.] 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Legal Description: 

Parcel 1. 
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Exhibit "A". 

Steger Building 
25 E. Jackson Blvd. 

Property Description. 

6/5/2013 

Lots 2 and 3 in Assessor's Division of Lot 9 in Block 6 in fractional Section 15 Addition to 
Chicago in fractional Section 15, Township 39 North, Range 14 East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 2. 

A non-exclusive easement for the benefit of Parcel 1 as created by: 

1. Deed dated December 28,1853, and recorded December 30, 1853 as Document 
Number 4699800 from Thomas B. Bryan and his wife to Robert W. Patterson; and 

2. Decree entered in Case Number 124428, Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois filed 
December 13, 1893; for the use as a private alley over the following described land: 

The south 51 9/ 12 feet of Lot 4 in Assessor's Division. 

Commonly Known As: 

28 East Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

17 -15-104-020-0000; 

17-15-104-021-0000; and 

17 -15-104-025-0000. 
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Exhibit "B". 

Steger Building 
28 E. Jackson Blvd. 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features -
First Floor Building Lobby (Shaded). 

55549 
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Do Not Pass -- ISSUANCE OF PERMIT FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 2616 N. 
MILWAUKEE AVE. 

[Or2013-177] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, JUNE 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on June 3, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee Report contains two zoning map amendments. 

Page two contains one zoning map amendment. 

Page two contains one order for an off-premises advertising sign which failed to meet the 
Committee's approval, and was voted on with a Do Not Pass recommendation. 

Page two also contains an order for business identification sign. 

At this time, I move that your Honorable Body Do Not Pass the proposed order transmitted 
herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said order failed to pass by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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Said ordinance which failed to pass reads as follows: 

Ordered, The Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to Lincoln 
Services, Inc., P.O. Box 64479, Chicago, Illinois 60664, for the erection of two (2) 
signs/signboards over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
2616 North Milwaukee Avenue: 

Dimensions: length, 60 feet; height, 20 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 30 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 1,200 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

ISSUANCE OF PERMITS, FREE OF CHARGE, FOR LANDMARK PROPERTIES AT 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 
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Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Pages eight contains two historical landmark designations 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed orders transmitted herewith, 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows. 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 

632 W Belden Ave. 
[Or2013-229] 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may by passage of an appropriate order waive any fees charged by the City for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 
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WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Buildings, the Commissioners of the 
Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department of Revenue, and the 
Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for which approval of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal 
Code free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances of the City Council to the contrary, 
for the property at: 

Address: 632 West Belden Avenue ("Property") 

District/Building: Mid-North District 

for work generally described as: 

Residential renovation with an addition. 

Owner: Edward and Tracey Benford 

Owner's Address: 523 West Armitage Avenue 

City, State, Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60614 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from March 1, 2013 
through December 1, 2014, and shall not apply to additional developer service fees, 
stop-work order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

4735 N. Dover St. 
[Or2013-240] 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may by passage of an appropriate order waive any fees charged by the City for any 
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permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Buildings, the Commissioners of the 
Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department of Revenue, and the 
Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for which approval of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal 
Code free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances of the City Council to the contrary, 
for the property at: 

Address: 4735 North Dover Street ("Property") 

District/Building: Dover Street District 

for work generally described as: 

Residential rehabilitation of a historic home. 

Owner: Dan Krushinski 

Owner's Address: 556 Northampton Circle 

City, State, Zip: Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from 
March 15, 2012 through March 15, 2015, and shall not apply to additional developer service 
fees, stop-work order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 
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4707 N. Dover Sf. 
[Or2013-2411 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may by passage of an appropriate order waive any fees charged by the City for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Buildings, the Commissioners of the 
Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department of Revenue, and the 
Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for which approval of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal 
Code free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances of the City Council to the contrary, 
for the property at: 

Address: 4707 North Dover Street ("Property") 

District/Building: Dover Street District 

for work generally described as: 

Convert a two-flat residential building into a single family home. 

Owners: Troy Calkins and Robert Liem 

Owner's Address: 1843 West Henderson Street 

City, State, Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60657 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from March 1, 2013 
through March 1, 2014, and shall not apply to additional developer service fees, stop-work 
order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 
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SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

1730 N. Hudson Sf. 
[Or2013-228] 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may by passage of an appropriate order waive any fees charged by the City for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Buildings, the Commissioners of the 
Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department of Revenue, and the 
Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for which approval of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal 
Code free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances of the City Council to the contrary, 
for the property at: 

Address: 1730 North Hudson Street ("Property") 

District/Building: Old Town Triangle District 

for work generally described as: 

External residential rehabilitation with 3rd story addition. 

Owner: Robert Gibbs 

Owner's Address: 1729 North St. Michaels Court 

City, State, Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60614 
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SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from April 1, 2013 
through April 30, 2014, and shall not apply to additional developer service fees, stop-work 
order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section I hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

2917 W Logan Blvd. 
[Or2013-231 ] 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City Council 
may by passage of an appropriate order waive any fees charged by the City for any permit for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is required, in 
accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Buildings, the Commissioners of the 
Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department of Revenue, and the 
Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for which approval of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal 
Code free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances of the City Council to the contrary, 
for the property at: 

Address: 2917 West Logan Boulevard ("Property") 

DistricUBuilding: Logan Square Boulevards District 

for work generally described as: 
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Repairs/replacement to the masonry of the front porch, tuckpointing of the facade and 
window and door repairs. 

Owner: 

Owner's Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Joseph D'Arco, Amy D'Arco and Wayne 
Watts 

2917 West Logan Boulevard 

Chicago, Illinois 60647 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from 
February 1, 2013 through February 1, 2014, and shall not apply to additional developer service 
fees, stop-work order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

832 W. Oakdale Ave. 
(No.3K) 

[Or2013-219] 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 ofthe Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City Council 
may by passage of an appropriate order waive any fees charged by the City for any permit for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is required, in 
accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Buildings, the Commissioners of the 
Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department of Revenue, and the 
Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for which approval of the 
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Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal 
Code free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances of the City Council to the contrary, 
for the property at: 

Address: 

District/Building: 

for work generally described as: 

Repair/replace a deck. 

Owner: 

Owner's Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

832 West Oakdale Avenue, Number 3K 
(" Property") 

Oakdale Avenue District 

Mary Kate Graf 

832 West Oakdale Avenue, Number 3K 

Chicago, Illinois 60657 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from March 1, 2013 
through March 1, 2014, and shall not apply to additional developer service fees, stop-work 
order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

1845 N. Orleans St. 
[Or2013-227] 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the municipal Code provides that the Chicago City Council 
may by passage of an appropriate order waive any fees charged by the City for any permit for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is required, in 
accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 
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Be It Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Buildings, the Commissioners of the 
Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department of Revenue, and the 
Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for which approval of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal 
Code free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances of the City Council to the contrary, 
for the property at: 

Address: 1845 North Orleans Street ("Property") 

District/Building: Old Town Triangle District 

for work generally described as: 

To convert an existing multi-unit residential building into a single family home and to replace 
the existing garage with a new two car detached garage. 

Owner: Christopher Dobrez 

Owner's Address: 11230 Katherine's Crossing 

City, State, Zip: Woodridge, Illinois 60517 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from March 1, 2013 
through March 1, 2014, and shall not apply to additional developer service fees, stop-work 
order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 3336% W. LAWRENCE AVE. 
[Or2013-220] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on June 3, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one contains two zoning map amendments. 

Page two contains one zoning map amendment. 

Page two contains one order for an off-premise advertising sign which failed to meet the 
Committee's approval, and was voted on with a do not pass recommendation. 

Page two also contains an order for business identification sign. 

At this time, I move for passage of the proposed order transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the said order with the foregoing committee report was Passed 
by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 
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Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Evanston Awning Co., 2801 Central Street, Evanston, Illinois 60201, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Magic Grill, Inc., 3336Y:z West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60625: 

Dimensions: length, 53 feet, 7.5 inches; height, 4 feet, 4 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 13 feet, 4 inches 
Total Square Foot Area: 232.375 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARDS. 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 

Page one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 
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Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed orders transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 

515 N. Clark St. 
(81 Sq. Ft.) 

[Or2013-239] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Olympic Signs, 1130 North Garfield Road, Lombard, Illinois 60148, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at Aloft, 
515 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 60654: 

Dimensions: length, 4 feet; 4 inches; height, 18 feet, 8 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 30 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 81 square feet. 
Elevation: west. 
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Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

515 N. Clark St. 
(86 Sq. Ft.) 

[Or2013-238] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Olympic Signs, 1130 North Garfield Road, Lombard, Illinois 60148, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at Aloft, 
515 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 60654: 

Dimensions: length, 15 feet, 10 inches; height, 5 feet, 5 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 175 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 86 square feet 
Elevation: east. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

3530 N. Clark St. 
[Or2013-225] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Parvin-Clauss Sign Company, 165 Tubeway Drive, Carol Stream, Illinois 60188, for the 
erection of a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or 100 square feet (in area of one face) 
at Flaco's Tacos, 3530 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois 60657: 

Dimensions: length, 5 feet; height, 17 feet, 6 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 34 feet, 3 inches 
Total Square Foot Area: 87.5 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 
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666 W Diversey Pkwy. 
[Or2013-230] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Landmark Sign Group, 7424 Industrial Avenue, Chesterton, Indiana 46304, for the erection 
of a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Kuma's Too, 666 West Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60614: 

Dimensions: length, 30 feet; height, 4 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 20 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 120 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

4995 N. Elston Ave. 
[Or2013-221 ] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
South Water Signs LLC, 934 North Church Road, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126, for the erection of 
a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Extra Space Storage, 4995 North Elston Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60630: 

Dimensions: length, 15 feet, 5% inches; height, 8 feet, 3% inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 13 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 128 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

60 W. Illinois St. 
[Or2013-234] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Olympic Signs, 1130 North Garfield, Lombard, Illinois 60148, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Fairfield Inn & Suites, 60 West Illinois Street, Chicago, Illinois 60654: 
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Dimensions: length, 33 feet, 11 inches; height, 5 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 22 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 170 square feet 
Elevation: east. 

6/5/2013 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

66 W. Illinois Sf. 
(22 Sq. Ft.) 

[Or2013-236] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Olympic Signs, 1130 North Garfield Road, Lombard, Illinois 60148, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at Hyatt 
Place, 66 West Illinois Street, Chicago, Illinois 60654: 

Dimensions: length, 4 feet, 8 inches; height, 4 feet, 8 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 150 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 22 square feet 
Elevation: west. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

66 W. Illinois Sf. 
(167 Sq. Ft.) 

[Or2013-235] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Olympic Signs, 1130 North Garfield Road, Lombard, Illinois 60148, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at Hyatt 
Place W/Loge, 66 West Illinois Street, Chicago, Illinois 60654: 
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Dimensions: length, 4 feet, 8 inches; height, 35 feet, 10 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 15 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 167 square feet 
Elevation: corner of the south and west elevation. 

55567 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

66 W. Illinois Sf. 
(258 Sq. Ft.) 

[Or2013-233] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Olympic Signs, 1130 North Garfield Road, Lombard, Illinois 60148, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at Hyatt 
Place, 66 West Illinois Street, Chicago, Illinois 60654: 

Dimensions: length, 4 feet,S inches; height, 58 feet, 6 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 150 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 258 square feet 
Elevation: west. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

4243 W. North Ave. 
(1st Floor) 

[Or2013-223] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of the Buildings Department is hereby directed to issue a 
sign permit to Darryl Brown, 4243 West North Avenue, for the erection of a sign/signboard 
over twenty-four (24) feet in height and/or over one hundred (100) square feet (in area of one 
face) at Joyful Noise Christian Day Care, 4243 West North Avenue, 1st Floor, Chicago, Illinois 
60639 (on-premise/business identification signs): 
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Dimensions: length, 40 feet; height, 5 feet; depth, 2 feet 
Height Above Grade: 9.5 feet. 

6/5/2013 

Such signs shall comply with all provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance and 
all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago governing the 
construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, sign boards, and structures. 

5469 W. North Ave. 
[Or2013-211] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Olympic Signs, Inc., 1130 North Garfield Road, Lombard, Illinois 60148, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Family Dollar, 5469 West North Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60639: 

Dimensions: length, 34 feet, 8 inches; height, 5 feet, 6 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 15 feet, 6 inches 
Total Square Foot Area: 191 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

5366 N. Northwest Hwy. 
(250 Sq. Ft.) 

[Or20 13-217] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
South Water Signs LLC, 934 North Church Road, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126, for the erection of 
a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Extra Space Storage, 5366 North Northwest Highway, Chicago, Illinois 60630: 

Dimensions: length, 50 feet; height, 5 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 30 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 250 square feet. 
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Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

5366 N. Northwest Hwy. 
(Height Above Grade/Roof To Top Of Sign: 24 Ft.) 

[Or2013-216] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
South Water Signs LLC, 934 North Church Road, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126, for the erection of 
a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Extra Space Storage, 5366 North Northwest Highway, Chicago, Illinois 60630: 

Dimensions: length, 53 feet, 2 inches; height, 5 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 24 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 261 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

5366 N. Northwest Hwy. 
(Height Above Grade/Roof To Top Of Sign: 30 Ft.) 

[Or2013-218] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
South Water Signs LLC, 934 North Church Road, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126, for the erection of 
a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Extra Space Storage, 5366 North Northwest Highway, Chicago, Illinois 60630: 

Dimensions: length, 53 feet, 2 inches; height, 5 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 30 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 261 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 
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2650 E. 95th Sf. 
[Or2013-224] 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Landmark Sign Group, 7424 Industrial Avenue, Chesterton, Indiana 46304, for the erection 
of a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Compassion Baptist Church, 2650 East 95th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60617: 

Dimensions: length, 10 feet, 6% inches; height, 13 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 13 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 138 square feet. 

Such sign(s) shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

AMENDMENT OF PERMIT FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 2323 W. 47TH ST. 
[02013-4128] 

The Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Presenting a series of reports for your Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards which held a meeting on May 15, 2013, the following items were passed by a 
majority of the members present: 

Page one of the Committee report contains the Mayoral appointment of Frederick Euclid 
Walker as a member of the Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and 
expiring January 25, 2015. 

Page one also contains the reappointment of Bishop John Bryant as a member of the 
Chicago Plan Commission for a term effective immediately and expiring January 25, 2018. 

Page one contains one text amendment in regards to permitting restaurants in Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 14. 
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Pages one to eight of the Committee report contain ordinances for zoning map 
amendments. 

Page eight contains two historical landmark designations. 

Page eight also contains seven orders for landmark fee waivers. 

Pages nine and ten contain orders for advertising and business identification signs. 

I hereby move for passage of the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) DANIEL S. SOLIS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Solis, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council on April 10, 2013, 
authorizing and directing the issuance of a sign permit at the following location, be and the 
same is hereby amended by striking therefrom the following: "West 4th Street at 2323, Lang 
Exterior sign permit", issued to Rich Sign, 5223 West 25th Place, Cicero, Illinois 60804, and 
inserting in lieu thereof: "West 59th Street at 2323, Lang Exterior, sign permit", issued to Rich 
Sign, 5223 West 25th Place, Cicero, Illinois 60804. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and 
publication. 
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JOINT COMMITTEE. 

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 

AND 

COMMITTEE ON AVIATION. 

6/5/2013 

TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE AND INNOVATION ACT LOAN 
AND CONSOLIDATED RENTAL CAR FACILITY LEASE AND LICENSE 
CONCESSION AGREEMENTS WITH QUALIFIED AIRPORT RENTAL CAR 
COMPANIES AT CHICAGO O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. 

[02013-4098] 

A Joint Committee, comprised of the members of the Committee on Finance and the 
Committee on Aviation submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5,2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Joint Committee of the Committee on Finance and the Committee on Aviation, having 
had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the Commissioner of the Department of 
Aviation and the Chief Financial Officer to enter into and execute a Transportation 
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) loan agreement with the U.S. Department 
of Transportation and to negotiate and execute a lease and license concession agreement 
with various on-airport rental car companies, having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Committee on Finance, 

Chairman. 

(Signed) MICHAEL R. ZALEWSKI, 
Committee on Aviation, 

Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Foulkes, Thompson, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, Brookins, 
Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, Suarez, 
Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 48. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 

Alderman Thomas invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that she is of counsel for the law firm that represents some of the parties involved 
in this ordinance. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a duly constituted and existing municipality 
within the meaning of Section 1 of Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois 
(the "Constitution") having a population in excess of 25,000 and is a home rule unit of local 
government under Section 6(a) of Article VII of the Constitution; and 

WHEREAS, The City owns and operates an airport known as Chicago O'Hare International 
Airport (the "Airport"); and 

WHEREAS, The City has determined to acquire, construct and equip a consolidated rental 
car facility and related improvements at the Airport (collectively, the "Consolidated Rental Car 
Facility"); an extension of the automated transit system at the Airport ("ATS") including a new 
station and the acquisition of additional vehicles for the ATS (collectively, the "ATS 
Improvements"); and elevated public parking facilities and related improvements located 
above or near the Consolidated Rental Car Facility (collectively, the "Public Parking 
Facilities") (the Consolidated Rental Car Facility, the ATS Improvements and the Public 
Parking Facilities, being herein collectively referred to as the "Joint Use Facility"); and 

WHEREAS, The City, as provided for under Section 6-3050) of the Illinois Vehicle Code, 
625 ILCS 5/6-3050) (the "CFC Statute"), has previously authorized and imposed a customer 
facility charge ("CFC") on customers of rental car companies leasing on-airport rental car 
facilities at the Airport, pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City (the 
"City Council") on May 12, 2010 and has previously authorized the imposition of a CFC that 
complies with the CFC Statute on Airport passengers who rent vehicles from off-airport rental 
car companies, pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on December 12, 2012 
as each such ordinance may be amended and supplemented from time to time in accordance 
with the terms thereof (the "CFC Ordinances"); and 
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WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on March 13,2013 (the 
"2013 CFC Bond Ordinance"), the City has previously authorized the issuance of its Chicago 
O'Hare International Airport Customer Facility Charge Revenue Bonds (the "2013 CFC 
Bonds") to be issued in one or more series pursuant to an Indenture of Trust Securing 
Chicago O'Hare International Airport Customer Facility Charge Revenue Bonds, Series 2013, 
from the City to The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as trustee, as the same 
may be amended and supplemented (the "CFC Indenture"), for the purposes of paying all or 
a portion of the cost of the Joint Use Facility in accordance with the CFC Ordinances and the 
CFC Statute; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to and subject to the provisions of the Transportation Infrastructure 
Finance and Innovation Act of 1998, as amended and supplemented from time to time (the 
"TIFIA Act"), the City has determined to apply to the United States Department of 
Transportation ("USDOT") for one or more loans to the City from USDOT (the "TIFIA Loan") 
to fund in part, the Joint Use Facility, and it is necessary and desirable at this time to 
authorize the negotiation, issuance and execution of any and all agreements, instruments and 
obligations necessary or desirable in connection with such TIFIA Loan (the "TIFIA Loan 
Documents"); and 

WHEREAS, The City, acting through the Chicago Department of Aviation (the "CDA"), 
issued a Request for Qualifications for Rental Car Concessions for the Consolidated Rental 
Car Facility (the "RFQ"); and 

WHEREAS, The rental car companies ("Qualified Airport Rental Car Companies") identified 
in Exhibit A to this ordinance responded to the RFQ and demonstrated to the satisfaction of 
the CDA that they are qualified to operate rental car concessions at the Consolidated Rental 
Car Facility; and 

WHEREAS, On March 21,2013, the City, acting through the CDA, issued a Request for 
Proposals for Rental Car Concessions for the Future Joint Use Rental Car and Public Parking 
Facility at Chicago O'Hare International Airport (as supplemented and amended, the "RFP") 
to request that Qualified Airport Rental Car Companies that desire to operate rental car 
concessions at the Consolidated Rental Car Facility submit to the City proposals to enter into 
Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease and License Concession Agreements (each, a "Lease 
and License Concession Agreement") with the City; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to enter into Lease and License Concession Agreements with 
Qualified Airport Rental Car Companies that are selected pursuant to the RFP (each, an 
"On-Airport Rental Car Company"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to a resolution adopted by the City Council on December 12, 2012, 
the City Council approved a voluntary program for certain rental car companies that lease 
on-airport rental car facilities at the Airport and at Chicago Midway International Airport 
("Midway Airport"), to provide good faith efforts to use businesses owned by minorities, 
women and disadvantaged persons in connection with their operations at the Airport and at 
Midway Airport, as set forth in Exhibit C to this ordinance (the "Voluntary Program"); and 
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WHEREAS, The City desires to require that each On-Airport Rental Car Company entering 
into a Lease and License Concession Agreement with the City also undertakes the Voluntary 
Program in connection with its operations at the Airport; and 

WHEREAS, In connection with the Consolidated Rental Car Facility, the City desires to 
provide for the possible use of Airport premises by On-Airport Rental Car Companies for the 
purposes of developing facilities for storage, maintenance or related uses; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated in this ordinance. 

SECTION 2. The Mayor, the Commissioner of Aviation and the Authorized Officer (the 
"Authorized Officer" as referred to herein being either the Chief Financial Officer appointed 
by the Mayor or the City Comptroller) for and on behalf of the City shall be, and each of them 
hereby is authorized to negotiate, issue and execute the TIFIA Loan Documents, in the form 
as required by USDOT including, without limitation, provisions for the indemnification of 
USDOT by the City, with such changes thereto as shall be determined by the Authorized 
Officer to be in the best interests of the City and acceptable to USDOT. To the extent that 
authorization to act under this ordinance, the CFC Ordinances, the 2013 CFC Bond 
Ordinance or the CFC Indenture is granted "to the City", without further specification, that 
authority may be exercised by the Authorized Officer. TIFIA Loan funds shall be used for the 
purpose of paying eligible costs of or related to the Joint Use Facility under the TIFIA Act. 
The aggregate principal amount, interest rate and maturity of the TIFIA Loan shall be 
determined by the Authorized Officer and shall not exceed $450,000,000, 15 percent per 
annum and 45 years, respectively. The TIFIA Loan and the City's repayment obligations with 
respect thereto under the TIFIA Loan Documents shall be limited obligations of the City 
secured by a pledge of the Revenues (as defined in the CFC Indenture) pledged under the 
CFC Indenture, and shall be on a parity or subordinate basis to the lien on such Revenues 
ofthe 2013 CFC Bonds as provided in the CFC Indenture. The TIFIA Loan and the obligation 
to pay the principal thereof and interest thereon shall not constitute an indebtedness or a loan 
of credit of the City for which its full faith and credit is pledged, or a charge against its general 
credit or taxing powers within the meaning of any constitutional or statutory limitation of the 
State of Illinois. The Mayor, the Commissioner of Aviation, the Authorized Officer and the 
City Clerk for and on behalf of the City shall be, and each of them hereby is, authorized and 
directed to do any and all things necessary to effect the performance of all obligations of the 
City in connection with the TIFIA Loan and under and pursuant to the TIFIA Loan Documents, 
including without limitation, the additions and modifications, to the form of the CFC Indenture 
authorized by the 2013 CFC Bond Ordinance, which form as so revised is attached as 
Exhibit D to this ordinance and any further additions and modifications thereto as may be 
necessary or desirable in order to comply with or conform to requirements with respect to the 
TIFIA Loan or with the TIFIA Loan Documents, and the execution and performance of any 
supplemental indenture necessary or desirable to provide for the execution and performance 
of the TIFIA Loan or the TIFIA Loan Documents, or with such other changes or revisions as 
shall be approved by the Mayor, the Commissioner of Aviation or the Authorized Officer, 
including without limitation, such changes or revisions as may be necessary to receive, in the 
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determination of the Authorized Officer, a necessary or desirable rating on the bonds issued 
under the CFC Indenture, and execution and delivery of such CFC Indenture containing all 
such changes or revisions shall constitute conclusive evidence of such approval, for and on 
behalf of the City, and the City Clerk is hereby authorized to attest the same and to affix 
thereto the corporate seal of the City or a facsimile thereof. The Mayor, the Commissioner 
of Aviation, the Authorized Officer, the City Clerk and other officers, agents and employees 
of the City are hereby further authorized, empowered and directed for and on behalf of the 
City, to execute and deliver all papers, documents, certificates and other instruments that 
may be required to carry out the authority conferred by this ordinance or to evidence said 
authority. 

SECTION 3. The Commissioner of Aviation is authorized to negotiate and execute with 
each On-Airport Rental Car Company a Lease and License Concession Agreement, 
substantially in the form attached as Exhibit B to this ordinance, with such additions and 
modifications thereto as may be necessary or desirable in order to comply with or conform 
to requirements with respect to the TIFIA Loan or with the TIFIA Loan Documents, or with 
such other changes or revisions as shall be approved by the Commissioner of Aviation, and 
execution and delivery of such Lease and License Concession Agreement containing all such 
changes or revisions shall constitute conclusive evidence of such approval, for and on behalf 
of the City. Each On-Airport Rental Car Company entering into a Lease and License 
Concession Agreement with the City is required to undertake the Voluntary Program in 
connection with its operations at the Airport. 

SECTION 4. The Commissioner of Aviation is authorized to negotiate and execute leases, 
licenses or agreements with any On-Airport Rental Car Company that desires to use Airport 
premises for the purposes of developing facilities for storage, maintenance or related uses, 
upon such terms and conditions as the Commissioner of Aviation deems appropriate in such 
Commissioner's sole and absolute discretion, upon the following general terms: (i) the lessee 
or licensee thereunder shall be an On-Airport Rental Car Company and a party to a valid and 
existing Lease and License Concession Agreement; (ii) the term thereof does not exceed the 
then-remaining term of such Lease and License Concession Agreement; (iii) the rentals or 
other charges applicable to premises to be leased or licensed thereunder shall be based 
upon the fair market rental value of such premises, as determined by appraisal, and as 
adjusted annually based upon the change in the Consumer Price Index compared to the 
previous year's Consumer Price Index and adjusted every five years based upon reappraisal 
(provided, no such adjustments shall result in a decrease of such rentals or other charges), 
and otherwise on a "triple net" basis, with the lessee or licensee thereunder being solely 
responsible for any and all taxes, maintenance, repairs, insurance, construction, and other 
obligations thereunder; and (iv) the premises to be leased or licensed thereunder shall be 
located within the areas identified on Exhibit E attached hereto as "Approximate Boundary 
Line", and generally permitted to be used for such purposes pursuant to the Airport Layout 
Plan then applicable to the Airport. 

SECTION 5. The Commissioner of Aviation and other officers, agents and employees of 
the City are authorized to take such other actions and execute such other documents as may 
be necessary or desirable in order to implement the objectives of this ordinance. 
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SECTION 6. It is the intention of this City Council that, if any section, paragraph, clause 
or provision of this ordinance shall be ruled by any court of competent jurisdiction to be 
invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect any of the 
remaining provisions hereof. 

SECTION 7. If any provision of this ordinance is in conflict with or inconsistent with any 
provision of the Municipal Code, any ordinances or resolutions or parts of ordinances or 
resolutions of the City or the proceedings of the City Council in effect as of the date hereof 
(collectively, "City Laws"), the provisions of this ordinance shall supersede any conflicting or 
inconsistent provision of City Laws to the extent of such conflict or inconsistency. No 
provision of City Laws or violation of any provision of City Laws shall be deemed to impair the 
validity of this ordinance or the instruments authorized by this ordinance, or to impair the 
security for or payment of the instruments authorized by this ordinance or the 2013 CFC Bond 
Ordinance, or render voidable at the option of the City any document, instrument or 
agreement authorized by this ordinance or the 2013 CFC Bond Ordinance; provided, further, 
however, that the foregoing shall not be deemed to affect the availability of any other remedy 
or penalty for any violation of any provision of City Laws. 

SECTION 8. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately upon its passage 
and approval. 

Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "0" and "E" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Ace Rent A Car, Inc. 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

List Of Qualified Rent A Car Companies. 

Simply Wheels LLC, dOing business as Advantage Rent A Car 

Avis Budget Car Rental LLC 

Enterprise Leasing Company of Chicago LLC 

E-Z Rent A Car 

Fox Rent A Car, Inc. 

The Hertz Corporation 

Orlin, Inc., doing business as Payless Car Rental 

Silvercar 

Sixth Rent A Car LLC 
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Exhibit "8". 
(To Ordinance) 

Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 
Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport. 

ARTICLE 1 
DEFINITIONS 

6/5/2013 

The following tenns, when used in this RAC Agreement, shall have the following meanings: 

"Ad.iustment Date" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. 

"Airport" - Chicago O'Hare Intemational Airport, as the same may be designated from time to 
time during the Tenn hereof. 

"Airport Customers" - shall mean means a Person that rents, picks up, or enters into a written 
agreement for the rental of a Motor Vehicle [rom a RAC or an Off-Airport RAC, either (i) at the Airport, 
or (ii) at a location other than the Airport if~ and only if, the ATS is used to transport such Person to and 
from the Joint Use Facility. 

"Airport Security Act" - means 49 U.S.c. 44901 et seq., and the rules and regulations 
promulgated thereunder, as the same may be amended from time to time. 

"ALP"- shall have the meaning set forth in Section 15.29 hereof. 

"Alterations" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 5.8 hereof. 

"Annual Operating Expense and Tax Statement" - shall have the meaning set forth in 
Subsection 4.4(b) hereof. 

"Annual Statement" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 4.5(c) hereof. 

"ATS" or "Airport Transit System" means the Airport's automated people mover system which 
tmvels on a dedicated guideway providing passenger service at the Airport, including, without limitation, 
to Tcnninals, parking areas and the Joint Use Facility, and including, without limitation, the vehicles used 
for transport, stations, and all related equipment and associated improvements from time to time, together 
with any expansions or extensions thereof in connection with the Joint Use Facility. 

"Base Rent" - An amount equivalent to the RAC's Proportionate Share of the fair market rent on 
a certain portion of the Joint Use Facility Property, which fair market rent shall be calculated based upon 
--c------ square feet, which square footage is calculated by multiplying the total square footage of 
the loint Use Facility Property by a fraction where the numerator is the square footage of the ES allocated 
to the all of the RACs then operating in the CRCF, and the denominator is the total square footage of the 
ES (including the portions thereof allocated as the Public Parking Area). Base Rent during the initial five 
(5) years of the Tenn of this RAC Agreement shall be the sum of and No/lOa 
Dollars ($ .00) per year (calculated by multiplying $2.00 by square feet by 
RAC's Proportionate Share). Base Rent payable hereunder shall be subject to adjustment on the fifth 
(5th) anniversary of the Rent Commencement Date hereunder, and thereafter at the commencement of 
each subsequent five (5) year period during the Tenn hereof, all in accordance with Section 4.2 hereof 
and Exhibit A attached hereto. The City reserves the right to re-measure the total area of the Joint Use 
Facility at any time and from time to time from and after the Effective Date hereof, and in the event that 
any such subsequent re-measurement requires a reasonable adjustment to the calculations set forth above, 
the City shall so notify RAC in writing, the Base Rent payable hereunder shall be modified to account for 
such difference, and the parties shall execute a written amendment to this RAC Agreement confirming 
such revised calculations, and the modified Base Rent thereafter payable hereunder. The total area of the 
Joint Use Facility Property and the Base Rent payable during the initial five (5) years of the Term of this 
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The following tenns, when used in this RAC Agreement, shall have the following meanings: 

"Adjustment Date" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. 

"Airport" - Chicago O'Hare International Airport, as the same may be designated from time to 
time during the Tenn hereof. 

"Airport Customers" - shall mean means a Person that rents, picks up, or enters into a written 
agreement for the rental of a Motor Vehicle from a RAC or an Off-Airport HAC, either (i) at the Airport, 
or (ii) at a location other than the Airport if, and only it~ the ATS is used to transport such Person to and 
from the Joint Use Facility. 

"Airport Security Act" - means 49 U.S.c. 44901 et seq., and the rules and regulations 
promulgated thereunder, as the same may be amended from time to time. 

"ALP"- shall have the meaning set forth in Section 15.29 hereof. 

"Alterations" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 5.8 hereof. 

"Annual Operating Expense and Tax Statement" - shall have the meanmg set forth m 
Subsection 4.4(b) hereof. 

"Annual Statement" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 4.5(c) hereof. 

"ATS" or "Airport Transit System" means the Airport's automated people mover system which 
travels on a dedicated guideway providing passenger service at the Airport, including, without limitation, 
to Tenninals, parking areas and the Joint Use Facility, and including, without limitation, the vehicles used 
for transport, stations, and all related equipment and associated improvements from time to time, together 
with any expansions or extensions thereof in connection with the Joint Use Facility. 

"Base Rent" - An amount equivalent to the RAC's Proportionate Share of the fair market rent on 
a certain portion of the Joint Use Facility Property, which fair market rent shall be calculated based upon 
______ square feet, which square footage is calculated by multiplying the total square footage of 
the Joint Use Facility Property by a fraction where the numerator is the square footage of the ES allocated 
to the all of the RACs then operating in the CRCF, and the denominator is the total square footage of the 
ES (including the portions thereof allocated as the Public Parking Area). Base Rent during the initial five 
(5) years of the Term of this RAe Agreement shall be the sum of and No/IOO 
Dollars ($ .00) per year (calculated by multiplying $2.00 by square feet by 
RAC's Proportionate Share). Base Rent payable hereunder shall be subject to adjustment on the fifth 
(5th) anniversary of the Rent COlmnencement Date hereunder, and thereafter at the commencement of 
each subsequent five (5) year period during the Term hereof, all in accordance with Section 4.2 hereof 
and Exhibit A attached hereto. The City reserves the right to re-measure the total area of the Joint Use 
Facility at any time and from time to time from and after the Effective Date hereof, and in the event that 
any such subsequent re-measurement requires a reasonable adjustment to the calculations set forth above, 
the City shall so notify RAC in writing, the Base Rent payable hereunder shall be modified to account for 
such difference, and the parties shall execute a written amendment to this RAC Agreement confinning 
such revised calculations, and the modified Base Rent thereafter payable hereunder. The total area of the 
Joint Use Facility Property and the Base Rent payable during the initial five (5) years of the Term of this 
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RAC Agreement shall be confinned in the Confinnation (as hereinafter defined) to be executed by the 
City and RAC as hereinafter provided. 

"Bond Documents" - means the documents and authorizations relating to the issuance, financing, 
investment, application, and retirement of the Bonds, including, without limitation, the Bond Ordinance, 
as supplemented and amended from time to time, the Bond Indenture, as supplemented and amended 
from time to time, and the TIFIA Loan Documents, as supplemented and amended from time to time. 

"Bond Indenture" - means the Indenture of Trust by and between the City and The Bank of New 
York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as Trustee, dated , as supplemented and 
amended from time to time. 

"Bond Ordinance" - means that certain ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City of 
Chicago on , 20_. __ (CJP through ), which Bond 
Ordinance, among other things, provides for the issuance of the Bonds to fund the design and 
construction of the loint Use Facility and the CRCF Project hereunder, as such ordinance may be further 
supplemented or amended from time to time. A true and correct copy of the Bond Ordinance, as the same 
exists as of the Effective Date hereof, is attached as }:'"xhibit I hereto and made a part hereof. 

"Bonds" - means, collectively, the Series 2013 Bonds, and any Additional Bonds and Subordinate 
Bonds (including, in either case, and without limitation, the TIFIA Loan), from time to time Outstanding 
under the Bond Indenture, as each such tenn is more specifically defined in the Bond Indenture. 

"Bundle" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1(n) hereof. 

"CERCLA" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection l4.l(d) hereof. 

"CFC(s)" or "Customer Facility Charge(s)" - means the customer facility charge or customer 
facility charges to be collected by the RACs and the Off-Airport RACs and remitted to the Trustee for the 
benefit of the City, pursuant to the CFC Ordinance, and as further defined and provided in each RAC 
Agreement and Off-Airport RAC Agreement. 

"CFC Collections" - The aggregate amount of CFCs collected by the RACs from time to time 
and required to be remitted to the City for the applicable payment period. 

"CFC Ordinance" - means those certain ordinances adopted by the City Council of the City of 
Chicago on June 9, 2010 (CJP 93499 through 93505) and December 12, 2012, which CFC Ordinance, 
among other things, imposes a CFC on rental car customers at the Airport, as such ordinance may be 
further supplemented or amended from time to time. A true and correct copy of the CFC Ordinance, as 
the same exists as of the Effective Date hereof, is attached as Exhibit Hhereto and made a part hereof. 

"CFC Statute" - means Section 6-305(j) of the Illinois Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/6-305(j). 

"City" - means the City of Chicago, its successors and assigns. In any case under this RAC 
Agreement that the City mayor shall take any action, the Commissioner (as hereinafter defined) is 
authorized to take such action unless this RAC Agreement expressly provides for action by the corporate 
authorities of the City or by resolution or ordinance, and except as otherwise provided now or hereafter by 
applicable law, the rules and regulations of the City, or by resolution or ordinance of the corporate 
authorities of the City. 

"City Response Actions" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.7(c) hereof. 
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"City Restoration" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 7.5(b) hereof. 

"Claim" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(a) hereof. 

"Code" - the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

"Commissioner" - for the purposes of this RAC Agreement, the Commissioner of Aviation of the 
City (or any successor thereto in whole or in part as to his or her duties as the person in charge of the 
operation of the Airport on behalf of the City). 

"Common Use Transportation System" - shall mean, collectively, the ATS, together with such 
buses, bussing systems, and other vehicles as may be used and made available only and exclusively 
during such time or times as the ATS is not then in operation for any reason. 

"Concession Fee" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.5 hereof. 

"Concession Recovery Fee" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.6 hereof. 

"Condemnation Proceedings" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 12.1 hereof. 

"Confirmation" - shall mean the Tenn Commencement Confirmation to be executed by and 
between the City and RAC pursuant to the terms and provisions of this RAC Agreement, including, 
without limitation, Section 4.2 and Subsection 5.l(c) hereof, which Confirmation shall be substantially in 
the fonn attached as Exhibit J hereto and made a part hereof. 

"Consumer Price Index" - the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical 
Workers, City of Chicago, All Items (Base Year 1982-4 = 100) for the applicable month published by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States Department of Labor or similar index substituted by the 
City if such index is no longer available or is not published for such period. 

"Contract" - means the written contract or other agreement under which a Motor Vehicle is 
rented at the Airport or the CRCF to an Airport Customer by a RAC. 

"Contract Day" means, with respect to rentals of Motor Vehicles, up to a 25-hour period (or 
fraction thereof) for the first Contract Day, and successive 24-hour periods (or fractions thereof) for each 
successive Contract Day. 

"Contractor" - all contractors, subcontractors, and materialmen of any tier providing services, 
material, labor, operation, or maintenance on, about, or adjacent to the Joint Use Facility Property and/or 
the Premises, whether or not in privity with RAC. 

"County" - County of Cook, State of Illinois. 

"CRCF" - means that portion of the new Joint Use Facility to be constructed at 
_________________ in the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois 
consisting of: (i) the ES (but specifically excluding those portions of the ES allocated as the Public 
Parking Area); (ii) the QT A, together with a dedicated roadway for rental vehicle use only connecting the 
ES and QT A; and (iii) the portion of the common areas of the Joint Use Facility allocated and dedicated 
to the CRCF from time to time, as reasonably detennined by the City. The CRCF does not include (a) the 
Public Parking Area, or (b) the Common Use Transportation System. 
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"CRCF Project" - shall mean the permitting, design, development, construction, equipping, 
furnishing, and acquisition of: (i) (a) the CRCF, including the associated structures, roadways, facilities, 
infrastructure improvements to utilities, and other infrastructure to support the CRCF, and (b) additions, 
extensions, and improvements to the A TS, in each case to the extent that such purposes are permitted 
under the CFC Statute; and (ii) such other purposes related to the CRCF as are permitted under the CFC 
Statute and determined by the Commissioner. 

"CRCF Plans" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 5.1 hereof. 

"CRCF Substantial Completion" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 5.1 hereof. 

"Debt" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1 CD hereof. 

"Debt Service" - Principal and interest payments on the Bonds and/or the TIFIA Loan, from time 
to time, and any related required costs, payments, or deposits in connection with any of the foregoing, 
including, without limitation, costs of issuance, credit and liquidity fees, financing costs and charges, and 
reserves, and further including, specifically, the amounts of any required deposits into each of the Funds 
specifically referenced and defined in the Bond Documents from time to time, as well as any and all 
reserve or escrow funds or deposits required under the TIFIA Loan Documents from time to time, and any 
amount required from time to time to meet the coverage requirements of the Bond Documents or the 
TlFIA Loan Documents, together with all deposits required in connection with any of the foregoing from 
time to time (except to the extent that any such costs, payments, deposits, credit and liquidity fees, or 
reserves are funded from the initial proceeds of the Bonds and comprise part of the principal and interest 
payments, it being understood and agreed that there shall be no "double counting" of any such amounts 
for purposes hereof). 

"Default Rate" - the rate of ten percent (10%) per annum compounded daily, unless a lesser 
interest rate shall then be the maximum rate pennissible by Law with respect thereto, in which event said 
lesser rate shall be the Default Rate. 

"Disclosure Affidavit", "Contractor's Affidavit", or "Affidavit" - the affidavit required under 
Article 6, in the forn1 of Exhibit I attached hereto. 

"Discount Rate" - the rate of interest equal to the average interest rate for United States treasury 
bills with a remaining term most closely approximating one-half (1/2) of the remaining scheduled Term 
of this RAe Agreement, determined as of the date for which such Discount Rate is to be first applied 
hereunder. 

"Domestic Partners" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1 (n) hereof. 

"EDS" - Economic Disclosure Statement, in the fonn and substance required by the City from 
time to time during the T enn hereof. 

"Eligible Costs" means the sum of (a) Debt Service; (b) any and all costs incurred by the City in 
connection with or otherwise relating to the design, construction, and financing of the Joint Use Facility; 
(c) any and all costs incurred by the City in connection with or otherwise relating to the operation, 
maintenance, and repair of the Common Use Transportation System, and including, specifically and 
without limitation, the capital cost of acquisition of ATS transit cars and Common Use Transportation 
System buses, bussing systems, and other vehicles, to the extent related to the loint Use Facility (other 
than the Public Parking Area); (d) any and all costs incurred by the City in connection with or otherwise 
relating to the operation, maintenance, repair, and replacement of the Joint Use Facility, or any portion or 
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portions thereof, from time to time; (e) such reasonable, actual, and documented costs incurred by the 
RAC Consortium in connection with or otherwise relating to a third party construction representative to 
represent the interests of the RAC Consortium during construction of the CRCF Project as may be first 
approved in writing by the City, not to exceed Five Hundred Thousand and No/I00 Dollars ($500,000.00) 
in the aggregate; (f) such reasonable, actual, and documented costs incurred by RAC in connection with 
or otherwise relating to construction of the RAC Improvements hereunder as may be first approved in 
writing by the City, and (g) such other permitted costs as may be identified in the CFC Ordinance, the 
Bond Ordinance, the Bond Documents, and/or the TIFIA Loan Documents from time to time, and such 
other costs as may be expressly approved by the Commissioner pursuant to authority granted under the 
CFC Ordinance, the Bond Ordinance, or any other ordinance enacted by the City from time to time 
(except to the extent that any of the foregoing costs described in Clauses (b) through (gl are funded from 
the initial proceeds of the Bonds and comprise part of the Debt Service hereunder, it being the intention of 
the parties that there shall be no "double counting" of any such costs). 

"Environmental Assessment" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(b) hereof. 

"Environmental Baseline" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.3(a) hereof. 

"Environmental Damages" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.1( c) hereof. 

"Environmental Law" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(d) hereof. 

"ES" - shall mean that certain elevated structure located on the Joint Use Facility Property and 
containing multiple stories, and whereby portions of such ES shall be allocated (i) to RAC and the other 
RACs for vehicle ready/return operations, vehicle storage, a customer service center, including customer 
service counters, waiting areas, and office space, and (ii) as the Public Parking Area. 

"Event of Default" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 10.1 hereof. 

"Existing Environmental Report" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.3(a) 
hereof. 

"Expiration Date" - means the later of (i) the thirtieth (30th) anniversary of the Rent 
Cummencement Date, (ii) the thirtieth (30th) day after the date on which the Bonds shall have matured, 
been retired, or been paid in full in accordance with the Bond Documents, or (iii) the thirtieth (30th) day 
after the date on which the TIFIA Loan shall have matured, been discharged, and been paid in full in 
accordance with the TIFIA Loan Documents. 

"Exterior Lights" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 5.3(1) hereof. 

"Facility Rent" -shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 4.3(a) hereof. 

"Facility Rent Deficiency" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 4.3(c) hereof. 

"Facility Rent Estimate" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 4.3(b) hereof. 

"Facility Rent Statement" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 4.5(c) hereof. 

"Fair Rental Value" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. 
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"Federal Aviation Administration" (sometimes abbreviated as "FAA") - the Federal Aviation 
Administration created under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, or any successor agency 
thereto. 

"Final Environmental Report" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.5 hereof. 

"'Force Majeure Delay" - delay, to the extent caused by events or conditions beyond the 
reasonable control of RAC, caused by: material damage or destruction by fire or other casualty, strike 
(except if affecting only the Premises); delay in transportation of a required material not nonnally 
anticipatable; shortage of a required material not nonnally anticipatable; unusually adverse weather 
condition such as, without limitation, severe rain stonn or stonns, below-freezing temperatures of 
abnonnal degree or quantity for an abnonnal duration; unknown underground obstructions, and also 
including, but not limited to, tornadoes and cyclones, war, civil strife, governmental action or inaction, 
and other like or similar events or conditions beyond the reasonable control of RAe. Force Majeure 
Delay shall not include any delay associated with or due to operating constraints in perfonning 
construction or other work at the Airport. Force Majeure Delay shall include delay caused by 
investigation of Pre-Existing Conditions discovered after the City's commencement of construction of the 
CRCF and unanticipated Pre-Existing Environmental Remediation. 

"GARBs" - shall mean General Airport Revenue Bonds. 

"Gross Revenues" - means all revenues paid or due to RAC arising out of or in connection with 
its operations at the Airport, including, without limitation: (a) all time and mileage revenues and all 
revenues from the sale of personal accident insurance, or any insurance of a similar nature; (b) all 
Concession Recovery Fees; (c) sums received by the RAC for damage to Motor Vehicles or RAC's 
property or premises, or from loss, conversion, or abandonment of Motor Vehicles (without mark-up or 
additional fees); and (d) all other revenues paid or due to RAC arising out of or in connection with its 
operations at the Airport. Gross Revenues shall not include: (i) amounts of any Federal, State, or 
municipal taxes; (ii) any CFCs collected by RAC; (iii) amounts for credits, refunds, or adjustments to 
customers for transactions made at the Airport at the time of, or prior to, the close-out of the rental 
transaction and shown on the customer Contract (without mark-up or additional fees); (iv) sums received 
by reason ofRAC's disposal of personal property (capital assets) (without mark-up or additional fees); (v) 
sums received by RAC from its customcrs for traffic tickets, parking tickets, highway tolls, towing 
charges, impound fees, and other similar governmental fines and charges actually paid by RAC on behalf 
of such customers (without mark-up or additional fees); and (vi) sums received by RAC for pass-through 
charges collected by RAC from its customers with respect to damage repair, parts replacement, and 
extraordinary cleaning of vehicles, and towing and transporting of damaged vehicles, rented by such 
customers, and replacement of keys for such vehicles (without mark-up or additional fees). The 
retroactive adjustment by RAC of Gross Revenues designated as volume discounts or rebates, corporate 
discounts or rebates, or any other designation of any nature, or for any purpose, is prohibited. 

"Hazardous Materials" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(e) hereof 

"Identified Parties" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1(n) hereof. 

"Impositions" - shall mean all real property taxes, assessments, license fees, license taxes, 
business license fees, commercial rental taxes, levies, charges, improvement bonds, taxes, water and 
sewer rents and charges, utilities and communications taxes and charges, and similar or dissimilar 
impositions imposed by any authority having the direct power to tax, including any city, county, state, or 
federal government, or any school, agricultural, lighting, drainage, or other improvement or special 
assessment district thereof, or any other governmental charge, general and special, ordinary and 
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extraordinary, foreseen and unforeseen, which may be assessed against any legal or equitable interest of 
the City in the Joint Use Facility (other than the Public Parking Area), or any portion or portions thereof, 
including, without limitation, (i) any tax on the City's "right" to rent or "right" to other income from the 
Joint Use Facility (other than the Public Parking Area) or as against the City's business of leasing the 
Joint Use Facility (other than the Public Parking Area); (ii) any assessment, tax, fee, levy or charge in 
substitution, partially or totally, of any assessment, tax, fee, levy or charge previously included within the 
definition of real property tax, it being acknowledged by RAC and the City that assessments, taxes, fees, 
levies and charges may be imposed by governmental agencies for such services as fire protection, street, 
sidewalk and road maintenance, refuse removal and for other governmental services formerly provided 
without charge to property owners or occupants, it being the intention of RAC and the City that all such 
new and increased assessments, taxes, fees, levies, and charges be included within the definition of 
"Impositions" for the purposes of this RAC Agreement; (iii) any assessment, tax, fee, levy, or charge 
allocable to or measured by the area of the Premises or other premises in the Joint Use Facility (other than 
the Public Parking Area), or the rent payable by RAC hereunder or other RACS of the Joint Use Facility 
(other than the Public Parking Area), including, without limitation, any gross receipts tax or excise tax 
levied by state, city, or federal government, or any political subdivision thereof, with respect to the receipt 
of such rent, or upon or with respect to the possession, leasing, operation, management, maintenance, 
alteration, repair, use, or occupancy by RAC of the Premises, or any portion thereof, but not on the City's 
other operations; (iv) any assessment, tax, fee, levy or charge upon this transaction or any document to 
which RAC is a party, creating or transferring an interest or an estate in the Premises; (v) any assessment, 
tax, fee, levy, or charge by any governmental agency related to any transportation plan, fund, or system 
(including assessment districts) instituted within the geographic area of which the Joint Use Facility 
(other than the Public Parking Area) is a part; and/or (vi) any costs and expenses (including, without 
limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees) incurred in attempting to protest, reduce or minimize Impositions. 

"Indemnified Party" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 7.1(a) hereof. 

"Initial Appraiser" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. 

"Joint Use Facility" - shall mean, collectively, the CRCF, the Public Parking Area, and the Joint 
Use Facility Property, together with the Common Use Transportation System (including ATS vehicles) 
associated therewith. 

"Joint Use Facility Property" - The land underlying the Joint Use Facility, all as more 
specifically described in Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof, and as more specifically 
depicted in Exhibit B-J attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

"Laws" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 2.Il(b) hereof. 

"Letter of Credit" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 5.9(b) hereof. 

"Maintenance Reserve Account"- shall mean the maintenance reserve account maintained and 
held by the City pursuant to the Bond Indenture. 

"Maintenance Reserve Account Requirement" - shall mean the initial amount of 
$20,000,000.00, which amount shall be subject to change from time to time. 

"Manager"- shall mean the third-party property manager hired by the City for the operation and 
management of the CRCF from time to time. 

"Market Share Percentage" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 2.15(b) hereof. 
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"Mayor" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1(n) hereof. 

"Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee" (sometimes abbreviated as "MAG")- shall have the 
meaning set forth in Subsection 4.5 hereof. 

"Motor Vehicle" means any motor vehicle within the meaning of Section 1-146 of the Illinois 
Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/1-146. 

"New Environmental Report" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.3(a) hereof. 

"New Phase I Assessment" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.3(a) hereof. 

"New Phase II Assessment" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.3(a) hereof. 

"Notice of Subletting or Assignment" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 13.2 hereof. 

"Off-Airport RAC" - A rental car company that (i) is not a RAC, (ii) serves customers at the 
Airport, and (iii) is a party to a valid Off-Airport RAC Agreement with the City. 

"Off-Airport RAC Agreement" - An Off-Airport Rental Car Concession License Agreement 
between the City, as licensor, and an Off-Airport RAC, as licensee, pursuant to which such Off-Airport 
RAC has the right to operate a rental car concession providing rental car services to customers at the 
Airport, or any successor License and Concession Agreement between the City and such Off-Airport 
RAC, pursuant to which such Off-Airport RAC has the right to operate a rental car concession providing 
rental car services to customers at the Airport. 

"On" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.1 (f) hereof. 

"Operating Agreement" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 13.5(a) hereof. 

"Operating Expenses" - shall mean any and all costs, expenses, and obligations incurred by the 
City in connection with the operation, ownership, management, repair, and replacement, as and when 
necessary, of the Joint Use Facility (other than the Public Parking Area), or any portion or portions 
thereof, including, without limitation, the following: (i) the maintenance, repair, and replacement, as and 
when necessary, of the downspouts, gutters, roof, and structural components; (ii) the paving, repaving, 
striping, restriping, patching, repair, and replacement of any or all parking facilities or areas, access roads, 
driveways, truck ways, sidewalks, and passageways; (iii) loading docks and access ramps, trunk-line 
plumbing (as opposed to branch-line plumbing); (iv) common utilities and exterior lighting; (v) 
landscaping; (vi) snow and ice removal; (vii) fire protection; (viii) exterior painting and interior painting 
of the common areas of the Joint Use Facility (other than the Public Parking Area); (ix) property 
management fees; (x) additions or alterations made by the City to the Joint Use Facility (other than the 
Public Parking Area), or any portion or portions thereof, in order to comply with Laws (other than those 
expressly required herein to be made by RAC), or that are necessary or appropriate to the continued 
operation of the Joint Use Facility (other than the Public Parking Area), or any portion or portions thereof, 
as a consolidated rental car facility; provided, however, that the cost of additions or alterations that are 
required to be capitalized for federal income tax purposes shall be amortized on a straight line basis over a 
period equal to the lesser of the useful life thereof for federal income tax purposes or ten (10) years; (xi) 
premiums for liability, property damage, fire, workers compensation, earthquake, terrorism, wind andlor 
hurricane, rent, and any and all other insurance which the City deems necessary to carry on, for, or in 
connection with the City'S ownership and operation of the Joint Use Facility (other than the Public 
Parking Area); and (xi) any and all other costs or expenses incurred by the City for or on behalf of the 
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loint Use Facility (other than the Public Parking Area), or any portion or portions thereof, and all other 
similar maintenance and repair expenses incurred by the City for or on behalf of the Joint Use Facility 
(other than the Public Parking Area), or any portion or portions thereof. Operating Expenses shall not 
include any costs, expenses, or obligations to the extent incurred solely in connection with the QT A, 
which QT A costs, expenses, and obligations shall be the sole responsibility of the RAC Consortium 
hereunder as hereinafter defined. 

"Operation and Maintenance Fund" - shall mean the operation and maintenance fund 
maintained and held by the City pursuant to the Bond Indenture, the funds on deposit in which shall be 
disbursed by the City, in the City's discretion, for the purposes and in the manner described in the RAC 
Agreements (including this RAC Agreement). 

"Other Contract" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1{n) hereof. 

"Owners" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1(n) hereof. 

"Partial RAC Agreement Year" - The period (consisting of fewer than twelve (12) months) 
from the Rent Commencement Date or any more recent anniversary of the Rent Commencement Date to 
and including the expiration or tennination date of the RAC Agreement, if the Tenn ends on a date other 
than the stated Expiration Date (other than because of an Event of Default). 

"Permitted Use" - The operation and management of the Premises for Rental Car Purposes (as 
hereinafter defined), only, and for uses incidental and reasonably related thereto, and except to the extent 
not reasonably practicable during construction of any RAC Improvements or the CRCF Project, the 
Premises shall be used continuously by RAC only for Rental Car Purposes, and for uses incidental and 
reasonably related thereto. 

"Person" - means any corporation, aSSOCIatIOn, partnership, limited liability company, joint 
venture, trust, organization, business, individual, or government or any governmental agency, or political 
subdivision thereof. 

"Political fundraising committee" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1 (n) hereof. 

"Public Parking Area" - means that portion of the ES consisting of the floors, parking areas, 
improvements, offices, and other areas dedicated solely to public parking from time to time, together with 
that portion of the common areas of the Joint Use Facility allocated and dedicated to the Public Parking 
Area from time to time, as reasonably detennined by the City, and not otherwise comprising part of the 
CRCF or the ATS. 

"Pre-Existing Condition" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.lCg) hereof. 

"Premises" - shall mean that certain portion of the Joint Use Facility Property more specifically 
depicted in £'xhibit B-2 attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

"Prevailing Wage Act" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1(b)(i) hereof. 

"Project" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit D attached hereto. 

"Project Manager" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit D attached hereto. 
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"QTA" - shall mean a multi-story fuel/car wash quick tum-around vehicle service facility 
comprising a portion of the CRCF and located on that portion of the Joint Use Facility Property located 
adjacent to the ES. 

"RAC" - shall mean a Person (including the RAC hereunder) that operates a rental car business 
serving Airport Customers under tenns of a RAC Agreement with the City and who leases space within 
theCRCF. 

"RAC Agreement" - means, for any RAC, the agreement between such RAC and the City for the 
lease of premises within the CRCF, and the use thereof by such RAC, to carry out its Rental Car Purposes 
at the Airport, and payments to the City relating thereto, as supplemented, amended, modified, or 
superseded from time to time in accordance with its tenns. 

"RAC Agreement Year" - The twelve (12) month period commencing on the Rent 
Commencement Date and each subsequent 12-month period falling wholly or partly within the Tenn. 

"RAC Access Date" - shall mean the date on which the City authorizes RAC to access the CRCF 
for the purpose of commencing construction of the RAC Improvements (as hereinafter defined) within the 
Premises pursuant to Section 5.1 hereof. 

"RAC Consortium" - shall mean RAC, together with the other RACs operating and occupying a 
portion or portions of the CRCF from time to time pursuant to valid RAC Agreements, which RAC 
Consortium shall be organized by, and shall remain subject to, the Operating Agreement. 

"RAC Delay" - shall mean any delay attributable to the acts or omissions of RAC or RAC's 
officers, agents, employees, contractors, consultants, subtenants, or licensees from time to time. 

"RAC Improvement Plans" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 5.3(a) hereof. 

"RAC Improvement Substantial Completion" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 
5.3(h) hereof. 

.. 
"RAC Improvements" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 5.3 hereof. 

"RACs' CUTS Proportionate Share" - shall mean a percentage, reasonably estimated for each 
RAC Agreement Year, by dividing reasonable estimations of (i) the aggregate number of all customers 
(including any additional persons in each customer's party) of each of the RACs then operating in the 
CRCF who rode the Common Use Transportation System during such RAC Agreement Year; by (ii) the 
total ridership of the Common Use Transportation System during such RAC Agreement Year. RACs' 
CUTS Proportionate Share shall be calculated annually, in good faith by the City using commercially 
reasonable estimations, developed in consultation with RAC and all other RACs, and in conjunction with 
the City'S delivery of the Annual Operating Expense and Tax Statement to RAC. 

"RAC's Proportionate Share" - shall mean the percentage detennined by dividing the aggregate 
square footage of RAC's individual Premises as depicted in Exhibit B-2 (which is deemed to be 
____ ~) by the aggregate square footage of the ES (but specifically excluding the Public Parking 
Area) (which is deemed to be ), which is acknowledged and agreed to be 
( __ %) as of the Effective Date hereof, or otherwise as detennined by the City from time to time. 

"RAC's Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses and Impositions" -. shall have the 
meaning set forth in Subsection 4.4(a) hereof. 
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"RAC's Representative" - shall have the meaning set forth in this Article 1. 

"RAC Restoration" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 7.5(c) hereof. 

"RAC Work Items" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 7.5(c) hereof. 

"RCRA" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(d) hereof. 

"Related Party" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 13.2 hereof. 

"Release" or "Released" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(h) hereof. 

"Rent" - Base Rent, Facility Rent, the Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee, the Concession Fee, and 
any other amount RAC is obligated to pay under the terms of this RAC Agreement. 

"Rent Commencement Date" - The earlier of (i) the first (1st) day of the first calendar month 
following the date that RAC commences conducting business operations at the Premises and the CRCF, 
or (ii) the first (1st) day of the tenth (10th) full calendar month following the RAC Access Date. 

"Rental Car Contract" - The written contract or other agreement under which a Motor Vehicle 
is rented at the Airport or the CRCF to a customer by a RAe. 

"Rental Car Purposes" - The rental of Motor Vehicles, support functions such as the washing, 
fueling, and storage of Motor Vehicles held for rental, and the related provision of gasoline, collision 
damage waiver protection, insurance (including, but not limited to, personal injury insurance), the rental 
of children's car seats, mobile telephones, and such other services, items, and equipment are reasonably 
associated with the rental of Motor Vehicles. 

"Response" or "Respond" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(i) hereof. 

"SARA" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.l(d) hereof. 

"Security Deposit" - means the sum of and 
No/IOO Dollars ($ .00), subject to application and adjustment as provided in Section 5.9 
hereof. 

"Short Form RAC Agreement" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 15.21 hereof. 

"Special Waste" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 14.1(j) hereof. 

"Storage/Service Facility Lease" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 15.29 hereof. 

"Storage/Service Facility Base Rent" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 15.29 hereof. 

"Sub-owners" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1(n) hereof. 

"Substantial Alterations" - shall have the meaning set forth in Section 5.8 hereof. 

"Term" - The term of this RAC Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and shall 
expire on the Expiration Date. 
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"Terminal" - The existing tenninal building(s) at the Airport that are open to the public for the 
purpose of flight ticket purchase, public lobby, waiting, baggage check-in, and those other services related 
to public air travel. 

"Third Appraiser" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. 

"TIFIA" - means The Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act, MAP-21 §2002, 
23 USC §§ 601-609, as the same may be amended, modified, or supplemented from time to time. 

"TIFIA Loan" - means that loan or loans, if any, to the City from the United States Department 
of Transportation to fund, in part, the Joint Use Facility, pursuant to TIFIA. 

"TIFIA Loan Documents" - means the documents and authorizations relating to the issuance, 
financing, investment, application, and retirement of the TlFlA Loan, as supplemented and amended from 
time to time. 

"Trustee" means The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., with its successors, and, 
where the context may require, any separate Trustee or Co-Trustee appointed by the Trustee pursuant to 
the provisions of the Bond Indenture. 

"Unassigned Rights" - means the rights of the City under each RAC Agreement, except, so long 
as any Bonds then remain Outstanding, the right to receive and collect CFCs and Facility Rent. 

"UST" - as set forth in 415 ILCS 5/57.2, except that UST shall also mean an underground storage 
tank used exclusively to store heating oil, gasoline, used oil or such other items as are pennitted under 
applicable Laws in connection with the Pennitted Use at the CRCF and/or the Premises. 

"Waste Sections" - shall have the meaning set forth in Subsection 6.1(m) hereof. 

"Work Liaison" - shall have the meaning set forth in Exhibit D attached hereto. 

ARTICLE 2 
PREMISES 

Section 2.1 - Lease of Premises. The City does hereby lease to RAC, and RAC does hereby 
lease from the City, the Premises. 

Section 2.2 - Easements. 

(a) RAe's leasing of the Premises shall be subject to any and all easements, licenses, 
and other rights with respect to the Premises and/or the CRCF now or hereafter granted to or vested in 
any other governmental entities or agencies, including, without limitation, the FAA; provided, such 
easements, if any, shall not preclude the use of the Premises for Rental Car Purposes. 

(b) RAC acknowledges that there may currently exist, and that the City may grant in 
the future, easements and rights on, over, or under the Premises and/or the CRCF for the benefit of 
suppliers or owners of utilities that service the Airport or property adjoining the Premises and/or the 
CRCF, and RAC hereby consents to any such utility easements whether now in existence or later granted; 
provided, no such easements hereafter granted by the City shall materially and adversely interfere with 
RAC's use of the Premises for Rental Car Purposes. 
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(c) The City reserves (for itself, its grantees, RACs, mortgagees, contractors, 
licensees, and others claiming by, through, or under the City) such rights and easements as the City shall 
deem necessary or appropriate from time to time in connection with the CRCF, the Premises, the Airport, 
and adjacent properties, including, without limitation, for purposes of storm water drainage, utilities, and 
like matters; provided, no such easements hereafter sought by the City shall materially and adversely 
interfere with RAC's use of the Premises for Rental Car Purposes. 

Section 2.3 - Use of Premises. Subject to the terms and provisions contained in this RAC 
Agreement, and all applicable Laws (as hereinafter defined) in connection with the conduct of activities 
by RAC at or around the Airport, RAC is granted the following rights only and no other (and shall use the 
CRCF for the following purposes only): 

(a) The use of the Premises for Rental Car Purposes. 

(b) Subject to the rules and regulations promulgated by the City fTom time to time, 
RAC shall (i) have the non-exclusive right to use common area space at the CRCF, (ii) be obligated to 
maintain the Premises, and (iii) be obligated to use the ATS (or the Common Use Transportation System, 
as applicable) in connection with its use of the CRCF (provided, RAC shall be permitted to provide direct 
transportation to the Terminal solely with respect to RAC customers that have bona fide and verifiable 
physical disabilities which reasonably preclude use of the ATS). 

(c) All of the operations of RAC hereunder, including all Airport-related rental car 
transactions conducted by RAC, shall take place at the CRCF and from no other location at or on the 
Airport. 

(d) RAC shall not pennit parking on the Premises and/or the CRCF Property of 
Motor Vehicles of persons (other than employees, agents, licensees, members, and invitees of RAC at the 
Premises), it being acknowledged and agreed that no public parking shall be allowed therein. 

(e) RAC shall also have a non-exclusive right and license during the Term hereof for 
use of the ATS (and the Common Use Transportation System, as applicable); provided, (i) RAC shall 
permit other RACs and their customers to use the ATS (and the Common Use Transportation System, as 
applicable), (ii) RAC shall permit Off-Airport RACs and their customers to use the ATS (and the 
Common Use Transportation System, as applicable) in accordance with Section 2.14 hereof, and (iii) 
solely in the event of an emergency, temporary shutdown or inaccessibility of other transportation 
systems or means of ingress and egress to and from the Airport, or other exigent circumstances, RAC 
shall permit such other parties as the City shall reasonably direct from time to time to so utilize the A TS 
(and the Common Use Transportation System, as applicable); provided, in such instance, (1) such use 
shall not unreasonably disrupt the use of the ATS (and the Common Use Transportation System, as 
applicable) by RAC, (2) the City shall charge such other parties directly for use of the ATS (and the 
Common Use Transportation System, as applicable) in an amount equivalent to the amounts then being 
charged to Off-Airport RACs for such usage pursuant to Section 2.14 hereof, and (3) the City shan 
thereafter provide RAC with a credit equal to the RAC's Proportionate Share of the amount of charges 
collected by the City pursuant to Clause (2) above against RAC's obligations for Base Rent next coming 
due and payable hereunder until such charges have been credited in full. 

Section 2.4 - Ingress and Egress. Subject to the rules and regulations promulgated by the City 
from time to time, and the tenns and provisions of this RAC Agreement providing for mandatory use of 
the ATS (or the Common Use Transportation System, as applicable, and provided, RAC shall be 
permitted to provide direct transportation to the Tenninal solely with respect to RAC customers that have 
bona fide and verifiable physical disabilities which reasonably preclude use of the A TS), RAC, and its 
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respective employees, agents, invitees, and licensees and their respective vehicles, shall have the right and 
privilege of ingress to and egress from the Premises on Airport roadways available for use by the public 
or at other locations acceptable to the City. The City may, at any time, temporarily or pennanently, close 
or consent to or request the closing of, or otherwise restrict access to, any roadway or other right-of-way 
for such ingress and egress, and any other area at the Airport or in its environs currently or hereafter used 
for ingress and egress. 

Section 2.5 - Quiet Enjovment. The City agrees, unless otherwise provided by this RAC 
Agreement, that ifRAC shall perfonn all obligations and make all payments as provided hereunder, RAC 
shall be entitled to and shall have the quiet possession and enjoyment of the Premises, and the rights and 
privileges leased to RAC hereunder, subject to the provisions contained in this RAC Agreement. 

Section 2.6 - Present Condition of Premises. Subject to the tenns and provisions of this RAC 
Agreement, and except as expressly provided to the contrary in Article 5 hereof, RAC understands and 
agrees that RAC, by the execution of this RAC Agreement, agrees to accept the Premises in its "AS IS" 
condition as existing as of the RAC Access Date (subject, however, to the City's obligation to construct 
and complete the CRCF Project as and to the extent provided under Section 5.1 hereof), and that, except 
as expressly provided to the contrary in Article 5 hereof, the City has made no representations or 
warranties regarding the condition of the Premises or its suitability for RAC's proposed use. 

Section 2.7 - Operation of Premises Generally. 

(a) Without limiting any other requirement set forth in this RAC Agreement, RAC 
shall conduct (to the extent applicable hereunder) its operations on the Premises and within the Airport in 
a commercially reasonable manner in order to minimize the emanation of noise, vibration, dust, fumes, 
and odors, and so as not to interfere with the use and operation of the Airport, adjacent areas on or 
surrounding the Airport, or adjacent areas surrounding the Premises. 

(b) The City and RAC acknowledge that the operation of the business ofRAC on the 
Premises, as well as RAC's perfonnance of its obligations under this RAC Agreement with respect 
thereto, will enhance the economic development of the City, and that the rights of RAC to use the 
Premises are subject to the rights of the City, as landlord, to monitor compliance with this RAC 
Agreement to ensure that the Premises are used and operated as required by this RAC Agreement. 

(c) If RAC receives (or the City receives and forwards to RAC) any written 
complaint concerning the operation or use by RAC of the Premises, the CRCF, the Common Use 
Transportation System, other than (i) minor complaints not related in any material respect to RAC's duties 
and obligations under this RAC Agreement or any other agreement between RAC and the City, or (ii) 
manifestly invalid or baseless complaints (as mutually and reasonably detennined by RAC and the City 
following RAC's submission of reasonable supporting or explanatory documentation in connection 
therewith), then (without limitation of the City's other rights and remedies hereunder), RAC shall deliver 
a copy of such complaint to the City within five (5) business days of its receipt, and: 

(i) In the case of the first such complaint, RAC shall promptly respond to 
such complaint in writing within thirty (30) days of its receipt and make a good-faith attempt to 
resolve or rectify the cause of such complaint within such 30-day period, and in the event RAC 
fails to do so, the City may (but shall not be obligated), at its election, resolve or rectify the cause 
of such complaint, in which event the reasonable costs, expenses, and fees incurred by the City in 
connection therewith shall be deemed additional rent hereunder and shall be due and payable by 
RAC to the City within thirty (30) days following the City'S invoice therefor, and if not paid 
within such 30-day period, shall bear interest at the Default Rate until paid. 
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(ii) In the case of the second such complaint from the same customer, or 
concerning the same or substantially the same issue, received by RAC within ninety (90) days 
following the fIrst such complaint, RAC shall promptly respond to such complaint in writing 
within twenty-four (24) hours of its receipt and make a good-faith attempt to resolve or rectify the 
cause of such complaint within such 24-hour period, and in the event RAC fails to do so, the City 
may (but shall not be obligated), at its election, resolve or rectify the cause of such complaint, in 
which event the reasonable costs, expenses, and fees incurred by the City in connection therewith 
shall be deemed additional rent hereunder and shall be due and payable by RAC to the City 
within thirty (30) days following the City's invoice therefor, and if not paid within such 30-day 
period, shall bear interest at the Default Rate until paid. 

(iii) In the case of the third such complaint from the same customer, or 
concerning the same or substantially the same issue, received by RAC within ninety (90) days 
following the second such complaint, the City may (but shall not be obligated), in addition to its 
rights and remedies under clause (ii) above, at its election and upon prior notice to RAC, 
thereafter perform directly the function(s) that were the basis of such complaint(s) for the 
remainder of the Term hereof, in which event the costs, expenses, and fees thereafter incurred by 
the City in connection with the perfonnance of such functions shall be payable by RAC as part of 
the Facility Rent hereunder. 

(iv) Without further notice or demand, RAC shall keep a copy of each such 
complaint and RAC's written response thereto for a period of six (6) months from the date of the 
complaint, and shall make the complaint and the written response available to the City upon its 
request. 

(d) RAC shall respond in wntmg to complaints registered by the City's Police 
Department with respect to violations of traffic regulations committed on Airport roadways, including, 
without limitation, any use relating to the business operations of RAC at the Premises or the Airport by 
the agents, contractors, invitees, and licensees of RAC, setting forth such action as has been taken or is 
immediately contemplated to remedy said violations. 

Section 2.8 - Operating Hours. RAC covenants and agrees to operate the Premises during all 
hours of air carrier operations at the Airport each day as may be necessary to meet reasonable demands 
for such services and to properly and adequately serve the public, as detennined by the City. 

Section 2.9 - Full-Time Manager; Availability of Employee for Entry. Throughout the Term, 
the management, maintenance, and operation of the Joint Use Facility shall be under the supervision and 
direction of the Manager. The Manager shall be generally available during regular business hours. 
Further, RAC shall at all times during construction and thereafter during the Tenn have an agent, 
representative, or contractor authorized to make decisions for RAC available on the Premises or who may 
be contacted immediately by telephone or other communication to permit the City timely entry into RAC 
Improvements or locked areas where required or permitted under this RAC Agreement. 

Section 2.10 - Permits and Vehicle Registration. RAC shall obtain all permits required for 
conduct of its operations at the Premises and the CRCF, all in accordance with applicable Laws. Upon 
commencement of operations at the Premises and thereafter at the City's reasonable request, RAC shall 
provide evidence to the City that RAC has obtained or caused to be obtained such permits and 
registrations. 
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Section 2.11 - Use of Premises and/or CRCF in Compliance with Law. 

(a) RAC shall not use or occupy or permit the Premises and/or the CRCF to be used 
or occupied, or do or pennit anything to be done in or on the Premises and/or the CRCF, in whole or in 
part, in a manner which would in any way violate any certificate of occupancy affecting the Premises 
and/or the CRCF, or make void or voidable any insurance then in force with respect thereto, or which 
may make it impossible to obtain fire or other insurance thereon required to be furnished by RAC under 
this RAC Agreement, or which will constitute a public or private nuisance, or which will disrupt the safe, 
efficient, and normal operations of the Airport. 

(b) RAC shall not use or occupy the Premises and/or the CRCF, or permit the 
Premises andlor the CRCF to be used or occupied, in whole or in part, in a manner which may violate, 
and RAC shall at all times comply with, any and all present and future, ordinary and extraordinary, 
foreseen and unforeseen, laws, statutes, rules, regulations, directives, ordinances, or requirements of any 
federal, state, or municipal governments or of any other governmental, public, or quasi-public authorities 
now existing or hereafter created (collectively, "Laws"), to the extent such governments or authorities 
have jurisdiction over the Premises and/or the CRCF, whether or not the City also is liable for 
compliance. 

(c) RAC may, in good faith (and whenever necessary, in the name of, but without 
expense to, the City), and after having secured the City to its reasonable satisfaction by cash or by a 
surety company bond in an amount, from a company, and in form and substance reasonably satisfactory 
to the City, against loss or damage if the City shall be exposed to any as the result thereof, contest the 
validity of any such Laws and, pending the detennination of such contest, may postpone compliance 
therewith, except that RAC shall not so postpone compliance therewith as to subject the City to the risk of 
any fine or penalty, loss of any permit or license, adverse impact on the Airport or Airport operations, or 
prosecution for a crime, or to cause the Premises andlor the CRCF or any part thereof to be condemned or 
to be foreclosed upon. 

Section 2.12 - Commencement of Operations. RAC shall (i) promptly take possession of the 
Premises, and commence the construction of the RAC Improvements therein, upon the date on which the 
City authorizes RAC to access the CRCF for the purposes set forth above, (ii) commence operating the 
Premises, upon RAC Improvement Substantial Completion, subject to Force Majeure Delays. 

Section 2.13 - Easement for Utilities. If reasonably requested by RAC and the applicable utility 
company, and subject to the provision of Section 4.10 hereof, the City shall grant to such utility company 
non-exclusive easements on and under the Joint Use Facility Property and/or Premises for location of 
facilities to provide natural gas, electricity, or communications service required by RAC in order to 
provide required utility service to the Premises, at such locations on City property as may be mutually 
agreed to by the City and RAC; provided (a) RAC shall pay the City's costs and expenses in connection 
with granting such easement, or required of grantor under such easement, and (b) the granting of such 
easements is permitted by the Bond Ordinance or other future ordinance. 

Section 2.14 - ATS/Common Use Transportation System. 

(a) RAC agrees that, commencing on the Rent Commencement Date (or such other 
date as may be directed by the City) and continuing for the remainder of the Tenn hereof, RAC shall 
transport all rental car customers of RAC between the CRCF and the Terminal exclusively by use of the 
ATS (or if the ATS is unavailable for any reason, by use of the Common Use Transportation System), 
which ATS (or Common Use Transportation System, as the case may be) shall be operated by the City, 
and which ATS shall use the common train or transit stations designated by the City from time to time to 
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serve the Joint Use Facility and the Terminal. RAC shall fully cooperate with the City's efforts to impose 
this requirement on all Off-Airport RACs. So long as the Bonds are outstanding, and unless otherwise 
approved by Trustee or as expressly permitted under this RAC Agreement, the City shall not permit direct 
access to the Terminal by any shuttle bus or other vehicle providing transportation services on or about 
Airport premises to or from the facility of any RAC or Off-Airport RAe. In no event shall luggage carts 
or comparable devices be permitted on the ATS (or Common Use Transportation System, as the case may 
be). 

(b) RAC agrees that for any violation by RAC of the obligations under the first 
sentence of Subsection 2.14(a) above, the City shall have the right, in addition to its rights and remedies 
provided elsewhere in this RAC Agreement and at law, to impose the following on RAC as liquidated 
damages for such violation: 

(i) For the first violation in any period of twelve (12) consecutive months 
during the Term of this RAC Agreement, the liquidated damages amount 
shall be $125.00. 

(ii) For the second and any subsequent violation during any period of twelve 
(12) consecutive months during the Tenn of this RAC Agreement, the 
liquidated damages amount shall be $250.00. 

If RAC disputes any such violation, RAC may submit, within ten (10) days following RAC's 
receipt of written notice of the liquidated damages amount, a written request for review of such liquidated 
damages amount to the Commissioner or the City's designated person, as the case may be, in which event 
the City's administrative hearing procedures shall be applicable with respect to such liquidated damages 
amount. Failure to so request review within such 10-day period shall result in such liquidated damages 
amount becoming final and non-reviewable. 

(c) RAC acknowledges and agrees that the prohibition on Terminal curbside shuttle, 
pick-up, and drop-off operations other than through the ATS (or the Common Use Transportation System, 
as applicable, and provided, RAC shall be pennitted to provide direct transportation to the Tenninal 
solely with respect to RAC customers that have bona fide and verifiable physical disabilities which 
reasonably preclude use of the A TS) is a critical element of the operations within the Airport. The failure 
of RAC to comply with such prohibition vitally affects the safety and needs of the traveling public and thc 
Airport and constitutes a material breach of this RAC Agreement for which money damages are 
insufficient. Therefore, RAC specifically acknowledges and agrees that the City shall, without limitation 
of its other rights and remedies, be entitled to seek an order of specific performance of the provisions of 
this Section 2.14 issued by a court of competent jurisdiction in connection with any violation by RAC of 
the tenns and provisions hereof. 

Section 2.15 - Allocation of Counter Space, Back Office Space and Parking Spaces within 
CRCF: 

(a) The size, location, and configuration of available counter space, back office 
space, readylretum parking spaces, and Motor Vehicle storage spaces in the CRCF shall be subject in all 
cases to the tenns and provisions of the CFC Ordinance, this RAC Agreement, and the direction and 
approval of the Commissioner. Subject to the foregoing, available counter space, back office space, 
ready/retum parking spaces, and Motor Vehicle storage spaces in the CRCF will initially be allocated 
among the RACs according to their respective point award allocations and packages pursuant to and as 
more specifically set forth in that certain "Request for Proposals (RFP) for Rental Car Concessions for 
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Future Joint Use Rental Car and Public Parking Facility at Chicago O'Hare International Airport" 
heretofore issued by the City in connection with the Joint Use Facility. 

(b) Subject to the foregoing minimums and the prior written approval of the City, 
and except to the extent otherwise approved in writing by the Commissioner, available counter space, 
back office space, ready/return parking spaces, and Motor Vehicle storage spaces in the CRCF shall be 
subject to reallocation among the RACs based upon their respective Market Share Percentages (as 
hereinafter defined) at the following intervals: 

(i) Counter space - the fifth (5th) anniversary of the Rent Commencement 
Date, and once every five (5) years thereafter (subject to any reasonable 
adjustments by the Commissioner, taking into account, among other 
things, the inherent cost and difficultly associated with reallocating 
counter space); 

(ii) Back office space - the fifth (5th) anniversary of the Rent 
Commencement Date, and once every five (5) years thereafter (subject to 
any reasonable adjustments by the Commissioner, taking into account, 
among other things, the inherent cost and difficultly associated with 
reallocating back office space); 

(iii) Ready/return parking spaces - the fifth (5th) anniversary of the Rent 
Commencement Date, and once every five (5) years thereafter; and 

(iv) Motor Vehicle storage spaces - the fifth (5th) anniversary of the Rent 
Commencement Date, and once every five (5) years thereafter. 

Such reallocation shall apply to the amount of space attributable to each of the aforementioned items 
only, and shall not be deemed to apply to the location of such items. The cost of any such reallocation 
shall be paid by the RAC or RACs requesting or responsible for such reallocation based upon their 
respective Market Share Percentages (as hereinafter defined), or as the City and such RAC or RACs may 
otherwise agree. Any relocation or proposed relocation of any of the aforementioned items by any RACs 
hereunder shall be subject in each case to the prior written approval of the Commissioner, and in the event 
that the Commissioner approves such relocation, any and all costs and expenses associated therewith, 
including, without limitation, relocation costs and the costs incurred by any other RAC affected by such 
relocation shall be allocated as aforesaid. For purposes hereof, "Market Share Percentage" for each 
RAC shall mean the amount, expressed as a percentage, equal to the quotient of (i) the Gross Revenues 
(as defined in such RAC's RAC Agreement) of such RAC during the immediately preceding twelve (12) 
month period, divided by (ii) the aggregate sum of all Gross Revenues of all of the RACs during the 
immediately preceding twelve (12) month period. 

Section 2.16 - Allocation of Space in the OTA: 

(a) The size, location, and configuration of available QTA space and vehicle staging 
lanes in the CRCF shall be subject in all cases to the direction and approval of the Commissioner. 
Subject to the foregoing, available QT A space and vehicle staging lanes in the CRCF will initially be 
allocated among the RACs in increments of bays according to respective point award allocations and 
packages pursuant to and as more specifically set forth in that certain "Request for Proposals (RFP) for 
Rental Car Concessions for Future Joint Use Rental Car and Public Parking Facility at Chicago O'Hare 
International Airport" heretofore issued by the City in connection with the Joint Use Facility. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Commissioner may, at any time and from time to time during the 
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Term hereof and in his or her sole and absolute discretion, require the RACs with the three (3) lowest 
MAG amounts to share QT A space and vehicle staging areas. 

(b) Subject to the foregoing minimums and the prior written approval of the City, 
and except to the extent otherwise approved in writing by the Commissioner, available QTA space and 
vehicle staging areas in the CRCF shall be subject to reallocation among the RACs based upon their 
respective Market Share Percentages on the fifth (5th) anniversary of the Rent Commencement Date, and 
once every five (5) years thereafter. Such reallocation shall apply to the amount of space attributable to 
the QT A space and vehicle staging areas only, and shall not be deemed to apply to the location of such 
items. The cost of any such reallocation shall be paid by the RACs based upon their respective Market 
Share Percentages, or as such RACs may otherwise agree. Any relocation or proposed relocation of any 
QT A space or vehicle staging areas by any RAC hereunder shall be subject in each case to the prior 
written approval of the Commissioner, and in the event that the Commissioner approves such relocation, 
any and all costs and expenses associated therewith, including, without limitation, relocation costs and the 
costs incurred by any other RAC affected by such relocation, shall be allocated as aforesaid. 

Section 2.17 - Reconstitution of RACs. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in the 
event that any RAC from time to time ceases to operate at the CRCF at any time during the Term hereof, 
the City shall have the right to require that a reasonably comparable replacement RAC be substituted 
therefor (subject to such replacement RAC executing a valid RAC Agreement with the City). In the event 
that no reasonably comparable replacement RAC is substituted therefor, the available counter space, back 
office space, ready/return parking spaces, Motor Vehicle storage spaces, QT A space, and vehicle staging 
areas may be reallocated among the remaining RACs based upon their respective Market Share 
Percentages, or as such remaining RACs may otherwise agree, but subject in all cases to the review and 
reasonable approval of the Commissioner. In the event that the remaining RACs fail to agree on such 
reallocation, the City may, but shall not be required, to reallocate such available counter space, back 
office space, ready/return parking spaces, Motor Vehicle storage spaces, QT A space, and vehicle staging 
areas in accordance with the respective Market Share Percentages of such remaining RACs. 

Section 2.18 - Restrictions on RAe. Except as may otherwise be expressly provided in this 
RAC Agreement, RAC may not, without the prior written consent of the City in each instance, which 
consent may be granted or withheld in the City's sole and absolute discretion: 

(i) Place, construct, or maintain in or about the Premises and/or Joint Use Facility 
Property any advertisement media, including, without limitation, searchlights, 
flashing lights, loudspeakers, phonographs, televisions, radios, antennas, or other 
similar media or device; 

(ii) Solicit business or distribute handbills or other advertising or proniotional 
materials in, on, or about the Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility, or other 
buildings and structures in the area of the Airport, except that RAC shall be 
entitled to engage in radio, television, and newspaper advertising as is 
customarily used for RAC's type of business; 

(iii) Keep or permit animals of any kind in or about the Premises and/or the Joint Use 
Facility, except dogs trained to assist sight-impaired or other di,sabled persons; 

(iv) Use or permit any portion of the Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility to be used 
as living or sleeping quarters; 
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(v) Sell, distribute, display, or offer for sale any item which, in the City's good faith 
judgment, is inconsistent with the quality of operation of the Airport, or which 
may tend to detract from the image of the Airport; 

(vi) Do or permit to be done anything in connection with RAC's occupancy or 
advertising which, in the City's reasonable judgment, may reflect unfavorably on 
the City or the Airport, or may confuse or mislead the public as to any apparent 
partnership or similar relationship between the City and RAe. RAC shall not 
have or acquire any property right or interest in the name "Chicago O'Hare 
International Airport" or any variation thereof; 

(vii) Except as expressly provided to the contrary in this RAC Agreement, conduct 
any auction (except with the prior written consent of the City at the City's sole 
and absolute discretion), fire, bankruptcy, distress, clearance, or going-out-of
business sale on the Premises and/or CRCF or post any sign or advertisement 
regarding such activity in or about the Premises and/or CRCF; 

(viii) Use or permit the Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility to be used in any manner 
or permit anything to be brought into or kept therein which would (a) violate the 
certificate of occupancy for the Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility, (b) cause 
structural injury to any part of the Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility, (c) 
impair or interfere with the proper operation and maintenance of improvements 
in the Airport, or (d) violate any of RAC's other obligations under this RAC 
Agreement or the obligations of any RAC under such party's RAC Agreement; 

(ix) Permit a work of visual art, as defined in 17 U.S.C. § 107, to be installed in the 
Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility. In addition, any request by RAC to the 
City to grant its written consent to such installation shall be accompanied by a 
written waiver, in a form acceptable to the City, of the artist's rights under the 
Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990, Pub. L. 101-650; or 

(x) Permit parking on the Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility of Motor Vehicles 
of persons (other than employees, agents, licensees, and invitees of RAC at the 
Premises and/or the Joint Use Facility), no public parking being allowed. 

ARTICLE 3 
TERM 

Section 3.1- Term ofRAC Agreement. The tenn of this RAC Agreement shall be for the Tenn. 
This RAC Agreement shall become effective on the Effective Date and shall continue through the 
Expiration Date, unless sooner tenninated in accordance with the terms and provisions hereof. 

Section 3.2 - Operation of Premises after Term. In the event of continued occupancy by RAC 
of all or a portion of the Premises after expiration or tennination of this RAC Agreement with the City's 
consent, such occupancy shall be deemed to be on a month-to-month basis and the Rent payable by RAC 
for such continued occupancy shall be at the same rate of the Rent last payable, on a per diem basis, 
during the last RAC Agreement Year falling within the Term; provided, in the event that the City notifies 
RAC in writing at any time following such expiration or termination of this RAC Agreement that RAC is 
required to vacate and surrender the Premises to the City and RAC fails to do so within thirty (30) days 
following such notice, RAC shall thereupon commence paying Rent for the Premises at 150% of the 
annual rate of the aggregate Rent last payable, on a per diem basis, during the period immediately 
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preceding such notice from the City, which rate shall increase to 200% of the annual rate of the aggregate 
Rent last payable, on a per diem basis, during the period immediately preceding such notice from the City 
if such failure continues for sixty (60) days following such notice. Except as expressly provided to the 
contrary hereunder, no occupancy by RAC after the expiration or other termination of this RAC 
Agreement shall be construed to extend the Tenn. In addition, in the event that the City notifies RAC in 
writing to vacate and surrender the Premises to the City as aforesaid and RAC fails to do so within thirty 
(30) days following such notice, RAC shall be liable for any and all damages, consequential as well as 
direct, sustained by the City by reason of RAC's continued occupancy from and after the expiration of 
such 30-day period. Any holding over with the consent of the City in writing shall thereafter constitute a 
lease from month to month on the same tenns and conditions as this RAC Agreement, including payment 
of the Rent, or at such other rate of Rent as to which the City notifies RAC prior to or after such 
tennination or expiration as to rent payable thereafter for such holding over. 

Section 3.3 - Return of the Premises. At the tennination or expiration of this RAC Agreement, 
RAC shall return the Premises in good condition and repair, subject to ordinary wear and tear, and RAC 
shall remove all personal property, trade fixtures, and equipment, if any, of RAC (but excluding the RAC 
Improvements, unless otherwise directed by the City) from the Premises prior to the date oftennination. 
RAC shall repair any and all damage to the Premises caused by RAC's removal of the personal property, 
trade fixtures, and equipment, if any. All such removal and repair required of RAC pursuant to this 
Section 3.3 shall be at RAC's sole cost and expense. If RAC fails to remove any items required to be 
removed by RAC hereunder or fails to repair any resulting damage prior to or within ten (10) days after 
tennination of the RAC Agreement, then the City may (but shall not be obligated to) remove said items, 
and repair any resulting damage, and RAC shall pay the cost of any such removal and repair, together 
with interest thereon at the Default Rate from and after the date such costs were incurred until receipt of 
full payment therefor. RAC shall also furnish to the City (as to existing RAC Improvements if not 
previously delivered to the City), and the City shall have the right to use, a full set of the "as-built" plans 
and specifications for all RAC Improvements, and all final reports prepared by or for RAC on the 
environmental or physical condition of the Premises. Upon tennination or expiration of this RAC 
Agreement, at the City'S option, any USTs on the Premises shall be deemed conveyed to the City, or shall 
be required to be removed. RAC shall confinn any such conveyance of USTs by a bill of sale for such 
USTs to the City, if requested by the City. RAC shall perfonn any removal required by the City in 
accordance with all Environmental Laws (as defined in Article 14 hereof) and otherwise in accordance 
with Article 14 hereof. 

Section 3.4 - Reversion to the City: Ouitclaim Deed. On the last day of the Tenn or upon any 
earlier tennination of this RAC Agreement or RAC's right to possession of the Premises under this RAC 
Agreement, fee simple title to all RAC Improvements therein, to the extent not theretofore vested in the 
City pursuant to the tenns of this RAC Agreement, shall revert to the City without the necessity of any 
further action by either party hereunder; provided, however, that upon the City's request, RAC shall 
execute and deliver to the City (in recordable fonn) all documents necessary to evidence such 
conveyance, including, without limitation, a quitclaim deed and bill of sale. RAC shall deliver to the City 
RAC's executed counterparts of any service and maintenance contracts that are in RAC's possession and 
are then affecting the Premises, true and complete maintenance records for the Premises, all original 
licenses and pennits then pertaining to the Premises, pennanent certificates of occupancy then in effect 
for the Premises, and all assignable warranties and guarantees then in effect which RAC has received in 
connection with any work or services perfonned or equipment installed in the Premises, together with a 
duly executed assignment of any of the foregoing to the City (but as to any service and maintenance 
contracts, only to the extent the City requests assignment), and all financial reports, documents, books, 
and records whatsoever relating to the maintenance or condition of the Premises. 
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Section 3.5 - Option to Require Re-Bidding; No Assurance of Continued Participation. 
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the City shall have the right and option, to be exercised 
in its sole and absolute discretion, to require the re-bidding of this RAC Agreement and the rights granted 
hereunder once every ten (to) years during the Tenn hereof, and, in such event, RAC may be required to 
re-bid for the rights and license granted hereunder as part of the City's then-applicable public bidding 
process therefor (and, in the event that RAC elects not to re-bid as aforesaid, the City shall be entitled in 
such instance to tenninate this RAC Agreement in the event that the City detennines to award the rights 
and license granted hereunder to a third party, failing which this RAC Agreement shall remain in full 
force and effect). The tenns of such re-bidding may include, without limitation, a modified Minimum 
Annual Guarantee Fee, a modified Concession Fee, a modified definition of "Gross Revenues" hereunder, 
and such other tenns as the City shall deem appropriate, but shall not include the right to modify the 
Facility Rent or Base Rent provisions contained herein, or establish a modified Facility Rent or modified 
Base Rent. RAC hereby acknowledges and agrees that the City has advised RAC of the City's right and 
option to require the periodic rebidding of this RAC Agreement as aforesaid, and RAC further 
acknowledges that the City has not given RAC any assurances that RAC will be given the opportunity to 
continually participate in the CRCF or the Airport pursuant to this RAC Agreement. In the event that 

. RAC is outbid in connection with any such periodic re-bidding, the City shall have the right to tenninate 
this RAC Agreement upon not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to RAe. Upon such tennination, 
the obligations of each of RAC and the City hereunder shall thereupon tenninate (except for any 
obligations accruing hereunder prior to such tennination or which expressly survive the tennination 
hereof). In the event that RAC is the successful bidder in any such periodic re-bidding, RAC and the City 
shall execute a written amendment to this RAC Agreement confinning the modified tenns and provisions 
applicable hereto. 

ARTICLE 4 
RENT AND FEES 

Section 4.1 - Place of Payment. RAC shall pay Base Rent, Facility Rent, the Minimum Annual 
Guarantee Fee, Concession Fee, and all other amounts owed to the City under this RAC Agreement, all 
without set-off, deduction, credit, or discount, except as expressly otherwise provided in this RAC 
Agreement, in lawful money of the United States, to the City at the Office of the City Comptroller, 333 
South State Street, Room 420, Chicago, Illinois 60604, or to such other place or person as the City may 
direct RAC by written notice. Payment of Rent is independent of every other covenant and obligation in 
this RAC Agreement. The City shall not be obligated to bill RAC for Base Rent, Facility Rent, the 
Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee, or Concession Fee. Payment by RAC to the City of compensation 
pursuant to this RAC Agreement shall not be considered to be a tax and shall be in addition to and 
exclusive of all license fees, taxes, or franchise fees which RAC may now or in the future be obligated to 
pay to the City, including, without limitation, under a use agreement or any other agreement with the 
City. 

Section 4.2 - Base Rent. Base Rent for the Premises shall be payable commencing on the Rent 
Commencement Date and thereafter during the Tenn in accordance with the tenns and provisions of 
Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof. Base Rent shall be payable in monthly installments in 
advance equal to one twelfth (1/12) of the applicable yearly amount, commencing on the Rent 
Commencement Date and on the first day of each and every calendar month of the Tenn thereafter; 
provided, however, if the Rent Commencement Date is not the first day of any calendar month or the 
Expiration Date is not the last day of any calendar month, the monthly installment of Base Rent for such 
month shall be adjusted ratably (based on the number of days of such month within the Tenn). The Rent 
Commencement Date shall be established and set forth in the Confinnation to be executed by the parties 
pursuant to Subsection 5.1( c) hereof. 
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Section 4.3 - Facility Rent. 

(a) In addition to the Base Rent payable by RAC hereunder, RAC shall pay an 
amount equivalent to the sum of (i) RAe's Proportionate Share of any and all Debt Service for each RAC 
Agreement Year under this RAC Agreement, plus (ii) RAe's Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses 
and Impositions for each RAC Agreement Year under this RAC Agreement, plus (iii) any and all other 
costs and expenses for which RAC is expressly responsible or liable for each RAC Agreement Year under 
this RAC Agreement, to the extent that such aggregate sum for the applicable payment period hereunder 
is in excess of total CFC Collections from all RACs for such payment period hereunder (and the other 
RAC Agreements then in effect), and available in the CFC Revenue Fund (as defined in the Bond 
Documents) to be applied to such costs (collectively, "Facility Rent"). Any and all Facility Rent shall be 
paid by RAC as and when provided hereunder, and in all events without set-off, deduction, credit, or 
discount, except for such credits for overpayments as are expressly permitted under this Section 4.3. 

(b) The City shall, within a reasonable time following the Effective Date hereof, and 
as soon as reasonably possible after the commencement of each RAC Agreement Year thereafter, provide 
RAC with a statement of the estimated monthly installments of Facility Rent which will be due for the 
remainder of such initial or subsequent RAC Agreement Year under this RAC Agreement, as the case 
may be (the "Facility Rent Estimate"). Such Facility Rent Estimate shall be based on, among other 
things, the estimated or forecasted number of Contract Days for such RAC Agreement Year under this 
RAC Agreement, and shall be projected to be sufficient, together with the estimated or forecasted CFC 
Collections for such RAC Agreement Year hereunder, to enable the City to cover Debt Service and the 
other components of Facility Rent hereunder. RAC shall pay to Trustee (or, if so directed by the City in 
writing, to the City), concurrently with its monthly payment of Base Rent as provided in Section 4.2 
above, the estimated monthly installment of Facility Rent for the RAC Agreement Year in question as set 
forth in such Facility Rent Estimate. 

(c) As soon as reasonably practicable following the end of each RAC Agreement 
Year hereunder during the Tenn hereof, the City shall provide RAC with a statement (the "Facility Rent 
Statement") indicating (i) the total amount of Debt Service, Operating Expenses and Impositions, and 
related costs attributable to such RAC Agreement Year, (ii) the total CFC Collections received by the 
City and attributable to such RAC Agreement Year, and (iii) the available balance of the CFC Revenue 
Fund for such RAC Agreement Year. If such Facility Rent Statement indicates that the total amount of 
Debt Service, Operating Expenses and Impositions, and related costs for such RAC Agreement Year 
exceeds the sum of (A) the total amount of CFC Collections attributable to such RAC Agreement Year, 
plus (B) the then-available CFC Revenue Fund sums for such RAC Agreement Year applied thereto, plus 
(C) the estimated monthly installments of Facility Rent theretofore paid by RAC and all other RACs for 
such RAC Agreement Year, RAC shall pay to the City RAC's Proportionate Share any such deficiency 
(herein, a "Facility Rent Deficiency") within sixty (60) days after RAC receives the Facility Rent 
Statement for such RAC Agreement Year, and such sums shall be deemed additional Rent hereunder. 
Any such Facility Rent Deficiency which remains unpaid from and after such 60-day period shall bear 
interest at the Default Rate hereunder from the date due until paid. If such Facility Rent Statement 
indicates that the total amount of Debt Service and related costs for such RAC Agreement Year is less 
than the total amount of CFC Collections attributable to such RAC Agreement Year, the City shall apply 
such excess, at the City'S discretion, first to Eligible Costs and then as otherwise permitted under the 
tenns and provisions of the CFC Ordinance, the Bond Ordinance, or the Bond Indenture, as the case may 
be (provided, the City shall advise RAC of any excess CFC Collections which are to be applied to items 
other than Eligible Costs). The CFCs and CFC Collections shall be governed by Section 4. 7 hereof. The 
City hereby acknowledges that under each RAC Agreement between each RAC, as tenantllicensee, and 
the City, as landlord/licensor, each RAC will be required to pay its share of any Facility Rent Deficiency 
payable hereunder directly to the Trustee (or, if directed by the City in writing, to the City), and the City, 
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without limitation of its other rights and remedies hereunder for the non-payment of any such Facility 
Rent Deficiency or other sums, and without limitation or modification of the liability of RAC and each 
such other RAC for the payment of such Facility Rent Deficiency or other sums hereunder, hereby agrees 
to accept payment of such Facility Rent Deficiency from each such RAe. 

Section 4.4 - Operating Expenses and Impositions. 

(a) RAC shall pay, in addition to the Base Rent payable by RAC hereunder, and as a 
component of Facility Rent, the following: (i) RAC's Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses and 
Impositions incurred by the City for or in connection with the Joint Use Facility (other than the Public 
Parking Area and the Common Use Transportation System); and (ii) RAC's Proportionate Share of 
RACs' CUTS Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses and Impositions incurred by the City for or in 
connection with the Common Use Transportation System. The aggregate amounts payable under subparts 
(i) and (ii) of this Subsection 4.4(a) are defined for all purposes in this Agreement as "RAC's 
Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses and Impositions". 

(b) The City shall have the right to invoice RAC monthly or quarterly for RAC's 
Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and Impositions payable by RAC under this RAC 
Agreement, and RAC shall pay to the City, as a component of Facility Rent hereunder, those amounts for 
which RAC is invoiced within thirty (30) days after receipt of said invoice. Alternatively, at the City'S 
election, the City shall have the right to invoice RAC monthly for RAC's Proportionate Share of the 
Operating Expenses and Impositions, as reasonably estimated by the City. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, with respect to the first RAC Agreement Year only, in the event that the City elects to estimate 
RAC's Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses pursuant to this Subsection 4.4(b), the City's 
estimation of RACs' CUTS PropOltionate Share (as such figure relates to the City'S estimated calculation 
of RAC's Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses) shall be no more than forty-five percent (45%) of 
the Operating Expenses and Impositions for or in connection with the Common Use Transportation 
System. Any monies paid in advance to the City by RAC shall not accrue interest thereon. Following the 
end of each RAC Agreement Year thereafter, the City shall deliver a statement to RAC setting forth the 
difference between the actual RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and Impositions and 
the total amount of monthly payments theretofore paid by RAC to the City for such RAC Agreement 
Year thereafter (the "Annual Operating Expense and Tax Statement"). RAC shall thereafter pay to the 
City the full amount of any difference between RAC's actual obligation over the total amount of RAC's 
estimated payments within thirty (30) days after receipt of said Annual Operating Expense and Tax 
Statement. Conversely, in the event RAC's estimated payments exceed RAC's actual obligation, the City 
shall credit said overpayment against RAC's monthly obligation for RAC's Proportionate Share of the 
Operating Expenses and Impositions within thirty (30) days following the City's delivery of such Annual 
Operating Expense and Tax Statement. In the event that this RAC Agreement expires on a date other 
than the end of a billing period, RAC's obligation with respect to any amounts owed to the City shall 
survive the expiration of the Tenn, and shall be invoiced to RAC when the same have been accurately 
detennined or, at the City's option, such amounts shall be reasonably estimated by the City to reflect the 
period of time this RAC Agreement was in effect during such billing period. 

(c) Any delay or failure of the City in (i) delivering any estimate or statement 
described in this Section 4.4, or (ii) computing or billing of RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating 
Expenses and Impositions shall not constitute a waiver of its right to require an increase in Facility Rent, 
or in any way impair the continuing obligations of RAC under this Section 4.4. In the event of any 
dispute as to any component of RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and Impositions 
due under this Section 4.4 (including the City'S calculation of RACs' CUTS Proportionate Share), RAC, 
an officer of RAC, or RAC's certified public accountant (but (i) in no event shall RAC hire or employ an 
accounting finn or any other person to audit the City as set forth under this Section 4.4 who is 
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compensated or paid for such audit on a contingency basis, (ii) in the event RAC hires or employs an 
independent party to perform such audit, RAC shall provide the City with a copy of the engagement 
letter, and (iii) such accounting firm or other person enters into a confidentiality agreement reasonably 
acceptable to the City) shall have the right, after reasonable notice and at reasonable times, to inspect the 
City's accounting records at the City's designated accounting office only with respect to those items 
comprising part of Operating Expenses or Taxes hereunder. If, after such inspection, RAC still disputes 
such RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and Impositions, then, upon RAC's written 
request therefor, a certification (the "Certification") as to the proper amount of all Operating Expenses 
and Taxes and the amount due to or payable by RAC shall be made by an independent certified public 
accountant selected by the City; provided, however, that such certified public accountant shall not be the 
accountant who conducted the City's initial calculation of the Operating Expenses and Taxes to which 
RAC is now objecting. Such Certification shall be final and conclusive as to all parties. If the 
Certification reflects that RAC has overpaid RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and 
Impositions for the period in question, then the City shall credit such excess to RAC's next payment(s) of 
RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and Impositions. Conversely, if RAC has 
underpaid RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and Impositions, RAC shall pay such 
underpayment to the City within ten (10) days following the City's written demand therefor. RAC agrees 
to pay the cost of such Certification and the investigation with respect thereto, and no adjustments in 
RAC's favor shall be made, unless it is determined that the City's original Annual Operating Expense and 
Tax Statement was in error in the City's favor by more than five percent (5%). RAC waives the right to 
dispute any matter relating to the calculation of RAC's Proportionate Share of the Operating Expenses and 
Impositions under this Section 4.4 if any claim or dispute is not asserted in writing to the City within sixty 
(60) days after delivery to RAC of the original Annual Operating Expense and Tax Statement with respect 
thereto. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, RAC shall maintain strict confidentiality of all 
of the City's accounting records to which RAC is granted or otherwise provided access hereunder, and 
shall not disclose the same to any other person or entity except for RAC's professional advisory 
representatives (such as RAC's employees, accountants, advisors, attorneys, and consultants) with a need 
to know such accounting information, who agree to similarly maintain the confidentiality of such 
financial infonnation. 

(d) For purposes of determining Impositions hereunder, if under applicable law any 
Imposition may at the option of the taxpayer be paid in installments, the City may elect to pay such 
Imposition in installments as the same from time to time become due under applicable law, together with 
such interest as may accrue thereon as the result of such installment payment. Any Impositions (other 
than Impositions payable in installments as referred to herein or which are assessed against the leasehold 
estate) relating to a fiscal or taxing period of the public authority imposing the Imposition which falls 
partly within the Term and partly after the Expiration Date or earlier termination of this RAC Agreement, 
shall be considered as accruing from day to day during such fiscal or taxing period so that the amount 
thereof shall be adjusted and prorated between the City and RAC as of the Expiration Date or the earlier 
tennination of this RAC Agreement. Commencing on a date no later than eighteen (18) months prior to 
the Expiration Date, RAC shall, at the election of the City, pay into an escrow, at an escrowee which the 
City selects, an amount sufficient to pay that portion of such Impositions which were not payable prior to 
the Expiration Date, (i) which accrued during the Tenn, (ii) which relate to fiscal or taxing periods falling 
entirely within the Tenn, or (iii) which relate to the leasehold estate (even if the fiscal period for which 
they are payable or assessed extends beyond the Term). The terms of said escrow shall be subject to 
review and approval by the City. Alternatively, RAC shall furnish the City a letter of credit or other 
security in amount and form acceptable to the City as security for payment of such Impositions. RAC 
shall have no liability for that portion of such Imposition (other than those payable in installments as 
referred to herein or which are assessed against the leasehold estate) which relates to the period after the 
Expiration Date. No proration shall be made of Impositions relating to RAC's leasehold estate (regardless 
of the fiscal period for which assessed or payable), all such Impositions being the sole responsibility of 
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RAC. For purposes hereof, if any Imposition subject to deposit in escrow has not yet become due and 
payable or the rate or amount thereof has not become fixed at the Expiration Date, then the estimated 
amount of the Imposition for the purposes of calculating the aforementioned escrow deposit shall be 
based upon one hundred ten percent (110%) of the amount or rate of the same relevant Imposition for the 
immediately preceding fiscal or taxing period of the public authority. 

(e) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the City shall have the right (but 
not the obligation), at any time and from time to time, to seek separate parcel identification numbers or 
tax identification numbers attributable to the Premises and or such other portion or portions of the Joint 
Use Facility as the City shall deem appropriate in order to provide for separate assessment and levy of 
Impositions with respect thereto. In such event, Impositions for the Premises or such portion or portions 
of the Joint Use Facility so separately assessed, as the case may be, shall be payable directly by RAC to 
the appropriate taxing authority as and when due (failing which the City shall have the right, but not the 
obligation, to pay the same, in which event RAC shall reimburse the City for any and all amounts so paid 
within ten (10) days following the City's invoice therefor, and such sums shall be deemed additional Rent 
hereunder). 

(f) The terms and provisions of this Section 4.4 which accrue during the Term 
hereof shall survive the expiration or earlier termination of this RAC Agreement. 

Section 4.5 - Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee; Concession Fee. In addition to the Base Rent 
and Facility Rent payable by RAC hereunder, RAC shall also pay the Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee 
and the Concession Fee as hereinafter provided: 

(a) RAC shall pay to the City on the Rent Commencement Date and on the first day 
of each calendar month thereafter during the Teml, in equal monthly installments in advance, without 
demand, setoff, reduction, or credit, an amount equal to one-twelfth (1/12) of the Minimum Annual 
Guarantee Fee applicable for the RAC Agreement Year in which such month falls. The "Minimum 
Annual Guarantee Fee" for the first RAC Agreement Year shall be and 
Noll 00 Dollars ($ ). The Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee for each RAC Agreement Year 
thereafter shall be the greater of (i) and No/lOO Dollars ($ ), 
or (ii) eighty percent (80%) of the amount of the Concession Fee and the Minimum .Annual Guarantee 
Fee, collectively, due to the City from RAC hereunder for the previous RAC Agreement Year. The 
Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee shall be adjusted ratably for any partial RAC Agreement Year (based 
upon the number of days in the year falling within the Term). If the Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee is 
not determined at the time a payment is required, then RAC shall continue to pay installments at the rate 
last payable until the actual amount is determined, at which time (i) RAC shall pay any excess Minimum 
Annual Guarantee Fee owed (but in no event later than ten (10) days after the City'S request), or RAC 
shall be entitled to a credit against the next Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee owed in the amount of any 
excess paid, and (ii) the monthly installment shall be readjusted to be one-twelfth (1112) of the actual 
Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee. 

(b) With respect to each RAC Agreement Year, and in addition to the Minimum 
Annual Guarantee Fee payable hereunder, RAC shall pay to the City an amount (the "Concession Fee") 
equal to percent (_%) of Gross Revenues for each RAC Agreement Year which are in excess 
of the Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee applicable to such RAC Agreement Year. On or before the 
twentieth (20th) day of each calendar month during the Term (other than the month in which the 
Commencement Date falls), and on or before the 20th day of the calendar month immediately following 
the expiration or other termination of the License, RAC shall pay to the City the amount, if any, by which 
(i) the Concession Fee for the RAC Agreement Year in which such month falls attributable to Gross 
Revenues for the period from and after the commencement of such RAC Agreement Year through and 
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including the last day of the calendar month immediately preceding the month during which said payment 
is required to be made exceeds, (ii) the sum of the installments of Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee paid 
for such period. An example of such payments is shown on Exhibit B attached hereto. If a RAC 
Agreement Year ends on a date other than the last day of a calendar month, and Gross Revenues are not 
calculated separately for that portion of the month falling in each RAC Agreement Year, then Gross 
Revenues for such calendar month shall be prorated and included in Gross Revenues for each of the RAC 
Agreement Years in which such calendar month falls based on the number of days in such month falling 
within the particular RAC Agreement Year. If the Annual Statement (as hereinafter defined) of Gross 
Revenues required pursuant to Subsection 4.5(c) hereof shows that the additional Concession Fee is 
owed, because the Concession Fee attributable to the RAC Agreement Year or partial RAC Agreement 
Year to which the statement of Gross Revenues applies exceeds the amount of all payments theretofore 
made by RAC to the City in respect of the Concession Fee for such RAC Agreement Year, or partial 
RAC Agreement Year, as the case may be, then RAC shall pay the balance of the Concession Fee owed 
to the City concurrently with the submission of said Annual Statement. If the Annual Statement shows 
that RAC has overpaid the Concession Fee, then the City shall credit the amount of such overpayment 
against installments of the Concession Fee next coming due and payable hereunder until exhausted 
(provided, if this RAC Agreement has then expired or otherwise terminated, the City shall refund such 
overpayment within sixty (60) days following the City's receipt of such Annual Statement). 

(c) RAC shall furnish to the City on or before the 20th day of each calendar month of 
each RAC Agreement Year a complete statement, certified by RAC, of the amount of Gross Revenues 
during the prior calendar month and the amount of the Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee paid by RAC for 
such month (the "Monthly Statement"); provided, however, with respect to the month in which the 
Commencement Date falls, RAC may furnish such report of Gross Revenues at the time its next Monthly 
Statement is due. RAC also agrees that it will furnish to the City no later than ninety (90) days after the 
end of each RAC Agreement Year, or partial RAC Agreement Year, as the case may be, and within 
ninety (90) days after the expiration or termination of this RAC Agreement, a complete statement of 
Gross Revenues certified by an independent certified public accountant hired by RAC, showing in all 
reasonable detail the amount of Gross Revenues for the preceding RAC Agreement Year, or partial RAC 
Agreement Year, as the case may be (the "Annual Statement"). Said Annual Statement shall include a 
breakdown of Gross Revenues on a month by month basis and an opinion of an independent certified 
public accountant which shall include the following language, or language of similar purport: 

"We, a firm of independent certified public accountants, have examined 
the accompanying statement reported to the City of Chicago by [name ofRAC], 
for the year ended relating to its operations at Chicago O'Hare 
International Airport pursuant to the Consolidated Rental Car Facility RAC 
Agreement dated between the City of Chicago and [OPEN ITEM: Insert Name 
of Rental Car Company). Our examination was made in accordance with 
generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, includes such tests of the 
accounting records and such other procedures as we considered necessary in the 
circumstances. In our opinion, the accompanying statement showing Gross 
Revenues of $ dollars presents accurately and fairly the amount of 
Gross Revenues, as defined in the RAC Agreement, for the year ended 

" 

All such Monthly Statements and Annual Statements shall be prepared on a. form approved by the 
City and shall, among other things, provide a breakdown of the Gross Revenues by category of 
merchandise or type of service rendered and an analysis of all Concession Fee due and payable to the City 
with respect to the period in question. Such Monthly Statements and Annual Statements shall also be 
required from any and all sublicensees and other persons doing business in RAC's portion of the CRCF 
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from time to time, if any. In the event RAC shall fail to timely furnish to the City any Monthly 
Statements and/or Annual Statements required under this RAC Agreement, or if the independent certified 
public accountant's opinion is qualified or conditioned in any manner, the City shall have the right (but 
shall not be obligated) without notice, to conduct an audit of RAC's books and records and to prepare 
such Monthly Statements and/or Annual Statements at RAC's expense. Moreover, in the event RAC fails 
to timely furnish any such Monthly Statements and/or Annual Statements or fails to make available its 
books and records, the City shall have the right to estimate the Gross Revenues. 

(d) RAC shall prepare and maintain at an office in Chicago, Illinois (except as 
otherwise provided below) full, complete, and proper books, records, and accounts in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles, of the Gross Revenues, both for cash and on credit, made at the 
Airport (segregated from other locations), and of the operations of any sub-licensee, and shall require and 
cause all such parties to prepare and keep books, source documents, records, and accounts sufficient to 
substantiate those kept by RAC. 

(i) The books and source documents to be kept by RAC shall include, 
without limitation, true copies of all Federal and State tax returns and reports (but only if 
requested by the City), as well as local tax returns and reports of the City of Chicago and any 
other local governmental entity or agency with jurisdiction and/or taxing authority over the 
Airport and/or the CRCF, as applicable (provided, such returns and reports shall only be required 
if deemed necessary by the City's auditor(s) from time to time and, if so required, the City agrees 
not to make or retain any copies of such returns and reports and to otherwise maintain the 
confidentiality of such returns and reports to the extent not prohibited by applicable law, and 
provided, further, that if RAC does not customarily prepare and maintain separate tax returns 
solely in connection with RAC's operations at the Airport, RAC shall not be required to so 
prepare such separate tax returns solely in connection herewith, but shall instead be permitted to 
submit RAC's customary consolidated tax returns hereunder), copies of rental agreements, and 
daily receipts from all transactions conducted at the Airport by RAC, detailed original records of 
any exclusions or deductions from Gross Revenues, sales tax records, and such other records, if 
any, which would normally be examined by an independent accountant pursuant to accepted 
auditing standards in performing an audit of RAC's revenues. RAC shall, or shall cause each sub
licensee to, record at the time of each transaction, all receipts from such sale or other transaction, 
whether for cash, credit, or otherwise. RAC shall cause to be installed at the Airport, and shall at 
all times use, such cash registers, invoicing machines, sales slips, and other accounting equipment 
and devices and forms as are reasonably necessary to record properly, accurately, and completely 
all transactions involving Gross Revenues. Said books, records, and accounts, including any 
sales tax reports that RAC or any sub-licensee may be required to furnish to any government or 
governmental agency, shall be retained and at all reasonable times be open to the inspection 
(including the making of copies or extracts) of the City, the City'S auditor or other authorized 
representative or agent for a period of at least three (3) years after the expiration of each RAC 
Agreement Year. 

(ii) The acceptance by the City of payments of Concession Fee shall be 
without prejudice to the City's right to an examination of the RAC's and books and records of 
Gross Revenues within the 3-year period specified above in order to verify the amount of Gross 
Revenues. 

(iii) After providing RAC at least ten (10) days' prior notice, the City may 
inspect the books and records of RAC and any sub-licensee or require RAC to furnish the City 
copies or extracts of such books and records. Further, at its option, the City may at any 
reasonable time, upon not less than ten (10) days' prior written notice to RAC, cause a complete 
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audit to be made of RAC's or any sub-licensees' entire records relating to the Airport and/or the 
CRCF for the period covered by any statement issued by RAC as above set forth. If such audit 
shall disclose that RAC's Monthly Statement and/or Annual Statement is understated to the extent 
of two percent (2%) or more, RAC shall promptly pay to the City the cost of said audit in addition 
to the deficiency (and interest thereon at the Default Rate), which deficiency shall be payable in 
any event. In addition to the foregoing, and in addition to all other remedies available to the City, 
if RAC or the City's auditor shall schedule a date for an audit of RAC's records and RAC shall 
fail to be available or otherwise fail to comply with the reasonable requirements for such audit, 
RAC shall pay all reasonable costs and expenses associated with the scheduled audit. Any 
deficiencies or overpayments hereunder shall be subject to payment or credit, as the case may be, 
in accordance with Subsection 4.5(b) hereof. 

(iv) If books, records, and accounts required to be kept by RAC are 
maintained outside Chicago, Illinois, RAC shall produce such books, records, and accounts at a 
location in Chicago, Illinois for the City'S inspection or audit when required or pay all reasonable 
costs and expense of the City and its representatives to inspect or audit books, records, and 
accounts at the location outside, Chicago, Illinois, including, without limitation, additional 
professional fees and expenses, and reasonable travel and photocopying charges. 

(e) The City may, in its sole discretion, and if RAC so requests, consent to RAC's 
transmission of its Monthly Statement (but not its Annual Statement) electronically, and to maintain its 
books and records in computerized form, provided that it is convenient and possible and that: 

(i) As to reports of Gross Revenues, (A) Monthly Statements are transmitted 
by disc or modem transmission to the City'S data center, in either case in a manner compatible 
with the City's computer system and approved in writing by the City, and (B) print copies of such 
Monthly Statements are furnished to the City within thirty (30) days after request (which request 
may be made at any time within one (1) year after the electronic reports are furnished by RAC to 
the City); and 

(ii) As to books and records, (A) RAC's computerized books and records 
provide the same level of information as the print books and records described above, are retained 
for the full record retention period provided for herein, and are made accessible for the City'S 
inspection on request, and (B) print copies of any of such books and records are made available to 
the City's agents who are engaged in inspecting RAC's books and records, as provided herein, 
promptly upon request. 

Consent by the City to either electronic transmission of Monthly Statements or computerized 
record keeping, once given, may be revoked by the City on prior written notice to RAC if RAC fails to 
comply with the foregoing requirements. 

(f) RAC shall not intentionally divert Motor Vehicle rentals to other locations to 
avoid inclusion in Gross Revenues. Intentional diversion shall include, without limitation, RAC advising, 
directing, or otherwise suggesting to a customer or prospective customer arriving at the Airport that such 
customer or prospective customer rent a Motor Vehicle at any off-Airport location, whether from RAC or 
some other rental car provider, regardless of the basis or reason for such advice, direction, or suggestion. 
All such intentionally diverted revenues shall be included in Gross Revenues. 

(g) The City agrees to deliver, without representation or warranty whatsoever, to 
RAC on a monthly or other basis statements of Gross Revenues for other licensees comprising RAC and 
operating from the CRCF to the extent such information is in the possession of the City and is available 
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for such dissemination. RAC hereby waives any right it may have to confidentiality as to its Gross 
Revenues under this RAC Agreement or any Operating Agreement. 

Section 4.6 - Concession Recovery Fee. RAC acknowledges that Concession Fee payments by 
RAC to the City under this RAC Agreement are for RAC's privilege to use the Airport facilities and 
access the Airport market and are not fees imposed by the City upon RAC's customers. The City does not 
require, but will not prohibit, a separate statement of and charge for the Concession Fee on customer 
invoices or rental agreements (such separate charge being referred to herein as the "Concession Recovery 
Fee"), provided that such Concession Recovery Fee meets all of the following conditions: (a) such 
Concession Recovery Fee is permitted by the Laws of the State of Illinois and all other applicable Laws, 
including, without limitation, Federal Trade Commission requirements, as such Laws exist as of the 
Commencement Date of this RAC Agreement, or as such Laws may hereafter be amended, as well as any 
commitment to or contractual obligation by RAC with the Attorney General of the State of Illinois or any 
group of State Attorneys General; (b) such Concession Recovery Fee shall be titled "Concession 
Recovery Fee", "Concession Recoupment Fee", or such other name as is first approved by the City in 
writing; (c) the Concession Recovery Fee must be shown on the customer rental car agreement and 
invoiced with other RAC charges (i.e. "above the tax linen); (d) the Concession Recovery Fee as stated on 
the invoice and charged to the customer shall be no more than percent ( %) 
of Gross Revenues (and specifically included in Gross Revenues for purposes of this calculation the 
Concession Recovery Fee); (e) RAC shall neither identify, treat, or refer to the Concession Recovery Fee 
as a tax or levy, nor state or imply that the City is requiring the pass-through or collection of such 
Concession Recovery Fee; and (f) RAC shall not pass through, unbundle, or list any fees (other than a 
Concession Recovery Fee, vehicle license fee payable to the City and/or the State of Illinois, and CFC) as 
a separate item on its customer invoices, except with the City'S prior written approval in each instance. 

Section 4.7 - CFC Collections. The City adopted the CFC Ordinance imposing a CFC on rental 
car customers at the Airport. The CFC Ordinance and the Bond Ordinance may be amended as needed 
and approved from time to time by the City Council of the City (provided, no such amendment shall 
increase the CFC amount to a level materially greater than the level reasonably estimated by the City to 
be necessary to fully pay for Eligible Costs hereunder from time to time). RAC's obligations with respect 
to CFCs hereunder shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, RAC's obligations for Base Rent, 
Facility Rent, the Minimum Annual Guarantee Fee, and Concession Fee, and other charges. 

(a) RAC shall be required to collect the CFC in accordance with the terms and 
provisions of the CFC Ordinance, the Bond Indenture, and this RAC Agreement. RAC shall promptly 
remit to Trustee (or, if so directed by the City in writing, to the City) the CFCs required to be charged, 
and at the times required, under the CFC Ordinance, the Bond Indenture, and this RAC Agreement, as the 
case may be (regardless of whether such amounts are actually collected), and shall provide written 
confirmation thereof to the City. A true and correct copy of the CFC Ordinance, as such CFC Ordinance 
exists as of the date hereof, is attached as Exhibit H hereto and made a part hereof. The amount of the 
CFC will be established by the Commissioner from time to time on a "per Contract Day" basis in an 
amount determined prior to the commencement of each Fiscal Year as long as any Bond is Outstanding, 
taking into account, among other things, the projected aggregate Debt Service for the current or ensuing 
RAC Agreement Year hereunder, amounts necessary to fund the other accounts provided for in the Bond 
Indenture, shortfalls in CFC revenue that may have occurred in the then-current RAC Agreement Year 
hereunder, projections of the level of demand for Motor Vehicle rental services at the Airport in .the 
ensuing RAC Agreement Year hereunder, and such other factors (including Eligible Cost determinations) 
as the City may determine in its sole discretion. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the City may make an 
unscheduled adjustment to the level of the CFC in any RAC Agreement Year hereunder in the event that 
the City determines, in its sole discretion, that there has been a material change in any of the assumptions 
utilized in the City's prior calculation of the CFC, and that such change should not (or cannot) be 
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addressed solely through withdrawals from the CFC Stabilization Fund (as defined in the Bond 
Documents) or the imposition of Facility Rent as provided herein. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with 
respect to any RAC Agreement Year in which Facility Rent payable by RAC and all other RACs is 
projected by the City in the Facility Rent Estimate to exceed $18,000,000.00 in the aggregate, the City 
shall be obligated to adjust the level of the CFC by such amount as necessary to cause Facility Rent 
payable by RAC and all other RACs to be less than, or equal to, $18,000,000.00 for such RAC 
Agreement Year; provided however, the foregoing obligation may be waived in writing by RACS whose 
Market Share Percentage for such RAC Agreement Year is greater than seventy-five percent (75%) in the 
aggregate at any time upon written notice to the City within thirty (30) days of the City's issuance of such 
projection. 

(b) On or before the twentieth (20th) day of each calendar month during the Term 
(provided, however, with respect to the month in which the Commencement Date falls, RAC may furnish 
such report at the time its next monthly report is due), and on or before the twentieth (20th) day of the 
calendar month immediately following the expiration or other termination of this RAC Agreement; RAC 
shall submit to the City, in form and substance approved by and acceptable to the Commis~ioner from 
time to time, a written report (the "CFC Report") specifying for the prior calendar month (i) the total 
number of Contracts entered into by RAC with Airport Customers, (ii) the total number of Contract Days 
thereunder, and (iii) and the total amount of CFCs payable by RAC in connection with such Contracts. 
RAC shall remit to Trustee (or, if so directed by the City in writing, to the City) concurrently with such 
CFC Report the total amount of CFCs due and payable for such calendar month. Any such CFCs which 
are not paid on such date shall bear interest at the Default Rate from the date due until paid. In the event 
RAC shall fail to timely furnish to the City any CFC Report required under this Section 4.7, the City shall 
have the right (but shall not be obligated) without notice, to conduct an audit of RAC's books and records 
(which books and records shall be prepared and maintained in accordance with, and shall include all of 
the information required under, Subsections 4.5(c) and 4.5(d) hereof) and to prepare such reports at 
RAC's expense. Moreover, in the event that RAC fails to timely furnish any such CFC Report or fails to 
make available its books and records, the City shall have the right to estimate the CFCs due and payable 
hereunder. The City shall furnish to RAC from time to time on a monthly basis a report showing, in the 
aggregate, the total number of Contract Days and the total amount of CFCs payable in connection with 
such Contract Days hereunder. 

(c) The audit rights set forth in Subsection 4.5(d) of this RAC Agreement shall apply 
and shall be available to the City with respect to the CFCs and collections thereof hereunder; provided, (i) 
if any such audit with respect to CFCs shall disclose that RAC's CFC Report(s) understated CFC 
collections to the extent of two percent (2%) or more, RAC shall promptly pay to the City the cost of said 
audit in addition to the deficiency (together with interest on such deficiency at the Default Rate from the 
date due until paid), which deficiency shall be payable in any event, or (ii) if any such audit with respect 
to CFCs and collections thereof shall disclose that RAC's CFC report(s) understated CFC collections by 
less than two percent (2%), RAC shall promptly pay to the City one-half (V:z) the cost of said audit in 
addition to the deficiency (together with interest on such deficiency at the Default Rate from the date due 
until paid), which deficiency shall be payable in any event. If the City requires or performs more than 
one (l) audit during any RAC Agreement Year during the Term hereof, the cost of any audit during such 
RAC Agreement Year following the initial audit for such RAC Agreement Year shall be paid by the City 
(except to the extent that the initial or prior audit for such RAC Agreement Year revealed a deficiency of 
two percent (2%) or more, in which case the aforementioned provisions shall apply). 

(d) The Commissioner is authorized to mandate the manner in which RAC identifies 
the CFC on Contracts from time to time, and RAC shall so identify the CFC within thirty (30) days 
following notification thereof from the Commissioner. RAC shall charge each Airport Customer the total 
amount of the CFC due under the Airport Customer's Contract at the time the final number of Contract 
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Days is detennined thereunder, and shall remit such total amount of CFCs to Trustee (or, if so directed by 
the City in writing, to the City), pursuant to the terms and provisions of this RAC Agreement (and any 
failure of RAC to so charge or collect such CFCs shall not relieve RAC for its responsibility to remit the 
full amount of such CFCs to Trustee (or, if so directed by the City in writing, to the City) hereunder). 

(e) RAC shall not intentionally divert Motor Vehicle rentals to other locations to 
avoid the imposition or collection of CFCs. Intentional diversion shall include, without limitation, RAC 
advising, directing, or otherwise suggesting to a customer or prospective customer arriving at the Airport 
that such customer or prospective customer rent a Motor Vehicle at any off-Airport location, whether 
from RAC or some other rental car provider, regardless of the basis or reason for such advice, direction, 
or suggestion. All CFCs which would otherwise have been imposed upon and collected from such 
intentionally diverted rentals may, at the option of the City, be charged to and due and payable by RAC as 
additional CFCs hereunder. 

(f) RAC covenants and agrees that RAC will not be entitled to any rights to offset or 
other reduction in the requirements herein and shall be required to remit to Trustee (or, if so directed by 
the City in writing, to the City) all CFCs imposed and payable regardless of any amounts that may be 
owed or due to RAC by the City. Any and all CFCs collected by RAC prior to remittance to Trustee or 
the City, as the case may be, shall be subject at all times to a first lien for the repayment of the Bonds and 
the TIFIA Loan. In no event shall RAC grant to any third party (other than the City) any liens or 
encumbrances on CFCs, and any and all liens or encumbrances on CFCs so granted by RAC to any third 
party, or otherwise purported to be obtained by any third party, shall be null, void, and of no force or 
effect. In no event shall any CFCs collected by RAC constitute, or be deemed to constitute, income, 
revenue, or any other asset of RAC, it being acknowledged, understood, and agreed that (i) RAC shall 
have no legal or equitable ownership or property interest in or to the CFCs, and (ii) RAC has waived, and 
hereby waives, any and all claims to a possessory or legal or equitable ownership interest in or to the 
CFCs. Prior to remittance to Trustee or the City, as the case may be, CFCs shall be held by RAC as funds 
in trust for the benefit of Trustee and the City, as the case may be, and Trustee and the City, as the case 
may be, shall have full and complete possessory and legal and equitable ownership rights in and to the 
CFCs. RAC shall not be entitled to any compensation for collection and remittance of the CFCs, but 
RAC may retain any interest earned on the CFCs between the time of collection and remittance to Trustee 
(or, ifso directed by the City in writing, to the City). 

Section 4.8 - Airport Commercial Charges. In addition to the Rent and any other charges 
provided elsewhere in this RAC Agreement, RAC agrees to pay, or to cause its contractors, operators, 
and/or agents to pay, all commercial and other charges incurred by RAC in the use of the Airport or its 
facilities and at the rates prescribed therefor by the City, including, without limitation, any and all 
applicable driveway, curb cut, license, and similar fees and charges; provided, such rates and charges 
shall be uniformly applied by the City on other similarly situated parties operating at the Airport from 
time to time. 

Section 4.9 - Personal Property Taxes. RAC shall pay all taxes, assessments, license fees, 
license taxes, business license fees, commercial rental taxes, levies, charges, improvement bonds, taxes, 
water and sewer rents and charges, utilities and communications taxes and charges, and similar or 
dissimilar impositions imposed by any authority having the direct power to tax, including any city, 
county, state, or federal government, or any school, agricultural, lighting, drainage, or other improvement 
or special assessment district thereof, or any other governmental charge, general and special, ordinary and 
extraordinary, foreseen and unforeseen, which may be assessed against any legal or equitable interest of 
RAC in or to, or otherwise relating to, RAC's leasehold interest hereunder, or against the trade fixtures, 
equipment, installations, improvements, inventory, and personal property of RAC from time to time on or 
before the same shall become delinquent, and the City shall have no liability or responsibility in 
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connection therewith. RAC may in good faith and with due diligence contest the amount or validity of 
Impositions by appropriate legal proceedings, so long as such Impositions are paid when due and there is 
no risk of sale or forfeiture of the Premises or any improvements thereon or any interest therein to satisfy 
such Imposition. RAC shall furnish the City, within ten (10) days after the date when any Imposition 
would become delinquent, receipts of the appropriate taxing or other authority, or other evidence 
reasonably satisfactory to the City, evidencing the payment of the Impositions. 

Section 4.10 - Utilities. As part of the CRCF Project to be constructed hereunder by or at the 
direction of the City, the City shall cause utility lines and connections to be broUght to the Premises. 
RAC shall thereafter be responsible for connecting, at its sole cost and expense, the Premises to the 
available utility lines and connections and to obtain from the applicable utility service providers utilities 
for all required services; provided, however, RAC may not enter into any agreement with any other 
municipality or local government to provide utility services without notice to, and approval by, the City 
of the conditions for furnishing such utility service. RAC shall promptly pay for all utility services 
directly to the appropriate utility companies. The City has no responsibility to furnish RAC with any 
utilities and makes no representations or warranties as to the availability of utilities, except as expressly 
provided to the contrary herein. The City shall, however, supply water, gas, electricity, and sewer service 
to the common areas of the CRCF (subject to inclusion of the costs thereof as part of Operating Expenses 
hereunder). The City does not warrant that any utility services will be free from interruptions caused by 
war, insurrection, civil commotion, riots, acts of God, Government action, repairs, renewals, 
improvements, alterations, strikes, lockouts, picketing, whether legal or illegal, accidents, inability to 
obtain fuel or supplies, or any other causes. Any such interruption of utility service shall never be 
deemed an eviction or disturbance of RAC's use and possession of the Premises or any part thereof, or 
render the City liable to RAC for damages, or relieve RAC from the performance of RAC's obligations 
under this RAC Agreement. 

Section 4.11 - Other Charges. RAC covenants and agrees that the Rent specified in this 
Article 4 shall be absolutely net to the City, except as expressly provided in this RAC Agreement, to the 
end that this RAC Agreement shall yield net to the City the entire Rent, and so that all costs,Jees, interest, 
charges, maintenance and operating expenses, utility charges, water rates, electricity charges, gas charges, 
and Impositions (as hereinafter defined) levied, assessed upon, or related to the Premises, or any part 
thereof, or the use or occupancy thereof, or upon any buildings or improvements at any time situated 
thereon, or levied or assessed upon the leasehold interest created hereby, during the Term, shall be 
deemed additional rent due and payable by RAC hereunder. Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is 
specifically understood and agreed that there shall be no "double counting" of any obligations of RAC as 
described in this Section 4.11. 

Section 4.12 - Interest on Overdue Amounts. Rent and any additional rent or other charges not 
paid when due shall bear interest at the Default Rate from the due date until paid; provided, however, that 
interest on overdue Taxes or insurance premiums or other additional rent not payable to the City shall not 
accrue unless and until the City has expended such amounts following RAC's failure to pay them. 

Section 4.13 - Reimbursement of Eligible Costs. 

(a) Subject to the terms and provisions hereof, Eligible Costs incurred by RAC will be 
reimbursed by the City upon submission of properly completed invoices from RAe. RAC shall submit 
invoices in a format acceptable to the Commissioner. The City retains the right to reject payment of any 
invoice, or portion thereof, that contains unauthorized, improper, or insufficiently documented costs 
and/or charges, including costs and/or charges that require prior written approval from the Commissioner 
in order to be deemed Eligible Costs where such approval was not first obtained. The City will process 
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invoices within thirty (30) days after receipt thereof, and will also instruct such parties as may be 
necessary to remit payment to RAC within sixty (60) days after receipt of a properly completed invoice. 

(b) To the extent that Eligible Costs include reimbursement for travel expenses incurred by 
RAC or its Contractors with respect to the CRCF, such reimbursement will be limited to those amounts 
established in the then-current "City of Chicago Travel Guidelines". 

Section 4.14 - Liability for Facility Rent. In the event that RAC defaults under this RAC 
Agreement, or in the event that any other RAC defaults under its respective RAC Agreement during the 
Term of this RAC Agreement, by failing to pay the full aggregate amount of Facility Rent due hereunder 
or thereunder, then RAC and/or the remaining RACs shall be and remain liable, on a proportional basis 
based upon the pro-rata share of the rentable square footage allocated to RAC and/or each of the 
remaining, non-defaulting RACs in the CRCF, for any and all Facility Rent payable by the defaulting 
RAC(s) under its (or their) respective RAC Agreement(s). The payment of such Facility Rent by RAC 
and the remaining RACs shall not relieve the defaulting RAC and/or RAC, as the case may be, of any of 
its obligations to the City, whether arising under this RAC Agreement or such other RAC Agreement, as 
the case may be, and in the event that the City thereafter actually receives all or any portion of such 
unpaid Facility Rent from the defaulting RAC and/or RAC, as the case may be, which RAC and/or any 
remaining RACs have theretofore paid to the City hereunder, the City shall, as soon as reasonably 
practicable thereafter, provide RAC with a credit against RAC's obligations for Base Rent (but 
specifically excluding Facility Rent) next coming due and payable hereunder in an amount equal to such 
portion of the unpaid Facility Rent so received by the City hereunder to the extent paid by RAC In 
addition, upon payment by RAC and/or the remaining RACs of all such unpaid Facility Rent pursuant to 
the foregoing, any counter space, back office space, ready/return parking spaces, Motor Vehicle storage 
spaces, QT A space and vehicle staging lanes in the CRCF then allocated to the defaulting RAC shall be 
relocated to RAC and/or each of the remaining, non-defaulting RACs in the CRCF, on a proportional 
basis based upon the pro-rata share of the then rentable square footage allocated to RAC and/or such 
remaining, non-defaulting RACs in the CRCF, and otherwise generally in accordance with the manner of 
reallocation contemplated in Sections 2.15 and 2.16 above and as the City sees fit. The Operating 
Agreement shall expressly provide for and authorize the proportional liability and the other obligations set 
forth hereunder. 

Section 4.15 - Representation Regarding Pro Formas. The City represents that that certain 
Cash Flow Pro Forma included in that certain May 10, 2013 Addendum # 5 to the Request For Proposals 
for Rental Car Concessions for the Future Joint Use Rental Car and Public Parking Facility at Chicago 
O'Hare International Airp0l1 (the "RFP"), and identified as "Attachment 3 RAC Plan of Finance Pa11 I 
and 2," and related documents, together with the sensitivity analyses prepared for the United State 
Department of Trans po ration ("USDoT"), and included in the May 21, 2013 Addendum #7 (collectively, 
the "Pro Formas") (i) are true and accurate copies of various analyses provided to USDoT in connection 
with the City's application for the TlFIA Loan; (ii) are not based upon and do not include any information 
known as of May 21, 2013 to be misleading in any respect and do not fail to take into account information 
known to be material as of May 21, 2013; (iii) are based on passenger and CFC projections prepared by 
the City'S independent airport consultant which will be the basis for the feasibility study issued by them in 
connection with the issuance of the Bonds; and (iv) assuming that the various assumptions (including, 
without limitation, assumptions as to debt service costs, Operating Expenses and Impositions, and CFC 
revenues) underlying the City'S plan of finance as set forth in Attachment 3 RAC Plan of Finance part 1 
and 2 are realized, the City reasonably believes that the results set forth in such plan of finance are 
attainable. The parties understand and agree that the RACs are relying upon the Pro Formas and the 
representations made in this paragraph in connection with the City's RFP. Further, the parties understand 
and agree that any projection and assumption, including but not limited to those projections and 
assumptions contained in the Pro Formas, are subject to uncertainties, including, without limitation, the 
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possibility that some of the assumptions used to develop the projections will not be realized and that 
unanticipated events and circumstances will occur. 

Section 4.16 - Representation Regarding Project Funding Sources. The City represents that a 
portion of the total cost of the Project (as defined in Subsection 15.28(c), will be funded from sources 
other than the Bonds, the TIFIA Loan and CFCs on a pay go basis, such portion being an amount of no 
less than One Hundred Sixty Million Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars ($160,700,000.00). 

ARTICLES 
CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR 

Section 5.1 - CRCF Project. 

(a) The City shall, with reasonable diligence and at its own cost and expense (except 
as expressly provided to the contrary herein and subject to the City's receipt of funds attributable to the 
Bonds), and as soon as reasonably practicable following the Effective Date, commence the construction 
upon the Joint Use Facility Property of the CRCF Project, which CRCF Project shall be more specifically 
described and depicted in, and shall be constructed by the City in substantial accordance with, those 
certain plans and specifications as are more specifically described and referenced on Exhibit C attached 
hereto and made a part hereof (the "CRCF Plans"). The CRCF Project shall include, if applicable and to 
the extent reflected on the CRCF Plans, (i) any and all USTs to be installed as part of the initial 
construction of the CRCF, and title to such USTs shall immediately pass to RAC upon Substantial 
Completion thereof, subject to Section 3.3 hereof, and (ii) any and all on-site and off-site preparation and 
improvements necessary or desirable in connection with the CRCF Project, including, without limitation, 
earthwork, roadwork, off-site transportation-related improvements, wetland mitigation, the extension of 
utilities, storm water drainage, and water retention or detention for the CRCF Property. The City shall 
thereafter diligently pursue completion of the CRCF Project, subject to Force Majeure Delays and delays 
attributable to the acts or omissions of RAe. The City shall not be liable for any delays in the completion 
of the CRCF Project. 

(b) The City does not warrant the accuracy of any of the information provided by 
third parties as part of the CRCF Plans or the CRCF Project and shall have no liability arising out of any 
inaccurate information provided by third parties as part thereof; provided, to the extent that the City has 
actual knowledge of any such inaccurate infonnation, the City shall so advise RAC and such third parties 
and shall direct such third parties to correct such inaccurate information. The City's approval of the 
CRCF Plans andlor the City's construction of the CRCF Project shall not impose upon the City or its 
officials, officers, employees, or agents any liability or obligation with respect to the design or 
construction of the CRCF Project, or the compliance of the CRCF Project with any applicable Laws; 
provided: (i) except to the extent arising from any acts or omissions of RAC, any RAC, or any of their 
respective members, officers, employees, agents, contractors, or representatives, and subject to the 
availability of adequate CFC Collections therefor, the City shall be responsible for correcting any latent 
defects in, or any non-compliance with applicable Laws resulting from, the initial design or construction 
of the foundation, roof, structural components, or exterior walls of the CRCF for a period equal to the 
greater of (A) one (1) year following CRCF Substantial Completion, or (B) the period of any third party 
warranty applicable to such portion of the CRCF; (ii) with respect to any other matters, the City shall 
reasonably cooperate with RAC (at no cost or expense to the City) with respect to any action, claim, or 
proceeding RAC may elect to bring against the architect, engineer, general contractor(s), or any 
subcontractor(s) in connection with the design or construction of the CRCF Project, or any portion 
thereof; (iii) subject to the City's obligations under clause (i) above, the City shall, upon the written 
request of RAC andlor any of the other RACs then operating at the CRCF, assign to RAC andlor any of 
the other RACs then operating at the CRCF, or otherwise make available to RAC andlor any of the other 
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RACs then operating at the CRCF, the benefit of any and all warranties and guarantees received by the 
City, together with other rights and remedies of the City, if any, in connection with the design and 
construction of the CRCF Project, or the applicable portions thereof (including, without limitation, any 
rights of the City against all designers, contractors, subcontractors, vendors and suppliers, together with 
their respective insurance carriers and bonding agents), it being understood and. agreed that, with respect 
to claims involving more than only RAC hereunder, RAC and the other RACs then operating at the 
CRCF shall reasonably coordinate and cooperate with respect to such claims and any related enforcement 
actions; and (iv) upon the written request of RAC, but subject to the City's obligations under clause (i) 
above, the City shall commence and pursue on behalf of RAC (and at RAC's sole cost and expense) any 
action, claim, or proceeding reasonably necessary to enforce the rights of RAC and/or the City hereunder 
as against the architect, engineer, general contractor(s), or any subcontractor(s) in connection with the 
design or construction of the CRCF Project, or any warranties, guarantees, or other claims relating 
thereto. Without limitation of the City's obligations under clause (i) above, but subject to the provisions 
thereof, the City shall be responsible for correcting, or causing to be corrected, any latent defects to the 
extent attributable to the initial design or construction of the CRCF Project for a period equal to the 
greater of (A) one (1) year following CRCF Substantial Completion, or (B) the period of any third party 
warranty applicable to the CRCF, and the City shall either correct, or cause to be corrected, such latent 
defects as aforesaid or shall assign to RAC and/or any of the other RACs then operating at the CRCF, or 
otherwise make available to RAC and/or any of the other RACs then operating at the CRCF, the benefit 
of, any and all warranties and guarantees received by the City, together with other rights and remedies of 
the City, if any, in connection with any such latent defects in the initial design or construction of the 
CRCF Project, or the applicable portions thereof (including, without limitation, any rights of the City 
against all designers, contractors, subcontractors, vendors and suppliers, together with their respective 
insurance carriers and bonding agents), in which event RAC and/or any of the other RACs, as the case 
may be, will responsible for such correction, it being understood and agreed that, with respect to claims 
involving more than only RAC hereunder, RAC and the other RACs then operating at the CRCF shall 
reasonably coordinate and cooperate with respect to such claims and any related enforcement actions. 

(c) The City shall (i) authorize RAC to access the CRCF for the purpose of 
commencing construction of their respective RAC Improvements therein at such time as the CRCF 
Project is sufficiently completed such that RAC is reasonably able to so commence construction of its 
respective RAC Improvements hereunder (such date being referred to herein as the "RAC Access Daten), 
(ii) endeavor to notify RAC in writing at least sixty (60) days prior to the RAC Access Date, and 
(iii) notify RAC in writing promptly upon CRCF Substantial Completion. For purposes of the CRCF 
Project, "CRCF Substantial Completion" shall be deemed to occur at such time as the CRCF Project 
has been sufficiently completed, other than minor punch list items or items which will not materially and 
adversely affect the use or occupancy of the CRCF, such that RAC is reasonably and lawfully able to take 
possession of the Premises. Within ten (l0) business days after the City notifies RAC in writing that 
CRCF Substantial Completion has occurred, the City and RAC shall conduct a joint inspection of the 
Premises and shall agree upon a written list of the "Punch List" items identifYing touch-up work, minor 
repairs, and incomplete items necessary to complete the Premises in substantial accordance with the 
CRCF Plans. As soon thereafter as reasonably practicable, the City shall promptly commence work on 
the "Punch List" items and shall diligently pursue such work to completion, subject to Force Majeure 
Delay and delays attributable to RAC, any of the other RACs, or any of their respective officers, agents, 
employees, agents, contractors, guests, invitees, or licensees. In the event that RAC fails to participate in 
a joint inspection of the Premises within the aforementioned IO-business day period,RAC shall be 
deemed to have accepted the CRCF Project as completed in accordance with the CRCF Plans. In 
addition, promptly following the date on which the City notifies RAC in writing that CRCF Substantial 
Completion has occurred, the City and RAC shall execute the Confirmation in substantially the form 
attached as Exhibit J hereto and made a part hereof. 
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(d) Except for the CRCF Project as specified herein, the City shall not be required to 
perfonn any work or construct any improvements, furnish any services or facilities, perfonn any 
maintenance, or make any repairs or alterations or environmental remediation or clean-up in or to the 
Premises throughout the Tenn hereof. 

(e) EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED TO THE CONTRARY IN THIS 
SECTION 5 OR IN SECTION 2.6 OF THIS RAC AGREEMENT, AND SUBJECT TO THE CITY'S 
OBLIGATION TO CONSTRUCT THE CRCF PROJECT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CRCF 
PLANS, THE CITY MAKES NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE 
CONDITION OF THE PREMISES OR THAT THE PREMISES SHALL BE SUITABLE FOR RAC'S 
PURPOSES OR NEEDS. 

Section 5.2 - Americans With Disabilities Act. RAC shall cause any RAC Improvements 
constructed by or at the direction of RAC to comply with Title III of the provisions of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, as hereafter amended from time to time, and regulations promulgated 
thereunder, whether or not such obligation is also imposed upon the owner of the Premises, and the other 
provisions of Subsection 6.l{g) of this RAC Agreement. Such modifications and improvements shall be 
made pursuant to the provisions of Section 5.3 hereof. 

Section 5.3 - Construction of RAC Improvements. RAC covenants and agrees and it is an 
express condition of this RAC Agreement that RAC shall, with due diligence and at RAC's sole cost and 
expense (except as expressly provided to the contrary herein, including, without limitation, the inclusion 
of the costs thereof as part of Eligible Costs to the extent pennitted hereunder, and except for such cost 
allocations by and among the RACs as may be agreed to by such parties), commence the construction 
within the Premises of the improvements described herein (collectively, the "RAC Improvements"), all 
in accordance with this Section 5.3, Section 5.7 hereof, and other tenns and provisions of this RAC 
Agreement. The RAC Improvements shall consist of, without limitation, (i) kiosks, interior traffic control 
devices, security systems, RAC communications and display devices, (ii) interior proprietary signage, 
office furniture, communications systems, and other equipment in the customer service center portion of 
the Premises, (iii) interior proprietary signage and office furniture at the QT A, and (iv) proprietary 
identification of parking spaces within the overflow parking lot, and are more specifically described and 
delineated in the CRCF Plans. 

(a) RAC may not commence construction of the RAC Improvements in the Premises 
without the City's prior written approval of the plans and specifications relating thereto (the "RAC 
Improvement Plans"), which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed, and 
receipt of all necessary City, County, and other governmental approvals, licenses, and pennits in 
connection therewith. 

(b) Following approval of its RAC Improvement Plans hereunder, and subject to 
compliance with the other tenns and provisions hereof, RAC shall notify the City in advance of the date 
RAC will commence construction of its RAC Improvements in the Premises and its proposed 
construction schedule with respect thereto. 

(c) Prior to commencement of construction (and to the extent required), RAC will 
procure the approval of the final RAC Improvement Plans by any and all federal, state, municipal, and 
other governmental authorities, offices, and departments having jurisdiction in the Premises, including, 
without limitation, the District Airport Engineer of the FAA. The City will cooperate with RAC in 
procuring such approval, provided that the City shall have given its prior approval to such final RAC 
Improvement Plans. 
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(d) Neither the approval by the City of the RAC Improvement Plans, nor any other 
action taken by the City with respect thereto under the provisions of this RAC Agreement, shall constitute 
an opinion or representation by the City as to the sufficiency of said RAC Improvement Plans, or such 
design standards as the City shall have in effect from time to time, compliance with any Laws, or ability 
of RAC to receive any permits from any department or agency of the City or other jurisdictions, nor 
impose any present or future liability or responsibility upon the City. Approval shall not constitute 
approval of the City or its departments or agencies for any construction, extension, or renovation of any 
public utilities or public ways which may be necessary to service the Premises. In any case where more 
than one standard, code, regulation, or requirement applies to construction or the RAC Improvement 
Plans, the strictest shall control. 

(e) Prior to the execution of any contracts for construction, engineering, or 
architectural services, RAC shall furnish to the City the names of the person or entity whom RAC desires 
to employ and the proposed form of contract. The City shall have the right to approve the architect, 
engineer, and contractor, including any proposed contract for their services, which approval shall not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed. Such architect, engineer, and contractor shall be licensed in the 
discipline being contracted for, experienced in design and construction of improvements comparable to 
those for which its services are being required by RAC, and airport-related work, not be listed on any 
local, state, or federal non-responsible bidders' list, and not be debarred under any state or federal statute, 
regulation, or proceeding. In addition, all such contracts shall include the matters required by Section 6.3 
hereof and other provisions of this RAC Agreement and shall include such other terms as may be 
reasonably requested by the City regarding construction practices at the Airport. Upon their execution, 
and prior to commencement of construction, RAC shall deliver to the City copies of its contracts with the 
design architect and engineer and the general contractor. RAC shall simultaneously deliver to the City 
collateral assignments of said contracts, together with instruments executed by the architect, engineer, and 
by the general contractor under which each consents to the aforesaid assignment and agrees to continue to 
supply the same services to the City or the City'S designee provided by their respective contracts with 
RAC, in the event that (i) RAC fails to comply with any such requirements, and (ii) the City gives the 
architect, engineer, or the general contractor, or any of them, written notice within sixty (60) days after 
the occurrence of such failure, and (iii) at the time of the City'S notice of such failure, the City or the 
City's designee demands continuance of such services on the same terms contained in the respective 
contracts and expressly agrees to assume and be bound by such respective contracts; provided that the 
City shall not be liable for or obligated to cure prior defaults of RAe. 

(f) RAC shall also deliver to and for the benefit of the City, no later than thirty (30) 
days prior to commencement of construction of RAC Improvements', dual performance and payment 
bonds from an issuer of adequate financial strength and otherwise reasonably acceptable to the City. 
Performance and payment bond or bonds are required by the City and shall comply with the provisions of 
30 ILCS 55011 et seq., as amended, and of Chapter 2, Section 2-92-030 of the Code. The surety bond or 
sureties issuing the bond must be acceptable to the City Comptroller and must be in the form provided by 
the City for an amount of not less than one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the estimated construction 
costs of such RAC Improvements. The surety for the bond shall be on the U.S. Treasury list of acceptable 
sureties with underwriting capacity equal or better than the contract value and have a Best's Key Rating 
Guide of "B+", Class "XI" or greater, or the equivalent. The bond shall name the City as co-obligee. 

(g) At least thirty (30) days prior to the commencement of any construction on the 
Premises, RAC shall deliver to the City a detailed budget for such RAC Improvements itemizing all 
estimated costs of construction, and indicating all sources (including loans and equity) of funds to pay the 
aforesaid construction costs, and demonstrate to the reasonable satisfaction of the City that it has 
sufficient funds to complete the construction of any and all improvements to be constructed, and that said 
funds will be disbursed in a manner so as to provide reasonable assurances against the foreclosure of any 
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mechanic or materialman's lien against the Premises or RAC's leasehold estate. If RAC finances 
construction with a loan, no provision of any loan instruments or documents may conflict with the terms 
of this RAC Agreement or require the City to amend this RAC Agreement. 

(h) Once commenced, RAC shall diligently prosecute construction, and RAC shall 
substantially complete the RAC Improvements within the time required by this RAC Agreement. For 
purposes of the RAC Improvements, "RAC Improvement Substantial Completion" shall mean the 
completion, in accordance with the RAC Improvement Plans and applicable Laws, of all RAC 
Improvements, other than minor punch list items, and shall include issuance of a certificate of substantial 
completion by the architect and engineer in a customary form reasonably required by the City. If any 
work does not comply with the provisions of this RAC Agreement, the City may, by notice to RAC 
require that RAC stop the work and take steps necessary to cause corrections to be made. 

(i) RAC shall pay all costs of the construction incurred by RAC when due, and shall 
require all contractors to deliver sworn statements of persons furnishing materials and labor before any 
payment is made and waivers of lien for all work for which payment is made, in order to prevent 
attachment of mechanic's liens or other liens by reason of work, labor, services, or materials furnished 
with respect to the Premises. 

G) During the course of construction, RAC, at its sole expense, will carry or cause to 
be carried, the insurance required to be carried pursuant to Article 7. 

(k) During the course of the construction, the City, and its architects, engineers, 
agents, and employees on behalf of the Department of Aviation with responsibilities relating to the 
Premises may enter upon and inspect the Premises for the purpose of verifying that the RAC 
Improvements are proceeding in accordance with the requirements of the RAC Agreement. With respect 
to any such entry and inspection on behalf of the Department of Aviation, persons requiring entry shall 
present proper identification to RAe. No right of review or inspection shall make the City responsible for 
work not completed in accordance with the Plans or applicable Laws. RAC shall keep at the Premises all 
RAC Improvement Plans, shop drawings, and specifications relating to such construction, which the City 
may examine at all reasonable times and, if required by the City, RAC shall also furnish the City with 
copies thereof. 

(1) Without limiting any other requirements of the FAA, the City shall install such 
general obstruction or warning lights on the exterior of the Premises (collectively, the "Exterior Lights") 
as may then be required to conform to FAA standards or to conform to standards prescribed by the City 
and any other governmental agency having jurisdiction over the Premises as of the date of CRCF 
Substantial Completion. The City shall thereafter be responsible for maintaining, operating, repairing, 
and replacing any such Exterior Lights during the Term hereof, and shall be further responsible for 
installing any additional or replacement obstruction or warning lights on the exterior of the Premises as 
may thereafter be required to confonn to FAA standards or to conform to standards prescribed by the City 
and any other governmental agency having jurisdiction over the Premises which are first enacted or which 
first become effective after the date of CRCF Substantial Completion, except to the extent that any of the 
same would constitute a capital repair or replacement pursuant to Subsection 5.4(b) hereof, and subject in 
each case to inclusion of the costs thereof as part of Operating Expenses hereunder from time to time. 

(m) Any work performed at the direction of RAC or any RAC, even though 
perfonned by Contractors, shall be the responsibility of RAC or the RAC directing such work. During 
any construction by RAC or any other RAC, RAC or such other RAC, as the case may be, shall be solely 
responsible for the support, maintenance, safety, and protection of the facilities of the City resulting from 
such construction activities, and for the safety and protection of all persons or employees and of all 
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property therein. All work shall be performed in accordance with (and all RAC Improvements, when 
completed, shall comply with) the RAC Improvement Plans and other documents submitted to and 
approved by the City, with such design standards as the City shall have in effect from time to time, 
Airport and construction conditions in effect at the time of construction, and any other applicable federal, 
state, or local Laws, and with the project requirements set forth in Article 6 and Article 8 hereof. RAC 
shall also comply with the additional legal requirements set forth in Exhibit D attached hereto. In the case 
of any conflict between the terms of Exhibit D attached hereto and the terms of this Section 5.3, the 
stricter provisions shall control. Once work is completed, RAC shall furnish "as built" plans and 
specifications to the City. 

Section 5.4 - Maintenance and Repair. 

(a) RAC shall, at all times during the Term hereof, at its sole cost and expense, 
operate and keep the interior and the exterior of the Premises (and, together with the RAC Consortium, 
the QTA) in good condition and repair, in a safe, secure, clean and sanitary condition, and in full 
compliance with any and all applicable Laws and such rules, regulations and standards as the City shall 
maintain in effect from time to time, including, without limitation, the City's O&M Standards attached as 
Exhibit K hereto and made a part hereof. RAC shall be responsible for all maintenance, repair and 
replacements of and to the Premises of any kind or nature whatsoever (except to the extent that the same 
are the express responsibility of the City as provided in Subsection 5.4(b) below). RAC's obligations 
shall include, without limitation, the following: (i) maintaining the Premises and making all repairs to all 
equipment thereon (other than items which are the express responsibility of the City under Subsection 
5.4(b) below), including, without limitation, all engines, boilers, machinery, pipes, ducts, conduits, 
plumbing, heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems and installations, wiring, gas, steam and 
electrical fittings, USTs, and all other equipment of every nature whatsoever; (ii) maintaining, replacing, 
and repairing the interior portions of the Premises, including all fixtures, appurtenances, plate glass, 
windows, window glass, walls, floors, docks, ceilings, and doors; (iii) maintaining and repairing the 
movable and removable fixtures of RAC located in or appurtenant to the Premises, including, without 
limitation, any RAC Improvements installed hereunder; and (iv) keeping the Premises and the CRCF 
Property free from filth, overloading, danger of fire or any pest or nuisance, and repairing and/or 
replacing any damage or breakage done by RAC, or any of its respective officers, agents, employees, 
contractors, guests, invitees, or licensees, including, without limitation, damage done to the Premises or 
the CRCF Property by equipment installations of RAe. Except for items which are the City's 
responsibility under Subsection 5.4(b) below, if any portion of the Premises or any system or equipment 
in the Premises which RAC is obligated to maintain or repair can not be fully repaired or restored, RAC 
will promptly replace such portion of the Premises or such system or equipment. RAC will maintain a 
preventive maintenance contract providing for the regular inspection and maintenance of the heating and 
air conditioning system by a licensed heating and air conditioning contractor, such contract and contractor 
to be reasonably approved by the City. RAC shall, in connection with the perfonnance of its obligations 
hereunder, comply with the requirements of Section 5.2 and Section 5.7 hereof. In the event that RAC 
fails to perfonn any of its obligations hereunder, and fails to cure or commence to cure such failure within 
fifteen (15) days after written notice from the City, or to thereafter diligently proceed to complete such 
cure, the City may (but shall not be obligated) to enter the Premises at any time to undertake any 
maintenance, repairs, alterations, improvements or additions as the City shall direct or deem necessary for 
the maintenance, repair, safety, protection, preservation, or improvement of the Premises, or as the City 
may be required to do by any governmental department or agency, or by the order or decree of any court 
or by any other proper authority. Any and all costs and expenses of such repairs, alterations, 
improvements or additions made by the City hereunder shall be due and payable by RAC to the City 
within thirty (30) days following the City's invoice therefor, and if not paid within such 30-day period, 
shall bear interest at the Default Rate until paid. 
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(b) Subject to the provisions of this RAC Agreement, including, without limitation, 
Section 7.4 hereof, except for damage caused by, or replacement or repairs required as a result of, any act 
or omission of RAC, or any of its respective officers, agents, employees, contractors, guests, invitees, or 
licensees, and subject to inclusion of the costs thereof as part of Operating Expenses from time to time 
(except as hereinafter provided, and except for items relating solely to the Public Parking Area), the City 
will (i) repair and maintain the structural portions of the CRCF, including the foundations, bearing and 
exterior walls (excluding glass), subflooring and roof (excluding skylights), base building engines, 
boilers, machinery, pipes, ducts, conduits, and wiring, and the unexposed electrical, plumbing, and sewer 
systems, including those portions of such systems which are located outside the Premises, gutters and 
downspouts on the CRCF, and the base building heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems which 
serve the Premises (but specifically excluding, in each instance, the QT A), (ii) maintain the landscaping 
on, adjacent to, and surrounding the Premises in accordance with the landscaping standards and 
requirements of the City applicable to the Airport from time to time, including snow removal as and when 
required (but specifically excluding, in each instance, the QTA); and (iii) perform such other general 
maintenance, repair, and replacement of the common areas of the CRCF, including, without limitation, 
the parking facilities or areas, access roads, driveways, truck ways, sidewalks, elevators, escalators, and 
passageways associated therewith (but specifically excluding, in each instance, the QT A and the 
Premises), as may be reasonably required from time to time. In addition, the City will be responsible for 
performing any capital repairs or replacements of the CRCF, including, without limitation, the 
foundation, roof, structural components, and exterior walls thereof, which are reasonably required during 
the Term hereof, subject to inclusion of the costs thereof as part of Operating Expenses to the extent 
permitted hereunder. RAC will promptly report in writing to the City any defective condition known to 
RAC which the City is required to repair under this Subsection 5.4(b). Any maintenance, repairs, or 
replacements to the CRCF, or any portion thereof, including, without limitation, the foundation, roof, 
structural supports, and exterior walls thereof, which are required due to damage caused by, or as a result 
of, any act or omission of RAC, or any of its respective officers, agents, employees, contractors, guests, 
invitees, or licensees, shall be performed by the City at the sole cost and expense of RAC and such costs 
and expenses shall be due and payable by RAC to the City within thirty (30) days following the City's 
invoice therefor, and if not paid within such 30-day period, shall bear interest at the Default Rate until 
paid. The City may, but shall not be required, to enter the CRCF, inclusive of the Premises, at all 
reasonable times upon reasonable prior notice (except in the event of an emergency) to perfonn any 
maintenance, repairs, or replacements which are the City's responsibility hereunder, or as the City may be 
required to do by any applicable Laws, governmental department or agency, or by the order or decree of 
any court or by any other proper authority. For purposes hereof, the determination of whether a repair 
item constitutes a capital repair or replacement hereunder shall be made in accordance with applicable 
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), Internal Revenue Code provisions, and prevailing 
industry practices, as the case may be. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in no event shall 
the City be required to maintain, repair, and/or replace, at any time or from time to time, the QTA, or any 
portion or portions thereof. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in the event that any such 
repair, maintenance, or replacement costs which are the obligation of the City hereunder are reimbursed 
or reimbursable from the Operation and Maintenance Fund or the Maintenance Reserve Account, as the 
case may be, such costs shall not also be included as part of Operating Expenses hereunder (it being 
understood and agreed that there shall be no "double counting" of any such costs for purposes hereof). 

(c) In the event of any dispute as to whether a specific repair or replacement 
constitutes a capital repair or replacement hereunder, the City and RAC agree to negotiate such matter in 
good faith for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days in an attempt to reach agreement on such matter. In 
the event that the City and RAC have failed to reach agreement on such matter upon the expiration of 
such 30-day period, such disputed matter shall be submitted to an independent third party architect or 
engineer who is reasonably acceptable to each of the City and RAC and who (i) does not regularly 
represent and is not otherwise affiliated with either the City or RAC, (ii) is duly licensed and in good 
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standing, (iii) is familiar with current industry practices and standards governing capital repairs and 
replacements in the context of commercial properties comparable to the CRCF, and (iv) has at least ten 
(10) years experience within the previous fifteen (15) years as an architect or engineer working in the 
greater Chicago, lllinois metropolitan area. Within thirty (30) days following such selection, such 
architect or engineer shall make a determination as to whether the disputed matter constitutes a capital 
repair or replacement hereunder, which detennination shall be made in accordance with applicable 
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), Internal Revenue Code regulations, and prevailing 
industry practices, as the case may be. The determination of such architect or engineer made ill 

accordance with this Section 5.4 shall be final and binding upon the City and RAe. 

Section 5.5 - Lighting and Signs. Except for the Exterior Lights which are the responsibility of 
the City as expressly provided in Subsection 5.3(1) above, RAC shall be solely responsible for the 
illumination of the Premises, which shall comply with all FAA and City requirements. Any signs 
installed by RAC on the Premises shall be limited to the purpose of identifying RAC (including, without 
limitation, the trade names, trademarks, logos, and brand names), and not for any third party advertising. 
The number, general type, size, design, and location of such signs, and any modifications or replacements 
thereof, shall be subject to the prior written approval of the City in each instance, which approval shall not 
be unreasonably withheld or delayed so long as such signage complies with applicable Laws and 
applicable Airport signage standards, and is otherwise consistent with the appearance and architectural 
integrity of the Premises. Signage shall be approved separately or as part of the RAC Improvement Plans. 
No exterior or roof signs are permitted. All signage shall comply with such design standards and 
Terminal development guidelines as the City shall have in effect from time to time. 

Section 5.6 - Covenant Against Liens. No party, including RAC, shall have any right to file any 
liens against the Premises, the CRCF, the Joint Use Facility Property, or any other property of the City, 
and RAC shall keep the Premises and the Improvements free and clear of liens or claims of liens in any 
way arising out of the construction, improvement, or use thereof by RAC. RAC shall promptly take such 
steps as are necessary to release any claim for lien or attempted claim for lien from the Premises arising 
out of the construction, improvement, or use thereof by RAe. RAC shall not be deemed to be in default 
hereunder in the event any lien shall attach or shall exist which is prohibited by or which is contrary to or 
in violation of the provisions of this RAC Agreement, (a) if such lien shall arise as a matter oflaw, but the 
amount of said lien be not yet due and payable, or (b) if any such lien shall arise and RAC shall 
continuously, diligently, and in good faith contest the same, or the validity thereof, by appropriate legal 
proceedings which shall operate to prevent the foreclosure of any such lien, provided that RAC shall give 
advance written notification to the City that it is the intent of RAC to contest the validity or collection 
thereof and RAC shall also comply with the further following provisions of this Section 5.6. In the event 
RAC contests any such lien, RAC shall give a satisfactory indemnity to the City or deposit with the City a 
letter of credit, cash, or security reasonably satisfactory to the City in an amount equal to the amount of 
the claim or lien, plus such interest and penalties, court costs, or other charges as the City, any fee 
mortgagee, or title insurer may reasonably estimate to be payable by RAC at the conclusion of such 
litigation or is required to provide insurance over any potential lien. In the event such letter of credit, 
cash or securities shall be so deposited, the same shall be held until such claim or other imposition shall 
have been released and discharged and shall thereupon be returned to RAC, less any amounts expended 
by the City to procure such release or discharge, or any loss, cost, damage, reasonable attorneys' fees or 
expense incurred by the City by virtue of the contest of such lien. 

Section 5.7 - Ownership ofImprovements. The City shall own the Joint Use Facility, including 
the CRCF Project and all RAC Improvements now existing or hereafter constructed (excluding the trade 
fixtures, trade equipment, supplies and personal property of RAC) therein, except USTs. All USTs 
installed hereunder by the City or RAC (or the RAC Consortium, as the case may be) shall be the 
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personal property of RAC (or the RAC Consortium, as the case may be), subject to the provisions of 
Section 3.3 hereof. 

Section 5.8 - Alterations. RAC shall have the right from time to time after the completion of the 
initial RAC Improvements in accordance with the provisions of Section 5.2 hereof, and at RAC's sole cost 
and expense, to make alterations and changes ("Alterations") in or to the Premises (except as hereinafter 
provided), provided RAC shall not then be in default in the performance of any of RAC's covenants or 
agreements in this RAC Agreement; and further provided that Substantial Alterations may be made only 
with the written consent of the City, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 
"Substantial Alterations" means any Alterations (i) to infrastructure improvements, including the ATS, 
or any portion thereof, (ii) to the structure of the Premises or any portion thereof, (iii) to other items 
required to be shown on the RAC Improvement Plans for such Alterations or Substantial Alterations, as 
the case may be, and approved by City, or (iv) which would cost more than ten percent (10%) of the 
replacement cost of the RAC Improvements. The provisions of Section 5.3 shall apply to and shall be 
complied with by RAC as a condition to the performance of any Alteration or Substantial Alteration. The 
City'S approval of the RAC Improvement Plans for Alterations or Substantial Alterations, as the case may 
be, shall not be required for those aspects of the RAC Improvement Plans to the extent such approval 
would not be required for initial RAC Improvements. Furthermore, all Alterations and Substantial 
Alterations shall be subject to the following: 

(a) No Alteration or Substantial Alteration of any kind shall be made without the 
written consent of the City (which may be withheld in its sole discretion) which would (i) change the 
general design, use, or character of the Premises, (ii) reduce or impair, to any material extent, the value, 
rentability, or usefulness of the Premises, or constitute waste, or (iii) give to any owner, lessee, or 
occupant of any other property or to any other person or corporation any easement, right-of-way, or any 
other right over the Premises. 

(b) Any Alteration or Substantial Alteration shall be made with reasonable dispatch 
and in a good and workmanlike manner and in compliance with all applicable permits and authorizations 
and building and zoning Laws and with all other Laws, and in accordance with the orders, rules, and 
regulations of the National Board of Fire Underwriters or any other body or bodies hereafter exercising 
similar functions. If any work does not comply with the provisions of this RAC Agreement, the City 
may, by notice to RAC, require that RAC stop the work and take steps necessary to cause corrections to 
be made. 

(c) RAC shall demonstrate to the City'S satisfaction financial capacity to pay the 
entire cost of any Substantial Alteration or, in lieu thereof, furnish to the City a letter of credit as 
described in Section 5.9 hereof, or cash or other security reasonably satisfactory to the City, in an amount 
at least equal to one hundred twenty percent (120%) of the estimate of cost of such Substantial 
Alterations, guaranteeing the completion and payment of the cost thereof free and clear of all liens, 
conditional bills of sale, and chattel mortgages, except that security for demolition and new construction 
shall be furnished as provided in Subsection 5.8(d) hereof. 

(d) After completion of RAC Improvements, RAC shall not demolish such RAC 
Improvements without the prior written consent of the City. If the Premises will not be occupiable after 
such demolition, and in the City'S opinion there is a reasonable risk of non-payment of Rent until new 
improvements are constructed, then prior to the commencement of demolition RAC shall deposit with the 
City an amount which will provide for the payment of Rent for the period from the commencement of 
demolition to the anticipated date of completion of such new improvements, or in lieu thereof, security 
(which may include a letter of credit or other cash equivalent) satisfactory to the City. In connection with 
any such demolition, RAC shall otherwise comply with all of the other provisions of this Section 5.8 as 
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though said demolition were a Substantial Alteration. RAC shall proceed diligently with its demolition 
and all demolition shall be completed within a reasonable time after its commencement. 

Section 5.9 - Security Deposit 

(a) RAC shall deposit with the City, on or before the RAC Access Date (and as a 
condition thereof), cash security (except as otherwise provided in Subsection 5.9(b) below) for the full 
and prompt performance by RAC of all of RAC's obligations hereunder in the initial amount of 
_____________ and NollOO Dollars ($ .00) (the "Security 
Deposit"). If RAC defaults under this RAC Agreement, the City may use all or any part of the Security 
Deposit to make any defaulted payment, to pay for the City's cure of any defaulted obligation, or to 
compensate the City for any loss or damage resulting from any default. To the extent any portion of the 
Security Deposit is so used, RAC shall, within five (5) days after demand from the City, restore the 
Security Deposit to its full amount. The City may keep the Security Deposit in its general funds and shall 
not be required to pay interest to RAC on the Security Deposit. If RAC shall perform all of its obligations 
under this RAC Agreement and return the Premises to the City at the end of the Term in the condition 
required hereunder, the City shall return all of the remaining Security Deposit (or the original remaining 
Letter of Credit, as hereinafter defined, as the case may be) to RAC, within thirty (30) days after the end 
of the Term. The Security Deposit shall not serve as an advance payment of Rent or a measure of the 
City's damages for any default under this RAC Agreement. 

(b) Alternatively, and in lieu of the Security Deposit hereinabove provided, RAC 
may deposit with the City, upon RAC's execution and delivery of this RAC Agreement, as security for the 
full and prompt performance by RAC of all of RAC's obligations hereunder, an irrevocable, 
unconditional, transferable letter of credit (the "Letter of Credit"), in substantially the fonn attached as 
Exhibit E hereto and made a part hereof, in favor of the City fi·om a bank approved by the City (which 
bank shall have a Fitch rating of "A +" or better, shall have a branch office located in the Chicago, Illinois 
metropolitan area, and shall not appear on any "troubled" or "distressed" bank or financial institution lists 
maintained or published by the FDIC, any other governmental entity or agency wi th jurisdiction over the 
issuing bank, or any generally-recognized private bank rating entity or company). The Letter of Credit 
shall provide for security in the initial amount of and 
NollOO Dollars ($ ). Whether or not this RAC Agreement or RAC's right to possession 
hereunder has been terminated, (a) in the event of a default under any of the terms, covenants and 
conditions of this RAC Agreement, (b) in the event RAC has filed (or there has been filed against RAC) a 
petition for bankruptcy protection or other protection from its creditors under any applicable and available 
law which has not been dismissed or discharged, or in the event RAC files a general assignment for the 
benefit of its creditors, or (c) the issuing bank is placed in receivership or similar position by the FDIC or 
any other governmental entity or agency with jurisdiction over the issuing bank, or otherwise appears on 
any "troubled" or "distressed" bank or financial institution lists maintained or published by the FDIC, any 
other governmental entity or agency with jurisdiction over the issuing bank, or any generally-recognized 
private bank rating entity or company, then, in any such event, the City may at once and without any 
notice whatsoever to RAC be entitled to draw down on the Letter of Credit and apply such resulting sums 
toward the cure of any default by RAC under this RAC Agreement or toward any damages to which the 
City is entitled pursuant to the tenns of this RAC Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event 
that the Fitch rating of the issuing bank of the Letter of Credit is downgraded to a rating of" A-" or below, 
or if the issuing bank thereafter appears or is placed on any "troubled" or "distressed" bank or financial 
institutions lists as aforesaid, then RAC shall be obligated, within ten (10) business days of receiving 
notice of the same, to replace the Letter of Credit with a new Letter of Credit from an issuing bank 
meeting all of the criteria set forth herein and otherwise acceptable to the City. 
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(c) The foregoing Letter of Credit shall provide for an original expiration date not 
earlier than twelve (12) months following the date of issuance and shall be automatically extended 
without amendment for additional successive twelve (12) month periods from the original expiration date 
or any future expiration date thereof through the expiration or earlier termination of this RAC Agreement, 
unless not less than sixty (60) days prior to any such expiration date, the issuing bank sends to the City by 
certified/registered mail, return receipt requested, or by overnight courier written advice that the bank has 
elected not to consider the Letter of Credit renewed for any such additional 12-month period. In the event 
such bank so advises the City that such Letter of Credit will not be so renewed, or in the event that the 
issuing bank is placed in receivership or similar position by the FDIC or any other governmental entity or 
agency with jurisdiction over the issuing bank or otherwise appears on any "troubled" or "distressed" 
bank or financial institution lists maintained or published by the FDIC, any other governmental entity or 
agency with jurisdiction over the issuing bank, or any generally-recognized private bank rating entity or 
company, the City shall promptly thereafter notify RAC thereof in writing, and RAC shall obtain a 
substitute Letter of Credit from a bank reasonably approved by the City meeting all of the terms and 
conditions described in this Section 5.9, which substitute Letter of Credit ("Substitute Letter of Credit") 
shall be reasonably satisfactory to the City and delivered to the City no later than thirty (30) days prior to 
the expiration date of the Letter of Credit then in effect. In the event RAC fails to deliver such Substitute 
Letter of Credit to the City at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration date of the Letter of Credit then 
in effect (or within ten (10) days following the date of Landlord's notice advising RAC that the issuing 
bank was placed in receivership or similar position or otherwise appears on any "troubled" or "distressed" 
bank or financial institution lists, as the case may be), the City shall in such instance have the right, 
without further notice to RAC, to immediately draw down on the entire amount of the Letter of Credit 
then available to the City; and in such instance, the City shall retain such resulting sum as a cash security 
deposit and the City shall have the right to use such cash security deposit to the same extent that Landlord 
would be entitled to draw down on the Security Deposit or the Letter of Credit pursuant to the terms of 
this Section 5.9 (and RAC shall replenish such cash security deposit in the same manner as required for 
the Letter of Credit); provided, in the event that a Substitute Letter of Credit meeting the conditions set 
forth herein is subsequently submitted by RAC, the cash security deposit then being held by the City 
hereunder shall be returned to RAC as soon as reasonably practicable following the City'S receipt of such 
Substitute Letter of Credit. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that the Fitch rating of the issuing 
bank of the Substitute Letter of Credit is downgraded to a rating of "A-" or below, or if the issuing bank 
thereafter appears or is placed on any "troubled" or "distressed" bank or financial institutions lists as 
aforesaid, then RAC shall be obligated, within ten (l0) business days of receiving notice of the same, to 
replace the Substitute Letter of Credit with a new Substitute Letter of Credit from an issuing bank 
meeting all of the criteria set forth herein and otherwise acceptable to the City. The City shall not, unless 
required by law, keep the cash security deposit separate from its general funds or pay interest thereon to 
RAC. No trust relationship is created herein between the City and RAC with respect to such security 
deposit, and the security deposit may be commingled with other funds of the City. 

(d) If the City transfers its interest in the Premises or this RAC Agreement, the City 
may transfer the Security Deposit or the Letter of Credit, as the case may be, to its transferee. Upon such 
transfer, the City shall have no further obligation to return the Security Deposit or the Letter of Credit, as 
the case may be, to RAC, and RAC's right to the return of the Security Deposit or the Letter of Credit, as 
the case may be, shall apply solely against the City's transferee. 

(e) If Base Rent is increased hereunder at any time during the Term hereof, the 
Security Deposit or Letter of Credit, as the case may be, shall be increased by the same percentage as the 
percentage of increase of the Base Rent so that RAC at all times during the Tenn hereof has on deposit 
with the City a sum equal to three (3) monthly installments of Base Rent payable hereunder. In no event, 
however, shall the Security Deposit or Letter of Credit, as the case may be, be subject to reduction 
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hereunder. RAC shall deposit with the City the increased amount of the Security Deposit or Letter of 
Credit, as the case may be, within thirty (30) days after the date on which the Base Rent has so increased. 

(f) With respect to any Letter of Credit deposited hereunder, such Letter of Credit 
shall be separate and independent from any letter of credit, bond, or other security provided pursuant to 
Subsection 5.8(c) or Section 14.7 hereof. 

ARTICLE 6 
COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS 

Section 6.1 - Applicable Laws. Without limiting the provisions of Section 2.11 of this RAC 
Agreement, RAC shall, at its sole cost and expense, comply, and shall cause its contractors and their 
respective agents and employees to comply, with all applicable Laws, including, without limitation, the 
following: 

(a) Non-Discrimination: 

(i) General Requirements: 

(A) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for RAC to fail to hire, to 
refuse to hire, to discharge, or to discriminate against any individual with 
respect to his compensation, or the tenTIs, conditions, or privileges of his 
employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap, or national origin; or to limit, segregate, or classify his 
employees or applicants for employment in any way which would 
deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or 
otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee because of such 
individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin. 

(B) RAC shall comply with The Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42, U.S.C Sec. 
2000 et seq. (1981), as amended. RAC shall further comply with 
Executive Order No. 11,246,30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 
U.S.C 2000(e) note, as amended by Executive Order No. 11,37532 Fed. 
Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by Executive Order No. 12,086,43 Fed. Reg. 
46,501 (1978); the Age Discrimination Act, 43 U.S.C Sec. 6101-6106 
(1981); the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,29 U.S.C Sec. 793-794 (1981); 
the Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 ~ 
seq. (1990); Air Carriers Access Act, 49 U.S.C.A 1374; and FAA 
Circular No. 15015100XXV. 

(ii) State Requirements: RAC shall comply with the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 
ILCS 5/1-10 1 et seq. (1990), as amended; the Discrimination in Public Contracts 
Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et seq. (1990), as amended; and the Environmental, 
Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. 

(iii) City Requirements: RAC shall comply with the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 ~ seq., of the Code. Further, RAC 
shall furnish such reports and infonnation as requested by the Chicago 
Commission of Human Relations. 
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(b) Prevailing Wage: 

(i) RAC shall comply with 820 ILCS 130/0.01 et ~ as it may be amended (the 
"Prevailing Wage Act"), so long as the Prevailing Wage Act is in effect, in order 
to ensure that such persons covered by the Prevailing Wage Act are paid the 
prevailing wage rate as ascertained by the Illinois Department of Labor. All 
contracts shall list the specified rates to be paid to all laborers, workers, and 
mechanics for such craft or type of worker or mechanic employed in the contract. 
If the Illinois Department of Labor revises such prevailing wage rates, the revised 
rates shall apply to all such contracts. 

(ii) The term "prevailing wages," when used in this RAC Agreement means the 
hourly cash wages plus fringe benefits for health and welfare, insurance, 
vacations and pensions paid generally, in the locality in which the work is being 
performed, to employees engaged in work of a similar character on public work. 

(c) Non-Collusion, Briberv of a Public Officer or Employee: RAC shall comply 
with the Code, Section 2-92-320, as follows: 

(i) No person or business entity shall be awarded a contract or sub-contract if that 
person or business entity: 

(A) Has been convicted of bribery or attempting to bribe a public officer or 
employee of the City of Chicago, the State of Illinois, or any agency of 
the federal government or any state or local government in the United 
States, in that officer's or employee's official capacity; or 

(B) Has been convicted of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement 
to bid a fixed price, or otherwise; or 

(C) Has made an admission of guilt of such conduct described in (A) or (B) 
above which is a matter of record but has not been prosecuted for such 
conduct. 

(ii) For purposes of this Section, where an official, agent or employee of a business 
entity has committed any offense under this Section on behalf of such an entity 
and pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official thereof, the 
business entity shall be chargeable with the conduct. One business entity shall be 
chargeable with the conduct of an affiliated agency. 

(iii) Ineligibility under this Section shall continue for three years following such 
conviction or admission. The period of ineligibility may be reduced, suspended, 
or waived by the Purchasing Agent under certain specific circumstances. 
Reference is made to Section 2-92-320 for a definition of "affiliated agency," and 
a detailed description of the conditions which would permit the Purchasing Agent 
to reduce, suspend, or waive the period of ineligibility. 
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(d) Chapter 2-56 of the Code, Office of Inspector General: 

(i) It shall be the duty of RAC to cooperate with the Inspector General in any 
investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Code. RAC 
understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Code. 

(ii) All contracts shall infonn contractors of this provision and require understanding 
and compliance herewith. 

(e) Governmental Ethics Ordinance: RAC shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the 
Code, "Governmental Ethics," including, but not limited to, Section 2-156-120 of this chapter pursuant to 
which no payment, gratuity or offer of employment shall be made in connection with any the City 
contract, by or on behalf of a subcontractor to the prime contractor or higher tier subcontractor or any 
person associated therewith, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(f) Anti-Scofflaw Ordinance (Section 2-92-380 of the Code): In accordance with 
Section 2-92-380 of the Code, and in addition to any other rights and remedies (including any of set-off) 
available to the City under this RAC Agreement or pennitted at law or in equity, the City shall be entitled 
to set off a portion of any amounts due RAC by the City under this RAC Agreement (but specifically 
excluding any CFCs due and payable to the City hereunder, and specifically further excluding any Facility 
Rent otherwise due and payable to the City hereunder, which sums shall not be subject to offset as herein 
provided) in an amount equal to the amount of the fines and penalties for each outstanding parking 
violation complaint and/or the amount of any debt owed by RAC to the City arising in connection to 
RAC's use of the Common Use Transportation System. For purposes of this Section, "outstanding parking 
violation complaint" means a parking ticket, notice of parking violation or parking violation complaint on 
which no payment has been made or appearance filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County within the time 
specified on the complaint. "Debt" means a specified sum of money owed to the City for which the 
period granted for payment has expired. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of the immediately preceding paragraph, no such debt(s) 
or outstanding parking violation complaints shall be offset from or against any amounts due RAC by the 
City under this RAC Agreement if one or more of the following conditions are met (and in no event shall 
CFCs otherwise due and payable to the City hereunder or under any RAC Agreement, or Facility Rent 
otherwise due and payable to the City hereunder, be subject to any right of offset): 

(i) RAC has entered into an agreement with the Department of Revenue, or other 
appropriate the City department, for the payment of all outstanding parking 
violation complaints and/or debts owed to the City and RAC is in compliance 
with the agreement; or 

(ii) RAC is contesting liability for or the amount of the debt 111 a pending 
administrative or judicial proceeding; or 

(iii) RAC has filed a petition in bankruptcy and the debts owed the City are 
dischargeable in bankruptcy. 

(g) Americans with Disabilities Act: 

(i) Any and all design specifications for the Improvements and any Alterations shall 
comply with all Federal, State, and local laws and regulations regarding 
accessibility standards for disabled or environmentally limited persons including, 
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but not limited to, the following: Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336 
(1990), 42 U.s.c. 12101 et seq. and the Uniform Federal Accessibility 
Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities and, the Illinois Environmental Barriers 
Act, 410 ILCS 2511 et seq., (I 991), and the regulations promulgated thereto at 71 
Ill. Admin. Code Ch. 1, Sec. 400.110. In the event that the above cited standards 
are inconsistent, RAC shall comply with the standard providing greater 
accessibility. 

(ii) All construction of Improvements or Alterations undertaken by RAC in 
connection with this RAC Agreement shall be performed in compliance with all 
Federal, State, and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards 
for disabled or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the 
following: Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990), 42 V.S.c. 
12101 et seq. and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards for Americans 
with Disabilities; and the Illinois Enviromnental Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 2511 et 
seq. (1991), and the regulations promulgated thereto at 71 111. Adm. Code Ch. 1, 
Sec. 400.110. 

(h) MacBride Principles Ordinance: 

(i) The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance 
seeks to promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for 
religious minorities in Northern Ireland and provides a better working 
environment for all citizens in Northern Ireland. 

(ii) In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Code, if RAC conducts any business 
operations in Northern Ireland, it shall make all reasonable and good faith efforts 
to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in accordance with the 
MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 Ill. Laws 3220). 

(i) Certification: RAC shall complete the appropriate subsection for State Tax 
Delinquencies and acknowledge all other representations in the Affidavit in the fonn provided by the 
City, which certifies that RAC, its agents, employees, officers, and any contractors: (a) have not been 
engaged in or been convicted of bribery or attempted bribery of a public officer or employee of the City 
of Chicago, the State of Illinois, any agency of the federal government or any state or local government in 
the United States or engaged in or been convicted of bid-rigging or bid-rotation activities as defined in 
this Section as required by the Illinois Criminal code; (b) do not owe any debts to the State of Illinois, in 
accordance with Section 11-42.1-1 of the Illinois Municipal code; and (c) are not presently debarred or 
suspended as defined in subsection D, Certification Regarding Suspension and Disbarment of the 
Affidavit in Part One of the Contract Documents. 

(j) Disclosure of Ownership: Pursuant to Chapter 2-92-010,2-92-020,2-92-030 and 
65 ILCS 5/8-10-8,5, RAC and any person having equal to or greater than a seven and one-half percent 
(7.5%) direct or indirect ownership interest in RAC, and any person, business entity or agency contracting 
with the City shall be required to complete Part I, Disclosure of Ownership Interests and Part VIII, 
Certification of Elected Officials' Business Relationships, in the Affidavit. 

(k) Resident Preference: RAC shall comply and shall cause its contractors and 
subcontractors to comply with the residential preference requirements of Section 2-92-330 of the Code, as 
it may be amended, in the performance of any construction of any public work. 
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(I) Certification Regarding Various Federal Lists: RAC hereby warrants and 
represents to the City that RAC does not appear on any of the following lists maintained by the Office of 
Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Bureau of Industry and Security of 
the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors, or on any other list of persons or entities with 
which the City may not do business under any applicable Laws or Regulations: the Specially Designated 
Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List, and the Debarred List. 

(m) Environmental Warranties and Representations: In accordance with Section 11-4-
1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, RAC warrants and represents that RAC, and to the best of its 
knowledge, its contractors, have not violated and are not in violation of the following sections of the Code 
(collectively, the "Waste Sections"): 

7-28-390 
7-28-440 
11-4-1410 
11-4-1420 

11-4-1500 

11-4-1560 

Dumping on public way; 
Dumping on real estate without pennit; 
Disposal in waters prohibited; 
Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing 
residue; 
Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 11-4-1530 Compliance 
with rules and regulations required; 11-4-1550 Operational 
requirements; and 
Screening requirements. 

During the Tenn of this RAC Agreement, RAC's violation of the Waste Sections, 
whether or not relating to this RAC Agreement, constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this 
RAC Agreement, for which the opportunity to cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation 
of the Commissioner. Such breach and default entitles the City to all remedies under this RAC 
Agreement, at law or in equity. This section does not limit RAC's and its contractors' duty to comply 
with all applicable federal, state, county, and municipal Laws or Regulations in effect now or later, and 
whether or not they appear in this RAC Agreement. Non-compliance with these tenns and conditions 
may be used by the City as grounds for the tennination of this RAC Agreement, and may further affect 
RAC's eligibility for future agreements with the City. 

(n) Prohibition on Certain Contributions -- Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1: RAC 
agrees that RAC, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in 
RAC of more than 7.5 percent (7.5%) ("Owners"), spouses and domestic partners of such Owners, RAC's 
subtenants, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any 
subtenant of more than 7.5 percent (7.5%) ("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such 
Sub-owners (RAC and all the other preceding classes of persons and entities are collectively referred to 
for purposes hereof as the "Identified Parties"), shall not make a contribution of any amount to the 
Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political fundraising committee: (i) after execution of 
this RAC Agreement by RAC, (ii) while this RAC Agreement or any Other Contract is executory, 
(iii) during the Tenn of this RAC Agreement or any Other Contract between RAC and the City, or 
(iv) during any period while an extension of this RAC Agreement or any Other Contract is being sought 
or negotiated. 

RAC represents and warrants that, since the date of public advertisement of the 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals, or request for infonnation (or any 
combination of those requests), or, ifnot competitively procured, from the date the City approached RAC 
or the date RAC approached the City, as applicable, regarding the fonnulation of this RAC Agreement, 
no Identified Parties have made a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to his political fundraising 
committee. RAC agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel, or intimidate its employees to make a 
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contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; (b) reimburse 
its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising 
committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle ~ontributions to the Mayor or to his political 
fundraising committee. RAC agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct 
whatsoever designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to 
entice, direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

RAC agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect to, 
or breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive Order No. 
05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this RAC Agreement, and under any Other Contract for which 
no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all remedies 
(including, without limitation, tennination for default) under this RAC Agreement, under such Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. If RAC violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 
05-1 prior to award of this RAC Agreement resulting from this specification, the Chief Procurement 
Officer may reject RAC's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then 
delivered by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which RAC is 
a party that is: (i) fonned under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; 
(ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for materials, supplies, 
equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Code. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" iftl-tey satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in 

the State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least eighteen (18) years of age, and the partners are the 

same sex, and the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two (2) of the following four (4) conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least twelve (12) 
months. 

2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two (2) of the following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
c. a joint checking account; or 
d. a lease for a residence identifYing both domestic partners 

as RACs. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary 

in a will. 
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"Political fund raising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined 
in Chapter 2-156 of the Code. 

(0) Finns Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities: The City encourages 
contractors, including RAC, to use subcontractors that are finns owned or operated by individuals with 
disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 of the Code, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or 
state law. 

(p) EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debannent: RAC certifies by its 
acceptance of this RAC Agreement that RAC is not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debannent, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
Federal department or agency. RAC further agrees by executing this RAC Agreement that it will include 
this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, contracts and 
subcontracts. If RAC or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this statement, it must attach an 
explanation to this RAC Agreement. RAC must promptly update its EDS(s) on file with the City 
whenever any infonnation or response provided in the EDS(s) is no longer complete and accurate. 

(q) General Contractor License: General contractors on RAC improvements and 
Alterations, including the RAC Improvements hereunder, must be licensed in accordance with Chapter 4-
36 of the Code. 

(r) Other City Requirements: RAC shall comply with the City's MBE/wBE goals 
and Chicago Residency Ordinance as the same may be in effect or amended from time to time. 

(s) OFAC and Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Certifications. RAC hereby 
represents, certifies, and warrants to the City that RAC is not: (1) in violation of any Anti-Terrorism Law; 
(2) conducting any business or engaging in any transaction or dealing with any Prohibited Person, 
including the making or receiving or any contribution of funds, goods, or services to or for the benefit of 
any Prohibited Person; (3) dealing in, or otherwise engaging in, any transaction relating to any property or 
interest in property blocked pursuant to Executive Order No. 13224; (4) engaging in or conspiring to 
engage in any transaction that evades or avoids, had the purpose of evading or avoiding, or attempts to 
violate any of the prohibitions set forth in any Anti-Terrorism Law; or (5) a Prohibited Person, nor are 
any of its partners, members, managers, officers, or directors a Prohibited Person. As used herein, "Anti
Terrorism Law" is defined as any law relating to terrorism, anti-terrorism, money laundering, or anti
money laundering activities, including, without limitation, Executive Order No. 13224 and Title 3 of the 
USA Patriot Act. As used herein, "Executive Order No. 13224" is defined as Executive Order No. 
13224 on Terrorist Financing effective September 24, 2001, and relating to "Blocking Property and 
Prohibiting Transactions With Persons Who Commit, or Support Terrorism", as the same may be 
amended from time to time. "Prohibited Person" is defined as (i) a person or entity that is listed in the 
Annex to Executive Order No. 13224, (ii) a person or entity with whom RAC or the City is prohibited 
from dealing or otherwise engaging in any transaction by any Anti-Terrorism Law, or (iii) a person or 
entity that is named as a "specially designated national and blocked person" on the most current list 
published by the U.S. Treasury Department Office of Foreign Assets Control (OF AC) at its official 
website, http://www.treas.gov/ofac/t11sdn.pdf, or at any replacement website or other official publication 
of such list from time to time. "USA Patriot Act" is defined as the Uniting and Strengthening America 
by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 (Public Law 
107-56), as the same may be amended from time to time. Notwithstanding anything in this RAC 
Agreement to the contrary, RAC acknowledges and agrees that this RAC Agreement is a continuing 
transaction and that the foregoing representations, certifications, and warranties are ongoing and shall be 
and remain true and in full force and effect on the Effective Date hereof and throughout the Tenn of this 
RAC Agreement (and any extension thereof), and that any breach thereof shall be a default under this 
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RAC Agreement (not subject to any notice or cure period) giving rise to the City's remedies, including, 
but not limited to, forcible eviction and/or termination, and RAC hereby agrees, to the maximum extent 
permitted by applicable Law, to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City and the Indemnified 
Parties from and against any and all claims, damages, losses, risks, liabilities, fines, penalties, forfeitures, 
and expenses (including, without limitation, costs and attorneys' fees) arising from or related to any 
breach of the foregoing representations, certifications, and warranties. 

Section 6.2 - Conflicts of Interest. 

(a) RAC represents and warrants that, except as may otherwise be permitted under 
Section 2-156 of the Code, no member of the governing body of the City or other unit of government and 
no other officer, employee, or agent of the City or other unit of government who exercises any functions 
or responsibilities in connection with this RAC Agreement has any personal interests, direct or indirect, in 
this RAC Agreement or in RAC. 

(b) RAC covenants that, except as may otherwise be permitted under Section 2-156 
of the Code, (i) no member of the governing body of the City and no officer, employee, or agent of the 
City of Chicago or other unit of government exercising any functions or responsibilities in connection 
with this RAC Agreement shall acquire any personal, financial, or economic interest, direct or indirect, in 
RAC or this RAC Agreement, and (ii) no member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or 
the Illinois General Assembly and no alderman of the City or employee of the City shall be admitted to 
any share or part ofthis RAC Agreement or any financial benefit to arise from it. 

Section 6.3 - DBE Compliance. The City is committed to enhancing the opportunities 
of disadvantaged businesses. Accordingly, RAC shall comply with, and shall cause its contractors to 
comply with, and shall execute the applicable forms required by, the Special Conditions Regarding 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Commitment, as the same may be enacted and amended by the City 
from time to time during the Term hereof. RAC shall, upon the enactment and finalization of such 
conditions by the City, and upon any subsequent amendment thereof, fully comply with such conditions, 
as the same may be amended from time to time (including any reporting fonns required from time to time 
by the City), during the Tenn hereof. 

ARTICLE 7 
INDEMNITY, INSURANCE, DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION 

Section 7.1 - Indemnification. 

(a) To the maximum extent permitted by applicable Laws, RAC shall defend, 
indemnify, and save the City and each and every official, agent, contractor, employee, officer, trustee, 
consultant, advisor, and representative of the City, and their respective representatives, successors, and 
assigns (each, an "Indemnified Party", and, collectively, the "Indemnified Parties"), harmless from and 
against any and all liabilities, suits, judgments, settlements, obligations, fines, damages, penalties, claims, 
costs, charges, and expenses, including, without limitation, engineers', architects', and attorneys' fees, 
court costs and disbursements, which may be imposed upon or incurred by or asserted against any 
Indemnified Party by reason of any of the following acts or omissions of RAC or RAC's officers, agents, 
employees, contractors, sublessees, guests, invitees, or licensees (collectively, the "RAC Parties") 
occurring during or after (but attributable to a period of time falling within) the Term: 

(i) any demolition, razing, or construction of the RAC Improvements, any 
Alterations or Substantial Alterations, or any other work or thing done in, on, or 
about the Premises, the Joint Use Facility, or the Airport, or any portion of any of 
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the foregoing, or easement areas, including any claim that such work constitutes 
"public works"; 

(ii) any use, non-use, possession, occupation, alteration, repair, condition, operation, 
maintenance, or management of the Premises or the Joint Use Facility, or any 
portion of any of the foregoing, or any easement areas, to the extent attributable 
to any act or omission of RAC or any of the RAC Parties; 

(iii) any act or failure to act on the part of RAC or any of the RAC Parties; 

(iv) any accident, injury (including death), or damage to any person or property 
occurring in, on, or about the Premises; 

(v) any accident, injury (including death), or damage to any person or property in, 
on, or about the Joint Use Facility, or any portion thereof, or easement areas, to 
the extent attributable to any act or omission ofRAC or any of the RAC Parties. 

(vi) any failure to perfonn or comply with any of the covenants, agreements, tenns, 
or conditions contained in this RAC Agreement on RAe's part to be perfonned 
or complied with (other than the payment of money); 

(vii) any lien or claim which may be alleged to have arisen against or on the Premises, 
or any lien or claim which may be alleged to have arisen out of this RAC 
Agreement and created or pennitted to be created by RAC against any assets of 
the City, or any liability which may be asserted against the City with respect 
thereto; and 

(viii) any action or proceedings brought against the City or the Premises, or any part 
thereof, by virtue of any violation or alleged violation by RAC or the Premises of 
any Laws. 

Subject to the provisions of Subsection 7. I(f) (to the extent pennitted by Law), no 
agreement or covenant of RAC in this Subsection 7.1 Ca) shall be deemed to exempt the City from, and 
R': .e's obligations under this Subsection 7.1 Ca) shall not include, liability or damages for injury to persons 
or damage to property to the extent caused by or resulting from the negligence of the Indemnified Parties 
in the operation or maintenance of the Premises (without implying any obligation to operate or maintain 
the Premises) or the Common Use Transportation System. 

(b) Any Indemnified Party shall utilize the following procedure in enforcing any and 
all claims for indemnification against RAe. 

(i) If any claim, action, or proceeding is made or brought against any Indemnified 
Party against which it is indemnified under Section 7.1 hereof, then, the 
Indemnified Party shall give notice hereunder to RAC promptly after obtaining 
written notice of any claim as to which recovery may be sought against it or him. 
If such indemnity shall arise from the claim of a third party, RAC may elect to 
assume the defense of any such claim and any litigation resulting from such 
claim at its own expense; provided, however, that failure by RAC to notify the 
Indemnified Party of its election to defend any such claim or action by a third 
party within thirty (30) days after notice thereof shall have been received by 
RAC shall be deemed a waiver by RAC of its right to defend such claim or 
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action. Any notice given pursuant to this Subsection 7.l(b) shall contain a 
detailed statement of the nature and basis of the claim, the identity of the 
claimant, the demand and relief sought or requested by the claimant, and shall be 
accompanied by copies of all materials in possession of the Indemnified Party 
which reasonably relate to such claim. Subject to the foregoing provisions of this 
Subsection 7.l(b), the right to indemnification hereunder shall not be affected by 
any failure of the Indemnified Party to give such notice or related materials or 
delay by them in giving such notice or related materials unless, and then only to 
the extent that, the rights and remedies of RAC shall have been prejudiced as a 
result of the failure to give, or delay in giving, such notice or related materials. 

(ii) If RAC shall assume the defense of an Indemnified Party with respect to such 
claim or litigation, its obligations hereunder as to such claim or litigation shall 
include taking all steps necessary in the defense or settlement of such claim or 
litigation against the Indemnified Party and holding the Indemnified Party 
harmless from and against any and all damages caused by or arising out of any 
settlement approved as provided herein, or any judgment in connection with such 
claim or litigation. Any counsel employed by RAC to represent the City'S 
interest shall be subject to the City's prior approval, not to be unreasonably 
withheld, conditioned, or delayed. Approval shall not be required with respect to 
counsel employed by insurance companies providing required coverages under 
this RAC Agreement. Notwithstanding any provision in this Section 7.1 to the 
contrary, in the event that RAC assumes the defense of such claim or litigation, 
RAC shall notify the Indemnified Party and the City of all such defenses it 
proposes to assert and the City may detennine, in its sole discretion, whether any 
of the defenses may be deemed not to be in the best interests of the Airport. If 
the City detennines that any such defense is not in the Airport's best interests: 
(a) RAC shall not pursue the objectionable defense but shall be obligated to 
pursue in accordance with this Section 7.1 the remaining defenses to the claim or 
litigation; and (b) if a judgment or settlement is entered against or made on 
behalf of the Indemnified Party, RAC shall not have any obligation to indemnify 
the Indemnified Party under this Section 7.1 for the amount of such judgment or 
settlement provided that such objectionable defense would have been successful. 
RAC shall not, in the defense of such claim or litigation, consent to the entry of 
any judgment (other than a judgment of dismissal on the merits without costs) 
except with the written consent of the Indemnified Party (which consent shall not 
be unreasonably withheld) or enter into any settlement (except with the written 
consent of the Indemnified Party, which shall not be unreasonably withheld) 
which does not include as an unconditional term thereof the giving by the 
claimant or the plaintiff to the Indemnified Party, a release from all liability in 
respect of such claim or litigation. Anything in this Section 7.1 to the contrary 
notwithstanding, the Indemnified Party may, with counsel of its choice and at its 
expense, participate in the defense of any such claim or litigation. 

(iii) If RAC shall not assume the defense of any such claim by a third party or 
litigation after receipt of notice from the Indemnified Party, the Indemnified 
Party may defend against such claim or litigation in such manner as it deems 
appropriate, and unless RAC shall, at its option, provide a bond to, or deposit 
with the Indemnified Party, a sum equivalent to the total amount demanded in 
such claim or litigation plus the Indemnified Party's estimate of the costs of 
defending the same, the Indemnified Party may settle such claim or litigation on 
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such tenns as it may reasonably deem appropriate, and RAC shall promptly 
reimburse the Indemnified Party for the amount of such settlement and for all 
damage incurred by it in connection with the defense against or settlement of 
such claim or litigation. If RAC shall provide such bond or deposit, the 
Indemnified Party shall not settle any such claim or litigation without the written 
consent of the RAC, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

(iv) RAC shall promptly reimburse the Indemnified Party for the amount of any 
judgment rendered and for all damages, costs, reasonable fees, and expenses 
incurred or suffered by it in connection with the defense against such claim or 
litigation. 

(c) Except as otherwise provided by applicable Law, the City shall not be liable to 
RAC or any of the RAC Parties for any injury to, or death of, any of them or of any other person or for 
any damage to any of RAC's or any RAC Party's property or loss of revenue, caused by any third person 
in the maintenance, construction, or operation of facilities at the Airport, the Premises, or the Joint Use 
Facility, or caused by any third person using the Airport, the Premises, or the Joint Use Facility, or caused 
by any third person navigating any aircraft on or over the Airport, the Premises, or the Joint Use Facility, 
nor, to the extent pennitted by Law, shall the City have any liability whatsoever to RAC or any RAC 
Parties for any damage, destruction, injury, loss, or claim of any kind arising out of the use by any of the 
aforementioned of any parking lot located either on or off the Airport. The City shall not be liable to 
RAC or any RAC Parties for damage to property of RAC or such RAC Parties, or any loss of revenues to 
RAC or such RAC Parties, resulting from the City'S acts or omissions in the maintenance and operation of 
the Airport, the Premises, or the Joint Use Facility or failure to operate the Airport, the Premises, or the 
Joint Use Facility. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing contained in this Subsection 7.l(c) shall be 
deemed or construed as a waiver of the City's obligations with respect to the CRCF Project to the extent 
expressly set forth in Subsection 5.l(b) hereof. 

(d) The obligations of RAC under this Section 7.1 shall survive the tennination of 
this RAC Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or the absence in any case of 
covering insurance, or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perfonn any obligation on its 
part under insurance policies affecting the Premises or any part thereof. 

(e) The City's officials, commissioners, agents, representatives, contractors, and 
employees shall, to the extent pennitted by Law, have absolutely no personal liability with respect to any 
provision of this RAC Agreement or any obligation or liability arising from this RAC Agreement or in 
connection with this RAC Agreement or the Premises in the event of a breach or default by the City of 
any of its obligations hereunder. RAC's agents, representatives, and contractors shall, to the extent 
pennitted by Law, have absolutely no personal liability with respect to any provision of this RAC 
Agreement or any obligation or liability arising from this RAC Agreement or in connection with this 
RAC Agreement or the Premises in the event of a breach or default by RAC of any of its obligations 
hereunder. 

(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this RAC Agreement to the contrary, to 
the maximum extent pennitted by Law, RAC hereby waives any and every claim for recovery from the 
City for any and all loss or damage to the Premises or to the contents, thereof; which loss or damage is 
covered by valid and collectable physical damage insurance policies maintained by RAC or which would 
have been recoverable if the insurance required hereunder had been maintained by RAC, to the extent that 
such loss or damage is recoverable, or would have been recoverable, as applicable, under said insurance 
policies. As this waiver will preclude the assignment of any such claim by subrogation (or otherwise) to 
an insurance company (or any other person), RAC agrees to give each insurance company which has 
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issued, or in the future may issue, its policies of physical damage insurance, written notice of the terms of 
this waiver, and to have said insurance policies properly endorsed, if necessary, to prevent the 
invalidation of insurance coverage by reason of said waiver. RAC shall require any member, subtenant or 
assignee to include similar waivers of subrogation in favor of the City. 

Section 7.2 - Insurance Coverage Required. RAC and Contractors shall procure and maintain, 
or cause to be procured and maintained, at all times during the Term of this RAC Agreement, and on any 
earlier date that RAC or its Contractors is permitted to enter onto the Premises, and until each and every 
obligation of RAC contained in this RAC Agreement has been fully performed (including during any time 
period following expiration if RAC performs any work), the types of insurance specified below, with 
insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Illinois covering all operations under this 
RAC Agreement, whether perfonned by RAC or by its Contractors. For purposes of this Section 7.2 the 
term "Contractors" also includes subcontractors, subtenants and RACs. 

(a) Generally. 

(i) Worker's Compensation and Employer's Liability. Except to the extent that RAC 
does not maintain any employees and is thus not required by applicable Law to 
procure and maintain the same, Worker's Compensation and Employer's Liability 
Insurance, as prescribed by applicable Law, covering all employees who are to 
provide a service under this RAC Agreement, and Employer's Liability coverage 
with limits of not less than $500,000 each accident, illness or disease. 

(ii) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella). Commercial General 
Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than $5,000,000 per 
occurrence, for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage liability, 
Coverages shall include the following: All Premises and operations, 
productsicompleted operations explosion, collapse, underground, independent 
contractors, separation of insured, defense, and contractual liability (not to 
include Endorsement CG 21 39 or its equivalent). The City is to be named as an 
additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for any liability arising 
directly or indirectly under or in connection with this RAC Agreement. 

(iii) Automobile Liability (Primary and Umbrella). When any motor vehicles 
(owned, non-owned, and hired) are used in connection with work to be 
performed, RAC shall provide Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance 
with limits of not less than $2,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and 
property damage. The City is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, 
non-contributory basis. 

(iv) Pollution Legal Liability. Pollution Legal Liability Insurance shall be provided 
covering bodily injury, property damage, and other losses caused by pollution 
conditions that arise from the RAC Agreement scope of services with limits of 
not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence. Coverage shall include underground 
storage tanks, completed operations, contractual liability, defense, excavation, 
environmental cleanup, remediation, and disposal. When policies are renewed or 
replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with or precede, start of work 
under the RAC Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. The City is to 
be named as an additional insured 
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(v) Property. RAC shall obtain or cause to be obtained an All Risk or comparable 
Property policy at full replacement costs, covering all loss or damage to the 
Premises and other property, including the RAC Improvements, any Alterations 
(including Substantial Alterations), additions, improvements, and bettennents 
therein. Coverage shall include business interruptions/loss of rents (in an amount 
not less than the sum of Rent then payable under this RAC Agreement for a 
period of one (1) year), collapse, boiler and machinery, sprinkler leakage, utility 
interruption, glass, earthquake, debris removal, flood. The City is to be named as 
an additional insured and a loss payee. 

RAC shall be responsible for all loss or damage to City property at full replacement cost. 

RAC shall be responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including, but not 
limited to, materials, equipment, tools, and supplies), owned, rented, or used by RAe. 

(b) During Construction of RAC Improvements or Alterations. 

(i) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability. Workers Compensation, as 
prescribed by applicable law covering all employees who are to provide a service 
under this RAC Agreement and Employers Liability coverage with limits of not 
less than $500,000 each accident, illness, or disease. 

(ii) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella). Commercial General 
Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than $5,000,000 per 
occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage liability. 
Coverages shall include the following: all Premises and operations, 
products/completed operations (for a minimum of two (2) years following project 
completion), explosion, collapse, underground, separation of insureds, 
independent contractors, defense, and contractual liability (not to include 
Endorsement CG 21 39 or its equivalent). The City is to be named as an 
additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for any liability arising 
directly or indirectly from work. 

(iii) All Risk Builder's Risk. When RAC undertakes any construction or repair to the 
Premises or easement areas, including improvements and bettennents, RAe shall 
provide, or cause to be provided, All Risk Builders Risk Insurance at replacement 
cost for materials, supplies, equipment, machinery, and fixtures that are or will be 
part of the pennanent facility/project. Coverages shall include, but not be limited 
to, the following: right to partial occupancy, material stored off-site and in transit, 
equipment breakdown, earth movement, flood, water, including overflow, 
leakage, sewer backup or seepage, utility services, mechanical-electrical 
breakdown or failure, damage to adjoining and existing property, collapse, loss 
resulting from faulty workmanship or materials, debris removal, testing, and 
other consequential loss, when applicable. The City, its employees, officials, 
agents, and representatives shall be named as additional insureds and loss payees. 

(iv) Automobile Liability (Primary and Umbrella). When any motor vehicles 
(owned, non-owned, and hired) are used in connection with work to be 
perfonned, RAC shall provide Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance 
with limits of not less than $5,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and 
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property damage, including an MCS90 endorsement, when applicable. The City 
is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis. 

(v) Professional Liability. When any architects, engineers, construction managers, or 
other professional consultants perform work in connection with this RAC 
Agreement, Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions 
shall be maintained with limits of not less than $1,000,000. When policies are 
renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with or precede 
start of work under the RAC Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not 
renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

(vi) Valuable Papers. When any plans, designs, drawings, specifications, and 
documents are produced or used under this RAC Agreement, Valuable Papers 
Insurance shall be maintained in an amount to insure against any loss whatsoever, 
and shall have limits sufficient to pay for the re-creation and reconstruction of 
such records. 

(vii) Contractors Pollution Liabilitv. When any remediation work is performed which 
may cause a pollution exposure, Contractors Pollution Liability shall be provided, 
or caused to be provided, covering bodily injury, property damage, and other 
losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from work performed with limits 
of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence. Coverage shall include completed 
operations, contractual liability, defense, excavation, USTs, enviromnental 
cleanup, remediation, and disposal. When policies are renewed or replaced, the 
policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of work under the 
RAC Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must 
have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. The City is to be named as 
an additional insured. 

Section 7.3 - Other Provisions. 

(a) .RAC will furnish the City, Department of Finance, Risk Management Office, 333 
South State, Room 400, Chicago, Illinois, 60604, and the City, Department of Aviation, Real Estate and 
Finance Division, O'Hare International Airport, P.O. Box 66848, 10510 West Zemke Road, Chicago, 
Illinois 60666, original certificates of insurance evidencing the required coverage to be in force on the 
date of this RAC Agreement, and renewal certificates of insurance, or such similar evidence, if coverages 
have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the Term of this RAC Agreement. RAC shall submit 
evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance Certificate of Coverage Fonn, a copy of which 
form is attached as Exhibit F hereto and made a part hereof (or other equivalent fonn acceptable to the 
City) upon its execution of this RAC Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in the RAC Agreement have been fully met or that 
the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all requirements of the 
agreement. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from RAC shall not 
be deemed to be a waiver by the City. RAC shall advise all insurers of these RAC Agreement provisions 
regarding insurance. Non-confonning insurance shall not relieve RAC of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified herein. Non-fulfillment of the insurance conditions shall constitute a violation of 
this RAe Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work or tenninate this RAC Agreement as 
provided in Article 10 until proper evidence of insurance is provided. 

(b) If RAC fails to obtain or maintain any of the insurance policies under this RAC 
Agreement or to pay any premium in whole or in part when due, the City may (without waiving or 
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releasing any obligation or default by RAC hereunder), upon five (5) days' written notice to RAC and 
RAC's failure to submit satisfactory evidence thereof to the City within such 5-day period, obtain and 
maintain such insurance policies and take any other action which the City deems reasonable and any costs 
incurred by the City in obtaining and maintaining such policies, including reasonable attorneys' fees, 
court costs, and expenses, shall be reimbursed by RAC upon demand by the City. 

(c) The insurance shall provide for sixty (60) days' prior written notice to be given to 
the City in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

(d) RAC shall require all Contractors to carry the insurance required herein, or RAC 
may provide the coverage for any or all Contractors. The Contractors shall be subject to the same 
insurance requirements ofRAC unless otherwise specified herein. 

(e) Any and all deductibles or self insured retentions on referenced insurance 
coverages shall be borne by RAe. 

(f) RAC hereby waives and agrees to require its insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City and its employees, elected officials, agents, or representatives. 

(g) RAC expressly understands and agrees that any coverages and limits furnished 
by RAC or its Contractors shall in no way limit RAC's or its Contractors' liabilities and responsibilities 
specified within this RAC Agreement or by applicable Law. 

(h) RAC expressly understands and agrees that any insurance or self insurance 
programs maintained by the City shall not contribute with insurance provided by the RAC under this 
RAC Agreement. 

(i) The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification langtlage herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a matter of 
law. 

(j) If RAC is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies shall 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

(k) If RAC or its Contractors desire additional coverage, higher limits ofliability, or 
other modifications for its own protection, then RAC or its Contractors shall each be responsible for the 
acquisition and cost of such additional protection. RAC agrees to obtain such increases in limits or 
coverages as the City may, from time to time, reasonably request during the Term hereof. 

(1) The City (through its Risk Management Department) maintains the right to 
modify, delete, alter, or change these requirements upon reasonable prior written notice to RAC to the 
extent that the City determines, in its reasonable discretion, that such modification, deletion, alteration, or 
change is reasonably necessary and is otherwise consistent with insurance coverages and requirements 
applicable to other airports and airport facilities comparable to the Airport in size, service and capacity. 

(m) The insurance required by this RAC Agreement, at the option of RAC, may be 
effected by blanket or umbrella policies issued to RAC, provided that the policies otherwise comply with 
the provisions of this RAC Agreement and allocate to this RAC Agreement the specified coverage, 
without possibility of reduction or coinsurance. 
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Section 7.4 - City Insurance. 

During the Term hereof, (i) the City shall maintain, or cause to be maintained, insurance with 
respect to the CRCF against such casualties and contingencies, and in such amounts, as is reasonably 
prudent for owners of comparable facilities, and in all events subject to, and in accordance with, the terms 
and provisions of the Bond Indenture, and (ii) the City may maintain, or cause to be maintained, a policy 
or policies of commercial general liability insurance insuring against liability arising out of the risks of 
death, bodily injury, property damage and personal injury liability with respect to the Joint Use Facility. 
Such policies of insurance shall be for the sole benefit of the City and Trustee, shall name Trustee as an 
additional insured, and shall be subject to the tenns and provisions of the Bond Indenture. Any and all 
premiums for such policies of insurance, together with any deductibles relating thereto from time to time, 
shall be part of Operating Expenses hereunder. 

Section 7.5 - Damage and Destruction. 

(a) If the Premises are totally destroyed by storm, fire or other casualty, or damaged 
to the extent that, in the City's reasonable opinion, the damage cannot be restored, or if the damage is not 
covered by standard "all risks" property insurance (or such other property insurance as may be maintained 
by the City from time to time), or if Trustee, the Bond Indenture, and/or the other Bond Documents 
require application of the insurance proceeds to the Bonds, indebtedness, or other charges then 
outstanding thereunder, the City shall have the right to terminate this RAC Agreement effective as of the 
date of such destruction or damage by written notice delivered to RAC on or before thirty (30) days 
following the City's notice described in the next sentence, and Rent shall be accounted for as between the 
City and RAC as of that date. The City shall provide RAC with written notice no later than sixty (60) 
days following the date of such damage of the estimated time needed to restore and whether the City 
elects to restore hereunder. 

(b) If the Premises are damaged by any such casualty but the City does not elect to 
tenninate this RAC Agreement as provided in Subsection 7.5(a) above, this RAC Agreement shall remain 
in full force and effect, the City shall notify RAC in writing no later than sixty (60) days after the date of 
such damage that such damage will be restored (and will include the City'S good faith estimate of the date 
the restoration will be complete), and the City shall promptly commence to diligently restore the shell and 
core portions of the Premises (including the CRCF Project, as the same may be modified to confonn to 
applicable Laws then in effect, but excluding any RAC Work Items, as hereinafter defined) to 
substantially the same condition as before such damage occurred (any such activity being a "City 
Restoration") as soon as reasonably practicable, subject to Force Majeure Events and delays attributable 
to the acts or omissions of RAe. RAC may not tenninate this RAC Agreement (and shall otherwise 
remain liable for the perfonnance of all of its obligations hereunder in accordance with the terms and 
provisions hereof), except as expressly provided in Subsection 7.5(0 below, in the event of any such 
casualty. Base Rent and RAC's Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses and Impositions (but 
specifically excluding any other components of Facility Rent) shall be reduced or abated on a pro rata 
basis during the period of such City Restoration to the extent that the Premises is not tenantable as a result 
of such casualty; provided, notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in no event shall Facility 
Rent (other than RAC's Proportionate Share of Operating Expenses and Impositions as aforesaid) or 
CFCs be subject to reduction or abatement hereunder. 

(c) In the event of damage to, or destruction of, any RAC Improvements, 
Alterations, or other RAC work, or of the fixtures and equipment within the Premises (collectively, the 
"RAC Work Items"), by fire or other casualty, RAC shall promptly, at its expense, repair, restore, or 
rebuild such RAC Work Items to the condition existing prior to the happening of such fire or other 
casualty (any such activity being a "RAC Restoration"). Rent shall not be reduced or abated during the 
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period of such RAC Restoration even if the Premises is not tenantable and the RAC Work Items are not 
usable, and RAC may not terminate this RAC Agreement, except as expressly provided in Subsection 
L2{f} below. 

(d) Before RAC commences or causes such RAC Restoration, RAC shall, in 
connection therewith, comply with the requirements of Article 5 hereof. The City may waive (but shall 
not be obligated to do so) any requirements of Article 5 after taking into consideration the degree of 
damage or destruction and RAC Restoration. 

(e) Provided that the insurer does not deny liability as to the insureds, and provided 
RAC is not then in default hereunder, all sums arising by reason of loss under the property insurance 
required in Subsection 7.2(a)(v) and Subsection 7.2(b)(iii) shall be available to RAC for the work. All 
proceeds shall be payable to the City which may disburse proceeds through an escrow on satisfaction of 
conditions established by the City (which may include retention requirements, waivers oflien and sworn 
statements, architect's certificates, and other evidence of satisfactory completion and payment for work) 
or payable directly to RAC or Contractors, at the City's option. RAC shall deposit with the City any 
excess cost of the Restoration over the amount held by the City as proceeds of the insurance within thirty 
(30) days from the date of the determination of the cost of the RAC Restoration; but in no event later than 
commencement of work. At all times the undisbursed balance remaining in the hands of the City shall be 
at least sufficient to pay for the cost of completion of the work free and clear of liens; any deficiency shall 
be paid to the City by RAC. RAC shall diligently pursue the repair or rebuilding of the RAC Work Items 
(but in any event within the time period in which RAC was required to complete the RAC Improvements 
under Section 5.2). If RAC does not repair or rebuild the RAC Work Items or proceed diligently to repair 
or restore the RAC Work Items and fails to cure or correct any such default after notice and expiration of 
applicable cure periods hereunder, or there are insurance proceeds remaining after repair or rebuilding, all 
insurance proceeds shall belong to and be payable to the City, and RAC shall assign all such proceeds to 
the City. 

(f) In case of damage or destruction of all or any material portion of the Premises 
which occurs during the last twelve (12) months of the Term, either RAC or the City shall have the option 
of terminating this RAC Agreement as of the date of such damage or destruction by notice in writing 
given to the other party within thirty (30) days after the occurrence of such damage or destruction. In 
such event, the City shall be entitled to the proceeds of any RAC insurance covering any part of the 
Premises on account of such damage or destruction (excluding any insurance coverage for the RAC Work 
Items), and RAC shall assign all such insurance proceeds to the City. 

(g) Notwithstanding anything in this Section 7.5 to the contrary, while the Bonds 
remain outstanding, the terms and provisions of the Bond Indenture and the other Bond Documents shall 
govern and control in the event of damage or destruction to the Premises. 

ARTICLE 8 
AIRPORT MATTERS 

Section 8.1 - Airport Conditions. The following covenants, agreements, and restrictions shall 
apply to RAC's use and occupancy of the Premises and the CRCF Property, which covenants, agreements 
and restrictions shall run with the land, for the benefit of the City and its successors and assigns in the 
ownership and operation of the Airport: 

(a) RAC shall neither construct nor permit to stand on the Premises any building, 
structure, poles, trees, or other object, whether natural or otherwise, exceeding any existing or planned 
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FAR Part 77 surfaces of the Airport, or which would otherwise materially or adversely interfere with the 
use and operation of the Airport. 

(b) RAC shall file a notice consistent with the requirements of FAR Part 77 (FAA 
Form 7460-1) prior to constructing any facility, structure, or item on the Premises. 

(c) City reserves unto itself, its successors and assigns, for the use and benefit of the 
public, a right of flight for passage of aircraft in the airspace above the surface of the Premises. This 
public right shall include the right to cause in said airspace any noise inherent in the operation of any 
aircraft used for navigation or f1ight through the airspace or landing at, taking off from, or operation on 
the Airport. 

(d) RAC's use of the Premises shall be compatible with noise levels associated with 
the operation of the Airport, and the City reserves such interest or right as may be necessary to ensure that 
the CRCF Property will be used only for such purposes. 

(e) RAC shall not use or pennit any activity which could create a potential for 
attracting birds or other wildlife which may pose a hazard to aircraft operations at the Airport. 

Section 8.2 - Other Legal Requirements. RAC shall comply, and shall cause its contractors to 
comply, with all applicable federal, state, and local Laws, without limitation, those promulgated by the 
FAA, which shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

(a) Nothing herein contained shall be construed to grant or authorize the granting of 
an exclusive right to conduct any business, and the City reserves the right to grant to others the privileges 
and right of conducting any or all activities at the Airport and the ATS (subject, however, to the terms and 
provisions of Subsection 2.3(e) hereof); provided, so long as there is then no Event of Default hereunder 
and RAC is otherwise in material compliance with the tenns and provisions of this RAC Agreement, 
including, without limitation, the use of the CRCF for the Permitted Use, the City agrees that it shall not 
enter into a separate lease agreement for space in or on the Airport with any entity for the provision of 
rental car services to customers at the Airport. 

(b) This RAC Agreement involves the use of or access to space on, over or under 
real property acquired or improved in connection with the Airport, and therefore involves activity which 
serves the public. RAC, for itself, its personal representatives, successors in interest, and assigns, as part 
of the consideration hereof, does hereby covenant and agree, as a covenant running with the land, that 
(i) no person on the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, sex, or national origin shall be excluded 
from participation in, denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of said 
facilities; (ii) that no person on the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, sex, or national origin shall 
be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in 
the construction of improvements on, over, or under such land and the furnishing of services thereon; and 
(iii) that RAC shall use the Premises in compliance with all other requirements imposed by or pursuant to 
regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation. 

(c) If, and only to the extent that, RAC is then furnishing services in the United 
States, RAC agrees to furnish such services in compliance with Federal Law and on a fair and not 
unjustly discriminatory basis to all users thereof, and to charge fair, reasonable, and not unjustly 
discriminatory prices for each unit of service; provided, that RAC may be allowed to make reasonable 
and nondiscriminatory discounts, rebates, or other similar types of price reductions. 
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Section 8.3 - Airport Agreements. RAC's use and occupancy of the Premises shall be and 
remain subject to (a) the provisions of any existing or future agreements between the City and the United 
States government, FAA, or other governmental authority relative to the operation or maintenance of the 
Airport, the execution of which has been or will be required as a condition precedent to the granting of 
federal or other governmental funds, including, without limitation, grant agreements, and (b) any use 
agreement heretofore or hereafter executed by the City with airlines operating at the Airport, and any 
ordinance or indenture, or both, authorizing bond anticipation notes adopted by the City Council of the 
City authorizing the issuance of notes, bonds, or other obligations for the Airport and securing such 
obligations by a pledge of revenues or net revenues of the Airport and any ordinance or indenture 
supplemental thereto, which shall also include any Bond Indenture. The City shall provide RAC with 
copies of any such use agreements, ordinances, or indentures which so impact RAC or this RAC 
Agreement. RAC further agrees that it shall not cause the City to violate any assurances made by the City 
to the federal government in connection with the granting of such federal funds. 

Section 8.4 - Airport Security Act. This RAC Agreement is expressly subject to the Airport 
Security Acts, the provisions of which are hereby incorporated by reference. In the event that RAC, any 
of the RAC Parties, or any of their respective employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors, suppliers of 
materials, or providers of services, in the performance of this RAC Agreement, has: (i) unescorted access 
to secured areas located on or at the Airport; or (ii) capability to allow others to have unescorted access to 
such secured areas, RAC shall be subject to, and further shall conduct with respect to the RAC Parties and 
any of their respective employees, agents, contractors, subcontractors, suppliers of materials, or providers 
of services and the respective employees of each, such employment investigations, including criminal 
history record checks, as the City, the TSA, or the FAA, or any successor entities thereto, may deem 
necessary. Further, in the event of any threat to civil aviation, as defined in the Airport Security Act, 
RAC shall promptly report any infonnation in accordance with those regulations promulgated by the 
Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation and by the City. Except to the extent 
comprising part of the City Improvements hereunder, RAC shall, notwithstanding anything contained 
herein to the contrary, at no additional cost to the City, perform under this RAC Agreement in compliance 
with those guidelines developed by the City, the TSA, or the FAA with the objective of maximum 
security enhancement. 

Section 8.S - Regulating the Airport; Airport Operation. The City reserves the right to 
regulate, police, and further develop, improve, reconstruct, modify, or otherwise alter the Airport in the 
City'S sole discretion. The City reserves the right, but shall not be obligated to RAC, to maintain and 
keep in repair the landing area of the Airport and all publicly owned facilities of the Airport. The City 
shall not have any obligation to continue to operate the Airport or any part as an airport for passenger or 
freight air transportation or at any particular level of operation and may at any time limit or discontinue 
use of the Airport or any means of access to or within the Airport in whole or part. 

Section 8.6 - Rules and Regulations. RAC shall observe and obey all rules and regulations 
governing the conduct and operation of the Airport promulgated from time to time by City, county, state, 
or federal authorities and, in particular, RAC agrees at all times to comply with any master security plan 
and procedures for the Airport as may be established by City from time to time. In emergency cases City 
shall deliver to RAC such emergency rules and regulations as promptly as practical. Upon request, City 
shall provide RAC with copies of City'S current Airport rules and regulations applicable to RAe. Except 
in cases of emergency, subsequent rules and regulations promulgated by City shall be applicable to RAC 
fifteen (15) days after notice of the adoption thereof. 

Section 8.7 - Annexation. RAC may not request, petition for, or enter into any agreement to 
annex the Premises and/or CRCF Property to any municipality other than the City of Chicago. 
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Pursuant to the Bond Ordinance, the City anticipates the issuance of the Bonds in connection with 
the design and construction of the CRCF and the CRCF Project hereunder. Such Bonds are being issued 
pursuant to and in accordance with the Bond Indenture and the TIFIA Loan Documents, together with any 
and all related documents executed in connection therewith, and shall be and remain subject to the 
applicable terms, conditions, and provisions thereof, as the same may be amended or modified from time 
to time. 

ARTICLE 10 
DEFAULT AND TERMINATION 

Section 10.1 - Event of Default. The occurrence of any of the following shall constitute an 
"Event of Default" hereunder: 

(a) The failure by RAC to pay any Rent or other sums payable hereunder, including, 
without limitation, any Impositions, as required under this RAC Agreement when due, and the failure to 
cure same within five (5) days after the giving of written notice thereof to RAC; 

(b) The failure by RAC on or after the Effective Date of this RAC Agreement to 
perform any representation, warranty, covenant, agreement, or final court order applicable to the Premises 
required to be perfonned by RAC under this RAC Agreement (other than as covered or described 
elsewhere in this Section 10.1) and the failure of RAC to remedy such default within a period of thirty 
(30) days after written notice to RAC, or such additional time as may be reasonably necessary to remedy 
such default so long as RAC is at all times diligently and expeditiously proceeding to cure such default 
and in fact cures such default within a reasonable time, but in any event, such additional time shall not 
extend more than ninety (90) days after the initial written notice to RAC; provided, however, that such 
additional time beyond thirty (30) days shall not apply to a default that creates a present danger to persons 
or property or that materially or adversely affects the City'S interest in the Premises or the Airport, or if 
the failure or default by RAC is one for which the City (or any official, employee or other agent) may be 
subject to fine or imprisomnent. 

(c) The abandomnent or vacation of the Premises during the Term for a period in 
excess of seven (7) consecutive days; 

(d) If RAC shall suffer or permit any lien or encumbrance to attach to the Premises 
and/or CRCF or the leasehold interest of RAC and RAC shall not discharge said lien or encumbrance 
within thirty (30) days following written notice thereof, or within ten (10) days prior to any sale or 
disposition or forfeiture pursuant to such execution, whichever date shall first occur, subject to the 
provisions of Section 5.6 hereof; 

(e) If RAC shall fail to carry all required insurance under this RAC Agreement and 
such failure continues for (i) thirty (30) days after written notice by the City to RAC, so long as the City 
receives at least sixty (60) days' written notice from the insurer of any change, cancellation or non
renewal thereof as provided in Subsection 7.3(c) hereof, or (ii) ten (10) days after written notice by the 
City to RAC, in the event that the City receives less than sixty (60) days' written notice from the insurer 
of any change, cancellation or non-renewal thereof; 

(f) Any material misrepresentation (including by omission) made by RAC in this 
RAC Agreement or by RAC or any Person having more than a seven and one-half percent (7.5%) direct 
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or indirect ownership interest in RAC in any affidavit, certification, disclosure, or representation made by 
RAC or any such person relied upon by the City in execution of this RAC Agreement or in approving any 
request by RAC submitted to the City in accordance with this RAC Agreement; 

(g) Failure to comply with an order of a court of competent jurisdiction or proper 
order of a governmental agency relating to this RAC Agreement within the required time period. 

(h) The failure to deliver the estoppel certificate requested in Section 15.14 within 
five (5) days after written notice of failure to deliver within the time period required therein; 

(i) The default of RAC under any lease agreement, indemnity agreement, or other 
agreement RAC may presently have or may enter into with the City during the Term of this RAC 
Agreement, and failure to cure said default within any applicable cure period. RAC agrees that in case of 
an Event of Default under this RAC Agreement, the City also may declare a default under any such other 
agreements; 

(j) Any material permit of RAC allowing it to do business in the City or the County 
has been revoked and is not reinstated within ten (10) days following such revocation; 

(k) The filing by RAC of a voluntary petition in bankruptcy occurring on or after the 
date of this RAC Agreement, or if after the date hereof any involuntary petition in bankruptcy shall be 
filed against RAC under any federal or state bankruptcy or insolvency act and shall not have been 
dismissed within sixty (60) days from the filing thereof; 

(1) On or after the date of this RAC Agreement, the admission, in writing, by RAC 
of its inability to meet its debts generally as they mature; 

(m) The taking by a court of competent jurisdiction for a period of sixty (60) days of 
all or substantially all of RAC's assets pursuant to proceedings brought under the provisions of any 
federal reorganization act on or after the date of this RAC Agreement when possession is not restored to 
RAC within sixty (60) days after such taking; 

'. 

(n) The appointment of a receiver on or after the date of this RAC Agreement of all 
or substantially all of RAC's assets and RAC's failure to vacate such appointment within sixty (60) days 
thereafter; 

(0) The assignment by RAC on or after the date of this RAC Agreement of all or 
substantially all its assets for the benefit of its creditors; or 

(p) Any failure of RAC to comply with the terms and provisions of either the CFC 
Ordinance or the Bond Ordinance, and the failure of RAC to cure the same within ten (10) days after the 
giving of written notice thereof to RAe. 

Section 10.2 - Remedies. If the City so elects, with or without notice or demand, if an Event of 
Default occurs, the City may exercise anyone or more of the following described remedies, in addition to 
all other rights and remedies provided elsewhere herein or at law or equity: 

(a) The City may terminate this RAC Agreement and the Tenn created hereby, in 
which event the City may forthwith repossess the Premises and be entitled to recover forthwith as 
damages: (i) all of the Rent accrued and unpaid for the period up to and including such termination date; 
(ii) any other sums for which RAC is liable or in respect of which RAC has agreed to indemnify the City 
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under any provisions of this RAC Agreement which may be then due and owing; (iii) an amount equal to 
nine (9) months of the total Rent then payable hereunder by RAC at the time of such termination (it being 
acknowledged and agreed by RAC and the City that, in the event of a termination of this RAC Agreement 
following a RAC default hereunder, the City will suffer damages in an amount which, due to the special 
and unique nature of the transaction contemplated by this RAC Agreement and the special and unique 
nature of the negotiations which preceded this RAC Agreement, will be impractical or extremely difficult 
to determine, and such amount represents a reasonable estimate of the damages which the City will 
sustain in the event of a termination of this RAC Agreement following a RAC default hereunder), 
provided, however, if the City enters into an agreement for the Premises with a new RAC (a "New RAC 
Agreement"), the amount payable under this clause (iii) shall in no event exceed the amount of Rent that 
would otherwise be due and payable by RAC for the period commencing on the date of termination of 
this RAC Agreement and continuing through and including the date on which rent commences under such 
New RAC Agreement; and (iv) any damages in addition thereto, including reasonable attorneys' fees and 
court costs, which the City sustains as a result of the breach of any of the covenants of this RAC 
Agreement other than for the payment of Rent; 

(b) The City may terminate RAC's right of possession and may repossess the 
Premises by taking peaceful possession or otherwise as provided in this Section 10.2 without terminating 
this RAC Agreement or releasing RAC, in whole or in part, from RAC's obligation to pay Rent hereunder 
for the full Tenn. Upon and after entry into possession without termination of this RAC Agreement, the 
City may relet the Premises or any part thereof for the account of RAC, for such rent, for such time, and 
upon such tenns as shall be satisfactory to the City, and the City shall not be required to accept any RAC 
offered by RAC nor to observe any instructions given by RAC about such reletting. For the purpose of 
such reletting, the City is authorized to make any reasonably necessary repairs, alterations or additions in 
or to the Premises. If the Premises are relet and a sufficient sum shall not be realized from such reletting 
after paying all of the costs and expenses of such repairs, changes, alterations, and additions and the other 
expenses of such reletting and of the collection of the rent accruing therefrom to equal or exceed the Rent 
provided for in this RAC Agreement for the balance of its Tenn, RAC shall satisfy and pay such 
deficiency upon demand therefor; 

(c) The right to specific perfonnance, an injunction, or other appropriate remedy; 

(d) The right to money damages, including special and consequential damages; 

(e) The right to deem RAC non-responsible in future procurements by the City; 

(f) In case of a default described in Subsection IO.l(b) relating to RAC's obligations 
under Article 5 (including with respect to RAC Improvements under Section 5.2 Alterations under 
Section 5.7), the right to take over construction of work, at RAC's cost. Without limiting any other rights 
of the City, in the event the City takes over the work, the City shall be entitled to exercise all rights under 
the collateral assignments and other security granted to or available to City under this RAC Agreement, 
and sureties thereunder shall remain liable to the City upon such other security, and the proceeds thereof 
shall become the property of the City; 

(g) The right to draw under the Security Deposit or the Letter of Credit, as the case 
may be, and to use the proceeds thereof, to the extent set forth in Section 5.9 hereof, to payor reimburse 
the City for perfonnance of RACs' obligations or compensate the City for any damages owed to the City 
by RAe. The City agrees that, with respect to any Event of Default hereunder which can be cured to 
completion by the payment of money, the City shall, before exercising any of its other rights and 
remedies under this Section 10.2, but without prejudice to any such other rights and remedies, and 
without limiting RAC's obligation to replenish the same, first draw upon or attempt to draw upon the 
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Security Deposit or the Letter of Credit, as the case may be, and apply the proceeds of such draw towards 
the cure of such monetary Event of Default; and 

(h) The right (but not the obligation) to cure any Event of Default hereunder, and if 
the City so elects, any and all costs and expenses incurred by the City in curing such default shall be 
deemed additional Rent hereunder, and shall be paid by RAC to the City within thirty (30) days following 
the City's invoice therefor, and if not paid within such 30-day period, shall bear interest at the Default 
Rate. 

Section 10.3 - Other Provisions. 

(a) If the City exercises the remedies provided for in Subsection 10.2(a) or 
Subsection 1 O.2(b) above, RAC shall surrender possession and vacate the Premises or appropriate portion 
thereof immediately and deliver possession thereof to the City, and RAC hereby grants to the City full 
and free license to enter into and upon the Premises in such event and take complete and peaceful 
possession of the Premises, to expel or remove RAC and any other occupants and to remove any and all 
property therefrom without being deemed in any manner guilty of trespass, eviction, forcible entry and 
detainer, or conversion of property and without relinquishing the City's right to rent or any other right 
given to the City hereunder or by operation oflaw. 

(b) All property removed from the Premises by the City pursuant to any provisions 
of this RAC Agreement or by law may be handled, removed, or stored in a commercial warehouse or 
otherwise by the City at the risk, cost, and expense of RAC, and the City shall in no event be responsible 
for the value, preservation, or safekeeping thereof. RAC shall pay the City, upon demand, any and all 
expenses incurred by the City in such removal and storage charges against such property so long as the 
same shall be in the City's possession or under the City'S control. All property not removed from the 
Premises or retaken from storage by RAC within thirty (30) days after the end of the Term or termination 
of RAC's possession by virtue of Section 10.2, however tenninated, shall, if the City so elects, be 
conclusively deemed to have been forever abandoned by RAC, in which case such property may be sold 
or otherwise disposed of by City without further accounting to RAC. 

(c) RAC shall pay all of the City's costs, charges, and expenses, including court costs 
and attorneys' fees, incurred in successfully enforcing RAC's obligations under this RAC Agreement. 

(d) No waiver by the City of default of any of the terms, covenants, or conditions 
hereof to be performed, kept, and observed by RAC shall be construed to be or act as a waiver of any 
subsequent default of any of such terms, covenants, and conditions. No failure by the City to timely bill 
RAC for any rentals, fees, or charges of any kind shall in any way affect or diminish RAC's obligation to 
pay said amounts. The acceptance of Rent, whether in a single instance or repeatedly, after it falls due, or 
after knowledge of any breach hereof by RAC, or the giving or making of any notice or demand, whether 
according to any statutory provisions or not, or any act or series of acts except an express written waiver, 
shall not be construed as a waiver of any right hereby given the City, or as an election not to proceed 
under the provisions of this RAC Agreement. The rights and remedies hereunder are cumulative and the 
use of one remedy shall not be taken to exclude or waive the right to the use of another, except where 
rights and remedies are specifically limited as set forth elsewhere in this RAC Agreement. 

Section 10.4 - Further Right to Terminate. If the City's exercise of its remedies pursuant to 
Section 10.2 shall be stayed by order of any court having jurisdiction over any proceeding described 
above, or by federal or state statute, or if the trustee appointed in any such proceeding, RAC or RAC as 
debtor-in-possession shall fail to assume RAC's obligations under this RAC Agreement within the period 
prescribed therefor by law or within one hundred twenty (120) days after entry of the order for relief or as 
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may be allowed by the court, or if said trustee, RAC or RAC as debtor-in-possession shall fail to provide 
adequate protection of the City's right, title, and interest in and to the Premises or adequate assurance of 
the complete and continuous future perfonnance of RAC's obligations under this RAC Agreement as 
provided in Section 10.5 below, then the City, to the extent permitted by law or by leave of the court 
having jurisdiction over such proceeding, and after the expiration of any such stay, shall have the right, at 
its election, to tenninate this RAC Agreement on five (5) days' written notice to RAC, RAC as debtor-in
possession or said trustee, and upon the expiration of said 5-day period, this RAC Agreement shall cease 
and expire as aforesaid, and RAC, RAC as debtor-in-possession or said trustee, as the case may be, shall 
immediately quit and surrender the Premises as aforesaid. 

Section 10.5 - Adequate Protection. If an order for relief is entered or if a stay of proceeding or 
other acts becomes effective in favor of RAC or RAC's interest in this RAC Agreement, in any 
proceeding which is commenced by or against RAC under the present or any future applicable federal 
Bankruptcy Code or any other present or future applicable federal, state, or other Law, the City shall be 
entitled to invoke any and all rights and remedies available to it under such bankruptcy code, Law or this 
RAC Agreement, including, without limitation, such rights and remedies as may be necessary to 
adequately protect the City's right, title, and interest in and to the Premises, or any part thereof, or 
adequately assure the complete and continuous future perfonnance of RAC's obligations under this RAC 
Agreement. Adequate protection of the City's right, title, and interest in and to the Premises, and 
adequate assurance of the complete and continuous future perfonnance of RAC's obligations under this 
RAC Agreement shall include, without limitation, the following requirements: 

(a) that RAC shall duly and timely comply with all of its obligations under this RAC 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, the payment of Rent in accordance with the tenns of this RAC 
Agreement; 

(b) that RAC shall continue to use the Premises for the Pennitted Use in the manner 
required by this RAC Agreement; 

(c) that the City shall be pennitted to supervIse the perfonnance of RAC's 
obligations under this RAC Agreement; 

(d) that RAC shall hire such security personnel as may be necessary to insure the 
adequate protection and security of the Premises; and 

(e) that if RAC's trustee, RAC, or RAC as debtor-in-possession assumes this RAC 
Agreement and proposes to assign the same (pursuant to Title II U.S.C. 365, as the same may be 
amended) to any person or entity who shall have made a bona fide offer to accept an assignment of this 
RAC Agreement on tenns acceptable to the trustee, RAC, or RAC as debtor-in-possession, then notice of 
such proposed assignment, setting forth: (i) the name and address of such person or entity; (ii) all of the 
tenns and conditions of such offer; and (iii) the adequate assurance to be provided the City to assure such 
person's or such entity's future perfonnance under the RAC Agreement, including, without limitation, the 
assurances referred to in Title 11 U.S.C. 365(b)-(d) (as they may be amended), shall be given to the City 
by the trustee, RAC, or RAC as debtor-in-possession no later than twenty (20) days after receipt by the 
trustee, RAC, or RAC as debtor-in-possession of such offer, but in any event no later than thirty (30) days 
prior to the date that the trustee, RAC, or RAC as debtor-in-possession shall make application to a court 
of competent jurisdiction for authority and approval to enter into such assignment and assumption, and 
the City shall thereupon have the prior right and option, to be exercised by notice to the trustee, RAC, or 
RAC as debtor-in-possession prior to the effective date of such proposed assignment, to accept an 
assignment of this RAC Agreement upon the same tenns and conditions and for the same consideration, if 
any, as the bona fide offer made by such person or entity, less any brokerage commissions and other 
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expenses which may be payable out of the consideration to be paid by such person or entity for the 
assignment of this RAC Agreement. No guaranty from a guarantor shall be extinguished, modified, or 
prohibited in case RAC becomes the subject of or seeks relief under any federal or state bankruptcy or 
insolvency laws, and RAC shall not take a position to the contrary. 

Section 10.6 - Force Majeure Delay. No party shall be deemed to be in default in the 
performance of any obligation created under or pursuant to this RAC Agreement, other than an obligation 
requiring the payment of a sum of money (which shall not be subject to Force Majeure Delay), if and as 
long as non-performance of such obligation shall be directly caused by Force Majeure Delay, and the time 
limit for such performance shall be extended for a period equal to the period of any such Force Majeure 
Delay (except and to the extent this RAC Agreement provides for a limit or restriction on Force Majeure 
Delay). However, if in an emergency situation non-perfonnance is due to a Force Majeure Delay which 
does not affect a self-help remedy which may be otherwise exercised by City under Section 11.2 for such 
non-performance, then notwithstanding such Force Majeure Delay, the City shall still be entitled to such 
remedy with respect to those obligations to have been performed by the Non-Performing Party which are 
the subject of Force Majeure Delay. When it becomes aware of Force Majeure Delay, the party 
experiencing Force Majeure Delay shall notifY the other party in writing of the existence and nature of 
any Force Majeure Delay within a reasonable time after the onset of any such Force Majeure Delay. The 
party experiencing Force Majeure Delay shall, (i) from time to time upon the written request of the other 
party, keep such other party fully informed, in writing, of all further developments concerning such Force 
Majeure Delay, and (ii) use commercially reasonable efforts to mitigate and eliminate the impact of such 
Force Majeure Delay. 

ARTICLE 11 
SPECIAL RIGHTS OF THE CITY 

Section 11.1 - City's Reserved Rights. All rights not expressly granted to RAC herein are 
reserved by the City, including, without limitation, the following rights (which may be exercised by the 
City's officers, employees, agents, licensees, contractors, or designees): 

(a) rights to air or space above the top level of the Premises. Such right shall 
include, without limitation, the right to construct improvements above such level (which may include a 
transit system) and install structural supports for such improvements in, on, or under the Premises and/or 
CRCF Property, after reasonable notice to RAC and provided RAC's business in the Premises is not 
interfered with materially and unreasonably as a result of such construction, and any such supports 
occupy an immaterial portion of the Premises. In such event, the City shall be responsible for 
constructing, at no cost or expense to RAC, any and all structural supports, modifications, or additions to 
the Premises to the extent reasonably required in connection with such additional improvements, and the 
City shall further be responsible for repairing, at no cost or expense to RAC, any and all damages to the 
Premises to the extent caused by or arising in connection with the City'S construction of such additional 
improvements; 

(b) upon notice to RAC, to install and maintain signs on the Premises (other than the 
RAC Improvements); 

(c) to enter the Premises and perform tests and other activities as described in 
Section 14.3, Section 14.5, and Section 14.7; 

(d) to exhibit the Premises at reasonable hours or for other reasonable purposes, 
upon the giving of reasonable notice, and to decorate, remodel, repair, alter, or otherwise prepare the 
Premises for reoccupancy at any time after RAC vacates or abandons the Premises; 
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(e) to maintain, replace, repair, alter, construct, or reconstruct existing and future 
utility, mechanical, electrical, and other systems, or portions thereof, on the Premises, including, without 
limitation, systems for the supply of heat, water, gas, fuel, and electricity, and for the furnishing of 
sprinkler, sewerage, drainage, and telephone service, including all related lines, pipes, mains, wires, 
conduits, and equipment. If the City is performing any such activity on the Premises, the City shall 
provide reasonable advance notice to RAC. In the exercise of such rights, the City shall not unreasonably 
interfere with the business conducted by RAC in the Premises, and the City shall restore the Premises to 
their condition immediately prior to the exercise of such rights; 

(f) to exercise such other rights as may be granted the City elsewhere in this RAC 
Agreement; 

(g) upon the giving of reasonable notice, RAC shall allow the City, and its officials, 
officers, agents, employees, and contractors, reasonable access to the Premises for the purpose of 
examining the same to ascertain if RAC is performing its obligations under the RAC Agreement, and for 
conducting tests and inspections for any other reason deemed reasonably necessary by the City under the 
RAC Agreement; 

(h) [Intentionally Omitted]; and 

(i) the right to, at any time after not less than sixty (60) days' notice to RAC, adjust 
the assigned pickup and drop-off locations for shuttle bus vehicles in connection with the Common Use 
Transportation System or throughout the Airport to further the efficient utilization of the Airport and its 
facilities and customer convenience; provided, the City and RAC each agree to first consult with the other 
party hereto in advance of any such adjustment of modification, and to reasonably cooperate in 
connection with any such adjustments or modifications. 

All such rights in this Section 11.1 shall be exercisable without notice (except as 
expressly provided in this Section 1 U) and (so long as such rights are exerci~ed in accordance with the 
conditions set forth above, if any, for exercise of such rights) without liability to RAC for damage or 
injury to property, person, or business, and without effecting an eviction or disturbance of RAC's use or 
possession or giving rise to any claim for setoff or abatement of Rent or affecting any of RAC's 
obligations under this RAC Agreement. Notices under this Section ILl may be given verbally in an 
emergency or where entry does not materially affect RAC's use and occupancy. Reasonable notice shall 
in no event require more than twenty-four (24) hours' notice. 

Section 11.2 - City's Right to Perform RAC's Obligation. In an emergency situation or upon 
occurrence of an Event of Default, the City may (but shall not be obligated so to do), and without waiving 
or releasing RAC from any obligation of RAC hereunder, make any payment or perform any other act 
which RAC is obligated to make or perform under this RAC Agreement in such manner and to such 
extent as the City may deem desirable; and in so doing the City shall also have the right to enter upon the 
Premises for any purpose reasonably necessary in connection therewith and to payor incur any other 
necessary and incidental costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees. All sums so paid and 
all liabilities so incurred by the City, together with interest thereon at the Default Rate, shall be deemed 
additional rent hereunder and shall be payable to the City upon demand as additional rent (provided, 
however, that no interest shall accrue on such sums if so incurred due to an emergency situation, and not 
as a result of an Event of Default by RAC hereunder, so long as RAC pays such sums to the City within 
thirty (30) days following the City'S written invoice therefor). The City shall use reasonable efforts to 
give prior notice (which may be oral) of its perfonnance, if reasonably feasible under the circumstances. 
The perfonnance of any such obligation by the City shall not constitute a waiver of RAC's default in 
failing to perform the same. Inaction of the City shall never be considered as a waiver of any right 
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accruing to it pursuant to this RAC Agreement. The City, in making any payment hereby authorized: 
(a) relating to Impositions, may do so according to any bill, statement, or, estimate, without inquiry into 
the validity of any such Impositions or claims thereof; (b) for the discharge, compromise, or settlement of 
any lien, may do so without inquiry as to the validity or amount of any claim for lien which may be 
asserted; or (c) in connection with the completion of construction of improvements to the Premises or the 
repair, maintenance, or reconstruction of the Premises or the payment of operating costs thereof; may do 
so in such amounts and to such persons as the City reasonably may deem appropriate. Nothing contained 
herein shall be construed to require the City to advance monies for any purpose. The City shall not in any 
event be liable for inconvenience, annoyance, disturbance, loss of business, or other damage of RAC or 
any other occupant of the Premises or any part thereof, by reason of making repairs or the performance of 
any work on the Premises or on account of bringing materials, supplies, and equipment into or through 
the Premises during the course thereof in connection with City'S actions under this Section 11.2, and the 
obligations ofRAC under this RAC Agreement shall not thereby be affected in any manner. 

Section 11.3 - Restrictions on City. 

(a) Except as otherwise expressly provided in this RAC Agreement, and except as 
may otherwise be agreed by the parties hereto, the City agrees that use of the Premises during the Tem1 
hereof shall be limited to RAC. 

(b) The City agrees that from and after the Effective Date, no Off-Airport RACs will 
be pennitted to participate in the planning process for the Joint Use Facility. 

(c) The City agrees that from and after the Rent Commencement Date and 
continuing for the remainder of the Term hereof (and except in the event of a fire, casualty, 
condemnation, or other Force Majeure Delay affecting the CRCF), (i) the City will not permit any rental 
car service counters in the Tenninal, (ii) the City will require all RACs to transport all of their respective 
rental customers between the CRCF and the Tenninal by use of the A TS (except as expressly pennitted to 
the contrary under Subsection 2.14 hereof or as may be expressly permitted otherwise under each such 
License), (iii) the City will require all Off-Airport RACs to transport all of their respective rental 
customers between their respective customer facilities and the CRCF, and not directly to or from the 
Tenninal (and RAC shall cooperate with the City at all times in connection therewith), and (iv) except to 
the extent otherwise expressly authorized by the City or as may be expressly permitted otherwise under 
each such License, no RAC or Off-Airport RAC will be allowed to pickup or drop off its customers at the 
Tem1inal except by use of the ATS. 

ARTICLE 12 
CONDEMNATION 

Section 12.1 - Procedure. In the event that at any time during the Term of this RAC Agreement, 
all or a portion of the Premises, or all access thereto, or RAC's entire leasehold interest in all or a portion 
of the Premises pursuant to this RAC Agreement, is taken or damaged by the exercise of power of 
eminent domain by any condemning authority ("Condemnation Proceedings"), then (whether or not this 
RAC Agreement terminates by operation of law upon the exercise of such power), the share of any award 
resulting to the City or RAC for the taking of their respective interests in and to the Premises or damages 
resulting to their respective interests by reason ofthe exercise of such power of eminent domain, shall be 
separately determined by the court having jurisdiction, not by the jury, and separate judgments with 
respect to such damages to the City and RAC, respectively, and to each of their respective interests, shall 
thereafter be made and entered. The City and RAC shall make such requests and petitions to the court as 
are consistent with the foregoing procedure. Notwithstanding anything in this Article 12 to the contrary, 
while the Bonds remain outstanding, the terms and provisions of the Bond Indenture and the other Bond 
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Documents shall govern and control in the event of any Condemnation Proceedings affecting all or any 
portion of the Premises, the Joint Use Facility, and/or the Joint Use Facility Property. 

Section 12.2 - Total Taking. In the event that: (a) all of the Premises are sought to be taken by 
the exercise of the power of eminent domain; or (b) under the threat of condemnation, all of the Premises 
are conveyed to a condemning authority pursuant to an agreement between the City, RAC, and such 
condemning authority; or (c) a portion of the Premises are taken by eminent domain or conveyed as 
aforesaid under threat of condemnation and the remainder of the Premises are not capable of being 
restored to a condition as may be reasonably required to fulfill the intent and purpose of this RAC 
Agreement; or (d) all of the Premises are taken by the exercise of the power of eminent domain for 
occupancy by a condemning authority for a temporary period and such temporary period extends beyond 
the date of the termination of this RAC Agreement; this RAC Agreement shall tenninate effective upon 
the date that the condemning authority legally acquires the right of possession to the Premises. In the 
event of termination of this RAC Agreement as aforesaid, Base Rent, Impositions, and any other sum or 
sums of money and other charge whatsoever provided in this RAC Agreement to be paid by RAC shall be 
paid by RAC up to the date of such termination. The amount of compensation and damages resulting to 
the City and RAC and respectively and to their respective interests in and to the Premises and in and to 
and in connection with this RAC Agreement in the event of termination of this RAC Agreement as 
aforesaid shall be detennined in accordance with the provisions of Section 12.1 hereof. 

In the event of a taking of the Premises described in this Section 12.2 and the termination of the 
RAC Agreement as aforesaid, the entire award shall be disbursed as follows: 

(a) The City shall first be paid that portion of the award which represents the value 
of the City's interest in the Premises, and the CRCF Project, and in any event, an amount sufficient to 
discharge in full any and all outstanding indebtedness and other amounts due under the TIFIA Loan 
Documents. 

(b) The balance of any such award shall then be paid to RAC after first deducting the 
following items (i) and (ii): 

(i) The amount of Base Rent, Facility Rent, and any other amount due and owing up 
to the date the condemning authority legally takes possession of the Premises, 
which shall be paid to the City; 

(ii) All Impositions which under the terms of this RAC Agreement are provided to be 
paid by RAC, which shall either be paid to the City to be used for the intended 
purpose or shall be applied directly to the payment of such Impositions. 

Section 12.3 - Partial Taking. In the event that less than the entire Premises and access thereto 
or RAC's leasehold interest in less than the entire Premises and access thereto is taken permanently by the 
exercise of the power of eminent domain, and if the remainder of the Premises are capable of being 
restored to a condition reasonably required to fulfill the intent and purpose of this RAC Agreement, then 
in such event, this RAC Agreement shall not tenninate but shall remain in full force and effect and RAC 
shall continue to perform and observe all of the obligations of RAC hereunder, including the obligations 
to pay Base Rent and Impositions as provided herein, and shall restore the Premises to a condition 
required to fulfill the interest and purpose of this RAC Agreement. However, effective as of the date the 
condemning authority legally acquires the right of possession to such portion of the Premises so taken and 
continuing thereafter during the remainder of the Term, Base Rent payable by RAC during the remainder 
of the Term of this RAC Agreement shall be adjusted solely by reducing the area of the Premises used in 
calculating Base Rent by that portion of the land area of the Premises used in calculating Base Rent which 
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was taken by Condemnation Proceedings. The value of the RAC's interest shall not include any money to 
pay Base Rent in the future (and any such amount allocated to RAC shall be paid to the City). 

In the event of such a partial taking, the City shall first be paid that portion of the award which 
represents the value of its interest in and to the Premises as may have been taken as a result of such partial 
taking. Next, RAC shall first be paid an amount of any award in trust sufficient to undertake the complete 
restoration of the Premises as may be necessary as a result of such partial taking, after deducting 
therefrom and paying to or applying for the benefit of the City the amounts set forth in subparagraphs (i) 
and (ii) in Section 12.2 hereof. RAC shall be entitled to receive and retain any balance remaining of such 
award made as a result of such partial taking. If the proceeds are insufficient to complete restoration of 
the Premises, RAC shall nevertheless perform such restoration at its cost, in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 5 of this RAC Agreement. 

Section 12.4 - Temporary Takings. If the temporary use of the whole or any part of the 
Premises shall be taken by Condemnation Proceedings as hereinabove referred to for a period which does 
not extend beyond the Term of this RAC Agreement, this RAC Agreement shall not terminate by reason 
thereof and RAC shall continue to pay in full the Rent, Impositions, and other charges herein provided to 
be paid or assumed or reimbursed by RAC, and, except only to the extent that RAC is prevented from so 
doing by reason of any order of the condemning authority, RAC shall continue to perform and observe all 
of the covenants, conditions, and obligations hereof which are herein provided to be observed or 
performed by RAC, all to the same extent and with the same force and effect as if such temporary use or 
taking had not occurred. Any award for such temporary taking, whether paid or by way of damages, rent, 
or otherwise shall be received, held and disbursed in the manner following: 

(a) An amount equal to the sum of (x) the Base Rent for the entire period of such 
temporary use or taking, plus (y) the estimated amount of the Facility Rent and Impositions for such 
period (computed on the basis of the most recently ascertainable information) shall be deposited with an 
escrow trustee acceptable to the City and shall be from time to time applied to the payment of Base Rent, 
Facility Rent, and Impositions as the same from time to time become due and payable; 

(b) The amount jointly agreed upon by the City and RAC as the estimated amount 
required to be expended upon the termination of such temporary use or occupancy to restore the Premises 
and Improvements as nearly as may be reasonably possible to the condition in which same was 
immediately prior to such taking, shall be reserved and shall be used and available for use for such 
purposes (and if no agreement is reached, then the City may deduct and retain an amount reasonably 
estimated by the City); and 

(c) The remainder shall be paid over to and become the property of RAC; however, 
the amount of any Rent or other charges then owing by RAC to the City under the provisions of this RAC 
Agreement, together with all unpaid Impositions, and the amount so deducted shall be paid to or upon the 
order of the City. 

Section 12.5 - Takinl! Upon Possession. The Premises or any part thereof shall be deemed to be 
taken by Condemnation Proceedings within the meaning of the foregoing provisions upon the transfer of 
possession thereof to the condemning authority; provided, however, any valuation of the City's or RAC's 
interests shall be as of the date of the filing of Condemnation Proceedings. 

Section 12.6 - No Restriction. Nothing in this RAC Agreement or the existence of this RAC 
Agreement shall be construed to restrict or in anyway interfere with the exercise of eminent domain by 
the County. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the City agrees that it shall not voluntarily 
commence or seek commencement of Condemnation Proceedings against the Premises except to the 
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extent that the City, in connection with such Condemnation Proceedings (i) reimburses RAC for the then
unamortized costs and expenses of any and all RAC Improvements constructed in the Premises, or any 
portion thereof, by RAC and each such RAC (with such RAC Improvements being amortized on a 
straight-line basis over a period of thirty (30) years at a rate equivalent to the Discount Rate), and (ii) 
makes available to RAC reasonable alternate space for the provision of rental car services by RAC to 
customers at the Airport. 

Section 12.7 - Taking of RAC's Entire Leasehold Interest. In the event of a taking of RAC's 
entire leasehold interest hereunder, whether or not there is a taking of the underlying fee interest, the 
value of such leasehold interest shall be the difference between the fair cash rental value of the Premises 
as improved and the Rent reserved under this RAC Agreement (including Base Rent and Facility Rent), 
and including payment of Impositions, discounted for the present value at the Discount Rate. 

ARTICLE 13 
SUBLEASE AND ASSIGNMENT OF PREMISES 

Section 13.1 - General. Except as otherwise set forth in this Article 13, RAC shall not, without 
the prior written consent of the City in each instance: (a) assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge, hypothecate, 
or encumber, or subject to or permit to exist upon or be subjected to any lien or charge, this RAC 
Agreement or any interest under it (including any sublease or easement); (b) allow to exist or occur any 
transfer of or lien upon the Premises, this RAC Agreement, or RAC's interest herein by operation of law; 
(c) sublet the Premises or any part thereof; or (d) permit the use or occupancy of the Premises or any part 
thereof for any purpose not provided for herein or by anyone other than RAe. The requirements of this 
Article 13 shall apply to any transaction or series of transactions that shall have the same effect as any of 
the aforementioned occurrences, and in no event shall this RAC Agreement be assigned or assignable by 
voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy proceedings or otherwise, and in no event shall this RAC Agreement 
or any rights or privileges hereunder be an asset of RAC under any bankruptcy, insolvency or 
reorganization proceedings. The City may withhold its consent to any of the acts described in Subsection 
13.l(a), Subsection 13.I(b), Subsection 13.l(c), or Subsection 13.l(d) in its sole and absolute discretion; 
provided however, the City agrees not to withhold its consent unreasonably to a sublease or assignment to 
a Related Party (as defined in Section 13.2 hereof) on the terms set forth in said Section 13.2. RAC shall 
not grant a leasehold mortgage without the City'S prior written consent, which consent may be withheld or 
conditioned in the City'S sole and absolute discretion. The City'S right to consent under this Article 13 
applies to assignment of any Space Lease or to sublease or transfer of any interest in a Space Lease or 
subleased Premises. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no event shall RAC sublease the Premises, or any 
portion thereof, to any entity other than a RAC, except in conjunction with a re-bidding as contemplated 
under Section 3.5 hereof. 

Section 13.2 - Notice and Consent. The tenn "Related Party" means: a Person controlling, 
controlled by, or under common control of, or in partnership with common control with, the original 
named RAe under this RAC Agreement, or which acquires all of the assets of the original RAC, or which 
results from a merger or consolidation with the original RAe. As used in the term "Related Party", 
"control" means ownership of the (a) managing partner interests in a partnership, (b) managing member 
interests in a limited liability company, or (c) more than fifty percent (50%) of the voting stock in a 
corporation. RAC shall notify the City in writing ("Notice of Subletting or Assignment") of the 
proposed commencement date of the assignment or subletting, and shall include the name and address of 
the proposed subtenant or assignee, a true and complete copy of the proposed sublease or assignment, and 
all related documents, and a financial statement of the subtenant or assignee, disclosures and information 
required under Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 hereof, documentation consistent with that required by 
Subsection 15.12(b)(i) through Subsection 15.12(b)(vi) hereof, as applicable to its form of business 
organization, representation and warranties under Section 15.16 hereof, and such other information as 
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may be required by the City. RAC agrees that the withholding by the City of its consent will be deemed 
reasonable if: (i) the proposed assignee or subtenant is not sufficiently financially responsible, 
experienced, and capable in the City's sole judgment to operate and use the Premises for the Permitted 
Use in a manner required hereunder; (ii) the use of the Premises by the proposed assignee or subtenant 
would, in the City's judgment, adversely affect the operation of the Airport or the Premises; (iii) the 
proposed assignee or subtenant is in default under any agreement with the City; (iv) the proposed assignee 
or sublessee would not provide the same employment opportunities at the Premises, would not conduct 
aviation related business, or would not generate comparable economic benefits to the City or the Airport; 
(v) there is then in existence an Event of Default, or there exists a set of circumstances which, with the 
giving of notice or the passage of time, will constitute an Event of Default; (vi) any of the terms or 
provisions of the assignment or transfer submitted to the City are not the same as given the City in the 
Notice of Subletting or Assignment; (vii) the proposed assignee or subtenant does not comply with the 
provisions of Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 hereof; or (viii) if, in the City'S sole judgment and discretion, the 
assignee or subtenant is not capable of performing or is not sufficiently qualified to perform RAC's 
obligations under Article 14 hereof. RAC may not assign its right, title and interest under this RAC 
Agreement prior to Substantial Completion of all of the RAC Improvements. Following approval by the 
City of any sublease or assignment, RAC shall deliver the final form of sublease or instrument of 
assignment to the City no later than thirty (30) days prior to the proposed commencement of such 
sublease or assignment. 

Section 13.3 - Effect of Consent. Consent by the City to any assignment or sublease shall not 
operate to relieve, release, or discharge the RAC making such assignment or sublease of or from any 
obligations, whether past, present, or future, under this RAC Agreement, and such RAC shall continue 
fully liable hereunder except to the extent, if any, expressly provided for in such consent. Upon any such 
permitted assignment, the term "RAC" as used in this RAC Agreement shall refer to the assignee holding 
the leasehold estate under this RAC Agreement (except as otherwise specifically provided herein), 
provided that the assignor RAC shall remain jointly and severally liable for the obligations ofRAC under 
this RAC Agreement. Consent by the City in anyone instance shall not be deemed to be a consent to or 
relieve RAC from obtaining the City's consent to any subsequent assignment or subletting. Consent by 
the City shall be conditioned upon agreement by the subtenant or subtenants or assignees to comply with 
and be bound by all of terms, covenants, conditions, provisions, and agreements of this RAC Agreement 
to the extent of the space sublet or assigned, and an agreement that the City shall have the right, but not 
the obligation, to enforce the terms and provisions of any such assignment or sublease affecting the City'S 
interests and RAC shall deliver to the City within thirty (30) days after execution, an executed copy of 
each such sublease or assignment containing an agreement of compliance by each such subtenant and 
assignee. RAC shall pay all of the City'S costs, charges, and expenses, including attorney's fees, incurred 
in connection with any assignment or sublease requested or made by RAe. 

Section 13.4 - Changes in Ownership Interest in RAe. RAC acknowledges that the City is 
entering into this RAC Agreement with RAC based upon the information contained in its disclosure of 
direct and indirect ownership interests in RAC furnished prior to execution of this RAC Agreement or 
from time to time thereafter. If at any time there is a change in the direct or indirect ownership interests 
in RAe which would change the information set forth in the prior disclosure statement, RAC shall furnish 
the City an updated disclosure statement. At the City's election, in addition to any rights it may otherwise 
have under this Article 13, upon any such change in ownership interest, the City may treat such change as 
an assignment of this RAC Agreement by RAC subject to the City'S approval. 

Section 13.5 - Operating Agreement. 

(a) Prior to the Rent Commencement Date, RAC and the other RACs then (or that 
will be) operating and occupying a portion or portions of the CRCF from time to time pursuant to valid 
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RAC Agreements will enter into an operating agreement (the "Operating Agreement") which provides, 
among other things, for (i) the maintenance, repair, and replacement of the QT A pursuant to, and in 
accordance with, the terms and provisions of this RAC Agreement and the other RAC Agreements then 
(or to be) in effect, and (ii) the allocation and assumption of joint and several liability for Rent and other 
sums due and payable by RAC hereunder and rent and other sums due and payable by the other RACs 
then (or that will be) operating and occupying a portion or portions of the CRCF from time to time 
pursuant to valid RAC Agreements under such agreements, all as more specifically described in Section 
4.14 hereof, as well as joint and several liability for the maintenance, repair, and replacement of the QTA 
in accordance with the terms and provisions of this RAC Agreement and the other RAC Agreements in 
effect from time to time. 

(b) The Operating Agreement shall be reasonably acceptable to the City in form and 
substance and shall remain in full force and effect, and shall not dissolve or be terminated, during the 
Term. The Operating Agreement shall provide for execution of additional agreements or other operative 
documents to provide for the parties' rights and obligations relating to RAC and the Premises. The 
Operating Agreement shall provide for the circumstance when a new RAC replaces an existing RAC 
when the existing RAC's RAC Agreement is terminated due to the new RAC outbidding the existing one 
with respect to the minimum annual guarantee fee under a RAC Agreement, including admission of the 
new RAC, withdrawal of the displaced RAC, and a possible requirement that the new RAC pay to the 
displaced RAC the unamortized costs of improvements to the Premises made by the displaced RAC, less 
costs of removal of the displaced RAC's proprietary trade fixtures. Further, the Operating Agreement 
shall provide for the circumstance when, following a termination of a RAC Agreement due to default by 
the RAC thereunder, the City either replaces the RAC with a new RAC by entering into a new RAC 
Agreement or, until replacement, permits the terminated RAC's spaces and areas to be re-allocated among 
the remaining RACs comprising RAC in a manner approved by the City. The Operating Agreement shall 
also provide for the circumstance where the City, at its sole option, may require the addition of another 
RAC to the CRCF from time to time. Once a RAC's RAC Agreement is tenllinated, the City shall not 
permit it to occupy any portion of the Premises. 

(c) [Intentionally Omitted] 

(d) The Operating Agreement shall acknowledge this RAC Agreement, be consistent 
with this RAC Agreement, and require RAC and the other RACs to comply with the terms of this RAC 
Agreement or such other RAC Agreement, as the case may be. The Operating Agreement shall require 
the RACs to give notice to the City of any default by RAC thereunder and provide the City with the 
option to elect to cure any such default within a period commensurate with any cure period given to RAC 
under the Operating Agreement. In addition to the foregoing, the Operating Agreement shall be expressly 
subordinated to this RAC Agreement. 

(e) RAC shall promptly notify the City of any non-payment of Revenues (to the 
extent that RAC has actual knowledge of any such non-payment of Revenues) or other default by an RAC 
under the Operating Agreement or of any notice of default received by RAC under the Operating 
Agreement. 

Section 13.6 - Transfer by the City. The City shall have the right, at any time and at its sole 
option, to sell, transfer, or otherwise convey its right, title, and interest in and to this RAC Agreement 
and/or all or any portion of the CRCF or the Premises, other than to an RAC, an Off-Airport RAC, an 
affiliate of either an RAC or an Off-Airport RAC, or a direct competitor of any RAC, and in the event of 
any such sale, transfer, or conveyance by the City, the same shall operate to release the City from any 
future obligations and any future liability for or under any of the covenants or conditions, express or 
implied, herein contained in favor of RAC, and in such event, and with respect to such obligations, 
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covenants, and conditions, RAC agrees to look solely to the successor in interest of the City in and to this 
RAC Agreement. This RAC Agreement shall not be affected by any such sale, conveyance or transfer. 

ARTICLE 14 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES 

Section 14.1 - Defined Terms. 

(a) "Claim" shall mean any demand, cause of action, proceeding, or suit for damages 
(actual or punitive), injuries to person or property, damages to natural resources, fines, penalties, interest, 
or losses, or for the costs of site investigations, feasibility studies, information requests, health or risk 
assessments, contribution, settlement, or actions to correct, remove, remediate, Respond to, clean up, 
prevent, mitigate, monitor, evaluate, assess, or abate the Release of a Hazardous Material, or any other 
investigative, enforcement, cleanup, removal, contaimnent, remedial, or other private or govermnental or 
regulatory action at any time threatened, instituted, or completed pursuant to any applicable 
Enviromnental Law, or to enforce insurance, contribution, or indemnification agreements being made 
pursuant to a claimed violation or non-compliance with any Environmental Law against RAC or against 
or with respect to any part of the Premises or any condition, use, or activity on the Premises (including 
any such action against the City), and any claim at any time threatened or made by any person against 
RAC or against or with respect to the Premises or any condition, use, or activity on the Premises 
(including any such claim against the City), relating to damage, contribution, cost recovery, 
compensation, loss, or injury resulting from or in any way arising in connection with any Hazardous 
Material or any Environmental Law. 

(b) "Environmental Assessment" shall mean a report (including all drafts thereof) 
of an environmental assessment of the Premises of such scope (including, but not limited to, the taking of 
soil borings and air and groundwater samples and other above and below ground testing) as may be 
recommended by a licensed consulting finn acceptable to the City and made in accordance with the 
recommendations of such consultant. 

(c) "Environmental Damages" shall mean all Claims, demands, liabilities 
(including strict liability), losses, damages, causes of action, judgment, penalties, fines, costs and 
expenses (including fees, costs, and expenses of attorneys (whether incurred at, before or after any trial, 
proceeding, or appeal therefor, and whether or not taxable as costs), witnesses, consultants, contractors, 
experts ad laboratories, deposition costs, and copying and telephone charges), of any and every kind or 
character, contingent or otherwise, matured or unmatured, known or unknown, foreseeable or 
unforeseeable, made, incurred, suffered, brought, or imposed at any time and from time to time, whether 
before, on or after the Expiration Date (other than any Pre-Existing Condition) to the extent arising from 
one or more of the following: 

(i) the presence of any Hazardous Material on the Premises on or before the 
Expiration Date in violation of or requiring clean-up under any Enviromnental 
Law, or any escape, seepage, leakage, spillage, emission, release, discharge, or 
disposal of any Hazardous Material on or from the Premises, or the migration or 
release or threatened migration or release of any Hazardous Material to, from, or 
through the Premises before, on, or after the Expiration Date, including, but not 
limited to, any matters set forth in the Existing Enviromnental Report (as 
hereinafter defined); or 

(ii) any act, omission, event, or circumstance existing or occurring in connection 
with the handling, treatment, contaimnent, removal, storage, decontamination, 
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clean-up, transport, or disposal of any Hazardous Material which is at any time 
before, on, or after the Expiration Date present on the Premises; or 

(iii) the breach of any representation, wan'anty, covenant, or agreement contained in 
Article 14 of the RAC Agreement; or 

(iv) any Claim, or the filing or imposition of any environmental lien against the 
Premises, because of, resulting from, in connection with, or arising out of any of 
the matters referred to in subsections (i) through (iii) above, and including, but 
not limited to: (1) injury or damage to any person, property, or natural resource 
occurring on or off of the Premises, including, but not limited to, the cost of 
demolition and rebuilding of any improvements on real property; (2) the 
investigation or remediation of any such Hazardous Material or violation of 
Environmental Law, including, but not limited to, the preparation of any 
feasibility studies or reports and the perfonnance of any cleanup, remediation, 
removal, response, abatement, containment, closure, restoration, monitoring, or 
similar work required by any Environmental Law (including any of the same in 
connection with any foreclosure action or transfer in lieu thereof); (3) all liability 
to payor indemnify any person or governmental authority for costs expended in 
connection with any of the foregoing; (4) the investigation and defense of any 
Claim, whether or not such Claim is ultimately defeated; and (5) the settlement of 
any Claim or judgment 

(d) "Environmental Law" shall mean any Federal, state, or local law, statute, 
ordinance, code, rule, regulation, license, authorization, decision, order, or injunction which pertains to 
health, safety, any Hazardous Material, or the environment (including, but not limited to, ground or air or 
water or noise pollution or contamination, and underground or above-ground tanks) and shall include, 
without limitation, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C Section 651 et seq.; the Emergency 
Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, 42 U.S.C Section 11001 et seq.; the Toxic Substances 
Control Act, IS U.S.C Section 2601 et seq.; the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C 
Section 1801 et seq.; the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("ReRA"), 42 U.S.C Section 6901 ~ 
~ as amended by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984; the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601 et seq. 
("CERCLA"), as amended by the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 ("SARA"); 
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C Section 1251 et seq.; the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C 
Section 7401 et seq.; the Illinois Environmental Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5/1 ~~ the Gasoline 
Storage Act, 430 ILCS 15/0.01 et seq.; the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago; and any other local, 
state, or federal enviromnental statutes, and all rules, regulations, orders, and decrees now or hereafter 
promulgated under any of the foregoing, as any of the foregoing now exist or may be changed or 
amended or come into effect in the future. 

(e) "Hazardous Material" shall mean any substance, whether solid, liquid, or 
gaseous, which is listed, defined, or regulated as a "hazardous substance," "hazardous waste", or "solid 
waste," or otherwise classified as hazardous or toxic, in or pursuant to any Environmental Law; or which 
is or contains asbestos, radon, any polychlorinated biphenyl, urea fonnaldehyde foam insulation, 
explosive or radioactive material, or motor fuel or other petroleum hydrocarbons; or is a hazard to the 
environment or to the health or safety of persons. 

(f) "On" when used with respect to the Premises or any property adjacent to the 
Pr~mises, means "on, in, under, above, or about" 
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(g) "Pre-Existing Condition" shall mean the presence of any Hazardous Material on 
the Premises prior to the date on which RAC first enters onto the Premises and commences performance 
of the RAC Improvements therein, as more specifically described and set forth in the Existing 
Environmental Report (as hereinafter defined) or the New Environmental Report (as hereinafter defmed), 
as the case may be. 

(h) "Release" or "Released" shall have the meaning set forth in CERCLA, including, 
but not limited to, any actual or threatened spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, 
discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing of Hazardous Materials into the 
environment, as "environment" is defined in CERCLA 

(i) "Response" or "Respond" shall mean action taken in compliance with 
Environmental Laws to correct, remove, remediate, clean-up, prevent, mitigate, treat, monitor, evaluate, 
investigate, assess, or abate the Release of a Hazardous Material or prevent or abate any public nuisance. 

(j) "Special Waste" shall have the meaning set forth in 415 ILCS 5/3.45, as 
amended from time to time. 

Section 14.2 - RAC's Obligations with Respect to Environmental Matters. 

(a) During the Term: (i) RAC shall at its own cost comply with all Environmental 
Laws; (ii) RAC shall not handle, generate, manufacture, process, treat, store, use, re-use, refine, recycle, 
reclaim, blend or bum for energy recovery, incinerate, accumulate speculatively, transport, transfer, 
dispose of, or abandon Hazardous Materials or authorize any of such activities on the Premises, including 
installation of any USTs, except as otherwise permitted in Subsection 14.2(b) hereof, and in any case 
without prior written disclosure to the City (other than for Hazardous Materials expressly pem1itted under 
Subsection 14.2(b) hereof); (iii) RAC shall not take any action that would subject the Premises to permit 
requirements under RCRA or any other Environmental Laws for storage, treatment, or disposal of 
Hazardous Materials; (iv) RAC shall not dispose of Hazardous Materials in dumpsters provided by the 
City for RAC's disposal of ordinary refuse; (v) RAC shall not discharge Hazardous Materials into drains 
or sewers; (vi) RAe shall not cause or allow the Release of any Hazardous Materials on, to or from the 
Premises; (vii) RAe shan at its own cost arrange for the lawful transportation and off-site disposal at a 
properly permitted facility of all Hazardous Materials that it generates or Releases; (viii) RAC keep such 
records and obtain such permits as may be required for RAC's activities under Enviromnental Laws; and 
(ix) RAC shall comply with any applicable Airport stormwater pollution prevention plan and spill 
prevention control and countermeasures plan in effect from time to time. 

(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, RAe may use and dispose of on the Premises 
those Hazardous Materials nonnally used in connection with fueling, washing, servicing, and repairing 
Motor Vehicles, as well as cleaning products normally and customarily used in maintaining and cleaning 
the Premises, as part of the Permitted Use so long as RAC's use, storage, disposal, and transportation of 
such Hazardous Materials complies in all respects with all applicable Environmental Laws. RAC shall 
establish and provide upon the request of the City written operating procedures for review and comment 
by the City covering the operation of fleet vehicles and the receipt, storage, and dispensing of Motor 
Vehicle fuel, including the operations and recordkeeping procedures applicable to fleet vehicles and the 
installation, maintenance, safety checks, and safety procedures applicable to storage and dispensing 
equipment. RAC may also conduct such handling, storage, and disposal on the Premises of any 
Hazardous Materials which RAC may lawfully transport in the ordinary course of its business operations; 
provided, however, that all such handling, storage, disposal, and transportation on the Premises shall 
comply in all respects with applicable Environmental Laws. Said procedures and equipment shall comply 
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with the applicable Laws and standards of the federal, state, and local governmental bodies having 
jurisdiction over said fuel and fuel dispensing procedures, equipment, or facilities. 

Section 14.3 - Site Assessments and Information. 

(a) RAC acknowledges that it has received from the City that certain environmental 
repOIt captioned "Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report; Project Site: O'Hare International 
Airport - Future Car Rental Facility and Public Parking Lot; Prepared By: Environmental Design 
International inc., 33 W. Monroe Street, Suite 1825, Chicago, Illinois 60603, Prepared for: Department of 
Aviation (CDA), O'Hare Modernization Program, 10510 West Zemke Road, Chicago, Illinois 60666", 
and dated April 2012 (the "Existing Environmental Report"), and RAC shall be entitled to request, at 
RAC's sole cost and expense, a reliance letter from the preparer of such Existing Environmental Report 
for the benefit ofRAC. Notwithstanding the foregoing, RAC shall also have the right and option to cause 
to be conducted at any time during the period commencing on the Effective Date hereof and ending on the 
one (1) year anniversary of the Effective Date hereof (i) a customary Phase I environmental site 
assessment (the "New Phase I Assessment"), and (ii) solely in the event that the New Phase I Assessment 
identifies recognized environmental concerns that can reasonably be expected to materially and adversely 
affect RAC's use and occupancy of the CRCF, a customary Phase II environmental site assessment by the 
same environmental assessment or engineering firm who performed the New Phase I Assessment (the 
"New Phase II Assessment") (the New Phase I Assessment and the New Phase II Assessment are 
sometimes referred to herein, collectively, as the "New Environmental Report"). If RAC elects to 
proceed with the New Environmental Report as provided herein, RAC's Representative shall contract 
with a duly licensed environmental assessment or engineering firm reasonably acceptable to the City with 
respect to the New Phase I Assessment and, if applicable, the New Phase II Assessment. The City will 
thereafter reimburse RAC or RAC's Representative, as the case may be, for the actual, reasonable, 
documented, out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred by RAC or RAC's Representative, as the case 
may be, in connection with such New Phase I Assessment or New Phase II Assessment, as the case may 
be, within a reasonable time following the City's receipt of RAC's written request therefor, together with 
final and complete copies of such New Phase I Assessment or New Phase II Assessment, as the case may 
be. The Pre-Existing Conditions and recognized environmental concerns, if any, specifically identified in 
such Existing Environmental Report and New Environmental Report, as the case may be, shall, to the 
extent existing on the Premises as of the Effective Date hereof, constitute the environmental baseline 
("Environmental Baseline") for the Premises and/or CRCF Property for purposes of this Article 14. To 
the extent that the New Phase I Assessment and/or the New Phase II Assessment reveals the presence of 
Hazardous Materials on the Premises which are in excess of limits permitted under applicable 
Environmental Laws and which require remediation under existing Environmental Laws, the City shall be 
responsible for perfonning or causing to be performed, at no cost or expense to RAC, such remediation 
work as may be required by applicable Environmental Laws in connection therewith, except to the extent 
that any such Hazardous Materials were released by or at the direction of, or were otherwise caused by or 
attributable to the acts or omissions of, RAC or any of RAC's members, officers, agents, employees, 
contractors, guests, invitees, or licensees. RAC understands and agrees that the Existing Environmental 
Report was made available for informational purposes, and that RAC or RAC's Representative shall be 
contracting separately for the New Environmental Report, and each of the Existing Environmental Report 
and the New Environmental Report should be relied on by RAC at its own risk. The findings set forth in 
each of the Existing Environmental Report and the New Environmental Report are subject to the 
limitations stated in the Existing Environmental Report or the New Environmental Report, as the case 
may be, and the infonnation and conclusions stated in each of the Existing Environmental Report and the 
New Environmental Report have not been verified by the City. The City makes no representations or 
warranties that the Existing Environmental Report or the New Environmental Report is accurate or 
complete. 
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(b) If any Claim is made or threatened, or upon the occurrence of the Expiration 
Date if requested by the City, RAC will at its expense provide to the City, in each case as soon as is 
practicable under the circumstances, an Environmental Assessment made after the date of the City's 
request. RAC shall select the environmental consulting finn to prepare such Environmental Assessment 
(which consulting finn shall be duly licensed and in good standing, and shall otherwise be reasonably 
acceptable to the City), will cooperate with such consulting finn making the such Environmental 
Assessment, and will supply to the consulting finn, from time to time and promptly on request, all 
infonnation available to RAC to facilitate the completion of the Environmental Assessment. RAC shall 
use its best efforts to facilitate the City's communication with the consulting finn and, at the City's 
request, require that the consulting finn pennit the City, in writing, to rely on its Environmental 
Assessment. If RAC fails to furnish the City for its consideration and approval, within thirty (30) days 
after the City'S request, with a copy of a proposed agreement with an acceptable environmental consulting 
finn to provide such Environmental Assessment, or if RAC fails to furnish to the City such 
Environmental Assessment within the time hereinabove required, the City may cause any such 
Environmental Assessment to be made at RAe's sole expense and risk. The City hereby reserves the 
right to enter upon the Premises at any time and from time to time, upon reasonable notice (which may be 
written or oral), to make or cause to be made such Environmental Assessment. The City shall use 
reasonable efforts to coordinate access to the Premises with RAC so as to minimize any disruption of 
RAC's business created thereby, and shall be responsible for promptly repairing any damages to the 
Premises to the extent caused by the Environmental Assessment perfonned by or at the direction of the 
City. RAC shall also cooperate in allowing and coordinating such access. The City may disclose any 
infonnation the City ever has about the environmental condition or compliance of the Premises to Persons 
or entities whom the City believes would use or need the infonnation for a valid business or governmental 
purpose and any person to whom the City is required to disclose such infonnation by law (including the 
Freedom of Infonnation Act or similar requirements), but the City shall be under no duty to disclose any 
such infonnation except as may be required by applicable Law. 

Section 14.4 - Copies of Notices. During the Tenn, RAC shall promptly provide the City with 
copies of all summons, citations, directives, infonnation inquiries or requests, notices of potential 
responsibility, notices of violation or deficiency, orders or decrees, Claims, complaints, investigations, 
judgments, letters, notices of environmental liens or Response actions in progress, and other 
communications, written or oral, actual or threatened, from the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency or 
other federal, state, or local agency or authority, or any other entity or individual, concerning (i) any 
Release of a Hazardous Material on, to, or from the Premises, (ii) the imposition of any lien on the 
Premises, or (iii) any alleged violation of or responsibility under Environmental Laws. 

Section 14.5 - Tests and Reports. RAC shall deliver to the City, within ten (10) days after 
receipt by RAC, any written report, citation, notice, or other writing, including, without limitation, any 
Environmental Assessment, having an effect on or relating to the environmental condition of Premises or 
relating to RAC's compliance with or pursuant to any Environmental Laws. RAC shall deliver to the City 
written reports and summaries of any substantive oral reports of any environmental consultants which 
impact the Premises (other than to a de minimis extent) upon RAC's receipt thereof and shall ilmnediately 
advise the City in writing of any Claim,any Release of a Hazardous Material on, to, or from the Premises, 
or of the discovery of the existence of any Hazardous Material on the Premises in violation of, or 
requiring Response under, any applicable Environmental Laws, as soon as RAC first obtains knowledge 
thereof, including a full description of the nature and extent of the Claim or Hazardous Material and all 
relevant circumstances. In addition, RAC shall perfonn or cause to be perfonned a Phase I environmental 
assessment or other comparable environmental inspection of the Premises (the "Final Environmental 
Report"), which Final Environmental Report shall be at least substantially similar in scope to the Existing 
Environmental Report, at any time during the l20-day period prior to the scheduled Expiration Date 
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hereof (or the anticipated tennination hereof, if different), which Final Environmental Report shall be 
perfonned at RAC's sole cost and expense. In the event that the Final Environmental Report shows any 
recognized environmental conditions or otherwise indicates the presence or suspected presence of any 
Hazardous Materials in, on, or under the Premises which were not otherwise contained or referenced in 
the Existing Environmental Report or the New Environmental Report, as the case may be, or were not 
otherwise part of the Environmental Baseline hereunder (excepting those items which are the City's 
responsibility to the extent provided under Subsection 14.7(c) hereof), RAC shall in such event also be 
required to remove and remediate any such recognized environmental conditions or other Hazardous 
Materials, as the case may be, required to be removed or remediated by, and in a manner otherwise 
consistent with, applicable Envirorunental Laws, and to perfonn any required restoration of the Premises 
in connection therewith, all in accordance with the tenns and provisions of this RAC Agreement and 
applicable Environmental Laws. In the event that RAC fails to submit such Final Environmental Report 
to the City or perfonn any required remediation work, as the case may be, within sixty (60) days prior to 
the scheduled Expiration Date hereof (or the anticipated tennination hereof, if different), the City shall 
have the right and option (but not the obligation) to perfonn or cause to be perfonned such Final 
Enviromnental Report or such required remediation work, as the case may be, at RAC's sole cost and 
expense, in which event RAC shall, in addition to its other obligations hereunder, reimburse the City for 
all costs and expenses of such Final Environmental Report or such required remediation work as the case 
may be, within thirty (30) days following the City's written invoice therefor. Notwithstanding anything to 
the contrary herein, RAC's remediation, removal and clean-up obligations hereunder shall be limited to 
the applicable cleanup standard(s) allowed under Environmental Laws for sites consistent with the use of, 
and compatible with the current zoning of, the Premises (and, unless otherwise required by applicable 
Environmental Laws, RAC shall not be required to meet any more stringent standards applicable to 
residential or agricultural uses). 

Section 14.6 - Access and Inspection. The City shall have access to the Premises and to the 
books and records of RAC relating to Hazardous Materials for the purpose of ascertaining the nature of 
the activities being conducted thereon and to detennine the type, kind, and quantity of all products, 
materials, and substances brought onto the Premises or made or produced thereon. The City shall have. 
the right to enter the Premises upon reasonable prior written notice, except in an emergency, and conduct 
appropriate inspections or tests in order to determine RAC's compliance with Environmental Laws; 
provided, the City shall use reasonable efforts to minimize any disruption of RAC's business created 
thereby, and shall be responsible for promptly repairing any damages to the Premises to the extent caused 
by the City or the City'S contractor in perfonning such inspections or tests. The City and its agents and 
representatives shall have the right to take samples, including, without limitation, (a) soil, water, and 
groundwater samples, in quantity sufficient for scientific analysis of all materials and substances present 
on the Premises, and (b) samples of products, materials or substances brought onto or made or produced 
on the Premises by RAC or an occupant claiming by, through or under RAC or otherwise present on the 
Premises. 

Section 14.7 - Obligation to Respond. 

(a) If the presence of Hazardous Materials at the Premises (1) gives rise to liability 
or to a Claim under any Environmental Law, (2) causes a significant public health effect, or (3) creates a 
nuisance, RAC shall promptly, without cost or expense to the City (except as expressly provided to the 
contrary in Subsection 14.7(c) hereof), take all applicable action in Response, except as otherwise 
provided in this Section 14.7. Without limiting the foregoing, if at any time any Hazardous Material is 
discovered to exist on the Premises in violation of or requiring clean-up under any Environmental Law 
and regardless of the cause, (except if resulting from a Pre-Existing Condition or migration thereof from 
adjacent properties as set forth in Subsection 14.7(c) below), then: 
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(i) RAC shall promptly, without cost or expense to the City (and based on a scope of 
work and timetable first reviewed and approved by the City), Respond to and 
dispose of the Hazardous Material in compliance with all applicable 
Environmental Laws and solely under RAC's name and provide the City with 
satisfactory evidence thereof; and 

(ii) before performing the work, provide the City with a cost estimate, and if 
requested by the City, provide to the City within ten (10) days of the City's 
request (or earlier time period prescribed by the City in case of emergency) a 
letter of credit, financial security, or other written assurance evidencing to the 
City's reasonable satisfaction that all necessary funds are readily available to pay 
the costs and expenses of the actions required by subsection (i) above and to 
discharge any assessments or liens established against the Premises as a result of 
the presence of the Hazardous Material on the Premises. As soon as practicable 
after completion of such remedial actions (but not more than thirty (30) days after 
completion), RAC shall obtain and deliver to the City an Environmental 
Assessment of the Premises made after such completion, which shall state that all 
required remedial action as stated above has been taken and successfully 
completed in compliance with all Environmental Laws, and that there is no 
evidence or suspicion of any contamination or risk of contamination on the 
Premises or any adjacent property in violation of any Environmental Law, with 
respect to any such Hazardous Material (excluding, however, any Pre-Existing 
Condition identified in the Existing Environmental Report and comprising part of 
the Environmental Baseline established thereunder). 

(b) The City may, but shall never be obligated to, upon not less than twenty (20) 
days' prior notice to RAC (or such shorter time period prescribed by the City in case of emergency) and 
RAC's failure to cure within such time period, Respond to or to cause the Response to the Hazardous 
Material ifRAC fails to promptly commence such Response following discovery and thereafter diligently 
pursue the same as may be required in Subsection 14.7(a) hereof. 

(c) Notwithstanding anything in this Article 14 to the contrary, it is acknowledged 
and agreed that, except to the extent caused by or arising from the acts or omissions of RAC, or any of its 
respective officers, agents, employees, contractors, guests, invitees, or licensees, neither RAC, nor any of 
its respective officers, agents, employees, contractors, guests, invitees, or licensees, shall have any 
liability for (nor shall RAC be required under Section 14.8 below to indemnify, defend, or hold harmless 
any Indemnified Party for): (i) any Pre-Existing Condition; (ii) any Release of Hazardous Materials by 
any third party on properties adjacent to the Premises which affect the Premises or otherwise require a 
Response with respect to the Premises; or (iii) any Release of Hazardous Materials on the Premises to the 
extent caused by or otherwise attributable to the acts or omissions of the City or its officials, officers, 
agents, employees, or contractors. To the extent required by applicable Environmental Laws, the City 
shall Respond to, and shall be entitled to access the Premises at any time or times upon reasonable prior 
notice (which may be oral) to RAC to Respond to, any Hazardous Materials arising under subsections (i) 
or (iii) above (such actions arising under subsections (i) or (iii) above being referred to herein as "City 
Response Actions"); provided, the City shall use reasonable efforts to minimize any disruption of RAC's 
business in connection with such Response Actions, and shall be responsible for promptly repairing any 
damages to the Premises to the extent caused by the City or the City'S contractor in performing such 
Response Actions. 

Section 14.8 - Environmental Indemnification. In addition to the indemnifications set forth in 
Section 7.1 hereof, and in accordance with the provisions of said Section 7.1, RAC hereby indemnifies 
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and agrees to defend and hold each Indemnified Party hannless from and against and, if and to the extent 
paid, reimburse such parties upon demand made in accordance with this Article 14 for, any and all 
Environmental Damages, including, without limitation, any and all Claims made in connection with the 
Premises, except to the extent expressly provided to the contrary in Subsection 14.7(c) hereof. Such 
indemnity shall not apply to a particular Indemnified Party to the extent that such indemnity is void under 
applicable Law. RAC's obligations under this Article 14 shall survive the tennination or expiration of this 
RAC Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or the absence in any case of 
covering insurance or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perfonn any obligation on its 
part under insurance policies affecting the Premises or any part thereof. 

Section 14.9 - Other Rights. If any conflict exists between the provISIOns of this RAC 
Agreement and the provisions of any other agreement between the City and RAC relating to access to the 
Premises, Claims, or Environmental Damages, the stricter provision shall control. Nothing in this RAC 
Agreement shall limit or impair any rights or remedies of the City against RAC or any other person under 
any other agreement, any Environmental Law or otherwise at law or in equity, including, without 
limitation, any rights of contribution or indemnification. Rights under this Article 14 granted to the City 
shall be exercisable by the City's officers, employees, agents, licensees, contractors, and designees. 

Section 14.10 - Underground Storage Tanks. Without limiting any other obligations it may 
have pursuant to any Environmental Law, RAC shall comply with all federal, state, and local Laws 
regarding the registration, installation, repair, operation, release from upgrading, removal, or 
abandonment-in-place of any UST existing on the Premises andlor the CRCF, either prior to or at any 
time on or after the Effective Date, and shall obtain all UST pennits or approvals required pursuant to any 
Environmental Law. It is acknowledged and agreed that, following the initial installation thereof: (i) 
RAC shall be solely responsible for the use, operation, maintenance, repair, replacement, and removal of 
any and all such USTs hereunder; (ii) that the City assumes no liability or responsibility in connection 
therewith (provided, the City shall be responsible for correcting, or causing to be corrected, any latent 
defects to the extent attributable to the initial installation of such USTs for a period equal to the greater of 
(A) one (1) year following the initial installation thereof, or (B) the period of any third party warranty 
applicable thereto); and (iii) title to any and all such USTs shall pass to RAC and the other RACs then 
operating the CRCF as tenants in common and without bill of sale or further written conveyance 
documents. Upon the expiration or earlier tennination of this RAC Af,'feement, RAC and the other RACs 
then operating at the CRCF shall, at the sole option of the City, remove and dispose of any and all such 
USTs, and shall remediate any portions of the Joint Use Facility Property, all in accordance with 
applicable Environmental Law. 

Section 14.11 - Disposal of Materials, Construction and Demolition Debris, Soil and Waste. 

(a) Without limiting other provisions of this Article 14 or any other provisions of 
this RAC Agreement, RAC shall be responsible for the proper disposal of all materials, construction and 
demolition debris, soil, and other waste generated by the business operations of RAC, and its respective 
officers, agents, employees, contractors, guests, invitees, or licensees, including, but not limited to, the 
construction of capital improvements, or any activities as set forth in Section 14.7 hereof, all in 
accordance with Environmental Laws. RAC shall identify to the City any disposal site or transfer station 
for materials, debris, soil, or other waste of which RAC is disposing, prior to its disposal, and shall 
complete and execute any fonn required by the City identifying such site or station. RAC shall not use or 
allow to be used for disposal or transfer any site or station not properly licensed. Any substitution, for 
whatever reason, shall be at RAC's cost. RAC shall pay the cost to remove waste to a properly licensed 
site or station. 
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(b) RAC shall notify the City of any community meetings, media involvement, or 
media coverage related to the loading, hauling, or disposal of materials, construction debris, soil, and 
other wastes under this RAC Agreement in which RAC is asked to participate. 

(c) Non-compliance with the terms and conditions of this Article 14 may affect 
RAC's eligibility for future contracts or leases. 

(d) RAC shall haul materials, including, but not limited to, fuel of any nature, any 
construction debris, soil, and other wastes in vehicles and containers complying with all applicable 
Environmental Laws. 

Section 14.12 - Miscellaneous Records. 

RAC must show evidence to the City of, and keep current throughout the Term of this 
RAC Agreement, all permits of any kind (including waste hauling, special waste hauling, and disposal 
pennits) and insurance certificates required by federal, state, City, or other local govenunental body or 
agency pursuant to any Environmental Law; copies of all load tickets, manifests, bills of lading, scale 
tickets, and other pertinent documents, including copies of all permits and licenses for the proposed 
transfer station or landfill; vehicle maintenance records; safety and accident reports; and records, reports, 
and permits required by lEPA or OSHA. All such records and accounts shall be subject to review by the 
City and shall be made available to the City within ten (10) days following written request of the 
Commissioner, or other shorter reasonable period requested by the Commissioner. The City's review of 
any such records and accounts shall in no way serve to limit RAC's obligations or liability under the tenns 
and conditions of this RAC Agreement or any Environmental Law. 

Section 14.13 - No Liability of the City. 

(a) The City shall have no liability to RAC (except as expressly provided in this 
RAC Agreement), or any pennitted subtenant or occupant of the Premises or any portion thereof, or any 
of their respective members, employees, agents, partners, shareholders, officers, directors, contractors, 
licensees, or invitees, or other Persons whom RAC has pennitted entry or with whom RAC has entered 
into a contract or understanding (oral or written) to use or occupy the Premises, as a result of Hazardous 
Materials now or hereafter located on the Premises; provided, the City shall be required to Respond to any 
City Response Actions to the extent provided under Subsection 14.7(c) hereof. 

(b) THE CITY MAKES NO REPRESENT A TION OR WARRANTY AS TO THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION OF THE PREMISES. EXCEPT FOR CITY RESPONSE ACTIONS 
REQUIRED UNDER SUBSECTION 14.7(C) HEREOF AND THE CITY'S LIABILITY TO THE 
EXTENT ARISING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, RAC HEREBY WAIVES ANY AND ALL 
CLAIMS AGAINST THE CITY, ITS OFFICIALS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS, 
AND AGENTS WHICH MA Y CURRENTLY EXIST OR WHICH MAY ARISE IN THE FUTURE BY 
CONTRACT, AT COMMON LAW, IN EQUITY, OR UNDER STATUTE, NOW OR THEN 
CURRENTLY IN EFFECT, AND WHICH RELATE TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS ON, 
UNDER OR NEAR THE PREMISES. 

Section 14.14 - No Waiver. Except as otherwise set forth or provided in this Article 14 or 
elsewhere in this RAC Agreement, nothing contained in this Article 14 is intended to limit or waive any 
common law or statutory rights of the City or RAC for liability to third parties for damage to property or 
injury to persons resulting from or arising in connection with Hazardous Materials located on the 
Premises andlor CRCF Property. 
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
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Section 15.1 - Notices; Consents. All consents and approvals in connection with this RAC 
Agreement shall be in writing (except as otherwise provided herein) and shall be sent by U.S. registered 
or certified mail (proper postage prepaid and return receipt requested), by nationally-recognized 
commercial overnight delivery services (e.g. UPS, Federal Express, etc.), or by personal delivery, and 
addressed as follows: 

(a) To the City: 

Department of Aviation 
P.O. Box 66848 
10510 West Zemke Road 
Chicago, IL 60666 
Attn: Commissioner of Aviation 

With copies to: 

Department of Aviation - Real Estate Division 
P.O. Box 66848 
10510 West Zemke Road 
Chicago, IL 60666 
Attn: Deputy Commissioner of Real Estate 

And: 

Corporation Counsel City of Chicago 
30 North LaSalle Street, 9th Floor 
Chicago, IL 60602 
Attn: Deputy Corporation Counsel for Aviation 

(b) To RAC: 

With copies to: 

or such other persons or addresses as either party may designate from time to time by written notice to the 
other. Mailed notices shall be deemed to have been given three (3) business days after deposit in the U.S. 
mail. Notice by nationally-recognized commercial overnight delivery service shall be deemed given the 
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next business day following deposit with such service. Notice by personal delivery shall be deemed given 
upon personal delivery. 

Section 15.2 - Severability. If any provision of this RAC Agreement shall be held or deemed to 
be, or shall in fact be, inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions, or in all cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any 
Law or public policy, or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering 
the provision in question inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or rendering 
any other provision or provisions herein contained invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent 
whatever. The invalidity of anyone or more phrases, sentences, clauses, or sections contained in this 
RAC Agreement shall not affect the remaining portions of this RAC Agreement or any part thereof. 

Section 15.3 - General Interpretation. Any headings of this RAC Agreement are for 
convenience of reference only and do not define or limit the provisions thereof. In this RAC Agreement, 
unless the context otherwise requires, the terms "hereby", "herein", "hereof', "hereto", "hereunder", and 
any similar terms used in this manner refer to this RAC Agreement. All Section references, unless 
otherwise expressly indicated, are to sections in this RAC Agreement. Words importing persons shall 
include finns, associations, partnerships, trusts, corporations, joint ventures, and other legal entities, 
including public bodies, as well as natura! persons. Words importing gender shall be deemed and 
construed to include correlative words of other genders. Words importing the singular number shall 
include the plural and vice versa, unless the context otherwise indicates. Any references to any exhibit or 
document shall be deemed to include all supplements and/or amendments to any such exhibits or 
documents. All references to any person or entity shall be deemed to include any person or entity 
succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or entities in accordance with this RAC 
Agreement. 

Section 15.4 - Successors and Assigns. All of the covenants, stipulations, and agreements 
herein contained shall run with the land and shaH inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the 
successors and assigns of the parties hereto. 

Section 15.5 - Choice of Law and Jurisdiction. This RAC Agreement, the interpretation hereot~ 
and any disputes arising hereunder or in connection herewith shall be governed by, construed in 
accordance with, and enforced in accordance with the Laws of the State of Illinois. Each of the City and 
RAC hereby submit to local jurisdiction in the County of Cook, State of Illinois andlor in the United 
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois (herein, the" Applicable Jurisdiction"), and each 
party (a) agrees that any action by RAC against the City or the City against RAC, as the case may be, 
shall be instituted in the Applicable Jurisdiction, (b) agrees that courts located in the Applicable 
Jurisdiction shall have (i) personal jurisdiction over RAC for any action brought by the City against RAC, 
and (ii) personal jurisdiction over the City for any action brought by RAC against the City, and (c) waives 
any objection such party may have, whether pursuant to applicable Law or otherwise, to the jurisdiction 
of courts located in the Applicable Jurisdiction over this RAC Agreement and any disputes ansmg 
hereunder or in connection herewith. 

Section 15.6 - Counterparts. This RAC Agreement has been executed in several counterparts, 
each of which shall be an original, and all collectively but one instrument. 

Section 15.7 - Submission to Jurisdiction; Subpoena. RAC hereby irrevocably submits to the 
original jurisdiction of those courts located within the County of Cook, State of Illinois, with regard to 
any controversy arising out of, relating to, or in any way concerning the execution or perfonnance of this 
RAC. Agreement. Service of process on the City may be made, either by U.S. registered or certified mail 
addressed as provided for in Section 15.1 of this RAC Agreement, or by personal delivery on the 
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Commissioner. Service of process on RAC may be made either by U.S. registered or certified mail, 
addressed as provided for in Section 15.1 of this RAC Agreement, or by delivery to RAC's registered 
agent for service of process in the State of lllinois. If RAC is presented with a request for documents by 
any administrative agency or with a subpoena duces tecum regarding any documents which may be in its 
possession by reason of this RAC Agreement, RAC shall immediately give notice to the City'S 
Corporation Counsel. The City may contest such process by any means available to it before such records 
or documents are submitted to a court or other third party; provided, however, that RAC shaH not be 
obligated to withhold such delivery beyond that time as may be ordered by the court or administrative 
agency, unless the subpoena or request is quashed or the time to produce is otherwise extended. 

Section 15.8 - No Partnership, Joint Venture or Third Party Benefit. By entering into this 
RAC Agreement, the City shall in no way be deemed a partner or joint venturer with RAC, nor shall any 
tenn or provision hereof be construed in any way to grant, convey, or create any rights or interests to any 
person or entity not a party to this RAC Agreement. 

Section 15.9 - No Brokers. The City and RAC each represents and warrants to the other that it 
has dealt with no broker, finder, or agent with respect to this RAC Agreement or the Premises, and each 
agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold hannless the other party hereto from any commissions or finder's 
fees which any entity or person claiming through or by the actions of said indemnifying party may assert 
is due as a result of the execution of this RAC Agreement or the demise of the Premises to RAe. 

Section 15.10 - City's Approval; Commissioner Authority. Whenever the City's approval or 
consent is required under this RAC Agreement, the City may withhold its approval or consent in its sole 
discretion, except to the extent otherwise expressly provided herein. Wherever this RAC Agreement 
provides that an act is to be taken or perfonned or approval or consent given by the City, such act may be 
taken or perfonned or approval or consent may be given by the Commissioner without further action by 
the City Council of Chicago, as long as such act, approval, or consent does not result in either: (1) an 
extension of the Tenn; (2) a reduction in the Rent as provided hereunder; or (3) an expansion of the 
Premises. 

Section 15.11 - Incorporation of Exhibits. Exhibits A through K attached hereto are 
incorporated herein as if set forth fully at each reference to any Exhibit herein. 

Section 15.12 - Authority to Execute RAC Agreement. 

(a) City. Execution of this RAC Agreement by the City is authorized by the CFC 
Ordinance. The City shall, upon execution and delivery of this RAC Agreement by the City, deliver to 
RAC certified copies of each of the CFC Ordinance and the Bond Ordinance. 

(b) RAC. RAC shall, upon the execution and delivery of this RAC Agreement by 
RAC (or upon the City's request at any time and from time to time during the Tenn hereof), deliver to the 
City the following instruments and documents: 

(i) RAC's Assistant Secretary's Certificate whereby RAC warrants that RAC is a 
duly authorized and existing limited liability company, duly qualified to do 
business in the State of Illinois, that RAC has full right and authority to enter into 
this RAC Agreement, and that each and aU of the persons signing on behalf of 
RAC are authorized to do so; 

(ii) Certificates of Good Standing issued by the State of Illinois and the state of 
organization of RAC and bearing a current date; 
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(iii) Certified copies of resolutions or by-laws authorizing RAC's execution and 
delivery of this RAC Agreement and performance of RAC's obligations under 
this RAC Agreement and a written opinion of RAC's counsel addressed to the 
City that the execution and delivery of this RAC Agreement is property 
authorized; 

(iv) Disclosure Affidavit required under Article 6 of the RAC Agreement; 

(v) Letter of Credit required by Section 5.9 hereof; and 

(vi) Such legal opinions and certificates as the City may reasonably request from time 
to time in connection with Bond or other financings. 

Section 15.13 - Limitation of Liability. RAC (and any person claiming by or through RAC) 
shall look solely to legally available Airport discretionary funds from time to time for enforcement of any 
liability of the City under this RAC Agreement, and not any other funds or assets of the City whatsoever. 
Notwithstanding anything in this RAC Agreement to the contrary, in no event shall the City be required 
to pay any amount on account of a breach or default (or alleged breach or default) hereunder in any 
twelve (12) month period which is greater than the aggregate of the MAG amounts received by the City 
during such period from RAe. In addition to, and not in limitation of, the foregoing, the City's 
obligations under this RAC Agreement, including, without limitation, the City's obligations under 
Section 5.1 and Section 5.4 hereof, shall be limited to the extent adequate funds for the performance of 
such obligations of the City hereunder are then available in the applicable reserves established from the 
proceeds of the Bonds pursuant to the Bond Ordinance, as such reserves exist and are constituted from 
time to time. 

Section 15.14 - Estoppel Certificates. 

(a) RAC agrees that, at any time from time to time upon not less than twenty (20) 
days' prior request by the City, RAC will execute an estoppel certificate certifying as to matters 
concerning the status of this RAC Agreement and the parties' perfonnance hereunder, including, but not 
limited to, the following matters: that this RAC Agreement is unmodified and in full force and effect (or 
if modified, identifYing the modifications); the date to which any Rent and other charges have been paid 
and the amount of the most recent Rent paid; that the City is not in default under any provision of this 
RAC Agreement (or the nature of such default, in detail); that RAC is in occupancy and paying Rent on a 
current basis with no offsets or claims. 

(b) The City agrees that, at any time and from time to time upon not less than twenty 
(20) days' prior request by RAC in connection with a proposed assignment of this RAC Agreement, the 
City will execute, acknowledge, and deliver to RAC a statement in writing signed by the Commissioner 
certifying that this RAC Agreement is umnodified and in full force and effect (or if there have been 
modifications, that the RAC Agreement is in full force and effect as modified and stating the 
modifications), and the date to which the Base Rent has been paid, and stating whether or not, to the best 
knowledge of the signer of such certificate, the City has delivered a notice of default under Article 10 
(which default has not been cured or corrected), it being intended that any such statement delivered 
pursuant to this Section 15.14 may be relied upon by any pennitted prospective assignee identified in the 
request. 

Section 15.15 - Smoking Policy. RAC shall cooperate and c-omply with the provisions of all 
Laws, as amended from time to time, prohibiting or restricting smoking at the Premises. 
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Section 15.16 - Representations and Warranties. In connection with the execution of this 
RAC Agreement, RAC represents and warrants as follows: 

(a) That RAC is fmancially able and competent to perform as required under this 
RAC Agreement, and that RAC is legally authorized to execute and perform or cause to be performed this 
RAC Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 

(b) That all certifications, affidavits, infonnation, and disclosures heretofore made or 
given by RAC or its members or partners, or their respective officers, directors, and shareholders, to the 
City in connection with this RAC Agreement have been completed in accordance with all Laws, are true 
and correct in all material respects and are deemed to be a material part of this RAC Agreement, and that 
such representation and warranty shall be deemed to be remade by RAC as to any future certifications, 
affidavits, information, or disclosures at the time they are made or given; 

(c) That RAC is a duly organized and existing limited liability company, duly 
qualified to do business in the State of minois, that RAC has full right and authority to enter into this 
RAC Agreement and that each and all of the persons signing on behalf of RAC are authorized to do so; 
and 

(d) That the representations and warranties contained herein are deemed made as of 
the date hereof and shall be deemed remade and continuing throughout the Term of this RAC Agreement. 

Section 15.17 - Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence with respect to RAC's obligations 
under this RAC Agreement. 

Section 15.18 - No Sales Tax Exemption. Neither RAC nor any contractor of RAC shall be 
entitled to claim any exemption from sales or use taxes or similar taxes by reason of the City of Chicago's 
ownership of fee title to the Premises. 

Section 15.19 - Publicity. RAC shall not issue publicity news releases or grant press interviews 
or otherwise publicly disseminate any infonnation regarding this RAC Agreement or the RAC's 
operations at the Premises without the prior written consent of the City in each instance. 

Section 15.20 - Entire Agreement. This RAC Agreement constitutes the entire agreement of the 
parties as to the subject matter of this RAC Agreement, and may not be modified or supplemented except 
by a written instrument signed by the party against whom enforcement of the change is sought. The City 
has made no representation or warranties to, or agreements with, RAC which are not set forth in this RAC 
Agreement. This RAC Agreement may not be modified or supplemented with respect to those provisions 
governing RAC's obligation to pay Facility Rent, or with respect to any other material tenns or provisions 
hereof, without the prior written consent of the Trustee, or such other designated trustee for the Bonds 
from time to time. 

Section 15.21 - Short Form RAC Agreement. Upon the execution and delivery of this RAC 
Agreement, the City and RAC agree to execute and deliver a short fonn agreement (" Short Form RAe 
Agreement") in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit G which the parties shall record in the 
Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook County, lllinois. In connection with such recording, RAC and 
the City shall cooperate to remove any portion of the Premises from application of the Torrens Act, if 
applicable, and to record the certificate of title. To the extent that changes are made to this RAC 
Agreement with respect to the Term or other material matters set forth in the recorded Short Form RAC 
Agreement, the City and RAC agree to execute, deliver, and record an amendment to the recorded Short 
Fonn RAC Agreement reflecting such changes. The City and RAC agree not to record the RAC 
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Agreement itself. Upon expiration or tennination of this RAC Agreement or RAC's right to possession 
hereunder, or within fifteen (15) days thereafter, RAC shall execute and deliver to the City a release or 
other instrument reasonably required by the City or its title insurer to evidence such expiration or 
tennination and sufficient to remove the Short Fonn RAC Agreement and any modifications thereto from 
the title records. 

Section 15.22 - Exercise by The City of Governmental Functions. Nothing contained in this 
RAC Agreement shall (a) impair the right of the City in the exercise of its governmental functions as it 
relates to the Airport, the Premises and/or the CRCF Property, including, without limitation, the right to 
require RAC to pay any tax or inspection fees or to produce necessary pennits or licenses, or (b) be 
deemed to be the grant of any franchise, license, pennit, or consent to RAC to operate motor coaches, 
buses, taxicabs, or other vehicles carrying passengers or property for hire or other consideration over the 
public ways to and from the Airport. 

Section 15.23 - City Right to Maintain Concessions. Notwithstanding anything herein to the 
contrary, the City shall have the right (but not the obligation), to be exercised in its sole and absolute 
discretion, at any time and from time to time during the Tenn hereof (as the same may be hereafter 
modified or extended), to operate, maintain, locate, and place, or to authorize the operation, maintenance, 
location, and placement of, retail concessions, luggage cart concessions, and/or such other concessions 
within the CRCF or any portion thereof, and upon such tenns and conditions, as the City shall deem 
appropriate in its sole and absolute discretion. Any and all revenues, charges, and fees generated in 
connection with such retail concessions, luggage cart concessions, and/or other concessions shall be the 
property of the City and RAC shall have no right or interest in or to any such revenues, charges, or fees. 

Section 15.24 - Bond Indenture Notices. Notwithstanding anything herein or in the Bond 
Indenture to the contrary, the City agrees that it shall provide RAC with reasonable prior notice of any 
amendments or modifications of or to the Bond Indenture which will materially or adversely impact 
RAC's rental and other monetary obligations hereunder. 

Section 15.25 - Sustain ability. At all times during the Tenn (as the same may be extended 
hereunder), RAC shall use its best efforts to implement commercially reasonable "sustainable best 
practices" in the maintenance and operation of the Premises. In furtherance of the foregoing, RAC agrees 
to use commercially reasonable efforts to employ environmentally preferable processes, products, and 
materials which do one or more of the following: (i) contain recycled material, are bio-based, are non
threatening to species, or have other positive environmental attributes; (ii) minimize the consumption of 
resources, energy, or water; (iii) prevent the creation of solid waste, air pollution, or water pollution; 
and/or (iv) promote the use of non-toxic substances and avoid toxic materials or processes, including with 
regard to RAC's selection and use of janitorial cleaning products and equipment. RAC will use its best 
efforts to conduct, as and when appropriate, a review of products, processes, and materials to be utilized 
in the Premises, and RAC will use its best efforts to implement the City'S above requests by continuing to 
assess additional processes, products, and materials on an ongoing basis. RAe is also encouraged to 
implement a recycling program. 

Section 15.26 - Security Cameras and the Airport Camera System. RAC shall comply with 
any and all security camera and security camera system initiatives, policies, programs, procedures, 
requirements, capital projects, and payment/funding obligations as may be required by the City from time 
to time (collectively, the "Security Camera Requirements") to the extent that such Security Camera 
Requirements are applicable to the Premises. 

Section 15.27 - Subordination and Modification. RAC agrees that this RAC Agreement shall 
be subject and subordinate (i) to the Bonds, the Bond Documents, the TIFIA Loan, the TIFIA Loan 
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Documents, to any and all rights and security interests thereunder, and to all advances which are or may 
be hereafter made thereunder, to the full extent of all sums secured thereby, and to all renewals or 
extensions of any part thereof, and to any other financing or security interest as the City may hereafter, at 
any time, elect to place on the CRCF, or any portion thereof; (ii) to any assignment of the City's interest 
in this RAC Agreement, or any other RAC Agreements and rents from the CRCF, which now exists or 
which the City may hereafter, at any time, elect to place on the Property; and (iii) to any Unifonn 
Commercial Code Financing Statement or other fixture filing or security interest covering the personal 
property rights of the City which either now exists or which the City may hereafter, at any time, elect to 
place on the foregoing personal property (all of the foregoing instruments set forth in Clauses (i), (ill, and 
(iii) above being hereafter collectively referred to as "Security Documents"). RAC agrees, upon request 
of the trustee, holder, or beneficiary of any Security Documents (each, a "Holder") to hereafter execute 
any documents which counsel for the City or Holder, as the case may be, may reasonably deem necessary 
to evidence the subordination of the RAC Agreement to the Security Documents. Within ten (10) days 
after written request therefor, if RAC fails to execute any such requested documents, the City or Holder is 
hereby empowered to execute such documents in the name of RAC evidencing such subordination, as the 
act and deed of RAC, and this authority is hereby declared to be coupled with an interest and not 
revocable. In the event of a foreclosure or enforcement action pursuant to any Security Documents, RAC 
shall, at the sole option of the City or Holder, thereafter remain bound pursuant to the tenns of this RAC 
Agreement. RAC agrees, however, to execute and deliver at any time and from time to time, upon the 
written request of the City or of Holder, any instrument or certificate that may be necessary or appropriate 
in any such foreclosure or enforcement proceeding or otherwise. If the Holder of any Security Document 
shall succeed to the interest of the City under this RAC Agreement, such Holder shall have the same 
remedies, by entry, action, or otherwise, for the non-perfonnance of any agreement contained in this RAC 
Agreement, for the recovery of Rent, or for any other default or event of default hereunder that the City 
had or would have had if any such Holder had not succeeded to the interest of the City. If the City, 
Trustee, or any Holder at any time requires a modification of or to this RAC Agreement which shall not 
materially and adversely increase the obligations, or materially and adversely decrease the rights, of RAC 
or the City hereunder, whether required under the tenns of the Bond Indenture, the TIFIA Loan 
Documents, or otherwise, then RAC agrees that this RAC Agreement may be so modified, and shall 
execute such documents as may be reasonably necessary to effectuate such modification. 

Section 15.28 - Contingencies. Notwithstanding anything in this RAC Agreement to the 
contrary, it is hereby acknowledged, understood, and agreed as follows: 

(a) in the event that the City fails to commence construction of the CRCF Project by 
the last day of the thirty-sixth (36th) full calendar month following the Effective Date hereof (such date 
being referred to herein as the "Construction Commencement Deadline"), then if, and only to the extent 
that, such failure is not attributable to Force Majeure Events or RAC Delay, RAC shall be entitled to 
tenninate this RAC Agreement upon written notice delivered to the City within thirty (30) days following 
the Construction Commencement Deadline, in which case neither the City nor RAC shall have any further 
liability or obligation hereunder (provided, however, in the event that the City thereafter commences 
construction of the CRCF Project within sixty (60) days following the City'S receipt of such tennination 
notice, the City shall so notify RAC thereof in writing, in which event RAC's tennination notice shall be 
deemed null and void and this RAC Agreement shall thereafter continue in full force and effect); 

(b) in the event that the City fails to obtain or receive the TIFIA Loan in a total 
amount of at least Two Hundred Million Dollars and No/IOO ($200,000,000.00) upon such tenns and 
conditions as the City shall deem appropriate in its sole and absolute discretion, either RAC or the City 
shall be entitled to tenninate this RAC Agreement upon thirty (30) days' written notice to the other party 
hereto, in which case neither the City nor RAC shall have any further liability or obligation hereunder; 
and 
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(c) in the event that, based upon the Construction Manager At-Risk's Guaranteed 
Maximum Price ("GMP") for the Joint Use Facility (but specifically excluding the ATS, the ATS 
vehicles, and the Common Use Transportation System), together with the "best and final offers" received 
by the City in connection with the associated ATS operating system and ATS vehicles (collectively, for 
purposes of this Subsection 15.28(c), the "Project"), but excluding, specifically, any work or other items 
not encompassed within the Project, the cost of the Project is projected to exceed the amount of Seven 
Hundred Sixty-Five Million Five Hundred Thousand and No/IOO Dollars ($765,500,000.00) in the 
aggregate (the "Initial Cost Threshold"), RAC shall be entitled to object by written notice delivered to 
the City within ten (10) days following the date on which the City notifies RAC of such projected 
cost (failing which RAC shall be deemed to have accepted and agreed to such projected cost for purposes 
of this RAC Agreement). In the event that RAC timely objects to such projected cost as aforesaid, RAC 
and the City shall have a period of sixty (60) days following the City's receipt of such written objection 
from RAC (the "Negotiation Period") to negotiate and attempt to address and resolve such objection 
(during which the City may, but shall not be required, to modify, revise, or "value engineer" the Project so 
as to reduce the projected cost below the Initial Cost Threshold, or as may otherwise be reasonably 
acceptable to the parties hereto), and each ofRAC and the City shall at all times proceed in good faith and 
in a commercially reasonable manner during such Negotiation Period. In the event that RAC and the 
City, each acting reasonably and in good faith, are unable to resolve such objection or otherwise reach 
agreement prior to the expiration of such Negotiation Period, RAC shall thereupon be entitled to 
tenninate this RAC Agreement upon written notice delivered to the City within five (5) days following 
the expiration of such Negotiation Period, in which case neither the City nor RAC shall have any further 
liability or obligation hereunder; provided, however, in the event that one or more of the other RACs who 
are then parties to RAC Agreement with the City also exercise their respective tennination rights on the 
basis set forth in this Subsection 15.28(c), then, irrespective of whether RAC shall have exercised such 
tennination right, the City shall also have the right and option to tenninate this RAC Agreement upon 
written notice delivered to RAC within thirty (30) days following the exercise of such tennination rights 
by such other RACs. 

Section 15.29 - Off-Site Storage and Service Facility Leases. Notwithstanding anything in this 
RAC Agreement to the contrary, it is hereby acknowledged, understood, and agreed that the City and 
RAC, and that the City and other RACs, shall enter into separate, off-site storage and service facility 
leases or licenses (each a- "Storage/Service Facility Lease") upon the following general tenns: (i) the tenn 
thereof does not exceed the then-remaining tenn of this RAC Agreement (or such other RAC Agreement, 
as the case may be); (ii) the lessee or licensee thereunder shall be a RAC and a party to a valid and 
existing RAC Agreement; (iii) the base rent ("Storage/Service Facility Base Rent") applicable to premises 
to be leased or licensed thereunder shall be calculated using an annual rental value of $2.00 per rentable 
square foot for years one (1) through ten (10) during the initial term of each Storage/Service Facility 
Lease, such value thereafter being adjusted to $2.25 per rentable square foot for years eleven (II) through 
twenty (20) during the initial tenn of each Storage/Service Facility Lease, and such value thereafter being 
adjusted at the end of the twentieth (20th) year of such tenn, and every fifth (5th) year there after, based 
on the fair market rental value of such premises, as detennined by appraisal pursuant to the appraisal and 
adjustment process described Exhibit A attached hereto, and other charges applicable to such premises 
during such tenn shall be on a "triple net" basis, with the lessee or licensee under such Storage/Service 
Facility Lease being solely responsible for any and all taxes, maintenance, repairs, insurance, 
construction, and other obligations thereunder; and (iv) the premises to be leased or licensed thereunder 
shall be generally pennitted to be used for such purposes pursuant to the Airport Layout Plan then 
applicable to the Airport (the "ALP"). Further, each Storage/Service Facility Lease shall include a 
provision whereby the City shall agree that, in the event that the aggregate of the Facility Rents payable 
by each of the RACs under each of the then-effective RAC Agreements in any given RAC Agreement 
Year exceeds $12,000,000.00, the City shall then reduce the aggregate of the Storage/Service Facility 
Base Rents payable by each of the RACs under each of the then-effective Storage/Service Facility Leases 
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in such RAe Agreement Year in an amount equal to the amount by which such aggregate Facility Rents 
exceed $12,000,000.00, provided however, in no event shall such aggregate Storage/Service Facility Base 
Rents be reduced below $0.00. Additionally, when allocating space among each of the RACs pursuant to 
each of the Storage/Service Facility Leases, the City shall initially allocate a certain portion of space to 
the RACs deemed by the City to be "large operators," and a certain, separate portion of space to the RACs 
deemed by the City to be "small operators," each initial allocation being made in accordance with the then 
current needs of the City at the City'S sole discretion; such initially allocated portions of space shall then 
be sub-allocated based upon the pro-rata share of the rentable square footage allocated to each of the 
"large operator" RACs and the "small operator" RACs, as the case may be, in the CRCF. With respect to 
the foregoing, the City shall endeavor to ensure that the initial allocation of space to all "large operators" 
shall be no less than fifty (SO) acres in the aggregate, and the initial allocation of space to all "small 
operators" shall be no less than ten (10) acres in the aggregate. Further, the City shall negotiate an 
equitable allocation amongst all RACs which intend to enter into a Storage/Service Facility Lease with 
respect to costs associated with the demolition of the existing service facilities, construction of new 
service facilities and construction of necessary infrastructure improvements. To the extent feasible, the 
City and such RACs will work to preserve any existing structures that are permitted to be used for such 
purposes pursuant to the ALP. In the event that this RAC Agreement is terminated pursuant to the City's 
termination right described in Section 3.S above (with respect to the periodic rebidding of this RAC 
Agreement), the City shall cause that certain successful bidder RAC (as selected to replace RAC in 
accordance with Section 3.S) to pay to RAC any straight line unamortized construction costs (to be 
calculated based on a 30-year amortization schedule) incurred by RAC in relation to any construction of 
the off-site storage and service facility pursuant to RAC's Storage/Service Facility Lease. Further, the 
City acknowledges that the City'S option to require rebidding of this RAC Agreement pursuant to Section 
3.S above shall not alter the procedures for calculating Storage/Service Facility Base Rent (or any 
reduction thereof, if applicable) expressly contemplated in this Section 1S.29. 

Section 15.30 - Existing Agreement. The City and RAC acknowledge and agree that (i) the City 
and RAC are currently parties to that certain [Insert Agreement Designation] dated as of [Insert 
Agreement Date Reference] (as amended from time to time, the "Existing Agreement"), pursuant to 
which the City has granted RAC the right and license to use and occupy certain space at the Airport for, 
among other things, Rental Car Purposes, and providing for the collection and remittance of CFCs in 
connection therewith, all on the tenns and conditions set forth therein, and (ii) notwithstanding anything 
herein or in the Existing Agreement to the contrary, effective as of the Effective Date hereof, the term of 
the Existing Agreement shall be and become a "month-to-month" term, and the Existing Agreement shall 
thereafter remain in full force and effect until the date immediately preceding the Commencement Date 
hereunder, unless tenninated earlier by the City upon not less than thirty (30) days' written notice to RAC. 
Notwithstanding anything herein or in the Existing Agreement to the contrary, it is hereby acknowledged, 
understood, and agreed that the tenns and provisions of each of Sections 4.3, 4.7, 4.14, IS.27, IS.28, and 
IS .30 of this RAC Agreement, and RAC's obligations thereunder, shall be and become effective as of the 
Effective Date hereof and shall supersede, and shall operate in lieu of, the comparable provisions (if any) 
of the Existing Agreement. 

Section 15.31 - RAC Agreement Modification. In the event that the Commissioner and no less 
than five (S) RACs then operating and occupying a portion or portions of the CRCF from time to time 
pursuant to valid RAC Agreements, provided that the aggregate Market Share Percentage of such five (S) 
or more RACs is greater than sixty percent (60%), agree to modifY this RAC Agreement, and the other 
RAC Agreements then in effect, at any time, and from time to time, this RAC Agreement and such other 
RAC Agreements shall be so modified, in which event the parties hereto shall enter into a written 
supplement confirming such modifications. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City has caused this RAC Agreement to be executed on its behalf by the 
Commissioner of the City's Department of Aviation, pursuant to due authorization of the City Council, 

and RAC has caused this RAC Agreement to be executed on its behalfby its 
_~~~~ __ ~~~_ and attested by its , pursuant to due authorization of its 

members, all as of the day and year first above written. 

CITY: 

CITY OF CHICAGO, a municipal corporation and home rule 
unit of local government organized and existing under Article 
VII, Sections I and 6(a), respectively, of the 1970 Constitution 
of the State of Illinois 

By: _____________________________ __ 

Commissioner of Aviat!on, Department of Aviation 

RECOMMENDED AND APPROVED BY: 

By:~ ______________________________ _ 
Department of Law 

THIS RAC AGREEMENT SHALL NOT BE VALID OR EFFECTIVE FOR ANY PURPOSE 
UNLESS AND UNTIL IT IS SIGNED BY THE CITY AND REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY 
THE CITY'S LAW DEPARTMENT. 
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RAe: 

a _______ _ 

By: ________________________ __ 

Name: ____________ -----
Title: ______________ _ 

ATTEST: 

By: ________________ __ 

Name: ------------------
Title: ------------------

RAC's Illinois agent for service of process: 

Print Name: _________________ _ 
Print Address: ----------------

Title: --------------------

[(Sub)Exhibits "8-1", "8-2", "C", "H" and "I" referred to in this Consolidated Rental 
Car Facility Lease and License Concession Agreement at Chicago O'Hare 

International Airport unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "8", "0", "E", "F", "G", "J" and "K" referred to in this Consolidated Rental Car 
Facility Lease and License Concession Agreement at Chicago O'Hare International Airport read 
as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

Base Rent. 

6/5/2013 

(a) Base Rent, subject to increase or decrease as hereinafter provided, shall be payable 
at a rate of Two and no/100 Dollars ($2.00) per square foot per RAC Agreement Year, and 
otherwise calculated in accordance with the definition for "Base Rent" as described in 
Article 1 of the RAC Agreement. 

(b) Base Rent shall be adjusted in accordance with any adjustments to the Fair Rental 
Value of the Joint Use Facility Property, to be determined pursuant to the terms of this 
(Sub)Exhibit A, and effective as of the fifth, tenth, fifteen, twentieth, and any subsequent 
five-year Anniversary Dates (each such Anniversary Date or such other commencement date 
being herein referred to as an "Adjustment Date"). 

(c) The term "Fair Rental Value" as used herein and in the RAC Agreement shall mean, 
as applied to Base Rent, the fair rental value for the Joint Use Facility Property as of each 
Adjustment Date for a period equal to the balance of the initial Term, determined as if 
unimproved and unencumbered by this RAC Agreement or any mortgage, but subject to 
limitations on use of the Joint Use Facility Property to the Permitted Use as set forth in the 
RAC Agreement, and taking into account the Base Rent and the remaining Facility Rent then 
payable by RAC under this RAC Agreement. Not less than six months prior to each 
Adjustment Date, the City may give written notice to RAC of its determination of the Fair 
Rental Value. If RAC agrees in writing with the City's determination, then the Fair Market 
Value so determined shall become the rate of Base Rent applicable during the next five-year 
period. If the City fails to notify RAC of its determination of Fair Rental Value, or if RAC does 
not agree with such determination, and the City and RAC are unable to agree upon Fair 
Rental Value that will apply as Base Rent during the succeeding five years of the Term, then 
Fair Rental Value shall be determined by an appraisal process as hereinafter set forth. RAC 
shall notify the City in writing of the name of an independent appraiser who (i) has not less 
than 10 years of experience in the appraisal of commercial real estate in the "Northwest 
Chicago" submarket of the greater Chicago, Illinois marketplace and/or the appraisal of 
commercial airport properties located throughout the United States, and (ii) is a member of 
MAl or a comparable organization, whom RAC designates as its appraiser for purposes of 
determining such rent. If RAC designates an appraiser, then within 15 days thereafter, the 
City shall designate an appraiser meeting the aforementioned qualifications by written notice 
in writing to RAC. An appraiser designated by City or RAC shall be an "Initial Appraiser". 
Each Initial Appraiser shall submit to City and RAC, within 30 days after both appointments, 
its written appraisal of the Fair Rental Value as applied to Base Rent. If the appraisals of the 
Fair Rental Values determined by the Initial Appraisers are less than 5 percent apart (i.e., the 
higher appraisal is less than 105 percent of the lower appraisal), the Fair Rental Value shall 
be determined by taking the average of the two appraisals. In the event the appraisals of the 
Fair Rental Value determined by the Initial Appraisers are 5 percent or more apart 
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(i.e., the higher appraisal is 105 percent or more of the lower appraisal), the Initial Appraisers 
shall, within seven days after submittal of both appraisals, select a third appraiser with the 
same qualifications orwho meets the same criteria as required of the Initial Appraiser ("Third 
Appraiser"). The Third Appraiser shall submit to City and RAC, within 30 days after its 
appointment, its written appraisal of the Fair Rental Value as applied to Base Rent. The cost 
of the Third Appraiser shall be borne equally by City and RAC. If the appraisal of the Third 
Appraiser is 10 percent or less at variance from the point that is equidistant between the 
appraisals of the Initial Appraisers, the average of the three appraisals shall determine the 
Fair Rental Value as applied to Base Rent. If the appraisal of the Third Appraiser is more 
than 10 percent at variance from the point that is equidistant between the appraisals of the 
Initial Appraisers, the Fair Rental Value as applied to Base Rent shall be determined by 
taking the average of the two closest appraisals. If either party fails to designate an Initial 
Appraiser as herein required, the Initial Appraiser designated by the other party shall conduct 
the appraisal herein required and his determination shall be binding upon the parties. If the 
two Initial Appraisers so designated fail to designate a Third Appraiser, when required, then 
either party may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction or the American Arbitration 
Association at Chicago, Illinois to make such designation. The determination of such 
appraisal as herein provided shall be final and binding upon the parties and a final judgment 
thereon may be entered in a court of competent jurisdiction on the petition of either party. 
Each party will bear the expenses of the Initial Appraiser appointed by it and the parties shall 
share equally the expenses of the Third Appraiser. 

(Sub)Exhibit "8". 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

Legal Description Of Joint Use Facility Property. 

That part of the northwest quarter of Section 4, Township 40 North, Range 12, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, and the south 50 feet (measured perpendicular) of the southwest 
quarter of Section 33, Township 41 North, Range 12, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
lying west of the right-of-way of the Canadian National/Metra Railroad right-of-way, except 
the right-of-way of Mannheim Road as relocated. 

(Sub)Exhibit "0". 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

Project Procedures. 

1. Project Description. 

Prior to performing any work for improvements to the Premises (a "Project"), RAC shall 
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provide the Commissioner with a written description of the work to be performed, including 
drawings, plans, and specifications, the estimated cost to complete, and the proposed work 
schedule. 

2. RAC Coordination With The City. 

(a) RAC shall designate a "Project Manager" who shall manage and coordinate the work. 
The City shall direct all communications regarding the work to the Project Manager. 

(b) The Commissionershall designate a "Work Liaison" to represent the City in all matters 
relating to the performance of the work and to constitute the point of receipt for all submittal, 
unless expressly specified otherwise herein. In all provisions of this exhibit in which the City's 
written approval or consent is required, such approval or consent must be that of the Work 
Liaison, unless RAC is notified in writing by the Commissioner otherwise. Any approval or 
consent by the Work Liaison hereunder shall not create any liability on the City, in whole or 
in part, for the professional or technical accuracy of RAC's work. The Commissioner shall 
be the final arbiter of any decision to be made or consent or approval to be given under this 
exhibit. The Work Liaison shall further assist RAC in coordinating RAC's work with other 
projects and operations at the Airport and in RAC's contacts with any Federal, State, or local 
government agencies. If requested, RAC shall provide reasonable administrative space for 
the Work Liaison on or contiguous to the work site. The Work Liaison shall provide such 
personnel as may be needed from time to time. 

3. Standard Of Performance. 

RAC shall perform, or cause to be performed, all work on the Project with that degree of 
skill, care and diligence normally exercised by professional performing equivalent work in 
projects of a scope and magnitude comparable to the work hereunder. 

RAC shall further perform, or cause to be performed, all work hereunder according to those 
standards for work at the Airport promulgated by DOA, FAA, and any other interested 
Federal, State, or local governmental units, including, without limitation, any Airport Design 
and Construction Standards. 

RAC shall further require its Contractors to perform all work required of them in accordance 
with the above standards and in a safe, efficient, good, and workmanlike manner. RAC shall 
require its Contractors to replace all damaged or defective work. Subject to the terms and 
conditions stated herein, RAC shall replace or correct such work not so corrected or replaced 
by any Contractor, or shall cause such work to be replaced or corrected by another 
Contractor, and thereafter shall prosecute, or shall assign its rights to so prosecute to the City 
upon reasonable request therefor, any and all claims it may have against Contractors for 
failure by Contractors to comply with the standards of performance imposed upon them in the 
Contracts and hereunder. 
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In the event RAC or its Contractors fail to comply with the above-referenced standards, 
RAC shall perform again, or cause to be performed again, at its own expense, any and all 
work which is required to be re-performed as a direct or indirect result of such failure. 
Notwithstanding any review, approval, acceptance, or payment for any and all of the work by 
the City, RAC shall remain solely and exclusively responsible for the technical accuracy of 
all of the work, as defined herein and furnished under this RAC Agreement. This provision 
shall in no way be considered as limiting the rights of the City against RAC or its Contractors, 
either under this RAC Agreement, at law, or in equity. 

4. Approval Of Contractors. 

Prior to the hiring by RAC of Contractors, RAC shall submit a list of prequalified contractors 
to the City for review and approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or 
delayed. In addition, the City shall have the right (but not the obligation) to review and 
approve, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, the form of RAC's 
construction contract with any person or firm hired to act as a Contractor in connection with 
the performance of work. RAC shall include in its construction contracts all provisions 
required by this RAC Agreement, such provisions as may be required by law at the time such 
construction contract is awarded, and such provisions as may be reasonably requested in 
writing by the City, its Risk Manager, its Purchasing Agent, and its legal counsel. 

5. Assignment Of Project Contracts. 

All Project Contracts shall contain provisions making them assignable to the City. Upon the 
occurrence of an Event of Default under this RAC Agreement, the City shall have the right 
to require that RAC complete the assignment to the City of any and all construction contracts. 
Such assignment shall be in writing and in a form and substance acceptable to the City. RAC 
agrees that all such construction contracts shall further contain a clause which provides that 
in the case of any construction contract so assigned, the Contractor shall be deemed to have 
waived any and all claims, suits, and causes of action arising out of or relating to the 
performance of such construction contract prior to the effective date of such assignment, 
unless such Contractor notifies the City in writing of such claim, suit, or cause of action prior 
to the effective date of such assignment. The City shall not be responsible for any claims 
relating to such Project Contracts arising from or related to any fraud, misrepresentation, 
negligence, orwillful or intentionally tortious conduct by RAC, its officials, employees, agents, 
or other Contractors. 

6. Requirements For Work. 

(a) Project Planning, Design, And Fabrication Phase: 

RAC shall submit, or cause to be submitted, at such levels as may be reasonably 
requested by the Work Liaison, proposed drawings, plans, and specifications or review and 
comment by the Work Liaison. Such drawings, plans, and specifications, and all 
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amendments thereto, and the cost and schedule information to be provided by RAC under 
this paragraph 6(a), shall be subject to the approval of the Work Liaison, which approval 
shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. Any conditional approval or disapproval 
shall be accompanied by an explanation. If RAC intends to adopt fast track construction 
procedures, RAC must still complete each contract package to a reasonable level of detail 
(including alternate designs selected by RAC for major structural, mechanical, electrical, 
and architectural elements) that will provide the Work Liaison adequate information upon 
which to base its review and approval. RAC shall not proceed with construction operations 
until all necessary approvals have been obtained. 

(b) RAC To Provide Information: 

Prior to the commencement of any work, and thereafter as often as may be necessary 
to provide the Work Liaison with current and complete information about the work, RAC 
shall submit to the Work Liaison: (i) initial and updated construction schedules (which shall 
be reviewed by the Work Liaison fortheir impact and relation to other projects or operations 
at the Airport) indicating the proposed and/or actual sequence of all work, and the 
estimated date of completion of the work under each of RAC's contracts; (ii) initial and 
updated site utilization plans, including limit lines, on-site storage and office areas, and 
proposed temporary alterations or detours and support detours intended to maintain public 
access and support services to, from, through, or past operating facilities at the Airport; and 
(iii) RAC's initial and updated cost estimates for the work, individually and aggregated. 

(c) Installation, Construction, Start-Up, And Testing Phase: 

(i) The Work Liaison shall have the right to monitor the work to assure that the Project 
is installed and constructed in conformity with the approved drawings, plans and 
specifications, and in accordance with the applicable standards therefor. In order to assist 
the Work Liaison in monitoring the installation, construction, start-up and testing, RAC shall 
submit, or cause to be submitted, to the Work Liaison copies of all: 

surveys, soil borings, and field test reports; 

contracts; 

material certificates and samples; 

approved shop drawings; 

lien waivers, payrolls, and requests for payment by Contractors of any tier; 

progress reports; 

notification of substantial completion of the work; 
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maintenance and operations manuals in connection with building systems; 

as-built drawings; 

warranties; 

test and start-up results; and 

any other documents related to the work which may be reasonably requested by the 
City. 

(ii) No change order which materially changes the scope of the work or the Project shall 
be implemented by RAC without review and approval by the Work Liaison. Any conditional 
approval or disapproval shall be accompanied by an explanation. 

(iii) In the event the Work Liaison determines that the work is at material variance from 
the approved cost, schedule, drawings, plans, and specifications or applicable standards, 
RAC shall use its best efforts to expeditiously resolve such variance through immediate 
consultation with its Contractors. Until it has been determined by the Work Liaison that the 
work has been performed without material variance from the approved cost, schedule, 
drawings, plans, and specifications and applicable standards, the Work Liaison may, by 
written notice to RAC (i) suggest to RAC that RAC withhold payments from any Contractor 
which has performed, in the judgment of the Work Liaison, work which is at material 
variance from the approved cost, schedule, drawings, plans, and specifications, or 
applicable standards or (ii) suggest to RAC that it stop work where it is directly affected by 
such variance from the approved cost, schedule, drawings, plans, specifications and 
applicable standards. If RAC's response is unacceptable in the reasonable opinion of the 
Work Liaison, the Work Liaison shall have the right to direct RAC to stop any other work 
that is at variance with the approved cost, schedule, drawings, plans, and specifications or 
applicable standards until the affected work is corrected or replaced. 

Any work which is at material variance from the approved cost, schedule, drawings, plans, 
and specifications or applicable standards shall be corrected or replaced by RAC, directly or 
through its Contractors, provided that the Work Liaison has informed RAC of such variance 
within 10 business days following the performance of such work, unless the variance affects 
the structural integrity or safety of the Project or the variance could not have been discovered 
with due diligence, in which case the Work Liaison shall inform RAC of such variance as soon 
as reasonably practicable. If such work is not corrected or replaced by RAC within 30 days 
following notice from the Work Liaison to RAC, the Work Liaison may cause such work to be 
corrected or replaced with the City's own forces or otherwise at the expense of RAC, provided 
that in the event such work cannot be corrected or replaced within said 30-day period, RAC 
shall be afforded such additional time as the Work Liaison may determine to be reasonably 
necessary to correct or replace such work. 
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7. Ownership. 

The City shall be and become the owner of each component of the Project upon the City's 
acceptance of that respective component. 

8. No Damages For Delay. 

RAC agrees and shall cause its Contractors to agree that claims for damages or charges 
for additional costs or fees shall not be made against the City by RAC or Contractors, absent 
bad faith, fraud, or direct tortious interference, for costs incurred by reason of delays, 
disruptions, or hindrances in the Contractors' work. In the event that any Contractor is 
delayed by causes beyond the reasonable control of such Contractor, the Project schedule 
for the performance of the work may be extended by RAC with the City approval to reflect the 
extent of such delay, provided that RAC shall have given the City written notice within 10 days 
of the commencement of such delay and shall have received the City's written approval of 
the extension, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Such notice by RAC shall 
include a description of the reasons for the delay and the steps to be taken by RAC and 
Contractor to mitigate the effect of such delay on the Project schedule. The City's permitting 
any Contractor to proceed with its work, or any part thereof, after such extension shall in no 
way operate as a waiver of any other rights on the part of the City. The City shall not be 
responsible to RAC or its Contractors for any claims for damages or charges for additional 
costs or fees incurred by reason of delays, disruptions, or hindrances caused by RAC's bad 
faith, fraud, or direct tortious interference with its Contractors. 

9. Performance And Payment Bonds. 

RAC shall require each of its Contractors performing construction at or related to the Airport 
to post a performance and payment bond in the value of the construction work to be 
performed under its construction contract. Such bonds shall comply with the provisions of 
30 ILCS 550/1, as amended, and Section 2-91-030 of the Chicago Municipal Code. The 
bond shall be in same form and content as provided by the City. The surety issuing such 
bond shall be acceptable to the City's Risk Manager. The City and RAC shall be named as 
co-obligees on all such bonds; provided, however, that the City shall be named as the primary 
co-obligee. 

10. Protection Of FAA Facilities. 

If trenching, jacking of pipe or casing, excavation for pavements or structures, site grading, 
and vehicular traffic over earth areas will occur over, around and under FAA facilities such 
as equipment houses, direct buried cables, and duct banks, all possible steps must be taken 
to ensure to insure their integrity throughout the period of construction activity. 

The Contractor shall notify the Commissioner at least 72 hours prior to any excavation in 
the vicinity of FAA cables or ducts to arrange for a joint walking tour with cable location 
equipment to identify precisely such cables and locations in orderto assure the preservation 
of their vital functions during construction. 
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11. Protection Of Utilities. 

(a) The Contractor shall take suitable care to protect and prevent damage to all utilities 
from its operations on the Airport. 

(b) When performing work adjacent to existing sewers, drains, water and gas lines, electric 
or telephone or telegraph conduits or cables, pole lines or poles, or other utility equipment 
or structures which are to remain in operation, the Contractor shall maintain such utility 
equipment and structures in place at its own expense and shall cooperate with the City 
department, utility company or other party owning or operating such utility equipment or 
structures in the maintenance thereof. 

(c) The Contractor shall be responsible for and shall repair all damage to any such utility, 
equipment or structures caused by its acts, whether negligent or otherwise, or its omission 
to act, whether negligent or otherwise and shall leave such utility, equipment, or structures 
in as good condition as they were in prior to the commencement of its operations. However, 
it is hereby agreed that any such utility equipment or structures damaged as a result of any 
act, or omission to act, of the Contractor may, at the option of the City department, utility 
company, or other party owning or operating such utility, equipment, or structures damaged, 
be repaired by such the City department, utility company, or other party and in such event the 
cost of such repairs shall be borne by the Contractor. 

12. General Conditions. 

RAC shall conduct any work, or cause such work to be conducted by its contractors, in 
accordance with those standards for construction operations at the Airport set forth in the 
City's "General Conditions" dated January 1, 1997, as may be revised, including, without 
limitation, Articles VI, XIV, XV and XIX. 

13. Additional legal Requirements. 

(a) Veterans Preference: 

(i) RAC shall insure that the following provision is inserted in all contracts entered into 
with any contractors and labor organizations which furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union 
skilled labor, or which may provide any material, labor, or services in connection with the 
improvements. 

(ii) RAC shall comply with the provisions of 330 IlCS 55/0.01, et seq., which requires that 
a preference be given to veterans in the employment and appointment to fill positions in the 
construction, addition, or alteration of all public works. In the employment of labor (except 
executive, administrative and supervisory positions) preference shall be given to veterans 
of the Vietnam era and disabled veterans; however, this preference may be given only 
where the individuals are available and qualified to perform the work to which the 
employment relates. 
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(b) Steel Products: 

(i) This RAC Agreement shall be subject to all provisions of the "Steel Products 
Procurement Act", 30 ILCS 5651/1, et seq., as it may be amended from time to time. Steel 
products used in the improvements shall be manufactured or produced in the United States. 

(ii) For purposes of this section, "United States" means the United States and any place 
subject to the jurisdiction thereof and "Steel Products" means products rolled, formed, 
shaped, drawn, extruded, forged, cast, fabricated, or otherwise similarly processed or 
processed by a combination of two or more such operations, from Steel made in the United 
States by the open hearth, basic oxygen, electric furnace, Bessemer or other steel making 
processes. Knowing violation of this section may result in the filing and prosecution of a 
complaint by the Attorney General of the State of Illinois and shall subject violators to a fine 
of the greater of $5,000 or the payment price received as a result of such violation. 

(c) MacBride Principles Ordinance: 

(i) The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks 
to promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious 
minorities in Northern Ireland and provides a better working environment for all citizens in 
Northern Ireland. 

(ii) In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Code, if RAC conducts any business 
operations, it shall make all reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business 
operations in Northern Ireland in accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern 
Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988111. Laws 3220). 

(d) Occupational Safety and Health Act, 40 USC 333; 29 CFR 1926.1. 

(e) Hazard Communication Standard, 29 CFR Part 1926.58. 

(f) Illinois Environmental Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5/1. 

(g) Illinois Public Mechanics' Lien Act, 770 ILCS 60/23 (waiver of liens). 

(h) Criminal Code provisions applicable to public works contracts, 720 ILCS 5/33E. 

(i) Public Works Projects Act, 30 ILCS 57010.01. 

U) Deduction from Wages, 820 ILCS 115/9. 

(k) Section 2-92-250 of the Municipal Code of Chicago (Retainage). 

(I) Section 2-92-415 of the Municipal Code of Chicago (Child Support). 
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(m) Prevailing Wage Act, 820 ILCS 130/1. 

(n) Section 2-92-330 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago (Chicago Residency Requirement). 

(Sub)Exhibit !tEl>. 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

(Date) 

Department of Aviation 
P.O. Box 66848 
10510 West Zemke Road 
Chicago, Illinois 60666 

Form Of Letter Of Credit. 

Attention: Commissioner of Aviation 

Irrevocable Letter Of Credit No. ____ _ 

Original Expiration Date: _____ , 20_ 

Gentlemen: 

We hereby establish our irrevocable Letter of Credit in your favor for the account of 
_________ , a for the sum not exceeding U.S. 
________ and _/100 Dollars ($ ). 

Funds under this Credit are available to you unconditionally against your sight drafts for any 
sum or sums not exceeding a total of and _100 Dollars ($ ) drawn 
on us mentioning our credit Number purportedly signed by the Commissioner 
of Aviation or the City Comptroller of the City of Chicago (whether acting or actual). 

Our obligations hereunder are primary obligations to the City and shall not be affected by 
the performance or non-performance by under any agreement with 
the City, or by any bankruptcy or other insolvency proceeding initiated by or against 

_________ is not the owner of or beneficiary under 
this Credit and possesses no interest whatsoever in this Credit or proceeds of same. 
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We hereby agree with the drawers of the draft drawn and negotiated in compliance with the 
terms of this credit, that said draft will be duly honored within two business days after it is 
presented at this office. 

It is a condition of this Letter of Credit that it shall be deemed automatically extended 
without amendment for a period of one year from the initial expiration date stated above or 
any future expiration date hereof, unless at least 60 days prior to the expiration date we mail 
you our notice, by registered or certified mail, informing you that the Letter of Credit will no 
longer be automatically renewed beyond the then expiration date. In the event that we notify 
you that it is our intention not to renew this Letter of Credit for an additional one year period 
we agree to also notify the following parties by registered or certified mail: 

Department of Aviation -- Real Estate Division 
P.O. Box 66848 
10510 West Zemke Road 
Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attention: Deputy Commissioner of Real Estate 

and 

Corporation Counsel 
City of Chicago 
30 North LaSalle Street, 9th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Deputy Corporation Counsel for Aviation 

This Letter of Credit is transferable and assignable from time to time; any transfer request 
shall be effected by presentation to the issuer of the attached transfer form accompanied by 
the original of this Letter of Credit, provided that the holder hereof shall not incur any fees to 
the issuer as a condition to any such transfer. 

Partial Drawings and reductions are permitted. 

This Credit is subject to the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits ((1983) 
Revision), International Chamber of Commerce publication Number 400 (IUCP) and to the 
Uniform Commercial Code -- Letters of Credit, Illinois Revised Statues Chapter 26, 
Section 5-101, et seq. (1989) as amended, as in effect in the State of Illinois (UCC). To the 
extent the provisions of the TUCP and the UCC conflict, the provisions of the UCC shall 
control. 

Name of Bank 

Authorized Signatory 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

Narned 
In&ned: 

Add,'eSS 

Form Of Insurance Certificate (01111). 

Issueoa\e _______ _ 

INSURANCE CERTlF'CA TE OF COVERAGE 
SpoOflQloon#: ___________ _ 

RFp#· ___________ _ 

(NUMBER & STREET; Project': ___________ _ 

(CITY) (STATE! {ZtPj 

Th~ insurance policft!s and enclo!8ement5 II1llic:ated I)eIOW IUIVe been iSsued 10 the designated named insured WIth tile polICy limits as set IOrlh IIarotn 
covering the operation descriDed within 1M contract inv<>lvin9 tile named insured and the City of ChIcagD. The Cerlificste Issuer agreeslhal in tile event 
of cancellation. non·_1 olt material change involving 1he indicated policie5, the issuer will ptoVitle at least sixty (60) days prior written IKltiCe of auCh 
change to the City of Chicago al the address shown on this Cettiflcate This certificate is iSsued 10 the City of ChiCago in consideration of tile comract 
entered into with the named Insured. and it is mutuality understood that !he City of Chicago nal ... on 11115 cenificate as a basis for continuing such 
agreement WIth the named insured 

Limits of liability 
Typeoflno_ Inaul1trNamo ""'ioy Humber e.plratlon Dahl AI UrnIIs In TIIouund. 

"3d! 
i!;omn".'Cial tl~n!!!l!l bialJili!1 Oc<:urrence S 

b! Ocx:urrence 0 Claims made o Pre-..operallo"" General 
0 ExpIooion/C<)lIapse UncJetground Aggregate S 
0 Pro<iuct~ Ope>ali¢n. 
0 Blanket Con1laclU3' PmIlUCI6ICompIeted 
0 Broad Form Properrf Dam_ Operatic..,. 
0 Ind .. pcqdeo' Contra"'",. Aggregate S 
0 p""""",tlniulY 
0 Po!Iution 

Each 
~!omobje liabllijy (Any Auto) QcQmence $ 
Excess linb~iIy Eaoh 

o Umllleia Liability Occurrence $ 
Statuto<yAllinci. 

Woltkers' C<rmpenS3tion and Employers 
,mlli!lVe(s LIabilitY l.ialliIiIy S 

Amount 01 
B>.Mdern' Risl</Courue 01 Construction Conltact 

Profe.slonalliabililv $ 

Iown ... C~ Pro_ $ 

Other i 
a) Eac.~ insurance policy required by this ag'eemenl except polICIeS tor w()!kers' comoensatlon and professional liability. will..,8Il: 

"The City of ChiCago IS an additional insure:! as respects to operations and actill~ies of. or on beIlalf of the named insured. ""rformed under contract 
WlIh or permi1 from the City 01 Ch1C890· 

b) The Gl>neral Automobile and ExcessiUmbreUa Liability POlICies dcscnbcd provlOe for separation of insureds appl:cable to the named irJlured and 
IheCity. 

c) Workers Compensation anll Property insurer "har. waive all rights at subrogatiOn against the C<Iy 01 Chicago. 

I 

d) The receipt Of tIliS certifICate by the C'iy does not consUtute agreement b~ tile City ttlal the insurance requirements in the contract halle been fdlly met. 
or thai the illSUiance companies Indicated by this certifICate are !ri CDmplianQii WIth aU contract requirements 

N_lIId Acfdt8a 01 crmm ... Holder and R.."pI."'ot Nolie. 

S,gnature of 
C~H<>_A_III/rIsUIN A,«r<OllzeO Reo. 

CiIy of Chk_ Agency/Ccmpany 
~LofP __ t 

11f Norlh US. Sf>eeI, Room 4tJ:J Address 
Chicago. n.. BOeDZ 

18i8pl1one 

FOR CITY USE ONL v. 

55687 
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(Sub)Exhibit "G". 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

Short Form RAG Agreement. 

6/5/2013 

The City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local government 
organized and existing under Article VII, Sections 1 and (6)(a) , respectively, of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois, as landlord ("Landlord"), hereby leases to 
_________ , a , as RAC ("RAC"), and RAC hereby 
leases from Landlord, pursuant to the terms and conditions of an agreement (the "RAC 
Agreement") dated as of the date hereof between Landlord and RAC, certain real property 
("Premises") located in City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, which Premises is located at 
the and is more particularly described on 
(Sub)Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof. Capitalized terms used but not 
defined herein shall have the meanings set forth in the RAC Agreement. 

1. Term. 

The term of the RAC Agreement will commence , 20 __ and end 
_____ , 20 __ , unless sooner terminated in accordance with the terms and 
provisions thereof. 

2. Reservation Of Easements To Landlord. 

Landlord has reserved to itself certain nonexclusive easements on the terms set forth in 
the RAC Agreement. 

3. RAC Agreement Controls Short Form. 

This Short Form RAC Agreement is executed to give notice to third parties of the 
existence of the RAC Agreement and is not intended to modify or amend the RAC 
Agreement in any respect. The provisions of the RAC Agreement shall control over the 
provisions of this Short Form RAC Agreement. For details concerning the terms and 
conditions of the RAC Agreement, the RAC Agreement itself should be consulted. 

4. Limitation Of Liability. 

The liability of Landlord under this Short Form RAC Agreement shall be limited to the 
same extent that the liability of Landlord is limited under the RAC Agreement. 

In Witness Whereof, The parties have executed this Short Form RAC Agreement as of 
______ , 2013. 
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Landlord: 

City of Chicago, 
a municipal corporation 

By: __________ ~-------------------
Commissioner, 

Department of Aviation 

RAC: 

__________________ ,a 

By: ______________________________ _ 

Name: ______________ ___ 

Title: _______________ _ 

State of ) 
) SS. 

County of ) 

I, , notary public in and for said County, in the State aforesaid 
do hereby certify that personally known to me to be the Commissioner of the 
Department of Aviation of the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation, and personally known 
to be the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared 
before me this day in person and acknowledged that as such Commissioner of the 
Department of Aviation of said City, he/she signed and delivered the said instrument as 
his/her own free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of said City, for the uses 
and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and notarial seal this _______ day of ________ , 201_. 

Notary Public 
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State of ) 
) SS. 

County of ) 

I, , notary public in and for said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that _________ and personally 
known to me to be the and 
___ ~-;---_---:----:-----,~_' of , a , and 
personally known to be the same person whose names are subscribed to the foregoing 
instrument, appeared before me this day in person and severally acknowledged that as such 
-,--,,--_.,......-,_----:--:--:- and of said limited liability company, they signed and 
delivered the said instrument as their own free and voluntary act and as the free and 
voluntary act of said limited liability company, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and notarial seal this ____ day of ________ , 20_. 

Notary Public 

[(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Short Form RAC 
Agreement unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit "J". 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

Form Of Term Commencement Confirmation. 

Landlord: The City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
government organized and existing under Article VII, Sections 1 and 6(a), 
respectively, of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"). 

RAC: _________ , a __________ ("RAC"). 

This Term Commencement Confirmation (this "Confirmation") is made by the City and RAC 
pursuant to that certain Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease and License Concession 
Agreement dated as of , 20_ (the "RAC Agreement") for the Premises 
demised thereunder, all on the terms and conditions set forth therein, as modified hereby. 
This Confirmation is made pursuant to subsection 5.1 (c) of the RAC Agreement. 

1. Construction Commencement Deadline. 

The Construction Commencement Deadline under subsection 15.28(a) of the RAC 
Agreement shall be and is hereby established and confirmed as , 20_. 
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2. RAC Access Date; CRCF Substantial Completion. 

The RAC Access Date under subsection 5.1 (c) of the RAC Agreement shall be and is 
hereby established and confirmed as , 20_; the date of CRCF Substantial 
Completion under subsection 5.1(c) of the RAC Agreement shall be and is hereby 
established and confirmed as , 20_. 

3. Rent Commencement Date; Expiration Date. 

The Rent Commencement Date under Section 4:2 the RAC Agreement shall be and is 
hereby established and confirmed as , 20_; the Expiration Date under 
Article 1 of the RAC Agreement shall be and is hereby established and confirmed as 
____ ,20_. 

4. Base Rent. 

Base Rent during the initial five years of the Term of the RAC Agreement is hereby 
established and confirmed as and _1100 Dollars ($ ) per 
year (calculated by multiplying $ __ by by ), payable in equal 
monthly installments of and _1100 Dollars ($ ) each, and 
otherwise in accordance with the terms and provisions of the RAC Agreement, and subject 
to adjustment as provided therein. 

5. Acceptance Of Premises. 

RAC has inspected the Premises and affirms that the Premises is acceptable in all 
respects in its current "as is" condition, subject to the terms and provisions of the RAC 
Agreement applicable thereto, including the City's warranty obligations and the City's capital 
repair and replacement obligations to the extent expressly set forth in the RAC Agreement. 

6. Incorporation. 

This Confirmation is incorporated into the RAC Agreement, and forms an integral part 
thereof. This Confirmation shall be construed and interpreted in accordance with the terms 
ofthe RAC Agreement for all purposes. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall 
have the same meaning as set forth in the RAC Agreement. 

In Witness Whereof, The City has caused this Confirmation to be executed on its behalf by 
the Commissioner of the City's Department of Aviation, pursuant to due authorization of the 
City Council, and RAC has caused this Confirmation to be executed on its behalf by its 
_______ and attested by its , pursuant to due authorization 
of its members, all as of the day and year first above written. 
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City: 

City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home 
rule unit of local government organized and 
existing under Article VII, Sections 1 and 6(a), 
respectively, of the 1970 Constitution of the 
State of Illinois 

By: __________ =-__ ~~-----------
Commissioner, 

Department of Aviation 

RAC: 

---,.,,......,...,=c---------------' a Delaware limited 
liability company 

By: ____________________________ __ 

Name: ____________________________ _ 

Title: ____________________________ __ 

Attest: 

By: ____________________________ _ 

Name: ____________________________ _ 

Title: ____________________________ __ 

RAC's Illinois agent for service of process: 

Print Name: -------------------------
Print Address: ______________________ _ 

Title: ____________________________ __ 

6/5/2013 

This Confirmation Shall Not Be Valid Or Effective For Any Purpose Unless And Until It Is 
Signed By The City. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "K". 
(To Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease And License Concession 

Agreement At Chicago O'Hare International Airport) 

City O&M Standards. 

Electrical, Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 

55693 

RAe shall test, operate, maintain, repair, and keep in good operating condition all mechanical, electrical, 
and plumbing equipment for the following: 

HV AC, including without limitation, the following systems and/or items: 

Air handling units, air tenninal boxes, fans, heating units, piping systems, pumps, reheating coils, 
smoke exhaust systems, temperature controls/Building Automation System, unit heaters, V A V systems, 
water treatment testing, smoke detectors, fire detectors and alanns, fin tube radiation, heat tracing, filters, 
cooling systems/coils. 

Electrical, including, without limitation, the following systems and/or items: 

Advertising signage, general and emergency lighting, interior and exterior lighting fixtures, low 
voltage service and distribution (480 volts or less), motors and controllers, power and lighting panels, 
trans fanners, VFD drives, UPS systems, heaterslheat tracing. 

Plumbing, including, without limitation, the following systems and/or items: 

Domestic water piping/pumps, drinking fountains, fire protection (including any Halon systems), 
f100r and area drains, gray water, plumbing fixtures, pumps (water, sewage, and stonn (excluding curb 
front and roadway), sanitary sewer, vent piping and drains (excluding curb front and roadway), water 
heaters. 

GLneral Maintenance Services 

RAe shall maintain and repair, including, without limitation, the following systems and/or items 
In the common areas of the customer service building, the garage and the Quick Turnaround Areas 
(QTAS): 

Acoustic ceiling tiles, carpet, terrazzo, interior doors and door hardware, door re-keying/inventory 
controlled managementlhardware, flooring and tiles, glass and glazing, masonry ~ interior/exterior, 
metals - interior/exterior, metal ceiling, roofing/decking, railings and handrails, restroom 
equipment/fixtures, roof, safety treads on steps, painting, drywall all surfaces, carpentry, exterior and 
interior doors, elevators, fire alann system, high voltage service and distribution, minor 
structural/concrete repair, replacement/repair of interior and exterior glass and frames, painting, 
plumbing, and electrical, locksmith services, repair/replacement of terrazzo f100ring and carpets, 
repair/replacement of sinks, toilets, automatic sensors, faucets and hand dryers, repairlreplacement of 
common area or limited access doors, door frames, overhead doors, wall bumpers and weather 
stripping, repairlreplacement of general building signage. 

Cleaning Specifications 

For purposes of this RAe Agreement "clean" shall mean: I. Free fi'om dili, dust, litter, stain or 
impurities; unsoiled. 2. Free from foreign matter or pollution. 3. The presence of appropriate surface gloss 
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protection, unadulterated clean air, clean drinking water. Continuous cleaning is defmed as the execution 
of cleaning tasks performed on an on-going daily basis, at minimum. 

I Customer Lobby 

Task 
Remove Graffiti 
Police Litter 
Empty Trash Receptacles 
Replace trash liners 
Spot Clean Building Surfaces 
Dust, mop or sweep 
Damp mop non-carpeted floors 
Restore Terrazzo 
Door glass and frames cleaned 
Windows within reach dusted 
Clean and disinfect ticket counter: 
(keyboard, computers, calculators) 
Telephones cleaned and disinfected 
Planters/ plant pots police & clean 
Spot clean/wash signage 
Floor mats spot cleaned & washer 
Stairwells policed & cleaned 

I Customer Entry and Exit Areas 

Task 
Remove Graffiti 
Police Litter 
Empty Trash Receptacles 
Maintain doors and glass 
Dust, mop or sweep 
Damp mop non-carpeted floors 
Restore Terrazzo 

I Public Areas and Corridors 

Task 
Remove Graffiti 
Police Litter 
Empty Trash Receptacles 
Spot Clean Building Surfaces 
Spot clean furniture surfaces 
Damp mop non-carpeted floors 
Vacuum completely 
Spot mop 
Dust, mop or sweep 
Clean and disinfect windows 
Clean and disinfect water fountain 
Clean and disinfect pay phones 

Frequency 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
As needed 
As needed 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 

Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Continuous 

Frequency 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
As needed 
As needed 
Daily 

Frequency 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Daily 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 
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Restore Terrazzo 
Door glass and frames cleaned 
Windows within reach dusted 
Clean walls and partitions 
Telephones Clean and disinfected 
Planters/ plant pots police & clean 
Spot clean and wash signage 
Floor mats spot cleaned & washer 
Stairwells policed & cleaned 
Remove refuse on exterior sidewalks 
and driveways 

Stairs 

Task 
Remove Graffiti 
Police Litter 
Empty Trash Receptacles 
Spot Clean Building Surfaces 
Dust, mop or sweep 
Damp mop non-carpeted floors 
Vacuum completely 
Vacuum Traffic Lanes & remove soil 
Remove carpet stains 
Dust building surfaces 

Restrooms Facilities 

Task 
Remove Graffiti 
Police Litter 
Empty Trash Receptacles 
Spot Clean Building Surfaces 
Spot clean mirrors, partitions & fixtures 
Spot clean furniture surfaces 
Dust, mop or sweep 
Damp mop non-carpeted floors 
Remove carpet stains 
Vacuum Traffic Lanes & remove soil 
Dust building surfaces 
Dust furniture surfaces 
Vacuum completely 
Restore Terrazzo 
Clean and disinfect fixtures 
Refill dispensers 
Disinfect all surfaces 
Disinfect toilets and urinals 
Wet clean and disinfect floors 
Clean and refill floor drains 
Replenish supplies 

Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 

Daily 

Frequency 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
As needed 
As needed 
Bi-weekly 
As needed 
As needed 
Weekly 

Frequency 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Continuous 
Daily 
Daily 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 
Weekly 
Weekly 
Bi-weekly 
As needed 
Continuous 
As needed 
Continuous 
Continuous 
As needed 
As needed 
As needed 

55695 
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I Custodial Closets 

Task 
Police Litter 
Empty Trash Receptacles 
Spot Clean Building Surfaces 
Dust, mop or sweep 
Clean and disinfect ftxtures 
Clean building surfaces 
Damp mop non-carpeted floors 

I Elevators 

Task 
Remove Grafftti 
Police Litter 
Spot clean surfaces 
Dust, mop or sweep 
Remove carpet stains 
Dust surfaces 
Clean elevator door tracks 
Clean floor mats 
Damp mop non-carpeted floors 
Vacuum completely 

Quick Turnaround Area 

Frequency 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Weekly 
Weekly 

Frequency 
Twice Daily 
Twice Daily 
Twice Daily 
Daily 
As needed 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Bi-weekly 
Bi-weekly 

6/5/2013 

General All the systems, utilities and improvements pertaining to the QT A shall be kept in first 
class repair, operating condition, working order and appearance and in fonn and 
function .for which the systems, utilities and improvements were designed. 

Daily All trash and debris shall be placed in appropriate trash collection receptacles with tight 
fitting lids that will be kept closed at all times, other than for the disposal into or the 
emptying of, said receptacles. 

PROJECT WORK 
Carpet Shampooing "Bonnet Method" 
Carpet Shampooing "Extraction Method" 
Machine Scrub Floors 
Recondition Finished Floors 
Windows - Exterior 
Blinds 
Wall Washing 
Furniture Cleaning 
Exterior Surfaces 

Frequency· 
Daily 
Monthly 
Daily 
Monthly 
Quarterly 
Monthly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Annually 
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Exhibit "e". 
(To Ordinance) 

Voluntary Program. 

55697 

The undersigned On-Airport Rental Car Companies, each of whom operate rental car 
concessions at O'Hare Airport and Midway Airport (the "Airports") in the City of Chicago 
("City") pursuant to license agreements with the City, in furtherance of the policy of the 
City to encourage those doing business with the City to take affirmative action to assist 
businesses owned by minority, women and disadvantaged persons to compete 
appropriately for contracts with and provide supplies and services to persons or business 
entities who have contracts with the City, hereby undertake the following voluntary 
program (the "Voluntary Program") to provide good faith efforts to use businesses owned 
by minorities, women and disadvantaged persons in connection with their operations at 
the Airports. In proposing the Voluntary Program set forth below, the On-Airport Rental 
Car Companies do not intend to supersede, conflict with or in any way impair the Federal 
Aviation Administration's ("FAA") Airport Concessionaire Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise Program (the "ACDBE Program"), or the City's Minority-Owned and 
Women-Owned Business Enterprise Procurement Program (the "City MIWBE Program"). 

1. Starting immediately, the On-Airport Rental Car Companies will use good faith 
efforts to expand contracting opportunities for businesses owned by minorities, women 
and/or disadvantaged persons in connection with "non-fleet expenditures" attributable to 
the On-Airport Rental Car Companies' operations at the Airports. Subject to paragraph 
6 below, the On-Airport Rental Car Companies agree that the goal of their outreach 
efforts will be to achieve, at a minimum, the following levels of expenditures in the 
following years with businesses owned by minority, women and/or disadvantaged persons 
("MIW/DBE Businesses") that are: (i) certified by the City of Chicago, the County of 
Cook, the Illinois Unified Certification Program, the Chicago Minority Supplier 
Development Council and/or the Women's Business Development Councilor (ii) not 
certified by any of the entities listed in subparagraph (i), but are nonetheless owned by 
minority, women and/or disadvantaged persons. 

15 percent of non-fleet expenditures attributable to operations at the Airports for 
the years 2013 -- 2016. 

30 percent of non-fleet expenditures attributable to operations at the Airports for 
the years 2017 and thereafter. 
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2. For purposes of this Proposal, "Non-fleet expenditures" encompass all expenditures 
not attributable to the purchase of vehicles including, but not limited to: 

Insurance 

Chemicals 

Lubricants 

Gasoline 

Auto Parts 

Environmental Services 

Promotional Products 

Marketing 

Advertising 

Auto Body Repair and Painting 

Keys, Key Blanks and Key Cutting Equipment 

Maintenance Products 

Janitorial Products 

Professional Services 

Maintenance and Custodial Services 

3. The On-Airport Rental Car Companies will post procurement opportunities for 
"Non-fleet expenditures" in connection with their operations at the Airports on the City 
Department of Procurement Services' MIWBE Forum. 
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4. The On-Airport Rental Car Companies will provide the Chicago Department of 
Aviation ("CDA") and the City Council Committee on Aviation with quarterly reports 
reflecting their progress in achieving the foregoing goals. 

5. The On-Airport Rental Car Companies will work with CDA and members of the City 
Council's Aviation Committee to sponsor public outreach sessions to identify and assist 
MIWIDBE Businesses in applying for ACDBE Certification. 

6. To the extent that any future License Agreements relating to the On-Airport Rental 
Car Companies' operations at the Airports contain ACDBE goals that are equal to or 
greater than the percentages stated in paragraph I above, such goals will supersede and 
replace the goals provided for herein. 

7. This Voluntary Program is not meant to supersede conflict with or in any way impair 
the ACDBE Program, any federal statute, rule or regulation relating to the operations of 
the Airports, or the City's MIWBE Program. To the extent anything in this Voluntary 
Program is interpreted to supersede, conflict with or in any way impair any of the 
foregoing, this Voluntary Program shall, only to the extent necessary, be deemed null and 
void. 

Enterprise Rent A Car Hertz Rent A Car 

By: ______________________ __ By: __________________ __ 

Name: ________________________ _ Name: ________________ __ 

Its: Its: ---------------------------- ---------------------

Avis Rent A Car System LLC 

By: 

Name: -------------------------
Its: ----------------------------
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Exhibit "0". 
(To Ordinance) 

Form Of CFC Indenture. 

6/5/2013 

This Indenture of Trust dated as of [Date of Indenture] is entered into by and between the 
City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and horne rule unit of local government duly organized 
and existing under the Constitution and laws of the State of Illinois, and The Bank of New York 
Mellon Trust Company~ N.A., a national banking association duly organized and existing under 
the laws of the United States of America. as trustee. 

Capitalized tenns not otherwise defined shall have the meaning set torth in Section LOI 
of this Indenture. Unless otherwise indicated. references to Articles or Sections refer to this 
. Indenture. 

Reference is made to the tollowing facts: 

A. The City has determined to issue Customer Facility Charge Revenue Bonds, in 
one or more series. The proceeds of the Series 2013 Bonds are to be applied to finance all or a 
portion of the costs of the· design and construction of a new consolidated rental car facility, 
extension of the existing airport transit system to provide transportation between such 
consolidated rental car facility and airport passenger terminals, and related facilities. all as 
further described herein, at Chicago 0' Hare International Airport, and to pay other Costs of the 
Project. 

B. All things necessary to make the Series 2013 Bonds. when authenticated, the 
binding, limited obligations of the City and to create a valid lien and pledge as herein provided 
have been accomplished; and the execution and delivery of this Indenture and the issuance of the 
Series 2013 Bonds have been duly authorized. 

C. The Series 2013 Bonds and any Additional Bonds and Subordinate Bonds issued 
pursuant to this Indenture arc payable solely from the Trust Estate hereinafter pledged to the 
payment of the Bonds. 

NOW, THEREFORE. in consideration of the mutual agreements and representations 
contained in this Indenture and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and 
sufficiency of which are duly acknowledged, the City and the Trustee hereby agree. covenant, 
grant, pledge, assign, represent, and warrant as follows (it being understood and agreed that the 
performance of the agreements of the City herein contained and any obligation it may incur 
hereunder for the payment of money shall not constitute a general obligation of the City or the 
State or a debt or a pledge of the faith and credit of the City or the State or any political 
subdivision or municipality thereof but shall be payable solely ti'om the revenues and funds 
provided under this Indenture): 
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Section 1.01 Definitions. The tollowing terms as used in this Indenture. the Bonds and 
any certificate or document executed in connection therewith shall have the following meanings 
(or are defined elsewhere in this Indenture as indicated below) unless the context otherwise 
indicates: 

"Account or Accollnts" means any of the accounts established within any of the Funds 
pursuant to the provisions 0 f this Indenture. 

"Additional Bonds" means one or more Series of Additional Bonds issued pursuant to 
Section 3.02 of this Indenture and a Supplemental Indenture. 

"Administrative Expenses" means annual expenses incurred by the City in connection 
with administration of the Series 2013 Bonds or the TIFIA Loan, including without limitation 
Rating Agency fees. audit fees and USDOT administrative fees. 

"Aggregate Debt Service" means, with respect to one or more designated Series of 
Outstanding Bonds or, if no Bonds are designated, all Bonds Outstanding hereunder, for any 
period, the amount of all interest accrued in such period plus the amount required to pay 
principal coming due in such period on such Bonds; provided, however. that if the stated period 
is a Fiscal Year, the amount of principal shall be the principal payable on any date commencing 
with January 2 in such Fiscal Year and ending with January 1 in the following fiscal Year, both 
inclusive, net of interest earned on any fund or Account and deposited to the Debt Service Fund 
and Subordinate Debt Service fund (as applicable) during such period and available for payment 
of principal of or interest on such Bonds. 

"Airport" means Chicago O'Hare International Airp0l1. together with any additions 
thereto, or improvements or enlargements of it, later made, but any land, rights-of-way, or 
improvements which are now or later owned by or are part of the transportation system operated 
by the Chicago Transit Authority, or any successor thereto, wherever located within the 
boundaries of the Airport, are not deemed to be part of the Airport. 

"Airport Customer" means a Person that rents. picks up or enters into a written or oral 
agreement for the rental of a Motor Vehicle from a RAe or an Off-Airport RAC either at the 
Airport or at a location other than the Airport it and only it: a Courtesy Vehicle is used to 
transport such Person to and from the CRCf-. 

"ATS" or "Airport Transit System" means the Airport's automated people mover system 
which travels on a dedicated guideway providing passenger service at the Airport, including 
without limitation, to terminals. parking areas and the CRef, including the vehicles used for 
transport. stations, and related equipment and associated improvements. 

"Authorized Denomillation" means (a) with respect to the Series 2013 Bonds, $5,000 or 
any integral multiple thereot: and (b) with respect to any Series of Additional Bonds or 
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Subordinate Bonds, such amounts as shall be specified in the Supplemental Indenture relating 
thereto. 

"Allthorized Officer" means, (a) in the case of the City, (i) the Mayor, the Chief 
Financial Officer, the City Treasurer, the Commissioner. the City Comptroller or any other 
official of the City so designated by a CCI1iticate signed by the Mayor and filed with the Trustee 
for so long as that designation is in eftect and (ii) the City Clerk with respect to the ccrtitication 
of any ordinance or resolution of the City Councilor any other document filed in his or her 
office; and (b) in the case of the Trustee, any officer within the corporate tmst department (or 
similar group) of the Trustee responsible for the administration of this Indenture. including any 
vice president, assistant vice president, assistant secretary, assistant treasurer, trust otlicer or any 
other officer of the Trustee who customarily performs functions similar to those performed by 
the persons who at the time shall be such officers, respectively, or to whom any corporate trust 
matter is referred because of such person's knowledge of and familiarity with the particular 
subject. 

"Belleficial Owner" means, so long as the Bonds are in the Book-Entry-Only System, 
any Person who acquires a beneficial ownership interest in a Bond held by the Securities 
Depository. rf at any time the Bonds are not held in the Book-Entry-Only System. Beneficial 
Owner means the Owner for purposes of this Indenture. 

"Bolld COllnsef' means any attorney at law or finn of attorneys. selected by the City and 
reasonably acceptable to the Trustee, of nationally recognized standing in matters pertaining to 
the validity of and the tax-exempt nature of interest on bonds issued by states and their political 
subdivisions, duly admitted to the practice of law before the highest court of any state of the 
United States of America. 

··Bond/wlder" or ··"olller" means, as of any time, the registered owner of any Bond as 
shown in the register kept by the Trustee as bond registrar. 

,. Bonds" means the Series 2013 Bonds and any Additional Bonds and Subordinate Bonds 
from time to time Outstanding under this Indenture. 

··Bond Year" means anyone-year period ending on January I, other than the initial Bond 
Year, which shall commence on the Closing Date and end on January L 2014. 

"Book-Entry-Ollly System" means the system maintained by the Securities Depository 
described in Section 3.07. 

·'Business Day" means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday or the 
equivalent (other than a moratorium) on which banking institutions generally in either of the City 
or New York, New York are authorized or required by law or executive order to close. 

··CFC' or ··ClIstomer Facility Charge" means the customer facility charge or customer 
facility charges to be collected by the RACs or Off-Airport RACs and remitted to the Trustee for 
the benetit of the City, or, if no Bonds remain Outstanding, remitted directly to the City, as 
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further defined and provided in each RAC Agreement or in any agreements with Off-Airport 
RACs. 

"CFC PAYGO Project Account" means the account established within the CFC 
Stabilization Fund pursuant to Section 5.II(a) and described in Section 5.II(b), to be maintained 
and held by the City. 

"CFC Revenue Fumf' means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 into which 
all Revenues shall be deposited upon receipt by the Trustee and applied as set forth in Section 
5.03. 

~'CFC Stabilization FlInd" means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 and 
described in Section 5.11, to be maintained and held by the City. 

"CFC Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement" means $20,000,000, provided such 
amount may be increased under the terms of a Supplemental Indenture or a certificate of an 
Authorized Otlicer of the City. In detem1ining whether the amount of funds in the CFC 
Stabilization Fund meets the CFC Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement, the calculation 
shall include amounts in the Maintenance Reserve Account but shal1 not include amounts in the 
CFC PA YGO Project Account. 

"CFC Statute" means Section 6-30SU) of the Illinois Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/6-
305(j). 

"Chief Financial Officer" means the Chief Financial Otlicer of the City appointed by 
the Mayor, or the City Comptroller of the City at any time a vacancy exists in the office of the 
Chief Financial Officer. 

"City" means the City of Chicago. a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
government organized and existing under the laws of the State. 

"City COllncif' means the City Council of the City. or any succeeding governing or 
legislative body of the City. 

"Closing Date" means the date of delivery of the Series 20\3 Bonds to the initial 
purchasers thereof against payment therefor. 

"Code" or "IRe' means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as from time to time 
amended, and any regulations promulgated thereunder, including without limitation any Treasury 
Regulations or Temporary or Proposed Regulations, as the same shall from time to time be 
amended including (until modified, amended or superseded) Treasury Regulations or Temporary 
or Proposed Regulations under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended. 

"Commi.~!tioller" means the Commissioner of Aviation of the City or any designee of the 
Commissioner, or any successor or successors to the duties of any such official. 
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"Completion Certificate" means the completion certificate required under Section 6.06 
below to be executed by the City upon the completion of the Project. 

"Completion Date" means the earlier to occur of (i) the date on which the Project is 
completed as evidenced by the delivery of a Completion Certificate and (ii) the date of 
abandonment of the Project. 

"Consultant" means anyone or more consultants selected by the City with expertise in 
the administration. tinancing. planning, maintenance and operations of airports and facilities 
thereot~ and who. in the case of an individual, shall not be a member. officer or employee of the 
City. 

"Consulting Engineer" means a registered or licensed engineer or engineers, or firm or 
firms of engineers, with expertise in the field of designing. preparing plans and specifications 
for, supervising the construction, improvement and expansion of, and supervising the 
maintenance of, airports and aviation facilities, entitled to practice and practicing as such under 
the laws of the State, who, in the case of any individual, shall not be a director, officer or 
employee of the City. 

"Contilluing Disclosure Undertaking" means the Continuing Disclosure Undertaking of 
the City relating to the Bonds, as from time to time in effect. 

"Contract Day" means, with respect to rentals of Motor Vehicles, up to a 25-hour period 
or fraction thereof for the first Contract Day and successive 24-hour periods (or fractions thereof) 
for each successive Contract Day. 

"Costs of Collectioll" means all reasonable attorneys' fees and out-of-pocket expenses 
incurred by the Trustee directly or indirectly related to the Trustee's efforts to collect or enforce 
the Bonds, this Indenture, or any of the Trustee's rights, remedies, powers, privileges, or 
discretion against or in respect of the City thereunder (whether or not suit is instituted in 
connection with any of the foregoing). 

"Costs of the Project" means all costs of the Project, including without limitation costs 
of the construction manager, the program manager and allocated costs of program 
administration, the costs of issuing tht! Bonds. and other costs chargeable to the capital account 
of the Project, in each case to the extent that such costs are permitted under the CFC Statute. 

"Co-Trustee" means any Co-Trustee appointed by the Trustee pursuant to the provisions 
of Section 8.12. 

"Coullsef' means an attorney or a firm of attorneys admitted to practice law 111 the 
highest court of any state of the United States of America. 

"Courte!)y Vehicle" means a shuttle bus or other vehicle providing transportation 
services on Airport premises to or from RAe or Off-Airport RAC facilities. 
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"CRCP' means the new consolidated rental car facility. The CRCF consists of the 
follow"ing: (i) an elevated structure r'ES') containing multiple stories which will be used by 
RACs for vehicle readylreturn operations, vehicle storage, a customer service center including 
customer service counters, waiting areas and related facilities and office space; and (ii) a multi
story fuel/car wash quick tum-around vehicle service facility C"QTA") on land located near the 
ES, together with a dedicated roadway for rental vehicle use only connecting the ES and QT A. 
The CRCF does not include that portion of the ES used as public parking facilities unrelated to 
its use as a consolidated rental car facility. 

"Days" or "days" shall refer to calendar days, unless otherwise specitied herein. 

"Debt Service Fund" means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 and described 
in Section 5.04. 

"Debt Service Reserve FUIld" means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 and 
described in Section 5.07. 

"DSRF ReqlliremeJ'f' means one hundred percent (100%) of the Maximum Annual 
Debt Scrvice on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) then outstanding. 

"Defallit" means any Event or Default or any event or condition which. with the passage 
of time or giving of notice or both, would constitute an Event of Default. 

"Defeasance Obligations" means non-callable investment securities of the type set forth 
in paragraphs (a), [or (b)] of the definition of Qualified Investments. 

"Depositary" mcans any bank or trust company. which may include the Trustee, duly 
authorized by Law to engage in the banking business and selected by the City as a depositary of 
moneys under the provisions of this Indcnture. 

"Draw Down Date" means the twenty-fifth (25th) day of each month or, if such day is not 
a Business Day, the next succeeding Business Day of each month that any Bonds remain 
Outstanding. 

"Electrollic MeaJls" means telecopy. facsimile transmission. e-mail transmission or other 
similar electronic means of communication providing evidence of transmission. including a 
telephonic communication confirmed by any other method set forth in this detinition. 

"Evellt of Defallit" See Section 7.01. 

"Facility Rent" means the annual amollnt payable by the RJ\Cs to the City pursuant to 
Section 4.3 of the RAC Agreements. 

"Favorable Opinion of Bond COlillsef' means. with respect to any action relating to a 
Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds, the occurrence of which requires sllch an opinion. an unqualitied 
written legal opinion of Bond Counsel to the effect lhat sllch action is permitted under this 
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Indenture and will not impair the exclusion of interest on the Ta.x-Exempt Bonds of such Series 
from gross income for purposes of federal income taxation (subject to the inclusion of any 
exception contained in the opinion delivered upon the original issuance of such Series of Tax
Exempt Bonds). 

"Federal Obligation" means any direct obligation at: or any obligation the full and 
timely payment of principal of and interest on which is guaranteed by, the United States of 
America. 

"Fiscal Year" means the City's Fiscal Year, commencing on January 1 and expiring on 
the following December 31. 

"Fitch" means Fitch Ratings, Inc. a corporation duly organized and existing under the 
laws of the State of New York. its successors and assigns. 

"Fixed Rate" means one or more nontloating, nonvariab[e interest rates which apply to a 
Series of Bonds. 

"Fulld or Funds" means any of the funds established in Section 5.01(a) hereof. 

"Indenture" means this Indenture of Trust, as supplemented and amended from time to 
time in accordance with its ternlS. 

"Illterest Payment Date" for the Series 201 J Bonds means January 1 and July 1 of each 
year that the Series 2013 Bonds remain Outstanding, and for any other Bonds, the dates for the 
payment of interest as set forth in the Supplemental Indenture entered into in connection with the 
issuance of such Bonds. 

"Laws" means all present and future laws, rules, regulations, directives, permits, 
executive orders, other governmental orders and conditions of any permits or other governmental 
approvals applicable to this Indenture, the Bonds, the RACs, the Off-Airport RACs, the Project, 
or the use thereof. or any of them from time to time, foreseen. unforeseen; provided, however, 
that rules, directives and regulations of the City shall only be deemed "Laws" if generally 
applicable at the Airport. 

"Mailltenance Reserve Account" means the account established within the CFC 
Stabilization Fund pursuant to Section 5.11(a) and described in Section 5.ll(c), to be maintained 
and held by the City. 

"Maintmallce Reserve Accoullt Requirement" means $20,000,000. 

"Majority of the Bondholders" means the holders of more than tifty percent (50%) of the 
aggregate principal amount of Outstanding Bonds . 

•• Maturity Date" for the Series 20 13A Bonds means the dates set forth in Exhibit B, for 
the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds means the dates set forth in Exhibit B, and for any other Series 
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of Bonds means the maturity date or dates specified in the Supplemental Indenture entered into 
in connection with the issuance of such Bonds. 

"Maximum Allnual Debt Service" for any Bonds that are Outstanding means the 
maximum annual scheduled payments of principal of and interest on such Bonds in any future 
Bond Year, excluding any accrued or capitalizcd interest. 

·'M{u::imllm Rate" means the maximum rate of interest on the relevant obligation as may 
be established by a Supplemental Indenture entered into in connection with the issuance of any 
Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds, and in all events, a rate not exceeding that pennitted by 
applicable Law. 

·'Minimum Annual Requirement' shall have the meaning set forth in Section 6.04(b). 

'"Moody's" means Moody's Investors Service, Inc., a corporation organized and existing 
under the laws of the State of Delaware, its successors and assigns. 

"Motor Vehicle" means any motor vehicle within the meaning of Section 1-146 of the 
Illinois Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/1-146. 

··Nonpurpose Paymellts" has the meaning ascribed to such term in the Regulations. 

·'Nonpurpose Receipts" has the meaning ascribed to such term in the Regulations. 

··Notice Address" means, for the City, City of Chicago, Office of Chief Financial Onker, 
33 North LaSalle Street, 6th Floor, Chicago, Illinois 60602, with a copy to City of Chicago, 
Chicago Department of Aviation, 10510 West Zemke Road, Chicago, Illinois 60606, Attention: 
Commissioner of the Chicago Department of Aviation; and tor the Trustee, The Bank of New 
York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., 2 North LaSalle Street, Suite 1020, Chicago, Illinois 60602, 
Attention: Corporate Trust, or such other or additional addressees) as may be stated in wTiting in 
a notice to the other party. 

'·0ff-Airport RAe or RACs" means and refers to any Person operating a rental car 
business servicing Airport Customers from a location other than the CRCF. 

"Operatioll and Maintenallce Fund" means the fund established pursuant to Section 
5.01 and described in Section 5.10, to be maintained and held by the City. 

·'Operation and Mailllenance Fuml Requiremellt" means (i) one hundred percent 
(100%) of the amount detemlined by the City and shown in the annual budget tor annual 
operation and maintenance expenses of the CRCf, plus (ii) a percentage detemlined by the City 
to be the amount to be allocated to the CRCF, of the amount determined by the City and shown 
in the annual budget for annual operation and maintenance expenses of the A TS, plus (iii) one 
hundred percent (100%) of the amount determined by the City and shown in the annual budget 
for annual Administrative Expenses. 
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"Olltstanding BOllds" or "Bonds outstanding" means the amount of principal of the 
Bonds which has not at the time been paid, exclusive of (a) Bonds in lieu or which others have 
been authenticated under Section 3.06, (b) principal of any Bond which has become due 
(whether by maturity, call for redemption or otherwise) and for which provision tor payment as 
required herein has been made, (c) principal of any Bond that is deemed to have been paid as 
provided in Section 2.02. and (d) for purposes of any direction, consent or waiver under this 
Indenture. Bonds deemed not to be outstanding pursuant to Sections 2.02 and 10.07. 

"Par Call BOllds" means those Bonds, if any. described in Exhibit B attached to this 
Indenture. 

"Participant" means, with respect to DTC or another Securities Depository, a member of 
or participant in DTC or such other Securities Depository, respectively. 

··Paying Agent" means the Trustee or any other paying agent appointed in accordance 
with Section 8.11 hereof. 

·'Payment Date" means each Interest Payment Date, Principal Payment Date or any other 
date on which any principal of, premium, if any, or interest on any Bond is due and payable for 
any reason. including without limitation upon any redemption or prepayment of Bonds. 

"Person" means a corporation, association, partnership, limited liability company, joint 
venture, trust, organization, business, individual or government or any governmental agency or 
political subdivision thereof. 

"Pledged Receipts" means all CFCs received or receivable by the Trustee for the account 
of the City, all Facility Rent payable by the RACs, all casualty insurance proceeds and 
condemnation awards required to be applied pursuant to Section 6.09, all moneys, investments 
and proceeds on deposit in the Project Fund, the Debt Service Fund, the Reserve Funds, the 
Sub0rdinate Debt Service Fund and the Subordinate Reserve Fund, and interest and investment 
earnings thereon, subject to the provisions of Section 5.13 regarding moneys for the benefit of 
the holders of particular Bonds, and any other moneys collected from Off-Airport RACs or from 
users of the Project other than the RACs and designated by an Authorized Officer of the City as 
Pledged Receipts. The Pleqged Receipts shall not include moneys. investments and proceeds in 
the Rebate Fund, the Operation and Maintenance Fund or the CFC Stabilization Fund, and shall 
notinc1ude the Unassigned Rights . 

• , Principal Paymellt Date" for the Series 2013 Bonds means January 1 of each year in 
which principal of the Series 2013 Bonds is due and payable, and tor any other Bonds, the dates 
for the payment of principal as set forth in the Supplemental Indenture entered into in connection 
with the issuance of sllch Bonds . 

• , Project" means the pennitting, design, development, construction, equipping, furnishing 
and acquisition of (i)(a) the CRCF, including the associated structures, roadways, facilities, 
infrastructure improvements to utilities and other infrastructure to support the CRCF, and (b) 
additions, extensions and improvements to the A TS, in each case to the extent that such purposes 
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are permitted under the CFC Statute; and (ii) such other purposes related to the CRCF or the 
A TS as permitted under the CFC Statute and determined by the Commissioner. 

5.02. 

"Project Budget" means the City's approved capital budget for the Project. 

"Project Flint!" means the fund created pursuant to Section 5.0 I and described in Section 

"Qualified Collatera" means: 

(a) Federal Obligations; 

(b) direct and general obligations of any State of the United States of America 
or any political subdivision of the State which are rated in one of thc two highest rating 
categories by any two Rating Agencies without regard to any retinement or gradation of 
rating category by numerical modi tier or otherwise; and 

(c) public housing bonds issued by public housing authorities and fully 
secured as to the payment of both principal and interest by a pledge of annual 
contributions under an annual contributions contract or contracts with the United States 
of America, or project notes issued by public housing authorities, or project notes issued 
by local public agencies, in each case fully secured as to the payment of both principal 
and interest by a requisition or payment agreement with the United States of America. 

"Qualified Investments" means those investments set forth in Exhibit D attached to this 
Indenture. 

"RAe' means a Person that operates a rental car business serving Airport Customers 
under tenns of a RAC Agreement with the City and who leases space within the CRCF. 

"Rating Agency" means, as of any date, each of Fitch, Moody's and S&P, and any other 
Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization ("NRSRO") designated by the City by 
notice to the Trustee; provided, however, that the City may substitute any NRSRO for any of 
Fitch, Moody's or S&P by notice to the Trustee. 

"RAC Agreement" means, for any RAC, the Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease and 
License Concession Agreement at Chicago O'Hare International Airport dated as of 
_____ , 2013, between such RAC and the City, as supplemented, amended, modified or 
superceded from time to time in accordance with its temlS. 

·'Rating Category" means a generic securities rating category, without regard, in the case 
of a long-term rating category, to any refinement or gradation of such long-telm rating category 
by a numerical modifier or otherwise. 

"Rebate FlInd" means the fund created pursuant to Section 5.01 and described in Section 
5.12. 
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'4Rebate Installment Date" means the dates selected by the City pursuant to the 
Regulations for the payment of rebate or yield reduction payments as provided in Section 5. I 2 
hereof, the first of which shall be no later than 60 days after the close of the fifth Bond Year for 
each Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds. Each such Rebate installment Date shall be no more than 
five years following the next preceding Rebate Installment Date. Rebate Installment Date shall 
also include a date selected by the City which is no later than 60 days following the final 
payment of each Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds which is treated as a separate series for federal tax 
purposes. 

"Rebate Projessionar' is detined in Section S.12(c). 

'4Record Date" means (a) with respect to the Series 2013 Bonds, with respect to each 
Payment Date the close of business on the fifteenth day or the month immediately preceding the 
month in which such Payment Date occurs, (b) with respect to any other Series of Bonds, the 
date speci fied in the Supplemental Indenture providing for the issuance of such Series of Bonds. 

"Refulldillg Bonds" means one or more Series or Bonds issued pursuant to Section 3.02 
to refund Outstanding Bonds. 

"Registrar" means the Trustee acting as the Bond registrar hereunder. 

"Registration Books" means the register of the record owners of the Bonds maintained 
by the Registrar. 

"Regulatiolls" means the Treasury Regulations applicable to Section 148(t) of Code. 

"Required Reserve Amounts" means, respectively, the Rolling Coverage Fund 
Requirement, the Supplemental Reserve Fund Requirement and the DSRF Requirement for each 
Series of Bonds. 

"Reqll;";itioll Certificate" means a written certificate executed by the City substantially in 
the form or Exhibit C attached to this Indenture. 

"Reserve FUllds" means, collectively, the Rolling Coverage Fund, the Supplemental 
Reserve Fund and the Debt Service Reserve Fund, and no other Funds. 

"Revenues" means CFCs, Facility Rent and any other sums paid to the Trustee for 
deposit in the cre Revenue Fund. 

"Rolling Coverage Fund" means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 and 
described in Section 5.05. 

"Rolling Coverage Fund Requiremellt" means twenty-five percent (25%) of the 
Maximum Annual Debt Service on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) then outstanding. 
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"Securities Act" means the federal Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and any 
successor thereto. 

"Securities Depository" or "DTC' means The Depository Trust Company and its 
successors and assigns or any other securities depository selected by the City which agrees to 
follow the procedures required to be followed by such securities depository in connection with 
the Bonds. 

"Securities Exchange Act" means the federal Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as 
amended, and any successor thereto. 

"Series" means each of the Series 2013A Bonds and the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds 
issued pursuant to this Indenture and each series of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds 
issued pursuant to a Supplemental Indenture. 

"Series 2013 BOllds" means. collectively, the Series 2013A Bonds and the Taxable 
Series 2013B Bonds. 

"Series 2013 Project Accounts" means, collectively, the Series 20 13A Project Account 
and the Taxable Series 2013 B Project Account. 

"Series 2013A Bonds" means the Chicago O'Hare International Airport Customer 
Facility Charge Senior Lien Revenue Bonds, Series 2013A issued hereunder in the original 
aggregate principal amount set forth in Exhibit B. 

"Series 201 3A Debt Service Accoullt" means the account of such name established in the 
Debt Service Fund pursuant to Section 5.04. 

"Series 2013A Project" means that portion of the Project that is eligible for funding with 
the proceeds of Tax-Exempt Bonds under the Code. 

"Series 2013A Project Account" means the account of such name established m the 
Project Fund pursuant to Section 5.02. 

"S&P" means Standard & Poor's Rating Services, a division of The McGraw-I-EI! 
Companies, Inc., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York. 
its successors and assigns. 

"State" means the State of Illinois. 

"Subordillate Bonds" means any Series of Bonds issued pursuant to Section 3.04. 

"Subordinate Debt Service FlIIllr' means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 
and described in Section 5.08. 
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"Subordinate Reserve Fund" means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 and 
described in Section 5.09 and anyone or more other funds established pursuant to a 
Supplemental Indenture or Indentures or other financing document that provided for the issuance 
of one or more Subordinate Bonds. 

"Supplemental Indenture" means each supplement to this Indenture or each other 
financing document entered into pursuant to Section 3.02 or Section 3.04 and Section 9.01 (h) 
providing tor the issuance of a Series of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds or a supplement 
entered into pursuant to Sections 9.01 or 9.02 for the purposes and in the manner set forth 
therein. 

"Supplemental Reserve Funlf" means the fund established pursuant to Section 5.01 and 
described in Section 5.06. 

"Supplemental Reserve Fund Requirement" means fifty percent (50%) of the Maximum 
Annual Debt Service on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) then outstanding. 

"Taxable Series 2013B Bonds" means the Chicago O'Hare International Airport 
Customer Facility Charge Senior Lien Revenue Bonds, Taxable Series 2013 B issued hereunder 
in the original aggregate principal amount set forth in Exhibit B. 

"TlL~able Series 2013B Debt Service Accoullt' means the account of such name 
established in the Debt Service Fund pursuant to Section 5.04. 

·'Ta.xable Series 2013B Project Account" means the account of such name established in 
the Project Fund pursuant to Section 5.02. 

"TlLl;-Exempt Bonds" means the Series 2013A Bonds and any other Series of Bonds the 
interest on which is excludable from the gross income of the recipient thereof for federal income 
tax purposes. 

"TIFIA Loan" means that loan or loans, ifany, to the City from USDOT to fund, in part, 
the Project, pursuant to the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act of 1998,23 
U .S.c. §§ 181-189, the obligation of the City to repay which shall constitute an Additional Bond 
or a Subordinate Bond hereunder (as provided by and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.04(d)) and be repaid from Revenues as provided herein. 

"Trustee" means The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., with its 
successors and. where the context may require, any separate Trustee or Co-Trustee appointed by 
the Trustee pursuant to the provisions of this Indenture. 

"Trust Estate" means the Pledged Receipts and other rights assigned by the City to the 
Trustee hereunder. 

"Trust Indenture Act" means the federal Trust Indenture Aet of 1939, as amended, and 
any Sllccessor thereto. 
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"Unassiglled Rights" means the rights of the City under each RAe Agreement, except, 
as long as any Bonds remain Outstanding, the right to receive and collect CFCs and Facility 
Rent. 

'"USDOT" means the United Slates Department of Transportation. 

"Variable Rate" means an interest rate on a Series of Bonds which rate is subject to 
change from time to time as specitied in the applicable Supplemental Indenture. 

Section 1.02 Certain References. Any reference in this Indenture to the City or the 
Trustee shall include those Persons which succeed to their functions, duties or responsibilities 
pursuant to or by operation of· Law or who are lawfully pertorming their functions. Any 
reference in this Indenture to any statute or law or chapter or section thereof shall include all 
amendments, supplements or sllccessor provisions thereto. 

Section 1.03 Interpretation; Construction of Certain Terms. All terms defined 
herein and all pronouns used in this Indenture shall be deemed to apply equally to singular and 
plural and to all genders. The table of contents, titles and headings of the articles and sections of 
this Indenture have been inserted for convenience of reference only and are not to be considered 
a part hereof: and shall not in any way modify or restrict any of the ternlS or provisions hereof. 
Reference to Articles or Sections in this Indenture, except where another meaning is specifically 
indicated, is to the applicable Article or Section of this Indenture. This Indenture and all the 
terms and provisions hereof shall be liberally construed to effectuate the purposes set forth 
herein, and to provide tor the full and timely payment of all Bonds from time to time hereafter 
issued by the City, including without limitation, all TIFIA Loans received by the City. 

Section 1.04 Timing of Certain Actions. Whenever in this Indenture there is specified 
a time of day at or by which a certain action must be taken, such time shall be iocal time in 
Chicago, lI\inois, except as otherwise specitically providcd in this Indenture. if the date for 
making any payment or the last day for the performance of any act or the exercise of any right 
provided in this Indenture shall not be a Business Day, such payment may be made or act 
perlormed or right exercised on the next succeeding Business Day with the same torce and effect 
as if done on the nominal date provided in this Indenture, except as otherwise specifically 
provided herein. 

ARTICLE 2 
PLEDGE AND ASSIGNMENT OF CITY 

Section 2.01 Pledge and Assignment. In order to secure the due payment of principal 
of and premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds and compliance by the City with its 
agreements contained in this Indenture, the City hereby grants, pledges and assigns to the Trustee 
for the benetit of the Bondholders all of its right. title and interest in and to the Pledged Receipts. 
The pledge hereof and the provisions, covenants and agreements herein set torth to be performed 
by or on behalf of the City with respect to the Bonds (other than the Subordinate Bonds) shall be 
tor the equal benefit, protection and security of the holders of any and all Bonds (other than the 
Subordinate Bonds). and the pledge hereof and the provisions, covenants and agreements herein 
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set forth to be performed by or on behalf of the City with respect to the Subordinate Bonds shall 
be for the equal benetit, protection and security of the holders of any and all Subordinate Bonds. 
Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) or Subordinate Bonds, respectively, regardless of the time 
or times of their respective issue or maturity, shall be of equal rank with the other Bonds (other 
than the Subordinate Bonds), or Subordinate Bonds, as the case may be, without preference, 
priority or distinction over any other thereof except as expressly provided in this lndenture. 

In each of the RAC Agreements. the RACs have acknowledged that the CFCs collected 
by the RACs prior to remittance to the Trustee or the City shall be subject at all times to a tirst 
lien for the repayment of the Bonds and the TIFIA Loan, if any, and that the RACs shall not 
grant to any third party (other than the City) any liens or encumbrances on CFCs, and that any 
lien or encumbrance on CFCs granted by a RAC-to a third party or otherwise purported to be 
obtained by a third party shall be void and of no force or effect. In each of the RAC Agreements, 
the RACs have agreed that all CFCs collected by the RACs are not income, revenue or any other 
asset of the RACs, that the RACs have no legal or equitable ownership or property interest in the 
CFCs, and the RACs have waived any claim to a possessory or legal or equitable ownership 
interest in the CFCs. Prior to remittance to the Trustee or the City, CFCs shall be held by the 
RACs as funds in trust for the benefit of the City, and the City (or the Trustee on its behalf) shall 
have complete possessory and legal and equitable ownership rights to the CFCs. 

Section 2.02 Defeasance of Lien. When the City has paid or has been deemed to have 
paid, within the meaning of this Section 2.02, to the holders of all of the Bonds the plincipal and 
interest and premium, if any, due or to become due thereon at the times and in the manner 
stipulated therein and herein, and all other obligations owing to the Trustee hereunder have been 
paid or provided for, the lien of this Indenture on the Trust Estate shall tenninate, except that, 
notwithstanding termination of the lien hereof, the obligations to make all payments required by 
Section 5.12 and to take any other action under Section 5.12 shall continue until all such 
obligations and actions have been paid and perfonned in full. Upon the written request of the 
City, the Trustee shall upon the termination of the lien hereof promptly execute and deliver to the 
City an appropriate discharge hereof except that, subject to the provisions of this Indenture, the 
Trustee shall continue to hold in trust amounts held pursuant to Section 5.12 for the payment of 
the principal ot: premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds and moneys held for rebate to the 
United States of America under section 148(t) of the Code. 

Outstanding Bonds shall be deemed to have been paid within the meaning of this Section 
2.02 if the Trustee shall have paid to the holders of such Bonds, or shall be holding in trust for 
and shall have irrevocably committed to the payment of such Outstanding Bonds, moneys 
sufficient for the payment of all principal of and interest and premium, if any, on such Bonds to 
the date of maturity or redemption. as the case may be: provided, that if any of such Bonds are 
Tax-Exempt Bonds, and are deemed to have been paid prior to the earlier of the redemption or 
the maturity thereof, the Trustee and the City shall have received an unqualified opinion of Bond 
Counsel that such payment and th~ holding thereof by the Trustee shall not in and of itself cause 
interest on sllch Tax-Exempt Bonds to be included in gross income lor federal income tax, 
purposes; and provided, further, that if any such Bonds are to be redeemed prior to the maturity 
thereo( notice of such redemption shall have been duly given to the Bondholders or irrevocable 
provision satisfactory to the Trustee shaH have been duly made for the giving of sllch notice. 
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Outstanding Bonds also shall be deemed to have been paid for the purposes of this 
Section 2.02 if the Trustee shall be holding in trust for and shall have irrevocably committed to 
the payment of such Outstanding Bonds Defeasance Obligations the principal installments of 
and/or the interest on which when due, without reinvestment, will provide moneys which, 
together with moneys. if any, so held and so committed, shall be sunicient for the payment of all 
principal of and interest and premium, if any, on such Bonds to the date of maturity or 
redemption, as the case may be and a report in form and substance acceptable to the Trustee and 
the City of a verification agent acceptable to the Trustee and the City verifying that the principal 
installments of and/or the interest on such Deteasance Obligations, if paid when due and without 
reinvestment, wilL together with any moneys so deposited, be sufficient for the payment of all 
principal of and interest and premium, if any, on such Bonds to the date of maturity or 
redemption, as the case may be; provided, that if any of such Bonds are Tax-Exempt Bonds and 
deemed to have been paid prior to the earlier of the redemption or thermiturity thereof, the 
Trustee and the City shall have received an unqualified opinion of Bond Counsel that such 
payment and the holding of such Defeasance Obligations and moneys, if any, shall not in and of 
itself cause interest on such Tax-Exempt Bonds to be included in gross income for federal 
income tax purposes; and provided, further, that if any such Bonds are to be redeemed prior to 
the maturity thereof, notice of such redemption shall have been duly given or irrevocable 
provision satisfactory to the Trustee shall have been duly made for the giving of such notice. 

Any moneys held by the Trustee in the manner provided by the provisions of this Section 
2.01 shall be invested by the Trustee in the manner provided by Section 5.13 (but only to the 
extent that such investments are available) only in Defeasance Obligations which do not contain 
provisions permitting redemption at the option of the issuer, the maturities or redemption dates, 
without premium, of which shall coincide as nearly as practicable with, but not be later than, the 
time or times at which said moneys will be required for the aforesaid purposes. The making of 
any such investments or the sale or other liquidation thereof shall not be subject to the control of 
the City and the Trustee shall have no responsibility for any losses resulting ti'om such 
investment. Any income or interest earned by, or increment to, the investments held under this 
Section 2.02, to the extent determined from time to time by the Trustee to be in excess of the 
amount required to be held by it for the purposes of this Section 2.0L shall be paid first to the 
Trustee to the extent necessary to repay any unpaid obligations owing to the Trustee. The 
remainder, if any, shall be paid to the City. 

After all of the Outstanding Bonds shall be deemed to have been paid and all other 
amounts required to be paid under this Indenture shall have been paid, then upon the termination 
of this Indenture any amounts in the Project Fund, the Debt Service Fund, the Reserve Funds 
(after application thereof as provided in this Indenture). the Subordinate Debt Service Fund and 
the Subordinate Reserve Fund, shall be paid tirst to the Trustee to the extent necessary to repay 
any unpaid obligations owing to the Trustee, and thereafter the remainder, if any, shall be paid to 
the City. 

Section 2.03 Further Assurance. The City, at the written request of the Trustee, will 
from time to time execute, deliver and record and tile Stich instruments as may be reasonably 
required to contim1, perfect or maintain the security interests created hereby and the transter, 
assignment and grant of rights hereunder; provided, however, that the Trustee shall have no 
obligation to make any such request unless directed in writing by a Majority of the Bondholders. 
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ARTICLE 3 
THE BONDS 

6/5/2013 

Section 3.01 Issuance of Series 2013 Bonds~ Dates, Maturities and Interest. 

(a) Issuance. The Series 2013A Bonds shall be designated "'Chicago O'Hare 
International Airport Customer Facility Charge Senior Lien Revenue Bonds, Series 
20 13A". shall be issued in the original aggregate principal amount set forth in Exhibit B 
and shall be substantially in the fonn set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto, with such 
variations, omissions and insertions as are pem1itted or required hereby. The Taxable 
Series 2013B Bonds shall be designated ··Chicago O'Hare International Airport Customer 
Facility Charge Senior Lien Revenue Bonds, Taxable Series 2013B". shall be issued in 
the original aggregate principal amount set forth in Exhibit B and shall be substantially 
in the form set 10rth in Exhibit A attached hereto with sllch variations. omissions and 
insertions as are permitted or required hereby. Except to the extent otherwise provided in 
Section 3.07 or made necessary as a result of a partial redemption. the Series 2013A 
Bonds and the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds shall be issued in fully registered form 
without coupons numbered from RA-I or RB-1, respectively. upwards and in Authorized 
Denominations. 

The Series 2013 Bonds shall be registered in such names as shall be requested by 
the Bondholders. 

(b) Date. The Series 2013 Bonds shall be dated the date of delivery thereof 
and interest shall accrue from such date. 

(c) Maturities. The Series 2013 Bonds shall have the stated maturity dates as 
provided in Exhibit B attached hereto. The Series 2013 Bonds shall be subject to 
redemption prior to stated maturity as and to the extent provided in Section 4.01. 

(d) Interest. The Series 2013 Bonds shall bear interest as provided in 
Exhibit B. Interest on each Series 2013 Bond shall accrue from its dated date. payable 
on each Interest Payment Date. The Series 2013 Bonds shall bear interest from and 
including the date thereof until payment of the principal thereof shall have been made or 
provided for in accordance with the provisions hereof: whether at maturity, upon 
redemption or otherwise. Interest on the Series 2013 Bonds will be computed on the 
basis of a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day months. 

(e) Payment of the Bonds. Principal of and premium. if any, and interest on 
the Series 2013 Bonds is payable in lawful money of the United States of America. The 
final payment of princi pal of. premium. if any. and interest on the Series 2013 Bonds 
shall be payable in immediately available funds at the corporate trust otliee oflhc Trustee 
at which this Indenture is administered upon surrender of the Series 2013 Bonds, and 
other payments shall be payable by check or draft mailed by the Trustee to the 
Bondholder at its address appearing on the Register as of the close of business on the 
Record Date; provided. however. that if the holder of Series 2013 Bonds or group of 
which such holder is a part holds Series 20 \3 Bonds aggregating $ LOOO.OOO or more in 
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outstanding principal amount and gives written notice thereof to the Trustee accompanied 
by sufficient wire transfer instructions, then payments of interest with respect to such 
Series 2013 Bonds shall be payable by wire transfer of immediately available funds. 

(D Exhibit B. Promptly following the establishment of the terms of each 
Series of the Series 2013 Bonds, an Authorized Officer of the City shall tile with the City 
Clerk of the City an addendum to this Indenture, which shall be attached to this Indenture 
as Exhibit 8, setting forth the principal amount dates, amortization, maturities, fixed 
interest rates, and oplional redemption provisions (if any) of each Series of the Series 
2013 Bonds. 

Section 3.02 Authorization of Additional Bonds. 

(a) [n addition to the Series 2013 Bonds initially issued, one or more Series_of 
Additional Bonds may be issued on a parity with all Outstanding Bonds (other than 
Subordinate Bonds) for such purposes hereinafter set forth as may be requested by the 
City; provided, that at no time prior to January I, 2023 shall the aggregate principal 
amount of Outstanding Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) exceed $300,000,000; and 
further provided, that the issuance of any Series of Additional Bonds shall be conditioned 
upon the Trustee's receipt of the following: 

(i) an ordinance of the City Council of the City authorizing the 
issuance of such Series of Additional Bonds, and setting forth the 
relevant details of such Series of Bonds; 

(ii) a written order from an Authorized Officer of the City directing the 
authentication and delivery of sueh Series of Additional Bonds to 
or upon the order of the purchaser or purchasers named therein 
upon payment of the purchase price set forth therein: 

(iii) a certificate of the City requesting the issuance of such Additional 
Bonds. stating that no default exists with respect to the obligations 
to be performed by the City under this Indenture and that all 
conditions precedent provided for in this Indenture relating to the 
authentication and delivery of such Additional Bonds have been 
complied with; 

(iv) an opinion of Bond Counsel addressed to the City and the Trustee: 

(I) stating that all conditions precedent provided for in this 
Indenture relating to the authentication and delivery of such Additional 
Bonds have been complied with, including any conditions precedent 
specified in this Section 3.02; 

(2) stating that the Series of Additional Bonds whose 
authentication and delivery are then applied tor, when issued and executed 
by the City and authenticated and delivered by the Trustee, will be valid 
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and binding obligations of the City in accordance with their temlS and 
entitled to the bendits of and secured by the lien of this Indenture; and 

(3) if the interest on such Additional Bonds then proposed to 
be issued is intended to be exempt from federal income taxation, stating 
that the interest on such Bonds is not includable in gross income of the 
recipient thereof for federal income tax purposes: 

(v) an executed counterpart of a Supplemental lndenture providing for 
such Additional Bonds, which Supplemental Indenture shall 
provide the means by which the Required Reserve Amount for 
each Reserve Fund will be satisfied upon issuance of the proposed 
Series of Additional Bonds; 

(vi) Either: 

(1) a report of a Consultant to the effect that (i) the CFCs, at 
the then current level and taking into account any other 
level as has been approved and will be imposed during the 
forecast period, projected to be remitted to the Trustee 
(together with investment earnings on the Funds, excluding 
the Project Fund, held under this Indenture) for each of the 
three Fiscal Years following the date of issuance of such 
Additional Bonds or the date of tinal expenditure of 
capitalized interest funded from such Additional Bonds. 
whichever is later, are expected, as of the end of each such 
Fiscal Year, lobe at least equal to 1.25 times the Maximum 
Annual Debt Service on all Bonds Outstanding (including 
such Additional Bonds), other than Subordinate Bonds, and 
(ii) the CFCs, at the then current level and taking into 
account any other level as has been approved and will be 
imposed during the forecast period, and Facility Rent 
projected to be remitted to the Trustee (together with 
investment earnings on the Funds, excluding the Project 
Fund. held under this Indenture) for each of the three Fiscal 
Years following the date of issuance of such Additional 
Bonds or the date of tinal expenditure of capitalized 
interest funded from such Additional Bonds, whichever is 
later, are expected, as of the end of each such Fiscal Year, 
to be at least sutlicient, after the payment of such annual 
principal of and interest on all Outstanding Bonds (other 
than Subordinate Bonds), to fund Aggregate Debt Service 
for such Fiscal Year on any Subordinate Bonds 
Outstanding and any other amounts required to be 
deposited from Revenues to the Funds maintained under 
this Indenture; or 
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(2) a certificate of the City to the effect that (i) the CFCs 
received by the Trustee for any consecutive 12 months out 
of the immediately preceding 18 months (together with 
investment earnings on the Funds, excluding the Project 
Fund, held under this Indenture) were at least equal to 1.25 
times the Maximum Annual Debt Service due on all Bonds 
Outstanding (including such Additional Bonds), other than 
Subordinate Bonds, and (ii) the CFCs and Facility Rent 
received by the Trustee tor any consecutive 12 months out 
of the immediately preceding 18 months (together with 
investment earnings on the Funds, excluding the Project 
fund, held under this Indenture) were at least sufficient, 
after the payment of such Aggregate Debt Service on all 
Bonds Outstanding (other than Subordinate Bonds), to fund 
Aggregate Debt Service for such Fiscal Year on any 
Subordinate Bonds Outstanding and any other amounts 
required to be dcposited from Revenues to the Funds 
maintained under this Indenture: and 

(vii) so long as a TTFTA Loan is outstanding and, to the extent required 
under the terms of the loan agreement between the City and 
USDOT relating to such TIFIA Loan. the written approval of 
USDOT to the issuance of such Additional Bonds and as to 
compliance to the satisfaction of USDOT with any other 
requirements relating to the issuance of Additional Bonds which 
may be set forth in such loan agreement. 

(b) Purposes tor Additional Bonds. The purposes for which Additional Bonds 
may be issued under this Section 3.02 are as follows: 

(i) to finance or refinance the permlttmg, design, development, 
construction, equipping, furnishing and acquisition of any 
improvement or expansion of the Project (or any other facility 
related to the Project approved by the City); 

(ii) to finance repairs, including without limitation repairs due to 
casualty or condemnation to the extent insurance proceeds or 
condemnation awards arc insufficient to effect such repairs, or 
extraordinary maintenance with respect to the Project; 

(iii) to refund all or any Outstanding Bonds; 

(iv) to complete construction of the Project; and 

(v) in each case. to pay capitalized interest and costs of issuance of 
sllch Additional Bonds and to provide for any contribution to the 
Reserve Funds required with respect thereto. 
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(c) Refunding Bonds. All Refunding Bonds of any Series shall be executed 
by the City and delivered to the Trustee and thereupon shall be authenticated by the 
Trustee and delivered to the City or upon its order, but only following the receipt by the 
Trustee of: 

(i) the documents referred to in subsections (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and 
(vii) of Section 3.02(a); 

(ii) a certificate of the City substantially to the effect that either (x) 
after the issuance of the proposed Refunding Bonds, the Aggregate 
Debt Service on all Outstanding Bonds (including the proposed 
Refunding Bonds), assuming that Refunding Bonds bearing 
interest at a Variable Rate will bear interest at a tixed rate 
detemlined by an investment banker selected by the City on the 
basis of then-current market conditions for long-term debt of 
similar tenor as the Outstanding Bonds and with a ternl 
substantially similar to the maturity dates of the Outstanding 
Bonds, will be less than that for each Bond Year within which any 
of the refunded Bonds would have been Outstanding but for their 
having been refunded or (y) that the refunding will reduce the total 
debt service payments on the refunded Bonds on a present value 
basis; or alternatively Refunding Bonds may be issued by 
complying with the provisions of item (vi) of Section 3.02(a) 
hereof or, if such Refunding Bonds are Subordinate Bonds issued 
pursuant to Section 3.04, by delivery by the City of the certificate 
required by clause (y) of Section 3.04(a); 

(iii) if a redemption of Bonds is to be effected, irrevocable instructions 
to the Trustee to give due notice of redemption of all the Bonds to 
be refunded and the redemption date or dates, if any, upon which 
such Bonds are to be redeemed; 

(iv) if a redemption of Bonds is to be effected and the redemption is 
scheduled to occur subsequent to the next succeeding 45 days, 
irrevocable instructions to the Trustee to give notice of redemption 
of such Bonds as provided in the applicable Supplemental 
Indenture on a speci fied date prior to their redemption date, which 
notice may include language giving notice that such redemption is 
conditioned upon the receipt of sufficient amounts to effect such 
noticed redemption; 

(v) if a redemption of Bonds is to be eHected and the redemption is 
scheduled to occur subsequent to the next succeeding 90 days, a 
certificate of an independent accountant stating the amollnt of 
either (i) moneys (which may include all or a portion of such 
Series) in an amount sufticient to pay the Bonds to be refunded at 
the applicable redemption price of the Bonds to be refunded 
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together with accrued interest on such Bonds to the redemption 
date or dates, or (ii) Defeasance Obligations the principal of, and 
interest on. which when due (without reinvestment thereof). 
together with the moneys (which may include all or a portion of 
the proceeds of the Bonds to be issued), if any, which must be 
contemporaneously deposited with the Trustee, to be sufficient to 
pay when due the applicable redemption price of the Bonds to be 
refunded, together with accrued interest on such Bonds to the 
redemption date or dates or the date or dates of maturity thereof; 
and 

(vi) such further documents and moneys as are required by the 
provisions of Article 9 or any Supplemental Indenture. 

Section 3.03 Terms of Additional Bonds and Subordinate Bonds. Additional Bonds 
and Subordinate Bonds of each Series. shall be dated, shall bear interest until their maturity at 
such rate or rates, determined in such manner and payable on such date or dates, shall be in such 
form and shall have such other terms and conditions not inconsistent with the terms of this 
Indenture as shall be provided for in the Supplemental Indenture authorizing the issuance of such 
Series. All Additional Bonds shall be payable and secured equally and ratably and on a parity 
with the Series 2013 Bonds and any Additional Bonds theretofore or thereafter issued and shall 
be entitled to the same benefits and security of this Indenture. Except as may be otherwise 
provided in the Supplemental Indenture providing for the issuance of a Series of Subordinate 
Bonds, Subordinate Bonds shall be payable from funds deposited to the Subordinate Debt 
Service Fund as provided in this Indenture and amounts, if any. deposited in one or more 
Accounts within a Subordinate Reserve Fund established for the benetit of such Subordinate 
Bonds by the Supplemental Indenture or other financing document providing for the issuance of 
such Subordinate Bonds. 

Each Series of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds shall be issued pursuant to this 
Indenture and a Supplemental Indenture<subject to Section 3.04(d) hereot). which shall prescribe 
expressly or by reterence with respect to such Series: 

(a) 

(c) 
applied: 

the authorized principal amount and Series designation of such Bonds; 

the purpose or purposes for which such Series is being issued; 

the manner in which the proceeds of the Bonds of such Series are to be 

(d) the date or dates, and the maturity date or dates, of the Bonds of such 
Series, or the manner of determining such dates; 

(e) the interest rate or rates to be borne by the Bonds of such Series or the 
manner of determining sllch rate or rates. the Maximum Rate for any Series of Variable 
Rate Bonds and the Interest Payment Dates of such Series; 

(0 the manner of daling. numbering and lettering the Bonds of such Series; 
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(g) the place or places of payment of the principal and premium, if any, of, 
and interest on. the Bonds of such Series or the manner of designating the same; 

(h) the redemption premium, if any, oC and the redemption terms for the 
Bonds of such Series, or the manner of detennining such premium and tern1S; 

(i) the amount and due date of each sinking fund payment, if any. for Bonds 
of like maturity of such Series, or the manner of determining such amounts and dates: 

U) provisions as to registration of the Bonds of such Series: 

(k) the fom1 and text of the Bonds of such Series and provision for the 
Trustee's authentication thereof by certificate or otherwise: 

(I) any other provisions deemed advisable by the City as shall not conflict 
with the provisions hereof: 

(m) provision for (i) additional payments to the Debt Service Fund or 
Subordinate Debt Service Fund, as applicable, sufficient to provide for any principal and 
interest requirements resulting from the issuance of the Series of Bonds including, in the 
event that interest on the Series of Bonds is capitalized and/or to be paid from investment 
earnings, a requirement to deposit from the proceeds of the Series of Bonds to the fund 
specified in the Supplemental Indenture amounts fully sufficient to pay interest on such 
Series of Bonds during the period specified in the Supplemental Indenture, and (ii) 
specification and satisfaction of the Required Reserve Amounts, if any, for such Series of 
Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) by not later than the date required by the 
Supplemental Indenture authorizing such Series of Bonds. and (iii) creation, speci fieation 
and satisfaction of the requiremcnts relating to a Subordinate Reserve Fund for any 
Subordinate Bonds by not later than the date required by the Supplemental Indenture 
authorizing such Bonds; 

(n) whether such Series of Bonds are intended to be Tax-Exempt Bonds; 

(0) whether such Series of Bonds are Subordinate Bonds; and 

(p) the credit facilities and liquidity facilities applicable to such Series of 
Bonds, ifany. 

Section 3.04 Issuance of Subordinate Bonds. 

(a) In addition to the Series 2013 Bonds and any Additional Bonds issued 
pursuant to Section 3.02, one or more Series of Subordinate Bonds may be issued for the 
purposes set forth in this Section 3.04, as may be requested by the City, provided that the 
issuance of any Series of Subordinate Bonds shall be conditioned upon the Trustee's 
receipt of (x) the items set forth in subsections (i), (ii), (iii). (iv), (v) and (vii) of Section 
3.02(a) relating to Additional Bonds (except that such items shall relate to sLlch 
Subordinate Bonds rather than Additional Bonds), plus, for any issuance of Subordinate 
Bonds after the initial issuance of Subordinate Bonds, 
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(y) Either: 

(1) 

';) (-

a report of a Consultant to the effect that (i) the CFCs, at 
the then current level and taking into account any other 
level as has been approved and will be imposed during the 
forecast period, projected to be remitted to the Trustee 
(together with investment earnings on the Funds, excluding 
the Project Fund, held under this Indenture) for each of the 
three Fiscal Years following the date of issuance of such 
Subordinate Bonds or the date of tinal expenditure of 
capitalized interest funded from such Subordinate Bonds, 
whichever is later, are expected, as of the end of each such 
Fiscal Year, to be at least equal to 1.10 times the Maximum 
Annual Debt Service on all Bonds Outstanding. and (ii) the 
CFCs. at the then current level and taking into account any 
other level as has been approved and will be imposed 
during the forecast period, and Facility Rent projected to be 
remitted to the Trustee (together with investment earnings 
on the Funds, excluding the Project Fund, held under this 
Indenture) for each of the three Fiscal Years following the 
date of issuance of such Subordinate Bonds or the date of 
tinal expenditure of capitalized interest funded from such 
Subordinate Bonds, whichever is later, are expected, as of 
the end of each such Fiscal Year, to be at least equal to 1.25 
times (he Maximum Annual Debt Service on all Bonds 
Outstanding, and (iii) the CFCs, at the then current level 
and taking into account any other level as has been 
approved and will be imposed during the forecast period, 
and Facility Rent projected to be remitted to the Trustee 
(together with investment earnings on the Funds, excluding 
the Project Fund, held under this Indenture) for each of the 
three Fiscal Years following the date of issuance of such 
Subordinate Bonds or the date of tinal expenditure of 
capitalized interest funded from such Subordinate Bonds, 
whichever is later, are expected. as of the end of each such 
Fiscal Year, to be at least sufficient to fund Aggregate Debt 
Service for such Fiscal Year on all Bonds Outstanding and 
any other amounts required to be deposited from Revenues 
to the Funds maintained under this Indenture; or 

a certificate of the City to the effect that (i) the CFCs 
received by the Trustee for any consecutive 12 months out 
of the immediately preceding 18 months (together with 
investment earnings on the Funds, excluding the Project 
Fund, held under this Indenture) were at least equal to 1.10 
times the Maximum Annual Debt Service due on all Bonds 
Outstanding (including such Subordinate Bonds) and (ii) 
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the CFCs and Facility Rent received by the Trustee for any 
consecutive 12 months out of the immediately preceding 18 
months (together with investment earnings on the Funds, 
excluding the Project Fund, held under this Indenture) were 
at least equal to 1.25 times the Maximum Annual Debt 
Service due on all Bonds Outstanding (including such 
Subordinate Bonds) and (iii) the CFCs and Facility Rent 
received by the Trustee for any consecutive 12 months out 
of the immediately preceding 18 months (together with 
investment earnings on the Funds, excluding the Project 
Fund, held under this Indenture) were at least sufficient to 
fund Aggregate Debt Service for such Fiscal Year on all 
Bonds Outstanding (including such Subordinate Bonds) 
and any other amounts required to be deposited from 
Revenues to the Funds maintained under this Indenture. 

(b) One or more Series of Subordinate Bonds may be issued for any of the 
purposes listed under Section 3.02(b). 

(c) If any Series of Subordinate Bonds is issued as Refunding Bonds, then. in 
addition to the items required in Section 3.04(a). the City shall deliver to the Trustee the 
items sel forth in subsections (ii) through (v) of Section 3.02(c), as applicable. 

(d) If the City obtains a TIFIA Loan. all or a portion of the obligation to repay 
such TIFIA Loan, at the direction of the City, shall be deemed a Subordinate Bond of 
such amount as so directed and designated by the City, and the City shall deliver to the 
Trustee the items required under Section 3.04(a) in connection with entering into such 
TI FIA Loan; provided that the City shall not be required to execute a Supplemental 
Indenture as provided in Section 3.04 (a)(x) if no such Supplemental Indenture is 
necessary or desirable in order to provide for the execution and performance of the TIFIA 
Loan or to comply with the provisions thereof. Notwithstanding any other provision to 
the contrary herein, if required by the provisions of the loan agreement between the City 
and the USDOT relating to such TIFIA Loan, upon the occurrence and during the 
continuance of any Bankruptcy Related Event of Default (if and as defined in such loan 
agreement), the obligation to repay sllch TIFIA Loan will automatically and without 
action on the part of any Person (including without limitation, without the delivery to the 
Trustee of any of the items required under Section 3.02(a» immediately be deemed to be 
Additional Bonds instead of Subordinate Bonds and be of equal rank and parity with the 
Series 2013 Bonds and any Additional Bonds. and shall be entitled to all rights hereunder 
of a holder of such Bonds and Additional Bonds: provided that the provisions contained 
in this sentence shall be of no force or eftect following the sale of the TIFIA Loan to any 
third party other than for a sale made to a United States Federal government agency or 
instrumental ity. 

(e) The Supplemental Indenture or other tinancing document providing for 
the issuance of any Subordinate Bonds may provide for establishing one or more 
Subordinate Reserve Funds and, within any such Fund, separate Accounts, for the benefit 
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of such Subordinate Bonds. and if any such Fund or Account is created, such 
Supplemental Indenture or other financing document shall include provisions concerning 
the amount and means of funding such Funds and Accounts, all at the discretion of the 
City. 

Section 3.05 Execution; Authentication. 

Bonds shall be executed on behalf of the City by the otticial manual or facsimile 
signature of the Mayor of the City and attested with the onicial manual or facsimile signature of 
its City Clerk. and shall have affixed, impressed, imprinted or otherwise reproduced thereon the 
corporate seal of the City or a facsimile of the sea\. [n case any officer whose signature shall 
appear on the Bonds shall cease to be such officer before the delivery of such Bonds, such 
signature shall nevertheless be valid and sufficient for all purposes as if he or she had remained 
in office until delivery and any Bonds may be signed on behalf of the City by such persons as, at 
the time of execution of such Bond, shall be the proper officers of the City, even though at the 
date of such Bond or orthe delivery of this Indenture such person was not such ofticer. 

No Bond shall be valid or obligatory until authenticated as provided in Exhibit A or a 
Supplemental Indenture. as applicable, by the Trustee. Such authentication shal1 be conclusive 
evidence that such Bond has been authenticated and delivered hereunder. The certificate of 
authentication on any Bonds shall be deemed to have been executed by the Trustee if manually 
signed by an authorized signatory of the Trustee, but it shall not be necessary that the same 
individual sign the certificate of authentication on all the Bonds issued hereunder. 

Section 3.06 Mutilated, Lost, Stolen or Destroyed Bonds. If any of the Bonds are 
lost, wrongfully taken. mutilated, destroyed or improperly canceled, the City shall authorize the 
issuance of new Bonds to replace them upon proof satisfactory to the City and the Trustee and 
(except in the case of mutilated or improperly canceled Bonds which are surrendered to the 
Trustee) upon giving to the City and the Trustee an indemnity bond in such amount as the City 
and the Trustee may require. Each new Bond shall in all respects be identical with the mutilated. 
lost, stolen, destroyed or improperly cancelled Bond. The City and the Trustee may impose 
reasonable charges in connection with the issuance of replacement Bonds under this Section 
3.06, which shall be t(Jr the account of the Bondholders requesting the issuance of replacement 
Bonds. 

Section 3.07 Exchange and Transfer of Bonds; Book-Entry-Only System. 

(a) Exchange and Transfer of Bonds. Upon surrender of a Bond or Bonds at 
the principal corporate trust oft1ce of the Trustee. as Registrar, together with an 
assignment duly executed by the Bondholder or his attorney or legal representative in 
sllch form and with such guaranty of signature as shall be satisfactory to the Trustee. the 
Bond or Bonds may be exchanged for fully registered Bonds of the same maturity, 
aggregating in amount the then unpaid principal amount of the Bond or Bonds 
surrendered, of Authorized Denominations. 
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As to any Bond. the Bondholder shall be deemed and regarded as the absolute 
owner thereof for all purposes and neither the City nor the Trustee shall be affected by 
any notice to the contrary. 

Any Bond may be transferred upon the Registration Books only upon surrender 
thereof to the Trustee, as Registrar, together with an assignment duly executed by the 
Bondholder or his attorney or legal representative in such form and with such guaranty of 
signature as shall be satisfactory to the Trustee; provided, that the Trustee shall not be 
obligated to make any exchange or transfer of a Bond during the period between a 
Record Date and the corresponding Interest Payment Date. Upon the transfer of any such 
Bond and on the request of the Trustee, the City shall execute, and the Trustee shall 
authenticate and deliver, a new Bond or Bonds, registered in the name of the transferee or 
transferees of the same maturity, aggregating in amount the then unpaid pri nci pal amount 
of the Bond or Bonds surrendered. of Authorized Denominations. 

In all cases in which Bonds shall be issued in exchange for or in replacement of 
other Bonds, the Bonds to be issued shall be signed and sealed on behalf of the City, and 
authenticated by the Trustee as provided in Section 3.05. The obligations of the City and 
the rights of the Bondholders with respect to such Bonds shall be the same as with respcct 
to the Bonds being exchanged or replaced. Such registrations of the transfers or 
exchanges of Bonds shall be without charge to the Bondholders. except that any taxes or 
other governmental charges required to be paid with respect to the same shall be paid by 
the Bondholder requesting such registration of transfer or exchange as a conditions 
precedent to the exercise of such privilege. Any service charge made by the Trustee for 
any such registration, transfer or exchange shall be paid by the City. 

Whenever any Outstanding Bond shall be delivered to the Trustee forcancellation 
pursuant to this Indenture. or for exchange or transter pursuant to this Section 3.07. such 
Bond shall be promptly canceled and destroyed by the Trustee (subject to applicable 
record retention requirements) and counterpaI1S of a certificate of destruction evidencing 
such destruction shall be retained by the Trustee and, if requested by the City, shall be 
furnished by the Trustee to the City. 

(b) Book-Entry-Only System. The foregoing provisions of this Section 3.07 
to the contrary notwithstanding (unless. with respect to any Series of Additional Bonds or 
Subordinate Bonds. the Supplemental Indenture or other financing document providing 
for the issuance of such Bonds shall stipulate otherwise), the Bonds of each Series will be 
issued initially as one fully-registered bond for each maturity within such Series in the 
name of Cede & Co. as nominee of the Depository Trust Company, New York, New 
York, and deposited in the custody of DTe. The Beneficial Owners will not receive 
physical delivery or the Bonds. Individual purchases of the Bonds may be made in book
entry form only in principal amounts equal to Authorized Denominations thereof. 
Payments of principal of and premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds will be made to 
DTC or its nominee as Bondholder. 

DTC shall pay interest to the Beneticial Owners of record through its Participants 
as of the close of business on the Record Date. DTC shall pay the redemption price of 
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the Bonds called for redemption to the Beneficial Owners of record through its 
Participants in accordance with its customary procedures. The Trustee shall notify DTC, 
to the extent possible, of any notice required to be given pursuant to this Indenture not 
less than 15 days prior to the date upon which such notice is required to be given. 

Transfer of ownership interests in the Bonds shall be made by DTC and its 
Participants, acting as nominees of the Beneficial Owners, in accordance with rules 
specified by DTC and its Participants. 

Bond certiticates will be issued directly to owners of the Bonds other than DTC, 
or its nominee, upon the occurrence of the following events (subject, however, to 
operation of the two sentences following clause (iiI.) below): 

(i) DTC determines not to continue to act as securities depository for 
the Bonds: or 

(ii) the City with the consent of the Trustee has advised DTC of its 
determination that DTC is incapable of discharging its duties; or 

(iii) the City with the consent of the Trustee has determined that it is in 
the best interest of the Bondholders not to continue the Book-Entry-Only System 
of transter or that interests of the Beneficial Owners of the Bonds might be 
adversely atfected if the Book-Entry-Only System of transfer is continued. 

Upon occurrence of the event described in (i) or (ii) above the City shall attempt 
to locate another qualified Securities Depository. If the City fails to locate another 
qualitied Securities Depository to replace DTC, the Trustee shall authenticate and deliver 
Bonds in certificated form. In the event the City makes the determination noted in (ii) or 
(iii) above (or occurrence of any events that would permit the City to make any such 
determination), and has made provisions to notify the Beneficial Owners of the Bonds of 
the availability of Bond certificates by mailing an appropriate notice to DTC, the City 
shall cause the Trustee to authenticate and deliver Bonds in certificated fonn pursuant to 
Exhibit A or a Supplemental Indenture, as applicable, to DTC's Participants (as 
requested by DTC) in appropriate amounts. Principal of and interest on the Bonds shall 
be payable as otherwise provided in this Article 3. The Bonds will be transferable in 
accordance with this Section 3.07. 

--
Section 3.08 Temporary Bonds. Pending the preparation of detinitive Bonds of any 

Series, the City may execute, and upon its request in writing, the Trustee shall authenticate and 
deliver one or more printed, lithographed or typewritten temporary Bonds (including temporary 
Bonds printed by offset or photocopying). Temporary Bonds shall be issuable as registered 
Bonds without coupons. of any Authorized Denomination, and substantially in the form of 
detinitive Bonds but with such omissions, insertions and variations as may be appropriate for 
temporary Bonds, all as may be detemlined by the City. Temporary Bonds may contain such 
reterence to any provisions of this Indenture as may be appropriate. Every temporary Bond shall 
be executed by the City and be authorized by the Trustee upon the same conditions and in 
substantially the same manner, and with like etfect, as the definitive Bonds. As promptly as 
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practicable the City shall execute and shall furnish definitive registered Bonds without coupons 
and thereupon temporary Bonds may be surrendered in exchange therefor without charge at the 
principal corporate trust office of the Trustee. and the Trustee shall authenticate and deliver in 
exchange for such temporary Bonds a like aggregate principal amount of definitive Bonds of 
Authorized Denominations. Until so exchanged the temporary Bonds shall be entitled to the 
same benefits under this Indenture as detinitive Bonds. 

Section 3.09 Bonds Limited Obligations. The Bonds shall not constitute an 
indebtedness of the City or a loan of credit thereof within the meaning of any constitutional or 
statutory limitation, and neither the faith and credit nor the taxing power of the City. the State or 
any political subdivision thereof is pledged to the payment of the principal of, premium, if any, 
or the interest on the Bonds or other costs incident thereto. The principal of and premium, if any. 
and interest on the Bonds is a limited obligation payable solely from the Pledged Receipts. 
Nothing herein shall be construed as requiring the City to use any funds or revenues from any 
source other than as described herein. 

ARTICLE 4 
REDEMPTION AND PURCHASE OF BONDS BEFORE MATURITY 

Section 4.01 Redemption of Series 2013 Bonds. The Series 2013 Bonds shall be 
subject to redemption prior to maturity as follows: 

(a) Optional Redemption. The Series 2013 Bonds shall be subject to 
redemption prior to stated maturity by the City as set forth in Exhibit B hereto. 

(b) Mandatory Sinking Fund Redemption. The Series 2013 Bonds shall be 
redeemed in part on January I in each year as set forth in Exhibit B hereto. 

The requirements of this Section 4.01{b) are subject, however, to the provision that any 
partial redemption of Series 2013 Bonds under Section 4.01(a) shall reduce the mandatory 
scheduled redemption requirements of Section 4.0 I (b) as provided in this paragraph. 

Section 4.02 Redemption of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds. Each Series 
of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds shall be subject to redemption as provided in the 
Supplemental Indenture providing for the issuance of such Series. 

Section 4.03 Selection of Bonds to be Redeemed. 

(a) Series 2013A Bonds. In the case of any redemption in part of the Series 
2013A Bonds. the maturities (or sinking fund maturities within a term bond) of such 
Series 2013A Bonds to be optionally redeemed shall be selected by the City. Subject to 
the last sentence of this subsection (a), if less than all the Series 2013A Bonds of a 
particular maturity (or sinking fund maturity within a term bond) shall be called by the 
City for redemption, the particular Series 2013A Bonds of such maturity (or sinking fund 
maturity) to be redeemed shall be selected by the Trustee, in such manner as the Trustee 
in its discretion may deem fair and appropriate; provided, however (a) that the portion of 
any Series 2013A Bond to be redeemed shall be in the principal amount of the 
Authorized Denomination applicable to the Series 20 13A Bonds or any multiple thereof, 
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(b) that, in selecting Series 2013A Bonds for redemption, the Trustee shall treat each 
Series 20l3A Bond as representing that number of Series 2013A Bonds that is obtained 
by dividing the principal amount of such Series 2013A Bond by the Authorized 
Denomination applicable to the Series 2013A Bonds, and (c) that, to the extent 
practicable, the Trustee will not select any Series 20l3A Bond for partial redemption if 
the amount of such Series 2013A Bond remaining Outstanding would be reduced by such 
partial redemption to less than the Authorized Denomination appl icable to the Series 
2013A Bonds. Notwithstanding the foregoing, for so long as the Series 2013A Bonds are 
registered in book-entry only Conn, if less than all of the Series 20l3A Bonds of a 
particular maturity are called for prior redemption, such Bonds will be selected tor 
redemption, in accordance with DTC procedures, by lot. 

(b) Taxable Series 2013B Bonds. In the event of a partial optional 
redemption of Taxable Series 2013B Bonds, the Trustee, at the direction oCthe City, shall 
allocate the principal amount of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to be redeemed as 
nearly as feasible pro rata among the maturities of the Taxable Series 2013 B Bonds and 
mandatory sinking fund redemptions (including the final payment) so as to change as 
little as possible the remaining weighted average life or the Outstanding Taxable Series 
2013 B Bonds. 

If the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds are registered in book-entry only form and so 
long as OTC or a sllccessor securities depository is the sole registered owner of the 
Taxable Series 20138 Bonds, if less than all of the Taxable Series 20138 Bonds of a 
maturity are called for prior redemption, the particular Series 2013B Bonds or portions 
thereof to be redeemed shall be selecled on a pro rata pass-through distribution of 
principal basis in accordance with OTC procedures, provided that so long as such 
Taxable Series 2013B Bonds are held in book-entry form, the sclection for redemption of 
such Taxable Series 2013 B Bonds shall be made in accordance with the operational 
arrangements of DTC then in effect, and, if the OTC operational arrangements do not 
allow for redemption on a pro rata pass-through distribution of principal basis, such 
20138 Bonds will be selected for redemption, in accordance with DTC procedures, by 
lot. If the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds are not registered in book-entry only form, any 
redemption of less than all of a maturity of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds shall be 
allocated among the registered owners of such Taxable Series 2013B Bonds on a pro-rata 
basis. 

(c) If there shall be called for redemption less than all of a Series 2013 Bond, 
the City shall execute and deliver and the Trustee shall authenticate, upon surrender of 
such Series 2013 Bond, and at the expense of the City and without charge to the owner 
thereoL a replacement Series 2013 Bond in the principal amount of the unredeemed 
balance of the Series 20 J 3 Bond so surrendered. 

(d) At its option, to be exercised on or before the 45th day next preceding any 
mandatory sinking fund redemption date for any maturity of any Series of Bonds, the 
City may deliver to the Trustee for cancellation Bonds of the appropriate maturity of such 
Series in any aggregate principal amount which have been purchased by the City in the 
open market. Each Bond so delivered shall be credited by the Trustee at 100% of the 
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principal amount thereof against the mandatory scheduled redemption requirement for 
such Series of Bonds on such mandatory redemption date: and any excess of such amollnt 
shall be credited against future mandatory scheduled redemption requirements in 
chronological order. The City, will, on or before the 45th day preceding each mandatory 
scheduled redemption date, furnish the Trustee with a certificate stating the extent to 
which the provisions of the first sentence of this paragraph are to be availed of with 
respect to such mandatory redemption requirements for such mandatory redemption date: 
unless such certiticate is so timely furnished to the Trustee, the mandatory redemption 
requirements for such mandatory redemption date shall not be reduced under the 
provisions orthis paragraph. 

Section 4.04 Procedure for Redemption; Notice of Redemption. 

(a) If the City wishes to call any Bonds for redemption, it shall give notice to 
the Trustee of its election (which notice shall contain the information required by this 
Section 4.04) at least 35 days prior to the redemption date. [n the event any of the Bonds 
are called for redemption, the Trustee shall give notice, in the name of the City, of the 
redemption of such Bonds, which notice shall (i) specify the Bonds to be redeemed, the 
redemption date, the redemption price, and the place or places where amounts due upon 
such redemption will be payable (which shall be the principal corporate trust office of the 
Trustee) and, ifless than all of the Bonds are to be redeemed, the numbers of the Bonds, 
and the portions of the Bonds, so to be redeemed, (ii) state any condition to such 
redemption, and (iii) state that on the redemption date, and upon the satisfaction of any 
such condition, the Bonds to be redeemed shall cease to bear interest. CUSIP number 
identification shall accompany all redemption notices. Such notice may set forth any 
additional information relating to such redemption. Such notice shall be given by mail, 
postage prepaid, at least 30 days but not more than 60 days prior to the date fixed for 
redemption to each holder of Bonds to be redeemed at its address shown on the 
Registration Books (if Bonds are held in book entry form with DTC, notice shall be 
provided in accordance with DTC procedures): provided, however, that failure to give 
such notice to any Bondholder or any defect in such notice shall not affect the validity of 
the proceedings for the redemption of any of the other Bonds. The Trustee shall send a 
second notice of redemption by certified mail return receipt requested to any registered 
holder who has not submitted Bonds called lor redemption 30 days after the redemption 
date, provided, however, that the failure to give any second notice by mailing, or any 
defect in such notice, shall not affect the validity of any proceedings tor the redemption 
of any of the Bonds and the Trustee shall not bc liable for any failure by the Trustee to 
send any second notice. 

(b) Any Bonds and portions of Bonds which have been duly selected for 
redemption and which are paid in accordance with Section 5.15 shall cease to bear 
interest on the specified redemption date. 
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ARTICLES 
SOURCE AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS 

Section 5.01 Establishment of Funds. 

(a) The City hereby establishes the following Funds: 

(I) Project Fund; 

(2) eFe Revenue Fund; 

(3) Debt Service Fund: 

(4) Debt Service Reserve Fund 

(5) Rolling Coverage Fund; 

(6) Supplemental Reserve Fund: 

(7) Subordinate Debt Service Fund; 

(8) Subordinate Reserve Fund; 

(9) Rebate Fund; 

(10) Operation and Maintenance Fund; and 

(II) eFe Stabilization Fund. 

(b) All such Funds shall be established. maintained and accounted for as 
hereinafter provided so long as any Bonds remain Outstanding. The eFe Revenue Fund, 
the Project Fund. the Debt Service Fund, the Rolling Coverage Fund. the Supplemental 
Reserve Fund. the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the Subordinate Debt Service Fund and 
the Subordinate Reserve Fund shall constitute trust funds which shall be held by the 
Trustee for the benetit of the Owners of the Bonds and are part of the Trust Estate. The 
Operation and Maintenance Fund, the eFe Stabilization Fund and the Rebate Fund do 
not constitute trust funds held tor the benefit of the Owners of the Bonds and are not part 
of the Trust Estate. To the extent that any of the Operation and Maintenance Fund, the 
eFC Stabilization Fund or the Rebate Fund shall be held by the institution serving as the 
Trustee, each such Fund shall be held by it as a Depositary for the City and not as Trustee 
for the benetit of the Bondholders hereunder. 

(c) The City and the Trustee reserve the right to establish additional Funds, 
sub-funds, Accounts and subaccounts from time to time under Supplemental Indentures; 
and any such Supplemental Indenture may provide that amounts on deposit in such 
Funds, sub-funds, Accounts and subaccounts shall be held by the Trustee for the sole and 
exclusive bcndit of a particular Series of Bonds as may be specilically designated in such 
Supplemental Indenture. 
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Section 5.02 Project Fund; Costs of Issuance Account. 

(a) Within the Project Fund. there are hereby established the following 
Accounts: 

(I) the Series 20 13A Project Account; 

(2) the Taxable Series 2013 B Project Account; and 

(3) the Series 2013 Costs of Issuance Account. 

(b) Upon the issuance of the Series 2013 Bonds. the sum set forth in 
Exhibit B shall be deposited to the Series 20 13A Project Account from proceeds of the 
Series 2013A Bonds, including capitalized interest, if any, to be held in a separate sub
account until deposited into the Series 2013A Debt Service Account as needed to pay 
interest on the Series 20 13A Bonds; the sum set forth in Exhibit B shall be deposited to 
the Taxable Series 2013B Project Account from proceeds of the Taxable Series 2013B 
Bonds, including capitalized interest if any, to be held in a separate sub-account until 
deposited into the Taxable Series 20138 Debt Service Account as needed to pay interest 
on the Taxable Series 2013 B Bonds; and the sum set furth in Exhibit B, shall be 
deposited to the Series 2013 Cost of Issuance Account from proceeds of the Series 2013 
Bonds. 

(c) The Trustee shall disburse funds on deposit in the Series 2013 A Project 
Account and the Taxable Series 2013B Project Account only upon receipt of a 
Requisition Certificate substantially in the form of Exhibit C executed by an Authorized 
Officer of the City. Such amounts may be applied to pay Costs of the Project including 
without limitation to reimburse advances made by the City or the RACs tur such costs; 
provided, however, that amounts on deposit in the Series 2013A Project Account shall 
only be applied to pay costs of the Series 2013A Project. Following the delivery of the 
Completion Certilicate by the City, any amounts remaining in the Series 2013A Project 
Account and the Taxable Series 2013 B Project Account shall be transferred to the 
applicable Account within the Debt Service Fund and applied to pay principal of or 
interest on the applicable Series or Bonds as the same next come due; provided, however, 
that any amounts certified to the Trustee by the City shall be retained within the 
designated Account within the Project Fund for payment of Costs of the Project not yet 
due and payable. Any sllch retained funds remaining after full payment of all such costs 
shall likewise be transferred to the applicable Account within the Debt Service Fund and 
applied to pay principal of or interest on the applicable Series of Bonds. rn respect to 
disbursements in payment for work done in connection with the construction, acquisition 
and installation of the Project such requisition, signed by an Authorized Officer of the 
City, shall be accompanied by a certificate signed by a Consulting Engineer certifying 
that the obligations in stated amounts have been incurred by the City, and that each item 
thereof is a proper charge against the applicable Project Account and has not been 
included in any prior requisition which has been paid, and insofar as any such obligation 
was incurred for work. materials, equipment or supplies, such work was actually 
perturmed in the furtherance of the construction. acquisition and installation of the 
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Project delivered at the site of the Airport for those purposes. or delivered for storage or 
fabrication at a place or places approved by a Consulting Engineer and under the control 
of the City. Notwithstanding the foregoing. no certificate of a Consulting Engineer shall 
be required with respect to disbursements tor Costs of Issuance or other costs that the 
Authorized Ofticer of the City shall have certified as being costs that are not directly 
related to the actual construction. acquisition and installation of the Project such as land 
acquisition. payment of auditor's fees and other similar costs that may otherwise be paid 
from the Project Accounts in compliance with the Tax Agreement. 

(d) The Trustee shall disburse funds on deposit in the Series 2013 Costs of 
Issuance Account only upon receipt of a Requisition Certificate substantially in the fonn 
of Exhibit C executed by an Authorized Officer of the City. Such amount may be 
applied to pay costs of issuing each Series of the Series 2013 Bonds. After paying all 
Costs of Issuance for a Series of Bonds, any surplus amounts remaining in the Series 
2013 Costs of Issuance Account shall be deposited to the applicable Account within the 
Project Fund. if any _ or. if there is no such Account within the Project Fund. to the related 
Account within the Debt Service Fund. 

(e) Upon issuance of any Series of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds. 
additional Accounts within the Project fund may be created, and the funds within such 
Accounts applied, as may be provided in the Supplemental Indenture entered into in 
connection with the issuance of such Bonds. In the event that the City receives proceeds 
of a TIFIA Loan. as provided in Section 3.04(d), such proceeds shall be deposited in a 
separate Series 2013 Project Account within the Project fund and applied as provided in 
this Section 5.02. 

(f) Insurance Proceeds and Condemnation Awards. In the event that any 
proceeds of casualty insurance policies or condemnation awards are delivered to the 
Trustee pursuant to Section 6.09 for the purpose of financing the repair. reconstruction, 
restoration or replacement of the Project or any portion thereof. the Trustee shall deposit 
such funds into a separate Account within the Project Fund and shall disburse such funds 
as provided in Sections 5.02(c) and 6.09. Any amounts remaining after the completion of 
any such restoration and provision tor all costs thereof (as the same are certi fied by the 
City to the Trustee) shall be deposited in the applicable Account or Accounts within the 
Debt Service Fund and applied to the payment of principal of or interest on the Bonds 
next coming due. 

Section 5.03 CFC Revenue Fund; Flow of Funds. 

(a) Unless specifically directed otherwise in this Indenture. all Revenues 
received by the Trustee shall be deposited upon receipt to the CFC Revenue Fund. 

(b) On or before the Draw Down Date each month. the Trustee shall transfer 
moneys then on deposit in the CFC Revenue Fund in the following order or priority in 
accordance with the written statement of the City. delivered on or betore the Draw Down 
Date: 
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(1) First, the Trustee shall transfer, to each Account within the Debt 
Service Fund established for a Series of Bonds (other than 
Subordinate Bonds). (i) amounts sufficient to pay one-sixth of the 
interest due on Bonds of such Series on the next succeeding 
Interest Payment Date if such Series bears interest at a Fixed Rate, 
or an amount specitied in the applicable Supplemental Indenture if 
such Series bears interest at a Variable Rate, as applicable. net of 
interest earnings on deposit in such Account, provided that 
payments prior to the first Interest Payment Date after the issuance 
of a Series of Bonds shall be adjusted to the extent necessary so 
that the total amount of interest due on such Bonds on that Interest 
Payment Date will have been paid into the applicable Debt Service 
Account in equal installments prior to that Interest Payment Date, 
and (ii) amounts sufficient to pay one-twelfth of the principal 
amount of the Bonds of such Series coming due on the next 
succeeding Principal Payment Date (including sinking fund 
installments), net of interest earnings on deposit in such Account. 
provided that payments prior to the first Principal Payment Date 
after the issuance of a Series of Bonds shall be adjusted to the 
extent necessary so that the total amount of principal due on such 
Bonds on that Principal Payment Date will have been paid into the 
applicable Debt Service Account in equal installments prior to that 
Principal Payment Date. 

(2) Second, the Trustee shall transfer in substantially equal monthly 
installments over a period determined by the City of up to twelve 
(12) months to the Debt Service Reserve Fund amounts necessary 
to cause the amount on deposit therein to equal the DSRF 
Requirement. 

(3) Third, the Trustee shall transfer in substantially equal monthly 
installments over a period determined by the City of up to twelve 
(12) months to the Rolling Coverage Fund amounts necessary to 
cause the amount on deposit therein to equal the Rolling Coverage 
Fund Requirement. 

(4) Fourth, the Trustee shall transfer in substantially equal monthly 
installments over a period determined by the City of up to twelve 
( 12) months to the Supplemental Reserve Fund amounts necessary 
to calise the amount on deposit therein to equal the Supplemental 
Reserve Fund Requirement. 

(5) Fifth~ the Trustee shall transfer, after taking into account any 
amounts representing capitalized interest therein, to each Account 
within the Subordinate Debt Service Fund established for a Series 
of Subordinate Bonds, (i) amounts sufticient to pay one-sixth of 
the interest due on Subordinate Bonds of sllch Series on the next 
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succeeding Interest Payment Date if such Series bears interest at a 
Fixed Rate, or an amount specified in the applicable Supplemental 
Indenture jf such Series bears interest at a Variable Rate, as 
applicable, provided that payments prior to the tirst Interest 
Payment Date after the issuance of a Series of Subordinate Bonds 
shall be adjusted to the extent necessary so that the total amount of 
interest due on such Subordinate Bonds on that Interest Payment 
Date will have been paid into the applicable Subordinate Debt 
Service Account in equal installments prior to that Interest 
Payment Date, and (ii) amounts sufficient to pay one-twelfth of the 
principal amount of the Subordinate Bonds of such Series coming 
due on the next succeeding Principal Payment Date. provided that 
payments prior to the first Principal Payment Date after the 
issuance of a Series of Subordinate Bonds shall be adjusted to the 
extent necessary so that the total amount of principal due on such 
Subordinate Bonds on that Principal Payment Date will have been 
paid into the applicable Subordinate Debt Service Account in equal 
installments prior to that Principal Payment Date. 

(6) Sixth, if and to the extent required by a Supplemental Indenture or 
other financing document providing for the issuance of one or 
more Series of Subordinate Bonds. the Trustee shall transfer in 
substantially equal monthly installments over a period determined 
by the City of up to twelve (12) months to the applicable Accounts 
within the Subordinate Reserve Fund, if any, amounts necessary to 
cause the amount on deposit therein to equal [one hundred percent 
(100%) of the average annual debt service on the Subordinate 
Bonds or such other amount or amounts set forth in the applicable 
provisions of the Supplemental Indenture or other financing 
document that provided for the issuance of such Subordinate 
Bonds]. 

(7) Seventh. with respect to any Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds. the 
Trustee shall transfer to the Rebate Fund for such Series of Tax
Exempt Bonds the amounts calculated to be due to the Internal 
Revenue Service as arbitrage rebate t()f such Series of Tax-Exempt 
Bonds in accordance with any arbitrage rebate calculation provided 
to the Trustee with respect to a Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds 
pursuant to Section 5.12, to the extent that funds are not already on 
deposit therein. 

(8) Eighth, the Trustee shall transfer in substantially equal monthly 
installments over a period determined by the City of up to twelve 
(12) months to the Operation and Maintenance Fund amounts 
necessary to cause the amount on deposit therein to equal the 
Operation and Maintenance Fund Requirement. 
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(9) Ninth, the Trustee shall transfer all remaining moneys to the City 
for deposit in the CFC Stabilization Fund. On or prior to the 
Completion Date, sllch moneys shall first be deposited in the 
Maintenance Reserve Account within the CFC Stabilization Fund, 
up to the Maintenance Reserve Account Requirement, and then the 
remaining moneys to the eFe PA YGO Project Account within the 
eFC Stabilization Fund. The CFe PA YGO Project Account shall 
be closed on the Completion Date as described in Section 5.11 (b). 

(c) If on any Draw Down Date. the Revenues in the erc Revenue Fund are 
insufficient to make the required deposit to any Fund (including any applicable Account 
therein) pursuant to Section S.03(b). the Trustee shall provide notice to the City of such 
shortfall and the City shall transfer to the Trustee for deposit in such Fund or such 
Account any and all moneys in the CFe Stabilization Fund (other than moneys in the 
CFe PA YGO Project Account) up to the amount of such shortfall, notwithstanding the 
crc Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement. 

(d) If. two Business Days before any Payment Date, the amounts on deposit in 
the Debt Service Account established for any Series of Bonds (other than Subordinate 
Bonds) are insufficient to pay the interest or the principal or redemption price payable on 
the Bonds of such Series as the same shall become due, moneys held in the following 
Funds or Accounts shall be transferred to or by the Trustee from said Funds or Accounts 
in the following order to each such Debt Service Account in order to satisty said 
deficiency therein: 

(l) First, the Trustee shall provide notice to the City of such shortfall 
and the City shall transfer or cause to be transferred to the Trustee 
for deposit in the applicable Account within the Debt Service Fund 
any and all moneys in the CFe Stabilization Fund (other than 
moneys in the CFC PA YGO Project Account) up to the amount of 
such shortfall, notwithstanding the CFC Stabilization Fund 
Minimum Requirement; 

(2) Second, if available moneys in the cre Stabilization Fund are 
insufficient to satisfy the deficiency, the Trustee shall transfer to 
the applicable Account within the Debt Service Fund moneys in 
the the Rolling Coverage Fund; 

(3) Third, if available moneys in the CFe Stabilization Fund and 
Rolling Coverage Fund are insufficient to satisfy the deficiency, 
the Trustee shall transfer to the applicable Account within the Debt 
Service Fund moneys in the Supplemental Reserve Fund; and 

(4) Fourth, if available moneys in the CFC Stabilization Fund, Rolling 
Coverage Fund and Supplemental Reserve Fund are insunicient to 
satisfy the deliciency. the Trustee shall transfer to the applicable 
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Account within the Debt Service Fund moneys in the Debt Service 
Reserve Fund. 

(e) If, two Business Days before any Payment Date, the amount on deposit in 
the Account established in the Subordinate Debt Service Fund for any Series of 
Subordinate Bonds is insutlicient to pay the interest or the principal or redemption price 
payable on the Subordinate Bonds of such Series as the same shall become due, moneys 
held in the following Funds or Accounts shall be transferred to or by the Trustee from 
such Funds or Accounts in the following order to each such Account in the Subordinate 
Debt Service Fund in order to satisfy such deficiency therein: 

(1) First, the Trustee shall provide notice to the City of such shortfall 
and the City shall transfer or cause to be transferred to the Trustee 
tor deposit in the applicable Account within the Subordinate Debt 
Service Fund any and all monies in the eFe Stabilization Fund 
(other than moneys in the eFe PA YGO Project Account) up to the 
amount of such shortfall, notwithstanding the CFe Stabilization 
Fund Minimum Requirement; and 

(2) Second, if available moneys in the eFe Stabilization Fund are 
insufticient to satisfy the deficiency, the Trustee shall transfer to 
the applicable Account within the Subordinate Debt Service Fund 
moneys in the Subordinate Reserve Fund. 

If moneys are withdrawn and transferred from the CFe Stabilization Fund, the 
Rolling Coverage Fund, the Supplemental Reserve Fund, the Debt Service Reserve Fund 
andlor the Subordinate Reserve Fund to pay principal of or interest on the Bonds as 
provided in this Section 5.03, the Trustee shall promptly notify the City in writing of the 
amount of such withdrawals and transfers. 

Section 5.04 Debt Service Fund. 

(a) Within the Debt Service Fund the following Accounts are created: 

(I) the Series 20 13A Debt Service Account; and 

(2) the Taxable Series 20138 Debt Service Account. 

(b) On each Principal Payment Date, funds on deposit in the Series 2013A 
Debt Service Account shall be applied to pay principal of the Series 2013/\ Bonds then 
due and on each Interest Payment Date, funds on deposit in the Series 2013A Debt 
Service Account shall be applied to pay interest on the Series 2013A Bonds then due. On 
each Principal Payment Date, funds on deposit in the Taxable Series 20138 Debt Service 
Account shall be applied to pay principal of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds then due 
and on each Interest Payment Date, funds on deposit in the Taxable Series 2013B Debt 
Service Account shaH be applied to pay interest on the Taxable Series 20138 Bonds then 
due. 
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(c) If~ t~o (2) Business Days prior to any Payment Date. the amount on 
deposit in any Account within the Debt Service Fund is insufficient to pay th~. principal 
or redemption price of or interest on the applicable Series of Bonds for which such 
Account has been established, which is due on such Payment Date, the Trustee shall 
provide notice to the City of such shortfall and, to the extent that funds in the CFC 
Stabilization Fund (other than moneys in the CFC PA YGO Project Account) are 
insufficient to fund such shortfall. the Trustee shall proceed to draw upon the other Funds 
and Accounts held under this Indenture as provided in Section S.03(d). 

(d) Upon the issuance of any Series of Additional Bonds, such additional 
Accounts within the Debt Service Fund may be created, and the funds within such 
Accounts applied, as may be provided in the Supplemental Indenture entered into in 
connection with the issuance of such Bonds. 

(e) Notwithstanding any provision of this Indenture to the contrary, on the 
date that the funds on deposit in the Reserve Funds, plus the amounts ifany. on deposit in 
the Debt Service Fund, are sufficient to pay the remaining principal ot: premium, if any, 
and interest on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) as and when due. the City may 
direct the Trustee to transfer the funds on deposit in the Reserve Funds to the Debt 
Service Fund and apply the same to the payment of the final maturities of principal of 
such Bonds, premium. if any, and interest thereon as and when due on the remaining 
Payment Dates. 

Section 5.05 Rolling Coverage Fund. 

(a) Upon the issuance of the Series 2013 Bonds, the amount of the Rolling 
Coverage Fund Requirement for the Series 2013 Bonds shall be deposited to the Rolling 
Coverage Fund. Funds on deposit in the Rolling Coverage Fund shall be transferred and 
applied by the Trustee as provided in Section 5.03(d)(2) to pay principal of and interest 
on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) in the event that the amount on deposit in 
the Debt Service Fund and available amounts from the CFC Stabilization Fund on any 
Payment Date are insufficient to pay the principal of or interest then due on any Series of 
Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds). 

(b) Upon the issuance of any Series of Additional Bonds. additional amounts 
shall be deposited to the Rolling Coverage Fund so that the amount on deposit therein is 
equal to the Rolling Coverage Fund Requirement following the issuance of such Bonds. 

(c) On each Principal Payment Date, following payment of principal of and 
interest on the Bonds due on such Payment Date, if the amount on deposit in the Rolling 
Coverage Fund is in excess of the Rolling Coverage Fund Requirement as calculated on 
such Payment Date, the ditference between the amount on deposit in such Fund and the 
Rolling Coverage Fund Requirement shall be withdrawn from the Rolling Coverage Fund 
and deposited to the eFe Revenue Fund. 
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Section 5.06 Supplemental Reserve Fund. 

(a) Upon the issuance of the Series 2013 Bonds, the amount of the 
Supplemental Reserve Fund Requirement applicable to the Series 2013 Bonds shall be 
deposited to the Supplemental Reserve Fund. Funds on deposit in the Supplemental 
Reserve Fund shall be transterred and applied by the Trustee as provided in Section 
5.03(d)(3) to pay principal of and interest on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) in 
the event that the amount on deposit in the Debt Service Fund and available amounts 
from the CFe Stabilization Fund and the Rolling Coverage Fund on any Payment Date 
arc insutlicient to pay the principal of or interest then due on any Series of Bonds (other 
than Subordinate Bonds). 

(b) Upon the issuance of any Series of Additional Bonds, additional amounts 
shall be deposited to the Supplemental Reserve Fund so that the amount on deposit 
therein is equal to the Supplemental Reserve Fund Requirement following the issuance of 
such Bonds. 

(c) On each Principal Payment Date. following payment of principal of and 
interest on the Bonds due on such Payment Date, if the amount on deposit in the 
Supplemental Reserve Fund is in excess of the Supplemental Reserve Fund Requirement 
as calculated on such Payment Date, the difference between the amount on deposit in 
such Fund and the Supplemental Reserve Fund Requirement shall be withdrawn from the 
Supplemental Reserve Fund and deposited to the CFC Revenue Fund. 

Section 5.07 Debt Service Reserve Fund. 

(a) Upon the issuance of the Series 2013 Bonds, the amount of the DSRF 
Requirement applicable to the Series 2013 Bonds shall be deposited to the Debt Service 
Reserve Fund. [Proceeds of the Series 20 13A Bonds in an amount equal to the lesser of 
(x) ten percent (10%) of the initial principal amount of the Series 2013A Bonds. 
(y) Maximum Annual Debt Service on the Series lOI3A Bonds, or (z) one hundred 
twenty-tive percent (125%) of the average annual principal of and interest on the Series 
2013A Bonds shall be deposited to the Debt Service Reserve Fund. The remaining 
amount of the DSRF Requirement applicable to the Series 2013 Bonds shall be derived 
from proceeds of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds.] Funds on deposit in the Debt 
Service Reserve Fund shall be trallsterred and applied by the Trustee as provided in 
Section S.03(d)(4) to pay principal of and interest on the Bonds (other than Subordinate 
Bonds) in the event that the amount on deposit in the Debt Service Fund and available 
amounts from the CFe Stabilization Fund. the Rolling Coverage Fund and the 
Supplemental Reserve Fund on any Payment Date are insufficient to pay the principal of 
or interest then due on any Series of Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds). 

(b) Upon the issuance of any Series or Additional Bonds, additional amounts 
shall be deposited to the Debt Service Reserve Fund so that the amount on deposit therein 
is equal to the DSRF Requirement following the issuance of such Bonds. 

(c) On each Principal Payment Date. following payment of principal of and 
interest on the Bonds due on such Payment Date. if the amount on deposit in the Debt 
Service Reserve Fund is in excess of the DSRF Requirement as calculated on sllch 
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Payment Date, the difference between the amount on deposit in such Fund and the DSRF 
Requirement shall be withdrawn from the Debt Service Rescrve Fund and deposited to 
the Debt Service Fund. 

Section 5.08 Subordinate Debt Service Fund. 

(a) Upon the issuance of any Series of Subordinate Bonds, one or more 
Accounts within the Subordinate Debt Service Fund shall be created. and the funds 
within such Accounts applied. as may be provided in the Supplemental Indenture or other 
financing document that provided for the issuance of such Subordinate Bonds. 

(b) On each Principal Payment Date, funds on deposit in each Account within 
the Subordinate Debt Service Fund Account shall be applied to pay principal of the 
applicable Series of Subordinate Bonds then due and on each Interest Payment Date, 
funds on deposit in each Account within the Subordinate Debt Service Fund shall be 
applied to pay interest on the applicable Series of Subordinate Bonds then due. 

(c) If, two Business Days before any Payment Date, the amount on deposit in 
the Account established in the Subordinate Debt Service Fund for any Series of 
Subordinate Bonds is insufficient to pay the principal or redemption price of or interest 
on the Subordinate Bonds of such Series which is due on such Payment Date, the Trustee 
shall provide notice to the City of such shortfall and, to the extent that funds in the eFe 
Stabilization Fund (other than moneys in the eFe PA YGO Project Account) are 
insutficient to fund such shortfall, the Trustee shall proceed to draw upon the Subordinate 
Reserve Fund as Provided in Section S.03(e). 

(d) In the event that a TIFIA Loan is deemed to be Additional Bonds instead 
of Subordinate Bonds pursuant to the provisions of Section 3.04(d), funds on deposit in 
the Subordinate Debt Service Fund (or within an Account therein) which are allocable to 
such TlFlA Loan shall be transferred and deposited in the Debt Service Fund. 

Section 5.09 Subordinate Reserve Fund. 

(a) Upon the issuance of any Subordinate Bonds, amounts shall be deposited 
to the Subordinate Reserve Fund so that the amount on deposit therein is equal to the 
amount or amounts required to be deposited therein as set forth in the applicable 
provisions of the Supplemental Indenture or other financing document that provided for 
the issuance of such Subordinate Bonds. Funds on deposit in the Subordinate Reserve 
Fund shall be applied by the Trustee as provided in Section 5.03(e)(2) to pay principal of 
and interest on the Subordinate Bonds in the event that the amount on deposit in the 
Subordinate Debt Service fund and available amounts from the CFC Stabilization Fund 
are insufficient to pay the principal of or interest then due on such Subordinate Bonds. 

(b) On each Principal Payment Date, following payment of principal of and 
interest on the Bonds due on such Payment Date, if the amount on deposit in the 
Subordinate Reserve Fund is in excess of the amollnt or amounts required to be deposited 
therein as set forth in the applicable provisions of the Supplemental Indenture or other 
financing document that provided lor the issuance of such Subordinate Bonds as 
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calculated on such Payment Date, the difference between the amount on deposit in such 
Fund and such required amount shall be withdrawn from the Subordinate Reserve Fund 
and deposited to the Subordinate Debt Service Fund. 

(c) In the event that a TIFIA Loan is deemed to be Additional Bonds instead 
of Subordinate Bonds pursuant to the provisions of Section 3.04(d), funds on deposit in 
the Subordinate Reserve Fund (or within an Account therein) which are allocable to such 
TlFIA Loan shall be transferred and deposited in the Debt Service Reserve Fund. 

Section 5. t 0 Operation and Maintenance Fund. The Operation and Maintenance 
Fund shall be held by and be for the sole benefit of the City and shall not be subject to the lien of 
this Indenture or to the claim of any other Person, including without limitation the Bondholders, 
and monies in such Fund shall not be commingled with moneys in any other Fund or Account 
established under this Indenture. Revenues shall be deposited in the Operation and Maintenance 
Fund as provided in Section S.03(b). All interest earned on moneys and investments held within 
the Operation and Maintenance Fund shall be credited to such Fund. The Operation and 
Maintenance Fund shall be disbursed by the City, in the City's discretion, to pay operation and 
maintenance expenses of the CRCF, operation and maintenance expenses of the A TS allocated to 
the CRCF and Administrative Expenses. 

Section 5. t 1 CFC Stabilization Fund. 

(a) The City has established the CFC Stabilization Fund pursuant to Section 
5.0 I to be maintained and held by the City, into which Revenues shall be deposited as 
provided in Section S.03(b). Within the CFC Stabilization Fund, there are hereby 
established the CFC PA YGO Project Account and the Maintenance Reserve Account. 
The CFC Stabilization Fund and the Accounts therein shall be for the sole benefit of the 
City and shall not be subject to the lien of this Indenture or to the claim of any other 
Person, including .without limitation the Bondholders, and monies in such Fund shall not 
be commingled with moneys in any other Fund or Account established under this 
Indenture. Amounts on deposit in the CFC Stabilization Fund (other than amounts in the 
CFC PA YOO Project Account) on any Draw Down Date shall be applied by the City 
pursuant to Section S.03(c) to make up deficiencies in amounts required to be on deposit 
in Funds, notwithstanding the eFC Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement. After any 
such transfers on any Draw Down Dates, amounts on deposit in the eFC Stabilization 
Fund (other than amounts in the eFC Pi\. YOO Project Account) shall be applied by the 
City, in the City's discretion, for any legal purpose. Amounts on deposit in the eFC 
Stabilization Fund (other than amounts in the CFC PA YOO Project Account) in excess of 
the CFC Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement shall be withdrawn from the eFe 
Stabilization Fund and deposited to the eFe Revenue Fund. The City may create 
additional Accounts within the CFe Stabilization Fund to assist in the administration of 
the application of funds for such purposes. 

(b) Upon the issuance of the Series 2013 Bonds, the City shall deposit 
$ of previously collected CFCs in the CFe PA YGO Project Account. All 
interest earned on moneys and investments held within the eFe PA YGO Project Account 
shall be credited to such Account. The eFe PA YOO Project Account shall be disbursed 
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by the City, in the City's discretion, to pay Costs of the Project. The CFC PA YGO 
Project Account shall be closed on the Completion Date and any remaining amounts in 
such Account shall be transferred to the Debt Service Fund. 

(c) Upon the issuance of the Series 2013 Bonds, the amount of the 
Maintenance Reserve Account Requirement shall be deposited to the Maintenance 
Reserve Account. Revenues shall be deposited in the Maintenance Reserve Account as 
provided in Section 5.03(b). All interest earned on moneys and investments held within 
the Maintenance Reserve Account shall be credited to such Account. Amounts on 
deposit in the Maintenance Reserve Account in excess of the Maintenance Reserve 
Account Requirement shall be withdrawn from the Maintcnance Reserve Account and 
deposited to the CFC Revenue Fund. Any amounts on deposit in the Maintenance 
Reserve Account which are not applied by the City to make up deficiencies in amounts 
required to be on deposit in other Funds, as provided in Section 5.11 (a), shall be 
disbursed by the City. in the City's discretion, for any legal purpose. 

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of Scction 5.11 (a), however, if on any (x) 
day that is two (2) days before any Rebate Installment Date, the amount on deposit in the 
Rebate Fund is insufficient to pay the amount then due to the United States, as 
determined pursuant to Section 5.12, or (y) day that is two (2) days before any Payment 
Date. the amount on deposit in the Debt Service Fund is insufficient to pay the principal 
or redemption price of or interest on any Bond (other than a Subordinate Bond) coming 
due on such Payment Date, or (z) day that is two (2) days before any Payment Date, the 
amount on deposit in the Subordinate Debt Service Fund is insufticient to pay the 
principal or redemption price of or interest on any Subordinate Bond coming due on such 
Payment Date, thcn the City shall pay to the Trustee from the funds on deposit in the 
CFC Stabilization Fund (other than amounts in the CFe PA YGO Project Account), 
notwithstanding the eFe Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement, the amount of such 
shortfall up to the full amount on deposit in the CFC Stabilization Fund. 

(e) Interest earned on moneys and investments held within the CFC PA YGO 
Project Account shall be credited to such Account and applied as provided in Section 
5.11 (b). Interest earned on moneys and investments held within the Maintenance 
Reserve Account shall be credited to such Account and applied as provided in Section 
5.11 (c). Any other interest earned on moneys and investments held within the CFC 
Stabilization Fund shall be credited to such Fund so long as the amount on deposit in 
such Fund does not exceed the crc Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement and shall 
be transferred by the City to the Trustee for deposit in the eFC Revenue Fund in the 
event and to the cxtent that the amount then on deposit in the cre Stabilization Fund 
exceeds the CFe Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement. 

Section 5.12 Rcbatc Fund. The City has covenanted that it shall take all action 
necessary to comply with section 148 of the Code, including the payments when due of all 
amounts payable to the United States of America thereunder. and shall refrain from taking any 
action contrary to section 148 of the Code. For this purpose. a Rebate Fund has been established 
pursuant to Section 5.01 and this Section 5.12, but to the extent any of the provisions of this 
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Section 5.12 are inconsistent with section 148 of the Code. the City shall not be required to 
comply with such provisions but shall be required to comply with section 148 of the Code. 

(a) Establishment. The Rebate Fund shall be for the sale benefit of the United 
States of America and shall not be subject to the lien of this Indenture or to the claim of 
any other Person, including without limitation the Bondholders and the City. and monies 
in such Fund shall not be commingled with moneys in any other Fund or Account 
established under this indenture. The Rebate Fund is established for the purpose of 
compliance with section 1 48(t) of the Code. The City agrees that the requirements of this 
Section 5.12 are subject to. and shall be interpreted in accordance with section 148(t) of 
the Code. Within the Rebate Fund there is hereby established the Series 2013A Rebate 
Account. Additional Accounts within the Rebate Fund shall be established for each 
Series of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds that are Tax-Exempt Bonds in and to 
the extent provided in the Supplemental Indenture providing for sllch Series and shall be 
administered as provided therein. 

(b) Calculation of Rebate Deposits and Payments. 

(i) Promptly upon the close of each Bond Year and also upon the 
retirement of each Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds, the Trustee shall provide the City 
with a statement of earnings on all Funds and Accounts with respect to the Tax
Exempt Bonds held in trust under this Indenture which are subject to the 
requirements of this Section 5.12 during any period not covered by a prior 
statement delivered pursuant to this Section 5.12. The statement shall include the 
purchase and sale prices of each investment (including any commission paid 
thereon, which shall be separately stated if such infonnation is available), the 
dates of each investment transaction. information as to whether such transactions 
were made at a discount or premium. and such other information known to the 
Trustee as the City shall reasonable require. 

(ii) At least 15 days prior to each Rebate Installment Date, the City 
shall cause a Rebate Professional. in accordance with the Regulations, to 
determine and report to the Trustee the amount, if any, payable to the United 
States with respect to each Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds as of such Rebate 
Installment Date (it being assumed for the purposes of such calculation that the 
Tax-Exempt Bonds are being paid in full on the last day of the Bond Year most 
recently ended prior to such Date) based upon the Nonpurpose Payments and 
Nonpurpose Receipts allocated to the Tax-Fxempt Bonds. Such amount shall 
consist of: (1) the difference between the future values. as of the applicable 
Rebate Installment Date, of all Nonpurpose Payments (including, as authorized by 
the Regulations. any rebate previously paid) and Nonpurpose Receipts (whether 
held under this Indenture or otherwise), reduced by (2) the amounts, if an·y, 
already on deposit in the applicable Account of the Rebate Fund. For purposes of 
calculating the foregoing future values, the yield on the Tax-Exempt Bonds, 
determined in accordance with the Regulations, shall be used. Except as may 
otherwise be provided by Law, the computation of the amounts to be deposited 
into the Rebate Fund need not take into account any eamings on any "tax exempt 
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bond" under section 150(a)(6) of the Code and section 1.150-1 of the Regulations 
and which is not a specificd private activity bond as detined in section 57(a)(5)(C) 
of the Code or any earnings as to which exceptions are provided under section 
148(f)(4)(A), (B) or (C) or the Code or section 1.148-7 of the Regulations. The 
City shall also determine the amount of any applicable "yield reduction 
payments," as provided under section 1.148-5(c) of the Regulations, which are 
treated as rebated payments tor purposes of this Section 5.12. 

(c) Payment of Rebate. 

(i) No earlier than 60 days, or later than 35 days, before each Rebate 
Installment Date, the Trustee shall notify the City by registered or certified mail, 
postage prepaid, or by Electronic Means, of its obligation to furnish the following 
with respect to each Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds which is a separate series for 
federal income tax purposes not later than 15 days prior to the applicable Rebate 
Installment Date: (w) a copy of Fornl 8038-T, ifany rebate amount is owed to the 
federal government, (x) a statement of the amount due on the Rebate Installment 
Date, if any, (y) a certificate as to the accuracy of such determination of a 
certified public accountant (who may be an employee of the City) or a firnl of 
accountants or other professionals, in each case having expertise in calculating the 
amount required to be paid pursuant to section 1480) of the Code (each, a 
"Rebate Professional'') and (z) if the amount held in the applicable Account of 
the Rebate Fund is less than the amount so determined, an amount in cash or 
funds available on such day equal to the difference. The City shall notify 
promptly the Trustee of each date which it selects as a Rebate Installment Date. 
Upon receipt of the foregoing. the Trustee shall make the payment provided for in 
subsection (c)(ii) below. but if the Trustee shall not have received all of the 
foregoing on the date due. the Trustee shall pay over to the United States within 
the period prescribed in subsection (c)(ii) below all of the funds then held in the 
applicable Account of the Rebate Fund, together with a copy of the applicable 
Form 8038-T, if available, unless on or before such date. the City shall have 
provided to the Trustee an unqualitied opinion of a Rebate Professional stating 
that no further action by the City or the Trustee is necessary for compliance as of 
such Rebate Installment Date with section 148(0 of the Code. 

(ii) On or before each Rebate Installment Date. the Trustee. at the 
direction of the City, shall pay to the United States from amounts on deposit in the 
applicable Account of the Rebate Fund or, to the extent of a shortfall in the 
amount on deposit in the applicable Account, from amounts on deposit in the CFC 
Stabilization Fund, any '·yield reduction payments" as aforesaid and/or a rebate 
amount which is at least 90% of the amount required to be paid pursuant to the 
provisions of section I 48(t) of the Code as calculated by a Rebate Professional on 
behalf of the City, taking into account any credit permitted by the Regulations. 
On a date selected by the City no later than 60 days after the date on which the 
Tax-Exempt Bonds of any Series which is a separate series for federal income tax 
purposes have been paid in full, the Trustee. at the direction 01" the City, shall pay 
to the United States from the amollnt on deposit in the applicable Account of the 
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Rebate Fund or, to the extent of a shortfall in the amount on deposit in the 
applicable Account from amounts on deposit in the CFC Stabilization Fund. any 
"'yield reduction payments" as aforesaid and/or a rebate equal to 100% or the 
entire amount then payable pursuant to section 148(f) of the Code as calculated by 
a Rebate Professional on behalf of the City, including actual or imputed earnings 
and taking into account any credit, as provided by the Regulations. Unless 
otherwise provided by Law, each payment shall be made to the lntemal Revenue 
Service Center, Ogden, UT 84201-0027 or any other address speci tied by the 
Internal Revenue Service and accompanied by a copy of From 8038-T signed by 
the City. 

(d) Conclusive Compliance by Trustee. The Trustee shall be deemed 
conclusively to have complied with the provisions of this Section 5.12 if it executes 
documents or makes payments in accordance with the certifications and directions of the 
City provided in accordance with this Section 5.12. By agreeing to give the notices 
referred to in subsection (c) of this Section 5.12 and to make the payments referred to in 
this Section 5.12, the Trustee assumes no responsibility whatsoever for compliance by the 
City with the requirements of section 148(f) of the Code. 

(e) Records. The City and the Trustee shall keep such records as will enable 
them to fulfill their respective responsibilities under this Section 5.12 and section 148(t) 
of the Code, and the City shall engage, at the City's expense, a Rebate Professional. For 
purposes of the computation required under this Section 5.12, the Trustee shall make 
available to the City during nonnal business hours all infornlation in the control of the 
Trustee which is necessary to make such computations. 

(t) The City. The City shall not take any action, or knowingly omit to take 
any action within its control, which, if taken or omitted, respectively, would violate its 
non-arbitrage certiticate delivered upon the initial issuance of any Series of Tax-Exempt 
Bonds or any amendment thereof or supplement thereto. 

(g) Additional Documentation. Notwithstanding anything in this Section 5.12 
to the contrary. and in furtherance of the purposes of the last sentences of Section 5.12(a), 
the Trustee, at the written direction of the City, will provide to the United States of 
America at such times and at such places as the City may direct such additional materials 
as the City may instruct the Trustee to deliver to the United States of America; provided. 
however, that the Trustee need take no action under this subsection (g) unless the City 
shall have delivered to the Trustee such materials and the address or addresses to which 
such materials are to be sent by the Trustee no later than 15 days prior to the date on 
which delivery of such rilaterials is to be received by the United States of America. 

(h) Section 5.12 Survives Defeasance of Indenture. This Section 5.12, as 
amended from time to time, shall survive the defeasance of this Indenture with respect to 
the Tax-Exempt Bonds. Upon (and only upon) (i) the retirement of all the Tax-Exempt 
Bonds of a Series which is a separate series for tederal income tax purposes or provision 
for the same pursuant to Section 2.02, (ij) the payment of all amounts due under section 
148 of the Code with respect to such Tax-Exempt Bonds, and (iii) presentation of a 
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written statement of a Rebate Protessional in a fonn satisfactory to the Trustee that the 
provisions of section 148 of the Code have been satisfied, any amounts remaining in the 
applicable Account of the Rebate Fund shall be paid to the City; provided, however, that 
if at any time while Tax-Exempt Bonds are outstanding the Trustee shall receive a written 
statement of a Rebate Professional in a form satisfactory to the Trustee that the balance of 
an Account in the Rebate Fund exceeds the amount owing or expected to be owing under 
section 148 of the Code with respect to the applicable Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds, then 
the Trustee at the written request of the City shall pay the excess to the City. 

Section 5.13 Investment of Moneys in Funds. The Trustee shall invest moneys in the 
Project Fund, the Debt Service Fund, the Rolling Coverage Fund. the Supplemental Reserve 
Fund. the Debt Service Reserve Fund, the Subordinate Debt Service Fund and the Subordinate 
Reserve Fund in any Qualified Investments and shall sell or liquidate any such investment in 
each case upon the written direction of the City, subject in each case to the restrictions on 
investments set forth in this Section 5.13. If at any time the Trustee shall hold the Rebate Fund, 
the Operation and Maintenance Fund or the CFC Stabilization Fund as Depositary for the City, 
the Trustee shall invest moneys in any such Fund in any Qualified Investments and shall sell or 
liquidate any such investment. in each case upon the written direction of the City, subject in each 
case to the restrictions on investments set forth in this Section 5.13. The Trustee shall have no 
responsibility for any losses resulting from such investment or liquidation, nor shall the Trustee 
be responsible if any payment is prohibited under Section 148 of the Code. provided that the 
Trustee shall have complied with the applicable investment instructions delivered to it by the 
City. Moneys in the Debt Service Fund and the Subordinate Debt Service Fund shall be invested 
by the Trustee only in Defeasance Obligations having a tinal maturity of one year or less from 
the date of purchase thereof, the maturities or redemption dates of all of which shall coincide as 
nearly as practicable with, but not be later than, the time or times at which said moneys will be 
required for the purposes of this Indenture (or a money market fund satisfying the requirements 
of paragraph (g) of the list of Qualified Investments in Exhibit 0 hereto comprised of such 
Defeasance Obligations). Moneys in the Reserve Funds and the Subordinate Reserve Fund shall 
be invested only in Qualitied Investments which either have an average maturity of five years or 
less from the date of purchase thereof or may be liquidated at a price of not less than par plus 
accrued interest when required for the purposes of this Indenture. Qualitied Investments may be 
registered or otherwise held in the name of the Trustee's nominee or nominees or, where the 
securities are eligible for a deposit in a central depository, such as DTC or the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, the Trustee may utilize any such depository and permit the registration of 
registered securities in the name of its nominee or nominees, and the City shall hold the Trustee 
and such nominees harmless from any liability as holders of record. Any investments pursuant 
to this Section 5.13 may be purchased from the Trustee in its commercial capacity so long as 
such investments meet the applicable criteria set forth in the detinition of "Qualified 
Investments". Notwithstanding the first sentence of this Section 5.13, in the event that the City 
shall not have authorized the liquidation of Qualitied Investments when required to meet the 
purposes of this Indenture, the Trustee is authorized to sell or otherwise convert into cash 
investments credited to any Fund or Account created under this Indenture at the times and in the 
amounts necessary to meet payments when due from such Fund or Account and shall include all 
proceeds from such investments. No order of the City shall restrict such authorization, and the 
Trustee shall not be liable for any loss occurring from any such sale or conversion to cash. 
Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Indenture, all investments made from moneys 
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credited to a specitic Fund or Account, including all proceeds from such investments, shall be 
credited to the Debt Service Fund on the next sllcceeding Draw Down Date after they are 
received. For purposes of this Indenture (other than Section 5.12), such investments in the 
Reserve Funds and the Subordinate Reserve Fund shall be valued at the lower of amortized cost 
or market, and such investments in any other Fund shall be valued at market value, The Trustee 
may make any and all such investments through its own investment department or that of its 
affiliates or subsidiaries. and may charge its ordinary and customary fees for such trades, 
including cash sweep account fees, In the absence of investment instructions from the City, the 
Trustee shall not be responsible or liable for keeping the moneys held by it hereunder fully 
invested in Qualified Investments. 

Although the City recognizes that it may obtain a broker confirmation or written 
statement containing comparable information at no additional cost the City hereby agrees that 
confirmations of permitted investments are not required to be issued by the Trustee for each 
month in which a monthly statement is rendered. No statement need be rendered for any fund or 
account if no activity occurred in such fund or account during such month. 

Section 5.14 Authorized Application of Funds; Moneys to be Held in Trust. The 
Trustee is authorized to apply each Fund as provided in this Indenture. All moneys deposited 
with the Trustee hereunder shall be held by the Trustee in trust but need not be segregated from 
other funds except as required by Law or by this Indenture. 

Section 5.15 Nonpresentment of Bonds. From and after any Payment Date, if moneys 
sufficient to pay principal oC premium. if any, and interest on any Bond then due have been 
deposited with the Trustee and irrevocably committed thereto, all liability of the City for the 
payment of such amount shall forthwith cease in accordance with Section 2.02. The Trustee 
shall hold such funds, without liability tor interest thereon, for the benefit of the registered owner 
of such Bond, who shall thereafter be restricted exclusively to such funds for any claim with 
respect to such amount. Unless otherwise required by Law, any such funds which remain 
unclaimed for three years after such due date shall be paid to the City without any interest 
thereon against written receipt theretor executed on behalf of the City, and the Trustee shall have 
no further responsibility with respect to such moneys, which thencetorth shall be the 
responsibility of the City. 

ARTICLE 6 
REPRESENTATIONS ANI) AGREEMENTS OF THE CITY 

Section 6.01 Due Organization and Authorization of Bonds. The City represents 
and warrants as tallows: 

(a) It is a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local government duly 
organized and existing under the Constitution and laws of the State, with the power, to 
execute and deliver this Indenture and the Bonds, to perform its obligations under each 
thereof and to issue and sell the Series 2013 Bonds pursuant thereto. 

(b) It has taken all necessary action required to make this Indenture and the 
Bonds the valid and binding obligations of the City which they purport to be, and, when 
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executed and delivered by the parties thereto, this Indenture and the Bonds will constitute 
valid and binding agreements of the City and be enforceable in accordance with their 
respective temls, except as enforceability may be subject to the exercise or judicial 
discretion in accordance with general equitable principles and to applicable bankruptcy, 
insolvency. reorganization, moratorium and other laws for the relief of debtors heretofore 
or hereafter enacted to the extent that the same may be constitutionally applied. 

( c) When delivered to and paid for by the purchasers thereof, the Series 2013 
Bonds will constitute valid and binding limited obligations of the City enforceable in 
accordance with their terms. except as entorceability may be subject to the exercise of 
judicial discretion in accordance with general equitable principles and to applicable 
bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium and other laws for the relief of 
debtors heretofore or hereafter enacted to the extent that the same may be constitutionally 
applied, and will be entitled to the benefits of this Indenture. . 

Section 6.02 Payment of Bonds. The City agrees that it will promptly payor cause to 
be paid the principal of and premium. if any, and interest on all Bonds as herein provided from 
the Pledged Receipts. Thc City agrees that, except as provided herein it will not mortgage, 
encumber or alienate any part of the Pledged Receipts. All agreements of the City in this Section 
6.02 and elsewhere in this Indenture and the Bonds and each other agreement or instrument to 
which the City may be or hereafter become a party in connection with this Indenture or the 
Bonds are subject to the limitation described in Section 3.09. 

Section 6.03 Rights of Cit)1 as Lessor; I<=nforcemcnt of RAe Agreements. 

(a) It is understood and agreed that the City's execution and delivery of this 
Indenture. the City's issuance of the Bonds and the terms and provisions of this 
Indenture, the Bonds and any other agreement or instrument to which the City may be or 
hereafter become. a party in connection with this Indenture or the Bonds, are without 
prejudice to and shall not prohibit. restrict or derogate in any way from the City's 
exercise of any of the Unassigned Rights of the City as lessor under the RAe Agreements 
or from any other rights of the City as operator of the Airport. Notwithstanding any 
provision thereof to the contrary. the City, by executing this Indenture, the Bonds or any 
other such agreement or instrument to which the City may be or hereafter become a party 
in connection with this Indenture or the Bonds, is under no obligation, express or implied, 
to the Trustee. the Bondholders or any other Person to exercise or to refrain from 
exercising any Unassigned Right which the City may have now or hereafter under any 
RAC Agreement or from exercising any right, remedy or responsibility which the City 
may have now or hereafter as operator of the Airport. regardless of the effect of such 
exercise or non-exercise upon the rights and interests of the Trustee. the Bondholders or 
any other Person under this Indenture, the Bonds or any other such agreement or 
instrument. 

(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing proVISIons of Section 6.03(a), the City 
covenants that so long as any of the Bonds remain Outstanding, it will require all RACs 
to collect and remit CFCs and Facility Rent, and the City will take all actions legally 
permitted to entorce compliance by the RACs with the RAC Agreements and of their 
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obligations thereunder, including specifically seeking specific pertOnllanCe by each of the 
RACs, to charge, collect and remit CFCs and Facility Rent directly to the Trustee tor the 
benefit of the City. The City covenants that so long as any of the Bonds remain 
Outstanding it will not consent to an amendment to the RAC Agreements which permits 
direct access to the Terminals by any Courtesy Vehicle of a RAC or Off-Airport RAC 
after the CRCF is open for business, or which otherwise materially adversely affects the 
rights of Beneficial Owners without consent of a Majority of the Bondholders. 

Section 6.04 Collection of Customer Facility Charges; Rate Covenant. 

(a) As long as any Bond remains Outstanding. the City shall require each 
RAC to charge, collect and remit directly to the Trustee for the benefit of the City, CFCs 
for each Contract Day that a Motor Vehicle is rented by an Airport Customer, and to pay 
directly to the Trustee tor the benetit of the City, Facility Rent, as provided in paragraph 
(c) below, and the RAC Agreements shall require the RACs to segregate such CFCs as 
trust funds tor the benetit of the City, and not as revenues of the RACs, as provided in the 
RAC Agreements. 

(b) Prior to the commencement of each Fiscal Year as long as any Bond is 
Outstanding. the City shall review and may adjust, effective on the tirst day of each 
Fiscal Year, the level of the CFC and Facility Rene based upon factors including the 
projected Aggregate Debt Service for the coming Fiscal Year, amounts necessary to fund 
the other accounts provided for in this Indenture, shortfalls in crc revenue and Facility 
Rent that may have occurred in the then-current Fiscal Year, projections of the level of 
demand for rental car services at the Airport in the next Fiscal Year, and such other 
factors as the City may determine in its sole discretion. Notwithstanding the foregoing. 
the City may make an unscheduled adjustment to the level of the CFC and Facility Rent 
in any Fiscal Year in the event that the City determines in its sole discretion that there has 
been a material change in any of the assumptions utilized in the City'S calculation of the 
CFC and Facility Rent. and that such change should not be addressed solely through 
withdrawals from the CFC Stabilization Fund or the imposition of Facility Rent as 
provided below. As long as any of the Bonds remain Outstanding, the City shall set the 
amount of the CFC (when multiplied by the total number of projected Contract Days) 
plus projected Facility Rent at an annual level sufficient to provide sufficient funds (i) to 
pay principal of and interest on the Bonds due in such Fiscal Year, (ii) to reimburse the 
Rolling Coverage Fund, the Supplemental Reserve Fund, the Debt Service Reserve Fund 
or the Subordinate Reserve Fund lor any drawings upon such Funds over a period not to 
exceed twelve (12) months, as determined by the City, (iii) to provide funds necessary to 
pay any "yield reduction payments" or rebate amounts due to the United States under 
Section 5.12 for which funds in the Rebate Fund or the CFC Stabilization Fund are not 
otherwise available, (iv) to maintain the balance of the CFC Stabilization Fund in an 
amount of no less than the CFC Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement and to 
reimburse any drawings below the CFC Stabilization Fund Minimum Requirement over a 
period not to exceed twelve (12) months, as determined by the City, and (v) to maintain 
the balance of the Operation and Maintenance Fund in an amount of no less than the 
Operation and Maintenance Fund Requirement and to reimburse any drawings below the 
Operation and Maintenance Fund Requirement over a period not to exceed twelve (12) 
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months. as determined by the City (collectively~ the sum of the amounts required by (i) 
through (v) above, the '"Minimum Annual Requiremenl'). 

(c) The City shall require each RAC to pay directly to the Trustee tor the 
benefit of the City, Facility Rent as provided in each RAC Agreement in an amount, in 
the aggregate, that the City projects to be sufficient together with CFCs projected to be 
collected in such Fiscal Year or portion thereoL to provide sutlicient funds to meet the 
Minimum Annual Requirement for such Fiscal Year and provide additional funds equal 
to the diftcrence between the CFCs and Facility Rent (if any) received in the prior Fiscal 
Year and the Minimum Annual Requirement for such prior Fiscal Year. 

(d) As long as any of the Bonds remain Outstanding, the aggregate amount of 
CFCs and Facility Rent required to be remitted by the RACs in each Fiscal Year shall be 
no less than the Aggregate Debt Service coming due in such Fiscal Year and, in the event 
that the amount ofCFCs and Facility Rent for any Fiscal Year is less than the Aggregate 
Debt Service for such Fiscal Year. the City covenants to increase either the CFC or the 
Facility Rent, or both, for the next sllcceeding Fiscal Year to no less than an amollnt, in 
the aggregate, that the City projects to be sufticient. based upon projected Contract Days 
for such Fiscal Year, to pay Aggregate Debt Service coming due in such Fiscal Year. In 
addition to the toregoing, the aggregate amount of CFCs and Facility Rent paid by the 
RACs in each Fiscal Year plus the amount on deposit in the Rolling Coverage Fund (up 
to an amount not to exceed 25% of the Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds (other than 
Subordinate Bonds) in such Fiscal Year) plus amounts on deposit in the Supplemental 
Reserve Fund, ifany, at the beginning of such Fiscal Year (up to an amount not to exceed 
5% of the Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) in sllch 
Fiscal Year) shall be (i) no less than 1.30 times the Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds 
(other than Subordinate Bonds). and (ii) no less than 1.10 times the Aggregate Debt 
Service on the Bonds coming due in such Fiscal Year, and. in the event that the amount 
ofCFCs and Facility Rent for any Fiscal Year plus the amollnt on deposit in the Rolling 
Coverage Fund (up to an amount not to exceed 25% of the Aggregate Debt Service on the 
Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) in such Fiscal Year) plus amounts on deposit in 
the Supplemental Reserve Fund, if any, at the beginning of such Fiscal Year up to an 
amount not to exceed 5% of the Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds (other than 
Subordinate Bonds) in such Fiscal Year (i) is less than 1.30 times the Aggregate Debt 
Service on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds), or (ii) is less than 1.10 times the 
Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds for sllch Fiscal Year. the City shall increase either 
the CFC or the Facility Rent, or both. for the next succeeding Fiscal Year to no less than 
an amount, in the aggregate, that the City projects to be sufticient, based upon projected 
Contract Days tor sllch Fiscal Year, plus the amount on deposit in the Rolling Coverage 
Fund (up to an amollnt not to exceed 25% of the Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds 
(other than Subordinate Bonds) in sllch Fiscal Year) plus amounts on deposit in the 
Supplemental Reserve Fund, ifany, at the beginning of such fiscal Year up to an amount 
not to exceed 5% of the Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds (other than Subordinate 
Bonds) in such Fiscal Year to provide (i) no less than 1.30 times the Aggregate Debt 
Service on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds), and (ii) no less than 1.10 times the 
Aggregate Debt Service on the Bonds for such Fiscal Year. 
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Section 6.05 Status of Interest on Tax-Exempt Bonds. 

(a) It is the intention of the City that interest on each Series of Tax-Exempt 
Bonds, including without limitation, the Series 20 13A Bonds, shall be and remain exempt 
from federal income taxation, and to that end the covenants and agreements of the City in 
this Section 6.05 and in the tax certificate of the City are tor the benefit of the Trustee 
and each and every Person who at any time will be the holder of any Tax-Exempt Bond. 

(b) The City covenants and agrees that it will not directly or indirectly use or 
permit the use of any proceeds of any Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds or other funds in any 
manner. or take or omit to take any action, that will cause any Series of Tax-Exempt 
Bonds to be an "arbitrage bond" within the meaning of Section 148 of the Code, 
including in connection with the operation of the portions of the Project which shall be 
controlled by the City and any reallocation or reletting of the Project or any portion 
thereof under the temlS of the RAC Agreements. Any officer of the City (including its 
Chairman, Vice Chairman, Executive Director and Director of Administration and 
Finance and Secretary-Treasurer) having responsibility for and with respect to the 
issuance of the Tax-Exempt Bonds is authorized and directed, alone or in conjunction 
with any other officer, employee or consultant of the City, to give an appropriate 
certificate on behalf of the City, for inclusion in the transcript of proceedings for the 
Bonds. setting forth the facts, estimates and circumstances and reasonable expectations 
pertaining to section 148 of the Code. The City further covenants and agrees that it will 
not direct the Trustee to invest any funds held by it under this Indenture in such manner 
as would cause any Series of Tax-Exempt Bonds to be an "arbitrage bond" within the 
meaning of Section 148(a) of the Code. To such ends, the City will comply with all 
requirements of Section 148 of the Code to the extent applicable to the Tax-Exempt 
Bonds. In the event that at any time the City is of the opinion that for purposes of this 
Section 6.05(b) it is necessary to restrict or limit the yield of the investment of any 
moneys held by the Trustee under this Indenture, the City shall so notify the Trustee in 
writing. 

(c) The City certifies and represents that it has not taken, and the City 
covenants and agrees that it will not take, any action which will cause interest paid on 
any Tax-Exempt Bonds to become includable in gross income of the Beneficial Owners 
of sllch Tax-Exempt Bonds for federal income tax purposes pursuant to sections 103 and 
141 through 150 of the Code, including in connection with the operation of the portions 
of the Project which shall be controlled by the City and any reallocation or reletting of the 
Project or any portion thereof under the terms of the RAC Agreements; provided. that 
none of the covenants and agreements herein contained shall require the City to enter an 
appearance or intervene in any administrative, legislative or judicial proceeding in 
connection with any changes in applicable Laws, or in connection with any decisions of 
any court or administrative agency or other governmental body affecting the taxation of 
interest on the Tax-Exempt Bonds. Notwithstanding the generality of the foregoing, in 
connection with the operation and use of the portions of the Project which are controlled 
by the City or any reallocation or reletting of the Project or any portion thereof under the 
terms of the RAC Agreements, the City will take such actions as may be reasonably 
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under its control to avoid causing the interest on any Tax-Exempt Bond to be includable 
in the gross income a f the holders thereof for federal income tax purposes. 

(d) Notwithstanding any provision of this Section 6.05, if the City shall 
provide to the Trustee an opinion of Bond Counsel that any speci fied action required 
under this Section 6.05 is no longer required or that some further or different action is 
required to maintain the tax-exempt status of interest on the Tax-Ex.empt Bonds, the 
Trustee and the City may conclusively rely on such opinion in complying with the 
requirements of this Section 6.05 and the covenants hereunder shall be deemed to be 
modified to that extent. 

Section 6.06 Construction of the Project. The City shall use diligent efforts to cause 
the Project to be constructed and completed in accordance with the Consolidated Facility Plans. 
as set lurth in Subsection 5.1 (a) or the RAC Agreements, and shall cause to be done all things 
necessary or proper for completion of the Project in a timely manner in material compliance with 
all Laws. Upon completion or abandonment of the Project, the City shall deliver a Completion 
Certificate to the Trustee which shall include the Completion Date. 

Section 6.07 Operation of the Project. Subject to Section 6.09, as long as any Bond 
remains Outstanding, the City shall operate and maintain the Project. or cause the Project to be 
operated and maintained, in good condition fur the purposes for which it was constructed. 
reasonable wear and tear excepted. 

Section 6.08 Insurance. The City shall maintain. or cause to be maintained, insurance 
with respect to the Project against such casualties and contingencies and in such amounts not less 
than is reasonably prudent tor owners of comparable facilities. Such policies of insurance shall 
name the City and the Trustee as additional insureds as their interests may appear. Any 
premiums for such policies of insurance shall be paid hy the RACs as provided in each RAC 
Agreement. or by the City. 

Section 6.09 Casualty and Condemnation. 

(a) In the event that the Project or any portion thereof is damaged. taken or 
condemned. the net proceeds of insurance (including without limitation self insurance) or 
condemnation award allocable to that portion of the Project financed with proceeds of the 
Bonds shall be applied as set forth in Sections 6.09(b) and 6.09(c) to restore such 
damaged or condemned portion of the Project to substantially the same condition as 
helure such damage or condemnation occurred; provided. if the City reasonably 
detennines that such damaged or condemned portion of the Project cannot be so restored. 
such net proceeds or condemnation award shall be deposited to the Debt Service Fund 
and/or the Subordinate Debt Service Fund and applied to the principal of and interest on 
the Bonds next coming due, pro rata. In the event the City so determines that sllch 
damage or condemnation cannot be so restored, the City shall provide the Trustee with 
written notice of sllch determination not less than 60 days toll owing the date of such 
damage or condemnation. 
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(b) If the damaged or condemned portion of the Project is to be restored as 
provided in Section 6.09(a), and the proceeds of an insurance or condemnation award 
with respect to the Project. net of the reasonable costs, fees and expenses incurred by the 
City in the collection of such proceeds or award (the "Net Proceeds") are less than 
$250.000, the Net Proceeds shall be paid directly to the City and shall be applied by the 
City promptly to the costs of restoring the Project. Any Net Proceeds remaining after the 
restoration of the Project shall be deposited to the Debt Service Fund and applied to the 
principal of and interest on the Bonds next coming due, on a pro rata basis. 

(c) If the damaged or condemned portion of the Project is to be restored as 
provided in Section 6.09(a). and the Net Proceeds are greater than or equal to $250,000, 
the Net Proceeds shall be paid to the Trustee and deposited to a separate account within 
the Project Fund, as set forth in Section 5.02(f) and disbursed in the same manner and 
subject to the same conditions and limitations relating to the disbursement of funds from 
the Project Fund, as set forth in Sections 5.02(c) and 5.02(f). In the event that the Net 
Proceeds are insufficient to restore the Project, the City shall either deposit the di tlerence 
between the costs of restoration and the Net Proceeds to the Project Fund or issue 
Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds for such purpose. 

(d) Nothing herein shall limit the City's power of eminent domain. 

Section 6.10 Continuing Disclosure. Pursuant to the Continuing Disclosure 
Undertaking, the City has undertaken certain responsibilities for compliance with continuing 
disclosure requirements under Rule l5c2-12 of the Securities and Exchange Commission. The 
City hereby covenants and agrees that it will comply with and carry out its express 
responsibilities under the Continuing Disclosure Undertaking. but it shall have no additional or 
implied responsibilities whatsoever under the Continuing Disclosure Undertaking. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Indenture, failure of the City to comply with the 
Continuing Disclosure Undertaking shall not be considered an Event of Default hereunder~ 
however, any holder or Beneficial Owner of any Bond may take such actions as may be 
necessary and appropriate, including seeking mandatory or specitic performance by court order, 
to cause the City to comply with its obligations under this Section 6.10 and the Continuing 
Disclosure Undertaking. 

ARTICLE 7 
DEFAULT PROVISIONS AND REMEDIES 

Section 7.01 E,'ents of Default; Defaults. The occurrence of any of the following 
events shall constitute an "Event of Default" hereunder: 

(a) Failure to pay interest on any Bond when due and payable. 

(b) Failure to pay any principal of or premium on, any Bond when due and 
payable, whether at stated maturity or pursuant to any redemption or purchase 
requirement under Section 4.0 I or under any Supplemental Indenture. 

(c) Failure by the City to observe or perform any other covenant, condition or 
agreement on its part to be observed or performed in this Indenture or the Bonds tor a 
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period of 60 days after written notice of such failure shall have been given to the City by 
the Trustee; provided, however, that if such observance or performance requires work to 
be done, actions to be taken or conditions to be remedied which by its or their nature 
cannot reasonably be done, taken or remedied, as the case may be, within such 60-day 
period, no Event of Default under this subsection (c) shall be deemed to have occurred or 
to exist ifand so long as the City shall have commenced such work, action or remediation 
within such 60-day period and provided written notice thereof to the Trustee and shall 
diligently and continuously prosecute the same to completion. 

Within five days atter actual knowledge by an Authorized Otlicer of the Trustee of an 
Event of Default under subsection (a) or (b) above, the Trustee shall give written notice, by 
registered or cerlitied mail, to- the City, all of the Bondholders, and upon notice as provided in 
Section 8.02(d) shall give similar notice of any other Event of Default. 

Section 7.02 Remedies; Rights of Bondholders. 

(a) Upon the continuance of an Event of Detault, if so requested by a Majority 
of the Bondholders, and if satisfactory indemnity has been furnished to it, the Trustee 
shall exercise such of the rights and powers conferred by this Indenture as the Trustee. 
being advised by counsel, shall deem most effective to enforce and protect the interests of 
the Bondholders. 

(b) No remedy under this Indenture is intended to be exclusive, and to the 
extent permitted by law each remedy shall be cumulative and in addition to any other 
remedy hereunder or now or hereafter existing. 

(c) No delay or omission to exercise any right or power shall impair such 
right or power or constitute a waiver of any Default or Event of Default or acquiescence 
therein; and each such right and power pay be exercised as often as deemed expedient. 

(d) No waiver by the Trustee or the Bondholders of any Default or Event of 
Default shall extend to any subsequent Default or Event of Default 

Section 7.03 Right of Bondholders to Direct Proceedings. Anything in this Indenture 
to the contrary notwithstanding, a Majority of the Bondholders shall have the right at any time, 
by an instrument or instruments in writing executed and delivered to the Trustee, to direct the 
method and place of conducting all proceedings to be taken in connection with the enforcement 
of the terms and conditions of this Indenture or tor the appointment of a receiver or any other 
proceedings hereunder; provided that such direction shall be in accordance with applicable Law 
and this Indenture; provided that the Trustee shall be indemnified to its satisfaction. 

Section 7.04 Application of Moneys After Event of Default. Upon the occurrence of 
an Event of Default, there shall be deposited in the CFC Revenue Fund all moneys and proceeds 
held or received by the Trustee or any receiver pursuant to this Indenture or any related 
document or the exercise of any rights granted hereby or thereby, except amounts in the Rebate 
Fund, which shall be held and applied in accordance with Section 5.12, and all moneys in the 
eFe Revenue Fund (except funds for which provision has been made under Section 5.15) shall 
be applied ai1cr first paying all Costs of Collection incurred by the Trustee or any receiver and 
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any fees, compensation and reimbursement of expenses then owing to the Trustee hereunder, (i) 
to the payment of interest then due on the Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) without regard 
to when such interest became due, (ii) then any remaining amounts shall be applied to the 
payment of principal and premium, if any, then due on the Bonds (other than Subordinate 
Bonds), without regard to when such principal or premium, if any, became due, (iii) then any 
remaining amounts shall be applied to the payment of interest then due on the Subordinate Bonds 
without regard to when such interest became due, (iv) then any remaining amounts shall be 
applied to the payment of principal and premium, if any, then due on the Subordinate Bonds, 
without regard to when such principal or premium, if any, became due: or in such other order as 
may be determined by the Trustee with the written consent of all the Bondholders; provided, 
however, that funds collected from any Account of the Project Fund shall be applied solely to the 
payment of principal of and interest on the Series of Bonds secured by sllch Account. Payments 
shall be made ratably, according to the amounts due respectively for interest and principal and 
premium, if any, among Bondholders entitled to receive the payment being made. 

Section 7.05 Remedies Vested in Trustee. All rights of action (including the right to 
file proofs of claim) under this Indenture or under any of the Bonds may be enforced by the 
Trustee without the possession of any of the Bonds or their production in any proceeding: and 
any such proceeding instituted by the Trustee shall be brought in its name, as Trustee. without 
the necessity of joining as plaintifTs or detendants any holders of the Bonds: and any recovery of 
the judgment shall be for the benefit of the holders of the Bonds. subject. however, to the 
provisions of this Indenture. 

Section 7.06 Rights and Remedies of Bondholders. No Bondholder shall have any 
right to institute any proceedings for the enforcement of this Indenture or any right or remedy 
granted hereby unless (i) an Event of Default is continuing, (ii) an Authorized Officer of the 
Trustee is deemed to have notice or knowledge thereof or has been notified as provided in 
Section 8.02(d), (iii) a Majority of the Bondholders shall have made written request to the 
Trustee and shall have atIorded the Trustee reasonable opportunity to exercise its powers or to 
institute such proceeding in its own name, and have otlered to the Trustee indemnity satisfactory 
to it, and (iv) the Trustee shall have failed or refused to exercise its power or to institute such 
proceeding. Such notice, request and otTer of indemnity shall at the option of the Trustee be 
conditions precedent to the execution of the powers and trusts of this Indenture, and to any action 
for the enforcement of this Indenture or of any right or remedy granted hereby; it being 
understood and intended that the holders of the Bonds shall have no right to atTect or prejudice 
the lien of this Indenture by their action or to enforce any right hereunder except in the manner 
herein provided and that proceedings shall be instituted and maintained in the manner herein 
provided and for the benefit of the holders of all Bonds then outstanding. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, each Bondholder shall have a right of action to enforce the payment of the principal of 
an premium, ifany, and interest on any Bond held by it at and after the maturity thereof, from the 
sources and in the manner expressed in such Bond. 

Section 7.07 Waivers of Events of Default. The Trustee shall waive (in advance or 
otherwise) any Event of Default and its consequences and rescind any declaration of maturity of 
principal upon the written request of a Majority of the Bondholders or, in the case of an Event of 
Default whose waiver would constitute a violation of Section 9.02, the Bondholder or 
Bondholders whose consent is required by Section 9.02, but no such waiver (except as 
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specifically provided therein) or rescission shall extend to any subsequent or other Event of 
Default. 

Section 7.08 Effcct of Discontinuation of Proceedings. [n case any proceeding taken 
by the Trustee or Bondholders on account of any Event of Default shall have been discontinued 
or abandoned for any reason. then and in every such case the City, the Trustee and the 
Bondholders shall be restored to their former positions and rights hereunder, respectively, and all 
rights, remedies. powers and duties of the Trustee shall continue as though no such proceeding 
had been taken. 

Section 7.09 Intervention by Trustee. In any judicial proceeding which the Trustee 
believes has a substantial bearing on the interests of the Bondholders, the Trustee may intervene 
on behalf of the Bondholders. 

Section 7.10 Remedies of City on Event of Default. Upon the occurrence and 
continuance of an Event of Default, the City shall not be required to take any action which in its 
opinion might cause it to expend time or money or otherwise incur any liability unless 
satisfactory indemnity has been furnished to it. Notwithstanding any contrary provision in this 
Indenture, the City may enforce the Unassigned Rights by any lawful available remedy: and 
nothing in this Indenture shall restrict the exercise of Unassigned Rights by the City under the 
RAC Agreements or the exercise of rights by the City as operator of the Airport. 

ARTICLE 8 
THE TRUSTEE 

Section 8.01 The Trustee; Corporate Organization, Authorization and Capacity. 
The Trustee represents and warrants that it is a national banking association duly organized and 
validly existing under the laws of the United States of America and duly licensed or qualified to 
do business in the State. with the capacity to exercise the powers and duties of the Trustee 
hereunder and that by proper corporate action it has duly authorized the execution and delivery 
of this Indenture. 

Section 8.02 Acceptance of Trusts. The Trustee accepts the trusts imposed upon it by 
this Indenture and agrees to perloml sllch trusts, but only upon the terms and conditions 
contained herein. 

(a) The Trustee, prior to the occurrence of an Event of Default and alter the 
curing of all Events of Default which may have occurred, undertakes to perform such 
dUlies and only such duties as are specifically set forth in this Indenture, and no implied 
agreements or obligations shall be read into this Indenture against the Trustee. In case an 
Event of Default has occurred and is continuing. the Trustee shall exercise such of the 
rights and powers vested in it by this Indenture. and use the same degree of care and skill 
in its exercise, as a prudent person would exercise or lise under the circulllstances in the 
conduct of his or her own affairs. 

(b) The Trustee may execute any of its trusts or powers and perform any of its 
duties through attorneys, agents. receivers or employees but shall be answerable for their 
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conduct in accordance with the above standard. except that as to attorneys, agents and 
receivers the Trustee shall be answerable only as to the selection of same in accordance 
with said standards. The Trustee shall be entitled to advice of Counsel concerning all 
matters of trust duties hereunder, and may pay reasonable compensation to all such 
attorneys, agents. receivers, employees and Counsel as may reasonably be employed. 
The Trustee shall be entitled to the advice of Counsel (who mayor not be Counsellor the 
City) and shall be wholly protected as to any action taken or omitted to be taken in good 
faith in reliance on sllch advice. The Trustee may rely conclusively on any notice, 
certi ficate or other document furnished to it hereunder and reasonably bel ieved by it to be 
genuine. The Trustee shall not be liable tor any action taken by it in good faith and 
reasonably believed by it to be within the discretion or powers conferred upon it, in good 
faith omitted to be taken by it and reasonably believed to be beyond the discretion or 
powers conferred upon it, taken by it pursuant to any direction or instruction by which it 
is governed hereunder, or omitted to be taken by it by reason of the lack of direction or 
instruction required hereby for such action; nor shall it be responsible tor the 
consequences of any error of judgment reasonably made by it; except in each case for 
such actions resulting from its own negligence or willful misconduct. The duties of the 
Trustee are thosc expressly set forth in this lndenture, and no additional duties shall be 
implied. When any payment. consent or other action by it is called for hereby, it may 
defer such action pending receipt of such evidence, if any, as it may require in support 
thereof. The Trustee shall in no event be liable for the application or misapplication of 
funds, or for other acts or defaults by any Person, except its own directors, officers, and 
employees. The Trustee has no responsibility tor the validity or sufficiency of this 
Indenture or the Bonds or any security therefor. 

(c) Any action taken by the Trustee pursuant to this Indenture upon the 
request or authority or consent of any Person who at the time of making such request or 
giving such authority or consent is the holder of any Bond shall be conclusive and 
binding upon all future holders of such Bond. 

(d) The Trustee shall not be required to take notice or be deemed to have 
notice or knowledge of any Default hereunder, except Events of Default described in 
Section 7.0 I (a) or (b), unless an Authorized OHicer of the Trustee shall be notified in 
writing of such Default by the City or by the holders of at least 25% in aggregate 
principal amount of Bonds then outstanding. Until such notice is received, the Trustee 
may conclusively assume there is no such Default and shall not be bound to inquire as to 
the performance of the City. 

(e) The Trustee shall not be required to give any bond or surety. 

(f) The Trustee shall not be required to monitor the financial condition of the 
City, any RAC, or the physical condition of the Project and, unless otherwise expressly 
provided, shall not have any responsibility with respect to notices, certiticates or other 
documents tiled with it hereunder, except to make them available for inspection by the 
Bondholders. The Trustee shall not be required to take any action hereunder (other than 
the giving of notice), including any remedial action, which shall require it to expend its 
own funds or otherwise incur any financial liability in the performance of its duties 
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hereunder or thereunder or in the exercise of any rights or powers hereunder or 
thereunder unless indemnity reasonably satisfactory to it is furnished for any expense or 
liability to be incurred herein, other than liability for failure to meet the standards set 
forth in this section. A permissive right or power to act shall not be construed as a 
requirement to act. 

(g) The Trustee shall not bc responsible for any recital herein or in the Bonds 
(other than its Certificate of Authentication), or in any material furnished to anyone in 
connection with the issuance. sale or any resale of the Bonds. or for the recording, filing 
or refiling of this Indenture or any security interest created in connection therewith, or for 
insuring the Trust Estate or the Project or collecting any insurance money. or for the 
validity of this Indenture or of any supplements thereto or instruments or further 
assurance, or for the sufficiency of the security for the Bonds issued hereunder or 
intended to be secured hereby, or for the value or title of the Project or otherwise as to the 
maintenance or operation of the Project or the Trust Estate. but the Trustee may require 
of the City full information and advice as to the performance of the covenants, conditions 
and agreements aforesaid and as to the condition of the Project. Except as otherwise 
provided in this Indenture. the Trustee shall have no obligation to perfonn any of the 
duties of the City under this Indenture, and the Trustee shall not be liable for any loss 
suffered in connection with any investment of funds made by it, provided that the Trustee 
shall have complied with instructions delivered to it hereunder. 

(h) To the extent that it is necessary for the Trustee to determine whether any 
Person is a Beneficial Owner. the Trustee shall make such determination based on a 
certification of such Person (on which the Trustee may conclusively rely) setting forth in 
satisfactory detail the princi pal balance and bond certi ficate owned and any 
intermediaries through which such bond certificate is held. The Trustee shall be entitled 
to rely conclusively on information it receives from DTe or other applicable Securities 
Depository, its direct participants and the indirect participating brokerage tirms for such 
Participants with respect to the identity of a Beneficial Owner. 

(i) The Trustee shall not be accountable for the use or application by the City 
of any of the Bonds or the proceeds thereof or tor the use or application of any money 
paid over by the Trustee in accordance with the provisions of this Indenture or for the use 
and application of money received by any paying agent. 

(j) The Trustee shall have no responsibility with respect to any information, 
statement or recital in any official statement, offering memorandum or any other 
disclosure material prepared or distributed with respect to the Bonds. except for any 
information provided by the Trustee, and shall have no responsibility lor compliance with 
any state or federal securities laws in connection with the Bonds. The Trustee shall have 
no responsibility for. or shall assume no liability in connection with. the issuance of the 
Bonds as obligations the interest on which is excludable from gross income for purposes 
of Federal income taxation or for the subsequent maintenance of the tax-exempt status of 
such interest. 
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(k) None of the provlslons of this Indenture shall require the Trustee to 
expend or risk its own funds or otherwise to incur any liability, financial or otherwise, in 
the performance of any of its duties hereunder, or in the exercise of any of its rights or 
powers if it shall have reasonable grounds tor believing that repayment of such funds or 
indemnity satisfactory to it against such risk or liability is not assured to it. 

Section 8.03 Successor Trustee. Any corporation or association into which the 
Trustee may be converted or merged, or with which it may be consolidated, or to which it may 
sell or transfer all or substantially all its corporate trust business and assets, and any corporation 
or association resulting from any such conversion, sale, merger, consolidation or transfer, ipso 
facto, shall be -and become successor Trustee hereunder and vested with all the trusts, power, 
discretion, immunities, privileges and all other matters as was its predecessor, without the 
execution or filing of any instrument or any further act on the part of the parties hereto, anything 
herein to the contrary notwithstanding; provided, however, that any such successor Trustee shall 
be a trust company or bank in good standing having trust powers. 

Section 8.04 Resignation by Trustee; Removal. The Trustee may at any time resign 
from the trusts hereby created by giving 30 days' written notice to the City and to each 
Bondholder, but such resignation shall not take effect until the appointment of a successor 
Trustee, acceptance by the successor Trustee of such trusts and assignment to such successor 
Trustee of the rights of the predecessor Trustee under this Indenture. The Trustee may be 
removed at any time by an instrument or concurrent instruments in writing delivered to the 
Trustee by a Majority of the Bondholders, but such removal shall not take effect until the 
appointment of a successor Trustee and acceptancc by the successor Trustee of such trusts. The 
Trustee may also be removed at any time for any breach of trust, or tor acting or proceeding in 
violation 01: or for failing to act or proceeding in accordance with, any provision of this 
Indenture with respect to the duties and obligations of the Trustee, by any court of competent 
jurisdiction upon the application of the holders of not less than 25% in aggregate principal 
amount of the Bonds, excluding any Bonds held by or for the account of the City. The City may 
remove the Trustee at any time, except during the existence of an Event of Default, for such 
cause as shall be determined in the sole discretion of the City by tiling with the Trustee an 
instrument signed by an Authorized Officer and by mailing notice thereof to the Bondholders at 
their addresses shown on the registration books kept by the Trustee. Any removal of the Trustee 
shall take effect upon the appointment of a successor Trustee. 

Section 8.05 Appointment of Successor Trustee. I f the Trustee hereunder shall resign 
or be removed, or be dissolved, or otherwise become incapable of acting hereunder, or in case it 
shall be taken under the control of any public officer or ofticers, or of a receiver appointed by a 
court. a successor shall be appointed by the City. If the City does not appoint a successor 
Trustee within 30 days of the Trustee providing notice of its resignation, the Trustee may petition 
a court of competent jurisdiction to appoint a successor Trustee. At any time within one year 
after any such vacancy shall have occurred and provided a court has not appointed a successor 
Trustee as provided above, a Majority of the Bondholders may appoint a successor Trustee by an 
instrument or concurrent instruments in writing signed by or on behalf of such holders, which 
appointment shall supersede any Trustee theretofore appointed by the City. Each successor 
Trustee shall be a trust company or bank having the powers of a trust company which is in good 
standing and has a reported capital, surplus and undivided protits of not less than $100,000,000. 
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Any such successor Trustee shall become Trustee upon gIVIng notice to the City and the 
Bondholders of its acceptance of the appointment. vested with all the property, rights and powers 
of the Trustee hereunder, without any further act or conveyance. Any predecessor Trustee shall 
execute. deliver and record and tile such instruments as the Trustee may reasonably require to 
confirm or perfect any such succession. 

Section 8.06 Fees and Expenses of Trustee. The City shall pay to the Trustee from 
time to time reasonable compensation for all services rendered under this Indenture or any 
Supplemental Indenture, and also all reasonable expenses, charges, counsel fees and other 
disbursements, including those of their attorneys. agents and employees incurred in and about the 
performance of their powers and duties under this Indenture or any Supplemental Indenture. The 
City further agrees to indemnify and save the Trustee ham11ess against any liabilities which it 
may incur in the exercise and performance of its powers and duties hereunder, which are not due 
to its negligence or willful misconduct. The City acknowledges that the compensation, fees, 
expenses and indemnification costs payable to the Trustee as provided in this Section are a 
general obligation of the City, payable from any amounts legally available to the City therefor. 

Section 8.07 Dealing in Bonds. The Trustee and any of its directors, officers, 
employees or agents may become the owners of any or all of the Bonds secured hereby with the 
same rights as if such owner were not the Trustee or an affiliate ofthe Trustee. 

Section 8.08 Trustee as Bond Registrar; List of Bondholders. The Trustce is hereby 
designated as Registrar for the Bonds and, as such, will keep on file a list of names and addresses 
of the holders of all Bonds; provided, however, that the Trustee shall be under no responsibility 
with regard to the accuracy of the address of any Bondholder. At reasonable times and under 
reasonable regulations established by the Trustee, such list may be inspected and copies by the 
City or by owners (or a designated representative thereof) of Bonds then outstanding, such 
ownership and the authority of any sllch designated representative to be evidenced to the 
satisfaction of the Trustee. 

Section 8.09 Successor Trustee as Custodian of Funds; Bond Registrar and Paying 
Agent. In the event of a change in the office of Trustee, the predecessor Trustee which has 
resigned or been removed shall cease to be custodian of any funds it may hold pursuant to this 
Indenture, and to cease to be the Registrar and paying agent for any of the Bonds, and the 
successor Trustee shall become such custodian, Registrar and paying agent. 

Section 8.10 Adoption of Authentication. In case any Bonds shall have been 
authenticated but not delivered. any successor Trustee may adopt the certificate of authentication 
of the predecessor Trustee and deliver the Bonds as so authenticated. 

Section 8.11 Designation and Succession of Paying Agents. After 15 days' written 
notice to the City and subject to the City's approval (which shall not unreasonably be withheld or 
delayed), the Trustee may designate any other banks or trust companies as paying agent. Any 
bank or trust company with or into which any paying agent other than the Trustee may be 
merged or consolidated, or to which the assets and business of such paying agent may be sold, 
shall be deemed the successor to such paying agent for the purposes of this Indenture. If the 
position of such paying agent shall become vacant for any reason, the Trustee shall. within 30 
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days thereafter, appoint a bank or trust company located in the same state as such paying agent to 
fill such vacancy, subject to the City's approval (which shall not unreasonably be withheld or 
delayed). The paying agents shall enjoy the same protective provisions in the performance of 
their duties hereunder as are specified in Section 8.02 with respect to the Trustee. insofar as such 
provisions may be applicable. 

Section 8.12 Trust Estate May be Vested in Co-Trustees. I t is the purpose hereof 
that there shall be no violation of any Law of any jurisdiction denying or restricting the right of 
banking corporations or associations to transact business as trustee in such jurisdiction. It is 
recognized that in case of litigation hereunder. and in particular in case of the occurrence of an 
Event of Default, it may be necessary that the Trustee appoint an additional institution as a 
separate Trustee or Co-Trustee. The following provisions of this Section 8.12 are adapted to 
these ends. 

Upon the incapacity or lack of authority of the Trustee, by reason of any present or future 
Law of any jurisdiction, to exercise any of the rights. powers and trusts herein granted to the 
Trustee, each and every remedy, power, right claim, demand, cause of action, immunity, estate, 
title, interest and lien expressed herein or intended to be exercised by or vested in or conveyed to 
the Trustee with respect thereto shall be exercisable by and vest in a separate Trustee or Co
Trustee appointed by the Trustee with the written approval of an Authorized Officer of the City. 
but only to the extent necessary to enable the separate Trustee or Co-Trustee to exercise such 
rights, powers and trusts. and every agreement and obligation necessary to the exercise thereof 
by such separate Trustee or Co-Trustee shall run to and be enforceable by either of them. 

Should any deed, conveyance or instrument in writing from the City be required by the 
separate Trustee or Co-Trustee so appointed by the Trustee in order to more fully and certainly 
vest in and contirm to him or it such properties, rights, powers, trusts, duties obligations, any and 
all such deeds, conveyances and instruments shall, on request, be executed, acknowledged and 
delivered by the City. In case any separate Trustee or Co-Trustee, or a successor to either, shall 
become incapable of acting, resign or be removed, all the estates, properties, rights, powers, 
trusts, duties and obligations of such separate Trustee or Co-Trustee. so tar as permitted by Law, 
shall vest in and be exercised by the Trustee until the appointment of a new Trustee or successor 
to such separate Trustee or Co-Trustee. Any separate Trustee or Co-Trustee appointed pursuant 
to this Section 8.12 shall be a trust company or bank in good standing having trust powers and 
having a reported capital, surplus and individual profits of not less than $50,000,000. 

Section 8.13 Trustee to Retain Information; No Responsibility. So long as any of 
the Bonds shall be outstanding, the Trustee shall retain all certificates and all other written 
intormation furnished to it by or on behalf of the City or any other Person under this Indenture 
and shall make slleh documentation available tor review aller reasonable notice during regular 
business hours at the principal corporate trust ollice of the Trustee to the City and any 
Bondholder and, so long as the Bonds are held by the DTC or other Securities Depository or its 
nominee, any Beneticial Owner of Bonds presenting evidence of such ownership reasonably 
satistactory to the Trustee. The Trustee shall permit such reviewers to take copies of all or any 
part of such documentation. subject to their payment of such reasonable copying and handling 
charges as the Trustee may impose. Unless otherwise expressly provided. the Trustee shall not 
have any responsibility with respect to any such reports, notices, certificates, financial statements 
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and other written information furnished to it hereunder, except to make them available for 
inspection, at reasonable times, as provided above. 

Section 8.14 Certain Notices to Rating Agencies and Bondholders. The Trustee or 
the City shall give or cause to be given to each Rating Agency then rating the Bonds or any 
Series thereof notice of (i) any optional redemption, mandatory redemption, defeasance or 
acceleration of Bonds or (ii) the occurrence of any Event of Default under this lndenture. The 
City may elect, in its sole discretion, to have the Bonds or any Series thereof, rated by any or all 
of the Rating Agencies. A eopy of any notices provided by the Trustee hereunder shall be 
delivered contemporaneously to the City. 

Section 8.15 Reports by Trustee. The Trustee shall prepare monthly reports by the 
10th day of each month (or as soon thereafter as practicable) showing the Customer Facility 
Charges and Facility Rent (if any) received from each of the RACs for deposit into the CFC 
Revenue Fund during the prior calendar momh, together with the total of such amounts. Such 
report shall be sent to the City and made available to each RAC upon their request. 

ARTICLE 9 
SUPPLEMENT AL INDENTURES AND WAIVERS 

Section 9.01 Supplemental Indentures Not Requiring Consent of Bondholders. 
The parties to this Indenture (provided that the Continuing Disclosure Undertaking shall 

not be subject to this Section 9.01 but instead shall be amended in accordance with its terms) 
may without the consent of, or notice to, any of the Bondholders enter into indentures of trust 
supplemental to this Indenture and financing statements or other instruments evidencing the 
existence of a lien as shall not in their opinion, be inconsistent with the terms and provisions 
hereof or thereof for anyone or more of the following purposes: 

(a) To cure any ambiguity, inconsistency or formal defect or omission in this 
Indenture; 

(b) To grant to or confer upon the Trustee for the benefit of the Bondholders 
any additional rights. remedies, powers, or authority that may lawfully be granted to or 
conferred upon the Bondholders or the Trustee; 

(c) 

collateral; 
To subject to the lien and pledge of this Indenture additional revenues or 

(d) To evidence any succession to the City and the assumption by such 
successor of the agreements of the City contained in this Indenture and the Bonds: 

(e) To the extent required by law, to permit registration of the Bonds under 
the Securities Act, the Trust Indenture Act, or any applicable state securities law, and to 
pemlit qualification of this Indenture under the Trust Indenture Act; 

(t) To revise the provisions of Section 5.12 hereof or any other provision of 
this Indenture or any related document or certiticate relating to rebate of arbitrage profits 
to the United States, provided the Trustee shall have received an opinion of Bond 
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Counsel that such revision does not adversely affect the exclusion from gross income of 
interest on the Tax-Exempt Bonds for federal income tax purposes; 

(g) To effect any other change herein or therein which, in the judgment of the 
Truslee, is not to the prejudice of the holders of the Bonds: 

(h) To provide for the issuance of Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds, 
including without limitation to provide for the establishment of additional Accounts in 
the various Funds as necessary to retlect the parity or subordinate status of such 
Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds; and 

(i) To modify the detinition of Qualified Investments in Exhibit D hereof as 
directed by the City, provided that the City shall have provided evidence to the Trustee 
that the details of such moditication have been provided in writing to each Rating Agency 
then assigning a rating to an Outstanding Bond and that each such Rating Agency has 
either (i) confirmed in writing that sllch moditication will not adversely affect such 
ratings or (ii) issued a rating on a Series of Bonds to be issued which is not lower than the 
rating assigned by such Rating Agency to Outstanding Bonds prior to such modification, 
or any other evidence satisfactory to the Trustee that modi fication will not adversely 
affect the then current ratings, if any, assigned to the Bonds by any Rating Agency. 

Section 9.02 Supplemental Indenture Requiring Consent of Bondholders. In 
addition to Supplemental Indentures permitted by Section 9.01. a Majority of the Bondholders 
shall have the right. from time to time, to consent to and approve the execution by the parties to 
this Indenture or other indentures of trust supplemental hereto or thereto tor the purpose of 
modifying. altering. amending~ adding to or rescinding, in any particular, any of the terms or 
provisions contained in this Indenture or in any supplemental indenture of trust; provided, 
however, that nothing in this Section 9.02 shall permit (i) an extension of the stated maturity of 
the principal of or the interest on any Bond without the consent of the holder of such Bond; (ii) a 
reduction in the principal amount of any Bond, the rate of interest thereon or the premium, if 
applicable, to be paid upon the redemption thereof prior to maturity without the consent of the 
holder of such Bond; (iii) an extension of the date for making any scheduled mandatory 
redemption under Section 4.0 I (b) or in any Supplemental Indenture without the consent of all of 
the Bondholders of the affected Series; (iv) the establishment of a privilege or priority of any 
Bond or Bonds over any other Bond or Bonds (other than Subordinate Bonds) without the 
consent of all the Bondholders; (v) a reduction in the percentage of the aggregate principal 
amount of Bonds the holders of which are required to consent to any such supplemental 
indenture of trust without the consent of the holders of all the Bonds at the time outstanding 
which would be affected by the action to be taken; (vi) a release of collateral granted under this 
Indenture without the consent of all of the Bondholders, except as expressly provided herein or 
therein; or (vii) a modification of the rights, duties or immunities of the City or the Trustee 
without the written consent of the affected party. 

If at any time the City shall request the Trustee to enter into any supplemental indenture 
of tmst pursuant to this Section 9.01, the Trustee shall. upon being satisfactorily indemnified 
with respect to expenses. cause notice of the proposed execution to be made in the manner 
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required for redemption of principal of Bonds pursuant to Section 4.04; provided, however, that 
failure to give such notice, or any defect therein, shall not affect the validity of the proceedings. 

Such notice shall briefly set forth the nature of the proposed supplemental indenture of 
trust and shall state that copies thereof are on tile at the principal corporate trust office of the 
Trustee for inspection by all Bondholders. Except as otherwise provided in this Section 9.02. if, 
within 60 days or such longer period (not to exceed two years) as shall be prescribed by the City 
tollowing the final mailing or such notice. not less than a Majority of the Bondholders at the time 
of the execution 'of any such supplemental indenture of trust shall have consented to and 
approved the execution thereof, no holder of any Bond shall have any right to object to any of 
the terms and provisions contained therein, or the operation thereot~ or in any manner to question 
the propriety of the execution thereot~ or to enjoin or restrain the Trustee or the City from 
executing the same or from taking any action pursuant to the provisions thereof. Upon the 
execution of any such supplemental indenture of trust as in this Section pennitted and provided, 
this Indenture shall be and be deemed to be modified and amended in accordance therewith. 

For the purposes of Article 9 of this Indenture. the purchasers of the Bonds of a Series, 
whether purchasing as underwriters, for resale or otherwise. upon such purchase, may approve a 
supplemental indenture and may consent to a moditication or amendment of this Indenture or 
any supplemental indenture and other modifications pemlitted by this Section 9.02 or by Section 
9.05 in the manner provided in this Indenture. except that no proof of ownership shall be 
required, and with the same etfect as a consent given by the holder of such Bonds; provided, 
however, that, if such consent is given by a purchaser who is purchasing as an underwriter or for 
resale, the nature of the modification or amendment and the provisions for the purchaser 
consenting thereto shall be described in the official statement, prospectus, offering memorandum 
or other offering document prepared in, connection with the primary offering of the Bonds of 
such Series by the City. 

Section 9.03 Amendments to RAC Agreements. The prOVIsions of Section 9.02 
providing for Bondholder consent to certain Supplemental lndentures shall also apply to the 
modi fication provisions of the RAe Agreements and to the detinitions of tenns used therein as 
so used in a manner that could materially, adversely affect the Bondholders. but shall not apply 
to any other provisions of the RAC Agreements. including without limitation the Unassigned 
Rights; and with respect to the modification or waiver of such other provisions of the RAC 
Agreements, the consent of the Bondholders shall not be required. 

Section 9.04 Opinion of Counsel. The Trustee shall be entitled to receive. and shall be 
fully protected in relying upon, the opinion of any Counsel approved by it, who may be Counsel 
for the City, as conclusive evidence that a proposed supplemental indenture of trust complies 
with the provisions of this Indenture, and that it is proper tor the Trustee, under the provisions of 
this Article, to join in the execution of slich supplemental indenture of trust. 

Section 9.05 Modification by Unanimous Consent. Notwithstanding anything 
contained elsewhere in this Indenture, the rights and obligations of the City, the Trustee and the 
holders of the Bonds, and the terms and provisions of the Bonds and this lndcnture, or any 
supplemental indenture of trust may be moditied or altered in any respect with the consent of the 
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City, the Trustee and the holders of all of the Bonds then outstanding (provided that the consent 
of such holders complies with the last paragraph of Section 9.02, if applicable). 

ARTICLE 10 
MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 10.01 Consents, etc. of Bondholders. Any consent, request, direction, 
approval, objection or other instrument required by this Indenture to be executed by the 
Bondholders may be in any number of concurrent writings of similar tenor and may be executed 
by such Bondholders in person or by an agent appointed in writing. 

Section 10.02 Limitation of Rights. With the exception of rights herein expressly 
conferred, nothing expressed or implied in or inferred from this Indenture or the Bonds shall give 
to any Person other than the parties hereto and the holders of the Bonds any right or remedy with 
respect to this Indenture, This Indenture and all of the covenants, conditions and provisions 
hereof are for the sole and exclusive benefit of the parties hereto and the holders of the Bonds as 
herein provided. 

Section HI.03 Severability. [n the event that any provision of this Indenture shall be 
held to be invaiid in any circumstance, such invalidity shall not affect any other provision or 
circumstance. 

Section 10.04 Notices. All notices, certi ficates or other communications hereunder shall 
be sufficiently given and, except (i) as provided in Section 5.12 regarding certificates or other 
materials to be provided to the City or (ii) notices to be given to the Trustee, and (iii) as provided 
in Section 8.02(d). shall be deemed to be delivered if in writing or in the form of a facsimile 
addressed to the appropriate Notice Address and if either (a) actually delivered at said address or 
(b) in the case of a letter, three Business Days shall have elapsed after the same shall have been 
deposited in the United States mails, first-class postage prepaid and registered or certitied or (c) 
in the case of delivery to the Trustee, notice will be deemed given when actually received. A 
copy of each notice, certificate or other communication given by any party hereto shall also be 
given to the other party hereto and the manner provided for in this Section 10.04. 

The Trustee shall have the right to accept and act upon instructions or directions pursuant 
to this Indenture sent by unsecured e-mail, facsimile transmission or other similar unsecured 
electronic methods. provided, however, that the City shall provide to the Trustee an incumbency 
certificate listing designated persons with the authority to provide such instructions and 
containing specimen signatures of such designated persons, which incumbency certificate shall 
be amended whenever a person is to be added or deleted from the listing. I f the City elects to 
give the Trustee e-mail or facsimile instructions (or instructions by a similar electronic method) 
and the Trustee in its discretion elects to act upon such instructions, the Trustee's understanding 
of such instructions shall be deemed controlling. The Trustee shall not be liable for any losses. 
costs or expenses arising directly or indirectly from the Trustee's reliance upon and compliance 
with such instructions notwithstanding such instructions connict or are inconsistent with a 
subsequent written instruction. The City agrees: 0) to assllme all risks arising out of the use of 
such electronic methods to submit instructions and directions to the Trustee, including without 
limitation the risk of the Trustee acting on unauthorized instructions, and the risk of interception 
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and misuse by third parties; (ii) that it is fully infonned of the protections and risks associated 
with the various methods of transmitting instructions to the Trustee and that there may be more 
secure methods of transmitting instructions than the method(s) selected by the City; and (iii) that 
the security procedures (i f any) to be followed in connection with its transmission of instructions 
provide to it a commercially reasonable degree of protection in light of its particular needs and 
circumstances. 

Section 10.05 Payments Due on Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays. In any case where 
a Payment Date is not a Business Day, then payment of interest or principal and any premium 
due on such day need not be made by the Trustee on such date but may be made on the next 
succeeding Business Day with the same force and etTect as ifmade on the Payment Date. 

Section 10.06 Extent of City Covenants; No Personal Liability. No covenant, 
stipulation, obligation or agreement of the City contained in this Indenture shall be deemed to be 
a covenant, stipulation, obligation or agreement of any present or future officer, employee or 
agent of the City in his or her individual capacity; and no such person (including any such person 
executing the Bonds) shall be liable personally on the Bonds or be subject to any personal 
liability by reason of their issuance. No recourse shall be had by the Trustee or any Bondholder 
for any claim based on this Indenture or any Bond against any officer, employee or agent of the 
City alleging personal liability on the part of such person. 

Section 10.07 Bonds Owned by City. In detennining whether holders of the requisite 
aggregate principal amount of the Bonds have concurred in any direction, consent or waiver 
under this Indenture, Bonds which are owned by the City shall be disregarded and deemed not to 
be outstanding for the purpose of any such determination, except that, for the purpose of 
determining whether the Trustee shall be protected in relying on any such direction, consent or 
waiver, only Bonds which the Trustee knows are so owned shall be so disregarded. Bonds so 
owned which have been pledged in good faith may be regarded as outstanding if the pledge 
establishes to the satisfaction of the Trustee the pledgee's right so to act with respect to such 
Bonds and that the pledge is not the City. In case of a dispute as to such right, any decision by 
the Trustee taken in good faith upon the advice of counsel shall be full protection to the Trustee 
in accordance with its standards of performance hereunder. 

Section 10.08 Caption; Index. The captions, headings and index in this Indenture are 
for convenience only and in no way define or describe the scope or content of any provision of 
this Indenture. 

Section 10.09 Counterparts. This Indenture may be executed in several counterparts, 
each of which shall be an original and all of which shall constitute but one and the same 
Indenture. 

Section 10.10 Governing Law. The validity and interpretation of this Indenture and the 
Bonds shall be governed by the laws of the State. 

Section 10.11 Agreements to Constitute Covenants. Words of agreement and 
promises shall also constitute covenants. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the City and the Trustee has caused this Indenture to 
be executed and delivered in its name and behalf by its authorized officer, as of the date first 
above written. 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: ______________________ __ 

Chief Financial Ofticer 

[SEAL] 

By: -------------------------
City Clerk 

THE BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON 
TRUST COMPANY, N.A., as Trustee 

By: ________________________ ___ 

Authorized Officer 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "8", "C" and "0" referred to in this form of CFC Indenture read as 
follows: 
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No. R[A][B] -
CUSIP: ----

JOURNAL--CITY COUNCIL--CHICAGO 

(Sub) Exhibit "A". 
(To Form Of CFC Indenture) 

Form Of Series 2013 Bond. 

UN !TED STATES OF AMERICA 
STATE OF ILUNOIS 

CHICAGO O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
CUSTOMER FACILITY CHARGE REVENUE BOND, 

[SERIES 2013A][TAXABLE SERIES 2013B] 

REGISTERED OWNER: CEDE&CO. 

6/5/2013 

$_---

PRINCIPAL AMOUNT: ____ DOLLARS ($ ___ ~ 
MATURITY DATE: 
INTEREST RATE: 
BOND DATE: 

JANUARY 1, __ _ 
____ PERCENT(~· __ %) 
_____ ,2013 

THIS [SERIES 2013AHTAXABLE SERIES 2013B] BOND IS A UMITED OBLIGATION 
OF THE CITY AND SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE AN INDEBTEDNESS OF THE CITY 
OR A LOAN or CREDIT THEREOF WITHIN THE MEANING OF ANY 
CONSTITUTIONAL OR STATUTORY LIMITATION. NEITHER THE FAITH AND 
CREDIT NOR THE TAXING POWER OF THE CITY, THE STATE OF ILLINOIS OR ANY 
POUTICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF IS PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE 
PRINCIPAL OF THIS [SERIES 2013A][TAXABLE SERIES 20138] BOND, OR THE 
INTEREST OR ANY PREMIUM THEREON, OR OTHER COSTS INCIDENT THERETO. 
THIS [SERIES 2013AJ[TAXABLE SERIES 2013B] BOND IS PAYABLE SOLELY FROM 
THE PLEDGED RECEIPTS REFERRED TO HEREIN AND THE FUNDS AND 
ACCOUNTS SPECIFlCALL Y PLEDGED UNDER THE INDENTURE OF TRUST 
REFERRED TO HEREIN, AND NO OWNER OR OWNERS OF THIS [SERIES 
2013A][TAXABLE SERIES 2013B] BOND SHALL EVER HAVE THE RIGHT TO COMPEL 
ANY EXERCISE OF THE TAXING POWER OF THE CITY, THE STATE OF ILLINOIS OR 
ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF. 

I. Payment Provisions. The City of Chicago (the "City"), a municipal corporation and 
home rulc unit of local government duly organized and existing under the Constitution and laws 
of the State of Illinois (the "State"), for value received, promises to pay to the Registered Owner 
of this [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013BI Bond, or registered assigns or legal representatives 
(but only from the limited sources and in the manner herein described), the Principal Amount on 
the Maturity Date unless redeemed prior thereto as hereinafter provided, and to pay interest on 
the unpaid Principal Amount of this [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013BI Bond outstanding 
from time to lime from the Bond Date at the Interest Rate set forth above, payable semiannually 
on January 1 and July I of each year (each an "Interest Payment Date"), commencing 
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The final payment of principal, premium, if any, and interest with respect to this [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond shall be payment in immediately available funds at the 
principal corporate trust office of the Trustee (hereinafter defined) upon surrender of this [Series 
2013AJ[Taxable Series 2013B] Bond. and other payments shall be payable by check or draft 
mailed by the Trustee to the Registered Owner at its address appearing on the bond register kept 
by the Trustee as of the close of business on the Record Date, which when used herein shall 
mean the fifteenth day of the month immediately preceding the month in which an Interest 
Payment Date occurs; provided, however, that if the holder of this [Series 2013A][Taxable 
Series 2013B] Bond or group of which such holder is a part holds [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 
2013B] Bonds aggregating $1,000.000 or more in outstanding principal amount and gives 
written notice thereof to the Trustee accompanied by sufficient wire transfer instructions, then 
payments of interest with respect to this [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond shall be 
payable by wire transfer of immediately available funds. As used herein, '·Business Day"' means 
any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday or the equivalent (other than a 
moratorium) on which banking institutions generally in any of the City of Chicago, Illinois or 
New York, New York are authorized or required by law or executive order to close. 

Principal of and premium, if any, and interest on this [Series 2013AHTaxable Series 
2013B] Bond are payable in lawful money of the United States of America. 

2. Interest. This [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond shall bear interest from and 
including the Bond Date until payment of the principal hereof shall have been made or provided 
for in accordance with the provisions hereof and of the Indenture (hereinafter defined) whether at 
maturity, upon redemption or otherwise. This [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond will 
bear interest at the Interest Rate computed on the basis of a 360-day year, consisting of twelve 
30-day months. 

3. Description of Bond Issue. This [Series 2013A][TaxabJe Series 2013B] is one of an issue 
of $ Chi~ago O'Hare International Airport Customer Facility Charge Revenue 
Bonds. [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] (the "[Series 2013A][Taxable Seri~s 2013B] 
Bonds") issued under an Indenture of Trust dated as of [Date of Indenture] (as from time to time 
in effect. the "Indenture") between the City and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, 
N.A., as Trustee (with its successors and, where the context so requires, any separatc Trustee or 
Co-Trustee appointed by the Trustee pursuant to the provisions of the Indenture, the "Trustee"). 
The City also has issued its $ Chicago O'Hare International Airport Customer 
Facility Charge Revenue Bonds, [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] (the "[Series 
20 13A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds") together with the [Series 20 13A][Taxable Series 2013B] 
Bonds, the "Series 2013 Bonds"'). The proceeds of the Series 2013 Bonds will be applied to 
finance the design and construction of a new consolidated rental car facility (the "CRCF'"), 
extension of the existing airport transit system to provide transp0l1ation between such 
consolidated rental car facility and airport passenger terminals, and related facilities at Chicago 
O'Hare International Airport (the "Project"), which are being leased by the City to the rent-a-car 
businesses ("RACs") serving Airport Customers (as defined in the lndenture) that \case space 
within the CRCF upon its completion, pursuant to a Consolidated Rental Car Facility Lease and 
License Concession Agreement dated as of , 2013, as the same may be duly 
supplemented, modified or amended from time to time (each, a "RAC Agreement" and, 
collectively, the "RAC Agreements"). The Series 2013 Bonds are issued pursuant to and in full 
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compliance with the laws of the State, and the issuance of the Series 2013 Bonds and the 
execution and delivery of the Indenture have been duly authorized by the City. 

The right of the City under the RAC Agreements to receive CFCs and Facility Rent (as 
each are defined in the Indenture). certain insurance and condemnation proceeds, and celtain 
funds and accounts established under the Indenture (collectively, the "Pledged Receipts") have 
been pledged by the City to the Trustee to secure the Series 2013 Bonds. The Series 2013 Bonds 
and such Additional Bonds (as defined in the Indenture) as may from time to time be issued 
under the Indenture are to be equally and ratably secured and entitled to the protection given by 
the Pledged Receipts and the Indenture. The City may also, pursuant to the Indenture, issue 
Subordinate Bonds, the principal of and interest on which shall be payable trom the Pledged 
Receipts on a subordinate basis to the [Series 20 1 3A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds. Reference 
is hereby made to such documents tor a description of the nature and the extent, of the security 
for the Series 2013 Bonds, the rights, duties and obligations and immunities of the City, the 
Trustee and the Registered Owners and the terms upon which the Series 2013 Bonds and such 
Additional Bonds or Subordinate Bonds are or may be issued and secured. 

4. Exchange and Transfer: Book-Entry System. Upon surrender of this [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond at the principal corporate trust office of the Trustee, as 
bond registrar, together with an assignment duly executed by the Registered Owner or its 
attorney or legal representative in such form and with such guaranty of signature as shall be 
satisfactory to the Trustee, this lSeries 20 13A][Taxable Series 2013BJ Bond may be exchanged 
for fully registered [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds aggregating in amount the then • 
unpaid principal amount of the [Series 2013AJ[Taxable Series 2013B] Bond so surrendered, in 
denominations of not less than $5,000 or any integral multiple thereof. 

This [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond may be transferred upon the books 
kept for the registration and transfer of [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds upon its 
surrender to the Trustee, as bond registrar, together with an assignment duly executed by the 
Registered Owner or its attorney or legal representative in such torm and with such guaranty of 
signature as shall be satisfactory to the Trustee; provided, that the Trustee should not be obliged 
to make any exchange or transfer of a [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond during the 
period between a Record Date and the corresponding Interest Payment Date. 

BY ACCEPTANCE OF TI-IIS [SERIES 2013A][TAXABLE SERIES 2013B] BOND, 
THE REGISTERED OWNER AGREES THAT IT WILL NOT TRANSFER OR GRANT 
PARTICIPATIONS IN SUCH [SERIES 2013A][TAXABLE SERIES 2013B] BOND IN 
DENOMINA TlONS OF LESS THAN $5,000. 

The foregoing provisions of this Section 4 to the contrary notwithstanding, the [Series 
2013AHTaxable Series 2013B] Bonds will be issued initially as fully registered bonds in the 
name of Cede & Co., as nominee of The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York 
("DTC"), as Registered Owner of the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013BI Bonds, and 
deposited in the custody of DTC. One fully registered [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] 
Bond of each maturity will be registered to Cede & Co. Beneficial Owners of the [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds will not receive physical delivery of the [Series 
2013AHTaxable Series 2013B1 Bonds. Individual purchases of the [Series 2013A][Taxable 
Series 2013B] Bonds may be made in book-entry form only in principal amounts of $5,000 or 
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any integral multiple thereof. Principal and interest payments on the [Series 2013A][Taxable 
Series 2013B] Bonds will be made to DTe or its nominee as Registered Owner of the [Series 
2013AJ[Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds. 

DTe shall pay through its Participants interest to the Beneficial Owners of record of the 
[Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds as of the close of business on the Record Date. 
DTC shall pay the principal and redemption price of the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] 
Bonds called for redemption to the Beneficial Owners of record of the [Series 2013A]fTaxable 
Series 2013B] Bonds through its participants in accordance with its customary procedures. 

Transfer of ownership interests in [Series 20 l3A ][Taxable Series 2013 B1 Bonds shall be 
made by DTC and its Participants, acting as nominees of the Beneficial Owners of the [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds. in accordance with rules specified by DTC and its 
Participants. There can be no assurance that DTC, its Participants or other nominees of the 
Beneficial Owners of the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds will act in accordance 
with such rules or on a timely basis. 

Bond certiticates will be issued directly to owners of the [Series 20 13A][Taxable Series 
2013 B] Bonds other than DTC. or its nominee. upon the occurrence of certain events specified in 
Section 3.07 of the Indenture. 

S. Redemption of [Series 2013A][Taxablc Series 2013B] Bonds. The [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013Bj Bonds are subject to redemption prior to stated maturity as 
tollows: 

(a) Optional Redemption. [Series 20 l3A HTaxable Series 2013 B] Bonds [maturing 
January L __ , __ , and __ (the "Par Call Bonds"}1 shall be subject to redemption on and 
after July 1, by the City. in whole on any date or in part on any date. in the amount of 
$5.000 or an integral multiple thereof, at the following redemption price (expressed as a 
percentage of the principal amount of the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds. or 
por ,ion thereof, to be redeemed), plus accrued interest to the redemption date: 

Redemption Period 
(both dates inclusive) 

J anllary I, through December :3 1 . ---

January I, and thereafter ---

Redemption 
Price 

% 

100% 

[The Taxable Series 2013B Bonds maturing January I, __ , __ and __ are subject 
to optional redemption by the City, in whole or in part on any Business Day. at the Make-Whole 
Redemption Price, plus accrued and unpaid interest on the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to bc 
redeemed on the date fixed for redemption. The City shall provide, or cause to be provided, the 
amount of the Make-Whole Redemption Price to the Trustee. 
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[The "Make Whole Redemption Price" is the greater of (x) 100% of the principal amount 
of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to be redeemed and (y) the sum of the present value of the 
remaining scheduled payments of principal of and interest on the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to 
be redeemed, not including any portion of those payments of interest accrued and unpaid as of 
the date on which such Taxable Series 2013B Bonds are to be redeemed, discounted to the date 
on which the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds are to be redeemed on a semi-annual basis. assuming 
a 360 day year consisting of twelve 30-day months. at the Treasury Rate (defined below), plus 
__ basis points. 

["Treasury Rate" means, with respect to any redemption date for a particular Taxable 
Series 2013B Bond, the rate per annum. expressed as a percentage of the principal amount, equal 
to the semi-annual equivalent yield to maturity or interpolated maturity of the Comparable 
Treasury Issue, assuming that the Comparable Treasury Issue is purchased on the redemption 
date for a price equal to the Comparable Treasury Price, as calculated by the Designated 
Investment Banker. 

["Comparable Treasury Issue" means, with respect to any redemption date for a 
particular Taxable Series 20 13B Bond, the United States Treasury security or securities selected 
by the Designated Investment Banker which has an actual or interpolated maturity comparable to 
the remaining average life of the Taxable Series 2013B Bond to be redeemed, and that would be 
utilized in accordance with cllstomary financial practice in pricing new issues of debt securities 
of comparable maturity to the remaining average life of the Taxable Series 2013B Bond to be 
redeemed. 

["Comparable Treasury Price" means, with respect to any redemption date for a 
particular Taxable Series 2013 B Bond: 

(A) the most recent yield data for the applicable U.S. Treasury maturity index 
from the Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.IS Dai Iy Update (or any comparable successor 
publication) reported, as of 11 :00 a.m. New York City time, on the Valuation Date; or 

(B) if the yield described in (A) above is not reported as of such time or the yield 
reported as of such time is not ascertainable, the average of four Reference Treasury Dealer 
Quotations for that redemption date, after excluding the highest and lowest of such Reference 
Treasury Dealer Quotations, or if the Designated Investment Banker obtains fewer than four 
Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, the average of all quotations obtained by the Designated 
Investment Banker. 

[,'Designated Investment Banker"' means one of the Reference Treasury Dealers 
appointed by the City. 

["Reference Treasury Dealer" means each of not less than four firms, specified by the 
City from time to time, that are primary United States Government securities dealers in the City 
of New York (each, a "Primary Treasury Dealer")~ provided. that if any of them ceases to be a 
Primary Treasury Dealer. the City will substitute another Primary Treasury Dealer. 
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["Reference Treasury Dealer Quotation" means, with respect to each Reference Treasury 
Dealer and any redemption date for a particular Taxable Series 2013 B Bond, the average. as 
determined by the Designated Investment Banker. of the bid and asked prices for the 
Comparable Treasury Issue (expressed in each case as a percentage of its principal amount) 
quoted in writing to the Designated Investment Banker by such Reference Treasury Dealer at 
3:30 p.m., New York City time, on the Valuation Date. 

[''Valuation Date" means the third Business Day preceding the redemption date.] 

(b) Mandatory Sinking Fund Redemption. The [Series 2013AJ[Taxable Series 
2013B] Bonds maturing on January I. 20_" _ shall be subject to mandatory redemption in part at 
a redemption price equal to 100% of the principal amount redeemed plus accrued interest to the 
redemption date, without premium, on January I in each year, commencing January 1, 20_, in 
the amounts provided in Exhibit B to the Indenture, as the same may be adjusted from time to 
time on account of an optional or extraordinary mandatory partial redemption of [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013BJ Bonds as provided in the last paragraph of Section 4.01(b) of the 
Indenture. 

(c) Selection of [Series 2013AIITaxable Series ')013B] Bonds to be Redeemed: 
Procedure for Redemption. 

[Series 20 13A Bonds. In the case of any redemption in part of the Series 20 IJA Bonds, 
the maturities (or sinking fund maturities within a teml bond) of such Series 20 13A Bonds to be 
optionally redeemed shall be selected by the City. If less than all the Series 2013A Bonds of a 
particular maturity (or sinking fund maturity within a term bond) shall be called by the City for 
redemption, the particular Series 2013A Bonds of such maturity (or sinking fund maturity) to be 
redeemed shall be selected by the Trustee, in such manner as the Trustee in its discretion may 
deem tair and appropriate; provided, however (a) that the portion of any Series 20 13A Bond to 
be redeemed shall be in the principal amount of the Authorized Denomination applicable to the 
Series 2013A Bonds or any multiple thereof, (b) that, in selecting Series 2013A Bonds for 
redemption, the Trustee shal11reat each Series 20) 3A Bond as representing that number of Series 
20 13A Bonds that is obtained by dividing the principal amount of such Series 2013A Bond by 
the Authorized Denomination applicable to the Series 2013A Bonds, and (c) that, to the extent 
practicable, the Trustee will not select any Series 2013A Bond tor partial redemption if the 
amount of such Series 2013A Bond remaining Outstanding would be reduced by such partial 
redemption to less than the Authorized Denomination applicable to the Series 2013A Bonds. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, tor so long as the Series 2013A Bonds are registered in book
entry only toml, if less than all of the Series 20 13A Bonds of a particular maturity are called for 
prior redemption, such Bonds will be selected tor redemption. in accordance with DTC 
procedures, by lot.] 

[Taxable Series 2013B Bonds. In the event of a partial optional redemption of Taxable 
Series 2013 B Bonds, the Trustee shall allocate the principal amount of the Taxable Series 2013 B 
Bonds to be redeemed as nearly as feasible pro rata among the maturities of the Taxable Series 
2013 B Bonds and mandatory sinking fund redemptions (including the final payment) so as to 
change as little as possible the remaining weighted average lite of the Outstanding Taxable 
Series 20 t 3 B Bonds. 
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[lfthe Taxable Series 2013B Bonds are registered in book-entry only form and so long as 
DTC or a successor securities depository is the sole registered owner of the Taxable Series 
2013 B Bonds, if less than all of the Taxable Series 2013 B Bonds, other than the Par Call Bonds 
(i f any), of a maturity are called for prior redemption, the particular Series 2013 B Bonds or 
portions thereof to be redeemed shall be selected on a pro rata pass-through distribution of 
principal basis in accordance with DTC procedures, provided that, so long as such Taxable 
Series 2013B Bonds are held in book-entry form, the selection for redemption of such Taxable 
Series 2013 B Bonds shall be made in accordance with the operational arrangements of DTC then 
in effect, and, if the DTC operational arrangements do riot allow for redemption on a pro rata 
pass-through distribution of principal basis, such Taxable Series 2013B Bonds will be selected 
for redemption, in accordance with DTC procedures. by lot. If the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds 
are not registered in book-entry only form, any redemption of less than ail of a maturity of the 
Taxable Series 20 13B Bonds (other than the Par Call Bonds, if any) shall be allocated among the 
registered owners of such Taxable Series 2013B Bonds on a pro-rata basis. 

[Ifless than all of the Par Call Bonds are called for prior redemption, such Par Call Bonds 
will be selected for redemption. in accordance with DTC procedures, or, if the Par Call Bonds 
are not registered in book-entry only form, by the Trustee, in each case by lot.] 

If there shall be called for redemption less than all of a [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 
2013B] Bond, the City shall execute and deliver and the Trustee shall authenticate. upon 
surrender of such [Series 2013AJ[Taxable Series 2013B] Bond, and at the expense of the City 
and without charge to the owner thereot~ a replacement Bond in the principal amount of the 
unredeemed balance of the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond so surrendered. 

At its option, to be exercised on or betore the 45lh day next preceding any mandatory 
sinking fund redemption date referred to in subsection (b) above, the City may deliver to the 
Trustee for cancellation [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds in any aggregate principal 
amount which have been purchased by the City in the open market. Each [Series 
2013A](Taxable Series 2013B1 Bond so delivered shall be credited by the Trustee at 100% of the 
principal amount thereof against the mandatory sinking fund redemption requirement referred to 
in said subsection (b) on such mandatory sinking fund redemption date and any excess of such 
amount shall be credited against future mandatory sinking fund redemption requirements in 
chronological order. 

In the event any of the [Series 2013A][Taxabie Series 2013B] Bonds are called for 
redemption, the Trustee shall give notice, in the name of the City, of the redemption of such 
[Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds, which notice shall (i) specify the [Series 
2013Al[Taxable Series 2013B1 Bond to be redeemed. the redemption date, the redemption price, 
and the place or places where amounts due upon such redemption will be payable and, if less 
than all of the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds arc to be redeemed, the numbers of 
the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds, and the portions of the [Series 
2013A][Taxablc Series 2013B] Bonds, to so be redeemed. (ii) state any condition to such 
redemption, and (iii) state that on the redemption date, and upon the satisfaction of any such 
condition. the [Series 20 13A lfTaxable Series 2013B] Bonds to be redeemed shall cease to bear 
interest. CUSIP number identitication shall accompany all redemption notices. Such notice may 
set forth any additional intormation relating to such redemption. Such notice shall be given by 
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mail, postage prepaid, at least 30 days but not more than 60 days prior to the date fixed for 
redemption to each Registered Owner of [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds to be 
redeemed at its address shown on the registration books kept by the Trustee; provided, however, 
that failure to give such notice to any Registered Owner or any defect in such no..tice shall not 
affect the validity of the proceedings for the redemption of any of the other [Series 
20 13A][Taxabie Series 2013B] Bonds. The Trustee shall send a second notice of redemption by 
certified mail return receipt requested to any registered holder who has not submitted [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds called for redemption 30 days after the redemption date, 
provided, however, that the failure to give any second notice by mailing, or any defect in such 
notice, shall not affect the validity of any proceedings for the redemption of any of the [Series 
2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds and the Trustee shall not be liable for any failure by the 
Trustee to send any second notice. 

Any [Series 2013A][Taxabie Series 2013B] Bonds and! portions of [Series 
20 13A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bonds which have been duly selected for redemption and which 
are paid in accordance with Section 5.15 of the Indenture shall cease to bear interest on the 
specified redemption date. 

6. Additional Provisions. The Registered Owner shall have no right to enforce the 
provisions of the Indenture or to institute or appear in proceedings with respect to the Indenture 
or its enforcement except as provided in the Indenture. Modifications or alterations of the 
Indenture, or of any supplements thereto, may be made only as provided by the Indenture. 

Reference is hereby made to the Indenture, which is on file and may be inspected during 
regular business hours at the principal corporate trust office of the· Trustee, for a description of 
the security for the [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 20138] Bonds and for the provisions thereof 
with respect to the rights, limitations of rights, duties, obligations and immunities of the City, the 
Trustee and the Registered Owner hereof. All capitalized terms used herein and not herein 
defined are used with the meanings specified for such terms in the Indenture. 

This [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond shall not constitute the personal 
obligation, either jointly or severally, of any officer, employee or agent of the City. 

This [Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond shall not be valid or entitled to any 
security or benefit under the Indenture until the certificate of authentication hereon shall have 
been signed by the Trustee. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City of Chicago has caused this [Series 2013A][Taxable 
Series 2013B] Bond to be executed in its name by the manual or facsimile signature of its Mayor 
and the manual or facsimile of its corporate seal to be printed hereon and attested by the manual 
or facsimile signature of its City Clerk. 
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CITY OF CHICAGO 

By:. 

Mayor 

[SEAL] Attest: 

By. _________ _ 

City Clerk 

[DTC LEGEND] 

Unless this certificate is presented by an authorized representative of The Depository 
Trust Company, a New York corporation ("DTC'). to the issller or its agent for registration of 
transfer, exchange or payment, and any certificate issued is registered in the name of Cede & Co. 
or in such other name as is requested by an authorized representative of DTC (and any payment 
is made to Cede & Co. or to sllch other entity as is requested by an authorized 
representative of OTC), ANY TRANSFER. PLEDGE OR OTHER USE HEREOF FOR 
VALUE OR OTHERWISE BY OR TO ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL inasmuch as the 
registered owner hereor Cede Co .. ha<; an interest herein. 

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICA nON 

This {Series 2013A][Taxable Series 2013B] Bond is one of the [Series 2013A][Taxable 
Series 2013B] Bonds described in the aforementioned Indenture. 

The Bank of New York Mellon Trust 
Company, N.A., as Trustee 

By: ___________________ __ 

Authorized Signature 
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ASSIGNMENT 

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, ______ the undersigned, hereby sells, assigns, and 
transfers unto --------------------------------------------------------------

(please print or typewrite name and address including zip code of transferee) 

(please insert Social Security or other identifying number of assignee) 

the within Bond and all rights thereunder and hereby irrevocably constitutes and appoints 

attorney to transfer the within Bond on the books kept for registration thereof, with full power of 
substitution in the premises. 

Dated: _______ __ 

NOTICE: The signature to this assignment must correspond with the name as it appears 
upon the face of the within Bond in every particular, without alteration or enlargement or any 
change whatever. 

Signature Guarantee: 

Bank. Trust Company or Brokerage Firm 

By: ____________________ __ 

Authorized Signature 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Form Of CFC Indenture) 

Details Of Series 2013 Bonds. 

A. Aggregate Principal Amount of the Series 2013 A Bonds: $ _______ _ 

B. Aggregate Principal Amount of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds: $ ___ _ 

C. Dated Date of the Series 2013 A Bonds: _____ , 2013. 

D. Dated Date of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds: _____ , 2013. 

E. Series 2013A Bonds: Maturity Dates and Interest Rate or Yield: 

F. Taxable Series 2013B Bonds: Maturity Dates and Interest Rate or Yield: 

G. Optional Redemption Provisions of Series 2013 A Bonds: 

The Series 2013A Bonds shall be subject to redemption prior to stated maturity on 
and after January 1,20_ by the City, upon not less than 35 days written notice to the 
Trustee in whole or in part on any date in the amount of $5,000 or any integral 
multiple thereof, at the following redemption price (expressed as a percentage ofthe 
principal amount of the Series 2013 A Bonds, or portion thereof, to be redeemed), 
plus accrued interest to the redemption date: 

Redemption Period 
(both dates inclusive) 

January 1, 20_ through December 31, 20 __ 

January 1, 20_ and thereafter 

Redemption 
Price 

_% 

100% 
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H. Optional Redemption provisions of Taxable Series 2013BBonds: 

(i) The Taxable Series 2013 B Bonds maturing on January 1, __ , __ and __ 
(the "Par Call Bonds") shall be subject to redemption prior to stated maturity on 
and after January 1, 20_ by the City, upon not less than 35 days written notice 
to the Trustee in whole or in part on any date in the amount of $5,000 or any 
integral multiple thereof, at the following redemption price (expressed as a 
percentage of the principal amount of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds, or 
portion thereof, to be redeemed), plus accrued interest to the redemption date: 

Redemption Period 
(both dates inclusive) 

January 1, 20_ through December 31, 20_ 

January 1, 20_ and thereafter 

Redemption 
Price 

_% 

100% 

(ii) The Taxable Series 2013B Bonds maturing on January 1, __ , __ and __ 
are subject to optional redemption prior to stated maturity by the City, upon not 
less than 35 days written notice to the Trustee, in whole or in part, on any 
business day, at the Make-Whole Redemption Price, plus accrued and unpaid 
interest on the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to be redeemed on the date fixed 
for redemption. The City shall provide, or cause to be provided, the amount of 
the Make-Whole Redemption Price to the Trustee. 

The "Make Whole Redemption Price" is the greater of (x) 100 percent of the 
principal amount ofthe Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to be redeemed and (y) the sum 
of the present value of the remaining scheduled payments of principal of and interest 
on the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to be redeemed, not including any portion of 
those payments of interest accrued and unpaid as of the date on which such Taxable 
Series 2013 B Bonds are to be redeemed, discounted to the date on which the 
Taxable Series 2013B Bonds are to be redeemed on a semi-annual basis, assuming 
a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day months, at the Treasury Rate (defined 
below), plus __ basis points. 

"Treasury Rate" means, with respectto any redemption date fora particular Taxable 
Series 2013B Bond, the rate per annum, expressed as a percentage of the principal 
amount, equal to the semi-annual equivalent yield to maturity or interpolated maturity 
of the Comparable Treasury Issue, assuming that the Comparable Treasury Issue is 
purchased on the redemption date for a price equal to the Comparable Treasury 
Price, as calculated by the Designated Investment Banker. 
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"Comparable Treasury Issue" means, with respect to any redemption date for a 
particular Taxable Series 2013B Bond, the United States Treasury security or 
securities selected by the Designated Investment Banker which has an actual or 
interpolated maturity comparable to the remaining average life of the Taxable Series 
2013B Bond to be redeemed, and that would be utilized in accordance with customary 
financial practice in pricing new issues of debt securities of comparable maturity to 
the remaining average life of the Taxable Series 2013B Bond to be redeemed. 

"Comparable Treasury Price" means, with respect to any redemption date for a 
particular Taxable Series 2013B Bond: 

(A) the most recent yield data for the applicable U.S. Treasury maturity index 
from the Federal Reserve Statistical Release H.15 Daily Update (or any comparable 
successor publication) reported, as of 11 :00 A.M. New York City time, on the 
Valuation Date; or 

(B) if the yield described in (A) above is not reported as of such time or the yield 
reported as of such time is not ascertainable, the average of four Reference 
Treasury Dealer Quotations for that redemption date, after excluding the highest 
and lowest of such Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, or if the Designated 
Investment Banker obtains fewer than four Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, 
the average of all quotations obtained by the Designated Investment Banker. 

"Designated Investment Banker" means one of the Reference Treasury Dealers 
appointed by the City. 

"Reference Treasury Dealer" means each of not less than four firms, specified by 
the City from time to time, that are primary United States Government securities 
dealers in the City of New York (each, a "Primary Treasury Dealer"); provided, that 
if any of them ceases to be a Primary Treasury Dealer, the City will substitute another 
Primary Treasury Dealer. 

"Reference Treasury Dealer Quotation" means, with respect to each Reference 
Treasury Dealer and any redemption date for a particular Taxable Series 2013B 
Bond, the average, as determined by the Designated Investment Banker, of the bid 
and asked prices for the Comparable Treasury issue (expressed in each case as a 
percentage of its principal amount) quoted in writing to the Designated Investment 
Banker by such Reference Treasury Dealer at 3:30 P.M., New York City time, on the 
Valuation Date. 

"Valuation Date" means the third Business Day preceding the redemption date. 
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I. Mandatory Sinking Fund Redemption of Series 2013A Bonds: 

The Series 2013A Bonds maturing January 1, 20_ shall be redeemed in part on 
January 1 in each year listed below, commencing January 1, 20_, at a redemption 
price equal to 100 percent of the principal amount redeemed plus accrued interest 
thereon to the redemption date, without premium, in the principal amount set forth 
below next to such year: 

Year Amount 

leaving the principal amount of $ _____ due and payable on the stated maturity 
date of January 1, 20_. 

J. Mandatory Sinking Fund Redemption of Taxable Series 2013B Bonds: 

The Taxable Series 2013B Bonds maturing January 1, 20_ shall be redeemed in 
part on January 1 in each year listed below, commencing January 1, 20_, at a 
redemption price equal to 100 percent of the principal amount redeemed plus accrued 
interest thereon to the redemption date, without premium, in the principal amount set 
forth below next to such year: 

Year Amount 

leaving the principal amount of $ _____ due and payable on the stated maturity 
date of January 1, 20_. 

K. Application of Proceeds of the Series 2013 Bonds: 

Proceeds of the Series 2013A Bonds to be deposited to the Series 2013A Project 
Account: $ [, of which $ shall be applied to pay capitalized 
interest on the Series 2013A Bonds]. 

Proceeds of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to be deposited to the Taxable 
Series 2013B Project Account: $ [, of which $ shall be 
applied to pay capitalized interest on the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds]. 

Proceeds of the Series 2013A Bonds to be deposited to the Series 2013 Costs of 
Issuance Account: $ -----
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Proceeds of the Taxable Series 2013B Bonds to be deposited to the Series 2013 
Costs of Issuance Account: $ ____ _ 

(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Form Of CFC Indenture) 

Form Of Requisition Certificate. 

This Requisition is furnished pursuant to Section 5.02 of the Indenture of Trust 
(the "Indenture") dated as of [Date of Indenture], between the City of Chicago (the "City") 
and The Bank of New York Mellon Trust Company, N.A., as Trustee (the "Trustee"). 
Terms not defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the Indenture. 

1. Attached hereto is a Requisition Summary setting forth amounts to be paid, the 
name of the person, firm or corporation to whom payment is due and the purpose or 
general classification for which payout is to be made. Obligations in the stated amounts 
have been incurred by the City and each item specified on the Requisition Summary is 
a proper charge against the Project Fund and has not been the subject of a prior 
requisition from the Project Fund. 

2. The portion of the work for which payments is being requisitioned has been 
satisfactorily performed in accordance with the construction agreement for the Project. 

3. The obligations set forth on the Requisition Summary were incurred for Costs of 
the Project referred to in Section 5.02(c) of the Indenture. Such costs are proper 
expenditures from the Account of the Indenture identified in the Requisition Summary 
for payment thereof. 

4. The undersigned has reviewed the provisions of the Tax Agreement and the 
payment of this Requisition will not result in any proceeds of the Series 2013A Bonds 
being expended in violation of the provisions of said Tax Agreement. 

5. No obligation for which payment or reimbursement is sought was originally paid 
or incurred before , except to the extent that reimbursement of 
architectural, engineering and similar costs incurred prior to that date is permitted under 
Treasury Regulation Section 1.150-2(f)(n). 

6. There has not been filed with or served upon the City any notice of any lien, right 
to lien, or attachment upon or claim affecting the right to receive payment of any of the 
monies payable to any of the persons, firms or corporations named which have not 
been released or will not be released simultaneously with the payment of such 
obligations. [In the event that any assignment of right to receive payment has been 
made and notice thereof has been given to the City and the City has accepted such 
assignment, this Certificate shall recite that fact and direct the payment to be made to 
the assignee thereof as shown by the records of the City.] 
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7. The disbursement requested hereby is to be paid $ _________ from 
the Series 2013A Project Account and $ from the Taxable 
Series 2013B Project Account. 

City of Chicago 

By: ___________ ___ 

Its: -------------
Date: 

[Attach Requisition Summary] 

(Sub)Exhibit "0". 
(To Form Of CFC Indenture) 

Qualified Investments. 

"Qualified Investments" means and include any of the following securities: 

(a) any direct obligation of, or any obligation the full and timely payment of principal 
of and interest on which is guaranteed by, the United States of America ("Federal 
Obligations"); 

(b) pre-refunded municipal obligations meeting the following conditions: 

(i) the municipal obligations are not subject to redemption prior to maturity, or the 
trustee therefor has been given irrevocable instructions concerning their calling and 
redemption and the issuer thereof has covenanted not to redeem such obligations 
other than as set forth in such instructions; 

(ii) the municipal obligations are secured by cash and/or Federal Obligations, which 
Federal Obligations may be applied only to interest, principal and premium payments 
of such municipal obligations; 

(iii) the principal of and interest on the Federal Obligations (plus any cash in the 
escrow fund) are sufficient to meet the liabilities of the municipal obligations; 

(iv) the Federal Obligations serving as security for the municipal obligations are 
held by an escrow agent or trustee; 
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(v) the Federal Obligations are not available to satisfy any other claims, including 
those against the trustee or escrow agent; and 

(vi) the municipal obligations are rated in the highest rating category by any two 
Rating Agencies without regard to any refinement or gradation of rating category by 
numerical modifier or otherwise; 

(c) deposits in interest-bearing deposits or certificates of deposit or similar 
arrangements issued by any bank or national banking association, including the 
Trustee, which deposits, to the extent not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, shall be secured by Qualified Collateral having a current market value 
(exclusive of accrued interest) at least equal to the amount of such deposits, marked 
to market monthly, and which Qualified Collateral shall have been deposited in trust by 
such bank or national banking association with the trust department of the Trustee or 
with a Federal Reserve Bank or branch or, with the written approval of the City and the 
Trustee, with another bank, trust company or national banking association for the 
benefit of the City and the appropriate Fund or Account as collateral security for such 
deposits; 

(d) direct and general obligations of any state of the United States of America or any 
political subdivision of the State of Illinois which are rated in one of the two highest 
rating categories by any two Rating Agencies without regard to any refinement or 
gradation of rating category by numerical modifier or otherwise; 

(e) obligations issued by any of the following agencies: Banks for Cooperatives, 
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, Federal Home Loan Banks System, Federal Land 
Banks, Export Import Bank, Tennessee Valley Authority, Government National 
Mortgage Association, Farmers Home Administration, United States Postal Service, 
Fannie Mae, Student Loan Marketing Association, Federal Farm Credit Bureau, Federal 
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, Federal Housing Administration, any agency or 
instrumentality of the United States of America and any corporation controlled and 
supervised by, and acting as an agency or instrumentality of, the United States of 
America; 

(f) any repurchase agreements collateralized by securities described in clauses (a) 
or (e) above with any registered broker/dealer subject to the Securities Investors' 
Protection Corporation jurisdiction or any commercial bank, if such broker/dealer or 
bank or parent holding company providing a guaranty has an uninsured, unsecured and 
unguaranteed rating in one of the three highest rating categories by any two Rating 
Agencies without regard to any refinement or gradation of rating category by numerical 
modifier or otherwise, provided: 

(i) a specific written agreement governs the transaction; 

(ii) the securities are held by a depository acting solely as agent for the Trustee, 
and such third party is (x) a Federal Reserve Bank, or (y) a bank which is a member 
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of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.and with combined capital, surplus and 
undivided profits of not less than $25,000,000, and the Trustee shall have received 
written confirmation from such third party that it holds such securities; 

(iii) a perfected first security interest under the Uniform Commercial Code, or book 
entry procedures prescribed at 1 CFR 306.1, et seq. or 31 CFR 350.0, et seq. in such 
securities is created for the benefit of the Trustee; 

(iv) the repurchase agreement has a term of one year or less, or the collateral 
securities will be valued no less frequently than monthly and will be liquidated if any 
deficiency in the required collateral percentage is not restored within two business 
days of such valuation; 

(v) the repurchase agreement matures at least 10 days (or other appropriate 
liquidation period) prior to a Payment Date; and 

(vi) the fair market value of the securities in relation to the amount of the 
repurchase obligations, including principal and interest, is equal to at least 
100 percent; 

(g) shares of an investment company, organized under the Investment Company Act 
of 1940, as amended, which invests its assets exclusively in obligations of the type 
described in clauses (a) to (e); 

(h) investment agreements which represent the unconditional obligation of one or 
more banks, insurance companies or other financial institutions, or are guaranteed by 
a financial institution, in either case that has an unsecured rating, or which agreement 
is itself rated, as of the date of execution thereof, in one of the three highest rating 
categories by any two Rating Agencies without regard to any refinement or gradation 
of rating category by numerical modifier or otherwise; 

(i) long-term or medium-term corporate debt instruments issued or guaranteed by 
any corporation that is rated in the highest rating category by any two Rating Agencies 
without regard to any refinement or gradation of rating category by numerical modifier 
or otherwise; 

U) prime commercial paper of a United States corporation, finance company or 
banking institution rated in the highest short-term rating category by any two Rating 
Agencies maintaining a rating on such paper; and 

(k) any other type of investment in which the City directs the Trustee in writing to 
invest, provided that there is delivered to the Trustee a certificate of an Authorized 
Officer of the City stating that each Rating Agency has been informed of the proposal 
to invest in such investment and each Rating Agency has confirmed that such 
investment will not adversely affect the rating then assigned by such Rating Agency to 
any Bonds. 
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Exhibit "E". 
(To Ordinance) 

Map Relating To Locations For Storage 
And Maintenance Facilities. 

Approximate Boundary Line 

6/5/2013 
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JOINT COMMITTEE. 

COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND REAL ESTATE 

AND 

55787 

COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLES 2, 4, 5 AND 7 OF MUNICIPAL CODE CONCERNING 
CONTROL AND TREATMENT OF BED BUG INFESTATION. 

[S02012-8254] 

A Joint Committee, comprised of the members of the Committee on Housing and Real Estate 
and the members of the Committee on Health and Environmental Protection, submitted the 
following report: 

CHICAGO, June 5, 2013. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Joint Committee on Housing and Real Estate and Committee on Health and 
Environmental Protection, to which was referred a substitute ordinance introduced 
by Alderman Ray Suarez (31 st Ward), Alderman Harry Osterman (48th Ward), 
Alderman Debra L. Silverstein (50th Ward), Alderman George A. Cardenas (12th Ward) and 
Alderman Lona Lane (18th Ward) amending Titles 2, 4, 5 and 7 of the Municipal Code 
regulating building code violations regarding bed bugs, having the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed substitute 
ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by unanimous vote of the members of the 
committee present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Committee on Housing and 

Real Estate, 
Chairman. 

(Signed) GEORGE A. CARDENAS, 
Committee on Health, and 

Environmental Protection, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 2-112-160 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the language underscored and deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

2-112-160 Commissioner -- Enforcement Powers And Duties. 

The commissioner of health shall have the following powers and duties: 

(a) Public health related powers and duties: 

(1) To enforce all the laws of the state and provisions of this Code in relation to 
matters pertaining to the public health and sanitary conditions of the city; 

(2) To enforce all regulations of the board of health or any other federal, state or local 
authority with power to make regulations concerning the public health; 

(3) To cause all nuisances affecting the health of the public to be abated with all 
reasonable promptness; 

(4) To determine when a disease is communicable or epidemic, and establish 
quarantine regulations whenever it is deemed necessary:-~ 

@ To enforce Section 4-4-332, Article VIII of Chapter 7-28 and all other code 
provisions applicable to bed bugs. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. Chapter 4-4 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by adding 
a new Section 4-4-332, as follows: 
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4-4-332 Bed Bugs. 

@l It is the responsibility of every licensee under this Title 4 to provide pest control 
services when an infestation of bed bugs is found or suspected on any licensed premises. 
Every licensee shall maintain a written record of the pest control measures performed by 
the pest management professional and shall include reports and receipts prepared by the 
pest management professional relating to those measures taken. The record shall be 
maintained for three years and shall be open to inspection by the departments of health, 
buildings, and business affairs and consumer protection. 

{Q} It shall be unlawful for any licensee under this Title 4 which provides sleeping 
accommodations for hire or rent for transient occupancy by guests to rent, hire, or 
otherwise provide, any such sleeping accommodation in which an infestation of any bed 
bugs is found or suspected, unless an inspection by the pest management professional has 
determined that no evidence of bed bugs can be found and verified. 

19 For purposes of this section, the following definitions apply: 

"Pest management professional" has the same meaning ascribed to that term in 
Section 7-28-810. 

"Transient occupancy" means any occupancy on a daily or nightly basis, or any part 
thereof, for 30 or fewer consecutive days. 

SECTION 3. Chapter 5-12 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by adding 
a new Section 5-12-101, and by adding the language underscored, as follows: 

5-12-040 Tenant Responsibilities. 

Every tenant must: 

(a) Comply with all obligations imposed specifically upon tenants by provisions of the 
municipal code applicable to dwelling units, including Section 7-28-850; 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

5-12-101 Bed Bugs -- Education. 

For any rental agreement for a dwelling unit entered into or renewed after the effective 
date of this 2013 amendatory ordinance, prior to entering into or renewing such agreement, 
the landlord or any person authorized to enter into such agreement on his behalf shall 
provide to such tenant the informational brochure on bed bug prevention and treatment 
prepared by the department of health pursuant to Section 7-28-860. 
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SECTION 4. Chapter 7-28 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by adding 
a new Section 7-28-370, as follows: 

7-28-370 Disposal Of Furnishings. Bedding. Clothing Or Other Materials Infested With 
Bed Bugs. 

@l No person shall place. discard or dispose of any bedding. clothing or other materials 
infested with bed bugs on the public way or in a refuse container or dumpster located on 
the public way. except when such bedding. clothing or other material is placed in or near 
the person's refuse container or dumpster for pick-up as trash and the bedding. clothing or 
other material is totally enclosed in a plastic bag and labeled as being infested with bed 
bugs. 

iQl No furnishing, bedding. clothing or other material infested with bed bugs shall be 
recycled. 

(Ql For purposes of this section, "bedding" has the same meaning ascribed to that term 
in Section 7-28-810. 

SECTION 5. Chapter 7-28 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by adding 
a new Article VIII Bed Bugs, Sections 7-28-810 through 7-28-900, as follows: 

Article VIII Bed Bugs. 

7-28-810 Definitions. 

As used in this article. the following terms are defined as follows: 

"Bedding" means any mattress, box spring. foundation, or studio couch made in whole 
or part from new or secondhand fabric, filling material, or other textile product or 
material and which can be used for sleeping or reclining purposes. 

"Commissioner" means the commissioner of public health. 

"Dwelling unit". "landlord", "rent" and "tenant" have the meaning ascribed to those 
terms in Section 5-12-030. 

"Multiple rental unit building" means a building which contains two or more rental 
units. A "multiple rental unit building" does not include a condominium or cooperative 
building. 

"Pest Management Professional" means a person who: (i) is licensed, registered or 
certified by the State of Illinois to perform pest control services pursuant to the 
Structural Pest Control Act, 235 ILCS 235; (ij) has attended courses or undergone 
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training for the proper method for the extermination of bed bugs; and (iii) follows 
National Pest Management Association Best Practices for the extermination of bed 
bugs. 

"Rental unit" means any dwelling unit which is not owner occupied and is held out for 
rent to tenants, including any single family home held out for rent to tenants. 

7 -28-820 Bed Bugs -- Nuisance. 

Bed bugs are hereby declared to be a public nuisance subject to the abatement 
provisions of this chapter. 

7-28-830 Bed Bug Infestation -- Duty To Exterminate. 

@l In any rental unit in which an infestation of bed bugs is found or reasonably 
suspected, it is the responsibility of the landlord to: (1) provide pest control services by 
a pest management professional until such time that no evidence of bed bugs can be 
found and verified; and (2) maintain a written record of the pest control measures 
performed by the pest management professional on the rental unit. The record shall 
include reports and receipts prepared by the pest management professional. The record 
shall be maintained for three years and shall be open to inspection by authorized city 
personnel. including but not limited to employees of the departments of health and 
buildings. 

(Q} In any multiple rental unit building in which an infestation of bed bugs is found or 
reasonably suspected, it is the responsibility of the landlord to: (1) provide pest control 
services by a pest management professional until such time that no evidence of bed bugs 
can be found and verified within the building or portion thereof, including the individual 
rental units; and (2) maintain a written record of the pest control measures performed by 
pest management professional on the building. The record shall include reports and 
receipts prepared by the pest management professional. The record shall be maintained 
for three years and shall be open to inspection by authorized city personnel. including but 
not limited to employees of the departments of health and buildings. 

{9 A landlord shall provide the pest control services within 10 days after: (1) a bed 
bug is found or reasonably suspected anywhere on the premises; or (2) being notified 
in writing by a tenant of a known or reasonably suspected bed bug infestation on the 
premises or in the tenant's rental unit. 

(Ql The extermination of bed bugs shall be by: 

ill inspection, and if necessary, the treatment of the dwelling unit on either side of 
the affected dwelling unit and the unit directly above and below the affected 
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dwelling unit. This pattern of inspection and treatment shall be continued until no further 
infestation is detected; or 

ill any other method approved by the commissioner in rules and regulations. 

litl A landlord may not knowingly terminate a tenancy, increase rent, decrease 
services, bring or threaten to bring a lawsuit against a tenant for possession or refuse to 
renew a lease or tenancy because the tenant has in good faith: 

ill complained of a bed bug infestation within the tenant's rental unit or the premises 
in which the tenant's rental unit is located to a competent governmental agency, elected 
representative or public official charged with responsibility for enforcement of a building, 
housing, health or similar code; 

ill complained of a bed bug infestation within the tenant's rental unit or the premises 
in which the tenant's rental unit is located to a community organization or the news 
media; 

Q} sought the assistance of a community organization or the news media to remedy 
a bed bug infestation within the tenant's rental unit or the premises in which the tenant's 
rental unit is located; 

ill requested the landlord to provide pest control measures for a bed bug infestation 
as required by a building code, health ordinance, other regulation, or the residential 
rental agreement; or 

@ testified in any court or administrative proceeding concerning any bed bug 
infestation within the tenant's rental unit orthe premises in which the tenant's rental unit 
is located. 

If the landlord acts in violation of this subsection (e), the tenant has a defense in any 
retaliatory action against him for possession and is entitled to recover possession of the 
rental unit or terminate the rental agreement and, in either case, may recover an amount 
equal to two months rent or twice the damages sustained by him, whichever is greater, 
and reasonable attorneys' fees. If the rental agreement is terminated, the landlord shall 
return all security and interest recoverable under Section 5-12-080 and all prepaid rent. 
In an action by or against the tenant, if there is evidence of tenant conduct protected 
herein within one year prior to the alleged act of retaliation, that evidence shall create a 
rebuttable presumption that the landlord's conduct was retaliatory. The presumption shall 
not arise if the protected tenant activity was initiated after the alleged act of retaliation. 
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7 -28-840 Condominium And Cooperative Buildings -- Plan For Treatment Of Bed Bugs. 

@l No later than 90 days after the effective date of this section, the governing 
association of a condominium or cooperative building shall prepare a pest management 
plan for the detection, inspection and treatment of bed bugs in the building. The plan 
shall include the provisions of Section 7 -28-830©. 

1.Q} The governing association shall maintain written records of any pest control 
measures in the building performed by a pest management professional retained by the 
governing association and any report prepared by the pest management professional. 
The plan and records shall be: (1) maintained either on-site in the building or at the 
property management office; (2) maintained for three years; and (3) open to inspection 
upon request by authorized city personnel. including but not limited to employees of the 
departments of health and buildings. 

{9 Every owner of condominium unit or a lessee with a proprietary lease in a 
cooperative shall immediately notify, in writing, the governing association of any known 
or reasonably suspected bed bug infestation in the presence of the unit or cooperative, 
clothing, furniture or other personal property located in the unit or cooperative, and 
cooperate with the governing association in the control. treatment and eradication of bed 
bug infestation found or suspected to be in the unit or cooperative. 

@ For purposes of this section the following definitions apply: 

"Condominium unit" or "unit" has the meaning ascribed to that term in 
Section 13-72-010. 

"Cooperative building" means a building or buildings and the tract, lot, or parcel on 
which the building or buildings are located and fee title to the land and building or 
buildings is owned by a corporation or other legal entity in which the shareholders or 
other co-owners each also have a long-term proprietary lease or other long-term 
arrangement of exclusive possession for a specific unit of occupancy space located 
within the same building or buildings. 

"Cooperative" is an individual dwelling unit within a cooperative building. 

"Governing association" means the board of managers of a condominium 
homeowners' association or the board of directors of a cooperative building. 

@ The commissioner shall prepare and post on the health department's publicly 
accessible website a sample plan for the detection, inspection and treatment of bed bugs 
for the governing association of condominium or cooperative building. The sample plan 
shall set forth the best practices for the detection and treatment of bed bugs in such 
buildings. 
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7 -28-850 Tenant Responsibility. 

@l Within 5 days after a tenant finds or reasonably suspects a bed bug infestation in 
the presence of the tenant's dwelling unit. the tenant shall notify, in writing, the landlord 
of any known or reasonably suspected bed bug infestation in the presence of the tenant's 
dwelling unit. clothing, furniture or other personal property located in the building, or of 
any recurring or unexplained bites, stings, irritation, or sores of the skin or body which the 
tenant reasonably suspects is caused by bed bugs. 

fQl The tenant shall cooperate with the landlord in the control, treatment and 
ueradication of bed bug infestation found or reasonably suspected to be, in the tenant's 

rental unit. As part of that cooperation, the tenant shall: 

ill not interfere with inspections or treatments; 

!2.l after reasonable notice in writing to the tenant. grant access at reasonable times 
to the tenant's rental unit for purposes of bed bug infestation inspection or treatment; 

ill make any necessary preparations, such as cleaning, dusting or vacuuming, 
prior to treatment in accordance with any pest management professional's 
recommendations; and 

111 dispose of any personal property that a pest management professional has 
determined cannot be treated or cleaned before the treatment of the tenant's dwelling 
unit. 

@ prior to removing any personal property from the tenant's dwelling unit. safely 
enclose in a plastic bag any such personal property while it is being moved through any 
common area of the building, or stored at any other location. The personal property 
shall remain enclosed in a plastic bag until such time that the property is either properly 
disposed of or treated and no evidence of beg bug infestation can be found and 
verified. 

{gl Prior to inspection or treatment for bed bug infestation, the landlord shall send a 
written notice to the tenant of the rental unit being inspected or treated, which advises the 
tenant of the tenant's responsibilities under this section and sets forth the specific 
preparations required by the tenant. 

@ This section shall not apply to any tenant of an assisted living or shared housing 
establishment. or similar living arrangement. when the establishment is required to 
provide the tenant assistance with activities of daily living or mandatory services. In such 
cases, the landlord will be responsible to make the necessary preparations, such as 
cleaning, dusting or vacuuming, ofthe tenant's rental unit prior to treatment in accordance 
with any pest management professional's recommendations. For purposes of this 
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subsection, the terms "assistance with activities of daily living", "assisted living 
establishment", "mandatory services" and "shared housing establishment" have the 
meaning ascribed to those terms in the Illinois Assisted Living and Shared Housing 
Act, 210 ILCS 9/10. 

7-28-860 Sale Of Secondhand Bedding. 

!ill For purposes of this section, the following definitions apply: 

"Act" means the Illinois Safe and Hygienic Bed Act, 410 I LCS 68/1. 

"Bedding", "manufacturer", "renovator", rebuilder", "repairer", "sanitizer", and 
"secondhand material" have the meaning ascribed to those terms in Section 410 
ILCS 68/5 of the Act. 

"Secondhand bedding" means bedding that is made in whole or part from 
secondhand material or that has been previously used or owned. 

fQl Every manufacturer, renovator, rebuilder, repairer and sanitizer of bedding 
whose product is sold in the city shall comply with the Act. 

!ill. Every person who sells at retail any secondhand bedding shall post in a 
conspicuous location nearby the secondhand bedding a written notice in English, 
Spanish, Polish and Chinese that the bedding is made in whole or part from 
secondhand material or was previously owned or used. 

@ Every person who sells at retail any secondhand bedding shall provide to the 
purchaser of such secondhand bedding a written notice in English, Spanish, Polish 
and Chinese that the bedding is made in whole or part from secondhand material or 
has been previously owned or used. 

@l Every person who sells at retail any new or secondhand bedding shall inspect all 
material for soiling, malodor, and pest infestation, including bed bugs, prior to use, 
sale or distribution of the bedding. If any material in the bedding appears to be soiled, 
malodorous or infested with pests, the person shall not use, sell or distribute such 
bedding. If the bedding is infested with bed bugs, the person shall dispose of such 
bedding and material inan enclosed plastic bag and labeled as being infested with 
bed bugs. 

7-28-870 Public information. 

The commissioner shall prepare and post on the health department's publicly 
available website: 
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{ill. a brochure containing, at a minimum, the following: (1) a statement that the 
presence of bed bugs in any building or dwelling unit is a public nuisance; (2) 
information on how to detect the presence of bed bugs; (3) information on how to 
prevent the spread of bed bugs within and between buildings; (4) a statement that 
tenants shall contact their landlord as soon as practicable if they suspect they have 
bed bugs in their dwelling unit; and (5) contact information as to where people can 
obtain more information; and 

fQ} information relating to licensing, registration or certification by the State of 
Illinois to perform pest control services. 

7 -28-880 Rules. 

The commissioner of health and the commissioner of buildings shall have joint 
authority to promulgate rules and regulations necessary to implement this article. 

7 -28-890 Enforcement. 

{ill. Inspectors from the departments of buildings and health shall have authority to 
inspect the interior and exterior of buildings, other structures, or parcels on which a 
building is located for bed bug infestation and when any evidence is found indicating 
the presence of bed bugs at that site and to report such evidence to the appropriate 
commissioner. 

fQ} This article may be enforced by the departments of public health or buildings. In 
addition, the department of business affairs and consumer protection shall have the 
authority to enforce Section 7-28-860. 

7 -28-900 Violation -- Penalties. 

Any person who violates this article shall be fined not less than $300 nor more than 
$500 for the first violation, not less than $500 nor more than $1,000 for the second 
violation within twelve-months of the first violation, and not less than $1,000 nor more 
than $2,000 for the third or subsequent violation within such twelve-month period. Each 
day that a violation continues shall constitute a separate and distinct offense to which a 
separate fine shall apply. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance takes effect 180 days after its passage and approval. 
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AGREED CALENDAR. 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily for the purpose of including in the 
Agreed Calendar a series of resolutions presented by Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, 
Burke, Brookins, Solis, Maldonado, Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Col6n, M. O'Connor and 
Arena. The motion Prevailed. 

Thereupon, on motion of Alderman Burke, the proposed resolutions presented through the 
Agreed Calendar were Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Sponsored by the elected city officials named below, respectively, said Agreed Calendar 
resolutions, as adopted, read as follows (the italic heading in each case not being a part of the 
resolution): 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN FIORETTI (2nd Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TIONS EXTENDED TO HA TTIE B. KING ON RETIREMENT. 
[R20 13-524] 

WHEREAS, Hattie B. King, an outstanding educator and member of her community, is 
retiring after 34 years of dedicated service in the field of education; and 

WHEREAS, Hattie King grew up in a small town in southeastern Missouri and began 
teaching in the late 1970s. She received her bachelor of science in education degree from 
the University of Missouri at Columbia. She continued her education, earning a masters in 
education and administration from Roosevelt University. Additionally, she completed the 
Executive Education Program at Kellogg School of Management and attended the Leadership 
Academy & Urban Network for Chicago at Northwestern University; and 
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WHEREAS, Hattie King served in various roles throughout her career, including teaching 
several elementary school levels from pre-kindergarten to eighth grade in Missouri and Illinois 
as well as serving as Chicago Public Schools Access to Excellence coordinator, Junior High 
Common School coordinator, High School Math & science academy director, assistant 
principal, intern principal, principal, and principal mentor for aspiring leaders; and 

WHEREAS, In 1995, Mrs. King helped to start a seventh and eighth grade small school 
within Crane High School. Her belief that all children can learn at accelerated rates when able 
to access high-quality rigorous instruction led to her students being among a limited number 
of students who earned algebra and English high school credits by the end of eighth grade; 
and 

WHEREAS, In 2003, Mrs. King became principal of Willa Cather Elementary School. At the 
time, the school was on the academic warning list, in the fourth year of restructuring, and 
slated to be closed due to poor academic performance. By 2007, Willa Cather Elementary 
School had the highest achievement gains of all Chicago Public Schools and to date is 
classified as a high-performing school; and 

WHEREAS, Hattie B. King traveled to Washington D.C. in 2008 to speak to committees of 
Congress in both the Senate and House of Representatives as part of a panel addressing 
school improvement. She was invited back in 2010 for a discussion in the Department of 
Education relating to school reform; and 

WHEREAS, Hattie B. King has received numerous awards and honors, including being a 
five-time recipient of the State Academic Improvement Award, special recognition from 
Mayor Richard M. Daley for school improvement, and a resolution from Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel and the City Council for five straight years of academic improvement, an 
Outstanding Administrator Award from Congressman Danny K. Davis and the Congressional 
Black Caucus, and an Outstanding Educator Award and Recognition from Missouri School 
Alumni Committee; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Robert W. Fioretti, Alderman of the 2nd Ward, has apprised this 
august body of Hattie King's noteworthy and prolific achievements throughout her career in 
education; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute Hattie King for her lifelong 
as an educator and fully recognize the void she is leaving behind will be most difficult to fill; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Hattie B. King. 
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CONGRATULA TlONS EXTENDED TO MICHELLE KOHUT ON INSTALLA TlON AS 
PRESIDENT OF WOMEN'S BAR ASSOCIA TlON. 

[R2013-525J 

WHEREAS, On June 13, 2013, the Women's Bar Association of Illinois (WBAI) will hold its 
99th Annual Installation Dinner at the Hilton Chicago to honor and install Michelle Kohut as 
their president; and 

WHEREAS, The Women's Bar Association of Illinois Annual Installation Dinner is one of 
Jhe larg?styearly celebrations within the Chicago legal community, drawing more than 
700 judges, attorneys, corporate supporters, and prominent civic leaders; and 

WHEREAS, Michelle Kohut will serve as this year's WBAI president following service as 
first vice president of the Women's Bar Association of Illinois. She has also served as 
president of Women Everywhere-Partners in Service Project, Inc., a community service 
project that introduces high school girls to challenging careers in the legal profession as well 
as being on the board of directors of Heartland International Health Center that provides 
affordable, quality, multilingual, and culturally competent health services; and 

WHEREAS, Michelle Kohut is an associate at the prestigious law firm of Corboy & Demetrio 
since 2004. A graduate of Loyola University Chicago School of Law, she was a judicial law 
clerk to William D. Maddux, presiding judge of the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook 
County, prior to becoming an associate of the firm; and 

WHEREAS, In 2007, Michelle Kohut was named in the Law Bulletin's "40 Under Forty". 
Additionally, she has been named an Illinois "Rising Star" by her peers in Super Lawyers 
magazine, a distinction reserved for the top 2.5 percent of Illinois lawyers who are under 40 
or in practice for 10 years or less; and 

WHEREAS, Michelle Kohut practices in all areas of personal injury law, including cases 
arising from automobile collisions, medical malpractice, construction negligence, premises 
liability, product liability and railroad negligence; and 

WHEREAS, The Women's Bar Association of Illinois is one of the oldest and largest bar 
associations in the state. First established in 1914 by nine women lawyers practicing in the 
Chicago Metropolitan area, it was founded to promote the interests and welfare of women 
lawyers as well as to aid in the enactment of legislation for the common good and in the 
administration of justice; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Robert W. Fioretti, Alderman of the 2nd Ward, has apprised this 
august body of the significant honor being bestowed upon Michelle Kohut by this venerable 
and praiseworthy association of her peers; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council, gathered together 
this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute Michelle Kohut upon the occasion of her 
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installation as president of the Women's Bar Association of Illinois and commend that 
organization for its many notable contributions to the civic and legal community; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Michelle Kohut. 

--
CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO SISTER SHEILA L YNE, RSM ON 
RETIREMENT AS PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF MERCY 
HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER. 

[R20 13-550] 

WHEREAS, Sister Sheila Lyne, a Roman Catholic nun of the religious order of the Sisters 
of Mercy and widely admired healthcare leader, has officially announced her plans to retire 
for a second time as president and chief executive officer of Mercy Hospital & Medical Center 
upon the appointment of a successor by the hospital's board of directors; and 

WHEREAS, Sister Sheila was born on this city's South Side and, in 1953, joined the Sisters 
of Mercy, an international community of Roman Catholic women vowed to serve people who 
suffer from poverty, sickness and lack of education; and 

WHEREAS, Upon completing her training as a psychiatric nurse, Sister Sheila joined Mercy 
Hospital, a Catholic hospital and the city's oldest, eventually becoming president and chief 
executive officer of the hospital in 1976. At the time, Mercy Hospital was in critical financial 
condition as there were too many poor patients who did not have insurance; and 

WHEREAS, Sister Sheila Lyne's determination kept the hospital open. For 27 years, it was 
her acumen and leadership that guided the institution through numerous serious hardships 
to a period of stability and growth; and 

WHEREAS, In 1991, Sister Sheila was asked by Mayor Richard M Daley to serve as 
commissioner of the Chicago Department of Health. Under her leadership, Chicago's infant 
mortality rate declined by 7 percent, the childhood immunization rate improved from 53 
percent to 73 percent and funding for HIV awareness, prevention and treatment programs 
rose from $4 Million to $40 Million. She served as commissioner through the year 2000; and 

WHEREAS, In 2000, Sister Sheila Lyne was called upon to return to Mercy Hospital & 
Medical Center as president and chief executive officer, as the hospital was once again facing 
large deficits and, once again, she managed to return the hospital to financial stability and 
growth; and 
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WHEREAS, Sister Sheila Lyne has served the poor, vulnerable and sick following the noble 
example begun in 1831 by her order's founder, Mother Catherin McAuley, who ministered to 
the needy of Dublin, Ireland; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Robert W. Fioretti, Alderman of the 2nd Ward, has apprised this 
august body of Sister Sheila Lyne's noteworthy and prolific achievements throughout her 
noteworthy career in healthcare; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute Sister Sheila Lyne and her 
remarkable lifelong work serving the needy and fully recognize the void she is leaving behind 
will be most difficult to fill; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Sister Sheila Lyne. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO ALL YSON ELIZABETH SMITH AND JOHN 
LAWRENCE DOMALICK ON UPCOMING WEDDING. 

[R2013-551 ] 

WHEREAS, On June 22nd , Allyson Elizabeth Smith and John Lawrence Domalick, two 
outstanding residents of the 2nd Ward, will be joined in marriage at The Peninsula Hotel in 
Chicago, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, Allyson Elizabeth Smith is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Brooks Smith 
and John Lawrence Domalick is the son of Mr. Lawrence John Domalick; and 

WHEREAS, John Lawrence Domalick overcame a difficult battle with cancer, aided by the 
love and determination of Allyson Elizabeth Smith, and the love and determination of both 
families; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Robert W. Fioretti, Alderman of the 2nd Ward, himself a cancer 
survivor, has apprised this august body of Allyson Elizabeth Smith's and John Lawrence 
Domalicks's courage, love, and dedication; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby congratulate Allyson Elizabeth 
Smith and John Lawrence Domalick on their upcoming wedding and wish them continued 
health, happiness, and success in the future; and 

Be It Further Resolved That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Allyson Elizabeth Smith and John Lawrence Domalick. 
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CONGRA TULA TIONS EXTENDED TO GOOSE ISLAND BREWPUB ON 25TH 

ANNIVERSARY. 
[R2013-526] 

WHEREAS, The Goose Island Brewpub, located on North Clybourn Avenue within a few 
blocks of its namesake island, celebrates its silver anniversary on Saturday, May 11, 2013 
from 7:00 P.M. until Midnight with an unprecedented lineup of beers for participants to enjoy. 
Old Goose Island favorites that have been brewed annually since 1988 will share the taps 
with nationally known classics, vintage bottles, barrel-aged specialties and a few new 
innovative experimental beers. In addition, Green City Market has created dishes made from 
local produce to accompany these specialty Goose Island ales and lagers in the belief that 
the right food and exceptional beer enhance each other; and 

WHEREAS, In his travels across Europe, beer lover John Hall had enjoyed a distinctive 
local brew in each region he visited but the craft beer industry was still in its infancy in this 
nation and domestic, mass-produced beer was deeply ingrained in those citizens of this city 
who imbibed in beer. Hall decided the key to building interest in craft beer in this city was to 
allow consumers to watch the brewing process and simultaneously provide them with the 
experience of enjoying a wide variety of distinctive beers that had been produced on-site. On 
May 13, 1988 John Hall's Goose Island Brewpub opened its doors; and 

WHEREAS, By 1995, John Hail's brewpub concept and the distinctive craft beers they 
developed became so popular that he opened a larger brewery and bottling plant to keep up 
with demand. By 1999, he opened a second Goose Island BrewPub in the Wrigleyville 
neighborhood. Today, Goose Island continues to brew an innovative selection of more than 
50 craft beers at the brewpub, the best and most popular beers are then bottled at their 
Fulton Street facility for export to be enjoyed in all 50 states and Europe; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Robert W. Fioretti, Alderman of the 2nd Ward, has apprised this 
august body of the significant milestone reached by this iconic Chicago brewery and 
restaurant; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 AD., salute the Goose Island Brewpub for a 
quarter-century of good food and craft beer excellence and express our very best wishes for 
a successful beer fest celebration, the proceeds of which are to be donated to Green City 
Market; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to John Hall of the Goose Island Brewpub. 
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GONGRATULA TlONS EXTENDED TO LE BOUGHaN RESTAURANT ON 
20TH ANNIVERSARY. 

[R2013-552] 

WHEREAS, French restaurant Le Bouchon, located on North Damen Avenue and created 
by legendary French Chef Jean-Claude Poi levey, celebrates its 20th year of bringing Paris to 
the streets of this city's Bucktown neighborhood; and 

WHEREAS, Jean-Claude's son, Sous Chef Oliver Poilevey, who has recently joined the 
restaurant staff, kicked off the week-long celebration with a special seven course "Nose to 
Tail" dinner Sunday, June 2, 2013. He will also be lending his contemporary vision to 
re-conceptualize several of the restaurant's traditional Lyonnaise menu items; and 

WHEREAS, Jean-Claude Poilevey, originally from the Burgundy region of France, began 
learning his trade at the age of 14, working in London and then the United States, opening 
the Playboy Club in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Several years later, he moved to Chicago and 
brought the taste of France with him. A recent inductee to the Culinary Academy of France, 
Chef Poilevey strives for authenticity in his elegant and romantic French bistro; and 

WHEREAS, Le Bouchon has served Chicago residents a taste of Paris since 1993. The 
restaurant has received accolades from food critics and patrons alike, including Gayot.com, 
Frommer's, the local WTTW television show "Check, Please!", Chowhound, and Centerstage; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Robert W. Fioretti, Alderman of the 2nd Ward and the 
Honorable Scott Waguespack of the 32nd Ward, have apprised this august body of 
Le Bouchon's culinary contribution to the noteworthy restaurant scene in Chicago; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute Chef Jean-Claude Poilevey 
and the Le Brouchon Bistro for two decades of gustatory greatness and wish them continued 
culinary success in all future endeavors; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to French Restaurant Le Bouchon and Chef Poilevey. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN DOWELL (3rd Ward): 

DECLARATION OF AUGUST 3, 2013 AS "DR. BOBBY E. WRIGHT DAY" IN 
CHICAGO. 

[R20 13-553J 

WHEREAS, Bobby Eugene Wright, Ph.D. was born March 1, 1934 in Anniston, Alabama 
and made his transition on April 6, 1982 in Chicago, Illinois, was the founder and executive 
director of the Garfield Park Comprehensive Community Mental Health Center, then the 
largest Black Comprehensive Community Mental Health Center in the nation, an agency that 
now bears his name; and 

WHEREAS, Dr. Bobby E. Wright's work emphasized the dynamics of the Black psyche and 
the conditions that define Black lives and unique circumstances throughout history as a basis 
for developing the Black Social Theory and teachings on survival of Black culture; and 

WHEREAS, Dr. Bobby E. Wright was a leader, psychologist, educator, mentor, author, 
researcher, and civic activist who inspired many Black mental health professionals to lead the 
provision of services in the inner-city communities; and 

WHEREAS, Mental health professionals, students and associates who worked with and 
learned from Dr. Bobby E. Wright continue his teachings today in health care centers, 
schools, government agencies, community services/programs, academia and other 
organizations; and 

WHEREAS, To this day the vision of Dr. Bobby E. Wright is a reaffirmation of his brilliance 
and foresight into the issues faced by the Black community today, in his words, "A luta 
continua lasima tushinda mbilishaka" the struggle continues and we will conquer without a 
doubt; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the City Council of the City of Chicago assembled 
here this fifth day of June 2013 do proclaim that August 3,2013 is "Dr. Bobby E. Wright Day"; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the Garfield 
Park/Bobby E. Wright Comprehensive Community Mental Health Center Reunion 
Committee. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN BEALE (9th Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE REVEREND SAMUEL BALLARD, SR. 

[R2013-518] 

WHEREAS, Reverend Samuel Ballard, Sr., a most beloved citizen, spiritual leader, and 
towering figure in Chicago's great 9th Ward community, has been called to eternal life by the 
wisdom of God, Sunday, April 29, 2012; and 

WHEREAS, In a lifetime filled with inspiration and strengthened by a solid religious 
foundation, the Reverend Samuel Ballard, Sr. reached out and touched many lives; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his transition by the 
Honorable Anthony Beale, Alderman of the 9th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Reverend Samuel Ballard, Sr. lived a long and productive life. He was born 
January 11, 1942 to Lawrence and Una Mae Ballard in Newbern, Alabama. He was a junior 
deacon in Newbern, Alabama at the First Baptist Church; deacon at St. Michael M.B. Church 
and on July 6, 1980 he was called into the Ministry of Preaching under the pastorate of the 
late Reverend Willie Mason and served faithfully for nine years. In 1989, he united with Mars 
Hill M.B. Church where he organized the Faith United M.B. Church; and 

WHEREAS, Reverend Ballard, Sr. and Annie Marie Harper were united in holy matrimony 
in 1971 and were blessed with four children. He was the CEO of the Faith United Family 
Enrichment Center Food Pantry and the Faith United Gospel in Action Mission; and 

WHEREAS, Reverend Samuel Ballard, Sr. was a strong community advocate and believed 
that with prayer all things were possible; and 

WHEREAS, Reverend Ballard was a wonderfully devoted husband of Annie Marie; loving 
father of Samuel Ballard, Jr., Kimberly Henderson, Minister Ruth Ballard, and AJ Fox 
(deceased); loving brother of James Ballard, John (Ellen) Ballard, Lovell (deceased), 
Lawrence (Jessie) (deceased), Preston Ballard (deceased), Idella Bryant, Dorothy Nelson 
and Ula Ballard; brother-in-law of Rebecca Ballard; and loving grandfather, uncle, friend of 
many and to the Faith United Missionary Baptist Church Family; and 

WHEREAS, His strong guidance, gentle kindness and endless generosity will serve as an 
inspiration and comfort to all who knew and loved him; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby extend our sincere condolences to 
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the family and many friends of Reverend Samuel Ballard, Sr. and express our deepest 
sympathy upon his passing; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Reverend Samuel Ballard, Sr. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE ANTHONY TODD DANIELS. 
[R2013-514] 

WHEREAS, In His infinite wisdom, Almighty God has granted eternal peace to Anthony 
Todd Daniels, a loving father, husband, son, and friend to all; and 

WHEREAS, Anthony Todd Daniels was born in Chicago on the 27th day of October 1952 
to the union of Henry and Lottie Daniels. He and his five siblings brought joy and laughter into 
their home. Anthony, affectionately know as "Tony" accepted Christ as his savior at a young 
age. He received his education through the Chicago Public School system and graduated 
from Harlan High School in 1970; and 

WHEREAS, Anthony Todd Daniels was united in holy matrimony with Linda Collins on 
July 4, 1983 and to this blessed union two children, Jason Darnell and Renelle Nicole were 
born; and 

WHEREAS, Anthony Todd Daniels was a caring and dedicated husband, father, friend and 
neighbor. He worked in the automotive painting industry as an award winning sales 
representative and trainer for PPG for over 15 years. Tony had a huge passion for 
automobiles and enjoyed going to the auto shows and drag strip races. His favorite sports 
were baseball, basketball, football, golf and coaching girl's softball. He was the dedicated 
coach of the Country Club Hills Jaguars for more than 15 years. He began coaching when 
his daughter was six years old and continued throughout her college years. In 2012, his team 
came in second place in the South Suburban Summer League; and 

WHEREAS, Anthony Todd Daniels was down to earth and enjoyed spending time with his 
daughter, coaching, telling jokes and spending quality time with her. Anthony also enjoyed 
reading scriptures from the Bible; and 

WHEREAS, His father and brother Arnold having preceded him in death, Anthony Todd 
Daniels leaves behind to cherish his memories; his wife, Linda; son, Jason Darnell; daughter, 
Renelle Nicole; loving granddaughter, Alyssa; mother, Lottie Daniels; brothers, Emmit, Paul 
(Barbara) and Victor (Nina); sister, Muriel; and a host of nieces, nephews, cousins, other 
relatives and many friends; and 
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WHEREAS, The Honorable Anthony Beale, Alderman of the 9th Ward, has informed this 
august body of the passing of Anthony Todd Daniels; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby express our sincerest sorrow upon 
learning of the passing of this remarkable citizen and extend our deepest condolence to his 
family and all those whose lives he touched; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Anthony Todd Daniels. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE ROSA LEE GIBBS. 
[R2013-515] 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom and judgment has called to her eternal reward, 
mother Rosa Lee Gibbs, outstanding citizen and beloved friend, March 31,2013; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been notified of her passing by the Honorable Anthony 
Beale, Alderman of the 9th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Born October 5, 1902, Rosa Lee Gibbs was the loving daughter of Dora and 
Theodore Stewart, in Washington, Mississippi. Her parents instilled strong morals and values 
throughout her life and the life of her 10 siblings; and 

WHEREAS, Rosa accepted Christ into her life at an early age at St. Paul Baptist Church. 
She married Frank Gibbs and moved to Philadelphia and became a member of New 
Bethlehem Baptist Church; and 

WHEREAS, Rosa and her daughter Margaret moved to Chicago in 1986 and moved her 
membership to Greater Metropolitan Missionary Baptist Church where she participated 
joyously with the congregation until her health failed; and 

WHEREAS, A cherished friend and good neighborto all, Rosa Lee Gibbs had enriched the 
lives of the young and the old. She will be deeply missed but the memory of her character, 
intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; and 

WHEREAS, Rosa Lee Gibbs leaves to cherish her memory her daughter, Margaret 
Woodside; two grandchildren, Deborah Woodside and Valerie Woodside; two great
grandchildren, Jaleesa Woodside and Jeremy Jackson; and a host of other relatives and 
many friends; now, therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby express our sorrow on the passing 
of Rosa Lee Gibbs and extend to her family members our sincere condolences; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Rosa Lee Gibbs. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE JAMES HARRIS, SR. 
[R2013-519] 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has chosen to bring his beloved child, 
James Harris, Sr. to his eternal reward, Friday, April 19, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been notified of Mr. James Harris, Sr.'s transition by the 
esteemed alderman of the 9th Ward, Anthony Beale; and 

WHEREAS, Born on August 23, 1933 to the union of the late William Ernest Harris and 
Cassie Richardson, Jim was one of six children, Willie L., Water G., Wade H., Mabel and 
Hazel who brought laughter into the family. He was educated in the Wake County School 
system. Jim served his country proudly in the United States Marine Corps serving during the 
Korean War and received an honorable discharge; and 

WHEREAS, Exemplifying the strength and solidity offamily life, James "Jim" Harris, Sr. was 
united in holy matrimony with Nellie M. Cannady on October 19, 1953 and to this blessed 
union a son was born; and 

WHEREAS, James Harris, Sr. a cherished friend and good neighbor to all has enriched the 
lives of the young and the old. He will be deeply missed but the memory of his character, 
intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved him; and 

WHEREAS, James Harris, Sr. leaves to cherish his accomplishments, his loving and 
devoted wife of 60 years, Nellie Harris; loving son, James, Jr. (Carol); two sisters, Mabel H. 
Burton and Hazel H. Ball; one sister-in-law, Ruby Cannady; two brothers-in-law, Robert 
(Evelyn) Cannady and James (Josephine) Cannady; five grandchildren; six great
grandchildren and a host of other relatives and many friends; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby express our sorrow on the passing 
of Mr. James Harris, Sr. and extend to his family and friends our sincere condolences; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Mr. James Harris. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE REYNALDO ALEXANDER WARD. 
[R2013-520] 

WHEREAS, In His infinite wisdom andjudgment, God has called ReynaldoAlexanderWard 
to his eternal reward on April 5, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, Reynaldo Alexander Ward started his life's journey in New Orleans, Louisiana 
on May 17,1940 as the youngest child of Edwin A and Mildred Ward. He graduated in 1959 
from Walter L. Cohen High School in New Orleans and furthered his education in Chicago 
attending Greer Tech and Coyne Electrical & Television School; and 

WHEREAS, Reynaldo Alexander Ward worked as a mechanic. In 2001, he retired from 
Fred Tuch Buick Dealership after many dedicated years of service. He served his country 
proudly in the United States Army, receiving an honorable discharge. Reynaldo played the 
flute and piccolo in the 327th Army Band; and 

WHEREAS, Reynaldo and his loving wife, Joyce shared over 50 years of wedded bliss and 
was blessed with six children who brought happiness and laughter into their home; and 

WHEREAS, Reynaldo Alexander Ward was a loving husband, father, grandfather, great
grandfather, brother, friend and neighbor who will be deeply missed; and 

WHEREAS, Reynaldo Alexander Ward leaves behind to mourn his passing and cherish his 
memory his beloved wife, Joyce; children, Kelvin W. Ward (Gwendolyn), Reynaldo W. 
Ward II (Vanessa), Isolde Ward, Virgil Ward (Sylvia), Nedra Ward Cameron (Vernon) and 
Edwin A Ward III; 24 loving grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; brother, Edwin A 
Ward II (Maxine) and sisters, Hazel B. Simpson (Julie) and Patricia W. Ward; his loving and 
last surviving aunt, Mabel Agobert, and a host of other relatives and many friends; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Anthony Beale, Alderman of the 9th Ward, has brought the 
passing of Reynaldo Alexander Ward to the attention of this august body; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 AD., do hereby express our sincerest sorrow at the 
passing of Reynaldo Alexander Ward and extend our deepest sympathy to his many family 
members and friends; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That suitable copies of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Reynaldo Alexander Ward. 
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TRIBUTE TO LA TE WILLIAM VINCENT WRIGHT. 
[R2013-516] 

WHEREAS, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom and judgment has called to his eternal 
rest, William Vincent Wright, an outstanding citizen and beloved friend, Tuesday, January 29, 
2013, at the age of 54; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been informed of his passing by the Honorable 
Anthony Beale, Alderman of the 9th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Born May 30, 1958, William Vincent Wright was a proud son of Everett and 
Pauline, the 8th sibling of 13 and was affectionately called "Billy" by his family and friends. He 
attended D.S. Wentworth Elementary School, graduated from Francis Parker High School 
and received a degree in Computer Operations from Robert F. White; and 

WHEREAS, On October 13, 1984, Billy and the former Valerie Simpson were married and 
to this union a son was born. Billy enjoyed spending time with his family, grilling, watching 
sports, bowling, playing chess, dominos, cards, horseshoes or just doing jigsaw puzzles; and 

WHEREAS, William Vincent Wright was a vital and active member of his family and 
community. A cherished friend and a good neighbor to all, William Vincent Wright had 
enriched the lives of the young and the old. He will be deeply missed, but the memory of his 
character, intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved him; and 

WHEREAS, William Vincent Wright leaves to celebrate his life and cherish his memory his 
loving son, William Vincent Wright; three brothers, Aaron, Everett and Roy (Ramona); five 
sisters, Audrey, Sharon, Vanessa (George), Verona, and Deninne; two sisters-in-Iaws, Sheila 
and Ellene; a godson, Quintin; two goddaughters, Danajah and Danisha; a very special 
friend, Diane Roby (Cleonta, C'Lea, Alayshia, Anna and Arra); and a host of other relatives 
and many friends. His parents, four brothers: Jack, Alan, Clifton and Kenneth, preceded him 
in death; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 A. D., do hereby express our sorrow on the passing 
of William Vincent Wright and extend to his family our sincere condolences; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of William Vincent Wright. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN QUINN (13th Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE WILLIAM J. GERBER. 
[R2013-529] 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called William J. Gerber to his eternal reward; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by the Honorable 
Marty Quinn, Alderman of the 13th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, William J. Gerber, age 65, beloved husband of the late Maria (nee Davis); 
loving father of Matthew; dearest brother of Kathleen (the late Robert) Bougher and Michael 
(Susan) Gerber; fond brother-in-law of Lilyan (Andrew) Yacko, Albert Davis, Jr. and Anthony 
Davis; and cherished uncle of Jennifer Gerber and Brittany Yacko. William J. Gerber leaves 
a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this fifth day of June 2013, hereby express our sorrow on the death of William J. Gerber 
and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy be presented to the family of William J. 
Gerber. 

CONGRATULA nONS EXTENDED TO FRANCES MISTRETTA ON 90th BIRTHDA Y. 
[R20 13-517] 

WHEREAS, Frances Mistretta will achieve a significant milestone on June 21, 2013 when 
she will join the burgeoning ranks of this city's nonagenarians; and 

WHEREAS, Frances Mistretta, one of seven children brought to this world by Madeline and 
William Salvatore, was united in holy matrimony to the late Frank Mistretta. Their union was 
blessed with three daughters: Shirley Ann, Kathleen and Sarah Lynn; and 

WHEREAS, Frances Mistretta worked at Chicago Roller Skates and later at School Co .. 
Her greatest joys in life are her children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. In addition, 
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she was fond of gardening around her home on Mayfield and loved to travel across the world 
to many parts of this country as well as Italy and Germany; and 

WHEREAS, Frances Mistretta was a member of the Sambuca Italian Club, T.O.P.S. and 
St. Symphorosa Super Club. She currently enjoys going to casinos, eating and spending 
time with her family; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Marty Quinn, Alderman of the 13th Ward, has apprised this 
august body of Frances Mistretta's significant milestone; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, A.D., salute Frances Mistretta on the occasion of 
her 90th birthday and extend our very best wishes for health, happiness and great success 
in all her future endeavors; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Frances Mistretta. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURKE (14th Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE HONORABLE GIULIO ANDREOTTI. 
[R20 13-554] 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Giulio Andreotti has been called to eternal life by the wisdom 
of God at the age of 94; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Giulio Andreotti was the loving and devoted husband of 
Livia Danese; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Giulio Andreotti was the much-adored father of 
Lamberto, Marilena, Stefano and Serena to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble 
qualities that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Giulio Andreotti held a wide array of important posts and had 
an intricate knowledge of the workings of Italian government; and 
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WHEREAS, A influential member of the Christian Democratic Party, the Honorable Giulio 
Andreotti played a vital role in post World War II Italian politics; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Giulio Andreotti served seven terms as the Prime Minister of 
Italy; and 

WHEREAS, In 1991, the Honorable Giulio Andreotti was appointed a senator-for-life of the 
Republic of Italy; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and achievements of the Honorable Giulio Andreotti 
serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared the Honorable Giulio 
Andreotti to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich 
their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Honorable Giulio Andreotti imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate the Honorable Giulio 
Andreotti for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Honorable Giulio Andreotti. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE HONORABLE OTIS BOWEN, M.D. 
[R2013-555] 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. has been called to eternal life by the wisdom 
of God at the age of 95; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. was the beloved husband of Carol, the late 
Elizabeth and the late Rose May; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. was the much-adored father of 
Rick, Judy, Tim and Rob to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he 
possessed in abundance; and 
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WHEREAS, A proud veteran of the Army Medical Corps during World War II, the 
Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. spent many years as Coroner of Marshall County, Indiana, and 
then as an Indiana State Representative; and 

WHEREAS, Elected to two consecutive terms as Govemor of the State of Indiana, the 
Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. focused on upgrading state parks, improving emergency 
medical care and keeping property taxes under control; and 

WHEREAS, Appointed by President Ronald Reagan as Secretary of Health and 
Human Services, the Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. worked with Surgeon General C. Everett 
Koop on a ground-breaking campaign to educate the public about HIV and AIDS; and 

WHEREAS, After stepping down as Secretary of Health and Human Services in 1989, the 
Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. remained active in promoting many worthwhile medical, political 
and charitable causes; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of the Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. 
serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared the Honorable Otis 
Bowen, M.D. to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich 
their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, public service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate the Honorable Otis Bowen, 
M.D. for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Honorable Otis Bowen, M.D. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE REVEREND ANDREW M. GREELEY. 
[R2013-556] 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Andrew M. Greeley has been called to eternal life by the 
wisdom of God at the age of 85; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 
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WHEREAS, The Reverend Andrew M. Greeley was the loving and devoted brother of 
Mary Jule Durkin; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Andrew M. Greeley was the much-adored uncle of seven and 
cherished great-uncle of 18 to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that 
he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Born in Oak Park and raised in Chicago's Austin neighborhood, the 
Reverend Andrew M. Greeley attended St. Angela Elementary School and graduated from 
Archbishop Quigley Preparatory Seminary; and 

WHEREAS, Ordained to the holy priesthood in 1954, the Reverend Andrew M. Greeley 
received a bachelor of arts and a licentiate of sacred theology from St. Mary of the 
Lake Seminary; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Andrew M. Greeley spent ten years as assistant pastor at 
Chicago's Christ the King Parish; and 

WHEREAS, Having earned a Ph.D. in sociology from the University of Chicago, the 
Reverend Andrew M. Greeley focused much of his research on the Roman Catholic Church 
in the United States; and 

WHEREAS, A natural storyteller who explored the vagaries of the human condition with 
sharp wit and deep insight, the Reverend Andrew M. Greeley achieved best seller status with 
his third book, Cardinal Sins; and 

WHEREAS, In spite of his many talents, accolades and accomplishments, the 
Reverend Andrew M. Greeley always considered his work as a Catholic priest his most 
important and lasting legacy; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Andrew M. Greeley touched the lives of many through his 
influential newspaper columns and best-selling novels; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared the Reverend 
Andrew M. Greeley to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him 
to enrich their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Reverend Andrew M. Greeley imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate the Reverend Andrew M. 
Greeley for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Reverend Andrew M. Greeley. 
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TRIBUTE TO LA TE HONORABLE AUBREY FRANCIS KAPLAN. 
[R2013-557] 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan has been called to eternal life by the 
wisdom of God at the age of 86; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan was a retired member of the judiciary 
and the loving husband of Carolyn, nee Brash; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan was the much adored father of 
Elizabeth, Emily, Jennifer, Mary and Joanne and the grandfather of 13 to whom he imparted 
many of the fine and noble qualities that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, A native of Chicago, the Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan earned his law 
degree from Northwestern University and was admitted to the bar in 1960; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan served as an assistant Illinois attorney 
general from 1961 to 1964 before entering the private sector; and 

WHEREAS, In 1968, the Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan joined the City of Chicago as 
an assistant corporation counsel and from 1968 to 1973 was an assistant Cook County 
state's attorney; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan was appointed to serve as an associate 
judge in Cook County and remained a member of the bench until his retirement in 2001; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout his career, the Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan was known for 
his fairness, integrity and commitment to the highest ideals of the legal profession; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of the Honorable Aubrey 
Francis Kaplan serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan will be dearly missed and fondly 
remembered by his many relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan imparts a legacy 
of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate the Honorable Aubrey 
Francis Kaplan for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; 
and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Honorable Aubrey Francis Kaplan. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE BOB KOTALIK. 
[R2013-558] 

WHEREAS, Bob Kotalik has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age of 
87; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Raised on the West Side, Bob Kotalik was a veteran Chicago newspaper 
photographer and the loving husband of Pearl; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Kotalik was the much-adored stepfather of Margie to whom he imparted 
many of the fine and noble qualities that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Kotalikjoined the Chicago-Sun, a predecessor ofthe Chicago Sun-Times, 
in 1942 and served his country during the end of World War II; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Kotalik enjoyed a 47 year career at the Chicago Sun-Times during which 
time he chronicled movie stars and tragedies, such as the Our Lady of the Angels fire; and 

WHEREAS, Known for his news instincts, Bob Kotalik had a knack for anticipating events 
and standing in just the right place to get the right shot; and 

WHEREAS, Because of his veteran knowledge of both Chicago and his profession, 
Bob Kotalik was widely respected by those who worked under him; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Bob Kotalik serve as an example 
to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Bob Kotalik to his 
family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in ways 
they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Kotalik will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Bob Kotalik imparts a legacy offaithfulness, service and 
dignity; now, therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Bob Kotalik for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Bob Kotalik. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE HONORABLE GEORGE M. LEADER. 
[R2013-559] 

WHEREAS, The Honorable George M. Leader has been called to eternal life by the wisdom 
of God at the age of 95; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable George M. Leader was the loving and devoted husband of the 
late Mary Jane; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable George M. Leader was the beloved father of George, David, 
Jane and the late Fred, the doting grandfather of 12 and the adoring great-grandfather of two 
to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he possessed in abundance; 
and 

WHEREAS, A proud veteran of World War II, the Honorable George M. Leader served in 
the United States Navy as a Supply Corps officer; and 

WHEREAS, After serving one term as a Pennsylvania State Senator, the Honorable 
George M. Leader won a landslide victory in 1955 to become the second youngest Governor 
of that state; and 

WHEREAS, During his four years as governor, the Honorable George M. Leader enacted 
important reforms, improved social services and led the way for advances in diversity through 
his cabinet appointments; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable George M. Leader and his wife started two successful 
healthcare businesses offering quality assisted-living to the elderly; and 

WHEREAS, An active member of his faith community, the Honorable George M. Leader 
touched the lives of many with his compassion, charity and Christian witness; and 
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WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of the Honorable George M. Leader 
serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared the Honorable 
George M. Leader to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to 
enrich their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Honorable George M. Leader imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate the Honorable George M. 
Leader for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Honorable George M. Leader. 

TRIBUTE TO THE LA TE RIGHT REVEREND MONSIGNOR LEO T. MAHON. 
[R2013-560J 

WHEREAS, The Right Reverend Monsignor Leo T. Mahon has been called to eternal life 
by the wisdom of God at the age of 87; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, As head of Hispanic Ministry for the Archdiocese of Chicago in the early 
1950's, the Right Reverend Monsignor Leo T. Mahon organized the Caballeros de San Juan, 
a group which brought young Puerto Rican men together to deepen their faith and improve 
their communities; and 

WHEREAS, The success of the Caballeros de San Juan inspired the establishment of 
similar groups in the dioceses of New York, Philadelphia and Boston; and 

WHEREAS, A memorable preacher with a deep commitment to social justice, the Right 
Reverend Monsignor Leo T. Mahon detailed his 13 years of mission work in his 
autobiography, Fire Under My Feet: A Memoir of God's Power in Panama; and 

WHEREAS, Returning to the United States, the Right Reverend Monsignor Leo T. Mahon 
became pastor at St. Victor in Calumet, Indiana, and inaugurated many programs and 
activities including Jubilee Retreat weekends, College of Ministry and Operation Summer for 
teens; and 
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WHEREAS, The Right Reverend Monsignor Leo T. Mahon also instituted a range of social 
service projects, renovated the church sanctuary, and created a Lay Diaconate that engaged 
a dozen men of the parish in direct service to the community; and 

WHEREAS, In 1987, the Right Reverend Monsignor Leo T. Mahon returned to Chicago and 
joined the St. Mary's of the Woods Faith community; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, dedication and faith of the Right Reverend Monsignor Leo T. 
Mahon serve as an outstanding example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared the Right Reverend 
Monsignor Leo T. Mahon to his family members, friends, and all who knew him, and enabled 
him to enrich their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family and to all his former parishioners, the Right Reverend 
Monsignor Leo T. Mahon imparts a legacy offaithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate the Right Reverend 
Monsignor Leo T. Mahon for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to 
his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Right Reverend Monsignor Leo T. Mahon. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE RA Y MANZAREK. 
[R2013-561] 

WHEREAS, Ray Manzarek has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age 
of 74; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Ray Manzarek was a founding member of The Doors, the iconic band that 
changed the face of rock and roll; and 

WHEREAS, Raised on Chicago's South Side, Ray Manzarek graduated from St. Rita High 
School and earned an economics degree from DePaul University before moving to 
Los Angeles, California; and 
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WHEREAS, While attending UCLA film school, Ray Manzarek first met poet Jim Morrison, 
and shortly after graduation ran into him at Venice Beach when they decided to start a band; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Doors, formed in 1965, included Ray Manzarek on keyboard, Morrison as 
the group's lead singer, Robby Krieger on guitar and John Densmore on drums; and 

WHEREAS, Ray Manzarek brought to the band a unique blend of classical, jazz and blues 
influences and established the keyboard as a powerful force in rock music; and 

WHEREAS, The Doors enjoyed a meteoric rise to fame and are best known for 
chart-topping songs such as "Light My Fire", "L.A. Woman", "Hello, I Love You" and "Break 
on Through to the Other Side"; and 

WHEREAS, The group recorded six successful albums before Morrison died in France in 
1971 and Ray Manzarek took over as lead singer; and 

WHEREAS, The Doors continued to play and record until disbanding in 1973, but their 
legend and popularity continued to capture the imagination of future generations; and 

WHEREAS, Ray Manzarek later enjoyed a solo career and was a producer, film director 
and author; and 

WHEREAS, In 1993, the band was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame; and 

WHEREAS, In 2002, Ray Manzarek reunited and toured with Krieger; and 

WHEREAS, The creative talent and dedication of Ray Manzarek serve as an example to 
all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Ray Manzarek to his 
family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in ways 
they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, Ray Manzarek will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his loving wife, Dorothy; his son, Pablo; and his two brothers, Rick and 
James, Ray Manzarek imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Ray Manzarek for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Ray Manzarek. 
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TRIBUTE TO LA TE VERNON Me GARITY. 
[R2013-562] 

WHEREAS, Congressional Medal of Honor recipient Vernon McGarity has been called to 
eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age of 91; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Vernon McGarity was the loving and devoted husband of the late Ethelene; 
and 

WHEREAS, Vernon McGarity was the much-adored father of V. Ray and the late Sharon 
to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he possessed in abundance; 
and 

WHEREAS, Vernon McGarity was an Army Technical Sergeant in the 393rd Infantry, 
99th Infantry Division during World War II; and 

WHEREAS, In spite of being wounded during the opening salvo of the German attack on 
Allied forces near Krinkelt, Belgium, Vernon McGarity valiantly returned to his men at the front 
lines of the raging conflict, the last major German offensive of the war, later known as the 
Battle of the Bulge; and 

WHEREAS, Exhibiting heroic endurance and valor of the highest caliber in the face of 
overwhelming odds, Vernon McGarity rescued injured troops, immobilized an enemy tank, 
made a courageous sortie to replenish ammunition and singlehandedly neutralized the crew 
of a machinegun emplacement blocking the only escape route; and 

WHEREAS, Although he and his men eventually ran out of ammunition and were captured 
by German forces, Vernon McGarity bought Allied forces invaluable time to regroup and 
break the force of the enemy assault; and 

WHEREAS, In October 1945, President Harry Truman awarded Vernon McGarity the 
Congressional Medal of Honor; and 

WHEREAS, After World War II, Vernon McGarity served 28 years in the Tennessee 
National Guard, achieving the rank of lieutenant colonel, and spent 35 years working with the 
Veterans Administration helping veterans secure government benefits; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work and sacrifice of Vernon McGarity serve as an example to all; 
and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Vernon McGarity to 
his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in 
ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Vernon McGarity imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Vernon McGarity for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Vernon McGarity. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE FRANCES MONSON. 
[R20 13-563] 

WHEREAS, Frances Monson has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of 85; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Frances Monson was the loving and devoted wife of Thomas S. Monson, the 
current president of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; and 

WHEREAS, Frances Monson was the much-adored mother of Thomas, Ann and Clark to 
whom she imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that she possessed in abundance; 
and 

WHEREAS, Frances Monson was a devoted wife who faithfully encouraged and supported 
her husband during his demanding life in the spotlight of church leadership; and 

WHEREAS, Blessed with many practical talents, Frances Monson was known for her 
compassionate concern for others and unfailingly positive attitude; and 

WHEREAS, Frances Monson generously shared her deep wisdom, loving kindness and 
unforgettable warmth with both her own family and with those she encountered in the course 
of her busy life; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Frances Monson serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Her love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Frances Monson to 
her family members, friends and all who knew her, and enabled her to enrich their lives in 
ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To her beloved family, Frances Monson imparts a legacy offaithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Frances Monson for her 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to her family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
Frances Monson. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE WAL TER J. MURPHY. 
[R2013-564] 

WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy was a decorated member of the law enforcement community 
and the loving husband of Regina, nee Handschiegel; and 

WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy was the much-adored father of Brian, Tim, Julie Michael, Keith 
and Kevin and the grandfather of three to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble 
qualities that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy was the beloved son of the late William and Julia, nee 
O'Shea; and 

WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy was the beloved brother of Mary, the late William and the late 
Helen; and 

WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy was a veteran of the United States Army and served with 
distinction for 41 years as a member of the Chicago Police Department; and 

WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy upheld the finest and most noble traditions of the law 
enforcement community; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Walter J. Murphy serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Walter J. Murphy to 
his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in 
ways they will never forget; and 
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WHEREAS, Walter J. Murphy will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Walter J. Murphy imparts a legacy offaithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Walter J. Murphy for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
Walter J. Murphy. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE AL YNE PA YTON. 
[R2013-565] 

WHEREAS, Alyne Payton has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age 
of8?; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Alyne Payton was the loving and devoted wife of the late Edward Payton; and 

WHEREAS, Alyne Payton was the much-adored mother of Edward, Pam and the late Walter 
to whom she imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that she possessed in abundance; 
and 

WHEREAS, Through the example of her hard work, thrift and sacrifice, Alyne Payton set an 
outstanding model of success for her three children; and 

WHEREAS, A woman of uncommon warmth and high principles, Alyne Payton raised her 
children to strive for excellence in their lives, and was proud to see each of them attend 
Jackson State University on scholarship; and 

WHEREAS, An ardent supporter of her son, iconic running back Walter Payton, Alyne 
Payton frequently attended Chicago Bears games and was one of the first non-athlete 
members of the Mississippi Sports Hall of Fame and Museum Board; and 

WHEREAS, An active member of her faith community, Alyne Payton touched the lives of 
many with her compassion, charity and Christian witness; and 
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WHEREAS, The indomitable spirit, dedication and generosity of Alyne Payton serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Her love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Alyne Payton to her 
family members, friends and all who knew her, and enabled her to enrich their lives in ways 
they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To her beloved family, Alyne Payton imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Alyne Payton for her 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to her family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
Alyne Payton. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE REVEREND STANLEY R. RUDCKI. 
[R2013-566] 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Stanley R. Rudcki has been called to eternal life by the wisdom 
of God at the age of 85; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A Chicago native who grew up in the Chicago Lawn neighborhood, the 
Reverend Stanley R. Rudcki attended St. Agnes School and Quigley Preparatory Seminary; 
and 

WHEREAS, Ordained to the holy priesthood on May 1, 1953, the Reverend Stanley R. 
Rudcki taught at Quigley Preparatory Seminary, Niles College and Loyola University of 
Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, A memorable teacher with a wide-ranging knowledge, the Reverend 
Stanley R. Rudcki inspired many students with a deep appreciation of literature and music; 
and 

WHEREAS, A talented pianist and gifted musician, the Reverend Stanley R. Rudcki brought 
lasting enjoyment to admiring audiences with his thoughtful interpretations of classical and 
contemporary choral works; and 
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WHEREAS, The Reverend Stanley R. Rudcki had the great privilege of conducting the 
world-famous Chicago Symphony Orchestra on eight occasions; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Stanley R. Rudcki shared his spirit of passion for learning, 
wisdom and love of music with many in Chicago and beyond; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, dedication and faith of the Reverend Stanley R. Rudcki serve 
as an outstanding example to us all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared the Reverend 
Stanley R. Rudcki to his family members, friends, students and all who knew him, and enabled 
him to enrich their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family and to the Archdiocese of Chicago, the Reverend 
Stanley R. Rudcki imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate the Reverend Stanley R. 
Rudcki for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
the Reverend Stanley R. Rudcki. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE BORUCH SPIEGEL. 
[R2013-567J 

WHEREAS, Boruch Spiegel has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God atthe age 
of 93; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Boruch Spiegel was one of the last remaining survivors of the 1943 Warsaw 
ghetto uprising of poorly armed Jewish insurgents who were crushed by Nazi forces occupying 
Poland; and 

WHEREAS, Boruch Spiegel was one of an estimated 750 participants in the legendary revolt 
who, on April 18, 1943, took the Germans off-guard and were able to hold out for a month 
against overwhelming odds; and 

WHEREAS, The struggle of Boruch Spiegel and his fellow Jewish fighters stands as a 
symbol of Jewish resistance against Nazi persecution during World War 11; and 
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WHEREAS, Boruch Spiegel, along with his future wife, Chaika, and a small number of 
comrades were able to eventually escape the ghetto through underground sewage canals; and 

WHEREAS, The bravery, sacrifice and dedication of Boruch Spiegel serve as an example 
to all; and 

WHEREAS, Boruch Spiegel will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his son, Julius; his daughter, Mindy; and his four adoring grandchildren, 
Boruch Spiegel imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Boruch Spiegel for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
Boruch Spiegel. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE KEN VENTURI. 
[R2013-568] 

WHEREAS, Pro-golfer and sports analyst Ken Venturi has been called to eternal life by the 
wisdom of God at the age of 82; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Ken Venturi was the beloved husband of Kathleen; and 

WHEREAS, Ken Venturi was the much-adored father of Matthew and Tim and loving 
grandfather of four to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he 
possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Breaking a career-threatening slump, Ken Venturi overcame scorching weather 
and severe dehydration to win the 1964 U.S. Open during one of the most unforgettable days 
of professional golf ever televised; and 

WHEREAS, For his riveting victory and phenomenal sportsmanship, Ken Venturi was 
chosen by Sports Illustrated as its Man of the Year for 1964; and 
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WHEREAS, Ken Venturi retired from professional golf in 1967 with 14 PGA Tour victories; 
and 

WHEREAS, After retiring, Ken Venturi delivered expert commentary for golf matches during 
a 35-year long career as an analyst for CBS Sports; and 

WHEREAS, For his accomplishments as a player and as a broadcaster, Ken Venturi was 
inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame; and 

WHEREAS, Ken Venturi set a high standard for excellence in sports and touched the lives 
of many with his kindness and generous philanthropic efforts; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Ken Venturi to his 
family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in ways 
they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Ken Venturi imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and 
dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Ken Venturi for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
Ken Venturi. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE JOHN D. ZITEK. 
[R2013-569] 

WHEREAS, John D. Zitek has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age 
of 78; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, John D. Zitek was a widely admired member of the law enforcement community 
and the loving husband of Gloria, nee Skender; and 

WHEREAS, John D. Zitek was the much-adored father of John, Jr. and Ron and the 
grandfather of two to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he 
possessed in abundance; and 
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WHEREAS, John D. Zitek retired as the police chief of the Village of Stickney following 
15 years of dedicated service and was a past vice president of the National Association of 
Chiefs of Police; and 

WHEREAS, John D. Zitek previously served for 32 years in the Chicago Police Department 
where he was a sergeant and a member of the Chicago Police Sergeants' Association; and 

WHEREAS, A proud veteran of the United States Navy, John D. Zitek served his country 
during the Korean War; and 

WHEREAS, John D. Zitek was active in the Stickney American Legion Post, the Berwyn 
Masonic Lodge and the Medinah Shriners; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of John D. Zitek serve as an example 
to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared John D. Zitek to his 
family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in ways 
they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, John D. Zitek will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, John D. Zitek imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate John D. Zitek for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
John D. Zitek. 

COMMENDA TlONS EXTENDED TO GUADALUPE ARCE FOR COMMITMENT TO 
CIVIC AND BUSINESS LEADERSHIP. 

[R2013-570] 

WHEREAS, On June 19, 2013, Guadalupe Arce will receive the Founder's Award from the 
National Latino Education Institute at that organization's 41 st Anniversary Annual Dinner; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 
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WHEREAS, The continued success of our country depends on the energy, enthusiasm and 
initiative of trained professionals and innovative entrepreneurs who are ready to meet the 
challenges of the 21 sl century; and 

WHEREAS, The National Latino Education Institute strives to empower the fast-growing 
Latino community with educational, vocational and employment services and encourage 
entrepreneurship and economic independence; and 

WHEREAS, Guadalupe and Eusebio Arce founded Tropical Optical Corporation in 1971; and 

WHEREAS, Starting with one shop in Chicago's Little Village neighborhood, Tropical Optical 
has since expanded to several other locations throughout the city; and 

WHEREAS, The success of Tropical Optical Corporation demonstrates the value of hard 
work and perseverance in pursuing the American Dream; and 

WHEREAS, Tropical Optical Corporation provides eyeglasses, free eye examinations and 
vision screenings for the needy; and 

WHEREAS, Guadalupe Arce has played an important role as a community leader and set 
an outstanding example of business acumen, generosity and civic responsibility; and 

WHEREAS, The 2013 Founder's Award recognizes the invaluable support that Guadalupe 
Arce and Tropical Optical Corporation have provided the National Latino Education Institute 
over the years; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend Guadalupe Arce for her 
commitment to civic and business leadership; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Guadalupe 
Arce. 

RECOGNITION OF WILLIAM J. BRODSKY FOR LEADERSHIP AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
AS CEO OF CHICAGO BOARD OF OPTIONS EXCHANGE. 

[R2013-571] 

WHEREAS, William J. Brodsky has announced his intention to step down as chief executive 
officer of the Chicago Board of Options Exchange; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his intention by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 
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WHEREAS, William J. Brodsky is a highly respected leader in the financial services industry; 
and 

WHEREAS, A proud alumnus of Syracuse University College of Law, William J. Brodsky 
began his distinguished career as an attorney with Model, Roland and Company; and 

WHEREAS, From 1974 to 1982, William J. Brodsky played important roles at the American 
Stock Exchange; and 

WHEREAS, In 1982, William J. Brodsky joined the Chicago Mercantile Exchange where he 
oversaw projects and rose to become chairman and chief executive officer; and 

WHEREAS, In 1997, William J. Brodsky became chairman and chief executive officer of the 
Chicago Board of Options Exchange; and 

WHEREAS, During his 16 years with the Chicago Board of Options Exchange, William J. 
Brodsky implemented several innovations that have fostered growth while ensuring stability; 
and 

WHEREAS, In 2008, William J. Brodsky was the first leader of a derivatives exchange to be 
named as chairman of the World Federation of Exchanges; and 

WHEREAS, William J. Brodsky made significant contributions to the charitable and cultural 
life of our great metropolis for years; and 

WHEREAS, William J. Brodsky's consummate skill, strong leadership and dedication to 
Chicago serve as an outstanding example to all; and 

WHEREAS, William J. Brodsky will assume a new position as executive chairman of the 
Board for the Chicago Board of Options Exchange; and 

WHEREAS, On June 11, 2013, the Chicago Board of Options Exchange will hold a special 
Passing of the Torch Celebration to honor William J. Brodsky's achievements; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby honor William J. Brodsky for his 16 years of 
service as CEO of the Chicago Board of Options Exchange and do hereby express our best 
wishes for his continued success; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to 
William J. Brodsky. 
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CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO HONORABLE KA THLEEN BROWN ON 
RETIREMENT AS CHAIRMAN OF INVESTMENT BANKING FOR MIDWEST REGION 
OF GOLDMAN SACHS. 

[R2013-572] 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Kathleen Brown, a widely admired leader in the financial 
industry, has announced her retirement as chairman of Investment Banking for the Midwest 
Region of Goldman Sachs; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Kathleen Brown hails from one of California's most prominent 
political families; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Kathleen Brown is the daughter of former Governor 
Edmund G. "Pat" Brown and the youngest sister of the Golden State's current Governor 
Edmund G. "Jerry" Brown, Jr.; and 

WHEREAS, An attorney, the Honorable Kathleen Brown is a former Los Angeles City Board 
of Education member; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Kathleen Brown ably served as the 29th treasurer of the State 
of California from 1991 to 1995; and 

WHEREAS, From 1995 to 2000, the Honorable Kathleen Brown was president of the Private 
Bank at Bank of America; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Kathleen Brown joined Goldman Sachs in 2001 and played an 
integral role in building the firm's Public Sector and Infrastructure franchise in the West Region 
and since 2010 in the Midwest Region; and 

WHEREAS, From 2001 to 2003, the Honorable Kathleen Brown was a member of Goldman 
Sach's Private Wealth Management Group and in 2005 became a senior advisor; and 

WHEREAS, Highly regarded for her business acumen and civic commitment, the 
Honorable Kathleen Brown serves on the boards of directors of Forestar and the Great Lakes 
Protection Fund; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Kathleen Brown is a valued member of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, the Chicago Network, The Commercial Club of Chicago, the National Parks 
Foundation, the Stanford, the Stanford Center of Longevity and a founding member of The 
California Women's Foundation; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Kathleen Brown was named by Cook County Board President 
Toni Preckwinkle to serve on the Forest Preserve Centennial Commission; and 
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WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication ofthe Honorable Kathleen Brown serve 
as an example to all; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby congratulate the Honorable Kathleen Brown 
on her retirement and do hereby express our best wishes for her continued good health and 
prosperity; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the 
Honorable Kathleen Brown. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO REVEREND MONSIGNOR JOHN CANARY ON 
RETIREMENT AS VICAR GENERAL OF ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO AND 
DECLARA TlON OF JUNE 23, 2013 AS "REVEREND MONSIGNOR JOHN CANARY 
DA Y" IN CHICAGO. 

[R2013-573] 

WHEREAS, On June 30, 2013, the Reverend Monsignor John Canary will officially retire 
from his position as Vicar General of the Archdiocese of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this special event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Born and raised on Chicago's South Side, the Reverend Monsignor John 
Canary attended Christ the King Parish Grammar School and Quigley Seminary; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Monsignor John Canary earned a bachelor's degree from Niles 
College of Loyola University Chicago, a master's in applied spirituality from the University of 
San Francisco, and a doctor of ministry and an honorary doctorate in Sacred Theology from 
the University of St. Mary of the Lake; and 

WHEREAS, Ordained to the holy priesthood on May 14, 1969, the Reverend Monsignor 
John Canary was an associate pastor at St. Irenaeus Parish in Park Forest for three years and 
then spent more than three decades in outstanding service in the formation of Chicago priests 
and seminarians at the University of St. Mary of the Lake/Mundelein Seminary; and 

WHEREAS, In 2006, the Reverend Monsignor John Canary was appointed vicar general of 
the Archdiocese of Chicago where he faithfully oversaw the day-to-day management and 
administration of the third-largest Catholic diocese in the United States; and 
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WHEREAS, In his retirement, the Reverend Monsignor John Canary will continue his vital 
work by giving retreats and providing spiritual direction; and 

WHEREAS, Over the years, the Reverend Monsignor John Canary has shared his spirit of 
leadership, wisdom and insight with many in Chicago and beyond; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, dedication and faith of the Reverend Monsignor John Canary 
serve as an outstanding example to us all; and 

WHEREAS, On June 23, 2013, friends, family and admirers will gather at Holy Family 
Church to honor the Reverend Monsignor John Canary for his more than four decades of 
tireless and loving ministry to the Catholic faithful; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend the Reverend Monsignor Canary 
for his tireless devotion to the principles and mission of the Catholic Church and do hereby 
declare that June 23, 2013 shall be recognized as "Reverend Monsignor John Canary Day" 
throughout the City of Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the 
Reverend Monsignor John Canary. 

RECOGNITION EXTENDED TO ZOE DAMACELA FOR ACADEMIC AND BUSINESS 
ACHIEVEMENTS. 

[R2013-574] 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela rose above challenging circumstances to achieve academic 
success as well as acclaim for her fashion designs; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her accomplishments by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A graduate of Chicago's Whitney Young High School, Zoe Damacela launched 
her first entrepreneurial venture at the age of eight; and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela had the great fortune to participate in programs sponsored by 
the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE); and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela credits much of her success to a series of NFTE mentors who 
encouraged her dreams and helped channel her ambitions into reality; and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela received invaluable guidance, feedback and support from her 
mentors; and 
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WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela's life story vividly demonstrates how profoundly positive role 
models can change the lives of our youth for the better; and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela has been active in encouraging professionals to inspire young 
people with the benefit of their experience and wisdom; and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela has appeared on the cover of Seventeen magazine; and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela is currently pursuing undergraduate studies at Northwestern 
University; and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela's example demonstrates how much our children can achieve 
when given the right example; and 

WHEREAS, Zoe Damacela has shown how small businesses can grow and succeed by 
providing quality and custom services; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend Zoe Damacela for her 
achievements; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Zoe 
Damacela. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO MIKE DITKA ON RETIREMENT OF JERSEY 
NUMBER 89 BY CHICAGO BEARS AND GRATITUDE EXTENDED FOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL. 

[R2013-575] 

WHEREAS, The Chicago Bears football team has officially announced that Mike Ditka will 
be the 14th and final legendary player to have his number retired by the organization; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this honor by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The upcoming retirement of Mike Ditka's Number 89 jersey will mark the first 
such ceremony since Dick Butkus and Gale Sayers were honored in 1994; and 

WHEREAS, Known for his aggressive blocking and bone-crushing toughness, "Iron Mike" 
Mike Ditka introduced a new dimension to the tight end position; and 

WHEREAS, A native of Pennsylvania, Mike Ditka was the number one draft pick by the 
Bears in 1961 and never missed a start in 84 games with the Bears; and 
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WHEREAS, Mike Ditka played from 1961 to 1966 with the Chicago Bears and was a 
member of its 1963 NFL Championship Team; and 

WHEREAS, Mike Ditka also played from 1967 to 1968 with the Philadelphia Eagles and from 
1969 to 1972 with the Dallas Cowboys; and 

WHEREAS, When Mike Ditka retired from the league in 1972, he ended his 12 year career 
with 427 receptions and 43 touchdowns; and 

WHEREAS, In recognition of his remarkable legacy as a football player, Mike Ditka was the 
first tight end to be honored by the Pro Football Hall of Fame; and 

WHEREAS, Mike Ditka is an iconic figure who is highly revered by all Chicago sports fans 
for his role in coaching the Bears to victory in Super Bowl XX; and 

WHEREAS, Mike Ditka is expected to have his number retired on December 9, 2013, at 
Soldier Field during a "Monday Night Football" game against the Dallas Cowboys; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby congratulate Mike Ditka on this prestigious 
honor and do hereby express to him our sincere appreciation for his contributions to 
professional football; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Mike Ditka. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO VICTOR OROZCO ON ELECTION TO SENKA
SANDOVAL COMMUNITY COUNCIL. 

[R2013-576] 

WHEREAS, On April 9, 2013, civic leader Victor Orozco was elected to the Senka-Sandoval 
Community Council; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Chicago's public parks provide residents with many opportunities to relax and 
enjoy themselves; and 

WHEREAS, Created in 1971 on a parcel leased from a railroad company, Senka Park was 
created as a welcome oasis of public land in a crowded neighborhood; and 

WHEREAS, In 1999, a newly expanded Senka Park opened thanks to a successful 
collaboration between the Trust for Public Land and the Chicago Park District; and 
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WHEREAS, With facilities for a variety of competitive sports; Senka Park pays fitting tribute 
to Edward "Duke" Senka, a long-time physical education instructor and southwest area 
supervisor for the Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, Senka Park is also home to Socorro Sandoval Elementary School which 
occupies the northern part of the property; and 

WHEREAS, Socorro Sandoval Elementary School commemorates a beloved Chicago Public 
Schools teacher who imparted her knowledge and passion for learning to her young students 
and encouraged their parents to pursue the American dream through education; and 

WHEREAS, Outdoor water features and playgrounds offer local families a convenient and 
safe environment to bring their children; and 

WHEREAS, A park advisory council raises community awareness, proposes ways for the 
community to better utilize programs and facilities and communicates local concerns to the 
Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, A park advisory council also works to locate alternate funding sources that 
serve to enhance park facilities; and 

WHEREAS, The Senka-Sandoval Community Council meets on a regular basis to support 
the effective functioning of Senka Park; and 

WHEREAS, Victor Orozco brings a wealth of professional experience and training to his 
position on the Senka-Sandoval Community Council; and 

WHEREAS, On June 11,2013, Victor Orozco will be officially sworn into office as a member 
of the Senka-Sandoval Community Council; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend Victor Orozco for his exemplary 
civic commitment and congratulate him on his induction into the Senka-Sandoval Community 
Council; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Victor Orozco. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO D. JEAN ORTEGA-PIRON ON RETIREMENT 
FROM ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FA MIL Y SERVICES. 

[R2013-577] 

WHEREAS, D. Jean Ortega-Piron officially retired as statewide guardian and deputy director 
of the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services on May 31, 2013; and 
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WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Since 1996, D. Jean Ortega-Piron served as the guardian of all youth 
committed to Illinois Department of Children and Family Services by the juvenile courts in the 
State of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, D. Jean Ortega-Piron was instrumental in establishing the first-in-the-nation 
"Memorandum of Understanding" between a state child welfare agency and Mexico; and 

WHEREAS, D. Jean Ortega-Pi ron also established a system for monitoring psychotropic 
medications for state wards, described by the Chicago Tribune as the "gold standard" in the 
country; and 

WHEREAS, D. Jean Ortega-Piron previously served in the Governor's Office as executive 
assistant to the Office of the Special Counsel for Child Welfare Services from 1994 to 1996; 
and 

WHEREAS, From 1987 to 1994, D. Jean Ortega-Piron was the chief administrative law 
judge for the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services; and 

WHEREAS, A highly respected advocate on behalf of children, D. Jean Ortega-Piron was 
on the Board of Special Olympics Illinois and the Illinois Task Force on Unaccompanied 
Immigrant Children; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of D. Jean Ortega-Piron serve as an 
example to all; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby congratulate D. Jean Ortega-Piron on the 
occasion of her retirement and do hereby express our sincere appreciation for her outstanding 
public service; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to 
D. Jean Ortega-Piron. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO ANGELES SANDOVAL ON ELECTION AS 
PRESIDENT OF SENKA-SANDOVAL COMMUNITY COUNCIL. 

[R20 13-578] 

WHEREAS, On April 9, 2013, Gage Park resident Angeles Sandoval was elected president 
of the Senka-Sandoval Community Council; and 
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WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Chicago's public parks provide residents with many opportunities to relax and 
enjoy themselves; and 

WHEREAS, Created in 1971 on a parcel leased from a railroad company, Senka Park was 
created as a welcome oasis of public land in a crowded neighborhood; and 

WHEREAS, In 1999, a newly expanded Senka Park opened thanks to a successful 
collaboration between the Trust for Public Land and the Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, With facilities for a variety of competitive sports, Senka Park pays fitting tribute 
to Edward "Duke" Senka, a long-time physical education instructor and southwest area 
supervisor for the Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, Senka Park is also home to Socorro Sandoval Elementary School which 
occupies the northern part of the property; and 

WHEREAS, Socorro Sandoval Elementary School commemorates a beloved Chicago 
Public Schools teacher who imparted her knowledge and passion for learning to her young 
students and encouraged their parents to pursue the American dream through education; and 

WHEREAS, Outdoor water features and playgrounds offer local families a convenient and 
safe environment to bring their children; and 

WHEREAS, A park advisory council raises community awareness, proposes ways for the 
community to better utilize programs and facilities and communicates local concerns to the 
Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, A park advisory council also works to locate alternate funding sources that 
serve to enhance park facilities; and 

WHEREAS, The Senka-Sandoval Community Council meets on a regular basis to support 
the effective functioning of Senka Park; and 

WHEREAS, Angeles Sandoval brings a wealth of professional experience and training in 
political science, education enrichment and customer service to her new position; and 

WHEREAS, On June 11, 2013, Angeles Sandoval will be officially sworn into office as 
president of the Senka-Sandoval Community Council; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend Angeles Sandoval for her 
exemplary civic commitment and congratulate her on her induction into the Senka-Sandoval 
Community Council; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to 
Angeles Sandoval. 

CONGRATULA TlONS EXTENDED TO MARTIN A. SANDOVAL /I ON ELECTION AS 
MEMBER OF SENKA-SANDOVAL COMMUNITY COUNCIL. 

[R2013-579] 

WHEREAS, On April 9, 2013, Gage Park resident Martin A. Sandoval, II, was elected to the 
Senka-Sandoval Community Council; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Chicago's public parks provide residents with many opportunities to relax and 
enjoy themselves; and 

WHEREAS, Created in 1971 on a parcel leased from a railroad company, Senka Park was 
created as a welcome oasis of public land in a crowded neighborhood; and 

WHEREAS, In 1999, a newly expanded Senka Park opened thanks to a successful 
collaboration between the Trust for Public Land and the Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, With facilities for a variety of competitive sports, Senka Park pays fitting tribute 
to Edward "Duke" Senka, a long-time physical education instructor and southwest area 
supervisor for the Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, Senka Park is also home to Socorro Sandoval Elementary School which 
occupies the northern part of the property; and 

WHEREAS, Socorro Sandoval Elementary School commemorates a beloved Chicago 
Public Schools teacher who imparted her knowledge and passion for learning to her young 
students and encouraged their parents to pursue the American dream through education; and 

WHEREAS, Outdoor water features and playgrounds offer local families a convenient and 
safe environment to bring their children; and 

WHEREAS, A park advisory council raises community awareness, proposes ways for the 
community to better utilize programs and facilities and communicates local concerns to the 
Chicago Park District; and 

WHEREAS, A park advisory council also works to locate alternate funding sources that 
serve to enhance park facilities; and 
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WHEREAS, The Senka-Sandoval Community Council meets on a regular basis to support 
the effective functioning of Senka Park; and 

WHEREAS, Martin A. Sandoval, II brings a wealth of professional experience and training 
in social work and psychology to his position on the Senka-Sandoval Community Council; and 

WHEREAS, On June 11, 2013, Martin A. Sandoval, II will be officially sworn into office as 
a member of the Senka-Sandoval Community Council; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend Martin A. Sandoval, II for his 
exemplary civic commitment and congratulate him on his induction into the Senka-Sandoval 
Community Council; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to 
Martin A. Sandoval, II. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO HARRISON I. STEANS ON RECEIPT OF 
"LYMAN J. GAGE AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING CIVIC CONTRIBUTION BY AN 
INDIVIDUAL". 

[R2013-580] 

WHEREAS, On June, 11 2013, Harrison I. Steans will receive the prestigious 
Lyman J. Gage Award for Outstanding Civic Contribution by an Individual from the Civic 
Federation; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, In 1894, Lyman J. Gage became the first president of the Civic Federation 
following his resounding success as president of the board of directors for Chicago's 
1893 World's Columbian Exposition; and 

WHEREAS, The Lyman J. Gage Award "honors a Chicagoan who has consistently 
demonstrated dedication to civic and community concerns"; 

WHEREAS, In 1986, Harrison I. Steans, along with his wife, Lois and daughters 
Heather, Jennifer and Robin, created the Steans Family Foundation to improve the lives of 
those in impoverished Chicago neighborhoods through education; and 

WHEREAS, With a focus on Chicago's North Lawndale community, the Steans Family 
Foundation has sponsored a College Preparatory Charter School and offered programs to 
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foster early education, promote leadership development for young men and support 
grandparents raising grandchildren; and 

WHEREAS, Currently chairman of the Executive Committee, Financial Investments 
Corporation, Harrison I. Steans has played a prominent role in the charitable and cultural life 
of our great metropolis for many years; and 

WHEREAS, Prior recipients ofthe Lyman J. Gage Award, include world leaders in business 
and government such as Hillary Rodham Clinton, Lester Crown, Alan Greenspan, 
Henry Hyde and Patrick G. Ryan; and 

WHEREAS, Harrison I. Steans' hard work, generosity and dedication to Chicago serve as 
an outstanding example to all; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend Harrison I. Steans for his 
outstanding commitment to addressing civic and community concerns; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to 
Harrison I. Steans. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO EDWARD T. TILLY ON BEING NAMED CHIEF 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF CHICAGO BOARD OF OPTIONS EXCHANGE. 

[R20 13-581 ] 

WHEREAS, Edward T. Tilly has been named chief executive officer of the Chicago Board 
of Options Exchange; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his appointment by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Edward T. Tilly replaces William J. Brodsky who has announced his decision 
to step down from the position; and 

WHEREAS, A proud alumnus of Northwestern University, Edward T. Tilly began his career 
with the Chicago Board of Options Exchange as a clerk; and 

WHEREAS, Trading as both a market maker and a designated primary market maker, 
Edward T. Tilly was a Chicago Board of Options Exchange member from 1989 to 2006 and 
served faithfully on several committees; and 

WHEREAS, In 2011, Edward T. Tilly was named president and chief operating officer of 
CBOE Holdings, Inc., Chicago Board Options Exchange and C2 Options Exchange; and 
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WHEREAS, During his 25 years at CBOE, Edward T. Tilly has held many important 
positions; and 

WHEREAS, Edward T. Tilly's strong leadership and dedication to Chicago serve as an 
outstanding example to all; and 

WHEREAS, On June 11, 2013, the Chicago Board of Options Exchange will hold a special 
Passing of the Torch Celebration to welcome Edward T. Tilly into his new role and honor 
out-going chairman and chief executive officer William J. Brodsky for his years of service; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby send our best wishes to Edward T. Tilly for 
much continued success as chief executive officer of the Chicago Board of Options Exchange; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to 
Edward T. Tilly. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO BRIAN URLACHER ON RETIREMENT FROM 
CHICAGO BEARS. 

[R2013-582] 

WHEREAS, On May 22, 2013, Chicago Bears linebacker Brian Urlacher announced his 
retirement from the National Football League (NFL) after 13 seasons; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his decision by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Raised in Lovington, New Mexico, Brian Urlacher demonstrated his exceptional 
athletic prowess by leading his high school football team to an undefeated season and a 
Division 3-A State Championship; and 

WHEREAS, As a linebacker at the University of New Mexico, Brian Urlacher garnered 
All-American honors from the Football Writers Association of America and the Associated 
Press; and 

WHEREAS, Ranked ninth in the first round of the 2000 NFL draft, Brian Urlacherwas signed 
by the Chicago Bears and proved his worth on the field over the course of that season; and 

WHEREAS, Voted the 2000 Defensive Rookie of the Year and the 2005 Defensive Player 
of the Year, Brian Urlacher was also chosen to play the Pro Bowl eight times; and 
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WHEREAS, In 2012, Brian Urlacher was chosen by his NFL peers to receive the Ed Block 
Courage Award in recognition of his professionalism and perseverance; and 

WHEREAS, Displaying an impressive combination of speed, stamina and strength, 
Brian Urlacher provided Chicago Bears fans with many thrilling moments; and 

WHEREAS, In 13 seasons, Brian Urlacher accumulated an impressive 1,779 tackles, 
41.5 sacks and 22 interceptions; and 

WHEREAS, With his sportsmanship, skill and endurance Brian Urlacher set a high standard 
for excellence in football; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby congratulate Brian Urlacher on his career 
with the Chicago Bears and wish him the best in his future endeavors; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy ofthis resolution be presented to Brian Urlacher 
as a token of our esteem and gratitude. 

CONGRATULA TlONS EXTENDED TO FA THER ZANIOLO ON 25TH ANNIVERSARY OF 
ORDINA TlON TO PRIESTHOOD AND DECLARA TlON OF MA Y 22, 2013 AS 
"REVEREND MICHAEL G. ZANIOLO DA Y" IN CHICAGO. 

[R2013-583] 

WHEREAS, In 2013, the Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo will celebrate the 25th anniversary of 
his ordination to the Holy Priesthood; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this special event by 
Alderman Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Ordained in 1988, the Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo works as the full-time 
chaplain for Chicago's O'Hare and Midway Airports; and 

WHEREAS, Along with several other priests, deacons and dedicated lay persons, the 
Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo ministers to the thousands of travelers passing through Chicago 
airports each day; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo offers a comforting presence and vital ministry 
to the many people who work at the two airports; and 
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WHEREAS, The airport chapels overseen by the Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo foster an 
atmosphere of calm reflection, prayer and peace; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo has touched the lives and lifted the spirits of 
people from all over the world; and 

WHEREAS, By extending a warm welcome to travelers who pass through our great 
metropolis, the Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo contributes to Chicago's reputation as a 
wonderful, friendly place to visit; and 

WHEREAS, Through his administration of the sacraments and compassionate advice, the 
Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo brings faith and hope to those in need of support and consolation; 
and 

WHEREAS, The hard work and dedication of the Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo serve as an 
outstanding example to us all; and 

WHEREAS, On May 22, 2013, friends, family and admirers gathered at the O'Hare Airport 
Chapel to honor the Reverend Michael G. Zaniolo for his 25 years of tireless and loving 
ministry; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, assembled 
this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commend Father Zaniolo for his tireless devotion to the 
principles and mission of the Catholic Church and declared May 22, 2013, as Reverend 
Michael G. Zaniolo Day throughout the City of Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the Reverend 
Michael G. Zaniolo. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN FOULKES (1 $h Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO PASTOR DOCTOR TIMOTHY M. JONES, SR. 
OF KINGDOM LIFE MINISTRIES, INTERNA TlONAL ON ELEVA TlON TO OFFICE OF 
BISHOP. 

[R2013-530] 

WHEREAS, The Kingdom Covenant Churches, Inc. will elevate Dr. Timothy M. Jones Sr., 
Pastor of Kingdom Life Ministries, International, on this city's great West Side into the Episcopal 
Office of Bishop; and 
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WHEREAS, On June 7, 2013, Bishop-designate Jones will be consecrated into the Episcopal 
Office of Bishop by Apostle Jerry Herron of The Open Arms International Ministries and 
appointed as presiding Prelate of Kingdom Covenant Churches, Inc.; and 

WHEREAS, In 2012, Dr. Timothy M. Jones organized the Kingdom Covenant Churches, Inc. 
with a group of pastors of like minds and spirits. Under his dynamic leadership, teaching and 
passion for people the congregation began to grow. On Sunday, September 23, 2012, 
Dr. Jones was appointed Bishop-designate by the Open Arms International Ministries, Apostle 
Jerry Herron, Presiding Prelate; and 

WHEREAS, Bishop-designate Jones is a native of this great City of Chicago. He was born 
on October 10, 1980, and from his youth he exemplified a love and passion for Christ and the 
Church; and 

WHEREAS, In 1986, at the young age of six, while under the leadership of Reverend Mother 
Consuella York at The Christ Way M.B. Church, Timothy M. Jones, Sr. received Jesus Christ 
as Lord and Savior. He was called into the Gospel Ministry at the age of 13 and preached his 
first sermon in August 1994. As a young man he worked in various capacities within the 
ministry; Sunday school teacher, youth pastor, church administrator, finance officer, trustee, 
director of church operations, and assistant pastor are among the many; and 

WHEREAS, On May 6, 2000, Pastor Jones and the former Jone D. Williams, his soul-mate 
were united in Holy Matrimony and this loving union was joined by five children, Tatiyonna, 
Timothy, Jr., Takia, Taliyah and Taylor; and 

WHEREAS, Since 2004, Pastor Jones has served as a senior pastor and is the proud 
founder and pastor of Kingdom Life Ministries International, "K-LIFE" of Chicago. Bishop
designate Jones's ministry has engaged in extensive outreach to a multitude of followers; and 

WHEREAS, Bishop-designate Jones is an outstanding family man, and also an outstanding 
shepherd and leader. He is much loved and respected by many followers and a tower of 
strength and leadership and love in his community. He is an outstanding Chicago citizen; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Toni Foulkes, Alderman of the 15th Ward, has apprised this 
august body of Bishop-designate Jones's milestone occasion; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby congratulate Pastor Doctor 
Timothy M. Jones, Sr. on the elevation to bishop, and for his exemplary spiritual leadership, and 
wish him continued health and happiness in the years to follow; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
Bishop Timothy M. Jones, Sr. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN LANE (18th Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO PASTOR RICHARD DANIEL HENTON ON 
64TH ANNIVERSARY IN MINISTRY AND 49TH ANNIVERSARY AS PASTOR OF 
MONUMENT OF FAITH EVANGELISTIC CHURCH. 

[R2013-531] 

WHEREAS, On Monday, June 17, 2013 Apostle Richard Daniel Henton will celebrate over 
64 years in ministry and 49 years as the pastor of Monument of Faith Evangelistic Church. The 
event will take place at the Apostolic Church of God located at 6320 South Dorchester Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois at 7:00 P.M.; and 

WHEREAS, He is united in Holy Matrimony to Helen Henton and from this union 
six wonderful children were born: Mark, John, Amelia, Melanie and the late Timothy and Phillip; 
and 

WHEREAS, Through the years, he has lifted his clarion voice via radio and television to serve 
notice of the importance of salvation through Christ Jesus and the importance of triumphant 
living forthe Lord. Unquestionably, we are lionizing his unswerving loyalty as a powerful prelate 
in this cataclysmic century. He stands even now casting his persuasive shadow upon the 
21 st century. He yet adheres to the Almighty's Holy Word; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Lona Lane, Alderman of the 18th Ward, has apprised this august 
body of this auspicious occasion; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here in assembly this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby extend to 
Apostle Richard Daniel Henton our best and happiest wishes upon the occasion of his 
64th anniversary; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
Apostle Richard Daniel Henton. 
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GONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO GICS WRIGHTWOOD SCHOOL ON EIGHTH 
GRADE GRADUA TlON CEREMONY. 

[R2013-521] 

WHEREAS, On Wednesday, June 12, 2013, the CICS Wrightwood Campus will be 
celebrating their eighth grade graduation ceremony consisting of 66 students; Jessica J. 
Alcantar, Bradley Mitchell Anderson, Whitney Jeanne Bailey, Aniah Janae Banks, Aja Janai 
Barker, Justinn David Beauford, Kashae Monique Bell, Johnny Black, Christopher Cheviz 
Brewer, Jamari Davon Briggs, Jermaine Broadnax, Elisabeth Dianne Browning, Christopher 
Lawrence Bryant, Brandon Keshawn Cannon, Jacobi DeQuan Chatman, Brittney Maketa 
Christian, Kira Kay Cobb, Matthew James Colbert, Ian Stephan Cotton, Elijah Ricardo 
Dameron, Andrea Dichelle Davis, Angellica Marie Davis, Savon Bernard Dunner, Kourtney 
Easter, James L. Edwards, Wilbert Joseph Edwards, Donna Denise Eggleston, Taelur Nicole 
Ervin, Rebekah Maryam Farris, Justin Gandy, Robert Mathew Green, Enrico Jaylyn Hampton, 
Ronzell Marquis Harper, Teleashia Harnette Hobson, Kelli Monica Hunter, Damorion Nekhi 
Jackson, Chaka Malik-Rahim Johnson, Elan Aaron Johnson, Taylor Lo'ren Jones, Meckah 
Jihaad Lester, Zachary Lee Lewis III, Jahari Ahmed Ma'shal, Angelo A Mayo, Brikeisha 
Elizabeth McCain, Juwan Leneil McCaster, Eric Lorenzo McGee, Jr., Erica Somuah 
OsaeAsante, Kevn Perkins, Jr., Stephon Quantez Pleasant, Jayla Chardinae-De'sire Powell, 
Yobana Nataly Ramos, Ishmael Hollon Rashaun, Damone Riggins II, Michael CaShawn 
Roberson, Cameron Alonzo Robinson, DaeQuan Franklin Robinson, Ayyana Marion Monay'e 
Rozier, Armoni D. Smith, Axavier Devine Smith, Leilani Nicole Smith, Ca'Nedra Hazel-Symone' 
Smith, Amber Symon'e Desiree Sorrell, Jaelyne Quinette Stewart, Johnny Lanard Williams III, 
Aleaha D. Woods, and Justin Christoper Young at 10:00 AM. in the DuSable Museum in the 
Harold Washington Auditorium located at 740 East 56th Place in Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this by 18th Ward 
Alderman Lona Lane; and 

WHEREAS, CICS Wrightwood Campus opened in August of 2005 under the management 
of Civitas Schools, Inc.. The building once housed St. Thomas More School at 8130 South 
California Avenue; and 

WHEREAS, CICS Wrightwood Campus is a kindergarten through eighth grade school with 
approximately 700 students; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here in assembly this fifth day of June 2013 AD., do hereby extend our 
congratulations to the CICS Wrightwood school on their eighth grade graduation ceremony; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
all CICS Wrightwood School graduates on this auspicious occasion. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN LANE (18 th Ward) And 
ALDERMAN FOULKES (1 sth Ward): 

6/5/2013 

DECLARA TlON OF JUL Y 2013 AS "DARIUS-GIRENAS MONTH" IN CHICAGO. 
[R2013-548] 

WHEREAS, Steponas (Stephen) Darius and Stasys (Stanley) Girenas were pioneer aviators 
from Chicago (Darius from the Bridgeport neighborhood and Girenas from Marquette Park); 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this by 18th Ward 
Alderman Lona Lane and 15th Ward Alderman Toni Foulkes; and 

WHEREAS, Darius and Girenas rebuilt and outfitted their airplane, the Lituanica, at 
workshops on 65th Street in Chicago's Clearing Industrial District; and 

WHEREAS, On July 15,1933, Darius and Girenas piloted the Lituanica, from New York on 
a planned trans-Atlantic flight to the city of Kaunas, Lithuania; 

WHEREAS, They flew, non-stop, a distance of nearly 4,000 miles in just over 37 hours; 
before tragically crashing in a forest in what was then northeastern Germany, in unfavorable 
weather conditions, just short of their goal; and 

WHEREAS, Despite the flight costing them their lives, the work and bravery of Darius and 
Girenas have inspired generations of Chicagoans and others around the world to always 
pursue knowledge and to explore new frontiers; and 

WHEREAS, The commemorations of the 80th anniversary are held all over the world, and the 
Parliament of the Republic of Lithuania has declared the year of 2013 as "the year of 
Steponas Darius it Stasys Girenas Transatlantic Flight"; and 

WHEREAS, The 80th anniversary of this historic flight in Chicago will be commemorated at 
the International Chicago Airports, a special exhibition at the Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian 
Culture, a ceremony at Darius-Girenas Monument in Chicago's Marquette Park and other 
commemoration events celebrated by people who are committed to remembering the 
importance of Darius and Girenas' special place in aviation history; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here in assembly this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby declare the month of 
July, 2013 to be "Darius-Girenas Month in Chicago", and urge all Chicagoans to recall and be 
inspired by the sacrifice of these two brave aviators; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to The 
Honorable Marijus Gudynas, Consul General, Consulate general of the Republic of Lithuania. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN COCHRAN (20th Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO PASTOR RICHARD DANIEL HENTON ON 
64TH ANNIVERSARY IN MINISTRY AND 49TH ANNIVERSARY AS PASTOR OF 
MONUMENT OF FAITH EVANGELISTIC CHURCH. 

[R2013-584] 

WHEREAS, On Monday, June 17, 2013, his faithful followers and many friends will gather 
to pay tribute to Apostle Richard Daniel Henton, Pastor of the Monument of Faith Evangelistic 
Church, for his 49 years as pastor and in celebration of his more than 64 years in the ministry; 
and 

WHEREAS, 1964 was certainly a hallmark year for the fortunate residents of the community 
when Apostle Richard Daniel Henton became pastor of the Monument of Faith Evangelistic 
Church. Over the past 64 years, untold thousands of citizens have learned and watched their 
lives improve due to the teachings and spiritual healings of Pastor Henton; and 

WHEREAS, In the years he has officiated at the Monument of Faith Evangelistic Church, 
Pastor Henton has inspired his congregation by his outstanding example of spiritual leadership; 
and 

WHEREAS, A spiritual leader with inspired and inspiring credentials, Apostle Richard Daniel 
Henton is a dynamic individual whose fervor for the Lord is contagious, whose devotion to God 
is exceeded only by his good works; and 

WHEREAS, Pastor Henton lives the word of the Lord, nourishing the souls of his flock as well 
as providing for the worldly needs of his parishioners. His mission is carried out by many 
means; he leaves no stone unturned in his effort to spread the gospel. He is truly a man of 
God; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been informed of the tremendous contributions that 
Apostle Richard Daniel Henton has made and continues to make to his grateful community by 
the Honorable Willie B. Cochran, Alderman of the 20th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Apostle Richard Henton is widely admired for his preachings and is entirely 
deserving of this tribute; now, therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered here 
this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our heartiest congratulations to Apostle Richard 
Daniel Henton on his 49th anniversary as pastor of the Monument of Faith Evangelistic Church 
and as he celebrates more than 64 years in the ministry, and we express to this outstanding 
citizen and leader our fervent wishes for his continuing success; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
Apostle Richard Daniel Henton. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO WILLA P. STRONG ON 80TH BIRTHDA Y. 
[R20 13-585] 

WHEREAS, On June 6, 1933, Willa Strong was born to William and Lottie Williams; 

WHEREAS, Willa was blessed with four children: Ricardo, Renee, Kathleen and Christiana; 
and 

WHEREAS, Willa was a mother to all of the children in the community, routinely feeding 
neighborhood kids from her back door, and supplying coffee and water to City workers and 
residents alike; and 

WHEREAS, Willa supported her family working for the Social Security Administration and as 
a school teacher; and 

WHEREAS, She supported her community by serving on the Chicago Board of Education, 
at the Urban League, at The Woodlawn Organization and as an election judge; and 

WHEREAS, As block club president for the 61 5t and South Greenwood Concerned Neighbors 
organization she was instrumental in the "Adopt-a-Block" program, for countless block parties 
and for the general health and well-being of residents on the block; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., salute Willa P. Strong on her 80th birthday; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
Willa P. Strong and her family at the celebration of her 80th birthday. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN BROOKINS (21 st Ward): 

CONGRA TULA T/ONS EXTENDED TO SIMEON CAREER ACADEMY WOL VERINES 
BASEBALL TEAM ON WINNING CITY CHAMPIONSHIP. 

[R2013-586] 

WHEREAS, We celebrate Simeon Career Academy's baseball team, also known as 
Wolverines; and also noted as winning the city championship title on Monday, May 20, 2013; 
such a noteworthy achievement by their own Head Coach Leroy Franklin, assistant coaches: 
Jesse Turner, Michael Clifton, Reggie Barker, Brandon Williams, Gerald Ingram, Ernest Horton, 
Jeff Chavers, Michael Langston and all the dedicated students that have committed themselves 
to exemplifying a spirit of teamwork and excellence; and 

WHEREAS, Simeon Career Academy's Wolverines are a fine example to those that are 
interested in learning organizational skills, time management, and extreme patience; all of 
which are essential to strengthening the mind and developing leaders with a positive attitude 
and keen focus on moving forward; and 

WHEREAS, The scripture states, "the steps of good men are always ordered by the Lord", 
allow me to encourage you by saying, you have risen above sleepless nights, sweaty palms, 
tense moments and broken friendships, but yet inspite of this you have proven yourselves to 
be more than conquerors. So today and every day moving forward the follow names will be 
noted in history books, newspaper articles and national news as men of integrity. So as I call 
your names, please take a stand so that we may honor you with applause: Charles Aldridge, 
Gregory Blalock, Antwoine Brown, Brandon Campbell, Darien Clifton, Quincy Collins, Desmond 
Dunn, Elbert Durmigan, Blake Hickman, Terrell Kitching, Corey Ray, Quentin Richardson, Malik 
Simmons and Marshawn Taylor, Head Coach Leroy Franklin and every assistant coach 
represented here today. We are so proud of each of you and you truly have beat the odds; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, will 
gather together on the fifth day of June 2013 A.D., to congratulate you as being winners of note 
as Simeon Career Academy's baseball team, also known as the Wolverines, city champions; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
Simeon Career Academy's Baseball Head Coach Leroy Franklin and every other member of 
this dynamic baseball team. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN MALDONADO (26th Ward), 
ALDERMAN MORENO (1st Ward), 
ALDERMAN SOLIS (2sth Ward), 

ALDERMAN REBOYRAS (30th Ward), 
ALDERMAN SUAREZ (31st Ward) And 

ALDERMAN COLON (3sth Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE IRMA CABRERA ROMERO. 

6/5/2013 

[R2013-587] 

WHEREAS, Irma Cabrera Romero has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, Irma Romero was a devoted grandmother, mother and wife, beloved by 
thousands in the Humboldt Park community; and 

WHEREAS, Irma Romero maintained a tireless dedication to and amazing effectiveness in 
the causes of unity and justice for her Latino community, especially the cause of the 
Puerto Rican political prisoners and the struggle of the 12 million undocumented; and 

WHEREAS, Irma Romero generously imparted her loving and wise vocation as a teacher and 
counselor to the next generation at Roberto Clemente High School and the Pedro Albizu 
Campos High School; and 

WHEREAS, Irma Romero served as a lay minister in the Adalberto United Methodist Church 
and was a constant companion of Elvira Arellano during the year she spent in sanctuary there; 
and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Irma Romero serve as an example 
to all; and 

WHEREAS, Her love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Irma Romero to her 
family members, friends and all who knew her, and enabled her to enrich their lives in ways 
they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, Irma Romero will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by her countless 
relatives, friends and admirers; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, assembled 
this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Irma Cabrera Romero for her grace-filled 
life and do hereby make known her place in the history of the Latino community of Chicago; 
and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
Irma Cabrera Romero. 

CONGRATULA TlONS EXTENDED TO HONORABLE CARMEN YULIN SO TO, MA YOR 
OF SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO, ON BEING NAMED GRAND MARSHALL OF 
CHICAGO'S UNITED PUERTO RICAN PEOPLE'S PARADE. 

[R2013-588] 

WHEREAS, Carmen Yulin Soto, the Mayor of San Juan, Puerto Rico, affiliated with the 
Popular Democratic Party (PPD), has been selected as the grand marshal of the first United 
Puerto Rican People's Parade in Paseo Boricua on Division Street; and 

WHEREAS, Born on February 25, 1963 to Carmen Irene Soto Lomina and Pedro Cruz, 
Carmen Yulin Soto received her bachelor's degree in political science from Boston University, 
graduating Magna Cum Laude and completed her master's degree from the Heinz College at 
Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where she became the first student to 
receive the Spirit Award, now called the Barbara Jenkins Award; and 

WHEREAS, In 1992, Carmen Yulin Soto returned to Puerto Rico and became an adviser to 
then-Mayor of San Juan, Sila Marfa Calderon, the second woman to occupy that position; and 

WHEREAS, In 2008, Carmen Yulin Soto was elected to the House of Representatives of 
Puerto Rico and became an advocate for women's rights and for the rights of Dominican 
immigrants in Puerto Rico; and 

WHEREAS, In the election of 2012, Carmen Yulin Soto was elected the mayor of San Juan 
becoming the third women to occupy the Mayor's seat after Felisa Rincen de Gautier and Sila 
Calderon; and 

WHEREAS, Carmen Yulin Soto's deep commitment to inclusiveness and diversity is best 
expressed in her campaign slogan "Un San Juan Para Todos"; and 

WHEREAS, In 1958, Mayor Richard J. Daley welcomed Felisa Rincein de Gautier, the first 
woman mayor of San Juan during the Puerto Rican community's celebration of EI Dia de San 
Juan; and 

WHEREAS, Said celebration has been continued in Chicago in the annual Puerto Rican Day 
Parades; and 

WHEREAS, This year, Chicago's Puerto Rican community has come together to celebrate 
the first United Puerto Rican People's Parade in the heart of that community, Paseo Boricua, 
along Division Street; and 
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WHEREAS, Carmen Yulin Soto has been selected as the grand marshal of that Parade; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members ofthe Chicago City Council, assembled 
this fifth day of June 2013, join the Puerto Rican community in this celebration to be held on 
June 15, 2013 and do hereby honor Mayor Carmen Yulin Soto as the grand marshall of 
Chicago's United Puerto Rican People's Parade; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Mayor Carmen 
Yulin Soto. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MELL (33rd Ward): 

COMMENDA TlONS EXTENDED TO KOREAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY SERVICES 
FOR EFFORTS ON BEHALF OF IMMIGRANT COMMUNITIES. 

[R2013-591] 

WHEREAS, On June 14th , Korean American Community Services will be holding its 
41 st Annual Benefit Gala entitled "Education as a Building Block to the Future" dedicated 
towards providing services to the youth of the community; and 

WHEREAS, On March 24, 1972, a group of concerned citizens met to discuss solutions to 
the acute problems that the first generation of Koreans were facing upon arrival in Chicago. 
This initial meeting inspired the establishment of a community social service organization on 
July 1, 1972 Korean American Community Services since then has successfully responded to 
the needs of the Korean American community and contributed to enrich their lives. A half-time 
single staff agency has grown into a close to 50 full-time staff agency, and the operating annual 
budget is now $2.3 Million. KACS currently serves more than 7,000 clients per annum; and 

WHEREAS, As the oldest, largest, and most comprehensive social service agency dedicated 
to serving the needs of Korean Americans and other immigrants, Korean American Community 
Services has continually promoted the well-being of immigrant communities as they have 
expanded services across the region. These services include citizenship, immigration and legal 
services, community education, community health, an early childhood center, senior services, 
senior housing, wellness and workforce services; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Richard F. Mell, Alderman of the 33rd Ward, has apprised this 
august body of the Korean American Community Services' noteworthy contributions to the well
being of immigrant communities; now, therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute the Korean American 
Community Services for their continued work serving immigrant communities and wish them 
continued success in the future; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable cop of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
the Korean American Community Services. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN AUSTIN (34 th Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO BETH EDEN BAPTIST CHURCH ON 
122ND ANNIVERSARY AND SALUTE TO REVEREND DOCTOR CRAIG MARTIN 
JENKINS AND FIRST LADY DOCTOR SYLVIA JENKINS. 

[R2013-523] 

WHEREAS, Beth Eden Baptist Church celebrates its 122nd anniversary with a special service 
on Sunday morning, June 2,2013; and 

WHEREAS, Organized in 1891, Beth Eden Baptist Church was born from a ministry of the 
even older Morgan Park Baptist Church. Although the early church records have been lost, it 
was in 1915, Deacon Henry Jordan, Mr. Patton, and Reverend Pryor brought the church to its 
present location on South Loomis Street. Previously, Beth Eden's edifice was located about 
a half-mile northwest on South Ashland Avenue in the then-rural community of Morgan Park; 
and 

WHEREAS, In 1939, Dr. Richard C. Keller, Sr., from Bogalusa, Louisiana, took the reigns of 
leadership from Pastor Murrell who served Beth Eden for about 11 years. Dr. Keller received 
his undergraduate degree from Virginia Union University, and served the congregation for 
35 years. Under his leadership, the church grew, and by 1954, an "upper level" for the 
sanctuary was erected adding more space to the sanctuary, and providing an area in the lower 
level to accommodate social programs. Dr. Keller made his transition in 1975; and 

WHEREAS, Reverend Aldolphus Ross succeeded Dr. Keller as pastor and served the 
congregation for about four years. Following Reverend Ross, the Reverend James T. Meeks, 
became the pastor of Beth Eden and also served approximately four years after which he 
started Salem Baptist Church; and 

WHEREAS, By May of 1986, the current pastor, Reverend Craig Martin Jenkins, a graduate 
of Virginia Union University, was chosen to lead this congregation. Under his stewardship, 
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much has taken place within the Beth Eden community; spiritual growth, steady membership, 
and a strong moral presence in the Morgan Park neighborhood; and 

WHEREAS, Beth Eden Baptist Church is renowned for its internationally famous and award 
winning Wooten Choral Ensemble, founded in 1949 by the late Dr. Robert E. Wooten, Sr., and 
the oldest community choir in the nation. Comprised of more than 50 members, the ensemble 
has performed throughout the United States and Europe; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Carrie M. Austin, Alderman of the 34th Ward, has apprised this 
august body of the momentous and significant milestone of this venerable spiritual beacon; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
gathered together this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby congratulate the Beth Eden 
Baptist Church and salute the Reverend Dr. Craig Martin Jenkins as well as his First Lady 
Dr. Sylvia Jenkins on the occasion of the 122nd anniversary of this iconic spiritual institution; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
the Reverend Dr. Craig Martin Jenkins. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MITTS (3rh Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE PA TRICIA WELLS. 
[R20 13-592] 

WHEREAS, The members of this City Council Chamber were deeply saddened to learn of 
the passing of Patricia Wells on May 13, 2013, an outstanding citizen of the Austin community 
in Chicago, by 3th Ward Alderman Emma Mitts. Recently, Patricia Wells finished her race as 
a strong Christian woman of faith and has ascended to receive her crown of righteousness; and 

WHEREAS, Patricia Ann Morgan, known to everyone as "Pat", was born into existence on 
July 29, 1955 in Memphis, Tennessee to Roy James Holmes and Katie Morgan, and moved 
to Chicago with her parents in 1959; and 

WHEREAS, In 1966, Patricia received her spiritual direction from Christ and was baptized at 
High Mountain Missionary Baptist Church, under the leadership of the late Dr. Jesse D. Jordan, 
then under the leadership of Pastor Pearlie Johnson, where she was a member for 46 years; 
and 
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WHEREAS, Pat was educated at Lawson Elementary and Marshall High School; she also 
attended the Byman School of Nursing and also attended Kennedy-King College, pursuing a 
degree in Business Administration. Further, Patricia was employed by Mt. Sinai Hospital for 
many years in the Billing Department; she then worked at PACE for over 10 years; and 

WHEREAS, Pat was united in love and married Michael Wells on June 23, 2001, and 
together they cared for her four biological children: Nate, Devin, Aldria and Mika, and other 
children for whom Pat assumed responsibility as a caring and loving mother: Navin, 
Shavontae, Shanteria and many others; and 

WHEREAS, Patricia was well-known and beloved for her quick smile, soft and warm heart 
and a deep commitment to making life better for all, she was also often considered "the life of 
the party" when celebrating with close friends and relatives, with a unique gift for making 
everyone feel comfortable; and 

WHEREAS, Through the years she continued to give her time to working with the Alderman, 
other local elected officials, community activists and leaders of Chicago, as well her fellow 
neighbors and doing volunteer work anywhere she could. Her heart was so big it had room for 
everyone with whom she crossed paths. The involvement allowed her to become active 
members of community organizations. Her love is instilled in the hearts of many and her 
memory will be cherished and live forever; and 

WHEREAS, On the morning of May 13, 2013 after a difficult and prolonged battle with a 
season of illness, she simply and quietly declared to her family, "I'm tired" and took her 
well-deserved earthly rest a few hours later. Pat is preceded in death by her parents, and two 
brothers, Carl and George; and 

WHEREAS, Patricia Wells leaves to cherish her life and memory her husband of 11 years, 
Michael; three sisters: Sandra Morgan, Wanda Morgan and Dana Robinson (Gaylon); four 
brothers: James Morgan (Brenda), Robert Holmes (Janice), Donald Holmes (Corine), and Roy 
Holmes (Rochelle). Also mourning her passing are herseven children, seven grandchildren and 
three great-grandchildren, a special nephew and loving granddaughter who claimed her heart, 
along with a large host of family, former co-workers, church members and friends; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
assembled this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby applaud the exceptional life of the late Patricia 
Wells on the behalf of the citizens of Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That suitable copies of this resolution be prepared and presented to 
the family of Patricia Wells as a sign of our sympathy and good wishes. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN LAURINO (39th Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE MYRON D. FREEMAN. 
[R2013-532] 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Myron D. Freedman, age of 95; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of his passing by the 
Honorable Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Myron Freedman, the beloved husband of Pearl, nee Pepper; loving father of 
Robin (Joel) Swartzman, Leslie (Jeffery) Bauer, Louis S. (Jill) Freedman, Mark (Eleanor) 
Freedman and the late Beth Lynn Rice; proud grandfather of Brett (Sheila) Swartzman, 
Brandon (Stacy) Rice, Bari (Charles) Raab, Shara (Robbie) Nagelburg, Matt Bauer, Jenna 
Bauer, Daniel (fiancee Shauna) Freedman, Ryan Max Freedman, Steven Freedman, Charles 
Freedman and the late Michael Swartzman; adored great-grandfather of Hudson and Parker 
Grey Rice, Alexis Nagelburg and Sofia Swartzman; dear brother of Phillip (the late Beanie) 
Freedman and Shirley (Irwin) Silverstien; cherished uncle of numerous nieces and nephews; 
and treasured friend of many, leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, Born into a family with ties in the restaurant business, Myron worked alongside 
his beloved parents, Max and Lena Freedman, as they operated a chain of casual cafeteria
style restaurants in Hyde Park before opening Freedman's Cafeteria in the mid-1940s; and 

WHEREAS, In 1971, Myron and his brother Phil acquired an existing steakhouse in 
Lincolnwood, and named it Myron and Phil's Restaurant. The restaurant quickly became a 
staple in Lincolnwood, attracting devoted clientele from around the Chicago area. While Myron 
and Phil's was, and remains, a local favorite, it was not unusual to see well-known national 
celebrities and even U.S. Presidents dine at this acclaimed restaurant; and 

WHEREAS, A true local treasure, Myron touched the lives of all who knew him through his 
kindness, his generosity, his heart, and his spirit. Myron will be deeply missed, but his memory 
will live on in those who knew and loved him; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby commemorate Myron D. Freedman and 
extend our sincere condolences to his family and friends; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family of 
Myron D. Freedman as a token of our honor, gratitude, and respect. 
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TRIBUTE TO LA TE NYRA P. GA Y. 
[R2013-533] 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Nyra P. Gay, nee Payton, on May 11,2013, at the age of 76; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of her passing by the 
Honorable Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of Gilbert A. Gay; loving mother of Lisa (John) Gibbs and 
John T. (Julie) Gay; cherished grandmother "Amma" of Lauren, Michael, Charlie and 
Gracie; fond sister of the late Betty Howard; dear aunt of Barbara (John) Baumann; special 
companion of Savannah; and treasured dear friend of many whom she considered family, 
Nyra leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, As president of The Sounds community newspaper and co-owner of Simply 
Stylish Interiors, Nyra was an active and vital member of her community; and 

WHEREAS, Nyra will be deeply missed, but the memory of her character, intelligence and 
compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sorrow on the 
death of Nyra P. Gay and express to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Nyra P. Gay as a token of our honor, gratitude and respect. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE ALBERT L. HAMM. 
[R2013-534] 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Albert L. Hamm, on May 6,2013, at the age of 74; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of his passing by the Honorable 
Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39ih Ward; and 

WHEREAS, As the beloved husband of Anna H. (nee Szalay) for 45 years; loving father 
of Nicole (Chris) Garnons Williams and Eric (Tanja) Hamm; devoted Opa of Kevin, Sean, 
Sophia, Charlotte and Isabelle; dear brother of Alyce Hamm, Jean-Paul (Hilde) Hamm, 
Cecile Bechtold, Joseph Hamm, the late Rene, the late Fernand (Germaine) and the late 
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Irene (Jean-Pierre) Biondi; cherished godfather to Chantal Hamm; and treasured uncle of 
many nieces and nephews, Albert leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; 
and 

WHEREAS, As an active member of Rheinischer Gesang Verein for over 35 years, Albert 
was an active and vital member of his community; and 

WHEREAS, Albert will be deeply missed, but the memory of his character, intelligence 
and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved him; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sorrow on the 
death of Albert L. Hamm and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Albert L Hamm. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE STEVEN GRIFFIN JA Y. 
[R2013-535] 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Steven Griffin Jay, on May 26, 2013, at the age of 47; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of his passing by the Honorable 
Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved husband of Laura, nee Hyndman; loving father of Sarah, 
Margaret and Griffin Jay; dear son of Peter Michael and Maureen (nee Fleming) Jay; son
in-law of William Hyndman and Beverly Hyndman; brother of Sharon (David) Dukesherer, 
Robert Jay and Susan (Mark Cassayre) Jay; nephew, uncle and cousin of many, Steven 
leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, A graduate of Santa Clara University in 1987, Steven was an active and vital 
member of his community. He will be deeply missed, but the memory of his character, 
intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved him; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sorrow on the 
death of Steven Griffin Jay and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Steven Griffin Jay. 
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TRIBUTE TO LA TE ROSE R. JOHNSON. 
[R2013-5361 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Rose R. Johnson, on May 3,2013, at the age of 93; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of her passing by the Honorable 
Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of the late Warren; loving mother of Dawn (John) Juszko; 
cherished grandmother of Michelle (the late John) Taras and Jay (Jennifer) Juszko; 
treasured great-grandmother of Nicholas and Matthew Taras and Daniel and Zachary 
Juszko; dear sister of Dorothy (the late James) McDaniel, Rose leaves a legacy of faith, 
compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, As the former program director of the American Red Cross for many years, 
member of the Edgebrook Women's Club and Edgebrook Lutheran Church, Rose was an 
active and vital member of her community; and 

WHEREAS, Rose will be deeply missed, but the memory of her character, intelligence 
and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sorrow on the 
death of Rose R. Johnson and express to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Rose R. Johnson as a token of our honor, gratitude and respect. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE WAL TER J. MURPHY. 
[R2013-537] 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Walter J. Murphy, on May 27,2013, at the age of 79; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of his passing by the Honorable 
Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The devoted husband of Regina (nee Handschiegel); cherished father of 
Brian (Michelle), Tim (Marnie), Julie, Michael, Keith and Kevin; proud Papa of Cole, 
Finnegan and Liam; beloved son of the late William and Julia (nee O'Shea); dear baby 
brother of Mary (the late Joseph) Quirke, the late William (Nancy) and the late Helen (late 
Robert) Wolff; fond brother-in-law of Mary Ann (the late Michael) Butirro, Lucille (the late 
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Peter) Caravette, Eileen (Thomas) Monk, Raphael, Margaret, John, Thomas (Linda), Cathie 
(Peter) Lio, Susan (Thomas) Collins, the late Albert and the late James (Barbara), Walter 
leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, As a United States Army veteran and a decorated Chicago police officer for 
41 years, Walter was an active and vital member of his community. He will be deeply 
missed, but the memory of his character, intelligence and compassion will live on in those 
who knew and loved him; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sorrow on the 
death of Walter J. Murphy and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Walter J. Murphy. 

TRIBUTE TO LA TE CA THERINE NUGENT. 
[R2013-538] 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Catherine Nugent, on May 21, 2013, at the age of 88; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of her passing by the Honorable 
Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The loving sister of the late Frank (the late Jean) and Thomas (Jeanne) 
Nugent; dear aunt of Thomas (Kim), Dennis (Lauren), Donna (Bob Dobbs), Kevin (Nancy), 
Mike (Rita), John (Nancy), Mary (Lee Marburger) and Pat (Mo Fitzgerald) Nugent; great
aunt of many, Catherine leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, An active and vital member of her community, Catherine will be deeply 
missed, but the memory of her character, intelligence and compassion will live on in those 
who knew and loved her; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sorrow on the 
death of Catherine Nugent and express to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Catherine Nugent as a token of our honor, gratitude and respect. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE GOVANNA E. TEELE. 
[R2013-539] 

WHEREAS, It is with great sadness that members of this chamber learned of the death of 
Govanna E. Teele, nee Pellegrini, on May 11, 2013, at the age of 75; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of her passing by the Honorable 
Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of William, since 1955; loving mother of Mark (JoAnn) of 
Morris, and Terry, John and Scott, all of Chicago; cherished grandmother of Angela Teele 
Mann, and Matthew, Joshua, Julianne and Jacob Teele; treasured great-grandmother of 
Ethan and Aiden Mann; dear sister of Vince (Joanne) Pellegrini of Marseilles; and the dearly 
beloved daughter of the late Dominic and the late Virginia (nee Griglioni) Pellegrini, 
Govanna leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, As a member of St. Joseph's Catholic Church in Marseilles, a 1955 graduate 
of Marseilles High School, and a retiree of the LaSalle County Sheriff's Department, 
Govanna was an active and vital member of her community; and 

WHEREAS, Govanna will be deeply missed, but the memory of her character, intelligence 
and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our sorrow on the 
death of Govanna E. Teele and express to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Govanna E. Teele as a token of our honor, gratitude and respect. 

CONGRATULA TlONS EXTENDED TO ANNE MARIE AGUIRRE ON RECEIPT OF 
GIRL SCOUT GOLD AWARD. 

[R2013-540] 

WHEREAS, On Saturday, June 15, 2013, Girl Scout Ambassador Troop 20804 will come 
together at the First Congregational Church of Forest Glen to present the Girl Scout Gold 
Award to Anne Marie Aguirre; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this occasion by 
Alderman Margaret Laurino, 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The Gold Award, which is equivalent to the Boy Scouts Rank of Eagle, is the 
highest recognition that a Girl Scout can obtain by meeting several requirements, including 
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leadership projects, career exploration, meeting challenges to learn about herself and the 
world around her, earn four interest projects and finally to complete a community service 
project of over 60 hours; and 

WHEREAS, Annie's "Garden of Hope" project developed a community garden on the 
property of the troop sponsor, First Congregational Church of Forest Glen, which included a 
new fence and arbor along with adding a compost container; and 

WHEREAS, Vegetables and herbs which were grown organically in straw bales in the 
"Garden of Hope" were made available to any family in the neighborhood, and families were 
urged to come and assist with the building of the garden as weI! as the daily care and 
maintenance; and 

WHEREAS, Annie graduated from Northside College Preparatory School and is currently 
enrolled as a freshman at the University of Illinois Circle, considering a career in medicine; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby extend our heartiest 
congratulations to Anne Marie Aguirre on receiving the Girl Scout Gold Award and wish her 
every success in any and all of her future endeavors; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Anne Marie Aguirre. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO DANA BRECKLIN ON RECEIPT OF GIRL 
SCOUT GOLD AWARD. 

[R2013-541 ] 

WHEREAS, On Saturday, June 15, 2013, Girl Scout Ambassador Troop 20804 will come 
together at the First Congregational Church of Forest Glen to present the Girl Scout Gold 
Award to Dana Brecklin; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this occasion by 
Alderman Margaret Laurino, 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The Gold Award, which is equivalent to the Boy Scouts Rank of Eagle, is the 
highest recognition that a Girl Scout can obtain by meeting several requirements, including 
leadership projects, career exploration, meeting challenges to learn about herself and the 
world around her, earn four interest projects and finally to complete a community service 
project of over 60 hours; and 

WHEREAS, Dana's "Sew What" project focused on her concern for the accumulating 
waste in landfills as a driving force for the classes she held for entire groups of Cadettes, 
Seniors and Ambassadors, in order to teach them basic sewing, in which participants would 
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make various items, one of which is a reusable snack/sandwich bag, that have been 
distributed at various events; and 

WHEREAS, In addition to the classes, Dana developed a brochure on how to make this 
and other projects that would decrease reliance on items such as Ziploc bags; and 

WHEREAS, Dana will be studying Aeronautical Engineering at the University of Illinois in 
Champaign after she graduates from Northside College Preparatory High School in June 
with the intent of being on the next space shuttle launch; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby extend our heartiest 
congratulations to Dana Brecklin on receiving the Girl Scout Gold Award and wish her every 
success in any and all of her future endeavors; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Dana Brecklin. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO NICOLE WILLIAMS ON RECEIPT OF 
SILVER AWARD IN ILLINOIS JUNIOR ACADEMY OF SCIENCE STATE SCIENCE 
FAIR. 

[R2013-542] 

WHEREAS, Nicole Williams has earned the Silver Award in the Illinois Junior Academy of 
Science, State Science Fair; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this significant occasion by 
the Honorable Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39th Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Nicole, a junior at Lane Tech College Prep earned the Silver Award for her 
science project "Driving Distractions: Dare to Compare" at the IJAS State Science Fair, held 
the weekend of May 3 and 4, 2013 at the University of Illinois in Champaign-Urbana; and 

WHEREAS, Nicole advanced from the Regional Science Fair at Northeastern University, 
to the City Science Fair at the Museum of Science and Industry, to represent Chicago at the 
state competition; and 

WHEREAS, The daughter of proud Edgebrook residents Nancy and Craig Williams, 
Nicole attended Edgebrook Elementary School and Taft Academic Center prior to her 
enrollment at Lane Tech College Prep; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby extend our heartiest 
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congratulations to Nicole Williams on earning the Silver Award and wish her every success 
in any and all of her future endeavors; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Nicole Williams. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN M. O'CONNOR (41st Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO KA THLEEN SCHWABA-BARTON ON 
RETIREMENT AS PRINCIPAL OF ST. JULIANA SCHOOL 

[R2013-593] 

WHEREAS, Kathleen Schwaba-Barton has acted as the principal of st. Juliana School in 
the Edison Park community of the 41 st Ward since 2002; and 

WHEREAS, Kathleen became a part of the St. Juliana Parish as a child, when she 
attended St. Juliana School until graduating and continuing her studies at St. Scholastica 
Academy, Northern Illinois University, and obtaining her master's degree from Dominican 
University; and 

WHEREAS, Kathleen began her career as a teacher at St. Juliana, where her mother had 
taught for 27 years; and 

WHEREAS, After leaving St. Juliana in 1968, Kathleen taught in a variety of schools 
before returning in 1988; and 

WHEREAS, After teaching for 20 years and serving as a principal for 15, including 
11 years at St. Juliana, Kathleen is retiring to spend time with her three grandchildren-Ber; 
Ann, June and Joseph; and 

WHEREAS, Kathleen is proud to have provided leadership to St. Juliana as its principal, 
and though she leaves her post, will continue to be a part of the parish that "feels like 
home"; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our congratulations 
to Kathleen Barton upon her retirement; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Kathleen 
Barton. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO JANICE KEPKA ON RETIREMENT AS 
PRINCIPAL OF EDGEBROOK SCHOOL 

[R2013-594] 

WHEREAS, Janice Kepka has served as the principal of Edgebrook School in the 
Edgebrook community of the 41 st Ward since July of 2006; and 

WHEREAS, Principal Kepka maintained a tight-knit community at the school, encouraging 
teachers to focus on the individual needs of their students and ensuring parental 
engagement in the school; and 

WHEREAS, Under Jan's stewardship, enrollment at Edgebrook Elementary swelled as 
academic performance soared; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout her tenure, Principal Kepka has been a staunch advocate for the 
needs of her students and faculty, successfully securing an addition to provide a more 
conducive environment for learning; and 

WHEREAS, Jan leaves Edgebrook Elementary a legacy of academic excellence, 
professionalism, and dedication to the well-being of each and every student; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our congratulations 
to Principal Jan Kepka upon her retirement; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Jan Kepka. 

GRA TlTUDE EXTENDED TO FA THER ERIC MEYER, C.P. FOR SERVICE AT 
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION PARISH AND DECLARA TlON OF AUGUST 24, 2013 
AS "FATHER ERIC MEYER DA Y" IN CHICAGO. 

[R2013-595] 

WHEREAS, Father Eric Meyer, C.P., a Passionist priest, has been the pastor of 
Immaculate Conception Parish for the past eight years, after serving as associate pastor for 
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the preceding 18 years, and serving a parish consisting of more than 2.000 families for a 
total of 26 years; and 

WHEREAS, The Immaculate Conception Parish Center, a magnet for community 
involvement and a center for athletic, social and cultural events, was built under his 
leadership; and 

WHEREAS, Under Father Eric's pastorship, the Immaculate Conception school earned 
the coveted Blue Ribbon of Excellence from the U.S. Department of Education, one of only 
a select group nationwide to be so awarded, determined by ranking among the highest 
performing schools in the country as measured by nationally normed assessments; and 

WHEREAS, Father Eric has been the founder of the popular Bible study group, which 
benefits from his encyclopedic knowledge of the old and new Testaments, and he writes a 
weekly column for the Ie Bulletin sharing his vast insights into the Bible; and 

WHEREAS, Father Eric Meyer was educated in Germany and brings his German 
work-ethic and ethos to everything he does; and 

WHEREAS, Father Eric has encouraged and augmented diversity and inclusion in his 
ministry, by taking part in annual inter-denominational Walks for Hunger and Stations of the 
Cross with neighboring religious institutions; and 

WHEREAS, The Norwood Park Home and Resurrection Hospital have benefited greatly 
from Father Eric's cheerful presence and infectious smile at the bedsides of their patients; 
and 

WHEREAS, All who know Father Eric find him a fearless leader, generous supporter, 
spirited and talented singer, and a good friend; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013, do hereby express our gratitude to 
Father Eric Meyer for his years of service to the Immaculate Conception Parish and the 
surrounding community; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That August 24, 2013 be commemorated as "Father Eric Meyer 
Day" in the City of Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to 
Father Eric Meyer, C.P. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN REILL Y (42nd Ward): 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO GILDA'S CLUB CHICAGO ON 15TH 

ANNIVERSARY. 
[R2013-527] 

WHEREAS, Agents of Hope, an outstanding eleemosynary organization established to 
provide assistance to individuals and families, is celebrating the 15th anniversary of Gilda's 
Club Chicago at a gala event to be held June 18, 2013 at the Four Seasons Hotel on East 
Delaware Place; and 

WHEREAS, For the past 15 years, this city has been home to Gilda's Club Chicago, a 
free cancer support community for men, women, teens and children whose lives have been 
touched by cancer, offering over 300 programs per month including psychosocial support, 
an essential but often lacking component of medical care; and 

WHEREAS, Famed comedienne Gilda Radner, who succumbed to ovarian cancer in 
1989, left a rich legacy of humor, grace, and appreciation for the quality of life one can 
experience after a cancer diagnosis; and 

WHEREAS, Gilda's Club Chicago, as an affiliate of the Cancer Support Community, is a 
standard bearer of the vital mission to ensure that all people impacted by cancer are 
empowered by knowledge, strengthened by action and sustained by community; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Brendan Reilly, Alderman of the 42nd Ward, has apprised this 
august body of this noteworthy event and these praiseworthy organizations; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
gathered this fifth day of June 2013 AD., do hereby salute the 15th anniversary of the 
founding of Gilda's Club Chicago and congratulate Gilda's Club Chicago for 15 years of 
providing cancer support to anyone whose life has been impacted by any time of cancer in 
the Chicago land area so that no one faces cancer alone; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Gilda's Club Chicago. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN SMITH (43fd Ward): 

GRA TlTUDE EXTENDED TO KEVIN J. 
PARK ZOO. 

FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO LINCOLN 

13-596J 

WHEREAS, Kevin J. Bel!, is celebrating two decades as president and chief executive 
officer of this city's iconic Lincoln Park and 

WHEREAS, Kevin Bell, a New York native, was on the grounds the Bronx Zoo 
where his father was curator of birds. He graduated from Syracuse University, and 
following in his father's footsteps, began his career in 1976 as a curator birds for Lincoln 
Park Zoo at the age 23, the youngest curator in the zoo's history. In 1993, he was 
appointed as zoo's director. After the zoo was privatized in 1995, Kevin was also 
named president and CEO of the Lincoln Park Zoological Society, which now manages and 
operates the historic facility; and 

WHEREAS, Kevin Bell is a noted trendsetter zoological community. He has led 
the Lincoln Park Zoo's $125 Million capital campaign that created new state-of-the-art, 
award-winning animal habitats and developed an endowment to secure the zoo for future 
generations. He has overseen the creation of one of the leading zoo-based conservation 
and science programs in the country; and 

WHEREAS, Kevin Bell was recently elected to the prestigious council of the 
World Association of Zoos and Aquariums at their annual meeting in Prague. He is one of 
three U.S. representatives on their nine member council; and 

WHEREAS, The Lincoln Park Zoo began with the donation of a pair of swans from New 
York's Central Park in the summer of 1868, making it one of the oldest and most historic 
zoos in the nation. By 1872, the coilection had grown to include a wide assortment of 
animals from buffalo, wolves, eagles, and a bear, to peacocks and prairie dogs; 

WHEREAS, By 1900, Lincoln Park Zoo had one of the largest collections animals in the 
nation. Since that time many of the architecturally and historically significant buildings still 
stand on zoo grounds but their interiors have been renovated to provide modern, naturalistic 
and state-of-the-art animal habitats; and 

WHEREAS, Kevin Bell has continued to improve the habitat conditions that were 
dramatically transformed in the 19705 and 1980s, with the additions of many new and more 
natural exhibits. He oversees the care of a wide variety of species, almost 1,250 animals. 
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Under his guidance Lincoln Park's adjacent South Pond was developed into the Hurvis 
Center for Learning Innovation and Collaboration and Nature Boardwalk at Lincoln Park 
Zoo, a $12 Million ecological pond restoration effort designed to create a natural ecosystem; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Michele Smith, Alderman of the 43rd Ward has apprised this 
august body of Kevin J. Bell's noteworthy and significant milestone; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute Kevin J. Bell for 
20 years of his remarkable civic contribution of leadership in conservation, science and 
education at the Lincoln Park Zoo and express our heartfelt gratitude on behalf of the 
citizens of this city who are among the zoo's estimated 3.5 million visitors annually. 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Kevin J. Bell. 

RECOGNITION OF DALE CLEVENGER FOR MUSICAL CAREER WITH CHICAGO 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA. 

[R2013-597] 

WHEREAS, After a remarkable 47 years as the iconic brass section leader of the 
legendary Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Dale Clevenger, a much-respected French horn 
player and outstanding musician, retires on June 30, 2013; and 

WHEREAS, Appointed to the post by the late Jean Martinon in 1966 at the age of 
26, Dale Clevenger served under three principal directors of the orchestra, along with 
enumerable guest conductors. Prior to his CSO years, he was a member of Leopold 
Stokowski's American Symphony Orchestra and the Symphony of the Air directed by Alfred 
Wallenstein. He was also the principal horn for the Kansas City Philharmonic; and 

WHEREAS, Born into a musical family in Chattanooga, Tennessee, Dale Clevenger's 
father was the president of the Chattanooga Opera Association. At the age of eleven, he 
began playing the trumpet but eventually chose the French horn upon entering high school. 
In 1962, he received a bachelor of fine arts degree from Carnegie Mellon University in 
Pittsburgh; and 

WHEREAS, Clevenger is the featured soloist on several CSO recordings, including works 
by Martin, Schumann, Britten, and Mozart. He has recorded the horn concertos by Joseph 
and Michael Haydn with the Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra of Budapest, as well as all of 
Mozart's horn concertos. He has also performed with colleagues from the CSO and the 
Berlin Philharmonic in Chicago and Berlin on the grammy-winning CD of quintets for piano 
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and winds by Mozart and Beethoven conducted by Daniel Barenboim. Composer John 
Williams wrote a horn concerto for him that he premiered in 2004; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout his musical career, Clevenger has developed a versatile 
repertoire of chamber music, jazz, commercial recordings, and solos in various venues. 
With Barenboim and Itzhak Perlman, he recorded Brahms's Horn Trio for HD TV, laser disc, 
and Sony Classical CD. He performed on the Tribute to Duke Ellington CD with Barenboim 
and other members of the CSO as well as Strauss's First Horn Concerto. Additionally, he 
has given recitals and master classes in Italy, Spain, Germany, Belgium, Austria, 
Switzerland, Finland, Norway, Japan, China, Australia, Mexico, Canada, and Israel; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Michele Smith, Alderman of the 43rd Ward, has apprised this 
august body of this noteworthy musician's significant milestone; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
gathered together this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute Dale Clevenger for his 
remarkable career and extend our very best wishes for success in all his future endeavors; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Dale Clevenger. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN ARENA (45th Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO ANNE MARIE AGUIRRE ON RECIEPT OF 
GIRL SCOUT GOLD AWARD. 

[R2013-598J 

WHEREAS, Anne Marie Aguirre, a member of Girl Scout Ambassador Troop 20804 as 
well as an outstanding young citizen and member of her community, will be presented with 
scouting's highest honor, the Gold Award; and 

WHEREAS, The Gold Award, the Girl Scout's equivalent to the Boy Scout's rank of 
Eagle Scout, will be bestowed upon Anne Marie Aguirre on Saturday, June 15, 2013. It is 
the highest award that Senior and Ambassador Girl Scouts may earn, mandating hours of 
planning and implementing a challenging, large-scale project that is innovative, engages 
others, and has a lasting impact on its targeted community with an emphasis on 
sustainability; and 
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WHEREAS, To earn this recognition, Anne Marie Aguirre has met all requirements, 
including carrying out leadership projects, making a serious exploration of career choices, 
meeting challenges that educate her about herself and the world around her and completing 
four interest projects as well as a significant community service enterprise of more than 
60 hours; and 

WHEREAS, Anne Marie Aguirre, a graduate of Northside College Preparatory High 
School and currently a freshman at University of Illinois Circle, is considering a career in 
medicine. The Gold Award project she initiated and carried out, titled "Garden of Hope", was 
the creation of a community garden on the property of the First Congregational Church of 
Forest Glen. Vegetables and herbs were raised organically in straw bales and the food 
grown in the garden was made available to any family in the neighborhood. Those families 
were also encouraged to assist with its development, including the building of a new fence, 
an arbor and a compost container, as well as to participate in its daily care; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable John Arena, Alderman of the 45th Ward has apprised this 
august body of this auspicious occasion and the significant honor accrued by Anne Marie 
Aguirre; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute the success of Anne 
Marie Aguirre of Girl Scout Ambassador Troop 20804, on attaining the Gold Award and 
wish her every success in any and all future endeavors she may wish to undertake; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Anne Marie Aguirre. 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO DANA BRECKLIN ON RECEIPT OF GIRL 
SCOUT GOLD AWARD. 

[R02013-599] 

WHEREAS, Dana Brecklin, a member of Girl Scout Ambassador Troop 20804 as well as 
an outstanding young citizen and member of her community, will be presented with 
scouting's highest honor, the Gold Award; and 

WHEREAS, The Gold Award, the Girl Scout's equivalent to the Boy Scout's rank of Eagle 
Scout, will be bestowed upon Dana Brecklin on Saturday, June 15, 2013. It is the highest 
award that Senior and Ambassador Girl Scouts may earn, mandating hours of planning and 
implementing a challenging, large-scale project that is innovative, engages others, and has 
a lasting impact on its targeted community with an emphasis on sustainability; and 
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WHEREAS, To earn this recognition, Dana Brecklin has met all requirements, including 
carrying out leadership projects, making a serious exploration of career choices, meeting 
challenges that educate her about herself and the world around her and completing four 
interest projects as well as a significant community service enterprise of more than 60 
hours; and 

WHEREAS, This month, Dana Brecklin graduates from Northside College Preparatory 
High School. She will be attending University of Illinois in Champaign to study Aeronautical 
Engineering and intends to be on the next space shuttle launch. Her project, titled "Sew 
What", was developed out of concern for the accumulating waste in landfills and consisted 
of holding classes for interested members of the community to teach basic sewing 
techniques. Participants made different small projects, one of which was a reusable snack 
or sandwich bag. In addition, she created a brochure on how to make this and other 
projects that would decrease our reliance on such items as sealable plastic bags. She has 
educated all of the troop's Cadettes, Seniors and Ambassadors in the art of making these 
bags that have been distributed at several different public events; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable John Arena, Alderman of the 45th Ward has apprised this 
august body of this auspicious occasion and the significant honor accrued by Dana 
Brecklin; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this fifth day of June 2013 A.D., do hereby salute the success of 
Dana BreckHn of Girl Scout Ambassador Troop 20804, on attaining the Gold Award and 
wish her every success in any and all future endeavors she may wish to undertake; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Dana Brecklin. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN PAWAR (4Ph Ward): 

CONGRA TULA TlONS EXTENDED TO SUSAN AND CHRIS NORBORG ON 
50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY. 

[R2013-528] 

WHEREAS, On July 6, 2013, Susan and Chris Norborg will celebrate their 50th wedding 
anniversary; and 
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WHEREAS, Susan grew up on Sawyer Avenue just north of Foster, the eldest child of 
Alice and Roland "Jake" Jacobson and big sister to Sally and Richard; and 

WHEREAS, Chris grew up with his parents Sverre and Erna Norborg and his older brother 
Tony in Logan Square, next door to the Norwegian Lutheran Church Minnekirken, where 
Sverre served as pastor; and 

WHEREAS, Susan and Chris met in 1954 as high school freshman at North Park 
Academy, on the grounds of North Park University; and 

WHEREAS, Susan excelled at North Park, graduating in the top 10 percent of her class 
and leading the cheerleading squad; and 

WHEREAS, Chris's athletic exploits in high school are legendary, particularly in 
basketball, where he earned the nickname "No Shot Norborg" in recognition of the fact that 
there was no shot he could not make; and 

WHEREAS, After being named "Ideal North Park Boy and Girl" as seniors in 1958, Chris 
went on to Northwestern University and Susan to Lake Forest College; and 

WHEREAS, In 1962, Susan began a career as an elementary schoo! teacher and Chris 
entered medical schoo! at the University of lHinois in Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, Upon graduation from medical school, Chris completed his residency at Cook 
County Hospital, providing care to countless Chicagoans; and 

WHEREAS, Chris retired in 2009 after 38 years as an obstetrician/gynecologist, having 
delivered more than 8,000 babies; and 

WHEREAS, Chris and Sue are the proud parents of three children, Jennifer, Chris, and 
Heather Norborg, and the delighted grandparents of six grandchildren, Freya and Theo 
Trefonides, Domingo and Amalia Norborg, and Lucy and Ingrid Kennedy; and 

WHEREAS, Susan and Chris now devote their days to enjoying their family, traveling 
playing golf, and -- as true North Siders -- rooting for the Cubs; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, meeting this fifth day of June 2013, do offer our heartiest congratulations and wish 
Susan and Chris good health, good fortune, and continued happiness; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared for 
presentation to Christopher Sverre Norborg and Susan Jacobson Norborg. 
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MATTERS PRESENTED BY THE ALDERMEN. 

(Presented By Wards, In Order, Beginning 
With The Fiftieth Ward) 

6/5/2013 

Arranged .under the following subheadings: 

1. Traffic Regulations, Traffic Signals and Traffic-Control Devices. 
2. Zoning Ordinance Amendments. 
3. Claims. 
4. Unclassified Matters (arranged in order according to ward numbers). 
5. Free Permits, License Fee Exemptions, Cancellation of Warrants for 

Collection and Water Rate Exemptions, Et Cetera. 

1. TRAFFIC REGULA TlONS, TRAFFIC SIGNS 
AND TRAFFIC-CONTROL DEVICES. 

Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF LOADING lONES. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to establish loading zones at the 
locations designated and for the distances and times specified, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

FIORETTI 
(2nd Ward) 

BURNS 
(4th Ward) 

Location, Distance And Time 

South Wabash Avenue (east side) from a point 90 feet south of East 21 5t 

Street to a point 100 feet south thereof -- 30 minute loading zone -
unattended vehicles must have lights flashing -- 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 A.M. 
-- Monday through Sunday; 

[02013-4275] 

South Harper Avenue (east side) from a point 20 feet north of East 52nd 

Place to a point 50 feet north thereof -- no parking loading zone -
tow-away zone -- at all times -- all days (private benefit); 

[02013-4397] 
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Alderman 

SOLIS 
(25th Ward) 

BURNETT 
(27th Ward) 

COLON 
(35th Ward) 

MITTS 
(37th Ward) 
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Location, Distance And Time 

South Harper Avenue (east side) from a point 135 feet north of East 52nd 

Place to a point 65 feet north thereof -- no parking loading zone -
tow-away zone -- at all times -- all days (private benefit); 

[02013-4343J 

East 52nd Place (north side) from a point 90 feet east of South Harper 
Avenue to a point 70 feet east thereof -- no parking loading zone -
tow-away zone -- at all times -- all days; 

[02013-4346J 

South Blue Island Avenue, at 1870 (signs need to be installed on 19th 

Street) -- 20 feet -- no parking 15 minute limit with flashing lights --
9:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Saturday; 

[02013-4471 J 

West Carpenter Street, at 217, between West Lake Street and West 
Fulton Street -- no parking loading zone -- 7:00 AM. to 11 :00 P.M. -- all 
days; 

[02013-4761J 

West Lake Street, at 1219, between North Racine Avenue and North 
Ada Street -- 6:00 AM. to 7:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday; 

[02013-4749J 

West Randolph Street, at 1040, between North Morgan Street and North 
Elizabeth Street -- 6:00 AM. to 2:00 AM. -- all days; 

[02013-4774J 

North Diversey Avenue, at 3001 -- 3007 -- 40 feet -- 15 minute standing 
zone -- 6:00 AM. to 12:00 AM. -- Monday through Saturday; 

[02013-4853J 

West Fullerton Avenue, at 5825 -- 10:00 AM. to 7:00 P.M. -- Sunday 
through Saturday; 

[02013-4857J 
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Alderman 

REILLY 
(42nd Ward) 
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Location, Distance And Time 

North Clark Street, at 353 -- 40 feet -- 2 vehicles -- 6:00 AM. to 2:00 
AM. -- all days; 

[02013-4870] 

North Rush Street, at 519 -- 20 feet -- 11 :00 AM. to 12:00 A.M. -- all 
days. 

[02013-4869] 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF LOADING lONES. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to amend previously passed 
ordinances which established loading zones on portions of specified public ways, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

MORENO 
(1 st Ward) 

LANE 
(18th Ward) 

Location, Distance And Time 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Chicago Avenue, at 2332 -- loading 
zone/tow-away zone -- 77 feet" and inserting in lieu thereof: "West 
Chicago Avenue, at 2332 --loading zone/tow-away zone -- 30 feet"; 

[02013-4236] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "7110 South Campbell Avenue--
7:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday -- loading zone"; 

[02013-4436] 

Amend ordinance by striking "South Kedzie Avenue (west side) from a 
point 70 feet north of West 83rd Place to a point 25 feet north thereof --
2 percent disabled loading zone -- 9:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M. -- Monday 
through Saturday" (11-04045527); 

[02013-4466] 
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Alderman 

BURNETT 
(27th Ward) 

SPOSATO 
(36th Ward) 

LAURINO 
(39th Ward) 

P. O'CONNOR 
(40th Ward) 

M. O'CONNOR 
(41 st Ward) 
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Location, Distance And Time 

Removal of loading zone/standing zones signs on North Milwaukee 
Avenue, between West Kinzie Street and North Elston Avenue -
distance of 0.85 miles; 

[02013-4488] 

Rescind ordinance which reads: "West Grand Avenue, at 6922 --
15 minute loading zone with flashing lights --10:00 AM. to 10:00 P.M."; 

[02013-4856] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Elston Avenue (east side) from a 
point 153 feet east of North Keeler Avenue to a point 37 feet east 
thereof -- 15 minutes loading zone -- use flashing lights -- 9:00 AM. to 
7:00 P.M. -- Monday through Saturday" and inserting in lieu thereof: 
"North Elston Avenue (east side) from a point 153 feet east of North 
Keeler Avenue to a point 20 feet east thereof -- 15 minutes loading zone 
-- use flashing lights -- 9:00 AM. to 7:00 P.M. -- Monday through 
Saturday"; 

[02013-4859] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Lincoln Avenue (east side) from a 
point 75 feet north of West Ainslie Street to a point 20 feet north thereof 
-- 15 minute loading zone -- use flashing lights -- 10:00 AM. to 
8:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday -- tow-away zone (10-00723106)" 
and inserting in lieu thereof: "North Lincoln Avenue (east side) from a 
point 75 feet north of West Ainslie Street to a point 20 feet north thereof 
-- 15 minute loading zone -- 10:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. -- Monday through 
Friday -- tow-away zone (10-00723106),,; 

[02013-4860] 

Amend ordinance which reads: "North Olmsted Avenue (northeast/ 
south) from a point 50 feet south of North Oshkosh Avenue to a pOint 
110 feet south thereof" by striking: "a point 110 feet south thereof" and 
inserting in lieu thereof: "a point 60 feet south thereof"; 

[02013-4863] 
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REILLY 
(42nd Ward) 

OSTERMAN 
(48th Ward) 

MOORE 
(49th Ward) 
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Location, Distance And Time 

Amend ordinance by striking: "loading zone located adjacent to 
218 West Superior Street -- Permit Number 99-120152"; 

[02013-4867] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Granville Avenue, at 1035 -- no 
parking loading zone -- limited time -- tow-away zone"; 

[02013-4875] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Chase Avenue, at 1241 -- no 
parking loading zone -- specific hours -- tow-away zone". 

[02013-4879] 

Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF ONE-WAY VEHICULAR TRAFFIC MOVEMENT ON 
PORTION OF E. 52ND PL. 

[02013-4393] 

Alderman Burns (4th Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to restrict the movement of 
vehicular traffic to a westerly direction only on East 52nd Place, from South Harper Avenue to 
private street, which was Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety. 

Referred--INSTALLATION OF PAID PARKING ON PORTION OF W. LOYOLA AVE. 
[02013-4878] 

Alderman Moore (49th Ward) presented a proposed ordinance directing the Department of 
Finance to install nine additional paid parking spaces (180 feet) at West Loyola Avenue (south 
side) from North Sheridan Road heading east thereof, which was Referred to the Committee 
on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety. 
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Referred -- REMOVAL OF PARKING METERS ON PORTION OF W. BERWYN AVE. 
[02013-4876] 

Alderman Osterman (48th Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to remove the parking 
meters at 1107 West Berwyn Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety: 

Referred -- PROHIBITION OF PARKING AT ALL TIMES. 

Alderman Fioretti (2nd Ward) presented proposed ordinances to prohibit the parking of 
vehicles at all times at the locations designated and for the distances and times specified, 
which were Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

South Hoyne Avenue (west side) from West 13th Street to West Washburne Avenue -- at 
all times -- all days; 

[02013-4340] 

West Leavitt Street (east side) from West Roosevelt Road to West 13th Street -- at all times 
-- all days; 

[02013-4331 ] 

West Washburne Avenue (north side) from South Hoyne Avenue to South Damen Avenue 
-- at all times -- all days; 

[02013-4305] 

West 13th Street (north side) from South Leavitt Street to South Hoyne Avenue -- all times 
-- at all days. 

Referred -- PROHIBITION OF PARKING AT ALL TIMES. 
(Except For Disabled) 

[02013-4326] 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to prohibit the parking of 
vehicles at all times at the locations designated and for the distances specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 
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Alderman 

MORENO 
(1 st Ward) 

DOWELL 
(3rd Ward) 

SAWYER 
(6th Ward) 

HARRIS 
(8th Ward) 
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Location And Distance 

North Noble Street, at 838 (handicapped permit parking); 
[02013-4213] 

South Prairie Avenue, at 3606 (Handicapped Parking Permit 71548); 
[02013-4230] 

South Wabash Avenue, at 5417 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89483); 
[02013-4228] 

South Lafayette Avenue, at 7150 (Handicapped Parking Permit 75848); 
[02013-4233J 

South Vernon Avenue, at 7251 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89542); 
[02013-4234] 

South Constance Avenue, at 7749 (Handicapped Parking Permit 
89531); 

[02013-4241 ] 

South Dorchester Avenue, at 8211 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 90491); 

[02013-4250J 

South Dorchester Avenue, at 8455 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 90485); 

[02013-4246J 

South Euclid Avenue, at 7621 (Handicapped Parking Permit 72517); 
[02013-4243J 

South Euclid Avenue, at 7621 (Handicapped Parking Permit 74517); 
[02013-4254J 

South Kenwood Avenue, at 8846 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89590); 
[02013-4248J 
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Alderman 

POPE 
(10th Ward) 

BALCER 
(11th Ward) 

CARDENAS 
(12th Ward) 
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Location And Distance 

South Woodlawn Avenue, at 9849 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89582); 
[02013-4256] 

East 71 5t Place, at 1326 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90490); 
[02013-4252] 

East 83rd Street, at 958 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90479); 
[02013-4251 ] 

East 86th Street, at 1537 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90481); 
[02013-4247] 

East 90th Place, at 624 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90473); 
[02013-4253] 

South Burley Avenue, at 13232 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89617); 
[02013-4260] 

South Mackinaw Avenue, at 13204 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 90684); 

[02013-4259] 

South Union Avenue, at 3828 (Handicapped Parking Permit 84419); 
[02013-4263] 

South Wells Street, at 2730 (Handicapped Parking Permit 84540); 
[02013-4262] 

South Hermitage Avenue, at4321 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89644); 
[02013-4299] 

South Washtenaw Avenue, at 4635 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 90721); 

[02013-4294] 

West 23rd Street, at 2824 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90720); 
[02013-4293] 
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Alderman 

QUINN 
(13th Ward) 

BURKE 
(14th Ward) 

FOULKES 
(15th Ward) 
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Location And Distance 

West 25th Place, at 2913 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89645); 
[02013-4296] 

West 36th Street, at 2810 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89643); 
[02013-4297] 

South Kolin Avenue, at 6034 (Handicapped Parking Permit 83623); 
[02013-4335] 

South Komensky Avenue, at 6506 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89656); 
[02013-4328] 

South Laporte Avenue, at 6403 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90402); 
[02013-4337] 

South Lockwood Avenue, at 6452 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90380); 
[02013-4339] 

South Normandy Avenue, at 6244 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89661); 
[02013-4321 ] 

South Tripp Avenue, at 6131 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90379); 
[02013-4325] 

West 56th Street, at 3943 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90391); 
[02013-4342] 

South Komensky Avenue, at4736 (Handicapped Parking Permit 81424); 
[02013-4345] 

South Mason Avenue, at 5237 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89451); 
[02013-4348] 

South Maplewood Avenue, at 6316 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 81041); 

[02013-4355] 



6/5/2013 

Alderman 

THOMPSON 
(16th Ward) 

THOMAS 
(17th Ward) 

COCHRAN 
(20th Ward) 

MUNOZ 
(22nd Ward) 

CHANDLER 
(24th Ward) 

NEW BUSINESS PRESENTED BY ALDERMEN 55887 

Location And Distance 

South Sacramento Avenue, at 6028 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 82992); 

[02013-4357] 

South Wood Street, at 5413 (Handicapped Parking Permit 83551); 
[02013-4358] 

South Aberdeen Street, at 6816 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89706); 
[02013-4385] 

South Sangamon Street, at 7339 (Handicapped Parking Permit 83472); 
[02013-4388] 

South Stewart Street, at 7527 (Handicapped Parking Permit 81187); 
[02013-4371 ] 

South Winchester Avenue, at 7006 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 90799); 

[02013-4366] 

South Ingleside Avenue, at 6443 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89757); 
[02013-4419] 

South Lafayette Avenue, at 5828 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89754); 
[02013-4416] 

South Michigan Avenue, at 6665 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90677); 
[02013-4847] 

West 47th Street, at 4839 (handicapped permit parking); 
[02013-4439] 

West 21 st Place, at 4119 (Handicapped Parking Permit 83460); 
[02013-4446] 
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Alderman 

SOLIS 
. (25th Ward) 

BURNETT 
(27th Ward) 

REBOYRAS 
(30th Ward) 

MELL 
(33 rd Ward) 

AUSTIN 
(34th Ward) 

JOURNAL--CITY COUNCIL--CHICAGO 6/5/2013 

Location And Distance 

South Leavitt Street, at 2325 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89834); 
[02013-4513] 

West 19th Street, at 1819 (Handicapped Parking Permit 80543); 
[02013-4515] 

North Avers Avenue, at 948 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90514); 
[02013-4527] 

West Ferdinand Street, at 3716 (Handicapped Parking Permit 89555); 

[02013-4528] 

North Harding Avenue, at 539 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90557); 
[02013-4523] 

West Henderson Street, at 4115 (Handicapped Parking Permit 78461); 
[02013-4537] 

North Long Avenue, at 3403 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90107); 
[02013-4532] 

West School Street, at 4051 (Handicapped Parking Permit 84306); 
[02013-4534] 

North Albany Avenue, at 4951 (Handicapped Parking Permit 83692); 
[02013-4560] 

South Princeton Avenue, at 12446 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 90444); 

[02013-4850] 

West 108th Place, at 331 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90457); 
[02013-4571] 
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Alderman 

COLON 
(35th Ward) 

MITTS 
(37th Ward) 

P. O'CONNOR 
(40th Ward) 

M. O'CONNOR 
(41 st Ward) 

MOORE 
(49th Ward) 

SIL VERSTEIN 
(50th Ward) 

NEW BUSINESS PRESENTED BY ALDERMEN 55889 

Location And Distance 

North Kimball Avenue, at 2732 (install sign at 3408 West Parker 
Avenue) (Handicapped Parking Permit 84825); 

[02013-4599] 

North Sacramento Avenue, at 2839 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 89986); 

[02013-4586] 

North St. Louis Avenue, at 3932 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90048); 
[02013-4606] 

West Hirsch Street, at 5457 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90469); 
[02013-4618] 

West Granville Avenue, at 2025 (Handicapped Parking Permit 76894); 
[02013-4645] 

West Hood Avenue, at 1908 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90066); 
[02013-4648] 

North Ogallah Avenue, at 6645 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90080); 
[02013-4650] 

North Wolcott Avenue, at 7514 (Handicapped Parking Permit 84867); 
[02013-4677] 

North Bell Avenue, at 6241 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90655); 
[02013-4790] 

North Claremont Avenue, at 6055 (Handicapped Parking Permit 91421); 
[02013-4783] 
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Alderman 
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Location And Distance 

North Fairfield Avenue, at 6535 (Handicapped Parking Permit 90059); 
[02013-4787] 

North Hoyne Avenue, at 6248 (Handicapped Parking Permit 91395); 
[02013-4792] 

North Maplewood Avenue, at 6415 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 90650); 

[02013-4779] 

North Richmond Street, at 6422 (Handicapped Parking Permit 91400). 
[02013-4802] 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF PROHIBITION OF PARKING AT ALL TIMES. 
(Except For Disabled) 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to amend previously passed 
ordinances which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways, which were Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

POPE 
(10th Ward) 

BALCER 
(11th Ward) 

CARDENAS 
(12th Ward) 

Location And Distance 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Avenue B, at 10645 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 52566)"; 

[02013-4261] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Lowe Avenue, at 3016 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 73312)"; 

[02013-4264] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Washtenaw Avenue, at 4637 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 29318),,; 

[02013-4287] 
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Alderman 

QUINN 
(13th Ward) 

FOULKES 
(15th Ward) 

ZALEWSKI 
(23rd Ward) 

NEW BUSINESS PRESENTED BY ALDERMEN 55891 

Location And Distance 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West 22nd Place, at 2737 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 71848)"; 

[02013-4280] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West 25th Street, at 2636 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 81068)"; 

[02013-4282] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West 45th Street, at 2524 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 50402),,; 

[02013-4413] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West 46th Place, at 2438 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 50409)"; 

[02013-4290] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Karlov Avenue, at 6654 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 69654)"; 

[02013-4313] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Kostner Avenue, at 6418 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 64448),,; 

[02013-4309] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Laporte Avenue, at 6449 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 66792),,; 

[02013-4316] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Mozart Street, at 4515 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 81071),,; 

[02013-4353] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West 63rd Place, at 7131 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 31268),,; 

[02013-4427] 
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Alderman 

SUAREZ 
(31 st Ward) 

MELL 
(33rd Ward) 

AUSTIN 
(34th Ward) 

COLON 
(35th Ward) 

LAURINO 
(39th Ward) 

P. O'CONNOR 
(40th Ward) 

JOURNAL--CITY COUNCIL--CHICAGO 6/5/2013 

Location And Distance 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Lockwood Avenue, at 2741" and 
inserting: "2739 North Rockwood Avenue" (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 72781),,; 

[02013-4550] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Nelson Street, at 5138 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 45465)"; 

[02013-4556] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Sunnyside Avenue, at 3110 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 55107),,; 

[02013-4567] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "South Peoria Street, at 11710 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 39021)"; 

[02013-4849] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West George Street, at 3022 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 81942),,; 

[02013-4611] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Lowell Avenue, at 4338 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 71964),,; 

[02013-4623] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Carmen Avenue, at 2737 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 81479),,; 

[02013-4641 ] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Spaulding Avenue, at 5507 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 76914)"; 

[02013-4633] 
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Alderman 

TUNNEY 
(44th Ward) 

MOORE 
(49th Ward) 

SIL VERSTEIN 
(50th Ward) 

NEW BUSINESS PRESENTED BY ALDERMEN 55893 

Location And Distance 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Newport Avenue, at 1141 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 70058)"; 

[02013-4660J 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West Roscoe Street, at 543 
(handicapped permit parking)"; 

[02013-4834J 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Damen Avenue, at 7377 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 75255)"; 

[02013-4683J 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Artesian Avenue, at 6023 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 79833)"; 

[02013-4811J 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Rockwell Street, at 6729 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 68403)". 

[02013-4806J 

Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF RESIDENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE ON 
PORTION OF S. STEWART AVE. 

[02013-4476J 

Alderman Solis (25th Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to establish a residential 
parking permit zone at 2200 to 2300 South Stewart Avenue (that part of South Stewart 
Avenue that lies south of West Cermak Road and north of West Archer Avenue) at all times 
-- all days, which were Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety. 
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Referred -- AMENDMENT OF RESIDENTIAL PERMIT PARKING ZONES. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances and orders to amend previously 
passed ordinances which established residential permit parking zones on portions of specified 
public ways, which were Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as 
follows: 

Alderman 

MORENO 
(1 st Ward) 

CARDENAS 
(12th Ward) 

COLON 
(35th Ward) 

Location, Distance And Time 

Extend Residential Permit Parking Zone Number 102 to both sides of 
the 2400 block of North Fairfield Avenue -- 6:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M.; 

[Or2013-344] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West 40th Street in the 2500 block (both 
sides) between South Rockwell Street and South Campbell Avenue 
(north side), 2500 -- 2544 West 40th Street and (south side) 4001 South 
Rockwell Street, 4000 South Maplewood Avenue, 4001 South 
Maplewood Avenue, 4011 South Campbell Avenue -- at all times 
(Zone 764)" and inserting in lieu thereof: "West 40th Street in the 2500 
block (both sides) between South Rockwell Street and South Campbell 
Avenue (north side), 2500 -- 2544 West 40th Street and (south side) 
4001 South Rockwell Street, 4000 South Maplewood Avenue, 4001 
South Maplewood Avenue -- at all times (Zone 764)" (Removal of 4011 
South Campbell Avenue); 

[02013-4432] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "West 48th Place, from 2308 to 2332 on 
the north side of the street only (Residential Permit Parking Zone 
Number 1280)"; 

[02013-4424 ] 

Amend order which established Residential Permit Parking Zone 
Number 90 in the 3900 block of North Bernard Street -- at all times -- all 
days by removing the Residential Permit Zone Number 90 signs 
installed at 3425 -- 3431 West Byron Street and 3446 -- 3449 West 
Byron Street; 

[Or2013-348] 
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Alderman 

P. O'CONNOR 
(40th Ward) 

M. O'CONNOR 
(41 st Ward) 

CAPPLEMAN 
(46th Ward) 

NEW BUSINESS PRESENTED BY ALDERMEN 55895 

Location, Distance And Time 

Amend order which established Residential Permit parking Zone 
Number 95 in the 3100 block of North Christiana Avenue -- at all times 
-- all days by extending the Residential Permit Zone Number 95 to 
include West Barry Avenue, from North Kimball Avenue to North 
Christiana Avenue on the north side of the street; 

[02013-4855] 

Amend ordinance which established Residential Permit Parking Zone 20 
at 7214 -- 7262 West Bryn Mawr Avenue by striking: "Zone 20" and 
inserting in lieu thereof: "Zone 22"; 

[02013-4862] 

Amend ordinance which established Residential Permit Parking Zone 
1583 in designated area by striking: "From the first alley north of North 
Northwest Highway (6716 through 6734 North Oliphant Avenue) -- at all 
times -- Monday through Saturday"; 

[02013-4861] 

Extend Residential Permit Parking Zone 1130 to include West Sunny
side Avenue (north side) -- 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. -- Monday through 
Friday. 

[Or2013-350] 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF RESIDENTIAL PERMIT PARKING BUFFER ZONE 
ON PORTION OF S. PARK TERRACE. 

[02013-4279] 

Alderman Fioretti (2nd Ward) presented proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance by striking therefrom: "South Park Terrace (west side) from 806 to 898 -- buffer zone 
for Residential Parking Permit Zone 1673 -- at all times -- all days" and inserting in lieu thereof: 
"South Park Terrace (east side) from 806 to 898 -- buffer zone for Residential Permit Parking 
Zone 1673 -- at all times -- all days", which was Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety. 
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Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF INDUSTRIAL PERMIT PARKING ZONE. 
[Or2013-347] 

Alderman Solis (25th Ward) presented proposed order to establish industrial permit parking 
zone in the 1600 block of South Clinton Street, from 6:00 AM. to 4:00 P.M., Monday through 
Saturday, which was Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety. 

Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF STANDING ZONES. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to establish standing zones, with 
tow-away zones to be in effect after expiration of the limits indicated, and require that vehicles 
have hazard lights activated while at the locations designated, for the distances and times 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

FIORETTI 
(2nd Ward) 

BALCER 
(11 th Ward) 

Location, Distance And Time 

South Racine Avenue (east side) from a point 16 feet north of West 
Adams Street to a point 25 feet north thereof -- at all times -- all days; 

[02013-4276] 

South Wells Street (east side) from a point 24 feet south of West 
Congress Parkway to a point 50 feet north thereof -- unattended 
vehicles must have lights flashing --10:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday 
through Friday; 

[02013-4274] 

South Halsted Street (east side) at 3413, from a point 75 feet north 
thereof -- 6:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday; 

[02013-4881] 

South Halsted Street (west side) at 3418, from a point 75 feet south of 
West 34th Street to a point 20 feet south thereof -- 30 minute standing 
zone -- use flashing lights -- 7:00 AM. to 8:00 P.M. -- Monday through 
Sunday; 

[02013-4420] 
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Alderman 

BURNETT 
(27th Ward) 

M. O'CONNOR 
(41 st Ward) 

NEW BUSINESS PRESENTED BY ALDERMEN 55897 

Location, Distance And Time 

South Green Street, at 123, between West Monroe Street and West 
Adams Street -- 15 minute standing zone -- at all times -- all days; 

[02013-4789] 

North Sedgwick Street, at 1435, between West Blackhawk Street and 
West Evergreen Avenue -- 30 minute standing zone -- 9:00 AM. to 9:00 
P.M. -- all times; 

[02013-4766] 

North Central Avenue, at6412 -- 3 vehicle spaces (45 feet) --15 minute 
limit -- unattended vehicles must have lights flashing -- 7:00 AM. to 6:30 
P.M. -- Monday through Friday and 8:00 AM. to 3:00 P.M. -- Saturday; 

[02013-4864] 

West Touhy Avenue, at 7248 -- 7250 -- approximately two vehicle 
spaces -- 15 minute limit -- unattended vehicles must have lights 
flashing -- 6:00 AM. to 6:00 P.M. -- Monday through Friday. 

[02013-4865] 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF STANDING lONES. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to amend previously passed 
ordinances which established standing zones on portions of specified public ways, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

BALCER 
(11th Ward) 

Location, Distance And Time 

Amend ordinance passed November 1, 2006 (Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 90074) 
which reads: "South Union Avenue (west side) from a point 20 feet south 
of West 31 5t Street to a point 70 feet south thereof -- 30 minute standing 
zone -- 8:00 AM. to 12:00 AM." by striking: "30 minutes" and inserting 
in lieu thereof: "15 minutes"; 

[02013-4417] 
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Alderman 

BURNETT 
(27th Ward) 

JOURNAL--CITY COUNCIL--CHICAGO 6/5/2013 

Location, Distance And Time 

West Grand Avenue, at 1402, between North Noble Street and North 
Ada Street, by decreasing footage to 20 feet -- 10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. 
-- all days. 

[02013-4491 ] 

Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF TOW-AWAY ZONES. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to establish tow-away zones at 
the locations designated, for the distances and times specified, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

CHANDLER 
(24th Ward) 

REILLY 
(42nd Ward) 

CAPPLEMAN 
(46th Ward) 

Location, Distance And Time 

West Gladys Avenue (south side) at 4623, spanning the distance of 
Enola Dew Senior Apartments -- at all times -- Sunday through 
Saturday; 

[02013-4458] 

Upper East Illinois Street, at 150 -- 1 parking space -- Italy Consulate 
Parking Only -- no parking tow-away zone -- at all times -- all days; 

[02013-4866] 

North Clifton Avenue, at 4402 -- 24 parking spaces (24 feet) between 
the driveways -- at all times -- all days. 

[02013-4872] 
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Referred -- AMENDMENT OF TOW-AWAY lONES. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to amend previously passed 
ordinances which established tow-away zones on portions of specified public ways, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

REB 0 YRA S 
(30th Ward) 

CAPPLEMAN 
(46th Ward) 

OSTERMAN 
(48th Ward) 

Location, Distance And Time 

Amend ordinance passed January 21, 1959 (Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 9617) which reads: 
"West George Street (south side) from a point 250 feet west of North 
Central Park Avenue to a point 125 feet west thereof' by striking: "125 
feet" and inserting in lieu thereof: "170 feet -- no parking tow-away 
zone"; 

[02013-4854] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Lake Shore Drive, at 3600 -- no 
parking -- tow-away zone" and inserting in lieu thereof: "North Lake 
Shore Drive, at 3600 -- 15 minutes -- unattended vehicles must have 
lights flashing -- at all times -- all days -- no parking standing zone"; 

[02013-4871] 

Amend ordinance by striking: "North Clark Street, at 5701 -- no parking 
tow-away zone". 

[02013-4877] 

Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF "20 MILES PER HOUR" SPEED LIMITATION ON 
PORTION OF W. BERTEAU AVE. 

[02013-4874] 

Alderman Pawar (47th Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to establish a "20 Miles Per 
Hour" maximum speed limit for vehicles on West Berteau Avenue, from North Clark Street to 
North Lincoln Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety. 
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Referred -- INSTALLATION OF TRAFFIC WARNING SIGNS. 

The aldermen named below presented a proposed ordinance and proposed orders directing 
the Commissioner of Transportation to give consideration to the installation of traffic warning 

Alderman 

BURNS 
(4th Ward) 

POPE 
(10th Ward) 

CHANDLER 
(24th Ward) 

M. O'CONNOR 
(41 st Ward) 

Location, And Type Of Sign 

East 52nd Place and South Harper Avenue --"Stop"; 
[02013-4351 ] 

100th Street and South Exchange Avenue -- "Three-Way Stop"; 
[Or2013-345] 

West Harrison Street and South Kilpatrick Avenue -- "All-Way Stop"; 
[Or2013-346] 

North Avondale Avenue and North Ogallah Avenue -- "Stop". 
[Or2013-349] 

Referred-- REMOVAL OF "STOP" SIGN ATW. BERTEAU AVE. AND N. GREENVIEW 
AVE. 

[02013-4873] 

Alderman Pawar (47th Ward) presented proposed order for the removal of a "Stop" sign at 
West Berteau Avenue and North Greenview Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Pedestrian and Traffic Safety. 
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Referred -- REMOVAL OF MISCELLANEOUS TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances forthe removal of miscellaneous 
traffic signs of the nature indicated at the locations specified, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety, as follows: 

Alderman 

CHANDLER 
(24th Ward) 

BURNETT 
(2yth Ward) 

Location, And Type Of Sign 

Removal of "No Parking" signs on South Independence Boulevard, from 
West Harrison Street (600 South Independence Boulevard) to West 
Roosevelt Road (1200 South Independence Boulevard) on the north and 
south sides of the inner lanes; 

[02013-4453] 

Removal of "Rush Hour Parking Controls" on North Clybourn Avenue, 
from West Division Street to North Halsted Street. 

[02013-4851] 

2. ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS. 

Referred -- ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS OF PARTICULAR AREAS. 

The aldermen named below presented three proposed ordinances amending the Chicago 
Zoning Ordinance for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 

BY ALDERMAN BURNS (4th Ward): 

To classify as a DX-12 Downtown Mixed-Use District instead of Residential Planned 
Development Number 512 the area shown on Map Number 2-F bounded by: 

a line 75.20 feet north of West Polk Street; South Dearborn Street; West Polk Street; and 
South Federal Street (common address: 738 -- 742 South Dearborn Street). 

[02013-4837] 
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BY ALDERMAN CARDENAS (12th Ward): 

To classify as a 83-2 Community Shopping District instead of an RS3 Residential 
Single-Unit (Detached House) District the area shown on Map Number 8-H bounded by: 

West 35th Street; South Damen Avenue; the public alley perpendicular to South Seeley 
Avenue that is next south of and parallel to West 35th Street; and a line 145 feet east of 
and parallel to South Seeley Avenue (common address: 2001 -- 2011 West 35th Street). 

[02013-4841 ] 

To classify as a 83-2 Community Shopping District instead of an RS3 Residential 
Single-Unit (Detached House) District the area shown on Map Number 8-H bounded by: 

a line 241 feet west of and parallel to South Damen Avenue; the public alley 
perpendicular to South Seeley Avenue that is next south of and parallel to West 35th 

Street; South Seeley Avenue; and West 35th Street (common address: 2025 West 35th 

Street). 
[02013-4842] 

3. CLAIMS. 

Referred -- CLAIMS AGAINST CITY OF CHICAGO. 

The aldermen named below presented four proposed claims against the City of Chicago for 
the claimants named as noted, respectively, which were Referred to the Committee on Finance, 
as follows: 

Alderman 

HAIRSTON 
(5th Ward) 

Claimant 

Genesis Co-Op Corp; [CL2013-1533] 

5547 -- 5549 South Dorchester Condominium Association; 
[CL20 13-1533] 
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Alderman 

PAWAR 
(47th Ward) 

NEW BUSINESS PRESENTED BY ALDERMEN 55903 

Claimant 

Glenwinn Condominium; 

New Bedford Condominium Association. 

4. UNCLASSIFIED MA TTERS. 

(Arranged In Order According To Ward Number) 

[CL20 13-1598J 

[CL2013-1598J 

Proposed ordinances, orders and resolutions were presented by the aldermen named below, 
respectively, and were acted upon by the City Council in each case in the manner noted, as 
follows: 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MORENO (1 st Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Eleven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Ask Nagel Realty -- to construct, install, maintain and use two park benches adjacent to 
1919 West Division Street; 

[02013-4268] 

Ask Nagel Realty -- to maintain and use one sign at 1919 West Division Street; 
[02013-4267] 

Caganchos -- to maintain and use one canopy at 2413 West North Avenue; 
[02013-4285] 

California Food Mart -- to maintain and use one awning at 2209 North California Avenue; 
[02013-4375] 
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DHK Development Corporation -- to maintain and use four bay windows adjacent to 1701 --
1703 West Division Street; 

[02013-4278] 

DHK Development Corporation -- to maintain and use one fire escape adjacent to 1701 --
1703 West Division Street; 

[02013-4277] 

Diamond Properties Group LLC -- to maintain and use one awning at 1544 North Ashland 
Avenue; 

[02013-4379] 

Elevenzees -- to maintain and use one canopy at 1901 West Division Street; 
[02013-4286] 

Jay's Beef of Chicago, Inc. -- to maintain and use two light fixtures adjacent to 2255 West 
North Avenue; 

[02013-4266] 

Paladar -- to maintain and use five planters adjacent to 2252 North Western Avenue; and 
[02013-4271] 

Stems -- to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 850 North Ashland Avenue. 
[02013-4270] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, eight proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Hash -- 1357 North Western Avenue; 
[02013-4298] 

Kai Sushi -- 1406 West Grand Avenue; 
[02013-4390] 

Las Islas Marias -- 2043 -- 2051 North Milwaukee Avenue; 
[02013-4301 ] 
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Modern Asian Kitchen -- 1924 West Division Street; 
[02013-4304] 

Oggi Trattoria & Caffe -- 1378 West Grand Avenue; 
[02013-4407] 

Paradise Cantina -- 2015 West Division Street; 
[02013-4307] 

Shambles Bar -- 2050 West Division Street; and 
[02013-4310] 

4 Suyos -- 2727 West Fullerton Avenue. 
[02013-4315] 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF 1801 W. CHICAGO LLC FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER 
REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

[02013-4203] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt 1801 West Chicago LLC from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 1801 West Chicago 
Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MORENO (1 st Ward) And 
ALDERMAN WAGUESPACK (32nd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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Chris' Bar -- to maintain and use one sign at 1610 West North Avenue; 
[02013-4269] 

Thai Lagoon Restaurant -- to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 2322 West 
North Avenue; and 

[02013-4273] 

Thai Lagoon Restaurant -- to maintain and use one sign at 2322 West North Avenue. 
[02013-4272] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN FIORETTI (2nd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Twelve proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Cavanaugh's -- to maintain and use three awnings at 312 South Federal Street; 
[02013-4386] 

Congress Plaza Hotel -- to maintain and use one canopy at 520 South Michigan Avenue; 
[02013-4288] 

Flaco's Tacos LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 725 South Dearborn Street; 
[02013-4216] 

Kasey's Tavern -- to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 701 South Dearborn 
Street; 

[02013-4219] 

Kroll's South Loop -- to maintain and use two awnings at 1736 South Michigan Avenue 
(Privilege Number 1102926); 

[02013-4398] 

Kroll's South Loop -- to maintain and use seven awnings at 1736 South Michigan Avenue 
(Privilege Number 1103466); 

[02013-4401 ] 
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Loft Development Corporation -- to maintain and use 131ight fixtures adjacent to 901 West 
Jackson Boulevard; 

[02013-4221 ] 

Parc Chestnut Condominium Association -- to maintain and use 40 balconies adjacent to 
849 North Franklin Street; 

[02013-4588] 

Parc Chestnut Condominium Association -- to maintain and use one trash container 
adjacent to 849 North Franklin Street; 

[02013-4591 ] 

West Loop Associates LLC -- to maintain and use one canopy at 550 West Jackson 
Boulevard; 

[02013-4295] 

The 33 West Jackson Condominium Association -- to maintain and use one awning at 
33 West Jackson Boulevard; and 

[02013-4409] 

233 South Wacker LLC -- to maintain and use 10 planters adjacent to 233 South Wacker 
Drive. 

[02013-4218] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

AI's Beef -- 601 West Adams Street; 
[02013-4320] 

The Option Room -- 401 South LaSalle Street; 
[02013-4322] 

Pockets -- 555 South Dearborn Street; and 
[02013-4327] 

Sofi LLC -- 616 South Dearborn Street. 
[02013-4332] 
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Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS AT 605 'W. 
ROOSEVELT RD. 

Also, two proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to 
Signco, Inc. to install signs/signboards at 605 West Roosevelt Road, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 

one sign/signboard at east elevation; and 
[Or2013-315] 

one sign/signboard at west elevation. 
[Or2013-314] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN DOWELL (3rd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Cain's Barber College, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 365 East 51 st Street; 
[02013-4411 ] 

The Studios -- to maintain and use one canopy at 1801 South Wabash Avenue; and 
[02013-4300] 

Mid Way Liquors -- to maintain and use nine light fixtures adjacent to 5500 South State 
Street. 

[02013-4459] 

Referred-- EXEMPTION OF ATHENS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY FROM PHYSICAL 
BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

[02013-4207] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Athens Construction Company from the physical 
barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 2130 South 
Michigan Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the 
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Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 

Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS. 

Also, two proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to the 
applicants listed to install signs/signboards at the locations specified, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 

Doyle Signs, Inc. -- for one sign/signboard at 1615 South Clark Street; and 
[Or2013-329] 

H.M. Witt -- for one sign/signboard at 2138 South Indiana Avenue. 
[Or2013-327] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURNS (4th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR NEXT BRONZEVILLE LLC. 
[02013-4461] 

A proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Next Bronzeville LLC to maintain 
and use four light fixtures adjacent to 335 East 35th Street, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 
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Bonne Sante Health Foods, Inc. -- 1512 East 53rd Street; and 
[02013-4338] 

Five Guys Burgers and Fries -- 1456 East 53rd Street. 
[02013-4341 ] 

Referred -- ESTABLISHMENT OF TAXICAB STAND ON PORTION OF E. 52 NO PL. 
[02013-4404] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to establish a taxicab stand on East 52nd Place (north side) from 
a point 30 feet east of South Harper Avenue to a point 60 feet east thereof, which was Referred 
to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMIT FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 3753 S. COTTAGE 
GROVE AVE. 

[Or2013-324] 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue a permit to Landmark 
Sign Group to install a sign/signboard at 3753 South Cottage Grove Avenue, which was 
Referred to the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN HAIRSTON (5th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Jordan Valley -- to maintain and use one awning at 1976 East 73rd Street; 
[02013-4415] 
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The University of Chicago -- to maintain and use one earth retention system adjacent to 
5646 -- 5648 South Drexel Avenue; 

[02013-4224] 

The University of Chicago -- to maintain and use one earth retention system adjacent to 
5711 South Drexel Avenue; and 

[02013-4222] 

The University of Chicago -- to maintain and use one earth retention system adjacent to 
915 -- 919 East 5th Street. 

[02013-4223] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SAWYER (6th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Billy's Gyros -- to maintain and use one sign at 7855 South Cottage Grove Avenue; and 
[02013-4226] 

Paris Cleaners -- to maintain and use one sign at 301 East 75th Street. 
[02013-4225] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN HOLMES (7th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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South Shore Chamber, Inc. -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 
to 2632 East 75th Street; and 

[02013-4229] 

South Shore Chamber of Commerce -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter 
adjacent to 7906 South Crandon Avenue. 

[02013-4227] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN HARRIS (8th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Fabricare Super Laundromat -- to maintain and use one sign at 7635 South Jeffery 
Boulevard; and 

[02013-4231] 

J-Bees Casual & Sportswear -- to maintain and use one sign at 1301 East 87th Street. 
[02013-4232] 

Referred -- STANDARDIZATION OF PORTION OF S. COTTAGE GROVE AVE. AS 
"DEACON LEON HOSLEY, SR. WAY". 

[S02013-4182] 

Also, a proposed substitute ordinance directing the Commissioner of Transportation to take 
the necessary action for the standardization of a portion of South Cottage Grove Avenue as 
"Deacon Leon Hosley, Sr. Way", installing a sign at 8901 South Cottage Grove Avenue, which 
was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN BEALE (9th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR EDWARD FASHION 
UNLIMITED. 

[02013-4364] 

A proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Edward Fashion Unlimited to 
maintain and use one canopy at 11363 South Michigan Avenue, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY 
ADDING NEW SUBSECTIONS 9.191 THROUGH 9.318 AND BY MODIFYING 
SUBSECTIONS 9.57 THROUGH 9.59 REGARDING ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON PORTIONS OF VARIOUS PUBLIC WAYS 
WITHIN 9TH WARD. 

[02013-4192] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 60, Section 023 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago by adding new subsections 9.191 through 9.318 and by modifying subsections 9.57 
through 9.59 regarding issuance of package goods licenses on various portions of the public 
way within the 9th Ward, which was Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer 
Protection. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN POPE (10th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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John's Corner Store -- to maintain and use one awning at 3425 East 106th Street; 
[02013-4423] 

Keisha Love Boutique -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 8921 South 
Commercial Avenue; 

[02013-4426] 

Prado Travel Agency -- to maintain and use one sign at 10603 South Ewing Avenue; and 
[02013-4531 ] 

8900 Commercial Food & Liquor, Inc. -- to maintain and use two signs at 8900 South 
Commercial Avenue. 

[02013-4530] 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF CHILD CARE CENTER FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER 
REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

[02013-4195] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Child Care Center from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 8912 South Commercial 
Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BALCER (11th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Allstate Insurance -- to maintain and use one sign at 974 West 35th Place; 
[02013-4235] 
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Looking Good Hand Car Wash, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 3540 South 
Halsted Street; 

[02013-4431 ] 

Pancho Pistolas Mexican Restaurant -- to maintain and use one sign at 700 West 31 st 

Street; 
[02013-4237] 

Treasures Depot, Inc. -- to maintain and use two signs at 3455 South Archer Avenue; and 
[02013-4239] 

Uncle Bob's Self Storage Number 426 -- to maintain and use one sign at 615 West 
Pershing Road. 

[02013-4238] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO NAT'S FOR SIDEWALK CAFE. 
[02013-4347] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Nat's to maintain and use 
a portion of the public way adjacent to 3110 South Shields Avenue for the operation of a 
sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN CARDENAS (12th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Citgo-Tip Top Car Wash -- to maintain and use one sign at 2800 South Kedzie Avenue; 
[02013-4539] 

Mufflers R Us, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 4400 -- 441 0 South Western Avenue; 
[02013-4536] 
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Restaunte Food -- to maintain and use one awning at 2881 West Cermak Road; 
[02013-4442] 

WF Halls Self Storage, Inc, -- to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 1919 West 
Pershing Road; 

[02013-4547] 

WF Halls Self Storage, Inc, -- to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 
1919 West Pershing Road; and 

[02013-4552] 

WF Halls Self Storage, Inc, -- to maintain and use one sign at 1919 West Pershing Road, 
[02013-4541] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN QUINN (13th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY, 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Airport Auto Rebuilders, Inc, -- to maintain and use one sign at 4901 West 63rd Street; 
[02013-4242] 

Athletic & Therapeutic Institute of Midway LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 
5616 West 63rd Street; and 

[02013-4240] 

Restaurant Dona Ana -- to construct, install, maintain and use three awnings at 6038 --
6040 South Pulaski Road, 

[02013-4435] 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURKE (14th Ward): 

Referred -- CORRECTION OF OCTOBER 5, 2011 CITY COUNCIL JOURNAL OF 
PROCEEDINGS. 

[02013-4197} 

A proposed ordinance to correct the October 5,2011 Journal of the Proceedings ofthe City 
Council of the City of Chicago by deleting the word "Burke" appearing in the 11th printed line 
from the top of page 9165 and inserting beneath the roll call vote and the motion to reconsider 
on the same page the following: "Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules 
of Order and Procedure, disclosing that he had represented parties involved to this ordinance 
in previous and unrelated matters.", which was Referred to the Committee on Committees, 
Rules and Ethics. 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Also, six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Currency Exchange -- to maintain and use three security cameras adjacent to 3224 West 
47th Street; 

[02013-4249] 

Korona Lounge, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 4710 South Pulaski Road; 
[02013-4444} 

La Fuente -- to maintain and use one sign at 3640 West 59th Street; 
[02013-4255} 

Las Cazuelas Grill, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 4720 South Pulaski Road; 
[02013-4244} 

Special Celebrations -- to maintain and use one sign at 5413 South Kedzie Avenue; and 
[02013-4245] 

Su Nueva III -- to maintain and use one sign at 3319 West 55th Street. 
[02013-4257} 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN FOULKES (15th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Ada S. McKinley Intervention Services -- to maintain and use one awning at 
2715 West 63rd Street; 

[02013-4448] 

Benny's Mens Wear -- to maintain and use one awning at 3052 West 63rd Street; 
[02013-4450] 

The Dental Clinic LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 3210 West 63rd Street; 
[02013-4258] 

Headhunter B&B -- to maintain and use one awning at 2519 West Lithuanian Plaza Court; 
and 

[02013-4454] 

J&J Food & Liquor -- to maintain and use one awning at 2422 West Marquette Road. 
[02013-4456] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR PARKING OF DISPLAY 
VEHICLES. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing and directing the Commissioner of Transportation 
to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to use a portion of the public way for 
the parking of display vehicles on the expanded parkway at the locations specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

Kingdom Chevrolet -- 6603 South Western Avenue; 
[Or2013-364] 

Metro Ford -- 6455 South Western Avenue; and 
[Or2013-338] 
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S&S Motors -- 6559 South Western Avenue. 
[Or2013-365] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN THOMPSON (16th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Family Dollar Number 1544 -- to maintain and use two signs at 6308 South Ashland 
Avenue; 

[02013-4283] 

Lavanderia EI Sol-- to maintain and use one sign at 2819 West 55th Street; and 
[02013-4281 ] 

The Salvation Army -- to maintain and use one sign at 511 0 -- 5112 South Ashland Avenue. 
[02013-4284] 

Referred --ISSUANCE OF PERMIT FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 2946 W. 59TH ST. 
[Or2013-271 ] 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue a permit to Ed Signs, 
Inc. to install a sign/signboard at 2946 West 59th Street, which was Referred to the Committee 
on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN LANE (18th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR LITTLE KIDS VILLAGE 
LEARNING. 

[02013-4463] 

A proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Little Kids Village Learning to 
maintain and use one awning at 2656 West 71 st Street, which was Referred to the Committee 
on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN O'SHEA (19th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Twelve proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Beverly Area Planning Association -- to construct, install, maintain and use two planters 
adjacent to 1825 -- 1833 West 103rd Street; 

[02013-4306] 

Beverly Area Planning Association -- to construct, install, maintain and use two planters 
adjacent to 1908 -- 1912 West 103rd Street; 

[02013-4314] 

Beverly Area Planning Association -- to construct, install, maintain and use two planters 
adjacent to 1903 -- 1917 West 103rd Street; 

[02013-4317] 

Beverly Hills Food Mart -- to maintain and use one sign at 2156 West 95th Street; 
[02013-4291] 

Bonciel Washington DDS, PC -- to construct, install, maintain and use two awnings at 
10019 South Western Avenue; 

[02013-4481 ] 
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Hallberg-Valek Agency, Ltd. -- to maintain and use two signs at 3105 West 111 th Street; 
[02013-4289] 

Let's Get Poppin, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 11758 South Western Avenue; 
[02013-4484] 

Midwest Canine Choppers, Inc. -- to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent 
to 3308 West 111th Street; 

[02013-4302] 

St. Xavier University -- to maintain and use one conduit adjacent to 3700 West 1 03rd Street; 
[02013-4292] 

V-Land Chicago 95th LLC -- to maintain and use two awnings at 9501 South Western 
Avenue; 

[02013-4485] 

V-Land Chicago 95th LLC -- to maintain and use five awnings at 2333 -- 2341 West 
95th Street; and 

[02013-4507] 

V-Land Chicago 95th LLC -- to maintain and use three awnings at 2347 -- 2353 West 95th 
Street. 

[02013-4505] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN COCHRAN (20th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Leslie Shankman School Corporation -- to construct, install, maintain and use three 
conduits adjacent to 6245 South Ingleside Avenue; 

[02013-4324] 

The University of Chicago -- to maintain and use a network of seven steam tunnels under 
East Midway Plaisance and other city rights-of-way; and 

[02013-4329] 
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White Oaks Properties Group -- to maintain and use two fences adjacent to 5901 South 
Prairie Avenue. 

[02013-4334] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BROOKINS (21 st Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Johnnie Lovett -- to maintain and use one awning at 9044 -- 9046% South Ashland Avenue; 
and 

[02013-4511] 

Upright Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation -- to construct, install, maintain and use one 
awning at 1402 West 103rd Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BROOKINS (21 st Ward) 
And OTHERS: 

[02013-4514] 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 10-8-480 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
CONCERNING PENALTIES FOR EJECTING LITTER UPON PUBLIC WAY FROM 
MOVING OR STATIONARY VEHICLE. 

[02013-4208] 

A proposed ordinance, presented by Aldermen Brookins, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, 
Holmes, Harris, Beale, Pope, Balcer, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Burnett, Ervin, 
Graham, Austin and Cullerton, to amend Title 10, Chapter 8, Section 480 ofthe Municipal Code 
of Chicago by increasing the fines for and impounding the vehicle of any person 16 years of 
age or older who is found to have ejected litter or refuse upon a public way from a moving or 
stationary vehicle, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN MUNOZ (22nd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Betty's Beauty Salon -- to maintain and use one awning at 2459 South St. Louis Avenue; 
[02013-4517] 

Clinica Guadalupe -- to maintain and use three signs at 3511 West 26th Street; 
[02013-4521] 

La Catedral Cafe & Restaurant -- to maintain and use two awnings at 2500 South 
Christiana Avenue; 

[02013-4519] 

Mary's Food, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 2400 South Hamlin Avenue; 
[02013-4522] 

Trevino's Liquors, Inc. -- to maintain and use three awnings at 4135 West 31 5t Street; and 
[02013-4525] 

Micala Vasquez -- to maintain and use one step adjacent to 2501 South Drake Avenue. 
[02013-4524] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO LA CATEDRAL CAFE & RESTAURANT FOR 
SIDEWALK CAFE. 

[02013-4361] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to La Catedral Cafe & 
Restaurant to maintain and use a portion of the public way adjacent to 2500 South Christiana 
Avenue for the operation of a sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred-- STANDARDIZATION OF PORTION OF S. KEELER AVE. AS "DR. SAMUEL 
JOAQUIN FLORES AVENUE". 

[Or2013-318] 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Transportation to take the necessary 
action for the standardization of the 2600 block of South Keeler Avenue as "Dr. Samuel 
Joaquin Flores Avenue", which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN ZALEWSKI (23rd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR ELIZABETH KAMINSKI. 
[02013-4543] 

A proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Elizabeth Kaminski to maintain 
and use one awning at 6189 South Archer Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN CHANDLER (24th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

A&D Food Market, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 1456 South Pulaski Road; 
[02013-4350] 

Daily Food & Liquor, Inc. --to maintain and use one awning at 3958 West Arthington Street; 
[02013-4538] 
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Daily Food & Liquor, Inc. -- to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 
3958 West Arthington Street; 

[02013-4356] 

Daily Food & Liquor, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 3958 West Arthington Street; 
and 

[02013-4352] 

16th & Pulaski Currency Exchange -- to maintain and use four security cameras adjacent 
to 1559 South Pulaski Road. 

[02013-4344] 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF APPLICANTS FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER 
REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities adjacent to the locations 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

A&M Auto Repair & Body Shop -- 3665 West Ogden Avenue; and 
[02013-4181] 

Cermak Auto Sales, Inc. -- 2908 West Cermak Road. 
[02013-4201 ] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SOLIS (25th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Thirteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Chinese American Service League, Inc. -- to maintain and use two statues adjacent to 
2141 South Tan Court; 

[02013-4373] 

Damenzo's, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 2320 -- 2324 West Taylor Street; 
[02013-4553] 

Fard One Incorporated -- to maintain and use one sign at 1721 South Paulina Street; 
[02013-4369] 

Kent Young Health Products Center & Co. -- to maintain and use one awning at 2400 South 
Wentworth Avenue; 

[02013-4557] 

Kohan Japanese Restaurant -- to maintain and use one awning at 730 West Maxwell 
Street; 

[02013-4559] 

Kohan Japanese Restaurant -- to maintain and use one sign at 730 West Maxwell Street; 
[02013-4362] 

R G Lee Corp. -- to maintain and use one sign at 242 West Cermak Road; 
[02013-4372] 

Tropical Meat Co. -- to maintain and use one canopy at 1919 South Laflin Street; 
[02013-4368] 

Tropical Meat Co. -- to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 1919 South Laflin 
Street; 

[02013-4359] 

University Commons I Condominium Association -- to maintain and use one water main 
adjacent to 1033 -- 1069 West 14th Place; 

[02013-4378] 

We Wash Car Wash, Inc. -- to maintain and use six awnings at 2040 -- 2042 South Halsted 
Street; 

[02013-4564] 

1200 Madison Racine LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter railing 
adjacent to 1164 West Madison Street; and 

[02013-4844] 

1316 W. 18th St. LLC -- to maintain and use one fire escape adjacent to 1316 West 18th 

Street. 
[02013-4376] 
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Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

East Coast Pantry Chicago -- 611 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4381 ] 

Morgan's Bar and Grill -- 1325 South Halsted Street; and 
[02013-4363] 

Panaderia Nuevo Leon -- 1634 West 18th Street. 
[02013-4367] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MALDONADO (26th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR CARDENAL DRIVING 
SCHOOL. 

[02013-4554] 

A proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Cardenal Driving School to 
maintain and use one sign at 2712 West Division Street, which was Referred to the Committee 
on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURNETT (27th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Eleven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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Arkadia Apartments LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use one canopy at 
763 -- 765 West Adams Street; 

[02013-4391] 

Arkadia Apartments LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use 15 caissons adjacent to 
763 -- 765 West Adams Street; 

[02013-4574] 

Butterfly -- to construct, install, maintain and use two door swings adjacent to 
1139 -- 1143 West Grand Avenue; 

[02013-4580] 

Butterfly -- to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 1156 West Grand Avenue; 
[02013-4582] 

Industrial Council NWHGO -- to maintain and use five banners adjacent to 2010 West 
Fulton Street; 

[02013-4585] 

MB Financial Bank -- to maintain and use four planters adjacent to 800 West Madison 
Street; 

[02013-4577] 

Noble Network of Charter Schools -- to maintain and use one door swing adjacent to 
1505 West Chicago Avenue; 

[02013-4573] 

Old Town Ale House, Inc. -- to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 
219 West North Avenue; 

[02013-4565] 

Uncle Bob's Self Storage Number 425 -- to maintain and use two signs at 345 North 
Western Avenue; 

[02013-4578] 

123 Sangamon Venture Partners LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use eight fences 
adjacent to 912 West Washington Boulevard; and 

[02013-4569] 

1052 Fulton LLC, in care of Morlen Sinoway -- to maintain and use one canopy at 
1052 West Fulton Market. 

[02013-4392] 
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Referred--AMENDMENT OF GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR STUDIO 
MERCHANDISE, INC. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to amend ordinances which authorized grants of privilege on 
the public way for Studio Merchandise, Inc., which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

(Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, October 3, 2012, 
page 35750) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: "Studio Merchandise, Inc." to: 
"Shambhala International (Vajradhatu)" for said privilege; and 

[02013-4303] 

(Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, February 13, 2013, 
page 46966) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: "Studio Merchandise, Inc." to: 
"Shambhala International (Vajradhatu)" for said privilege. 

[02013-43081 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, eight proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Arista Foods -- 112 North May Street; 
[02013-4384] 

Bistro Voltaire -- 226 West Chicago Avenue; 
[02013-4387] 

The Juicy Wine Co. -- 694 North Milwaukee Avenue; 
[02013-4389J 

Kanela II -- 1552 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4396] 

Mexique -- 1529 West Chicago Avenue; 
[02013-4402J 
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Pinkberry-Wells St. -- 1533 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4410] 

Swim Cafe -- 1357 West Chicago Avenue; and 
[02013-4412] 

The Tasting Room -- 1415 West Randolph Street. 
[02013-4414] 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF APPLICANTS FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER 
REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities adjacent to the locations 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

International Scent Solutions LLC -- 2926 -- 2928 West Lake Street; and 
[02013-4215] 

1601 -- 1617 West Warren Land LLC -- 1617 West Warren Boulevard. 
[02013-4220] 

Referred--STANDARDIZATION OF PORTION OFW. NORTH AVE. AND N. WIELAND 
ST. AS "JOE TIPRE WAY". 

[02013-4217] 

Also, a proposed ordinance directing the Commissioner of Transportation to take the 
necessary action for the standardization of the southeast corner of West North Avenue and 
North Wieland Street as "Joe Tipre Way", which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred -- REPEAL OF TAXICAB STAND ON PORTION OF N. MILWAUKEE AVE. 
[02013-4846] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to repeal a taxicab stand on North Milwaukee Avenue, between 
North Halsted Street and North Green Street, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS. 

Also, 43 proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to the 
applicants listed to install signs/signboards at the locations specified, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 

Neon Prism Electric Sign Co., Inc. -- for one sign/signboard at 600 West Division Street; 
[Or2013-340] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one freestanding sign/signboard measuring 472.5 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 1); 

[Or2013-275] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one freestanding sign/signboard measuring 472.5 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 2); 

[Or2013-276] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 1); 

[Or2013-281] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 2); 

[Or2013-282] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 3); 

[Or2013-283] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 4); 

[Or2013-285] 
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Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 5); 

[Or2013-288] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 6); 

[Or2013-291 ] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 7); 

[Or2013-292] 
Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 8); 

[Or2013-295] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 9); 

[Or2013-297] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 10); 

[Or2013-299] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 11); 

[Or2013-303] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 12); 

[Or2013-305] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 392.5 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 1); 

[Or2013-304] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 392.5 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 2); 

[Or2013-306] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at north elevation measuring 497 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue; 

[Or2013-274] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at northeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 1); 

[Or2013-296] 
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Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at northeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 2); 

[Or2013-298] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at northeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 3); 

[Or2013-300] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at northeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 4); 

[Or2013-301] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at northeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 5); 

[Or2013-302] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at northeast corner measuring 1,188 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue; 

[Or2013-284] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 1); 

[Or2013-273] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 2); 

[Or2013-277] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 3); 

[Or2013-278] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 4); 

[Or2013-279] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 5); 

[Or2013-280] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 6); 

[Or2013-307] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 7); 

[Or2013-308] 
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Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 8); 

[Or2013-309] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 9); 

[Or20 13-310] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 10); 

[Or2013-311] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 11); 

[Or2013-312] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 390 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 12); 

[Or2013-313] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at south elevation measuring 497 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue; 

[Or2013-272] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at southeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 1); 

[Or2013-287] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at southeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 2); 

[Or2013-289] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at southeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 3); 

[Or2013-290] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at southeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 4); 

[Or2013-293] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at southeast corner measuring 136 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue (Sign 5); and 

[Or2013-294] 

Kieffer Signs -- for one sign/signboard at southeast corner measuring 1,188 square feet at 
1901 West Madison Avenue. 

[Or2013-286] 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN ERVIN (28th Ward): 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY 
DELETING SUBSECTION 28.47 TO ALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE 
GOODS LICENSES ON PORTION OF W. CERMAK RD. 

[02013-4211] 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 60, Section 023 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago by deleting subsection 28.47 which restricted the issuance of additional package 
goods licenses on West Cermak Road, from South Rockwell Street to South California Avenue, 
which was Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-244-140 OF MUNICIPAL CODE TO 
PROHIBIT PEDDLING ON PORTION OF W. MADISON ST. 

[02013-4212] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 244, Section 140 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago to prohibit peddling on West Madison Street, from South Hamlin Boulevard to South 
Kostner Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-244-140 OF MUNICIPAL CODE TO 
PROHIBIT PEDDLING ON PORTION OF PULASKI RD. 

[02013-4200] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 244, Section 140 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago to prohibit peddling on Pulaski Road, from West Lake Street to West Congress 
Parkway, which was Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Also, four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Freddie's Lounge -- to maintain and use one sign at 5464 West Madison Street; 
[02013-4595] 

Lorraine's Lounge, Inc. -- to maintain and use two steps adjacent to 2658 West 24th Street; 
[02013-4596] 

Sanford Food, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 501 North Laramie Avenue; and 
[02013-4575] 

Sinai Health System -- to construct, install, maintain and use one manhole adjacent to 
2750 West 15th Street. 

[02013-4593] 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF BREAKTHROUGH URBAN MINISTRIES 
FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES. 

[02013-4199] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Breakthrough Urban Ministries from the physical 
barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 3201 -- 3239 
West Carroll Avenue and 326 -- 328 North Kedzie Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of 
Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- STANDARDIZATION OF PORTION OF W. WASHINGTON BLVD. AS 
"LUCINDA WARE WAY". 

[02013-4179] 

Also, a proposed ordinance directing the Commissioner of Transportation to take the 
necessary action for the standardization of West Washington Boulevard, from 
5142 to 5199, as "Lucinda Ware Way", which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation 
and Public Way. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN GRAHAM (29th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Eleven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Apple Food Mart -- to maintain and use one sign at 5255 West Madison Street; 
[02013-4605] 

Charday's Barber Cuts & Beauty Salon -- to maintain and use one awning at 5661 West 
Chicago Avenue; 

[02013-4583] 

DLV Printing Service, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 5 -- 7 South Austin 
Boulevard; 

[02013-4587] 

His and Hers Barber School -- to maintain and use one sign at 5355 West Madison Street; 
[02013-4613] 

Little Folks Cottage, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 5926 -- 5930 West Madison 
Street; 

[02013-4589] 

Little Folks Cottage, Inc. -- to maintain and use two signs at 5926 West Madison Street; 
[02013-4610] 

Prestige Food & Liquors -- to maintain and use one sign at 5439 West Madison Street; 
[02013-4616] 

Shear Elegance Beauty Salon -- to maintain and use three awnings at 5725 West Division 
Street; 

[02013-4592] 

Ted's Cocktail Lounge -- to maintain and use one awning at 5813 West Madison Street; 
[02013-4840] 

Uncfe Bob's Self Storage Number 424 -- to construct, install, maintain and use four banners 
adjacent to 2051 North Austin Avenue; and 

[02013-4602] 
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Uncle Bob's Self Storage Number 424 -- to maintain and use three signs at 2051 North 
Austin Avenue. 

[02013-4604] 

Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMIT FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 5420 W. 
ROOSEVELT RD. 

[Or2013-339] 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue a permit to White 
Way Sign to install a sign/signboard at 5420 West Roosevelt Road, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN REBOYRAS (30th Ward): 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF CHAPTER 4-60 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING 
NEW SUBSECTIONS 4-60-022 (30.52) AND 4-60-023 (30.61) TO DISALLOW 
ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR AND PACKAGE GOODS 
LICENSES ON PORTION OF N. PULASKI RD. 

[02013-4185] 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 60 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by 
adding new subsections 4-60-022 (30.52) and 4-60-023 (30.61) to disallow the issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor and package goods licenses on the east side of North Pulaski Road, 
from West Wellington Avenue to North Milwaukee Avenue, which was Referred to the 
Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Also, 11 proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Alcoiris, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 4007 West Armitage Avenue; 
[02013-4600] 

Aquarius Club & Restaurant -- to maintain and use 13 light fixtures adjacent to 2457 -- 2459 
North Pulaski Road; 

[02013-4624] 

BFS Retail & Commercial Operations LLC -- to maintain and use one canopy at 5811 West 
Belmont Avenue; 

[02013-4394] 

CVS/Pharmacy Number 8694 -- to maintain and use four awnings at 2722 North Central 
Avenue; 

[02013-4603] 

Hispanic Housing Development Corporation -- to construct, install, maintain and use 
10 caissons adjacent to 3949 West North Avenue; 

[02013-4629J 

Hispanic Housing Development Corporation -- to construct, install, maintain and use three 
foundation walls adjacent to 3949 West North Avenue; 

[02013-4632] 

Kozy's Cyclery -- to maintain and use one awning at 3255 North Milwaukee Avenue; 
[02013-4609] 

Madrid Jewelry, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 4040 West North Avenue; 
[02013-4614] 

Madrid Jewelry, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 4040 West North Avenue; 
[02013-4620] 

Staropolska Restaurant -- to maintain and use one sign at 3028 -- 3030 North Milwaukee 
Avenue; and 

[02013-4626] 

Tony's Finer Foods Enterprises, Inc. -- to maintain and use one canopy at 2500 North 
Central Avenue. 

[02013-4395] 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN SUAREZ (31 st Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Seven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Allstate Insurance -- to maintain and use one sign at 3026 North Central Avenue; 
[02013-4637] 

Benita's Beauty Salon -- to maintain and use one awning at 5008 West Fullerton Avenue; 
[02013-4631] 

Benita's Beauty Salon -- to maintain and use one sign at 5008 West Fullerton Avenue; 
[02013-4643] 

Dolex Dollar Express, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 4410 West Armitage Avenue; 
[02013-4640] 

McDonalds Number 5471 -- to maintain and use one sign at 4338 West North Avenue; 
[02013-4639] 

Modern Image Beauty Salon -- to maintain and use one sign at 4513 West Diversey 
Avenue; and 

[02013-4642] 

Somethin' Sweet -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 5112 West 
Fullerton Avenue. 

[02013-4636] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN WAGUESPACK (32nd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Nineteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Athletic & Therapeutic Institute of Midway LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 939 West 
North Avenue; 

[02013-4661] 

Blue Fin Japanese Restaurant -- to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 
1952 West North Avenue; 

[02013-4668] 

Bucaro Brothers Auto Care -- to maintain and use one awning at 2707 North Ashland 
Avenue; 

[02013-4644] 

Chicago Chiropractic & Sports Injury Center -- to maintain and use one awning at 
2654 North Lincoln Avenue; 

[02013-4647] 

Ciales Poultry -- to maintain and use one sign at 2141 West Armitage Avenue; 
[02013-4666] 

Dr. J Neck & Back Specialist -- to maintain and use one awning at 2229 West Chicago 
Avenue; 

[02013-4656] 

Four Shadows -- to maintain and use one light fixture adjacent to 2758 North Ashland 
Avenue; 

[02013-4662] 

George's Hot Dog -- to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 1876 North Damen 
Avenue; 

[02013-4658] 

Janssen Place Lofts Condominium -- to maintain and use two balconies adjacent to 
2360 North Janssen Avenue; 

[02013-4672] 

New England Seafood Company Fish Market -- to maintain and use one awning at 
3341 North Lincoln Avenue; 

[02013-4665] 

Paciugo Roscoe Village -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 2009 West 
Roscoe Street; 

[02013-4676] 

Pepe's Number 2 Food & Liquor -- to maintain and use one sign at 2333 North Western 
Avenue; 

[02013-4675] 
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Power Yoga Chicago LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use one banner adjacent to 
2735 North Lincoln Avenue; 

[02013-4679] 

Roscoe Village Bikes -- to maintain and use one sign at 2016 West Roscoe Street; 
[02013-4655] 

Sheffield Weed LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use 22 caissons adjacent to 
1551 North Sheffield Avenue; 

[02013-4652] 

Sheffield Weed LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use one sheeting adjacent to 
1551 North Sheffield Avenue; 

[02013-4649] 

Soundz Good Chicago -- to construct, install, maintain and use two awnings at 3445 North 
Western Avenue; 

[02013-4680] 

Wine Discount Center -- to maintain and use one canopy at 1826 North Elston Avenue; and 
[02013-4400] 

2102 N. Hoyne LLC -- to maintain and use two steps adjacent to 2102 North Hoyne Avenue. 
[02013-4669] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO BLUE STAR BISTRO & WINE BAR FOR 
SIDEWALK CAFE. 

[02013-4418] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Blue Star Bistro & Wine Bar 
to maintain and use a portion of the public way adjacent to 1209 -- 1211 North Noble Street for 
the operation of a sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MELL (33rd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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Central Buy Low Liquor -- to maintain and use one awning at 3360 West Montrose Avenue; 
[02013-4687] 

J&C Food Market, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 3404 West Irving Park Road; 
[02013-4690] 

Los Faroles Authentic Mexican Restaurant -- to maintain and use one sign at 3149 West 
Lawrence Avenue; 

[02013-4691 ] 

Nicks Fruit Market -- to maintain and use one awning at 3657 West Lawrence Avenue; and 
[02013-4696] 

Prestige Liquors -- to maintain and use two signs at 3210 West Montrose Avenue. 
[02013-4694] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO GOLDEN NUGGET FOR SIDEWALK CAFE. 
[02013-4421] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Golden Nugget to maintain 
and use a portion of the public way adjacent to 3234 West Irving Park Road for the operation 
of a sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN AUSTIN (34th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Bunnyland Developmental Daycare -- to maintain and use one awning at 545 West 119th 

Street; 
[02013-4707] 
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Grand Motel -- to maintain and use one sign at 10022 South Halsted Street; and 
[02013-4700] 

JG's Heating & Cooling -- to maintain and use one sign at 10900 South Halsted Street. 
[02013-4699] 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 17-6-0403-F OF MUNICIPAL CODE TO 
ALLOW SPORTS AND RECREATION FACILITIES WITHIN PLANNED 
MANUFACTURING DISTRICT NO. 10. 

[02013-4198] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend Title 17, Chapter 6, Section 0403-F of the Municipal 
Code or Chicago by allowing sports and recreation facilities as permitted uses within Planned 
Manufacturing District Number 10, which was Referred to the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks 
and Building Standards. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN COLON (35th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Eight proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Armitage Produce, Inc. -- to maintain and use eight light fixtures adjacent to 2007 North 
Kimball Avenue; 

[02013-4706] 

Armitage Produce, Inc. -- to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 2007 North 
Kimball Avenue; 

[02013-4709] 

Billy Sunday -- to maintain and use one sign at 3143 West Logan Boulevard; 
[02013-4704] 
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Delgado Travel Agency, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 2845 North Milwaukee 
Avenue; 

[02013-4714] 

J&R International -- to maintain and use one awning at 2436 North Milwaukee Avenue; 
[02013-4720] 

Masada -- to maintain and use one light fixture adjacent to 2206 North California Avenue; 
[02013-4713] 

Masada -- to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 2204 -- 2206 North California 
Avenue; and 

[02013-4702] 

Tropical Optical -- to maintain and use one sign at 2767 North Milwaukee Avenue. 
[02013-4705] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO MR. G'S BEEF FOR SIDEWALK CAFE. 
[02013-4425] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Mr. G's Beef to maintain and 
use a portion of the public way adjacent to 2715 North Milwaukee Avenue for the operation of 
a sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred--ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS AT 3250 N. KEDZIE 
AVE. 

Also, two proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to Doyle 
Signs, Inc. to install signs/signboards at 3250 North KedzieAvenue, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 

one sign/signboard measuring 101 square feet; and 
[Or20 13-316] 

one sign/signboard measuring 221 square feet. 
[Or2013-322] 
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Presented By . ' 

ALDERMAN SPOSATO (36th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Andante Hair Studio -- to maintain and use one canopy at 3451 North Central Avenue; 
[02013-4405] 

Taqueria La Fiesta -- to maintain and use one canopy at 7146 West Diversey Avenue; and 
[02013-4406] 

Taqueria La Fiesta -- to maintain and use one sign at 7146 West Diversey Avenue. 
[02013-4716] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Amato's Pizzeria -- 1737 North Harlem Avenue; and 
[02013-4429] 

Pink Krokodile Cafe -- 6004 West Belmont Avenue. 
[02013-4434] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MITTS (37th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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Digital Green Sign -- to maintain and use one sign at 4759 West North Avenue; and 
[02013-4718] 

Northwest Institute for Contemporary Learning -- to maintain and use one awning at 
4040 West Division Street. 

[02013-4733] 

Referred -- WAIVER OF SPECIAL EVENT LICENSE AND PERMIT FEES. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Revenue to waive the special event 
license and permit fees, in conjunction with the events noted, to take place along the public 
ways and during the periods specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Special 
Events, Cultural Affairs and Recreation, as follows: 

New 3th Ward Gospel Festival -- to be held in LaFollette Park, 133 North Laramie Avenue, 
on August 3, 2013 (Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant License and Tent Erection fees); and 

[Or2013-343] 

St. Stanislaus B&M Church FestivaI/Carnival-- to be held at 5352 West Belden Avenue, on 
July 25,2013 through July 28,2013 (Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant License, Mechanical 
Rides, Tent Erection and Street Closure fees). 

[Or2013-342] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN CULLERTON (38th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Leadbelly -- to maintain and use one sign at 5739 West Irving Park Road; 
[02013-4726] 
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Martini Club -- to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 5737 West Irving Park 
Road; and 

[02013-4722] 

Tom Mastros -- to maintain and use one awning at 5614 West Irving Park Road. 
[02013-4736] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO AL'S PIZZA FOR SIDEWALK CAFE. 
[02013-4438] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to AI's Pizza to maintain and 
use a portion of the public way adjacent to 6344 West Irving Park Road for the operation of a 
sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF QUEST PHYSICAL THERAPY FROM PHYSICAL 
BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

[02013-4205] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Quest Physical Therapy from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities at 5935 West Montrose 
Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN LAURINO (39th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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Babylon TravellTours Service -- to maintain and use one sign at 3418 West Bryn Mawr 
Avenue; 

[02013-4732] 

Him Shikar -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 6031 North Cicero 
Avenue; 

[02013-4743] 

Joe's Food & Liquor -- to maintain and use two awnings at 3626 West Lawrence Avenue; 
[02013-4746] 

John Casey Insurance Agency -- to maintain and use one sign at 4027 North Pulaski Road; 
[02013-4730] 

Mission 21 Nail Source, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 4233 West Lawrence 
Avenue; and 

[02013-4728] 

Servicemaster Professional Cleaning -- to maintain and use one sign at 4865 North Elston 
Avenue. 

[02013-4754] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO CHICKEN WORKS AND SALAD COMPANY 
FOR SIDEWALK CAFE. 

[02013-4441 ] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Chicken Works and Salad 
Company to maintain and use a portion of the public way adjacent to 3658 West Irving Park 
Road for the operation of a sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN P. O'CONNOR (40th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Seven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 
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Digital Greens, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 6400 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4744] 

One Happy Bean Cafe LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 5868 North Lincoln Avenue; 
[02013-4763] 

Pressure Incorporated -- to maintain and use one awning at 6318 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4755] 

Pressure Incorporated -- to maintain and use one sign at 6318 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4750] 

Ranallis -- to maintain and use one sign at 1512 West Berwyn Avenue; 
[02013-4738] 

Sergio's Taqueria Pizza, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 3253 West Bryn Mawr 
Avenue; and 

[02013-4758] 

Summit Motel -- to maintain and use one sign at 5308 North Lincoln Avenue. 
[02013-4740] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Cafe Zipo -- 5645 North Lincoln Avenue; 
[02013-4509] 

Five Guys Burgers and Fries -- 6474 North Sheridan Road; 
[02013-4510] 

Pie Cafe -- 5357 North Ashland Avenue; and 
[02013-4512] 

Sabor A Cafe, Inc. -- 2435 West Peterson Avenue. 
[02013-4516] 
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Referred -- EXEMPTION OF GRIFFIN THEATRE FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER 
REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

[02013-4180] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Griffin Theatre from the physical barrier requirement 
pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities at 1940 West Foster Avenue, pursuant 
to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, which 
was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN P. O'CONNOR (40th Ward) 
And OTHERS: 

Referred--AMENDMENT OF CHAPTER 8-4 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING NEW 
SECTION 052 CONCERNING UNLOCKING OF STOLEN CELLULAR DEVICES. 

[02013-4209] 

A proposed ordinance, presented by Aldermen P. O'Connor, Thomas, Mitts, Laurino and M. 
O'Connor, to amend Title 8, Chapter 4 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, by adding new 
Section 052 establishing recording and reporting requirements, including identification of 
requesting party, by persons who unlock, or attempt to unlock, wireless communication devices 
in exchange for a fee or other compensation, which was Referred to the Committee on License 
and Consumer Protection. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN M. O'CONNOR (41 st Ward): 

Referred-- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR MATHER'S MORE THAN 
A CAFE. 

[02013-4751] 

A proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Mather's More Than a Cafe to 
maintain and use one sign at 7134 West Higgins Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee 
on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN REILLY (42nd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Seventy-four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed 
for the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

American Apparel -- to construct, install, maintain and use two banners adjacent to 
39 South State Street; 

[02013-4759] 

Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago -- to maintain and use one grease 
separator adjacent to 225 East Chicago Avenue; 

[02013-4735] 

Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago -- to maintain and use one manhole 
adjacent to 225 East Chicago Avenue; 

[02013-4598] 

Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of Chicago -- to maintain and use three manholes 
adjacent to 225 East Chicago Avenue; 

[02013-4667] 

Ann Taylor Loft Number 1815 -- to construct, install, maintain and use three awnings at 
644 North Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4775] 

Ay Chiwowa -- to maintain and use two signs at 311 West Chicago Avenue; 
[02013-4814] 

Bandera -- to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 537 North Michigan Avenue; 
[02013-4745] 

The Bernardin -- to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 747 North Wabash Avenue; 
[02013-4764] 

Billy Goat Tavern & Grill-- to maintain and use one sign at 430 North Michigan Avenue; 
[02013-4765] 

Burdi, Inc. -- to maintain and use two awnings at 58 East Walton Street; 
[02013-4778] 
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Cafecito -- to maintain and use one sign at 7 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4678] 

Chase Bank -- to maintain and use two signs at 902 North State Street; 
[02013-4816] 

Chicago Marriott Downtown -- to maintain and use six light fixtures adjacent to 540 North 
Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4788] 

Chicago Marriott Downtown - Permit Number 1106593 -- to maintain and use five canopies 
at 540 North Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4533] 

Chicago Marriott Downtown - Permit Number 1106862 -- to maintain and use 17 canopies 
at 540 North Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4542] 

Chicago Public Schools -- to maintain and use five flagpoles adjacent to 125 South Clark 
Street; [02013-4753] 

Clargran LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 515 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4813] 

Clargran LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 60 West Illinois Street; 
[02013-4805] 

Dunkin Donuts -- to maintain and use two awnings at 27 East Lake Street; 
[02013-4782] 

Dunkin Donuts -- to maintain and use one windscreen adjacent to 27 East Lake Street; 
[02013-4756] 

EI Hefe -- to maintain and use one awning at 15 West Hubbard Street; 
[02013-4785] 

Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar -- to maintain and use one beam adjacent to 
25 East Ohio Street; 

[02013-4767] 

Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar -- to maintain and use two grease separators 
adjacent to 25 East Ohio Street; 

[02013-4771] 

Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar -- to maintain and use one sewer line adjacent to 
25 East Ohio Street; 

[02013-4697] 
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Golub & Company -- to maintain and use two kiosks adjacent to 680 North Lake Shore 
Drive; 

[02013-4651] 

The Green Door -- to maintain and use one permanent enclosure adjacent to 678 North 
Orleans Street; 

[02013-4798] 

House of Kahn -- to maintain and use one canopy at 60 East Walton Street; 
[02013-4544] 

Intercontinental Hotel Chicago -- to maintain and use eight flagpoles adjacent to 505 North 
Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4674] 

Interpark -- to maintain and use one canopy at 17 East Adams Street; 
[02013-4546] 

J.H. Thompson House LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use three planters adjacent 
to 915 North Dearborn Street; 

[02013-4794] 

J.H. Thompson House LLC -- to maintain and use four planters adjacent to 915 North 
Dearborn Street; 

[02013-4795] 

JP Morgan Chase Bank -- to maintain and use two signs at 401 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4634] 

Keefer's Restaurant -- to maintain and use two canopies at 20 West Kinzie Street; 
[02013-4549] 

Lawry's the Prime Rib -- to maintain and use one canopy at 100 East Ontario Street; 
[02013-4561 ] 

Lawry's the Prime Rib -- to construct, install, maintain and use one staircase adjacent to 
100 East Ontario Street; 

[02013-4627] 

Lawson House YMCA -- to maintain and use one canopy at 30 West Chicago Avenue; 
[02013-4563] 

Loyola University Chicago -- to maintain and use ten planters adjacent to 820 North 
Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4747] 

Macerich Management -- to maintain and use three Com Ed airway vaults adjacent to 
43 East Ohio Street; 

[02013-4776] 
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Macerich Management -- to maintain and use 20 planters adjacent to 43 East Ohio Street; 
[02013-4781 ] 

Marshalls Number 690 -- to construct, install, maintain and use two awnings at 600 North 
Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4791 ] 

Meli Cafe on Grand -- to maintain and use one canopy at 540 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4566] 

Mercer 113 -- to maintain and use one sign at 113 -- 119 West Hubbard Street; 
[02013-4654] 

Michigan Avenue Investors, L.P. -- to maintain and use two vaults adjacent to 200 South 
Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4689] 

Noodles & Company -- to maintain and use one canopy at 180 North Michigan Avenue; 
[02013-4570] 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital -- to maintain and use two center columns adjacent to 
259 East Erie Street; 

[02013-4739] 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital -- to construct, install, maintain and use one column 
adjacent to 259 East Erie Street; 

[02013-4684] 

The Orvis, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 142 East Ontario Street; 
[02013-4793] 

Pizano -- to maintain and use four awnings at 61 East Madison Street; 
[02013-4817J 

Pratesi -- to construct, install, maintain and use one canopy at 67 East Oak Street; 
[02013-4581 ] 

Salon Excursion -- to maintain and use three awnings at 458 West Ontario Street; 
[02013-4797] 

Sheffield Properties of Illinois, Inc -- to construct, install, maintain and use 12 planters 
adjacent to 930 -- 980 North Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4823] 

Sheffield Properties of Illinois, Inc. -- to maintain and use three slurry walls adjacent to 
930 -- 980 North Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4825] 
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Six North Michigan Condominium Association -- to maintain and use one sign at 6 North 
Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4659] 

Subway 7709 -- to maintain and use one awning at 177 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4804] 

Subway 24453 -- to maintain and use three awnings at 66 East Washington Street; 
[02013-4801] 

Sushi Samba -- to maintain and use one windscreen adjacent to 504 North Well Street; 
[02013-4762] 

The Talbott Hotel -- to maintain and use one handicap ramp adjacent to 20 East Delaware 
Place; 

[02013-4800] 

Tavern on Rush -- to maintain and use two roof cornices adjacent to 1031 North Rush 
Street; 

[02013-4772] 

Universal Sole -- to maintain and use one sign at 333 East Benton Place; 
[02013-4663] 

Vapiano -- to maintain and use six signs at 44 South Wabash Avenue; 
[02013-4686] 

Westin Hotel Chicago -- to maintain and use five pipes adjacent to 909 North Michigan 
Avenue; 

[02013-4717] 

Westin Hotel Chicago -- to maintain and use three siamese connections adjacent to 
909 North Michigan Avenue; 

[02013-4671] 

The Westin Michigan Avenue -- to maintain and use one canopy at 909 North Michigan 
Avenue; 

[02013-4597] 

Wolford Boutiques LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 54 East Oak 
Street; 

[02013-4808] 

Xpress Network Solutions -- to maintain and use one sign at 216 West Ohio Street; 
[02013-4682] 

25 East Washington Associates, L.P. -- to maintain and use two banners adjacent to 
25 East Washington Street; 

[02013-4786] 
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40 E Oak Building -- to maintain and use one awning at 40 East Oak Street; 
[02013-4809] 

212 W Washington Condominium Association -- to maintain and use 42 balconies adjacent 
to 212 West Washington Street; 

[02013-4820] 

220 East Walton Condominium Association -- to maintain and use one awning at 220 East 
Walton Street; 

[02013-4815] 

221 North LaSalle Partners LLC -- to maintain and use two pipelines adjacent to 221 North 
LaSalle Street; 

[02013-4711 ] 

437 Rush -- to maintain and use three signs at 437 North Rush Street; 
[02013-4742] 

535 North Michigan Venture LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use 24 caissons 
adjacent to 154 -- 160 East Grand Avenue; 

[02013-4646] 

535 North Michigan Venture LLC -- to construct, install, maintain and use ten pile caps 
adjacent to 154 -- 160 East Grand Avenue; and 

[02013-4638] 

720 Franklin Associates LLC -- to maintain and use one retaining wall adjacent to 720 North 
Franklin Street. 

[02013-4693] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, 15 proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

The Bistro by the Pier -- 505 North Lake Shore Drive; 
[02013-4518] 

Chick-Fil-A State & Lake -- 177 North State Street; 
[02013-4520] 
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Crumbs Bake Shop -- 346 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4526] 

Doc B's Restaurant 001 LLC -- 100 East Walton Street; 
[02013-4529] 

Epic Burger, Inc.-- 227 East Ontario Street; 
[02013-4540] 

Epic Burger, Inc. -- 40 East Pearson Street; 
[02013-4545] 

Epic Burger, Inc. -- 407 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4551 ] 

Fabcakes -- 714 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4555] 

Jersey Mike's Sub -- 203 East Ohio Street; 
[02013-4558] 

Naf Naf Grill -- 309 West Washington Street; 
[02013-4562] 

New LinelWafel -- 215 North Clinton Street; 
[02013-4568] 

Starbucks Coffee -- 200 South Michigan Avenue; 
[02013-4572] 

Taco Fresco -- 23 East Adams Street; 
[02013-4576] 

Vapiano -- 44 South Wabash Avenue; and 
[02013-4579] 

Vermilion -- 10 West Hubbard Street. 
[02013-4584] 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Also, 17 proposed ordinances to amend ordinances passed by the City Council on the dates 
specified, which authorized grants of privilege on the public way to the applicants listed, which 
were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 
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Bar Umbriageo (Journal 01 the Proceedings 01 the City Council 01 the City 01 Chicago, 
October 3, 2012, page 35444) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: "Bar 
Umbriago" to: "Centro"; 

[02013-4349] 

Bar Umbriageo (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
February 13, 2013, page 47070) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: "Bar 
Umbriago" to: "Centro"; 

[02013-4360] 

Moe's Cantina (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
February 9,2011, page 112351) -- by changing the privilege address from: "149 --151 West 
Kinzie Street" to: "153 -- 155 West Kinzie Street"; 

[02013-4365] 

Moe's Cantina (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
November 2, 2011, page 12017) -- by changing the privilege address from: "149 --
151 West Kinzie Street" to: "153 -- 155 West Kinzie Street"; 

[02013-4374] 

Moe's Cantina (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
May 9,2012, page 26872) -- by changing the privilege address from: "149 -- 151 West 
Kinzie Street" to: "153 -- 155 West Kinzie Street"; 

[02013-4370] 

Moe's Cantina (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
June 6,2012, page 23734) -- by changing the privilege address from: "149 -- 151 West 
Kinzie Street" to: "153 -- 155 West Kinzie Street"; 

[02013-4377] 

Monroe/Wabash Development LLC (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, June 6, 2012, page 28735) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: 
"Monroe/Wabash Development LLC" to: "The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association"; 

[02013-4336] 

Monroe/Wabash Development LLC (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, June 6, 2012, page 28736) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: 
"Monroe/Wabash Development LLC" to: "The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association" ; 

[02013-4330] 

Monroe/Wabash Development LLC (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, June 6, 2012, page 28737) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: 
"Monroe/Wabash Development LLC" to: ''The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association" ; 

[02013-4312] 
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MonroelWabash Development LLC (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, June 6, 2012, page 28793) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: 
"MonroelWabash Development LLC" to: "The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association"; 

[02013-4319] 

MonroelWabash Development LLC (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, June 27, 2012, page 30362) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: 
"MonroelWabash Development LLC" to: "The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association"; 

[02013-4333] 

MonroelWabash Development LLC (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, June 27,2012, page 30363) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: 
"MonroelWabash Development LLC" to: "The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association"; 

[02013-4323] 

MonroelWabash Development LLC (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, June 27,2012, page 30364) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: 
"MonroelWabash Development LLC" to: "The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association"; 

[02013-4318] 

Rosebud Eatt (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
June 9, 2010, page 93793) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: "Rosebud Eatt" 
to: "Centro"; 

[02013-4354] 

Rosebud Eatt (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
October 6, 2010, page 102702) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: "Rosebud 
Eatt" to: "Centro"; 

[02013-4380] 

Rosebud Eatt (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
October 6,2010, page 102731) -- by changing the name of the applicant from: "Rosebud 
Eatt" to: "Centro"; and 

[02013-4383] 

Rosebud Eatt (Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
April 13, 2011, page 115501) -- by changing the name of the grantee from: "Rosebud Eatt" 
to: "Centro". 

[02013-4382] 
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Referred -- AMENDMENT OF TAXICAB STAND NO. 798 ON PORTION OF 
E. WALTON ST. 

[02013-4188] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance passed by the City Council July 28, 2011 
(Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 5370) which 
established Taxicab Stand Number 798 on portion of East Walton Street (south side) by 
striking: "from a point 100 feet west of North Rush Street, to a point 60 feet west thereof -
Taxicab Stand Number 798 (3 cabs)" and inserting: "from a point 120 feet west of North Rush 
Street, to a point 40 feet west thereof -- Taxicab Stand Number 798 (3 cabs)", which was 
Referred to the Committee on Transportation and the Public Way. 

Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS. 

Also, twelve proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to the 
applicants listed to install signs/signboards at the locations specified, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492389); 

[Or2013-317] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492387); 

[Or2013-319] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492386); 

[Or2013-320] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492392); 

[Or2013-328] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492393); 

[Or2013-331] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492394); 

[Or2013-332] 
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Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492382); 

[Or2013-333] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492391); 

[Or2013-334] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492395); 

[Or2013-335] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492381); 

[Or2013-336] 

Landmark Sign Group -- for one sign/signboard at 108 North State Street (Permit 
Number 100492404); and 

[Or2013-337] 

Poblocki Sign Company -- for one sign/signboard at 401 North Wabash Avenue. 
[Or2013-321 ] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SMITH (43rd Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Sixteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Coldwell Banker -- to maintain and use one awning at 1959 North Halsted Street; 
[02013-4827] 

Glascott Realty -- to maintain and use two bay windows adjacent to 2209 North Halsted 
Street; 

[02013-4607] 
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Hi-Tops -- to maintain and use 12 light fixtures adjacent to 2462 North Lincoln Avenue; 
[02013-4612] 

Jimmy John's -- to maintain and use one awning at 2231 North Lincoln Avenue; 
[02013-4828] 

My Fit Foods -- to maintain and use four signs at 157 West North Avenue; 
[02013-4617] 

Nan's -- to maintain and use one sign at 2360 North Lincoln Avenue; 
[02013-4621 ] 

New Kabuki Japanese Restaurant -- to maintain and use two awnings at 2473 North Clark 
Street; 

[02013-4829] 

Noodles in the Pot, Inc. -- to maintain and use one awning at 2453 North Halsted Street; 
[02013-4830] 

Ponzu Sushi -- to maintain and use one canopy at 2407 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4601] 

Ponzu Sushi -- to maintain and use one sign at 2407 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4625] 

Public Chicago -- to construct, install, maintain and use two pipes adjacent to 1301 North 
State Parkway; 

[02013-4628] 

Steppenwolf -- to maintain and use one awning at 1650 North Halsted Street; 
[02013-4831] 

Steve Quick Jewelers -- to maintain and use one awning at 2471 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4832] 

Wells Flats Street LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 1225 North Wells Street; 
[02013-4630] 

Wing Stop -- to construct, install, maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 2634 North 
Clark Street; and 

[02013-4635] 

2400 North Lakeview Condominium Association -- to maintain and use one canopy adjacent 
to 2400 North Lakeview Avenue. 

[02013-4608] 
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Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMITS FOR SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS. 

Also, four proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to the 
applicants listed to install signs/signboards at the locations specified, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards, as follows: 

Doyle Signs, Inc. -- for one sign/signboard at 2619 North Clark Street; 
[Or2013-330] 

Lincoln Services, Inc. -- for one sign/signboard at 1001 West Armitage Avenue; 
[Or2013-323] 

Madison Awnings -- for one sign/signboard at 2273 North Lincoln Avenue; and 
[Or2013-325] 

Robert Brian Awning Company -- for one sign/signboard at 2461 North Clark Street. 
[Or2013-326] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN TUNNEY (44th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Twenty-two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Bolat African Cuisine -- to maintain and use one awning at 3346 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4833] 

Candyality Ltd. -- to maintain and use 10 awnings at 3425 North Southport Avenue; 
[02013-4835] 

Casey Moran -- to maintain and use 11 light fixtures adjacent to 3060 --3062 North Clark 
Street; 

[02013-4653] 

Chipotle Mexican Grill -- to maintain and use three signs at 1025 West Belmont Avenue; 
[02013-4657] 
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Community, a Walgreens Pharmacy -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning 
at 912 -- 914 West Belmont Avenue; 

[02013-4836] 

CVS/Pharmacy Number 8753 -- to maintain and use five signs at 3637 North Southport 
Avenue; 

[02013-4664] 

Days Inn Chicago -- to maintain and use six planters for beautification purposes adjacent 
to 644 West Diversey Parkway; 

[02013-4670] 

Days Inn Chicago -- to maintain and use two signs at 644 West Diversey Parkway; 
[02013-4673] 

Edible Arrangements Number 761 -- to maintain and use one sign at 3722 North Southport 
Avenue; 

[02013-4681] 

Esencia Urban Kitchen -- to maintain and use one door swing adjacent to 3351 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4685] 

Falafill-- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 3202 North Broadway; 
[02013-4838] 

H&R Block -- to maintain and use four signs at 3201 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4688] 

Houndstooth Saloon -- to maintain and use two signs at 3369 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4692] 

Kumas Too -- to maintain and use one sign at 666 West Diversey Parkway; 
[02013-4695] 

Mediterranean Restaurant -- to maintain and use one awning at 2833 North Broadway; 
[02013-4839] 

Mediterranean Restaurant -- to maintain and use one light fixture adjacent to 2833 North 
Broadway; [02013-4701] 

Potbelly Sandwich Works -- to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 924 West 
Belmont Avenue; 

[02013-4712] 

Potbelly Sandwich Works LLC -- to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 
3424 North Southport Avenue; 

[02013-4708] 
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Sheffield School P+A LLC -- to maintain and use one grease basin adjacent to 3257 North 
Sheffield Avenue; 

[02013-4721J 

Southport Grocery and Cafe, Inc. -- to maintain and use one banner adjacent to 3552 North 
Southport Avenue; 

[02013-4725] 

The Twisted Vine -- to maintain and use one sign at 3530 North Halsted Street; and 
[02013-4729] 

Whole Foods Market -- to maintain and use three signs at 3300 North Ashland Avenue. 
[02013-4731J 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY FOR ZIZI'S 
KABOBS. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to amend ordinances passed by the City Council on the dates 
specified which authorized grants of privilege on the public way for Zizi's Kabobs by changing 
the name from: "Zizi's Kabobs" to: "Zizi's Cafe" on the page numbers noted, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, October 3, 2012, 
page 35735; and 

[02013-4311] 

Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, April 10, 2013, 
page 51383. 

[02013-4535] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, eight proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 
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Black Sheep Beer Garden -- 3441 North Sheffield Avenue; 
[02013-4467] 

Bow Truss -- 2934 North Broadway; 
[02013-4469] 

Clarke's on Belmont -- 928 -- 930 West Belmont Avenue; 
[02013-4473] 

Dolce Gelato -- 2904 North Broadway; 
[02013-4475] 

Indie Burger --1034 West Belmont Avenue; 
[02013-4478] 

Noodles & Company -- 3419 North Southport Avenue; 
[02013-4482] 

Oh Fusion Thai & Sushi Bar -- 3911 North Sheridan Road; and 
[02013-4486] 

Yango's Grill -- 2845 North Broadway. 
[02013-4493] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN ARENA (45th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Chicago Sweet Connection Bakery -- to maintain and use one manhole adjacent to 
5569 North Northwest Highway; 

[02013-4734] 

Dispatch Taxi Management LLC -- to maintain and use one sign at 4536 North Elston 
Avenue; and 

[02013-4737] 
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Singer Factory Distributors -- to maintain and use one sign at 4914 West Irving Park Road. 
[02013-4741] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Alfred KR, Inc. -- 4237 North Cicero Avenue; 
[02013-4496] 

City New -- 4018 North Cicero Avenue; and 
[02013-4498] 

The Windsor -- 4530 North Milwaukee Avenue. 
[02013-4500] 

Referred-- HONORARY DESIGNATION OF PORTIONS OF PUBLIC WAY. 

Also, four proposed ordinances authorizing the Commissioner of Transportation to take the 
necessary action for standardization of portions of the public ways specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

4700 block of North Milwaukee Avenue, from West Lawrence Avenue to West Giddings 
Street -- to be known as "Chicago's 'Little Warsaw' Way"; 

[02013-4186] 

5300 block of West Lawrence Avenue, from North Long Avenue to North Milwaukee Avenue 
-- to be known as "Irene Sendler Way"; 

[02013-4183] 

North Milwaukee Avenue, from West Higgins Avenue to West Lawrence Avenue -- to be 
known as "Jan Karski Way"; and 

[02013-4187] 
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5200 -- 5320 West Lawrence Avenue -- to be known as "Warsaw-Chicago Sister Cities 
Way". 

[02013-4184] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN CAPPLEMAN (8th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Thirty-nine proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Angelina Ristorante -- to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 3561 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4502] 

Michael's Restaurant, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 4089 -- 4091 North Broadway; 
[02013-4508] 

Michael's Restaurant, Inc. -- to maintain and use two canopies at 4089 -- 4091 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4615] 

Uncle Bob's Self Storage Number 432 --to maintain and use two signs at 3636 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4504] 

Uptown United -- to maintain and use one planter adjacent to 4000 North Sheridan Road; 
[02013-4422] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent to 4001 North 
Sheridan Road; 

[02013-4428] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent to 4003 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4443] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent to 4006 North 
Sheridan Road; 

[02013-4430] 
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Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4022 North 
Sheridan Road; 

[02013-4433] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4025 North 
Sheridan Road; 

[02013-4403] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4027 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4437] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4028 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4440] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4033 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4408] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4040 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4445] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4070 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4447] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4071 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4449] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4082 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4451 ] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4085 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4452] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4091 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4455] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4092 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4457] 
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Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4101 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4460] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4110 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4462] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4116 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4464] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4117 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4465] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4134 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4468] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4135 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4470] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4146 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4472] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4147 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4474] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4201 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4477] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4215 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4480] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4224 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4483] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4233 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4487] 
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Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4236 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4489] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4267 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4492] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4301 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4494] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4326 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4495] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4331 North 
Broadway; 

[02013-4497] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4337 North 
Broadway; and 

[02013-4501 ] 

Uptown United -- to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent 4355 North 
Sheridan Road. 

[02013-4499] 

Referred -- GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO TAC QUICK FOR SIDEWALK CAFE. 
[02013-4490] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Tac Quick to maintain and 
use a portion of the public way adjacent to 3928 -- 3930 North Sheridan Road for the operation 
of a sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF PROPERTY AT 4022 N. SHERIDAN RD. 
FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES. 

[02013-4178] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt the property at 4022 North Sheridan Road from the 
physical barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for said 
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premises, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17, CHAPTER 3, SECTION 0503-D OF 
MUNICIPAL CODE BY REMOVING PEDESTRIAN STREET DESIGNATION FOR 
PORTIONS OF N. BROADWAY, W. LAWRENCE AVE. AND N. RACINE AVE. 

[02013-4202] 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend Title 17, Chapter 6, Section 0503-0 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago by removing the pedestrian street designation for portions of North Broadway 
(4700N to 4900N), West Lawrence Avenue (1100W to 1230W) and North Racine Avenue 
(4700N to 4800N), which was Referred to the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building 
Standards. 

Referred -- ISSUANCE OF PERMIT FOR SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 731 W. SHERIDAN 
RD. 

[Or2013-270] 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue a permit to North 
Shore Outdoor LLC to install a sign/signboard at 731 West Sheridan Road, which was Referred 
to the Committee on Zoning, Landmarks and Building Standards. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN PAWAR (47th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Sixteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

A.J. Hudson's Public House -- to maintain and use 12 light fixtures adjacent to 3801 North 
Ashland Avenue; 

[02013-4752] 
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CG Realty Group Ltd. -- to maintain and use one awning at 1926 West Irving Park Road; 
[02013-4698] 

CG Realty Group Ltd. -- to maintain and use one awning at 1928 West Irving Park Road; 
[02013-4703] 

Edith B. Khurana, MD, S.C. -- to maintain and use three awnings at 2510 West Irving Park 
Road; 

[02013-4710] 

Essence of India -- to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 4601 North Lincoln 
Avenue; 

[02013-4757] 

Fettes, Love & Sieben -- to maintain and use four banners adjacent to 4325 North Lincoln 
Avenue; 

[02013-4760] 

Garcia's, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 4756 -- 4760 North Lincoln Avenue; 
[02013-4769] 

Guaranteed Rate -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 4621 North 
Ravenswood Avenue; 

[02013-4715] 

Himmel's Chicago -- to maintain and use two awnings at 2251 West Lawrence Avenue; 
[02013-4719] 

Lincoln Quality Meat Market, Inc. -- to maintain and use one canopy at 4661 North Lincoln 
Avenue; 

[02013-4619] 

Lincoln Square Nails -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 4613 North 
Western Avenue; 

[02013-4723] 

The Needle Shop -- to construct, install, maintain and use one awning at 3738 North Lincoln 
Avenue; 

[02013-4727] 

Prost Florist -- to maintain and use one awning at 2016 West Irving Park Road; 
[02013-4768] 

Sierra Auto Group, Inc. -- to maintain and use three awnings at 4207 North Western 
Avenue; 

[02013-4770] 
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Sierra Auto Group, Inc. -- to maintain and use two signs at 4207 North Western Avenue; 
and 

[02013-4773] 

Mrs. Gloria Yonan -- to maintain and use three awnings at 1800 West Addison Street. 
[02013-4724] 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use those portions of the public way adjacent to the locations noted for the 
operation of sidewalk cafes, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Bartoli's Pizzeria -- 1955 West Addison Street; and 
[02013-45031 

Bulerias, Inc. -- 3656 North Ashland Avenue. 
[02013-45061 

Referred -- EXEMPTION OF APPLICANTS FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER 
REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING 
FACILITIES. 

Also, four proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities adjacent to the locations 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Candea Developmentl4839 N. Damen LLC -- 4839 North Damen Avenue; 
[02013-4193] 

Ogden Partners, Inc. -- 4421 North Clark Street; 
[02013-41901 
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Phalanx Capital Management LLC -- 4036 -- 4040 North Hermitage Avenue; and 
[02013-4191] 

The Piggery Chicago -- 1625 West Irving Park Road. 
[02013-4194] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN OSTERMAN (48th Ward): 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 9-52-021 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY 
INCREASING FINE FOR RIDING OF BICYCLES ON SIDEWALK ADJACENT TO N. 
SHERIDAN RD. 

[02013-4196] 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 9, Chapter 52, Section 021 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago by increasing the fine for riding of bicycles on the sidewalk adjacent to North Sheridan 
Road, between West Ardmore Avenue and West Sheridan Road, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Pedestrian and Traffic Safety 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Also, nine proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

A Taste of Heaven -- to maintain and use two awnings at 5401 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4777] 

A Taste of Heaven -- to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 5401 North Clark 
Street; 

[02013-4748] 

Accu-Tronix -- to maintain and use one awning at 1142 West Bryn Mawr Avenue; 
[02013-4780] 
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North Community Bank -- to maintain and use one canopy at 5301 North Clark Street; 
[02013-4622] 

Superior Management -- to maintain and use two awnings at 5551 -- 5555 North Broadway; 
[02013-4812] 

Superior Management -- to maintain and use six awnings at 1133 -- 1147 West Bryn Mawr 
Avenue; 

[02013-4807] 

Superior Management, Inc. -- to maintain and use four awnings at 1125 -- 1131 West Bryn 
Mawr Avenue; 

[02013-4819] 

Twin Beauty Salon -- to maintain and use one awning at 5002 North Broadway; and 
[02013-4822] 

Wesley Place -- to maintain and use one fire escape adjacent to 1415 West Foster Avenue. 
[02013-4784] 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MOORE (49th Ward): 

Referred -- AMENDMENT OF SECTION 4-60-023 OF MUNICIPAL CODE BY 
DELETING SUBSECTION 49.22 TO ALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL PACKAGE 
GOODS LICENSES ON PORTION OF N. SHERIDAN RD. 

[02013-4189] 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 60, Section 023 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago by deleting subsection 49.22 which restricted the issuance of additional package 
goods licenses on North Sheridan Road, from West Lunt Avenue to West Pratt Boulevard, 
which was Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Also, five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Eastview, Inc. -- to maintain and use one sign at 1501 West Jarvis Avenue; 
[02013-4796] 

Kellee's Storage -- to maintain and use one sign at 1419 -- 1425 West Howard Street; 
[02013-4799] 

North Shore Food & Liquor -- to construct, install, maintain and use four awning at 6701 --
6703 North Clark Street; 

[02013-4824] 

Sabrina Sub -- to maintain and use two signs at 7559 North Ridge Boulevard; and 
[02013-4803] 

Uncle Bob's Self Storage -- to maintain and use two signs at 6331 North Broadway. 
[02013-4810] 

Referred -- CALL FOR SALE OF CHICAGO TRIBUNE NEWSPAPER TO LOCALL Y
BASED OWNER. 

[R20 13-547] 

Also, a proposed resolution urging the Chicago Tribune Company in its consideration of 
potential buyers of the Chicago Tribune newspaper to give consideration to locally-based 
ownership, which was Referred to the Committee on Human Relations. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SILVERSTEIN (50th Ward): 

Referred -- GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, 
as follows: 

Patel Brothers -- to maintain and use one awning at 2610 West Devon Avenue; 
[02013-4826] 
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Petco -- to maintain and use four signs at 6236 North Western Avenue; and 
[02013-4818] 

Taxi Town -- to maintain and use one sign at 6500 North Western Avenue. 
[02013-4821 ] 

5. FREE PERMITS, LICENSE FEE EXEMPTIONS, CANCELLA TlON 
OF WARRANTS FOR COLLECTION AND WA TER 

RA TE EXEMPTIONS, ET CETERA. 

Proposed ordinances, orders, et cetera, described below, were presented by the aldermen 
named and were Referred to the Committee on Finance, as follows: 

SENIOR CITIZEN SEWER REFUND: 
($50.00) 

BY ALDERMAN HAIRSTON (5th Ward): 

Dallas, Magdalene 

Davis, Margaret 

Freedman, Dorothy R. 

Hansen, Robert W. 

Hyde, Davd 

Iwagami, Myra 

Mehta, Bharat V. 

Miller. Mildred 

Passmore, Haymon 

Spencer, Patricia A. 

Williams, Johnista D. 

[02013-4885] 
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BY ALDERMAN SAWYER (6th Ward): 

Boyd, Bernice S. 

Cotton Mary A 

Mayfield, Louise 

McDonald, Mathelma 

BY ALDERMAN HARRIS (8th Ward): 

Reese, Prenilla 

BY ALDERMAN SPOSA TO (36th Ward): 

Gallo, Nina M. 

Hreczuch, Janina M. 

Johnson, Rena 

BY ALDERMAN CULLERTON (38th Ward): 

Nelson, Florence L 

BY ALDERMAN LAURINO (39th Ward): 

Cavazos, Hilda 

BY ALDERMAN P. O'CONNOR (40th Ward): 

Antoniadis, Anthony 

Paul, Dennis 

BY ALDERMAN M. O'CONNOR (41 st Ward): 

Frieb, Adelaide 

6/5/2013 

[02013-4894] 

[02013-4886] 

[02013-4896] 

[02013-4887] 

[02013-4897] 

[02013-4888] 

[02013-4889] 
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Graf, Bernard J. 

Hardt, Nancy 

Ligeza, Rose 

Lomasney, Joan M. 

Mazurek, Arelene C. 

Romito, Luisa 

Skowronski, Donna 

BY ALDERMAN REILL Y (42nd Ward): 

Anderson, Geoffrey 

Condon, Rita 

Krishack, Karen 

Landa, AI 

Lapinsky, Sadie 

McDonnell, Sheila 

Sebralla, Barry 

Tuthill, Patricia 

Whitman, Charles 

Wright, James 

Yackley, Sel 

BY ALDERMAN SMITH (43rd Ward): 

Creedon, Hugh 

Hamilton, Herbert 

55981 

[02013-4900] 

[02013-4890] 
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Kesler, Morton 

Lapin, Robert 

Perret, Jacques 

Rauzin, Andres 

Santos, Maria Lino V. 

Shah, Kirit 

Stefancic, Michael 

BY ALDERMAN TUNNEY (44th Ward): 

Futorian, Marjorie 

Mazoueh, Donald J. 

Rubin, Herbert 

Shaewitz, Deborah 

BY ALDERMAN ARENA (45th Ward): 

Carazzo, Phyllis 

Orduz, Margarita 

BY ALDERMAN CAPPLEMAN (46th Ward): 

Ager, Darlene 

Alvarado, Bernardina 

Amado, Charles 

Ambo, Elizabeth 

Anders Richard 

Ashford, Beverly 

Augustiny, Frank 

Baker, Paul 

Barrash, Shirley 

Bear, Walter 

Beilfuss, Breda 

Belser, Grace 

6/5/2013 

[02013-4901] 

[02013-4891 ] 

[02013-4895] 
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Bengsten, Barbara Chapman, Dorothy 

Benham, Denise Charous, Michele 

Benn, Marvin Cicekli, Bilya 

Benoy, Theresa Clark, Mary 

Berime, Rena Coleman, Helen 

Berns, Marvin Comein, Robert 

Bernstein, Susan Condylis, Judy 

Bissonnette, Tomas Coogan, Margaret 

Blaser, John Cousins, Bertha 

Blume, Rosemary Dahl, Eleanor 

Boettm, Loretta Daman, Joseph 

Bogach, Larisa Dapin, Marian 

Boyle, John David, Maryann 

Brewster, Laurie Deabel, Robert 

Browning, Carol Deguzman, Plutarco 

Browning, Marcia Dore, Mary 

Calandra, Louis Driss, Daisy 

Carnell, Ursula Duenas, Catherine 

Campos, Marlene Eberson, Gertraud 

Cannon, Betty Eisenstadt, Mildred 

Casper, Ernest Endo, Doris 

Castellanos, Ofelia Feldman, Sandra 
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Fiske, Kaliopee Hasan, Fadwa 

Fowler, Loretta Heilizer, Fred 

Fox, Alice Hely, Dorthea 

Friedland, Selma Henney, Barbara 

Gaebe, James Herson, Helene 

Gaul, Marianne Hirsch, Edith 

Gibson, Wayne Horn, James 

Glanz, Lenore Honaker, Sandra 

Glasser, Claire Honwitz, Marian 

Goebel, Maryette Hopkins, John 

Goesmann, Gerhard Hudson, Nancy 

Goldfarb, Irene Hurm, John 

Goldstone, Adrienne Humpal, Lindsay 

Gorman, Merry Ikanovic, Dzemal 

Goston, Doris Irwin, Louetta 

Granberg, Roy Jones,Jhean 

Grau, Pearl Joseph, Lawrence 

Green, Marvin Juhasz, Anne 

Greene, Carole Kachalon, Rhoda 

Guzevich, Berta Kahan, Lois 

Hamilton, Betty Kamberos, Constance 

Harris, Elaine Kangles ,Cecila 
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Kapper, Donald Lockett, Ida 

Katz, Ethelle Lovanescu,Octavian 

Katz, Robert Ludwig, Mary Ann 

Khokhlov, Valery Lynn, Shirley 

Kirby, Archie MacDougall, Janet 

Kirte, Michael Manilow, Elaine 

Kitt, Walter March, Martine 

Klinsky, Kenneth Marchand, Gladys 

Klusis, Emily Marchand, James 

Komelly, Elizabeth Marcus, Margie 

Kondo, Nancy Marione, Bruck 

Kudlaty, William Marrott, Jack 

Kuhr, Lawrence Mayer, Lois 

Lehman, James McDonold, William 

Levine, Sylvia McMurry, Patti 

Levitz, Noman Mendelsohn, Alfreda 

Lewis, Jennetha Meyer, Eileen 

Lichtennan, Maxine Milaskey, Robert 

Lidsky, Andrea Miller, Leonard 

Liss, Sylvia Miura, Ayumu 

Livingston, Donine Moleski, Mariene 

Llorente, Regina Molnar, Janos 
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Monreal, Maria Pizarro, Corazon 

Morton, Mary Po, Anita 

Motew, Lillian Ponce, Remedies 

Muenz, Mary Pope, Mildred 

Najera, Sarah Pour, Marcelle 

Nathan, Marion Preis, Lynn 

Nelson, Lynn Priko, Louise 

Newfeld, Chariotte Quiles, Ana 

Nieminski, Joseph Quimby, Joyce 

Ninette, Joseph Laroche Richert, Christine 

Noman, Jean Richey, Parte 

O'Connor, Judith Rivera, Milagros 

O'Kennard, Frances Rivera, Raymond 

Oklen, Barbara Rones, Chris 

Oleary, Franklin Rosabel, Ruth 

Ortach, Hyman Rosenberg, Michael 

Ostert, Barbara Rosin, Sondra 

O'Sullivan, Kathleen Ross, Jimmye 

Panos, Sonya Rotto, Alberta 

Parieer, Hedwig Rounkle, Barbara 

Penner, Joyce Rozycki, Joanna 

Petros, Costas Russell, Evelyn 
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Saltiel, Natalie 

Saltzman, Bonnie 

Sanchez, Magdalena 

Scheckman, Eugene 

Schmidt, Nancy 

Schmit, William, Jr. 

Schrager, Edith 

Schroeder, Joanne 

Schultz, Don Edward 

Schwarlz, Renee 

Seigan, Rosebel 

Seinfeld, Charioette 

Semersky, Elvira 

Semper, Bridget 

Shure, Rose 

Sichau, Elsie 

Singer, Adrienne 

Smarandescu, Mihai 

Smelser, Mary 

Smull, Marilyn 

Spinuzza, Steven, Jr. and Jean 

Staller, John 

Stein, Barbara 

Steinlauf, Gisella 

Stiefel,Oiga 

Stokes, Frances 

Stone, Andrew 

Strunk, Eleanore 

Swislow, Ruth 

Szaranska, Krystyna 

Thall, Sylvia 

Thompson, Marjorie 

Toro, Alba 

Truchly, Vasil 

Twardowski, Jon 

Uribe, Begona 

Van Deraa, Zola 

Van Wermeskerken, William 

Vasques, Carmelo 

Voicila, Maria 

Volkman, Charies 

Vulekas, Anna 

Wagner, Mary 

Wax, William 

55987 
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Weil, lisa 

Weinberg, Muriel 

Welter, Lynn 

Whitlinger, Benne 

Willey, Ann 

Wilterding, Doris 

Winer, Ronald 

BY ALDERMAN PAWAR (47th Ward): 

Castronovo, Mary 

Ehrhart, Melanie 

Kunhwan,Oh 

Latino, Theresa 

BY ALDERMAN OSTERMAN (48th Ward): 

Coltovsky, Sherwyn 

Dabich, Zorica 

Flavin, Joan 

Gough, Sandra 

Hanks, Wendy 

Pereiman, Rose Greenstone 

Pineda, Laurencia 

Roberts, Lloyd 

Trice, Gracie 

Witek, Esther 

Woinarowski, Irene 

Wuka, Florence 

Yamton, Kathleen 

Yelandi, Veerainder 

Zickus, Mary 

6/5/2013 

[02013-4903] 

[02013-4892] 
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BY ALDERMAN MOORE (49th Ward): [02013-4893] 

Augustiny, Patricia 

Feliciano, Maria 

Foxman, Eileen 

BY ALDERMAN SILVERSTEIN (50th Ward): [02013-4907] 

Cohen, Myrna 

Jurcau, Catalina 

Parker, Larry 

APPROVAL OF JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS. 

JOURNAL (May 8, 2013) 

The Honorable Susana A. Mendoza, City Clerk, submitted the printed official Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago for the regular meeting held on 
Wednesday, May 8,2013 at 10:00 A.M., signed by her as such City Clerk. 

Alderman Burke moved to Approve said printed official Journal and to dispense with the 
reading thereof. The question being put, the motion Prevailed. 
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS. 

GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO NEW PARlE HOTEL FOR CANOPY. 
[02013-1678] 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the City Council took up for consideration the report of the 
Committee on Transportation and Public Way, deferred and published in the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, on May 8, 2013, at 
pages 53459 -- 53460, recommending that the City Council pass the proposed ordinance to 
grant permission and authority to the New Parie Hotel to maintain and use a canopy at 2847 
West Washington Boulevard. The motion Prevailed. 

Thereupon, on motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance was Passed by yeas 
and nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Dowe" , Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, Beale, Pope, 
Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Me", Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cu"erton, Laurino, P. O'Connor, 
M. O'Connor, Rei"y, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, Moore, 
Silverstein -- 49. 

Nays -- Alderman Fioretti -- 1. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to New Parie Hotel, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) canopy projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2847 West Washington Boulevard. Said canopy at West Washington Boulevard 
measures twenty (20) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of twenty (20) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print(s) kept on file with the 
Department of Business Affairs and Consumer Protection and the Office of the City Clerk. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by 
the Zoning Department -- Signs. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provIsions of 
Section 10-28-015 and a" other required provisions of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1104859 herein granted the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A 25% penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The permit holder agrees to hold the City of Chicago harmless for any damage, relocation 
or replacement costs associated with damage, relocation or removal of private property 
caused by the City performing work in the public way. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after January 9, 
2013. 

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS. 

PRESENCE OF VISITORS NOTED. 

The following individuals were in attendance and recognized by the City Council: 

Police Officer Angelina Palermo, Star Number 13482, accompanied by her husband, Ryan 
Ladd; daughter, Alyssa Yamich; and son, Declan Ladd; 

Sister Sheila Lyne, RSM, retiring president and chief executive officer of Mercy Hospital & 
Medical Center and Trinity Health; 

2012 -- 2013 Junior ROTC cadets: Sabrina Cintron, Roberto Clemente High School; 
Constance Judd, Wells High School; Samitria Jackson, Chicago Military Academy; Troza 
Hill, Chicago Military Academy; Ameen Bluitt, Chicago Military Academy; Javon Mackey, 
Dunbar High School; Carlos Salgado, Marine Math and Science Academy; Kellie Erazo, 
Phoenix Military Academy; Brandon Green, Phillips Academy; Marquis Watson, Hyde Park 
High School; Rackwon Bolling, Harlan High School; Quiana White, Bowen High School; 
Latanya Cureton, Chicago Vocational Carrier Academy; Robert Darenbourg, Hirsch High 
School; Equnn Washington, South Shore High School; Joshua Mijares, Carver High 
School; Glenda Williamson, Corliss High School; Cynthia Ruiz, Air Force Academy High 
School; James Heyna, Air Force Academy High School; Khedoni Tyler, Air Force Academy 
High School; Robert Martin, Tilden High School; Maria Loredo, Hubbard High School; 
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Alexis Cardenas, Curie High School; Irisdiana Reyes, Gage Park High School; Kiara Faniel, 
Morgan Park High School; Andriana Hurtado, Farragut High School; Erik Sinks, Juarez 
High School; Karina Calvillo, Westinghouse High School; Shantavia Russell, Douglass High 
School; Abraham Calderon, Foreman High School; Diane Sanchez, Kelvyn Park High 
School; Gerald Banks, Fenger High School; Eliza Czyganow, Steinmetz High School; 
Melissa Texcahua, Prosser High School; Eric Ramos, Schurz High School; Srasit 
Poonsirikiat, Sullivan High School; Michael Lazalde, Taft High School; Dariana Beltran, 
Lincoln Park High School; Dalia Guzman, Lakeview High School; Juan Ayala, Lakeview 
High School; Quintin Manjarrez, Lane Tech High School; Ricardo Morales, Rickover Naval 
Academy; Nam Duong, Rickover Naval Academy; Marcus Nwidor, Rickover Naval 
Academy; Marcus Guerra, Rickover Naval Academy; Sen ad Melkic, Rickover Naval 
Academy; Muzzammill Rahmatulla, Rickover Naval Academy; Jon Calderon, Rickover 
Naval Academy; Maritza Alverado, Rickover Naval Academy; and Samuel Camacho, Senn 
High School; accompanied by Todd Connor, executive director of the Service Leadership 
Program Junior ROTC Military Academics; 

family members and friends of the late Honorable Dawn Clark Netsch: Wendy Cohen, 
former Chief of Staff; Alexander Kerr, cousin; and Elizabeth Kerr, niece; 

family of the late Norma Ida Reyes: brothers, Edwin Reyes, Samuel Reyes and Barney 
Reyes, accompanied by his wife, Stephanie Reyes; 

Doctor Craig M. Jenkins, pastor of Beth Eden Baptist Church; 

Roberto Rivera, representative of the United States 65th Infantry Regiment (the 
Borinqueneers) along with local supporters: State Senator Iris Martinez (Illinois 
20th District), State Representative Luis Arroyo (Illinois 3rd District), Cook County 
Commissioner Edwin Reyes (8th District) and Billy Ocasio, former Alderman (26th Ward); 

Science Fair Students: Weipeng Zhang, accompanied by Qiang Zhang; Deena Kishawi, 
accompanied by Anwar Kishawi; Michael Nguyen, accompanied by Helen Leong, aunt; 
Kevin Stonewall, accompanied by Kevin Stonewall, Sr. and Cawanna Stonewall; 
Alex Villarreal, accompanied by Emily Hayes; school representative; Deanna Pirpiris, 
accompanied by Cleopatra Pirpiris, Patrice Pirpiris accompanied by Theodore Pirpiris, 
father; Margaret Scholle, accompanied by Libby Robertson, science teacher; Kathrin 
Kajderowicz, accompanied by Antoni Kajderowicz, father; central staff members: Sylvia 
Nelson Jordan, Academic Competitions Manager; Paschel Bennett, Academic Competitions 
Coordinator; Luba Johnson, Student Science Fair, Inc. Chairperson; Nina Hike-Teague, 
Student Science Fair, Inc., chairperson, Symposium; Anne Marie Sherry, Student Science 
Fair, Inc. chairperson, IJAS; and Ariel Julian, Academic Competitions, Public 
Ally/Communications Coordinator. 
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Time Fixed For Next Succeeding Regular Meeting. 
[02013-4933] 

By unanimous consent, Alderman Burke presented a proposed ordinance which reads as 
follows: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the next succeeding regular meeting of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago to be held after the meeting held on Wednesday, the fifth (5th) day of June, 2013, 
at 10:00 AM., be and the same is hereby fixed to be held on Wednesday, the 
twenty-sixth (26th) day of June, 2013, at 10:00 AM., in the Council Chamber in City Hall. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the foregoing proposed ordinance was Passed by yeas and 
nays as follows: 

Yeas -- Aldermen Moreno, Fioretti, Dowell, Burns, Hairston, Sawyer, Holmes, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Quinn, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, O'Shea, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zalewski, Chandler, Solis, Maldonado, Burnett, Ervin, Graham, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Sposato, Mitts, Cullerton, Laurino, 
P. O'Connor, M. O'Connor, Reilly, Smith, Tunney, Arena, Cappleman, Pawar, Osterman, 
Moore, Silverstein -- 50. 

Nays -- None. 

Alderman Pope moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Adjournment. 

Thereupon, Alderman Burke moved that the City Council do Adjourn. The motion Prevailed 
and the City Council Stood Adjourned to meet in regular meeting on Wednesday, June 26, 
2013 at 10:00 AM., in the Council Chamber in City Hall. 

SUSANA A MENDOZA, 
City Clerk. 
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Admin. Administration Comr. Commissioner 

Agcy. Agency Condo Condominium 
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Ald. Alderman Corp. Corporation 
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Church Constr. Construction 
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ft. feet MFT Motor Fuel Tax 
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mins. Minutes 
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Gen. General Disabilities 
Govt. Government Msgr. Monsignor 

Mun. Municipal 
H 
Hon. Honorable N 
hrs. Hours N North 
HUD Housing and Urban Development Natl. National 
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I 0 
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Inc. Incorporated 
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YMCA Young Men's Christian Association 
YWCA Young Women's Christian 

S Association 

S South 
St. Saint 
Sch. School Zoning Districts 
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SFC. Sergeant First Class B Business 

Sist. Sister BPD Business Planned Development 

Soc. Society C Commercial 

Sq. Square CPD Commercial Planned Development 

Sr. Senior DC Downtown Core 

SSA Special Service Area DX Downtown Mixed-Use 

SSgt. Staff Sergeant DR Downtown Residential 

St Street DS Downtown Service 

Subdiv. Subdivision M Manufacturing 

Supt. Superintendent PD Planned Development 
PMD Planned Manufacturing 
POS Parks and Open Space 

T R Residential 

Terr Terrace RM Residential Multi-Unit 

thru through RPD Residential Planned Development 

TIF Tax Increment Financing RS Residential Single Unit (Detached 

Trans. Transportation House) 
RT Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse 

and Multi-Unit 

U SD Special Character Overlay 

Univ. University 
U.S. United States 
u.t.a. Under trust agreement 
Util. Utility 

V 
v versus (against) 
Veh. Vehicle 
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AGREEMENTS 

Chicago Metered Parking System Concession 

Amendment 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-4087 

Referred [C.J.p.52097] Finance 
Passed [C.J.p.54082] 

DePaul University 

1 E Jackson Blvd, 1150 W Fullerton Ave, 2345 N 
Clifton Ave and various additional addresses 

Public way and freight tunnel use 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3350 

Referred [C.J.p.52108] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55033] 

Open Doors Organization 

Centralized wheelchair accessible dispatch 
services for taxicabs 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4177 

Referred [C.J.p. 53840] License 
Collective Bargaining 

Illinois Council of Police 

Covering wages and other terms and conditions 
of employment for City employees in Aviation 
Security Sergeant job classification 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.53841] 

Intergovemmental 

Chicago Housing Authority 

02013-4843 

Workforce 
Development 

Substance abuse prevention and related 
educational services and training 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3890 

Referred [C.J.p.52105] Health & 

Passed [C.J.p.54717] 
Chicago Park District 

4701 W 67th St 

Park No. 484 improvements 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52098] 
Passed [C.J.p. 53864] 

Chicago Park District 

5125 N Pulaski Rd 

Eugene Park expansion 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53831] 

Environment 

02013-3710 

Finance 

02013-4845 

Finance 

AGREEMENTS 

Intergovernmental 

Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority 

W Cermak Rd, from S Priarie Ave to S Calumet 
Ave 

Cermak Road Streetscape Project 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53831] 
Lease 

Black on Black Love Organization 

8828 S Stony Island Ave 

Office space and programming 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53839] 
Chicago Park District 

02013-4848 

Finance 

02013-4206 

Housing 

1725 N Springfield Ave, 346 W 104th St, 4501 N 
Clarendon Ave and various additional addresses 

Public parks and playgrounds 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4096 

Referred [C.J.p.52107] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p.54813] 

NeighborSpace 

4235 N Neenah Ave 

Community gardening 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53839] 
Loan & Security 

02013-4204 

Housing 

39th amending agreement with SomerCor for SBIF 
Program extension 

35th and Wallace Redevelopment Project Area 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4880 

Referred [C.J.p. 53832] Finance 
Community Housing Partners III L.P. 

6545 S Normal Ave, 6642 S Stewart Ave, 7000-
7004 S Eggleston Ave and various additional 
addresses 

Loan restructuring and subordination to 
rehabilitate scattered site housing and related 
parking lots 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4868 

Referred [C.J.p. 53833] Finance 
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AGREEMENTS 

Loan & Security 

Consolidated Rental Car Facility at Chicago O'Hare 
International Airport 

TIFIA funds 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52102] 

02013-4098 

Joint 
Aviation/Finance 

Passed [C.J.p. 55572] 
Diversey Neighborhood Development Corporation 

712 W Diversey Pkwy 

Multi-family housing residential project loan 
restructuring 

Burke (14) 02013-4883 

Direct Introduction Finance 
Passed [C.J.p. 54079] 

Evergreen Towers II L.P. 

1343 N Cleveland Ave 

Loan restructuring and subordination for 
acquisition and rehabilitation of apartment building 
for low-income seniors and disabled persons 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4858 

Referred [C.J.p. 53834] Finance 
Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park 
Phase II LLC 

1200-1210 E 78th St 

Senior citizen moderate-income housing 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3427 

Referred [C.J.p.52099] Finance 
Passed [C.J.p. 54033] 

Redevelopment 

Montclare Senior Residences of Avalon Park 
Phase II LLC 

1200-1210 E 78th St 

Senior citizen moderate-income housing 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3427 

Referred [C.J.p. 52099] Finance 
Passed [C.J.p. 54033] 

AGREEMENTS 

Redevelopment 

New Life Covenant S.E. Church 

1047 E 76th St, 1057 E 76th St, 1067 E 76th St, 
1127-1145 E 76th St, 7611 S Greenwood Ave, 
7649 S Greenwood Ave, 7655 S Greenwood Ave, 
7659 S Greenwood Ave, 7700 S Greenwood Ave, 
7709 S Greenwood Ave, 7719 S Greenwood Ave, 
7725 S Greenwood Ave, 7727 S Greenwood Ave, 
7744 S Greenwood Ave and 7754 S Greenwood 
Ave 

Site and property development into church 
campus 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3351 

Referred [C.J.p.52105] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p. 54753] 

Publishing Properties LLC 

2800 S Ashland Ave 

Release of se ovenant, redevelopment agreement 
and deed covenant running with parcel previously 
owned by Chicago Sun-Times, Inc. 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4265 

Referred [C.J.p. 53838] Housing 
Sheldon Heights Church of Christ 

W 118th St, at S Green St 

Senior housing complex 

Austin (34) 

Recommended for Re-Referral 
Re-Referred [C.J.p. 52894] 
Passed [C.J.p.55419] 

AIRPORTS 

O'Hare 

Concession License Agreement 

Consolidated Rental Car Facility 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52102] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55572] 

02013-2537 

Transportation 

02013-4098 

Joint 
Aviation/Finance 

Approval by Federal Aviation Administration dated 
November 2, 2012 regarding application by City of 
Chicago for Passenger Facility Charge program at 
Chicago O'Hare International Airport (App No. 13-
26-C-00-ORD) 

Mendoza (Clerk) F2013-33 

Filed [C.J.p. 53842] 
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AIRPORTS 

O'Hare 

Chicago Perishable Center LLC 

181 W Madison St 

Facilities lease and use agreement for operation 
of perishable goods cargo center for processing 
and distribution of flowers, fruits, vegetables and 
other perishable goods 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4175 

Referred [C.J.p. 53836] Aviation 
ALLEY 

I ngress/Egress 

4022 N Sheridan Rd 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55972] 
113 N Green St 

113 N Green St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53759] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55438] 

1601-1617 W Warren Land LLC 

1617 W Warren Blvd 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55930] 
1801 W Chicago LLC 

1801 W Chicago Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55905] 
2354 Milwaukee Corp. 

2354 N Milwaukee Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53732] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55439] 

3273-3275 W. Armitage LLC 

3273 W Armitage Ave 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53756] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55439] 

A&M Auto Repair & Body Shop 

3665 W Ogden Ave 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55925] 

02013-4178 

Transportation 

02013-3408 

Transportation 

02013-4220 

Transportation 

02013-4203 

Transportation 

02013-3370 

Transportation 

02013-3388 

Transportation 

02013-4181 

Transportation 

ALLEY 
I ngress/Egress 

Active! Dog Daycare and Boarding 

2550 W Diversey Ave 

Mell (33) 02013-3382 

Referred [C.J.p.53766] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55433] 

Airport Auto Rebuilders 

4901 W 63rd St 

Quinn (13) 02013-3402 

Referred [C.J.p. 53746] 
Passed [C.J.p.55433] 

AP MCG Randolph Investors LLC 

1276 W Washington Blvd 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53759] 
[C.J.p. 55433] 

Athens Construction Company 

2130 S Michigan Ave 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55908] 
Bolanos, Liliana 

1700 W 21 st St 

Solis (25) 

Transportation 

02013-3407 

Transportation 

02013-4207 

Transportation 

02013-3390 

Referred [C.J.p. 53754] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55436] 

Breakthrough Urban Ministries 

3201-3239 W Carroll Ave, 326-328 N Kedzie Ave 

Ervin (28) 02013-4199 

Referred [C.J.p.55936] Transportation 
Candea DeveiopmenU4839 N Damen LLC 

4839 N Damen Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55975] 
Cermak Auto Sales, Inc. 

2908 W Cermak Rd 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p.55925] 
Child Care Center 

8912 S Commercial Ave 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p.55914] 

02013-4193 

Transportation 

02013-4201 

Transportation 

02013-4195 

Transportation 
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ALLEY ALLEY 
Ingress/Egress Ingress/Egress 

Fortis LLC/Burek, Joanna La Escuelita Day Care 

3311-3313 W Belden Ave 3001-3007 W Diversey Ave 

Colon (35) 02013-3387 Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53769] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53769] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55434] Passed [C.J.p. 55436] 

Furniture Village Outlet Max Allen Auto Sales 

2659 W 63rd St 4216 W Grand Ave 

Foulkes (15) 02013-3368 Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53747] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53756] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55434] Passed [C.J.p. 55436] 

Gibbons Construction LLC Midwest Car Care, Inc. 

2730-2734 W Armitage Ave 4543 N Pulaski Rd 

Moreno (1) 02013-3371 Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p.53732] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53773] 
Passed [C.J.p.55434] Passed [C.J.p. 55437] 

Griffin Theatre Ogden Partners, Inc 

1940 W Foster Ave 4421 N Clark St 

O'Connor (40) 02013-4180 Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55951] Transportation Referred [C.J.p.55975] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3384 

Transportation 

02013-3364 

Transportation 

02013-3383 

Transportation 

02013-4190 

Transportation 

HS Wheels, Inc. Phalanx Capital Management LLC 

4228 N Pulaski Rd 4036-4040 N Hermitage Ave 

Laurino (39) 02013-3385 Pawar (47) 02013-4191 

Referred [C.J.p. 53773] Transportation Referred [C.J.p.55976] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55435] Piggery Chicago, The 

International Scent Solutions LLC 1625 W Irving Park Rd 
2926-2928 W Lake St Pawar (47) 02013-4194 

Burnett (27) 02013-4215 Referred [C.J.p.55976] Transportation 

Referred [C.J.p. 55930] Transportation Przysemski, Bart 
Kenmore Equities LLC 3408-3440 N Milwaukee Ave 
6159 N Kenmore Ave Reboyras (30) 02013-3321 
Osterman (48) 02013-2560 Referred [C.J.p. 53762] Transportation 
Referred [C.J.p. 52062] Transportation Passed [C.J.p. 55437] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55435] Quest Physical Therapy 

Kids Academy Learning Center LLC 5935 W Montrose Ave 
6014 S Racine Ave Cullerton (38) 02013-4205 

Thompson (16) 02013-3363 Referred [C.J.p. 55948] Transportation 

Referred [C.J.p. 53749] Transportation Ruby Hand Car Wash LLC 
Passed [C.J.p. 55435] 4334 N California Ave 

Mell (33) 02013-3381 

Referred [C.J.p. 53767] Transportation 

Passed [C.J.p. 55437] 
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ALLEY 

I ngress/Egress 

Wendy's International, Inc. 

242 W Garfield Blvd 

Dowell (3) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53738] 
[C.J.p. 55438] 

Zepeda Auto Service 

3059-3061 W Armitage Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred 
Passed 

APPOINTMENTS 

Block, Jodi L. 

[C.J.p. 53769] 
[C.J.p. 55438] 

02013-3404 

Transportation 

02013-3386 

Transportation 

Chicago Public Library Board (Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-59 

Referred [C.J.p.53830] Budget 
Boywid, Jason B 

North Halsted Commission (S.SA No. 18) 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-60 

Referred [C.J.p.53825] Finance 
Bryant, (Bhp.) John R. 

Chicago Plan Commission (Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-57 

Referred [C.J.p.52092] Zoning 
Approved [C.J.p.55447] 

Davis, Leslie D. 

Community Development Commission (Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-51 

Referred [C.J.p. 52087] Economic 
Approved [C.J.p. 54707] 

Essa, Fara 

Andersonville Commission (S.SA No. 22) 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-61 

Referred [C.J.p. 53828] Finance 
Fitzpatrick, Paul D. 

State Street Commission (S.SA No.1) (Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-62 

Referred [C.J.p. 53825] Finance 

APPOINTMENTS 

Goldberg, Alan J. 

Clark Street Commission (S.SA No. 24) 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53829] 
Gonzalez, Cesar A. 

A2013-63 

Finance 

Chicago Low-Income Housing Trust Fund Board 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52089] 
Approved [C.J.p.54731] 

Herrera, Ailisa M. 

Clark Street Commission (S.SA No. 24) 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53829] 
Nance, Kristin K. 

A2013-54 

Housing 

A2013-63 

Finance 

Chicago Low-Income Housing Trust Fund Board 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-52 

Referred [C.J.p. 52090] Housing 
Approved [C.J.p.54732] 

Newsome, Shirley J. 

Community Development Commission (Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-49 

Referred [C.J.p. 52087] Economic 
Approved [C.J.p. 54709] 

Olander, Lynda A. 

Community Development Commission (Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-50 

Referred [C.J.p. 52088] Economic 
Approved [C.J.p.54708] 

Raduendzel, Cally E. 

Howard Street Commission (S.SA No. 19) 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-64 

Referred [C.J.p. 53828] Finance 
Rudman, Cindy L. 

North Halsted Commission (S.S.A. No. 18) 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-65 

Referred [C.J.p. 53826] Finance 
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APPOINTMENTS 

Schapiro, Andrew H. 

Chicago Low-Income Housing Trust Fund Board 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-53 

Referred [C.J.p.52091] Housing 
Approved [C.J.p.54733] 

Shingledecker, Randy L. 

North Halsted Commission (S.S.A. No. 18) 
(Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-66 

Referred [C.J.p. 53827] Finance 
Walker, Frederick Euclid 

Chicago Plan Commission (Member) 

Emanuel (Mayor) A2013-56 

Referred [C.J.p. 52093] Zoning 
Approved [C.J.p.55445] 

BUDGET & APPROPRIATIONS 

Annual Appropriation Ordinance 

Year 2013 

Fund No. 925 amendment 

Dept. of Public Health 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3906 

Referred [C.J.p.52102] Budget 
Passed [C.J.p. 54698] 

Fund No. 925 amendment 

Dept. ofTransportation 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53837] 
CDBG 

Year XXXIX 

Amendment 

Dept. of Family and Support Services 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52103] 
Passed [C.J.p.54703] 

CLAIMS 

Condominium Refuse Rebate 

02013-4176 

Budget 

02013-3927 

Budget 

5547-5549 South Dorchester Condo Assn. 

Hairston (5) CL2013-1533 

Referred [C.J.p. 55902] Finance 

CLAIMS 

Condominium Refuse Rebate 

Carl Sandburg Village Condo 1, Carl Sandburg 
Village Condo 1, Cinema Lofts Condominium Assn. 
and Cityview Condominium Assn. 

Burke (14) Or2013-363 

Passed [C.J.p.54682] 
Genesis Co-Op Corp. 

Hairston (5) 

Referred 
Glenwinn Condo 

Pawar (47) 

[C.J.p. 55902] 

Referred [C.J.p. 55903] 
New Bedford Condo Assn, 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55903] 
Damage to Property 

Cervenka, Robert 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53847] 
Cometa, Sharon 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 
Crutchfield, Paul R. 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 
Flores, Marco 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 
Gloria Dei Lutheran School 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] 
Harris, Linda 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] 
Jackson, Lille G. 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] 
Khan,lrfan 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] 

CL2013-1533 

Finance 

CL2013-1598 

Finance 

CL2013-1598 

Finance 

CL2013-1458 

Finance 

CL2013-1494 

Finance 

CL2013-1386 

Finance 

CL2013-1457 

Finance 

CL2013-1531 

Finance 

CL2013-1532 

Finance 

CL2013-1401 

Finance 

CL2013-1434 

Finance 
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CLAIMS CLAIMS 

Damage to ProQerty Damage to Vehicle 

McNeil, Sean S. Berger, Ken 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1423 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53847] 
Neal, Debra Bizouerne, Helene 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1511 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53847] 
Rodriguez, Mario CEI Loss Recovery 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1506 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53847] 
Sandstedt, Natalie on behalf of Old Town Square Crook, Marilyn W. 
Homeowners Assn. Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1435 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 
Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Donovan, Carter 

Shirley, Kevin 
Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1504 
Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Hernandez, Jose 
Thomas, Latanya 

Mendoza (Clerk) 
Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1422 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] 
Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Jablonska, Ewa 

Williams, John and Heather 
Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1505 
Referred [C.J.p. 53849] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance McNeal, Deshawn J. 
Winchell, James A. 

Mendoza (Clerk) 
Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1387 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] 
Referred [C.J.p. 53853] Finance Mondragon, Juan C. 

Damage to Vehicle 
Mendoza (Clerk) 

Aaron, Michael 
Referred [C.J.p. 53850] 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1437 Raheem, Syed 
Referred [C.J.p.53847] Finance Mendoza (Clerk) 

Afni Ins. and Karney, Christopher H. 
Referred [C.J.p. 53851] 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1482 Riley, Kendall 
Referred [C.J.p.53847] Finance Mendoza (Clerk) 

Artisan and Truckers Casualty Co. and Stephens 
Referred [C.J.p.53851] 

Tucking Service 
Shah, Girish H. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1446 
Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53847] Finance 
Barros, Camilo Referred [C.J.p. 53851] 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1507 
Sun, Bradley S. 

Mendoza (Clerk) 
Referred [C.J.p.53847] Finance 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] 

7 

CL2013-1524 

Finance 

CL2013-1459 

Finance 

CL2013-1460 

Finance 

CL2013-1484 

Finance 

CL2013-1461 

Finance 

CL2013-1402 

Finance 

CL2013-1389 

Finance 

CL2013-1470 

Finance 

CL2013-1436 

Finance 

CL2013-1483 

Finance 

CL2013-1411 

Finance 

CL2013-1390 

Finance 

CL2013-1388 

Finance 
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CLAIMS CLAIMS 

Damage to Vehicle Damage to Vehicle - Pothole 

Talpos, Allin Camisa, Nicholas A. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1481 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53847] 

Turkin, Eric P. Carter, Heath W. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1512 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53847] 

Wilson, Natasha Cazares, Maricela 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1513 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53847] 

Zorych, Ostap L. Christopher, James L. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1523 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53853] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Damage to Vehicle - Pothole Collains, Shawn R. 

Alexander, Alonzo Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1450 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance Collins, Kimberley A. 

Alsup, Kevin Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1455 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance Coomes, Robert J. 

Andrews, Kelly A. Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1419 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance Corcoran, Katherine 

Annoreno, Leticia Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1454 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance Cyrus, Lana 

Betka, Marek Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1516 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance Dantley, Lee T. 

Bias, Valerie Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1448 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance Davidson, Monico 

Boldus, Neil A. Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1410 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance Davis, Allison 

Brock,John Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1508 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance De Long, Valery D. 

Byrd, Laura E. Mendoza (Clerk) 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1430 Referred [C.J.p. 53848] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53847] Finance 

Date: 6/5/2013 

CL2013-1518 

Finance 

CL2013-1412 

Finance 

CL2013-1438 

Finance 

CL2013-1414 

Finance 

CL2013-1526 

Finance 

CL2013-1456 

Finance 

CL2013-1447 

Finance 

CL2013-1475 

Finance 

CL2013-1485 

Finance 

CL2013-1490 

Finance 

CL2013-1420 

Finance 

CL2013-1444 

Finance 

CL2013-1472 

Finance 
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CLAIMS CLAIMS 

Damage to Vehicle - Pothole Damage to Vehicle - Pothole 

Diggs, Janice D. Garcia, Raul 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1497 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1480 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

DiPerte, Vito M. Garner, Lisa 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1476 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1465 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

Domash, Helene N. Garvey, Craig J. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1403 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1493 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53849] Finance 

Donalson, Morris M. Gilson, Michael J. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1477 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1417 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 
Downey, Brandon Gogolek, Karolina 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1391 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1463 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 
Ejupovic, Admir Gougis, Renee 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1486 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1496 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

Feld, Jonathan D. Gruber, James E. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1396 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1491 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

Finkel, Daniel Hawkins, Lynn 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1433 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1500 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

Flowers, Sylvia D. Hernandez, Claudia M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1530 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1405 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53849] Finance 

Ford, Rhonda L. Hoobler, Athena I. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1395 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1431 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

Franco, Mary E. Kawakami, Nancy A. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1479 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1471 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

Gandolfo, Carlos O. Keller, Lindsey 

Mendoza (Clerk) C L2013-1488 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1492 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 

Gantchev, Kiril M. Kimber, Alessandri L. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1502 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1416 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance 
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CLAIMS CLAIMS 

Damage to Vehicle - Pothole Damage to Vehicle - Pothole 

Korajczyk, Robert A. Munoz, Carolina 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1397 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53850] 
Lee, Paul Nelson, Johnell C. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1443 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53850] 
Lietz, Lana M. Neuberg, Eva 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1521 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53850] 
Llano, David Nevarez-Barrera, Rosa E. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1442 Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53850] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

CL2013-1415 

Finance 

CL2013-1452 

Finance 

CL2013-1509 

Finance 

CL2013-1525 

Finance 
Lo, Charles H. O'Connor, Maria A. and Wood, Chris 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1404 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1439 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance 

Long, Tonya Park, Kevin 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1464 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1495 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance 

Lumas, Abel J. Parrish, Luke T. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1432 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1499 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance 
Malcolm, Robert A. Patawaran, Dominick 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1462 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1406 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance 
Matthews, Ernestine C. Podgurski, Shawn M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1409 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1515 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance 

McCullough, Russell D. Prestwood, Cathleen 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1469 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1421 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance 
Mejia, Alexander Ramos, Priscilla 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1478 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1468 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance 
Mitchell, Patrick Reardon, David J. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1510 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1514 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance 

Morin, Gregory J. Robert, Sarah 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1394 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1426 

Referred [C.J.p.53850] Finance Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance 
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CLAIMS CLAIMS 

Damage to Vehicle - Pothole Damage to Vehicle - Pothole 

Roche, Lawrence S. Smith, Saundra 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1428 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1400 

Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Rodriguez, Dax P. Spreck, Lynda M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1440 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1413 

Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Rodriguez, Joan I. Spyratos, Jerry S. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1424 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1427 

Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance 
Rogers, David Stadeker, Sprinng M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1398 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1449 

Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Rowe, William S. Stephanos, Peter 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1392 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1429 

Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Sarangan, Sirihari Stern, David 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1501 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1528 

Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Schiff, Jack Stotts, Deborah 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1425 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1517 

Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Schwartz, Linda Turcotte, Dominique 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1441 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1453 

Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Shapiro, Scott Turner, Andrea V. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1418 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1407 

Referred [C.J.p. 53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Sherod, Wayne Urschel, Beverley G. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1529 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1527 

Referred [C.J.p.53851] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Shine, Vincent Walaszek, Iwona M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1408 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1466 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Shipman, Benjamin I. Watkins, Louis M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1498 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1519 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance 
Simon, Steven C. Watkins, Phyllis I. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1467 Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1474 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] Finance Referred [C.J.p. 53853] Finance 
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CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

CLAIMS 

Damage to Vehicle - Pothole 

Wiborg, Leanne 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53852] 
Wilcox, Curtis 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53852] 
Wine-Banks, Jill 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53853] 
Zake, Joshua S. 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53852] 
Zanders, Jacqueline 

CL2013-1473 

Finance 

CL2013-1399 

Finance 

CL2013-1520 

Finance 

CL2013-1522 

Finance 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1487 

Referred [C.J.p. 53853] Finance 
Ziebell, Thomas M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1451 

Referred [C.J.p.53853] Finance 
Excessive Water Rates 

Chan, Shirley I. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1384 

Referred [C.J.p. 53848] Finance 
Gondal, Riaz 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1385 

Referred [C.J.p. 53849] Finance 
Moore, Leon 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1503 

Referred [C.J.p. 53850] Finance 
Winczo, Alina M. 

Mendoza (Clerk) CL2013-1445 

Referred [C.J.p. 53853] Finance 
Police Officer/Firefighter Injuries 

Banks, Thomas S. and sundry others 

Burke (14) Or2013-356 

Passed [C.J.p. 54637] 
Passed [C.J.p. 54637] 

Walker, Kenneth F. and sundry others 

Burke (14) Or2013-354 

Passed 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 54669] 
[C.J.p. 54669] 

CLAIMS 

Police Officer/Firefighter Injuries 

Walz, Randall and sundry others 

Burke (14) 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p.54416] 

Zanin, Martin and sundry others 

Burke (14) 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p. 54637] 

Small Claims 

Brownlee, Esther and sundry others 

Burke (14) 

Referred 
McGee, Linda and sundry others 

Burke (14) 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p. 54680] 

Or2013-357 

Or2013-355 

CL2013-1535 

Finance 

Or2013-358 

COMMENDATIONS & DECLARATIONS 

"Darius-Girenas Month" in Chicago July 2013 

Lane (18); Foulkes (15) R2013-548 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55850] 
"Dr. Bobby E. Wright Day" in Chicago August 3, 
2013 

Dowell (3) R2013-553 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55804] 
2012-2013 Junior ROTC cadets representing 
Chicago public high schools 

Congratulations extended on appointment to 
national military service academies and receipt of 
ROTC scholarship awards 

Emanuel (Mayor) R2013-545 

Adopted 
Aguirre, Anne Marie 

Receipt of Girl Scout Gold Award 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55865] 
Aguirre, Anne Marie 

Receipt of Girl Scout Gold Award 

Arena (45) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55874] 

R2013-540 

R2013-598 
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COMMENDATIONS & DECLARATIONS 

Arce, Guadalupe 

Leadership in business and civic deeds 

Burke (14) R2013-570 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55830] 
Barton, Kathleen 

Retirement as principal of St. Juliana School 

O'Connor (41) R2013-593 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55868] 
Bell, Kevin J. 

Civic contributions and leadership at Lincoln Park 
Zoo 

Smith (43) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55872] 

R2013-596 

Beth Eden Baptist Church/Jenkins, (Rev. Dr.) Craig 
Martin and Jenkins, (First Lady Dr.) Sylvia 

122nd anniversary 

Austin (34) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55857] 
Brecklin, Dana 

Receipt of Girl Scout Gold Award 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55866] 
Brecklin, Dana 

Receipt of Girl Scout Gold Award 

Arena (45) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 58875] 
Brodsky, William J. 

R2013-523 

R2013-541 

R2013-599 

16th anniversary as CEO of Chicago Board of 
Options Exchange and best wishes for continued 
success 

Burke (14) R2013-571 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55831] 
Brown, (Hon.) Kathleen 

Retirement as chairman of investment banking for 
Midwest Region of Goldman Sachs 

Burke (14) R2013-572 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55833] 
Canary, (Rev. Monsgr.) John 

Retirement as vicar general of Archdiocese of 
Chicago and June 23, 2013 declared "Reverend 
Monsignor John Canary Day" in Chicago 

Burke (14) R2013-573 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55834] 

COMMENDATIONS & DECLARATIONS 

CICS Wrightwood School 

8th Grade graduation ceremony 

Lane (18) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55849] 
Clevenger, Dale 

R2013-521 

Retirement from Chicago Symphony Orchestra 

Smith (43) R2013-597 

Adopted 
Damacela, Zoe 

[C.J.p. 55873] 

Achievements in academics and business 

Burke (14) 

Adopted 
Ditka, Mike 

R2013-574 

[C.J.p. 55835] 

Retirement of jersey number by Chicago Bears 
and gratitude extended for contributions to 
professional baseball 

Burke (14) R2013-575 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55836] 
Domalick, John Lawrence and Smith, Allyson 
Elizabeth 

Upcoming wedding 

Fioretti (2) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55801] 
Frances Mistretta 

90th birthday 

Quinn (13) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55811] 
Goose Island Brew Pub 

25th anniversary 

Fioretti (2) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55802] 
Henton, (Pastor) Richard Daniel 

R2013-551 

R2013-517 

R2013-526 

64th anniversary in ministry and 49th anniversary 
as pastor of Monument of Faith Evangelistic 
Church 

Lane (18) R2013-531 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55848] 
Henton, (Pastor) Richard Daniel 

64th anniversary in ministry and 49th anniversary 
as pastor of Monument of Faith Evangelistic 
Church 

Cochran (20) R2013-584 

Adopted [C.J.p.55851] 
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COMMENDATIONS & DECLARATIONS 

Jones, Sr. (Pastor Dr.) Timothy M. 

Elevation to bishop at Kingdom of Life Ministries 
International 

Foulkes (15) R2013-530 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55846] 
Kepka, Janice 

Retirement as principal of Edgebrook School 

O'Connor (41) R2013-594 

Adopted [C.J.p.55869] 
King, Hattie B. 

Retirement from service as educator and 
academician 

Fioretti (2) R2013-524 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55797] 
Kohut, Michelle 

Appointment as president of Women's Bar 
Association 

Fioretti (2) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55799] 

R2013-525 

Korean American Community Services 

Contribution to welfare of immigrant communities 

Mell (33) R2013-591 

Adopted [C.J.p.55856] 
Lyne, (Sist.) Sheila 

Congratulations extended on retirement as 
president and chief executive officer of Mercy 
Hospital 

Emanuel (Mayor); Burke R2013-544 

Adopted [C.J.p.53812] 
Lyne, RSM, (Sist.) Sheila 

Retirement as president and CEO of Mercy 
Hospital and Medical Center 

Fioretti (2) R2013-550 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55800] 
Meyer, C.P. (Fr.) Eric 

Parochial service at Immaculate Conception 
Parish and August 24, 2013 declared "Father Eric 
Meyer Day" in Chicago 

O'Connor (41) R2013-595 

Adopted [C.J.p.55869] 
Norborg, Susan and Chris 

50th wedding anniversary 

Pawar (47) R2013-528 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55876] 

COMMENDATIONS & DECLARATIONS 

Orozco, Victor 

Election as member of Senke-Sandoval 
Community Council 

Burke (14) R2013-576 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55837] 
Ortega-Piron, D. Jean 

Retirement from Illinois Department of Children 
and Family Services 
Burke (14) R2013-577 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55838] 
Palermo, (P.O.) Angelina 

Gratitude extended on apprehension of armed 
offender 

Emanuel (Mayor) R2013-543 

Adopted [C.J.p. 53810] 
Sandoval II, Martin A. 

Election as member of Senke-Sandoval 
Community Council 

Burke (14) R2013-579 

Adopted [C.J.p.55841] 
Sandoval, Angeles 

Election as president of Senke-Sandoval 
Community Council 

Burke (14) R2013-578 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55839] 
Simeon Career Academy Wolverines 

Victory in City baseball championship 

Brookins (21) R2013-586 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55853] 
Soto, (Hon.) Carmen Yulin, Mayor of San Juan, 
Puerto Rico 

Selection as grand marshall of Chicago's United 
Puerto Rican People's Parade 

Maldonado (26); Moreno (1); R2013-588 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55855] 
Steans, Harrison I. 

Receipt of Lyman J. Gage award 

Burke (14) 

Adopted 
Strong, Willa P. 

80th birthday 

Cochran (20) 

[C.J.p. 55842] 

Adopted [C.J.p.55852] 

R2013-580 

R2013-585 
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COMMENDATIONS & DECLARATIONS 

Tilly, Edward T. 

Appointment as CEO of Chicago Board of Options 
Exchange 

Burke (14) R2013-581 

Adopted 
Urlacher, Brian 

[C.J.p. 55843] 

Retirement from Chicago Bears 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55844] 
Williams, Nicole 

R2013-582 

Receipt of Illinois Junior Academy of Science 
State Science Fair Silver Award 

Laurino (39) R2013-542 

Adopted [C.J.p.55867] 
Zaniolo, (Fr.) Michael 

25th anniversary of ordination to priesthood and 
May 22,2013 declared "Reverend Michael G. 
Zaniolo Day" in Chicago 

Burke (14) R2013-583 

Adopted [C.J.p.55845] 
COMMITTEE/PUBLIC HEARINGS 

Committee on Human Relations 

Call upon Chicago Tribune Co. to consider 
proposed sale of Chicago Tribune newspaper to 
locally-based ownership 

Moore (49) R2013-547 

Referred [C.J.p. 55978] Human Relations 
FINANCE FUNDS 

Establishment of 2013 Qualified Mortgage Credit 
Certificate Program 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3411 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Finance 
Passed [C.J.p. 53860] 

Transfer 

Committee on Human Relations 

Commodities and materials procurement 

Austin (34) 02013-4917 

Direct Introduction Budget 
Passed [C.J.p. 54705] 

HISTORICAL LANDMARKS 

Demolition & Demolition Lien 

Hachem, Sanaa 

10353 S Seeley Ave 

Denial of demolition permit 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Filed [C.J.p. 53842] 
Designation 

F2013-35 

Adolf Schmidt House 6231-6233 N Sheridan Rd 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-3337 

Referred [C.J.p.52126] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p. 55538] 

Albert G. Wheeler House 970 W Sheridan Rd 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-3337 

Referred [C.J.p.52126] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p. 55538] 

Joseph Downey House and Coach House 6205 N 
Sheridan Rd 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-3337 

Referred [C.J.p.52126] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p. 55538] 

Samuel H. Gunder House and Coach House 6219 
N Sheridan Rd 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-3337 

Referred [C.J.p. 52126] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p.55538] 

Steger Building 

28 E Jackson Blvd 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52126] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55544] 

Permit Fee Waivers 

Benford, Edward and Tracey 

632 W Belden Ave 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53785] 
[C.J.p. 55552] 

Calkins, Troy and Liem, Robert 

4707 N Dover St 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.53793] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55555] 

02013-3338 

Zoning 

Or2013-229 

Zoning 

Or2013-241 

Zoning 
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HISTORICAL LANDMARKS 

Permit Fee Waivers 

D'Arco Joseph, D'Arco, Amy and Watts, Wayne 

2917 W Logan Blvd 

Waguespack (32) Or2013-231 

Referred [C.J.p. 53765] Zoning 

Passed [C.J.p.55557] 
Dobrez, Christopher 

1845 N Orleans St 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

Gibbs, Robert 

[C.J.p. 53785] 
[C.J.p. 55559] 

1730 N Hudson Ave 

Smith (43) 

Referred 

Passed 
Graf, Mary Kate 

[C.J.p. 53785] 
[C.J.p. 55556] 

832 W Oakdale Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 

Passed 
Krushinski, Dan 

[C.J.p. 53789] 

[C.J.p. 55558] 

4735 N Dover St 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53793] 
Passed [C.J.p.55553] 

JOURNAL CORRECTIONS 

Year 2011 

Or2013-227 

Zoning 

Or2013-228 

Zoning 

Or2013-219 

Zoning 

Or2013-240 

Zoning 

Zoning reclassification of particular areas regarding 
vote of Alderman Burke 

Oct 5,2011, C.J.p. 9165 

Burke (14) 02013-4197 

Referred [C.J.p. 55917] Rules 
LAWSUITS/SETTLEMENTS 

Lawsuits 

Michael Ayala and Adrian v. Michael Bocardo, 
Anthony Wilson, John Medina, Benito Romero, 
Alberto Salaz, Gilbert Escamilla, Jesus Vera, 
Gerardo Quintero, Raul Cortez, Ricardo 
Viramontes, Juan Perez, Janet Mondragon and 
City of Chicago, cited as 11 C 6094 

Burke (14) Or2013-351 

Passed [C.J.p.54414] 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 2 - Citv Government & Administration 

Ch. 25 Dept. of Business Affairs & Consumer 
Protection 

2-25-050 (b) adding power and duty of 
Commissioner and Department of Business Affairs 
and Consumer Protection to administer and 
enforce Chapter 5-14 governing protection of 
tenants at foreclosures 

Mel! (33); Waguespack (32); S02012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p. 54734] 

Ch. 36 Fire Dept. 

2-36-565 additional authority of Fire Commissioner 
to negotiate and execute agreements for training 
and testing prospective members of fire 
department 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52093] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55444] 
Ch. 112 Board of Health 

02013-3959 

Workforce 
Development 

2-112-160 (a)(5) additional power of Health 
Commissioner to enter into contracts to allow 
medical directors to provide clinical services or 
care at hospitals or healthcare facilities within City 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3868 

Referred [C.J.p.52094] Health & 
Environment 

Passed [C.J.p.54715] 
Ch. 112 Dept. of Public Health 

2-112-160 adding authority of Commissioner of 
Public Health to enforce Section 4-4-332, Article 
VIII of Chapter 7-28 and other Code provisions 
applicable to bed bugs 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

Title 3 - Revenue & Finance 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

3-55-030 (c) semantic correction regarding 
exclusions from provision imposing fee on retail 
sale of new vehicle tires 

Austin (34) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53767] 
[C.J.p. 54694] 

S02013-3372 

Budget 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 4 General Licensing Provisions 

4-4-332 (new) (a) responsibility of licensees under 
Title 4 to provide pest control services when 
infestation of bed bugs is found or suspected on 
licensed premises, and maintain written records of 
pest control measures performed by pest 
management professionals 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

4-4-332 (new) (b) disallowing licensees under Title 
4 to provide sleeping accommodations to guests 
for transient occupancy when bed bug infestation is 
found or suspected, until premises are inspected 
and cleared by pest management professionals 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); S02012-8254 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] Joint 
Health/Housing 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 
4-4-332 (new) (c) definitions of pest management 
professional and transient occupancy 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 
Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

4-60-022 (39.84) disallow issuance of additional 
alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of N Elston 
Ave 

Laurino (39) 02013-3379 

Referred [C.J.p. 53772] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54949] 

(9.57) thru (9.59) scrivenor's correction of provision 
disallowing issuance of additional package goods 
licenses on portions of W 115th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (30.61) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of N Pulaski 
Rd 

Reboyras (30) 02013-4185 

Referred [C.J.p. 55938] License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

(new) (9.191) thru (9.198) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 100th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.199) thru (9.202) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W99th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.203) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of S State St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.204) thru (9.207) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Wabash St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.208) and (9.209) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W99th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.210) thru (9.212) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W98th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.213) and (9.214) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W97th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.215) and (9.216) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W96th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.217) and (9.218) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Michigan Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
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CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses. Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch, 60 Liquor Dealers 

(new) (9.219) and (9.220) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Indiana Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.221) and (9.222) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Prairie Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913) License 
(new) (9.223) and (9.224) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Forest Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.225) and (9.226) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Calumet Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.227) and (9.228) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Dr 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913) License 
(new) (9.229) thru (9.232) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Michigan Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913) License 
(new) (9.233) thru (9.241) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
State St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.242) thru (9.251) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Michigan Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses. Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch, 60 Liquor Dealers 

(new) (9.252) thru (9.254) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Prairie Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.255) thru (9.262) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Indiana Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.263) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of S Front Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913) License 
(new) (9.264) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W 
Kensington Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.265) and (9.266) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W116thSt 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913) License 
(new) (9.267) and (9.268) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 117th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.269) and (9.270) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 118th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.271) thru (9.275) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W119thSt 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) License 
(new) (9.276) thru (9.279) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 120th St 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p.55913) 

02013-4192 

License 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

ChI 60 Liquor Dealers 

(new) (9,280) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W 120th PI 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C,J,p, 55913] License 
(new) (9,281) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of S Forest 
Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 

(new) (9.282) and (9.283) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 121st St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.284) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W 121 st PI 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.285) thru (9.287) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 122nd St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 

(new) (9.288) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W 122nd PI 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 
(new) (9.289) thru (9.291) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 123rd St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 

(new) (9.292) thru (9.294) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 124th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 
(new) (9.295) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W 124th PI 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

ChI 60 Liquor Dealers 

(new) (9.296) thru (9.300) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 125th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p,55913] License 

(new) (9.301) thru (9.304) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 126th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 
(new) (9.305) thru (9.311) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W 127th St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 
(new) (9.312) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Brayton 
St 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 
(new) (9.313) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Brayton 
St, W 126th St, W 126th PI, and S Edbrooke Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 
(new) (9.314) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W 125th PI 
and S Wabash Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] License 
(new) (9.315) and (9.316) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Union Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-4192 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] License 
(new) (9.317) and (9.318) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Lowe Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p.55913] 

02013-4192 

License 
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CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch, 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-022 (37.29) allow issuance of additional 
alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W Chicago 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (37.31) allow issuance of additional 
alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W Chicago 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (37.64) disallow issuance of additional 
alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W Chicago 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-022 (8.25) disallow issuance of additional 
alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 87th St 

Harris (8) 02013-3361 

Referred [C.J.p. 53742] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54948] 

4-60-022 (new) (30.52) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of N 
Pulaski Rd 

Reboyras (30) 02013-4185 

Referred [C.J.p.55938] License 
4-60-022 (new) (37.57) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of N 
Central Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.58) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 
West End Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-022 (new) (37.59) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 
Kinzie St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.60) disallow issurance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 
Kinzie St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.61) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 
Kinzie St and W Corcoran PI 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.62) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 
Lake St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.63) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of 
WLake St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.65) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of N 
Laramie Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.66) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of N 
Pulaski Rd 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-022 (new) (37.67) disallow issuance of 
additional liquor licenses on portions of W Division 
St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.68) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 
Division St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-022 (new) (37.69) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of N 
Cicero Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-022 (new)(37.70) disallow issuance of 
additional alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of W 
Grand Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (18.33) allow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of S Western 
Ave 

Lane (18) 02013-3354 

Referred [C.J.p. 53750] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54957] 

4-60-023 (22.146) allow issuance of additional 
alcoholic liquor licenses on portions of S Kolin Ave 

Munoz (22) 02013-3355 

Referred [C.J.p.53751] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54959] 

4-60-023 (27.45) allow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portion of N Larrabee 
St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53756] 
[C.J.p. 54960] 

02013-3357 

License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (37.14) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W North 
Ave 

Mitts (37) 02013-3352 

Referred [C.J.p. 53770] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54912] 

4-60-023 (37.29) modify restrictions on issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W Chicago Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (37.31) modify restrictions on issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W Chicago Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (37.36) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of N Cicero 
Ave 

Mitts (37) 02013-3352 

Referred [C.J.p. 53770] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54912] 

4-60-023 (37.64) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Lake St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-023 (37.65) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Lake St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (37.66) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Chicago 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

02013-3356 

License 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

ChI 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (37.67) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of N Laramie 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-023 (37.68) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of N Pulaski 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-023 (37.69) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Division 
St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (37.70) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Division 
St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-023 (37.71) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of N Cicero 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-023 (37.72) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Grand 
Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-023 (49.22) allow issuance of additional 
package good licenses on portions of N Sheridan 
Rd 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55977] 

02013-4189 

License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

ChI 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (49.7) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of W Chase 
Ave 

Moore (49) 02013-3395 

Referred [C.J.p. 53796] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54968] 

4-60-023 (8.20) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portion of E 87th St 

Harris (8) 02013-3360 

Referred [C.J.p.53742] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54951] 

4-60-023 (9.144) thru (9.145) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
State St 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.146) thru (9.147) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of S 
Michigan Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.148) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of S Indiana 
Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.149) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of S Prairie 
Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.150) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of S Forest 
Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53743] 
[C.J.p. 54952] 

02013-3377 

License 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (9.151) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of 8 Calumet 
Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.152) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of 8 Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Dr 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.153) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of 8 Vernon 
Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.154) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of 8 Eberhart 
Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.155) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of 8 Rhodes 
Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54952] 

4-60-023 (9.156) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of 8 8t. 
Lawrence Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.157) thru (9.159) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 8 
Dauphin Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53743] 
[C.J.p. 54952] 

License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (9.160) disallow issuance of additional 
package goods licenses on portions of 8 Cottage 
Grove Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (9.161) thru (9.165) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of E 
103rd 8t 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54952] 

4-60-023 (9.166) thru (9.176) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of E 
102nd 8t 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54952] 

4-60-023 (9.188) thru (9.190) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of E 
100th 8t 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (37.58) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W Division 8t 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 

4-60-023 (new) (37.59) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of N 
Central Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (new) (37.60) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W West End Ave 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54970] 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch, 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (new) (37.61) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
N Kinzie St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (new) (37.62) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
WKinzie St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (new) (37.63) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
WKinzie St 

Mitts (37); Burnett (27); 02013-3356 

Referred [C.J.p.53771] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54970] 

4-60-023 (new) (43.7) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of 
W Armitage St 

Smith (43) 02013-3376 

Referred [C.J.p. 53782] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54964] 

4-60-023 (new) (43.8) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of N 
Halsted St 

Smith (43) 02013-3374 

Referred [C.J.p. 53782] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54965] 

4-60-023 (new) (43.9) disallow issuance of 
additional package goods licenses on portions of N 
State Parkway 

Smith (43) 02013-3375 

Referred [C.J.p. 573783] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54967] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.122) thru (9.123) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Lowe Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53743] 
[C.J.p. 54952] 

License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses. Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch, 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (new) (9.124) thru (9.125) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Wallace Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p.54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.126) thru (9.127) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Parnell Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.128) thru (9.129) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Normal Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.130) thru (9.131) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Eggleston Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.132) thru (9.133) (new) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Princeton Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.134) thru (9.135) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Yale Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 
Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.136) thru (9.137) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Wentworth Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53743] 
[C.J.p. 54952] 

License 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 60 Liquor Dealers 

4-60-023 (new) (9.138) thru (9.139) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S LaSalle St 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 

Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.140) thru (9.141) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Perry Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 

Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.142) thru (9.143) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of S Lafayette Ave 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p. 53743] License 

Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 (new) (9.177) thru (9.187) disallow 
issuance of additional package goods licenses on 
portions of E 101 st St 

Beale (9) 02013-3377 

Referred [C.J.p.53743] License 

Passed [C.J.p. 54952] 

4-60-023 allow issuance of additional package 
good licenses on portions of W Cermak Rd 

Ervin (28) 02013-4211 

Referred [C.J.p. 55935] License 

Ch. 156 Amusements 

4-156-430 (A) thru (K) modifying restrictions on 
athletic contests, sports, games including baseball 
games and directly related events to baseball 
games taking place in open air portion of any 
stadium or playing field, and setting forth guidelines 
for submission and approval of requests for holding 
nationally televised regular season home baseball 
games, concerts and nonsporting events 

Emanuel (Mayor); Tunney S02013-4079 

Referred [C.J.p. 52095] License 

Passed [C.J.p.54974] 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 4 - Businesses, Occupations & Consumer 
Protection 

Ch. 244 Peddlers 

4-244-140 restricting peddling on portions of S 
Pulaski Rd within 28th Ward 

Ervin (28) 02013-4200 

Referred [C.J.p.55935] License 
4-244-140 restricting peddling on portions of W 
Madison St within 28th Ward 

Ervin (28) 02013-4212 

Referred [C.J.p. 55935] License 

Title 5 - Housing & Economic Development 

Ch. 12 Residential Landlords & Tenants 

5-12-040 (a) modifying responsibilities of tenants in 
dwelling units to include compliance with Section 7-
28-850 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

5-12-101 (new) responsibility of landlords of 
dwelling units to provide tenants with informational 
brochure on bed bug prevention and treatment 
prepared by Department of Public Health 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); S02012-8254 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] Joint 
Health/Housing 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

Ch. 14 Protecting Tenants at Foreclosures 

5-14-010 (new) Chapter to be known and cited as 
"Protecting Tenants in Foreclosed Rental Property 
Ordinance" and statement of purpose and scope 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); S02012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 

Passed [C.J.p. 54734] 

5-14-020 (new) definitions of bona fide third-party 
purchaser, Commissioner, dwelling unit, foreclosed 
rental property, owner, principal residence, 
qualified tenant and mortgagor 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); S02012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 

Passed [C.J.p.54734] 

5-14-030 (new) (a) thru (e) exclusions from 
applicability of Chapter provisions 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); S02012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 

Passed [C.J.p. 54734J 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 5 - Housing & Economic Development 

Ch. 14 Protecting Tenants at Foreclosures 

5-14-040 (new) (a) thru (c) requiring new owners of 
foreclosed rental properties to give written notices 
informing that tenants may be eligible for relocation 
assistance unless offered to renew or extend rental 
agreements, and post said written notices on 
primary entrances of foreclosed premises 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); 802012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p. 54734] 

5-14-050 (new) (a) thru (h) guidelines for extending 
relocation assistance to qualified tenants and 
exceptions 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); 802012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p. 54734] 

5-14-060 (new) (a) thru (f) guidelines for 
registration of foreclosed rental properties, setting 
forth prescribed time, form and information, fee, 
and notice and filing requirements for changes in 
ownership or vacancies of such properties 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); 802012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p.54734] 

5-14-070 (new) (a) tenant rights, obligations and 
remedies 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); 802012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p.54734] 

5-14-080 (new) prohibiting inclusion of waiver of 
tenants' rights in rental agreements 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); 802012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p.54734] 

5-14-090 (new) authority of Commissioner of 
Buildings and Commissioner of Business Affairs 
and Consumer Protection to promulgate rules and 
regulations for administration and enforcement of 
Chapter provisions 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); S02012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p.54734] 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 5 - Housing & Economic Development 

Ch. 14 Protecting Tenants at Foreclosures 

5-14-100 (new) establishing fines or penalties for 
violations of Chapter provisions by individuals or 
corporations 

Mell (33); Waguespack (32); S02012-5127 

Referred [C.J.p. 32053] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p. 54734] 

Title 7 - Health & Safety 

Ch. 28 Health Nuisances 

7-28-370 (new) (a) (b) (c) restrictions on disposal 
of furnishings, bedding, clothing or other materials 
infested with bed bugs on public way 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

7-28-810 (new) definitions of bedding, 
Commissioner, dwelling unit and multiple rental 
unit building, pest management professional and 
rental unit 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

7-28-830 (new) (a) (b) (c) duty to exterminate bed 
bug infestation 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

7-28-840 (new) (a) (b) condominium and 
cooperative buildings plan for treatment of bed 
bugs infestation 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

7-28-850 (new) (a) thru (d) tenant responsibility 
concerning bed bugs 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 7 - Health & Safety 

Ch. 28 Health Nuisances 

7-28-860 (new) (a) thru (d) restrictions on sale of 
secondhand bedding 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

7-28-870 (new) Commissioner to prepare and post 
on Department of Health website information 
brochure concerning bed bugs 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

7-28-880 (new) Commissioner of Department of 
Health and Commissioner of Department of 
Buildings have joint authority to promulgate rules 
and regulations necessary to implement this article 
on bed bugs 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

7-28-890 (new) (a) (b) authority of Department of 
Buildings and Department of Health to inspect 
interior and exterior of buildings for bed bugs 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); S02012-8254 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] Joint 
Health/Housing 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 
7-28-900 (new) violation of this article subject to 
fine not less than $300 nor more than $1,000 for 
each offense with each day constituting a separate 
and distinct offense 

Suarez (31); Osterman (48); 

Referred [C.J.p.44760] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55787] 

S02012-8254 

Joint 
Health/Housing 

Title 8 - Offenses Affecting Public Peace, Morals & 
Welfare 

Ch. 4 Public Peace & Welfare 

8-4-052 (new) (a) definition of unlock and wireless 
communication device 

O'Connor (40); Laurino (39); 

Referred [C.J.p. 55951] 

02013-4209 

License 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 8 - Offenses Affecting Public Peace, Morals & 
Welfare 

Ch. 4 Public Peace & Welfare 

8-4-052 (new) (b) requiring any person unlocking 
wireless communication device for a fee or 
compensation to obtain valid identification from 
requesting party, record device identifier or serial 
number, and provide weekly report of such 
information to Superintendent of Police 

O'Connor (40); Laurino (39); 02013-4209 

Referred [C.J.p.55951] License 
8-4-052 (new) (c) authority of Department of Police 
and Department of Business Affairs and Consumer 
Protection to enforce Section provisions, and 
establishing fine of not less than $500 nor more 
than $1,000 for violation 

O'Connor (40); Laurino (39); 02013-4209 

Referred [C.J.p.55951] License 
Title 9 - Vehicles. Traffic & Rail Transportation 

Ch. 4 Traffic Definitions & General Provisions 

9-4-010 adding definitions of bicycle share station 
and bicyclist and modifying pedestrian 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3348 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
9-4-025 (a) thru (c) modifying penalties for bicycle 
safety violations 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
Ch. 24 Right-of-Way 

S020 13-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

9-24-030 modifying pedestrian right-of-way at 
crosswalks 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 

S020 13-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
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MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 9 - Vehicles, Traffic & Rail Transportation 

Ch. 40 Driving Rules 

9-40-060 modifying restrictions on driving, standing 
or parking on bicycle paths or lanes to allow bus 
drivers to stop at designated bus stops for loading 
or unloading passengers, in cases of emergency, 
or as permitted in Section 9-48-050(d) 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3348 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Pedestrian and 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
9-40-230 modifying Section heading 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
Ch. 48 Types of Vehicles-Regulations 

Traffic Safety 

S02013-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

9-48-050 (c) requiring drivers of buses traveling 
along lanes designated for shared use by buses 
and bicycles to yield to bicycles proceeding in 
same direction until it is safe for overtaking 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3348 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
Ch. 52 Bicycles-Operation 

9-52-010 (a) (b) (c) (d) modifying rights and duties 
of bicyclists and increaSing fines for Chapter 
violations 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 

S02013-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

9-52-020 (a) (b) modifying restrictions on riding 
bicycles on sidewalks and certain roadways 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3348 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
9-52-021 increase in fines for riding bicycles on 
sidewalks 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 

S02013-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

MUNICIPAL CODE AMENDMENTS 

Title 9 - Vehicles, Traffic & Rail Transportation 

Ch. 52 Bicycles-Operation 

9-52-021 increasing fine for riding bicycle on 
sidewalk adjacent to N Sheridan Rd, from W 
Ardmore Ave to W Sheridan Rd 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55976] 

9-52-030 (d) subsection deleted 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 

02013-4196 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

9-52-040 (c) (d) (e) modifying regulations for 
bicyclists upon roadways in regarding positioning, 
overtaking, safety, making left and right turns, and 
yielding right-of-way to pedestrians 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 

S020 13-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

9-52-045 (new) requiring use of bicycle operator's 
hand and arm signals for making left and right 
turns, for stopping or decreasing speed 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3348 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
9-52-050 excepting two-abreast riding from 
provision requiring bicyclists to ride in single file 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3348 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 
9-52-110 (e) subsection letter designation 
regarding fine for unlawful use of communication 
devices while riding bicycles 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54983] 

S020 13-3348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
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Title 9 - Vehicles, Traffic & Rail Transportation 

Ch. 60 Pedestrians' Rights & Duties 

9-60-050 (a) semantic correction to provision 
requiring pedestrians to yield right-of-way to all 
vehicles when crossing roadways at any point 
other than crosswalks 

Emanuel (Mayor) S02013-3348 

Referred [C.J.p. 52096] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.54983] 
Title 10 - Streets, Public Ways. Parks. Airports & 
Harbors 

Ch. 8 - Solicitations 

10-8-480 modifying provisions to include maximum 
allowable fine for ejecting litter or refuse of any kind 
upon public way from moving or stationary vehicle 
and impoundment of such vehicle where said 
violation has occurred, and increasing fine for 
Section violations 

Brookins (21); Ervin (28); 02013-4208 

Referred [C.J.p. 55922] Finance 
Title 13 - Building & Construction 

Ch. 160 Exit Requirements 

13-160-050 (a) semantic correction regarding 
minimum number of exits for building floors, 
spaces or rooms 

Austin (34) S02013-3372 

Referred [C.J.p. 53767] Budget 
Passed [C.J.p.54694] 

Title 17 - Chicago Zoning Ordinance 

Ch. 3 Business & Commercial Districts 

17-3-0503-E removing pedestrian street 
designations radiating from six-corner portions of N 
Broadway, West Lawrence Ave and N Racine Ave 

Cap pie man (46) 02013-4202 

Referred [C.J.p. 55973] Zoning 
Ch. 6 Special Purpose Districts 

17-6-0403 allowing general and limited restaurants 
within PMD No. 14 

Colon (35) 02013-1622 

Referred [C.J.p.49458] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p. 55448] 

17 -6-0403-F allowing participant sports and 
recreation facilities within PMD No. 10 

Austin (34) 02013-4198 

Referred [C.J.p. 55944] Zoning 

PARKING 

Buffer Zones 

806-898 SPark Ter 

Amend 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55895] 

5106 W Quincy St 

Ervin (28) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed 
Handicapped 

308 W 104th St 

Austin (34) 

Referred 

[C.J.p.55002] 

[C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
331 W 108th PI 

Austin (34) 

Referred 

127 W 108th St 

Austin (34) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 55888] 

[C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
1352 W 110th PI 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
1534 W 119th St 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
1819 W 19th St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p.55888] 

29 

02013-4279 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4151 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3934 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4571 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3940 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3578 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3952 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4515 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
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PARKING 

Handicapped 

1837 W 19th St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
2054 W 19th St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
2302 W 19th St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
1844 W 21st PI 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
2114 W 21st PI 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
4119 W21st PI 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

2020 W 22nd PI 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
2646 W 22nd PI 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
2737 W 22nd PI 

Remove 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55891] 

02013-3827 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3838 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3816 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3822 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3814 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4446 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3829 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3871 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4280 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

2824 W 23rd PI 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55885] 

2913 W 25th PI 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

2636 W 25th St 

Remove 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55891] 

453 W28th St 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 51958] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
2810 W 36th St 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

2524 W 45th St 

Remove 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55891] 

2438 W 46th PI 

Remove 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55891] 

4838 W 47th St 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

E 52nd PI, at S Harper Ave 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55879] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4293 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4296 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4282 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-2595 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S020 13-4908 

02013-4297 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4413 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4290 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4439 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4346 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
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PARKING PARKING 

Handicar;med Handica!med 

3943 W 56th St 3729 W 70th St 

Quinn (13) 02013-4342 Remove 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] Pedestrian and Quinn (13) 02013-3639 
Traffic Safety Referred [C.J.p. 53715] Pedestrian and 

3532 W 59th PI Traffic Safety 
Zalewski (23) 02013-3773 Passed [C.J.p. 55007] S02013-4908 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] Pedestrian and 1326 E 71st PI 
Traffic Safety Harris (8) 02013-4252 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] S02013-4908 Referred [C.J.p. 55885] Pedestrian and 
3049 W 62nd St Traffic Safety 
Foulkes (15) 02013-3647 1415 W71st St 

Referred [C.J.p. 53703] Pedestrian and Thomas (17) 02013-3685 
Traffic Safety Referred [C.J.p. 53704] Pedestrian and 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] S02013-4908 Traffic Safety 
3934 W 63rd PI Passed [C.J.p. 55000] S02013-4908 
Quinn (13) 02013-3633 1458 W 71st St 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] Pedestrian and Thomas (17) 02013-3683 
Traffic Safety Referred [C.J.p. 53704] Pedestrian and 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] S02013-4908 Traffic Safety 
5735 W 63rd PI Passed S02013-4908 
Remove 358 E 77th St 

Quinn (13) 02013-3634 Sawyer (6) 02013-3531 

Referred [C.J.p.53715] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p. 53700] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] S02013-4908 Passed [C.J.p. 54998] S02013-4908 
6031 W 63rd PI 958 E 83rd St 

Zalewski (23) 02013-3788 Harris (8) 02013-4251 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p. 55885] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety Traffic Safety 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55021] S02013-4916 1101 E 83rd St 
Pass Remove 

7131 W63rd PI 
Harris (8) 02013-3541 

Remove 
Referred [C.J.p.53701] Pedestrian and 

Zalewski (23) 02013-4427 Traffic Safety 
Referred [C.J.p.55891] Pedestrian and Passed [C.J.p. 55006] S02013-4908 

Traffic Safety 1657 E 84th PI 
6509 W 63rd St Harris (8) 02013-2584 
Zalewski (23) 02013-3776 Referred [C.J.p. 51958] Pedestrian and 
Referred [C.J.p. 53705] Pedestrian and Traffic Safety 

Traffic Safety Passed [C.J.p. 54998] S02013-4908 
Passed [C.J.p.55001] S02013-4908 



32 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING PARKING 

Handical2l2ed Handical2l2ed 

1537 E 86th St 4938 W Adams Blvd 

Harris (8) 02013-4247 Ervin (28) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55885] Pedestrian and Direct Introduction 
Traffic Safety 

624 E 90th PI Passed [e.J.p. 55002] 

Harris (8) 02013-4253 5021 W Adams St 

Referred [e.J.p. 55885] Pedestrian and Ervin (28) 
Traffic Safety Direct Introduction 

2137 E 93rd St 

Holmes (7) 02013-3514 Passed [e.J.p. 55002] 

Referred [e.J.p. 53700] Pedestrian and 855 W Addison St 

Traffic Safety Remove 
Passed [e.J.p. 54998] S02013-4908 Tunney (44) 

6816 S Aberdeen St Referred [e.J.p.53712] 
Thomas (17) 02013-4385 

Referred [e.J.p. 55887] Pedestrian and Passed [e.J.p. 55005] 
Traffic Safety 5445 W Agatite Ave 

8357 S Aberdeen St Arena (45) 
Brookins (21) 02013-3725 Referred [e.J.p.53712] 
Referred [e.J.p. 53704] Pedestrian and 

Traffic Safety Passed [e.J.p. 55005] 
Failed to [e.J.p.55021] S02013-4916 4436 S Albany Ave 
Pass Remove 

10032 S Aberdeen St 
Burke (14) 

Austin (34) 02013-3938 
Referred [e.J.p. 53715] 

Referred [e.J.p. 53709] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety Passed [e.J.p. 55007] 

Passed [e.J.p. 55004] S02013-4908 4951 N Albany Ave 
12247 S Aberdeen St 

Mel! (33) 
Austin (34) 02013-3949 

Referred [e.J.p. 55888] 
Referred [e.J.p. 53709] Pedestrian and 

Traffic Safety 4400 W Altgeld St 
Failed to [e.J.p. 55021] S02013-4916 

Suarez (31) Pass 
1634 S Ada St Referred [e.J.p. 53708] 

Solis (25) 02013-3810 
Passed [e.J.p. 55003] 

Referred [e.J.p. 53706] Pedestrian and 5005 W Altgeld St 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [e.J.p. 55001] S02013-4908 Suarez (31) 

9253 S Ada St Referred [e.J.p. 53708] 

Brookins (21) 02013-3731 
Passed [e. J.p. 55003] 

Referred [e.J.p. 53704] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [e.J.p. 55000] S02013-4908 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4147 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4148 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4016 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4031 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3641 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4560 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3899 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3901 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

6023 N Artesian Ave 

Remove 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55893] 

2740 W Arthur Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
10645 S Avenue B 

Remove 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55890] 

11023 S Avenue C 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p.53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
10106 S Avenue M 

Remove 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p.53714] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
948 W Avers Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed 
948 N Avers Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55888] 

1343 N Avers Ave 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 

02013-4811 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4075 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4261 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3599 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3660 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S020 13-4908 

02013-3860 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4527 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3862 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

6241 N Bell Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 51962] 

Passed [C.J.p.55006] 
6241 N Bell Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55889] 

2826 W Birchwood Ave 

Remove 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53717] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55008] 
7623 S Bishop St 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53703] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
9212 S Bishop St 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55021] 
Pass 

9233 S Bishop St 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
13150 S Brandon Ave 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
13232 S Burley Ave 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55885] 
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02013-2944 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4790 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4072 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3691 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3726 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-3718 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3604 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4260 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 



34 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

8539 S Burnham Ave 

Holmes (7) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53700] 

Passed [C.J.p.54998] 
3127 S Calumet Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53699] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54997] 
3139 S Calumet Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53699] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
7243 S Calumet Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53700] 

Failed to Pass 
1442 W Carmen Ave 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.53712] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
2737 W Carmen Ave 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

1711 S Carpenter St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p.53706] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
5920 S Carpenter St 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p.53703] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

7333 S Carpenter St 

02013-3512 Remove 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3496 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3498 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3517 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4916 

02013-4042 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4641 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3825 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3715 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [C.J.p.53716] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 
4243 W Carroll Ave 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
4431 N Central Park Ave 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
6055 N Claremont Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55889] 

6449 N Claremont Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
7749 S Constance Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

2154 W Coulter St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
7377 N Damen Ave 

Remove 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55893] 

8211 S Dorchester Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3704 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3875 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3918 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4783 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4076 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4241 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3842 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4683 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4250 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

8455 S Dorchester Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

10615 S Dr Martin Luther King Jr Dr 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53701] 

Passed 
10909 S Dr Martin Luther King Jr Dr 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
7646 N Eastlake Ter 

Remove 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53717] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55008] 
5515 W Eddy St 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
9146 S Eggleston Ave 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
8023 S Elizabeth St 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed 
7003 S Emerald Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred 

Failed to 
Pass 

[C.J.p. 53700] 

[C.J.p.55021] 

02013-4246 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3564 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3587 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4048 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3977 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3739 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3733 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3519 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4916 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

9125 S Emerald Ave 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
12316 S Emerald Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p.55003] 
12840 S Emerald Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
5922 W Erie St 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Failed to [C.J.p.55021] 
Pass 

5922 W Erie St 

Graham (29) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [e.J.p. 55002] 
7621 S Euclid Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55884] 

7621 S Euclid Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55884] 

5037 S Evans Ave 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53699] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
11425 S Ewing Ave 

Pope (10) 

Referred 

Passed [e.J.p. 54999] 
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02013-3734 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3920 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3921 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3889 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-4140 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4254 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4243 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3505 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3602 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 



36 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

6204 N Fairfield Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p.53713] 

Failed to [C.J.p.55021] 
Pass 

6535 N Fairfield Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p.55890] 

2102 W Fargo Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p.53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
3716 W Ferdinand St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55888] 

4811 W Ferdinand St 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
6644 N Francisco Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p.51962] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
2347 N Geneva Ter 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p.53712] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
3022 W George St 

Remove 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

5349 W George St 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 

02013-4078 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-4787 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4067 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4528 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3873 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-2973 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4013 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4611 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3900 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

3815 S Giles Ave 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53699] 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55020] 
Pass 

2907 W Glenlake Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 36029] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
2025 W Granville Ave 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55889] 

6825 S Green St 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53700] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
1 0450 S Green St 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
12856 S Green St 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
1376 W Greenleaf Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
1441 W Greenleaf Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3506 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4916 

02012-6978 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4645 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3508 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3926 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3931 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4059 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4062 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING PARKING 

Handica[![!ed Handica[![!ed 

3643 S Hamilton Ave 6110 S Hermitage Ave 

Cardenas (12) 02013-3628 Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p. 53703] 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] S02013-4908 Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
2538 N Hamlin Ave 5457 W Hirsch St 

Colon (35) 02013-3955 Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p. 55889] 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] S02013-4908 4863 W Homer St 
539 N Harding Ave Sposato (36) 
Burnett (27) 02013-4523 Referred [C.J.p. 53710] 
Referred [C.J.p. 55888] Pedestrian and 

Traffic Safety Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
5447 S Harper Ave 1908 W Hood Ave 

Burns (4) 02013-3504 O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53699] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p. 55889] 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.54998] S02013-4908 5634 S Hoyne Ave 
7428 S Harvard Ave Remove 
Thomas (17) 02013-3688 Foulkes (15) 
Referred [C.J.p. 53703] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p. 53715] 

Traffic Safety 
Passed [C.J.p. 55000] S02013-4908 Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 

4278 N Hazel St 6248 N Hoyne Ave 
Cappleman (46) 02013-4040 Silverstein (50) 
Referred [C.J.p.53712] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p. 55890] 

Traffic Safety 
Passed [C.J.p. 55005] S02013-4908 5649 W Huron St 

4115 W Henderson St Graham (29) 
Reboyras (30) 02013-4537 Referred [C.J.p. 537~8] 
Referred [C.J.p. 55888] Pedestrian and 

Traffic Safety Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
4321 S Hermitage Ave 11450 S Indiana Ave 
Cardenas (12) 02013-4299 Beale (9) 
Referred [C.J.p. 55885] Pedestrian and Referred [C.J.p.53701] 

Traffic Safety 
4325 N Hermitage Ave Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 

Pawar (47) 02013-4045 6443 S Ingleside Ave 

Referred [C.J.p.53712] Pedestrian and Cochran (20) 
Traffic Safety Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

Failed to [C.J.p.55021] S02013-4916 
Pass 
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02013-3664 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4618 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3985 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4648 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3671 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4792 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3891 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S020 13-4908 

02013-3574 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4419 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 



38 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

1366 W Jarvis Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
1914 S Jefferson St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
2814 W Jerome St 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p.53714] 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55021] 
Pass 

6654 S Karlov Ave 

Remove 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p.55891] 

4635 S Keating Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55001] 
751 S Kedvale Ave 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
1630 N Kedvale Ave 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
1708 N Keeler Ave 

Remove 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p.53716] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

4801 S Keeler Ave 

02013-4057 Remove 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3835 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4077 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4916 

02013-4313 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3786 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3799 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3851 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3856 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53715] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 
2140 N Kenneth Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
8846 S Kenwood Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

2041 N Kilbourn Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p.53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
5155 S Kildare Ave 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53703] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
6810 S Kildare Ave 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
4922 S Kilpatrick Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
2732 N Kimball Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred 

2240 S Kirkland Ave 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3646 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3984 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4248 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3981 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3649 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3630 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3783 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4599 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3744 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

2837 S Kolin Ave 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
6034 S Kolin Ave 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

4736 S Komensky Ave 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

6506 S Komensky Ave 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

6418 S Kostner Ave 

Remove 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p.55891] 

4828 S La Crosse Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
5828 S Lafayette Ave 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

7150 S Lafayette Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

8825 S Laflin St 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 

02013-3770 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4335 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4345 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4328 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4309 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3777 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4416 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4233 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3729 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

6403 S Laporte Ave 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

6449 S Laporte Ave 

Remove 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p.55891] 

12005 S LaSalle St 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p.53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
2052 N Lawler Ave 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p.55003] 
4720 N Lawndale Ave 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
2323 S Leavitt St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55888] 

1711 N Linder Ave 

Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p.53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
4830 N Linder Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53712] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
9123 S Lloyd Ave 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 

39 

02013-4337 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4316 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3588 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3897 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3997 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4513 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3989 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4029 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3735 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 



40 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

2739 N Lockwood Ave 

Amend 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

6452 S Lockwood Ave 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

3403 N Long Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55888] 

5036 N Long Ave 

Remove 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53712] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55008] 
12636 N Long Ave 

Remove 

Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p.53716] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55008] 
951 N Lorel Ave 

Remove 

Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p.53716] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 
3016 S Lowe Ave 

Remove 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55890] 

3242 S Lowe Ave 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 

02013-4550 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4339 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4532 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4036 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S020 13-4908 

02013-3987 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3706 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4264 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3611 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

4453 S Lowe Ave 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] 

Failed to [C.J.p.55021] 
Pass 

10718 S Lowe Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
4338 N Lowell Ave 

Remove 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

13204 S Mackinaw Ave 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p.55885] 

6316 S Maplewood Ave 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

6415 N Maplewood Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55890] 

6723 S Maplewood Ave 

Remove 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53715] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 
2520 N Marmora Ave 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
2520 N Marmora Ave 

Graham (29) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3616 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-3945 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4623 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4259 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4355 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4779 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3669 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3894 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S020 13-4908 

02013-4160 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

80188 Marshfield Ave 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
5237 8 Mason Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
5237 8 Mason Ave 

Burke (14) 

Referred 

71278 May 8t 

Thomas (17) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 55886] 

[C.J.p.53703] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
4423 N Mcvicker Ave 

Culierton (38) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
2143 N Melvina Ave 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p.55003] 
6665 8 Michigan Ave 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

1536 8 Millard Ave 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [e.J.p. 53706] 

Failed to [C.J.p.55021] 
Pass 

2949 N Mobile Ave 

Graham (29) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 

02013-3738 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

02013-3775 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

802013-4908 

02013-4348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

02013-3694 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

802013-4908 

02013-3991 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

802013-4908 

02013-3884 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

02013-4847 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

02013-3805 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

802013-4916 

02013-4146 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

1017 N Monitor Ave 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
1042 N Monitor Ave 

Graham (29) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p.55002] 
4455 W Monroe 8t 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed 
4918 N Monticello Ave 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p.53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
5742 N Moody Ave 

Remove 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53712] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005} 
7329 8 Morgan 8t 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [C.J.p.53703] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
12233 8 Morgan 8t 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
45158 Mozart 8t 

Remove 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55891] 

41 

02013-3882 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

02013-4141 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

802013-4908 

02013-3866 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

02013-3998 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 

802013-4908 

02013-4039 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

02013-3689 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

02013-3924 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 
802013-4908 

02013-4353 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic 8afety 



42 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

6307 N Mozart St 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53714] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
1822 N Mulligan Ave 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
2246 N Nagle Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
6216 S Nagle Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
5858 S Narragansett Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
5447 S Nashville Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p.55001] 
4819 W Nelson St 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
5138 W Nelson St 

Remove 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

02013-4081 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3886 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3974 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3767 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3771 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3779 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3896 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4556 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

1141 W Newport Ave 

Remove 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55893] 

838 N Noble St 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

2905 S Normal Ave 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
5364 N Normandy Ave 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p.53712] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
6244 S Normandy Ave 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

1148 W North Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
1259 W North Shore Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p.53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
2417 W North Shore Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p.51963] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
3536 N Oconto Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p.53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4660 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4213 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3617 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4011 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4321 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4058 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4064 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-2954 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3978 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

6645 N Ogallah Ave 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55889] 

5120 W Ohio St 

Ervin (28) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
3045 S Parnell Ave 

Remove 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p.53714] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
6538 S Paulina St 

Remove 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p.53715] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 
11710 S Peoria St 

Remove 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

10052 S Perry Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
10114 S Perry Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
3659 N Pioneer Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p.53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 

02013-4650 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4149 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3622 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3666 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4849 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3581 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3572 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3976 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

5232 W Polk St 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 
3606 S Prairie Ave 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

6946 S Prairie Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53700] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
9330 S Prairie Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53700] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
10842 S Prairie Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p.53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
12432 S Princeton Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
12446 S Princeton Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p.55888] 

5440 W Quincy St 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708] 

Passed [C.J.p.55003] 
4750 W Race Ave 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53707] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55002] 

43 

02013-3880 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4230 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3528 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3522 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3568 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3953 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4850 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3885 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3867 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 



44 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

10901 S Racine Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710) 

Passed [C.J.p.55003) 
7433 S Rhodes Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53700) 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998) 
6422 N Richmond St 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55890] 

6459 N Richmond St 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49395] 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55021] 
Pass 

7922 S Ridgeland Ave 

Remove 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53700] 

Passed [C.J.p.55006) 
5505 N Rockwell Ave 

Remove 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p.53716] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55008] 
6729 N Rockwell Ave 

Remove 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55893] 

543 W Roscoe St 

Remove 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55893] 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

2259 W Rosemont Ave 

02013-3919 Remove 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3526 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4802 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-2150 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-3555 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4009 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4806 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4834 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p.53717) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55008) 
3043 N Rutherford Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred 

Passed 

[C.J.p. 53711] 

[C.J.p. 55004) 
2839 N Sacramento Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55889] 

6028 S Sacramento Ave 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

7339 S Sangamon St 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

4447 S Sawyer Ave 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53703] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
4051 W School St 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55888] 

5130 W School St 

Cullerton (38) 

Referred [C.J.p.53711) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
5130 W School St 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53708) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4074 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3975 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4586 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4357 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4388 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3642 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4534 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3992 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3898 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 



Date: 6/5/2013 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

45 

4711 N Seeley Ave 

Pawar (47) 

S Talman Ave, from W 39th PI to W 40th PI 

Referred [C.J.p.53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
7333 S Seeley Ave 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Passed [C.J.p.55000] 
1628 W Sherwin Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p.53713] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
5507 N Spaulding Ave 

Remove 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

2702 S Springfield Ave 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53705] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
10113 S St Lawrence Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p.53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
3932 N St Louis Ave 

Col6n (35) 

Referred 

7527 S Stewart Ave 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55887] 

3110 W Sunnyside Ave 

Amend 

Mel! (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55892] 

02013-4043 Amend 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3690 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4060 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4633 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3741 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3573 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4606 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4371 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4567 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53720] 

Passed [C.J.p.55012] 
6126 S Throop St 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53703] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55000] 
9811 S Throop St 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53704] 

Failed to [C.J.p.55021] 
Pass 

4931 N Tripp Ave 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p.53711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55005] 
6131 S Tripp Ave 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55886] 

6055 S Troy St 

Remove 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p.53716] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55007] 
1720 S Union Ave 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55001] 
3826 S Union Ave 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55885] 

02013-3424 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4909 

02013-3713 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3727 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4916 

02013-4000 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4325 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3680 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3832 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4263 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

9941 S Union Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
7251 S Vernon Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

10956 S Vernon Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p.53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
5417 S Wabash Ave 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55884] 

2620 S Wallace St 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] 

Failed to [C.J.p.55021] 
Pass 

4542 S Wallace St 

Remove 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53715] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
10843 S Wallace St 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p.53710] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55004] 
2144 W Walton St 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 

02013-3950 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4234 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3585 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4228 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3620 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-3623 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3946 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3914 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

5038 S Washington Park 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53699] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54998] 
4635 S Washtenaw Ave 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55885] 

4637 S Washtenaw Ave 

Remove 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55890] 

4641 S Washtenaw Ave 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53702] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54999] 
6114 N Washtenaw Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53714] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55006] 
2721 W Wellington Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53699] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54997] 
4502 W Wellington Ave 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55003] 
2730 SWells St 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55885] 

10151 S Wentworth Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53701] 

Passed [C.J.p. 549991 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3501 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4294 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4287 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3629 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4069 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3490 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3904 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4262 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3576 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

11324 S Wentworth Ave 

Austin (34) 

Referred [e.J.p.53710] 

Passed [e.J.p. 55004] 
2741 WWilcox St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [e.J.p. 53699] 

Passed [e.J.p. 54998] 
4441 W Wilcox St 

Ervin (28) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [e.J.p. 55002] 
913 N Winchester Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [e.J.p. 53709] 

Passed [e.J.p. 55003] 
5618 S Winchester Ave 

Remove 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [e.J.p.53716] 

Passed [e.J.p. 55007] 
5730 S Winchester Ave 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [e.J.p. 53703] 

Passed [e.J.p. 54999] 
7006 S Winchester Ave 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55887] 

2309 S Wolcott Ave 

Solis (25) 

Referred [e.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [e.J.p.55001] 

02013-3943 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-3499 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4152 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3916 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3657 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3662 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4366 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3812 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

PARKING 

Handicapped 

6906 N Wolcott Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [e.J.p. 53713] 

Passed [e.J.p. 55006] 
7514 N Wolcott Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55889] 

2217 S Wood St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [e.J.p. 53706] 

Passed [e.J.p.55001] 
5413 S Wood St 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55887] 

6350 S Wood St 

Remove 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [e.J.p.53716] 

Passed [e.J.p. 55007] 
7342 S Wood St 

Remove 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [e.J.p.53716] 

Passed [e.J.p. 55007] 
9849 S Woodlawn Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [e.J.p.51957] 

Passed [e.J.p. 54998] 
9849 S Woodlawn Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55885] 

47 

02013-4066 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4677 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3818 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-4358 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3652 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4908 

02013-3702 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-2581 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4908 

02013-4256 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PARKING 

Industrial Zones 

S Clinton St, 1600 block 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55896] 

Limitations 

Or2013-347 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

W 13th St, from S Leavitt St to S Hoyne Ave 

Fioretti (2) 02013-4326 

Referred [C.J.p. 55883] 

W 52nd St, at S Kostner Ave 

Repeal 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53717] 

Passed [C.J.p.55015] 
5600 W 63rd St 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p.44725] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55009] 
S Baltimore Ave, at E 92nd St 

Repeal 

Pope (10) 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3433 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4905 

02012-8671 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4914 

Or2013-193 

Referred [C.J.p.51968] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.55010] S02013-4913 
S Blue Island Ave, from W 14th St to W 14th PI 

Solis (25) 02012-8312 

Referred [C.J.p.44723] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.55019] S02013-4910 
W Fifth Ave, S Homan Ave to S Central Park 

Ervin (28) 02013-4144 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p.55014] 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 
W Fullerton Ave, from N Meade Ave to N Melvina 
Ave 

Graham (29); Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p.44723] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55019] 

02012-8176 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4911 

PARKING 

Limitations 

S Hoyne Ave, from W 13th St to WWashburne 
Ave 

Fioretti (2) 02013-4340 

Referred [C.J.p. 55883] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

2620 S Lawndale Ave, from S Ridgeway Ave from 
W 27th St to end of school property 

Munoz (22) 02013-4145 

Direct Introduction Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.55014] S02013-4905 
2620 S Lawndale Ave, W 27th St from S 
Ridgeway Ave to alley 
Munoz (22) 02013-4158 

Direct Introduction Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.55014] S02013-4905 
2620 S Lawndale Ave, from W 26th St to fire 
hydrant south 
Munoz (22) 02013-4159 

Direct Introduction Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.55014] S02013-4905 
S Leavitt St, from W Roosevelt Rd to W 13th St 

Fioretti (2) 02013-4331 

Referred [C.J.p. 55883] 

S Tripp Ave, at W 63rd St 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53698] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55009] 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-3434 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4914 

W Washburne Ave, from S Hoyne Ave to S 
Damen Ave 
Fioretti (2) 02013-4305 

Referred [C.J.p.55883] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

W Wellington Ave, and N Mildred Ave 

Tunney (44) 02012-8664 

Referred [C.J.p.44724] 

Passed [C.J.p.55015] 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PARKING 

Limitations 

S Western Ave, from W 49th St to W 50th St 

Burke (14) 02013-4150 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p.55014] 
Loading/StandinglT ow Zones 

2635 W 23rd St 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 38727] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54992] 
1540 W 84th St 

Repeal 

Brookins (21) 

Referred 

Failed to 
Pass 

[C.J.p. 38721] 

[C.J.p. 55022] 

1130 WAdams St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55896] 

3414 WArmitage Ave 

Amend 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 38695] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
1870 S Blue Island Ave 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55879] 

3443 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p.44724] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
6161 N Broadway 

Amend 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 38699] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54994] 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4905 

02012-7463 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02012-7415 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-4276 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02012-7596 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02013-4471 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02012-8663 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02012-7851 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

PARKING 

Loading/StandinglT ow Zones 

7110 S Campbell Ave 

Remove 

Lane (18) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55880] 

217 N Carpenter St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55879] 

6412 N Central Ave 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55897] 

3040 W Cermak Rd 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 33502] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54992] 
1241 W Chase Ave 

Remove 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55882] 

2332 W Chicago Ave 

Amend 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55880] 

353 N Clark St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55880] 

5701 N Clark St 

Remove 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p.55899] 

4402 N Clifton Ave 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55898] 
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02013-4436 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4761 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4864 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02012-5702 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4902 

02013-4879 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4236 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4870 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4877 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4872 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PARKING 

Loading/Standingrrow Zones 

W Cornelia Ave, at N Pulaski Rd 

Amend 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 30668] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
3500-3659 S Damen Ave 

Tow Zone - Street cleaning 

Cardenas (12) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 55014] 
3001-3007 W Diversey Ave 

Colon (35) 

02012-4400 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02013-4157 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 

02013-4853 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

N Drake Ave, from W Dickens Ave to W Armitage 
Ave (es) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55879] 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 38715] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55014] 

02012-7797 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 
N Drake Ave, from W Dickens Ave to W Armitage 
Ave (ws) 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 38715] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55014] 
2356 N Elston Ave 

Repeal 

Waguespack (32) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
4465 N Elston Ave 

Amend 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55881] 

1522 W Fillmore St 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 45889] 

Passed [C.J.p.55014] 

02012-7798 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 

02013-4155 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02013-4859 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-667 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4905 

PARKING 

Loading/Standingrr ow Zones 

5825 W Fullerton Ave 

Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55879] 

W George St, at N Central Park Ave 

Amend 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55899] 

4623 W Gladys Ave 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55898] 

153 W Goethe St 

Smith (43) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 55015] 
1402 W Grand Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55898] 

6922 W Grand Ave 

Rescind 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55881] 

7177 W Grand Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
1035 W Granville Ave 

Remove 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55882] 

123 S Green St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55897] 

02013-4857 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4854 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4458 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4138 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 

02013-4491 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4856 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4137 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02013-4875 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4789 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 51 

PARKING 

Loading/Standingrr ow Zones 

3413 S Halsted St 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55896] 

3418 S Halsted St 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55896] 

S Harper Ave, and E 52nd PI 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55879] 

S Harper Ave, at E 52nd PI 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55878] 

S Kedzie Ave, and W 83rd PI 

Remove 

Lane (18) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55880] 

4947 N Kedzie Ave 

Amend 

Mel! (33) 

Referred [C.J.p.44711] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
3600 N Lake Shore Dr 

Amend 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55899] 

1219 W Lake St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55879] 

N Lincoln Ave, at W Ainslie St 

Amend 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55881] 

02013-4881 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4420 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4343 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4397 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4466 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02012-8388 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02013-4871 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4749 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4860 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

PARKING 

LoadinglStandinglT ow Zones 

4253-4257 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 45862] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
2345 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 

Passed 

[C.J.p. 38726] 

[C.J.p. 54992] 

02013-699 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4902 

02012-7260 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 
N Milwaukee Ave, between W Kinzie St and N 
Elston Ave 

Burnett (27) 02013-4488 

Referred [C.J.p.55881] 

2832 N Narragansett Ave 

Amend 

Sposato (36) 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02012-6649 

Referred [C.J.p. 36017] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.54994] S02013-4902 
W Nelson St, from N Wilton Ave to N Sheffield 
Ave 

Tunney (44) 02013-3262 

Referred [C.J.p.51975] 

Passed [C.J.p.55015] 
3936 W North Ave 

Amend 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 36039] 

Passed [C.J.p.55015] 
4240 W North Ave 

Remove 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 36039] 

Passed [C.J.p.55015] 
N Olmsted Ave, at N Oshkosh Ave 

Amend 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55881] 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4905 

02012-7080 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 

02012-6548 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4905 

02013-4863 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 



52 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PARKING 

Loading/StandingfT ow Zones 

3731-3799 S Paulina St 

Amend 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.47288] 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55022] 
Pass 

1040 W Randolph St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 

519 N Rush St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 55879] 

[C.J.p. 55880] 

1435 N Sedgwick St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55897] 

02013-1411 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-4774 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4869 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4766 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

N Sheffield Ave, at W Nelson St (ws) 

Tunney (44) 02013-3264 

Referred [C.J.p.51976] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55015] 
N Sheffield Ave, at W Nelson St (es) 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p.51976] 

Passed [C.J.p.55015] 
218 W Superior St 

Remove 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55882] 

7248-7250 W Touhy Ave 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55897] 

S Union Ave, at W 31st St 

Amend 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55897] 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4905 

02013-3263 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4905 

02013-4867 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4865 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4417 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

PARKING 

Loading/StandinglT ow Zones 

9300-9500 S Vincennes Ave 

Amend 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 38720] 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55022] 
Pass 

2109 S Wabash Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 

501 SWells St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 55878] 

[C.J.p. 55896] 

2147 N Western Ave 

Repeal 

Waguespack (32) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 54993] 
2147 N Western Ave 

Repeal 

Waguespack (32) 

Direct Introduction 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55022] 
Pass 

Italy Consulate Parking Only 

150 E Illinois St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55898] 

Street cleaning 

02012-7423 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4916 

02013-4275 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4274 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4154 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 

02013-4156 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

02013-4866 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

W Diversey Ave, from N Lake Shore Dr to N 
Commonwealth Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 

Passed 

[C.J.p. 51967] 

[C.J.p.55016] 

02013-3267 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S020 13-4905 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 53 

PARKING 

Meters 

1107 W Berwyn Ave 

Remove 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55883] 

W Loyola Ave, at N Sheridan Rd 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55882] 

Residential Permit 

02013-4876 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4878 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

1800-1898 W 17th St, 1801-1899 W 17th St, 
1900-1928 W 17th St, 1901-1927 W 17th St, 
1702-1722 S Hamilton Ave, 1707-1721 S 
Hamilton Ave and various addtional addresses 

Amend 

Solis (25) 

Referred 

Passed 

Passed 

[C.J.p.51969] 

[C.J.p. 52939] 

[C.J.p.55012] 

2308-2332 W 48th PI 

Remove 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55894] 

5758 W 59th St 

Zalewski (23) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p.55011] 
5214-5258 W Barry Ave 

Amend 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53720] 

Passed [C.J.p.55012] 
7214-7262 W Bryn Mawr Ave 

Amend 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55895] 

02013-3225 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4119, 
S02013-4909 
S02013-4119, 
S02013-4909 

02013-4424 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-269 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4909 

02013-3322 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909 

02013-4862 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

PARKING 

Residential Permit 

3425-3431 W Byron St, 3446-3449 W Byron St 

Remove 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55894] 

4011 S Campbell Ave 

Remove from Zone 764 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55894] 

N Christiana Ave, 3100 block 

Amend 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55895] 

S Constance Ave, 7200 block 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p.53719] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55011] 
N Fairfield Ave, 2400 block 

Amend, extend 

Moreno (1) 

Or2013-348 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4432 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4855 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-243 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4909 

Or2013-344 

Referred [C.J.p. 55894] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

2300-2348 S Hoyne Ave, 2301-2341 S Hoyne 
Ave, 800-898 W College Pkwy, 801-899 W 
College Pkwy, 208-258 W 23rd PI, 215-219 W 
23rd PI, and various addtional addresses 

Amend 

Solis (25) 

Referred 

Passed 

Passed 

[C.J.p. 51971] 

[C.J.p. 52939] 

[C.J.p.55012] 

S Kildare Ave, 5000 block 

Burke (14) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p.55011] 

02013-3227 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4119, 
S02013-4909 

S02013-4119, 
S02013-4909 

Or2013-265 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909, 
S02013-4908 
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PARKING 

Residential Permit 

S Kolmar Ave, 5900 block 

Amend 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53720] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55012] 

S Lafayette Ave, 8000 block 

Thomas (17) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53719] 

Passed [C.J.p.55011] 
2231-2256 N Lawndale Ave 

Col6n (35) 

02013-3430 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909, 
S02013-4908 

0r2013-251 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909 

Or2013-249 

Referred [C.J.p. 53719] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Passed [C.J.p.55011] S02013-4909 
1700-1798 S Leavitt St, 1701-1799 S Leavitt St 

Amend 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53720] 

Passed [C.J.p.55012] 
715-728 N Menard Ave 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 51968] 

Passed [C.J.p.55011] 
6716-6734 N Oliphant Ave 

Remove 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55895] 

2200-2300 S Stewart Ave 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55893] 

W Sunnyside Ave 

Amend, extension 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55895] 

02013-3437 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909 

Or2013-190 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909 

02013-4861 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-4476 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-350 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

PARKING 

Residential Permit 

600-699 N Wolcott Ave 

Amend 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53720] 

Passed [C.J.p.55012] 
4600-4653 N Wolcott Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p.55012] 
4709-4725 N Wolcott Ave 

Amend 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.29152] 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55022] 
Pass 

PEDDLINGNENDORS 

Mobile Food Vendors 

Mobile food vehicle stands 

02013-3415 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909 

Or2013-267 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4909 

02012-3884 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4916 

902 W Adams St, 825 S Canal St, 1400 W Adams 
St and various additional addresses 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52108] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54989] 
PERMITS/LICENSE/FEE EXEMPTIONS 

Illinois Sports Facilities Authority 

333 W 35th St 

Amendment 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52000] 
Passed [C.J.p. 53854] 

Refunds 

Senior Citizen Sewer 

Ager, Darlene and sundry others 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55982] 
Santos, Maria Lino V. 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p.55981] 

S02013-3349 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

02013-2519 

Finance 

02013-4895 

Finance 

02013-4890 

Finance 
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PERMITS/LICENSE/FEE EXEMPTIONS 

Refunds 

Senior Citizen Sewer 

Anderson, Geoffrey and sundry others 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.55981] 
Antoniadis, Anthony 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p.55980] 

Carter, Barbara A. 

Burke (14) 

Passed 

Cavazos, Hilda 

Laurino (39) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 54684] 

[C.J.p. 55980] 
Cohen, Myrna and sundry others 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55989] 
Davich, Zorica and sundry others 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55988] 

Ehrhart, Melanie and sundry others 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55988] 

Foxman, Eileen and sundry others 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55989] 

02013-4900 

Finance 

02013-4888 

Finance 

0r2013-362 

02013-4897 

Finance 

02013-4907 

Finance 

02013-4892 

Finance 

02013-4903 

Finance 

02013-4893 

Finance 
Freedman, Dorothy R. and sundry others 

Hairston (5) 02013-4885 

Referred [C.J.p.55979] 
Futorian, Marjorie and sundry others 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55982] 
Gallo, Nina M. and sundry others 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55980] 
Lomasney, Joan M and sundry others 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p.55980] 

Finance 

02013-4901 

Finance 

02013-4896 

Finance 

02013-4889 

Finance 
McDonald, Mathelma and sundry others 

Sawyer (6) 02013-4894 

Referred [C.J.p. 55980] Finance 

PERMITS/LICENSE/FEE EXEMPTIONS 

Refunds 

Senior Citizen Sewer 

Nelson, Florence L. 

Cullerton (38) 

Referred [C.J.p.55980] 
Orduz, Margarita and sundry others 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p.55982] 
Reese, Prenilla and sundry others 

Harris (8) 

Referred 
PROPERTY 

Acquisition 

Openlands 

[C.J.p. 55980] 

4228-4236 W Ogden Ave 

02013-4887 

Finance 

02013-4891 

Finance 

02013-4886 

Finance 

New community managed garden at North 
Lawndale community area 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4882 

Referred [C.J.p. 53839] Housing 
Easement 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital 

239-259 EErie St, 220-258 EErie St 

Pedestrian overpass 

Sale 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 

Passed 
[C.J.p. 53774] 
[C.J.p. 55392] 

Coppin Memorial A.M.E. Church 

5627-5633 S Michigan Ave 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52105] 
Passed [C.J.p.54750] 

02013-3398 

Transportation 

02013-3365 

Housing 

Greater West Town Community Development 
Project 

535 N Albany Ave 

Landscape 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53837] 

02013-4214 

Housing 
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PROPERTY 

Sale 

NeighborSpace 

407 N Kedzie Ave, 413 N Kedzie Ave, 415 N 
Kedzie Ave, 419 N Kedzie Ave, 405 N Albany 
Ave, 428 N Whipple St, 426 N Whipple St, 424 N 
Whipple St, 420 N Whipple St, 418 N Whipple, 
416 N Whipple St 

Creation of urban farm to be known as Chicago 
FarmWorks 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-4210 

Referred [C.J.p. 53837] Housing 
New Life Covenant S.E. Church 

1047 E 76th St, 1057 E 76th St, 1067 E 76th St, 
1127-1145 E 76th St, 7611 S Greenwood Ave, 
7649 S Greenwood Ave, 7655 S Greenwood Ave, 
7659 S Greenwood Ave, 7700 S Greenwood Ave, 
7709 S Greenwood Ave, 7719 S Greenwood Ave, 
7725 S Greenwood Ave, 7727 S Greenwood Ave, 
7744 S Greenwood Ave and 7754 S Greenwood 
Ave 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52105] 
Passed [C.J.p. 54753] 

Ordower, Mark 

2557 W Washington Blvd 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52105] 
Passed [C.J.p.54743] 

Pointer, Jacqueline 

3927 S Prairie Ave 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52105] 
Passed [C.J.p. 54746] 

Transfer 

02013-3351 

Housing 

02013-3353 

Housing 

02013-3362 

Housing 

Board of Trustee of Community Colleges District 
No. 508 

6215 S Halsted St, 6332-6356 S Halsted St, 6456 
S Halsted St and various additional addresses 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3468 

Referred [C.J.p.52106] Housing 
Passed [C.J.p.54794] 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

3425 E 106th St 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55914] 
3540 S Halsted St 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55915] 
11758 S Western Ave 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred [C.J.p. 559201 
220 East Walton Condo Assn. 

220 E Walton St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] 
33 West Jackson Condo Assn. 

33 W Jackson Blvd 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
40 E Oak Building 

40 E Oak St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] 
A Taste of Heaven 

5401 N Clark St 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55976] 
Aby's Unisex Salon 

3233 W Fullerton Ave 

Col6n (35) 

Referred 
Passed 

Accu-Tronix 

[C.J.p. 33768] 
[C.J.p.55196] 

1142 W Bryn Mawr Ave 

02013-4423 

Transportation 

02013-4431 

Transportation 

02013-4484 

Transportation 

02013-4815 

Transportation 

02013-4409 

Transportation 

02013-4809 

Transportation 

02013-4777 

Transportation 

02013-3707 

Transportation 

Osterman (48) 02013-4780 

Referred [C.J.p. 55976] Transportation 
Ada S. McKinley Intervention Services 

2715 W 63rd St 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p.55918] 

02013-4448 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Adam's Barber Shop 

5138 W Madison St 

Ervin (28) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53760] 
[C.J.p.55197] 

02013-3556 

Transportation 

Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. Partnership - No. 
1104192 

401 W Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 02013-3766 

Referred [C.J.p. 53775] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p.55198] 

Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. Partnership - No. 
1104193 

401 W Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 02013-3772 

Referred [C.J.p. 53775] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p.55198] 

Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. Partnership - No. 
1104195 

401 W Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Alcoiris, Inc. 

[C.J.p. 53775] 
[C.J.p. 55199] 

4007 W Armitage Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Ann Taylor Loft No. 1815 

644 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Bella Notte 

[C.J.p. 55952] 

1374 W Grand Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

Bellas Fuentez 

1725 W 47th St 

Cochran (20) 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[C.J.p. 55200] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53750] 
Passed [C.J.p.55201] 

02013-3780 

Transportation 

02013-4600 

Transportation 

02013-4775 

Transportation 

02013-3523 

Transportation 

02013-3478 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Benita's Beauty Salon 

5008 W Fullerton Ave 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55940] 
Benny's Mens Wear 

3052 W 63rd St 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55918] 
Betty's Beauty Salon 

2459 S St Louis Ave 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55923] 
Big Furniture Liquidators, Inc. 

8201 S Cottage Grove Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred 
Passed 

Billy's Gyros 

[C.J.p. 53743] 
[C.J.p.55201] 

7855 S Cottage Grove Ave 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred 
Passed 

Bistronomic 

[C.J.p.53741] 
[C.J.p. 55202] 

840 N Wabash Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53775] 
[C.J.p. 55203] 

Bolat African Cuisine 

3346 N Clark St 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55964] 
Bonciel Washington DDS PC 

10019 S Western Ave 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred 
Briciola 

[C.J.p. 55920] 

937 N Damen Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53763] 
Passed [C.J.p.55203] 
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02013-4631 

Transportation 

02013-4450 

Transportation 

02013-4517 

Transportation 

02013-3477 

Transportation 

02013-3474 

Transportation 

02013-3784 

Transportation 

02013-4833 

Transportation 

02013-4481 

Transportation 

02013-3593 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Bucaro Brothers Auto Care 

2707 N Ashland Ave 

Waguespack (32) 02013-4644 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] Transportation 
Bunnyland Developmental Daycare 

545 W 119th St 

Austin (34) 02013-4707 

Referred [C.J.p. 55943] 
Burdi, Inc. 

58 E Walton St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Cafe Bolero 

[C.J.p. 55952] 

2252 N Western Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53731] 
[C.J.p. 55204] 

Cain's Barber College, Inc. 

365 E 51st St 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55908] 
California Food Mart 

2209 N California Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55903] 
Candyality Ltd. 

3425 N Southport Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55964] 
Cavanaugh's 

312 S Federal St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55906] 
Central Buy Low Liquor 

3360 W Montrose Ave 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55943] 

Transportation 

02013-4778 

Transportation 

02013-3460 

Transportation 

02013-4411 

Transportation 

02013-4375 

Transportation 

02013-4835 

Transportation 

02013-4386 

Transportation 

02013-4687 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

CG Realty Group Ltd. 

1926 W Irving Park Rd 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55974] 
CG Realty Group Ltd. 

1928 W Irving Park Rd 

Pawar (47) 

02013-4698 

Transportation 

02013-4703 

Referred [C.J.p. 55974] Transportation 
Charday's Barber Cuts & Beauty Salon 

5661 W Chicago Ave 

Graham (29) 02013-4583 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] Transportation 
Chicago Chiropractic & Sports Injury Center 

2654 N Lincoln Ave 

Waguespack (32) 02013-4647 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] Transportation 
Coldwell Banker 

1959 N Halsted St 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55962] 
Community 

912-914 W Belmont Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Community Family Clinic 

2880 N Milwaukee Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 33768] 
[C.J.p. 55205] 

Corner Bakery Cafe 

360 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53775] 
[C.J.p. 55206] 

Coronas Coffee II 

909 W Irving Park Rd 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53791] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55206] 

02013-4827 

Transportation 

02013-4836 

Transportation 

02013-3708 

Transportation 

02013-3787 

Transportation 

02013-3859 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Country Financial 

1426 W Fullerton Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53763] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55207] 

CVS/Pharmacy No. 8694 

2722 N Central Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Daily Food & Liquor, Inc. 

3958 W Arthington St 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55924] 
Damenzo's, Inc. 

2320-2324 W Taylor St 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
D'Candela 

[C.J.p. 55926] 

4053 N Kedzie Ave 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53766] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55208] 

Delgado Travel Agency, Inc. 

2845 N Milwaukee Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Deli Boutique, Inc. 

2318 N Clark St 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53783] 
[C.J.p. 55209] 

Denden Restaurant 

6635 N Clark St 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53796] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55209] 

Diamond Properties Group LLC 

1544 N Ashland Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 

02013-3597 

Transportation 

02013-4603 

Transportation 

02013-4538 

Transportation 

02013-4553 

Transportation 

02013-3703 

Transportation 

02013-4714 

Transportation 

02013-3821 

Transportation 

02013-3911 

Transportation 

02013-4379 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Diversey Hair Salon 

5119 W Diversey Ave 

Suarez (31) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53762] 
[C.J.p.55210] 

DL V Printing Service, Inc. 

5-8 S Austin Blvd 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] 
Dr. J Neck & Back Specialist 

2229 W Chicago Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Dunkin Donuts 

27 E Lake St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] 
Edith B. Khurana, MD, S.C. 

2510 W Irving Park Rd 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
EI Hefe 

[C.J.p.55974] 

15 W Hubbard St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] 
EI Nuevo Mexicano 

2914 N Clark St 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53786] 
Passed [C.J.p.55212] 

EI Sinaloense 

2759 S Pulaski Rd 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53752] 
Passed [C.J.p.55212] 

Elite Physical Therapy 

1919 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53733] 
[C.J.p.55211] 
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02013-3580 

Transportation 

02013-4587 

Transportation 

02013-4656 

Transportation 

02013-4782 

Transportation 

02013-4710 

Transportation 

02013-4785 

Transportation 

02013-3848 

Transportation 

02013-3483 

Transportation 

02013-3467 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Elizabeth Kaminski 

6189 S Archer Ave 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55924] 
Emerald City Theatre 

2933 N Southport Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53763] 
Passed [C.J.p.55213] 

Falafill 

3202 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Fame Cleaners 

1850 W Division St 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p.53731] 
Passed [C.J.p.55214] 

Feras Food & Liquor, Inc. 

4265 W Cermak Rd 

Munoz (22) 

Referred 
Passed 

Folklore 

[C.J.p. 53752] 
[C.J.p. 55215] 

2100-2102 W Division St 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53763] 
Passed [C.J.p.55215] 

Forever Young 

2094 N Milwaukee Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p.53731] 
Passed [C.J.p.55216] 

Gardner School, The 

1301 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[C.J.p. 55217] 

02013-4543 

Transportation 

02013-3698 

Transportation 

02013-4838 

Transportation 

02013-3461 

Transportation 

02013-3485 

Transportation 

02013-3699 

Transportation 

02013-3462 

Transportation 

02013-3532 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Guaranteed Rate 

4621 N Ravenswood Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55974] 
H. A. Lanager & Associates 

3763-3767 N Racine Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53787] 
[C.J.p. 55218] 

Harrison Street Lofts Condo 

547 S Clark St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

Headhunter B&B 

3052 W 63rd St 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 53733] 
[C.J.p.55218] 

[C.J.p.55918] 
Helios Center for Movement 

2258 W Belmont Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55219] 

Him Shikar 

6031 N Cicero Ave 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55949] 
Himmel's Chicago 

2251 W Lawrence Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55974] 
Ingram Jewelers & Pawner, Inc. 

4234 W Madison St 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53760] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55220] 

J&C Food Market, Inc. 

3404 W Irving Park Rd 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55943] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4715 

Transportation 

02013-3850 

Transportation 

02013-3470 

Transportation 

02013-4454 

Transportation 

02013-3701 

Transportation 

02013-4743 

Transportation 

02013-4719 

Transportation 

02013-3561 

Transportation 

02013-4690 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

J&J Food & Liquor 

2422 W Marquette Ave 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55918] 
J&R International 

2436 N Milwaukee Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Jaipur 

847 W Randolph St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

Jimmy John's 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[C.J.p. 55221] 

2231 N Lincoln Ave 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Joe's Food & Liquor 

3626 W Lawrence Ave 

Laurino (39) 

Referred 
Johnnie Lovett 

[C.J.p. 55949] 

9044-9046 S Ashland Ave 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55922] 
Jordan Valley 

1976 E 73rd St 

Hairston (5) 

Referred [C.J.p.55910] 
Joyful Noise Christian Day Care 

4243 W North Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p.53761] 
Passed [C.J.p.55221] 

Kai Sushi 

1406 W Grand Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[C.J.p. 55222] 

02013-4456 

Transportation 

02013-4720 

Transportation 

02013-3536 

Transportation 

02013-4828 

Transportation 

02013-4746 

Transportation 

02013-4511 

Transportation 

02013-4415 

Transportation 

02013-3567 

Transportation 

02013-3537 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Kam Fung Restaurant 

216 W22nd PI 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53753] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55223] 

Kanela II 

1552 N Wells St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53757] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55224] 

Keisha Love Boutique 

8921 S Commercial Ave 

Pope (10) 

02013-3507 

Transportation 

02013-3539 

Transportation 

02013-4426 

Referred [C.J.p.55914] Transportation 
Kent Young Health Products Center & Co. 

2400 S Wentworth Ave 

Solis (25) 02013-4557 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
Kidslife Daycare Center, Inc. 

4441 W Fullerton Ave 

Suarez (31) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53762] 
[C.J.p. 55224] 

Kohan Japanese Restaurant 

730 W Maxwell St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
Korona Lounge, Inc. 

4710 S Pulaski Rd 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p.55917] 
Kozy's Cyclery 

3255 N Milwaukee Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Kroll's South Loop - No. 1102926 

1736 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55906] 

Transportation 

02013-3586 

Transportation 

02013-4559 

Transportation 

02013-4444 

Transportation 

02013-4609 

Transportation 

02013-4398 

Transportation 
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CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Kroll's South Loop - No. 1103466 

1736 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55906] 
La Catedral Cafe & Restaurant 

2500 S Christiana Ave 

Munoz (22) 

02013-4401 

Transportation 

02013-4519 

Referred [C.J.p.55923] Transportation 
LaSalle Bank Trust No. A7701099274 

1260 N Dearborn St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53776] 
Passed [C.J.p.55225] 

Lincoln Square Nails 

4613 N Western Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Little Folks Cottage, Inc. 

5926-5930 W Madison St 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] 
Little Kids Village Learning 

2656 W 71 st St 

Lane (18) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55920] 
Love Learning Center/Daycare, The 

228 E 61st St 

Cochran (20) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53751] 
[C.J.p. 55226] 

Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53776] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55227] 

Madrid Jewelry, Inc. 

4040 W North Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 

02013-3793 

Transportation 

02013-4723 

Transportation 

02013-4589 

Transportation 

02013-4463 

Transportation 

02013-3479 

Transportation 

02013-3798 

Transportation 

02013-4614 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Magnum Insurance 

3418 W Diversey Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 33768] 
[C.J.p. 55228] 

Magnum Insurance Agency 

5010 W Fullerton Ave 

Suarez (31) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53762] 
[C.J.p. 55228] 

Maria Teresa Unisex Hairstyle 

2445 W Armitage Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

Marshalls 

[C.J.p. 53731] 
[C.J.p. 55229] 

600 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Mary's Food, Inc. 

2400 S Hamlin Ave 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p.55923] 
MB Financial Bank NA 

3959 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53794] 
[C.J.p. 55230] 

Mediterranean Restaurant 

2833 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Needle Shop, The 

3738 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 

02013-3712 

Transportation 

02013-3591 

Transportation 

02013-3463 

Transportation 

02013-4791 

Transportation 

02013-4522 

Transportation 

02013-3908 

Transportation 

02013-4839 

Transportation 

02013-4727 

Referred [C.J.p. 55974] Transportation 
New England Seafood Co. Fish Market 

3341 N Lincoln Ave 

Waguespack (32) 02013-4665 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

New Kabuki Japanese Restaurant 

2743 N Clark St 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Panes Bread Cafe 

3002 N Sheffield Ave 

Smith (43) 02013-4829 Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Nicks Fruit Market 

3657 W Lawrence Ave 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55943] 
Nirvana Nail Salon 

3356 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53787] 
Passed [C.J.p.55231] 

Noodles in the Pot, Inc. 

2453 N Halsted St 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p.55963] 
North Shore Food & Liquor 

6701-6703 N Clark St 

Moore (49) 

Transportation 

02013-4696 

Transportation 

02013-3853 

Transportation 

02013-4830 

Transportation 

02013-4824 

Referred [C.J.p.55978] Transportation 
Northwest Institute for Contemporary Learning 

4040 W Division St 

Mitts (37) 02013-4733 

Referred [C.J.p.55947] 
Nutri Medicos LLC 

1719 W 18th St 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53754] 
[C.J.p. 55232] 

Orvis, Inc., The 

142 E Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Paciugo Roscoe Village 

2009 W Roscoe St 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 

Transportation 

02013-3515 

Transportation 

02013-4793 

Transportation 

02013-4676 

Transportation 

Referred 
Passed 

Patel Bros. 

[C.J.p. 53787] 
[C.J.p. 55233] 

2610 W Devon Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55978] 
Patio Restaurant 

1503 W Taylor St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53734] 
[C.J.p.55233] Passed 

Pia Marconi 

2427 S Oakley Ave 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

Pizano 

[C.J.p. 53754] 
[C.J.p. 55234] 

61 E Madison St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Pressure Incorporated 

6318 N Clark St 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p.55950] 
Prost Florist 

2016 W Irving Park Rd 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55974] 
Rachel's Learning Centers Ltd. 

3430-3434 W Roosevelt Rd 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53753] 
Passed [C.J.p.55235] 

Restaunte Food 

2881 W Cermak Rd 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55916] 
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02013-3855 

Transportation 

02013-4826 

Transportation 

02013-3471 

Transportation 

02013-3518 

Transportation 

02013-4817 

Transportation 

02013-4755 

Transportation 

02013-4768 

Transportation 

02013-3493 

Transportation 

02013-4442 

Transportation 
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CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Restaurant Dona Ana 

6038-6040 S Pulaski Rd 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p.55916] 
Robust Coffee Lounge LLC 

416 WOntario St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53777] 
[C.J.p. 55236] 

Royal Flesh Tattoo and Body Piercing 

4005 N Broadway 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55236] 

Royal George Theatre, The 

1633 N Halsted St 

Amend 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53784] 
[C.J.p.55195] 

Salon Excursion 

458 W Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Sanford Food, Inc. 

501 N Laramie Ave 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55936] 
Serena Restaurant 

2309-2311 W Devon Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53797] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55237] 

Sergio's Taqueria Pizza, Inc. 

3253 W Bryn Mawr Ave 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55950] 
Shear Elegance Beauty Salon 

5725 W Division St 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] 

02013-4435 

Transportation 

02013-3800 

Transportation 

02013-3863 

Transportation 

02013-3466 

Transportation 

02013-4797 

Transportation 

02013-4575 

Transportation 

02013-3915 

Transportation 

02013-4758 

Transportation 

02013-4592 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

Sherry's Food Mart 

162 W Division St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[C.J.p. 55238] 

Sierra Auto Group, Inc. 

4207 N Western Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55974] 
Somethin' Sweet 

5112 W Fullerton Ave 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p.55940] 
Soundz Good Chicago 

3445 N Western Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55942] 
Steppenwolf 

1650 N Halsted Pkwy 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Steve Quick Jewelers 

2471 N Clark St 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Subway 

66 E Washington St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
Subway 

177 N Wells St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
Sung Nam Lee 

3621-3631 N Broadway 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55238] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3841 

Transportation 

02013-4770 

Transportation 

02013-4636 

Transportation 

02013-4680 

Transportation 

02013-4831 

Transportation 

02013-4832 

Transportation 

02013-4801 

Transportation 

02013-4804 

Transportation 

02013-3870 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 
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Superior Management Upright Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation 

5551-5555 N Broadway 1402 W 103rd St 

Osterman (48) 02013-4812 Brookins (21) 02013-4514 

Referred [C.J.p. 55977] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55922] Transportation 

Superior Management V-Land Chicago 95th LLC 

1133-1147 W Bryn Mawr Ave 2333-2341 W 95th St 

Osterman (48) 02013-4807 O'Shea (19) 02013-4507 

Referred [C.J.p. 55977] Transportation Referred [C.J.p.55921] Transportation 

Superior Management, Inc. V-Land Chicago 95th LLC 

1125-1131 W Bryn Mawr Ave 2347-2353 W 95th St 

Osterman (48) 02013-4819 O'Shea (19) 02013-4505 

Referred [C.J.p. 55977] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55921] Transportation 

Tom Mastros V-Land Chicago 95th LLC 

5614 W Irving Park Rd 9501 S Western Ave 

Cullerton (38) 02013-4736 O'Shea (19) 02013-4485 

Referred [C.J.p. 55948] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55921] Transportation 

Tommy's Guitars Walgreens No. 1332 

2548 W Chicago Ave 300 N Michigan Ave 

Moreno (1) 02013-3464 Reilly (42) 02013-3803 

Referred [C.J.p. 53731] T ransportatior Referred [C.J.p. 53777] Transportation 

Passed [C.J.p. 55239] Passed [C.J.p. 55242] 
Tracey's Beauty Salon We Wash Car Wash, Inc. 

4300 N Western Ave 2040-2042 S Halsted Pkwy 

Pawar (47) 02013-3910 Solis (25) 02013-4564 

Referred [C.J.p. 53794] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55926] Transportation 

Passed [C.J.p. 55240] Wolford Boutiques LLC 
Trevino's Liquors, Inc. 54 E Oak St 
4135 W31st St Reilly (42) 02013-4808 

Munoz (22) 02013-4525 Referred [C.J.p. 55956] Transportation 

Referred [C.J.p.55923] Transportation Yonan, Gloria 

Twin Beauty Salon 1800 W Addison St 

5002 N Broadway Pawar (47) 02013-4724 

Osterman (48) 02013-4822 Referred [C.J.p. 55975] Transportation 

Referred [C.J.p. 55977] Transportation Youmax Food & Liquor 

Unleashed LLC 2222 W Devon Ave 

1535 N Dayton St Silverstein (50) 02013-3917 

Smith (43) 02013-3837 Referred [C.J.p. 53797] Transportation 

Referred [C.J.p. 53783] Transportation Passed [C.J.p. 55242] 

Passed [C.J.p.55241] 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Awnings 

ZelazSalon 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Canopies 

Absolute Garage Builders 

3050 W Irving Park Rd 3321 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 02013-3857 Mell (33) 02013-4023 

Transportation Referred 
Passed 

Canopies 

[C.J.p. 53787] 
[C.J.p. 55243] 

Akadia Apartments LLC 

763-765 W Adams St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55928] 
1000 Condo Assn. 

1000 N Lake Shore Dr 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

1052 Fulton LLC 

[C.J.p. 53778] 
[C.J.p. 55257] 

1052 W Fulton Blvd 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55928] 
180 North Jefferson PT LLC 

180 N Jefferson St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53778] 
[C.J.p. 55255] 

Transportation 

02013-4391 

Transportation 

02013-4047 

Transportation 

02013-4392 

Transportation 

02013-4037 

Transportation 

230 East Delaware Place Condo Assn. 

230 E Delaware PI 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53778] 
Passed [C.J.p.55256] 

2400 North Lakeview Condo Assn. 

2400 N Lakeview Ave 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
ABC Pagers Cellular 

3637 W 26th St 

Munoz (22) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53752] 
[C.J.p. 55245] 

02013-4044 

Transportation 

02013-4608 

Transportation 

02013-3936 

Transportation 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53765] 
[C.J.p. 55246] 

Andante Hair Studio 

3451 N Central Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55946] 
B.C. Enterprises 

5630 W Belmont Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53761] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55246] 

02013-4405 

Transportation 

02013-3958 

Transportation 

BFS Retail & Commercial Operations, LLC 

5811 W Belmont Ave 

Reboyras (30) 02013-4394 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] Transportation 
Caganchos 

2413 W North Ave 

Moreno (1) 02013-4285 

Referred [C.J.p. 55903] Transportation 
Chicago Marriott Downtown - Permit No. 1106862 

540 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 02013-4542 

Referred [C.J.p.55953] Transportation 
Chicago Marriott Downtown Permit No. 1106593 

540 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] 
Congress Plaza Hotel 

520 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55906] 
Edward Fashion Unlimited 

11363 S Michigan Ave 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55913] 

02013-4533 

Transportation 

02013-4288 

Transportation 

02013-4364 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Canopies 

Elevenzees 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Canopies 

Lawson House YMCA 

30 W Chicago Ave 1901 W Division St 

Moreno (1) 02013-4286 Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 
Fifth Third Bank 

1606 E 79th St 

Harris (8) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.51996] 
[C.J.p. 55247] 

Transportation 

S02013-2589 

Transportation 

Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar 

25 E Ohio St 

Reilly (42) 02013-4032 

Referred 
Passed 

House of Kahn 

60 E Walton St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Interpark 

17 E Adams St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 53776] 
[C.J.p.55248] 

[C.J.p. 55954] 

[C.J.p. 55954] 
Keefer's Restaurant 

20 W Kinzie St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
KFC 

[C.J.p. 55954] 

2807 W Irving Park Rd 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53766] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55249] 

Laschet's Inn 

2119 W Irving Park Rd 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53794] 
[C.J.p. 55249] 

Lawry's the Prime Rib 

100 E Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 

Transportation 

02013-4544 

Transportation 

02013-4546 

Transportation 

02013-4549 

Transportation 

02013-4027 

Transportation 

02013-4050 

Transportation 

02013-4561 

Transportation 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
Lincoln Quality Meat Market, Inc. 

4661 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53776] 
[C.J.p. 55250] 

Margarets Filling Station 

7007 S Racine Ave 

Thomas (17) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53749] 
[C.J.p. 55251] 

Meli Cafe on Grand 

540 N Wells St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Michael's Restaurant, Inc. 

4089-4091 N Broadway 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55969] 
Noodles & Co. 

180 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
North Community Bank 

5301 N Clark St 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p.55977] 
Parc Chestnut Condo Assn. 

849 N Franklin Blvd 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[e.J.p. 55252] 
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02013-4563 

Transportation 

02013-4619 

Transportation 

02013-4035 

Transportation 

02013-3933 

Transportation 

02013-4566 

Transportation 

02013-4615 

Transportation 

02013-4570 

Transportation 

02013-4622 

Transportation 

02013-3948 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Canopies 

Performance Auto Body Center, Inc. 

2233 W Grand Ave 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53755] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55253] 

Pete's Place 

3159 WVan Buren St 

Ervin (28) 

Referred 
Passed 

Ponzu Sushi 

[C.J.p. 53760] 
[C.J.p. 55254] 

2407 N Clark St 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Salgado, Adolph 

8725-8727 S Commercial Ave 

Pope (10) 

Referred 
Passed 

Studios, The 

[C.J.p. 53744] 
[C.J.p. 55254] 

1801 S Wabash Ave 

Dowell (3) 

Referred 
T 

[C.J.p. 55908] 

02013-3939 

Transportation 

02013-3956 

Transportation 

02013-4601 

Transportation 

02013-3928 

Transportation 

02013-4300 

Transportation 

2500 N Central Ave, Tony's Finer Foods 
Enterprises, Inc. 

Reboyras (30) 02013-4395 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] Transportation 
Taqueria La Fiesta 

7146 W Diversey Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55946] 
Tropical Meat Co. 

1919 S Laflin St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
Wells Street Companies 

743-747 N Wells St 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53853] 

02013-4406 

Transportation 

02013-4368 

Transportation 

02013-4174 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Canopies 

West Loop Associates LLC 

550 W Jackson Blvd 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
Westin Michigan Avenue, The 

909 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
Wine Discount Center 

1826 N Elston Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55942] 
Grants of Privilege 

02013-4295 

Transportation 

02013-4597 

Transportation 

02013-4400 

Transportation 

8900 Commercial Food & Liquor, Inc. 

8900 S Commercial Ave 

Sign 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55914] 
Beverly Area Planning Assn. 

1825-1833 W 103rd St 

Planter 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55920] 
Beverly Area Planning Assn. 

1903-1917 W 103rd St 

Planter 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55920] 
Digital Greens, Inc. 

6400 N Clark St 

Sign 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55950] 
Leslie Shankman School Corp. 

6245 S Ingleside Ave 

Conduit 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55921] 

02013-4530 

Transportation 

02013-4306 

Transportation 

02013-4317 

Transportation 

02013-4744 

Transportation 

02013-4324 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Loyola University Chicago 

820 N Michigan Ave 

Planter 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
Sheffield School P+A LLC 

3257 N Sheffield Ave 

Grease basin 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55966] 
University of Chicago, The 

915-919 E 57th St 

Earth retention system 

Hairston (5) 

Referred [C.J.p.55911] 
1200 Madison Racine LLC 

1164 W Madison St 

Planter curb 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53758] 
Passed [C.J.p.55189] 

1200 Madison Racine LLC 

1164 W Madison St 

Planter railing 

Solis (25) 

02013-4747 

Transportation 

02013-4721 

Transportation 

02013-4223 

Transportation 

02013-3768 

Transportation 

02013-4844 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] Transportation 
123 Sangamon Venture Partners LLC 

123 N Sangamon St 

Balcony 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53758] 
[C.J.p. 55186] 

123 Sangamon Venture Partners LLC 

912 WWashington Blvd 

Fence 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55928] 

02013-3778 

Transportation 

02013-4569 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

1316 W 18th St LLC 

1316 W 18th St 

Fire escape 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
16th & Pulaski Currency Exchange 

1559 S Pulaski Rd 

Security camera 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55925] 
2102 N Honye LLC 

2102 N Hoyne Ave 

Step 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55942] 
212 WWashington Condo Assn. 

212 WWashington St 

Balcony 

Reilly (42) 

02013-4376 

Transportation 

02013-4344 

Transportation 

02013-4669 

Transportation 

02013-4820 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] Transportation 
221 North LaSalle Partners LLC 

221 N LaSalle St 

Steel insulated discharge water pipe 

Reilly (42) 02013-4711 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] Transportation 
233 S Wacker LLC 

233 S Wacker Dr 

Planter 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
25 East Washington Assoc. L.P. 

25 E Washington St 

Kiosk 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53778] 
[C.J.p. 55184] 

02013-4218 

Transportation 

02013-4093 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

25 East Washington Assoc. LP 

25 E Washington St 

Banner 

Reilly (42) 02013-4786 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] Transportation 
26th Spaulding Street Partnership LLC 

3259 W 26th St 

Door swing 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53752] 
Passed [C.J.p.55185] 

300 East 51 st LLC 

300 E 51st St 

Tree grate 

Dowell (3) 

Referred 
Passed 

437 Rush 

437 N Rush St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

[C.J.p. 53738] 
[C.J.p.55187] 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] 
5056 Winchester LLC 

5056-5060 N Winchester Ave 

Trash container 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53794] 
Passed [C.J.p.55190] 

535 North Michigan Venture LLC 

154-160 E Grand Ave 

Caisson 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] 
535 North Michigan Venture LLC 

154-160 E Grand Ave 

Pile cap 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] 

02013-3740 

Transportation 

02013-3551 

Transportation 

02013-4742 

Transportation 

02013-3932 

Transportation 

02013-4646 

Transportation 

02013-4638 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

60 East Lake LLC 

60 E Lake St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53778] 
Passed [C.J.p.55186] 

720 Franklin Associates LLC 

720 N Franklin St 

Retaining wall 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] 
747 Clark LLC 

747 N Clark St 

Balcony 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53778] 
Passed [C.J.p.55188] 

A Taste of Heaven 

5401 N Clark St 

Light fixture 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p.55976] 
A&D Food Market Inc. 

1456 S Pulaski Rd 

Sign 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55924] 
AJ. Hudson's Public House 

3801 N Ashland Ave 

Light fixture 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55973] 
A-ABC 24 Hr. Locksmith, Inc. 

3614 W North Ave 

Sign 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53755] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55084] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4094 

Transportation 

02013-4693 

Transportation 

02013-4095 

Transportation 

02013-4748 

Transportation 

02013-4350 

Transportation 

02013-4752 

Transportation 

02013-3753 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Acme Hotel Company 

15 E Ohio St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53775] 
[C.J.p. 55084] 

Addison Liquors 

932-936 W Addison St 

Bay window 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53786] 
[C.J.p. 55085] 

Airport Auto Rebuilders Inc. 

4901 W 63rd St 

Sign 

Quinn (13) 

Referred [C.J.p.55916] 
Ala Carte Entertainment Ltd. 

401 W Ontario St 

Banner 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Allstate Ins. 

[C.J.p. 53775] 
[C.J.p. 55086] 

3026 N Central Ave 

Sign 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55940] 
Allstate Insurance 

974 W35th PI 

Sign 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p.55914] 
Allstate Insurance 

6034 W Gunnison St 

Sign 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53790] 
[C.J.p. 55087] 

02013-4034 

Transportation 

02013-3872 

Transportation 

02013-4242 

Transportation 

02013-4041 

Transportation 

02013-4637 

Transportation 

02013-4235 

Transportation 

02013-3874 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

AI's Beef 

1300 N Milwaukee Ave 

Sign 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53731] 
[C.J.p. 55087] 

American Apparel 

39 S State St 

Banner 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55952] 
American Junkie 

15 W Illinois St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53775] 
Passed [C.J.p.55088] 

Angelina Ristorante 

3561 N Broadway 

Light fixture 

02013-3486 

Transportation 

02013-4759 

Transportation 

02013-4038 

Transportation 

Cappleman (46) 02013-4502 

Referred [C.J.p.55969] Transportation 
Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of 
Chicago 

225 E Chicago Ave 

Grease separator 

Reilly (42) 02013-4735 

Referred [C.J.p. 55952] Transportation 
Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of 
Chicago 

225 E Chicago Ave 

Manhole 

Reilly (42) 02013-4598 

Referred [C.J.p. 55952] Transportation 
Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children's Hospital of 
Chicago 

225 E Chicago Ave 

Manhole 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55952] 

02013-4667 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Apollo Theater Studio 

2540 N Lincoln Ave 

Marquee 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

Apple Food Mart 

[C.J.p. 53783] 
[C.J.p. 55089] 

5255 W Madison St 

Sign 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] 
Aquarius Club & Restaurant 

2457-2459 N Pulaski Rd 

Light fixture 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Arkadia Apartments LLC 

763-765 W Adams St 

Caisson 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55928] 
Armitage Produce, Inc. 

2007 N Kimball Ave 

Light fixture 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55944] 
Armitage Produce, Inc. 

2007 N Kimball Ave 

Security camera 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55944] 
Artist's Cafe 

1150 S Wabash Ave 

Sign 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53733] 
[C.J.p. 55090] 

02013-3858 

Transportation 

02013-4605 

Transportation 

02013-4624 

Transportation 

02013-4574 

Transportation 

02013-4706 

Transportation 

02013-4709 

Transportation 

02013-3529 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Ask Nagel Realty 

1919 W Division St 

Bench 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55903] 
Ask Nagel Realty 

1919 W Division St 

Sign 

Moreno (1) 

02013-4268 

Transportation 

02013-4267 

Referred [C.J.p. 55903] Transportation 
Athletic & Therapeutic Institute of Midway, LLC 

5616 W 63rd St 

Sign 

Quinn (13) 02013-4240 

Referred [C.J.p.55916] Transportation 
Athletic & Therapeutic Instiute of Midway LLC 

939 W North Ave 

Sign 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Au Bon Pain 

200 W Adams St 

Sign 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

AyChiwowa 

[C.J.p. 53733] 
[C.J.p. 55090] 

311 W Chicago Ave 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55952] 
Babylon TravelfTours Service 

3418 W Bryn Mawr Ave 

Sign 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55949] 

02013-4661 

Transportation 

02013-3525 

Transportation 

02013-4814 

Transportation 

02013-4732 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege Grants of Privilege 

Bacino's of Lincoln Park, Ltd. Beverly Hills Food Mart 

2204 N Lincoln Ave 2156 W 95th St 

Sign Sign 

Smith (43) 02013-3861 O'Shea (19) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53783] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55920] 
Passed [C.J.p.55091] Billy Goat Tavern & Grill 

Bandera 430 N Michigan Ave 
537 N Michigan Ave Sign 
Light fixture Reilly (42) 
Reilly (42) 02013-4745 Referred [C.J.p. 55952] 
Referred [C.J.p.55952] Transportation Billy Sunday 

Bella Notte 3143 W Logan Blvd 
1374 W Grand Ave Sign 
Sign Colon (35) 
Burnett (27) 02013-3759 Referred [C.J.p. 55944] 
Referred [C.J.p. 53757] Transportation Billy's Gyros 
Passed [C.J.p. 55093] 7855 S Cottage Grove Ave 

Benita's Beatuy Salon Sign 
5008 W Fullerton Ave Sawyer (6) 
Sign Referred [C.J.p. 55911] 
Suarez (31) 02013-4643 Blue Fin Japanese Restaurant 
Referred [C.J.p. 55940] Transportation 1952 W North Ave 

Bernardin, The Light fixture 
747 N Wabash Ave Waguespack (32) 
Planter Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Reilly (42) 02013-4764 Burger Baron 
Referred [C.J.p. 55952] Transportation 1381 W Grand Ave 

Best Food Wind screen 
5751 W Augusta Blvd Burnett (27) 
Sign Referred [C.J.p. 53757] 
Graham (29) 02013-3794 Passed [C.J.p. 55095] 
Referred [C.J.p.53761] Transportation Butterfly 
Passed [C.J.p. 55094] 1139-1143 W Grand Ave 

Beverly Area Planning Assn. Door swing 
1908-1912 W 103rd St Burnett (27) 
Planter Referred [C.J.p. 55928] 
O'Shea (19) 02013-4314 

Referred [C.J.p. 55920] Transportation 
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02013-4291 

Transportation 

02013-4765 

Transportation 

02013-4704 

Transportation 

02013-4226 

Transportation 

02013-4668 

Transportation 

02013-3760 

Transportation 

02013-4580 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege Grants of Privilege 

Butterfly Carniceria Maribel, Inc. 

1156 W Grand Ave 1801 WCermak Rd 

Light fixture Sign 

Burnett (27) 02013-4582 Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55928] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53753] 
CA III LLC Passed [C.J.p. 55099] 

1100 WAdams St Casey Moran 

Balcony 3060-3062 N Clark St 

Solis (25) 02013-3747 Light fixture 

Referred [C.J.p. 53753] Transportation Tunney (44) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55096] Referred [C.J.p. 55964] 
CA III LLC Centro 

1100 W Adams St 6 W Hubbard St 

Planter Amend 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3534 Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53733] Transportation Referred [C.J.p.55959] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55097] Centro 

CA III LLC 6 W Hubbard St 
1100 W Adams St Amend 
Tree grate Reilly (42) 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3538 Referred [C.J.p. 55960] 
Referred [C.J.p. 53733] Transportation Centro 
Passed [C.J.p. 55098] 6 W Hubbard St 

Cafecito Amend 
7 N Wells St Reilly (42) 
Sign Referred [C.J.p. 55959] 
Reilly (42) 02013-4678 Centro 
Referred [C.J.p. 55953] Transportation 6 W Hubbard St 

Caffe Streets, Inc. Amend 
1750 W Division St Reilly (42) 
Sign Referred [C.J.p.55960] 
Moreno (1) 02013-3491 Centro 
Referred [C.J.p.53731] Transportation 6 W Hubbard St 
Passed [C.J.p. 55096] Amend 

Cardenal Driving School 
Reilly (42) 

2712 W Division St 
Referred [C.J.p. 55960] 

Sign 

Maldonado (26) 02013-4554 

Referred [C.J.p. 55927] Transportation 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3746 

Transportation 

02013-4653 

Transportation 

02013-4349 

Transportation 

02013-4354 

Transportation 

02013-4360 

Transportation 

02013-4380 

Transportation 

02013-4382 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Centro 

6 W Hubbard St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55960] 
CH Distillery 

564 W Randolph St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Chase Bank 

902 N State St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 

[C.J.p. 53775] 
[C.J.p.55100] 

[C.J.p. 55953] 
Chicago Marriott Downtown 

540 N Michigan Ave 

Light fixture 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] 
Chicago Public Schools 

125 S Clark St 

Flag pole 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] 
Chicago Sweet Connection Bakery 

5569 N Northwest Hwy 

Manhole 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967] 
Chicago Sweet Connection Bakery 

5569 N Northwest Hwy 

Sign 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53790] 
[C.J.p.55100] 

02013-4383 

Transportation 

02013-4046 

Transportation 

02013-4816 

Transportation 

02013-4788 

Transportation 

02013-4753 

Transportation 

02013-4734 

Transportation 

02013-3877 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Chica's Clothing 

3227 W Lawrence Ave 

Sign 

Mell (33) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53765] 
[C.J.p.55101] 

02013-3843 

Transportation 

Chinese American Service League, Inc. 

2141 STan Ct 

Statue 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
Chipotle Mexican Grill 

1025 W Belmont Ave 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55964] 
Chris' Bar 

1610 W North Ave 

Sign 

Moreno (1); Waguespack 

Referred [C.J.p. 55906] 
Ciales Poultry 

2141 WArmitage Ave 

Sign 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Citgo-Tip Top Car Wash 

2800 N Kedzie Ave 

Sign 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55915] 
City Sports 

1201 N Milwaukee Ave 

Sign 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53731] 
[C.J.p.55102] 

02013-4373 

Transportation 

02013-4657 

Transportation 

02013-4269 

Transportation 

02013-4666 

Transportation 

02013-4539 

Transportation 

02013-3487 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege Grants of Privilege 

Clargran LLC Consolidated Visioin Group, Inc. 

515 N Clark St 2856 N Broadway 

Sign Sign 

Reilly (42) 02013-4813 Tunney (44) 02013-3878 

Referred [C.J.p.55953] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53786] Transportation 
Classic Jewelry and Boutique Passed [C.J.p.55107] 

2552 W Devon Ave Corepower Yoga 

Sign 1313 W Randolph St 

Silverstein (50) 02013-3947 Sign 

Referred [C.J.p. 53797] Transportation Burnett (27) 02013-3761 

Passed [C.J.p.55103] Referred [C.J.p. 53757] Transportation 
Clinica Guadalupe Passed [C.J.p.55107] 

3511 W 26th St Cornell 55 LLC 

Sign 1601 E 55th St 

Munoz (22) 02013-4521 Sign 

Referred [C.J.p.55923] Transportation Hairston (5) 02013-3575 

Club Karlov Referred [C.J.p. 53740] Transportation 

4058 W 47th St Passed [C.J.p.55108] 

Sign Cornell 55 LLC 

Burke (14) 02013-3670 1603 E 55th St 

Referred [C.J.p. 53747] Transportation Sign 

Passed [C.J.p.55104] Hairston (5) 02013-3571 

Congress Plaza Hotel Referred [C.J.p. 53740] Transportation 

520 S Michigan Ave Passed [C.J.p.55109] 

Bay windows Cornell 55 LLC 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3542 1605 E 55th St 

Referred [C.J.p. 53733] Transportation Sign 

Passed [C.J.p.55104] Hairston (5) 02013-3577 

Congress Plaza Hotel Referred [C.J.p. 53740] Transportation 

520 S Michigan Ave Passed [C.J.p.55110] 

Beam Cornell 55 LLC 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3545 1607 E 55th St 

Referred [C.J.p. 53733] Transportation Sign 

Passed [C.J.p.55106] Hairston (5) 02013-3579 

Congress Plaza Hotel Referred [C.J.p. 53740] Transportation 

520 S Michigan Ave Passed [C.J.p. 55110] 

Fire escape 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3548 

Referred [C.J.p. 53733] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55105] 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Cornell 55 LLC 

1609 E 55th St 

Sign 

Hairston (5) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53740] 
[C.J.p.55111] 

Currency Exchange 

3224 W 47th St 

Security camera 

02013-3582 

Transportation 

Burke (14) 02013-4249 

Referred [C.J.p. 55917] Transportation 
CVS/Pharmacy No. 8753 

3637 N Southport Ave 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 02013-4664 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] Transportation 
Daily Food & Liquor Inc. - Security 

3958 W Arthington St 

Security camera 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55925] 
Daily Food & Liquor, Inc. 

3958 W Arthington St 

Sign 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55925] 
Dairy Queen Lincoln Park 

2200 N Lincoln Ave 

Sign 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53783] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55112] 

Days Inn Chicago 

644 W Diversey Ave 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 

02013-4356 

Transportation 

02013-4352 

Transportation 

02013-3864 

Transportation 

02013-4673 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Days Inn Chicago 

644 W Diversey Pkwy 

Planter 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Del Prado LLC, The 

1701-1711 E 53rd St 

Sign 

Hairston (5) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53740] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55113] 

Del Prado LLC, The 

1703 E 53rd St 

Sign 

Hairston (5) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53740] 
[C.J.p.55114] 

Denden Restaurant 

6635 N Clark St 

Sign 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p.53796] 
Passed [C.J.p.55114] 

Dental Clinic LLC, The 

3210 W 63rd St 

Sign 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55918] 
DHK Devel. Corp. 

1701-1703 W Division St 

Bay window 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 
DHK Devel. Corp. 

1701-1703 W Division St 

Fire escape 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 
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02013-4670 

Transportation 

02013-3598 

Transportation 

02013-3592 

Transportation 

02013-3942 

Transportation 

02013-4258 

Transportation 

02013-4278 

Transportation 

02013-4277 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Digital Green Sign 

4759 W North Ave 

Sign 

Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55947) 
Digital Green Signs, Inc. 

2560 W Cermak Rd 

Sign 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53760) 

Passed [C.J.p.55115) 
Digital GreenSigns 

1062 W Chicago Ave 

Sign 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53853) 
Digital GreenSigns 

5025 N Clark St 

Sign 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53853) 
Digital GreenSigns 

4351 N Elston Ave 

Sign 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53853) 

Dispatch Taxi Management LLC 

4536 N Elston Ave 

Sign 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967) 

Dolex Dollar Express Inc. 

4410 W Armitage Ave 

Sign 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55940) 

02013-4718 

Transportation 

02013-3789 

Transportation 

02013-4172 

Transportation 

02013-4171 

Transportation 

02013-4173 

Transportation 

02013-4737 

Transportation 

02013-4640 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Dollar & Drapery Mart 

1015 W 87th St 

Sign 

Brookins (21) 

Referred [C.J.p.53751) 
Passed [C.J.p. 55116) 

Double R Food & Liquor, Inc. 

10034 S Michigan Ave 

Sign 

Beale (9) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53744) 
Passed [C.J.p. 55117) 

Dunkin Donuts 

27 E Lake St 

Windscreen 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953) 
Eastview, Inc. 

1501 W Jarvis Ave 

Sign 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55978) 
Edible Arrangements No. 761 

3722 N Southport Ave 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965) 

Esencia Urban Kitchen 

3351 N Broadway 

Door swing 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965) 
ESP Tax Service 

3421 W North Ave 

Sign 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53755) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55117) 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3736 

Transportation 

02013-3658 

Transportation 

02013-4756 

Transportation 

02013-4796 

Transportation 

02013-4681 

Transportation 

02013-4685 

Transportation 

02013-3755 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 79 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Essence of India 

4601 N Lincoln Ave 

Light fixture 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p.55974] 
E-Wood Pantry 

1556 W 63rd St 

Sign 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53748] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55118] 

Fabricare Super Laundromat 

7635 S Jeffery Blvd 

Sign 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p.55912] 
Family Dollar No. 10224 

4800 N Sheridan Rd 

Sign 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55119] 

Family Dollar No. 1544 

6308 S Ashland Ave 

Sign 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55919] 
Famsa, Inc. 

2945 N Milwaukee Ave 

Sign 

Col6n (35) 

Referred 
Passed 

Fard One Inc. 

[C.J.p. 33768] 
[C.J.p.55120] 

1721 S Paulina St 

Sign 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 

02013-4757 

Transportation 

02013-3684 

Transportation 

02013-4231 

Transportation 

02013-3893 

Transportation 

02013-4283 

Transportation 

02013-3849 

Transportation 

02013-4369 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Fei Qun Zhang 

3101 W 38th St 

Bay window 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53746] 
Passed [C.J.p.55120] 

Fettes, Love & Sieben 

4325 N Lincoln Ave 

Banner 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55974] 
Fitplex 

1235 N LaSalle Dr 

Banners 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Fitplex 

[C.J.p. 53775] 
[C.J.p.55121] 

1235 N LaSalle Dr 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53775] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55122] 

Flaco's Tacos LLC 

725 S Dearborn St 

Sign 

Fioretti (2) 

02013-3663 

Transportation 

02013-4760 

Transportation 

02013-4051 

Transportation 

02013-4049 

Transportation 

02013-4216 

Referred [C.J.p. 55906] Transportation 
Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar 

Sewer line 

Reilly (42) 02013-4697 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] Transportation 
Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar 

25 E Ohio St 

Beam 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] 

02013-4767 

Transportation 



80 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar 

25 E Ohio St 

Caisson 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53776] 
[C.J.p. 55123] 

02013-4052 

Transportation 

Fleming's Prime Steakhouse & Winebar 

25 E Ohio St 

Grease separator 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] 
Foley's Bar & Grill 

1841 W Irving Park Rd 

Sign 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Passed 

Four Shadows 

[C.J.p. 53793] 
[C.J.p.55124] 

2758 N Ashland Ave 

Light fixture 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Freddie's Lounge 

5464 W Madison St 

Sign 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55936] 
Friends Sushi 

710 N Rush St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Garcia's, Inc. 

[C.J.p. 53776] 
[C.J.p.55124] 

4756-4760 N Lincoln Ave 

Sign 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53794] 
[C.J.p.55125] 

02013-4771 

Transportation 

02013-3895 

Transportation 

02013-4662 

Transportation 

02013-4595 

Transportation 

02013-4053 

Transportation 

02013-3922 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Garcia's, Inc. 

4756-4760 N Lincoln Ave 

Sign 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55974] 
Garcia's, Inc. 

4207 N Western Ave 

Sign 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55975] 
George's Hot Dog 

1876 N Damen Ave 

Light fixture 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Glascott Realty 

2209 N Halsted St 

Bay window 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55962] 
Go Tavern & Liquors 

3219 W Armitage Ave 

Sign 

Col6n (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 33768] 
Passed [C.J.p.55127] 

Golub & Company 

680 N Lake Shore Dr 

Kiosk 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
Gonzalez, Peter 

2010 S Rockwell St 

Staircase 

Ervin (28) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53760] 
[C.J.p.55126] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4769 

Transportation 

02013-4773 

Transportation 

02013-4658 

Transportation 

02013-4607 

Transportation 

02013-3847 

Transportation 

02013-4651 

Transportation 

02013-3781 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Grand Motel 

10022 S Halsted St 

Sign 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55944] 
Green Door, The 

678 N Orleans St 

Permanent enclosure 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
Gro Salon 

2119 N Damen Ave 

Banner 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p.55127] 

H&R Block 

3201 N Clark St 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
H&R Block 

3369 N Clark St 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Habitat Company, The 

750 N Dearborn St 

Planter 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.53776] 
Passed [C.J.p.55128] 

Hallberg - Valek Agency, Ltd. 

3105 W 111th St 

Sign 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55920] 

02013-4700 

Transportation 

02013-4798 

Transportation 

02013-3830 

Transportation 

02013-4688 

Transportation 

02013-4692 

Transportation 

02013-4055 

Transportation 

02013-4289 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Havana Grill 

412 N Clark St 

Light fixture 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53776] 
[C.J.p. 55129] 

His and Hers Barber School 

5355 W Madison St 

Sign 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] 
Hispanic Housing Devel. Corp. 

3949 W North Ave 

Caisson 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Hispanic Housing Devel. Corp. 

3949 W North Ave 

Fountain wall 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Hispanic Housing Development Corp. 

3949 W North Ave 

Caissons 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p.53761] 
Passed [C.J.p.55130] 

Hispanic Housing Development Corp. 

3949 W North Ave 

Sheetings 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53761] 
Passed [C.J.p.55131] 

Hi-Tops 

2462 N Lincoln Ave 

Light fixture 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
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02013-4056 

Transportation 

02013-4613 

Transportation 

02013-4629 

Transportation 

02013-4632 

Transportation 

02013-3807 

Transportation 

02013-3809 

Transportation 

02013-4612 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Hong Kong Express 

2703 W Cermak Rd 

Sign 

Ervin (28) 

Referred 
Passed 

House of Kahn 

60 E Walton St 

Light fixture 

Reilly (42) 

[C.J.p. 53760] 
[C.J.p.55132] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53776] 
Passed [C.J.p.55132] 

Hurst, James F. 

526 W Deming PI 

Amend 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53784] 
[C.J.p.55192] 

Hurst, James F. 

526 W Deming PI 

Amend 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

Huynh, Kiet 

[C.J.p. 53784] 
[C.J.p.55191] 

1320 W Argyle St 

Fence 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53795] 
Passed [C.J.p.55133] 

Imani Children's Academy 

11443 S Halsted St 

Sign 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53767] 
Passed [C.J.p.55134] 

Industrial Council NWHGO 

2010 W Fulton St 

Banner 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55928] 

02013-3791 

Transportation 

02013-4054 

Transportation 

02013-3495 

Transportation 

02013-3503 

Transportation 

02013-3937 

Transportation 

02013-3846 

Transportation 

02013-4585 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Intercontinental Hotel Chicago 

505 N Michigan Ave 

Flagpole 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
J.H. Thompson House LLC 

915 N Dearborn Pkwy 

Planter 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
J.H. Thompson House LLC 

915 N Dearborn St 

Planter 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
Jaime Auto Service, Inc. 

6010 S Archer Ave 

Sign 

Zalewski (23) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53752] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55135] 

Jaipur 

847 W Randolph St 

Sign 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[C.J.p.55135] 

Janssen Place Lofts Condominium 

2360 N Janssen Ave 

Balcony 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Jay's Beef of Chicago, Inc. 

2255 W North Ave 

Light fixture 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 

02013-4674 

Transportation 

02013-4795 

Transportation 

02013-4794 

Transportation 

02013-3743 

Transportation 

02013-3757 

Transportation 

02013-4672 

Transportation 

02013-4266 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

J-Bees Casual & Sportswear 

1301 E 87th St 

Sign 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p.55912] 
JG's Heating & Cooling 

10900 S Halsted St 

Sign 

Austin (34) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55944] 
John Casey Ins. Agency 

4027 N Pulaski Rd 

Sign 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55949] 
JP Morgan Chase Bank 

401 N Clark St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
Kasey's Tavern 

701 S Dearborn St 

Light fixture 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55906] 
Kellee's Storage 

1419-1425 W Howard St 

Sign 

Moore (49) 

Referred 
KFC 

[C.J.p. 55978] 

2807 W Irving Park Rd 

Foundation support 

Mell (33) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53766] 
[C.J.p.55136] 

02013-4232 

Transportation 

02013-4699 

Transportation 

02013-4730 

Transportation 

02013-4634 

Transportation 

02013-4219 

Transportation 

02013-4799 

Transportation 

02013-3844 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

KFC 

2807 W Irving Park Rd 

Sign 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53766] 
Passed [C.J.p.55137] 

KFR LLC 

15 W Burton PI 

Ice melt system 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53776] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55138] 

Kohan Japanese Restaurant 

730 W Maxwell St 

Sign 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
Kumas Too 

666 W Diversey Pkwy 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
La Fuente 

3640 W 59th St 

Sign 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55917] 
LA Tan 

113 S Clinton St 

Sign 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53733] 
Passed [C.J.p.55139] 

Labor Ready Midwest, Inc. 

4421 S Kedzie Ave 

Sign 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53747] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55137] 

83 

02013-3845 

Transportation 

02013-4061 

Transportation 

02013-4362 

Transportation 

02013-4695 

Transportation 

02013-4255 

Transportation 

02013-3553 

Transportation 

02013-3674 

Transportation 



84 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Las Cazuelas Grill Inc. 

4720 S Pulaski Rd 

Sign 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p.55917] 
Laudi Vidni 

1007 W Armitage Ave 

Sign 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55140] 

Laundry on Pulaski 

3034 N Pulaski Rd 

Sign 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53762] 
Passed [C.J.p.55141] 

Lavanderia EI Sol 

2619 W 55th St 

Sign 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p.55919] 
Lawry's The Prime Rib 

100 E Ontario St 

Staircase 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Leadbelly 

[C.J.p. 55954] 

5739 W Irving Park Rd 

Sign 

02013-4244 

Transportation 

02013-3833 

Transportation 

02013-3815 

Transportation 

02013-4281 

Transportation 

02013-4627 

Transportation 

Cullerton (38) 02013-4726 

Referred [C.J.p. 55947] Transportation 
Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association, The 

60 E Monroe St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 

02013-4318 

[C.J.p. 55960] Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association, The 

60 E Monroe St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 02013-4319 

Referred [C.J.p. 55960] Transportation 
Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association, The 

60 E Monroe St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 02013-4323 

Referred [C.J.p. 55960] Transportation 
Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association, The 

60 E Monroe St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 02013-4330 

Referred [C.J.p. 55959] Transportation 
Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association, The 

60 E Monroe St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 02013-4333 

Referred [C.J.p. 55960] Transportation 
Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association, The 

60 E Monroe St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55959] 
Lester & Rosalie Anixter Center 

2001 N Clybourn Ave 

Sign 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53783] 
[C.J.p. 55142] 

Lim's Pantry Food & Liquor 

5820 W North Ave 

Sign 

Graham (29) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53761] 
[C.J.p. 55143] 

02013-4336 

Transportation 

02013-3865 

Transportation 

02013-3795 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Little Folks Cottage Inc. 

5926 W Madison St 

Sign 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] 
Loft Development Corporation 

901 W Jackson Blvd 

Lig ht fixtu re 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
Lorraine's Lounge. Inc. 

2658 W 24th St 

Step 

Ervin (28) 

02013-4610 

Transportation 

02013-4221 

Transportation 

02013-4596 

Referred [C.J.p.55936] Transportation 
Los Faroles Authentic Mexican Restaurant 

3149 W Lawrence Ave 

Sign 

Mell (33) 02013-4691 

Referred [C.J.p. 55943] 
Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Bay window 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53776] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55143] 

Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Existing airway vault 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55954] 
Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Flagpoles 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53776] 
[C.J.p. 55144] 

Transportation 

02013-4065 

Transportation 

02013-4776 

Transportation 

02013-4068 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Grease basin 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53776] 
[C.J.p. 55145] 

Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Kiosk 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53777] 
[C.J.p. 55146] 

Macerich Management 

43 E Ohio St 

Planter 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Madrid Jewelry Inc. 

4040 W North Ave 

Sign 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Magnum Insurance/Agency. Inc. 

8928 S Commercial Ave 

Sign 

Pope (10) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53744] 
[C.J.p. 55147] 

Maria Needle Craft 

1811 W 47th St 

Sign 

Cochran (20) 

Referred 
Passed 

Martini Club 

[C.J.p.53751] 
[C.J.p. 55148] 

5737 W Irving Park Rd 

Light fixture 

Cullerton (38) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55948] 

85 

02013-4071 

Transportation 

02013-4063 

Transportation 

02013-4781 

Transportation 

02013-4620 

Transportation 

02013-3661 

Transportation 

02013-3695 

Transportation 

02013-4722 

Transportation 



86 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Masada 

2204-2206 N California Ave 

Planter 

Col6n (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Masada 

2206 N California Ave 

Light fixture 

Col6n (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Mather's More Than A Cafe 

7134 W Higgins Ave 

Sign 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55951] 
MB Financial Bank 

800 W Madison St 

Planter 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55928] 
McDonalds No. 5471 

4338 W North Ave 

Sign 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55940] 
Mediterranean Restaurant 

2833 N Broadway 

Light fixture 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Mercer 113 

113-119 W Hubbard St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Micala Vasquez 

2501 S Drake Ave 

Step 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55923] 

02013-4702 

Transportation 

02013-4713 

Transportation 

02013-4751 

Transportation 

02013-4577 

Transportation 

02013-4639 

Transportation 

02013-4701 

Transportation 

02013-4654 

Transportation 

02013-4524 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Michael's Restaurant, Inc 

4089 N Broadway 

Sign 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55969] 
Michigan Avenue Investors LP 

200 S Michigan Ave 

Vault 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Mid Way Liquors 

5500 S State St 

Light fixture 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55908] 
Midwest Canine Choppers, Inc. 

3308 W 111th St 

Lig ht fixtu re 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55920] 
Midwest Canine Choppers, Inc. 

3308 W 111th St 

Sign 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred 
Passed 

Miller Pizza Co. 

17 W35th St 

Sign 

Dowell (3) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53750] 
[C.J.p. 55148] 

[C.J.p. 53738] 
[C.J.p. 55149] 

Mission 21 Nail Source, Inc. 

4233 W Lawrence Ave 

Sign 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55949] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4508 

Transportation 

02013-4689 

Transportation 

02013-4459 

Transportation 

02013-4302 

Transportation 

02013-3692 

Transportation 

02013-3560 

Transportation 

02013-4728 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Modem Image Beauty Salon 

4513 W Diversey Ave 

Sign 

Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55940] 
Moe's Cantina 

153-155 W Kinzie St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Moe's Cantina 

[C.J.p.55959] 

153-155 W Kinzie St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Moe's Cantina 

[C.J.p. 55959] 

153-155 W Kinzie St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Moe's Cantina 

[C.J.p. 55959] 

153-155 W Kinzie St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.55959] 
Mufflers R Us, Inc. 

4400-4410 S Western Ave 

Sign 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55915] 
My Fit Foods 

157 W North Ave 

Sign 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Nan's 

2360 N Lincoln Ave 

Sign 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 

02013-4642 

Transportation 

02013-4370 

Transportation 

02013-4365 

Transportation 

02013-4374 

Transportation 

02013-4377 

Transportation 

02013-4536 

Transportation 

02013-4617 

Transportation 

02013-4621 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

New Cermak-Kedzie Currency Exc. 

2210 S Kedzie Ave 

Sign 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53753] 
Passed [C.J.p.55150] 

New Line/Wafel 

215 N Clinton St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53777] 
Passed [C.J.p.55151] 

Next Bronzeville LLC 

335 E 35th St 

Light fixture 

Bums (4) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55909] 
Noble Network of Charter Schools 

1505 W Chicago Ave 

Door swing 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55928] 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital 

259 EErie St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53778] 
Passed [C.J.p.55192] 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital 

259 EErie St 

Column 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital 

259 EErie St 

Column 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
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02013-3745 

Transportation 

02013-4073 

Transportation 

02013-4461 

Transportation 

02013-4573 

Transportation 

02013-3472 

Transportation 

02013-4684 

Transportation 

02013-4739 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital 

441 E Ontario St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53778] 
[C.J.p.55192] 

Old Town Ale House, Inc. 

219 W North Ave 

Security camera 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55928] 
One Happy Bean Cafe LLC 

5868 N Lincoln Ave 

Sign 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55950] 
Oskin, David and Oskin, Yana 

2100 N Leavitt St 

Facade 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p.55151] 

Paladar 

2252 N Western Ave 

Planter 

Moreno (1) 

02013-3473 

Transportation 

02013-4565 

Transportation 

02013-4763 

Transportation 

02013-3823 

Transportation 

02013-4271 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] Transportation 
Pancho Pistolas Mexican Restaurant 

700 W 31st St 

Sign 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p.55915] 
Panes Bread Cafe 

3002 N Sheffield Ave 

Banner 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53787] 
[C.J.p.55152] 

02013-4237 

Transportation 

02013-3881 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Parc Chestnut Condo Assn. 

849 N Franklin St 

Balcony 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
Parc Chestnut Condo Assn. 

849 N Franklin St 

Trash container 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
Paris Cleaners 

301 E 75th St 

Sign 

Sawyer (6) 

Referred [C.J.p.55911] 
Paris Club 

59 W Hubbard St 

Flagpole 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53777] 
Passed [C.J.p.55153] 

Pepe's No.2 Food & Liquor 

2333 N Western Ave 

Sign 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55941] 
Personal Liquors, Inc. 

4241 W Madison St 

Light fixture 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53760] 
Passed [C.J.p.55154] 

Petco 

6236 N Western Ave 

Sign 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p.55979] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4588 

Transportation 

02013-4591 

Transportation 

02013-4225 

Transportation 

02013-4083 

Transportation 

02013-4675 

Transportation 

02013-3785 

Transportation 

02013-4818 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Pete's Mart 

1035 W 63rd St 

Sign 

Thompson (16) 

Referred 
Passed [C.J.p. 55154] 

Play Room, The 

7958 W Belmont Ave 

Sign 

Sposato (36) 

Referred 
Passed 

Ponzu Sushi 

[C.J.p. 53769] 
[C.J.p. 55155] 

2407 N Clark St 

Sign 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Potbelly Sandwich Works 

924 W Belmont Ave 

Light fixture 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Potbelly Sandwich Works LLC 

3424 N Southport Ave 

Light fixture 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55965] 
Power Yoga Chicago LLC 

2735 N Lincoln Ave 

Banner 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55942] 
Prado Travel Agency 

10603 S Ewing Ave 

Sign 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p.55914] 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Pratesi 

67 E Oak St 

Reilly (42) 

02013-3686 Referred [C.J.p.55955] 

Transportation 

02013-3852 

Transportation 

02013-4625 

Transportation 

02013-4712 

Transportation 

02013-4708 

Transportation 

02013-4679 

Transportation 

02013-4531 

Transportation 

Pressure Incorp. 

6318 N Clark St 

Sign 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55950] 
Prestage Liquors 

3210 W Montrose Ave 

Sign 

Mell (33) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55943] 
Prestige Food & Liquors 

5439 W Madison St 

Sign 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] 
Public Chicago 

1301 N State Pkwy 

Pipe 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p.55963] 
R G Lee Corp. 

242 W Cermak Rd 

Sign 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
Radio Shack No. 6516 

4359 S Archer Ave 

Sign 

Burke (14) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53747] 
[C.J.p.55156] 
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02013-4581 

Transportation 

02013-4750 

Transportation 

02013-4694 

Transportation 

02013-4616 

Transportation 

02013-4628 

Transportation 

02013-4372 

Transportation 

02013-3676 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Rado Vidakovic 

4024 N Milwaukee Ave 

Trash container 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

Ranallis 

[C.J.p.53731] 
[C.J.p. 55180] 

1512 W Berwyn Ave 

Sign 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p.55950] 
Red Mango 

1513 N Milwaukee Ave 

Sign 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53731] 
[C.J.p. 55157] 

Reform Chicago 

222 W Huron St 

Banner 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53777] 

Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago 

630 N Mcclurg Ct 

Caissons 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53777] 
[C.J.p.55158] 

Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago 

630 N Mcclurg Ct 

Earth retention system 

02013-3513 

Transportation 

02013-4738 

Transportation 

02013-3492 

Transportation 

02013-4091 

Transportation 

02013-4086 

Transportation 

Reilly (42) 02013-4090 

Referred [C.J.p. 53777] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p.55159] 

Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago 

630 N Mcclurg Ct 

Pile caps 

Reilly (42) 02013-4088 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53777] 
[C.J.p. 55160] 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

River North Devco LLC 

71 W Hubbard St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Rosa, Carlos M. 

[C.J.p. 53777] 
[C.J.p.55161] 

735-737 S Western Ave 

Step 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.44739] 
[C.J.p.55162] 

Roscoe Village Bikes 

2016 W Roscoe St 

Sign 

02013-4085 

Transportation 

02012-8328 

Transportation 

Waguespack (32) 02013-4655 

Referred [C.J.p. 55942] Transportation 
Royal Flesh Tattoo and Body Piercing 

4005 N Broadway 

Sign 

Capplernan (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p.55163] 

Rushim Bains 

1532 W 18th PI 

Fence 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

Rushim Bains 

1532 W 18th PI 

Staircase 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

Sabrina Sub 

[C.J.p. 53753] 
[C.J.p. 55092] 

[C.J.p. 53753] 
[C.J.p. 55093] 

7559 N Ridge Blvd 

Sign 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55978] 

02013-3925 

Transportation 

02013-3749 

Transportation 

02013-3748 

Transportation 

02013-4803 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Safe & Sound Electronics, Inc. 

5145 W Diversey Ave 

Amend 

Suarez (31) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53763] 
[C.J.p.55193] 

Saint Xavier University 

3700 W 103rd St 

Conduit 

02013-3484 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Shambhala International (Vajradhatu) 

1017 W Washington Blvd 

Amend 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55929] 
Sheffield Properties of Illinois, Inc. 

930-980 N Michigan Ave 

Planter 

Reilly (42) 
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02013-4308 

Transportation 

02013-4823 
O'Shea (19) 02013-4292 

Transportation 
Referred [C.J.p. 55955] Transportation 

Referred [C.J.p.55921] 
Sakoutis Corporation 

112 N May St 

Sign 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53757] 
[C.J.p. 55164] 

Salesforce.com, Inc. 

111 W Illinois St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53777] 
[C.J.p.55165] 

Salvation Army, The 

5110-5112 S Ashland Ave 

Sign 

02013-3774 

Transportation 

02013-4082 

Transportation 

Thompson (16) 02013-4284 

Referred [C.J.p.55919] Transportation 
Servicemaster Professional Cleaning 

4865 N Elston Ave 

Sign 

Laurino (39) 02013-4754 

Referred [C.J.p. 55949] Transportation 
Shambhala International (Vajradhatu) 

1017 W Washington Blvd 

Amend 

Burnett (27) 02013-4303 

Referred [C.J.p.55929] Transportation 

Sheffield Properties of Illinois, Inc. 

930-980 N Michigan Ave 

Slurry wall 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55955] 
Sheffield Weed LLC 

1551 N Sheffield Ave 

Caisson 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55942] 
Sheffield Weed LLC 

1551 N Sheffield Ave 

Sheeting 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55942] 
Siena Tavern 

5 WKinzie St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53781] 
[C.J.p.55193] 

Sierra Auto Group 

2310 N Cicero Ave 

Sign 

Suarez (31) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53762] 
[C.J.p.55165] 

02013-4825 

Transportation 

02013-4652 

Transportation 

02013-4649 

Transportation 

02013-3469 

Transportation 

02013-3819 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Silver Room, The 

1442 N Milwaukee Ave 

Sign 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p.53731] 

02013-3511 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

South Shore Chamber, Inc. 

2632 E 75th St 

Planter 

Holmes (7) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55912] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4229 

Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p.55166] Southport Grocery and Cafe, Inc. 

Sinai Health System 

2750 W 15th St 

Manhole 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55936] 
Singer Factory Distributors 

4914 W Irving Park Rd 

Sign 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55968] 
Six North Michigan Condo Assoc. 

6 N Michigan Ave 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
Sol Cafe 

1615 W Howard St 

Sign 

Moore (49) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53796] 
[C.J.p.55167] 

Soundz Good, Inc. 

3447 N Western Ave 

Sign 

02013-4593 

Transportation 

02013-4741 

Transportation 

02013-4659 

Transportation 

02013-3944 

Transportation 

Waguespack (32) 02013-3834 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p.55168] 

South Shore Chamber of Commerce 

7906 S Crandon Ave 

Planter 

Holmes (7) 

Referred [C.J.p.55912] 

02013-4227 

Transportation 

3552 N Southport Ave 

Banner 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55966] 
Special Celebrations 

5413 S Kedzie Ave 

Sign 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55917] 
Staropolska Restaurant 

3028-3030 N Milwaukee Ave 

Sign 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55939] 
Stems 

650 N Ashland Ave 

Planters 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 
Su Nueva III 

3319 W 55th St 

Sign 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55917] 
Subway 

3815 N Broadway 

Sign 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p.55168] 

02013-4725 

Transportation 

02013-4245 

Transportation 

02013-4626 

Transportation 

02013-4270 

Transportation 

02013-4257 

Transportation 

02013-3930 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege Grants of Privilege 

Summit Motel Taqueria La Fiesta 

5308 N Lincoln Ave 7146 W Diversey Ave 

Sign Sign 

O'Connor (40) 02013-4740 Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55950] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55946] 

Sushi Samba Taqueria Mi Linda Hacienda, Inc. 

504 N Wells St 4406-4408 W Armitage Ave 

Windscreen Amend 

Reilly (42) 02013-4762 Suarez (31) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53763] 

Sutherland's Passed [C.J.p.55194] 

5353 W Irving Park Rd Tarascas International 

Sign 2585 N Clark St 

Cullerton (38) 02013-3854 Sign 

Referred [C.J.p. 53771] Transportation Smith (43) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55169] Referred [C.J.p. 53783] 

Sweet Baby Ray's Wrigleyville Passed [C.J.p.55171] 

3478 N Clark St Tavern on Rush 

Amend 1031 N Rush St 

Tunney (44) 02013-3475 Roof cornice 

Referred [C.J.p. 53787] Transportation Reilly (42) 

Passed [C.J.p.55195] Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 

Taco Fresco Taxi Town 

23 E Adams St 6500 N Western Ave 

Sign Sign 

Reilly (42) 02013-4084 Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53777] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55979] 

Passed [C.J.p.55170] Temple Bar, The 
Talbott Hotel, The 3001 N Ashland Ave 

20 N Delaware PI Sign 
Handicap ramp Waguespack (32) 

Reilly (42) 02013-4800 Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] Transportation Passed [C.J.p.55171] 

Talbott Hotel, The Thai Lagoon Restauran 

60 W Illinois St 2322 W North Ave 

Sign Light fixture 

Reilly (42) 02013-4805 Moreno (1); Waguespack 

Referred [C.J.p. 55953] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55906] 
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02013-4716 

Transportation 

02013-3488 

Transportation 

02013-3869 

Transportation 

02013-4772 

Transportation 

02013-4821 

Transportation 

02013-3839 

Transportation 

02013-4273 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX Date: 6/5/2013 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Thai Lagoon Restaurant 

2322 W North Ave 

Sign 

Moreno (1); Waguespack 02013-4272 

Referred [C.J.p.55906] Transportation 
The Legacy at Millennium Park Condominium 
Association 

60 E Monroe St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Toast 

[C.J.p. 55959] 

2046 N Damen Ave 

Sign 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p.55172] 

Treasures Depot, Inc. 

3455 S Archer Ave 

Sign 

Balcer (11) 

Referred [C.J.p.55915] 
Tropical Meat Co. 

1919 S Laflin St 

Light fixture 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
Tropical Optical 

2767 N Milwaukee Ave 

Sign 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Twisted Vine, The 

3530 N Halsted St 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55966] 

02013-4312 

Transportation 

02013-3840 

Transportation 

02013-4239 

Transportation 

02013-4359 

Transportation 

02013-4705 

Transportation 

02013-4729 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

U.S. Equities Student Housing LLC 

525 S State St 

Banner 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53734] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55177] 

Uncle Bob's Self Storage 

6331 N Broadway 

Sign 

02013-3550 

Transportation 

Moore (49) 02013-4810 

Referred [C.J.p. 55978] Transportation 
Uncle Bob's Self Storage No. 424 

2051 N Austin Ave 

Banner 

Graham (29) 02013-4602 

Referred [C.J.p. 55937] Transportation 
Uncle Bob's Self Storage No. 424 

2051 N Austin Ave 

Sign 

Graham (29) 02013-4604 

Referred [C.J.p.55938] Transportation 
Uncle Bob's Self Storage No. 425 

345 N Western Ave 

Sign 

Burnett (27) 02013-4578 

Referred [C.J.p. 55928] Transportation 
Uncle Bob's Self Storage No. 426 

615 W Pershing Rd 

Sign 

Balcer (11) 02013-4238 

Referred [C.J.p.55915] Transportation 
Uncle Bob's Self Storage No. 432 

3636 N Broadway 

Sign 

Cappleman (46) 02013-4504 

Referred [C.J.p. 55969] Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Universal Sole 

333 E Benton PI 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
University Commons I Condo Assn. 

1033-1069 W 14th PI 

Water main 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55926] 
University of Chicago, The 

1437 E 60th St 

Tunnel 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p.55921] 
University of Chicago, The 

5646-5648 S Drexel Ave 

Earth retention system 

Hairston (5) 

Referred [C.J.p.55911] 
University of Chicago, The 

5711 S Drexel Ave 

Earth retention system 

Hairston (5) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55911] 
University of Chicago, The 

5800 S Stony Island Ave 

Occupation of space 

Hairston (5) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53740] 
Passed [C.J.p.55173] 

University of Chicago, The 

5800 S Stony Island Ave 

Raised crosswalk 

Hairston (5) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53740] 
[C.J.p.55174] 

02013-4663 

Transportation 

02013-4378 

Transportation 

02013-4329 

Transportation 

02013-4224 

Transportation 

02013-4222 

Transportation 

02013-3610 

Transportation 

02013-3606 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

University of Chicago, The 

5550 S University Ave 

Manhole 

Hairston (5) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53740] 
Passed [C.J.p.55175] 

University of Chicago, The 

5736-5750 S Woodlawn Ave 

Irrigation system 

Hairston (5) 

Referred 
Passed 

Uptown United 

[C.J.p. 53740] 
[C.J.p.55175] 

4003 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55969] 
Uptown United 

4027 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55970] 
Uptown United 

4028 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
Uptown United 

4033 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
Uptown United 

4040 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
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02013-3605 

Transportation 

02013-3601 

Transportation 

02013-4443 

Transportation 

02013-4437 

Transportation 

02013-4440 

Transportation 

02013-4408 

Transportation 

02013-4445 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Uptown United 

4070 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
Uptown United 

4071 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
Uptown United 

4082 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
Uptown United 

4085 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55970] 
Uptown United 

4091 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55970] 
Uptown United 

4092 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55970] 
Uptown United 

4101 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4110 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55971] 

02013-4447 

Transportation 

02013-4449 

Transportation 

02013-4451 

Transportation 

02013-4452 

Transportation 

02013-4455 

Transportation 

02013-4457 

Transportation 

02013-4460 

Transportation 

02013-4462 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Uptown United 

4116 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4117 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4134 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4135 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55971] 
Uptown United 

4146 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4147 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4201 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4215 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4464 

Transportation 

02013-4465 

Transportation 

02013-4468 

Transportation 

02013-4470 

Transportation 

02013-4472 

Transportation 

02013-4474 

Transportation 

02013-4477 

Transportation 

02013-4480 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Uptown United 

4224 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55971] 
Uptown United 

4233 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55971] 
Uptown United 

4236 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55972] 
Uptown United 

4267 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55972] 
Uptown United 

4301 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55972] 
Uptown United 

4326 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55972] 
Uptown United 

4337 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55972] 
Uptown United 

4355 N Broadway 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55972] 

02013-4483 

Transportation 

02013-4487 

Transportation 

02013-4489 

Transportation 

02013-4492 

Transportation 

02013-4494 

Transportation 

02013-4495 

Transportation 

02013-4501 

Transportation 

02013-4499 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Uptown United 

4000 N Sheridan Rd 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55969] 
Uptown United 

4006 N Sheridan Rd 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55969] 
Uptown United 

4022 N Sheridan Rd 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
Uptown United 

4025 N Sheridan Rd 

Planter 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55970] 
Urban Holiday Management LLC 

1659 W Division St 

Bay window 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

Vapiano 

[C.J.p.53731] 
[C.J.p. 55176] 

44 S Wabash Ave 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
Vaughans Pub 

5485 N Northwest Hwy 

Light fixture 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53790] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55178] 

97 

02013-4422 

Transportation 

02013-4430 

Transportation 

02013-4433 

Transportation 

02013-4403 

Transportation 

02013-3520 

Transportation 

02013-4686 

Transportation 

02013-3888 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Vernon Park Tap 

1073 W Vernon Park PI 

Ramp 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53754] 
[C.J.p.55179] 

Villa Join the Movement 

6310 S Halsted St 

Sign 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53751] 
Passed [C.J.p.55180] 

Wells Flats Street LLC 

1225 N Wells St 

Sign 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Wesley Place 

1415 W Foster Ave 

Fire escape 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55977] 
Westin Hotel Chicago 

909 N Michigan Ave 

Pipe 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
Westin Hotel Chicago 

909 N Michigan Ave 

Siamese connection 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
WF Halls Self Storage 

1919 W Pershing Rd 

Sign 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55916] 

02013-3751 

Transportation 

02013-3700 

Transportation 

02013-4630 

Transportation 

02013-4784 

Transportation 

02013-4717 

Transportation 

02013-4671 

Transportation 

02013-4541 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

WF Halls Self Storage, Inc. 

1919 W Pershing Rd 

Light fixture 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55916] 
WF Halls Self Storage, Inc. 

1919 W Pershing Rd 

Security camera 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p.55916] 
White Oaks Properties Group 

5901 S Prairie Ave 

8aywindow 

Cochran (20) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53751] 
[C.J.p.55181] 

White Oaks Properties Group 

5901 S Prairie Ave 

Fence 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p.55921] 
White Oaks Properties Group 

5901 S Prairie Ave 

Step 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p.53751] 
Passed [C.J.p.55182] 

Whole Foods Market 

3300 N Ashland Ave 

Sign 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55966] 
Wil-Car Clark Street LLC 

20 S Clark St 

Vault 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53777] 
[C.J.p.55183] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4547 

Transportation 

02013-4552 

Transportation 

02013-3709 

Transportation 

02013-4334 

Transportation 

02013-3716 

Transportation 

02013-4731 

Transportation 

02013-4089 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 99 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Grants of Privilege 

Windy City Hot Dogs, Inc. 

4205 W 63rd St 

Sign 

Quinn (13) 

Referred 
Passed 

Wing Stop 

[C.J.p.53746] 
[C.J.p.55183] 

2634 N Clark St 

Light fixture 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55963] 
Xpress Network Solutions 

216 WOhio St 

Sign 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55956] 
Zizi's Cafe 

2825 N Sheffield Ave 

Amend 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [e.J.p. 55966] 
Zizi's Kabobs 

2825 N Sheffield Ave 

Amend 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Miscellaneous 

[C.J.p. 55966] 

Kingdom Chevrolet 

6603 S Western Ave 

Display-vehicle parking 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p.55918] 
Metro Ford 

6455 S Western Ave 

Display vehicle parking 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p.55918] 

02013-3667 

Transportation 

02013-4635 

Transportation 

02013-4682 

Transportation 

02013-4535 

Transportation 

02013-4311 

Transportation 

Or2013-364 

Transportation 

Or2013-338 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Miscellaneous 

S&S Motors 

6559 S Western Ave 

Display-vehicle parking 

Foulkes (15) 

Referred [C.J.p.55919] 
Warner Brothers Pictures 

Or2013-365 

Transportation 

Landing and takeoffs of rotary-wing aircraft at 
various locations 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Sidewalk Cafes 

[C.J.p.53774] 
[C.J.p.55417] 

4920 W Irving Park Rd 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed [C.J.p. 55333] 

5901 W Lawrence Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed [C.J.p. 55303] 

Jimmy John's - Ohio 

205 E Ohio St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

4 Suyos 

[e.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p.55318] 

2727 W Fullerton Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55905] 
63 Bar & Grill 

6341-6343 N Broadway 

Moore (49) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53797] 
Passed [e.J.p.55391] 

9 Muses Bar & Grill 

315 S Halsted St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53759] 
[e.J.p.55391] 

02013-3394 

Transportation 

02013-4136 

Transportation 

02013-4135 

Transportation 

02013-4003 

Transportation 

02013-4315 

Transportation 

02013-3969 

Transportation 

02013-3697 

Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

A Plate on Southport 

2918 N Southport Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p.55261) 
Passed [C.J.p. 55261) 

02013-3711 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Augie's 

1721 WWrightwood Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764) 
Passed [C.J.p. 55262) 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3714 

Transportation 

A. J. Hudson's Public House Bacci Cafe and Pizzeria on Milwaukee Ave, Inc. 

3801-3805 N Ashland Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Passed 

Alfred Kr, Inc. 

[C.J.p. 53794) 
[C.J.p.55258) 

4237 N Cicero Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55968) 
Alhambra Palace Restaurant 

1240 W Randolph St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

AI's Beef 

[C.J.p. 53758) 
[C.J.p. 55259) 

601 W Adams St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
AI's Pizza 

[C.J.p. 55907) 

6344 W Irving Park Rd 

Cullerton (38) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55948) 
Amato's Pizzeria 

1737 N Harlem Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55946) 
Anthony's 

3442 N Southport Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

Asian Outpost 

[C.J.p. 53788) 
[C.J.p. 55260) 

1313-1315 S Wabash Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53734) 
[C.J.p. 55262) 

02013-3923 

Transportation 

02013-4496 

Transportation 

02013-3656 

Transportation 

02013-4320 

Transportation 

02013-4438 

Transportation 

02013-4429 

Transportation 

02013-3782 

Transportation 

02013-3509 

Transportation 

4367 N Milwaukee Ave 

Arena (45) 02013-3876 

Referred [C.J.p. 53790) Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55263) 

Bartoli's Pizzeria 

1955 W Addison St 

Pawar (47) 02013-4503 

Referred [C.J.p. 55975) Transportation 
Bavarian Chop Haus, The 

4128 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 02013-3929 

Referred [C.J.p. 53794) Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55264) 

Beezzee 

2807 N Sheffield Ave 

Tunney (44) 02013-3790 

Referred [C.J.p. 53788) Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55265) 

Big Cheese on Lincoln, The 

4229 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 02013-3935 

Referred [C.J.p. 53794) Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55266) 

Bistro by the Pier, The 

505 N Lake Shore Dr 

Reilly (42) 02013-4518 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957) Transportation 
Bistro Voltaire 

226 W Chicago Ave 

Burnett (27) 02013-4387 

Referred [C.J.p. 55929) Transportation 
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OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 101 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Black Duck, The 

1800 N Halsted St 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53784] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55267] 

Black Sheep Beer Garden 

3441 N Sheffield Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967] 
Blue Star Bistro & Wine Bar 

1209-1211 N Noble St 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55942] 
Bonne Sante Health Foods, Inc. 

1512 E 53rd St 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p.55910] 
Bow Truss 

2934 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Bowmans 

[C.J.p. 55967] 

4356 N Leavitt St 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53794] 
Passed [C.J.p.55267] 

Breakfast House Restaurant, Inc. 

1800 W Grand Ave 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53755] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55268] 

Brisku Bistro 

4100-4102 N Kedzie Ave 

Mell (33) 

Referred 
Passed 

Bulerias, Inc. 

[C.J.p. 53766] 
[C.J.p. 55269] 

3656 N Ashland Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55975] 

02013-3754 

Transportation 

02013-4467 

Transportation 

02013-4418 

Transportation 

02013-4338 

Transportation 

02013-4469 

Transportation 

02013-3941 

Transportation 

02013-3632 

Transportation 

02013-3728 

Transportation 

02013-4506 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Burger Joint 

675 N Franklin Blvd 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53779] 
[C.J.p. 55270] 

Burrito Beach No.8 

200 E Ohio St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Butterfly 

[C.J.p. 53779] 
[C.J.p.55271] 

1156 W Grand Ave 

Burnett (27) 

02013-3979 

Transportation 

02013-3980 

Transportation 

02013-3659 

Referred [C.J.p. 53758] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p.55272] 

Butterfly Sushi & Thai Cuisine on Chicago Ave 

1421 W Chicago Ave 

Burnett (27) 02013-3665 

Referred [C.J.p. 53758] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55272] 

Butterfly Sushi Bar and Thai Cuisine on Madison St 

1131 W Madison St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

Cafe Tola 

[C.J.p. 53734] 
[C.J.p. 55273] 

3612 N Southport Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

Cafe Zipo 

[C.J.p. 53788] 
[C.J.p. 55274] 

5645 N Lincoln Ave 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p.55950] 
Caffe Italia 

2625 N Harlem Ave 

Sposato (36) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53770] 
[C.J.p. 55275] 

02013-3516 

Transportation 

02013-3792 

Transportation 

02013-4509 

Transportation 

02013-3750 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes Sidewalk Cafes 

Caribou Coffee Co., Inc. Coffee & Tea Exchange 

800 S Wabash Ave 3311 N Broadway 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3521 Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53734] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53788] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55276] Passed [C.J.p. 55281] 

Ch'Ava Cafe Coffee Shop 

4656 N Clark St 852 N Damen Ave 

Pawar (47) 02013-3951 Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53794] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55277] Passed [C.J.p. 55280] 

Chicago Busy Burger Continental Lounge, The 

1120 W Taylor St 2801 W Chicago Ave 

Solis (25) 02013-3603 Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53754] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53755] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55277] Passed [C.J.p.55281] 

Chicago Hilton & Towers Coronas Coffee II 

720 S Michigan Ave 909 W Irving Park Rd 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3524 Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53734] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55278] Passed [C.J.p. 55282] 

Chicken Works and Salad Co. Crepe Bistro 

3658 W Irving Park Rd 186 N Wells St 

Laurino (39) 02013-4441 Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55949] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53779] 
Chick-Fil-A State & Lake Passed [C.J.p. 55283] 

177 N State St Crepe Town 

Reilly (42) 02013-4520 3915 N Sheridan Rd 

Referred [C.J.p. 55957] Transportation Tunney (44) 

City News Referred [C.J.p. 53788] 

4018 N Cicero Ave Passed [C.J.p. 55284] 

Arena (45) 02013-4498 Crocodile, The 

Referred [C.J.p. 55968] Transportation 1540 N Milwaukee Ave 

Clarke's on Belmont Moreno (1) 

928-930 W Belmont Ave Referred [C.J.p. 53732] 

Tunney (44) 02013-4473 Passed [C.J.p. 55285] 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967] Transportation 
Crumbs Bake Shop 

Coco Restaurant 346 N Clark St 

2723 W Division St Reilly (42) 

Maldonado (26) 02013-3635 Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 

Referred [C.J.p. 53755] Transportation 

Passed [C.J.p. 55279] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3796 

Transportation 

02013-3717 

Transportation 

02013-3636 

Transportation 

02013-3903 

Transportation 

02013-3982 

Transportation 

02013-3801 

Transportation 

02013-3476 

Transportation 

02013-4526 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes Sidewalk Cafes 

Devine Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 1200 

2958 W Irving Park Rd 1549 N Wells St 

Mell (33) 02013-3730 Burnett (27) 02013-3672 

Referred [C.J.p. 53766] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53758] Transportation 

Passed [C.J.p. 55286] Passed [C.J.p. 55290] 
Doc B's Restaurant 001 LLC Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 2578 

100 E Walton St 3420 N Southport Ave 

Reilly (42) 02013-4529 Tunney (44) 02013-3804 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 53788] Transportation 
Dolce Casa Cafe Passed [C.J.p.55291] 

4947 N Damen Ave Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 3426 

Pawar (47) 02013-3954 933 W Diversey Ave 

Referred [C.J.p. 53794] Transportation Smith (43) 02013-3756 

Passed [C.J.p. 55286] Referred [C.J.p. 53784] Transportation 

Dolce Gelato Passed [C.J.p.55291] 

2904 N Broadway Einstein Bros. Bagels No. 3505 

Tunney (44) 02013-4475 400 N Dearborn St 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967] Transportation Reilly (42) 02013-3988 

Dunkin Donuts Referred [C.J.p. 53779] Transportation 

211 W Adams St Passed [C.J.p. 55292] 

Fioretti (2) 02013-3527 Epic Burger, Inc. 

Referred [C.J.p. 53734] Transportation 407 N Clark St 

Passed [C.J.p. 55287] Reilly (42) 02013-4551 

Dunkin Donuts Referred [C.J.p. 55958] Transportation 

27W Lake St Epic Burger, Inc. 

Reilly (42) 02013-3983 227 E Ontario St 

Referred [C.J.p. 53779] Transportation Reilly (42) 02013-4540 

Passed [C.J.p. 55288] Referred [C.J.p. 55958] Transportation 
Dunkin Dounuts/Baskin Robins Epic Burger, Inc. 

75 E Washington St 40 E Pearson St 

Reilly (42) 02013-3986 Reilly (42) 02013-4545 

Referred [C.J.p. 53779] Transportation Referred [C.J.p. 55958] Transportation 

Passed [C.J.p. 55289] Fabcakes 

East Coast Pantry Chicago 714 N Wells St 

112 N May St Reilly (42) 02013-4555 
Burnett (27) 02013-4384 Referred [C.J.p. 55958] Transportation 
Referred [C.J.p. 55929] Transportation Falafel & Grill 

East Coast Pantry Chicago 1317 N Milwaukee Ave 

611 N Wells St Moreno (1) 02013-3480 
Solis (25) 02013-4381 Referred [C.J.p. 53732] Transportation 
Referred [C.J.p. 55927] Transportation Passed [C.J.p. 55293] 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Fishing Cat, Inc. 

2706 W Peterson Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53798] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55294] 

Five Guys Burgers and Fries 

1456 E 53rd St 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p.55910] 
Five Guys Burgers and Fries 

6474 N Sheridan Rd 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p.55950] 
Flour and Water 

2965 N Lincoln Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55295] 

Fogon 

1235 W Grand Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

Fontano Subs 

[C.J.p. 53758] 
[C.J.p.55295] 

332 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

Forever Yogurt 

[C.J.p. 53734] 
[C.J.p. 55296] 

42 E Chicago Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53779] 
[C.J.p. 55297] 

Fornetto-Mei on Grant 

1108 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53734] 
[C.J.p. 55298] 

02013-3970 

Transportation 

02013-4341 

Transportation 

02013-4510 

Transportation 

02013-3719 

Transportation 

02013-3673 

Transportation 

02013-3530 

Transportation 

02013-3990 

Transportation 

02013-3533 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Forza 

2476-2478 N Lincoln Ave 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

Fox & Obel 

401 E Illinois St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53784] 
[C.J.p. 55299] 

[C.J.p. 53779] 
[C.J.p. 55300] 

Frances' Restaurant & Deli, Inc. 

2552-2554 N Clark St 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53784] 
[C.J.p.55301] 

Francesca's Bryn Mawr 

1039 W Bryn Mawr Ave 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53795] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55301] 

Freshii 

200 W Randolph St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Gannon's Pub 

[C.J.p. 53779] 
[C.J.p. 55302] 

4264 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53795] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55304] 

Gaudi Coffee & Grill 

624 N Ashland Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

Geb 

[C.J.p. 53732] 
[C.J.p. 55305] 

841 W Randolph St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53758] 
[C.J.p. 55306] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3758 

Transportation 

02013-3993 

Transportation 

02013-3762 

Transportation 

02013-3963 

Transportation 

02013-3994 

Transportation 

02013-3957 

Transportation 

02013-3482 

Transportation 

02013-3675 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Golden Nugget 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Ja' Grill 

1008 W Armitage Ave 3234 W Irving Park Rd 

Mell (33) 02013-4421 Smith (43) 

Referred 
Hash 

[C.J.p. 55943] 

1357 N Western Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 
Hashbrown on Wells 

1149-1155 N Wells St 

Burnett (27) 

Transportation 

02013-4298 

Transportation 

02013-3677 

Referred [C.J.p.53758] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55306] 

Hershey's Chocolate World Attraction-Chicago 

822 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 02013-3996 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53779] 
[C.J.p. 55307] 

Hill Country Smokehouse 

6954 N Western Ave 

Silverstein (50) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53798] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55308] 

Holiday Bar & Grill 

740 W Randolph St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53758] 

I Monelli Trattoria Pizzeria 

5019 N Western Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Passed 

Indie Burger 

[C.J.p. 53795] 
[C.J.p.55310] 

1034 W Belmont Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967] 

Transportation 

02013-3971 

Transportation 

02013-3678 

Transportation 

02013-3960 

Transportation 

02013-4478 

Transportation 

Referred 
Passed 

Jai Yen 

[C.J.p. 53784] 
[C.J.p. 55310] 

3734-3736 N Broadway 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55211] 

Jamba Juice 

209 W Jackson Blvd 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53734] 
[C.J.p.55312] 

Jersey Mike's Subs 

3152 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53788] 
[C.J.p. 55313] 

Jersey Mike's Subs 

203 E Ohio St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 
Jet's Public House 

6148 N Milwaukee Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53790] 
[C.J.p. 55314] 

Jimmy Green's 

823-825 S State St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

Jimmy John's 

[C.J.p. 53734] 
[C.J.p. 55314] 

501 N LaSalle Dr 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53779] 
[C.J.p. 55315] 
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02013-3764 

Transportation 

02013-3905 

Transportation 

02013-3535 

Transportation 

02013-3806 

Transportation 

02013-4558 

Transportation 

02013-3879 

Transportation 

02013-3540 

Transportation 

02013-3999 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Jimmy John's 

6 E Madison St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53779] 
Passed [C.J.p.55316] 

Jimmy John's - Clark 

28 N Clark St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53779] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55317] 

Jimmy John's - Taylor 

1133 W Taylor St 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53754] 
[C.J.p. 55320] 

Jimmy John's - Washington 

216 WWashington St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p.55321] 

Jimmy John's Gourmet Subs 

1148 WWilson Ave 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p.55318] 

Jimmy John's Sandwich Shop 

46 E Chicago Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Jin Thai Cuisine 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p. 55913] 

5458 N Broadway 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53795] 
Passed [C.J.p.55321] 

Jitlada Thai House Restaurant 

3715-3717 N Halsted St 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55322] 

02013-4001 

Transportation 

02013-4002 

Transportation 

02013-3607 

Transportation 

02013-4005 

Transportation 

02013-3907 

Transportation 

02013-4004 

Transportation 

02013-3964 

Transportation 

02013-3909 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Juicy Wine Co., The 

694 N Milwaukee Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55929] 
Kai Sushi 

1406 W Grand Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 
Kamehachi 

1531 N Wells St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53758] 
[C.J.p. 55323] Passed 

Kanela II 

1552 N Wells St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55929] 
Kirkwood Bar & Grill 

2934 N Sheffield Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53788] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55324] 

Kitty O'Shea's Chicago LLC 

720 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

Kurah 

[C.J.p. 53734] 
[C.J.p. 55325] 

1355 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

L26 

2600 S State St 

Dowell (3) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53735] 
[C.J.p. 55326] 

[C.J.p.53738] 
[C.J.p. 55326] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-4389 

Transportation 

02013-4390 

Transportation 

02013-3681 

Transportation 

02013-4396 

Transportation 

02013-3808 

Transportation 

02013-3544 

Transportation 

02013-3547 

Transportation 

02013-3590 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

La Bocca 

4618 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53795] 
[C.J.p. 55327] 

La Bruquena Restaurant & Lounge 

2726 W Division St 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53755] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55328] 

La Catedral Cafe & Restaurant 

2500 S Christiana Ave 

Munoz (22) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55923] 
La Chaparrita De Chicago No.2 

5957 S Kedzie Ave 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53748] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55329] 

La Fontanella 

2414 S Oakley Ave 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53754] 
[C.J.p. 55330] 

La Gondola Cucina Italiana 

1258 W Belmont Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53788] 
[C.J.p.55331] 

La Sirena Clandestina 

954 W Fulton Market 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

Lao Sze Chuan 

[C.J.p. 53759] 
[C.J.p. 55332] 

4832 N Broadway 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53796] 
Passed [C.J.p.55331] 

02013-3961 

Transportation 

02013-3645 

Transportation 

02013-4361 

Transportation 

02013-3596 

Transportation 

02013-3609 

Transportation 

02013-3811 

Transportation 

02013-3687 

Transportation 

02013-3965 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Las Islas Marias 

2043-2051 N Milwaukee Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55904] 
Las Tablas on Lincoln 

2942-2944 N Lincoln Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53764] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55334] 

Latin American Restaurant & Lounge 

2743 W Division St 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53755] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55335] 

Le Flour Bake Shop & Market, Inc. 

6701 N Olmsted Ave 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53773] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55336] 

Leadbelly 

5739 W Irving Park Rd 

Cullerton (38) 

Referred [C.J.p.53772] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55335] 

Leonidas Cafe Chocolaterie 

59 E Chicago Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Lillie's Q 

[C.J.p.53780] 
[C.J.p. 55337] 

1856 W North Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53765] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55338] 

Lincoln Park Stadium Bar and Grill 

2423 N Clark St 

Smith (43) 

Direct Introduction 
Passed [C.J.p. 55339] 
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02013-4301 

Transportation 

02013-3720 

Transportation 

02013-3648 

Transportation 

02013-3737 

Transportation 

02013-3972 

Transportation 

02013-4007 

Transportation 

02013-3721 

Transportation 

02013-4129 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Little Corner Snack Shop. The 

5937 N Broadway 

Osterman (48) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53796] 
Passed [C.J.p.55339] 

Lucky's Sandwich Co. 

717 W Maxwell St 

Solis (25) 

Referred 
Passed 

Mambo Cafe 

[C.J.p. 53754] 
[C.J.p. 55340] 

3336-3342 N Milwaukee Ave 

Reboyras (30) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53761] 
Passed [C.J.p.55341] 

02013-3966 

Transportation 

02013-3614 

Transportation 

02013-3705 

Transportation 

Martino's Italian Cuisine and Pizzeria, Inc. 

3431 W Peterson Ave 

Laurino (39) 02013-4134 

Referred 
Passed [C.J.p. 55342] 

Mediterranean Restaurant 

2833 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

Merlo on Maple 

16 WMaple St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Mexique 

[C.J.p. 53788] 
[C.J.p. 55343] 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p. 55343] 

1529 W Chicago Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Mezcalina 

[C.J.p. 55929] 

333 E Benton PI 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p. 55344] 

Transportation 

02013-3813 

Transportation 

02013-4008 

Transportation 

02013-4402 

Transportation 

02013-4010 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Michael Diversey's 

670 W Diversey Pkwy 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

Milt's BBQ 

[C.J.p. 53788] 
[C.J.p. 55345] 

3411 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53788] 
[C.J.p. 55346] 

Modern Asian Kitchen 

1924 W Division St 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55905] 
Mom's Old Recipe 

5760 N Milwaukee Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53790] 
[C.J.p. 55347] 

Morgan's Bar and Grill 

1325 S Halsted St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55927] 
Morsel 

1406 W Morse Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred 
Passed 

Mr. G's Beef 

[C.J.p. 53797] 
[C.J.p. 55348] 

2715 N Milwaukee Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Mr. G's Diner 

4801 N Austin Ave 

Cullerton (38) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53772] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55348] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3817 

Transportation 

02013-3820 

Transportation 

02013-4304 

Transportation 

02013-3883 

Transportation 

02013-4363 

Transportation 

02013-3967 

Transportation 

02013-4425 

Transportation 

02013-3973 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

My Thai - Takumi Restaurant 

555 W Madison St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

NafNafGrili 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p. 55349] 

309 W Washington St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 
Naha Restaurant 

500 N Clark St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53780] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55350] 

Nat's 

3110 S Shields Ave 

Balcer (11) 

02013-4012 

Transportation 

02013-4562 

Transportation 

02013-4014 

Transportation 

02013-4347 

Referred [C.J.p. 55915] Transportation 
New England Seafood Co. Fish Market 

3341 N Lincoln Ave 

Waguespack (32) 02013-3722 

Referred [C.J.p. 53765] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55351] 

New LinelWafel 

215 N Clinton St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 
Noodles & Company 

3419 N Southport Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967] 
Oggi Trattoria & Caffe 

1378 W Grand Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55905] 
Oh Fusion Thai & Sushi Bar 

3911 N Sheridan Rd 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55967] 

02013-4568 

Transportation 

02013-4482 

Transportation 

02013-4407 

Transportation 

02013-4486 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Oiistar 

1385 N Milwaukee Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

Old Fifth 

[C.J.p. 53732] 
[C.J.p. 55352] 

1027 W Madison St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53735] 
[C.J.p. 55353] 

O'Leary's Public House 

541 N Wells St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p.55353] 

Omni Chicago Hotel 

674-678 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p. 55354] 

Option Room, The 

401 S LaSalle St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
Panaderia Nuevo Leon 

1634 W 18th St 

Solis (25) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55927] 
Panes Bread Cafe 

3002 N Sheffield Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 

Passed 

[C.J.p. 53788] 

[C.J.p. 55355] 
Paradise Cantina 

2015 W Division St 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55905] 
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02013-3489 

Transportation 

02013-3549 

Transportation 

02013-4015 

Transportation 

02013-4017 

Transportation 

02013-4322 

Transportation 

02013-4367 

Transportation 

02013-3824 

Transportation 

02013-4307 

Transportation 
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67 E Cermak Rd 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53735] 
[C.J.p. 55357] Passed 

Pockets 

555 S Dearborn St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
Potsticker House, Inc. 

3139 S Halsted St 

Balcer (11) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53745] 
[C.J.p. 55358] 

Qdoba Mexican Grill 

227 E Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53780] 
[C.J.p. 55359] 

02013-3723 

Transportation 

02013-4512 

Transportation 

02013-4434 

Transportation 

02013-4410 

Transportation 

02013-4097 

Transportation 

02013-3552 

Transportation 

02013-4327 

Transportation 

02013-3595 

Transportation 

02013-4018 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2154 

175 W Jackson Blvd 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed [C.J.p.55360] 

Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2621 

100 N LaSalle St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53780] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55361] 

Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2646 

20 E Chicago Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53780] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55362] 

Qdoba Mexican Grill No. 2723 

328 N Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53780] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55362] 

Rasmos 

4788 N Elston Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53790] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55363] 

Red Pig Asian Kitchen 

2932 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53788] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55364] 
Restaurant, Veneno De Nayarit 

1024 N Ashland Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53732] 

Passed [C.J.p.55365] 
Ringo 

2507-2509 N Lincoln Ave 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53784] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55366] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3559 

Transportation 

02013-4019 

Transportation 

02013-4020 

Transportation 

02013-4021 

Transportation 

Transportation 

02013-3826 

Transportation 

02013-3494 

Transportation 

02013-3765 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

CITY COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE INDEX 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Ruk Sushi and Thai 

4431 N Milwaukee Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53790] 
[C.J.p. 55367] 

Sabor A Cafe, Inc. 

2435 W Peterson Ave 

O'Connor (40) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55950] 
Sal picon 

1252 N Wells St 

Smith (43) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53785] 
[C.J.p. 55367] 

Sandy's Restaurant 

7021 W Higgins Ave 

O'Connor (41) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53773] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55368] 

Scout, The 

1301 S Wabash Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53735] 
[C.J.p. 55369] 

Second Time Around 

8301-8303 W Irving Park Rd 

Sposato (36) 

Referred 
Passed 

Shambles Bar 

[C.J.p. 53770] 
[C.J.p. 55370] 

2050 W Division St 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55905] 
Shokolad Pastry & Cafe, Inc. 

2524 W Chicago Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53732] 
[C.J.p.55371] 

02013-3892 

Transportation 

02013-4516 

Transportation 

02013-3769 

Transportation 

02013-3742 

Transportation 

02013-3562 

Transportation 

02013-3752 

Transportation 

02013-4310 

Transportation 

02013-3497 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Smoothies n' Such LLC 

55 W Randolph St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Socca 

[C.J.p. 53781] 
[C.J.p. 55372] 

3301 N Clark St 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

Sofi LLC 

[C.J.p. 53788] 
[C.J.p. 55372] 

616 S Dearborn St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55907] 
Sofra Turkish Kitchen 

3134 N Lincoln Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53765] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55373] 

Southport Grocery and Cafe, Inc. 

3552 N Southport Ave 

Amend 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53787] 
Passed [C.J.p.55194] 

Standard Bar & Grill 

1332 N Milwaukee Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53732] 
[C.J.p. 55374] 

Starbucks Coffee 

200 S Michigan Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 
Starbucks Coffee No. 2401 

750 N Franklin St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53781] 
[C.J.p. 55375] 
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S02013-4022 

Transportation 

02013-3828 

Transportation· 

02013-4332 

Transportation 

02013-3724 

Transportation 

02013-3481 

Transportation 

02013-3500 

Transportation 

02013-4572 

Transportation 

02013-4025 

Transportation 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Subway 

4771 N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53795] 
Passed [C.J.p.55376] 

Subway No. 51581 

29 W Lake St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Swim Cafe 

[C.J.p.53781] 
[C.J.p. 55377] 

1357 W Chicago Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55930] 
Tac Quick 

3928-3930 N Sheridan Rd 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p.55972] 
Taco Fresco 

23 E Adams St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 
Tasting Room, The 

1415 W Randolph St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Taverna 750 

[C.J.p. 55930] 

750 W Cornelia Ave 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55378] 

Tea Room 

105-111 E Delaware PI 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53781] 
[C.J.p. 55378] 

Thalia Spice Asian Fusion Bistro 

833 W Chicago Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53759] 
[C.J.p. 55379] 

02013-3962 

Transportation 

02013-4026 

Transportation 

02013-4412 

Transportation 

02013-4490 

Transportation 

02013-4576 

Transportation 

02013-4414 

Transportation 

02013-3912 

Transportation 

02013-4028 

Transportation 

02013-3693 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Third Rail Tavern 

1133 W Madison St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53735] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55380] 

Titled Kilt Pub & Eatery 

17 N Wabash Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p.53781] 
[C.J.p. 55381] 

Tocco Restaurant 

1266 N Milwaukee Ave 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

Towbar 

[C.J.p. 53732] 
[C.J.p. 55382] 

1500 W Jarvis Ave 

Moore (49) 

Referred 
Passed 

Township 

[C.J.p. 53797] 
[C.J.p. 55382] 

2200-2202 N California Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred 
Passed 

UMAI 

730 S Clark St 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

Vapiano 

[C.J.p. 33768] 
[C.J.p. 55383] 

[C.J.p. 53735] 
[C.J.p. 55384] 

44 S Wabash Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 
Vermilion 

10 W Hubbard St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55958] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

02013-3563 

Transportation 

02013-4099 

Transportation 

02013-3502 

Transportation 

02013-3968 

Transportation 

02013-3732 

Transportation 

02013-3565 

Transportation 

02013-4579 

Transportation 

02013-4584 

Transportation 



Date: 6/5/2013 

OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 
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PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Vinnies Sub Shop 

1204 W Grand Ave 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53758] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55385] 

W Chicago City Center 

172 W Adams St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Waffles 

[C.J.p.53781] 
[C.J.p. 55387] 

3611-3617 N Broadway 

Cappleman (46) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53792] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55386] 

Waffles 

1400 S Michigan Ave 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred 
Passed 

Windsor, The 

[C.J.p. 53735] 
[C.J.p. 55386] 

4530 N Milwaukee Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55968] 
Yango's Grill 

2845 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Zad 

[C.J.p. 55967] 

3112 N Broadway 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

Zizi's Kabobs 

[C.J.p. 53789] 
[C.J.p. 55388] 

2825 N Sheffield Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 55789] 
[C.J.p. 55389] 

02013-3696 

Transportation 

02013-4030 

Transportation 

02013-3913 

Transportation 

02013-3569 

Transportation 

02013-4500 

Transportation 

02013-4493 

Transportation 

02013-3831 

Transportation 

02013-3836 

Transportation 

PUBLIC WAY USAGE 

Sidewalk Cafes 

Zocato 

358 W Ontario St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
Passed 

Taxicab Stands 

[C.J.p.53781] 
[C.J.p. 55390] 

E 52nd PI, at S Harper Ave 

Burns (4) 

02013-4033 

Transportation 

02013-4404 

Referred [C.J.p. 55910] Transportation 
N Milwaukee Ave, from N Halsted St to N Green 
St. 

Repeal 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55931] 
E Walton St, at N Rush St 

Amend 

Reilly (42) 

Referred 
REPORTS 

Quarterly 

City Comptroller 

[C.J.p.55961] 

02013-4846 

Transportation 

02013-4188 

Transportation 

Period of September 30, 2012 - December 31, 
2012 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Filed [C.J.p. 53842] 
SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

605 W Roosevelt Rd 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55908] 
Brown, Darryl 

4243 W North Ave 

Maldonado (26) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53756] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55567] 

Doyle Signs, Inc. 

1615 S Clark St 

Dowell (3) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55909] 

F2013-32 

Or2013-315 

Zoning 

Or2013-223 

Zoning 

Or2013-329 

Zoning 
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SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

Doyle Signs, Inc. 

2619 N Clark St 

Smith (43) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55964] 

Doyle Signs, Inc. 

3250 N Kedzie Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Doyle Signs, Inc. 

3250 N Kedzie Ave 

Colon (35) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55945] 
Ed Signs, Inc. 

2946 W 59th St 

Thompson (16) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55919] 
Evanston Awning Co. 

3336 W Lawrence Ave 

Laurino (39) 

Referred 
Passed 

H.M. Witt 

[C.J.p. 53773] 
[C.J.p. 55560] 

2138 S Indiana Ave 

Dowell (3) 

Referred 

Kieffer Signs 

[C.J.p. 55909] 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55934] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison S1 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55934] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison S1 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55933] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison S1 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55932] 

0r2013-330 

Zoning 

0r2013-316 

Zoning 

0r2013-322 

Zoning 

Or2013-271 

Zoning 

Or2013-220 

Zoning 

Or2013-327 

Zoning 

Or2013-313 

Zoning 

Or2013-272 

Zoning 

Or2013-273 

Zoning 

Or2013-274 

Zoning 

SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55931] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison S1 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55931] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison S1 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55933] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55933] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55933] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55933] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55931] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55931] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p.55931] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55933] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

Or2013-275 

Zoning 

Or2013-276 

Zoning 

Or2013-277 

Zoning 

Or2013-278 

Zoning 

Or2013-279 

Zoning 

Or2013-280 

Zoning 

Or2013-281 

Zoning 

Or2013-283 

Zoning 

Or2013-282 

Zoning 

Or2013-284 

Zoning 
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SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-285 Burnett (27) Or2013-295 

Referred [e.J.p.55931] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-286 Burnett (27) Or2013-296 

Referred [e.J.p. 55934] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-287 Burnett (27) Or2013-297 

Referred [e.J.p. 55934] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-288 Burnett (27) Or2013-298 

Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55933] Zoning 
Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-289 Burnett (27) Or2013-299 

Referred [e.J.p. 55934] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-290 Burnett (27) Or2013-300 

Referred [e.J.p. 55934] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55933] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-291 Burnett (27) Or2013-301 

Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55933] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-292 Burnett (27) Or2013-302 

Referred [e.J.p.55932] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55933] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-293 Burnett (27) Or2013-303 

Referred [e.J.p. 55934] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning 

Kieffer Signs Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) Or2013-294 Burnett (27) Or2013-304 

Referred [e.J.p. 55934] Zoning Referred [e.J.p. 55932] Zoning 
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SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55932] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55932] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55933] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55933] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55934] 
Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55934] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 W Madison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55934] 

Kieffer Signs 

1901 WMadison St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55934] 
Landmark Sign Group 

2650 E 95th St 

Holmes (7) 

Referred 

Passed 

[C.J.p. 53742] 

[C.J.p. 55570] 
Landmark Sign Group 

3753 S Cottage Grove Ave 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p.55910] 

Or2013-305 

Zoning 

Or2013-306 

Zoning 

Or2013-307 

Zoning 

Or2013-308 

Zoning 

Or2013-309 

Zoning 

Or2013-311 

Zoning 

Or2013-312 

Zoning 

Or2013-310 

Zoning 

Or2013-224 

Zoning 

Or2013-324 

Zoning 

SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

Landmark Sign Group 

666 W Diversey Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53789] 
[C.J.p. 55565] 

Landmark Sign Group 

108 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55961] 
Landmark Sign Group 

1 08 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.55961] 
Landmark Sign Group 

108 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55962] 
Landmark Sign Group 

108 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55962] 

Landmark Sign Group 

1 08 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55962] 

Landmark Sign Group 

108 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55961] 
Landmark Sign Group 

108 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.55961] 

Landmark Sign Group 

1 08 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.55961] 

Landmark Sign Group 

1 08 N State St 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.55961] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

Or2013-230 

Zoning 

Or2013-331 

Zoning 

Or2013-332 

Zoning 

Or2013-333 

Zoning 

0r2013-334 

Zoning 

Or2013-335 

Zoning 

Or2013-328 

Zoning 

Or2013-317 

Zoning 

Or2013-319 

Zoning 

Or2013-320 

Zoning 
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Landmark Sign Group Olympic Signs, Inc. 

1 08 N State St 60 W Illinois St 

Reilly (42) 0r2013-336 Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p.55962] Zoning Referred [C.J.p. 53782] 
Landmark Sign Group Passed [C.J.p.55565] 

108 N State St Olympic Signs, Inc. 

Reilly (42) Or2013-337 66 W Illinois St 

Referred [C.J.p. 55962] Zoning Reilly (42) 

Lincoln Services, Inc. Referred [C.J.p. 53782] 

1001 WArmitage Ave Passed [C.J.p. 55567] 

Smith (43) Or2013-323 Olympic Signs, Inc. 

Referred [C.J.p. 55964] Zoning 66 W Illinois St 

Lincoln Services, Inc. Reilly (42) 

2616 N Milwaukee Ave Referred [C.J.p. 53782] 

Colon (35) Or2013-177 Passed [C.J.p. 55566] 

Referred [C.J.p. 52033] Zoning 
Olympic Signs, Inc. 

Failed to [C.J.p. 55550] 66 W Illinois St 

Pass Reilly (42) 
Madison Awnings Referred [C.J.p. 53782] 
2273 N Lincoln Ave Passed [C.J.p.55566] 

Smith (43) Or2013-325 Olympic Signs, Inc. 

Referred [C.J.p. 55964] Zoning 5469 W North Ave 

Neon Prism Electric Sign Co., Inc. Mitts (37) 

600 W Division St Referred [C.J.p. 53770] 

Burnett (27) Or2013-340 Passed [C.J.p. 55568] 

Referred [C.J.p. 55931] Zoning Parvin-Clauss Sign Co. 

North Shore Outdoor LLC 3530 N Clark St 

731 W Sheridan Rd Tunney (44) 

Cappleman (46) Or2013-270 Referred [C.J.p.53789] 

Referred [C.J.p. 55973] Zoning Passed [C.J.p. 55564] 

Olympic Signs, Inc. Rich Sign 

515 N Clark St 2323 W 47th St 

Reilly (42) Or2013-238 Amend 

Referred [C.J.p. 53782] Zoning Thompson (16) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55564] Referred [C.J.p. 53749] 

Olympic Signs, Inc. Passed [C.J.p. 55570] 

515 N Clark St Robert Brian Awning Co. 

Reilly (42) Or2013-239 2461 N Clark St 

Referred [C.J.p.53781] Zoning Smith (43) 

Passed [C.J.p. 55563] Referred [C.J.p. 55964] 

117 

0r2013-234 

Zoning 

Or2013-233 

Zoning 

Or2013-235 

Zoning 

Or2013-236 

Zoning 

Or2013-211 

Zoning 

Or2013-225 

Zoning 

02013-4128 

Zoning 

Or2013-326 

Zoning 
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SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

Sign Co. - Poblocki Sign Co. 

401 N Wabash Ave 

Reilly (42) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55962] 
Signco, Inc. 

605 W Roosevelt Dr 

Fioretti (2) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55908] 
South Water Signs LLC 

4995 N Elston Ave 

Laurino (39) 

Referred [C.J.p.53773] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55565] 

South Water Signs LLC 

5366 N Northwest Hwy 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p.53791] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55569] 

South Water Signs LLC 

5366 N Northwest Hwy 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p.53791] 
Passed [C.J.p.55568] 

South Water Signs LLC 

5366 N Northwest Hwy 

Arena (45) 

Referred 
Passed 

White Way Sign 

[C.J.p.53791] 
[C.J.p. 55569] 

5420 W Roosevelt Rd 

Graham (29) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55938] 
SPECIAL EVENTS 

Waiver 

New 37th Ward Gospel Festival 

1333 N Laramie Ave 

Aug 3, 2013 

Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p.55947] 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

Waiver 

St. Stanislaus B & M Church Festival/Carnival 

0r2013-321 5352 W Belden Ave 

Zoning July 25-28, 2013 

Mitts (37) 

Referred [C.J.p.55947] 

Or2013-342 

Special Events 
0r2013-314 SPECIAL SERVICE AREAS 

Zoning 

Or2013-221 

Zoning 

Or2013-216 

Zoning 

Or2013-217 

Zoning 

Or2013-218 

Zoning 

Or2013-339 

S.S.A. No. 4 (95th/Beverly) 

Tax levy, annual budget and 2013 serivce provider 
agreement 

Amendment 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3389 

Referred [C.J.p.52011] Finance 
Passed [C.J.p.53884] 

S.S.A. No. 20 (South Western Avenue) 

Tax levy, annual budget and 2013 serivce provider 
agreement 

Amendment 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3393 

Referred [C.J.p.52100] Finance 
Passed [C.J.p. 53905] 

S.S.A. No. 31 (Clark Street/Lawrence Avenue) 

Tax levy, annual budget and 2013 service provider 
agreement 

Amendment 

Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3396 

Referred [C.J.p. 52100] Finance 
Passed [C.J.p.53926] 

S.S.A. No. 44 (103rd Street-Beverly) 

Tax levy, annual budget and 2013 service provider 
agreement 

Amendment 

Zoning Emanuel (Mayor) 02013-3399 

Finance 

Or2013-343 

Special Events 

Referred [C.J.p.52100] 
Passed [C.J.p. 53999] 

STREETS 

Honorarv Designations 

"Chaka Khan Way" 

S Blackstone Ave, from 50th St to 51st St 

Burns (4) 02013-3401 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53739] 
[C.J.p.55441] 

Transportation 
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STREETS 

Honorary Designations 

"Chicago's "Little Warsaw" Way" 

N Milwaukee Ave, 4700 block, from W Lawrence 
Ave to W Giddings St 

Arena (45) 02013-4186 

Referred [C.J.p.55968] 
"Deacon Leon Hosley Way" 

8901 S Cottage Grove Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53743] 
[C.J.p.55441] 

"Deacon Leon Hosley, Sr. Way" 

S Cottage Grove Ave 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p.55912] 
"Dr. Samuel Joaquin Flores Avenue" 

S Keeler Ave, 2600 block 

Transportation 

S02013-3359 

Transportation 

S02013-4182 

Transportation 

Munoz (22) Or2013-318 

Referred [C.J.p.55924] 
"Dr. William H. Allen Street" 

S Peoria St, at W 73rd St 

Thomas (17) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53749] 
[C.J.p. 55440] 

"Edward F. Dunne Way" 

4600-4700 N Knox Ave, blocks 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53791] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55440] 

"Father Pat Lee Way" 

N North Park Ave, at W Schiller St 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53759] 
[C.J.p.55441] 

"Florence J. Schaeffer Way" 

Transportation 

02013-3416 

Transportation 

02013-3366 

Transportation 

02013-3400 

Transportation 

4300 W Parker Ave, from N Kildare Ave to N 
Kosttner Ave 

Suarez (31) 02013-4133 

Referred 
Passed [C.J.p. 55443] 

Transportation 

STREETS 

Honorary Designations 

"Governor Deval Patrick Avenue" 

5300-5400 S Wabash Ave, blocks 

Dowell (3) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 53739] 
[C.J.p. 55443] 

"Irene Sendler Way" 

W Lawrence Ave, 5300 block 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55968] 
"Jan Karski Way" 

02013-3380 

Transportation 

02013-4183 

Transportation 

N Milwaukee Ave, 4800 block, from W Higgins 
Ave to W Lawrence Ave 

Arena (45) 02013-4187 

Referred [C.J.p. 55968] Transportation 
"Joe Tipre Way" 

W North Ave, and N Wieland St, southeast corner 

Burnett (27) 02013-4217 

Referred [C.J.p. 55930] 
"Lucinda Ware Way" 

5142-5199 W Washington Blvd 

Ervin (28) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55936] 
"Ms. Audrey Newman-Miles Way" 

Transportation 

02013-4179 

Transportation 

S Winchester Ave, from W 56th St to W 57th St 

Foulkes (15) 02013-3392 

Referred [C.J.p.53748] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55442] 

"St. Helen Parish Way" 

W Augusta Blvd, at S Oakley Blvd 

Moreno (1) 02013-4132 

Direct Introduction Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55442] 

"Warsaw-Chicago Sister Cities Way" 

5320 W Lawrence Ave 

Arena (45) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55969] 

02013-4184 

Transportation 
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STREETS 

Miscellaneous 

Renaming S Avenue 0, from E 79th St to SEwing 
St, as S Lake Shore Dr 

Avenue 0 

Pope (10); Holmes (7) 02013-3403 

Referred [C.J.p. 53745] Transportation 
Passed [C.J.p. 55443] 

Speed Limitations 

20 mph 

W Berteau Ave, from N Clark St to N Lincoln Ave 

Pawar (47) 02013-4874 

Referred 

Vacations 

[C.J.p. 55899] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

N Wilton Ave, W Nelson St, bounded by W Barry 
Ave and W Wellington Ave 

Tunney (44) 02013-3373 

Referred 
Passed 

TAG DAYS 

[C.J.p. 53789] 
[C.J.p.55423] 

Transportation 

Blue Island Citizens for Persons with 
Developmental Disabilities (d.b.a. Blue Cap) 

Aug. 23-24, 2013; June 20,2013; Jun 13-14, 
2013; Jul1 thru Dec 31 ,2013; Jun 10 - Sept. 21, 
2013; 

Burke (14) 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p. 54692] 

Or2013-353 

Chicago Fund on Aging and Disability (d.b.a. Meals 
on Wheels Chicago) 

Aug. 23-24, 2013; June 20,2013; Jun 13-14, 
2013; Jul 1 thru Dec 31,2013; Jun 10- Sept. 21, 
2013; 

Burke (14) 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p. 54692] 

Hegewisch Little League 

Or2013-353 

Aug. 23-24, 2013; June 20,2013; Jun 13-14, 
2013; Jul 1 thru Dec 31,2013; Jun 10 - Sept. 21, 
2013; 

Burke (14) 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p. 54692] 

Or2013-353 

TAG DAYS 

Mission of Our Lady of Mercy (a.k.a. Mercy Home 
for Boys and Girls) 

Aug. 23-24, 2013; June 20, 2013; Jun 13-14, 
2013; Jul 1 thru Dec 31 ,2013; Jun 10 - Sept. 21, 
2013; 

Burke (14) Or2013-353 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p. 54692] 

Southern Poverty Law Center, Inc. 

Aug. 23-24, 2013; June 20,2013; Jun 13-14, 
2013; Jul 1 thru Dec 31 ,2013; Jun 10 - Sept. 21, 
2013; 

Burke (14) 

Passed 
Passed [C.J.p. 54692] 

TAX INCENTIVES 

Class 7(b) 

Delta Real Estate Holdings LLC 

2501 N Elston Ave 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52104] 
Passed [C.J.p.54710] 

Class C 

Kingsbury Center SPE LLC 

1415 N Kingsbury St 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53834] 
Class L 

AGC West Town Center Owner LLC 

1275-1295 N Milwaukee Ave 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53835] 
CAA Hotel Owner LLC 

12 S Michigan Ave 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p. 52099] 
Passed [C.J.p. 54020] 

Or2013-353 

02013-3763 

Economic 

02013-4399 

Finance 

02013-4479 

Finance 

02013-3802 

Finance 
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TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICTS 

Near West - Madison/Racine T.I.F. 

Amendment No.4 to Redevelopment Plan and 
Project Land Use Map 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Referred [C.J.p.52101] 
Passed [C.J.p. 53855] 

TRAFFIC 

Direction 

One way-southerly 

02013-3458 

Finance 

W Nelson St, from N Dayton St to N Wilton Ave 

Tunney (44) 02013-3258 

Referred 

Passed 

[C.J.p.51956] 

[C.J.p. 54996] 
One-way - northerly 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4915 

N Keeler Ave, from W Lawrence Ave to W Foster 
Ave 

Amend 

Laurino (39) 02013-1406 

Referred 

Passed [C.J.p. 54995] 
One-Way westerly 

E 52nd PI, and S Harper Ave 

Burns (4) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55882] 

Two-Way 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4915 

02013-4393 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

N Dayton St, from W Wellington Ave to W Nelson 
Ave 

Tunney (44) 02013-3259 

Referred [C.J.p.51956] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54996] 
Two-Way 

150 W Goethe St, at N Wells 

Amend 

Smith (43) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 54996] 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4915 

02013-4139 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4915 

TRAFFIC 

Signs 

All-Way Stop 

W Harrison St, At S Kilpatrick Ave 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55900] 

All-Way Stop 

W Roscoe St, at N Hamilton Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 55017] 
All-Way Stop 

W Roscoe St, at N Hamilton Ave 

Waguespack (32) 

Direct Introduction 

Passed [C.J.p. 55017] 
Disabled Parking 

S Drexel Ave, at W 60th St 

Cochran (20) 

Referred 

Passed 
No Parking 

[C.J.p. 33543] 

[C.J.p. 55018] 

E 60th St, at S Drexel Ave 

Cochran (20) 

Referred 

Passed 
No Parking 

[C.J.p. 33543] 

[C.J.p.55014] 

0r2013-346 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-268 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-266 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2012-508 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4912 

Or2012-507 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4905 

S Independence Blvd, from W Harrison St to W 
Roosevelt Rd 

Remove 

Chandler (24) 

Referred [C.J.p.55901] 

No Parking Loading Zone 

S Drexel Ave, at E 60th St 

Cochran (20) 

Referred [C.J.p. 33543] 

Passed [C.J.p. 54992] 

02013-4453 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2012-505 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

S02013-4902 
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TRAFFIC 

Signs 

One-Way Stop 

E 52nd PI, and S Harper Ave 

Bums (4) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55900] 

Rush Hour Parking 

02013-4351 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

N Clyboum Ave, between W Division St and N 
Halsted St 

Remove 

Burnett (27) 

Referred 

Stop 

[C.J.p. 55901] 

N Avondale Ave, at N Ogaliah Ave 

02013-4851 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

O'Connor (41) Or2013-349 

Referred [C.J.p. 55900] Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Stop 

W Berteau Ave, and N Greenview Ave 

Remove 

Pawar (47) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55900] 

Stop 

N Dayton St, at W Wellington Ave 

Tunney (44) 

Referred [C.J.p.51977] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55017] 
Three-Way Stop 

E 100th St, at S Exchange Ave 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55900] 

Two Hour Parking 

S Baltimore Ave, at E 92nd St 

Pope (10) 

Referred [C.J.p.51977] 

Passed [C.J.p. 55009] 

02013-4873 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-191 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-345 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 

Or2013-186 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
S02013-4913 

TRAFFIC 

Signs 

Two-Way Stop 

W 48th St, and S Tripp Avenue 

Burke (14) 

Referred [C.J.p. 27809] 

Passed [C.J.p.55017] 
TRIBUTES 

Albert L. Hamm 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55861] 
Alyne Payton 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55825] 
Andreotti, (Hon.) Giulio 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55812] 
Anthony Todd Daniels 

Beale (9) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55806] 
Bob Kotalik 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55817] 
Bouruch Spiegel 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55827] 
Bowen, M.D., (Hon.) Otis 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55813] 
Catherine Nugent 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted 
Frances Monson 

Burke (14) 

Adopted 

[C.J.p. 55864] 

[C.J.p. 55823] 
Govanna E. Teele 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55865] 
Greeley, (Rev.) Andrew M. 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55814] 

Date: 6/5/2013 

Or2012-286 

Pedestrian and 
Traffic Safety 
SOr2013-352 

R2013-534 

R2013-565 

R2013-554 

R2013-514 

R2013-558 

R2013-567 

R2013-555 

R2013-538 

R2013-563 

R2013-539 

R2013-556 
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TRIBUTES 

Irma Cabrera Romero 

Maldonado (26); Moreno (1); 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55854] 
James Harris, Sr. 

Beale (9) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55808] 
John D. Zitek 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55829] 
Kaplan, (Hon.) Aubrey Francis 

Burke (14) 

Adopted 
Ken Venturi 

Burke (14) 

[C.J.p.55816] 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55828] 
Leader, (Hon.) George M. 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55818] 
Mahon, (Right Rev. Msgr.) Leo T. 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55819] 
Myron D. Freeman 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55860] 
Netsch, (Hon.) Dawn Clark 

Emanuel (Mayor) 

Adopted 
Nyra P. Gay 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55861] 
Patricia Wells 

Mitts (37) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55858] 
Ray Manzarek 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55820] 
Reverend Samuel Ballard, Sr. 

Beale (9) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55805] 
Reyes, Norma Ida 

Suarez (31); Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.53821] 

R2013-587 

R2013-519 

R2013-569 

R2013-557 

R2013-568 

R2013-559 

R2013-560 

R2013-532 

R2013-546 

R2013-533 

R2013-592 

R2013-561 

R2013-518 

R2013-522 

TRIBUTES 

Reynaldo Alexander Ward 

Beale (9) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55809] 
Rosa Lee Gibbs 

Beale (9) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55807] 
Rose R. Johnson 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55863] 
Rudcki, (Rev.) Stanley R. 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55826] 
Steven Griffin Jay 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55862] 
Vernon McGarity 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55822] 
Walter J. Murphy 

Burke (14) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55824] 
Walter J. Murphy 

Laurino (39) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55863] 
William J. Gerber 

Quinn (13) 

Adopted [C.J.p.55811] 
William Vincent Wright 

Beale (9) 

Adopted [C.J.p. 55810] 
UNITED STATES GOVT. 

R2013-520 

R2013-515 

R2013-536 

R2013-566 

R2013-535 

R2013-562 

R2013-564 

R2013-537 

R2013-529 

R2013-516 

President Barack Obama and U.S. Congress urged 
to award U.S. Congressional Medal of Honor to 
U.S. 65h Infantry Regiment 

Reboyras (30); Moreno (1); R2013-589 

Adopted [C.J.p.53823] 
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ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 

Map No. 1-F 

DKMS LLC c/o Law Offices of Samuel V.P. Banks 

730 W Grand Ave 

App No. 17715, C1-1 to C1-3 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49532] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55527] 

Map No. 1-H 

1645 W. Huron LLC 

1645 W Huron St 

App No. 17712, RS3 to RM5 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49536] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55527] 

Gold, William 

1659 W Grand Ave 

App No. 17717, C2-1 to B2-3 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49532] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55497] 

Map No. 2-F 

738-742 S Dearborn St 

RSD-512 to DX-12 

Burns (4) 

02013-2486 

Zoning 

02013-2483 

Zoning 

02013-2488 

Zoning 

02013-4837 

Referred [C.J.p.55901] Zoning 
McCaffery Interests, Inc. 

900-1154 S Clark St, 100-200 W Roosevelt Rd, 
1135-1136 Delano Court, 901-1001 SWells St, 
821 S Financial PI and 901 S LaSalle St 

App No. 17640, RBPD No. 523 to RBPD No. 523 
as amended 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.42320] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55452] 

S02012-8204 

Zoning 

ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 

Map No. 2-H 

Board of Trustees of Community College District 
No. 508, County of Cook and State of Illinois (also 
known as City College of Chicago) 

1901-1933 W Adams St, 1941-1959 W Adams St, 
201-249 S Damen Ave, 1800-1806 W Jackson 
Blvd, 1814-1960 W Jackson Blvd, 216-250 S 
Wood St and 208-212 S Honore St 

App No. 17642, RM5 to C1-3 then to IPD 

Mendoza (Clerk) S02012-8206 

Referred [C.J.p.42317] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p. 55498] 

Map No. 3-G 

1055-1059 N Ashland Ave 

C1-2 to B1-2 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 51979] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55528] 

1133-1141 N Ashland Ave 

B3-1 to B1-2 

Moreno (1) 

Referred [C.J.p. 51979] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55528] 

KMS Development 

1537 W Fry St 

App No. 17748, RS-3 to RM-4.5 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53846] 
Map No. 3-H 

1018 N Ashland Ave 

B3-2 to B1-2 

Moreno (1) 

Referred 
Passed 

Map No. 4-G 

[C.J.p.51979] 
[C.J.p. 55529] 

Suzumoto Family Trust, The 

1343-1345 W 19th St 

App No. 17750, RT-4 to C1-2 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53846] 

02013-2753 

Zoning 

02013-2736 

Zoning 

02013-4163 

Zoning 

02013-2727 

Zoning 

02013-4165 

Zoning 
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ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 

Map No.4-I 

Pedro, Ramon clo Law Offices of Samuel V.P. 
8anks 

3116-3124 W Cermak Rd 

App No. 17749, 83-2 to C1-2 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-4164 

Referred [C.J.p. 53846] Zoning 
Map No. 5-H 

Iqbal, Mohammad 

3700-3714 W Addison St 

App No. 17751, RS-2 to 83-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-4166 

Referred [C.J.p. 53845] Zoning 
Map No.5-I 

Chicago Propeities LLC clo Law Offices of Samuel 
VP 8anks 

3053 W Armitage Ave 

App No. 17713, 83-1 to 83-2 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49531] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55529] 

Map No. 5-J 

02013-2484 

Zoning 

Jamtar Group LLC c/o Law Offices of Samuel VP 
8anks 

3600 W Palmer St 

App No. 17714, RS3 to 83-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49533] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55530] 

Map No. 5-M 

JSRC, Inc. d.b.a. North Ridge Cleaners 

6202-6210 W North Ave 

App No. 17755, 83-1 to C1-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53845] 
Map No. 6-J 

Mata, Maria and Pedro 

3059 S St Louis Ave 

App No. 17716, 83-1 to 82-2 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49533] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55530] 

02013-2485 

Zoning 

02013-4170 

Zoning 

02013-2487 

Zoning 

ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 

Map No. 7-G 

Maschmeyer, Mike 

1248 W George St 

App No. 17708, M1-2 to RM5 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49533] 
Passed [C.J.p.55531] 

Map No.7-I 

Connolly, Maurice 

3136 N Elston Ave 

App No. 17709,83-1 to 82-2 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49531] 
Passed [C.J.p.55531] 

Map No. 7-N 

6701 W 8elmont LLC 

6701 W 8elmont Ave 

App No. 17752, M1-1 to 83-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53846] 
Map No. 8-E 

Apostolic Faith Church 

02013-2479 

Zoning 

02013-2480 

Zoning 

02013-4167 

Zoning 

3745-3759 S Indiana Ave, 3801-3857 S Indiana 
Ave, 3808-3848 S Indiana Ave; 201-209 E 
Pershing Rd; 3800 S Prairie Ave and 3804-3858 
S Prairie Ave 

App No. 17746, RM-5 to 83-3 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53844] 
Map No. 8-F 

600-608 W Pershing Rd 

M1-2 to RS1 

8alcer (11) 

02013-4161 

Zoning 

02013-2751 

Referred [C.J.p.51980] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p.55532] 

Chan, Mary Jean, Chan, Erica K. and Chan, James 
W. 

3405 S Parnell Ave 

App No. 17747, M1-2 to RS-3 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-4162 

Referred [C.J.p. 53845] Zoning 
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ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 

Map No. 8-F 

Chicago Title Land Trust Company, as Trustee 
u.t.a. No. 96-6849 

3623-3625 S Normal Ave 

App No. 17721, M1-2 to RT4 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49531] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55532] 

Map No. 8-H 

2001-2011 W 35th St 

RS3 to 83-2 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55902] 
2025 W 35th St 

RS3 to 83-2 

Cardenas (12) 

Referred [C.J.p. 55902] 
Map No. 11-G 

Sehgal, Vivek 

4000-4008 N South Chicago Ave 

App No. 17723, 81-2 to 83-3 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49535] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55533] 

Map No. 11-H 

Kopfer, Jay 

2047 W Cuyler Ave 

App No. 17718, RS3 to RT4 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49533] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55533] 

Map No. 11-1 

Halo Energy Group LLC 

3108 W Irving Park Rd 

App No. 17720, 83-1 to C1-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49532] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55534] 

02013-2492 

Zoning 

02013-4841 

Zoning 

02013-4842 

Zoning 

02013-2494 

Zoning 

02013-2489 

Zoning 

02013-2491 

Zoning 

ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 

Map No. 11-L 

Metoyer, Michael and Camargo, Maria 

5528 W 8erteau Ave 

App No. 17702, RS3 to RT3.5 

Mendoza (Clerk) 02013-2473 

Referred [C.J.p.49533] Zoning 
Passed [C.J.p. 55534] 

Map No. 12-0 

Mesa Development LLC 

1330 E 53rd St 

App No. 17677, 81-2 and 83-2 to 83-5 then to PO 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.46128] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55477] 

Map No. 13-N 

Gniedziejko, Tomasz 

5134 N Newcastle Ave 

App No. 17754, RS-2 to RS-3 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 53845] 
Map No. 16-1 

Zahdan, Ahmad/8eneficiary 

3037 W 63rd St 

App No. 17703, 81-1 to C1-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49536] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55498] 

Map No. 17-0 

Devon Investment Partners LLC 

7240 W Devon Ave 

App No. 17710, 83-1 to 83-1.5 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49532] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55535] 

Map No. 18-C 

1922 E 79th St 

83-2 to RT4 

Harris (8) 

Referred [C.J.p. 51979] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55535] 

S02013-796 

Zoning 

02013-4169 

Zoning 

02013-2474 

Zoning 

02013-2481 

Zoning 

02013-2701 

Zoning 
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ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 

Map No. 18-E 

8rooks, Melvin 

651-653 E 75th St 

App No. 17704,81-1 to C1-2 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.49531] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55536] 

Map No. 18-J 

Torres, Peter 

02013-2475 

Zoning 

7800-7810 S Kedzie Ave, 3211 W 78th St 

App No. 17711, C1-1 to C2-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49535] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55536] 

Map No. 22-H 

9446 S Charles St 

81-1 to C1-1 

O'Shea (19) 

Referred 
Passed 

Wright, Joseph 

[C.J.p.51980] 
[C.J.p. 55537] 

9059 S Western Ave 

App No. 17753, 81-2 to 83-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p.53846] 
Map No. 26-E 

Smith, Nathaniel 

10358 S Corliss Ave 

App No. 17706, RS3 to 81-1 

Mendoza (Clerk) 

Referred [C.J.p. 49535] 
Passed [C.J.p. 55537] 

Map No. 28-E 

11103 S Michigan Ave 

81-3 to RS3 

8eale (9) 

Referred 
Passed 

[C.J.p. 51980] 
[C.J.p. 55538] 

02013-2482 

Zoning 

02013-2720 

Zoning 

02013-4168 

Zoning 

02013-2477 

Zoning 

02013-2707 

Zoning 
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